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Rubinstein's Souvenir de Dresde 363

OBIOINAL ARTICLES.

Bach Festival 302, 322
Lower Rhine Festival 490
Manns, Mr. August 387
Opera at Drury Lane and Covent
Garden 530,549

Rosenthal and Padereweki 650
Royal Italian Opera ... 431, 451, 471, 611

Rubinstein's " Christus," at Bremen ... 610

NOTES.

OBITTTABY,

Solomon, Edward

PAGE
. 178

87

Beethoven's Choral Symphony
COWCEHTS :

—

Monday Popular ... 66, 87, 111, 134, 178,

199, 243, 263, 283, 323
Saturday Popular 243, 343
Dolmetsch's 66, 111, 156
London Symphony ... 87, 134, 178, 223, 263
Schubert 223
Philharmonic 243,451,530
Wagner 387, 451, 560
Brahms' 410
Nikisoh 631
Richter 461,471,611,631
Sarasate 531,550

Ennis's (Dr.) Exercise 199
'* Hiinsel und Gretel," Sir A, C. Mac-
kenzie's Lecture on 155

Mackenzie's (Sir A. C.) Lectures at the
Royal Institution Ill, 199

Organ, Electric, of Mr. Hope Jones ... 471
Parry's (Dr.) "King Saul," at the
• Albert Hall 16S
Rosenthal, Herr Moritz 611
" Traviata," at Covent Garden 611
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THE
AUTOTYPE COMPANY

Has the bononr to announce the Publicat'cn of

NINETY-THREE DRAWINGS

ALBERT DURER,
Keprodnced in Facsimile from Originals in the British

Masenm, and accompanied liy Descriptive Text by

SIDNKY COLVIN, M.A.,

Keeper 0/ Prints and Drawings^ British Museum,

*' The British Mnseum collection, reproduced in this

volume, is,'' pays Professor C'olvin, ** a fairly complete and
feprcsontative survey of the several |)hase8 of Durer's

activity a? a drauKhtsman and sketcber during all periods

of his career."

The Volume i> Imperialfolio, half-morocco, Tlatet Lineit'

Guarded and Interleaved. Siition 100 Cnpiee.

Price Six Ouineai.

The ATJTOTTPE FINE-ABT CATALOOTTE
(Sew Edition), of 1h1 pages, with IlluKtratcd Supple-

ment, containing 68 Miniature Photographs of notable

Autotypes, post free, Ost Shillikg.

' AUTOiYPE : a Decorative and Educational Art.

New Fahphlkt, Fbbx ox Applicatiox.

J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
Hit IReprobucets,

QIOD FETIS HIC E8T.'>

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
74, New Oxford Street, London.

TYPE-WRiriNG.

AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
8f;icntiflc, Literary, anil Mwlical MSS. canifully and protei'tly

~ ' Co.. 40, Norfo'k Street, Strand. W.C.tf]>ewritten by Rhwr. i
Private room for dictation. Highest refereDcea. Tranalatiuus,

TYPE-WRITERS—SECOND-HAND
MACirrNES, elual to new. Kon BALE, E,\(:IIANGE, or

I,ENT fju UniE Stachjnea Hf,ld by InntalfiiL-ntB on TurniH to suit
I'lirchaMfra. rue of Maohlnt^ taught free to hirers or i.tirc-tiasers.

K'-minKt'^nii. Yovta. Ilamniondit. Caligrmtih. Bar-locka, Filch, &c

,

from £8. MS Coi.itfl with accuracT and despatch at lowest rates.

lliRhest references. Illastratetl Cataloffae free.—M. TAlLon, >laDaj!er,

Tiatlonal TjrpC'Writer £xcliaJlge, 74, Cluuicery Lane, Loodoa (Uolboru
<nd|.

IT will be in the recollection of our niunerons clients, and the public

generally, tliat for a long period a widely felt want was experienced
amongst Artists, Authors, Publishers, and Printers alike, in the way
of obtaining easily accessible and reliable information as to the best and
cheapest methods—consistent with high-class work— of Re2)roduction,

as applied to Oil Paintings, Water-Colour Drawings, Pen and Ink
Sketehe?, Photographs, MS8., &c., &c.

The marked success which has attended our efforts to meet this

want induces us to make more widely known the lines on which our

House was established.

For many years we had made a special study of the various pro-

cesses adopted, botli at Home and Abroad, for the Reproduction of

Works of Art in Monochrome and Colours ; and our House being the

first to enter the field to supply so necessary a desideratum, we had the

good fortune, in our interviews with the various Continental Firms, to

secure valuable concessions from many of the leading houses in France,

Bavaria, Germany, and Austria, and in some cases to obtain exclusive

rights for Great Britain and Ireland.

These various concessions have jjroved to be highly advantageous,

alike to manufacturer and client—to the manufacturer from a widely

increased and rapidly extending business, and to client from excellence

of results, combined with the lowest remunerative charges.

We are thus enabled to supply the highest possible class of work,

and at the same time to advise as to the best method of reproduction

according to the nature of the original. Wc are not committed to any one

process, and are perfectly unbiassed in giving advice to our clients, who
may in all cases rely upon safe guidance as to the methods best suited

to their varied requirements. This is a specialfeature of our business.

For many years past we have been entrusted with commissions from

most of the principal Fine Art Publishers, who have on every occasion

expressed themselves in terms of high approval of our various processes.

The well-known house of Herr Franz Hanfstaengl, of Munich, gave

us the sole right for Great Britain and Ireland to supply their Photo-

gravure, Block and Collotype i^rocesses. This house bears a world-wide

reputation for artistic finish. In all their methods of Art Reproduction

it is unsurpassed by any European establishment, while as regards their

Photogravure Process, many of our leading artists consider that it stands

without a rival.

Herr Hanfstaengl's Studios are of the most elaborate and extensive

character, and the liberal support we have received on his behalf from

our chief London Publishing Houses is a proof of their api)reciation of

the value and importance of his work. We have constantly on view

many costly and important plates from paintings by artists of high

repute, and a visit to our offices will confirm the high encomiums we

have received on all hands as to the excellence and quality of the work

that has already emanated fi*om our firm in all its branches.

Offices: M, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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THEATRES.

ADELFHI THEATRE.
Sole Propriotoni and Mnoagon, A. & 8. Gstll.

THIS EVKXINO, >t 7.4S, TUB FATAL CARD. Mr.
WillluQ TerriM, Mean. Mnmy Carson, Charlos PviUon,

W. L. Abingdon, Richard Pardon, and llarrj- NicholU;
Ueadamea Vane, Laura Linden, Sophie Larltiu, and Miu
MiUward.

AVENUE THEATBE.
THIS EVKSISO, at 8.30, TUB LADY SLAVBT. Mi««

Hay Vohe and Mr. J. J. Uallaa ; Meedamoa Oronrillc,

Jennr McNulty, Rita York ; Mcura. Roberl Pateman, U.
Sparlinff, O. Humphrey, and Jamos Levor«it. At 7.-i5,

tSk FUTURE Mils. KAN80ME.

COMEDY THEATBE.
Leasee and Manai^er, Mr. J. Cornyns Carr.

THIS EVKNI.SG. at n.15, THE NEW WOMAN. Mr.
Fred Terry, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. J. O.Grahaiue, Mr. Wyci,
Mr. Champion, Mr. Byron ; Mii« R-wc Letlercii, -Miss Alma
Hamj, Uisa Laura Graves, Miss Gertrude Warden, Miss
BIclfMrda, Miia Norton.

'

COUBT THEATBE.
Sole Lessee, Mr. Arthur Cbudlcigh.

THIS EVENING, at 0.0, DR. HILL. Mossni. Wilfrid

DntyooU, William H. Day, Hanvood, KoUy, KeathcrsUme ;

Ifliine Kenward, Dora <lc Wiuton, Drummond, Hnnlingc,
ijTiter, and Miaa Lottie Vcnnc.
GENTLKltAN JIM.

Preceded, at 8.15, by

CRITEEION THEATBE.
Lessee and ManaRer, Mr. Charles Wyndham.

THIS EVENING, at 8..)n, THE CASK OF REBELLIOUS
BUSAS. Mr. Cliarles Wyndham, Mr. Kcmblo, Mr. Frodk.
Kerr, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Ben Webster, Mr. B. Diignall

;

Miss Fanny Coleman, Miss Gertrude Kinf^tou, Mies Nina
Boncicault, and Miss Mary Moore.

DALY'S THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 9.0, Humperdinck's HANSEL AND

GRETEL. Preceded, at S.13, by Mozart's BASTIEN AND
BASTIENNE. Messrs. Charles Copland, Hoginnld Brophy

;

Joseph Claus ; Mdmes. Julia I<enno.\, Marie Elba, Jeanne
Douste, Ediih Miller, Jessie Hudloston, Marie du Bedat.
Conductor, Signor Arditi

DBUBY LANE THEATBE BOYAL.
Sir Augustus Harris, Sole Lessee and Manager.

TWICE DAILY, at 1.30 and 7.30, DICK WHITTISGTON.
Messrs. Dan Leno, Herbert Campbell, Grllliths Bros., Spry
and Austen ; Mesdnmcs Ada Blanche, Mario Montrose, Lily

Harold, Agnes Hewitt, Madge Lucas, Eva Westlakc, Lila
Clay*8 Ladies* Band.

GAIETY THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Mos:rs.

Seymour Hicks, George C.rossmith, jun., Colin Coop, Cairns
James. Co\ entry Davios, I'riink Wlioelor, Robert Nainby,
Willie Warde, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kate Cutler, I.illie Bclmore, Adelaide Astor,

Fannie Warde, Maggie Ripley, Topsy Sinden, aud Marie
Ualton.

OABEICK THEATBE.
Mr. John Hare. Lo.?see and Manager.

THIS EVENIN(i, at S.30, SLAVES OF THE RING.
Mr. John Hare, Messrs. Brandon Tliomas, A. Bourchier,
Oillwrt Hare, W. Dennis, C. V.ock, G, Du Maurier ; Mdmes.
E. Calhoun, Boucicault, Phillips, and Kate Rorko. At 8.0,

SIXES AND SEVENS. _^_
GLOBE THEATBE.
Lessee, W. S. Penloy.

THIS EVENING, at 9.0, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Peulejf J
Messrs. W. Everard, S. Pa.xton, Seymour, C.

Thombiirv, and Beeves Smith; Misses Ada Branson,
Emmie Merrick, (iraves, Schuberth. At 8.0, IN THE
KYBS OF THE WORLD.

HAYMARKET THEATBE.
Managers, Mr. Waller and Mr. Morrell.

THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.
I«wi8 Waller, Alfred Bishop, C. H. Hrookdeld, Cosmo
Smart, Sianford, Deane, Meyrick, Goodhari, and Charles
H. Hawtroy ; Mesdamcs Fanny Brjugh, Maude Millett,

Florence West, Vano Feathcrstoiie, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LYCEUM THEATBE.
Solo Lessee, Mr. Henry Irving.

TO-DAV, at 1.30, Mr. Oscar Barrett's Fairy Pantomime,
SANTA CLAOS. Messrs. Wm. Rignold, Victor Stevens,

Fred Kmnoy, Hawley, Blunt, Roxborough, Watty Brunton,
Edouanl Espinoaa, aud Charles Lauri; Misses Annie Schu-
lierth, Susie Vaughan, Clara Jocks, Lillie Comyns, Rosie

Leyton, Amy Farroll, Judith Kspinosa, MdUe. Zanlretta,

and Kitty Loftus.

LYBIC THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, nt 8.30, HIS E.XCELLENCY. Mes-

damcs Jessie Bond, Ellalino Temss, Alice Harnett, Gertrude
Ayhvard,andNancy Mcintosh; Messrs. Rutland Barringtou,

Charles Kenningham, John Lb Hay, Arthur Playfair,

Augustus Cramer, and George Grossmith. Preceded, at

7.40. lif A KNIGHT EUUANU".

PEINCE OF WALES THEATBE.
MR. ARTHUR ROBERTS' SEASON.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, CLAUDE DUVAL. Messrs.

W. H. Denny, W. P. Dempsey, J. Welch, F. Morgan,
L. Russell, and Mr. Arthur Roberts; Mesdames Aida
Jenonre, Violet Robinson, Florence Levey, Lidilon, Eva
Ellerslie, Carrie Benton, Kate Cannon, Alice Holbrook,
Kitty Harcourt, and Ellas Dee.

PEINCESS'S THEATBE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 7.30, THE DERBY WINNER.
Mrs. John Wood, Mrs. Raleigh, Misses Pattie Browne,
Louise Moodic, Hetty Dene, Middlcton, Bea'rico Lamb;
Messrs. Charles Dalton, Harry KversBeld, Ruclgo Harding,

Charles Dodsworth, East, Lawford, Revellc, and George
Giddeus.

SAVOY THEATBE.
Proprietor and Manager, R. D'Oyly Carte.

THIS EViONING, at 8.15, THE CHIEFTAIN. Messrs.

Courtice Pounds, Walter Passmore, M. R. Morand, Scott

Russell, Peterkin, and R. Temple ; Mesdamcs Florence St.

John, Florence Perry, Emmie Owen, and U. Brandram. At
7.45, COX AND BOX. Messrs. Scott Russell, Morand, and
R. Temple.

STEAND THEATBE.
Lessee, Mr. Willie Bdonin.

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, A TRIP TO CHINATOWN.
Mr. R. G. Knowles, Messrs. Tripp - Edgar, De Langc,

Stevens, HilUard, Egbert, Bernard, Cloraine, Slather

;

Mesdamcs Alice Atherton, Mav Edouin, Edith Vane, Gcorgic

Wright, Audrey Ford, and Kate Ruskin. At 8, A HAPPY
THOUGHT.

TOOLE' 3 THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, WALKER, LONDON, and

PAUL PRY. Mr. J. L. Toole, Messrs. John Billington,

George Shelton, Henry Westland, C. M. Lowne, E. A.

Coventry, Arlton ; Misses Eliza Johnstone, Kate Carlyou,

Cora Poole, Alice Kingsley, and Mary Brongh.

VAUDEVILLE THEATBE.
Lessee, Mr. William Grossmith.

THIS EVENING, at 0, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon
Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauchamp, S. Warden, K. Douglas,

T Palmer, F. Volpc, T. Kingston, A. Helmore, J. L.

Mackav Mesdamcs Gladys Homfrey, May Palfrey, Esmti

Berengcl-, Helena Dacre. At 8.15, HAL, THE HIGH-
WAYMAN.

Invested Funds
Paid in Claims

£4,700,000

£9,000,000

For Mutual

Life Assurance

Death Duties provided for by
liife Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PKOFITB.—Tkc whole are divided amOBgtt the Assarcd. Already divided, £4,600,0«0.

At the division in I8»2 there were nearly eight hundred Policies in respect of which not only were the Premiuius

entirely •XtlncnUbed, but also Annuities were granted or Cash Bonuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies tlic

original sums assured arc now more tlian dOttbled by the Bonus Additions. Applications for Agencies mvitcd.

48, QrAoeGliarch Street, I.ondon, B.O. ABTHtB SMITHER, Actfiarg an t Stcretarf.

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

BOIUINQ WATER OR MILK.

VINOLIA SOAP
Does not Touch Up the

Skin.

Piioo 4d., 6d., 8d., lOd., and 2s, 6d. per Tablet-

CATALOQUE8
LT'OREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
L promptly sappUed on moderate tenni.

CATAL0ODE8 <m appUeatlon.

SCLAU * CO., Xl, 8eao Bmm.

FOREIGN BOOKS AT FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENBIETTA STBEET, COVENT GABDEN,
AND

20, SOUTH FUEDEUICK STREET, EDIXBUBGH.
CATALOGUES foiifru oit applicalian.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEIGN BOOKSEI.LEB,

M, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opixisite the British Museum),

Supplies all FouEiox Books and Pesiodicau at the most
moderate prices.

Catatoijues on application,

A/rONTHLY CATALOGUE of Rare,
-LTX Curioui, and OCT-OF-TUE-WAY BOOKS, wnt free on
(Ivqiand.—Q. Lkhm i.ttR, Libralre. 38, Rue ile Ohftteautluii, l»aris

yO BOOKBUYERS and LIBEAEIANS
i. of FREE LIBUAKIES.-The BOOKLOVEU'8 TRKASCRE
HOUSE, No. 2, iiuw ready, contAiuinK a KU-ction of lligh-clsts
nii'l (U'Siralile Swoml-h.iml itookn. I'ost trve to any part of tbs
WiirUl.—AdJress. Mh>i.axi> l^nucATioNAt. Co. (Limited), Bookmou,
S. II. B. Department, BirmiDgtiHin.

AGENCT FOR AUJSRICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and nOOKSELLER.S. of 27 and 211 West 23rd Street. New

Vorlv, and 24. BEDFOKD STREET. IA)ND0N. \V.4J.. d<:8ireU.call the
attuutiuQ of the REAIMNU I'UBLIC' to the excellent facilities

F
resented by their Branch House in London for tillinfr, un the moxt
tvourable terms, ffrderg for their own STAN'OARI) PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMER1(\\K BOOKS and PKUIOOICAM

—

CATAL0G0E8 sent on application. __^^
IMPORTANT.-PRlNTlJtO AND PCBLTSHIKO

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
&C.-KINO. SELL & RAILTON. Liniite.1, hi^th-clnss Printers

aud Publishers, V2. Oough H'luuro, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E,C.,
have BpeciallV'huilt Rotary aud ottier fast Machines fur priutilig
and hindins illustrated or other Puhlicationa.
Adricc and assistiince Riven to anyone wishing to commence New

Journals.
Facilities upon the premises 'or Editorial Offices, free. AdTdrtisia

and Publishing Ocpartmenta conducted.

Telephone 2759. Telegraph, ''Africanism, T<ondon.*

THE AUTHOES' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Litentn' Syndicate aud Press Agenoy. " A Medium of

Commuuigitiou I>ctwcen Authors. Editor^ and Publisher^." Advises
upon, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by api>ointment only.
—Address the StCRET.iitv, 3, Victoria-street, Weatmiuster.

PPrinting and publishing. — To
Ai;TU0R.S.—3i>ecial attention given to the above. Estimates

free. Aco3unt8 verifiei by Chart4.>retl Accauutant.—Addrecs M.iXAaKK,
Roxburgh© Prcsa, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

r%| r^ QWIUTQ KEflTTED. fine Irioh Linen, 2i,

^^LhIi^ on I T\ I W or verj* best Irish Linen, returned
free, reidy to wear, *.^. 6d. Sample Shirt, for Drtss and ordinary wear,
any sixe post free, Ss. !)d., 3s. 9d., 48. 9d., 50. 9d., or 6s. 9<1. Twilled
Night Shirts, '2g. lid., 3s. M., 4s. M.. or Ss »\. LINEN COLLARS and
CUFFS. Best 4-fold Collars, 4s. 6d. and 5s. 6d. doi. ; made exact to

pattern, 2a. 9d. half-doz., post free. N ipkiii-:, 23 ftl. per doi. ; IHunci
Napkins, -is. &1. per dosen ; Table IO IQ LJ I I IWI CT IVI
Cloths, 2 yardssquarc.Ss. Shl.ftach, I» IO ii L«l 1^ Ci IH
Si yards by 3 yards, 63. Sd. ; Kitchen Table Cloths, loid. esich ; real

Irish Linen Sheeting, fully bleached, 2 yards wide, Is. lid. per yard;
and Linen Diaper, Sjd. i>er yard ; Nursery Diaper, 4id. per yard

;

Surplice Linen, 7d. i>er yard; Glass Cloths. 3s. 6d. dosen. LINEN
UDCKABACK TOWELS, S8.6d. perdoKcu; Damask Towels. 6s. 6d.

perdoxen; Turkish Bath Towels, ts. each; Twille<l Linen Pillow

Cases, from is. Id. each. IRISH CAMBRIC HANDKERCHIEFS.-
Child'rcn's, Is. 2d.; Ladies', 28.3d.; Oent's, 39. 6d. Hemstitched—
Ladies*, 29.3*1.; Gent's, 4s. lid. per dozen. Better qualities equally

cheap. Price Lists and I'attems of all kinds of Linen Goods and
Hosiery sent to any part of the world, i»o8t free. Monoerams, Crests,

Coats of Arms, Initial?, &c , woven and eml'toidered. Samples and
IlluBlratcd Price Lists post free to any part of the world.

B. & E. M'HUGH & CO., Limited, BELFAST

ESTABLISHED 18DL

BIRKBEOK BANK,
Sontliampton Buildings, ClisnceiT Lane. I^ndon. ^„,„_

TWO-AND-A-HALF perCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS

"?*\^0^\%TcKNT.'*ou CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mlnlniuni

mouthlr ttal^Dces. wlien not ilrawu l>«low £10W.

STOOKS, .SUAUES. and ANNUITIES purchMeU and »old.

SAVIN08~I>EPAKTMENT.
Forthoenooiimgomcnt of Thrift tlio Bank receives «mall«um« on

deposit, and allowa Interest moutUlj on oaoh completed XI

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
uTiW TO PUROHASE A HOUSE

roil TWO 0L'1^EA3 TKB MOKTH

.

BIEKBECK FRBEriOLD LA.ND SOCIETY. _,

UOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT__OF LAND g
roR riTK SUILUKQB PER UO»TB.

The BLRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free
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STATI8TICAL and SOCIAL ENQUIRY
SOCIETY of IREL\ND.

BARRINUTON LECTURE TRUST.
,

Lectures in Political Economy and Social Science.
Lecturer >Vaiited.

The Trustees of the Barrington Lecture Fund, in conjunction with
the Statistical Society of Ireland, hereby give notice that they intend
to APPOINT a LECTURER on POLITICAL ECONOMY and
SOCIAL SCIENCE for the year 199.5, who shall, in accordance with
the terms of the will of the late John Barrington, who died in the
year 1830, deliver lectures "inrarioas towns and villages in Ireland
on Political Economy in its moet extended and useful sense, but
]>artiouIarly aa relates to the conduct and duty of people to one
another."
The Trostees will require such Lecturer to deliver 40 lectures in

such counties in Ireland as they may decide upon. The choice of
towns in the selected cjunties will be left to the Lecturer's discretion,
provided that not more than three lectures shall be delivered in
any one place. Salary £l.W per annum, no expenses paid. Intending
candidates are invited to send in their names to the Honorary
Secretaries of the Statistical and Social Enquiry Society of Ireland,
No. as, Molesworth-street, before the 15th of January, 1895, to whom
those retjuiring further information are referred.

THE UNIVERSITY of ST. ANDREWS
OBANTS TBS

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEN.
The Subjects of Examination may be selected from any seven ont of

thirty different subjects, the standard being the same as that for the
M.A. Degree. The centres of examinationare St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Bedford, Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Cork,
D'lblin, Dumfries, Edinburgh, Inverness, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool,
London, Loughborough, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Paisley,
Tmro. Ac.
For Prospectus, fto., apply to the Secretaht, L.L.A. Scheme* the

Dnivernty, St. Andrews, I

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY.

rpHE Y0EK8HIEE COLLEGE, LEEDS.

THE SECOND TERM of the TWENTY-FIRST SESSION in the
Department of Science, Technology, and Arts, befrios TUESDAY.
J.»MARY 8th. The classes prepare for University Degrees in Arts,
Science, and Medicine ajt well as for various professions. Prospectuses
of Day and EveningCIassedmay be had (poet free) from the Rcuistrar.
LyddonJIall is open for the residence of students whosa homes are at
a distance from Leeds.

^HE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA.

UNIVERSITY of ADELAIDE.
11 UGUES PROFESSORSHIP OF CLASSICS AND COMPARATIVE

PHILOLOGY AND LITERATURE.
APPLICATIONS <or the above PROFESSORSHIP (r.icant in con-

Be'iucnce of the reafi^nation of Professor Boulger) will be reccivetl at
the office of the Agent-General for South Australia, 15, Victoria Street,
Westminster, not later than Saturday, the 19th January. Salary, £600
a year. Duties commence on the Igt of June, 1895. Particulars of
t mure and duties may be obtained at the Agent-General s office.

HE HARRIS FREE PUBLIC
LIBRARY and MUSEUM, PRESTON.T

TO LITERARY AND ART DIRECTORS, ARTISTS,
ARCHITECTS, 4c.

The Free Public Library Committee of the Corporation of Preston
are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS from properly qualifie«i
persona forthe Formation of the HARRIS REFERENCE LIBRARY
and ART MUSEUM.
AppUcations for the Appointment or Appointments will be received

not later than January 16, 1899, and considered Ifoth separately and
eoDJoined in respect of the Literary and Art functions.
A Schedale of Duties re<iuircd to oe performe<l, with the terms of

the Appointment or Appointments, which will only be for a limited
period, may be had on application.

Hekrv Haker, Town Clerk.
Town Hall, Preston, 12th December, 1894.

QUEEN'S PARK, OSWESTRY, SALOP.
—Mr. JOHN EVANS, M.A. in Double High Honours, First

Prizeman and Gold Medallist in Applied Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy (Edin ). RECEIVES YOUTHS and YOUNci MEN for
Special Individual Instruction. Rare experience and marked success ;

University Scholarships ; Professional Preliminaries ; a Second at the
Civil Service Exaroinatim; London Matrioulation invariably First
Division. &c., fto. References to i>arents, among the Clergy, Gentry,
and Professionals. Terms moderate.

IPLTHAM COLLEGE, KENT,
li THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.
About TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (JE*) to

itSO) in APRIL.—Apply to the Ubad Master.

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL, London.—
FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS. An EXAMINATION for

filling up a few VACANCIES on the Foundation will be held on
the 13th JANUARY NE.XT.—For information, apply to the Buksar,
St. Pauls School, West Kensington, W.

RITI8H ASSOCIATION for the
ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE, BURLINGTON HOUSE,

LOND0N^\^.

The next ANNUAL MEETING of the Association will Ijc held at
II'gWICH, commencing on WEDNESDAY, SErrcMUEB lllh.

Presidemt-Elect
Sir DOUGLAS OALTON, K.C.B., D.CL., LL.D., F.H.S., F.O.S.,

P.R.O.a.

G. Orivfith, Ajaistant Qeaeial Secretarr.

00K-PLATE8 (Ex-LibriB) DESIGNED
' and ENGRAVED in Medieval or Mo<lfim Styles on Wood.

Copper, or Steel. A Book containing Illustrations of Mediceval
IfesLpu on Wood, post free, 25 stamps.—Tnoifas Morixo, 62, High
Molborn. London. W.C. CsUblished 1791.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
_ MEN in all parts, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving fnll parilmlan and terms, sent gratis. The list
inclndes prlTate asylnmi, kc. ; sehoolf also recommended.—Address
Mr. G. B. gTociEM, lAncaster Place, Strand, W.C.

B

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTERS in
W.\TER-COI/)rRS.-The WINTER EXHIBITION fs NOW

OI'EN, 5. PALL MALL EAST, from lo till S. AdmJss'on, in.
Catologue, *1. ALrREo I>. FniPi-, R.W.8., Secretary,

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY.
TDOOKSELLEES,

"DOOK EXPORTEES,

"DOOK BINDEBS,

AND

T IBRAEIANS.

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

Tj^NGLTSH, FEENCH, ITALIAN, GEEMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

"lY/rUDIE'S SELECT LIBBARY, Limited.

OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

9J.1 BEOMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

^O QUEEN VIOrOBIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

SIR F. LEIGHTON, P.R.A. A Large
Copyright Etohing of Sir F. LEIGHTON'S "HIT" presented

to all Annual Subscribers to the ART JOURNAL, 181)5. For
conditions see ProspcctuB, st-nt |fOst free on application to your
Bookseller or direct to the Publishers, J. S. Vibtl-e & Co., Ltd.,
28, Ivy-lane, Paternoster-row, London, E.C.

EE-ENGAGEMENT AVANTED by a
DRILL and GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

years' high testimonial from a large public school (boys and girls).

—

Address, INSTBOCTOR, Academy Office, 27, Chancery Lane.

Just published, cloth boards, bevelled edges, 28. 6d.

SLEEPING BEAUTY, and other Poems.
By RowE LiJtosToK, Author of "Woodland and Dreamland,"

" Verses in Town and Country," " Thro' Misty Veils," 4c.
Griffitu, Farran & Co., London.

On 4th January, 4d,, post-free, 41d.

THE BUILDER NEW YEAR'S NUMBER.
Thirteen beautiful and interesting large plates. Art-

lovers should send stamps for a copy to the

rubligher of **Tre Builder," 46, Catherhie-atrttf, W.C.

POPULAR EDITION, WITH PORTRAJT.

Large ito, price Cd.

JOSEPH MAZZINI: aMemoir by E. A. V.,
with Two Essays by MAZZINI: "THOUGHTS on
DEilOCBACY" and "THE DUTIES o£ MAN."

" E. A. V.'s Memoir of Mazzinl is, we are glad to .see, now
issued at sixpence, so that it can be procured at d read
by everyone interested in the development and growth of
Democracy."— Pa/; jy«/; Qaz'.Ut^

LOKDOS: ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, Publishkus
21 AKD 22, FtiEiciTAL Steeit, E.C. ; and all Booksellers.

TVTESSIIS J, C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
ART REPBODTJCEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.O.
Are the sole representatives ia Great Britain oi

HERR HANFSTAENGL, of Municb,

the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the

leading London Art rublishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary

Book Illustrations.

Messn. DRCMMOND k CO. supply the cheapest and best Processes

in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of

Antiquarians, Archwologists, and those engaged in the investigation

and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J. C. DRUMMOND * CO. invite attention to their

Improved Bapid Photo-Mechanical Process
VoT the Reproduction of Works of Art, Original JISS., Designs,

Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, d;c.,i^c., at a moderatecott.

Specimens and price list on A])plicafloa.

Offices : 11, IIENBIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN LONDON

Now rea<ly, price Sixpence.

GOOD WORDS
For JANUAEY

{The First Part of a New Series),

OoNTAINIlfG —

A JEWISH PATRIARCH. (Frontispiece.) Drawn by
G. L, Setmoue,

THE MEN of the MOSS-HAGS.—Chaps. I.-ni. By
S. R. Ceockktt, Author of " The Haiders," Ac. lUuS'
trated by Charles B. Brock,

HER FIRST MIRACLE. By ViDA Beiss.

A GAME we MIGHT PLAY. By the MiEQCis of Lokse.

KAMON the SEVILLE BEGGAR. By DojfiLo Mac-
lEOD, D.D.

THROUGH NORTHERN TUNISIA. By William Shaep.
Illustrated by G. L. Seymour,

CHINESE FESTIVALS. By Prof. R. K. DoroLAs. With
Illustrations by Chinese Artists.

AN EXPERIMENT in the ADMINISTRATION of the
POOR LAW. By Edith Sellees.

THE DISCIPLE whom JESUS LOVED. Sunday Headings.
By Jaues Stalkee, D.D.

SHAVING. By Sir Heedbet Maxwell, Bart., M.P.
Illustrated by A. J. Goodman.

THE O'ftlER WAY ROUND. By tha Rev. Canon
SCOTT, M.A.

SIR ISAAC NEWTON. By Sir Robekt S. Bali, LL.D.
With Portrait.

HEART of OAK.—Chaps. I.-III. By W. Clark Russell,
Author of " The Wreck of the Grosvenor," &o.

BITS ABOUT BOOKS. By William Cantos. With
Portraits and numerous Illustrations.

ART SUPPLKSIBNT. Pictures byL. Aljia Tadema, R..\..,

W. Q. Oeciiaedson, R.A., J. Buke, Geutznek, Aechee,
Nightingale, B. Vantiek, and Hans-Dahl.

The TIMES, November 29, 18M, says ;
" Good Words stil

maintains its exceptionally high character."

ISBISTER & CO., Limited, Covbnt G.^rdxn,

London.

THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY:
A MONTHLY REVIEW.

The Januari/ Number Oommeaces A NEW VOLUME,

and contains contributions bv—

J. Keie Hakdie, M.P.—" The Independent Labour Party."

Prof. Graham.—" The Collectivist Prospe^it in Eaglnnd."

The Hon. Reginald B. Brett.—" The Queen and Lord
Beaconsfield."

OoiDA.—" Birds and their Persecutors."

Miss Lnor M. J. Gaenett.—" Women under Islam."

The Rev. Canon Teignmouth Shore (Chaplain in Ordinary

to the (Jueen).—"Auricular Confession and the English
Church."

H. A. Kknnedt.—" The Paintings at Pompeii."

Geoege a. Aitken.—" Defoe's ' Apparition of Mrs. Veal.'

Mrs. Logan.—" Night Travelling in India."

The Rev. Dr. Jessopp. - " St. Martin of Tours."

Sir Wehvss Reid.— " The Political Situation."

E. N. Blxton.—" Stony Sinai."

Prof. Robert K. Douglas.—"The Triumph of Japan."

Cav. W. L. Alden [late American OojisuUGeneral in Rome).—
" Francesco Crispi ; an Appreciation."

London: Sampson Low, Maeston & Compint, Limited.

To H.B.H. the PBINOE of WALES.

gEAND & OO.'S Al SAUCE,

SOUPS, PEESEEVED PEOVISIONS^ and

POTTED MEATS, and TOEK and GAME
PIE8. Also.

jmSSENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA,

'yUETLESOUP, and JELLY, and other

aPECIALITIES for INVALIDS.

CAUTION—BEWAEE of IMITATIONS.
BOI.E ADDRESS- _

11. LITTLE STANHOPE STEEET,
MAYFAIR, W.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
XjIST-

" mo ioa Kd w/mm ' Ttmflt Btr t '
"—Jobk Brti~

Now Rf«ilv, price Oue Shilling.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
for JANUABY, ISM. <ui>Uiiu, lunoDK oUier sniclcs

of inUnst :—

LKTTERS of EDWARD FITZOERALD to FANNY
KKMRI.K, 1»7M!W3-TI1K JKW and tlio JKWEI,—
LUTIUKLI, — AN OM) 80CIKTY WIT, liy Mrs.
A»D««w Ceobsi-PRIOR GII.BKRT'S S18TER-80MK
UEAUTIKS of COWI'ER-LK'rrKRS from a FRENCH
ATELIER—"WITH I'UMI'LIMKNTS and TUANKS"—
LAUY JKAN'S VAQAaiES, Oiaps. IX.-XI., &c.

" 0(M cmm nectr htlp (•Joying ' TtmfU Bar.'"—Got»DH!r.

N^EW WOBK8.
SECOND EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MBS.
IlSysr WOOD, Author of " Eait Lynne," &c. By
CUA.RLF.a W. WOOD. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, with
3 Portraits and Gl lllnstrations, 6s.

"This Life is uncouventionAlly written, and one gets a
pleasant picture of the authoress."— CArwrta/i World.

*' The memoir is excellently dono, and is beautifully, as
well as Iwuntifully, illustnUed."—AVor.«infi%.

•'The picture of a siiiffularly upright character and a
conscientious writer of fiction. Tne book is -freely and
attractively illastrateJ."—}'"/ A:jAirf Post.

SECOND EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MRS.
AlUJrsrrS CHAVKS, Author of "Le \U^\i d'une
Sflcnr." With Exracts from her Diaries and Corres.

iwndonce. By MARIA CATHERINE BISHUi'. In
2 vols., crown 8vo, with Portraits of Mrs. Craven, 21s.

" Will be welcomed by all who can appreciate the sympa-
thetic record of so engacriQC aq>1 diet inj?uished a pcrdonality.

Mrs. Craven's letters, of ^vhich many arc fjrivcn. are singu-
larly charminfT* brightly written, and yet overflowing with
that more subtle human sympathy which ia the mark of a
lofty and generous nature.*

—'''•"-*

CASSELL & COMPANY'S
ANKOUNCEMJENTS.

-tlmt.i.

JUST READY.

MEMOIRSofanA UTHOR
By PERCY FITZGERALD, M.A.. F.S.A., Author of
*' Recreations of a Literary Man," **The Lives of the
Bberidans," &c. lu 2 vols., demy tivo, with Portrait, 28?.

FORTY
JUST READY.

TEARS at the
VOSr OFFICE, IKO-ima. a Personal NarratiTe. By
FREDERICK E. BAINES, C.B. In 2 vols., large
cron-D 8ro, iritb Diagrams, Ac, 21s.

JUST READY.

The LIVES of JAMES
nOl.MES anil JOHlf VMILEY. By ALFRED
THOMAS STORY, Author of "Tho Life of John
Linnell." In 1 vol., demy 8vo, I5s.

JUST READY.

NOLLEKENS and his
TDIES. By JOHN THOMAS SMITH, fonnerly Keeper
of the PrinU and Drawinj^s iu the British Museum.
Edited by EDMUND GOSSE. In 1 vol., domy 8vo,
with Portrait, ISs^

NEW NOVELS^
NOW HEADY.

A FAMILY ARRANGEMENT
Bjf the Author of " Dr. Edilh Romney."

In 3 vols., crown hvo.

••There are not many living novelists who—like the
author of * Dr. E<lith Uomney '—coinbine in a higher degree
nniformity of mere literary excellencs with power of
dramatic conception, narrative skill, and a facility in
portniitiirc which ha** vigour with refinement and subtlety
without {fer|)Iexing elusivenesa.**—67>«(«/or.

LADY
NOW READY.

JEAN'S
ItlES. 1 vol., crown 8vo, (te.

VAGA
NOW READY.

CORNISH DIAMONDS.
By ELIZABETH GODFREY, Author of " 'Twixt Wood
and Sea," Ac. In 2 vols., crown 8vo.

"An interesting, wcll*conHidered story, with the realities
of life allotte<l fairly to the persons who play thei^ parts in
t ; a little danger, not too acute ; torciQ faults and follies

;

a happy ending, not too violently briuight alwut, but
cleverly developed from character ; some very nice people,
no bores, excellent local colour, good Euglish, and jnstiea
all round, probable as well as poetical—such are the sound
qualities (sufUcienily uncommon to be welcome) of this
agreeftblc novel."— H'orW,

BICOARD BlNTLET & SoN, New Borlingtou Street
Pabliahen in Ordioax? to Her Majesty the Uue«ii.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

MR. SALA'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

NOTICE.—THE LIFE and

ADVENTURES of

GEORGE AUGUSTUS
SA LA. By Himself.

Ready during January.

In Two Vols., demy 8vo,

cloth, 328.

Volume Itl., ready shortly. Price 153.

Social England.
A Record of the Progress of the People in

Beligion, Laws, Learning, Arts, 8cienc3,

Literature, and Manners, from the Earliest

Times to the Present Day. By Eminent
Authorities. Edited by H. D. TBAILL,
D.O.L.

•,• Vols. I. ani II. have already been reprinted.

A SHORT HISTORY of the
ENGLISH PEOPLE. By J. R. CREEM. lUnslralcd

Elition. E(iite<l by Mrs. J. R. GREEN and Miss KATE
NORGATE. Vol. IV., completing tho Illnstratcd

Edition. Super royal 8vo, 128. net. (Vols. I., II., and
I II., super royal 8vo, 12b. net each.)

TIMES.—*' Tho concluding volume of this admirahlo
edition, which the loving and judicious labour of Mrs.

Groen has rendered the most lilting and enduring monu-
ment to her husband's memory."

WESTiirN.ll'EJl OAXETTE.—" Perhajw the most hand-
some historj- published Green's History is capital

reading in any shape ; a« now presented it will Ix) a
continual source of delight."
DAILY CIIROSICLE.—" It rivahi its magniflcent pro.

decessors in the Ixjauty of its typography and in thi
extraordinary care and trouble, to say noiliing of oxpenec,
lavished upon it."

HARVARD COLLEGE by AN
OXONIAN. By GEORGE BIRKBECK HILL, D.C.L.,

Honorary Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford. Crown
8vo, 9s.

LAW in a FREE STATE. By
WORDSWORTH DONISTHORPE, Birri-ster-at-Law,

Author of " Indiriduallsm, a System of Politic?."

Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

JOHN BLOUNDELLE-BURTON'S
NEW STORY.

The Hispaniola Plate

(1683-1893).
ByJOHN BLOUNDELLE-BURTON, Author
of "The Adventures of Viscount Anerly," &c.

63.
,

Beady thortly. Price 63.

A Free Lance in

a Far Land.
By HERBERT COMPTON, Author of "A
King's Hussar."

Ready in a few days. Price 53.

"The Queen's Scarlet."
Being the Adventures and Misadventures
of bit Richard Frayne. By GEORGE
MANVILLE FENN. With 8 FuU-page
Illustrations by A. Monier Smith. 5s.

Ready in a few days. Price Is.

The People's Life of

William Ewart Gladstone
Profusely Illustrated. Limp cloth. Is.

COMPLETION IN EIGHT VOLUMES OF CASSELL'S

NEW CYCLOPAEDIA.

Cassell's Storehouse of

General Information.
Fully Illustrated with High - Class Wood
Engravings, and with Maps and Coloured

Plates. Complete in Eight Vols. 5s. each.

"Up to date in every particular."

—

Xational

Oherver.

OASSELL & COMPANY, Limited,

LvuoATB Hill, Lomdom.

THE MANLINESS of CHRIST.
By THOMAS HCGlllOS, Q.C.. Aulhor of "Tom
Brown's School Days." New Edition. Extra fcip.

8vo, 3a. 6d.

The PILGRIM of the INFINITE.
A Diisconrsa iiddresscd 13 A<lviince-1 Reli^ruus Tbinkcis
on Cliristiau Lines. By W1LLI.\M UAV1E3. leap
(ivo, 33. 6d.

THE TRAINING of GIRLS for
WORK. An i:xpre!-siou of Opinions, liy ElUTII A.

BAKNETT, Author of " Dr. and Mrs. Gold : an Episoile

in tiie Life of a Cause," ic. Glolje 8vo, 28. 6d.

r/.V4'.y.—" Miss Barneit has a healthy scorn of sham.
and convenlionaliiies, and withal a firm grasp on the re.ili-

tios of life and the responsibilities of conduct."

WOMAN'S SHARE in PRIMI-
TIVE CULTURE. Bv OTIS TUFTON M.\SOS,
A.M., Ph.D., Curator of the Department of Ethnology in

the U.S. National Museum. With numerous Illustra-

tions, Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

SELECTIONS from the POEMS
of AU13REY DE VERB. Edited, with a Preface, by
GEORGE EDWARD WOODBERRY. Globe 8vo, Ss.

TIME^.—" The selection is judicious and representative,

and the qualities of Mr. Aubrey de Vere's poetry arc well

defined in Mr. Woodberry's preface."

INDEX to PROF. MASSON'S
"LIFE of MILTON." 8vo, 1!».

THE PLANET EARTH. An
A.stronomical liitrodnetinn to Geoprraphy. By
RICHARD A. GREGORY, P.R.A.S. Globe 8vo, 28.

EEVVE SCIEXl'IFlQUE.-"yi. Gregory est familicr

Rvcc les m<!tliodes d'enscignement simples et claires, les

sculcs bonnes." _

THE BOOK of the ROSE. By
Rev. A. FOSTER-MELLIAR, M.A., Rector of Sprough-
ton, Suffolk. With 2U Illustrations. Extra crown 8vo,

8s. Gd. net.
PALL MALL GAZETTE.—" It should be particularly

welcome to amateurs for its bright and lucid writing, its

wealth of experience and practical detail, and its amplitude
ol useful information.'*

BRITAIN'S NAVAL POWER.
A Short History of the Growth of the British Navy
from tho Earliest Times to Trafalgar. By HAMILTON
WILLIAMS, M. A., Instructor in English Literature to

Naval Cadets in H.M.S. "Britannia." Dc<licatcd tay

permission to Captain U.R.H. the Duke of York, K.G.,

K.T. Crown 8vo, Is. Od. net.

LOKD BRASSEY says in his preface:—"I warmly re-

commend tho work to readers of tvery class. To the

rising generation especially it should be valuable. There

is not, so far as I know, any other short Naval History in

existence. In the admirable little book which is now put

forth it is shown by what efforts our naval inheriuince has

been won." ... ," A useful handbook for boys aid for the general

public.*'

—

At/icnacum.

MACMILLAN & CO., Lokdos.
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The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^•c, may he addressed to the Publisuee,

and not to the Edixob.

LITERATURE.
History of the Commonwealth and Protectorate,

i649- i660. By S. E. Gardiner. Vol.1.,
1649-1651. (Longmans.)

With this volume Mr. Gardiner enters on
the laat stage of Kis self-imposed task, and
we hope that before long we shall be able
to congratulate him on the completion of a
work which shall be worthy of the best

traditions of English scholarship and entitle

him to an honourable place on the roll of

our greatest historians. After so many
years of patient, steady toil, it is only
natural that the anxiety to bring his life-

work to a conclusion should eclipse all other
interests. Finis coronat opus will be to

Mr. Gardiner his best reward. Meanwhile,
the present volume shows no signs of lassi-

tude such as usually mark the conclusion

of great works. On the contrary, the nar-
rative is as fresh and vigorous as it was at

the beginning. The same patient research,

the same accurate knowledge, the same
carefully balanced judgments, the same
kindly criticism that marked the former
volumes, mark also the present ; and withal,

as it seems to me, the style has g^own
easier and more picturesque. The estab-

lishment of the Commonwealth, the trials

of the new government, the conquest of
Ireland, the battles of Dunbar and
Worcester, are the principal topics of
the volume.

January 30, 1649, was a notable
day in the annals of England. On
that day Charles I. had paid for his

errors and his misdeeds with his head. To
one person, and not the least interested

spectator of that day's tragedy, his death
was one of stern necessity. Qii-.m dens vult

perdere was never truer than it was in
Charles's case. But his execution, " the
work of military violence, cloaked in the
merest tatters of legality," though an act
of political retribution, was utterly abhorrent
to the majority of Englishmen. The fact

was ominous for the festoration of those
political liberties for which the sword had
been draym in the first instance. Far from
reaping any benefit from the king's death,
the leaders of the army found themselves
involved in a vicious circle from which there
was no escape. To surrender the sword was
to sacrifice everything ; to retain it was to
forfeit the right ever to have drawn it.

The lesson, even if it was a wholesome one,
that kings as well as subjects Inust suffer
the consequences of their errors and mis-
deeds was not to be taught with impunity

;

and though the remembrance of the last

campaign was sufficient to prevent any for-

midable display of opposition to the new

government in England itself, the prospects

of the Eoyalists were never brighter, the

spirits of the Republicans never more
depressed than they were at this moment.
Drogheda, Dunbar, and "Worcester were
still in the future.

It was on Ireland that all men's eyes
were fixed. In Ireland Ormonde had at

last succeeded in coming to terms with the
confederate Catholics ; and though Owen
Roe O'Neill, more intent on the welfare of

his country than on the interests of the
crown, still held aloof and Dublin still lay

in the strong grasp of Col. Michael Jones,

the Lord-lieutenant was sanguine that

recent events would before long lead to a
general coalition of all parties against the

regicide government. An invitation to

Charles to make Ireland a basis for the

recovery of England on conditions that

might be conveniently postponed, and per-

haps ultimately ignored, was naturally more
attractive than the cautious pourparlers

that reached him about the same time from
Scotland ; and by March 18 it was generally

known that he had given the preference to

Ormonde, and would go to Ireland if only
he could find money for his journey. The
determination of the Eoyalists to use Ireland

as a basis of operation against England
rendered the invasion of Ireland by the

Parliament a simple measure of defence.

But it did more than this. It fanned the

flame of national hatred against Irishmen
;

and by reviving the memory of a former
attempt to submit a purely English question

to the decision of an army of Irish Papists,

it gave to Cromwell's campaign in Ireland

the air of a religious crusade. Mr. Gardiner
does right to insist strongly on this point

:

for it is at once the explanation and justifi-

cation of all that followed.

" ' I had rather,' said Cromwell, giving expres-

sion to the general opinion, ' be overrun with a
Cavalierish interest than a Scotch interest; I

had rather be overrun with a Scotch interest

than an Irish interest, and I think of all this is

most dangerous ; and if they shall be able to

carry on this work, they will make this the
most miserable people in the earth ; for all the
world knows their barbarism, not of any
religion almost any of them, but, in a manner,
as bad as Papists.'

"

Subsequent events proved conclusively that

the army was competent to prevent the

catastrophe. But I must dissent from Mr.
Gardiner's proposition, that Cromwell's
object " to found peace and order in Ireland

by strengthening the English interest," &c.,

was a hopeless task ; and I do not think

that " sacrificing the needs and the hopes of

the ancient inhabitants to the greed and
self-assertion of the English settlers

"

accurately describes either the means by
which he hoped to attain his object or the

actual result achieved.

Before the army destined for Ireland could

be set in motion, money had to be raised,

mutinies to be suppressed, and Lilburne
and his followers to be pacified or otherwise

silenced. The summer was already drawing
to a close when Cromwell landed at Dublin.
Seven months had elapsed since the treaty

of Kilkenny had apparently made Ormonde
master of the situation in Ireland. Mr.
Gardiner enters fully into a consideration of

the causes that frustrated his hopes of
a general coalition in favour of Charles.
But I think he has not altogether dispelled
the mystery that surrounds Owen Eoe
O'Neill's treaty with Monk. Briefly stated,

Mr. Gardiner's contention is that O'Neill,

finding his overtures for a pacification

scouted by] Jones, and being unable to

come to terms with Ormonde, turned to

Monk, who consented to a three months'
cessation of hostilities on conditions which
"it is hardly likely O'Neill expected to be
accepted at Westminster," and which, in-

deed, were ultimately rejected. Monk's
reasons for desiring a cessation, being based
on military considerations, are perfectly in-

telligible. But is it to be supposed that all

that O'Neill hoped to gain by the arrange-

ment was a few barrels of gunpowder to

defend himself againstOrmonde tiUthe assist-

ance promised by Einuccini arrived ? The
whole transaction is so wrapped up in

mystery as to have given rise to the most
extraordinary theories. On the one hand,

it is alleged that CromweU himself suggested

or authorised the treaty ; on the other, it

is asserted that O'Neill was bribed to in-

activity in the interests of the Commonwealth.
Mr. Gardiner notices the first view at con-

siderable length, but only to dismiss it.

The other he does not allude to at all. It

was first, if I am not mistaken, started by
Charles O'Conor in his introduction to the

Catalogue of the Stowe MSS. As stated

by him, the theory appeared so plausible

that I was tempted to investigate the facts

on which it was said to be based ; only,

however, to find that it was due to a con-

fusion of Owen Eoe O'Neill with Colonel

Owen Eowe the regicide. It was a ludicrous

mare's nest. Still, it is inconceivable to my
mind that O'Neill should have consented to

any cessation of hostilities with Monk, unless

he had received some assurances that the

conditions of the treaty were likely to be
accepted by the Parliament. And I

candidly confess that I see nothing im-

probable in this view of the situation.

The belief in the massacre of 1641,

however it may have weighed with

Cromwell or the Parliament, was hardly

likely, I think, to enter into O'NeiU's

calculations, and it certainly had little in-

fluence with Monk. But to quit this topic,

upon which I have already unduly dilated,

Mr. Gardiner's account of Cromwell's cam-

paign in Ireland seems to me admirably

judicious. For the slaughter at Drogheda
he rightly holds Cromwell, and Cromwell

alone, responsible. The quotation from

Wellington's Despatches is singularly apt,

and, from a military point of view, com-

pletely exonerates Cromwell. But surely

Mr. Gardiner's imagination is carrying him

a little too far when he says,

" In the heat of action there stood out in his

mind, through the blood-red haze of war,

thoughts cf vengeance to be taken for the

Ulster massacre, confusedly mingled with

visions of peace more easily secured by instant

severity."

If Cromwell had time to think of this, he

might also have reflected that it was to a

former heroic defence of Drogheda that

England was indebted for the preservation

of any interest in Ireland at all. And I am
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afraid that Mr. Gardiner's insistence on the

garrison being chiefly composed of Irishmen

is a little too fine spun. Then, as formerly,

it was garrisoned by Ormonde. It is true that

"it is necessary tokeep inmind theprevalence

of a belief in the most exaggerated accounts

of the Ulster massacre "
; out the idea that

Drogheda was " a righteous judgment of

God upon those barbarous wretches who
have imbrued their hands in so much
innocent blood," appears to me to savour

very much of an after-thought on Crom-
well's part, for which there was in point

of fact litUe or no justification. However
this may be when Cromwell quitted Ireland

on May '26, KidO, the daneer which nine

months before had menaced England from

that quarter had ceased to exist.

The inability of Ormonde to hold his

own in Ireland was a grievous disappoint-

ment to Charles. As the winter drew to a

close, it became more and more apparent

that he would be obliged to yield to the

demands of the Scottish Commissioners. It

is true that Montrose, with a devotion

worthy of a better master, had consented

to make a diversion in the hope of ensuring

more reasonable conditions for him. But
Charles could not afford to act straight-

forwardly. The " too open crafts " against

which Montrose warned him proved too

strong for him, and on April 29 he con-

sented to the demands of the Commissioners.

It is evident that he yielded reluctantly,

and with a degree of mental reservation

that amounted to duplicity. But to the

Boyalists his surrender was as wormwood
and gall. Before signing the draft agree-

ment, he had received assurances that, if

Montrose would lay down his arms, not

only he and his troops, but the Scottish

Eoyalists in Holland, should receive com-

plete indemnity. The fact that these assur-

ances were given, as Mr. Gardiner shows
reason for believing, not through the Com-
missioners, but through an agent of the

Marquis of Argyle, throws a lurid glare on
the part played in the business by that

nobleman.
It is pleasant to turn from these sordid

intrigues to Mr. Gardiner's breezy narrative

of the last campaign of Montrose. There
is something in the name of Montrose, as

in that of Dundee, that makes the blood
tingle. We know what the end must be,

but we follow his course with feelings

of mingled hope and fear. It may be
merely fancy, or it may be due to the fact

that Mr. Gardiner has made himself per-

sonally familiar with the scenes of his

exploits ; but something of Montrose's own
enthusiasm seems to have imparted itself

to the narrative. The last paragraph of

the chapter seems to me particularly admir-
able. Is it merely that one feels that a
hero has indeed passed to his rest in a
manner appropriate to his life, or is it that

the style so exactly expresses the emotion ?

But I confess that I have read the passage
only to re-ijad it again and again with
increased pli^asure.

There was little doubt that the agreement
between Charles and his Scottish subjects
would be followed by a Scottish invasion,

supported, in all probability, by a rising in

England. As in the case of Ireland, to

attack Scotland was a simple measure of

defence. It was at this point that Fairfax

thought proper to diBSOciate himself from

his former comrades in arms. His refusal

to lead an army of invasion into Scotland

was, as Mr. Gardiner says, a moral repug-

nance rather than an intellectual persuasion.

Whether he drew the line rightly or

wrongly, it is of little consequence to in-

quire :
" The line drawn by the most honest

of men is always to a certain extent

arbitrary, and its choice is determined by
considerations many of which have nothing

to do with logic." His retirement was not

without its compensation.

" Evident as might be the danger of super-

seding a commander whose very presence was
a syaibol of conciliation, it was still more
evid.ent that, when an invasion was actually im-
pending, the conduct of the national defence

could only be entrusted to one who was eager

with all bis heart and soul for a successful

issue."

Cromwell piously ascribed his victory at

Dunbar to the direct intervention of Provi-

dence against a hypocritical nation, though,

as Mr. Gardiner clearly demonstrates, it was
due to his own strategical skill, to the dis-

ciplined valour of his soldiers, and, not

least of all, to the command of the sea

which enabled the government to pour in

supplies by which alone the army was saved
from starvation. That Cromwell did really

believe that Dunbar was due to the inter-

position of Providence, I do not doubt. But
the question, as it seems to me, is, did

beliefs of this sort possess any practical

importance for him, or were they not merely
quasi - philosophical reflections after the

event ? The same thought suggested itself

to me in connexion with the massacre at

Drogheda.
Whatever the ultimate results of Dun-

bar, it was Charles who reaped imme-
diate profit from Cromwell's victory. It

is true that the extreme Covenanters
declined to recognise their defeat; and it

was even suggested that Charles would do
weU to compound with Cromwell for the

retention of Scotland north of the Forth
by the abandonment of the rest of his

dominions. But having submitted to the

humiliationof publiclyasking forgiveness for

hisown sinsandthose of his father and grand-
father as well, it was not likely that Charles

would stickle at any means to make himseU
master of the situation. Whether he would
succeed in subjugating not Scotland alone,

but England also, was a question on which,

as Mr. Gardiner says, Cromwell and his

victorious army would have a word to say.

It is generally supposed that the invasion

of England by the Scottish army took
Cromwell by surprise. But so far from
this being the case, Mr. Gardiner's argu-
ment goes to show that he not only foresaw
it, but had deliberately planned it, and laid

his calculations accordingly. It was a bold
move on his part, and only to be justified

by the result. But what that result would
be, Cromwell had no doubt. The bait took,

and Worcester was the result. The effect

of the Scottish invasion was even greater

than CromweU had anticipated. The
military critic may have little to say about
Worcester. But Mr. Gardiner does not miss

the significance of the fact that " nearly, if

not quite, a third of the victorious army
consisted of local militia regiments."

" It was the natural result of the system of
war which Charles had elected to conduct. As
long as the struggle lay between two English
parties, it was left to the regular army on either

side to carry on the contest. When it came
to an invasion by a Scottish army, masses of

Englishmen, who otherwise would have held
back from exposing their own persons, eagerly
threw themselves forward to defend their

homes against those who were in that age
regarded as foreigners."

Worcester was indeed, as Cromwell said,

"a crowning mercy." It remained to be
seen what advantage the Parliament would
take of the fresh access of popularity it

gave. For Mr. Gardiner's solution of this

question we must await his next volume.

E. DuNLOP.

V
Ballads and Songs. By John Davidson.

(John Lane.)

'' Lord ! what a pleasure it is to come across

a man that can tcrite ! " said Dickens of

Tennyson. Certainly it is, and a rare

pleasure, too ; for the abhorrent amateur
is always with us, but the true writers visit

us like the angels. The most immediately
felt charm of Mr. Davidson's verse is its

goodly energy and force, its excellent

vitality : there is life-blood in the strong

and vehement lines. He has not a trace of

waterish sentiment and prettiness : in the

phrase of Coleridge, he does not seek to

win us " with sonnets and with sympathy "

of a miscellaneous sort. Each poem has
lived in the poet's life, and issues from a
living fire of passion, imagination, thought:
there is no dever impersonality about it.

And the defects of its qualities are not

lacking : a certain feverishness at times,

an unpruned wealth of words, a rapidity

which makes the verse pant for want of

breath. This poet's wine can be heady
and rasping and crude. Even in his finest

work there is just some lack of the ultima

tnanus, with its perfecting and rounding
touch: just that serenity and grace are

sometimes absent, which mark the assured

triumph of the masterpiece. " What verse

he will be writing in ten years
!

" is the

reader's conviction, rather than a complete

confidence in the virtue of the verse before

him. In short, Sturm und Brang are not

wholly over yet : the elements of a perfect

art are still in fusion and fermentation.

But these poems are rich in beauty and
strength of a rare accomplishment. For
one thing, it is impossible not to see what
the poet is at and about : the themes,

intellectual and emotional, are extraor-

dinarily vivid : they appeal, and arrest, and
detain, with a dramatic intensity. As in

the greatest preaching, all the ornate and
wheeling periods come home from their

imaginative flights, and close upon the text

that gave them wings, so these poems have

each their initial, central, culminating, con-

sistency and unity of design. The " Ballad

of a Nun," the " Ballad of Heaven," the
" Ballad in Blank Verse of the Making of a

Poet," with their refrains and repetitions,

their returns upon their openings, their
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striking of the same notes frith an
emphasis cunningly varied, have a singular

lucidity and energy of imaginative thought.

In each a situation, an emotion, has
been faced and wrestled with and
mastered : the solutions are triumphant
and satisfying. Where Browning would
have written psychological studies, with
parry and fence, cut and thrust, of

encountering emotions, Mr. Davidson
chooses rather to throw his problem
into a romantic ballad ; applying, to

subtile and spiritual themes, the direct

narrative vigour, and pictorial charm of

the ancient ballad story. He is happiest
when using stanza and rhyme, especially

the four-line octosyllabic stanza. It con-

denses and constrains his fervent rush of

words, which in blank verse is not always
under control. Thanks to the necessity of

concentration, we have such splendours of

phrase as these

:

" For still night's starry scroll unfurled,
And still the day came like a flood

:

It was the greatness of the world
That made her long to use her blood :

"

or, again,

" I care not for my broken vow
;

Though God should come in thunder soon,
I am sister to the mountains now,
And (later to the sun and moon :

"

or, once more,

" She dared to make herself at home
Amidst the wail, the uneasy stir.

The blood-stained flime that flUed the dome,
Eceitleea and silent, shrouded her."

One feels that, in a less coercing metre,
Mr. Davidson might have let his imagina-
tion riot amid a wealth of imagery, far less

impressive than the concise and chiselled

beauty of these sudden phrases, left with-
out amplification. All his lyrics have some-
thing of this excellent brevity and com-
pression, which seem to bring dignity with
them : elsewhere, he falls into phrases
unennobled and without strength. Com-
pare Mr. Davidson's

" with awe beheld
A shaven pate mutter a Latin spell
Over a biscuit ;

"

with Browning's

" Hear the blessed mutter of the miss
And see God made and eaten all day long."

Both are painful : but Browning's phrase
has an imaginative irony and audacity in
its realism, which lift it above mere crudity.

Mr. Davidson's phrase has no such justify-

ing power. The "Ballad in Blank Verse,"
where it occurs, abounds in resonant
passages of beautiful writing, memorable
and fine ; but, as an whole, it has not the
haunting and irresistible fascination of the
lyrics. Yet, like all Mr. Davidson's poems,
it betrays Mr. Davidson the novelist and
essayist and dramatist, with a tenacious
hold upon life, keenly sensitive and
observant and imaginative, with humour
at once human and fantastic. His " Thirty
Bob a Week " and " To the Street Piano,"
like his earlier " Music Hall " poems, are
written in a vein of curious intelligence, a
comprehension of life in certain aspects,
commonly treated by poets either with a
lachrymose sentiment or a brutal bitterness.

Mr. Davidson is content to interpret, with
a moving sense of their tragi-comedy,
human and divine, which stirs us strangel}'.

His very rhythms and measures go with a
sublime sort of " vulgarity," with a quaint
pitifulness in the Cockney twang, half-

jesting and half-despairing, yet defiant all

the while. He renders with perfect pre-

cision the feeling which street sights and
sounds, the pleasure and pain of the
struggling crowd, can rouse in us,

touching us to a sense of helpless

pity, and useless tenderness, and an
impulse of love for things "common and
unclean." Mr. Davidson imports no pathos
into these themes, he is unsparing and
exact in his presentation ; but the old Homo
mm takes him to the heart of them.
Indeed, there is a powerful humanity in all

his work: the purely lonesome dream-world
of many poets has not drawn him away
from earth for long. His "Autumn" is

full of the blessings of "mellow fruitful-

ness," bread for the hungry, the mirth of

harvest.

" Let the wain roll home with laughter,
The piper pipe,

And let the giila come dancing after,

For once again the earth is ripe."

And when he sings the spring, with its old

memories of "merry" England and of

mirth under the greenwood tree, of sylvan
dance and gaiety, it is with a deeper mean-
ing than meets the eye at first.

" Oh, foolish fancy, feebly strong !

To England thall we ever bring
The old mirth back ? Yes, jes ; nor long

It shall be tiU that greater Spring
;

And some one yet may make a song
The birds would like to sing,"

In his "Ballads" there is a curious kind
of mystical folk-lore interwoven with the
plain humanity of their motives. He re-

minds us here a little of Novalis, there a
little of Eichter ; for all the sturdy and
straightforward strength befitting a country-

man of Scott, he is yet a poet who has not
lived without undergoing its various in-

fluences in the age of Rossetti, of " aesthetic

poetry," of a "romantic revival," of a
"Celtic Eenaissance." And he does not
shrink from passing out of phantasies into

grotesques with a sudden and daring power :

power is in all his work, a singular effective-

ness, even a sort of sporting with his own
power. The "Exodus from Ilounsditoh,"

like the " Making of a Poet," is not without
its freakishness, a not quite satisfactory

caprice. "Be bold I be bold !" is excellent

good advice : so is " Be not too bold !
" Of

most good youngpr poets just now we often

wish that, in Mr. Saintsbury's phrase, " the

sober blood in their decent veins" would
" spurt in a splendid sally." They follow

Eossetti or M. Verlaine, Arnold or Mr.
Bridges, with a very chastened and un-

ambitious pace. But Mr. Davidson is

superbly ardent and alive, making adven-
tures upon every side of literature : his

perils come not from any over caution. But
to compare this volume with its author's

earlier In a Music Hall is to trace the

"progress of poetry" from strength to

strength. Few poems in that book, good
as it was, had the assured perfection of

some poems in this. There are staczag !

which haunt the memory as only great art
can :

" The adventurous sun took Heaven by storm

;

Clouds scattered largesses of rain

;

The sounding cities, rich and warm,
Smouldered and glittered in the plain.

Sometimes it was a wandering wind,
Sometimes the fragrance of the pine,

Sometimes the thought how others sinned,
That turned her sweet blood intj wine."

Indeed, only a poet of no mean order
could have so felt and dramatised the
" tragedy of the cloister," and the faith in
Our Lady, both together, as in this " Ballad
of a Nun," based upon a legend seven
hundred years old, Mr. Davidson has done.
And though in this volume, small as it is,

there are two or three poems markedly
beneath the rest, yet even the less excellent
have distinction. Mr. Davidson's feeling
for nature is strongly individual : each
little lyric has its felicity of phrase and
sentiment, no echo of Tennyson or of

Arnold, but fresh from the imagination,
deeply impressed, of one with eyes to see
for himself, with ears to hear. And the
prevailing "philosophy" is his own, with
all its questionings, solutions, guesses,
dreams, all valorous and fine, tiiough not
acceptable to all. In short, Mr. Davidson
has given his critics that most welcome of

gifts, a book which gives them occasion to

experience "the noble pleasure of prais-

ing"; for, once more to quote Mr. Swin-
burne, it is a book rich beyond a doubt in

"the imperishable excellence of sincerity

and strength "
: rich also in graces, that do

not always accompany and adorn those

excellent virtues,

Lionel Johnson,

TWO BOOKS on PERSIA,

Safdh Nameh: Persian Pictures. A Book
of Travel. (Bentley.)

Behind an F.adern Veil. By 0. J. Wills,

(Blackwoods.)

The former of these two volumes is not a
"book of travel" in the ordinary sense.

There is no very obvious personality or

progress of the writer. The reader may be
in doubt as to the sex of the author, and
may only incline from internal evidence (o

our opinion that the hand is feminine. The
pictures are true, bright, and sometimes
humorous. They are rather sketches, and
are never finished with any minute detail.

They will amuse rather than instruct in the

varieties of Persian life and manners.

Books of travel are too generally ponderous,

and too rarely in a single volume. This

work is literally and physically light. An
excellent book for beguiling an hour or two
upon the Indian Ocean ; a charming com-

panion in a calm. Every writer on Persia

has some word of praise for the practical

usefulness of the American missionaries.

Here we find them in a time of cholera

trying

"to put a stop to a fertile cause of fresh in-

fection by persuailing the people to bum the

clothes of the dead instead of selling them for

a few pence to the first comer. . . . The
system of burial among the Persians is beyond
expression evil. They think nothing of washing

the bodies of the dead in a stream which sub-
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8(qu«ntly runs Uirougb the length of the

village ; and in their selection of the graveyard

they will not hesitate to choose the ground
lying immediately above a kanat which is

carrying water to many gardens and drinking

fouBtains."

The writer of the "picture," entitled

" Three Noble Ladies," clearly is a woman,
because no EDglishman would be received

by a princess in Teheran ; and the other

"pictures" are presumably by the same
writer. The following is very true of the
" icy " welcome so common in Persia

:

" We were taken into a large tent where the

Princess was sitting on a rolled-up bed for

sofa. We greeted her with chattering teeth.

We remembered the steaming cups of tea of

our former visit, and prayed that they might
speedily make their appearance ; but, alas

!

lemon ices alone were offered to wa. The
Persian's one idea of hospitulity is to give you
lemon ices—lemon ices in hailstorms, lemon
ices when you are drenched with rain, lemon
ices when a biting wind is blowing through
the tent door—it was more than the best regu-
lated constitution could stand. We politely

refused them."

The writing of these " pictures " is very
pleasant. We remember no book on
Persia which is, in regard to style, such
easy and pleasant reading. Much observa-

tion leads us to believe that it is most
frequently a feminine rather than a mascu-
line fault to use "whose" in connexion
with nouns neither masculine nor feminine.

(3a the same page we fiud " from whoso
steps," referring to a palace, and " on whose
lock," with regard to a door. It is not the
more agreeable because it is a very common
disfigurement in the work of writers even
of much distinction. We must add that

this is the only book we have ever met with
which refers to "Providence" as "she."
This novelty is given repeatedly in a picture,

entitled " Kequiescat in Pace "; and if this

were not sufHcient proof of originality on
the part of the writer, we might throw in

her description of the smoke of a narghileh—"a strong taste of charcoal flavoured
with painted wood."

The sub-title of our second book is " a
plain tale of events occurring in the
experience of a lady who had a unique
opportunity of observing tho inner life

of ladies of the upper class in Persia "

;

and it purports to record the experi-
ence of a young English girl who joined
her father in iShiraz, he having married
a princess, granddaughter of Futteh Ali
8hah. We need not accept all the incidents
in this volume as actual facts within the
knowledge of Mr. AVills or of the lady
whose experience he records. The book is

highly interesting, full of graphic pictures
of Persian life, with a very skilful addition
of personal interest. The work is indeed a
one-volume novel of a most romantic sort,

with the additional attraction of accessories
of time and place true to the actual circum-
stances of life in and about Shiraz and
Teheran. Mr. Wills is a well-known and
accomplished writer concerning the country
in which he has lived and seen so mucb,
and he has produced a most entertaining
book. The lady is "behind the Eastern
Veil," and Mr. Wills is behind the lady, so
that we cannot tell precisely how much

there is of the lady and how much of

Mr. Wills in these pages. But the ex-

periences are not those which could happen

to any Christian Englishman in Persia, and
they are very well told. We must leave to

the intelligent reader the not very difficult

task of distinguishing the real from the

romantic and fanciful in this volume, from
which anyone unacquainted with Eistern

life may learn much, and in which no one

can fail to be interested and amused.
AnxnuE Aejjold.

In th« Dozy Moura, and Other Papers. By
Agnes Eepplier. (Gay & Bird.)

This is a very readable little volume of

essays by an American lady whose previous

eilorts in the same direction have met with

a favourable reception. The book is not

merely interesting and amusing, but con-

tains many shrewd and sensible remarks on
certain features of modern society.

Miss Eepplier is not inclined to claim a
monopoly of all the talents and virtues for

her own sex. In a paper, entitled " A
Curious Contention," she bestows a little

genial satire on some of the extravagances

of the advanced upholders of female rights.

She remarks of the sect with great truth :

"Since the beginning of the world men have
fought and wrangled with one another; and
now women seem to find their keenest pleasure

and exhilaration in fighting and wrangling
with men. In literature, in journalism, in lec-

tures, in discussions of every kind, they are

lifting up their voices with an angry cry which
eounds a little like Mdme. de Sovignu's
' respectful protestation against Providence.'

They are tired apparently of being women,
and are disposed to lay all the blame of their

limitations upon men."

Miss Eepplier asks where the proofs are to

be found of woman's immense superiority

to man, and does not regard as satisfactory

the answer of the new school " that never
in the past, or, at least, never since those

pleasant primitive days of which unhappily
no distinct record has been preserved, have
women been permitted free scope for their

abilities." She does not believe that we are

on the eve of a complete change in the
relations of the sexes ; so that it may be
said with a recent female lecturer, " The
woman of the past is dead." To this and
similar assertions it is well replied that

" Humanity is a large factor, and must be
taken into serious account before we assure
ourselves too confidently that the old order is

passing away. For good or for evil women
have lived their lives with S}me approach to

entirety during the slow progress of the ages.

. . . Even if a radical change is imminent,
there is no reason to be so fiercely contentious
about it. Let us remember Dr. Watts, and be
pacified. Our little hands were never made to

tear each other's eyes. It is possible surely to

plead for female suffrage without saying spiteful

and sarcastic things about men, especially as it

is not their opposition but the listless indiffer-

ence of our own sex which stands between the
eager advocate and her vote."

In a very sensible essay, headed " In Behalf
of Parents," the author deals in a similar

manner with the preposterous theories of

juvenile management, which are perhaps
more rife on her side of the Atlantic than
on ours, though they are by no means un-

known here at the present time. "It is a

thankless task," she says, "to be a parent

in these exacting days "
; and certainly it

would appear to be so in a country where

such doctrines are current as are cited from
" these little manuals of advice which prove

to us now 80 conclusively that even a young
child is deeply wronged by subjection."

The old-fashioned view of parental righta

may have been in many respects harsh and
severe, but still it never led to suoh per-

nicious absurdities being gravely promul-

gated as those of which Miss Eepplier gives

a few specimens.

In an otherwise very interesting and sug-

gestive essay on " Sympathy," Miss Eep-
plier appears a little too much inclined to

contend that greatness of any kind ought

to win admiration, even whon accompanied

by moral obliquity. It is true that she dis-

claims any idea of being supposed to main-

tain that " genius repeals the decalogue "
;

but still she seems, in one or two instances,

to be too indulgent towards brilliant wicked-

ness. She agrees with Carlyle " that

eminence of any kind is a most wholesome
thing to contemplate and revere," a doctrine

which, thus broadly stated, would lead us

to reverence in a certain measure any great

criminal who was ingenious and successful

in forming and executing his plans, as cer-

tainly many have been. It actually causes

the author to feel some sympathy with one

who can only be pronounced to be a criminal

on a great scale. She expresses an admira-

tion for Napoleon, and confesses that she

dislikes to be reminded of the personal

meanness which he displayed in many cases.

Among the lighter essays in this volume,

one of the most entertaining is "At the

Novelists' Table," a lively sketch of the

descriptions of eating and drinking to be
found in the leading writers of fiction, and
a comparison of the fare they severally

provide for their characters. The first place

among these accounts is with good reason

given to the inn breakfast in Quentin Bur-
ward. We may pardon the author for never

being able since reading it to cherish for

Louis XI. the aversion which is his due.

Miss Eepplier is one of those who can
do j ustice to the good qualities of a much-
maligned and often cruelly persecuted

animal. She has " a discriminating en-

thusiasm for cats," and has given a delight-

ful biography of a kitten in the early pages
of her book. The demeanour of the Utile

creature seems to have led to his being
baptized with the name of one of tho worst

characters in history, wh'ch was rather

hard on the poor thing.

" Affable, debonair, and democratic to tho core,

the caresses and commendations of a chance
visitor or of a housemaid were as valuable to

him as were my own. I never looked at him
' showing off,' as children said, jumping from
chair to chair, balancing himself on the bed-
post, or scrambling rapturously up the for-

bidden curtains, without thinking of the young
emperor who contended in the amphitheatre
for the worthless plaudits of the crowd. He
was impulsive and affectionate—so I believe

was the emperor for a time—and as masterful
as if born to the purple. His mother struggled
hard to maintain her rightful authority, but in

vaiu. He woke her from her sweetest naps

;

he darted at her tail, and leaped down on her
from sofas and tables with the grace of a
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diminutive panther. Every time she attempted
to punish him for these misdemeanoura he
cried piteously for help, and was promptly and
unwisely rescued by some kind-hearted member
of the family."

II the kitten was Nero, the parent cat must
of course be the wicked mother of the

wicked emperor. She also is graphically

sketched.

" Agrippina had always been a cat of

manifest reserves. She was only six weeks
old when she came to me, and had
already acquired that gravity of demeanour,
that air of gentle disdain, that dignified and
somewhat supercilious composure which won
the respectful admiration of those whom she
permitted to enjoy her acquaintance. Even in

moments of self-forgetfulness and mirth her
recreations resembled those of the little Spanish
Infanta, who, not being permitted to play with
her inferiors, and having no equals, diverted
herself as best she could with sedate and
solitary sport. Always chary of her favours,
Agrippina cired little for the admiration of
her chosen circle, and, with a single exception,
made no friends beyond it."

The mutual attachment of the two cats was
charming to witness. All readers who have
any sympathy will regret to learn that the
history had a tragic close, which the feelings

of the author will not allow her to do more
than allude to :

"It is a rude world, even for little cats; and
evil chances lie in wait for the petted creatures
we strive to shield from harm. Eemembering
the pangs of separation, the possibilities of
unkindness or neglect, the troubles that hide
in a-nbush, I am sometimes glad that the same
cruel ar d selfish blow struck both mother and
son, and that they lie together safe from hurt
or hazard, sleeping tranquilly, and a'ways
under the shadow of the friendly pines."

E. Seymouii Loxo.

NEW" NOVELS.

Poite Restante. By C. Y. Hargreaves. In
3 vols. (A. & C. Black.)

Eun to Ground. A Sporting Novel. By
Mrs. Eobert Jocelyn. In 3 vols.

(Hutchinson.)

Liclc Wylder. A Eomantic Story. By
Eichard Penderel. In 2 vols. (Eeming-
ton.)

Kerrigan's Qualily. By Jane Barlow.
(Hodder & Stoughton.)

Without Respe.t of Persons. By Colin
Middleton. (Lawrence & Bullen.)

A Baugltter of this World. By Fletcher
Battershall. (Heinemann.)

A Fair Norwegian. By Andrew Stewari.
(Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier.)

Wrecked at the Outset, By Theo Gift.

(Jarrold.)

The Story of Sonny Sahib. By Mrs. Everard
Cotes (Sara Jeanette Duncan). (Mac-
millans.)

A Toy Tragedy. By Mrs. Henry de la

Pasture. (Cassells.)

To writers of a certain kind of fiction any
person whose heart is in the right place
will be disposed to allow a certain number
of coincidences ; but really Mr. Hargreaves
imposes on the good nature of the novel-

reading public. That there should be in

Venice at one time two Englishmen both
bearing the name of G. Connisterre, both
having their letters addressed to the Post
Office, and each—though they are entirely

unrelated—bearing a strong resemblance to

the other would-be curious, but perhaps not
quite incredible. When, however, we learn
that each G. Connisterre has had for his
friend a certain E. Deane, from whom he
has been alienated, and that one of the
Connifcterres opens a letter addressed to

the other, believing it to be intended for
himself and to have been written by Deane
No. 1, when as a matter of fact it has been
addressed by Deane No. 2 to his own
particular friend, then we rebel and rise in

defiance of Mr. Hargreaves and his coinci-

dences. He, however, who is not daunted,
may learn how one G. Connisterre became
saddled with the wife of the other, and how
from this remarkably prepared complication
arose other complications involving a good
deal of general discomfort. Of course, the
story is in itself wildly absurd, but one is

bound to admit that it is told in a way that
is by no means unreadable. More than
this can hardly be said even by the most
amiable critic.

Mrs. Eobert Jocelyn describes Run to

Ground as " a sporting novel "; but all her
books are sporting novels, and—unless the
reviewer's memory fails him—there is rather
less about horses, hounds, and the like in
the new book than is to be found in
several of its predecessors. The story has
apparently been written, not for the sake of

its hunting, but for the sake of its melo-
drama, and the narrative climax has evi-

dently been suggested by the last act of
" The Bells." Lord George Goring has
been accused and convicted on apparently
unimpeachable evidence of cheating at cards,

and has not long survived his disgrace. He
has been loved by the Princess Dagmar
Saravaski, who comes to England under an
assumed name and settles in the neigh-
bourhood of Lord George's principal accuser,

with the object of exposing the plot which
has sent him to a dishonoured grave. By
the exercise of her mesmeric powers this

object is accomplished, and the wicked
Captain Jack Alexander (it is a novelty, by
the way, to have a villain named Jack) is

run to ground with due effectiveness. As
usual, Mrs. Jocelyn's style is sprightly, but
careless. Her nominatives and accusatives

are sometimes shaky, and a remarkable
combination of metaphors is enshrined in a
sentence about "other pegs upon which
she could hang a weak point."

The trail of the serpent—that is, of the

amateur—is clearly to be seen on every

page of BicJc Wylder. It is a novel in

which a susceptible young man is described

as "capable of becoming a true votary of

the son of Venus "
; Pope is referred to as

" England's verseful pontiff "
; and when

Mr. Penderil wants to tell us that a lady

dyed her hair, we read that it " glowed
with all the tints of auricomous fluid." As
for the story, it is one of those affairs which
have a vendetta (of Channel Island origin)

and abductions and mysterious disappear-

ances, and a costermonger who blossoms

into a baronet, and so on. Bick Wylder is

a very silly book, but it has one quantita-
tive merit—there might have been three
volumes, and there are only two.

There is no doubt about the fact—at
least, such is the feeling of one reader who
would snatch at a doubt if he could see the
mere hem of it—that Kerrigan's (Quality is

disappointing. What Miss Barlow can do
upon a small canvas, in line, in chiaroscuro,
and in expression, is known to everyone
who is likely to read this column ; but in
forsaking the sketch for the more elaborate
consecutive story she dissipates her powers.
She can see, and she can most perfectly and
delightfully render her vision ; but, on the
evidence provided by Kerrigan's Quality, it

is difficult to believe that the construction
of a vital narrative organism is among the
number of her fine capabilities. If we
could consider the book simply as a series

of little vignettes of Irish life we might be
satisfied, but the author's obvious narrative
intention forbids such consideration. Some of
the parts are perfect : nothing, for example,
could be better in its way than the refusal of

the Irish postman to deliver a black-edged
letter to the young lady who has charmed
him.
" ' Mails or no mails,' he said, ' I've no call to
be annoyin' her wid misfortins and deaths, and
divil a bit of me will for man or stick. Long
sorry I'd be to have the bringin' her of -^uy

such hijis - looking thing'— he glared vin-
dictively at the letter which Kerrigan had
flung down on the table before him—' b?gorra
I would so. Take it or lave it, aocordin' as you
may considher, but you needn't go fer to say
it's any doin' of mine.'

"

Unfortunately, one has to regard the whole

;

and the whole misses the mark.

Mr. Colin Middleton's Without Respect of
Persons can hardly be said to miss the mark,
because there is no mark at which it per-
ceptibly aims. What story there is is so
slight and formless that it is difficult to see
why it has been written, unless its object

be a defence of the beneficent homicide
which, under the name of euthanasia, found
various enthusiastic advocates a few years
ago. Nothing in the book is of any account
save its climax, which is the self-sought death
of a hopelessly invalided wife at the hands
of her devoted husband, who immediately
afterwards commits suicide. It is a grue-

some conception, and in some hands might
be made disquietingly powerful ; but Mr.
Middleton's treatment leaves the reader's

nerves perfectly steady.

A Baughter of this World is a bewildering

mixture of mysticism and melodrama. It

is plainly of American birth, and is much
the kind of thing that Edgar Poe might
have written if, after losing his constructive

power and his fine lucidity of narration, he

had joined the Boston transcendentalists,

attended the conversation parties of Margaret

Fuller, and taken to writing fiction for the

Dial. Mr. Battershall appears to be an

able and a cultivated man, but in directing

his artistic steps to some goal or other he

has missed his way. Perhaps a second

reading might do something to elucidate

the substance and aim of the book—but life

is short.
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Though A Fair Notuegian is at times
stilted in style, and though its substance
is occasionally improbable and frequently
sentimental, it is a pleasant, readable story.

Eeaders must be getting rather tired of the
able young man who is inveigled into marry-
ing a driimken woman, and who, in the
character of a bachelor, subsequently meets
with his affinity ; but by this time they ought
to know that the older a narrative scheme is

ihe more it is beloved by the ordinary
British novelist. Still, though this and
other materials are rather conventional, the
author makes tolerably good use of them

;

and in the good old maid, who gives
Bohemian receptions to her young journal-
istic and literary friends, we have a very
pleasant creation. The name on the title-

page suggests doubts. It may be admitted
that " Andrew Stewart " does not look like

a pseudonym, but one has a suspicion that
"Anne" or "Amelia" would come nearer
the truth than " Andrew."

The stories, the nature of which is

accurately indicated by the general title

Wrecked at the Outset, can hardly bo ex-
pected to provide very cheerful reading;
and people with a taste for literary dis-

malness will find ample gratification in
Miss Theo Gift's gloomy pages. One
of her three lives is wrecked by the
want of thought which we have good
authority for saying works as much ill as
want of heart ; but in the other two stories

the feminine vessel is wrecked through the
deliberate vice or callous selfishness of the
monster man. This theme is surely becom-
ing a little threadbare. If masculine villany
is really as obvious as it seems to be, why
do not our lady novelists take it for granted
and abandon the very unprofitable task of
thrashing the dead horse ?

And oh, what a relief to turn from this
dismalness to Mrs. Everard Ootes's charm-
ing, winsome, and every way delightful
Story of Sonny Sahib ! True, it begins
sombrely in the darkest days of the great
Mutiny, but after the first sad chapter
there is nothing but brightness and grace
and beauty. It is very slight, filling little

more than a hundred small pages, and per-
haps the restoration of the brave little Sonny
Sahib to the father who had believed him-
self childless as well as widowed reads more
like a fairy-tale than like a transcript from
the life of every day ; but, then, in the India
of a generation ago fairy-tales sometimes
came true, and whether true or not they are
very welcome after even a short course of
contemporary realism. The Story of Sonny
Sahib can be read easily between, say,
London and Brighton in the fastest train,

and it will make that or any other hour
brief with pleasantness.

The best things in tho bundle are certainly
the unpretending little paper-covered books
which come last to hand. Sonny Sahib is

one of them ; A Toy Tragedy is the other

;

and both have the charm which belongs to
any capable, sympathetic, and artistic treat-
ment of child-life. There are four children
in Mrs. de la Pasture's pretty little story,
each portrait being most skilfully and
delicately individualised, and every one of
them a little masterpiece. It is difficult to

represent a child consistently carrying out

a great scheme of self-sacrifice without
making him or her just a little bit of a prig,

but the sweet Joan in her great renuncia-

tion is as simple and as free from self-

consciousness as ever. A Toy Tragedy is,

indeed, admirable throughout, and despite

its title it adds to positive merits the nega-
tive virtue of not being harrowing.

James AsucaoFr Noble.

SCOTCH BOOKS.
Farth in Field. By J. Logie Kobertaon.
(Fisher Unwin.) Mr. Eobcrtson, who need
hardly disguise himself any longer as " Hugh
Haliburton," is an open-eyed traveller along
roads that are tolerably familiar, but
whose beauties and other special features are
often missed by the incurious, and is uncom-
promisingly—one is inclined to say sometimeg,
even drearily—realistic. Take, for example, his

papers, in the first part of this book, on such
essentially commonplace subjects as " Hog-
manay," "Hansel Monday," "St. Valentine's
Day" : in them, beyond all question, " wondprs
from the familiar start." Take again " Gay
Kinross " as an example of the manner in which
he can kill romance. Mr. Robertson is equally
successful as an explorer of the bypaths of
history, sociology, and literature. Most Scots-
men have an idea of poachers and poaching ; but
how many, I wonder, can tell offhand what
the North Sea Scheme was, or what is meant
by a "lotman"? Mr. Bobertson is also a
very competent critic, even though he is not
disposed to drive very hard the Amoldian doc-
trine, that literature means the application of
ideas to life. The fourth and fifth parts of his

volume are devoted to Thomson (of the
" Seasons ") and Bums respectively. The
latter, in particular, is admirable. Mr.
Robertson shows more fully than any
other critic has done before him—with the
possible exception of the late Prof. Minto—
how much Bums was indebted to, or in-
fluenced by, his predecessors. Altogether this

is a very g^eat advance upon anything its

author has previously done in prose. Indeed,
I should say, with the possible exception of
Mr. Henderson's volume on Old Scotland, this

is the best book dealing with the realities of
Scotch life of the recent past that has been pub-
lished for at least a decade.

Mr. W. D. Latto has, in Tammas Bodkin
(Hodder & Stoughton), given the Southron a
tough nut to crack. The dialect is terrible;
the Scotch renderings of Ecglish words are
more terrible still. It may be complained, too,
that, in these days, when the reading public
can only, to all appearance, digest tit-bits in the
shape of fiction no less than of character, Mr.
Litto has given in his closely packed volume
quite an intellectual surfeit. But Mr. Latto
is a genuine humorist, and is thoroughly
familiar with Scotch character to be found on
the East Coast, say between the East Neuk of
Fife and Aberdeen. He has, therefore, taken
his own way—and his own time—to describe
characters and relate experiences which have
come within his own knowledge. His Tammas
Bodkin—who, by the way, was well known in
Scotland long before the appearance of Mr.
Barrie, whom somecritics have accused Mr. Latto
of imitating—is not an inspired tailor like Alton
Locke. But he is obviously very human in his
pride of ancestry, his self-consciousness, his
iove-a£Fairs, and in the vicissitudes of his
ordinary life ; and when ho pays a visit to
London he conducts himself—well, precisely
as Dickens would have made him conduct
himself had he got hold of him. Tammas
Bodkin is, as I have said, a hard nut to crack>;

but when the kernel is reached, it will be found
infinitely richer than that of most of the so-
called Scotch humorists of the time.

'Tween Oloamin' and the Mirk. By Sir Hugh
Gilzeau Reid. (Alex. Gardner.) Sir Hugh Reid
explains in connexion with this volume, and the
somewhat belated look it bears, that most of its

contents were written a quarter of a century
ago, and that several of his sketuhes have
already done duty as magazine articles, and
otherwise. It must be allowed that this
volume has a hotch-potch or haggis look

—

with its stories that recall Christopher North,
and its sketches, like "Faithful Oscar," which
recall John Brown, its descriptions of tho way
in which life is spent by typical students at a
northern university, and its allusions to the
drinking and other customs of Scotland. This
is, indeed, a book to be read lightly and in no
specially critical spirit; for while Sir Hugh
Reid writes sympathetically of times and folk
he is familiar with, he does not pretend to be
a stylist. On the whole, " Old Oscar, the Faith-
ful Dog," which has already been published
and has been well received, is, from the purely
literary point of view, the best bit of writing
in the book. Other sketches, however, such
as " Fisher Folk " and " Unaccredited Heroes "

—in which latter, by the way, justice is done
to the too soon forgotten Bethunes—are intrin-

sically quite as good ; and there is the ring of
truth, as well as of homely Scotch romance,
about such stories as " From Plough to Pulpit

"

and "A Romance of the Manse." There are
many provoking things in 'Tween Oloamin' and
the Mirk—not a few things that almost tempt
the ordinary reader to be hypercritical. But
the earnestness and heartiness of the whole are
contagiotis.

Our Town, and Some of its People, by John
Menzies (Fisher Unwin), is another of the
almost too numerous books produced by
the present craze of Scotchmen generally,
and of the men of Fife more par-
ticularly, to look at themselves in the glass
of literature. It is not without cither its

humour or its sentiment : on the contrary, the
chapter bearing the title " The Tamsons and
Widow Kay " is full of that peculiarly Scotch
pathos which is always associated with the
backsliding of a promising son. But this

collection of stories and sketches is not marked
by that idealising touch which has given a
special character to the books of Mr. Barrie,
and has rendered pathos and poetry convertible
terms. Mr. John Menzies is a kindly
photographer, who Ukes the subjects of his art
to be taken at their very best. They have
their faults, of course, the good folk of " our
town." Some of them have short tempers,
and others diink more than is good for

them. In particular, Mr. Menzies tells the
pathetic story of a poor man who when in
drink almost kills his ailing child—a story
which is probably based on fact. He is

more partial, however, to the amiable foibles

of the characters in little towns. A typical
chapter is " The Bell and the Band." In it is

narrated the sad fate of the band of " our
town," which goes to Glasgow to compete for
prizes to be given to bands. Its admirers
believe it will win the first; as a matter of
fact, it has to be content with the eighth. The
comic misery of the return of the band is

delightfully set forth. Altogether, Oar Town
is one of those books which collectors of Scotch
sketches—especially of sketches of a Scotland
that is rapidly disappearing—should not omit
to possess.

Of the numerous Scotch books that take Fife
for their scenes. The Provost of Olendookic, by
Andrew Smith Robertson (Oliphant, Anderson,
& Ferrier), is certainly one of the simplest.
You get to the heart of it in the introduction,
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which is rsther ambitiously termed "proem,"
and in which there figures Saunders, a weaver,
who is "coortin"' one Kirsten with a ven-
Reance. Misfortunes come upon Saunders ; and
Kirsten, with his approval, marries Henry
Scott. In the body of the story Saunders
figures as the Provost of Glendookie, a good
man in his way, no doubt, but rather prone
to preachings. Some of the minor char-
acters in the book are carefully sketched,';
and the home-coming of Bauldie, the son of
Henry and Kirsten Scott, after the death of his
parents, recalls the return of the son from
London in A Window in Thrums, but is never-
theless different in tone.

"Puddin'," by W. Grant Stevenson (Oli-
phant, Anderson, & Perrier), is perhaps the
most delicate and delightful story of '

' humble "

Edinburgh Ufe that has been published since
the death of John Brown. In a sense there
" is nothing in " this biography of an Edin-
burgh waif, who sits for a popular artist, and
whose most notable physical characteristics
secure for him the nickname of "Puddin'."
Bat it is told with such perfect simplicity as to
disarm criticism, or rather to make criticism
take the form of following the fortunes of Joe
Keddie tiU he gets a business for himself and a
wife, and even brings back to his mother his
father—once a drunkard, but now, thanks to
an accident, a reformed character. This
little book, which is not written with a pur-
pose, deserves the very highest praise.

The Auld Kirk Minister, by David Cuthbert-
son (Paisley : J. & E. Parlane), contains
some plain but readable sketches—graphic,
pathetic, and humorous—of clericalised rural
life. Norman Eraser is a good portrait of
a hard-working, earnest minister, who is not
without a. healthy element of " unregenerate "

temper in him, while his son's love-affairs are
admirable illustrations of the sort of difficulties
an ambitious Scotch lad of education may
stumble into. " The Only Son of his Mother "

IS full of quiet pathos. The Auld Kirk
Miniiter will probably not attract quite the
amount of attention it deserves, owing to the
market being overstocked with Scotch stories
at present.

Samuel Rutherford and Some of his Corre-
spondents. By Alexander Whyte, D.D. (Oli-
phant, Anderson, & Ferrier.) The purely
devotional side of Scotch religious life is, per-
haps, best represented by Samuel Eutherford,
in some respects the first, though not intel-
lectually the greatest, of the Covenanters.
" As we say Bunyan and Bedford, Baxter and
Kidderminster, Newton and Olney, Edwards
and Northampton, Boston and Ettrick, Mc
Cheyne and St. Peter's, so we say Rutherford
and Anwoth." It is in this spirit that Dr.
Alexander Whyte writes of the " saint,"
whom he adores almost as much as he
adores Bunyan. As the title of h's book
indicates, he deals with Eutherford chiefly
in his character of religious letter-writer

;

and his chapters have sueh headings as
"Marion McNaught," "Lady Kenmure,"
"Lady Cardoness," "Jean Broon," and " James
Bantie. Student of Divinity." The volume
consists of lectures, and there is a little of the
lecturing tone in it. Readers who are not
familiar with the characteristics of Scotch
spirituality may find that it savours here and
there of unction. But it is a careful and, in
its way, thorough performance, and ought to
be popular in those circles in which the only
life worth living is a life of piety, if not of
pietism.

Lewis Morrison Orant : his Life, Letters, and
Last Poems, edited by Jessie Annie Anderson
(Alexander Gardner), is the pathetic story
of a BaDfi"shire lad of some poetical perform-
ance and of more promise, who died of lung i

11

disease while still a student at Aberdeen.
Lewis Grant's life seems to have been little
else than a struggle, and a not very protracted
struggle, against misery and disease. His
parents were poor, the cottage he chiefly lived
in was unsanitary, his health was always
doubtful, and his ambition was great. Under
these circumstances what could there be
for him but tragedy? The story in
which the evolution of that tragedy is
witnessed is rather long drawn out. Some of
the detaUs—the petty and pitiful detaUs—of
the poor lad's efforts to get his volume of
poems published by subscription might have
been omitted

; and although his letters, like the
letters of every self-conscious lad, are invariably
interesting, there is exhibited in them a
tendency to repetition of thought or of emo-
tion. Lewis Grant burned out before he had
time to do mere than indicate the character
of his powers ; and although regrets are par-
ticularly vain in respect of precocious poets.
It IS hardly possible not say, without a sigh,
that it would have been better had circumstances
allowed this Banffshire Chatterton to mature
his powers before exercising them. Sometimes
he recaUs Shelley, at other times he recalls
Keats

; but mostly he is himself, an intensely
reflective, religious lad, who m'ght have pro-
jected himself with almost equal success into
poetry or preaching. The author of his
biography means well, and, on the whole, gives
a very interesting account of her hero.
There are some misprints, however, which she
ought to have corrected when she was revising
the proof-sheets. " Grothi seanton," as a
reproduction of a most familiar Greek saying
18 inexcusable.

side of his countrymen, as when he describes
such a man as Crichton of Sanquhar,
" Fa gleg i" the uptak tae be.
And a cout's beet price at a glisk could see."

But both these poets are full of that kindliness
which is quite as Scotch as is shrewdness, and
their verses deserve the study of all who wish
to make themselves acquainted with rural
Scotland of the present day,

William Wallace.

NOTES AND NJSWS.

ik v'
-^^^^^i^der Gardner has just published

the best work of two minor Scotch poets who
are decidedly above the average—TAe Songs of
Thule, by L. J. Nicholson, and Poems, Sonas,
and Sonnets, by Robert Reid, otherwise known
as Rob Danlock. Mr. Nicholson's verse, which
invariably flows smoothly, is specially notable,
because it brings readers into touch with the
Shetlanders, with their Viking blood, and their
sympathy with the melancholy and yet inspir-
ing ocean. He gives a most vigorous battle-
song, while in a different vein are " Barbara
Pitcaim," "The Hylta Dance," and the
ballad of " Laurence Moat." Mr. Nicholson
has, further, considerable lyrical power, as in
the piece which flows thus

:

" It was the time of roses,
We met, my love and I

;

And Beauty's hand had crowned the land,
And music filled the sky."

He is, however, strongest in "local" verse,
even although it be occasionally Hans Breit-
mannish, as in such a stanza as

" Dat midnight sky—dat waveless voe
Da heaven abune, da heaven below,
An' noo—'oh—luck an angel hymn
Da laverock, in da simmer dim."

Mr. Robert Reid hails from the south of Scot-
land, from the lead-mining village of Wanlock-
head, distant only a mile from the hamlet
of Geadhills, in which Allan Ramsay was
bom. Like Mr. Nicolson's verse, Mr. Reid's is

steeped in love and locality. How they go
togethermay be judged from such a poem as
" May Morel," and such lines as

" Wo kent that the warld wad triutle and turn
Wi mickle o' pleasure and mair o' wae,
Sae doon by the banks o' the wimplin' bum
We strayed i' the dawin' o' love's sweet morn,
And we nippet the blossom and jinkt the thorn
As the lang saft eimmer raw'd away."

Mr. Reid, like most Scotchmen—even most
Scotch poets—is seen at his best when he deals
with the shrewd rather than the sentimental

The sixth and final volume of Prof. Skeat's
'

'
Library Edition " of Chaucer will be published

in January. Meanwhile, in compliance with a
wish which has been very generally expressed,
a Supplementary Volume is in course of
preparation by Prof. Skeat, to be issued during
the present year, containing the Testament of
Love (in prose), and the chief poems which
have at various times been attributed to
Chaucer and published with his genuine works
in old editions. The volume will be complete
in itself, with an introduction, notes, and
glossary

; and will be uniform with the
" Library Edition " of Chaucer's Complete
Works.

We understand that the History of Punch,
on which Mr. M. H. Spielmann has been
engaged for several years past, will be issued
shortly by Messrs. Cassell & Co. The length
of time consumed in the preparation of this
work has been caused by the enormous amount
of material and evidence which Mr. Spielmann
has had to examine and sift in his desire to
make the book worthy of its subject. He has
had access to official documents and other
exclusive sources of information which will
render the work of permanent interest.

Messrs. Macuillan & Co. hope to publish
in the course of the present month the late
Walter Pater's Greek Studies, consisting of
papers on mythology and poetry, sculpture and
architecture, which have already appeared in
the magazines, prepared for the press by Mr.
C. L. Shadwell ; and also Prof. Butcher's study
of Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art,
which has been expanded out of certain chapters
in the first edition of Some Aspects of the Greek
Genius, and will now include a critical text and
translation of the " Poetics."

Mb. F. C. Conybeare's critical edition of
Philo About the Contemplative Life will be
published very shortly by the Clarendon Press.
Mr. Conybeare strongly upholds the genuine-
ness of the treatise, which is of paramount
importance for the history of primitive Christi-
anity. It is the first work bearing on Philo
which the University Press has issued during
the present century ; and this, to quote the
editor's words,
" although this most spiritual of authors is by the
admission, tacit or express, of a long line of
Catholic teachers, from Eusebius and Ambrose in
the fourth century down to Bull and Eiillinger in
modern times, the father not only of Chriatian
exegens, but also, to a great extent, of Ohristian
dogmatics."

The new popular illustrated Life of Mr.
Gladstone, which Messrs. Cassell & Co. have
had in preparation for some months past, will

be ready for publication in a few days.

Prof. W. J. Ashley, of Harvard, has
undertaken the editing of a series of little

volumes, entitled " Economic Classics," which
will be published in America by Messrs.
MacmUIan & Co. The series will consist of

three classes : (1) selected chapters from the
classical economists, beginning with Adam
Smith, Malthus, and Ricardo ; (2) reprints of

older English works, such as those of Mun,
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Child, and Petty ; (3) translations of important
foreign treatises. The text 'will be printed

-without note or comment ; but a brief

biographical and bibliographical note will be

Erefixed, and divergences between editions will

e indicated by means of typographical
devices.

Messks. O. & B. Johnson, of Douglas,
propose to publish by subscription a collection

of about sixty Manx ballads, with translations

into English, edited by Mr. A. W. Moore aud
Mr. "W. J. Cain. Nearly half of the ballads

will be accompanied by the original Manx
music, which has been harmonised in accord-
ance with the correct Celtic modes by Miss
Wood, under the superintendence of Mr. Colin
Brown. The volume will also contain an essay

on Manx ballad poetry, by the Rev. Tom
Brown ; and an account of the sources from
which the ballads have been taken.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will shortly issue a
new story by Mr. Herbert Compton, author of
" A King's Hussar," which will bo entitled

A Free Lance in a Far Land.

Mb. T. Fisher Unwin announces a novel,

written by Mr. Daniel Woodrcffe, which is

based upon the true story of a young English
lady who married a Chinaman, and had reason
to repent her folly.

Ma. O'Flannaoile's volume For the Tonyue

of the Oael, containing a dozen essays on Irish-

Qaelio subjects, is now in the press. It will be
published in a few weeks' time by Messrs.

Cusack, City of London Book Depot, Moor-
fields, E.C., and by Messrs. Gill & Son, of

Dublin.

The following new volumes of verse will

be published shortly by Mr. Elliot Stock

;

Sita, and Other I'oems, by Mrs. Aylmer Qowiog

;

Scintillae Carmensu, by Percival Almy ; and
Vignettes, by Aubrey St. John Mildmay.

The Baptist Tract and Book Society will

publish this month an English edition of The
Ministry of the Hpirit, by the Eev. Dr. Gordon,
of Boston, U.S., with an introduction by the
Kev. F. B. Meyer.

A NEW story by Major Arthur Griffiths,

entitled " Forbidden by Law," will be com-
menced in the number of CasseU's Saturday
Journal issued on January 16 ; and in the same
number will appear the first of a series of papers
entitled "Through England in Rags," de-
scribing the adventures encountered by an
amateur vagrant in the course of a tramp
through England.

Mr. Paget Toynbee has made an interesting
discovery of a hitherto unnoticed, and in some
respects highly curious, biographical account
of Dante, which occurs with other interpolated
matter in the Venice editions of the Speculum
Majus of Vincent de Beauvais. Mr. Toynbee
has written an account of his discovery for the
Enijlish IIiat(/rical lievicw.

At the meeting of the Anglo-Russian Lite-
rary Society, to be held at the Imperial Insti-
tute, on Tuesday next, at 3 p.m., the Eev.
Arthur S. Thompson, for many years British
Chaplain in Russia, will read a paper entitled"
" The British Embassy at St. Petersburgh in the
last Half-Century—Notes Personal and Bio-
graphical."

The Book, News, Stationery and Fancy
Trades Exhibition, which is being organised by
the Book and Neios Trade Gazette, will be
opened at St. Stephen's Hall, Westminster, on
January 29 by Sir George Newnes. Among
the features of the show will be bookbinding,
engraving,^ linotyping, printing, novel devices
for advertising, new things in stationery and
fancy goods, &c. Periodical literature will be
largely represented; and the following book

publishers have promised to contribute—Mr. T.
Fisher Unwin, Messrs. Cassell, Messrs. Ward,
Lock, & Co., and Messrs. George Newnes.

OBITUARY.

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI.

The death of Christina Rossetti closes the
obituary calendar of 1894. It had long been
known that she was suffering from a mortal
ailment, which compelled her latterly to lead a
life of extreme isolation. She passed away at
her house in Torrington-square, on December
29th, having just completed her sixty-fourth

year.

All the world knows that she wm the sister

of Dante Gabriel, poet and painter ; and that
their father was an Italian refugee, who him-
self gained some name in literature. Of
Christina, it maybe said that she "lisped in

numbers." Before she was seventeen, a little

volume of her verses was privately printed by
her maternal grandfather. In 18o0, she con-
tributed to the Pre-Raphaelite Oerm, under the

pseudonym of " Ellen AUeyne." But it was
not untu the appearance of Oohlin Market and
Other Foam (1862), that her reputation was
established. Though she published several

more volumes, both of prose and of verse, this

still represents the high-water mark of her
achievement. The similarity to her brother's

poetry, in weirdness of imagination and in

pictorial minuteness, has often been pointed out.

But the difference is greaterthan the resemblance.
Christina possessed the gift of spontaneity,

which Dante Gabriel lacked. In perfection

of form and melody of words, her lyrics are

comparable to those of Shelley : they set them-
selves to mental music as they are being read.

No poet of the time, not Tennyson or Swin-
burne—though their range may be far wider

—

excels her in the mere matter of technique.

None has such a pure note, such a bird-like

sweetness.
Dante Gabriel made several drawings of

the angel-face of his sister ; and it is a matter
of common knowledge that her whole life was
devoted to ministering to others. Quite apart
from her claims as a poet, her rank is with
Jenny Land and Florence Nightingale. She
went about doing good, and sang as she went.

preserved. We all lemembei Oarlyle's descrip-

tion of his own pilgrimage to Dr. Johnson's
house in Gough-sqnare, where the dictionary

was compofed. ' In this mad, whirling, all-for-

getting London,' ho says, ' the " haunts of the
mighty" are hard to discover. With Samuel
Johnson may It prove otherwise !

' We desire

that it may prove otherwise with Thomas Carlyle.

Ohelsea is a region full of literary associations,

from the time of Sir Thomas Jlore, whose house,
aa Fronde's EfoimM has just reminded us, was
close to Carljle's. But Ohelsea is also a region in

which modem changes have remorselessly swept
away a very large part of the relics of the
past. We hope ts rescue Oarlyle's house
from this fate. It is proposed to buy
the house, and to keep it open for the
benefit of visitors from both sides of the Atlan-
tic. It is also proi^oecd t3 collect in it various

objects connected with his memory. Some
of the old belongings, so well remembered
by all his visitors, have been kindly offered by his

niece. The committee has been able to secure the

option of purchasing the freehold until the end of

next February. They hope that, in the interTal,

sufiicieut funds miy be raised to carry out their

purpose effectually. The German Emperor has
shown his interest in the undertaking by a liberal

donation, and Lord Rosebery has given a similar

practical proof of sympathy. Slany other sub-
scriptions have come from England and America,
which shall be duly acknowledged. Meanwhile,
will you permit me to state that subscriptions

may be paid to the honorary treasurer of the
Carlyle Memorial Fund, Mr. B. F. Stephens, 4,

Trafalgar-square, W.O. ; or to the account of the

fund with Messrs. Ooutts' bank ?

" LssLiB Stsphek."

[The first list of subscriptions amounts to

about £800.]

OARLYLE'S HOUSE AT CHELSEA.
We quote the following from the Times :

"Your readers may be aware that a proposal
was made some time ago for the purchase of

Oarlyle's house in Oheyne-row, Chelsea. A com-
mittee has been now formed in Loudon to raise

the necessary funds ; and by their deeire I venture
to ask you to give publicity to the scheme. Carlyle

lived in Oheyne-row from June, 1834, until his

death in 1881. He there wrote the French Revolu-

tion andallhislaterworks, of which it may be safely

said that they acted as an intellectual stimulant of

almost unequalled power in his generation. There,
too, he was visited by his disciples, Mr. Ruskluand
Froude, and many others of the most eminent
men of his time. I need not speak of the constant
references to the house in the voluminous
Carlyle literature, which, whatever else may be
said of it, contains the most graphic portraiture of

a man of genius that has ever appeared in our
language. There is, I think, no house iu Loudon
possessing such unique intciest to all who care for

literary associations.
" It now stands in a shabby condition in the

neighbourhood of Boehm's characteristic statue,

which shows the old prophet looking over the
Thames in his habitual dress and attitude. A
tablet on the wall marks the house, and it is

frequently visited by our American cousins.

There are few such memorials extant, and they
are rapidly becoming scircer. The last house
associated with Milton disappeared a few years

ago, though his cottage at Ohalfont is, happily.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE NEW SYRIAC GOSPELS.

Oxford : Dec. 29, 1894.

Mr. Charles defends his case with great
vigour and ability, but I cannot think that it is

really tenable. It seems to me impossible to

separate the readings of Cod. Sin. in Matt. i.

19-25 from those in Matt. i. 16, and to reject

the one while claiming originality for the other.

I also agree with Mr. Badham, that the gene-
alogy is connected with the rest of the chapter by
too many links to be really anything but an
integral part of the Gospel.

I should, however, be prepared to go with
Mr. Charles a certain part of the way. I

should be ready to grant to him that, although
the genealogy was from the first a part of the
Gospel as we know it, it may nevertheless,
before its incorporation in our Gospel, have had
a separate existence. And I could also grant
Ihat, at this earlier stage, it may have had
some such ending m Mr. Charles, and, indeed,
most of those who have written upon the
subject, seem to think it had.
To assume this would cause me no difficulty.

Rather it would fall in well with what I
conceive to have been the origin of the
narratives of the Nativity. These narratives
are on a rather different footing from the
main body of the Gospels. There is reason to

think that they were transmitted at first

through private channels, and that it was some
time before they were made public. Not only
duringpur Lord's public ministry, but for some
decades afterwards, the general attitude was
that expressed in Mark vi. 3, "Is not this the
carpenter, the son of Mary and brother of
James, and Joses, and Jadas, and Simon ?

And are not his sisters here with us ? " At
this period any one who thought fit to write
out the genealogy of Him whom he accepted
as the Messiah would naturally make no dis-

tinction between the last link in the chain and
previous links.

But it was another matter when this rough
draft was taken as the preface to a Gospel
which began with an account of the Super-
natural Birth. It shows so many signs of
having been carefully worked over and adapted
to its place that it is not easy to believe that it

would bs left with its original crude ending.
What exactly was the form which the verse
assumed under these circumstances is a compli-
cated and difficult problem in textual criticism.

I doubt very much whether this can have
been the form which we find in Cod. Sin.
And this for four main reasons : (1) Whatever
we may tbiak of the most prominent reading,
the clause ? i)dPj)(rT<f9ri irafiSerui Map'iau. (I retrans-
late into Grefk with the help of Codd. 13-G9-
3-10) when compared with rhe Hflpa Maplat of
the mass of Greek MSS., has every appearance
tf being secondary, and secondary ia the same
direction as that in which the Curetonian omits
"her husband" in v. 19, and substitutes "thy
espoused" for "thy wife" inv. 20. (2) Although
it is perhaps possible, it is not either easy or
satisfactory to account for the other early
readings ia Greek, Latin, and Syriac, on the
assumption that Cod. Siu. has the primitive
reading. The difficulty is at its greatest
wht-n Cod. Sin. is confronted with the
great Greek Uncials. (3) If we take the
characteristic readings of Cod. Sin. in Matt.
i. lC-2.5, their attestation is found to be purely

Syriac. By characteristic readings I mean the
readings which have the same sort of character
impressed upon them as the seemingly natural-
istic reading in v. 16. For this reason I do
not include the coincidence with the Latin Cod.
Bobiensis (/.), the omission of oIik iyivaKXKiv ahr^v

(US oE in V. 21. It is not clear what was
the intention of this reading if it was inten-
tional, and it is quite possible that it may
have been in the first instance accidental.

Apart from this coincidence, there is no trace
of the distinctive readings of Cod. Sin. outside

the Syriac tradition. (4) We can, in one
instance, convict the scribe or editor to whom
these readings were due of "tendency"—an
innocent tendency it may be, but yet of a
definite bent in the interpretation of his text.

The Greek of itiKfcre in v. 25 is, of course,

ambiguous ; but whereas the Curetonian inter-

prets this as "she called," Cod. Sin. supplies

a masculine subject—"he called." It is in the
same spirit that the editor or scribe wrote
"shall bear thee a son" inv. 21, and "bare
Mm a son " in v. 25. As the first of these

readings cannot possibly have been inherited

from the Greek, the remainder were also

probjbly not inherited.

But if Cod. Sin. does not give the primitive

text of Matt. i. 10, what was it? I have
tried one or two experiments with a view to

determine this, but I have not arrived at any
result which I should regard as decisive. There
are attractions in the hypothesis of a mixed
reading, which should combine elements from
the two main lines of text,

iyfyvT]iT(V '\T]ffiivv rhv KtyiixtfJi/ Xpiarii^.

The transition from this would bo easy, on
the one hand, to the reading of the Greek
Uncials, and, on the other hand, to that of the
main body of the Western text. Even the
reading of Cod. Sin. could be explained (in

the Syriac more easily than in the underlying
Greek, because of the ignoring of the particle

Si) by a simple dittography of the name 'luiiiip,

helped by the influence of the structure of the

rest of the genealogy.
But having got back so near to the text of

the Greek MSS., it would be natural to ask
whether we ought ever to have left them. As
a rule, where there is paraphrase it is the

Western text which paraphrases. So that at

the present moment I lean to the opinion that

the traditional text need not ba altered. At
the same time, I do not profess to have com-
pletely solved the difficulties, and I keep an
open mind on the subject.

I cannot close this letter without expressing

my sense of the value of Mr. Allen's communi-
cation in the Acade.my of December 15. As a
step towards the solution of the problem, it

seems to me to be the most helpful which has

yet appeared ; and I do not think that it is

open to all the strictures which have been
passed upon it. I do not see that it can be
rightly described as "Midrash "

; and I doubt
if the phenomena of the text have been any-
where set forth so clearly and well. In con-
sidering these, it is important to bear in mind
what wo really aim at proving. There are

three questions : (1) What is the oldest Syriac

reading? (2) What is the oldest Western
reading? (3) What was the original text of

the Gospel ? And, though I cannot go all the

way with him, Mr. Allen seems to me to have
made a substantial contribution to the answe.'s

to the first and second,
W. Sanday.

Oxford: Dec 23,1601.

In my last letter I criticised the first

draft of Mr. Conybeare's theory; but as

that theory has been further developed, and an
attempt been made to supply some bond of

connexion between Alexandrian and Pales-
tinian Judaism, I propose in this letter to prove
(1) that the connexion between Philonic specu-
lation and Matt. i. which Mr. Conybearo has
suggested—for he has wisely refrained from
attempting to prove it—is devoid even of a
shadow of probability

; (2) that, even if such a
connexion had existed, Philonic ideas are
quite foreign to Matt, i., and that, in fact,

the Creed which Mr. Conybeare assigns to Philo
misrepresents in the particulars most pertinent

to the present controversy that writer's views.

I.—The conL.exion which Mr. Conybeare
suggests as having existed betv/een Philonic
speculation and Matt. i. is to be found in the
following words

:

" In the year of Rome 743 was born Jesus of
Nazareth, a man in whom his followers, so far
as they were Aramaic-speaking Jews, quiukly
recognised their promised Messiah ; while such of
them aa were Greek Jews or proselytes, acclaimed in

him the Divine Word."

Was ever such a lofty and pretentious super-
structure built on such a slight and perilous
foundation ? Let us to work, however. First,

then, we should observe that Jesus' followers
are described as Aramaic-speaking Jews and
Greek Jews. Obviously it is through the latter

that the Philonic ideas are to pass over into the
infant Christian community. Greek Jews,
then, who were the immediate disciples of Jesus,
and acclaimed Him as the Divine Word, were
the channels by which such ideas gained an
entrance into primitive Christian thought.
Now to this assertion hosts of unanswerable
objections at once arise : (a) None of the
Twelve Apostles were Greek Jews : they were
not even natives of Judaea, with the exception
of Judas ; but they were Galileans, men who
were most Hebrew of the Hebrews, the strictest

representatives of Jewish exclusiveness, the
most opposed to all foreign influences, whether
from Alexandria, Athens, or Rome, and whose
province was notorious for its ignorance of

culture, its bigotry and intolerance. (6) But
even among the Galilean disciples and the
Kvangelists some must have been more open to

external influences than others. Does this help
Mr. Conybeare ? Alas, for him, no ! It only
aggravates the difficulties that before beset
him ; for, if the Philonic ideas had been active

in the formation of the Gospels, they would
most naturally have been so in the case of

Mark and Luke, which were written in Rome
and Greece for Gentile readers, whereas in

Matthew we have a Gospel written by a Gali-

lean Jew in Palestine for Jews. It is further
characteristic of Matthew, as opposed to Mark
and Luke, that in the parts of his Gospel peculiar
to himself he translates as a rule directly from
the Hebrew when he quotes from the Old Testa-
ment. But the difficulties of Mr. Conybeare's
theory are brought into fuller relief if we con-
sider that in the Fourth Gospel, which shows
an acquaintance with Alexandrian thought,
there is not a single reference to the miraculous
conception. We shall see good reason for this

below, {r) Pursuing partly the line of thought
in the last objection, it is unreasonable to sup-
pose that a Jew, a literalist in interpretation,

learned in the Scriptures, and familiar with the

primitive text of the Old Testament as Matthew
was, would have followed such a teacher as

Philo ; for Philo was the greatest allegoriser

that has ever lived, and wrote in the most
contemptuous terms of the literalists : he was
all but ignorant of Hebrew, and believed the

LXX. Version to be inspired. So fully indeed
did he believe in its inspiration that he built

theories on its particles where these have no
equivalent in the Hebrew, and thought that

any word might bo interpreted according to

any shade of meaning it bore in the Greek.

Such a man was impossible as a guide to the

Hebrew Evangelist. ('/) To the Synoptic
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Gospel*theallegoricalmethod is entirely foreini.

Otring to my special studies in Jewish Psouae-
pigriipha, I have come to recognise in the

Synoptic Uospels the most naire and truthful

reflection of the current views of the time—

a

thing that would have been impossible after

80 A.D., whereas the substance of them may be

as early as 40 a.u. Even the moet grotesque

beliefs on angelology and demonolog^ current

in Palestine from oO ii.c. to 50 a.d. are there

reflected in all faithfulness, and yet in a manner
unintelligible save to one acquainted through the

non-canonical writings with tho contemporary

baokg^und of opinion and belief. Suck facts,

then, as these substantiate in the most unlooked-

for manner at once the veracity and the

annalistio charactt^r of the Synoptists. In

Philo all these objectionable ideas would have

been carefully allegorised. But the Synoptists

are not allegorists. It is a gross blunder,

critical and historical, to apply Philonio

methods to Matt. i. (e) Finally, not a shred of

evidence can be adduced from Jewish non-
canonical writings of Palestine— 200 B.C. to

100 A.D.—to show that the Philonio ideas

which lir. Conybeare would foist into Matt. i.

18-25 were anywhere known in Palestine.

II.—^The last objection which I have urged
leads us to the threshold of the second main
argument against Mr. Conybeare's theory.

This is, the Creed which Mr. Conybeare
assigns to Philo misrepresents that writer's

views in the particulars most pertinent to the

present controversy; and accordingly, even it

there had been some channel of communication
between Philo and the Evangelists, the idea of

a luiraculous conception by a virgin of tho

Logos was really foreign to Philo in any sense

that could have influenced the writer of the

First Gospel.

It is to be observed that in the very first

clause of this so-called Creed of Philo there is a
misstatement of fact. It describes God as
" the maker of all things visible and invisible."

This, if it were true, vi-ould bring Philo into

exact accord with Palestinian thought. But
it is untrue. Philo was a thorough-going
dualist, and formless matter (Caij) was not made
by God. In fact, God and Uis agents did not
create but merely fashioned this formless

matter into tho Cosmos or organised world.

This, however, is by tho way. The misstate-

ments most nearly connected with our present

subject follow immediately: "The Word of

God, his only Son. . . . Born of the ever-

Virgin immaculate Sophia." Now, in order to

understand how misleading this is, we must
bear in mind that there are at least two, if not
three or more, dififorent conceptions of this

Logos, and that what is true of one is not true

of another. For the sake of clearness it is

batter to take some account of these different

conceptions. The Logos then, according to

its highest conception, was identified by Philo
with the immanent reason of God. In this

rerpect it was said to bo the homo of the arche-

typal tfficient causes, or to be identical with
them. It was also, in many instances, per-

sonalised and reftardfd as the instrument of

creation (i. 47, 100, 1G2), and the Mediator and
Iligh Priest between God and man (i. 601,.

(ij3). As such the Logos in this higher sense

was described as " the Firstborn " (i. iiHH, (>o3),

" the eldest Son of God" (i. 414, 427, oG2), or

even as "God" (ii. 052). But this conception
must be carefully distinguished from the lower
conception, iu which tbo Logos was identified

with the Cosmos of Nature or tho material

creation, and called in this aspect "the only
beloved sensible Son (of God) " (i. 553). In
this aspect ho might likewise be called " the
younger Son of God"; for so the Cosmos is

twice called in i. 277. For the sake of

brevity, I will call the former concep-
tion Logos I., and the latter Logos

II, Now, the question arises, has Mr,
Conybeare been careful to distinguish these,

and not to assign to the one the predicates of

the other ? We shall now address ourselves to

this inquiry. But first let us recall the words
of the so-called Philonio Creed—" The Word
of God, his only Son. . . . Born of the
ever-Virgin immaculate Sophia." Now,
Logos I. is never described in Philo as " the

only Son," but constantly as "the eldest Son,"
" the Firstborn," &o., all his titles implying
that, in this sense, he was, to a certain extent,

only ]iri7nua inter pares. For God had at His
disposal, according to Philo, an indefinite

number of Potencies, called likewise Logoi,
and of these the Logos was the chief. But
though Logos I. is never described as " tho
only Son" in Philo, Logos II. is expressly so-

named, and the designation is reasonable, for,

as we have seen above, it is identical with the

Cosmos of Nature or Creation ; and there is

only one such Cosmos. Hence Logos IL is

"the only and beloved sensible Son of God,"
and, likewise, "the younger Son of God"
(i. 277). But in Mr. Conybeare's Creed this

phrase, " the only Son," which is true only of

Logos II., is used as a designation of Logos I.

;

for, obviously, Mr. Conybeare designs us to

think of Logos I. throughout this Creed.
This is the first misstatement.
But this is not all. As for the phrase " begot-

ten of Him before all the ages, not made,"
I can find no authority for it in Philo,

whereas in i. 50 there is a statement which
conflicts with it— I'.e., that the Logos "was
neither unbegotten as God nor begotten as we." *

But let us pass on to the words, " Bom of the
ever-Virgin immaculate Sophia." This state-

ment is perhaps the most unjustifiable one in

this Creed. In the first place, the relations of
Sophia and the Logos are various, and this

variely arises from the different conceptions
attached to both. For if we take Logos I.

as the source of the world of ideas, or as iden-

tical with this world of ideas, then he
cannot possi'oly be regarded as the child of

Sophia, but, in some respects, as identical with
Sophia ; and this identification is actually made
by Philo iu unmistakable terms in Legis Alleg.

1, 19, where we read ix t^s E!«/i toD 0€i-u So<pia,i-

ri Si l(TTii> 6 @(ou \6-io!. But if we take the
Logos as Logos II.— I'.e., in the lower sense
which he has in i. 8GI, where he is identical

with the Cosmos—then he might rightly be
represented as the child of Sophia, and so we
find it in that passage. But this is exactly the
sense that does not suit Mr. Conybeare, and
with it his whole attempt to father on Philo
the idea of a miraculous conception by the
Virgin of the Logos hopelessly breaks down.
To guard against misconception let us translate

this passage. " We shall justly allow that he
who fashioned all things is at once the
demiurge and father of all that has become,
and that the wisdom {iimrT^uT)) of him who
has made (it) is the mother, with whom, having
intercourse, but not as a man, God sowed
the creation. But she received the seed of God
and brought forth with pangs when her time
was accomplished the only and beloved sensible

{ah0iiT6f) Son— i.e., this Cosmos. Wherefore
Wisdom {ao(p'a) is introduced as saying regard-
ing herself after this manner: God possessed
me, the first of His works, and before the ages
He established me." These words mean
simply : God by His wisdom made the world ;

but this statement, translated into the allegori-

cal language of Philo, becomes : God had inter-

course with His own Wisdom, and Wisdom

* It will take the edge off sach a statement, tint
the L"go8 is called God iu Philo, 1( we remember
that tho two chief Potencies, Goodnesj and Power,
are respectively called Qod (9t6s) and Lord
{Kvpiot) by hiiq.

bare the only and beloved sensible Son—i.e.,

Creation. Now, it is just this Wisdom, the
mother of Creation, that is elsewhere described

by Philo (i. 553), on the strength of a false

etymology, as " the true daughter of God,
ever-virgin, and partaker in an unsullied and
immaculate nature." We are thus enabled to

discover the last and most important error to

which we now purpose calling attention ; for

we see that whereas the words " bom of the

ever-virgin immaculate Sophia " are in reality

true only of Logos II., Mr. Conybeare has
predicated them of Logos I. Thus, further, we
see that the idea of a miraculoiis conception by
a virgin of the Logos was really foreign to
Philo in any sense that could have influenced

the First Gospel.
From the clear and unmistakable meaning of

i. 361, which I have rendered above, we must
interpret passages where the sense is obscure or
misleading if taken by themselves. Thus, wemust
understand the statement in i. 502 as relating

to Logos II., where, as it is said, " the Logos
had as his father God, and as his mother
Wisdom, through whom the univirse was created,"

The words in italics show that we are dealing

with the same thought as in i. 361. Indeed, a
few lines later we find " the eldest Logos puts
on the Cosmos as a garment," and thus becomes
Logos II. We must, in fact, identify Logos I.

with Sophia, This holds good generally, and
likewise in ii. 154, where the twofold character

of the Logos is expounded at some length. In
conclusion, the Logos as Mediator must be
regarded as Logos I. (see i. 501), and likewise

as Logos I. when described as High Priest

(i. 653) ),

R. H, Charles,

P.8.—The Incarnation of the Logos was a
thought impossible to Philo or his school. He
could have conceived of a Bocetic Logos (i.e.,

a phantasmal Logos), but not of an Incarnate
Logos, or Christ come in the flesh.

London : Dec. 31, 199*.

Philo's affinity to our protevangelists has still

to be defined. Mr. Conybeare accentuates it

unduly, and Mr. Charles sins in the other

direction by impugning it altogether. Now it

is quite true, as Mr. Charles observe.", that

between Palestinian Judaism and Alexandrian
the gulf was great. We know that Philo

exercised no influence whatever on the Talmud.
And considering the thoroughly Palestinian, un^
Alexandrian character of our protevangels, the

notion of any direct debt to Philo is fairly

precluded. But though Philo can have exercised

no direct influence on our protevangelists, yet

the fact established by Dr. B. Ritter, of Leipzig

—my thanks are due to Dr. Adler for this

reference—that Philo himself was deeply in-

fluenced by the Rabbinical interpretation*,

leaves room for a connexion very real. For
while those mystical metaphysical letlections

which the idea of partheno-genesis suggests to

Philo are evidently Philo's own, tlure is prima
facie probability that those four instances of

parthenogenesis oa which he comments were
supplied by the Palestinian interpreters. This
probability is increased when we find the

coincidence in Qalatians iv. 29—St. P.aul speak-

ing of Isaac as begotten not by flesh and blood,

but by the power of the Holy Ghost ; springing

from Abraham's loins, yet not begotten by
Abraham. Thus, then, Mr. Charles digs the gulf

between Philo and our protevangelists much too

deep. The now familiar references to Sarah,

Rebecca, Leah, and Zipporah, taken in con-

junction with Galatians iv. 29, go far to show
that partheno-genesis was in the air in the

circles where our protevangels were composed,
and that the form in which it presented itself

was not exclusive of human fatherhood.

It is in regarding Matt. L, ii., Luke i. 5-ii., as
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a camal perversion of Philo's spiritual truth

that Mr. Conyheare has gone astray. If, indeed,

Philo's view of conception in the four cases cited

were such as Mr. Conybeare imagines, then

Philo's evidence would be greatly invalidated
;

for the view of conception which Mr. Conybeare

attributes to him is altogether foreign to the

spirit of Palestinian Judaism, and it is only in so

far as he reproduces the spirit of Palestinian

Judaism that his evidence is valuable. But

surely Mr. Conybeare has not represented Philo

quite correctly. If, for example, in the case of

Zipporah Philo had intended to imply a distinct

physical impregnation following the spiritual, he

would not have represented Moses as detecting

and surprised at his wife's condition. And if his

general denial that Sarah, Rebecca, Leah, and

Zipporah were known by their husbands is to be

taken so as to mean that their husbands knew
them after they had been spiritually known by

the Divine power, then Philo's use of language

must have been different from that of any other

man who ever wrote. No, spirit is spirit, and

flesh is flesh ; but when Mr. Conybeare dates the

spiritual pregnancy of these four God-visited

women from one epoch and the physical preg-

nancy from another, he is reading an inference

of his own between Philo's lines. Thus Philo's

authority is no longer available for rejecting as

secondary such portions of Matt, i., ii., Luke

i. 5-ii., as involve coincidence of physical con-

ception and spiritual.

But what occasion is there to look outside

orthodo.x Judaism for an explanation of the

phenomenon of Matt, i., ii., Luke i. 5-ii. ? The
genesis of those narratives—if we put all external

considerations aside — is really very simple.

Everyone admits that there was a time when
our Lord was regarded even by His followers as

son of Joseph. Philip's position and Nathaniel's

(c/. John i. 45, 49) must have been that of all the

early disciples. Jesus, the Christ, Son of Joseph,

Son of David ! But a while after the Resurrection

it must have been felt in certain quarters that

the Christ's begetting could not have taken place

in the ordinary manner ; for, though not to the

same degree as Davidic descent, still to a degree

that precluded disregard, the Christ's birth from

a virgin was certainly a matter of anticipation.

There are rabbinical passages (quoted by
Pearson, Apostles' Creed, 4th ed., p. 304) which

speak of the Messiah's birth as unusual, and of a

virgin encompassing ; but it is needless to look

wide afield when we have such clear evidence

ready to hand as that of the LXX. The LXX.,
understanding Isaiah vii. 14 of the Messiah, and
giving Jewish expression to an idea almost

world-wide (see Hartland's Legend of Perseus)

interpreted the Hebrew word almah (damsel) by
xapSfvoi. The influence of this prophecy can be

traced in Luke i. 31 no less clearly than in

Matthew. Thus, then, by the very force of cir-

cumstances, the idea of Christ having been
virgin-born would gradually introduce itself,

even without any evidence from the Virgin her-

self. If events happened in the ordinary course

of nature, it is unlikely in the extreme that she

left record that they had not happened otherwise.

And considering what the Virgin's age must have

been at the time of the Crucifixion, and bearing

in mind the singular silence of history and tradi-

tion, it is most probable that she did not long

survive. In any case, then, fact or not fact, the as-

sertion of virgin-birth in Matt. i.,ii., Luke i. 5-ii.,

is readily accounted for. But whether resting on
the evidence of the Virgin, or inferred from
prophecy, there could have been no adequate

motive for completely breaking away from the

previous view of a relationship to .Joseph, and
for sacrificing the genealogy on which our Lord's

Davidic claim must hitherto have been based.

For, from the nature of the case, even the Virgin

herself could not have given evidence as to the

full character of the miracle that bad taken
place ; and the prophecy did not re(}uire the

Messiah to have been conceived of His mother's

substance alone, but only to have been conceived

with no injury to her purity. The transition

from the older view to the newer was easy, and

the great hiatus between them which the ordinary

orthodox commentator imagines is largely due to

his complicating the matter by certain Incarna-

tion doctrines of which our protevangelists say

nothing. St. Paul is silent about the virgin-

birth, St. Mark omits, and none of the Fathers

before Aristides make any reference. It was

simply an example of prophecy fulfilled ; and

the dilemma, God's son or Joseph's? did not

present itself at the time and in the circles from

which our protevangels issued.

In conclusion, may I underline Mr. Charles's

statement that what is wanted for a proper

understanding of Matt. i. ii., Luke i. 5-ii., is a

careful consideration of the original "environ-

ment "
1 If Mr. Charles had carefully considered,

he would not have regarded Aristotle's works as

" too early " to refer to in connexion with the

New Testament, for they were still standard

text-books when Pliny composed his Natural

History, and are the source of nearly all the

patristic examples of abnormal conception among
animals. And as the Aristotelian views of

conception and the old Jewish happen to be

diametrically opposite, he would have been less

ready to misquote as though I had connected

any single portion of the New Testament with

both. To repeat what I said before, the difference

between the Jewish view and the Greek, the

former making a child the product of two seeds

different in character, the latter deriving a child

from the mother's seed alone, cannot be dis-

regarded as unimportant when we remember the

refuctancB to dispense with Joseph among Jewish

Christians, and the facility with which he was

dispensed with by Greek.

May I add that the consideration of environ-

ment precludes Irish evidence from the present

discussion ? Some late scribe, misunderstanding

the full force of the opening sentence. Matt. i. 1,

" The book of the generation of the Christ "—
in the Old Testament, "book of generation"

applies not merely to genealogies, but to bio-

graphies—and finding his document entitled

"gospel," endeavoured to improve matters by a

transparent marginal note after verse 17 :
" Here

ends the book of generation. Here begins the

gospel" F- P- Badham.

Cambridge : Dec. 29, 189i.

May I ask your kind permission to correct a

misrepresentation which has, I am sure, inad-

vertently crept into Archdeacon Farrar's able

account of the Sinaitic palimpsest in this month's

Expositor '?

The Archdeacon says that "the sisters [i.e.,

Mrs. Gibson and I] took back to Cambridge their

priceless photographs, though with no conception

of their vahie, and developed tliem at leisure."

There are few men for whom I have a greater

veneration than Archdeacon Farrar ; but, never-

theless, I am obliged to say that this statement

of his is not in accordance with the facts. A
hope that the Gospel text of my photographs

might prove to be the Curetonian was distinctly

present to my mind when I showed them to Mr.

Burkitt, as it had also been when I had previously

shown them to other Syriac scholars. Moreover,

I had pressed them unsuccessfully on Prof.

Bensly's attention nearly a month previously ;

namely, on June 27, 1892. That I appre-

ciated their value when at Sinai will be seen

not only from my taking 400 photographs, but

from the fact that I had the following state-

ment already in print, and the corrected proof-

sheet sealed up for the post, when Mr. Burkitt

first saw the photographs :

" The upper writing of this palimpsest bears its own

(late, A.n. 698 ; it is all the Lives of women saints.

The under writing must bo some centuries earlier

;

it is Syriac Gospels, and something in Greek, not
yet deciphered."

These words, written at Sinai in February,

1892, were posted to the Rev. Dr. Heron, of

Belfast, in Apiil, before I had £een a single

European scholar or developed a single photo-

graph. They appeared in No. 4 of a series of

papers in the Presbyterian Churchtnan for August,

the first having been in May, but all sent as one

paper. After Prof. Bensly's request to keep the

matter secret, I felt inclined to countermand my
newly posted proof-sheet by telegram.

So far from developing our photographs al

leisure, we developed the whole thousand in two
months, the commencement of the process being

delayed by my sister's dangerous illness (surgical

erysipelas), which was an indirect result of the

desert journey. Agnes S. Lewis.

London : Jan. 2, 169S.

I regret that Mrs. Lewis takes exception to

a sentence in my paper in the Expositor for

January. In saying that the sisters "had no
conception of the value of their priceless

photographs," I only meant that, while know-
ing that they were valuable, they were unaware

of their unique importance, until the photo-

graphs had been studied by Prof. Bensly and

Mr. F. C. Burkitt. Such was the impression

left upon my mind by their narrative.

Again, when I said that they "developed

the photographs at leisure," nothing was
farther from my mind than any reflection on

their diligence.

Mrs. Lewis may rest assured that no one can

more highly estimate her labour and self-

sacrifice than your obedient servant,

F. W. Fakrar.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF "DIRK."
Cambridge: Dec. 31, 1891.

The etymology of " dirk " has long troubled

me, and for some time past I have given it up

as hopeless.

All I. could find to derive it from was the

modern Irish duirc, a dirk, poniard. This is,

undoubtedly, the same word; but it is quite

clear that the Irish word was merely borrowed

from English, not vice versa.

But I think I have it at last. The word is

comparatively modern. The earliest quotation

known to me (at present) is that given by
Richardson, dated 1661.

Surely it is Dutch, or Low German, and

merely borrowed from the common name
Diederik, Dierryk, or Dirk. For we find, in

Danish, the word DiriJc or Dirk used for a

"pick-lock"; and the same, in Swedish, spelt

Dyrk. That this is the Dutch name is easily

proved by the fact that the German spelling

for the same thing is Dietrich, which is also the

German spelling of the same name. Weigand

says that Dietrich, in the sense of "pick-lock,"

occurs in Luther, and in the dictionary by

Alberus (1550). The Bremen Wiirterbuch

(1767) gives: " Dierk, Diderich"; and

"Dierker, ein Dieterich, Nachschliissel." The

same work also has the following remarkable

entry : " Peterken, ein Dieterich, Hakenschliissel.

Wir sagen auoh Dierker. Woher mag es

kommen, das diese Art Sohliissel Miinnernamen

haben?" Yet these names are hardly more

remarkable than " bottle-jack " or "boot-

"^In" the supplement to my larger Etymological

Dictionary, I have shown that derrick has a

similar origin. Before it meant a crane it

meant a gallows, and before it meant a gallows

it was the name of a famous hangman. More-

over, Derrick is the very same name as Dirk,

Dieterich, and Theoderic ; the Gothic form

was Thiudareiks, and the Anglo-Saxon was

Theodrlc,
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Seeing that " derrick " meant both a gallows
Mid a crane, there cannot be any difficulty in

Buppoeing that " dirk " meant both a pick-lock

and a poniard. If a well-made pick-lock is not

at hand, and the lock is a poor one, a skewer
will do almost as well. I have often opened a
look, of which 1 have lost the key, with a pen-
knife or a pair of scissors ; but I have had no
professional experience with regard to a lock

of any pretensions to security.

Now that, as I believe, the clue to this very
difficult word has been found, it may be com-
paratively easy to obtain further evidence.

W.u,TEU W. Skeat.

P.S.—I have just found the very illustration

required, connecting the sense of " pick-lock "

with that of " weapon." The corresponding
Italian word is grimaldello, which Florio
explains thus :

" Qrivialdelli, pick-lock irons,

or hookes to picke any looke with. Also a
kinde of darting weapon."

OOHAM INSCBIPTI0N3 IN IRETAUD.
Bathcormao : Dec. 31, 1894.

In the Academy of December 29 Mr.
Macalister's " Notes on some Ogham Inscrip-

tions in Ireland " contain many acute remarks,
but are founded on a much too hurried inspec-

tion of the inscriptions. Many far away Ogham
stones need to be examined leisurely and repeat-

edly by one heedless of train hours or of dinner
time—by, for instance, a bicyclist, who rests or
lunches as he reads.

Should Mr. Macalister study his Oghams in

this latter fashion, I engage that he shall And

not Ebra(*i \ maqi Eongi, but Irei maqi mocoi

Dari, on the landward face of KilgrovaTie Stone
No. 3; not Bivodon mucni Alar, but Beffi maqi
miicoi Trennqiti on the Kilbeg Stone ; and not
Savviqegi Itnddattac-, but Naffallo affi Genit-
tac{ci) on Dunbell Stone No. 2.

Of these interesting inscriptions the latter

two are discussed at considerable length in a
paper on all the Oghams seen by me in the
00. Kilkenny, which paper was read at the
October meeting of the Royal Society of
Antiquaries, Ireland, and now awaits its turn
for publication.

E. Barky.

GREEK ETHICS.

Florecca : Dec. 24, 1891.

Prof. Seth seems to have misapprehended
the point of my criticism. I objected to his
statement that " for both Plato and Aristotle
the ideal life was a life of speculation or in-
tellectual contemplation, iu which no place was
found for practical activity or the play of the
ordinary sensibilities."

In disproof of this I quoted a passage from
Plato, in which the life of a philosopher who
devotes himself to the improvement of his
countrymen is emphatically set above the life

of a philosopher who contents himself with
speculation or intellectual contemplation.

Prof. Seth replies by insisting on what
nobody ever denied—namely, that Plato set
the philosophic life above the ordinary oi-

unphilosophic life. But the question, as first

stated, was not between the lives of two
di£ferent men, but between two different lives
as led by the same man— between a life of
speculation alone and a life of speculation com-
bined with beneficent reforming activity. The
latter was Plato's ideal, not indeed when he
wrote the Theaeletut, to which Prof. Seth
refers, but in his riper age, when he wrote the
llepublic.

That it was at any time Aristotle's ideal I
should be the last to maintain. What I do
maintain U, that although intellectual ener-
gising forms the highest element iu hiB ideal

character, there is nevertheless a plaoe left

therein for " the play of the ordinary
sensibilities," just as within the celestial spheres
there was a place left for the sublunary world

;

and no one can read Aristotle's will without
observing that such sensibilities had their plaoe

in his own life. The question is not whether
the intellectual virtues are higher than the
moral virtues, but whether the most perfect

life does not include both.

As regards Stoicism, I guarded myself by
anticipation against the reply that it is post-

classical. Prof. Seth's words were, " The
classical world had no idea of a non-political

society. . . . The distinction between Society

and the State is a modern one " ; and my
comment on them was that " classical is here
opposed to modem, and so includes the
Stoics." I can hardly suppose the Professor

to mean that modern times began about 300 B.C.

Moreover, I have yet to learn that Cicero's

De OJficiis, in which the distinction referred to

seems to be fully recognised, is not a work of

the classical world. Personally, I believe that
the idea of a non-political society can be
traced back to the Sophists, but that is a matter
of opinion.

To the question, "Is not Stoicism largely a
Semitic product P " I should answer most
emphatically. No! That is an opinion of Sir

Alexander Grant's which has not found favour
with the majority of competent critics. What-
ever may have been the personal pedigree of

its founders. Stoicism flows from pure Greek
sources, and may be traced back through the

Cynics to Hippias and Prodicus, and from
them toHeracleitus. What Zeno and Chrysippus
did was to combine the old naturalistic tradition

with the systematising method of Plato and
Aristotle.

Alfred W. Benn.

MR. OEORQE COTTERELL'S " POEMS : OLD
AKD NEW."

London : Dec. 29, 1894.

When I opened my Academy to-day, I
noted with regret that there were misprints in

the quotations from Mr. George Cotterell's

poems, in the article above my signature. The
blame is mine, and my sole excuse is that the
proof had, perforce, to be read and passed during
a hurried journey. In justice to Mr. Cotterell,

I hope you will print this note, with these cor-
rections.

The first line of the sixth quatrain of the
" Prelude " (the fifth in my quotation) should
be, " I feel your east my west pervade" ; end
in the first line of the next quatrain "like"
should be substituted for " with"—"For, like

a necromancer's spell " ; while the last word of

the final line in the third quatrain should be
" quest," and not " guest," which renders a
felicitous line meaningless. Again, the beauti-
ful stanza which comes third in the quotation
from " In the Twilight " is spoilt by the sub-
stitution of " dreaming " for " dreamily "

;

" Soft are all the airs that blow,
Breathing of love

;

Dreamily soft the vales below,
The skies above.

And all the murmuring streams that flaw."

William Sharp.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
SusnAT. Jan. 6, 4 p m. Sanity Lectnre :

" Watet and its

Wondeis," bynof. Vivian Lewet.
Ho!ii>AT, Jan. 7, 4 p.m. OeographicU : " Holiday Qeo-

graphy." IV., hy Dr. H. R. Mill.

4 30 p.m. Victoria Institute: PbydcU Qeology of
the 01 b?," by Prof. Lobley.

6 p m. London iDBtitotion : " The Netherlands, a
Qeogiaphictl Htady," by Mr. H. J. Uaohinder.;

8 p.m. Royal Academy : " The Development of
Italian Art," I., by Mr. J. S. Hodgson.

8 p.m. Aristotelian : " Belative Suggestion," by
Mr. Q. F. Stout.

8.30 f.m, aeograph''cal.

TcKSDAY, Jsn. 8, 8 p.m. Boyal lostitutlon :
" The WoA

of sn Eleetrio Camat,"VI., by Prof. J. A. Firming.
Sp.m. Ang;lo-Ruitian : "The British Embassy at

St. Petersburg in tke lajt Half Ceninry," by the Ber.
A.S. Thompson

8 pm. Biblical Archaeology : Anniversary Ueeting
" The Ueaning of :the Divine Name Ya^veb," by the Ber
O. HargoUouth.

8 p.m. Colonial Institute: "Wlialss, and British
and Colonial Wbala Fisheries," by Sir W. H. FiowM.

8. p.m. Civil Engineers :
" M<-uiitain Railvays."

8.80 p.m. AnthropoloKicil :
" The Samoyadi bslweea

ths Peanora Biver and th<j Kara Sea, from the
Journals of Hr. F. O. Jackson," by Hi. Arthur
U'jitefloce; "The Bora, or Tni'iation Ceremonlei of tha
Ktmilaiol Tribe." by Mr. R. U. Matthews ;

" A highly
ordnate Sword from the Ci>bnr,( Peninsula, North
Australia," by Mr. B. Etheridge, Junr.

Wbiimesday. Jan. V, 8 p.m. Qeoloaical :
" The Formation of

Oolite," by Mr. E. B. Wether«a ; " The Lias Ironatoas of
the Midlands." I., Around Btnbnry, by Mr. E. A.
Walford ;

" The Geology and Mintral Resouroas ol
AnatoUs," by Mr. W. F. Wttkinson.

8 p.m. Irish Uteniy Society :
"A Flea for the Irish

Tongue," by Mr. T. J. nanneiy.
8 p.m. BbzibethsB :

" The Bobin H<rad Ballads and
Plays," by Mr. Frank Payn^

TnuBSDAY, Jan 10, 6 pm. Ix)ndi)n Institution :
" Waves of

Water and Waves of Light," by Mr. A. H. Laurie.
8p.m. Ko;al Af^ademv: "The Development of

Italian Art," IL, by Mr. J. E. Hodgson.
Sp.m. Electrical Eogine^is : Inaugural Addreai by

the President, Mr. B. E. Ciimpt^n.
8 p.m. Mathematical: 'Tbe Exoan»ion of

Functions," by Mr. E. T. Dixon ;
*' Some I'roperties of

a Osntrallsed Biocird Circle," by Mr. J. GtifflUis.

8 80p.m. Antiquari<s.
Friday, Jan. 11.4.30 p.m. Physical: "The Fassige of an

Oscillator Wave-Train through a Pjite of ConduotiBg
Dielectric," by Mr. Q. U. Yol'f ;

" The Heat of Vapoilsa-
lion of certain Organic Liquidi'," by Prof. Bamsty and
Mi^s Dorothy M«'f<hUI : "The Thermal Condnctivity
and Emisaivity of Brass in Absolute Measure, and the
Ir^iiuence of Curvature on Em'ssivity," by Mr. N,
Humorfopoulos ; ''Observations on Emiisivity and Curva-
ture," by Mr. A. W. Porter ;

" E«p'rim»n'* on the Pro-
duc'don of Combination Ton<'8," by Dr. C. V. Burton.

8 p.m. Pbilologi'^al : Beport on the Progress of
Vol. IV. of the Sew Koglish Dictionary, by Mr. Henry
Bradley.

8 pm. Civil Eaglneers : Btudents' Ueeting : "Tui-
nels on the Midland Railway."

8 3pm. Viiing Club :
" The Myths of Tggdruil's

Ash and Bleipnir pr»ented in a New Lii^ht," by Mr.
Eikiikr MagnuF.ion.

Baturdat, Jan. 12, 3.45 p.m. Qsneral Fortnightly Meeting.

SCIENCE.
SOME BOOKS ON CHEMISTRY.

Manual of Physico-Chemical Measurements, By
W. Ostwald. Translated by James Walker.
(Macmillans.) Prof. Ostwald, of the University

of Leipzig, tells us in his preface that he has
written, not for the beginner, but for those
chemists and physicists who desire to make
themselves proficient in the most exact
methods of measurement which belong to the
borderland between chemistry and physics.

The sixteen chapters of which the handbook
consists vary much in fulness and merit. There
are, indeed, several important topics which
the author has not included in his treatise.

The student vrill search in vain for crystallo-

graphic methods ; while the two or three pages
assigned to the polarimeter are wholly in-

adequate to an intelligible treatment of the
instrument, more particularly in the entire

absence of illustrative figures. A fuller dis-

cussion of the barometer would have
been advisable, and something should have
been said about the recent advances in viscosi-

metric methods which have taken place in this

country. The paragraphs on coloriraetry leave

much to be desired ; the standard glasses pre-

pared with Buch extraordinary care by
Lovibond, of Salisbury, are infinitely prefer-

able to the gelatin or collodion films, stained

with coal-tar dyes, which Dr. Ostwald recom-
mends. The spectroscopy described in chap,

xi. is restricted within too narrow a limit.

One would like to ask why the Sprengel-pump
is not mentioned. And, in the chapter on
specific gravity, might not a few words have
been introduced as to determinations made by
weighing in alcohol—a liquid which allows of

the sensitiveness of the finest balance being
brought to bear upon the accuracy of the
determinations ? Solution of cadmium boro-
tungstate should have been named in con-
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neuon with the method of floating as

applied to the determination of the density

of solids, while one or other of the ingenious

pieces of apparatus for separating particles

by this method should have been described and
figured. We have enumerated some of the

examples of defect or omission which have
attracted our attention in reading Dr. Ostwald's

manual. This has been done in the hope that

the author may take an early opportunity of

increasing the great and in many respects

remarkable merit of his work by making it

better balanced and more complete. For in the

clearness of its 188 figures, in the ingenuity of

many of its minute contrivances, in its

judicious estimations of the relative accuracy

of methods, and, above all, in its sound descrip-

tions and discussions of the bases of calculation,

this manual presents features of unusual excel-

lence. A word, too, must be added in conclusion

in praise of the easy style which the English
translation exhibits and of the handsome get-

up of the volume.

A Text-Book of Inorganic Chemistry. By G.
S. Newth. (Longmans.) In the first of the

three parts into which this text-book is divided

the general principles of chemistry and of

chemical physics are discussed. The con-
sideration of four typical elements—hydrogen,
oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon—occupies Part
II., while the remainder of the volume is

devoted to the systematic study of the elements
in accordance with the periodic classification.

It must not, however, be assumed that Mr.
Kewth takes the several elements in the regular
sequence of their increasing atomic weights.
In point of fact he begins with fluorine,

chlorine, bromine, and iodine, the four
members of family B in Group VII. ; then
come oxygen, sulphur, selenium, and tellurium,

which constitute family B in Group VI.
Phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth
follow in succession, afterwards the families

of metals belonging to Groups I. to VII.
ate discussed ; and, finally, the transi-

tional elements of the first, second, and
fourth long periods. In this way elements
of similar chemical habits are arranged and
studied together, very much in the usual
manner. If there were a necessity for the
appearance of another elementary text-book of

inorganic chemistry, Mr. Newth must be com-
mended for the care and thoroughness with
which he has carried out his tai(k. His presen-
tation of the scientific basis of the science is

clear and accurate ; his selection of descriptive

material is judicious. The illustrations, though
perhaps adequate, are frequently ill-drawn

:

the numerical data are for the most part
recent and exact. In a few places slight cor-
rections are advisable. For example, rock
crystal never, when pure, possesses so high a
specific gravity as 2-69 (which, by-the-by, is

nearly the density of beryl)
; pure carbon in the

form of diamond can scarcely be said to have a
variable specific gravity, as it oscillates only
between 3-53 and 3-52. The statements on p.
538 anent the native calcium phosphates need
reconsideration ; a word as to graphitic acid
should be introduced on p. 253. Serpentine
is stated (p. 590) to be anhydrous, although it

contains two molecules of water having different

functions. All the above points (with a few
more which it is needless to specify) are, of

course, comparatively insignificant. That one
can discover nothing more serious of which
to make mention may be taken as indicative
of the care with which this text-book has been
prepared.

The Rite and Development of Organic Chem-
iitri/. By Carl Schorlemmer. Edited by A.
Smithells. (Macmillans.) This interesting and
valuable essay was originally published in the
year 1879. It now appears in an enlarged and

revised edition, and constitutes a worthy
memorial of a distinguished chemical investi-

gator and teacher, whose recent death science
and his many pupils and friends deplore.
Prof. Smithells has executed his task of editing
and revision as a labour of love, and has
enhanced the value of the volume by prefixing
to it a brief biography and a list of Dr.
Schorlemmer's original papers. We have to
thank him also for two full and admirable
indexes—one of author's names, one of
subjects. The treatise itself affords abundant
evidence of the author's merit as a laborious
student and a clear-sighted philosopher. One
may, perhaps, venture to express some regret
that the work of authorship drew Dr.
Schorlemmer so often away from the laboratory
to the study during the later years of his life.

He has, however, left enduring proofs of his

geniiis for investigation, while his literary pre-
sentment of the science of organic chemistry
has been very helpful to students. It is

satisfactory to know that his labours, which
continued for a third of a century in connexion
with Owens College, are bi!ing commemorated
by that institution. Very shortly the
" Schorlemmer Laboratory" will be in working
order—a laboratory devoted to the study of
that important and complex department of the
science of which the author of the treatise

before us was so admirable an expositor and so
indefatigifkble an explorer.

SCIENCE NOTES.

Prof. G. J. Bbush, of Yale, has been elected

a foreign member, and Dr. F. P. Moreno, of La
Plata, and Dr. A. Eothpletz, of Munich, have
been elected foreign correspondents, of the
Geological Society.

At the meeting of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, to be held at 25, Great
George-street, on Thursday next, the new
president, Mr. R. E. Crompton, will deliver

his inaugural address.

An extra meeting of the Physical Society wil^

be held on Friday next, at 4.30 p.m., in the
Physical Science Lsboratory of University
College, Gower-street, when five papers are set

down for reading, including one on " TheHeit
of Vaporisation of certain Organic Liquids," by
Prof. Bamsay and Miss Dorothy Marshall.

January 2 was the seventy-seventh anni-
versary of the establishment of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, which was founded for the

general advancement of mechanical science.

It now numbers 1846 members, 3647 associate

members, 359 associates, 17 honorary members,
and 791 students, making a total of 6,660 of

all classes.

PEILOLOar NOTES.

Two recent numbers of the Bahylonian and
Oriental Record (David Nutt), completing the

seventh volume, contain the latest work of

the lamented Terrien do Lacouperie, though
we understand that he has left a great deal

more in MS., which may yet be published, if

sufficient financial support is promised. This

latest work has a special interest, as dealing

with the antiquities of Korea. The professor's

sympathies were entirely with China, to whom
he attributes all the civilisation that Korea has

ever possessed ; while the Japanese have
borrowed much from Korea, and only returned

the obligation with invasions and atrocities.

The present depressed condition of the country

is assigned to the Japanese wars of 1592 and
1597. Korea first appears in history circa

1100 B.C., when a member of the 8hang-yu
dynasty of China established himself there, and
called the country Tchao-Sien = Morning

Serenity, a name which it still preserves. His
tomb is to this day pointed out to travellers
near Ping-Tang. The name of "Korea"
(Kao-Li = Kao's Elegance) was first used
ofiioiaUy in 918 AD., though it can be traced
back many centuries earlier. The reigning
dynasty dates from 1392, and the present
monarch is the twenty-fourth of his line.

Buddhism is said to have been introduced in
372 A.D., and to have spread rapidly, though
it has been largely superseded by Taoism.
Apart from numerous temples. Buddhism has
left its mark in the colossal rock-hewn statues
to be foimd in all parts of the peninsula. These
statues are called miryek, which is only a
Chinese transcription of the Sanskrit Maitreya
= the Future Buddha. While Korea
received the arts of civilisation from China,
she improved upon her instructor in not a
few particulars. She is the only nation in the
Par East that can boast of an alphabetical
system of writing, which is said to date from
the end of the seventh century ad. The
alphabet consists of twenty-five characters
(fourteen consonants and eleven vowels), and is

evidently of Indian origin. The art of printing
bymeans ofmovable types was certainlypractised

as early as 1317. Sjme centuries earlier the
Chinese had printed from porcelain types ; but
the Koreans claim for themselves the invention
of types cast in copper. Korea, again, was the
halfway house between China and Japan in

the development of those arts which we are

accustomed to regard as peculiarly Japanese.

The oldest bronze statues in Japan are known
to be of Korean workmanship ; while the ivory

glaze of Sitsuma ware is said to be derived

from the same source.

About the literature of Korea, Terrien de
Lacouperie has little to say. He refers to an
article entitled " Buddhism in Korean History
and Language : Discovery of an Important
Document," in the short-lived Korean Reposi-

tory (Seoul, 1892), which he was not fortunate

enough to see. We may, therefore, take this

opportunity of mentioning a paper in part ii.,

vol. ii. of the Journal of the Buddhist Text
Soc-ety of India, contributed by Dr. E. B.
Landis. It is a translation from the Korean
of a Sutra in praise of Amita Buddha, with
several prefaces and a commentary. The book
itself was published in 1753, by one Kim, an
ex-prime minister, in order to lay up a store

of merit, as well as to obtain a son, according
to a practice formerly very prevalent in Korea.
The author of the Sutra is said to be Kumara-
jiva, tutor of Fahian, who brought a copy to

China from the kingdom of Kharacar (north-

east of Yarkand), in 400 A.d. The teaching is

simply that of chanting the name of

Amita Buddha, in order to be born in

Sukhavati, the Lind of Bliss. It is the teach-

ing of the Pure Land school, and is the chief

belief of the Chinese, Korean, and Japanese
Buddhists, Nirvana being forgotten or con-
sidered too far removed from ordinary people.

Who Amita was is not known. One of his

most frequent appellations is Amitabha =
Boundless Light. He is also called the

diffuser of great light and great mercy atd
sympathy. The commentary that precedes

purports to be written by Ou ik Chi Ouk, the

Western Sramana. It enumerates the many
virtues that result from chanting the Sutra,

and goes en to explain minutely every word
of the text—sometimes in a very far-fetched

manner.

To return to the Bahylonian and Oriental

Record. Apart from the continuation of " The
Familiar Sayings of Confucius," by Prof C.

de Harlez, we must mention two articles by
Mr. W. St. Chad Bosoawen. One of these is

an account of "The Oldest Bank in the World,"
based upon a selection of contract tablets from
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BAbylonw, recently published by Dr. Brnno
Meissner, of BerliD. They lepreaent the
commercial dealings of the firm of Zini-Istar,
at the cities of Ur, Larsa, and Sippara, during
the period from 2300 to 2100 B c, when the
Babylonian kingdom had just been founded by
Khammurabi. They illustrate the equality of
women, the law of inheritance, the custom of
adoption, the position of slaves, and the
antiquity of beer-houses. The other paper is

a review of MasperoN " Dawn of Civilisation "

and Prof. Petrie's " History of Egypt."

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
CLinx)x SuAxsi-BBi Society.—{5a<Kn/ay, Kov 24 )

Mi.»8 M. OATHAUi<tB Smith in the chair.—Mr.
L. M. Grifliths read a paper entitled " A Summary
of Critical Upinion on the Authorship of ' Edward
III.'" He referred to the views of Capell,
Ulrici, Knight, Piof. Ward, Dr. Furnivall, Dr.
Proescholdt, and Mr. Flesy. The play baa not
been admitted into any edition of Shakspere except
the " Leopold," associated with the name of
Dr. Furnivall, who of all critics is most opposed
to the theory of Shaksperian authorship. Most of
the critics who have given the subject serious con-
sideration think that the play, in whole or in
part, cloeely reeemblcs in style and versification
tsbakspere's undoubted work. Perhaps the most
rational conclusion is that of Mr. Fleay, who
says that the play, in its original form, was
Marlowe's, first acted about 1589, and that
it was altered and revised by Shakspere.
He gives two very strong arguments deduced
from quotations from the preface to Greene's
Sleiiaphon and from Greene's Xetcr Tco late tc
Mend. "Edward III." was published in 1596.
Who by that time except Marlowe or Shakspere
had shown himself capable of writing an historical
drama of the excellence of " Edward III." • If
the play was as much ttie work of Marlowe as of
Shakspere, this would account for its absence from
Mere's list and from the 1623 Folio.

(Saturday, Dec. 22.)

Miss LorisA Mary Davies in the chair.—Miss
Katherine G. Blake read a p»per on " Constance."
She shows us many moods. When we first see
her in the play of " King John," she is as gentle,
as reasonable, as peaceful as her son. But in her
next appearance, having been stung by Elinor's
scorpion tongue, she is a changed woman, and
pours forth her avenging fury till her voice sinks
into a hoarse, exhansttd mutter. In her
interview with Salisbury, she is no longer
the unadvised scold, but raises sympathy,
pity, tenderness. The unerring reader of
character lays bare before us the wonderful
mother's heart, and we are face to face with a
tender, loving woman. In this scene we have,
perhaps, one of the finest pictures in literature of a
mother's profound grief. Then when surrounded
with the whole circle of her foes, we note the
humour, the wit, the intellectual ability exhibited
by this remarkable woman. She retorts on each
speaker with that which fits his case. A little
later, Arthur's delicate insight into his mother's
nature assists our picture. Not ambition, not
desire of power moves Constance, and her son
knows it. The keynote of her character is love,
the mighty passion of a mother's love. The last
lime we see her, the curtain rises on a scene of
terrible pathos. Her nerves have been strained
almost beyond the endurance even of her strength
and although not mad, she is near it.

'

Historical.-(TAnrjAiy, Bee. 20.)

Sir M. E. Grant Di ff, president, In the chair —
The following were elected feUows : Thomas
Preston, Louis H. Victory, George A. Smith.-

A

paper was read by Mr. 0. Raymond Beazley, on
"Exploration under Elizabeth," in which the pro-
gress of geographicil discovery and the growth of
commercial entcrptisa were carefully tiaced in the
history tf Englund and other European nations
since the fifteenth century. — Messrs. Ooote.
Maiden, and Montefiore took part in the discussion

Tua MoDUN Lakouaob Association.

The flrdt general meeting of this Association was
held at University College, Gower-street, on
Friday, December 21, with the president, Mr.
H. W. Eve, hciid master of University College
School, in the chair.—After the formal business
had been concluded, Mr. W. Stuart Maogowan, of
Cheltenham College, the secretary, read a report
of the Association since its foundation, some two
years ago, pointing out what the Association had
done to fulfil its mission in raising the standard of
modern language teaching throughout the country.
The Aesociation had collected sundry statistics,

and memorialised certain authorities in favour of
changes more in accord with the new develop-
ment of modem language teaching.—Mr. Eve then
gave his presidential address, a long and careful
statement of the position of French and German
in contrast with Latin and Greek. While fully
insisting upon the value of the mental training and
culture to be gained from the classics, he stated
that for biys leaving school at sixteen or seventeen
modern languages were far more practical, and
could be made to serve the same end of mental
discipline. He mildly ridiculed the process of
assimilating a language by means of " smaJl talk,"
and urged that careful translation of books of
literary value into accurate and good English was
the best mears of giving a boy a valuable training
in the scholarly attitude of mind which he con-
sidered to be the main object of intellectual
education. He opposed the teaching of a subject
merely from the utilitarian view of the knowledge
gained.—Mr. Henry Bradley, joint editor of the
New English Dictionary, followed with a speech, in
which he pointed out the necoseity of haring a
sjmpathctic knowledge of the actual life of a
country and its people in order fully to underetand
and appreciate its language and literature.—Dr.
Otto Jespersen, Professor of English at the
University of Copenhagen, then spoke in favour of
the new continental method of teaching modem
languages. He showed how the new school really
owed its oiigin to English scholars, the phone-
ticians Bell, Ellis, Sweet, and others ; but that the
practical side of their studies had been chiefly
developed on the continent. He differed from the
president, who advocated the reading-book as the
centre ofteaching, andurgedthattheliring language
should be leamt by ear and mouth.—Mr. J. J. Beuze-
maker then made a short speech, pointirg out that
difference between the English and the continental
schools of teaching was not really very great.
They were as two streams running in the same
direction and would soon meet, and each gain
strength by amalgamation with the other.—After
the meeting the members and their guests
adjourned to the Holborn Eestaurant, where a
thoroughly intcmational and friendly dinner took
place. Speeches were made in various languages,
and the healths of several European sovereigns
were drunk.

FINE ART.
The Life of Christ, as represen'ed in AH,
By Frederic W. Farrar, D.D. (London :

A. & C. Black.)

Tins is not a scholarly book. It is vague,
diffuse, rambling, unsystematic, inflated,
unsatisfactory. Archdeacon Farrar knows
a good deal about the iconography of the
earlier centuries of the Christian era ; and
he has been tempted unwisely to follow up
the subject into the culminating period of
Italian art, where his knowledge seems
scarcely suiiScient to justify him in speaking
with authority. The result is a loose and
popular book, which stands to the history
of Christian art in Eoraewhat the same
relation as the Archdeacon's own turgid
Life of Christ stands to New Testament
criticism. It is a treatise for people who
don't want to know much, but who are
satisfied with a sandwich of information
and piety.

The earlier part of the work, which gives
an easy summary of primitive Christian
art, is the best portion of the volume.
From it beginners may gain a fair general
idea, not indeed of the Life of Christ in art,

but of early symbolism and Christian paint-
ing, in the Catacombs, the older Eoman
churches, the Eavenna mosaics, and other
monuments of the first or semi-classical

period. Even here, however. Dr. Farrar
often omits to note the most interesting
points, such as the evolution of the cruciform
nimbus of Christ (afterwards extended to
other persons of the Christian Trinity),

from the XP (the first two letters of the
word X/jt'oTos) inscribed within a circle

—

a usage of which a good example is given
in his own woodcut from the Catacombs
on page 51. Similarly, in dealing with
the medallion of the Baptism of Christ
in the Baptistery at Eavenna, he fails

to call attention to the curious Chris-
tianising development by which the
heathenish river-god of the Jordan, who
stands by with a towel, becomes gradually
mediaevalised and modernised into the
towel-bearing angels on the bank at the
side, so familiar to us all in the well-known
pictures of the same scene by Piero della

Francesca and Verocchio. Indeed, the
sense of evolution and of historical growth
is singularly wanting in Dr. Farrar's
intellect. He treats almost all art as if it

occupied one plane like a contemporaneous
product, jumping straight in this instance
from the Catacomb of St. Pontianus to Veroo-
chio's masterpiece, without any apparent
consciousness of the abrupt transition or the
long, slow growth of intermediate instances.
The fact is, that Christian art exhibits a
singularly continuous line of treatment for
each main theme, every artist drawing
mostly on previous convention for his main
motives, which he slowly alters or supple-
ments in accordance with the spirit of his
time, his school, or his personal idiosyn-
crasy. Dr. Farrar has almost entirely

neglected to impress this central fact in the
history of art, in order to find room for
religious discussions, scraps of cheap bio-
graphy, and an impracticable comprehen-
siveness which drags in Eossetti, Holman
Hunt, Edwin Long, and Burne-Jones, side

by side with the nameless handicraftsmen
of the Eoman cemeteries and the technical
triumphs of the Italian Eenaissance.
The early part of the book is also dis-

figured by a foregone determination to gloss
over the strength of the heathen element in
primitive Christianity, and to explain away
as " types " (whatever that may mean) such
awkward facts as the figures of Orpheus
and other pagan emblems with which the
emerging Christians of the early centuries,

while Christianity was still in course of
evolution, saw fit to adorn their final resting-

places. The extreme of this doubtless
honestly meant intellectual disingenuous-
ness is to be found in the naif story of how
Mabillon and Ferretti once unearthed in

the Catacombs an Egyptian idol. Ferretti
very naturally inclined to conclude that
it was a sign of partial paganism ; but
" Mabillon saw that its close resemblance
to the swathed mummy of Lazarus was
sufficient to constitute it a type of the
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Eesurrection." More ingenious than in-

genuous surely of Mabillon ! To such

straits are men driven in order to avoid

the plain conclusion, clearly enough set

forth even in St. Paul's Epistles, that Christi-

anity itself grew but by elow and tentative

degrees out of a magma of heathenism.

When Dr. Farrar comes to deal with

Giottesque and later art, his failure is

evident. In one word, he does not know
enough about the subject. He has not

thoroughly read himself into the schools,

the succession of motives, the gradual

transition, the step by step development

of the Eenaissance. He talks of Michael

Angelo's mastery over " the laws of per-

spective, to which so much attention had
been directed by Paolo TJccello "—as though

Michael Angelo had taken the subject up
where Paolo left it! He dances about

from age to age and place to place in the

most bewildering and unscientific fashion.

Thus, not only does he make the pictures

of the Enthroned Madonna with Saints a

department of the Life of Christ in art, but

ho actually identifies with that familiar

theme the Coronation of the Virgin, which

is, of course, the subject of a totally

different cycle of pictures. Nor does he

seem to be aware of the way in which the

groups of saints, at first combined in action,

as in the earlier mosaics, grew discrete and
unconnected with the decay of art, as in

the later mosaics and the Byzantine and
Giottesque Madonnas con vari wnti, but

were once more brought together into a
correlated group or " Santa Conversazione "

as the Benaissance proceeded. The reader

wUl get few such really instructive hints

from Dr. Farrar's pages : he will be regaled

instead with fanciful observations upon the

attendant saints, of a pretty poetical and
religious character, all based on the implied

belief that the painter placed them there

for some spiritual pxirpose of edification,

as if to represent the Holy Catholic

Church, or as " types of holiness in

contemplative seclusion and in active

service " ; the fact being, of course, that

the choice of saints was almost always
dictated by the donor who commissioned
the picture, and that they usually repre-

sent no abstract idea at all, being simply
the donor's own patron saint, and those of

his town, his wife, his children, or his

family. Positive errors abound : as where
the infant St. John Baptist of the round
Botticelli in the National Gallery is de-

scribed as an angel, or as when a quotation

which refers to one of Fra Angelico's

Annunciations is innocently applied to

another whicli does not answer to it.

Indeed, the whole treatment of this sub-

ject of the Annunciation is an excellent

example of " how not to do it." Mrs.
Jameson, writing nearly fifty years ago,
tells the student a great deal that it behoves
him to know about the convention and even
the development of Annunciations ; Dr.
Farrar, with the further gains of half a
century at his back, tells him little or

nothing, and even mistakes the significance

of the general principle, which he notices

in a single instance only, of the division

always carefully maintained by a wall
or pillar between the Gabriel and the

Madonna. A perusal of Mr. Sydney
Hartland's Perseus might here be of use

to him, especially if he compared it with

the charge of heresy brought against

Timoteo Yiti's Annunciation for not having

sufficiently safeguarded the immaculate

conception.

On the whole, Dr. Farrar attempts too

much, and performs too little. We want

a good book, up to the level of modern
knowledge, on the historical development

of the various set scenes of Christian art

—

a book which should trace the origin of

each motive to its true source, and show
the gradual accretion of episodes and acces-

sories, the gradual influence of dogma,
myth, and legend. Such a book Archdeacon

Farrar might have produced for us, had he

taken the pains to work up the subject

cirefully by collating in detail many suc-

cissive stages of each main theme in

historical order. Instead of that, he has

been content to give us a showy, ill-

assorted, and rhetorical treatise, half

homily, half handbook, which may serve

as a pretty Christmas present for the

deserving young, but will never be con-

sulted or quoted by the scholar, the critic,

or even the intelligent tourist.

Gkant Allen.

NOTES ON ART AND AROHAEOLOOF.
Tub Queen lias been pleased to appoint Mr.
Edward de Martino to be Marine Painter in

Ordinary to Her Majesty, in the room of Sir

Oswald Walters Brierly, deceased. Mr. de

Martino's name does not occur in the
" directory of artists " published in The Year's

Art for 1895. We have seen it stated that the

Chevalier Eduardo de Martino is a Neapolitan

by birth, who served for fifteen years in the

Italian Navy. He is said to have painted many
pictures for the late Emperor of Brazil, and
also for the German Emperor and the King of

Italy.

The annual winter exhibition of Old Masters

at Burlington House will open to the public

next week. The private view is fixed for

to-day.

On Monday next, Mr. J. E. Hodgson will

begin a course of six lectures, as professor of

painting at the Eoyal Academy, upon "The
Development of Italian Art from the Fifteenth

Century to the Death of Raphael."

The lato Sir Charles Newton has bequeathed

his collection of archaeological drawings,

diagrams, and photographs to tbe University of

Oxford, for the use of the Lincoln professor of

archaeology for the time being in his lec-

tures.

The annual general meeting of the Royal

Society of Antiquaries of Ireland will be held

at Dublin on Tuesday next. The council pro-

pose a series of changes in the rules, in accord-

ance with which Lord Ardilaun will be proposed

as honorary president for the coming year, and

two presidents will be elected for a term of

three years. Among the papers to be read

are :
" Notes of an Ogham Hunt in the North

of Ireland," by Prof. Rhys; and "Prehistoric

Stone Forts of Northern Clare," by Mr. T. J.

Westropp.

We hear with regret of the sudden death of

Mr. Haio'.il .SwHinson, joiut-author, with Mr.

W. E. Lethaby, of The Ohnrch of Sancla Sophia,

Comtantinoph : a Study of Byzantine Building,

recently published by Messrs. Maomillau & Co.

He died abroad, on the last day of 1 89 1, at the

early age of twenty -six. Mr. Swainson had
gone with a friend to Egypt, full of life and
hope, and all who knew him looked forward

with interest to the results of his studies there.

One of his friends writes

:

" With great natural ability and quick iunght,

together with the simplest honesty ot purpose, and
the advantages of a university training, he teemed
singularly fitted to help forward the art of modern
building to better issues. His letters show that

his great delight in his travel had been to observe

how the Copts and Arabs still meet structural

requirements in a traditional manner both
' rational and national.' "

MUSIC.
MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Chapters on Church Music. By the Rev.

R. B. Daniel. (Elliot Stock.) The author,

formerly himself an organist, discusses a sub-

ject upon which, as he admits in his preface,

opinions widely differ. Whether these " Chap-
ters " will bring about more agreement may be
open to question ; they contain, however, many
practical hints, and are written in a pleasant,

chatty style. Complaint is made that preference

is given nowadays to " mournful and senti-

mental" hymns; and, by way of contrast, the

joyful character of the psalmody in the Old
Testament is mentioned. Sentimental hymns
are certainly displeasing ; but is it not natural

that the mournful element should prevail,

seeing that the Pounder of Christianity was " a

man of sorrows " '! The practice of adapting

melodies and making hymn-tunes from them
is said to be "not free from objection"; the

author might safely have said " highly objec-

tionable." He is of opinion that such tunes

may be used '
' when the sources are certainly

unknown to the congregation." But unless

the latter consist cnly of persons with

whose musical ignorance the clergyman or

organist is acquainted, how is that fact to

be ascertained ? Our author prefers

congregational to choral services, but chari-

tably admits that men may hold different views

on the subject. Much can be said on either

side; but, whether from an artistic or from a

devotional point of view, more, we imagine, in

support of the choral. But our author, though
of musical taste, seems never to have felt the

full power of music. He mentions the refresh-

ing sounds of David's harp before which Saul's

dark malady yielded as an instance of its

power, but immediitoly afterwards reminds

us that, at times, music drove Israel's

unhappy monarch " absolutely mad." It

is surely too much to say that musio drove

the king mad : it merely, on the occasion

ot the javelin scene, intensified pre-existing

madness. Our author's remark as to the

different effects of the music at different times

is, however, interesting : one is apt to remem-

ber only the verse which tells us that " Saul

was refreshed, and was well." One more point

will we notice in this book, which, indeed,

invites criticism—in the wide souse of the word

—at almost every page. Our 'author prefers

women to boys in church choirs. He meets the

objection sometimes made that "women
occasionally behave with levity " in church, by

pointing to the "seldom reverent and some-

times truly disgraceful " behaviour of boys.

The objection is, it is true, a very weak one

:

on the same ground one might object to men,

for in this matter they are not always what

they ought to be. The writer is very hard on

boys, whom he declares to bo not only "trou-

blesome but untrustworthy." It must be

remembered, however, that he is speaking not

of cathedral and collegiate choirs, but of the

chorister boy as he is to hi foimd in small

towns and villages throughout the country.
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WILLIAMS & NORGATE'S SCHOOL BOOKS.
THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.

AN INTRODUCTION to OLD i^EENCH. By F. F. Rooit, Graduate
i'( iit-uc\» Utaver«ity, I*ocliircr on iho Krtnch Lan^SKO a»t^ Literature, and on
Homanrc I'hilolf^- in the Inivcniity of tSt. Andrews. Second Kdilion, with Map
of FrvDch Dialects. Price Cs.

By tbo saine Antliur.

FIBST STEPS in FRENCH BISTORT, LITERATURE, and
I'HII.l'I.i »(;y. For (himliiliilcs for tbr Si-otch LoHvintr-CVriifi<-»Ic Kxnmination, the
variuux L'uivcn>ilioa Ix>cal K.vuu)iuatiou», und tho Army K.\aiuinatiouB. Crown Hvu,

doth, to.
** This nuuiaal will be a boon to many who btvo neither time nor inclinallon Ut work

Uirouitb a lanre volume on the biHtorj* of French lilomturc, but who yet desire to obtain
a knowledge fiifllcient to enable tbcm to pii^on-hole their reading or French prose and
poetiy/'—*/»r.-.i/i*>«a/ Tiutes.

** CompUod with high aims The cutcome of considerable study and reflection."
Jcumaf Of Education.

"Tho volume is everywhere wiilten with conciseness and laccuracy, and cannot fai to
prove useful."—5a>/«Maii.

**He hoA displayed qualities which are rarer and mure praiseworthy than mere eru-
dition."

—

Sattrdap litvitw.

Just published,

THE SHORT PROSE TALES of VOLTAIRE. Edited ia F/ench by
K. V. UDCiKT, Lecturer on Krciiih, SI. Aiirtrows, nitli a Critical Intrmliict'on by
f:MU,K FAGl'KT, I'rofepsor at the Sorbonnc, PBrie. Tho "Homme de Lettrcs''
Horic8 (if French Cliusics. Vol. I. Crown 8vo, cloth, price Bs.

"A M;holarty work The introduction is a readable and well-considered fttudy in

literary biography, and the notes advert to everj-thing in the text on which a student should
need special piiilance."

—

Scotsman.

THE MODERN FRENCH CLASS BOOK. Specially prepared to meet
Ihc l{e*|uin?nicnt5 of tlie Merit and LoavinR-Cerlificate Examinations. By PAUL
TKIIKOL'.X, late (if Greenock Academy. Crown 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d. net.

ELEMENTS of FRENCH SYNTAX, with Exercises and PasBaRes for
(•imimiou.s Trall^lntinn, by 10. Til. TRUE, Itarris Academy, Dundee, and E. H. HAY,
M..\., Miiri.'un Academy, Dinuke.

EUGENE'S STUDENTS COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR of the
KKENCll l.A.NGUAt^K, with an Historical Sketch of tlie Formation of French. For
the Use of Public Schools. With Exercises. By G. EUGiNE FASNACHT, late
Ifrfnch Master in Weatmintter School. Fifteenth Edition, tlionaighly Revised.
Bfittare crown 8vo, cloth, 5s. ; or, Grammar, 3s. ; Exercisots, 2s. Cd.

" Ir itself this is in many ways the most satisfactory Grammar for beginners that we
bare as y>t seen Tholiook is likely to bo useful to all who wisli cither to learn or to
tcncb tlie French \&n^\iAK^,"—Ath«nafum.

•' The ai.pcaranco of a Grammar like this is in itself a sign that Rreat advance ia lieing
made in the teaching of modem lan!;uB(;i>s The rules and obsf r»ations are all scientifl-
cally classified and explained .....It is one that wo can strongly recommend for use in the
higher foniis of large (schools."

—

Ji<h'catin„ai Thuf/i.

EUGENE S FRENCH METHOD : Elementary French Lessons. Easy
Kulc.-> and Exercises preparatory to tho " Student's Comparative French Grammar."
Fourteenth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. Is. 6d.

FRENCH for BEGINNERS : Lefsons, Systematic, Practical, and Etymo-
liiKiciil. T(i pipccili- Kn^-ciio's Method " and (he various Elementary French books.
l)y J. I.KMAl.SriiK. (rccoii.l Kdition. Cloth, :;».

FRENCH READING BOOKS.
EUGENE'S FRENCH READER. For Beginners. Anecdotes and Taltf.

Edited, with Notes and a coniiikte Vocabulary, by LEON DELBOS, M.A., late of King's
College. Third Edition. Crunn 8vo, Is. Cd.

THE STUDENTS GRADUATED FRENCH READER, for the Ue^
of Public Schools. By LEON DELBOS, M.A., late of King's College, London.
J. First Year. Anecdotes, Talcs, Historical Pieces. Edited, with Notes and a com-
plete Vocabulary. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s.

II. Second Year. Historical Pieces and Tales. ISO pp. Sixth Edition. Crown
8vo, 28.

LAROOHEJACQUELEIN (MADAME DE).-SCENES from tho
WAR in tho VF.NDf'.E. Edited from her Memoirs in French, with Introduction and
Notes by C. SCL'DAMORE, M.A., Oxon, Assistant Master, Forest School, Waltham-
stow. Cro\Tn 8vo, 2s.

POA (MADAME EUG).-CONTES HISTORIQUES. CbsRrin de
I,ouis X\.—Bertrand Uugucsclin—Dupuytren—C;r(!try—Greuzc.) With Idiomatic
Nolls by G. A. NEVEC. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s.

VICTOR HUGO.-LES MISERABLES. Lcs Piincipaux Episodes.
Edited, with Life and Notes, by J. BOYELLE, Officior d'Acadtoie. Second
Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, each, 3s. 8d.

VICTOR HUGO.-NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS. Adapted tor tho use
of ScIkkjIs and Collegos. By .1. BOlKLLE. 2 voIb. Crown ivo, each 3f.

Vol. II. contains LA QUESTION. ASILK, DELIRE, L'ATTAQtlE SUK NOTRE
DAME, LOUIS XL, LA MERE, and LA CATASTROPHE.

THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.
Jii-L publiBlied.

A SHORT HISTORICAL GRAMMAR of the GERMAI
LANGUAGE. Old, .Middle, and Modern Ilit'li German. By ALBERT J. W. CKRI
M.A,, First Senior Moderator and Ijirgo Gold Medallist in Med. Literature, Trinit
CcUcgc, Dublin. I'art I. : Introduction and Phonology. Price 4s.

Roadyearly in January.

HISTORY of GERMAN LITERATURE. Prepared for the ScotUsl
Leaving Certilicate Examiiiation.s. By VIVIAN PHILLIPPS, B.A., Fetles Collcgf
Pott Hvo, price Is.

COMPLETE PRACTICAL GERMAN GRAMMAR. With Exercises
constituting a Meth(^)d and Reader. By T. UEINRlcIi WEISSK. Fourth Editioi!
almost entirely Rc-written. Crown 8vo, cloth. Q^.

" We have no hesitation in pronouncing this the fullest and most aatisfaetory Ctarmai
Grammar yet published in England,"—Jsurnnf ujSducaiion.

WEISSES NEW CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES in QERMAl
COMPOSITION, with Complete Biilcs and Directions, with full References to hi
German Grammar. Second Kdiliou. 12mo, cloth. (Kkv, 5s.) 3s. (id.

WEISSES SHORT GUIDE to GERMAN IDIOMS. Being a CoUcctioi
of the Idioms most in utse. With Esaminntion Papers. Wvo, cloth, ifs.

WEISSS'S ELEMENTS of GERMAN. 8vo, cloth, 3.<.

GERMAN EXAMINATION PAPERS : compri^iog a Completo Set o
Oerinnn I'npei'S ^ict nX, Mio Local Kx-iniiiiiitions in the Viniv Universities of Scotland
By G. HKIN, Aberdeen Gnimmur School. Crown Svo, cloth, 2b. 6d.

SCHLUTTER'S GERMAN CLASS BOOK: a Ooune of InstnicUoi
Based on Becker's System, and so arranged as to exhibit the Self-Development c

the Lansnage, and its Allinities with tho English. By FU. SCHLUTTER, lat

Koyal Military Academy, Woolwich. Fourth Edition. 12mo, cloth, Ss. Key, Ob.

A GERMAN READING BOOK. A Graduated Series of Anecdotes
Tales, Historical Pieces, and Poetry. With a Complete Vocnbularj-. By A.MtiLLI.'R
New Edition. Corrected to the Official German Sixjlling. 150 iip., crown 8v(;

cloth, 2s.

ULRICH'S SERIES OF GERMAN CLASSICS.
Edited by ANTON J. ULUICIl, German Master, Warwick School.

Price, Scw-ed, Od. net; cloth. Is. net.

Now Ready.

SCHILLER.-WILHELM TELL.
JUNGFRAU VON ORLEANS.
WALLENSTEINS TOD.

ULRICH'S GERMAN SERIES.
Revised by JOHN GIBSON, M.A.

Part II. SYNTAX. Crown 8yo, cloth, Is. \_Jh,i pMuhed,

Part Iir. COMPOSITION. Containing Thirty-two Pieces from the bej
Engli.sh Authors, and their Translation into German, 8vo, cloth, Is.

Part I. GRAMMAR. iinp,r,,anuw„.

ULRICH'S GERMAN PROSE, with Notes on Syntax and Translation
followed by a Complete Vocabu'ary. By ANTON J. ULRICH, Master of Modcri

Languages at tho King's School, "Warwick. KcviEed by JOHN GIBSON, M.A
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. Gd.

" A cheap and useful little volume."—J'oucnai oj' Editcailoti,
*' This is a distinctlj- good composition Ixwk."— Gitnrditn,
" The selections for translation are admirable in every way."—£<ii«.<Jlie«<iJ Hcuicu,

XOTE.—ifr, Utrich's School Books olitaiaed a Silver ilctlal at the Antmrp Exhibition,

IVIATHEMATICS.
With a Preface b;

FRENCH CLASSICS FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS.
*' Ifenra. WilliRint< A Norpile's useful series.•'—^pf(-'.'r.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by LKON DKI.HOS, M.A., of H.M.S, " Brltannio/'
Dartmouth, late of Kind's Coll^o.

i'/'/<'g pf-r Vflumf, Mf^rt/t, 6il. : pnp^r boards, W'l. l.isl on appllz-'ttinn.

INVENTIONAL GEOMETRY. By W. G. SiEscEa.
UERBKHT SPENCER. 8vo, cloth. Is.

HARNACK (AXEL).—Introduction to the Elements of the DifTdrentia

and I iiflgial Calculus. Translated from th9 German by Prof. CATHCART, T.C.D
Royal 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

• Now ready. Third Hundred Thousand.

KIEPERT'S ATLAS ANTIQUUS. Twelve Maps of the Ancient World
For Schools and Colleges. By Dr. HENRY KIEPEBT. Eleventh Edition, liii

proved. Corrected, and Enlarged, with List of Names. Folio, boards, Cs.

Now ready.

A POCKET FLORA of EDINBURGH and the SURROUNDINC
DISTRICT. A Ci>lleclionand Full Description of all Phanerogamic and IhePriucipa

Cryptogamic Plants, Classiliod after the Natural System, with an Artiticial Key, am
a Glossary of Botanical Terms. By C. O. SONNTAG, the Royal High ScJKKil

Edinburgh, formerlv Secretary of the Microscopical Society of Glasgow. &c. Fcap
8ro, limp cloth, round corners, with a Map of Edinburgh and District. Pruo 38. 6d. not

Just published.
NEW VOLUME OF THE "PORTA LINGUARUM" SERIF,!?.

CHRESTOMATHY of ARABIO PROSE PIECES. For mo witl

Socin's " Arabic Grammar." Compiled by Dr. RUDOLFF BRUNNOW, late Pro
lessor at the I Iidversity of Heidelberg. Crown Bvo. cloth, price 8s. Cd.

THE ARMY SERIES OF FRENCH AND GERMAN NOVELS. Edited by J. L W. PEROWNE, M.A.
LATKST VOLl'ME.

ERZAEHLUNGEN. E. Hobier. 3s,

LB COUP DE PISTOLET, &C. Pbospeh Mi'rimke. 2i. 61.
i CONTES MILITAIRES. A. Daudbt. 2j. 63.

" A tiook more ailmirably suited to its par]>ose could not bo desired. The editor deserves " Tho choice is an exce,otionally good one, and tho notes are excellent."— twcrfid".
to be oongmtulatcd."—.Va(io«nI Olmnrr.

|
" We therefore do more than 'recommend—wo urge—.ill readers of French to gel th

*' The first two volumes are an excellent choice, and wo advise anyone, whether candi- stories in some form, ancl the present one is iKith good and cheap."

—

Scftoffhnit'lfr.

« A TT'7;'3^''"'r*''"'T'''"'''°''^"~:;f°""''"'''-^
*'"'"''''• 'aUF VERLORNEM P03TEN, and NAZZARENA DANTII

VAILLANTE Jacquis Vixckkt. 2j. 6d. i johannks v. dewall. 3s.
" The books are well got up, and in • Vaillante ' an excellent choice bas been made." " The two stories by J. V. Dewall are well suited for their puniosc."— S<i(«/ Joy /f'li-ic.

Ouaidian. " Well printed, well bound, and annotated just sufficie.itly to make the reading of th.i
" The notes are few and brief, bat all are helpful."-&'<Um(m. i sure as well as easy."—Educational Timea.
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SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO.
SCHOOL EDITION. Strongly bound in cloth extra, 10a. 6d ;

Presentation Edition, 4to, 21s.

A DICTIONARY OF CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES
MYTHOLOGY, RELIGION, LITERATURE, AND ART.

From the German of Dr. OSKAR SEYFFERT.
Kovucd and Edited, with Additions, by HENRY NETTLESHIP, M.A.,

and J. E. SANDY;3, Litt.D.

WITH MORE THAN 450 ILI^ITSTBATIONS.
'* li is hardly necexsary to add anything to the chorus of general approval wilh which this

English edition o/ Dt. SeyfferCs Lexikon der klassichen Altcrthumskunde has been wide'y
rectived. Professor Kettleship's notes on Lntin literature^ and (he important nrticlsa by Dr. Sandys
are alone enough to give an independent value to this edition,'*—Professor A. S. Wilkius, in the

Claeeical Review.
*• The elnndard o/ the work is excellent^ the additions of Professor Nett'eship and Dr. Sandys are

judicious tittd valtutble^ and the illitstratioiis are almost uniformly jirst-rate. On the whole^ we have
a most useful hookfor school and college i«#."—Academy.

PROFESSOR VICTOR HENRY'S COMPARATIVE GRAMMARS.
{2.) GERMAN and ENGLISH Tmnslated

by the Author himself. 78. Gd.
"An invaluable, texl-book."

Journal of Education.
** An exceilent inlrofiaction to the Comparative

Philology of the Inio-European Languages."
Academy.

(1) GREEK and LATIN. Tr.in.slatca by
11. T. Kli.iott, M.A, (Uxoii.), with In-
troduction by I'rof. Hkn ttT Nbtileship,
Second Edition. 7b. Cd,

'* A much-needed iDOrJc."—Prof. Satce.
' No better book has apptnred,"

Claesical Review.

PROFESSOR SONNENSCHEIN'S GREEK AND LATIN GRAMMARS.
GREEK GRAMMAR. Part I.: Accidence. 2a.; Part II. i Syntax, 2a. Gd. In 1 vol.

le. 6d.

'• As it is n"( iificn that Classical books meet
icith compett'if criticism in netcspapert, I venture

to tell you how useful and good I have found
your * fj reek Accidence.' "—G. G. A. Mubrat,
I'roffssor of Greek in the University of Glasgow,
" Admirable both in deiign and pxecntion, and

it ought to have a tremendous circuUition,'*^

W, pETEKfiOir, M. A., Ozon.j Principal of I'mv.
Coi'., Dundee.

•* The idea find principles of this series

thoroughly commend themselves to me, ani I am
only wailing for the 'Syntax* to infro'lace the

Greik Grammar fiere," ^ Q, CHAiTXRioir

RiCHAKDS, M.A., Professor of Greek in L'niv.

Oott,, Cardiff

A FIR&T GREEK BEAOEB, to accompany the above, is in preparation 1^ Dr. J. K.
Sajtdi a.

L&TIN GRAMMAR. Fart I. : Accideiice, Is.

*' Cliaracteriitd by admirable simplicity "
j

Bdacation.

6d.; Partn. : Syntax, Is. 6d. In 1 vol-, 36.

"Every help .s giv^t' to the learner to dis~

tinguish importifnl principles from minor
1 dc(rt(/a.*'— Clftjjsical Review.

THE ABOVE TWO BOOKS FORM VOLUMES OF

Zlbe parallel (Brammar S^dea.
The OTrtER Volumes of which abe :

—
ENOUSH ORAMHAR. By J. Hall, M.A.,

and A. J. CoopEB, B'.C.P. 2s. Or
eeparately : Accidence, Is, ; Analysis
and Syntax, Is,

Examples ana EzerclEes. By M. A.
Woods and A, J. Cooi-eb, Part I., Is.
Part U., Is.

GERMAN CRAHHAR. liy Dr. Ruiro
ilKYEit. y«. Or f-eparatcly ! Accidence,
Is. Cd. i

Syntax, Is. Od.

PlTBt Reader and Writer. By Prof.
E. A. So?r:»KsscEEiN. Is.

Second Reader and Writer, By w,
S. MiCGOwiir, M.A. Camb. Is. Cd,

Third Reader and Writer, By Prof.
UtocGR FiEr.DEB, Ph.D. 2s.

SPANISH ORAMM&R, By II. B. Ceabke,
M.A. Oion. 4s. 0(1.

Fint Reader and Writer. By ll. B.
CtABKB. 2s.

LATIN. Plrat Reader and
Is. Cd.

Writer.

Second Reader and Writer. I8, Od.

Third Reader and Writer,
liy C. M. ins, M.A. Oxon.

2b, All

Fourth Reader and Writer.
NicoL, M.A., and Itcv, J,
Smith, M.,\. 28,

By J, C,
HUHTEB

FRENCH GRAHHAB. By Prof. L, M,
MOBIAKTV, M.A. O.XOD. 38. OT
separately : Accidence, Is. 6d. ; Syntax,
Is. Bd,

Preparatory French Coonoi By A,
.M. ZWEIM.1,. Js. 6d.

First Reader and Writer. By Prof.
It. .1. M iiLji. Is. 6d.

Second Reader and Writer. By P. E.
E, liABDir.e, Is. cd.

Third Reader and Writer. By Prof.
L. Uabb/:, 28,

Sonnenecbcln'e Scbool autbore.
CLASSICAL TEXTS.

CICERO. Fro Hilone. Edited by Kcv.
W. V. Faissft, M.A. lo. Od.

CICERO, Pro Lege Manilla. Edited by
Kcv. J. lUnTKK .Smith, M.A. Is. C<1,

CICERO. Ad Atticnm, IV. Edited by
i, Bkow.y, B.a, Oxon, Is. Od.

MODERN TEXTS.
RIEHL'S Die Vierzebn Nothelfcr. Eilitcd

by n. S, Macnaghteit, M.A, Is, Od,

RBINICE'S Short Stories, lllaslratcd.
Edited by J. CoLviLLE, M.A, 2s,

German Chroslcles of War, Edited by
Prof, F. Lasge, With Maps, 38, 6d,

MR. WM. HEINEMANN'S LIST.
A MAGNIFICENT WOBK ON ART.

MASTERPIECES OF GREEK SCULPTURE.
A SERIES OF ESSAYS ON THE HISTORY OF ART.

By ADOLF FUETWANGLER.
Authorised Translation: Edited by EUGENIE SELLERS.

Wlih Nineteen Full-Page Plates and two Hundred Text lllnstratlona.

In 1 ToL, 4to, cloth extra, £3 3a. net,

-dn EDITION BE LUXE {Fifly signed and numbered Capita) hat b/cn printed
on Japaneie Vellum, in Two Vohtmei, Quarto, and is now offered at Ten Ouineat rv. t

per copy,

TIMES.—'

' We sincerely hope that, now that Professor Furtwiiuglor's book has appeared
in a woithy English form, it will be read by English students in the Universities and else-
where."
DAILY OBllONICLE.—"The fame of these mastorl.y essays has grown in Germany

since their first appearance to such a point that even in that country of learned rivalries
they are adinitteu to be a paramount authority in their own sphere."

SGOTS.MAy.—"This sumptuously illustrated volume is acom]>eteut, scholarly, and
careful rendering into English of a work which has made its mark in the classical art
literature and archaeological research of Germany."

SWAN «0NNEN8CPEIN k CO., London,

A MAGNIFICENT PRESENT.

REMBRANDT in the GALLERY at CASSEL. Seventeen
Photogravures from Rembrandt's Masterpieces. With an Essay by FREDERICK
WEDMORE. In Portfolio, 275 in. by 20 in. Twenty-flve Impressions of each Plato
are numbered and signed ; but only Fourteen are for sale in England at Twenty
Guineas per set net ; after the first Twenty-flve, Twelve Guineas per set net.

TIMES.—" The renderings have been made with extreme care, and, printed as they are
upon peculiarly soft Japanese paper, they recall in a remarkable way the richness and
beauty of the originals."

MUItNlXG POST.—" These /acsimites are very delicate in detail, very subtle in the treat-
ment of light and shade, and equally distinguished for richness and harmony of tone."

" TWO VERY READABLE VOLUMES."

EDMOND and JULES de GONCOURT, with Letters and
Leaves from their Journals. Selected and Edited. With New and Original Portraits,
2 vols., demy 8vo, 32s.

SCOTSMAN—" ThQ compilers have done thoir work so well that their book reads
pleasantly on witbout a dull page."

Ith'ALM.—*' It is impossible to indicate the immense variety of entertaining and often
profoundly interesting matter which these volumes contain,'*

RECENT FICTION.

AT the GATE of SAMARIA. By W. J. Locke. Crown
8vo, Cs.

MOItNINa POST.—" A cleverly written tale The author's pictures of Bohemian life

are bright and graphic."
SCOTSMAN.-" The workmanship is careful and conscientious, while the characterisa-

tion is broad, human, and natural."
ClllilSTI.iN H'C/i'//D,—** This is neither a religious novel nor one of which the scene

is laid in Palestine The gradual development of the true womau and the artist is finely
conceived and worked out the aim of the book is good,"

THE LATE MR, STEVENSON'S LAST NOVEL,

THE EBB-TIDE : a Trio and Quartette. By Robert
LOUIS STEVENSON and LLOYD OSBOURNE. Fourteenth Thousand, Os.

TIMES.—"The episodes and incidents, although thrilling ecough, are constantly
subordinated to sensationalism of character,"
PAIL M.iLL OAZBTTE.—" It is brilliantly invented, and it is not loss brilliantly

told,"

TWO BOOKS ABOUT RUSSIA.
THE SEMIRAMIS OF THE NORTH,

THE STORY of a THRONE : Catherine II. of Russia.
From the French of K. WALISZEWSKI, With a Portrait. 2 vols., demy 8vo 2es.

WORLD.—" No novel that ever was written could compete with this historica'

monograph in absorbing interest, in the terrible aspect of the * human document ' that !'•

furnishes, in the enforced admiration of the woman's ability, and the spontaneous
repulsion from her mind and her methods which it inspires, in the tremcndoiis retribution,

the devil-delighting irony of her degrading death. I'ho book is admirably written, and
the translation is worthy of the original."

THE LATE C^^AR OF RUSSIA.

ALEXANDER IIL of RUSSIA. By Charles Lowe, M,A„
Author of " Prince Bismarck : an Historical Biography," Crown 8vo, with Portrait, 6s.

ST. JAMES'S IIUDOET.—" A clevov and admirable performance; worthy of careful

attention from all who would know the histgry of this unhappy monarch."

London ; WM. HEINEMANN, 21, Bedfokd Street, W.O.
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TABLB OV OONTBIITS. not

Tut Liri *»D LxTt>u or Dliir C«c»c«, by G. A.

SiMCOX .*«*,.' ' zi
Vfknort Oois 4!CD Ot»»ii Poms, by K. « i*""-"!, „• '*•

Uuioita Of TBB DvcauBi »i Goxriur, by r. i.

Co»wiT*» OuHBiiia iir tbi Hi«*iJri>, by Utcisii-n

BVOMU
IlAvrraix'H " HAXitrr," by K K. t'u»«»«Rii .

N«w NoTiu, by J. SMXiiv LiTiii. ....
SoMi BoOKi OS Rrwu
NoTU mD Kiws . ,..•••••
nKITtMITT JOTTIKOS ._Vl...*
OuDiiiiL V«»»«: "ArruMB Sosrsi;™ »koh ar iim-

»i», by MBS. FtimoiitH KEOiKtK . . .

MlOtllliU IITD Rkviews .••••••
CoctnroxDMci— . . „ . » •

i

r»' XrK Svri'ic Calts, by F. f. Conybcaro ;
JJoyii.tii..,

ftikanl, an'i Carttc, bv tbe Earl of Soathesk ;
Ogham

iHtfriplim,) ra Ir'lon,!', by R. A. S. Macnlistcr . ,

Ar»oi»TM»m roa Nut w«k
BwAan AKD PioMiis, by Uwid MicUitciiu: .

CoaatsrOHDiHca—
•• Fariua Mawr," by Robert Browu, Juii. . . .

6C1K9CX KoTia
Philolost Notis . . . a . . •

OtD MaSTXKS at TBI ROVJLI. ACADEHT, I., by CLICDK
Pbilups ..•••••••

CoKKRSrOirDEVCE^
A JliliUoKro/CamHnM.hy F.Uavet&eXd .

Nona oir An lire AicaAioLOOT
UcsicAL PcaLiciTiosa, by J, S. Sbbdlook .

TYPE-WRiriNQ.

AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
-A- Scientific, Lttcrarr, and Me<lioal MSS. carcruUy ami promptly
pcwritUn by Ravue k Co., 40, Norfolk Street. Btrand, W.C.
riralA room for dictation. IIJRliest rcfereaces. TruisliitioDi.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
— A Ulmxr Srndlrato Bud PreM Ajracr. " A Medium of

Commnnicatloii lietwecu Anthora. Editors, and I'uliliriierK." Advises
Dpoa-nsTisM, and nmotiaUa MSS. lnt«rTie»s bj appointment only.

—AddlMl Um 8c<.'an<«T, S, Vl«ori»-»lreet, Westminster^

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
At;TIIORa.—8peciidatt«nUon giren to the nUvi'. Estimftt«8

free. Account* verified by Chartered Aocountant.—Addrers )Ia>'aoeh,

MoiiiMttht Prcn, 3. Vietoria-«tr«et. WeaUninster.

OATALOQUE8
IT'OREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
-L promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOCUCS on appUcatlon.

DDLAC k CO., >7, 80BO SwAU.

FOREIGN BOOKS AT FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STUEET, COVENT GAEDEN,
AXD

20, SOUTU FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH.
CATALOGUES pott free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOSEION BOOESEIiliER,

»3, t; K E A T U U S S K L L STREET
(OpiM>sitc tho Britibh Museum),

EappUea all Foreign Book.! and Pebiodicii.s at Ibomost
modcirato prices.

Oaialoffutt on application,

nrO BOOKBUYER8 and LIBRARIANS
t^.tia'i 'i^*'-''-

l-'BRARIES.-Tlie BOOKLOVER'.S TIIE.ASUIIE
IIUUSE, .V,, 5. now ready, conUiniug a seleetion uf lligh-cbss
•n.1 deslniMe Seeoud-band Tiooks. Po.t free to any part nf tho
y"..'-"?''""^ MiDi.A»o EiiicATioKAL Co. ILimit«l', llookmcn.
H. 11. D. ]>c|Kirtiaent, BinnlnKliam.

MESSRS. LONGMANS & OO.'S LIST.

CONTINUATION of Mr. GARDISEU'.S HISTORY of ENGLAND.

HISTORY of the COMMONWEALTH and PROTECTORATE,
1«10-166<). By SAMUEL RAWSON GARDINER, M.A., Hon. LL.D. EdinburKb, Fellow of Merlon College,

Honorary Student of Ubritt Church, &c. Vol. I., 164'J-1651, 8vo, Zl».

'

NEW VOLUME of the VERNEY MEMOIRS.

MEMOIRS of the VERNEY FAMILY during the COMMON-
Wl-AI.Tll Hai-IMO Compiled from the Letters and Illustrated by tho Portraits at Claydon House. By
MAKGAKET M. VERNEY. With 10 Portraits, &c., 8vo, 21s.

NEW EDITION of Sir GEORGE CHKSNEY'S "INDIAN POLITY."

INDIAN POLITY : a View of the System of Administration in
Imlia. By General Sir GEORGE CUESNEY, K.C.B., M.P., Colonel Commandant Royni Eiigiuoers. With Map
showing all tho Administrative Divisions of British India. Third Edition, 8vo, 21s.

NEW and CHBAPEU EDITION.

LIFE and LETTERS of ERASMUS. A Series of Lectures
dolivereil at Oxford. By JAME.S ANTHONY FROUDE. Cronu 8vo, Us.

NEW BOOK by "A. K. H. B."

ST. ANDREWS and ELSEWHERE : Glimpses of Some Gone
and of Tilings Left. By A. K. H, BOYD, D.D., LL.D., First Minister of St. Audi'ows; Author of " Recreations of

a Countrj' Parson," " Twenty-five Years of St. Andrews," ic. Svo, los.

NEW BOOK by tho DEAN of CHRIST CHURCH.

STUDIES in the CHRISTIAN CHARACTER : Sermons. With
an Introductory Essay. By FRANCIS PAGET, D.D., Dean or Christ Church, Oxtoi-d. Crown Svo, 66. 6d.

NEW BOOK by CANON MacCOLL.

LIFE HERE and HEREAFTER: Sermons by the Rev.
M.VLCOLM MacCOLL, M.A., Canon Residentiary of Ripon. Crown Svo, 7s. tld.

RHODESIA of TO-DAY: a Description of the Present Con-
rtition and the Prospects of Matabeleland and Mashonaland. By B. F. KNIGHT, Author of " Where Three Empires
Meet," "Tho Cruise of the Falcon," &c. ; rocentl.y Correspondent for tho Times in the British South Africa
Company's Territory. Crown 8vo, 2s. Gd.

TOBOGGANING on CROOKED RUNS. By the Hon. Harry
GIBSON. With Contributions by F. »E B. STRICKLAND and " LADY-TOBOGGANER." With 18 Full-pago
Illustrations and 32 Illustrations in tho Te.\t. Crown Svo, Os.

A MODERN PRIESTESS of ISIS (Madame Blavatsky).
AljridKed and Translated on behalf of the Society for Psychical Research from the Russian of VSEVOLOD
SERGYEEVICH SOLOVYOFF. By WALTER LEAF, Lilt D. With Appendices. Crown Svo, 68.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. For Electric Light Artisans
and
Institute,

Students. Embraciiiif those Brauclics Prescribed in tho Syllabus issued by the City and Guilds Technical
itulo. By W. SLINGO and A. BROOKKR. With 310 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 12s.

BE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a
IiHII.L .lu.l (iVMN.lHTIC INSTTtUfToR. TwoaodalnU

ytAr. liifrli iLllmonial from a I.arKe pui'lio scltool IlKO-sandRirls).—Addrw. l»ST «t>-io», .1 ro.lf luy ijRur, 27, Chancery Lane.

CIR F. LEIGHTON. P.R.A. A Large
.j;>.-?.!;''r'v''',«^"J''.'"'';''*''

*' '-K't'llTOXS "HIT- (engraVed

/ ll/VJ / '. . .E- ^'Jf'"" '*'y '•> •">' l'uicli«.er of tho AHT
.. ! u.i '"'. """ '.!"^ .eoudlllons sec rr(»pe, Ills, B.nt lK»t flee

.^u appllc. Ion to your Ilo,A«ller or .Ureet lo the Publishers, J. s"""* ' "• "d.. W, I«y lane. I'lilrmosler row. I..,ndou, E.r.

KOYAL ACADEMY
E.XIIiniTlDN of WORKS by (

ItRITISII ARTISTS, l^cb,,lillB a l..IleeUon iUusltalln. the Sculi'.tiV
.... ...I u._. ,|| (,.„,„„„ ij

.Vilmissiou, Is.

of ARTS.—The
ElV['.,''T7jTi'',"',"!;"'^'"'r,"'-"*'-*''TKIlSandd«er>..d

1 .
?.'.'. ^'." ISTS, li.clii.liiiB a f..lleeUon illustiatlni lb,

Idirailh . Art chiefly i.f the FifleeDlh and SlAteenlTi Centuries. IsNow OI'KN
Cal;il(..gue, tid.

I'AII.V from l» a.m.
Season Tickets, C to 6 p ni.

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTERS in
m'Kv'*^;*'^p."i'<"'iV!'.".*'T.'^!:."'"'"''E»' EXHIBITION is Now
?atiloiai;6d

"'*"' ^'**'^' '""° '" "" » Adraiseion, Is.

AtratD I). Fairr. R.W.S., N«:rclary.

For AdviriittmtnU of Schools, Colleyet, <tc.,

lee iiatjt ^,

WORKS BY H. RIDER HAGGARD.
Ju8t published, crown Svo, Os.

THE PEOPLE OF THE MIST.
With 10 Full-paye Illustrations by Arthur Layard.

SHE. 32 Illustrations. s. d.

lOOiH THOUSAND 3

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. 31
lilu.strations. (3»tu THOUSAND 3 6

MAIWA'S REVENGE. Boards,
1^. (iOTH THOU.'JAND 1 6

COLONEL QUARITCH.
28iit THOUSAND 3 6

CLEOPATRA. 29 Illustrations.
15111 THOUSAND 3

BEATRICE.
31sT THOUSAND 3 6

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. 51 IIlus-
tratious. 25rH THOUSAND 3 6

NADA THE LILY. 23 Illustra- «•

"

lions. 2;lKD THOUSAND G

MONTEZUMAS DAUGHTER.
21 Illustrations. 25tu THOUSAND 6

ALLAN'S WIFE, and Other
Tales. 31 Illustrations. ICia THOUSAND 3 8

THE WITCH'S HEAD. 18 lUus-
trations. 33k9 THOUSAND 3

MR. MEESON'S WILL. 18 lUus-
trations. l.jiu THOUSAND 3 fl

DAWN. 16 Illustrations.
lOtu THOUSAND 3 8

THE WORLD'S DESIRE. By
H. Rider Haogabd and Akdiew La.vo. 26 Illue-

trstious. ISiH THOUSAND 3 6

WORKS BY CONAN DOYLE.
MICAH CLARKE : a Tale of I THE REFUGEES : a Tale of the

Monmouth's BcbcUion. 3.jib THOUSAND 3 B I Huguenots. 22md THOUSAND 8

THE CAPTAIN OF THE "POLESTAR," &c. ioth thousand 3 o

WORKS BY STANLEY WEYMAN.
THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF

:

a Tolo of the Massacre of St. Bartholomew.
16th thousand 3 6

A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE

:

a Tale of the Days of Henry of NaMvrro.
3lTa THOUSAND «

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO. Nbw Yobk: 15, East 10m Sikbet.
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BLAOKIE & SON'S EDUCATIONAL LIST.

Stories from Ovid.
Ohiu-ch, Oxford. Is. 6d

Selections from Phaedrus. Books I. and 11.
S. E. WiNBOLT, B.A , Assistant Master In Christ's Hospital

NUW PUBLICATIONS,
MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES,

and Verso.

CLASSICS.
Edited by A. H. Allceopt, M.A., Christ

\_Ready.

Edited by
Is.

[Jan. 15.

BLACKIE'S ENGLISH CLASSICS.
Wordsworth's Shorter Poems. "With Introduction and Notes

by W. Dent. Paper, 2d. ; cloth, 3d. \_Ready.

Chevy Chase. With Introduction and Notes by S. E. Winbolt,
Paper, 2d. ; cloth, 3d. [Fib. 1.B.A.

THE WARWICK SHAKESPEARE.
As You Like It. Edited by J. C. Smith, M.A., Lecturer in

Owens CoL'ege, and scmetime Exhibitioner of Trinity College, Oxford,
la. 6d. \_Rtady.

JUNIOR SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE.
Hamlet. Edited by L. W. Lyde, M.A., Head English Master

in Glasgow Academy. lOd. \_Feb. 1.

THE JUNIOR SCHOOL MILTON.
Paradise Lost. Book I. Edited by E. GoRSE,

Master in Parmiter's Foundation School, London.
M.A., Second

[Feb. 1.

French Unseens. I
with " Latin Unseens."

in Prose
Paper covers, 3d.

Uniform
{Jan. 15.

BLACKIE'S MODERN FRENCH TEXTS.
The Court of Spain under Charles II., and other historical

essays by Saint-Victor. Edited by Francis Stoer, B.A,, Chief Master
of Modem Subjects in Merchant Taylors' School. Is. [Feb. 1.

Lettres de Paul Louis Courier. Edited by J. G. Andersmt,
B.A., French Master in Merchant Taylors' School. I9.

THE OXFORD MANUALS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.
Edited by 0. W. C. OMAN, M.A., F.S.A., Fellow of All Souls.

The Making of the English Nation (b.c. 55-1135 ad.). By
0. G. Robertson, B.A., Fellow of All Souls' College. Is. [Readi/.

King and Parliament (1603-1714 a.d.). By G. H. Waiceling,
M A., Lecturer on Modern History at Wadham College. Is. [Ready.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHICAL MANUALS.
By "W. G. BAKEB, M.A.

No. IV. Europe (Except the Bkitish Isles). With Maps and
Illustrations. 2s. [Ready.

No. V. Asia, Africa, America, and Australasia (Except the
British Possessions). [In preparation.

BECENTLT
CLASSICS.

Horace.—The Historical and Political Odes. Edited, with Historical
Introduction, Notes, and Appendices, by Key. A. J. Chvhch, M.A. 2s. Ud.

Caesar's Invasions of Britain : Parts of the Gallic "War, Books IV. and
V. Edited by Joh.\ Brown, B.A. With Map. Is. Od.

Caesar's Gallic War. Books I. and II. Edited, with Introduction,
Notes, Exercises, and Vocabularies, by John Buown, B.A. With Illus-

trations, Flans of Battles, and Map of Gaul. Is. 6d. each.

Virgil's Aeneid. Book I. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, Exercises in
ProEody, and Vocabularies, by the llev. A. J. Chvrch, M.A. Is.

Latin Stories. Selections from Latin Prose Authors. Edited, with Notes,
Vocabularies, Exercises, and an Introductory Note on Translation, by
A. D. GODLEY, M.A. Is.

Xenophon's Anabasis. Book I. Edited by C. E. Bho-wnuioo, M.A.,
Ctiief Classical Master in Magdalen College School, Oxford. Is. Od.

A Classical Compendium- Handbook to Greek and Latin Constructions.
By U. E. tiiowNKicic, M.A. 2b. 6d.

Latin Unseens. Passages in Proee and VcrEO, mainly from former Exami-
nation Papers. Paper covers, 3d.

THE WARWICK SHAKESPEARE.
Richard the Second. Edited by 0. H. Heeioru, Litt.D. Is. Gd.

Macbeth. Edited by Edmund K. Chambers, B.A. Is.

Julius Caesar. Edited by Arthur D. Innes, M.A. Is.

Hamlet- Edited by Euuuno E. Chambers, B.A, Is. 6d.

PUBLISHED.
BLACKIE'S MODERN LANGUAGE SERIES.

Fleur de Mer. By Pierre Mael. Edited by James Boielle, B.A., Senior
French Master in Dulwich College. Is.

French Stories. By Marguerite Ninet, French Mistress, Girls' High
School, Graham Street, Eaton Square. Second Edition. Is.

Readings in French. An Advanced Companion to French Stories. By the
same Editor. Is. 6d.

A Modern French Reader. Edited by J. J. Beuzbmakeii,B.A., Examiner
to the College of Preceptors. Is.

JUNIOR SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE.
As You Like It. Edited by L. W. Lyde, M.A. 8d.

Coriolanus. Edited by W. 1)i:nt. lOd.

King John. Edited by F. E. Webh, B.A. 8d.

The Tempebt. Edited by Elizabeth Lee. 8d.

The Merchant of Venice. Edited by G. H. Ely, B.A. 8d.

Henry the Fifth. Edited by W. Barry, B.A. 8d.

ENGLISH CLASSICS.
Carlyle-—Readings from Carlyle. Edited by W. Keith Leask, M.A.,

lite Scholar of Worcester College, Oxford. 2a. 6d.

Macanlay's Essay on Addison. Edited by C. Sheldon, D.Litt., M.A.
(Lond.), Headmaster of English Department, Boyal Academical Institu-
tion, Belfast. 23.

FOR THE NEW OXFORD PRELIMINARY
EXAMINATION.

Macanlay's Horatius and Battle of Lake Regillus. With Introduction
and Notes. 6d.

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY.
A Summary of British History. By the Kev. Edgar Sanderson, M a. Is.

A Synoptical Geography of the World. A Concise Handbook for
toaminatiou Candidates and for General lloference. With a complete
Series of Maps. Is.

SCIENCE.
Heat, and the Principles of Thermo-d:?namics. With many Illtuc

trations. By Charles H. Draper, D.Sc, B.A. 43. 6d.

Hydrostatics and Pneumatics. By B. H. Pinkerton, B.A., Balliol

OoUege, Oxford- 4b. Od.

Sysliematic Botany. By Joseph W- Oliver, Lecturer on Botany, Birming-
ham Municipal Xechnical School. 43. Od.

'jj.* A comjiltte Catalogue 0/ Booh for Secondary Schools and Colleges, including Classics, English, Modern

Languages, Malhtmalics, and Science, will he sent post free on application.

London: BLACKIE & SON, Limited, 50, Old Bailey.
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MACMILLAN & CO/S
NEW BOOKS.

THE MELANCHOLY of
STEPHEN AI.I^ARD. A I'livatc Diiiry. Kditcil by

CiAKNET SMITH. Crown svo, 7s. 6d. net.

HERO TALES of IRELAND.
CoUedcdl.jJEKKMIAU CURTIS.
8*. M. net.

Kitra crown Svo,

GREEK STUDIES. A Series
of l>-iiy-. Hv WAI.IK.K I'ATKR, lato Fellow of

l(ra*(-no«o CoIIckc. I'ropareil for tlio I'rpsa hy

I'HAKLKS L. 8HADWEU,, Fellow of Oriel LoUegc.

Kxlra trcwn Svo, 10?. 6<l.

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY of
POKTUY »nil FINE ART. With a Critical Text anil

n Translation of the I'octics. Ity S. II. DUTCHKR,
Litt,I>., IJ..D., I'rofessor of Greek in the University

of Edinburgh. Svo, lOt. net.

A HANDY~b1)0K of the
LABOUR LAW.S : beinit n Popular Guide to the Em-
ploverR and Workmen Act, 1»75, Trade Union Acts,

lS(i, Isro, and 1S03, &c. With Introductionn, Notes,

and the Authoriseil Rules and Forms for the U80 of

n<.rkmen. By GEOBGK HOWELL, F.8.S., M.P.
Third edition, revised, crown Svo, 33. Cd. net.

IfSSTM/S'STER i;A/ETTE.~" Contains a Rood deal of

new matter, and is an excocdingly useful book."

REMINISCENCES of the
(;1;1:AT mutiny, IbSr-O. including the Relief, Siege,

anil Captait" of Lucknow, and the Campaigns in

Rohileuod and Oudc. Uy WILLIAM FORBES-
MITCHELL, late .SorKcanl 03nl Sutherland High-
landers. Crown Svo, 3s, th\.

[MlCMtl.l.ASa TllKEE-.\KD-Slxrt.X.Mf Skbies.

TIMES.—"A striking and original contribution to the

most thrilling chapter of our modern history His
narrative is vivid and full of strange and romantic
incidents."

SrECTAT0B.—"One of the very Irest soldier's broks
ever written. Tberc is not a dull page in it, and exciting
yams of all de.'^;riplions follow each other without intor-

misaion No one who wants to be amused and to be
made to feel proud of onr army should fail to read it."

WOMAN'S SHARE in PRIMI-
TIVE CULTURE. By OTIS TUFTON MASON,
A.M.. Pb.D., Curator of the Department of Ethnology in
the IJ.8. National Mascum. With numerous lUustra-
tioDS. Crown bvo, 6e. net.

yA Tl'JlE,—" Prof. Mason is one of the foremost workers
in the fieUi of ethnology uuderf-Unxl in its witleat sense, and
ho irt particulary (lun lifted to trace the story of the part
played hy woman in the culture of the world,"

THE PLANET EARTH. An
Astronomical Introduction to Geography. Uy
RICUitllD A. GREGORY, F.K.A.S. Globe Svo, as.

EDVCATIOXAL TIMES.—"U is as clear and pro-
(preuive as it could possibly Ije, and is, indeed -when wo
consider the educational defects of most books of this size
— • most rcfresbiDg little volamo."

HARVARD COLLEGE BY AN
OXONIAN. Ity GEOUGl; lilUKBECK HILL, D.C.L.,
Honorary Fellow of Pembroke CoUegc, Oxford. Crown
8VO, Bs.

LAW in a FREE STATE. By
WOBIJ.SWORTH DON LSTUORPK, Uarristcr-al-Law,
Auibor of " Ir.dividnnlism a System of Politics."
Crown Svo, Es. net.

INDEX to PROF.
"LIFE of MILTON," Svo, ITs.

MASSON'S

THE MANLINESS of CHRIST.
Uy THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C., Author of "Tom
Brown's School Days." Now E<lition. Extra foap.
Svo, 38. Bd.

ai.onK.—" • Tlie Manliness of Christ " is a sprricj of
lay scrmfn such as .Tiidge Hughes is well fpialiHcd to
deliver, sediig that ni.iiiltiic-~<s of thought and feeling has
hrcn the prevoiliug cbaiarterisiic of all his literary pro-
ducts."

MACMILLAN L CO., Lomjon.

SMITH, ELDER, & GO'S LIST.
"A DEr.IGIlTFUL J)OOK."—'BjJiCK akd Wihte.

Just published, demy Svo, with Portrait, 12s. 6d. net.

AN ARTIST'S BEMINISCENCES- By Rudolf Lehmann.
T/Mi:s.—" Wo had expected a good deal from Mr. I^ehmann's book, and we are not

MR. LEHMANN S / disappointed. It is capital reading."

REMINISCENCES. I 7>yf//>l'r^iA'OK^P//.—"Mr. Lehmann's volume i» charmingly readable . . .

' for the writer has seen men and cities, and has the gift of IronBlating experiences into

light and graceful language,"

TO-VAV.—" Tbe book is absorbingly interesting. ... It is certainly as

captivating as a romance, and iioesesses the additional charm of being absolately

tnio."

MR. LEHMANN'S
REMINISCENCES.

THE MASK and the MAN.
" .Slanhopc of Chester : a Mystery." Crown hvo, 6s.

By Percy Andeeae, Author of

THE MASK AND
THE MAN.

THE

HAWARDEN HORACE.

THE

HAWARDEN HORACE.

BRITISH WKi:KLY.—"\'ery rarely has one the pleasore ot lighting upon so

thoroughly satisfactory a piece of work. ... To every reader of this excellent

novel great and unalloyed pleasure may confldontly bo promised."

SCOTSUAN.-" 'PX<am.-D\,\y and brightly told, and, on the whole, ot considerablo

interest."

TlirRI) KDITION READY THIS DAY, Small post Svo, 3s. 6d.

THE HAWARDEN HORACE. By Charles L. Graves,
Author of " The Blaniey Ballads," " The Green alrovc the Red," 4c.

OPINIONS OF THREE LIBERAL PAPERS.
WESTMiy'STER GAZETTE.-" If political satirewere always as gay.as gri

and a.s kindly as are those most amusing travesties of Horace, public life would,

side at least,' bo changed for the better."

LIBERAL.—" It is nauseous work to go through this doggerel. . . . Mr. Graves

has sinned against literature and against decency. The greatest lyric poet ot the

Augustan, and the greatest constructive statesman of the Victorian, age are included

in a common insult by a man to whom they suggest nothing but the desire to debase

and degrade all that is highest in letters and woithiest in life."

MANCHESTER GUARDI.iN.—"Th(iTe is no gall in this p?n, as Southey admitted

of ' Rejected Addresses.' But there Ls a great deal of tun in it."

"The DICTIONARY of NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY."
)r in halt-morocco, marbled edges, 203. net, VOL. XLI. (NICHOLS-O'DUGAN) OF

acious,
on one

\

NEW VOLUME of
Iv'ow ready, 15.s. net, in cloth ; i

THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited Ly SIDNEY LEE.

%• Vol. /. was publithed on January Ut, 18S5, and afnrthc- vofumc Ml be issued qimrtci-lu until the compMion
'

of the work.

NoTr..-A Full Prospectus of "The Dictionary ot National Biography," with Specimen Pages, may bo had upon

application. -

London: SMITH, ELDER, & CO., 15, Waterloo Place, S.W.

JOHN LANE legs to announce for Publication on WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY Uth,

THE YELLOW BOOK.
VOLUME IV.

Small -ito, 285 pp., 16 fuU-page Ill"strdtion3^ wiUi^ aJ^ew Cover Design, and a double-page

Supplement hy AUBREY BEARDSLEY. 5s. net.

Max BEEUiiOHM, and John Davidson.

The Art Contributions bv H. J. Dixaper, Wiixiam Hyde, W.u.ter Sickert, Patten"

wfLsoN W W Tss^^^ S. HAiiTRicic, Charles Conder. Will Eotuenstein,

Miss Sumner, P. Wilson Steer, and Aubrey Bearusley.

Volumes I., II., and III. are still to be bad at all Libraries, BookseUers', and Railway

Bookstalls, price 5s. per volume net.

ON THE SAME~DAY WILL BE PUBLISHED

THE I^iIiS'i: STEI=>-
A DRAMATIC MOMENT.

By WILLIAM HEINEMANN.
Small -Ito, 3s. Gd. net.

THE BODLEY HEAD, VIGO STREET, LONDON, W.

ISII'OUTANT.-PnlNTI.NO AND I'UBUSIIINO

NEWSPAl'EIiS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
*c.-KI.N(5. BKU, t IIAILTON. Limited, l.isliilass Printers

•ml ruliliiliern, 12, Dough 8<iu»re, 4, Uult Court, Kleet Strecl, 1..C.,

Iiavo ii|>,'ciallr.l>uilt ItoUiry luid utiier tiiA Slavlilucs for pnutiDg
ami Itiuiliiig illustnttiHl or other I'ubliciitiuOB.

AiUicc and autstancc RiTcn to anyone wlslting to commence New
Jcmmulf.

KAcililies uiton tlic pri-tniites for Editorial Offices, free AtWortUlDK
and publishing l>ci).irtnlcnta conducted.

T4-h]yhoue .TStf. Telegraph, " Alrlcaoism. London."

AGENCY FOB AMERICAN BOOKS.

a P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
• and DOOKSELLEIIS, o( 27 and 59 West 23nl Street, New

Vork, and BEUrOllll STREET, I.ONDON,W.C., desire tocall the

attention of the HEADINU PUBLIC to the excaUenl fneilities

I presented by their Branch House in London for fillin?, on the most

I fiTourable terms, onlers for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-

TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

-

CATAMOUES Mat on applinttion,
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MR. MURRAY'S LIST OF SCHOOL BOOKS.
SIR WILLIAM SMITHES

EDUCATIONAL SERIES.

YOUNG BEGINNERS* LATIN COURSE.BEGINNERS*
2s. each.

in. Third latla Book.
{

Exercises on the Syntax,
i

with Vocabularies.

IV. Fonrth Latin Bonk.
A LHtin Vocabulary for
liejrinners, arrar^ei nr-
cordinj? to Sabjects and
Etymologies.

I. First Latin Book. Gram-
mar, Easy Qnestions,
Exercises, and Vocabu-
laries.

II- Second Latin Book.
An Easy Latin Rcadiop
Eook, with Analysis of
Sentences.

PBJNCIPIA LATINA. 'Part I. Grammar, Delectns,
Exercises and Vocabularies, 38. 6d.

Appehdix to Pakt I. Additional Exercises and Examina-
tion Paptrs. 2s. 6d,

•Pait IL A First Latin Beading Bcok. 38. 6d.

•Part IIL A First Latin Verse Book. Ss. 6d.

•Pait IV. Latin Prose Composition. 3s. 6d.

•Part V. Short Tales and Anecdotes for Translation
inlo Prose. 3s. 6d.

Studenta' latin Grammar, es.

Smiller Latin Grammar. For
Forms. 3s. 6d.

MUERAY'S

STUDENTS' MANUALS.
Cro^vn 8vo, 7s. Od. oacb.

With Maps and Woodcnts.

The Students' Hume : A History of EnRlnnd from tlio

Earliest Times to 1G88. Thoiomjhlij lievised Edition^ con-
tinued to tLc Treaty of Borlin, 1878. By Prof. J. S.
Bbewer. (SbO pp.)

The Work may also be obtained in Three Divisions,
price 2r. 6d. each. Part I., u.r. 65 to i.D. 14S6 : Part II.,
A.D. 1W5-10S8; Part III., 1688-1878.

Moficrn Europe. By B. Loucii, M.A.

Europe during the Middle iges. By iIeskt H.iLLiif

History of Fngland. By Kkkbt

Uiddio and Lower

A CbUd'8 First Latin Book. Comprising a full
Practice of Noiinf*, Pronouns, and Adjectives, with
the Verbs. By T. D. Hall. Btvised ani Enlargul
Ediltun. 2g.

GREEK COURSE.
IMITIA OBiECA. 'Part I. Grammar, Delectus, E.t-

ercises, and Vocabularies. 3s. 6d.

•Appendix to Part I. Additional Exercises and Examina-
tion Papers. 2». Cd.

•Part IL A Greek RcadinR Book. 38. 6d.

•Part m. Prose Composition. Ss. 6d.

Students' Greek Qrammar. Cs.

For Middle and Lower

Constitutional
Hai.lam.

0;d and New Testament History.
2 Vols.

indent History, to the Conquests
Great. By Philip Smith.

Ecclesiastical History. Two Vols.
II., lOlWlUll. By Philip Smith.

Englisb Church History. Three Vols. ; I., 606-1609

;

II., loO'J-17i7; III., 1717-188i. By Canon I'umir.

Greece, to the Roman Conquest. By Sir William Suith.
With Coloured Maps and Woodcuts.

SIR WILLIAM SMITH'S

SCHOOL DICTIONARIES.
LATIN.

Smaller latin-English Dictionary.
of I'roiwr Names. Slst Kilition,
Smith and I'rofossor
78. Od.

With a Dictionary
By Sir William

T. D. Hall, M.A. (730 pp.)

By Philip Smith.

of Alexander the

I., A.D. 80-1003;

Borne, to the Establishment of the Empire.
Liddell.

By Dean

BmaUer Greek Graounar,
Forms. 38. Cd.

Greek icoidence. 2s. Gd.

An Introduction to the Greek Testament A Work
for Beginners in Greek. By T. D. Hall. 3s. OU.

ENGLISH COURSE.
•English Grammar, with Exercises. 3s. Gd.

•Primary English Grammar. With Exercises and
Questions. Is.

English Composition. Examples and Exercises. 3s. 6d

The Roman Empire, from its EstaWishmeEt to the
Reiyn of Commodus, ISO. By J. B. Bunr.

Gibbon. By Sir William Smith.

France, to the Fall of the Second Empire. By W. H.
jEkVls.

Ancitnt Geography. By Canon BxvAif.

Modern Geography. By Canon Bevait.

Geography of British India. By Dr. Geobge Smith.

English Language : its Origin and Growth. By Geoeqb
1'. Maemi.

English Literature. With Biographical Notices of tho
Authors. By T. B. Shaw.

Specimens of English Literature. By T. B. Shaw. Ss.

Moral Philosophy. By Dr. Flemihg.

Smaller English-Latin Dictionary. 7b. td.

Larger Latin-English Dictionary, los.

Larger English -Latin Dictionary. CompUed from
Original Sources. 10a.

BIBLE.
Concise DcUonary of the Bible. With illustrations.

2Is.

Smaller Bible Dictionary. With Illustrations. 7s Od.

CLASSICAL.
Classical Dictionary of Greek and Roman Mythology

BioRraphy, and Geography. With 760 Woodcuts.
I^ew and Enlarged Hdttion. J8s.

Smaller Classical Dictionary. With 200 Woodcuts.
7s. Cd.

Smaller Dictionary of Greek acd Re man Antioutties
With 200 Woodcuts. 78. 6d.

o- ^iw^uiuee.

Primary History of Britain.
tf'Aaed Editvni, Coloured Map.

Xeio and thoTO'tghJy

(430 pp.) 25. 6J.

Modem Geography. Ss,

•Smaller Modem Geography. 2s. 6d.

FRENCH COURSE.
PEEMCH PRINOIPIA. -Part I. Grammar, Delectus,

Exercises, Vocabularies, and Materials for Conversa-
tion. 3s. 6d.

•Appxbdix to Part I. Additional Exercises and Exami-
nation Papers. 2s. 8d.

•Part II. A French Reading Book. With Etymo-
logical Dictionary. 4s. Od.

•Part IIL Prose Composition. Is. Cd.

Students' French Grammar. With an introduction
byM. Lnrrn;. Gs.

Smaller French Grammar. 3s. ed.

GERMAN COURSE.
GERMAN PRINCIPIA. 'Part I. Grammar Exercises

\ ocabularies, imd Materials for Conversation. 3s. Od.

•Part II. Readinfr Book ; with Dictionary. 3s. Gd.

Practical German Grammar. For Advanced Students-
is. rt\.

ITALIAN COURSE.
ITALIAN PRINCIPIA. 'Part I. Grammar, Delectus,

i.\ercises, Vocabularies. 3s. 6d.

Part U. An Italian Reading Book. 38. «d.

SIR WILLIAM SMITH'S

SMALLER HISTORIES.
Maps, Flans, acd Woodcuts. IGmo, 3s. Gd. each.

England, fro-n the F.arliest Times to 1887. Kew and
ihtjrc'gftfr/ Bfuisfd Edition,

SCiipture History, continued down to A.D. 70.

Ancient History, down to the Conquests of Ale-xander
the Great.

Ancient Geography.

Modern Geography. Physical and Political, 2s. Gd.

Rome, to the Establishment of the Empire.

Greece, to the Roman Conquest.

Clacslcal Mythology. For Ladies' Schools and Young
Penons.

English Literature. With Lives of our Chief Writers.

Specimens of English Literature.

ETQN COLLEGE SCHOOL BOOKS.
Eton Latin Grammar. For the Higher Form. Cs.

Eton Elementary Latin Grammar. For Use in the
Lower Forms. 3s. Od.

Eton Preparatory Grammar, abridged fiom the ab'-ve
Work. Crown 8vo, 2s.

Eton First Latin Exercise Book, adapted (0 the Latin
Giammar. Crown 8vo, 2s. Gd.

Eton Fourth Form Ovid: Selections from Ovid and
TibuUus. With Notes by H. G. Wihtle, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Eton Horace : The odes, Epodes, and Carmen Sajculare.
With Notes. By F. W. CoBifisu, M.A. In 2 Parts.
With Maps. Cs.

Eton Exercises in Algebra,. 3s.

Eton Exercises in Arithmetic. 3s.

English-Latin Gradus, or Verse Dictionary. By A. c.
AiHGEO, M.A., and H. G. Wi.\t[,e, II.A. (lis pp )
Crown 8vo, 03.

NATURAL SCIENCE, &c.
First Book of Natural PhlTosophy : an introduction

to the Study of Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, Light,
Heat, and Soimd. By Prof. Newxh. 33. Gd.

Elements of Mechanics, including Hydrostatics.
Pixit. Newth. 8s. 6d.

By

D.

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORIES.
England, from the Earliest Times, continued down to

1878. With 30 Woodcnts. Is. Gd.

France, from the Earliest Times to the Fall of the Second
Empire. With Maps and Woodcuts. 2s. Cd.

MRS. MARKHAM'S HISTORIES.
England, from ihe First Invasion by the Romans, down to

tho year IbflO. With 100 Woodcuts. Price 3s. Gd.

F/ ance, from the Conquest of Gaul by Caesar, down to
1878. With 70 Woodcuts. 3s. Gd.

Germany, from the invasion by Marius, to 1880. With
60 Woodcuts. 3s. Gd.

MUERAlY'S

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION MANUALS.
EDITED BY PROFESSOR KNIGHT,

of St. Andrews University.

An Introduction to Modem Geology. By R.
KoBERTri. With Illustrations and Coloured Maps.

The Realm of Nature : a Manual of Physiography. By
Dr. H. R. Mill. With 18 Coloured Maps and 68
Illustrations. 5a.

The Study of Animal Life. By J. Autsub Thomsok.
With Many Illustrations. 63.

The Rise of the British Dominion in India. By
sir ALFnED Ltall. From the Karly Days of the East
India Company. With Coloured Maps. 4s. Gd.

The Physiology of the Senses. By Professoi
McKenduick and Dr. Sxodgbass. With Illustrations.

l3. Od.

Chapters In Modem Botany. By Professor Patrick
Geddes. With IllustratioiiS. 33. Gd.

Logic. Inductive and Deductive By William Misto,
late Professor of Logic, University of Aberdeen. With
Diagrams. 4s. Gd.

A full list and all details rtlatirtg to this Sciit^s sent on

applicaticn 10 the raUiaher.

• Keys to thete Workt supplied to Aitthenticated Tcaehert on written Application,

A.r>r>r,iOA.TiON.

London: JOHN MURRAY, Albimabli: SiRtET, W.
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RICHARD BENTIEY & SON'S
LIST.

" Who Jmi mat wWomm ' Ttinptt Dmr 1
' "—JOMS Be I.L.

NOTICE.-THE JANUARY ISSUE
(eommciioing n New Vnhuiu) of

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZ/NE
luay now lie ciVtniiic<l at nil nDoksellcn, iinJ Uinhrii.v

BeokaulU. It containii, BininiK oihcr »rticlcB iif

lutBrertr-LKITKIlS of KDWAUI) KITZGKRALD to

FANSY KKMfll.K, IS-l-lNSS—THK JEW and tlio

JKWKI. -I.UTriiKl.I.-AN OI,l) SoriKTY WIT, by
Mr.. A^D«rw^•l.o^^K-I•RI()R GILIIKKTS SISTKR-
BUMK UKAUTIKS of CDWPKR-I.KTTKRS from n

FRKNCn ATKI.IKR--WITII COMPI.IMRNTS ami

THANKS "-and LADY JEAN'S VAGARIES. Chaps.

JX.-XI.

"Tlicre i« aliimdant proof in tlio January numlwr of

Ttmpir Bar tliat tliia world-ronowncU niagazino is still likely

to bold its own."— /'"r»ni/i Chr'iu'elr, Docemlier a<, 1804.

IfEW WOBK8.
SKCONI) EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MBS.
Afi/rSTI'l CIIAVEN, Author of " Lo Recit d'uno
Scrur." With Evinicts from her Uiarics and Corres-

iraiidonce. By MARIA CATHERINE BISHOP. In

i vols., crown 8vo, with Portraits of Mrs. Craven, ais.

THIRD EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MRS.
IlKSRY n'nOD, Author of " East Lynnc," *c. By
CHARLES W. WOOD. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, with
3 Portraits and Ci nhiHtrations, (3s.

•• Mrs. Wood had a career of so singular a fame that her
biography must nceils attract cona'dcrable attention. From
cover to cover there is not a dull page."— V'lwn.

NOW READY.

FORTY YEARS at the
I'OST oFFIfK, IHSO-l'^CM). A Personnl Narmtive. By
FUEDEttU'K K. liAINES, C.IJ. lu 3 vols., laryc
crown Hvo, with Diagrams, ic, 2l6.

"Tlio author rIvcs a full and jfraphic account of the
l*areol I'ost syslcin, and of its memorable * Hrst day.'

Tho Iniin, Iho boat, and the mmlern cowch, in ho far as
they do the work of the I'ost, Office, arc also fully noticed.
The submarine cables have a chapter to tlieniselves ; and
a copious a|)i>ciidi\ fi-ivca Btatistical and teclinii-al informa-
tioD. The work has, in some jiurts, as much interest :i»

mmancc. and, in others, tho value and importiinco of a
wcll-writton history of ouo of the {greatest institutions of
our time."

—

Daily Stws.

NOW READY.

NOLLEKENS and Ms
TtilES. B^- JOHN THOMAS SMITH, formerly Keeper
of the Prints and Dniwinjrs in the British Museum.
EdiUxl by EDMUND OOSSE. In 1 vol., domy 8vo,
with Portrait, 15s.

NOW BEADY.

MEMOIRSofanA UTHOR
By PERCY l-IT/.GERAT.D. M.A., P.K.A., Author of
" Recreations of a Literary Man," " Tho Lives of tho
.Sheridiins," &c. In 'J vols., demy Hvo, with Portrait, 28.=".

"The author gossips in a light and agreeable way about
notable people he has known and noteworthy incidcntg
which have come under his observation in the couwe of a
singularly active and remarkably varied Uternry career.
Tho whole \Knik. is eminently readable and entertaining."

Daihj yttc.i,

NOW READY.

The LIVES of JAMES
HOLMES and JOBX VAULEY. By ALKllKD
THOMAS 8T0KY, Author of "The Life of John
Linnell." In 1 vol., demy 8vo, Ug.

NEW NOVELS.
NOW READY.

LADY JEAN'S VAGA-
HIES. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, Os.

NOW READY.

CORNISH DIAMONDS.
By ELIZABETH GODFREY, Author of "'Twixt Wof.d
and Sea," Ac. In 2 vols., crown »vo.

NOW READY.

A FAMILY ARRANGE-
MKST. By the Author of "Dr. Edith Ilomney. In
3 vols., crown 8vo,

XOTICE.— On nEDKSSDA V XBXT,
EAST LYXSE (350M Thotitand),

On jinl rolume <,/ ll,r nrw iatnr of HUH. IlESRy n'onH'S
XOVSLS U'iil If Tiailu "I all nookntlltrt ; in ml Hotli, </ili

Uttrrtd OH tiilf, 2».Qi.;andin ijrttn clotht plainer iitidiiig^ 2«.

RiCHARn BxNTLEY & SoN, New BarliDgton Street
Publiihen in OrJiaarr to Hct Htjedy the Uus-m.

NOW READY,

Vo!. I.

OF THE

POETICAL
WORKS

or

SIR WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

Selected and Edited, with Intioductloa

and Notes,

ANDREW LANG.

In 2 vols., crown 8?o, price 63. in cloth ; or,

6j. half-bound.

Uniform with the Dryburgh Edition of the

Waverley Novels.

IFol. ir. ready I'U. 1.

NOW READY.

Part III.

DICTIONARY

OF BIRDS

ALFRED NEWTON,
M.A., F.R S.,

ProfesEor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy

in the University of Cambridge.

Assisted by HANS GADOW, E.E.S.

With Conlrlbutiona from Richard Lydekkbb,

B.A., F.R.8., Charles S. Rot, M.A., F.R.8.,

End E. W. SttUFBLDT, M.D.

To be completed in Four Parts.

Demy 8vo, Illustrated, price 7g. Gd, each net.

CLARENDON PRESS LIST.

THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

New Parts, 4to, pni)or covers.

A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY

ON HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES.
Founded mainli/ on the materiaU eolUcted by the Philo-

logical Society.

D-DECEIT. Edited by Dr. MURRAY. 3». 6d.

DECEIT-DEJECr. Kditod by Dr. MURRAY. 28. «d.

F-PANa. Edited by HENRY BRADLEY, M.A. 23. 6d.

The Delegates of the Press have arranged for the punotaal
issue of tho letters D and F in Quarterly Sections. One
Section at least, consisting of 61 pages, will be published
quarterly at Half-a-Crown.

Just published, in 3 vols., cloth, K^.

PLATO'S REPUBLIC. The Greek Text.
Kdited, with Notes and Kssays, by the latg Professor
B. JOWETT, M.A.. Master of Balliol ColleRe, 0.tford.

and LEWIS CAMPBELL, M.A., Emeritus Professor of
IJreek in the University ot SU Andrews. Vol. I. TEXT.
Vol. II. ESSAYS. VoL IIL NOTES.

"A detnilcil appreciation of eo elaborate an edition of
this immortal work—an edition on which Jowett bestowed
such prolonged and loving labour—is beyond the limits of
our space and pur))ose. Such an edition will appeal not
only to all scholars, but to all friends of the late Master of

Bailiol. It must sutllce to offer it a cordial welcome, and
to recognise the sympathetic skill andthe judicious scholar*

ship with which Professor Lewis Campbell has executed
his share in its production.'*

—

Tinea,

BOUNC UNIFORM WITH ABOVE.

THE BEPUBLIO. Translated into English,
with Analysis and Introduction, by the late Professor
B. JOWETT, M.A. Third Edition. Medium 8vo,

129, (kl. ; half-roan, Us.

Just published, demy 8vo, cloth, 2ls.

THE LATIN LANGUAGE: an Uistorlcal
Account of Latin Sounds uikI Flexions. By W. M,
LIND3AY, Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford.

*' In this work will be found tho completcat reixjrtory of

philological facts, and the fullest statement and discussion

of philological principles, that the wide literature of the

stu'iy of comparative grammar has produced for the laat

thirty years."— 67n.-'^yw Iltratd,

Just publiahod, crown 870, half bound, 83. 6d. net.

ADAMNANI VITA S. COLUMBAE.
Edited from Dr. Reeve's Text, with an Introtluctiou

oil Karly Irish Church History, Notes, and a Glossary,
by J. T. FOWLER, M.A., D.C.L., F.S.A., Lecturer iu

Hebrew, Librarian, and Vice - Principal of Bishop
Hatfield's Hall, in the University of Durham.

** Dr. Fowler has laid the clergy of tho Iris'a Church
under a great obligation by the publication cf this meet
valuable work."—iriiA Ecclesiastical Gazette,

Just pnl>lished, Svo, cloth, "3. 6J.

DEUTEROGRAPHS. Duplicate Pascages in

the Old Testament : their Bearing on the Text and Com-
pilation of the Hebrew Seriptures, Arranged and
Annotated by ROBERT B. GIRDLESTONE, M.A.,
Honorary Canon of Christ Church, and formerly
Principal of Wycliffe Hall.

"The work is a scholarly performanco, and with its

Notes and Appendices should prove very valuable to

students as a book of reference."— CAr/s(ia« World,

A. & 0. BLAOK, Souo ^uuaub, London.

THE COMPLETION OF THE OXFORD CHAUCER
may be expected nbout Jan. 17th.

In vols., demy Svo, with Portrait and Facsimiles.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of OEOFFEEY
CHAUCE B. Edited from numerous MSS. by Professor
W, W. SKEAT. Vols. I.-V., already published, 16s. each.

Just published, e.\tra fcap. Svo, stiff covers. Is. 6d,

MILTON'S PEOSODY : an Examination of the
Hulos of the Blank Verse in Milton's later Poems, with
Account of tho VersiDcntion of SAMSON AGONISTES,
and General Notes by KOBEET BRIDGES.

Just published, extra fcap. Svo, cloth, 4s. Od.

GOETHE'S DIOHTUNG UND WAHRHEIT.
The Fir.-it Four Books. (Being Vol. XII. of "German
Classics.") Edited, with Introduction, NotCT, Ac, by
C. A. BUCHHEIM, Phil.D.

Full Catalogues post free on application.

London : HENRY FROWDE,
Olahendon Pkess Wabeuoube, Amen Cobnek, E.G.
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LITERATURE.
Life ani Letters of Bean Church. Edited by

his Daughter, Mary C. Church. With a

Preface by the Dean of Chriat Church.

(Macmillans )

Apparently Dr. Church is to be a mystery

to the end. His daughter "aimed at a book

of letters rather than a complete biography"

;

his son-in-law, in his sketch of " the mind
that is to bo found' in them," deliberately

passes ov€r "his place and work in the

field of theology." " The consideration of

his thought and teaching in theology would,

by reason of those demands and oppor-

tunities which make the difference between

theology and every other science, carry this

essay deep into the full consideration of

traits purely moral and spiritual." The
sketch by Canon Scott Holland, which tells

us most, leaves us uncertain as to the

character of his woik at St. Paul's. He
was an ideal dean, for his canons looked up
to him, and he knew how to be strict with

vergers and choristers, and got on very

well with both his bishops ; but he had
"no formal initiative," everything had to

be done in the very best way to satisfy him.
" His dissatisfaction was a final objection,

the matter must be dropped. All this would
happen almost in silence ; certainly without

much argument." Later on, we hear that,

when his health compelled him to with-

draw from the pulpit to his study, he still

continued to act as a second conscience to

men in high station. Apparently there are

no unprinted letters which would throw

light on this side of his life, or enable us

to test the impression that as a conscience

for other men he rather resembled the

sign which was given to Socrates, that never

bade and often forbade. There is a very

impressive page in the preface on some-

thing
" which lay fuither back in his character than
cither his patience or his power of anger, and
which, Canon Scott Holland tells us, reminded
some of ' the wrath of the Lamb.' He seemed
to bear about with him a certain bidden,

isolating, constraining, and ennobling fear,

which quenched the dazzling light of many
things that attract most men—a fear which
would have to be clean got rid of before time-

serving or unreality could have a chance with

him."

The letters hardly illustrate this side

of Dr. Church at all : they illustrate

abundantly his saving sense of humour.
It would have been interesting if there had
been materials to trace the movements of so

rare a mind during the time between the

publication of Tract XC. and his settlement

at Whatley. All we have are two most

entertaining letters to tho future lord

Blachford—one dealing with the ingenuity

and activity of Golightly in fanning the

agitation against Tract XC. and bringing

the Four Tutors together; the other, which,

if possible, is racier, describes how Lewis
and Morris raced round Oxford without their

breakfasts (it was a Yigil) to stir up opposi-

tion against granting an honorary degree

to a distinguished American, who happened
to be an Unitarian, and how the degree was
smuggled through by the Vice-Chancellor

while the undergraduates were storming at

Jelf through the memorable Commemora-
tion of 1843, when the prize poems could

not be recited. At the time Church and
his friends thought that it was the Vice-

Chancellor who was discredited by the

affair, and expected to have the surrep-

titious degree annulled. We are not told

how the matter ended. There is a graver

note of disapproval in an extract about

Morris and Lewis (afterwards the translator

of St. John of the Cross), who used to meet
Ward and Bowyer, the defenders of every-

thing which wise men gave up, and "talk

strong." Another confirms Pusey's estimate

of the deterioration of most "'verts," though,

according to Church, the deterioration was
only temporary. " No letters of 1816

havo been preserved," which is a pity,

for it was the year of the foundation

of the Guardian, when Church reviewed the

Vestiges of Creation to the admiration of

Owen. A reference to tho date of the

review would have been acceptable, and we
might have been told whether the reviewer

as well as his biographer ascribed that once

famous book to Lyell.

In 1847 Church went to Greece to stay

with his uncle. Sir Eichard Church, and
then to Constantinople, returning by Corfu

and Italy. His letters during this period

are given very fully, and they aro the best

kind of letters of travel : those which

describe the motley Greek political life of

the day in the Chamber and the coffee house

will furnish more than one footnote to future

histories of modern Greece. Throughout
the writer is preoccupied, willingly, with the

picturesque outside of things : there are few
reflections, nothing of the solemnity of temper

of Newman's momentous tour with Hurrell

Froude. Once or twice Church notices

points like the contrast between English and

Kussian behaviour in church, and, without

giving an opinion of his own, observes that

during the first flush of enthusiasm for

Pius IX, everybody thought it too good to

last.

Tho later letters on public affairs are

rather like Spectator articles in undress. Of

course, they are scrupulously fair. At the

outset of the American War he was inclined,

as many Northerners had been, to hail the

prospect of separation which would end the

responsibility of New England for slavery;

he was very much impressed by the Northern

victory. There is nothing to tell us what

he thought of the attempt to admit the

emancipated slaves to political and even

social equality. In the same way we have

some very shrewd and characteristic remarks

d uring the Vatican Council about the poor

French bishops who were helpless when
confronted with their own fine language,

and also about the sudden " precipitation "

of dislike to the ways of the Eoman Curia
which gave the real meaning to the opposi-
tion. There is nothing to show that he took
any interest in the " Old Catholics." It is

true that, when that body of distinguished
ecclesiastics, with their equally distinguished
sympathisers, were cackling most busily over
their addled egg. Church was fully occupied
and much oppressed by the task of settling

into his new deanery.
But, upon the whole, the letters do give

the impression that the writer took only
a transient interest in transitory things.

Arnold's letters, for instance, come much
nearer to a continuous commentary on the
life of the time. Another impression is a
sort of aloofness, of irony, of reserve. Tho
letter in which he announces his first article

on St. Anselm to his mother is really re-

markable in this way. Of course he had to

allow for her Protestantism ; but, viewed from
inside, St. Anselm is not without attractions

for Protestants. It was Church's own choice

to present his subject from the outside as

a picture of the cat-and dog life an arch-

bishop had to live in the eleventh century.

He wrote in the same detached way about
his children, almost as a neutral observer

might. He found his son odd and his

daughters interesting : when the former was
djing he appears to have discovered, for

the first time, that he had been an affec-

tionate son. There can be no doubt ho
himself was an affectionate friend, but he
writes of Newman almost drily. When the

time came for tho Apologia, what struck

him most was the pain of the performance
and the risk of failure ; he also wished from
the first to have the history of Newman's
religious opinions detached from the con-

troversy with Kingsley. Again, he felt

more strongly than most on his side that,

after the Bulgarian atrocities, it would be
a crime to support the Turks ; but in the

extracts from his letters he keeps entirely to

the tone of unimpassioned curiosity : he
seems to care more for the impression that

Disraeli's role at Berlin made upon Newman
than for its political results.

The letters to Newman and to Asa Gray,
when he yielded to pressure and accepted

the Deanery of St. Paul's, are among the

few in which he lets himself go. That to

the American botanist is decidedly tho

fuller and more expansive. The whole
correspondence is very interesting and cha-

racteristic. Church entered so intelligently

and affectionately into studies which lay

quite out of his own line, and had such a
keen sympathy with the labours which he
could never undertake of a work de tongue

haleine, like Dr. Gray's on the Compositae :

he so evidently valued the friendship, which
had to be kept up under conditions he felt to

be burdensome—almost every letter begins

with an apology for not having written

before. Another correspondence with the

present Vicar of Leeds has several note-

worthy traits. There is an estimate of

Stanley (pp. 293-4) scrupulously impartial,

with one shrewd remark that if he had
lived earlier he would have counted, like

Scott and Wordsworth, among the precursors

of the Oxford Movement. It may be com-

pared with a note to Mozley in 18C5 :

"Ho seems to mo in the position of prophet
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•nd lekder, fall of eagerness and enlhiisiMin

and brilUaut talent, all heightened by success—
but without a creed to preach."

A letter to Lird Blachford tells us that it

-nras one of the defects of Mozley, like

Stanley, to be "Bomewhat of a deepiser."

To judge by a letter to Gray on Bacon,

Church Bcoms to have been a little of a

despiser himself. lie was irritated by
Spedding's laborious apologies for the

shabby side of JJacon's career, tiU he could

not realise how public-spirited and even

large-hearted a statesman fell in him

:

considering, too, how often and how
diligently he went over tiie parts of the

Jrutauralh, with which it was possible for

such a man to make progress at such a time,

it is rather severe of his biographer to

complain that " ho did no real work." Uo
was not exactly either a man of science or

even a philosopher: he drew up a magni-

licent prospectus for a joint stock company
of researchers, which he did not live to see

founded. The company has done a very

good business, not (juite on the lines of the

prospectus which helped to float it. One
alwajs feels that with Church severity was
an instinct and j ustice a conquest. It was
a costly conquest too. Here is a character-

istic utterance to Mozley

:

" I should like to have other talks with you
also, e.(/., this Final Court of Appeal business,

about which I cannot satisfy myself at all. I

do not like clerical judges; and if there is to

be a creed at all, this legal way of dealing

with theology reduces it to an absurdity."

Uow unanswerable that is and how in-

ellective. When Essayt and Jieviews ap-

peared, ho was apparently satisfied to state

in a private letter the questions which in

his opinion it raised, and would have to be
dealt with. lie did not attempt to give any
immediate guidance to the swarm of puzzled,

angry orthodox who buzzed about tho
bishops ; he left them to find a standard-
bearer in Pusey and a trumpeter in Burgon.
Many years after, when a lady asked whether
the clergy had been doing their duty in

allowing Jiuhert Ehmere to take the religious

world by surprise, he replied in substance
that the clergy as a body were quite in-

competent to deal with Biblical criticism

and its spiritual results, if any, and did well
to leave both alone : he refrained from
adding that they set an excellent example
to lady novelists. When he was reading
for a fellowship, it was a great wish of his
" to lay the foundations of his mind amid
the works of Bishop Butler"; he also found
something " in Maurice and his master
Coleridge, which wakened thought more
than any other writings almost." There
are several letters on theological subjects
to Mr. Mules and the Principal of Hertford
College, which give us glimpses of what
ho thought of matters on which he did not
preach. He laid quite as much stress on
our ignorance as Butler, and probably had
a keener eye for the ever-widening range of

questions which ho thought unanswerable.
He entered fully into one (ide of Coleridge,
the side in which he traced out thesis and
antithesis, and was a solvent of traditional

dogmatism : he never entertained Cole-

ridge's ambition to complete a speculative

reconstruction of theology. He had such a

strong conviction that theology was not a

subject to argue about that one is surprised

at his unfeigned respect for the body of

doctrine which the Fathers who argued so

confidently bequeathed to the Church. The
reason for thii inconsistency, it it was one,

may have been that, though his keen ejes

ranged widely, he seldom took systematic

views. Thus, in 1857, he imparts a dis-

covery made in reading Perthes' Life and
Letters, that the " wild German thinkers"

of tho first quarter of the century were not

without "much real goodness and often

strong religious feeling." In 1879 he re-

flects that the Council of Constancj " is a

turning-point worth knowing about," and
resolves to look it up in Milman. Shirley,

who was appointed to the chair of Stanley,

tho only preferment Church ever coveted,

was not a man of genius, but ho had more
of the temper of a student.

Two or three more points deserve to be
noticed. He disapproved of the Ritualists,

though his indigaation at the one-sided way
in which they were treated from the

Knjghtsbridge to the Lincoln judgment
never cooled. He lived just long enough
to commend that achievement of the prelate

whose chair he might have filled. The
happiest part of his life was spent at

Whatley, especially after he could afford to

travel, where he got on well with the poor,

though, or because, ho was alwa)'8 shy of

them. Tho greater part of the letters of this

period relate to his travels in Switzerland.

O. A. SiMCOX,

Ode», and Other Poems. By William Watson.
(John Lane.)

Mil. AVatson's new collection is varied in

subject, but contains no innovation on his

regular manner. His poetical principles

are by now probably matured, and are not
likely to change. He is a warier Words-
worth, ever on his guard against twaddle
and prolixity, his master's besetting sins.

Sometimes, perhaps, in liis zea), ho now
goes too far, and might fairly allow himself

more words for his thought. However, he
is never obscure on purpose, like some who
think thus to louk Shaksperian ; and his

sense is usually too sensible to need a veil.

Usually, not always ; for sometimes he in-

dulges in conceits which look all the queerer
expressed in his statuesque language. Take
the close of his first Ode :

" And not uncrowned with honours raw
My diys, and not without a boast shall end !

For I was Shakspure's countryman
;

And wort not thou my friend f
"

Now here, possibly, 11. 3 and 4 are both
meant for the "boast," but the "For"
seems more elegantly to refer 1. 3 to 1 and
4 to 2. The compliment to Mr. Hutton may
pass ; hyperbole is the soul of compliment.
But can any man, any poet even, feel that
being a compatriot of the Bard is any special

personal boast or any crowning honour 'i

That blessing is shared by so many millions.

It reminds me of the amateur apostles
whom I hear under my windows urging
the public to subscribe pence to keep them
in idleness by promising that in Heaven
one and all shall " wear a golden crown."
Obviously, were cro?nis all of one pattern

the universal headdress, we should fondly

regret, Eome our comfortable smoking- capp,

others their superlative chimney-pots, or

killing bonnets. " Shakspere's country-

man " is therefore too much of a flourish,

unless meant as a grown-up variant on the

familiar, " But I was born a Christian

child," in which case it is rather flat.

The four Odes are Horatian in character

—

indeed, the last is a version of the favourite.

Rectim vives, Licini, somewhat too much
amplified here and there perhaps, but as a

whole, what translations rarely are, poetry

which at first hand would still be fine poetry.

For instance the third stanza, where we will

mark the pure interpolations in italics :

" Most rocks the pine that soars afar

When liates arc tempest-wliirUd.

Direst the crash when turrets are

In dusly ruins hurled.

The thunder loveth best to scar

Tho bright broies of the world."

In tho last stanza :

" When life's straits roar and hem thee sore,

Be bold ; naught else avails,

But when thy canvas swells before

Tco proudly prospering gales.

For once ba proud with coward's lore.

And timely reef thy sails."

the nautical metaphor imported into the

relui angm'is of the first line is a distinct

improvement, both as balancing the succeed-

ing metaphor and at onco recurring to the

motif of the first stanzx. Mr. Watson's last

four linos are admirable.

"Tho First Skylark in Spring" is a fine

poem indeed, dignified, sweet, and highly

finished. Wordsworthian in feeling and

character, it has many inspired phrases

which are worthy of "In Memoriam."
" Lakeland Once More " is an experiment

in elegiac metre, of course unrhymed, and of

course a failure. The English pentameter

always seems to end with a contemptuous

jerk or gibe—a sort of yah! Nowhere is

the want of rhyme so distressing to our

pampered ears. "Domine quo Vadis" is

an important piece in heroic couplets,

based on a legend of St. Peter in the

First Persecution. The theme is worked

out with much sustained force, and many
of the lines have extraordinary power.

Thus the Church is " the panting huddled

flock whose crime was Christ," . . .

"flung to the lions to make mirth For

dames that ruled the lords that ruled

tho earth." I will cite just two more

couplets—" ' More light, more cheap,' they

cried, 'we hold our lives Than chaff the

flail, than dust the whirlwind drives,' " and
" Let us, His vines, be in the winepress

trod. And poured a beverage for the lips of

God."
The remaining poems are shorter, mostly

lyrics. None are equal to the two or three

masterpieces which Mr. Watson has already

achieved, and which he is never likely to

better. The title, "Song in Imitation of

the Elizabethans," might, I think, have

been transferred from the not very satis-

factory poem it adorns to that beginning
" Bid me no more to other eyes," which has

a far truer ring. " A Study in Contrasts
"

is excessively clever, and the blank verse

good, save that it perhaps leans too much
to Tennyson's trick of three-word lines. It

is a profoundly discriminating description
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of cat-and-dog nature and all they sym-

bolise, in which we are glad, but not sur-

prised, to see the cat has the best of it. The
Is'ew National Anthem, "God Save our

Ancient Land," will never do : it reads like

a parody on the old one, which itseU reads

like a burlesque on some still older one now
extinct. " Tell me not now " is one of Mr.

"Watson's prettiest songs ; and in " A Eiddle

of the Thames," a mere graceful trifle, we
find his descriptive povrers at their best.

Of the sonnets, we need only say that they

do not fall below his usual standard.

That Mr. Watson is a poet no one now
doubts : a thoughtful, accomplished, and
judicious poet—in fact, a warier Words-
worth. My only doubt is whether he is

sympathetic enough : whether his beautiful

lines charm as they ought to charm. It is

a pure question of fact, of fact which hardly

allows of explanation. For myself the only

lines of Mr. Watson's that have stuck in

my memory are some from his sweet little

lyric, " Strange the world around me lies."

I remember the gist of most of his poems,

but none of the words. Is this the case

•with other readers? Do people mumble
scraps of Mr. Watson to themselves as they

do their favourite morsels of Byron, Camp-
bell, and Tennyson? I do not know; but

I want to know. Because if they do, then

he possesses the crowning attribute of a
poet ; and his work—that is, a tithe of it,

which for any poet is a large proportion

—

will live.

E. PUKCELL.

Memoirs of the DucJiesse de Gontaut, Gou-
vernante to the Children of France during
the Restoration, 1773-1836. Translated

from the French by Mrs. J. W. Davis.

(Chatto & Windus.)

Tjie Duchesse de Gontaut was born in 1773.

She wrote these Memoirs eighty years

afterwards. In that long interval of time

she had experienced many vicissitudes of

fortune : had known exile and poverty, had
occupied an important and envied place at

court, had followed the elder branch of the

Bourbons into a second and more hopeless

exile. Sunshine and shadow, such had
been her life ; but ia the service of the ill-

starred Bourbons the sunshine was brief

and checkered, and the shadow long-lasting

and deep.

That her Memoirs have contributed any
important new facts in the history of her
time, or thrown unexpected light upon the

facts already known, can scarcely perhaps
be said. Such interest as they possess—and
they are very interesting—is not political.

No doubt once and again, when the ruin of

the monarchy was imminent, Charles X.
heard from her lijjs words of sobriety and
wisdom. But generally she disclaims all

pretensions to statecraft, all special know-
ledge of state sefrets, and is not prone to

pass judgment upon the world's affairs.

How then is her work interesting? It is

interesting, as I conceive, in the first place,

aa a piece of self-portraiture : because it

gives us the picture of a lady of the
old regime, brave in adversity, not unduly
elated in prosperous days, and always
gracious, tactful, kindly, and self-devoted.

It is interesting, in the second place, because

the accidents of life, and particularly her
position at court, brought her into close

contact with the royal family of France, so

that she takes us, as it were, into daily

familiar intercourse with them. And she
witnessed, a not unmoved spectator, several

scenes that will be for ever memorable in

history.

Her father had superintended the edu-
cation of Louis XVI. She herself was
educated, with the Orleans princes, by
Mme. de Genlis, and took part, quite as

a child, in the gaieties of the French
court—where Marie Antoinette used to call

her " Little Mouse." When the Revolution

broke out, her mother and she followed

the stream of the emigrant nobles—hoped
for a moment to re-enter France with

the invading Brunswick, were involved in

the flight of the defeated coalition, and
finally found a refuge in England. Here,

in spite of her poverty—or, perhaps, rather,

as one is entitled to believe, because of it

—

she experienced a " kindly and cordial "

hospitality, and " formed that strong attach-

ment to England " for which, as would
appear, she was sometimes reproached by
her compatriots. The young woman, with
her French vivacity, her tact, her kindli-

ness, made many friends, was received, and
evidently on terms of equality, by the best

English society. George III. spoke kindly

words to her, and did not limit his good
ofiices to words alone. She read TeUmaque
to Pitt. She was on familiar terms with

ArthurWellesley. She listened to Sheridan's

glittering talk. The Prince Regent, whose
claim to be considered the first gentleman
in Europe has been so savagely disputed,

treated her with grace and courtesy.

"One evening I wa3 at Lady Salisbury's

with Lady Clarendon, who wished to go for a
moment to the house of her sister, Lady Mary-
borough. She said she would come back for me
in a few minutes. Not wishing to keep her
waiting, I went down into the hall. The
Prince Regent came down, saw me,
and asked if he could serve me in any
way. I made a bow, and excused myself.
' If your carriage has not come yet, pray take

mine,' he said, offering his hand. I drew back,

and said, very respectfully, but with a gesture

of refusal, ' I will wait, Monseigneur, if you
please.' ' Ob, Madame,' he said with a gracious

smile, ' if I venture to offer you my carriage,

bo assured that I proposed to get up bahind.'

At this moment a footman announced that

Lady Clarendon's carriage was waiting for me

;

the Prince made his own carriage draw back,

and gave me his hand to assist me into mine,

opening the door for me himself. Very few
sovereigns would have done this at all, and I

know of none who would have done it so

gracefully."

At last, after long years, there came to

these French exiles a day of days—a day
never to be forgotten—" a great day," says

the loyal Mme. de Gontaut, " which filled

my" heart with joy, such as comes to us

but rarely in a lifetime." The Corsican

usurper had abdicated. Louis XVIII. had
consented to return to Paris as king. All

was joy and jubilation. Among the persons

who accompanied the restored monarch back

to France—and by his special order—was
Mme. de Gontaut. It was a changed France
to which she returned, after an exile, with

one short break, of some twenty years.
She herself presented an outlandish appear-
ance to her Parisian friends :

" They inquired gaily what could ba the
reason of the great quantity of gold pendants
which were the only ornaments of my black
spencer, and the cuffs on my sleeves. I

explained that they were all the fashion in

London, and that the Duke of Wellington had
brought them to me from Spain. ' She is

very proud of them,' said Mme. de Valence,
laughing ;

' the Duke of "Wellington is her hero

,

and I c»n quite understand it.'
"

Again, she says : "I had thought my dress
very elegant in London, and wore it again
at the Tuileries, only without feathers, and
every one took me for a foreigner."

It was in the spring of 1817 that Mme.
de Gontaut was appointed gouvernante to the
child about to be born to the Due and
Duchesse de Berry. The place of governess
to the Children of France was one of great
honour, but also of great responsibility, and
involving constant attendance on her royal
charges—an attendance so constant, indeed,

that when Mme. de Gontaut's husband
was dying she could not obtain leave to

visit him. She probably owed her appoint-

ment to the personal regard and respect of

Louis XVIIL, and of the Duke and
Duchess, and to the credit with which she
had brought up her own two daughters.
It was an appointment, as already said,

that naturally brought her into daily, almost
hourly contact with the royal family, and
made her a close partaker in their few joj's

and many sorrows. Thus, on the fatal ISth

of February, 1820, when the Due de Berry
was struck down by the assassin's dagger,

it fell to her to carry his infant child to the

dying man.

" Madame came forward, took her child, and
carried it to Monseigneur. Ho tried to em-
brace her. 'Poor child!' he said, 'may you
bo less unhappy than your father I ' He held
out his arms as if in blessing. Madame gave
the child back to me. She was still asleep,

and I laid her down behind the pillow on
Monseigneur's bed."

Again, she was present—was, indeed, one
of the chief witnesses—at that strange birth-

scene, when the Comte de Chambord, " the

miraculous child," came into the world.

And in 1830, during the July days, when the

monarchy of the Elder Branch fell crumbling
to pieces, she was, as one may say, in the
thick of the ruins. Sainte-Beuve, reviewing
Marmont's Memoirs in 1852, contrasted

Louis Napoleon's then recent successful

cottp cFclat with the inept and abortive coup

d'etat attempted by Polignac twenty years

before. Even in this book, by a non-
political woman, the imbecility of the

rulers, the total inadequacy of the measures
taken for attack or defence, the hopeless

moral and material disorganisation, are

but too apparent. Her description of the

court during those days of disaster is of

the highest interest. " How miserable it is

to be a woman," cried the young Duchesse

de Berry, as the bells rang and the guns
roared, and she entreated the King to allow

her to ride into Paris and show herself to

the people. " She received no reply, save

a stern command to stay where she was,

and wait"—a reply which "only exasper-
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ated Ler the more." She, with all her faults,

was the man of the party, as she afterwards

showed when trying to raise the standard

of revolt in the West. One smiles, perhaps,

at the figure she presents as she stands, in

the grey dawn, after the flight from Saint-

Cloud, " in riding habit, with little pistols

at her belt "—answering the King, who
asked why she was thus accoutred : "To
defend my children in casetheyare attacked."

But though one smiles—theKing at thetime,

we are told, smiled too—the smile is not a

smile of pity, still less of contempt. If

Louis XVI. and Charles X. had possessed

more of her kind of courage, the history

of France might hare had to be written

differently.

FaAinc T. Marziais.

CJimhing in the Himalayas. By W. M.
Oonway. Maps and Scientific Beports.

(Fisher Unwin.)

In this volume Mr. Conway completes the

story of his journey, and lays out for us his

scientific gleanings, which greatly enhance
its value. Foremost among these en-

hancements are the maps, the want of

which was felt by every reader who tried

to follow, in detail, his glacier exploration.

They have been reduced from the sketch
map made by him during his journey, and
are now issued on the scale of half an inch
to a mile. This is something less than half
that of the Swiss Siegfried, but certainly

these Indian maps are not overcharged with
minutiae. As Mr. Conway has himself
pointed out, they have their shortcomings

;

but in view of the immense area surveyed,
and the extremely short time at the sur-
veyor's disposal, they strike ua as a remark-
able achievement. These are the first maps
to give anything like a complete picture of
even a fragment of the snowy region of the
Karakoram Himalayas ; for on the Indian
Atlas the glaciers are merely little tails of ice

ending in the valley, without indications of
their natural sources in the nevo. But even
now the work is only half done. The great
nevt'i basins have not been really surveyed,
which can only be done by actually climb-
ing up to them

; and for this in most eases
there was no time. If one looks at these
pictures of the Baltoro Glacier, and the two
great ic9 streams that lead to and from the
Hispar Pass, one sees scores of steep ribs
holding up ice torrents right and left, each
fed by great snowfields, the upper levels of
which had to remain unvisited. Valuable
as this map is in its way of showing how
much the party saw, it is perhaps still more
valuable in suggesting now much more
remains unseen.

The volume contains, besides, the experts'
reports on the specimens of rocks, on the
plants, and on the butterflies and moths
obtained by the expedition. There is also
the list of altitudes measured by barometer,
and the observations of Qolden Throne
and K. ; this last being put at 27,250 feet,

which is 500 feet lower than the finding
in the Great Trigonometrical Survey. As the
Government surveyors determined the point
from nine difFeront stations, and with com-

as Mr. Conway has elsewhere admitted, that

this beautiful giant really tops 28,000 feet.

Lieut. -Colonel Durand, lately British

Agent at Gilgit, contributes a most interest-

ing excursus on the country traversed by
Mr. Oonway. He draws a fascinating

picture, not only of the glory of the

mountains, but of the charm of the people,

and speaks with something like enthusiasm

of their cheery and manly character. There
are Shiahs and Sunnis, and the worshippers

of the mad Khalif, who werd known
of old as the Assassins ; but there is hardly

a trace of fanaticism among any of them.

They fight well, particularly behind in-

trenchments ; but the inclination to murder,

congenital in the Fathan, is in them con-

spicuously absent. And the rulers are no
less picturesque than the people. Here is

a portrait of the Mehtar of Chitral, a type of

the warrior prince, in a land where it is

ever "the reddest sword that wins ":

"The old Mehtar was a typical mountain chief,

tall, handsome, distinguished-looking, with a
princely bearing and a dignified courtesy to his

guests ; he was relentless, cruel as death, a
past-master in dissimulation, and steeped to

the lips in the blood of his brothers and rela-

tions. But he ruled his country. I remember,
when there was a delay in some posts reaching
me, his tracing out the culprit, and what
difficulty I had to prevent his selling the
wretched man and all his family into slavery.

There was no such thing as robbing the king's

guest with impunity. I and others repeatedly

travelled through the country without escort

and generally unarmed."

The folk-lorist, too, will some day have
a golden harvest in the Hunza and Nagyr,
Chitral and Gilgit countries. The banshee
wails round the towers of Chitral fort when
a king is about to die. Horses are hag-
ridden there, and sacred fires are lit, just as

in these fortunate islands. Fairy drums
sound on the roof of every castle. Fairies

inspire witches who dream dreams and fore-

tell the fate of princes. In Gilgit, the

Dainyal, or inspired woman, is believed in

as fully as is the Italian Strega in the

Eomagna Toscana, and is openly admitted
to membership by prescribed rites. Colonel
Durand, Warden of the Marches as he was,
was saluted by one of these ladies, who,
after inhaling the smoke of the sacred cedar,

danced a mystic dance and prophesied
smooth things of the British rule. Eelics

of dead faiths abound. Queer mysteries
usher in seedtime and harvest. There are
traces of tree worship. You are incensed
with burning twigs on entering remote
villages, and the women still cist boughs
on the deserted altars of discrowned gods.
Here is, indeed, a land of promise.

Eeqinald Hdohes.

HAUPTMANN S " HANNETE. '

Hannete. Traumdichtung in zwei Teilen.
Von Gerhart Hauptmann. (Berlin

:

Fischer.)

Hannete. A Dream Poem. Translated by
William Archer. (Heinemann

)

I GATHER from Mr. Archer's Introduction

Paris, it has been produced at the Thciitre

Libre, where M. Jules Lsmaitre praised it

—

for the magic-lantern ; while M. Francisque
Sarcey thought it "puerile," and turned with
relief to the frank melodrama of " Le Trc'sor

des Eadjahs." In New York, on the other
hand, owing to the very proper protest of

Mr. EUeridge T. Gerry against the principal

part being played by a nervous child of

fifteen, it had "only a brief run." Wears
further told that the Emperor of Germany
—no loss a critic than a poet—has "hailed
in Hannete the beginning of a school of

Christian drama" ; and that M. CatuUe
Mendcs "wept hot tears"—would Mr.
Archer have had them cold?—at the
affecting spectacle.

When one turns from these varied adver-
tisements to the play itself, it is difficult to

understand exactly why it should have been
thought desirable to translate it. It may be
that the public to which Mr. Archer appeals
has been brought by a severe course of

Norwegian pessimism into a proper condi-
tion to appreciate a little German sentimen-
tality. But I can hardly think that even
he considers the thing to have serious claims
to consideration as a work of tragic art.

Let me briefly, for it is not worth more,
analyse it.

The scene is laid in a kind of casual

ward, with a group of more or less bruta-
lised paupers for background. To them
enter Gottwald, the village schoolmaster,
carrying in his arms Hannete Mattern, a
girl of fourteen, who has been ill-treated by
her step-father, and has attempted to drown
herself. A Sister of Mercy is sent for, and
the girl appears to be dying. This is by
way of prologue. The main substance of
the play is an essay to represent dramatically
the stages of Hannete's delirium. It is, as
Mr. Archer somewhat portentously puts it,

"a study in child-psychology expressed in

terms of dream-psychology." A series of

visions appear at the foot of Hannete's
bed: her drunken step-father, Mattern the
mason ; her dead mother, who presents her
with a phosphorescent cowslip, by way of
Himnehschlimchen ; black angels and white

;

the Lord Jesus Himself, whom she confuses

with theschoolmaster, shehas secretlyadored

,

for his hair "like flowering clover." Finally

comes, still in her dream, a sort of trans-

formation scene, when she is clothed by the

village tailor in a white silk gown and glass

slippers, placed in a crystal coffin, raised by
the Eedeemer, and borne to heaven by
angelic forms, with harps and singing. At
this moment the visions vanish, and Hannete
dies.

I am not concerned with the acting

capabilities of such a scheme. Possibly,

on a Teutonic stage, it would not awaken
associations of Pepper's Ghost. But as a
work of imagination, how does it stand the

test, by which what so aspires to be called

tragedy must be tried '? In me I confess it

moves neither pity nor fear, I can weep
for Mamillius, but Hannete leaves me
irresponsive. I am not quite sure what
was the author's design, but I can see that

he has failed to accomplish it. If he wished
to convey some intimation of ultramundanethat Hannete has already convulsed two

, continents. In the Fatherland, it has "set [things, some whisper of the peace of those
paratively uniform results, it is probable, I all playgoing Germany by the ears "

; in 1 who walk upon the mountains of God, then
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he has attempted to soar to a pitch heyond
the strenpjth of his poetic wings. If, as is

more probable, his object was the more
human one, to render such a conception of

the unseen world as might naturally be
formed by a child of the temper and train-

ing and under the conditions which he
indicates, then he has raised a superstructure

too elaborate for the theme to bear. The
simple pathos of a child's death-bed is

matter that only an elect spirit here and
there may dare to handle—so easily does it

become tinged with the sentimental, the

real ; nor, as handled in Hannete, can it

fail to remind us of Dickens in his tawdriest

moods.
" So innocent, humane, and reverent a

work of art," comments Mr. Archer. I am
not sufficiently acquainted wi'h the modern
developments of religious thought to know
whether the production of a magic-lantern
Christ upon the stage is generally accepted

as " reverent." I dare say it is so. But in

any case it is not essential for a tragedy to

be either '
' reverent " or '

' innocent." '
' Lear "

is not the one, nor " The Cenci " the other.
" Humane " certainly one would have it,

but with the humanity of Terence, rather

than that of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children.

Edmund K, CnAiiBEKS.

NEW NOVELS.

Who was Lod and is Found. By Mrs.Oliphant.

(Blackwoods.)

Jack Boyle's Daughter. By R. E. Francillon.

In 3 vols. (Chatto & Windu.s.)

Grandborough. By the Earl of Desart. In
2 vols. (Chapman & Hall.)

A Perfect Fool. By Florence Warden. In
2 vols. (White.)

Absent yet Present. By Gilberta M. F. Lyon.
In 3 vols. (Digby, Long «& Co.)

The Stranger Woman. By John Strange
Winter. (White.)

Tempest Torn. By Lt.-Col. Andrew Haggard.
(Hutchinson.)

There is always something sweet and
womanly about Mrs. Oliphant's novels

;

and her latest work has all the delicate

charm and grace which characterise this

accomplished writer's stories. Eobert
Ogilvy has run away from home and con-
sorted with lawless men, road agents and
their like, in the Far West. Though not
actually guilty himself, he becomes involved
in a violent assault on the constabulary
which ends in murder. Then he comes
home to the mother who had watched and
waited for him throughout the years.
Presently the leader of the gang, in whose
hands Eobert is as potter's clay, makes his
appearance and forces himself upon Mrs.
Ogilvy's hospitality. The poor lady's
feelings are lacerated by the brutality and
intemperance of her son and his friend,

but she endures all with scarcely a murmur.
The torture of seeing a dearly loved son the
creature of a desperado is not enough : the
latter uses violence. Then it is that Robert's
manhood re-asserts itself. The value of the
story lies in its marvellously keen and
accurate portrayal of maternal love and

self-abnegation. It is a long time since

fiction has produced a more delightful

character-sketch than that of Mrs. Ogilvy.

Mr. R. E. Francillon writes of Bohemia,
that world of art and freedom of which he
knows so much ; and he writes with know-
ledge, and picturesquely. His latest story
has not only cleverness, but it keeps,
despite all its intricacies and complications,

well within the boundaries of the possible.

It was no light achievement to steer through
these mazes of incident without coming to

grief. Of course, a story of this description

demands the reader's constant attention.

Still, from the moment we are introduced to

the quintet of young men, typical Bohemians
all of them, each with his peculiar and well-

marked differences, until we arrive at the
last chapter, there is scarcely one serious

break in the interest. Charley Bassett is,

for a Bohemian, rich. He has £400 a
year, and is cousin to a well-known baronet.

He has no particular right to call himself a
Bohemian, save the claim of common tastes

with the artists, writers, and players with
whom he foregathers. Dick Esdaile is an
artist, poor, but with the halo of potential

greatness around him ; Ulick Ronaine is an
honest Irish doctor with more heart than
brains ; Robert Urquhart, a philosopher and
student ; and Jack Doyle, a drunkard and
outwardly a scamp. At the commence-
ment of the story Charley Bassett is enter-

taining the other men ia his chambers at

Gray's Inn. From the window the friends

watch a nurse in charge of a baby. A
good deal of somewhat rough chaff is

indulged in at the expense of this girl,

both in her hearing and behind her back.
At last she is persuaded to hand the
infant to her tormentors. Their joking,

however, ends seriously—in brief, the baby
is left on their hands. It is a novel situa-

tion ; and the author, having got his idea,

proceeds to work it out. It will be sufficient

to say that he does this in a manner which,

if it sometimes produces a sensation of

exhaustion, rarely fails to interest. To
attempt to follow the plot would be to court

failure. One may not be particularly drawn
to this class of novel ; but it would be idle

to dispute its ability, judging it for what it

purports to be.

Lord Desart uses the good old devices of

melodrama with more skill and assurance

than many contemporary practitioners

of the art. The curtain of his prologue

makes an effective picture. A weak
woman. Lady Sybil Doulaix, has deserted

her husband because she thinks the

gold he has gone to seek in America has

evaded him. Lord Charles Gomshall,

her paramour, has fallen in an encounter of

honour with Gerald Doulaix. The decree

of divorce is pronounced, and the woman is

to receive an annuity of £1000 on condi-

tion that she never molests her husband or

his child, whom she has forgotten. It is

with this child that we have to do as the

story unfolds itself. Doulaix has become a

recluse, morbid and introspective. There is

an old Hanoverian governess for the child

;

but the child rules the governess and her

father as well. In course of time the

governess gets tired of her charge and

takes her leave. Then it happens that
Doulaix rescues a woman, who turns out to

be the daughter of an old neighbour, who
has become submerged. She had incurred
the anger of some Socialist doctrinaires lec-

turing in Hyde Park by openly challenging
their conclusions. This woman becomes
the child's governess, and ultimately her
stepmother. A boy is born and the

daughter loses the inheritance upon which
she had counted, to her own discomfiture

and to that of others. Now the first wife
re-appears. She is full of malice and
hatred, and instigates her daughter to

poison the heir. The crime is averted by
Gerald Doulaix ; but he himself becomes a
criminal. He strangles his deeply sinning

wife. The book ends in the gloom which
pervades it from first to last. It is interest-

ing in a way, but against a certain rugged
strength must be set its tawdriness and
unreality.

Christine Abercarne and her mother are

in a sorry plight : they have lost their all.

They must make a living somehow, and
presently an advertisement in the Times

asking for a lady with a daughter to under-

take housekeeping suggests a way. Stifling

their pride, they answer this advertisement,

and soon they are installed at Wyngham.
On the first night of their arrival, they are

startled by hearing extraordinary noises

proceeding from the east wing. Bradfield,

the master of the house, explains that

he has in keeping a poor maniac.

This supposed maniac is the son of an old

bush friend of Bradfield, who, dying, left

him heir to great riches, of which Bradfield

is trustee. Everything really belongs to

this unhappy youth. He is not mad, but

he is deaf and dumb, the result of scarlet

fever. His servant, Stelfox, helps him to

regain the use of his faculties, and forthwith

he falls in love with Chris, to whom Brad-
field has lost his heart. The villainy is

discovered, and Bradfield decamps to Aus-

tralia. A Perfect Fool is far too diffuse

;

still, it is not lacking in interest, and is at

least wholesome.

The art of watering down'a story so as to

present in three volumes that which does

not contain nearly enough for one is an art

in itself, and I never remember to have
encountered so skilful an artist in this kind

of performance as Miss Gilberta M. F.

Lyon, The theme dealt with, and the method
of its presentation, scarcely reconcile us to

the poverty of the substance. Lara Mark-
ham deliberately throws over the man to

whom she is engaged, and whom, so far as

such a creature is capable of loving, she

loves, to mairy his uncle, for no other

reason than that she may enjoy immediate

possession of his house and income. Then
when the younger man, Ivan Marsac, loses

his sight, it is calmly assumed by the

father of the girl to whom he has become

engaged that she must forthwith desert

him, notwithstanding the fact that he has

acted as a hero, if a Quixotic one, in

allowing himself to be suspected of

cherishing a liaison with a woman of no

importance, rather than betray the fact that

this woman is the wife of his uncle's son : a

son who has been suppressed, so to speak, in
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order to preserve the secret of thia wicked old

man's early indiscretions. Exception, of

coarse, need not be taken to the baseness of

seven in ten of the men and women who
meander about in this tiood of words : no

doubt such a crew could be got together,

recruited from any street in Kensington, or

Kennington for that matter. But somehow
the author appears to identify herself with the

lowaimsand gross worldliuess of the children

of her creation. It is a strange tliiog to

say of so poor a book : but really muoi of

it leaves as unpleasant a taste in the mouth
as do the worst inventions of the French

decadents, in that the miserable weaknesses

of these pitiable creatures is set down
almost as a thing of course.

Vera Blount is heiress to an uncle who
had lived and died in an out of the-way
fishing village. On the day she actually

enters into possession of her inheritance, a

letter is given to her which contains most
distressing information, thongh as yet we
are kept in the dark as to its purport. In
time she takes up her abode in her uncle's

cottage. She is beautiful and attractive.

She is kind to all her neighbours, but will

not associate with them, until Boger Yalliant

takes forcible possession of her heart. But
although she loves him, there is an insuper-

able barrier between them. The information
conveyed to her in that fateful letter has
condemned her to celibacy. We ask our-

selves what the barrier can be. Is it that

(he is illegitimate: that her father was a
murderer or a forger, that her mother was
a wanton ? Is there a hopeless strain o!

madness in the family ? Is she marked down
for vengeance if she dares to harbour a
human love, and must her husband share
her fate ? Is some Nihilistic devilry at the
root of it ? In brief, what is it ? It is none
of these things, but something more terrible

still. Those who despise happy endings
will blame Mrs. Stannard for not giving us
a tragic denouement. If occasionally we
detect padding in this novel, there are some
extremely clever and even dramatic scenes
in it. Wholesome stories like this are to
be distinctly welcomed.

What can be said for Colonel Haggard's
Tempett Torn ? We have a set of detached
and semi-detached men and women, huddled
together on a P. and O. steamer outward
bound. Captain Wentworth, who has
married (and lost) an Italian opera singer,
falls in love with Ethel Farquhar, the wife
of his friend. At Malta he encounters his
lost spouse at the opera, where she is

playing the leading part in " La Favorita."
She recognises her husband, and obtrudes
herself upon him at his hotel. Ethel, to
simplify matters, takes a certain poison,
which produces suspended animation, and
ultimately death, if it were not for the
intervention of an antidote. Meanwhile
the peccant opera-singer pairs off with
Judson, a chivalrous young lieutenant.
Then we get pages upon pages of garrison
life in India.

James Stanley Little.

I SOME BOOKS ON RUSSIA.

Nihili$m as il it. (Fisher Uuwin.) This

volume consists of Stepniak's pamphlets
translated by E. L. Voyiiich, and Felix

Volkhovsky's '' Claiinsof the Itussian Liberals,"

with an introdaction by Br. It. Spence
Watson. It also contains translations of the

letter sent by the Eevolutionary Executive
Committee to Alexander III. on his accession

to the Throne (March 10, 1881), and cf the

momoraadum presented to Loris Melikoff by
twenty-five of ttie leading Liberals of Moscow
in March, 1880. If Stepniak bo not the recog-
nised leadtrr of the Opposition, ho is unques-
tionably their foremost man—" the head and
front of their oiTdnding." In the space at our
disposal we must deal briefly with Stepniak's

pamphlots. Even the mere tourist on the

NeTeki Prospect must guess the truth, that the

real Cionservatives of Kussia are not the fashion-

ably dressed people he sees around him, but
the peasants clad in sheepskins. Now as

Bussia is a lind of peasants, if they wish to

conserve autocracy, the will of the majority
will prevail in Eassia as elsewhere. Writing
(as we infer from a footnote to p. 42) in the
summer of 1890, Stepniak tells us that " there

is not at this moment a single section among
the Eussian revolutionists which seriously

looks to the peasantry for support." The
revolutionary movement " is exclusively

an urban one, depending upon certain

elements of the town population—partly on
the working classes, but chiefly upon the

educated class in general." In his supplement
to this pamphlet—which he entitles "The
Beginning of the End "—his views as to the
unreadiness of the rural population for a re-

velation are considerably modified. He regards
the terrible famine which fell on almost the
whole of corn-growing Eussia as the lever for

the revolutionary party. " Already twenty-
five (by some calculations thirty-four) millions

of peasants—that is to say, over a third of the
taxpayers—are hopelessly ruined; possessing
no longer either cattle, seed corn, or any other
means upon which to exist and to pay taxes."

Whether the ruined peasantry make the
Government (as Stepniak does) responsible for

their calamity or not, they have now nothing
to lose, and will therefore no longer be Con-
servative. According to Stepniak, the only way
out of the desperate condition of the country
is to convoke a General Assembly with full

powers. Pending its election, the Eevolu-
tionary Executive demand complete freedom of

the press, of speech, of public meeting, and
of election programmes. No Englishman—be
he Conservative or Liberal—can deny the
moderation of these demands. To Anarchists,
representative government is only less hateful
than autocratic government, and there-
fore " there are no Anarchists in Eussia."
But Stepniak's position towards Anarchism is

something more than negative. He points
out that the world has invented no other form
of free state except constitutional monarchy or
republic, "and so far no voices have been
raised for a republic in Eussia." He is, there-
fore, a constitutionalist, though an opponent
-of the present government. The goal of his
efiforts is the winning of a constitution for his
native land. In his love of political liberty he
is as fervid as even John Hampden and
Algernon Sydney, but he sees that there are
social questions demanding solution which did
not exist two hundred years ago. The differ-

ence between Stepniak and an enlightened
supporter of autocracy is that the Nihilist
recognises freedom of speech, freedom of the
press, and universal suffrage as all-sufiicient

weapons for the nation to work out its own
salvation ; while the benevolent official believes,

or professes to believe, in making people pros-
perous by decrees and edicts from above. The

question will be asked, how does the Eevolu-
tionist work to realise his aims ? Are his
means as moderate as his ends ? We are so
accustomed in England to the legal exercise of

our rights as citizens, that we regard the appeal
to bombs and dynamite as the mere work of
criminals and cowards—wild beasts who stand
hors de lot, A little reflection will, however,
teach us that it is the height of injustice to
contrast for a moment a Eussian Nihilist with
a French Anarchist. The dynamiter is fighting

against freedom of speech, freedom of the
press, and universal suffrage : the Nihilist is

fighting for them. But in his fight against " a
gang of official brigands," the Eevolutionist
does appeal to force, and, therefore, to means
that would receive and deserve condign
punishment in a free country. But on this

subject let Stepniak speak for himself

:

" But we regard all such acts {i.e , of the
terrorists) as morally justifiable, and we are ready
to defend them and acknowledge our moral
solidarity with them, once people have hieu driven
to commit them. In view of the cynical, bound-
less despotism now rampant in Eussia, every form
of protest is lawful, and there are outrages upon
human nature so intolerable that violence becomes
the moral duty of the citizens."

For an Englishman or American enjoying all

the blessings of liberty to condemn the Eussian
Nihilist, would be like a man in perfect health
exhorting a sick man on a bed of pain not to
groan and not to toss, but to walk about with
the same quiet dignity as he does. Possibly
the tossing and the groaning will not hasten
the restoration of the sick man to life and
strength ; but it is not for us, the favoured
heirs of Western freedom, to criticise, much
less to condemn, those less fortunately placed.

Of one thing we may be sure, that Nihilists

of the stamp of Stepniak prize liberty as God's
best gift to man. Stepniak has learnt the
difficult lesson of toleration. He recognises the
truth that "it is only by guaranteeing liberty

to our opponents that we can secure our
own."

Alexander HI. of Russia. By Charles Lowe.
(Heinemann.) This biography is written with
great care and strict impartiality. The facts

are stated with accuracy and conciseness ; the
narrative is interesting, and the style to be
commended. The author cannot, however, lay
claim to the credit of any original research.

He has compiled a useful and well-written book
of reference on European history during the
past thirteen years ; but there is little, if any-
thing, here, with which a reader of our daily

and monthly papers will not be familiar. He
has put together what others have written
about the late Czar and Eussia. But if the
groundwork of the book be a mosaic, it is very
cleverlydone. Thegreatmerit of Mr. Lowe is his

calm and temperate tone. He adopts a happy
mean between the ludicrous flatteries of Mr.
Stead and the severe censures of Stepniak. He
writes of the deceased monarch—" that lonely,

incarcerated life"—in the broad and charitable

spirit which characterised Canon Wilberforce's

recent sermon in Westminster Abbey. Except
on the principle of de mortais nil nisi

honum, it is impossible to praise unre-
servedly the late Czar. Not to dwell on
his ungenerous treatment of Prince Alexander
of Bulgaria, the persecution of the Stundists

is an indelible blot on his memory. The perse-

cution of the Jews, financially the most
powerful race in the world, brought with it

its own punishment. No one who has read
Mr. Harold Frederic's New Exodus is likely to
forget the dramatic tale he there unfolds. The
Stundists, the flower of the Eussian peasantry,

have had no such powerful allies, either in the

press or on the bourses of Europe, as their

Hebrew brethren in persecution. No Lord
Mayors have penned appeals, no Guildhall
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meetiiiga have been held on their behalf. Dr.

Pobedonostseff and the higher Orthodox clergy-

have worked their will on the helpless Stundists,

unchecked and unscathed even by criticism.

It is pleasanter to turn from the " Czar per-

secutor" to the " Czar peacemaker." Never

did the Czar render a greater service to the

cause of European peace than when he snubbed

General Skobeleff. The conqueror of Geok-
Tepe launched some very silly diatribes against

Germany. He addressed a French audience

in Paris. Great was the uneasiness ; but this

was dispelled when the official Oazetle of St.

Petersburg not only published a disclaimer,

but also an order forbidding the future

delivery of all political speeches by oiHcers.

Mr. Lowe devotes his concluding chapter to

Nicholas II., whose reign there is ground for

hoping will combine the best features in his

father's and his grandfather's rule.

y Vera Barantzova. From the Bussian of

Sophia Kovalevsky. (Ward, Look & Co.)

This is a translation by Sergius Stepniak and
Mr. William Westall, with a brief memoir of

the author. Marie Bashkirtseff is a familiar

figure to English readers
; yet there can be

little doubt that Sophia Kovalevsky was her
intellectual superior. It happened that the

stock of paper ordered for papering her father's

house proved insufficient ; and to get over the
difficulty the walls of her nursery were covered
with the detached sheets of a treatise on
mathematics. The little girl would stand for

hours gazing at the figures and formulae. The
seed thus strangely sown bore a rich harvest,

for Sophia became a renowned mathematician.
The history of mathematics shows only one
woman who can be compared with her

—

Signorina Maria Agnesi, an Italian girl, who
preceded the Russian by two centuries. It was
not until her thirty-fifth year that Sophia
Kovalevsky indulged in literary work, and she
published her first fmillelon in the Swedish
language. Unfortunately her first success in
fiction proved her last, for she died soon after

its publication. She left behind her, however,
gome MS.S, one at least of which was complete,
and that was the story now translated for the
English reader. This gives us an insight into

some episodes in modem Russian history, be-

ginning with the emancipation of the serfs

and ending with the revolutionary movement.
We agree with Stepniak in preferring the
homely earlier chapters to the more dramatic
incidents at the close. We find the love-story
of Vera and Vazilitzeff more attractive than
the martyrdom of poor Vera, who marries
Pavlenkoff, the Jew Nihilist, to save him from
the dungeon of St. Peter and St. Paul. The
chapters relating to Vera's life in the country
contain some charming descriptions of nature.
Vera had gone to the house of her lover,

Vazilitzev, who had been exiled to Siberia on
acconnt of his Liberal opinions. He stepped
into the carriage with the gendarme, and thus
began the journey to the land from which he
was never to return

:

"The tinkling of the bells grew fdinter and
fainter, and at last was heard no more ; and then
followed a mournful silence, broken only by the
intermitttnt harmonies of a fine spring morning.
With bent head Vera wended slowly hem";ward.
The blackberry buthes, which were now in flower,
covered her with the ir petals. Big drops of per-
fumed dew fell on h(r from the branches of the
pine trees. A leveret eprang out of the field, and,
sitting up on an anthill, drummed with his fore-
paws a call to hie kinsfolk, but as the young girl
drew near he darted into a thicket."

The translators are to be congratulated on
giving the English public an opportunity of
reading a work which must take high rank
even in the brilliant fiction of Russia.

NOTES AND NEWS.
A NEW novel by Mr. Marion Crawford,
entitled The RaUions, will be published next
week by Messrs. Maemillan & Co., who will

also issue Miss Edgeworth's Castle Rachrent
and The Absentee, forming together the first

volume of the new series of "Illustrated
Standard Novels."

Among the other books to be issued by
Messrs. Maemillan next week are The Politics

of Aristotle, a revised text, with introduc-

tion, analysis, and commentary, by Prof. Franz
Susemihl, of Greifswald, and Mr. E. D.
nicks, of Trinity College, Cambridge; and a

new book by Mr. W. Warde Fowler, entitled

Summer Studies of Birds and Books. Mr.
Fowler deals, among other subject?, with birds

in Wales, the marsh warbler, wagtails, and
birds' songs. The volume is akin to the same
writers' "Tales of the Birds" and "A Year
with the Birds."

Mr. p. Madan has been long engaged in

the compilation of a "Summary Catalogue of

Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library at

Oxford which have not hitherto been cata-

logued in the Quarto Series." Vols. i. and ii.

will consist of a new edition of the Old
Catalogue of Bodleian MSS., by Dr. E. Bernard
and others, published in 1G97 ; vol. iii.

(collections received during the eighteenth

century) will be issued immediately; and the
work will extend to six volumes in all. Among
collections and correspondence summarised in

the forthcoming volume are those of Graba,

Hody, Richard Rawlinson, Cherry, Bernard,
Hearne, Thomas Smith, Thomas Carte, John
Walker, Ballard, Browne Willis, and other
eighteenth century scholars. Many of them
are of considerable interest for the general

history of Great Britain, and for colonial and
foreign topography, as well as for the history of

many branches of learning.

Messrs. Methuen will publish immediately
a biography of Archbishop Laud, by the Rev.
W. II. Hutton, of St. John's College, Oxford,
the official guardian of the Laudian relics there.

He has been able to give much interesting

matter which has never been published before.

Me. Page, of Charterhouse, is completing his

edition of Horace's Odes in Messrs. Maemillan &
Go's " Classical Series " by adding those of the

Epodcs which are suitable for school reading.

These will be ready in the course of a few
weeks. Mr. Pago has also undertaken to pre-
pare for Messrs. Maemillan a complete edition

of Horace for school use in one volume. The
commentary will be abridged from his own
edition of " The Odes and Epodes," from Prof.

Wilkins' edition of the " Epistles and Ars
Poetica," and Prof. Palmer's edition of the
" Satires," which also belong to the " Classical

Series."

Mr. Henry Johnston, author of " The
Chronicles of Glenbuckie " and " Kilmallie,"

has just given the finishing touches to anew
work, to be entitled Dr. Congalton's Will.

While this book, like its predecessors, will

depict the humour and pathos characteristic of

Scottish country life, it will be diversified by
several interesting incidents of a romantic
nature, while the plot is ingenious and com-
plicated.

Mr. Bloundelle-Burton's adventure story,
" The Hispaniola Plate," which is appearing in

the St. Jam's's Budget, will be published shortly

in volume form by Messrs. Cassell & Company.

A STORY by Mr. Robert Watson, entitled

Louise Reignier, dealing with criminal life in

London and Paris, will bo published this month
by Messrs. Smith, Ainslie & Co. The volume
will be illustrated with original drawings by
Mr. Justus Hill.

Mb. Elliot Stock announces for early
publication the eighth section of the History of
the Deanerxj of Bicester, containing an account
of the parishes of Ardly, Buuknell, Cavers-
field, and Stoke Lyne. The samo publisher
will also issue next week The Great Problem :

Man's Place and Future Work in the
Universe.

Dr. Conan Doyle has undertaken to write
a new series of short stories for the Strand
Magazine, to be entitled "The Adventures of
Brigadier Gerard," the hero of which is a
cavalry officer in Napoleon's Grand Army.
A NEW serial story, by Mr. Henry Frith,

entitled " Tracked by Thugs : a Treasure Hunt
in the Himalaya," will be commenced in next
week's number of Ghuma.

Messrs. Brentano, of New York, have just
issued an edition of Mr. Eric Mackay's Love-
Letters of a Violinist, and Other Poems, with
thirty-five full-page illustrations by Mr. James
Fagan. The work is now in its eleventh
edition in this country, completing the thirty-
fifth thousand. Several cheap editions have also
been published in America by Messrs. Lovell
and the United States Book Company.
TuE tendency of the literary borrower is

amusingly illustrated in the matter of titles.

There does not seem anything particularly
likely to attract imitation in the title of
Raymond's Folly, Yet within thirteen months
after the appearance of a work under this title

by Mr. B. Paul Newman, Mr. E. St. John Leigh
follows his example. Moreover, within a
year of the publication of Miss Geraldine
Hodgson's volume of short stories, entitled
Vignettes, Mr. Aubrey St. John Mildmay makes
the conceit his own. Bach of the books whose
titles are. thus " conveyed " was published by
Mr. T. Fisher Unwin.

On Tuesday next Prof. C. Stewart will deliver
the first of a course of twelve lectures at the
Royal Institution on "The Internal Frame-
work of Plants and Animals "

; on Thursday
next Mr. William S. Lilly will begin a course
of lectures on " Four English Humorists of the
Nineteenth Century"; and on Saturday Mr.
Lewis F. Day will deliver the first of three
lectures on " Stained Glass Windows and Painted
Glass, from the point of view of Art and
Craftmanship."

The annual meeting of the Folk-Lore Society
will be held in the rooms of the Royal Asiatic
Society, Albemarle-street, on Wednesday next,
at 8 p.m., when an address will be delivered
by the president, Mr. Edward Clodd. Any
persons interested in folk-lore are invited to
attend.

The next meeting of the Library Association
will be held on Monday next at the St. George's,
Hanover-square Public Library, Buckingham
Palace-road, when the library will be described
and its methods explained by Mr. Prank Pacy

;

and a paper will also be read on " Delivery
Stations versus Branches," by Mr. Samuel
Smith, of Sheffield.

Next week, Messrs. Sotheby will be selling

two interesting collections of books. On
Thursday, the library of Mr. J. 0. Holding, of

Kingsalere, Hants, which seems to have been
very carefully formed. The principal subjects

represented are—the history of the British

navy ; the relations between Nelson and Lady
Hamilton; Napoleon; Arctic exploration; and
the colonisation of South Africa. In belles

lettres, there are some of the rarest pieces of

Sbelley ; many first editions of Byron ; Paradise
Lost, with what is known as the fourth title-

page ; and Vanity Fair, with the suppressed
woodcut of the Marquis of Steyne. On Friday
is to be sold the collection formed by Edmund
Waterton—the son, we believe, of the naturalist.
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All sorts of Catholic works are represented,

both BnglUhand foreign, ancient an<l modern.

Among the MSS. are an Anliphonalo of the

fifUenth century, written for the church of

Choex{.iV) in Switzerland; and a number of

extraots made by Waterton himself for a

history of the Knights Hospitallers of St. John

of Jerusalem. But the great feature of the

Ubrary is the collection relating to Thomas a

KemiMS and the De Imilalione. In one lot, there

are no less than 7G2 printed ediUons and

translaUons into various languages, besides Ave

old MSS. and Ruelens' facsimile of the original

;

in another lot, there are 437 editions.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINOS.

Du. J. 8. BuKnoN Sanderson has been ap-

pointed regius professor of medicine at Oxford,

to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of

Sir Henry Acland. Dr. Burdon Sanderson—

who is a graduate of Edinburgh, and was at

one time medical officer of health for Padding-

ton—has held the Waynflete chair of physiology

at Oxford since 1SS2.

The Rev. Dr. Magrath, as Vice-Chancellor

of Oxford, will give a dinner on January 20, to

celebrate the completion of the "Rulers of

India," published by the Clarendon Press,

under the editorship of Sir W. W. Hunter. The

final volume of the series, which will appear

immetiiately, is IliisseU Calvin : the Last Lieu-

tenant of the North-Western Provinces under

the Company—written by Sir Auckland Colvin,

who succeeded him in that office under the

Crown.

Messrs. Bicuabd Bentley & Son have

issued this week the first three volumes of their

new edition of Mommsen's History of Rome,

based upon the author's latest revisions, which

will bo completed in two more monthly volumes.

Prof. Mommsen celebrated his seventy-seventh

birthday last November.

At the meeting of the Statistical Society,

to be held on Tuesday next, at -1.45 p.m., at

the Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-

street, Mr. L. L. Price will read a paper—in
continuation of a former one—on '

' The Colleges

of Oxford and Agricultural Depression."

The Rev. W. D. Macray, of the Bodleian

Library—who is in years, though not as a

fellow, one of the oldest members of Magdalen
—has undertaken the pious task of completing

the Register of the College, which was begun
by Dr. Bloxam so long ago as 1853. Dr.

Bloxam commenced with the choristers, and
then proceeded to the clerks, chaplains,

organists, schoolmasters, and ushers. After

them followed the demies ; but he left the

presidents and fellows, as such, untouched, nor

did he include in his scheme the comparatively

small number of commoners. Therefore, quite

apart from the circumstance that the list stops

at 1857, his Register remains incomplete. He
had, however, made copious collections for the

biographies of the fellows and others not

included, and it is on these materials that Mr.
Macray's work is based. The present volume
(London : Henry Frowde) covers the period

from the foundation of the college in 1458

down to the year 1520. For these early days,

thfre is no continuous list of admissions in

existence, so that the names of the fellows

have, to a great extent, to be gleaned from
bursars' rolls, batell-books, and other contem-

porary sources. By far the majority of

them have not already appeared in Bloxam's

Register ; for, under Waynfl^te's statutes,

the demies bad no claim to succoed to

fellowships. The modem practice to the con-

trary, which was discontinued in 1851, dates

only from the time of Elizabeth. Of all the

fellows here recorded, Mr. Macray gives brief

biographies, bo far as Bloxam'* collections and

his own wide knowledge of academical history

permit But he has not confined himself to a

mere ca talogue of names. Following Bloxam's

precedent, he has compiled a series of extracts

from the early registers and rolls, whioh throw

a flood of light upon the internal constitution

of a mediaeval college. We have here printed

for the first time the deUils of an episcopal

visitation. The charges made—of immorahty,

laziness, and quarrelling—are much the same

as those we are familiar with in the case of

monasteries; and the offences admitted or

proved receive equally slight punishment. The

most curious item is the accusation-brought

against a priest-fellow, who afterwards became

Bishop of London—of baptizing the college cat.

Another entry which will interest Oxford men

of to-day is that of marmalade as early as 1518.

Here is a piteous plea of a pupil to his tutor

:

" Master Mullysworth, I wold pray and besytt yow

that yow wold ba my good mister. For syche

sere as I lerne, that yow wold sew ytt to me by

feer mense, and ponys me resnably. Noi» yow

ponys me hover much, master, and plese yow y

cannot byd this ponyament. Her at fryst tyme

yow dyd nottponyae me nott hauffi so much ; then

I dyd leme more by yowr feyer mense then I doo

now.''

Finally, we may mention that Mr. Macray is

careful to draw attention to all references to

books bequeathed to the college library.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

AUTUMN SONNETS FROM MY GARDEN.

A Harvest Prayer.

A PERFECT August day ! From azure sky

Pour golden floods of light on hill and dale,

And where but yesterday the corn gleamed pale,

To-day 'tis tawny, far as scans the eye
;

Lo, where rich stretches with dark foliage vie,

Cresting the slopes or running down the vale.

While joyful bees riBC, specks of burnished mail,

And over all the noonday sun stands high.

Oh, day of Autumn ; th^tdost ripen grain,

Oh, luscious day ! that colourest the vine,

Be thou an omen kind and not a vain

;

Be of a golden harvest thou the sign :

So long hath toiled and laboured weary man,

At length incline thee graciously, oh, Pan !

The Orchard.

Pomona reigns ! From russet bough aud tree

She greeteth us with lipe and ruddy smile.

Strewing the grass with red and yellow pile :

Brown pears and streaky apples good to sec.

Now ladders poise and tremble giddily

And baskets fill up rapidly, the while

Close by, you hear the clear and rasping file

Of some small titmouse, flittmg eagerly.

Now lend your aid and help each willing hand,

Until this harvest rich be garnered in,

Then bare shall be and desolate the land,

But rich and odorous shelves and rooms within !

So shall lush autumn's gonerosity

Defraud grim winter of his poverty.

Ml/ Bon/ire.

A week and over have I tried in vain

To fire this garden refu'e piled up high,

But never would it catch nor would it dry,

Hodden and dank with mist and dews and rain

;

At last by frost and wind to burn 'tis fain,

And dense smoke columns twist and shoot awry,

Suddenly forcing me to turn and fly,

And then ascending solemnly again.

And as I watch the eddying swirls of white

That thickly ooze through haulm and withered

fctd,
My thoughts rise idly with the vapaur light,

Unstable as Is water or is reed.

Till routing, I bethink me, sad and lone :

I burn sweet summer that is dead and gone

!

Kate Fbkilioratu Kuoeker.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Expositor for January opens, as was

fitting, with an article on the subject which

has already occupied not a few columns of the

Academy, the Sinaitic palimpsest of the Syriao

Gospels. Archdeacon Farrar, the writer of

the article, gives first a most useful summary
of the facts relative to the codex and to its

discovery, and next a consideration of the

question whether the codex contains anything

which need shake orthodox belief. Dr. Farrar

only refers to Mr. Charles's first article in the

Academy in a postscript. A strictly critical

treatment of the subject in all its bearings

will have to be sought for elsewhere. Prof.

E»msay gives a very slight but interesting

notice of Dr. G. A. Smith's "Historical

Geography of the Holy Land." To set an

apologist of tradition to review even a
" moderate " adherent of what professes to be

the only true, because the only catholic, critical

method was hazardous. Dr. Reynolds, of

Cheshunt, makes a charming contribution,

called " Ideals and Grace," to the literature of

edification, which some will prefer to the

eloquent but less "quiet" sermon- articles of

Mr. John Watson on the Divine Fatherhood ;

Prof. G. A. Smith on Pa. xxiii. ; Mr. Selby on

"Self-possession." Dr. Stalker's short article

on the " Call of Jeremiah " is almost too slight

for this fine subject.

The Theolor/isch Tijdschrift for January returns

to the question—"Is a dogmatic theology

possible in our day ? " The writer is I. J. de

Buney, who adopts the significant heading,

"Mortuos plango." Dr. Klap begins a bio-

graphical sketch of Agobard of Lyons. The

meaning of "Son of Man" in the Gospels is

once more discussed by Dr. Eerdmans. C. O.

Chavannea makes valuable critical suggestions

on Matt. vii. 7-11. Dr. Gort reviews Nowack's

"HebrewArchaeology," and expresses a favour-

able opinion of Roster's revolutioaary work on

the history of the post-Exilic period ; the same

work is reviewed at length by Dr. H. Z.

Elhorst. Dr. L. Knappert notices a popular

work by Devantier on the myth of Siegfried.

CORRESPONDENCE.

the new syriac codex.

Belfast : Jan. 1, 1S95.

The fact that eight out of twenty-four MSS.

(of the LatinNew Testament) begin v. 18 Uteris

capitalibits vel ruhriratis has not the significance

which Prof. Nestle supposes. In the first place,

they are all MSS. of Jerome's Latin translation,

and prima facie merely evidence of what was in

that translation. Now it would be something to

prove that Jerome rejected the genealogy in

Matthew ; but, unfortunately for Prof. Nestle

and Mr.Charles,Jerome in his prologue expressly

states that Matthew began his Gospel with the

pedigree; and, from his very positive utterances

on this point, we may almost infer that the

Hebrew Matthew, which he had read and

translated, and regarded as in some way the

original of the Greek Matthew, also began with

the pedigree. Secondly, all these eight MSS.,

except one, contain, according to Mr. White,

their learned editor, an inferior tradition of the

Vulgate text ; and at least four of them belong

to a single family, and so constitute but one

witness.
, , ,„ i

The two MSS. which at v. 18 have

the Scholium " incipit Evangelium secundum

Mattheum " are also of the Vulgate only, and

not of the older Italian Versions, whose evidence

alone is worth considering on such a point.

" In this phenomenon we find a survival mainly

unconscious of the primitive form of the

First Gospel," writes Mr. Charles. Not at

all ; and Mr. Charles's own previous letter ex-
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plained the phenomenon. For he proved that

the earliest Latin Version, like the earliest

Syriac, gave v. 16 in the form: "Joseph . . .

begat Jesus." Now, some early Latin scribe,

conscious of the awkwardness of such a
reading, tried to discount it by prefixing to

V. 18 the Scholium in question ; though he did

not venture, like the later Latin and Greek
scribes, to/ 'deliberately correct " V. 16. Thus,

if anything at all survives in these Vulgate
MSS., it is the memory of this primitive

attempt to evade a difficulty, which once more
after so many centuries of acquiescence in and
defence of the " deliberately corrected " text is

beginning to press upon our orthodox con-

temporaries.

I judge from Mr. Charles's letter that I was
not explicit enough in regard to Justin

Martyr's use of the genealogy of Joseph as

given in Matthew. My argument was this

:

that this very genealogy is attributed by Justin

not to Joseph, but to Mary ; and that the only
explanation of this fact is, that some believers

in the interests of the doctrine of the virginity

of Mary had already constructed before
Justin's day an apocryphal Gospel or harmony
of the Gjspels in which, by a pious fraud,

Joseph's pedigree was transferred to Mary.
This apocryphal document I supposed Justin
to have used. Mr. Charles calls this argument
a volte-face, and asks (p. 556): "Was Mr.
Conybeare conscious that he here conceded all

that I originally maintained P" If Mr. Charles's
original position was that which he re-affirms,

in the Acadejiy of December 29, in these words

:

" I have shown above that Justin Martyr had no
such genealogy as i. 1-17 before him," then I

certainly did not concede it, nor can I concede
it now. For the accident of the pedigree
being assigned by Justin to Mary does not

—

as Mr. Charles imagines—make it "essentially
different" from the same pedigree as we find

it in Matthew. Such difference of attribution

is a mere accident—an accident, moreover,
which clinches my argument that it is much
older than Justin. For it proves that, when
he wrote his Dialogue with Tryphon, time
enough had elapsed for the partisans of the
dogma of the miraculous conception to produce
apocryphs in which the pedigree was removed
from its proper context to one which better
suited the later development of opinion. The
question at issue between Mr. Charles and
myself was whether it was as old as Justin and
whether he had it or not. If he had it, but
had it as Mary's, then the value of his
testimony, though indirect, to Matt. i. 1-1"

is enormously increased, and his version of

the story presupposes the Canonical beginning
of Matthew, just as the Protevangelium
presupposes it. Unless Mr. Charles is pre-
pared to argue that the original form of the
Gospel was orthodox, and gave the pedigp-ee to
Mary, and that heretics after Justin's age cut
in and assigned it to Joseph, I do not see how
he can escape such a conclusion. The only
other reply is one which he does not attempt—
namely, that Mary's pedigree, as Justin knew
it, was an entirely different list of names to
that which we have in Matt. i. 1-17. If so,

it Js almost a miracle that, so far as Justin
quotes it, it should closely agree with the list

in Matthew.
I am away from my books, and do not know

which edition of Otto's Justin Martyr I possess.
However, if his third edition lacks so pertinent
a note as that which I cited in my letter of
Dfcember 8, then I am glad that I possess an
earlier or later edition, whichever mine may be.
Mr. Charles flatters me by saying that "in

exegesis I exactly recall the great Alexandrian "

(Philo). I'hilo, however, nowhere attempts to
explain philosophically any Jewish belief as a
metaphor or spiritual truth materialised, and
80 degraded, by liiii countrymen into a pseudo-

historical narrative. My method has therefore

nothing in common with his. I hope that, in

the future criticism of my position which Mr.
Charles kindly promises, he will see this, and
see also that my letter in your issue of

Saturday, December 22, was a mere supplement
to my two former ones—was in no way a with-
drawal of my theory, as stated in them, but
merely a fuller exposition of it.

I am afraid that the statement of Mr. Charles
that " Christianity came forth . . . from
Palestinian Pharisaism" may require some
qualification, in view of such texts as " Woe
unto you. Scribes and Pharisees," and of many
other denunciations of the Pharisees familiar to

every reader of the Gospels. However, I have
no doubt that, if we had reliable contemporary
writings of the Palestinian Pharisees, as we
have of the Alexandrine Jews, we could fill up
many gaps in our knowledge of early Christi-

anity, and add to the many resemblances which
Eitter {Philo und die Halaclia) has indicated

between Philo's writings and parts of the
Talmud.
One word more about the genealogy in con-

nexion with Tatian. Mr. Charles argues that

because Tatian retains the anti-Encratite

statement in Luke ii. 48, " Thy father and
I have sought thee sorrowing," it is idle to

urge that his omission of the genealogies is due
to his Encratite views, Irenaeus, Jhowever,
declares that Tatian was set against marriage
as no better than fornication ; and even if we
do not accept this as an explanation of his

omission of the pedigrees, we are still very rash
ifwe argue that they were wanting in his copyof
the Gospels. Prof. Zahn does not accept the
Encratite explanation, yet he entertains no
dotibt whatever but that the genealogies were
in Tatian's copy. I believe scholars are

beginning to recognise that Tatian, in com-
piling his Harmony, used the Curetonian
version of the Gospels, which in turn rested on
the New Syriac. Now both the Curetonian and
the New Syriac contain these genealogies.

How then could Tatian's copy lack them ?

Nothing is more improbable.
Mr. Charles thinks that an early third cen-

tury attempt to get rid of the genealogies as

fictitious "was squashed by the orthodox
literalist Africanus." But Eusebius' narrative

hardly warrants such a statement. Origen
informs us that, long before Celsus made fun
of the inconsistent genealogies (in A.d. 170-180,

at latest, and probably 150-160), several

orthodox Christians had written books to

reconcile them with one another ; and ho blames
Celsus for not taking account of these

reconciliations. I think that Africanus' work
was merely of a class with those here indicated

by Origen ; whose statement is important as

proving that, already before Celsus wrote,

these genealogies were so firmly established in

the Gospels that orthodox Christians, so far

from seeking to dislodge them, wrote treatises

to harmonise them. What better proof of their

antiquity can one desire ?

I agree with Mr. Charles's concluding

remarks as to the worthlessness as history of

these pedigrees. That does not, however,
diminish thtir value as evidences of an early

stage of Christian opinion in which Jesus was
regarded as the natural son of Joseph. "The
genealogy can only have originated in a mind
steeped in rabbinical conceits," says Mr.
Charles. So I think; and for that reason I

attribute its incorporation in the First Gospel,

not to the late second century, when the

Church had lost its taste for "rabbinical

conceits," especially for heretical ones; but
to an earlier phase of the religion, when it

was still mainly Jewish, and when the first

condition of Jesus' being recognised as the

Christ was that He should be shown to be by
descent a son of David. The leading aim of

the writer of the First Gospel is to exhibit this
Messianic aspect of Jesus, who is therefore
apostrophised in it, even by the evil spirits, as
"Thou Son of David." Hence it is that critics

and commentators of every school have hitherto
recognised the peculiar fittingness of Matthew's
pedigree as preface of his Gospel. Nor did
Prof. Nestle or anyone else question its

authenticity, until Mrs. Lewis's fortunate dis-

covery suddenly revealed beyond question its

heretical character. And Prof. Nestle is not
out of the wood even when he has out down
the family tree ; for the other awkward
readings of the New Syriac in Matt. i. 18-25
remain behind. These other readings can
hardly be the work of an enemy, as Prof. R.
Harris hastily supposes; for in Luke ii. 36,
and elsewhere, perhaps even in Matt. i. 25,
the New Syriac bears unmistakable traces of
having passed through Encratite hands. If

this be so, it is incredible that the readings
in vv. 18-25 should be anti-Encratite addi-
tions ; for if they survived the Encratite ordeal,

it can only have been because they were in the
text from the first.

In a future issue I hope to be allowed to
answer some of the strictures made on my
views in the current number of the Expositor

by Archdeacon Farrar.
Fbed. C. Cokybeare.

BAOINBtJN, FETHARD, AND CAREW.
BrooUands : Jan. 1, 1895.

Having made a careful study of various

rubbings, drawings, and photographs of the
inscriptions at Baginbun and Pethard in

Ireland, and Carew in Pembrokeshire, with
which I have been favoured through the kind-

ness of Col. Vigors, I am convinced that my
doubts regarding the first of the three—founded
on imperfect information, and too hastily ex-
pressed in a former letter (Academy, Oct. 13,

1894)—were altogether groundless ; and in repa-

ration of a regretted mistake I now ask leave to

offer some remarks on the whole subject, tend-

ing, I hope, towards a decipherment of those

remarkable legends.

Mr. Maoalister (Academy, Nov. 10, 1891) has
given it as his opinion that the Carew and
Pethard inscriptions are "practically identical,"

and that the " Baginbun and Castle inscrip-

tions have more than a superficial identity."

This I entirely accept. But it seems to me that

we may venture a step further ; and my present

object is to show reason for thinking that all

three of the inscriptions are identical, or, at

least, are intended to convey an identical mean-
ing. In the absence of diagrams from the

originals, I have tried to make my remarks
intelligible by tentatively transliterating the

three inscriptions and tabulating them together

in that form, each letter with its own number
beneath. For present purposes, I have divided

the words by using initial capitals, though no
such distinctions are to be found in the original

legends. As a working hypothesis, I assume
(what I will endeavour to show) that the in-

scriptions aro practically identical, and may be
used to interpret one another ; that the Bagin-
bun inscription, which is the fullest, is the

earliest ; that the Fethard inscription, once

nearly identical with the former, comes next

;

that the Carew inscription is the latest ; and
that subsequently to its appearance the Fethard

inscription was altered, so as to assimilate it tD

that at Carew.

Baginbun : L—

M
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3 A 5 11 7

u t Q. n
10 11 12 13 It

a t h gh
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Analysis of tub Lettees. — Baginhm
Imcrijiion. — No. 1, L. Compare sirailsrly

formed L beginutug early Irish iiijcriptton
" Lie Coltira s . .," at Oallarus. Z would
Mem to be meaningless. No. 2, M. Preceded
by an oblique stroke, to mark abbreviation
and division. No. 3, A. No. 4, Q. Mr.
Nicholson thus reads the letter, and in the
present inscription it seems to be so. No. 5, O.
Nos. U, 7, I, T. Similar combinations of I and
T are found in numerous examples. The letters

corresponding to Nos. o, G, 7 are undoubtedly
Q I T in the Fethard and Carew inscriptions.

No. 8, I. Damaged, but apparently I. If not,

perhaps II ? Peculiar to this inscription.

No. 9, E. Occurs in Pictish (?), Welsh, and
Irish inscriptions {e.g., Fercus, Guergoret,
Fintan), and must be E, or a modification of
it. No. 10, U. No. 11, T. Could hardly be
anything else. No. 1 2, Q. Same letter as No. 2.

If not U, it must be F, Ph, or P. It is said to
appear as F in early Anglo-Saxon M8S. (Astle,
Or. of Wr.,

J). 97). Not known to me in any
ancient Irish or British lapidary inscription.

No. \:i, B. No. 14, N. Unrepresented in the
other inscriptions. Slightly differs from No. 1,

and might be L, but could hardly be 7, ; seems
to be N set on end. No. lo, Q. Corresponds
with C in Carew inscription. No. 16, E. The
bir does not quite cross the circle, but this
seems unimportant— c/. similar position of bars
in round E's in the other inscriptions, and see
examples at St. Vigeans, &c. No. 17, T. Per-
haps D, but T corresponds with Carew and
Fethard, and seems more likely. No. 18, H.
A peculiar form. It resembles A reversed, but
can hardly be so here, nor can it be the Kunic
K. Is the point beneath it significant ? No.
19, T. The tail is curled up into a circle, which
teems a tendency in this inscription (see Nos.
J, 17, 22). Nos. 20, 21, I, E. Mr. Nicholson
thus reads the compound letter. It corresponds
with E in the Carew inscription, and with what
Beems to be E in the Fethard inscription. No.
22, OH. Hard to determine, but Mr. Nichol-
son's rendering seems most probable. Fethard
is here fq aally difaoult, and Carew gives an
apparent Y.

Carew Inhcription.'—Most of the letters are
unmistakable, only Nos. 3, 10, 17 leaving room
f..r doubt. Nos. 3, 10, P. The import of the
angled form at the back of No. .3 is uncertain

;

might it mark an aspiration approximating P
to Ph? This projection is absent in No. 10.
Both have been read as E ; No. 10 might per-
haps be 80, but not probably, to judge by
situation and analogy ; this equally applies to
No. 3, which moreover shows too long a tail,

besides having an inappropriate back angle.
Toe corresponding letteri at Baginbun and
Fethard could not represent R. No. 17, Y.
Beneath a well-defined Y appears an npourvcd
form, which must have some significance. If

* I take the Carew iosotiplloa from a drawing
and rubbing by Mr. Romilly Allen. Scni? of the
letters—notably Nos. .i, 10, 15, Ki, 17—diftcr from
those in Hubncr's fni. Chr. and Wcstwood's Lnp.

the last letters of the other inscriptions are

rightly read GH, it seems possible that this

curve denotes an aspiration, modifying the

pronunciation of Y into some such sound as

Yeh, which would resemble the Baginbun and
Fethard legh.
FHlurd Inecriplion.—As previously stated, I

assume that this inscription was at first nearly
identical with the Baginbun inscription, but
was afterwards altered in order to assimilate it

to that at Carew. My reasons for thinking s

}

will appear in course of the analysis. This
inscription, it may be noted, is less symmetri-
cally arranged than the others, two of its

letters (Nos. 13, 18) projecting on either side

beyond the rough parallelogram occupied by
the rest of the legend. Nos. 1 , 2, M, A. Cor-
respond with forms at Carew. No. 3, P (Ph ?).

Resembles No. 4, Q at Baginbun, but the top
is slightly fiattened and slightly projected at

right, approximating it to the subsequent No.
10. Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, G I TBUT, closely

resemble the corresponding letters at Carew.
In Baginbun there is an additional letter here,

viz., I (or H ?) preceding the E. No. 10, P.
At the back of the head there are uncertain
traces, which may be the remains of a form
matching that behind the head of No. 3 at
Carew. No. 12(?). Two firm horizjntal strokes,

answering in place to No. 14, N, at B.iginbun,
but having no counterpart at Carew. Faint
markings appear above these well- defined
strokes (though no trace of a third parallel

score) ; but these hardly seem significant, and
I incline to think that the strokes represent an
abbreviation, caused by the erasure of a letter

once correspondent to No. 14, N, at Baginbun.
No. 13, C. This outstanding letter is much
damaged, and thero are slight indications of a
vertical line between the horns of the C, sug-
gesting a minuscule Q; bat Mr. Du Noyer's
drawing, of some thirty years ago, shows the
letter as C. Nos. 14, lo, E, T, as at Carew.
No. 10, T. Preceding this letter there is a space,

occupied by a point, which exactly leaves room
for a form equivalent to No. 18 (H ?) at Bagin-
bun. No. 17, E. This letter, which matches
No. IC, E, at Carew, resembles the right-hand
part of the compound form Nos. 20, 21, I, E,
at Baginbun, with the end of the loop re-

moved. A space, occupied by a point (or two
points ?) appears where the left-hand part of
the Baginbun compound form should be.

Neither here, however (as I am informed by
Col. Vigors), nor between Nos. l.J and 16, are
any clear traces of erased letters visible on the
stone ; but this eignifies little, for the erasures
may have been originally complete, or time
may have removed the slight vestiges of an
imperfect deletion. No. 18, GH. Like No. 13,
this curious letter stands outside the rest.

Moderate changes on its forms would assimilate
it to the final letters at Baginbun and Carew :

additions in the former case, subtractions in
the latter.

Analysis of the Words.— Bag. : L. Abbre-
viation for Lie stone. Comparelrishinscriptions,
" Lie Colum . . ." and " Lie Lugnaedon . .

."

(M. Stokes, Chr. Ins. ii., pi, v., vi). This
letter does not appear at Carew and Fethard.
The oblique line that follows approaches the
next letter, but forms no part of it, and pro-
bably marks contraction and division. Dag. :

M A Q ; Cur., Felh. : M A P (M A P H ?) = son.
Jkig. . G I T I E U T ; Cur., Feth. ; G I T E U T;
a proper name. Compare " Gideo " (Ware-
haiu, Dorset) in " Catgug ic fius Gideo[ni3 ?]

"

— (Hiibnor, Int. Ur. Chr., No. 32). Bag. :

Q E N =^ Ceann, Cenn, &c. (/r.), Quien [Arm.)

;

head, chief. Oar. ; P E ; Feih. : P E =-
; for

Pen, Penn (I1W.) = head, chief. At Cirew
the final N—once perhaps represented by a
now effaced contraction mark — is entirely
absent. I admit the difficulty, and would ask
whether there is any precedent for such an omis-

sion, or if possibly the spelling indicates some
local pronunciation :- In analogy with Bagin-
bun, N (or at least some letter) ought to be
there ; and at Fethard we find in its place a sig-
nificant gap, marked with two arbitrary scores.
Dag.: QETHTIEGH; Car.: CETTEY(H?);
Ftth. .• CET . T . EY (H ?). A tribal, family, or
official designation. A similar name occurs in
an Ogam inscription at Bullinrannig, Kerry

—

" Maqqi Qettia," regarding which Mr. Brash
wrote as follows: "The name probably reads
Cetti, as Q is frequently used for C. We find
Ccat ... in the prehistoric period as Cat . . .

Caette and Caetti in Mart. Don., pp. 284, 375,
The Catti were a tribe of North Britain " (Og,
Mon., p. 209). A tribe in Somersetshire were
also designated Catti or Cassi. The tribal

names in question, and many proper names
beginning with Cad or Cat, are no doubt con-
nected with Cad(rri?Z.), Cath (ffaeZ.) = battle,
fight ; Cathach {(Jael.) — a warrior. The two
final words in each of the present inscriptions
may perhaps be linked together—Qen-Q^th-
tiegh, Pe(n)-C>ittey—and held to signify either
(I) Chief of the Cetti or Cdtti tribe or family

;

or (2) Chief of the warriors, analogously with
such words as Ceann-cinnidb, Pen-cenedi
{Gael., Wei.). Chief of a family; or as Gaelic
Ceann-cheud, Chief of a hundred (centurion),
and Welsh Pen-cun, Chief leader, Pcn-obyngor,
Chief counsellor.

The whole legend would thus translate:

—

[Stone] of Mac-Giteut, Chief of the Catti—or.
Chief of the Warriors.

SOUTHESK.

OGHAM INSCaiPTIONS IN IRELAND.
CamlirlJge : .Tan. 7, issri.

I am sorry to find that so eminent an authority
as Cinon Barry has so much fault ti find with
ray reading?. I am also sorry that he detects in

them signs of hurry ; for thousfh I should have
been glad of more time in the Kilkenny Museum,
I certainly thought I gave adequate time to the
Kilgrovane Stones. The method of locomotion
which I employed was the same as the CanonV,
and the kind hospitality of the farmer on whose
lands the stones are to be seen relieved me
of anxiety concerning the dinner-hour. The
weather, light, and shadows were all that could
be desired ; and, moreover, as I was uuaware that

anyone had made an intelligible reading of this

difficult text before my own attempt, I gave
especial cire to it ia the belief that I was
breaking new ground.

It is evident thit Canon Barry has read the

inscription in the usual manner, starting from
the let'c-hand angle. I should certainly have
followed the same course, had I not noticed the
word nuiqi near the top of the left-hand angle,

running downwards. The points of divergency
between Canou Barry's reading aud mine can be

best shown by setting my transcript under his,

placing corresponding letters together. I have
written myown reading inverselyand retroversely,

in order to fiicilitate comparison :

—

i>jao/
EI

/maqiI / OCOID

\ NA / \[lCOrIQ]}-(.U

Here are four points in which our readings

differ more or less widely. I should like to

make a few remarks on each. (I.) I came to

the stone expecting (on Mr. Brash's authority)

to find r here. I cannot remember now
what the exact appearance of the group
is; bat I must have seen something which
induced me to alter this preconceived notion,

and instead of a group of five stem-crossing

digits to find three such scores followed by two
vowel-poiuts. (II.) Here (i.) I cannot under-
stand how I came to overlook an m umid such a

forest of vowel-points ;
(ii.) I do not know how

I
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Canon Barry gets the i of his Afaqi ; (lii.) the q
of that word does not, I think, depend on this

angle at all, but is really part of the illegible

insciiption on the third augle. The two angles
being close together, there is a little ambiguity
about the angle to vthich these scores actually

belong. Mr. Brash has fallen into the same
trap, but his transcript agrees wilh mine in
making only four scores here, not five ; and (iv.)

Canon Barry and all other decipherers seem to

have missed an obscure group of scores which
depend at this point from the angle at present
under discussion. This group consists of five long,
broad, and very shallow scores on the left-hand
tide of the angle. 1 was referring particularly
to this character, when 1 said that the inscription

could be distinctly read by standing at some
little distance from the stone. These scores then
become very clear, especially if the light be
propitious : they are almost indistinguishable if

e.xamined too closely. The influence of the
weather has practically reduced them to mere
scalings of the surface, slightly deeper than the
rest.

(III.) This is in the fractured part of the
stone, and Canon Barry's reading is, I presume,
a restoration—at least. 1 could not detect any
markings in the original stone. I found m, then
one vowel-point, then nine inches blank, then
four scores on the left-hand side of the angle :

Canon Barry apparently reads these latter as two
vowel-points and two scores, and fills in the
lacuna with ten digits—one to complete the o,

then four for c, then two for o, then three to
complete the i. My own restoration only re-
quires four or five digits, according as Ebrosi or
Kbrani is preferred ; and, considering the coarse-
ness of the scores and their wideness apart
throughout the insciiption, I do not think many
more digits could be fitted into the space.

Lastly, at (IV.) a trifling circumstance, which
I well remember, confirms me in reading Ehr—

.

My first attempt at reading the inscription
resulted in Era-i, &c. ; but, on revising it, 1 saw
that the r had apparently six scores. This made
Jne'examine the letter in question more closely

;

and it then became clear that the first of these
scores was really a h, crowded up closely to the
initial digit of the r.

The variations between Canon Barry's reading
of the Kilbeg inscription and mine are more
serious, and to me inexplicable. Notwithstand-
ing the darknef s of the corner in which the stone
lies, I felt pretty safe at least about Bivodon
vinroi,

I suppose Canon Barry does not accuse me of
copying the Dunbell inscription over-hastily, as
his reading and mine only differ by a single
score. The more I think over his most in-
genious treatment of this inscription, the more I
like it ; the only objections to which it could
possibly be open are that, in the present state of
the stone, it appears to read from the top down-
wards, and that the points of the vowel which he
resolves into oa are too nearly equidistant for
such treatment. With regard to the additional
.score at (what I considered) the extreme end, if
I have missed it I err in good company, as Mr.
Brash and Sir Samuel Ferguson both give c here
—the latter so little contemplated the possibility
of the final letter containing five scores that he
trimmed his paper mould (which is now in my
possession) close up to thefomth digit : it there-
fore, unfortunatelv, gives us no assistance. On
the other hand, if there be only four scores, it
would suit Canon Barry's reading equally well

:

the Bilhntaggart Suvallm would then probably
have something to say.

K. A. S. Macalister.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
SusBAY. Jan. 13, 4 pm. Sunday Lecture : "Life in Aoe-

tralia," by Mr. Oswald Brown.
7.80 p m. El Ii-:cal ;

•• The EToIution of Biligion," by
Mr. B. Bosarqntt.

KosDAV, Jan. ]4, 6 p.m. Lnndon Ins'itntion :
" The Use of

the BupernatuiBl in Ait." by Mr. Wjke Btyliss.
8 pm. Hojal Aeaaemy : •'Ihe DeTelojm^nt of

Italiin A»t," III., b/ Mr. J. K. Holgson.
8 pm. Library Asarciation : 'The Et. Q^o^fh't,

Hanovtr-fquare, libiar, ," by Mr. Frank Paey; ' De-
liveiySta' ions vnniis Branches," by Mr. Fasiuel Smilh.

H p m. Socitty of Arts : Cantor Lecture, "The Arc
Light," I., by Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

Tuesday. Jtn. 15, 3 pm. Hoyal loatitution : "The In-
ternal Fiaicewjik of Plants and Anima's," I., by Prjf.
C. Stewart.

4 p.m. Asiatic: " A Cilleotion of MoJels of Imple-
ments, Utenti's. Weapons, &c., from Chutia Nagiur," by
Mr. Hugh Baynhird.

4.45 p m. Statistical ; "The Colleges of Oifo:d and
igricultural Depresfion," ' by Mr. L. L. Pjice.

8 p.m. Civil EoginEcrs: Discussion, "M-untain
Hailvays."

8 30 p.m. Ziolrgical: "Some Foraminifera ob-
tained by th-i Rojal Indian Marine Surrey's es. Investi-
gator, from th-s Arabian Saa neir ihe Laccadive Islands,"
by Mr. Frederick Chapmsn ; "Enumeration of the
Hemiptera-Homoptera of the Island of St. Vincent,
W.I.," by Mr. V. E. Uhler; "A New Species of the
Family Ccccidne bslonginj; to a Gems ne» to; the Fauna
of the Nearotio E "gion," by Mr. T. D. A. Ccckerell.

Wedsesdav, Jan. 16, 7.30 p m. Meteorological: Aimnal
General Meeting: Report of Council, Election of
OtBoers, Address by the Prrsident. Mr. E. Inirards

;"The Gale cf D^-cembar 21—2J, l£9t, over the British
Isles," by Mr. C. Harding.

8p.m. Entomolcgicsl : Annual Meeting: Ejection
of OlKwrs, A'dress by the President, " Recant Contribu-
tions to our Knowledge of the Geographical Dietiibntion
of Lepidoptera."

8 pm. Microscopical: A nnual Matting : Addressby
the President. Mr. A. D. Michael.

8 p.m. Folk-L?re: Addieis by the President. Mr.
Edward Clodd.

8pm. Society of Arts: "C mmerdal Synthesis of
Illuminating Hydrocarbons," by Prc^f. Vivian L-.wes.

TuiRSDAY, Jan. 17, 3 p m. Rajai Institution : "FourEog-
li'h Humorists of the Nineteenth Century," I., by Mr.
W.S. Lilly.

4.30 p.m. Scdety of Arts: "The Lushaia and the
Land they live in." by Capt. John Shakcspear.

6 pm. L-ndon Institution: " Ntrvea anl Nerve
Centres in Action." by Mr. H. Power.

8 p.m. Roral Academy : "The Development of
Italian Ait,' IV., by Mr. J. E. Hodgson.

8 p.m. Linnean ;
" Vatialion in the Floral Symme-

try of /'o('rn(,I(a tiBi Tormeniilla (Neoker),I.—theModesof
Variation," by Mr. A. G. Tateley ; " Some Variations in
the Number of Stamens and Carpels," by Mr. J. H.
Burlill.

8 pm. Chemical: "Acid Sulphate of Hydrnxyla-
mine." by Dr. Divers; "Mercury and BismnUi Hypo-
phosfhites," by Mr. 8. Hada ;

" Kamala," III , by Mr.
A. O. Periin.

8.30 p m. Historical

.

8 30 p.m. Antiquaries.
Friday, Jan. 18, 9 p.m. Boyal Instilution : "Phosphor-

escence and Phot >gTaT)hio Action at the Temperature
of Boiling Liquid Air," by Prof. Dewar.

?ATi'BDAY, Jan. 19. 11 a m. Asscciaticnfor the Improvement
of GeometticU Ti'aching : General Meeting.

8 pm. Royal Institution : 'Stained Glass Windows
a&d Painted Glass," I., by Mr. Lewis F. Day.

SCIENCE.

" BiBLiOTUKQUE BE Cab-VBAS."—A Philo-

logical Unsay Concerning the Ptgmies of the

Ancients. By Edward Tyeon, M.D.,
F.ES,, 1G99. With an Introduction
by Prof. B. C. A. Windle. (David
Nutt.)

Tni.?, the latest volume of the " Bibliotheque
de Carabas," forms a very important con-

tribution to the Bciences of ethnology and
folklore. The book is almost equally

divided between the reprint of Tyson's
pamphlet and the editor's Introduction,

of which the latter is vastly the more
interesting:, although the former contains

much that is deserving of consideration.

Who Dr. Tyson was is explained in the
Introduction ; wherein it is stated that the
essay now reprinted formed a supplement to

his Anatomy of a Pygmie, which " pygmie,"
it appears, was no other than a certain

chimpanzee whose skeleton may yet be seen
in the Natural History Museum at South
Kensington. And the argument advanced

by Tyson is that " the pygmies, the cyno-
cephali, the satyrs and sphinges of the
ancients, were either apes or monkeys, and
not men, as formerly pretended." This,
however, says Prof. Windle, is a theory
which has been demolished by the dis-

coveries of the present century. '
' We now

know not merely that there are pigmy
races in existence, but that the area which
they occupy is an extensive one, and in the
remote past has without doubt been more
extensive still."

The firot two sections of the Introduction
contain a comprehensive survey of the
various dwarfish races known to science,
and the editor endeavours, with much skill

and success, to indicate the tribes that may
reasonably be regarded as the descendants
of the pigmies spoken of by classical

writers. He shows, moreover, that Tyson,
in his eagerness to prove that all such
references denoted apes or monkeys, actually
shut his eyis to the plain meaning of many
passages which cannot- possibly be held to
sustain his argument. Yet, on the other
hand, it is by no means certain that Tyson
was wholly wrong.
As the greater part of tho Introduction

deals with " the little people of story and
legend," with the view of considering how
far such stories and legends owe their
origin to veritable dwarf races, and as this

necessitates several references to the writings
of

^
the present reviewer, it is not inappro-

priate to discuss this aspect of the question
in some detail.

In speaking of dwarfs and pigmies there
is the initial difficulty of not knowing
exactly what is meant by these terms,
especially with regard to stature. But
Prof. Windle's upward limit of 4 ft. 9 in.

is a liberal allowance, which cannot justly

be called in question. With this definition
in view, then, he proceeds to make various
observations tending, on the whole, to the
conclusion that, however applicable to races
in Africa and Asia, " pigmy " could never
have been suitably applied to any European
race. But it will be seen that this general
argument was found to require modification
after the text had been in type. At
p. xxxvii. Prof. Windle observes :

"Leaving aside for the moment the Lapps
[whose average male stature he states to be
five feet], there does not appear to have been
at any time a really pigmy race in Europe, so
far as any discoveries which have been made up
to the present time show."

On the next page, however, the following
footnote is added

:

"Since these pages were printed. Prof. Kall-
mann, of Basle, has described a group of
Neolithic pigmies as having existed at Schaff-
hausen. I'he adult interments consisted of the
remains of full-grown European types and of
small-sized people. These two races were
found interred side by side under precisely
similar conditions, from which he concludes
that they lived peaceably together, notwith-
standing racial differences. Their stature

(abont three feet six inches) may be compared
with that of the Veddahs in Ceylon. Prof.
Kollmann believes that they were a distinct

species of mankind."

Now, had Prof, Windle been aware of this

fact before he wrote his Introduction, he
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would not only have refrained from writing

the sentence in the text juat quoted, but

he would also have been inevitably led

to regard with greater favour than he

has done the view which identities such

•' little people " as those of Schaffhausen

with the dwarfs of tradition. He is

not, I think, so exacting as to require

the discovery of dwarf skeletons m every

district in wliich there are traditions of

dwarfs before he can admit that the two are

connected. Granted the former existence of

pigmies in Switzerland, it is both permis-

sible and reasonable to assume that they

had kinsmen in other parts of Europe.

However, at p. Ixxxix. he observes that " it

seems clear, so far as our present knowledge

teaches us, that there never was a really

pigmy race inhabiting the northern parts of

Scotland." This, of course, means that

there is no positive evidence in that direc-

tion in the shape of skeletons; for Prof.

Windle is aware of several reasons, founded

on traditional and semi-historical allusions

and on induction, which might be held to

imply the existence of such people in that

locality. But is it really quite clear that no

osseous remains have ever been found in

northern Scotland in corroboration of such

traditions ? The traveller Martin, who
wrote about 1703, states that, in a stone

vault " lately discovered " in the Hebridean

island of Benbecula, there were found
•' abundance of small Bones which have

occasioned many uncertain Conjectures, some

said they were the Bones of Birds, others

judge them rather to be the Bones of

Pigmies." Uean Monro also, who travelled

through the Hebrides in 1549, asserts that

he and others had dug up from under

the floor of "a little kirk" in "the
Pigmies' Isle" (placed by him near the

Butt of Lewis) " certain bones and round

heads of very little quantity [size], alleged

to be the bones of the said pigmies." I

have myself examined pretty minutely the

evidence regarding the bones seen by
Monro, and undoubtedly it is conflicting.

That the bones were found is clear ; but

what they were is wrapped up in a mist of

contradiction. Still, the fact that in two

separate parts of the Hebrides, and at two
different periods, bones assumed in each

case to be those of pigmies were discovered,

seems to me a fact that tends considerably

to qualify Prof. Windle's assertion. Had
there been a. Kollmann at the Butt of Lewis

in 1549, or at Benbecula in 1700, it is con-

ceivable that his decision might have been

in agreement with that given at Schaff-

hausen in 1894.

Still with reference to this detail of

stature, mention may be made of the state-

ment (p. xli.) that although the Eskimoes

are " a people of less than middle stature,

yet they can in no sense be described as

Pigmies," in proof whereof is cited Dr.

Nansen's assertion, based on his brief expe-

rience in Greenland, that "it is a common
error amongst us in Europe to think of the

Eskimo as a diminutive race." But one

has only to read Dr. Robert Brown's authori-

tative review of Etkimo Life (Acauemy,

November A, 1893) to realise that Dr.

Nanaen'a " Eskimoes " were three-fourths

European. The great infusion of modern

Danish blood among the Ghreenlanders has

been repeatedly referred to by another

Danish traveller, Mr. Eiis Oarstensen,

who describes the people of Ritenbank,

near Disco Island, as "a population of

predominant Danish extraction "
;
although

they only knew the language and the

ways of Eskimoes. Of the existence of

a small type of Eskimo there can be no

doubt; and, if I mistake not, many of

these were seen by the Peary Expedition,

as well as by earlier travellers. Foxe, in

1631, discovered an island-cemetery in the

north-western corner of Hudson's Bay, in

which " the longest corpses were not above

four foot long "
;
whereupon he remarks :

" They seem to be people of small stature.

God send me better for my adventures than

these." And it may be observed in passing

that this instance alone is not only a con-

tradiction of Dr. Nansen's statement, but

it shows that Dr. Brinton (cited at

p. xxxvii.) is in error in assuming that

" there is no evidence of any pigmy race in

America."
.

But although Dr. Nansen's tall "Eski-

moes " probably owed their height to their

Danish ancestors, there is nevertheless

plenty of evidence of the existence of tall

races in the Arctic regions. For example,

in the Hakluyt Society's publication for the

year 1894 there are several interesting

references to Arctic people of good stature,

able to throw the best wrestlers among the

English sailors: the period in question

being the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. And a trading-vessel from Flushing,

visiting Davis Straits in 1C.50, fell in with

two very distinct types, living together

in amity— the one a caste of hunters,

almost quite white, and "very" tall—the

other a race of fishers, "much smaller,"

short-legged, and of olive complexion.

Whatever the exact height of these two

races, the latter were dwarfs to the former
;

and their existence together, on a friendly

footing, suggests another point in the

Introduction. The probability is great—it

is almost a certainty—that two such races

would eventually become one. "In many
places," observes M. de Qaatrefages, " the

true Pigmies have exercised a certain

ethnological influence by inter-breeding

with the superior races, and in thus creating

half-bred populations." One result of this

would be that such mixed populations

would inherit traditions of an intercourse

between their forefathers and a race of

dwarfs—really their forefathers also. " The

stunted races whom Mr. MacEitchie

considers to have formed the subjects of the

fairy legend, have themselves tales of little

people,'" observes Prof. "Windle (p. xcvi.).

The observation is made as an objection to

the belief in question; whereas it really

supports it.

Turning to another part of the Introduc-

tion, we find reference made to those

mounds in the British Isles which are

traditionally assigned to "the little people."

Some of these have really proved to be

mound-dwellings ; others have not. One of

the places specially referred to (pp. lix., Ix.).

is the well-known mound at New Grange,

CO. Meath. This, an undoubted j" hollow

hill," may be regarded as a tomb or as a

dwelling, according to individual bias, and

Prof. Windle favours the former hypo-

thesis. One of the reasons that lead him

to this conclusion is that Mr. George

Coffey, a distinguished archaeologist,

remarks of certain stone basins found

within the chamber :
" There can be hardly

any doubt but that they serve! the purpose

of some rude form of sarcophagus or of a

receptacle for urns." On the other hand,

Col. Forbes L°slie observes :
" The position

and appearance of all of them are very

unlike anything intended for tho reception

of sepulchral deposits." And Mr. George

Petrie has remarked of a similar specimen,

found ii an unmistakable underground

dwelling at Skaill, in Orkney, that it was

"probably used as a mortar for rubbing or

pounding corn." Obviously, the question

has two sides. The same thing may be

said with regard to the early references to

this mound, or to the " Brugh " with which

it is sometimes associated, sometimes identi-

fied. To give these references due con-

sideration is, however, impossible in this

place ; but it may be said that these are

complicated and sometimes contradictory,

and that, as the mound itself has not been

half investigated, it is perhaps prenaature

to arrive at a conclusion as to its original

use.

The general question of fairy residences,

very fully discussed by Prof. Windle, is of

much interest. While a large number of

places ascribed to " the little people
'|

are

veritable souterrains and mound-dwellings,

yet tradition is often at fault. For example,

it is said in some places that molehills

are dwellings of "the little people"—

a

palpable absurdity. Tho explanation of this

inconsistency, from the euhemeristic point of

view, is (as rightly stated on p_. xc), " that

the story having once arisen in connexion

with one kind of mound, it may, by a pro-

cess easy to understand, have been trans-

ferred to other hillocks similar in appearance

though diverse in nature." If tradition

were absolutely reliable in this respect,

archaeologists would have a delightful task

before them. As it is, something might be

done with due discretion. When a certain

"Fairy Knowe," at Coldoch, Perthshire,

was investigated, it was found to have been

really a " hollow hill," with its entrance

way, its central court, and the little rooms

round the sides where the occupants slept

—

all as it is in the story-books. There is,

I am told, a similar hillock, also called

"The Fairy Knowe," on the estate of

Ochtertyre, a few miles distant. It is not

unreasonable to assume that, were it opened,

it would tell a similar tale. So also with

the " Elf Hillock " at Towie, Aberdeenshire,

or the "Fairy Knowe," of Pubil, in

Glenlyon, Perthshire, and its adjacent

" Sithean Mor," or with many other such

mounds.
These are only some of the points sug-

gested by a perusal of this interesting and

valuable preface ; and if the reviewer has

devoted an undue proportion of his space to

demonstrating that some of Prof. Windle's

arguments rest upon an unstable foundation,

it is not that he does not recognise all the

merit and comprehensiveness of the work.

David MacKitchie,
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CORRESPONDENCE,
" rORTUNA MAIOH."

B»tton-on-Humb jr.

Prof. Skeat's interesting letter (Academy,
Kovember 3, 1894, p. 352) naturally suggests

the question : How did such a comparatively
inconspicuous asterism as a, y, tj, C, lid ir

Aquarii with e Pegasi, come to bear such a

lofty name ? To understand this we must
go back to archaic times.

The Babylonian '
' Tablet of the Thirty S tars

'

'

(IF. A. I. V. ilvi., No. 1), which, I think, is

clearly a lunar zodiac, and (with similar lists)

the source of all other Asiatic lunar zodiacs,

begins with the Kakkab Apin ("Star of the

Foundation " or " Channel "), which, after very
careful consideration, I have identified with
Skat (" the Leg," 5 Aquarii), alsD called Sakib
("the Pourer"). The tablet appears to con-
template a year beginning at or about the
winter solstice, like the Boeotian, Delphic,
Bithynian, and Bravidian (S. India) years. I

need not refer to the well-known connexion
between the Babylonian Flood- legend and the
Aquarius-month ; and I bare shown (Academy,
July 15, 1893, p. 56) that th§ flood- hero
Adraxasis is equated with Skat. Aquarius, the
lucky constellation in which Xisouthros escaped
destruction and renewed the world, in medieval
and modern astrology "is deemed a fortunate
sign." The Euphratean Kakkab Nam-max
("the Star of Mighty Destiny") is iS Aquarii
[Sadahund ^ Sa''d as Suiid, "the Luck-of-
Lucks," the Arabic name being a translation,

or, at all events, an echo of the original Akka-
dian appellation), while o Aquarii is named
Sadalmelix (" the Lucky-Star-of-the-King ").

This King is the heiven-god Sar (= An-sar =
Assur), the patron-divinity of the " Star of the
Foundation"; and, similarly, Varuna (= Sar,

by analogy) is the patron-divinity of the corre-
sponding Indian lunar mansion.
Such being the character attributed to the

constellation Aquarius and its prominent stars,

we may next notice how these Euphratean
ideas reappear in some of the lunar mansions.
Lunar Mansion, No. xxiv. (3, i Aquarii)

:

Persian Biinda ("The Foundation"); Arab
Sa'd as Siii}d{cidemp.); Chinese A'o(" Empty,"
i.e., The Beginning of Things), later Hii, Ilii'

;

Indian Shraviahtha ("The Most-Glorious"),
afterwards applied to o, /3, y, and 8 Delphini,
which are not properly a lunar mansion at all.

Lunar Mansion, No. xxv. : Persian KahUar,
a corrupt and abbreviated form of the Avestic
Shatavafra ("the Hundred-Dwellings'in Aryan,
= \ Aquarii to 6 Pegasi) ; Sogdian Shawshat
(i.e., /iaA<-snr reversed. Cf. Adra-xasis, Xasia-
adra, &c.) ; Khorasmian Ma$htawand (" Pos-
Bes8ing-Greatness,"Ave8ticmaf<t," greatness");
Indian Shatabhishaj = Shatavae/^a ; Chinese (o

Aquarii and 9 Pegasi) Gut {cf. Akkadian r/i,

"foundation"), afterwards Wei ("Dangerous-
Place," because dark ; cf. Akkadian mi, vi,

Chinese mi, met, "black") Arab (o, y, f, 17

Aquarii) Sa'd al Akhbiyah (" Luck-with-the-
Tfnts ") ; and the Foriuna Maior of Dante and
Chancer.

Shatavai-'-a in the Avesta is " the powerful . .

.

who pushes waters forward" {Slri'izah, i. 13),
and " makes waters How down to the 7 Karsh-
vares [regions] of the earth" {Tir Yast, 9).

In the Dundahit he is also called Shatavrs, " the
chieftain of the south," not the west {cf. Bnn-
dahis, ii. 7 with xiii. 12, and vide Darmcsteter
in "Sacred Books of the East," vol. xxiii.,

p. 90, note 2). The Euphratean Aquarius was
connected with local wet weather, as "Baby-
lonia is still reduced to an impassable marsh by
the rains of January " (Prof. Sayco, in Trans.
Soc. Bib. Archaeol. iii. 104) ; but, in the case of
the derived lunar zodiacs, the mansions do not
primarily reflect tho weather of the countries
to which they belong, but original Euphratean

charactepistics. Hence, Shatavac(;a (not the
Pleiades, as Prof, de Harlez suggests, Manuel
de la Langue de VAvesta, p. 206) is watery
because Aquarius (= Euphratean Ou, a drip-
ping vase) is watery, both actually every year
and in the uranographic map. This illustrates

the curious Avestic phrase, "All the stars that
have in them the seed of the waters " {Struzah,
ii. 13, &e.). Shafaivs naturally protects " the
seas of the southern quarter, just as those on
the northern side are in the protection of
Haptokring" {Bundahis, xiii. 12), i.e., the 7
Wain-stars. The Indian lunar mansion Shata-
bhishag is also called Shata-tara (" having-a-
hundred-stars"), which is incorrect in actual
fact ; but the name may be understood as of
dignity, i.e., " possessing-mighty-stars " or
" dwellings "= Fortuna Maior.

Robert Brown, Jun.

SCIENCE NOTES.

The general meeting of the Association for

the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching will

be held at University College, Gower-street, on
Saturday next, at 11 a.m., when the report of

the council will be read, new officers and
members will be proposed for election, and Mr.
G. Heppel will read a paper on " Algebra in
Schools." At 2 p.m. papers will be read by Dr.
C. Tayloron " The A.I.G.T. Syllabus of Geo-
metrical Conies"; by the Rev. J. J. Milne on
"The Conies of Apollonius"; and by Prof. A.
Lodge on " Notes on Mensuration." All inter-

ested in the objects of the association are
invited to attend.

The Friday evening meetings at the Royal
Institution will commence on January 18,

when a discourse will be delivered by Prof.
Dewar, on "Phosphorescence and Photo-
graphic Action at the Temperature of Boiling
Liquid Air."

Three scientific societies will hold their

annual meetings on Wednesday next. At the
Entomological, the president will deliver an
address on "Recent Contributions to our
Knowledge of the Geographical Distribution
of Lepidoptera," and will exhibit specimens in

illustration ; at the Royal Microscopical, the
presidential address will be given by Mr. A. D.
Michael ; and at the Royal Meteorological, by
Mr. R. Inwards.

In accordance with a new regulation of the
council, the library of the Royal Geographical
Society will be open to fellows on Saturdays
until 5 p.m. during the first six months of the
present year. An assistant will be in attend -

ance to supply books.

The publication of Mr. Hutchinson's
Archii-ea of Surgery, which has lapsed for six

months, is now being resumed. No. 21,

which commences vol. vi., will appear in

a few days, with additional letterpress as well

as nine plates, and will contain a Chronology
of Medicine from the fifteenth to the nine-
teenth century. The publishers will in future

be Messrs. West, Newman & Co., 54, Hatton-
garden.

The Zoological Society of London has just

issued, through Messrs. Gurney & Jackson, the
Zoological Record for 1893, being the thirtieth

volume of that publication. Like the two
preceding volumes, it has been edited by Dr.
D. Sharp, of Cambridge, with the help of the
same staff of recorders. These include, we may
add, one lady. Miss Florence Buchanan, B.Sc,
who is responsible for tho department of Vermes.
A new feature is the list of abbreviations used
for the titles of Journals, Transactions, &c.,

with indications of the principal libraries in

which they are to be found.

PHILOLOar NOTES.
Prof. Max Muller has recently received
an address from India, the result of a desire
among the Pandits, or native Sanskrit scholars,

to join in the congratulations to him on his

academical jubilee last August. But during
the time that has since elapsed, the movement
has taken a wider form. It now represents
the gratitude of all tho educated classes in
India—Mahommedans and Parsis as well as
Hindus, Rajas and reformers, civil servants and
European professors—for his lifelong labours
in editing the Rig-Veda and in bringing out
the series of " Sacred Books of the East." By
tnese works they say
'

' a conviction has been generated and strengthened
that God's ennobling and elevating truth is not
the monopoly of any particular race ; and a etrong
impetus has been given to a unifying movement
among the religions of the world."

The address is on parchment, beautifully illu-

minated. It came enclosed in a silver casket
of repousso work, in the form of an Indian
manuscript, having on one side a representation
of the sun rising above the Himalayas, with the
Ganges flowing down the mountain, and on the
top the mystic syllable Om ; and on the other
side the picture of a sacred bird.

Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana, Pro-
fessor of Zend and Pahlavi at Bombay, has
sent to Oxford advance sheets of an excellent

edition of the Pahlavi translation of the
Vendidad, prepared with the collation of many
MSS. which were not at the disposition of the
former editor. This edition will also possess

the advantage of copioas notes at the foot of

the pages, instead of sparse ones at the end of

the book. Considering tho length of time since

the first edition was issued, we expect an ad-
vance upon that production; and this is, in

fact, presented.

The next numbers of the " Studia Sinaitica
"

series, published by the Cambridge University
Press, will be :

—V. The Anaphora Pilati in

Syriac and Arabic ; the Syriac transcribed by
J. Rendel Harris, and the Arabic by Margaret
Dunlop Gibson, with translations ; also a short
and early form of the "Recognitions" of

Clement in Arabic, transcribed and translated

by Margaret Dunlop Gibson. VI. Select

Narratives of Holy Women, as written over the
Syriac Gospels by John the Recluse of Beth-
Mari Kaddisha in a.d. 778. No. 1 will contain

the stories of Eugenia, of Mary who was sur-

named Marinus, of Onesima, and of Euphro-
syne, transcribed and translated by Agnes
Smith Lewis. These throw a vivid light on
the character of monastic life in its prim", and
have apparently been the favourite reading of

the Syriac monks who once formed part of the

community on Mount Sinai.

The current number of the Asiatic Quarterly

Review includes two papers that should attract

the attention of Orientalists. The one is a
rythmical and metric version of three Zoroas-
trian hymns by Dr. L, A. Mills, which opens
out new possibilities of rendering those ancient

religious compositions in a style more closely

approaching the original than the prose trans-

lations hitherto published. The other is an
instalment of a new translation of the Yih-king,

by Prof. C. de Harliez, of Louvain, which pre-

sents this enigmatical Chinese classic, for the

first time, in a consecutive, rational form,

varying considerably from Dr. Legge's transla-

tion in tho "Sacred Books of the East," and
also from the late Prof, de Lacouperie's some-

what rash suggestions. This work will be con-

tinued in the April and July numbers.

At the meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society,

to be held on Tuesday next at 4 p.m., Mr.
Hugh Rayubird, jun., will show and describe

his collection of implements, utensils, weapons,

&c., from Chutia Nagpur.
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FINE ART.
OLD MASTERS AT THE ROYAL

ACADEMY.
I.

AoAix we have at Burlington House an exhibi-

tion of the mcst varied interest, yielding, indeed,

in attract! *-cne83 to but few of its forerunners,

although by this time absolute novelties —
the exhibition being the twenty-sixth of those

which, in unbroken succession, have been brought

together in the same place—are few and far

between.
Italian art is again this year seen at a certain

disadvantage, as compared with that of the

Northern schools, especially the Flemish and

Dutch, which are represented, as a rule, by
examples of the liighest class, while the panels

and canvases ol Italian origin are, with some few

exceptions, neither in the best condition nor of

the finest quality. Indeed, the only Italian

work here to which sapreme rank can be accorded

is the famous '• Ariosto," by Titian, from Cobham
—an injured but still an incomparable picture. It

has here such formidable rivals as the magnificent

series of portraits by Rembrandt from Grosvenor

House, and the luminous " Don Bilthasar Carlos,"

a Velasquez of the first water, from the collec-

tion of the Marquis of Bristol. The English pic-

tures in the Great Gallery (No. III.) make up an
uaosnally fascinating display, even when opposed

to neighbours su dangerous. It must gladden the

admirer of our great school of portraiture of the

eighteenth century, to see that the English

masters, with all their obvious shortcomings as

regards thoroughness ofexecution, remain masters

Btill, though, on the one side of them are Titian

and Velasquez, and on the other Kerabrandt and
Rubens. Indeed, for sheer jjower and unity of tone,

at a certain distance from the beholder, nothing
maintains itself so well against the sober but
resistless strength of the Velasquez already men-
tioned as Gainsborough's blue and silver full-

length "Lidy Eardley."

The Crewe Reynoldses, which the present

generation has not previously had an opportunity

of seeing in public, form a unique group. Among
them are the famous double portraif, "Mrs.
Crewe and Mrs. Bouverie "

; the mannered, yet

charming, "Mrs. Crewe as St. Genevieve"; the

delightfully fresh and humorous " Master Crewe
as Henry VIII. '

; and the still more exquisite
" Miss Frances Crewe," one of the most perfect

of all Sir Joshua's portraits of children. Johann
ZofTany's " Interior of the Florence Gallery

"

and "The Life School in the Royal Academy,
1772" do not take high rank as pictures ; but in

the naive sincerity of their realism they are in-

finitely curious, and constitute pictorial docu-
ments of the highest value. Nothing more
instructively shows how supreme excellence can
be attained in styles absolutely divergent than
the juxtaposition in GiUery No. I. of Tamer's
"Mortlake" and Constable's " Didham Vale."

The one is an exquisite vision containing the

very essence, if not the outside husk of truth
;

the other one of the finest pages of noble, virile

prose—if the expression be permissible—to be
found in English landscape.

In Gallery No. IV. we find first a curious
" Virgin and Child " (Sir Frederic Leighton,

P.R.A.), by Michele Oiambono, the elder of that

name, by whom there is in the Accaderaia of

Venice an elaborate altar-piece, dated 1466, in

which the tints have the brilliancy of enamel,
and resemble those in a piece of fine champlevf
work. This example, which, like the one just

mentioned, reveals the influence of Gentile da
Fabriano, has lost its brilliancy. It bears the
full signature, " Michael Johannes Bono Venctus
pinxit.'' Before it, in order of date, should have
been mentioned the little diptych (Mr. Charles
Butler) ascribed in the Catalogue, possibly

through some printer's error, to a "Bernardo

Gaddi,'' nnknown to Italian art. Perhaps the

owner wishes to designate Bernardo Daddi, a

Giottesque painter who frescoed one of the choir-

chapels iu Sta. Croce, Florence, and to whom an
attempt was recently made to give the wonderful
" Trionfo djlla Morte " of the Campo Santo, Pisa :

the latter, however, a most unconvincing ascrip-

tion. The faces of the sacred personages, as here

depicted, show certain curious disproportions,

such as we are accustomed to associate with the

art of Taddeo Gaddi. A genuine and character-

istic example of the Ferrarcaa pupil of

Squarcione, Marco Zoppo, is the little panel " A
Saint " (Mr. A. de Pas') ; it was not included in

the recent Ferrarese collection of the Burlington

Fine Arts Club.

A puzzling and fascinating poitrait is the

"Alberto Pio di Carpi" (Mr. Ludwig Mond),
ascribed to Baldassare Peruzzi. The intrinsic

evidence furnished by the piclura itself would
not in itself suflicieatly support the attribution

;

for the portrait of this" olive-skinned, fair-haired

(or fair-wigged '.) young patrician suggests rather

the Milanese school under a Northern influence.

The background, with its architectural features

and its animated little figures, is, however, much
more in Peruzzi's own earlier style. Dr. J. P.

llichter has traced an intimate personal con-

nexion between Peruzzi and the personage here

represented, and he furnishes what may be

accepted as sufiicient proof from without that the

attribution is correct. He has stated to the

writer that, in 1505—the date which the portrait

bears— Peruzzi was, moreover, painting in the

company of the Milanese artist, Cesare da Sesto.

The early Florentine school has never been

so feebly represented as on the present occasion.

The only panel requiring notice is the "Virgin

and Child" (Mr. Chas. Butler), belonging to the

group of pictures conveniently summed up as

" School of Verrocchio," which comprises such

works as the " Virgin and Child witn Angels
''

and the " Tobias with the Archangel," in the

National Galley, and the "Tobias with the Three
Archangels" iu the Accaderaia of Florence.

This is a good, sound example of its class ; but
there is even less justification for giving it to

Verrocchio himself, than there was for ascribing

to the master of the celebrated " Baptism ' iu

the Accademia— as did no less an authority than

Dr. Bode, of Berlin—our own school-piece
" Tobias with the Archangel."

The life-size "St. Paul" (Mr. Ludwig Mond)
is interesting, as probably the only specimen in

England from the hand of the Pavian painter.

Pier Francesco Sacchi : it is hard in treatment,

and unpleasantly self-assertive in colour, yet

marked by a certain bigness and sincerity of con-

ception. Sacchi's best-known work are the im-

Eortant " Four Fathers of the Church," in the

ouvre (1516), and an altar-piece in Sta. Maria
di Castello at Rome (1526).

The "Virgin and Child" (Mr. T. Humphry
Ward), ascribed to Andrea Solario, is an un-

usually fine repetition of the famous " Vierge au
coussin vert " in the Salon Carre of the Louvre,

with an entirely different background. Here
St. Joseph is seen busily at work, while in the

Louvre original the background is a character-

istic landscape. Were it not for a certain lack

of subtlety and charm in the faces of the Virgin

and Child, one might almost hold the picture to

be an original replica from the hand of the

master ; but these, together with certain other

minute differences of manner, prevent us from
accepting it as such. The Louvre exaanple bears,

on the marble plinth which supports the cushion,

the signature " Andreas de Solario fa." Asother
puzzle most difficult of solution is provided by
the curious " St. Francis and St. Catharine" (Mr.
H, Reginald Corbet), a painting ascribed by its

owner to Albert Diirer (! !). The oddest thing

is, that the panel in question has been provided
with an entirely new gold ground, upon which
has been painted, with an amusing naivete on

the pait of the forger, a huge Durer monogram.
An Albert Durer with a gold ground, and a

manogram on that ground, is, indeed, a trouvailk

!

Many opinions exist as to the school to which

this interesting panel really belongs. Some
connoisseurs have deemed it Italian, others

Spanish, others again South German. To the

writer it seemed, at first sight, to be a Muranese

product'on of the earlier school, under Northern

influence ; then to belong rather to some Italian

painter of the Adriatic Coast ; but he must own
regretfully to having as yet no very definite

opinion on the subject.

The capital " Virgin and Child with St. John"
(Mr. R. II. Benson), by Marco d'Ogionno, is ona

of the best extant examples of that unequal

L-jonardesque painter : it was in the New
Gallery last winter. The most important pic-

ture in Gallery No. IV. is "The Resurrec-

tion" (Eirl of Ashburnham), by Bartolommeo
Montagna. This is painted on tine canvas, like

two of the Vicentine master's altir-pieces in the

Vicc.nzi Gallery : it is a coraparitively early

work, though evidently a good deal later than two
"Madonnas" in the New Gallerv, and the one

(No. 1098) in the National Gallery. The first

impression made by the picture is the reverse of

agreeable, the central figure of the Saviour risen

from the tomb being unfortunately grotesque

in both type and movement. The two saints in

niches at the sides—St. John the Baptist and St.

Jerome—make, however, ample amendj. They
are noble examples of an austere realism, rising,

in virtue of its absolute, unquestioning sincerity,

into true grandeur. Tliere is little or nothing to

be seen of the too-mach-talked-of influence of

Cirpaccio on Montagna. The Vicentine painter's

mood is here more in sympathy with that of

B=llini's earlier and more severe style ; but he is,

after all, chiefly himself—one of the most in-

teresting and characteristic figures of North
Italian art.

Of the most exquisite quality is the miniature
" Holy Family," by Fra Bartolommeo (Miss Hen-
riette Hertz), a work small only in dimensions,

but large and noble in style. Those who cry

out at seeing a miniature oil-painting like this

ascribed to the Frate, forget the quite similar

panels in the Uffizi. They forget also the

wonderful little triptych in the Poldi-Pczzoli

Museum of Milan, painted by Fra Bartolommeo'a

friend and partner, Albertinelli. The large

"Virgin and Child, with Saints and Donor"
(Earl of Ashburnham), attributed to Giovanni
Bellini, and bearing a signature, with the date

1505, is by a Bellinesque who is unable to

merge his identity, even if he would, so peculiar

are his mannerisms. Yet he is apparently not

one of the group of painters really very near to

Bellini - belonging to the inner circle of his

satellites. The cjlour is brilliant, yet harsh,

and not, in the best sense of the word, Venetian.

The draperies are jagged in fold, and the dis-

proportions between certain figures manifest.

Beyond question of the school of IBellini, but not

by Giorgione, to whom it is ascribed, is the beauti-

ful sunny " Landscape " (Earl of Ashburnham),
with curious little figures of two men fencing

and another playing on pipes, in the middle

distance. 'The type of the landscape, although

essentially Venetian, is not akin to any of

those successive phases which we find in the

well-authenticated Giorgiones, such as the eirly

pictures in the Uffiz', the great Castelfranco
" Madonna with Saints," or the so-called "Philo-

sophers" of the Vienna Gallery (renamed by
Herr Wickhoff " Aeneas and Evander ").

The magnificent " Ariosto " by Titian, lent by
Lord Darnley, from Cobham, has at some period

suffered great injury to the head from restoration

or over-cleaning
;
yet it remains, for all that, one

of the noblest and most sympathetic of Venetian

portraits. The picture shows already the early

maturity of Titian's art, although the conception

is still wholly in the Giorgionesque style of
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portraiture, as shown in the pictures in the Pesth

GtJlery and the Berlin Museum respectively, and
in Sebastiano LucianiV Giorgionesque "Violin-

player" (formerly in the Sciarra Palace at Rome),
celebrated, all the world over, as a Raphael.

The " Ariosto " here has just that soft, pleasing

melancholy, lighting up and refining Italian

sensuousness, which we find in Titian's " Jeune
Homme au gant " in the Louvre, as well as in the

beautiful " Concert " of the Pitti Palace, so lf>ng

deemed to be the typical Giorgione. It is im-

possible to accept as Titian's the great landscape

with figures, " Jupiter and Antiope " (Duke of

Westminster). This confused and uninviting

production is, at the most, by a late, perhaps a

seventeenth century imitator. The " Salvator

Slundi" (Earl of Darnley) is gorgeous in colour,

but too weak and characterless to be by the great

master of Cadore himself. It bears a family

likeness to a " Christ," with a landscape back-

ground, which, in the Pitti Palace collection, is

ascribed to Titian.

Brilliant in colour and unusually well pre-

served is a large "Adoration of the Shepherds"
(Eudoxie, Countess of Lindsay), ascribed to Tin-

toretto. It is certainly not by that master, but
probably by one of the Bassano group. The
Bassano touch is clearly seen in the homely
accessories, and especially in the crisply touched

white draperies, with transparent bluish shadows.

A genuine Tintoretto, on the other hand, is Sir

Frederic Leigh ton's " Portrait of Paolo Paruta."

We have, too, a genuine Moroni—brilliant in its

contrast of steel-grey with crimson, but reddish

in the flesh-tones—in the " Portrait of Vittorio

Michiel" (Marche«e Bentivoglio di Aragona).

The bright, showy piece, " Mars and Venus

"

(Mr. Val. C. Prinsep, R.A.), ascribed to Palma
Vecchio, pleasing though it is, lacks the subtlety

of execution and the poetic glamour of a true

Palma. If it be necessary to find a name for it,

we should prefer that of Cariani in his Palmesque
mood—the juicy green landscape and the massive,

unrefined blonde who presents Venus being
much in his style.

We may pass over without much comment
the " Virgin and Child " (Eudoxie, Countess of

Lindsay), here, with more courage than discre-

tion, ascribed to Raphael. It is one of the many
versions of the lost " Madonna di Loreto," and,

with its harsh, opaque colouring, by no means
cne of the most attractive. The necessity for

exhibiting such a work as this is not obvious,

especially with the condition presumably at-

tached : that it is to bear, without a word of

warning to the uninstructed, the august name of

Sanzio himself.

Claude Phillips.

which seoms to be the lettering at the end of

the second line : I think it may be a blundering
anticipation of AUAVS in the third line, as the
way in which the letters are formed is not so
dissimilar as in modern print. Carausius is

generally credited with the names M. Aurelius
Valerius. The praenomen is testified to by
several coins, the other names only by one of
Stukely's coins (Carausius i., p., 112) accepted
by Eckhel (viii. 47), but omitted by Cohen. It is

said to read imp m avr v caeavsius p av ;

but Stukely's notorious inaccuracy and the
oddity of the legend make the statement rather
doubtful.

This milestone is, so far as I know, the only
certain lapidary relic of Carausius. The in-

scription appears on the squeeze to be com-
plete ; but Chancellor Ferguson, who has seen
the stone, thinks something may have been lost

below line 4.

2. FL YAj
CONS
TANT
tllO NOB
CAES

Fl{avio) Val{erio) Consiant[in]o noh. Oaes, It

is possible that a line may have been lost at

the beginning. In line 4 I think to see no on
the squeezes, and hence I have supplied Oon-
stantino; but Conatantio is not wholly
impossible. The road from Carlisle south-
wards has yielded two inscriptions of Con-
stantino the Great (C. vii. 1176, 1177), both
later than the one here described and giving
him the title of Augustus, not Caesar.

P. Haveefield.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A MILESTONE OF CAKAUSItTS.

Cb.Cb., Ozfoid : Jan. 6, 1803.

A Koman milestone has lately been found
about a mile south of Carlisle, in the bed of the
river Petferill, close to the Roman road which
led from Luguvallium southwards. It has been
acquired for the Tullie House Museum by Mr.
B. S. Ferguson, to whom I am indebted for
information and squeezes.

The stone, which is six feet long, has two
inscriptions, one at each end : that is to say, it

was first erected under one emperor, then,
according to a common practice, it was turned
topsy-turvy, and inscribed with the name of a
later ruler. The emperors are Carausius and
either Constantius Chlorus or Constantine I.

The two inscriptions are :

—

1. IMP CM
AVRMA'S
f'AJlAVSI"PF

INVICTO Ava
Imp. C{aee) M. Aur{elio) mavs Caramio p{io)

/[elid) invieio A luj. The only puzzle is MAV3,

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOy.
What claims to be the most complete
history of modern art which has ever been
attempted will shortly bo published by Messrs.

Henry & Co. It is from the pen of Dr.
Richard Muther, keeper of the Royal collection

of prints and engravings at Munich, and will

be entitled The Hktory of Modern Painting.

The book begins with the English art of the

eighteenth century, and treats at length of the

English painters and illustrators of the present

century. France, Germany, Belgium,
Denmark, Holland, Italy, Norway, Sweden
and Spain occupy a share of the author's

space, America and American painters living

abroad come in for duo notice, and the

influence of Japan on European art has not

been overlooked. The work will be profusely

illustrated with portraits of many of the artists,

and with reproductions of their most im-
portant pictures or drawings. It will be issued

both in parts and in volumes, and will consist

altogether of more than 2000 pages.

There will open next week, at the Fine Art

Society's, New Bond-street, an exhibition of

drawings by Thomas Rowlandson, including

his Tour in a Post Chaise, 1782, from his Studio

in London to the Wreck of the Royal George.

The following have been elected Associates

of the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers

:

Messrs. F. Vangs Burridge, W. K. HinchclifF,

and W. Thompson.

There is now on view, in the galleries of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, Conduit-

street—in addition to the annual exhibition of

drawings submitted for the prizes and student-

6hii)s—a collection of drawings of the Pantheon

at Rome, by M. Chedanne. One of these gives

a conjectural restoration of the original Portico

of Agrippa, showing ten columns in front;

others give conjectural restorations of the build-

ing as it stood in Hadrian's time, showing the

bronze plating which was taken away in 1G32

by Pope Urban VIII,, and melted down to

make the existing canopy over the Apostles'

Tomb in the Vatican. At the meeting of the
Institute on Monday next the prizes will be
distributed by the president, Mr. F. C. Penrose,
who will also deliver an address to the students.

Mr. W. Wtke Bayliss, president of the
Royal Society of British Artists, will deliver a
lecture on Monday next, at 5 p.m., at the
London Institution, on " The Use of the Super-
natural in Art."

The last number of the American Journal of
Archaeology—printed at the Princeton Univer-
ity Press, and to be had in London from
Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co.—opens with three
papers of the American School at Athens. Dr.
Charles Waldstein describes a marble head of an
Ephebus, apparently from a metope, which
was found this spring during the excavation of
the Heraeum at Argos. From a comparison
with the Doryphoros at Naples, and also on
other grounds, ho has no hesitation in assigning
it to the school of Polycletus. Mr. Rufus B.
Richardson writes of the tiles stamped with
inscriptions that were discovered at the
Heraeum, in the light of sunilar tiles and
inscriptions found elsewhere. The most clear
is that bearing (in whole or in part) the name
of the architect Sokles. Mr. J. R. Wheeler
deals with the remaining inscriptions, which
are mostly fragmentary and none of very
ancient date, though interesting from the point
of view of Argive palaeography. Next comes
a paper by Mr. W. Hayes Ward on someHittite
seals, which he has presented to the Metro-
politan Museum of New York. Two of them are
cylinders, which he affirms to be the first ever
found with Hittite characters. From one of
them he infers that the winged disk of later
Assyrian art was conceivably derived, through
the intervention of the Hittites in Syria, from
Egypt. There are two obituaries: of Prof.
Heinrich von Brunn, by Mr. A. Emerson ; and
of Dr. H. G. Lolling, the author of Baedeker's
Greece, and curator of the Museum of Inscrip-
tions at Athens, by Mr. R, B. Richardson.
Finally, we have the usual summary of Recent
Archaeological Discoveries, filling more than
100 pages, where we notice that more room has
been made for Egypt and Asia Minor, Greece,
and Italy, by omitting altogether the occasional
notes from India and the Far East.

MUSIC.
MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.

Studies in Modern Music. Second Series. By
W. H. Hadow. (Seeley.)

Cue author opens this new series with an
essay entitled " Outlines of Musical Form,"
and, as wo expected, he has much to say that
is of interest. While reading it, however, we
could not but call to mind Wagner's objection

to discussing form without contents. Mr.
Hadow sometimes uses the term "sonata
form," for what is technically known as " first

movement form," and sometimes for a Sonata,

i.e., a work consisting of various movements.
A trained mueician can certainly follow him,
but for all that he should hava avoided the

confusion.

The essay on Chopin is, to our thinking, the

most attractive portion of the book. We are

told, by the way, that Fetis and Liszt both
erroneously give 1810 as the year of the com-
poser's birth ; our author might have added
that the tombstone at Pore la Chaise also

repeats this error. Chopin was born in 1809.

Mr. Hadow regrets the " unjustifiable license

of language " of Chopin's biographers with

regard to the George Sand episode. Amid
many conflicting reports it is now difficult to

ascertain the exact truth. The matter is not

of historic importance, neither is a full
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undenUndingof the exact relationship between

the novelist and the composer necessary to a

fuU appreciation of Chopin s music. »"* *e

agree with Mr. Hadow that more measured

Kage on the part of some t»?g«Pl'«"

;3l lave been judicious, and certamly more

ohwitable.- Very interesting is Mr. Hadow s

TOMeslion, that Chopin's early acquaintance

^^TPoIish folk-songs, written not in our

Todem «!.le but in one or other of the

eocle««itical modes, -"^y
. ""^^ J w^

indifTerence to the ^'"V'^f"'''''^' °L,^Zr
relationship. But we are not so sure whether

^ is right in complaining of the key of the

Funeral March in the Sonata in B «»* -«°o^ ^

the Finale is not long enough to create key

monotony. Again, we doubt whether Mr.

Hadow ever feard that Finale interpreted by

Rubinstein ; if he had, he "urely would not have

described it as having " somewhat the a^r of an

impromptu." Rubinstein, by dexterous use of

l^ h iK.dals. made it sound sad and mysterious

as the wailing harmonics °f
t^v"^*" •*> ^AT^

Mr. Hadow, in accordance with thespint of the

age, is fond of making strong statements ;
but

not everyone wiU agree with him that the

second half of the Sonata is
'

' a disappointment

and a failure." He declares that Chopm s

•' virtuoso passages " differ from those of Herz

and Huntin, and even Thalberg, as a piano-

forte differs from a barrel-organ. He might

have made a stronger comparison, and compared

"virtuoso passages" with those of greater

pianists, Moscheles, Henselt, and even Liszt,

and asserted the Polish composer s superiority.

Excepting in one or two pieces of minor

importance, Chopin always used technique

as a means, not as an end. Let us quote

Mr. Hadow's last sentence referring to

Chopin's music: "There have been nobler

messages, but none delivered with a sweeter

or m?re persuasive eloquence." Just before

he has remarked that "Chopin can claim no

place among the few greatest masters of the

world." This sounds cold, but Mr. Hadow

admires Chopin to the full; he will not allow

him to be ranked with Bach and Beethoven,

but acknowledges him as cne of the

immortals. tx i. a
The next essay is on Dvonib, aia »

very graphic account is given of the

Bohemian composer's youth, his early struggles

and failures. Well may it be said of

him now, in the day of success, that he has

deserred it. The mention, too, of Smetana,
" the first Bohemian composer," is opportune.

Mr. Hadow's description of his "Prodana

neve&ta " makes one hope that it will be given

some day in London. Bohemian music leads

our author to a brief digression on nationality

ill art. The resemblance between the national

songs of various countries make one somewhat

sceptical as to the marked distinctions which

Bpme would have us recognise.

The last etsay concerns Brahms. Lately, in

noticing Mr. Fuller Maitland's Matters of

Utrman Music, we alluded to the too frequent

uto of laudatory terms. Mr. Hadow, however,

goes to greater excess. No one now disputes

the greatness of Brahms, and it is on that very

account that a " study " should not become a

mere panegyric. Brahms was considered guilty

of a dangerous and radical innovation when,

in his 'cello Sonata in F, he chose for his

second movement a key one semitone higher

than the principal key. Mr. Hadow tells us

that the same thing had already been done by

Haydn ; he might also have given his hero the

substantial support of Beethoven and Schubert.

It is pleasant to read of Sir George Macfarren s

early essay on the German Requiem, for he was

not very much in sympathy with modern

Mr. Hadow has a few words about Wagner.

He tells us that " the drama otthe future will

accept him as one of it« greatest potentates.

Does not the drama of the present already do

this'" Our author's remarks respecting the

'•complete organisation of a Sonata or

Svmphony " invito comment and even criticism,

but in a general notice of the book the latter

cannot be attempted. He makes statements

about Beethoven which are certainly open to

question. But whatever qualifications we may

deem necessary in noticing this volume, we

would fully acknowledge Mr. Hadow s earnest-

ness, and his desire to understand and explain

the course of music smce the death of

Beethoven : it is perhaps this very earnestness

which occasionally leads him into exaggeration.

BLA^CKWOOD'S
EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

A NEW WORK FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, PUPIL

TEACHERS, STUDENTS IN TRAINING, Ac.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH LITERATURE^ S^ J l^GIE R^BRTSON, M.A, First English

itatcr, KdinburRl. Ladies' College. W.th an Intro-

duction by Professor MA8S0N, Efiaburgh Lmvorsily.

Crown 8vo, 3S0 pp., 38.

Pvstkimuus Nociarnein C sharp Minor. ByF
Chopin, edited and fingered by Natalie Janotha

(Ascherberg.) The publication of posthumous

works often proves disappointing :
not so,

however, in the present instance. The piece

may not rank among Chopin's great Noc-

turnes, but it has charm and delicacy. It is

said to have been written by him for his

sister Louise. She was particularly fond of

her brother's Concerto in F minor, and this will

explain the reference to that work at the

beginning of p. 3. There is another passage

which vaguely recaUs-or, perhaps, fore-

shadows-the Nocturne in F sharp minor (Op,

48 No 2). Prof. Niecks, in reference to a

Polonaise published after Chopin's death,

remarks: " Nothing but the composers auto-

eraph tells one of the genuineness of this

piece." In the Nocturne under notice a

facsimile of the original MS. is given on the

tiUe-page. Miss Janotha has added some

useful fingering.

J, S. SnEDLOCK.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

NEW BOOKS.

Just ready. Crown 4to, 12s.

THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK
TO THE PSALMS.

By the Eev. J. SHARPE, D,D ,

Late FeUow of ChriBt's College, Cambridge, Tyrwhitt

Scholar, and Hebrew and Scholofteia Prizeman.

Rector of Elmley Lovett.

"Very uaoful to students and devout readers."— rimes.

BY THE LATE PROFESSOR MINTO.

THE LITERATURE of the GEORGIAN
ERA E.litcil, with u liioumplncal Introduction, by

Professor KNIOUT. St. Andrews. Post 8vo, (Is.

MANUAL of ENGLISH PROSE LITERA-
TUHE. Third Kdiliou. 78. 6d.

CHARACTERISTICS Of ENGLISH POETS.
New Edition. 7s. Cd.

PLAIN PRINCIPLES of PROSE COM-
POSITION. Crown svo, iB. 6d.

HANDBOOK of MENTAL AJRITHMETIO.
"AC^mpkto Course of Exorcises >^M'^"»»>„fi^'""*^^'^

with Aiisweis. Large crown 8vo, 2M pp., is. Bd. .*'8o

in 8\=^PMt8 (Standards I. to VII.). each conlammg

1.30O E.\amples, limp cloth, price Od. each.

PRACTICAL ARITHMETICAL BXER-
CISBS F^Senior Pupils. Now and Revised Ed.uou.

Crown Svo, 357 pp., 3s. With Answers, 3s. bd.

EXERCISES in MENSURATION. Com.

pie" Book. 728 pp., la. Also in Two Parts, paper.^d.

cloth, 6d. each. Answers to Parts I. and II., 2d. eacu.

ELEMENTARY ALOBBRA- A a)mplete

Bo^ ofEx^d^es in Algebra. Crown Svo, a^^PP;^,^^

BY REV. DR. MACKAY, F.R.Q.S.

ELEMENTS of PHYSIOGRAPHY. New
^^Edwfn thoroughly Revised, with ^""«7°« ^

»^t"'
tions. Crown Svo. L'" ""^J"""-

MANUAL of
Thousand, "s. Ctl.

ELEMENTS of GEOGRAPHY
Thousand. Revis-ed, 3s.

GEOGRAPHY. Eleventh

Fifty-fiCth

Just ready. Royal Svo. hall bound vellum, cloth, red bur-

nished edges, 15s.

LEX MOSAICA;
or, mc La« of Moses and llic Higher CrUUIsm.

Edited by the Kev. EICHAKD VALPY FEENCH,
D.C.L., LL.D.

Essays by SAYCE. RAWLINSON, DOUGLAS. GIKDLE-

STONE. LIAS, SHARPE.LEATHES.WAOB, and others.

A leading daily paper says :—

•• The great value of the book and the universality of the

interest of the subject for men of every li"»t.an 1^
nomination and profession, require that t s^o'i'd '«

c^gnated the volume of the year. It convicts the higher

critidsm of critical dcncioncy."-/r.t(,<,cl/™«. tcadw^ mnde.

" Not a little must be gained for the cause of t™lh.j; ''?"

the so-called Higher Criticism is so lustily assailed with it*

own weapons."— 2'iwi«, Dec. 21. 1891.

Retail at all BcoksoUora.

ProspKtaa post fret ani i/rmtis from the PithUihers.

EYRE i SPOTTISWOODB,

ller Majoilii's Vriiilert,

LosDOJ. EBumwKOU. Gr.isoow. Mblbovemk, SxeKtv,

iSD Nkw Yokk.

Intermediate geography.
Kightecuth Edition. 2s.

OUTLINES of GEOGRAPHY. One Huudted

audNiuely.flrst Thousand. Revised to dat«. Is.

roMMENTARIES on the HISTORY of
^

F^TTlTlxD From thn Karhest Times to 1«63 By

f.™fes»or ilONTAGU BURROWS. Oxford. Crown

Svo, 7s. «d. .

BY DR. PAGE.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of PHYSI-
i?L^l??GRrPuT riiirt.enth »M^^^ K-ised and

Enlarged by Professor LAPWORIH. 2s. »a.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of PHYSICAL
^°t.^OcntA?iry.-'w^i Kngmvings. Revised and En-

larged by the Same. Third Edition. 6s.

TNTRODUGTORY TEXT-BOOK of GEO-
"^SJg" "Vth Ei^mviugs. Twelfth Edition. Revised

by the Same. 3s. Od.

ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY.
^PI^^ll^it'u^Retised and Enlarged by^the^^^p-,,,.

BY PROFESSOR NICHOLSON.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of ZOO-

LOg" SixthKdition. With Engravings. Crown

bvo, 38.

OUTLINES of NATURAL HISTORY for

BEGINNERS. Thirtl EdiUon. Is. 6d.

ENGLISH PROSE COMPOSITION. By Br.

CURKIE. Fitty-liflh Thousand. Is. Bd.
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TEINITY COLLEGE, LONDON.—For
Musical EJucation and ExamiDatiou. Inst. 1872.

Pretiulent—SIR RICHARD E. WEBSTER, G.C.M.G., Q C, M.P.
AVarden-PROF. E. II. TURPIN, MusB.

Director of Studies—PROF. BRADBURY TURNER, Mus.B.
NEXT STUDENTS' CONCERT, Feb. ly.

Students of the College (Profijsaionaf or Amateur) can receive
instructioD iu all branches of music under eminent Profeseors.
Lent term begins on Wednesday, January 1«. New Students will

be admitted on Monday, 14th, and Tuesday, IJth, at U o'clock.
Both day and evening classes are helil.
The following is a list of Professors :—Messrs. R. E. Addison, G.

E. Bambridce. L-T.CL., W. L, Barrett, H. R. Bird. AV, Harding
Bonner, J. T. Camxlus, B. Carrodus, V. A. Chaine, J. h. Child, G.
A. Clinton. F. G. Cole, L.T.C.L., F. Cordcr. W. Crescr. Mus.D., F. W.
Davis, C. Edwards. 11. Gil>son, W. G. W. Goodworth, L.T.CL, J.
Iliggs, MuP.B., J. T. Hutchinson, M. H. de Larmoyer, II. Lazanis,
IVregrinc Lewes, M.A , LL.D., R. AV. Lewis, E. R. Lockwood, AV. M.
Malsch, T. E. :Mana, T. Mattliay, F. G. M. Ogboume, C. W. Pearce,
Mus.D., J. Radclift; J. Reynolds, L. Ricci, Mme. Blanche St. Clair,
Prof. Gordon Saunders, Mus.D., Messrs. J.Soloman, F. Swinford, L.
iSzczepanowski, C. E. Tinney, Prof. E. II. Turpin. Mus.D.. Mr. J.
Tarpin, Mus B., Prof. Bra<lbury Turner. Mus./t., Messrs R. F. Tyler
L.T.C.L., A. Visetti, A. H. AValker, B A., Mus.D., J. AVarrmer
3hi8.D., WaUace Wells, and E. AVoolhouse.

"arimer,

ftx3ep€ctu3e8 and all further information may be obtained from the
undersigned.

By order of the Academical Board,

SHELLEY FISHER, Secretary.
ManderiUe-place, Manchester-Sfiaare, W.

uN1VEE8ITYEXTENSION SOCIETY,
MAKYLEBONE CENTRE.

A CorRSEof TEN LECTURES on the POETRY of TENNYSON
will be given by Mr. J. I'HURTOX COLLINS, J[.A. (Balliol College
Oxfordl. commencing THURSDAY, Jasuarv ITth, 18».5, at 3 p m.
at the PORTMAN ROOMS, BAKER STREET, W. (Entrance, 3-.'

Dorset-street). Tickets for tlie Course, £1 Is. ; may be liad of Miss
Ribs, Hon. Sec, 8J, Finohley-road, N. W., or at the Doors. Admissioa
to Single Lecture, 2a. fkt.

QUEEN^S PAEK, OSWESTEY, SALOP
-Mr. JOHN EVANS. 3I.A. in Double High Honours, Firs^

Prizeman and Gold Medallist in Applied Mathematics and Natural
PhiloBOpby (Edin.). RECEIVES YOUTHS and VOUNG MEN for
Hijecial Individual Instruction. Rare experience and marked success

;

University Scholarsliips ; Professional Preliminaries ; a Second at the
Civil Service Examinati-'n ; London Matriculation invariably First
Division, &c., &c. References to parents, among tho Clergy, Gentry,
and Professionals. Tt-rma moderate.

MIND:
A Quarterly Smiew of I'sychology and, Philosophy.

Edited by 0. F. STOUT,
With the Co-oi.eration of Professor H. SlDowi.;i, Professor W.Wallace, Dr. Visk, Dr. Waiid, and Mr. B. B. iiTcurNtn.

New Series. No. 13. January, 1895. Price, 3s.

Co.VTENTS :

'—^*'"4''.fc'»'!E'lN by the INTENSITY of PSYCHICAL
. „ HlAltS? V. H. BHAnLEv.

1I.-0N the DIFFERENCE of TIME and RHYTHM in MUSIC
Dr. R. AVallaschek.

III.-THE METAPHYSICS of tho TIME-PROCESS; F C SSciiilleb.
IV.-THE RELATION of ATTENTION to MEMORY : W. G.

V.-SIMPLE REACTIONS : E. B. TmilENER

v\{:=gi^tSo'^L^'^'^'^-^^'"-^ '" ^-•-
.

.m'^JSI}'^""''. ?'"'"'' Emotion. A Renly : D. Ikoss.

VIII.-CRITK^'l! ?JSliy-""'="
" ^^'"—

W. Wallace, lUgeVt PhUoiophy of Mind (edited by)

:

J. a. Macrexzie.
C. T. Ladd- Ptijchologa, Veecrijitm and Bxplatmtorti

:

E. B. TlTCHENER.
?,"'• B-

.Hughes, The Theon, c/ /n/ersiice ; J. Baot on.

I-K-NEW BOOKS.'
*""'*™-' ="• "• ^"'"»-

^-^-K'I,S5;"'^>^''"
'f''^!' I'ERIODIC.VL.^.XL-NOTES and NEWS.

WiLLii»s « K»«0"t3 14. Henirietta.6treot, Covcut-garden, London:and 20, South Frederick-street, Edinburgh. '""""" •

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
No. 371, will be published on J.VNU.VRY 13.

Contexts.
1. TWELVE YEARS of INDIAN GOVERNMENT

TI. MR. MEREDITH'S NOVELS.
III. NAVY RECORDS of the ARMADA.
IV. MODERN .MAGIC.
V. THE HISTORY of the CABINET.
VI. THE COMMONWEALTH and PROTECTOR.WE.
VIL ERASMUS. By the late Professor Proitoe
VIIL EARLY CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS.

I.\. A COUNTERFEIT REVOLUTION.
London

: Longmaks, Gbekn k Co.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

Alxint TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (j£M to
«20)in APRIL.-ApplytotheUiABMASiM.

""'"""'""= I"" W

QT. PAUL'S SCHOOL, London.—^ FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS. An EXAMINATION for
filling up a few VACANCIES on the Foundation will be lifh! nn
t^he lothlvNUARY NEXT.-Forintonnation.ap^dyl,; Ue K^^^^
Bt. Paul s School, West Kensington, W.

-DOOK-PLA.TES (Ex-Libris) DESIGNED
J-* and ENGRAVED In Medieval or Modem Styles on Wood.
Copper, or Steel. A Book containing Illustrations of MeditcTal
Designs on ttoo-l, yo%i free, *J5 stamps.—Thomas Morinu, 52. Hinh
Holboro, London. WX'. Established 17W.

rro INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
^riv^S? •'' H' iP*"!;- ","""* l" RECEIVE RE.SIDENT
PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list
Includes pnrate asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommended —Addres
Mr. G, B. STocacB. Lancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

BT DE. CAMPBELL BLACK,
Professor of Miysiology in Anderson's College Mcilical School

THE UKINE In HEALTH and DISEASE and
UKIN.IKY ANALYSIS. Price rt.lkl. Profusely illustrated.

London IJailUtre, Tindalt * Cox.

Crown 8vo, 8s.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
Ko. 359, will bo pubUshedon WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10th,

Conte.vts.

VI. THE METHODS of the
L ERASMUS.
IL THE ORDNANCE SUR-

VEY.
NEVVTRADE UNIONISM

VII. PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S
CREED.

III. LOST MASTERPIECES of ! vill OLIVPn wrvni'rrGRF.KK S11TI.PTIT11E 1
"" V.V.f.'.sR WENDELL

The FUNCTIONAL DISEASES of the URINAEY
and REPRODUCTIVE ORG.VNS lin both Seles). Price 5s.

LECTURES on BRIGHT'S DISEASE. Price
2«. tid.

GREEK SCULPTURE.
IV OUR SPORTING ANCES-

TORS.

V. HORACE and his TRANS-
LATORS.

HOLMES.
I.X, ENGLISH SURNAMES.
X. THE.syUIREAItCHVand

the STATUTE BOOK.
XI. ENGLAND iu EGYIT.

JoiiH MfHRAr, Albemarle Street.

London : J. & A, Chaichill, New Burlington-street.

ME88ES. J. C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
AKT REPKODTJCEKS,

II, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.O.
Are tho sole representatiTes iu Great Britain of

HERS HAMF8TAEN0L. of Munich.

the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
lendin)! London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection ol Im-
portant Plates always on Ticw.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

i.Hl""- "pCMMpND & CO. supply the cheapest and best Processes
aV.i

"""rket. which are specially adapted to meet tho wants of

..?l SSn*".'!' •*'';'!"<'H'>t«. ami those engaxed in the investigation•nd publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J. C. DRUMMOND It CO. inriU attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
ror tht nfprorhir.tim, „/ n-,„j, „/ Art, Onginal MSS., Dmgns,JMc J/anu/aclurt), Pholugrnphs, Views, Book Illuslrationsi
drtiittcAdverluemtnU, Galalogtut, itc.,itc.,ala moderatecolt

Bpeclmetu and price list on Application.

US«««: UHESKIETTA STBEET, COVENT OAEDEIf LONDON

THE
AUTOTYPE COMPANY

Has the houour to announce the Publical'ou of

NINETY-THEEE DEAWINGS
BY

ALBEET DUEEE,
Reproduced in Facsimile from Originals in tho British

Maaenm, and accompanied by Descriptive Text by

SIDNEY COLVIN, M.A.,

Knptr of Prints alii brawings, British Museum.

"Tlio British Museum collection, reproduced in this

volume, is," says Professor Colvin, " a fairly complete and
representative survey of the several phases of Durer's
activity as a draughtsman and skctclicr during all periods
of his career."

The Volume is Imperialfolio, half-morocco, Vlales Linen-

Quarded and Interleaved. Edition 100 Copies.

Fries Six Guineas.

The AUTOTYPE FINE-AKT OATAI,OQTJE
(New Edition), of 181 pagc.-i, with Illustrated Supple-
ment, containing 68 Miniature Photographs of notable

Autotypes, post free, Ome Siiimifa.

'AUTOTYPE : a Decorative and Educational Art.'

New FAurHLET, Fkek on ArPLiCATioK.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
74, New Oxford Street, London.

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
TiOOKSELLEBS,

"DOOK BXPORTEBS,

T300K BINDEBS,

'•
: AND

T IBKAEIANS.

^NGLISH, FBENCH, ITALIAN, GEBMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rPHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

jyTUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

QQ TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

0^1 BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

^g QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,
' LONDON;

And 10 to 12, BAETON ABOADE, MANCHESTEB.

fJSTABblSHED 1851.T3IEKBE0K BANK,
™0.AN?,°^.»p\?S^^N'?'\\>JllSr^?o»ieWBkP0SITa
repayable on demand. vu i^iji v/oxxo

''^M "ifi
^^^"^^

v""
CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on tho minimummonthly balances, when not drawn below £100 » liiiuimum

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Fortheeiloouragement of Thrift tho Bank receives smallsumaon

deposit, and allows Interest montldy on each completed tl

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOK TWO GUINEAS rER MONTU.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,UOW TO rURCIIASE A PLOT OF LAND
FOR riTK SUILLIXGS PKB MONTH.

The BIKKBEOK ALMANACK, with full particulars, pokt free
FRANOIS BAVENSCKOFT, Manager.

VINOXrAT SOAP
Does not Touch Up the

Skin.

Price 4d., 6d., 8d., lOd., and 2s. 6d. per Tablet.

THROAT AND COUGH
Soreness and diyncss, tickling and irritation, inducing

cough and aHecting the voice. For these symptoms use

EPPS'S GliYCEKINE JTJJUBE8.
In contact witli tho glands at the moment thc.v are excited
by tho act ot sucking, the glycerine in these agreeable con-
fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in lx)xes, 71d., and tins, la. Ud., Labelled

:

JAMES EPPS& CO., Ltd., Homoeopathic Chemists, Londo.v.

To H.R.H. the PEINCE oTwALESr^
_gEANi) & 00:'8 Ai sauce;

QOUPSTTPEE^EEVMrPEOVfSIONS
^-^ and _
POTTED MEATS, and YOEK and GAME

__PIES. Also.

J^^SSENCE' of "BEEF, BEEF TEA,

npUETLE SOUP, and JELLY, and other

gFEOIALITIESforiNYATJm

"~CAUTi6n—BEWARE of IMITATIONS.
SOLE ADDRESS

-

11, LITTLE STANHOPE STBEET,
MAYFAIB, W.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.
THE JATAKA. Translated from the Pali under the Superintendence of Professor E. B. Oowell. To be published

in Seven or Ki^lit YoUmics. Hnyal 8vo. eftch 1?h, 6d. net ; to 8ul»t'rilx!r8 to tbc Soric?*, lOs. net. The Subhcrijition list for Vol. I. will elOBC on Januuy 8Ut.

The Work will coatiUD a Completo Trannlation of tlio Pali Jttaka, or " Uuddlia liirth-Stoiics," wliich nro Bup(080cl lo bo the oldest Uolloclion of Folk-lore Stories in e.tittoncc.

Vol. I. Translated by ROBKRT L'HALMBBS. [.Voir/y r«o (y.

Vol. II. Translated by W. H. D. BOUSE. Vol. III. Tran»lat«l by U. T, FRANCIS and R. A. NEIL. {.In prtfamlioit.

Prorpectut m apptieatlon.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 3b.

THE APOSTLES' CREED : its Relation to Primitive Christianity. By Rev. H. B. Swete, D.D., Regius Professor of
Divinity in the University of Cambridge.

Immediately. Demy 8vo, 4s.

THE POLITIOAL INSTITUTIONS of the ANCIENT GREEKS. By B. E. Hammond, Fellow and Lecturer, Trinity
College, Cambridge, University Lecturer in History.

THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL SERIES.
Oencml Rditor : G. W. PROTHERO, Litt.D., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and Professor of History in the Univorsity of Edinbnrgli.

THE REVOLUTIONARY and NAPOLEONIC ERA, 1789-1816. By J. H. Rose. MA., late Scholar of Christ's CoUege.
WlUi Maps and Plans. Is. 6d.

" It is not too much to say that Mr. RoEc's treatment of this difficnll and complicated subject shows a grasp of essentials and a sonndncs* of judgment that aro decidedly
uncommon."

—

i:'<tt'inl'jy lUiirn-.

OUTLINES of ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL HISTORY. By W. Cunningham, D.D , Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and VA.hV.S A. McARTUUH, Lecturer at GirL.n CollCBC. [^ea,ly ica.lj.

THE HISTORY of the AUSTRALASIAN COLONIES, from their Foundation to the year 1893, by E. Jenks. M.A

,

Fellow of King's College, Camttidge, Professor of Law in Univenity CoUege, Liyerpool. ! '" "" ''"»'

THE UNITED STATES of AMERICA, 1765-1865, by E. Channing, Professor of History in the University of Harvard.
[/h preparation.

Other Volumes in rtfparotioti.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, 1896.

TH£ PITT PRESS SHAKESPEARE. i A NEW ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
f;f-.t/rZ)WA'.—"For schoolloys of fourteen and upwards this edition (A Midsummer' C(7yfB/)/y(A'.—" Will soon become a tlandard text in secondary schools, and mark fl

Mghl s Dream) is not (o bo liealen, and we can congratulate Mr. Verityand the University , new epoch in the teaching of English grammar."
Pt^_ upon the publication of What will probably become the standard school edition of this

^j^g Elements Of English Grammar. By AtVBBD S. \V.8T, M.A.,

Shakespeare.-Twelfth Night. Edited, with Introduction, NoteP, and „
Trinity college, Cambridge. 2s. ed.

Glossary, by A. W. Viiiir, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge. English Grammar for Beginners. By A. S. WIST, MA. l8.

U. 6d. IXuw really. U" "" ^' «*•

PITT PRESS SERIES.

Scott.—Marmion Edited, «ith Introduction, Notes, and Olossaty, by
- i. 'HoWAKD B. UisTiBiiur, B.A., Lecturer of St. John's College, Cambridge.

2s. fld. [iVow ready.

MiltOD.-Paradise Lost. Books III. and IV.
duction, Note», and Indexes, by A. W. Vsiiiir, M.A. 2e.

Edited, \rlth Intio-
[A'otu realty.

Souvestre.—Le Serf, Le Chevrier de Lorraine- Edited "by AaiiioE
K. Ropes, M.A., late Fellow of King's College, Cambiidge. 2b. [Xearly ready.

Souvestre.—Le Serf. Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary, by A. E.
UoPKS, M.A. Is. 6(1. IXtarly ready.

Moliere.—Le Misanthrope. Edited by B. Q. W. Bhaunholtz, M.A.,
Lecturer in French in the University of Cambridge. 2s. 6d. [A'ow ready.

Riehl. — Die Ganerben, Die Gerechtigkeit Gottes, Zwei
uescblchten. Kditcd, with Vocabulary and Notes, by 11. J. Wolsiekiioliik, B.A.
Loud. 3s. {^Ifow ready.

Hacklander.—Der Geheime Agent. Edited, with Introduction, English
Notes, and an ludei, by E. L. Mii.keu-Basky, M.A., Gonvillo and Cains College,
Cambridge. 3s. [.Voif ready,

Coinelius Nepos. — Lives of Miltiades, Themistocles. Aristldes,
Fausanlas and Cimon. Editcil, with Notes and Vocabulary, by E. S. Shickbuboh,
M.A., late Fellow of Knimanucl College, Cambridge. Is. 6d. [A'oio ready.

Cassar.-De Bello Galileo. Books IV. and V- Edited by A. G.
PiBKiTT, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene College, Cambridge. Is. 6d.

Vergil.—Aeo old. Book Z. Edited by .A. Sidgwick, M.A., Header of
Greek in the University of Oxford. Is. Od.

CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
The Book of Joshua * By the Rot. G. F. Maclbab, D.D. 28. Gd.

The Book of Judges.* By the Bcv. J. J. Lias, M.A. 3s. 6d.

By the Ecv. Professor Luhby, DJ).The Second Book of Kings
H. 6d.

The Gospel according to St. Luke.
With* Maps. Is. Ud.

The Acts of the Apostles
•1 Maps. 'Is. 6d.

• Shmlter Ediiionf, U. each.

By the Ven. F. W. FAaaAH, D.D.

By the Eev. Professor Limbt, D.D. With

Livy.—Book XXI- Edited by M. S. Dimsdalb, M.A., FeUow of King's
College, Cambridge. 28. 6d,

Oicero.-Pro Milone- Edited by J. 8. Rbid, Litt.D , Fellow and Tutor of

Gonvillo and Cains College, Cambridge. 2s. Cd.

Horace.—Epistles. Book I- Ediledby E. S. SutcKBiROH, M.A. 28. 6d.

Xenophon—Anabasis. Book V. Edited by A. Pubtok, M.A., Fellow
of St. Catharine's College, Cambridge, 28.

fiuripldes.-Iphigenia in Aulis. With Introduction and Notes, by
0. E. S. IlKADHH, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 23. 6(1.

Herodotus —Book V. Edited by E. S. Shuckbukgh, M.A , late Fellow of
Kmmanuol College, Cambridge. 3b.

Thucydides—Book VII. Kdited by H. A. Holden, LL.D. Ss.

Homer.—Iliad. Book XXIII. Edited by G. M. Ei-wards, M.A., Follow
of Sidney Susse.t College, Cambridge. 28.

SECON'D EDiriOM OF D3. MILL'3 " CDiiaBRCIAL aEOaa.VPHY'."

Elementary Commercial Geogiaphy. A Sketch of the Commodities and
the CoiiTilrics of the World. By H. B. Mili,, D.Sc, F.B.S.E., Librarian to the Royal
Geographical Society, and late Lecturer on Commercial Geography in the Henol-
Watl College, Edinburgh. New Edition, Enlarged. Is. Od.

An Atlas of Commercial Geography. Intended as a Compauiou to the
above. By J. O, Baktbolojiew, F.li.G.S. With an Introduction by Dr. H, R.

Mii.L. 3s.

CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES.

The Gospel according to St. Luke. By tho Ven. F. W. Fabkab, D.D.
W ith 4 Maps. Cs.

The Acts of the Apostles. By the Rct. Professor Lumbt, D.D. With
4 Maps. (>s.

The Church Catechism Explained. By the Kov. A. W. Rownson, M.A.,
Jesus College, Cambiidge, Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Wakefield. 23.

The Cambridge Companion to the Bible. With Glossary, Maps, and
Concordance. Edited by J. R. I^chhy, D.t). Largo ty))0 Edition, 6«. j Editions in

smaller type, 3s. 6d., 2s. 6d., and Is.

London: C. J. CLAY & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse, Ave Mauia Lane.

Printed by ALEXANDER & SUEPHEARD, Lonsdale Prihtlng Works, Chancery Lane, Published by the Pioprietor, HENRY VILLERS, S7, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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MR. T . FISHER UNWIN S LIST.

CHARLES BRADLAUGH:
A Record of his Life aud Work. B/ his Daughter, HYPATIA BRADLAUGH-BONNEE. With an Account of his Parliamentary

Struggle, hij Politics, and his Attitude to Eeligion, by JOHN M. ROBERTSON. Two Photogravures and 8 other Illustrations.

2 vols., cloth, 21b.

" Jlrs. Bradlaugh-Bonner has not only E.ucce8sfully defended her father's memory, but has reared to that memory a worthy record She has

managed to convey a living picture of her father Will find it a wide circle of eager readers."

—

Daily Chronicle.

"His daughtir's biography is his not unfitting literary monument."

—

Dai/i/ Xews.

THE FIRST TWO CENTURIES OF FLORENTINE HISTORY .

The Republics and Parties at the Time of Dante. By Profeasor PASUUALK VILLARI, Author of "The Life of Savonarola." Transla'od

by LINDA VILLAKI. Illustrated. Cloth, I63.

" By far the ipost learned and thorough piece of work that has yet been placed before the Briti-ih public."

—

Olasjow Serali.

THE CRUSADES:
The Story of the Latiu Kingdom of Jerusalem. By T. A. ARCHER and CHARLES LETHBRIDQE KINGSPORD. (The New Volume
of "The Story of the Nations.") Illustrated and furnished with Jtaps and Index, Cloth, Ss.

" It possesses distinctive characteristics which make it a desirable addition to popular (eiies."

—

Scolsman.

" 777^ JEFFERIES OF TEE TROPICS."—SECOND EDITION.

IN THE GUIANA FOREST.
By JAMES EODWAY. Introduction by GRANT ALLEN. Sixteen Full-page Illustrations. Cloth, 7s. 61.

" A belter volume of the kind has never come before in."

—

Daili) Chronicle.

'Bright, vivid, aud picturesque. There is hardly a dull page iu the volu-no."—iiicm;.

ALLEYNE

:

A Story of a D;eam and a Failure. By E. T. PAPILLON. Cloth, On.

"Mr. Papillon's perfectly delightful creation Powerfully written throughout."

—

Daily Telegraph.

A CYCLOPAEDIA OF NAMES.
1 vol., half-cloth extra, £2 ^j. net ; half'morocco, ti 133. not.

This volume contains over 1,700 pagcE>, and covers (in a selective way) the entire iJeld of names. The number selected is about 50,000.

"A book of ready reference for proptr names of every conceivable kind Calculated to render substantial service to readers of all classes."

—

Daily Newt.

THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND.
By JOHN MACKfK. Cloth, tii.

" Is a timply but tragically conceived &toxy."—Literary IForUl. " A novel of notable merit."— /!««(/(•« Advi'rtiter.

"No one will begin the book without finding his curiosity 50 stimulated that ho will read it to the end."

—

Scotsman.

MY FRIEND: RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

Sonuet-Sequence. By QUEX. Cloth, 2s. Gd.

" Contains real word miuic and true poetry."

—

Christian World. " Fine poetry and good sense."

—

Glasgow Eerald.
" The back will have a welcome from the more meditative among the lovers of poetry."

—

Scotsman.

THE A BACHELOR MAID.
NEW
"AUTONYM" ^^^' ^^'^'^^^ HARRISON.

Paper, Is. 6d. \ cloth, 28,

THE OLD BROWN'S COTTAGES
NEW
"PSEUDONYM,"

JOHN SMITH.
Paper, In. All. 1 clolb, 2s.

BCBNE8 IH CANTON. A NEW FLYINQ MAOHINB. x .^f". ^]'?..

By Floheihe O'Dniscot.i., M.P. Illustrated,

VAfOLEON BONAPABTE.
By W. M. KioASK. lIluElrntcd,

W FLYINQ MAOHINB. n Sto the

l!y Iluau H. Maxim, lllusiratod. 1 JANUARY NUMBER

OASA BRACOIO. i THE CENTURY.
liy F. MAmoa Ci^wroBO. Illustrated. j I'rico Is. <d.

London : T. FISHER UNWIN, Pateenostek Squabe, E.G.
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TABLB OF OONTSHTS. M6»
MixTo'a LiTii*TC«i; or th« Giokouii Est, by
T. HiiCHimiOH

1.; J
AicaotACOK CHKr«nc» Hisronv on TBI fcistr

OBCsca, by tho Rev. KositD BitBi . . •
"'

WiLuziw»»i'« Cii»«iii>« or ROMU, by w. H,

UoiriLL „•

T»l Lir» *!iD CoKii«»pO!rn«itc« or Dia» Bcmlahd,
by theRcv. M. li. WiTKiXH . . •

°i
8r.io«T'. NiD»»»Dii.». by the Rov. Dr. Ho«i.v9o» . j>J

K»w NOTIUI, by J. B. ALttit , . . . • "
Sovi VoLi-MH or Vriuii, by NoiiiCiS G*i.» . .

»•

Norn *IID N«w» ?2

Tmim-mox : "TM CiXiiTi Of DiBO," by Edsui

OiirrOA«r; Sit Jonx 8EKi.tr; Dk. H»«B; 40. . . 67

MAOiiists AiiD Riviewa »'

8ILICTID FoKitioit Boots "O

C0EllI»rO»D«»CB— „ ,. „ . , ,,,-
Thr AVip Surhc awprl^, by F. C. Conybcaro and the

Rev. G. H. Skipwith : The Book of Uullia}, by the

Rev. H. J. Lnwlor ; r*« rrrsenl Slair of the QantiCH

of PopHtar Tnia, by Andrew Lanj? ;
" //<•# Soony

So," by the Iftte John O'Neill »»

ArromTMEim roB Next W««i • ,• „• •,.•"'
I'Eor. FEi»«B'« Editios or Locee s Essit, by
CA»rEEI.I. DODGSOX . . . • , •„ • • »'

I-TSWo'li BiCOED or I»DIA lIC THE) S»VE»TH
Cebtukv "•

BCICXCE NOTEB
Jg

Pbiloiosx Notes 5;
Rtroimi or Societies *•;

BOOES Oie ROMAX AKCHABOtOOY «•

AECBAEOtOaiClI. KlPlOEATIOXB IX CeEIE ... 85

C'oBEEflPOXDEXCB—
Mpiuipli.1 tciih lite Formula oiiith aSivaTos, by
W. E. Oram 65

Notes ox Abt akd Aechaboloov .... 65

"Kixo Aethur" at the Lyceum .... 05

Starb Notes . . .66
RzcEST CoHCEETs, by J. B. Shidiock .... 66

PUBL I S H EE S.—Experienced
littrary man on staff of London morning paper couUi uniler-

Uko KI>IToKI.VL \V( lit K for weekly or moutlily paper, magaxine or

Ixiriwiical.- ApplyT.K.s., Box j;-'-. Sell'is A.lr.Ttiwiu^ officea, Landon.

OeTeNGAGEMENT wanted by a
J-V PRILL ami CYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half
Tt-ars' high letitimoaial from a large public school (l)oys ami girls).—

AdJresg, IxBTBo^ToB. A w'
^
f^m y Office, 27, Chancer}' liane.

BOOK-PLATES (Ex-Libris) DESIGNED
aud ENGRAVED in Mtxlisval or Uodfm Styles on Wood,

Copper, or Steel. A Book contAiuiug lUustratious of Mediaeval
Dmhiu on Wooi. i>08t free, -jn stamps.—Tuomas Mobixu, 52, High
UolSoro, Loodoo, AV.C. Estahlisheil 1791.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all mrt«, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, Riving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list

Includes pritate asylums, Ac; sehoolii also recommeuded.—Address
Mr. G . B. Stockkb. w. I>ancaster Place . Straiid.J^V^O

THE AUTHORS' BUEEAU, Limited.—
A Literanr Syndicate and Press Agency. " A Medium of

CommuQicatioD between Authors. E<ittori$, and Publishers." Advises
uiwm. reviftcs, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by appointment only.
—Ad<lre8« the SutRgTAKV. 3. Victoria-street, Westminster. _ ___

P"
EINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AfJTHOR'S.—Special attention given to the atiove. Estimates

free. Account* verified by Chnrt«;rc<l Accountant.—Address Manaqek,
Roxhorghe Prens, 3. \'ictoria-stre«t, Westminster.

TYPE-WRiriNG.
AUTHORS, PUBLISHEE8, &c.-

Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
tvp«writt«n by Ravni: A Co., 40, Norfolk Street, Strand. W.C.
Prtvate room for dictation. Highest references. Tranalationg.

CATALOGUES
FOREIGN BOOKS and PEEIODIOALS

promptlj Bap))lic4l on moilente t«nns.
CATAL<J(IUK8 on application.

DU^LAU * CO. . 87. BoHO Squari.

foreign'BOOKS^T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILL I A M^ & N O R G AT E,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENKIETTA STREET, COVENT GABDEN,
AXD

20, SOUTU FRKDKRICK STREET, EDINBURGH.
_^

CATALOOUES poll frtt on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
I'OBEION BOOKSEIiLEB,

45, GREAT R t; S S K r, T, 8 T R E K T
(OpiK)bite the British Musetim),

dappliea all Fobeiox Boors and Periodicals at the most
moderate ])ricc8.

Oaialoffua on appficalion,

TO B0OKBUYER8 and LIBRARIANS
of FREE LIBRARIES.-Tlio DOOKLOVEU'S THEASIUE

UOCSE, Ho. S, now ready, containiog a telectiuu «f IIijicb-cl»BN

and dwirable Second brtud IUhiUm. Pott free t^j any p:irt of ibe
World.—Address, MlDL«^D Kol-catioiial Co. (Ltniltcdi, Ituokmen,
S. U. B. I»e|«rtmcnt, Birminghnm.

TTPE-WRITEES.—SECOND-HAND
MA(I1INE.S, ciuiil to new. FOR 8AI,K. EXCHANOE. or

LENT on UlRK. ^lacbincB Hold hy InetalmenU on Tcrmtt to BUit
I'arohasere. Vbo of Machine tauglit free to hirers or i.tirehnHers.

Remingtons. Yosts. Hamni'inds. Caligrarh, liAr-W-ki, Fitch, he

,

from £9. M8, Copif.l witli nccuracy ann despatch at lowest rates.
Highest refcrtncs. Iliostrated Catalogae free.—N, Tavi,..b, .Manager,
>'atioiuU Tyv«-\i'riUr Exchange, 74, Chancery Laae UmiXoa \ iiollwrn
b4|.

nENTEAL SCHOOL of FOEEIGN
V^ TONGUES

(8EKIE9 METHOD),
BOWARD HOUSE. AROSIIEI. STREET, TEUPLE.

French-Victor BftiB (ConMrenoler iv I'Bcole de PMafOgie, Paris),

tlerman—Paul Pral.iglBarlin Univeraitl).
.

(ireek lAncieal ami .M.«l.ni)-Chrislo« BountsoXAtheua Onivcmiljl.

lluBsiaa-ilr. A. MarkolTiSt. Peteniburg Unirerdty).

Italian-V. Il'onengolTurinl.
, ,r. i„

,

8i>ani»h-E-.l. TolrH y Fonics I" Profcsor Normal," Bareolona Uujr.l.

And ciualilled Asaistanta.

L.VNGUAOE CLASSES arc given (orally and grammatically) ulron

the pnncipleof utilising tho menUl visualiaation o( soanu in w^iucnce,

lutead of book translaliou.

Now Classes in PRKNCH. (JERMAN and C.UBEK lAncieul and

Ilodeml begin J.iuuary •-Ist. Specimen leswrrn can lie att«ndc.t tree,

lickela on application. French, daily : lo.ai a.m..l4.l5. 6.1.1, 17.15 p.m.

Oerman, ll-l. 4-6, 7-» p.m. (ireek (Ancient), Mon. and Tiiurs,

11-1; Tues. and Thura., 5—7, 7-9 pm. For furtlier iiarticulars apply

Tile .Secretary.

Principals; H. Swan and V. Hktis^

THEUNIVEESITYof ST. ANDEEWS
ORANTS TOE

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEN.
The Subjects of Elimination may lie selected from any seven out of

thirty dilTerent sulijectB, tho standard. l)einK tho same as tliat for the

M.A. Degree. The centres of examination are St. AndreivB, Aljerdeen,

Bedford, Belfast. Birmingliam, Bristol, CardiH, Cheltenham, Corit,

Oibiin, Dumfries, Edinburgli, Inverness, Leeds, Leicester, Livetjipol,

L>ndonL Loughborough, Manchester, r(ewcastlc.on.Tyne, Paisley,

Por'ProspKtui, to., apply to the SMREiiRT, L.L.A. Scheme, the

Dnirersity, St. Andrews, N.B __^

QUEEN'S PAEK, OSWESTEY, SALOP.
—Mr. JOHN EVANS, M.A. in Double High Honours, First

Prizeman and Gold Meilallifit in Applied Mathematics and Natural

Philosophy (Edin.). KEUEIVES YOUTHS and YOUNG MEN for

Special Individual Instruction. Rare experience and marked success

;

University Scholarships; Professional Preliminaries; a Second at the

Civil Service E.vaminati -ii; London Matriculation invariably First

Division. 4c., Ac. Kefereuces to parents, among the Clergy, Gentry,

and ProfessionaU. Terms moderate.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

About TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (*1(J to

£20) in APRIL—Apply to the HtA»M«STca.

AUTHORS' CLUB,
*"-

:i. WHITEHALL COURT, S.W.

Directors-

Mr. Os\v.\Ln Cfawfiud, CM.G. (Chairman), Lord Mokeswxll, Mr.

Walter Besant, Mr. Hall Caine, Mr. H. R. Tedi>ek.

Full particulars of the above Club may be obtained from tho

Secretary, G. Hkhheht Tuhixu.

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTEES in
WATER-COLOURS.-The WINTER EXHIBITION is NOW

OI'EN, 6, PALL MALL EAST, from lu till 6. Admission, Is.

Catalogue, lid.

Atra.;!. D. Fan'r, R.W.S., .Secretary.

w HAT D'YE LACK?
Ask Sliss MILLARD, of Teddington, 5lidcllflse», for any Book ever

issued since the advent of printing (hoWeVef rare or plentiful) up to

the very last work published; also for any curio or object of interest

under the canopy of heaven, for she prides herself on being enabled,

nine times out of ten, to supply these wants. She has the largest

assemblage of Miscellaneous Bijouterie in the world, and is always a

ready, willing, and liberal buyer for prompt cash.

pOME, BUY MY WAEES.— GEMS,
\j Jewels. Laces, Fans, Miniatures, Antiques, Uniuues," Silver

Plate, Hheftield Plate, Sundials. Statuary, Ironwork, Ivories, Tapes-

tries. Bronses, Jledals, Prints, Arms, Jinamels, Pewters, Books, Docu-

ments, Autographs, Stamps, Curios.

*' Heaps of rings and i)rctty things, and trinket«due to beauty,

A perfect bliss, for wife or miss, secure aflection's duty ;

And laces fine, a daiuty time, and bangles, gems, and sweeties,

And pretty toys, and other joys, tiuite worth a learned treatise.

It is a modest and an accurate assertion to say that there does not
extbt elsewhere under the canopy of heaven such an interesting and
large collection.

CLAKA (Ml8B)]MILLARD, Tcddington, Middlesex.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

p P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
vXe and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New
York.and BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desirctocall the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to tho cxecUent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most

fivonrable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIWNS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

-

CATAIX)UU£8 lent on applloation.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND POBLISHI.NO

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
4c.—KING. SELL k RAILTON, Limited, liiRh^jlass Printers

and rubllshers, I'J. Gough Siuarc, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C,
have Bpecially-built Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other PubUcations.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wisliing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premiset for Editorial Offices, free Advertising

and Publishing Departments conducted.
Telephone 1,759. Telegraph, *' Africanism, London.

S~IR F. LEIGHTON, P.R.A. A Large
Copyright Etching of Sir F. LEIGUTON'S "HIT" (engraved

surfiice -! by it( iu.l is jfiven away to every Purchaser of tho ART
JOUHSAL for 18y5. IrVir conditions see Prospectus, st-nt post free

on Hppllcatiou to your BooksvUer or direct to the Publishers, J, S.

ViBTiE & Co., Ltd., 2fi, Ivy-lane, Paternoster-row. London, E.C.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S

NEW BOOKS.

Just ready. Crown 4to, lis.

THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK
TO THE PSALMS.

By the Bev. J. SHAEPB, D D

,

Late Fellow ot Christ's ColleRe, Cambridge. Tjrwhitt
Scholar, and Hebrew and ScholoBeld Prizeman,

Rector of Elmley Lovett.

"Very uBefa] to etudenta and deront readers."— riniM.

Just ready. Hoyal 8vo, half bound vellam, cloth, red bur-

nished edges. 158.

LEX MOSAICA;
Or, the Law of Hoses and Ibc Higher Crlllrlsm.

Edited by the Bev. RICHARD VAL?Y FRENCH,
D.C.L., LL.D.

Essays by SAYCK, EAWLINSON, DOUGLAS, GIRDLE-
STONE, LIAS, SHARPE, LEATHES, WACB, and others.

A leading daily paper.says :—

" The groat value of the book and the univeraality of the

interest of the suijject for men of every Christian de-

nomination and profession, require that it should be
designated the volume of the year. It convicts the higher
criticism of critical deficiency."

—

Bxtract from hadiii) article.

" Not a little must be gained for the cause of truth, when
the so-called Higher Criticism is so lustily assailed with its

own weapons."

—

Times, Dec. 21, 18M.

Betail at all Booksellers.

Proapeclus post free and gratia from lite PMishera.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE,
Her Majestt/s Vrintera,

LoNDOir, EDIKBIillGH, Gudsow, Mbi.»oiibhe, SrnKET,
ASD NkW YoUK.

THE
AUTOTYPE COMPANY

Has tho honour to announce the Publicat'on of

NINETY-THREE DRAWINGS
BV

ALBEET DUEEE,
Reproduced in Facsimile from Originals in the British

Museum, and accompanied by Descriptive Text by

SIDNEY COLVm, M.A.,

Keeper of Prints and Drawings, British Xuseitm.

"The British Museum collection, reproduced in this

volume, is," says Professor Colvin, " a fairly complete and

representative survey of the several phases of Durer's

activity as a draughtsman and skctcher during all periods

of his career."

The Volume is Imperialfolio, half-moroeeo, Tlatet Linen'

Ouarded and Interleaved. Edition 100 Oopiee.

Friee Six Guineas.

The ATJTOTYPB PINE-AHT OATALOdtTE
(Now Edition), of IM pages, with Illustrated Supple-

ment, containing 68 Hiniuturc Fbotographt sf aotablo

Autotypes, post tree, Okb Shillhts.

•AUTOTYPE: a Decorative and Educational Art."

New Pabpulit, Fkkk o» Application.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
74, New Oxford Street, London.

Just rublished, cloth boards, bevelled edges, 2a. 6d.

SLEEPING BEAUTY, and other Poems.
By RoWK LisosiON, Author of "M'oodtand and rcamlaud,"

' Verses in Town and Country," *' Thro' Misty Veils, ' &
GuirnTH, P.MinA.v & Co., l.rt»ndou.
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BLACKIE & SON'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW BOOK OF TRAVEL.

FROM THE CLYDE TO THE
JORDAN:

Narrative of a Bicycle Journey. By HUGH CALLAN, M.A.

Witli 30 Illustrations. Cloth, 6s.

" Mr Hugh Callan has »Titten a narrative of rciiUy inter-

esting travel, in which he gives glimpses of Eastern life

such as can only be conveyed liy one who has penetrated to

the remotest parts."—Poi? Mall Ga:Mc.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
PLANTS.

From the German of ANTON KEENER VON MAEILAUN.
By F W OLIVER, M.A., D.Sc. With about l.OOO Original

Woodcnt Illustrations and 16 Plates in Colours. To be com-

pleted In 16 Monthly Parts at 2«. 6d. each net, of which I.

to IX. are now ready.

Also now ready. Half-Vols. I. and II., cloth, 123. Od. each

net ; and whole Vol. I., cloth, 258. net.

BLACKIE' S SCHOOL AND HOME
LIBRARY.

A Selection of the Best and most Interesting Books.

Cloth, Is. 4d. each.

NEW VOLUMES,
GOLDSMITH'S The VICAR of WAKE-

FIELU.

WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY of SEL-
BORNE.

COMMON WORDS COMMONLY
MISPRONOUNCED.

with Hints on Correct Articulation. A useful Dictionary

for all who wish to Study the Best Speech of To-day. By
W. RAMSAV-CRAWfORD. Cloth, 28.

London : BLACKIE & SON, Limited, Old Bailey .

MUDIB'S
SELECT

LIBRARY
-r>00K8ELLERS,

"DOOK EXPORTERS,

TDOOK BINDEBS,

AND

T IBRARIANS.

rpNGLISU, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rilHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

MACMILLAN & CQ.'S NEW BOOKS.

GREEK STUDIES. A Series of Essays. By Walter Pater, late
Fellnw ct: Braseno^e College. Prepared fortho PrcbS by CHARLES L. SlIADWELL, Fellow of Oriel College,
Oxford. Kxti-a cr?wn 8vo, 10s. 6d.

TIMES,—" His true rositior in contemporary literature as a scholar of rare merits, and not merely as the master of a
singularly finished stylo, will be fixed in the judgment of those whose opinion is Ijest worth having by tho repul>lication
of these admirable essays."

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY of POETRY and FINE ART. With
a Critical Text and Translation of the "Poetics." By S. II. BUTCHER, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Greek
ill the University of Edinburgh ; formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and University College, Oxford.
Svo, IDs, net.

TIMES.—" There is no need to tell those who are acquainted with Professor Butcher's high reputation that his work
is thoroughly well done,"

THE POLITICS of ARISTOTLE. A Revised Text, with In-
Iroduction, Analysis, and Commentary. By FRANZ SUSEMIHL, Professor in Greifswald, and R. D. HICKS,
Fellow of Trinity College. Books I.—V. Svo, 18s. not.

LAW in a FREE STATE. By Wordsworth Donisthorpe, Barrister-
at'Law, Author of " Individualism a System of Politics," &c. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

BAIL Y TELEGBAPH.—" He brings to bear on the theories of political economy an amount of wit, practical common
sense, lively illustration, and thorough-going logical analysis sufficient to impart life to tho dryest of dry bones."

THE RALSTONS. By F. Marion Crawford. 2 vols., globe Svo, 12s.

THE MELANCHOLY of STEPHEN ALLARD. By Garnet
SMITH. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d. net.

HERO-TALES of IRELAND. Collected by Jeremiah Curtin.
Extra crown Svo, 8s. 6cl. net.

SUMMER STUDIES of BIRDS and BOOKS. By W. Warde
I'UWLER. Crown Svo, 6s.

r/i^£S.—" Readers of Mr. Warde Fowler's delightful ' Year with the Birds ' do not need to be told what a dainty
feast he has provided for them in his new volume Tho volume wlU bo treasured by all lovers of birds and their
haunts.'*

MILTON. By Mark Pattison.—GOLDSMITH. By William Black.—COWPEB. By GOLDWIN SMITH. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.
["Khgmsh Mem or Lktteks " Sekiks in Mxcuillim's Teuee-ahd-Sixpekkt Libbaky.

A HANDY-BOOK of the LABOUR LAWS : being a Popular
Guide to ihe Employers and Workmen Act, 1h75, Trade Union Acts, ls71, 1876, and 1803, &c. "With introduc-
tions, Notes, and the Authorised Rules and Forms for the use of workmen. By GEORGE HOWELL,
F.S.S., M.P. Third Edition, Revised. Crown Svo, 3s. Cd, net.

WESTMINSTER dAXETTE,—'' Contains a good deal of new matter, and i^ an exceedingly useful book."

HARVARD COLLEGE BY AN OXONIAN. By George Birkbeck
lULL, D.C.L., Honorary Fellow of Tembrolso CoUeRC, Oxford. Ciown Svo, Os.

LKEDS JIEltClBi'.—" la certain directions, both Oxford and Cambridge might take with advantage iome of the
hints which are Kiven, lint never obtruded, in these graphic pages."

In-
By

a/TUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

9J.1 liROMPTON ROAl), S.W., and

AQ QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON

!

And 10 to U, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

REMINISCENCES of the GREAT MUTINY, 18578 9.
eluding the Relief, Siege, and Capture of Lucknow, and the Cami)aigns in Rohilcund and Oude.
WILLIAM FORBES-MITCHELL, late Sergeant 93rd Sutherland Highlanders. Crown Svo, 3h. Oil.

[Macsiillan's Thkke-ahd-Sixpknnv Skries.
DAILY CI/li'OXICLE.—"This is one of tho mot^t readable books of the season. Much as lias been written of the

story of the Indian Mutiny, we have not before had a really good narrative from the point of view of the ranks, and a
better one than this we are not likely to get."

THE PLANET EARTH : an Astronomical Introduction to
Geography. By RICHARD A. GEKGORY, F.R.A.S. Globe Svo, 2s.

EDUCATIONAL TIMES.—" It is 88 clear and progressive as it could possibly Ije, and is, indeed—when wo
consider the educational defects of most books of this size- a most refreshing little volume."

VINOLIA SOAP
Does not " Touch Up " the

Skin.

FOR SENSITIVE SKINS.

CLASSICAL SERIES.—Recent Volumes.
Fcap. Svo.

THE ALCESTIS of EURIPIDES. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, Ijy MORTlMElt I.AMStlN KARLE, D.rii., Instructor in Gieclc at Barnard College, New York. 3s. 6cl.

GA3II1BIDQE I!EVIli\V.—"He sets [ortli more clearly the peculiar character of tho Euripideaii play tlian we
remcml^er to have seen done in any school or University Toxt-boolc."

PLUTARCH'S LIFE of PERICLES. With an Introduction,
Notes, iiii'l Indices. By Rev. II. A. HOLDEX, M.A., LI..D., Cambridge, Hon. D.Litt., Dulilin, formerly Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambriiigc. Is. 6d.

MAKOnESTF.lt a UAHDIAX.—" AKotaa the beginner all reasonable help, but only mature students can fully

appreciate its scholarly merits and tho immense pains that have been bestowed upon it."

CICERO'S PRO MURENA. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by J. 11. FREKSM, M.A., formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 2s. 6d.

SGItOULMASTEU.—" Mr. Freozo's edition is a thoroughly good and practical one, containing a capital introduction,

and about sevenly-flve pages of notes dealing thoroughly with the many difBculties whicli beset the Undent in working

througli a subject over which the mist of ages iias tlirown a deep (though not ii-removabie) shaxle of obscurity.'

THE -ffiNEID of VIRGIL, BOOKS I.-VI. Edited, with In-
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LITERATURE.

The Li'erature of the Georgian Era. By the

late William Minto. Edited, with a

Biographical Introduction, by William
Knight. (Blackwooda.)

Like the Shalespearian Studies of the late

Thomas Spencer Bayncs, which we noticed

some six months ago in the Academy, The
Literature tf the Georgian Era may be
described as, in motive and design, mainly
a memorial volume. The contents include

a series of nineteen lectures given by Prof.

Minto on the poets and novelists of a period
of one hundred and sixteen years (1714-

1830), together with two short papers from
his pen, " Mr. Courthope's Biography of

Pope " and " The Supposed Tyranny of

Pope," reprinted from Macmillan's Magazine,

and one (hitherto unpublished) on " The
Historical Belationships of Burns." Prof.

Knight, of St. Andrews, who edits the
volume, adds a brief preface and a genially

written biographical introduction, to which
he has appended a series of eulogistic ap-
preciations of the late Prof. Minto, con-

tributed by Dr. W. Eobertson Nicoll, Mr.
P. W. Clayden, Mr. John H. Lobban (Prof.

Minto's late Assistant), Mr. H. Grierson
(his successor in the chair of English
literature at Aberdeen), Messrs. A. T.

Cluiller-Oouch and Hichard Le Gallienne,

and one or two others—friends, colleagues,

or old pupils. With all this accumulation
of praise criticism has, of course, no direct

concern. The view-point of the critic

differs so widely from that of the pane-
gyrist—that it would be as absurd as
it would be manifestly ungracious to

apply to these large encomiums the
ordinary tests of historical accuracy.
The biographical introduction, therefore,

witli its pendent appreciations, shall pass
unchallenged by us. But touching the
main body of the book. Prof. Minto's
lectures on the Georgian literature—which,
by the way, were originally delivered to

a mixed audience assembled, under the
auspices of a local examination committee,
in the Music Hall of Aberdeen—touching
the lectures we have a word or two to say

;

and inasmuch as they are declared by the
editor to contain many of Prof. Minto's
deliberate and settled literary judgments,
though unfortunately they lack the benefit

of his final revision, it is but right to say it

here and now.
Had Prof. Minto lived he would, we are

told, have embodied the three papers which
form the Supplement of this volume in a
large work, which was to have been entitled
" Beconsiderations of some Current Con-
ceptions about Eminent Poets." As it is.

this title might not unaptly have been
chosen for the lectures under review, for in

them—though no doubt they are prima facie

historical rather than controversial—Prof.

Minto again and again sets himself to

combat certain widespread impressions

regarding the causes of the poetic decadence
of the eighteenth century, the true character

of the naturalistic movement traceable in

the poetry of Cowper, and the nature of

that notable revival of which Wordsworth
was at once the chief agent, and, in his

famous Prefaces, the recognised exponent.

On each and all of these three questions the

most erroneous notions, if we may believe

Prof. Minto, still prevail ; and this, " in

spite of the labours of such accurate his-

torians of literature as the late Mark
Pattison and Mr. Stopford Brooke." But
it is necessary to observe that the alternative

views propounded by Prof. Minto by no
means invariably coincide with those of Mr.
Stopford Brooke's model Frimer of English

Literature ; while of Prof. Minto's objections

as a whole we can only say that in our

judgment he has altogether failed to sub-

stantiate them as against the prevailing

opinions he so assiduously decries.

That the eighteenth century was at

least comparatively barren of the higher

poetry Prof. Minto and the ordinary

reader are agreed : where they diverge is

iu their several modes of accounting for

this phenomenon. " The disciples of

Wordsworth and Coleridge," writes Prof.

Minto, " in their wholesale condemnation
of the poetry of the eighteenth century,

have fixed in the public mind a great many
erroneous conceptions." Of these he pro-

ceeds to particularise the three following :

(1) That the admitted poetic sterility was
due to the predominance of false, arbitrary

and exclusive critical theories
; (2) that it

was in some measure due to the monotony
of the heroic couplet, " the one normal and
habitual form in which the poetry of the

century moved in its serious moments

"

(Gosse)
; (.j) that it followed necessarily

from the fact that the eighteenth was pre-

eminently the century of prose. These
widely prevailing notions as to the source

of the Georgian decadence Prof. Minto
summarily rejects in favour of a theory of

his own, which he sets forth as follows :

" The main defects of the poets of this period

cau be tracod to one source—the character of

the audience for whose judgment they had
respect, by whose ideals they were controlled,

who were to them the arbiters of taste. The
standard of taste in the time of Uueen Aune,
and till near the end of the century, was a

self-consciously aristocratio and refined society,

self-conscious of their superior manners and
superior culture, and disposed to treat the ways
of the vulgar with amused contempt. This,

I think, can be shown to be at the root of

the striving after wit and the respect for

established models, and the false theory of

poetic diction in serious poetry. Fear of being
vulgar, fear of being singular, these were the

real nightmares that sat upon the eighteenth

century poetry."

Now into the causes of this poetic sterility

or, as Prof. Minto prefers to say, this

" temporary arrest of poetic expansion,"

this is not the place, nor is the present the

fitting occasion, to enter. We must, there-

fore, be content simply to quote Prof.
Minto's hypothesis on the subject, with-
out attempting to discuss its merits. But
when Prof. Minto, not satisfied with re-

jecting the three popular explanations

above given, proceeds to deny that either

Pope himself, or any of his successors of

the pseudo-classic school of poetry, was
in any degree subject to or hamx)ered by
false or exclusive critical theories, it be-

comes our duty, in the interest of truth,

emphatically to protest. Prof. Minto
quotes Pope's remark, recorded by Spence,
about a tree being a nobler object than a
prince in his coronation robes, to show that
the poet had a genuine and reverential love
for nature ; and he points to the Preface of
Pope's edition of Stiakspere as evidence of

his just and discriminate estimate of the
great dramatist. He asserts that '

' neither

Shakspere nor Nature was undervalued by
the poets of the generation after Pope "

;

that " their adoration of Shakspere is not
exceeded by the most reverential and least

critical member of the New Shakspere
Society"; and that "if their poetry was
limited in amount and narrow in quality,

it was not for want of a taste for better

things." And by way of establishing these

somewhat startling theses, he quotes a
single passage from Akenside, and some
forty couplets from Hayley [!]. Of Pope,
again, he says that

"though the poet often heard his own age
described as the Augustan age of English
verse, in which the art had been carried to a
perfection unattained before, he was by no
means insensible to the greatness of his great
predecessors, Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton "

;

and that " his conversations with Spence
afford abundant evidence of his catholicity as

well as of his delicacy of judgment."

Though Pope often heard his own age described

as the Augustan age of poetry ! Does Prof.
Minto mean to suggest that Pope himself
did not habitually so describe it, and with
all his heart, mind, soul, and strength,

believe it soj_to be ? If we may credit Prof.

Minto, Pope and the other poets of the
Franco-classic or " reasonable " school,

while gracefully submitting to be cramped
and fettered by the narrow ideals imposed
upon them by their " superciliously aristo-

cratic audience," still cherished in their

hearts poetic ideals of a nobler, purer, loftier

type—ideals akin to those of the Eliza-

bethan age, and differing in no essential

point from those of the Wordsworthian
Eevival. Now, had Prof. Minto asserted

this of Dryden, it had not been so much
amiss ; for of Dryden it is unquestionably
true that from first to last his native genius
frequently collided with the critical prin-

ciples he had accepted from Waller and the

town, and to the brilliant illustration and
triumphant establishment of which he
devoted the puissant energies of a life-

time.

" Dryden," writes Mr. J. R. Lowell, " did

more than all others combined to bring about
the triumphs of French standards in taste and
French principles in criticism. But he was
always like a deserter who cannot feel happy in

the victories of the alien arms, and who would
go back if he could to the camp where he
naturally belonged."
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But where shall we find any hint

that what wa« thus true of Dryden was true

also of Pope and his followers V Is there,

in all the writings either of Tope or of his

contemporaries, one word to indicate the

existence of a secret conflict between the

native preferences of the poet's own un-

shackled judgment, and the narrow and

arbitraiy ideals of the society in which he

moved, and for which he wrote? Or,

rather, does not all the evidence point the

other way : namely, to the conclusion that,

in everything pertaining to poetic criticism,

Pope was the genuine child of his age?

To which of our poets is it, for example,

that Pope ascribes the earliest achievement

of a classic refinement, smoothness, and

grace, or of a stately and harmonious pro-

cession of the verse? To Spenser? To
Shakspere ? To Milton ? No ; neither to

these, nor to any before them or contem-

porary with them, does he attribute those

distinctions. WalUr, he writes {Imit. iZir.

Ep. II. i. 267) :

" Waller was smooth : but Dryikn faught to join

The varjlog verse, the fuU-resoundiiig line.

The long majestic March, and Eneigy divine."

Waller and Dryden, the first to aim at a

chaste and harmonious style ! Well might
Joseph Warton exclaim

:

"What I AiA. Milton contribute nothing to the

harmony and extent of our language ? . . . .

Surely his verses vary and resound as much,
and display as much mujesty and eneryu as any
that can be foimd in Dryden. . . . His name
siurely was not to bo omitted on this occasion !

"

And so Pope was alive to the greatness of

Milton, was he ? Why, Pope believed, as

did Dryden, that the reason why the Paradise

Lost was not written in the rhymed heroic

couplet was simply and solely because its

author, poor man, could not, for all his

pains and practice, attain the requisite

mastery of that metrical form ! So Pope
himself told Voltaire.

" Milton's own particular reason for choosing
blank verse," writes Dryden, " is plainly this,

that rhyme was not his talent ; ho had neither
the case of doing it nor the graces of it ; his

rhyme is always constrained and forced, and
comes hardly from him."

This of the poet to whom we owe the subtly
linked sweetness of "Lycidas" and the
stately, elaborate harmonies of the Sonnets

!

And on this question of metre, be it remem-
bered. Pope's little finger was thicker than
his master's loins. As to Pope's opinion of
Milton's diction—" so passionately fitted to

his subject," as Mr. Stopford Brooke admir-
ably observes—read what he says to Spence :

"I doubt whether a poem can support itself

without rhyme in our lang^ge, unless it

be stiffened with such strange words as are

liMy to destroy our langmge itself." Pope
clearly shares Dryden's opinion, recorded in
the Essay on Translation : "I cannot defend
Milton's antiquated words, and the perpetual
harshness of their sound."

Prof. Minto denies that Pope was imbued
with any false, narrow, or artificial prin-
ciples of poetic criticism. Well, one prin-
ciple which he did indisputably hold, and
which is at once false and narrow, is that
relating to " correctnees." That Pope's
test and standard of correctness was utterly
false is proved beyond possibility of cavU

by the fact that his standard excludes

Milton, the first, and probably the most,

absolutely correct poet England ever pro-

duced. " Late, very late," writes Pope :

" Late, very late correctness grew our care.

When Iho tir'd nation brcath'd from civil war."

That is, correctness was first cultivated by
Waller and Dryden. Yet in their hands it

did not reach perfection, for

" Ev'n copious Dryden wanted, or forgot,

The last and greatest art, the art to blot."

The inference is obvious : "In me,
Alexander Pope, correctness has, for the

first time, attained its full and fioal con-

summation." When Spence asked Pope:
" Which, sir, do you look upon as our best

age in poetry ? " Pope replied, '
' Why, the

last, I think," meaning the age of Dryden.
Decency forbade him to say, what from the

above-quoted lines it is clear that he moant,
that his own age was the most illustrious,

and he himself the brightest luminary of it.

Again, it would be an easy matter to

show that, in his canon of poetic diction

—

" True wit is Nature to advantage drest

"

—Pope was hampered by a critical prin-

ciple which not only was "false, narrow,

and artificial" in itself, but also tended, by
over-emphasising the necessity of ornament,
to obscure, it not absolutely to conceal, the

paramount importance attaching to logical

propriety of diction in poetry. This was
the principle which Pope received from
his master, Dryden, which he embodied,
illuminated, and carried to perfection in his

Translation of Homer, and which, according

to the impression generally prevailing

among Englishmen, he bequeathed as a
sacred and binding tradition to future

generations. But Prof. MInto denies the

existence of this tradition. "It is the

merest fiction," he writes, "the most un-

substantial shadow of a metaphor, to describe

Pope as tyrannising over English poetry at

the close of the eighteenth century." He
assumes quite a superior tone when speak-

ing of those who see in Cowper's poetry a
spirit of revolt against the authority of Pope.
" Their view," he says, " is so easy and
simple andthought-saving." Of its incorrect-

ness, its utter baselessness, he has not even
the shadow of a doubt.

" We can hardly speak of revolting against a
tyrant when there is no tyrant to revolt against.

Poetry had ceased to dominate the affections of

the English people, and Pope's deposition had,

in fact, been accomplished by the coming to

power of prose fiction. There was now [i.e.,

in Cowper's day] a period of anarchy in poetry

;

every poet was doing that which was right in

his own eyes."

Such, in substance, is Prof. Minto's account

.of the period. How utterly untrue to

history it is may be seen by glancing for a

moment at Johnson's Life of Pope. The
"Lives" were published in 1779-1781;

Cowper's "Task" in 1785. Now, what
does Johnson say of Pope's Translation of

Homer, that "poetical wonder," as he calls

it, " that performance which no age or

nation can pretend to equal " ? Johnson
says

:

" Popo has left in his Homer a treasure of

poetical elegances to posterity. His version

. . . tuned the English tongue; for since

I its appearance no writer, however deficient in

other powers, has wanted melody. Saoh a
series of lines, so elaborately corrected and so
sweetly modulated, took possession of the
publio ear ; the vulgar was enamoured of the
poem. . . . New sentiments and new
imagos others may produce ; but to attempt
any further improvement of versification will

bo dangerous. Art and diligence have now
dono their best, and what shall be added will

ba the effort of tedious toil and needless

curiosity."

Johnson probably knew more than Prof.

Minto about the predilections of his Eoglish
contemporaries ; and does this, which he
gave to the world in or about 1780, suggest
that Pope and his poetry had ceased to

interest, or rather, to enthral, the readers

of his day ? Does it not, on the contrary,

place beyond question tho fact of Pope's
paramount iofiuence (call it tyranny, if you
will) over the poets and poetry of the

waning century ? But, indeed. Prof.

MInto can hardly have meant his audience
to take his words on this point too seriously

:

for when, in a subsequent lecture, he comes
to deal with Campbell, he explains that

poet's strange uncertainty as to the merits

of his own lyrics by saying that his taste

had been formed on eighteenth-century

models, and that, consequently, "the incubus
of literary tradition lay heavy upon him."
A tradition which survived to produce so

extraordinary an effect early in tho nine-

teenth century can hardly have been
moribund, much less dead and done with,

in the latter half of the eighteenth.

Tho truth is, that the tone of these

lectures is throughout disputatious rather

than calmly -and candidly judicial. The
arguments are very much what we might
expect to hear at an academic debating

society from a clever young speaker, well

accustomed to wield the quarterstaff of

logic. As we turn the pages we are re-

minded again and again of the epigram

:

" C'est du bon, c'est du neuf, qu'on trouve

en votre Jivre ; mais le bon n'est pas neuf,

et le neuf n'est pas bon." More than once

the exigencies of his position force Prof.

Minto to hazard the most unguarded, ex-

travagant statements : as, for example, where
he says that " of Joseph Warton's Essay
on Pope Johnson repeatedly wrote and
spoke in terms of the highest praise."

Johnson knew intimately, and was under
some obligations to, Joseph Warton, and he
was glad to be able to commend the genial,

courteous spirit of his book ; but of the

main conclusions sought to be established

therein, he never spoke or thought other-

wise than with smiling contempt. Again,
Prof. Minto has the audacity to say—to be
sure it was to an Aberdeen audience that

the amazing paradox was addressed—that

Thomas Campbell was more profoundly

stirred by the influences of the French
Eevolutlon than "either the hard, self-

contained Wordsworth or the dreamy and
speculative Coleridge "

! But into the

number and extent of Prof. Minto's mis-

judgments respecting Wordsworth, and the

poetic movement associated with him, we
must not venture even to glance. Suffice it

to say that the lectures devoted to the

Wordaworthlan Revival, albeit the most
interesting in tho volume, are also the most
unsound in doctrine and argument.

I
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It is with reluctance that we have pointed

out the shortcomings of this book. Let us

add a word, pleasanter to say, in praise of

the admirably clear, transpicuous quality

of the style. Prof. Minto always writes in

a way that catches and retains the attention

;

and at times, as when he speaks of Burns,

a flush of feeling warms his alert, it some-

what colourless, vigour into real eloquence.

His Lectures, with all their faults, form
thoroughly pleasant reading, for they betray

at every turn their author's sincere and
hearty delight in his vast subject.

T. Hutchinson,

A Hhtory of tlie Chrislian Church during the

First Six Cetituries. By S. Cheetham,
D.D. (Macmillans.)

Tuis volume very admirably fills up a gap
in our literature. It is a sketch of the

history of the early Christian Church, in

which the fresh material so rapidly accumu-
lated of late years is carefully incorporated

and summarised. Discoveries of fresh

material cannot at present be expected to

diminish either in importance or frequency,

and there is, therefore, no likelihood that

Dr. Cheetham's book will be final ; but our
gratitude to him for being at the pains to

define for us the state of our knowledge as

it is at present is all the greater on that

account.

The Archdeacon's history is intended
primarily for the general reader. It is a
convenient and not too condensed summary
of the first six centuries of Christianity.

For the student also it will be valuable, as

giving him in handy form the judgment of

an acknowledged authority upon the period,

and as affording him, in its copious refer-

ences to original documents and to all

works of importance, a thorough and
reliable guide to the whole literature of the

subject. Our account of the book will

have made it clear that its chief value
lies in the fact that Archdeacon Cheetham
is its author. It is not often that an
erudite scholar, who has distinguished

himself by original research, will con-

descend to write for the general reader.

When he does so condescend, he may very

easily fail, unless he is wise enough to see

clearly what is expected of him. He must
forget that ho is a specialist with a detailed

knowledge of certain periods and certain

men, and he must forget that he has been
accustomed to discover fresh facta and to

develop new theories.

He must, moreover, add to his faculty

for research the organising instinct, which
estimates the relative importance of men
and epochs, and arranges in accurate per-

spective the history of six hundred years.

I)r. Cheetham's book is satisfactory, because
he has fulfilled these requirements with
unusual ability and success.

The book is divided into two parts

:

Part i. brings us down to the Edict of

Milan, A.T). <313
;

part ii. finishes at the

accession of Gregory the Great, a.d. 590,

This division protests against the unnatural
arrangement which attempts to treat the
first Oecumenical Council, a d. 325, as the
final event of primitive Christianity rather

than as the beginning of a new epoch.

Part i. Dr. Cheetham divides into eight

chapters, which are only partially chrono-

logical. Chaps, i. and ii. describe the

Apostolic Church : its field of labour, its

leaders, its organisation, its sects. Chap. iii.

carries on the history under the title of

"The Early Struggles of the Church" : it

deals with the persecutions seriatim, adding
most judiciously a sketch of the intellectual

warfare of the Church, of the books written

for and against Christianity during the same
period. Chap. iv. goes back again to the

end of chap, ii., and describes the " Growth
and Characteristics " of the Church. It

begins with a glance round the world in the

direction in which the faith may be sup-

posed to have travelled, and then passes in

review the growth of the Syrian Church,
the Galilean Church, and the Alexandrian

Church, with sketches of the work of

Ignatius and Polycarp, Irenaeus, Justin

Martyr, Clement, and Origen, Chap. v.

again recurs to chap, ii., summarising " the

Great Divisions." It describes the early

heresies under five sections, ending with a

page on " the Catholic Church," which by
the end of the chapter has emerged into

definite creed and organisation. Chap. vi.

is an appendix to chap. v. It is an account

of " the Theology of the Church," as con-

trasted with that of her opponents described

in chap. vi.

"We have said enough to indicate Dr.
Cheetham's method and the merit of it.

Every chapter is singularly complete in

itself. He has selected his topics so wisely

that his facts group themselves easily in

the place assigned them ; and everywhere
he has regulated with skill the order of

his facts and the space given to important
incidents or men. The treatment of the

apologetic literature in connexion with the

story of the persecutions is perhaps an
obvious felicity ; but there is not a chapter

in which insight of this kind is not dis-

played, and continually the wary reader will

learn something from the mere juxtaposition

of names and incidents in the narrative.

We were inclined to complain that there

was no mention of the City of God in the

outline of St. Augustin's career at p. 246
;

but we found what we wanted at the end
of the chapter on "the Church and the

Empire," followed by a notice of Orosius

and Salvian, and we were more than satis-

fied. The book cannot be judged by ex-

tracts. If we turn to the sketches of Origen,

or Cyprian, or Athanasius, or to the excellent

account of Jerome, and read them out of

their context, we shall be struck by the

conciseness and the pregnancy of the style,

but we shall find the accounts meagre ; but

read in their place with the rest of the

narrative they are not meagre—they are

most carefully calculated to convey by their

mere length and relative elaboration a

sense of the importance of the life described.

We have mentioned so far points which
all readers will appreciate. We have

said nothing of the theological merits of

the book. The soberness, the thoroughness,

and the accuracy of such chapters as v., on

the early heresies, and vi., on " Contro-

versies of the Faith," need not be insisted

upon. In chap, vi, particularly an enormous

and intricate mass of material is treated
with masterly patience and lucidity.

To criticise the stylo of a summary may
seem captious. There is a sense in which
a summary should have no style. Pictur-

esque description, eloquent appeal, dramatic
realisation of character, are the media in

which style works ; and these Dr. Cheetham
must eschew. But we cannot read many
pages of his book without detecting that

his style has character. He does not give
us a mere precis, but writes in weighty and
forcible phrases a narrative which at every
step demands thought and insight for its

mere arrangement and order. Wo find Dr.
Cheetham's book good, but we are not
satisfied with it : it makes us ask for a
more copious, a more leisurely and dignified

narrative from the same hand. If Dr.
Cheetham would expand this volume into

five or six, we should have a history of the
Christian Church not altogether unworthy
of the importance and greatness of the
subject. EoNALD Bayne.

The Story of a Throne : Catherine II. of

Russia. From the French of K. Walis-
zewski. (Heinemanu.)

M. Waliszewski, in these volumes, con-

tinues his studies of the Empress Catherine
and her court. His book is, as usual, fuU
of amusing gossip, and will, no doubt, be
read by many persons under the idea that

they are occupying themselves with history

;

but, in reality, very little history can be
got out of this miscellaneous collection,

consisting of extracts from French memoirs,
persiflage, and the every-day chatter of court

life. As the author gives few, if any, refer-

ences, it is impossible for his readers to

know how far they may rely upon the
veracity of the retailer of the anecdote.
Many of the most amusing and spiteful

stories are to be found in the repertoires of

the adventurers who flocked to Bussia in tho
time of Catherine. Some of these returned
to their native country without having made
a career, and did not fail to say all the

malicious things that their imaginations
could devise.

On the whole, these volumes do not seem
to be animated by quite such a hostile spirit

to the Eussians as the preceding work of

M. Waliszewski, nor can we see that they
furnish us with very much that is new.
The stories about Patiomkin—to adopt our
author's phonetic spelling—and the OrlofEs

are, indeed, very old. Many of the good
things about Count Eazumovski, the
favourite of the Empress Elizabeth, seem to

be taken bodily from M. Shubinski's Sketches

and Tales (St. Petersburg, 1869). The
great Catherine does not appear so belittled

in these volumes as in the earlier ones.

Credit is given to her kindliness and
liberality. The object of the author seems
to be to parade before us, as far as pos-

sible, everything which makes her court

appear corrupt. But a great deal of this

is a very old story, and in no way peculiar

to Eussia. Let us remember what the court

of Louis XV. was at the same time, and the

social life at Vienna a little earlier, as

described by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu
in her Letters.
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On the whole, M. "WalUzewski is pretty

fair to SuTorov ; and in bis treatment of

liazamoTski we can see the partiality of a

Malo-Russian, for this our author must

ceitainly be. He is a fiaftol, as be trans-

literates the Kuesiaa nickname for the

Malo-liu8siaD«, which is applied to them

from the tuft of hair which, more Polonico,

they used to wear. This is why we get

such forms as Illio'jof , Bulhakof , and others,

namely, from the habit of pronouncing,</ like

h, which can be detected at once in the

South of Eussia. Even Patiomkin does

not fare quite so badly at the hands of

M. Waliezewski as we might have expected,

lie gives us a handful of anecdotes about

him, but they are so abundant in Russia

that volumes have been devoted to them,

The minor favourites, naturally, cannot in-

terest us so much.
The relations between the Empress and

Voltaire are told in the most amusing
manner. Our author is probably right,

when he says that this unnatural friendship

would not have lasted had the two corre-

spondents ever met. Extracts are given

from the celebrated letters of the Russian
dramatist Von Visine, who, although having

a German name, was a thorough Muscovite :

bis family had been naturalised since the

days of Ivan the Terrible. Von Visine has

left a very interesting account of Erance

just before the Revolution; among other

stirring events ho has narrated to us

the triumphal progress of Voltaire, when
his bust was crowned on the stage. The
story of Radistshef is told anew. The
fctartling book which he wrote on his own
country, and which caused his exile to

ISiberia, was long forbidden in Russia. In
our own days it has been reprinted in all

the glories of an cditioit de luxe. It is cer-

tainly a remarkable book, and it is pleasing

to think that his exile did not last long ; for

Paul, on coming to the throne, ordered

his release.

The earlier chapters of the second volume
are devoted to the foreign adventurers who
hurried to Russia to make their fortunes

there with more or less success. Many
of these were very small fry indeed, and
their names are now forgotten. They
may possibly interest Frenchmen, as the
majority of them belonged to that nation-
ality, but one does not see what significance

they can have for Englishmen. In a sub-
sequent chapter the relations between Gus-
tavus III. and Catheriae are discussed.

M. Waliszewski has but a poor opinion of

the Swedish king, with which we cordially

agree. It is diflicult to see much statesman-
ship in one who so little understood the
position in Europe and the resources of his

"

own country, that he nearly reduced it to
bankruptcy. There must have been some-
thing weak in the head of the man who in
such a poor country thought he could create

a Versailles and a luxurious court a lu fran-
(;aite. The story of the projected marriage
between the younger Gustavus and the
Princess Alexandra is told anew. Of course,

it always makes good reading ; but no one
will improve upon tho way in which it has
been narrated by Masson. A whole cliapter

is devoted to Grimm, the unwearied German,
who resided at Paris and kept up such a

long correspondence with the Empress.
Even now fresh letters seem continually

turning up, to judge by those which appear
in the Russian historical magazines. And,
finally, the tragic scene of the death of the

Emproes is told for the hundredth time, and
certainly lacks nothing in the picturesque

language of our author.

On the whole, this book, whether dealing
with Catherine herself or with her immediate
surroundings, does not strike us as being
bitter in tone. Perhaps tho Princess

Dashkof is treated as unfairly as anybody.
But we must not forget that she did a great

deal for education in Russia, and she is

interesting to us Englishmen as having had
something of the Anylonuine in her character.

She had many Eoglish friends; indeed, it

is to one of these that wo are indebted for

her interesting memoirs, published thirty

years after her decease. Her son, who was
a kind of youthful prodigy, was educated

at Edinburgh ; and during the stay of the

Princess in that city she was the intimate

friend of all that brilliant circle of which
such men as Dagald Stewart and Robertson
were members. The glories of the northern
Athens were at that time culminating. At
this time also many young Russians were
studying at Oxford. Eaglish literature

began to make itself felt in Russia. We
have translations of Fielding, Johnson,
Young, Goldsmith, and many others, and
this propensity for our writers has lasted

in Russia till the present day. No doubt
Princess Ddshkof, as the head of the

Academy, did a great deal to foster it.

M. Waliszewski thus winds up his two
interesting volumes

:

"Bronzo aud marble have alike done in-

justice to the memory of Catherine; printing

ink has done her better service ; the sole

monument worthy of her up to the present is

that which the publications of the Imperial
Historical Society of Russia have raised to her.

But this is but a collection of materials.
' Happy the writer of the future who shall

write the life of Catherine II.,' said Voltaire,

I do not pretend to this good fortune. I

have but endeavoured to open up a path in

which I am certain that others will come after

me."

These are brave words : we only wish
that M. Waliszewski had sifted his anec-

dotes a little more and given us his authori-

ties for many of his statements. Amusing
he certainly always is, but is it history

that he writes ? As regards the trans-

lation, it is fairly done. Here and there,

however, we come upon a Gallicism that

sounds awkward. Thus, it is hardly English
to say that Catherine "agonised for thirty-

seven hours without recovering conscious-

ness."

W. R. MOUFILL.

The Life and Correnpondetice of William

BucUand, B.D., F.R.S. By his Daughter,
Mrs. Gordon. (John Murray.)

At the first blush the reader is surprised to

find a Life of Dean Buckland written for a

generation that never knew him, seeing
nearly forty years have passed away since

his death. Undoubtedly this impression

prejudices the book. Few original letters

of tho Dean have been recovered, and it

has been dilEcult to resuscitate much of the

freshness aud graco of his conversation.

An enor(U)us gulf, too, yawns between the

Oxford of Bucklanil's days, when he lectured

on horseback t) men in cap and gown
at Shotover, and the present time, when
athlotos in marvuUoudly light costume dock
ever}' afternoon to tlie river or to football

;

much more between the science and theology

of 18-20 and those of 1890. The thoughts

of men have considerably widened on ttiese

and otht^r subjects; and now from under
lighter strata in Mudio's box, among the

biography, the fossil figure of Dean Buckland
emerges, wrapped in numerous heavy
cloaks and thick fur b30ts, with bags of

bones sluog round him, bearing the never-

forgotten blue bag, as if he were just

extracted from some palaooz lic rock. Small
wonder that eyes open widely and anti-

quaries are gladdened as with a specimen
of Homo primiginim.

And yet tho world generally may be
grateful to Mrs. Gordon for this bright and
interesiing Life of her father. A striking

personality lias been rescued from a past

ever receding farther from its ken. One little

fact will show this. It was Buckland who,
in tho face of strong opposition, succeeded
in lighting Oxford with gas. In 1818 oil

lamps illuminated the High : now tho

colleges aro being lit by electricity. The
progress of natural science at Oxford can
be reviowed, too, in conjunction with the

life of ono who literally formed great

part of it. la an excellent Introduction

Prof. Boyd Ddwkins speaks of this Life
" as throwing light upon social and scientific

conditions which have long passed away.
It illustrates the position of science at

Oxford during the first fifty years of the

century." It introduces much of the valu-

able work of William Smith (who alone

preceded Buckland in geological research),

of Sedgwick, Da la Bcche, Murchison,
Phillips, and Lyell ; and something of the

men themselves. For lovers of Oxford it

preserves many curious caricatures which
are here reproduced, both verse and illus-

trations.

Buckland adds another to the numerous
worthies of Devon, having been born at

Axminster in 1781. His life is sufficiently

void of incidents, but is a stirring record of

hard work. In whatever position he was
placed, he always found abuses to rectify

and improvements to make. Never idle

himself, he had no sympathy with laziness

and waste of time in his chiMren ; and his

teachings bore fruit in the varied accom-
plishments and useful work of his son
Frank, When Christ Church was being
restored, Bucklaud's watchful eye detected

any deficiency in the stone employed, using an
opera-glass from his window for the purpose.

At Westminster he was diligent in exhorting'

to cleanliness when cholera was impending,
even preaching on the prophet's words to

Naaman, " Wash and be clean," Turning to

the school ho at once attacked the dormitory
and lavatories, and was met by the boys
armed with tho brute force of unreasoning

conservatism. Mr. Marshall, one of the

masters of the school, doubts whether
anyone with a lees commanding sciontifio

reputation than Dean Buckland could have
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vanquished the resistance which the pro-

posed alterations called forth. Then he
proceeded to add a matron's house and
sick-room, provided breakfast in hall for

the Queen's scholars, and even penetrated

into the kitchen department. In all this his

energy and perseverance effected admirable

reforms.

Buckland's fame, however, will always
depend on what he called his " noble sub-

terranean science." It is not too much to

say that he was the creator of systematic

geology. The Oxford Chair of Geology
was called into existence for him in 1819.

Thenceforth field-work and lectures de-

manded all his energies : the Kirkdale
Cavern, the mammoth, the lias beds at

Lyme Regis, glacial theories, the " phasco-

lotherium " of the Stonesfield quarries, and
above all his Bridgewater Treatise, succes-

sively claimed his attention. Numerous
secondary experiments and by-works were
being carried on at the same time. Buck-
land was indefatigable in all the details of

his favourite science, and gathered round
him, first at Christ Church, then at the

Deanery, a multitude of friends, both
British and continental, who were interested

in his multifarious pursuits. These are

succinctly described by Mrs. Gordon, and
are set off by many anecdotes and good
stories which naturally crystallised round
the Dean. The antipathy of the old resi-

dents to the new Oxford learning is

amusingly touched upon, and is almost in-

conceivable in the present fervour for

biology. When, in the early stages of his

career, he left, one long vacation, for Italy,

an elder don brought up on the classics is

said to have exclaimed :
" Well, Buckland

is gone to Italy ; thank God we shall hear
no more of this geology !

" Even so late as

1833, the British Association was attacked
as mischievous and absurd in the Bampton
Lectures of the year.

Of infinite observation, most retentive

memory, and great sagacity, an indomitable
worker, quick to see the relation of things,

genial, blessed with troops of friends, apt to

take a humorous view of everything, and
pious with an old-fashioned piety, Buckland
ended his active and blameless life at his

rectory of Islip, August 11, 1856. For
some years before death his intellect had
been clouded, owing, as Frank Buckland
here explains, to a carriage accident.

Mrs. Gordon writes in a sensible, lucid

manner, incorporating much that is interest-

ing elsewhere on the geological discoveries

of Buckland's time. Her book possesses
special value for the history of Oxford
studies during the first half of this century,
while the long and varied list of Buck-
land's published works in the Appendix
may well rebuke even the most diligent

student.

M. G. Watkins.

Nidderdale and the Garden oj the Nidd, By
Harry Speight. (ElUot Htock.)

This is a really excellent history of a
beautiful and interesting district of York-
hire, about which comparatively little has
been written. In its compilation Mr.

Speight has exhibited his characteristic
industry and intelligence, together with an
amount of enthusiasm and local pride which
may sometimes excite a smile. He tells us
that the lower portions of the valley de-
scribed are the Torkshire Rhineland and
the upper are its Switzerland. To our eyes
the resemblance between the Rhine and the
Nidd is about as close as that between
Monmouth and Macedon, while Alpine
scenery is not likely to be recalled by
the distinctive beauties which belong to

Bewerley and its neighbourhood.
But we readily acknowledge that this

little fault in the historian—if fault it be

—

brings with it ample compensation. Mr.
Speight does not hurry us over the ground
like a showman weary of his oft-repeated
tale. He dwells upon every detail with
careful fondness, and succeeds in finding
something to interest us at each step we
take. For, though he may have his hobbies,
he does not ride them too hard. He can
give us in a pleasant way an account of the
geological or botanical features of the
district, and then pass, by easy transition,

to the historical incidents with which it is

connected. Castles, abbeys, and granges
are made to tell their tales with a degree
of fulness and accuracy which no mere
guide-book would display, while local stories

and traditions about persons and places are
not thought too trivial to be excluded.

Mr. Speight is especially strong in family
history ; and the genealogies of the present
Archbishop of Canterbury, Eugene Aram,
and Rudyard Kipling are of more than
ordinary interest. The Primate descends from
Thomas Benson, who, in 1480, was keeper of

one of the forest lodges belonging to Foun-
tains Abbey, and his father was a man of

no small reputation in the scientific world.
The Anglo-Indian novelist—whose grand-
father was a Wesleyan minister at Pateley
—is, we learn, the author of a local story,

entitled On Greenhow Ilill. Eugene Aram
was born at Ramsgill, and there is certainly

nothing in his parentage or early training

which favour the theory of his having been
a murderer. On the evidence adduced, a
nineteenth century jury would probably
have acquitted him.

Mr. Speight claims another illustrious

inhabitant for Nidderdale. In spite of the

accepted belief that the nightingale is never

found north of the Trent, he asserts that

the songster may be heard in Birkham
Wood, near Knaresborough, and is by no
means a stranger to the coppices on the

banks of the Nidd. Of the kingfisher one
is glad to learn that, after having been
almost exterminated, it is "now fairly

plentiful, and has greatly increased in

numbers during the last two years." Un-
fortunately the protection extended to birds

takes no account of other forms of life ; and
of many ferns, once common enough, it has
to be recorded that they have become
"extinct" through the rapacity of the

collector.

Charles J. Robinson.

NEW NOVELS.

Peg the Rake. By "Rita." In 3 vols.

(Hutchinson.)

The Co-Respond>nt. By G. W. Appleton. In
2 vols. (Downey.)

A Tragic Honeymoon, By Alan St. Aubyn.
In 2 vols. (White.)

How He became a Peer. -By James Thirsk.
In 2 vols. (Ward & Downey.)

Name this Child. By W. H. Chesson. In
2 vols. (Fisher Unwin.)

The Bexuliftd Soul. By Florence Marryat.
(Digby, Long & Co.)

The Still House of G'Barrow. By Irving
Bacheller. (Cassells.)

The Burning Mist. By Garrett Leigh.
(Jarrold.)

The Banshee's Warning. By Mrs. J. H.
Riddell. (Remington.)

One excellent feature of Peg the Rake is, that
the author has contrived to tell an Irish

story in a perfectly natural way, without
taxing the reader's patience with an undue
proportion of Hibernian dialogue. The
central figure is Miss Em, or, to give her
name in full, Miss Emilia O'Hara, an un-
married woman of forty, full, even now, of

hot blood and outrageous pranks, and with
a certain history behind her which is care-

fully concealed till the last moment, and
constitutes the mystery on which the whole
interest of the plot depends. Possibly the

solution, when it does come, may seem a
little unsatisfactory. Miss Em is a thorough
woman of the world. She is clever and
well-educated, has moved in the best society,

and held her own among it all her life ; and
she proves more than a match for the pen-
urious and tyrannical stepmother whom her
father has placed late in life at the head
of his household, in the hope of putting

some check on the extravagant whims
and escapades of his daughter. Yet when
at last, in order to escape the annoy-
ances of her home, she marries the aged
widower, Sir Jasper Lustrell—an unhappy
union, from which, in accordance with all

proper laws of noveldom, she ought to be
set free—it is disappointing to find that

the only way provided by the author for

her extrication is the discovery that twenty
years previously she had been legally

married to one Denis Morrison, and—did

not know it ! Apart from this, the narra-

tive is well worthy of its author : the

incidents are at once dramatic and natural,

and the dialogues full of vivacity.

For the benefit of such as are likely to

be shocked by the title of Mr. Appleton's

book, we may say at once that The Co-

Respondent contains none of that naughti-

ness and impropriety which readers might
have feared, or hoped, to find. Certain im-

proprieties are, indeed, essential to the plot

;

but, being the outcome of a preconcerted

plan, and partaking of the nature of stage

performances, they can fairly claim exemp-
tion from reproach. AVhen Mr. John
Cracklethorpe dies, and leaves £50,000 to

his nephew. Jack Cracklethorpe, and a like

sum to his niece, Kate Forester, to be paid

to the two legatees on the day of their
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marriage to one another, or in default of

such marriage to be made over to an

asylum for idiots, the only difficulty

about accepting the legacy lies in the fact

that Jack and Kate are each of them en-

gaged to be married to somebody else. The

repudiation of so large a sum of money is,

however, a matter of serious consideration ;

and ultimately it is resolved that the

marriage shall take place, to be followed

as soon as possible afterwards by a divorce.

There is no need to follow the writer

through all the perplexities and entangle-

ments that crowd upon one another in the

carrying out of this plan. Mr. Apple-

ton's aim has been to amuse, and he

has completely succeeded. Not a particle

of the story can, of course, be taken

seriously ; but, given the possibility of the

leading idea, the details are worked in with

wonderful skill. It is, in fact, a roaring

farce throughout, and might well prove

successful if adapted for the stage.

Macaulay, in a well-known essay, quotes,

as a peculiar exemplification of Jane

Austen's genius, the fact that within the

compass of a very limited number of novels

she has given us portraits of four country

clergymen differing from one another in

almost every essential particular, except the

necessary conditions of their calling, yet

each a truthful representative of certain

clerical types. We are afraid the same
praise can hardly be bestowed upon Alan
St. Aubyn, who, about every six months,

treats us to a tale of a curate, pious and
well-intentioned always, but painfully in-

vertebrate, and, as a rule, painfully like his

predecessor. The Eeverend Douglas Oraik,

who figures prominently in A Tragic Roney-

moon, differs but slightly from the curates

whom this writer has so often described,

and his total omission from the story

might be desirable if only for the avoid-

ance of monotony. The other characters

deserve more notice. Nancy Coulcher, the

soulless and frivolous beauty of Stoke Edith,

if not an original conception, is capitally

portrayed throughout, and her plain sisters,

Lucy and Augusta, are appropriate foils;

while Mr. Asquith, the rich man of the
village, and Gilbert Earle, the boarding,
house master at the grammar school,

deserve, as an examiner would say, honour-
able mention. Some of the old blunders
and absurdities crop up here and there

—

e.g., after describing how the rice " lay thick

and white upon the road," after the depar-
ture of a newly married couple, the author
pro< eeds to say that " it did not lay {sic)

there long, a flock of rooks swooped down
upon it." When sparrows were so handy
for her purpose, the writer might have
avoided introducing a bird which so rarely

touchesvegetable food. Anditwas singularly

injudicious to remark that the will by which
Nancy Asquith—bride and widow within
twenty- four hours—became possessed of a
large property, was made hefore the wedding.
Errors such as these excepted, the novel is

a good one.

How He became a Peer is the story of a
New York street arab, bom of English
parents, and sent back to England on the

death of his mother. After serving as a

page in an earl's family, he is apprenticed

to a widow woman keeping a grocer's shop,

and eventually succeeds to the business

and to the widow's fortune. Among the

property bequeathed to him is a bundle of

papers supposed to be rubbish, but which
prove to be mining shares of enormous
value. From a child Jem Walsh has been
gifted with extraordinary intelligence, and
the possession of so great wealth enables

him to enter Parliament ; and after some
years he receives a peerage from Mr.
Gladstone—unnecessarily called Mr. Harden
throughout the book—as a reward for his

consistent advocacy of democratic reform.

The story has no pretensions to literary

merit, but is not devoid of interest.

It is to be feared that Mr. Ghesson has

expended much genius and considerable

pains upon a tale which is little likely to

become popular. Few will deny that W^ame

this Child is cleverly written ; but mere
cleverness is not invariably entertaining,

and is at times an abomination. The writer

is well equipped with the weapons of irony

and satire, ho has a rare epigrammatic

vein, both cynical and otherwise, consider-

able imagination, and a powerful faculty of

introspective analysis. Unfortunately, he
is not content to limit his exhibition of these

qualities to the descriptive and explanatory

parts of his book, but projects them upon
his puppets. It would be quite enough to

introduce one character into the book ready

with metaphysical subtleties and esoteric

maxims at every turn : when we find that

nearly all the people of the story are

abnormally endowed with powers of argu-

ment and illustration, we know that we are

not reading their views or their language,

but merely those of the author himself. To
thoughtful and poetically fanciful readers

this tale of a child's development, mental

and moral, from infancy to manhood may
perhaps prove interesting,

A very pretty story. The Beautiful Soul,

appears from the pen of Florence Marryat.

The chief character is Felicia Hetherington,

a wealthy spinster of thirty-five, whose
plainness of personal appearance is more
than compensated for by the sweetness and
charm of her nature. Public opinion will

pronounce her to be a great deal too good
for Mr. Archibald Nasmyth, a penniless

and lazy young journalist of four and
twenty, who, having succeeded in winning
her affections and been accepted as her

engaged lover, proceeds to make violent

love to Miss Mab Selwyn, aged nineteen.

The backslider, however, subsequently re-

pents, and matters are arranged to the

satisfaction of both parties.

The SHU House of O'Barrow is a character

study, depending upon a sort of psycho-

logical postulate, that a man may conceive

himself to be constituted of two distinct

personalities, the one shaped in conformity

with conscience or moral intuition, the other

an antagonistic being evolved from certain

mental characteristics developed by habits

of life. Sir George O'Darrow, an English-

man of reckless and dissipated character,

has for ten years avoided society and lived

solitary in a large New York mansion. A
stranger, who is admitted to the house and

allowed to occupy a bedroom, is astonished

night after night to hear sounds as of a

conversation loudly carried on between

O'Darrow and another man in the libraiy

on the flat below. After his death it is

suggested that these conversations were
carried on by himself in two distinct tones

of voice, corresponding to his supposed two
personalities. Apart from the curious

problem involved, there is no absorbing

interest in the story.

In Tlie Burning Mist the Rev. William
Oourthope, rector of Ballyshee, discloses a
story of his inner life, in that, having

married one woman for her money, he had
wholly given his heart to another. The
narrative is of a pathetic turn and involves

several episodes of country life, all con-

nected with the village of Ballyshee. This

book belongs to the " Unknown Authors "

series. Mr. Leigh writes with considerable

freedom and power, and should be heard of

again.

Half a dozen magazine stories now pub-
lished in book form display Mrs. J. H.
Riddell's well-known versatility. " The
Banshee's Warning," which gives its name
to the volume, deals, of course, with the

supernatural ; " A Vagrant Digestion " is a

humorous ; and " So Near ; or, the Pity

of it," a touchingly pathetic little tale. The
rest of the book is all well worth reading.

John Barrow Allen,

SOMK YOLTJMES OF YERSK.

Robert F. Murray, his Poems, With a
Memoir by Andrew Lang. (Longmans.)

Egbert F. Murray, who stayed among us

too short a time, was far from finding that

life was " roses, roses all the way ": indeed,

he was given more thorns than his share.

If, however, he was not greatly fortunate

when he lived and sang, the same ugly Fates

have not followed him to his quiet ; for he

has been happy in obtaining as a friend to

advance his book of serious verse no less

potent a helper than Mr. Andrew Lang,

who has written some seventy pages by
way of introduction. It cannot be dis-

puted that the author of Tlie Scarlet

Oown was equipped with enough of mental

merit to earn money for his wants, and

place some in a deposit account ; but for

various reasons, some of which are re-

vealed by Mr. Lang, he failed to do more

than " scrape along." How much is meant

by this expression is known only to those

who have found that the road of life leads

uphill. The few chances that came to

Murray only resulted in the turning up of

his nose. This was disenchanting, that was
revolting, the other distasteful ; and so on.

We cannot refrain from quoting a few lines

from the Introduction

:

"Again, he had to compile a column of Literary

News, from the Athtnaeum, the Academy, and

so on, ' with comments and enlargements where
possible.' This might have been made ex-

tremely amusing ! it sounds like a delightful

task—the making of comments on ' Mr.

has finished a sonnet ' :
' Mr. -'s poems

are in their fiftieth thousand ' : ' Miss

has gone on a tour of health to the banks

of the Yang-tse-kiang ' :
' Mrs. --— is

engaged on a novel about the i'ilchard
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Fishery.' One could make comments (if per-

mitted) on these topics for love, and they might

not be unpopular. But perhaps Murray was

shackled a little by human respect or the

prejudices of his editor. At all events, he calls

it ' not very inspiring employment.' The bare

idea, I confess, inspirits me extremely."

Wo have now to say a few words about

Murray's serious verses ; and it rejoices us

to be able to praisejfrankly, without feeling

tied by the excellent sentiment of " De mor-

tiiis nil nisi bonum." Humorous writersin

poetry are so rare that we cling with

affection to the examples of high spirits

in The Scarlet Gown, but in this book of

graver themes there are plenty of excuses

for being off with the old love. Murray

died at thirty years of age, when, in our

opinion, he was on the edge of a larger

success ; for surely the man who was capable

of writing such a volume as we have before

us was a man of promise. Though he

would never have been a poet in excehis, it

is quite safe to say that his position among
less exalted singers would have been one of

prominence ; for he had strongly developed

those gifts which have made other men
pleasing to the public ear. There are very

few lapses from musical utterance in these

pages. Sometimes a poem •oatains a

particularly fine line; for instance, the

seventh in " The Caged Thrush "
:

" Alas for the bird who was bom to sing

!

They have made him a cage ; they have clipped

bis wing

;

I

They have shut him up in a dingy street,

^ And they praise his (iuging and call it sweet.

But his heart and his song are 3*ddened and
filled

With the woods, and the nest he never will

build.

And the wild joung dawn coming into the tree.

And the mate that never his mate will be,

And day by day, when his notes are heard,

They freshen the street-but alas for the bird !

"

"Where's the Use," "Love's Phantom,"
" Welcome Home," have beauties enough

to make them remembered. But if we are

to offer one more inducement to purchasers

who may be halting between two opinions,

we cannot do better than quote in full this

perfect little " Song of Truce ":

" Till the tread of marching feet

Through the quiet grass-grown street

Of the little town shall come.
Soldier, rest awhile at home.

" While the banners idly hang,
While the bugles do not clang.

While is hushed the clamorous drum.
Soldier, rest awhile at home.

" In the breathing-time of Death,
While the tword is in its sheath,

While the cannon's mouth is dumb,
Soldier, rest awhile at home.

" Not too long the rest shall be.

Soon enough, to Death and thee,

"The assembly call shall come.
Soldier, rest awhile at home."

Laiji of the Brayon Slayer. By Maxwell
Gray. (Bliss, Sands & Poster.)

To the author it seems that these poems
aru, " in spite of defects and crudities,

touched with the subtle magic that dis-

tinguishes poetry, however faulty, from
verse, however perfect." At last Maxwell
Gray began to think that, in allowing the

lays to yellow unbeheld in a drawer, a

cumulative sin was being committed as

enormity, for the lays are now fifteen years

of age, became too heavy : so publishers

have come to the salvation of the sinner,

and the crime is very prettily expiated by
the appearance of a volume with a most
tasteful exterior. Maxwell Gray's book
tells us in clever verse (never mind the

subtle magic) of the Nibelungen Lied.

Here we have Siegfried, Chriemhild, and
Brunhild, to mention only a few of the

characters, treated of in these capable

pages. The last of the seven lays, as we
learn from the preface, still remains along-

side of the unwritten cantos of the " Fairy

Queen," the untold "Canterbury Tales,"

the end of " Christabel," and the remainder

of Keats' " Hyperion." This being so, it

only remains for us to compliment it upon

the company it keeps. Maxwell Gray has

every reason to be pleased with his work
;

for, indeed, it is vigorous stuff, proving

an ear for music, a power for selecting

the fit epithet, and a command over

the metres employed. We do not detect

that august magic which appears to the

author to be resident in the quality of the

verse, but there is plenty that is up to the

level of our quotations from the prelude to

" The Winning of Brunhild."

" Know ye the land, not set in any sea

Of mariner sailed with sail of mortal loom,

Where glows not fruit of any earth-grown tree.

Whore, stealing soul and sense, pale ilowers

bloom?
" Enow ye that land, so strange, so dim, so far.

Not found on any chart by mortal limned,

Not shone upon by sun or dewy star.

But lit with lustre night hath never dimmed ?

" There spread waste tracts by mortal foot untrod,

Where fitful lightnings dart in arrowy gleams.

Where vague, weird figures brush the dewless sod.

And voices pass unbodied as in dreams.

" There jewelled palaces, by hands unwrought.

Lift airy pinnacles from craggy heights,

Bocki cleave and lighted halls appear unsought,

FuU of sweet song and perfume and delights."

Close upon the end of the book there occurs

the line,

" ' Not yet awhile, not yet awhile,' she cried."

This smacks somewhat of slang, and might

be altered if a subsequent edition gives the

chance of a revising.

My Friend. By Quex. (Fisher Unwin.)

We frankly confess that five-score sonnets

are not the best literary oysters for stimu-

lating a critic of our kind ; for when the

sonnet is debased from its prime importance

into a mere poem of fourteen lines, retain-

ing the form but discarding the soul, we
are compelled by our taste to regard the

performance with something of apathy. It

is very curious to note, with regard to an

author's poetical output, two of the super-

stitions which, after invasion, stoutly beset

the popular mind. He must bore his

readers with a sustained effort, a play, or

an epic, whether or no he may have a talent

for longitude ; and he must muse in sonnets.

We may rank these unbecoming notions

with that folly which would drive a

householder to church in a top-hat. We
are obliged to think that Quex has chosen

a form which cramps him. But, on the

whole, his poems are deserving of notice

;

and they incidentally prove wide reading.

a trait for which it is possible to be abun-
dantly thankful. We quote poem the sixth :

" Surrendered in her sleep to one who stept

First in a dream, that day might not disclaim,

The maiden saw her soul, with sense of shame,
Exposed to raid and ravage while she slept.

And though the tender hour of twilight kept
Her blush unnoted as her lover's name
Fell from a lip indifferent when he came.

Her pulse, as he were in the secret, leapt.

And while her heart, like captured lledgling, beat

Once in the palms that met, the man allured

By witness unsuborned to welcome sweet
And of his hopes that sprang to life assured,

Swore in his soul that throb for throb is meet.
Since love ere mutual is not love matured."

A great many of these brevities are not

so good as the one we have used for a

.

specimen of the work of Quex.

My Lattice, and Other Poems, By Frederick

George Scott. (Toronto : William
Briggs.)

This is not our first meeting with Frederick

George Scott ; and we shall hope to spend
pleasant hours with him in the future, if he
can only give us fresh work equal to the

six best poems in My Lattice. His muse

—

a very unpretentious lady—for the most
part treats him prettily, but occasionally

she plays him a shabby trick, as any
reader of this slim volume of verse may
discover by considering the poems that

stand on pp. 75, 5. Whatever is Mr.
Scott doing with such a drawing-room
ballad form as he employs for " Andante " ?

Among wise men it is dead ; and it sur-

prises us that an author who is gifted

enough to write "Van Elxen" or " Calvary,"

or some of the fine stanzas contained in
" Samson " and " My Lattice," could waste

himself in a triviality without detecting the

ineiHciency of his effort. This book is

rugged in merit, as most books must be

;

but when Mr. Scott is at his best, he knows
how to turn out verses that charm.

NoEMAN Gale.

cumulative sin was being committed as and they incidentally prove wiae reaaing,

years rolled away. Finally, the j)ile of
[
together with a quite classic use of words, I

NOTES AND NEWS.

We are glad to hear that Mr. Leslie Stephen

is engaged upon a biography of his brother,

the late Sir James Pitzjames Stephen.

Me. G. a. Sala's Autobiography will be
published by Messrs. Cassell & Company on
January 22. It will also be issued simul-

taneously in America.

Messes. Smith, Eldee & Co. announce
Recollections of a Military Life, by General Sir

John Adye, late Governor of Gibraltar, with

illustrations by the author.

Messes. Longmans have nearly ready for

publication a History of Spain, by Mr. Ulick

Balph Burke, in two volumes, from the earliest

times to the death of Ferdinand the Catholic.

Messes. Chapman & Hall will publish

immediately a volume entitled A Year of Sport

and Natural History, written by various

writers, under the editorship of Mr. Oswald

Crawford. It deals with shooting, hunting,

fishing, and courstag in all their branches, and

also has chapters on birds of prey, the nesting

of wild birds, and the ways and habits of

poachers. It will be abundantly illustrated from

drawings by Mr. G. E. Lodge and others.

The second volume of the third edition of

Mr. Bryce's American Commonwealth will be

issued in the course of a 'few days by Messrs.

Macmillan & Co. To the part containing
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" IlluslrftUoM and ReflecUoni " the author has

added four new chapters. In one of these he

records the history of the Tammany Ring in

New York City ; under the title of " The Home
of the Nation," he sketches the ouUines of

North American geography, and notes some of

the effects on the growth of the United States

attributable to them ; the other two deal with
•' The South since the War," and " The Present

and the Future of the Negro." Substantial

alterations have also been made in most of the

remaining chapters, and the work has been

completely revised throughout.

0thKK works which will bo issued next week

by Messrs. Macmillan arc .1 Confession of Faith,

by an Unorthodox Believer, who seeks to show

that the religious spirit, in what seems to him

the true sense, is independent of belief in the

miraculous ; a new novel, The Sphinx of Eagle-

hawk, by Rolf Boldrewood ; and vols, xxxiii.

and xxxiv. (" King Lear" and " Othello") of

the edition de lute of the Cambridge Shakspere.

Messrs. Bliss, Sands & Posteh announce

a collection of biographies of living statesmen

and rulers, entitled " Public Men of To-day:

an International Series," under the editorship of

Mr. 8. H. Jeyes. The first volume will appear

early in this year, and the five following are

arranged for and in course of preparation :

—

Li Hung Chang, by Prof. R. K. Douglas

;

The lU. Hon. Cecil Rhodes, by Mr. Edward
Dicey ; The Ameer, by Mr. Stephen Wheeler

;

The Oerman Emperor, by Mr. Charles Lowe

;

and Sehor Castelar, by Mr. David Hannay.
Volumes on President Cleveland, Signer Crispi,

Lord Cromer, and M. Stambuloff will shortly

be announced. Each volume will contain one

or more portraits (and maps where they are

considered advisable). The series is intended

to furnish both a biographical account and a

critical appreciation of the more famous
makers of contemporary history,

Mr. Elkin Mathews announces the follow-

ing for early pnblication : a volume of poetry,

by Mr. Lionel Johnson, whose verse has hitherto

appeared only in the two issues of " The
Rhymers' Club"; a drama by Mr. "W. B.

Yeats, author of "The Land of Heart's

Desire "; a new vclume of poems, entitled

Pansiet, by Miss May Probyn, who has not
published anything for about ten years ; and a
second edition of Miss Elizabeth Rachel
Chapman's sonnet-sequence, A Little Child's

Wreaih, the first edition of which has been very
rapidly exhausted.

Mn. Horace Cox announces an historical

poem, by Mr. Charles R. Low, illustrative of

the history of the British Navy, from the
battle of Sluys to the present day. The metre
is that of Scott's " Marmion." The work is

divided into two books, consisting of ten
cantos, and contains, besides the history proper,

a record of the services of distinguished seamen
and of historic ships-of-war.

The Kelmscott Press has now almost ready
for issue to subscribers the new version of
Beowulf, made by Mr. William Morris and Mr.
A. J. Wyatt. It is printed in black and red,

in what is known as the Troy type, with hand-
some initial letters, and bound in limp vellum,
with silk ties.

Mb. Elliot Stock announces the following
new volumes of verse : Thoughts in a Qardtn,
by A. L. Stevenson ; The Mummer, and other

Poems, by Henry Oitelen.

Messrs. Wiluam Andrews & Co., Hull, will

issue at an early date Curious Church Customs,
edited by Mr. \V. Andrews. Among the more
important contributions will be :

" Sports in

Churches " and " Armour in Churches," by the
Rev. Dr. Cox ;

" Church Bells, and why they
were rung," by Miss Florence Peacock;
"Holy Day Customs," by the Rev. Q. S

Tyack ; and " Customs and Superstitions of

Baptism," by Canon Benham. There will also

be chapters on " Marriage and Burial

Customs," "Bishops in Battle," the "Cloister

and its Story," the " Rood Loft," "Beating the

Bounds," &c.

Mr. Qeorqe N. Corzon's Problems of the

Far East has already passed into a third

edition.

Dr. Earl Blind will contribute a paper to

the forthcoming number of the Scottish

Review, entitled " Ale Drinking : Old Eg^pt
and the Thrako-Qermanic Race." He deals

with the beverages of antiquity, and attempts
to prove that the art of brewing was, in all

probability, introduced into the Nile country by
a race akin to the Teutonic stock.

A serial by Mrs. R. S. De Courcy Laffan

(Mrs. Lgith - Adams), entitled "The Old
Pastures : a Story of the Woods and Fields,"

will commence in Uonsehold Words for

January 2G.

On Monday and Tuesday next Messrs.

Sotheby will be engaged in selling the library

of the late Edmund Yates, to which we have
already referred. When looked at in the cold

pages of a catalogue, the collection does not
appear so interesting as we had thought. If

there are many presentation copies, there are

also many "stamped with the publisher's

mark." The truth is, that Mr. Yates was not
really a collector, though he does seem to have
had his presentation copies decently bound.
Of course, the chief attraction is the association

with Dickens—the desk which Dickens used, a
portfolio containing thirty- four of his letters to

Mr. Yates, and several of his first editions.

Not wholly unconnected with Dickens is the

privately printed pamphlet recording the

circumstances of Mr. Yates's retirement from
the Garrick Club, which Mr. Yates had bound
in morocco. We may further mention, for the

benefit of another class of book-buyers, a copy
of Prince L.-L. Bonaparte's " Parable of the

Sower " in seventy-two languages or dialects

of Europe.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Full term began at Cambridge in the early

part of the current week ; at Oxford, in the

latter part.

The University of Cambridge has conferred

the degree of Doctor in Law, honoris causa,

upon Mr. J. Westlake, Whewell professor of

international law. Prof. Westlake's lectures

this term, we may add, will present a summary
of the principles of international law, specially

intended for students of history.

Mr. a. HuTcniNSON, of Pembroke, h»s been
appointed demonstrator of mineralogy at

Cambridge for a term of five years.

The Slade professorship of fine art at

Cambridge will shortly become vacant, on the

expiration of Mr. J. II. Middleton's third term
of ofiice. The election is fixed for February 25.

An extraordinary meeting of Convocation of

the University of London will be held on
Tuesday next, to consider the report of the

annual committee upon the proposed teaching

university for London. The report is generally

favourable to the scheme of the Royal Com-
mission—that there should be only one univer-

sity in London—subject to variation in details,

to be accomplished by means of a Statutory

Commission.

In connexion with the London University

Extension Society, Mr. H. J. Mackinder will

commence next Monday, at (i p.m., at Qres-
ham College, a second course of lectures on
" Geographical Discovery," dealing with the

Renaissance and the modern period.

Prof. H. Allemand will deliver a course of

five public lectures on " Modem French
Literature," at University College, on Fridays
at S.30 p.m., beginning on January 20. He
will deal with such subjects as : the great

French historians of the nineteenth century,

contemporary French poetry, Alexandre Dumas
pire, and Theuphile Gautier.

In a paper read before the Statistical Society

last Tuesday, Mr. L. L. Price, treasurer of

Oriel, discussed the effect of agricultural

depression upon the colleges at Oxford. He
compared the income of lH9'i with that of 1883,

as taken from the printed accounts of all the
colleges. During those ten years, the gross

external receipts have fallen from £301,193 to

£289,527, while the external expenditure has
risen from £109,170 to £124,2()l, so that the
net decrease in income is no less than £20,877.
But, of course, the whole external receipts are

not derived from land. As a matter of fact,

the receipts from houses show an increase of

more than £20,000, while the receipts from
land only show a decrease of £10,500, and the

receipts from tithes a decrease of £'7500.

Nor is this all. During the period under
review, the old system of beneficial leases has
been steadily running out, which ought to

have produced a distinct augmentation of

rental. Taking this into consideration, Mr.
Price estimates that agricultural depression has
caused to the Oxford colleges a loss of nearly

30 per cent, of their incomes. And this loss

has to be borne entirely by the fellows, or,

rather, by the fellows of the old foundation,

who are dependent upon dividends ; for the

amount devoted to scholarships and exhibitions

has actually increased. It need hardly be
added that some colleges have suffered very

much more than others.

A nisfiNUTioN in academical incomes may
arise from other causes than agricultural depres-

sion. We observe that, through the recent

conversion of Indian Rupee Paper, the salary of

the Tagore law professor at Calcutta has been
reduced from Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 9,000.

The current numberof the Eagle—a magazine
supported by members of St. John's College

(Cambridge : Johnson)—prints two documents
relating to the tomb of the Lady Margaret, in

Westminster Abbey. One is the contract by
her executors with Torrigifino, described as
" Peter Thoryson of Florence graver," for the

sculpturing of the tomb at a cost of £100;
the other is a contract made by the college

with a certain Cornelius Symondson, of St.

Clement Danes, smith, for the making of a
grate or cage of gilt iron-work, to enclose the

tomb, at a cost of £25. This grate has long
disappeared, and all tradition of it has been
lost. Another article gives an account of the

old library of Hawkshead grammar school in

the time of Wordsworth. It happens that the

admission register of scholars has been lost

;

but the headmaster of the time made entries of

the books presented to the library by the boys
on leaving. Prom this can be reconstructed a
list of Wordsworth's Hawkshead contem-
poraries. The future poet himself presented

(together with three other schoolfellows)

Gillies's History of Greece and Hoole's trans-

lation of Tasso. Whether these books still

exist we are not told. But Wordsworthians
will be interested to learn that the lines in the

Prelude

—

" This Boy was taken from his Mates and died

In childhood, ere he was full twelve years old "

—

cannot refer to William Raincock, as has been

supposed ; for he duly proceeded to Cambridge
in 1780.

The committee of the alumni and officers of

Columbia College, New York, have recently

issued a Centennial Catalogue, containing not

only the names but also the addresses, classified
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under State, country, and place, of more than
8000 living graduates. Wo have often regretted
that the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge
have never taken similar stops to preserve a
record of those whose names, for various

reasons, may be no longer on the books.

TRANSLATION.
THE CANTATA OF DIDO.

{From the Portuguese of Correa Oarfuo.)

Now, in the purple East, the swelling sails

That sped the Trojan fleet were gleaming white.
Now, borne upon the breeze, they seemed to sink
Amid the blue waves of the sun-gilt sea.

The miserable Lido,
Loud wailing, wanders through her regal halls,

And vainly seeks with ejne bedimmed by tears

The fugitive Eneas.
Nothing save empty streets and silent squares
The new-built Carthage offers to her gaze.
While with a horiidroar upon the strand
The EoUtary waves break through the night,

And on the gUded vanes
That top the stately domes

Some birds of night screech evil auguries.
She fancies, struck with fear,

That from the ashes cold
Of dead Sicheus in his marble tomb
A voice keeps calling out, in accents weak,
Elissa ! my Elissa ! with a tigh.

To the dread Gods of Hell
A fitting sacrifice

Begins she ; but, dismayed.
Beholds the incense-smoking altars round,
A black fcum bubbling iathe ritual bowls.

And the libation wine
Transformed into an ugly sea of blood.

Delirious she raves

;

Pale is her beauteous face
And all dishevelled her fine silken hair

;

Scarce conscious, and with trembling step, she
seeks

The happy chamber where
She heard, in melting mood,
Her faithless lover breathe

His tighs of sorrow joined to soft complaints.
There the remorselesss Fates showed to her gane
The Trojan garb that, pendent from the head
Of the fair-gilded nuptial-couch, diecloscd
The glittcriug shield and eke the Teiicrian sword.
With hand convulsive, all at once, she tnatched
The brightly shimmering blade from out its

sheath.

And on the hard and penetrating steel

Her tender bosom clear as crystal cast.
With a fell rueh of foam and raurmuiing swell
The blood comes spouting forth from out the
woimd,

And, splashed by jets of that ensanguined stream.
Tremble the Doric pillars of the hall.

Three times she strove to rise.

And three times fainting fell upon the conch,
And, as she lay there, raised to heaven above

Her troubled, failing ejne.
And, with her look fixed on thelusbrous mall

Of the fond fugitive
From Ilium-town, she uttered these last words
Whose mournful, pity-moving accents, borne
Aloft, did hover 'neath the gilded roofs
Which long time aft resounded with their moan :

" Ye relics dear,
WhoEe sight rejoiced
Mine eyes full oft.

The while the Fates
And Gods above
So willed it be :

Of tristful Dido
The soul receive.

And from all troubles
Her relieve.

Dido unhappy
Has lived out her time

;

She raised up the walls
Of Carthage sublime;
Now, bare her f prite.

In that foul bark
By Charon plied.

Goes ploughing through
The inky tide

Of Phlegethon."

EPOAR PbEBTAOE.

OBITUARY.

SIE JOHN SEELEY, K.CM.G.

Thottgh it was known that Sir John 8eeley had
long been suffering from a painful illness, the
news of his death on Sunday comes as a
shock. Last term at Cambridge, he not only
took his usual conversational class at his
private residence, but also lectured on '

' The
Wars of England with Louis XIV." ; and this
very week the University Reporter announced
that this course of lectures would be continued.
His death, following so close on that of Mr.
Fronde's, reminds us how sadly reduced is the
number of professors at either University who
can be said to enjoy a public reputation as men
of letters.

John Kobert Seeley was born in 1831, being
the son of a London publisher, other members
of whose family have achieved distinction. He
was educated at the City of London School, in
the early days of its revival under Dr. Mortimer.
After being elected to a scholarship at Christ's
College, he graduated in 1837 as one of three
(bracketed), senior classics, and also won the
senior Chancellor's medal. He returned to his
old school as assistant-master, and for a few
years held the chair of Latin at University
College. In 1809—at the comparatively early
age of thirty-five—he was appointed by Mr.
Gladstone regius professor of modern history
at Cambridge, in succession to Canon Kingsley.
At that time he was chiefly known as the

author of Ecce Homo, though we believe that
he never acknowledged the paternity. But he
had also written two or three other books, one
of which—vindicating the claim of Edward I.

to be called the greatest of the Plantagenets

—

has won high praise from Bishop Stubbs. The
first-fruits of his professorial work at Cam-
bridge appeared in 1879, in a history of Ger-
many during the Napoleonic age, which he
called The Life and Times of Stein. This was
followed by The Expansion of England (1883),
which curiously recalls the Oceana of Mr.
Froude. He also reprinted from the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica a memoir of Napoleon ; and
also last year a series of old papers from
the Contemporary Rivieiu, entitled " Goethe
reviewed after Sixty Years."
As an historian, Seeley belonged to the

modem school, which tends to sacrifice literary

presentment to accuracy of research. Notably
in his book on Stein, he seems to have deliber-

ately resolved not to be popular. And this is

the more remarkable when we remember that
he took a keen interest in modern affairs, both
religious and political, while his other books
prove that he possessed the saving grace of

imagination. Ecce Ifomo&nd The Expansion of
England, indeed, are, in their different ways,
two of the remarkable productions of the later

Victorian epoch. The first represents, more
clearly than elsewhere, the humanitarian change
that has come over Christianity in the eyes of

all enlightened laymen ; while the second
embodies, in sober historical retrospect, the
views of statesmen of both parties with regard
to the colonial empire of England. It is given
to few men thus to discern the currents of

contemporary thought, and to associate their

own names with great popular movements.

THOMAS GORDON HAKE, M.D.

The death of Dr. Hake, on January 11,

removes one of the last survivors of those
active minds who were stimulated by the
stirring events of the beginning of the present
century. He had lived a long and a full life.

Born in 1809, the same year as Tennyson, he
was educated at Christ's Hospital, where the
traditions of Coleridge and Lamb were still

fresh. As a medical student in the London
hospitals, he early came under the influence of

great physicians and surgeons
; and interest in

the obscurer problems of natural science always
remained with him. As a young man, he
travelled a good deal on the continent. On
returning to England he settled down to
practice in East Anglia, and there became
intimate with George Borrow. Later on, he
was the physician and personal friend of
Eossetti, who expressed, in the Academy and
elsewhere, the highest opinion of his poetry.
At heart, indeed, he was a very genuine poet,
whose strain of thought was absolutely original,
and, therefore, appealed to but a limited audi-
ence. In these matters it is idle to fight against
fate

; and Dr. Hake himself was too much of
a philosopher to complain that he never received
wider recognition. It pleased him to write,
and to know that what he wrote was appre-
ciated by some of the best judges of the time.
His name, we think, will not be omitted from
any catholic anthology of the Victorian age.

We have also to record the death of William
Sime, which took place on December 20, at
Calcutta, where he had been settled for some
time on the staff of the Statesman. He was
born at Wick in 18jl, being the younger
brother of James Sime, author of the Life of
Lessing. At one time he was well known in
London as a journalist; and he also wrote a
number of novels, which have been highly
praised for their freshness and vitality. His
wide travels through America and Australia
are described in a volume entitled To and Fro,

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Antiquary begins the new year well.
It contains little or nothing which we would
desire to have been left out, but more than one
of the articles are too short. We hope that for
the future the editor will not sacrifice thorough-
ness for the sake of variety. The best paper is

unsigned. It relates to the church of St.

Dunstan's-in-the-East, one of the London
churches which we have understood had been
doomed to destruction. This danger has for
the present been averted. We entirely agree
with the writer who says "whatever ecclesias-
tical union of parishes may be found desirable,
it is earnestly to be hoped that no more of the
London City churches will be pulled down."
A long inventory of the goods of this church as
they existed in the sixth year of Edward VI. i»
given. It is an important document, which
will give the reader some idea of the number
of beautiful and precious things which our
churches contained before the Tudor spolia-
tions. It should be noticed that several of the
vestments were blue in colour. Antiquaries
know that blue was one of the liturgical colours
in this country, but such knowledge is not
widely spread. Those who have not studied
the history of church vestments in original
documents, seem to be for the most part of
opinion that in unreformed England the colours
of the Latin Rite were used. Mr. A. W.
Moore's " Further Notes on Manx Folk-lore "

are interesting. Man is but a small place. It

has been successively occupied by Celts of two
kinds, and then was, for a time, a Norse king-
dom. The skilful investigator would, we
imagine, find folk-lore of very various peoples.

It is a spot concerning which it would be well to
have an exhaustive treatise. We are glad to find

that this is not the last paper we shall have from
Mr. Moore on the subject. Mr. Wilfrid Cripps
gives an account of a very graceful medieval
chalice which has recently been found in

private hands ; and an anonymous corre-

spondent writes regarding a late sixteenth
century knife in the Louvre, on which is

engraved a short Latin grace with music.
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8BLECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.

QEKERAL LITERATURE.
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(1668-1718). Paria : Welter. 30 fr.
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Ganla joaqn'.^ I'avi'-aement des France. Paris : Haiaon-
neure. IS fr.

Boooi'Aix, F.'Ux. La Coot de Rsme et I'eaprit de r^forme
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papaati^. Paria : Tboiia. 13 fr.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.
Oautibb, L. Les thampignona. Paria : Baillii'ce. 18 fr,

Kalpa. loTolution et rrolution d'apri's la pblloaophie des
eyeles. Ire Partie. L'UntverB. Paria : Oart^'. 9 fr.

FBTTOnBBAU, A. Contribution u I'i'tule de la morphologie
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PHILOLOGY,
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Tabdil, H. UntersuchuDgen zurmittelhochdeutschen Spiel-
maonspoeiie. Leipzig : Fock. 1 H. 20 Pf
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE HEW SYRIAO GOSPELS.

BeUaat : Jan. 9, 1895.

Idr, Charles somewhat underestimates, in the
Academy of January 5, the evidence favourable

tp my statement, that " such of the followers of

Jesus as were Qreek Jews and proselytes ac-
claimed in him the Divine Word," " None of

the twelve Apostles were Greek Jews, " he urges

;

and this is the first of his " unanswerable
objections."

I would answer that John, the only Apostle
whom we can with certainty rank among our
Evangelists, both wrote and thought in Greek,
and was therefore a Greek Jew as much as
Pbilo, So was Matthew, if he was the real

author of our First Gospel. " In Matthew we
have a Gospel written by a Galilean Jew in

Palestine for Jews," says Mr. Charles. If so,

a Galilean Jew wrote in Greek for Jews in

Palestine who read Greek

—

i.e., a Greek Jew
for Qreek Jews, Philip (John xii, 21) was of

Bethsaida in Galilee, yet he must have known
Greek, or else the " Greeks among those who
went up to worship at the feast " and desired
"to see Jesus" would not have applied to
him. If James, Peter, and Jude all wrote their

epistles in Greek, they also were Greek Jews, no
less than Pbilo, So was Apollos, Paul, Barnabas,
and probably all the sevan Greek-named
Deacons, beginning with Stephen and ending
with Nicholas, the proselyte of Antioch, These
Deacons, moreover, were ordained to protect
the interests of the Greek Jews, who from the
first formed ^ important section of the earliest

Church at Jerusalem (Acts vi, 1), Going
beyond the faithful, we find that Nicodemus
had a Greek name, and perhaps knew Greek.

The same is true of Alexander (Acts iv. 7).

And of the presence in force in Jerusalem of

Alexandrian Jews we have also evidence. For
this Alexander was probably a near relative of

Philo, and the Alexandrian, Libyan, and
Cyrenaic Jews all had synagogues in

Jerusalem ; and their peculiar antagonism
to Stephen is explicable only if we suppose
that the reformed Judaism was recruiting

itself chiefly from their ranks—a supposition

favoured by Philo's later writings, and by the

very fact that it is the Christian Church alone

which has kept and handed down to us all his

voluminous works. Nor is Mr. Charles's

assertion, that allegorical or Philonean methods
of interpretation were unknown in Judaea from
200 B.c, to 100 A,u., correct. For Philo assures

us that the Palestinian Essenes allegorised the

law ipx"''"''P^'V f-^^v" with antique enthusiasm,"

just as did the Alexandrian Therapeutae, who
with their mystical ideas of parthenogenesis

were, he tell us, scattered all over the inhabited

world, numbering in their ranks Jews and
Greeks alike.

Such are some of the " slight and perilous

foundations," as Mr. Charles calls them, on
which is built my "lofty and pretentious

superstructure " of assertion : namely, that " it

was the Greek Jews or proselytes among the
followers of Jesus that acclaimed in Him the
Divine Word."
In the second part of his letter Mr. Charles

blames me for ascribing to Philo the belief that
God is "the maker of all things visible and
invisible"; because, he says, Philo was "a
thorough-going dualist." Philo was, in fact,

as much or as little of a dualist as Origen,
Clement, or any other Greek Father. Mr.
Charles will find the phrase to which he takes

exception in Philo i. 644.

He objects that the Logos bom of the virgin

Sophia in Philo's Creed is the Logos made
sensible in the Cosmos, and not the Logos
which is " the Firstborn of God," and even God
Himself: the naiura naturala and not the
natura naturans. This he calls my " first mis-
statement," and objects that I confuse and
assign the attributes of Logos II. to Logos I.

Far from confusing these two aspects of the

one Logos, I made their distinctness a main step

in my argument. The orthodox Church believes

that the Word made sensible as flesh and born
of the human Virgin Mary was the same Word
which " was in the beginning with God," and
through whom were made all things. This
Word, incarnate of Christian belief, is of one
substance with God. The old Creeds assert it.

Why, then, should not my Philonean Creed
assert a similar identity of Logos II. and
Logos I., as Mr. Charles calls the twin aspects

of Uie one notion ? Mr. Charles should really find

fault with the Nicene Fathers, " who assigned

to Logos II. the predicates of Logos I.," and
not with myself. I am only a humble imitator

of them, as were they of Philo—at least, if we
may trust Bishop Bull.

in this second part of his letter Mr. Charles

speaks of my '

' whole attempt to father on Philo

the idea of a miraculous conception." I fear he
has mistaken the drift of my argument. I did

not attribute to Philo any such idea ; but only

endeavoured to show that the Christian dogma
is a materialisation of a philosophical myth
found in Philo, and that it bears throughout
its development the stamp of such an origin.

I also pointed out in a former letter that the

story in the Gospels of the descent of the Holy
Spirit in bodily shape like a dove httd a similar

origin : namely, in the pre-Christian Philonean
and Talmudic symbolisation of the Divine

Spirit as a dove. Many cases of such a mis-

understanding of allegorical or symbolic

parlance are reported in the Gospels them-
selves. And a tendency to mistake the
true import of spiritual terms, and hence
to literalise them, was the great intellectual

vice of the early Christians, and even of later

Christians also ; for we have a notorious case

of it in the Latin doctrine of transubstantia-
tion.

Mr. Badham is wrong if he supposes that to

go to Philo for the antecedents of a Christian
belief is to look outside orthodox Judaism.
For Philo was a thoroughly orthodox Jew, and
was regarded and trusted as such by his

countrymen both in Palestine and in Egypt.
For the rest, however, Mr. Badham may be
right in explaining Matt. i. 18-23 as a bit of

"prophetic gnosis"—to use Prof. Rendell

Harris's phrase—which grew up out of the

Messianic application of the text, " A virgin

shall conceive and bear a son."* The legend

would easily arise in an atmosphere charged

with the idea of parthenogenesis ; and that the

minds of flrst century Jews were very

familiar with that idea, is proved by the many
allusions which Philo makes thereto. Whether
these allusions were intended literally or only

allegorically, or sometimes one and sometimes

the other, makes no difference. They almost

certainly presuppose a literal belief in Philo's

contemporaries, if not in himself, that virgins

could conceive by divine agency, and that

Isaac and other leaders of the race had been so

conceived. So far Mr. Badham and myself are

agreed. Mr. Charles says he has "come to

recognise in the Synoptic Gospels the most
naive and truthful reflection of the current

views of the time." I venture to think that his

recognition is still incomplete—so long as he

cannot see the obvious connexion between

Matt i. 18 and the identical "current beliefs"

of both Jews and Gentiles.

The reasons given for his belief by Arch-
deacon Parrar are not very convincing. He
declares that the miraculous conception " was
theunquestioned belief of the Apostles (through

the Epistles, and Apocalypse passim) " ; and
that the Gospel of John also implies it. This

is not so. The belief is conspicuously absent

from the writings of Paul ; and not even so

ardent an apologist as Prof. Swete pretends

that it is to be found in the writings of St.

John or in the Catholic Epistles ; while Mr.
Charles casts it in my teeth " that in the

Fourth Gospel there is not a single reference to

the miraculous conception "—so well do apolo-

gists agree. By way of accounting for Paul's

• This explanation is favoured by the similarity

of phrase in verses 19 and 23, if ya(rri>\ fxov(ra and

4y 7oTTpl ?{ti. "To the same action of prophetic

gnosis should perhaps be attributed the addition

in V. 10 of ^ i/ivtia-Tfieri irnpffeVos Mapio/ii in Cod.

Sin. These words may well be a primitive and
half-hearted device for discounting the force of the

words" Joseph . . . begat Jesus." In explaining

as I did in flie Acadbmy for November 17 tho

title of napBfvos, I was only anxious to be as

tolerant as I could of an orthodox touch. That
the explanation in question never

_
occurred to

anyone before myself Is not so decisive against it

as Archdeacon Farrar supposes. Nor U he correct

in Eaying that " there is no proof whatever that

any such custom [as euUtUng a widow a virgin]

prevailed in the days of the Apostles." For I

adduced evidence from Philo, who was a contem-

porary of the Apostles, and from Ignatius, who
was just after them. The latter's phrase, ris

xapSfpovs ris \iyoii4vas x^P""! '^ understood in

the light of the similar passages in Philo and
Clement, would mean that these women were

virgins in the eye of God, though called widows in

the world. And it stands to reason that a widow
might be called honoris causa a virgin, but not a

virgin a widow. But the title "widow" was
higher than the title " virgin," objects Archdeacon

Farrar, alluding toTertuUiau. This Is true, but

it does not affect my argument.
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silence, Prof. Swete has to suppose that the
story of the virgin-birth was kept secret until

after Paul's death. He is doubtful whether it

was even contained in the first edition or draft
of Matthew's Gospel. As to Luke's Gospel, I

cannot agree with Mr. Badham and others, that
the writer of it knew of or intended to convey
any such story in his early chapters. He
nowhere says that Mary was still a virgin
when she bore Jesus. The angel's words
(Luke i. 31), "Thon shalt conceive," imply no
such thing, seeing that they are spoken to a
virgin who, as the narrative says (v. 27), is

about to become the wife of Joseph, of the
house of David. It was an age in which every
betrothed maiden aspired to be mother of the
Messiah; and the angel's words in the very
next verse (32), " The Lord God shall give unto
him the throne of his father David," imply
that Joseph was to be the father of the child.

At Luke's Gospel, however, as at Matthew's,
the orthodox and " deliberate corrector " has
been at work. For in Luke ii. 5, the revisers
of our version have as usual chosen the least
ancient but most orthodox reading, and render

:

" to enrol himself with Mary, who was betrothed
to him." But the Old Latin and the New
Syriac, along with other very old sources, read :

" with Mary, his wife." The Christians of the
third and fourth century prated much of the
sacredness of their Scriptures ; but truly they
were always ready to ''deliberately correct"
the text in order to edge in a belief which,
like this of the miraculous conception, had
invaded their Church.
Archdeacon Farrar's other argument is that

we may as well retain the belief in the
miraculous conception ; for, if not, we are left
with another miracle. Considering the fact
that every birth is a practically insoluble
miracle ; considering the ancient question,
" Canst thou tell how the bones grow in the
womb of ' her that is with child !'

'
"—well, I

think that even so exacting a critic as Prof.
Huxley would be content to accept Archdeacon
Farrar's "other miracle," seeing that it is

one which happens every day.
With Prof. Sanday's commendation of Mr.

Allen's masterly letter I fully concur ; for I
have no doubt that the New Syriac text of
Matt. i. 18-25 comes nearer to the ultimate
form of it than any other text we have. But
Mr. Allen seems to think that, the more plain
indications we have in our text of the natural
fatherhood of Jesus, the better it is for the
belief in the virgin-birth. Such an attitude
•eems to me to require an infallible Pope, armed
with authority to dictate to us the belief in
spite of the text. But I cannot think that Prof.
Sanday is right in refusing to go all the way with
Mr. Allen, and in propovmding as the original
text of Matt. i. 10 a mixed reading, which, in
this context,* could only mean in English the
following: "But Jacob begat Joseph, the
husband of Mary, who beyat Jesus, the so-called
Christ." Nor is it necessary to suppose, as
does Prof. Sanday, a dittography of the name
Joseph in the passage: "Jacob begat Joseph,
Josephhegit Jesus "

; or an accidental omission,
when the Old Latin and Old Syriac concur in

• It ia Inconceivable that, in verses 1-16,
ilhntutv ehould be used forty times in the eenee
of "begat," and then, iu its forty-first use, mean
" bore " or " brought forth," especially as, in the
same chapter, the verb tiktu ia used three times to
convey the Eense of " bringing forth " as a mother.
It is true that yimiw is used in the active twice in
Luke in this sense ; but Luke more generally uses

ItIktu,
and the writer of Matthcnr, 1 believe, never

n»es ytuviu in the active of the mother. The Old
Latin Version In the same way uses "genuit"
forty-one times in Matt, i., and " pario " three
times ; and its author, as Mr. Charles has pointed
out, understood iyivrqirtv of the father alone, and

omitting from verse 25 the words " knew her
not till." Why frame hypotheses in order to
introduce miracles into a straightforward text
where there are none ? What we need in
Biblical criticism is to get rid of these " cycles
and epicycles." If the miraculous in events
were the first and most probable, and the
natural and ordinary only secondary and least

probable, then there would be much to say for
such hypotheses, and also for Mr. Charles's
attempt to get rid of Matt. i. 1-16. But things
are otherwise arranged in our world.
Nor is Prof. Sanday quite fair to the New

Syriac when he says that, in verse 25, it

supplies a masculine subject in its rendering,
" he called." Syriac idiom only admits of

saying either " he-called " or " she-called,"

not of " called " simply; for the gender of the
agent is part and parcel of the Syriac verb,

third person singular. If, then, the translator

rendered fKiK^Ttv by " he-called " rather than
by "she-called," he can only have done so
because that was the sense which best suited
the general drift of the whole passage, as he
understood it. But why did he so understand
it, unless he inherited from the Greek the other
naturalistic readings. Therefore, the rendering
" he called " in verse 25 is far from implying,
as Prof. Sanday thinks, that those other readings
are inventions of a non-orthodox Syriac trans-
lator or scribe. And if the words '

' he knew her
not till" were omitted in verse 25, in order to

safeguard the attrapStyla of Mary—as Mr. White
suggests, and Prof. Sanday thinks may have
been the case—then the new text is one which
has already suffered by Encratite revision, and
the supposition that the naturalistic readings
in it are secondary and not primary becomes
absurd.

In conclusion, let me speak of the use of the
terms orthodox and unorthodox in this discus-

sion. I have used them in a conventional
sense, merely in order to be clear, and not
because they mean anything more to me than
conformable or the reverse to the decisions of
the Nicene and subsequent Councils. Let no
one, however, suppose that these terms had
such a sense within the Apostolic age itself, or
for many generations afterwards. Justin
Martyr was conscious that many Christians

repudiated the belief in the virgin birth ; but he
never denied to them the name of Christian nor
dreamed of excluding them from the Church.
He only blamed them for not accepting the
prophecy of Isaiah : " A virgin shall conceive,"

&c. ; on which alone, it would seem, and not
on any historical evidence, he based his own
belief. In the Apostolic age no convert was
asked to believe this dogma, any more than that
of the Trinity. It is, therefore, a projection

into the first century of ideas peculiar to the
fourth, to say, as Prof. Harris says, and Arch-
deacon Parrar repeats—that " there wasunor-
thodoxy near the source." The truth about
Cerinthus and the Adoptionists is this : that
beliefs which afterwards invaded the whole
Church had in their day been scarcely heard of,

or were only sectionally held. There can be
no doubt that this particular dogma of the
miraculous conception was against the prevail-

ing belief of the earliest Church as reflected in

the New Testament at large : the true analogue
in the Apostolic age of those who to-day stickle

for so-called orthodoxy, and (like Lord Halifax)

deny the name of Christian to Unitarians, was
the Judaising believer who insisted on circum-
cision, and was particular about meats and
drinks.

F. C. CONYBEABE.

Nottingham : Jan. 12, 1895.

None of your contributors, so far as I have
observed, while touching on the ambiguous
ixiKtatv (Cur. " a/ie called," Sin. "Recalled") in

Matt. i. 25, has mentioned Dr. Nestle's instruc-

tive article on the subject in the Expositor for
February, 1894.

Mrs. Lewis alone has pointed out—and per-
haps she did not sufiiciently develop—the fact
that Matt. i. 18a, when compared with v. 1

{^i0\oy 7ei'e(r€fttj *l7j(ro0 XptffTou. . . . ToS 5e ' Itjitou

XpiffToD T) yhe<ris ollras ^y), not only presupposes
but limits and qualifies the statements of the
preceding genealogy, as if explaining in what
sense a document already current could be
accepted. If we might adopt the reading
yhvttais, which Dean Burgon, I think, pre-
ferred on grounds of patristic interpretation,
we should have an antithesis to what may have
been the original text of v. IG, 'loxr/j^ . . . iyh-
VTl^iV 'Itjctovj/.

Probably a good many readers besides myself
have wondered whether New Testament critics

are not too ready to assume the integrity of the
" purest transmitted text," and to apply the
conception of a standard text, embodied in a
hypothetical autograph, to sundry books of
composite origin and gradual growth, which
incorporate documents and traditions that had
once an independent circulation, and were at
least in part derived, perhaps by several con-
fluent or divergent channels, from Aramaic and
even Hebrew originals.

May not the word tuSon/m, in Luke ii. 14, be
a gloss added to the angelic hymn ? which would
run better as follows :

Ka) €ir\ yrii ftprjvrj if aidputirois.

A motive for the supposed addition may be
found in Luke xii. 51. Cf, Origen's Homily
translated by Jerome

:

'
' Si scriptum esset super terram pax et hucusque
asset flnita eententia, recte quaestio nasceretur

:

nunc vero in eo quod additum est, hoc eat quod
post pacem dicitur, in hominibm bonae voluntatis,

solvit quaestionem," &c. (Wcstcott and Hort, Ap.
in loe,).

The reading iv anSpdnroi^ fvSoitla.^ may be illus-

trated from a note on a diff'erent subject in
Deutsch (Literary Remains, art. " Islam,"
p. 91):

"'Thy will be done in Heaven; grant peace to

them that fear Thee on earth ; and whatever pleaseth
Thee, do. Blessed art Thou, O Lord, who hearest
Prayer '—is the formula suggested by the Talmud
for the hours of mental dictraction or peril.''

[The italics are my own.]

Compare also "The men of thy peace" in
Jer. xxxviii. 22; i.e., those who enjoyed the
especial favour and protection (the Anglo-
Saxon mund or grith) of the earthly, as here of
the heavenly, sovereign ; and were bound to
him by reciprocal obligations.

The hymn has a curious parallel in the words
of the Chinese classic, quoted by Mr. A. J.
Little {Through the Yanrj-tse Gorges, 1888, p. 41):
" Above is fulfilled the decree of heaven,
and below the laws of earth, and in the midst
the harmony of man joins in."

Grey Hubert Skipwith.

THE BOOK OF MULLING.
Edinburgh : Jan. 3, 1896.

It may interest some of your readers to learn
that I have succeeded, after considerable
labour, in deciphering the greater part of the
two "inscriptions" on the verso of the last

leaf of the Book of Mulling, imperfectly
described by Westwood {Pal. Sac. Irish Biblical

MSS., pi. ii., p. 4). A paper on the subject
which 1 communicated a few weeks ago to the
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland will appear
in due course in the Proceedings of that society

;

but a few of the results at which I have arrived

may be briefly indicated.

The page contains (I.) a liturgical fragment,
and underneath it (II.) a circular device. I
shaU take these in order.
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I. In giving my restoration of tho former,

I italicise letters which are not distinct enongh

to be read with entire confidence, and enclose

in square brackets those which I have supplied

conjeoturally. It has iilso been necessary to

expand one or two of the abbreviations.

STline or so is iUegible, and then we have—

a/
',',','. - Magnificat.

/k».".r»'..in.' BenedictUB usq; iob[annem baptizu]

[pcursoie dnl] Uidens autem ihs turbas asoendit t

mo... m *..e..o Xiy ilium conrici _
dead I] iMinorii leiiii Patricius epii oral

pro nobis omnlbos] ut deloautur protinus peccata

quiP comlsimut] INultiata quoi feramus pen

'ton Ilxandi oonr]icis peccata plorlra*.

—

liale6ta]([em]q; imensam coricl dead et cowg/a

rla] Wsq; i flnem. Credo i dm pat

noster Libera].. ~

This, for reasons which cannot be stated very

shortly, I believe to be an outline of a daily

office used night and morning in the monastery

of St. Moiling of Ferns at the beginning of the

ninth century. The parts of which it is com-
posed (after some illegible matter at the begin-

ing) appear to have been as follows :

1. The Song of the B.V.M. (" Magnificat").

2. ?

3. StanzM 4, 5, G, of the Hymn of St.

Columba ("Noli Pater," Libtr Hymn-
orum, p. 262).

4. A lection from the beginning of St.

Matt, v., followed possibly by a formula

not yet identified.

5. The last three stanzis of the Hymn of

St SecundinusC'Auditeomnes," /y. //.,

p. 21).

6. 7. Two stanzM supplementary to this

hymn (" In memoria" and " Patricius

episcopus," L. II., p. 23).

8. The last three stanzas of the Hymn of

Cummain Fota (" Celebra Juda," L. H.,

p. 80).

9. The antiphon " Exaudi nos " (£. /y.,p. 80).

10. The last three stanzas of the Hymn of

St. Hilary of Poictiers (" Ymnum
dicat," L. 11., p. 151), the doxology at

the end being reckoned as a stanza.

11. A stanza supplementary to this hymn.
12. The Apostles' Creed.

13. Tho Lord's Prayer.

14. The Embolismus.

The curious custom of repeating three (usually

the last three) stanzis as a kind of equivalent

for an entire poem, which we find exemplified

in this office, is illustrated by the preface to the

Hymn of Secundinus, preserved in the L3abhar
Breac and in the Franciscan copy of the Book
of Hymns (i. //., p. 33; Stokes's Tripartite

Life, p. 382) ; by the preface to the Hymn of

Ultan {L. If., p. 00); and by the use of this

hymn in the office preserved in the ancient

Psalter at Basle (A. vii. 3), where it is referred

to by what the scholiast tells us was originally

the first line of its third last stanza.

II. The Circular Device.—Of this a diagram

will be pven in the Proceedings of the Society

of Antiquaries of Scotland. It consists of two
concentric circles, whose diameters measure 4 '2

and 3 '6 centimetres respectively, and which are

divided into quadrants by pairs of crosses

placed outside the outer circle. These crosses

come in the linos of writing of two inscriptions

by which the outer circle is surrounded, by the

inner of which their position is defined (as will

be seen below, 1. 2) as N.E., N.W., &c. In tho

outer inscription (1. 1 below) the cardinal points

are marked midway between the crosses. Inside

the inner circle are sis horizontal lines of

writing (numbered 3-8 below). The cross at

the beginning of the first of these is between
the circles, and (whether by accident or design

I know not) nearly due east of their common

centre. The followin|; is a transcript, with

translation, of the writing

:

1. +oros mairc [ande]3 +matt aniar

+ cro8 [io]han [h]itaith +cro8lu[c..]

[anoi]r.

2. [anojirdes -l-oros heremiie et aniardes

+ daniel et aniar<aaid +[oro8 a]-

n[o]ir_7<«aid +oros [ ].

3. +[o]ro8 1 spirtu [n]oib.

4 danaib-t-

5 oniglulamtcis.

6. U...

7. + [o]ri'8t oonaapstalaib.

8. .../j..s.

Translation.

1. + cross of Mark South +Matthew
West + Cross of John North + cross

of Luke East.

2. On the South East + cross of Jeremiah

and on the South West + Daniel and

on the North West + [cross of ...] on

the North East + cross of [....]

.

3. + cross of the Holy Spirit.

4 with gift8 + .

5, 6, 8 ?

7. + Christ with his apostles.

The marking of the positions of the outer pairs

of crosses as N.W., &c., and the indication of

the cardinal points, seem to show that the

device is a map or plan. Of what it is not so

easy to say. A conjecture of Mr. Olden, that

it represents the civitaa of St. Moiling, the

crosses marking the sites of the monastic build-

ings, has a good deal to recommend it ; but I

should be thankful to receive suggestions on

this point.

The parallelism suggested in the drawing

between the four Evangelists and certain Old

Testament worthies, apparently the four Greater

Prophets, is worthy of remark. It is quite in

keeping with tho well-known practice of

pairing together saints of the Universal Church

and prominent Irish eocleaiastics, who were

considered to be " of one manner of life."

The interest of this device is sufficiently

obvious. The importance of the fragment

preserved on the upper part of the page is

scarcely less. Daily monastic offices of the

Celtic Church (if I am right in supposing it to

be such) are, to say the least, rare. These few

lines give us some conception of the character

of such offices ; they reveal to us the practice

of the partial recitation of loricas, to which

allusion has been made ; and, finally, they

testify to the use made of the Liber Ilymnorum,

probably a century or two before either of the

MSS of this collection now extant was written.

H. J. Lawlor.

THE PEE3ENT STATE OF TUB QUESTION OF

POPCLAB TALES.

Bt. Andrew : Jan, G, 189S.

M. Cosquin has kindly sent me his essay Les

Conies Populaires : Dernier Etat de la Question,

(Paris ; BouUion). As this pamphlet contains

some remarks on my own notions, perhaps I

may be allowed to make a brief reply on a

subject of interest to folk-lorists, so far as

the general question goes. M. Oosquin says

that the anthropological interpreters deal with

" men more or less degenerate . . . savages,'

whom I (A. L.) treat as " primitifs." I have

often said that of primiti/s I know nothing.

Savages may descend from apes or from

angels : I offer no opinion. I only say that we

all come either from " savages " or from men

who adopted many savage ideas and manners.

Granting (for the sake of argument) the

presence of savage ideas, how did they corae to

group themselves spontaneously into tho same

cadres as of "Puss and Boots," or "Cinder-

ella" ? Distingtio. The cadre is not always

"identical," as anyone may see in Miss

Cox's Ciii'hrdla. We have male as well

as female Cinderellas. We have different

openings, different events, different conclusions.

What remains fixed is the idea of a friendly

animal (as a rule) who protects and aids a boy
or girl. Many savages believe in such animals,

like the Manitous of the .Red Indians. Thus
many tales of such animals would arise (story-

telling being natural to man). Where the cadre,

the sequenceand character of incidents, is
'

' iden-

tical," then I suppose that the story has been
" transmitted." At one time, as M. Cosquin

says, I thought " wits might jump " to an

identical tale; now, thanks to critics and
reflection I prefer the vera causa of trans-

mission to the hypothesis of coincidence : that

is, when the tales are identical, or nearly so.

Whether the Kaffir and Sonthal Cinderellas

wore borrowed or not, I do not pretend to

know. I now say "much is due to trans-

mission, something to identity of fancy,"

instead of vice versa. M. Cosquin describes

this as a " elegant purouette " ; I am glad it is

"elegant," and thankful that criticism and

reflection can make me pirouette at all.

Would that some elderly mythologists were

equally agile! But I cannot gratify M.
Cosquin by attributing " nothing to the

imagination of primitive men": that is, of men
in the savage and barbaric condition. All the

wild incidents—talking beasts, cannibalism,

magic—come (in my opinion) from no other

source, except in cases of later imitation. On
this point I am with Fontenelle and Sainte

Beuve.
As to place of origin, I still do not expect to

find it. M. Cosquin asks me whether the older

tales, which existed in Europe before the

ascertained mediaeval and Islamite importation

of Indian tales, were like or unlike the new
comers ? I can only refer him to the Miirchen

themselves—in the Odyssey, the' Cyclic frag-

ments, the Homeric and Pindaric Scholiasts,

and other Greek remains. These Miirchen

were in Europe at a date not lower than 800

B.C. for many of them. M. Cosquin, of course,

can prove no connexion with India for these,

or for the Egyptian tales in M. Maspero's

collection, about which he here says nothing.

Are these stories like, or not like, tho Indo-

European stories of comparatively recent im-

portation ? He can read the Greek, and may
judge for himself. I note with pleasure that

M. Cosquin, since 1888, has found two grateful

beasts in Indian "Puss and .Boots " tales.

In the one form previously known the jackal

was not a grateful beast. The "moral" is

still to seek in all three Indian cases; but,

even if it is found, as all men have attributed

all human qualities to beasts, I sea nothing

specially Indian. And, if a speciaUy

Buddhistic moral is found in India, how does

that bear on the question ? If it is not

found there, it ought to be. The idea, that

" beasts are more grateful than men," might

occur to a moralist with a dog, anywhere m the

wide world : to any moralist, Lord Byron, for

example. Yet, so far, in the case of " Puss in

Boots," the "Buddhistic" moral la found

elsewhere, and not in India !

A. Lang.

" HEY NOXNY NO !

"

Faveiaham : Deo. 89, 189 i.

The burden of the pleasant song in " As You

Like It," v., iii.

:

'
' It was a lover and his lass _ ^^

(With a hey ! and a ho ! and a hey-nonino !),

seems to have thrown back to some noel or

carol of Central France. Lucas le Moigne, a
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sixteenth century bard of Poitou, had this

refrain to one of his noels

:

" Me3 oil s'en est alle ?

(N'au, nau, et noUet nan !)

Viendrait-il point ceste annee ?

(Nau, nau !)

"

Nail and nii are forms of nocl in the Berry
patois. Lalanne's glossary of the patois of

Poitou says nau belongs to the departments of

Vienne, Deux-Sevres, and Vendee ; and that

r,auht ia the name for a little cake iu the form
of a child which is made at Noel in Vendee,
Deux-Sevres, and the canton of Bressuire. He
also cites the term " le naulet de Noel " from a
manuscript of Poitou dated in 1 500.

Thus, if Lucas le Moigue's burden of noUtt

nau may be equated with Shakspere's burden
of "nonino," this last might be considered as

trace! home. Roquefort gave from some
manuscript " Anciens Noels " (printed, Ithink,

since his date of 18C8)

:

"... allons chanter Nau !

Am Saiuct Nau chautcray.

Nau, nau, nau! "

The universality of the burden, chorus, or
refrain would explain its use in three of Shaks-
])ere'8 songs—that above quoted, that in " Much
Ado," II., iii. :

" And be you blithe and bonny,
Converting all your Bounda of W08

Into hey nonny ncnny !

"

and that of Ophelia's melancholia in " Ham-
let," IV., V.

:

" Hey no[u] nonny, nonny hey nonny."

Edgar's gibberish in " Lear " III., iv. : " Mun
ha [must have ?] no nonny," can scarcely be
worked with.
Of course, none of the three Shaksperean

songs has any connexion with Christmas carol-
ling ; but it is well-known that " Noiil ! Noel !

"

was the cry at all important feasts, and there
were notably four great Noels or nataiix :

Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, and AUhallows.
John O'Neill.

[Since this letter was in type, we regret to
learn that our correspondent has died. He
was a very learned man, and had, we believe,
spent great part of his life in France. In 1893,
he published a work on cosmic mythology and
symbolism, entitled Night efthe Oods (Quaritch),
which he hoped to continue in subsequent
volumes.

—

Ed. Academy.]

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
BoxDAY, Jan. 20, 4 pm. Saoday liScture : "The Great

!'-) Age from a Meteorological Faint of View," by Mr.
Arthur W. CUjdeo.

7.30 p m. Btliical :
•' Eight and Wrong In Fropa-

gandijt Work," hy Miaa Dendy.
MoxiiAi, Jan. 21, 4.30 p m. Vietoiij Institute : " Atutralian

Flora."
S p.m. London In«!itution :

" Comets," by Sir
Fob :rt Ball.

8 p.m Royal Academy: **The Development of
Italian Art," V., by Mr. J. B. HoJgeon.

8 p rn Society of Arte : Cantor Lecture, "Ths Arc
Light," 11., by Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

8 p.m. Aristotelian: " Bac:n'8 Doctrine of Forma,"
br Mr. R. J. Ryle.

Tor.soAv. J.n. 22, 3 pm. Boyal Inatitntion : "The In-
ternal Framework of Plants and Animals," II., by Prof.
C. Stewart.

4 p.m. Oeigrapbieal : " Tetreatrial Magnetiim," by
Piof. A. W. Backer.

4 JO p.m. Society of Arts ; "Bnstian Armenia and
ihe Proepti t« for Briticii Trade," by Dr. A. Markolf.

8 p.m. Civil Eogioeers : Discus,ion. " Mountain
Biilwaya "

;
" Boiler Explosions," by Mr. W. H. Fowler.

WaMifDAV, Jan. 2.'?. 6 p.m. lT<;Uenic : "The Mjthology
of the Jlacrhar," by Mr. C. O. liithw.

8 pm. Oeological: "Carrock Fell : a Study ia the
Viiriation of Igneous Rock-masses—II., the Carrock Fell
Oraniphyre." III., the Orainsgill OreLnen," by Mr.
Alfred Ilarker: "The Oeolouy of the Country around
Fishguard (IVu.brokcihire)," by Mr. F. U. Cowper Beed

;

"The Mean Badial Variation of the Olobe," by Mr. J.
Logan Lcbley.

8 pm. Society of Arts : " Tea," by Mr. A. O. SUknton.

Tqubsdav, Jan. 24. 3 p.m. Boyal Institution :
" Font Eng

'

li>h Humorists of the Nineteenth Century," II., by Mr.
W. S. UUy.

6 p.m. L'^ndon Institution :
" Utopias, Ancient and

Modern," by Prof. Shuttleworth.
8p.m. Boyal Academy: "The Development of

Italian Art,' VI., by Mr. J. E. Hodgson.
8 p.m. Electrical Ecgioeers : "THe Oiiftin and

Develooment of the Te'cphone Switch Bands," by Mr.
J. E. Kingabury.

8 30 p.m. Antiquaries
FaiDAY. Jan. 25, B p.m. PhyMcal :

" Teite of Glow Lamps,"
by Prof. Aj rton and Mr. Medley ;

" The Temperature of
Water at i's Maximum Density," by Prof. Anderson and
Mr. McCleUand.

8 pm. Civil Engineers : Students' Me><ins ;
" The

Strength of Lurge (iraviog-Dgcks," by Mr. F. E. Wtnt-
worth-Shitlds.

9 p.m. Bnval Institution :
" The Kile," by Sir Colin

Bcott-Moncrit ff

.

Satl'sday, Jan. 26. 3 pm. Boyal Inslitutinn : "Stained
Glass Windows ana Painted Qlats," II., by Mr. Lewis
F. Day.

S.45 p.m. Bctanio : General Fortnightly Meeting.

SCIENCE.
An Essay concerning Human Undtrstanding.

By John Locke. Collated and Annotated,
witli Prolegomena, Biographical, Critical,

and Historical, hy Archibald Campbell
Eraser. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.)

In this edition of Locke's famous Essay, the

delegates of the Clarendon Press have made
a very useful addition to their set of English
philosophical classics, critically edited by the

most competent authors. Locke's name was
the most serious omission iu a list which
already included the chief writings of Bacon
and Hume, and the complete works of

Butler and Berkeley. Prof. Eraser, to whom
we owe the first collected edition of the

works of the Bishop of Cloyne, has already

proved his unrivalled acquaintance with the

life and works of Berkeley's great prede-

cessor, in the excellent Life of Locke
which appeared in 1890, two centuries

exactly after the publication of the Essay,

as one of Blackwood's " Philosopliical

Classics." We had hoped, in spite of the

warning then expressed, that he would
find it possible to assemble and correct

the scattered and disfigured writings of

Locke. He has not done this ; but he has

produced the best, nay, the only good
edition of the great work of which the

whole English empirical philosophy is the

outgrowth.

At last we can read Locke's Essay in an
accurate text, prefaced by Prolegomena of

reasonable length and lucid order, anno-

tated with discretion and reserve, and com-

pleted by a twofold index—to text and notes.

The labour bestowed will ba appreciated at

its full worth by those who have suffered

from the innumerable misprints whicli dis-

figure most of the old editions, and add to

the difficulty of interpreting, by the unaided

study of his text, an author careless to a

fault of verbal consistency and literary

finish. Locke, like the majority of his

countrymen who have attempted philosophy,

was not a philosopher by profession, but

a man of affairs, mainly concerned, even

when he theorised, with practical issues.

But, unlike most of the bishops, lawyers,

politicians, men of science, and men of

fashion, who have occupied themselves with

speculation, Locke was not even a practised

man of letters. He commenced author in

his fifty-iitth year

:

" It is a very odd thing," he wrote, four years

before the publication of the Essay, " that

I did get the reputation of no small writer

without having done anything for it ; for I thinV
two or three verses of mine, published without
my name to them, have not gained me my
reputation. Bating these, I do solemnly protest

in the presence of God that I am not the author,

not only of any libel, but not any pamphlet or

treatise whatsoever, good, bad, or indifferent."

It is true that the main subject of the

Essay, the limits of human knowledge, had
engaged his thoughts and been the matter

of discussion between Locke and his friends

for a long period, as is proved by the

commonplace books, which date from the

time of his residence in London, after he
had quitted Christ Church, and before his

continental travels. The E-say even exists

in germ in an interesting fragment, quoted

in the Prolegomena, commencing " Sic

cogitavit, de Intellectu Humano, Johannes
Locke, anno 1671." But, giving due praise

to Locke for the caution and patience with
which he kept his meditations so long to

ripen, we must regret that he did not

expend more pains on planning the whole,

and carrying out the parts. He is fully

aware of the bad results of this " dis-

continued way of writing." He speaks of

the Essay as

" begun by chance ; continued by intreaty
;

written by incoherent parcels ; and after long
intervals of neglect, resumed again as my
humour or occasions permitted. ... I will not
deny, but possibly it might be reduced
to a narrower compass than it is, and that

some parts of it might be contracted, the

way it has been writ in, by catches, and many
long intervals of interruption, being apt to

cause some repetitions. But, to confess the

truth, I am now too lazy, or too busy, to make
it shorter."

With this ingenuous avowal every reader

of the Essay must agree. Every section

of it abounds in repetitions, digressions,

contradictions, which could have been avoided

by taking pains. Its defects preclude it

from any claim to literary excellence.

Whether they are equally fatal to its

philosophical value, is a question to which
widely different answers have been given.

For every careful student of the Essay must
do for himself what Locke was " too lazy,

or too busy " to do. He must endeavour to

piece together incoherent chapters into a
continuous and, if possible, coasistent whole.

The result will depend partly on the student's

temper and partly on his philosophical con-

victions.

The Essay has, in fact, from the time of its

first appearance been subjected to the most
diverse interpretations. Locke himself

spent much of his remaining life, in his

quiet homo at Gates, the residence of

Cudworth's daughter. Lady Masham, in

controversies with the Bishop of Worcester,

Dr. Norris of Bemerton, and others, on
disputed passages of the Essay, chiefly as

regards their religious orthodoxy. Erom
Leibnitz, the most distinguished of its early

critics, through the encyclopaedists, the

Scotch "common-sense" philosophers, the
" association " school, the French spiritual-

ists, the German rationalists, the pendulum
has gone on swinging. It reached the one

extreme in Green's hostile and unsparing

criticism, contained in his Introduction to

Hume. It has not yet reached the opposite

limit, though it seems in the present
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oritidBm to have already passed bj a little,

a very little, the mean of exact impartiality.

Prof. Eraser has endeavoured to hilng

into prominence the main design and
structure of the Essay, without dwelling

much on the tangles and ambiguities which
obscure them. It is a fairer method of

criticism thus to present the author at bis

best, to save him from his own shortcomings,

and then to estimate the permanent value of

his most important teaching, than to

begin by exposing his inconsistency in a
multitude of details, and to go on finding

fault with the parts, till an impression is

created that the whole is worthless. It is

but just to let us see the body before it

is torn limb from limb. It may have been
unshapely and ill-proportioned ; but, at

least, the members which look so mean and
ragged, when severed from the frame and
laid bare to the gaze of the anatomist, had
a certain dignity and meaning in their vital

relation to an organic whole. Frof. Eraser
has recognised this so fully that anyone
who rested content with his reconstruction

of Locke's doctrine, and did not proceed to

read the Essay itself, might regard the
charges of inconsistency and discursiveness

as wanton and unfounded. Locke gains
too much by condensation. Stripped of his

agreeable speculations about the intelli-

gence of angels, the nominal essences of

drills and changelings, and the solubility

of gold in aqua regia, he is a less entertain-

ing, but a more plausible, philosopher.

The main topics of the Essay are admir-
ably presented in a summary, arranged
under eight heads, in a logical order. First
comes the definition of Knowledge, which
Locke himself reserved for the Fourth Book
of the Essay. Iluman knowledge being
defined as '

' perception of connexion or re-

pugnancy, of agreement or disagreement,
between ideas," it follows that there are
three elements to be discussed: first, "ideas";
secondly, their connexion or repugnancy;
thirdly, our perception of the same : to each
of these accordingly a section is devoted.
We then examine human knowledge of real

existences: self, God, and outward things;
and here the " plain, historical method " is

sorely tried, and found wanting. We
pass to the " knowledge of ideas,
as co-existing attributes and powers of
real existences " — a heading which
might have been more felicitously worded.
Here we think that Prof. Fraser has not
sufficiently called attention to the inextric-

able confusion between " ideas " of our
minds and " qualities" of things, occasioned
by Locke's careless use of terms, and the
unintentional equivocations which cut away
the very foundations of his argument. In
the next division, "human knowledge of
ideas in their abstract relations," illus-

trated by pure mathematics and by abstract
ethics, we find the small amount of human
knowledge which on Locke's principles can
be considered certain ; and in the final sec-

tion we are led to the practical conclusion of
the whole matter, that we must put up with
" faith," and that, in the words of Butler,
the theological exponent of Locke's phil-
osophy, who added the episcopal sanction to
its compromites and assumptions, "prob-
ability 18 the guide of life."

Prof. Fraser's Introduction claims, with
justice, to be not only •' expository," but
"critical" as well. He shows again and
again how incompetent was Locke's "plain,
historical method " to deal with the highest
metaphysical abstractions—substance, for

instance, or causality ; how apt he was, for

want of anything like " criticism," in the
Kantian, or even in the Socratic, sense, to

make the largest assumptions in a light,

irresponsible way ; he proves, to take a
definite instance, how inadequate and how
illogically sustained was Locke's appre-
hension of the nature of God, and how
irrelevant was his refutation of " innate
ideas." Yet he dissents (without, in our
opinion, sufficient justification) from the

common view, which finds in Hume's
avowed scepticism the legitimate reductio

ad ahmrdum of Locke's empiricism. Green
was wrong. Prof. Fraser contends, when
he made Locke say that knowledge
begins with simple ideas, or sensations

taken in isolation. The deliberate defi-

nition of knowledge, which we have quoted,
is quite opposed, no doubt, to such an
interpretation, even if single expressions
may be found in the Essay which counten-
ance it. But what Green was talking
about, it is only fair to observe, was not
knowledge, but the beginning of intelli-

gence, a much more elementary matter.
Prof. Fraser makes a more valuable

observation on the fundamental difference

between Jjocke and Hume on the subject
of the association of ideas :

" By Locke, ' association,' as illustrated in the
' history ' of ideas, is introduced, not as the
ultimate explanation of human uuderstauding,
but as au explanation of many of its illusions

and prejudices ; whereas Hume, and his English
and French successors, bring in custom or
association to explain all ' assurance of any
real existence and matter of fact, beyond the
present testimony of the senses, and the records
of memory,' if not the very testimony of sense
and memory itself."

But these two points, though important, are
less vital than the fundamental assumption,
that a " mind," so little characterised by
Locke that we scarcely miss it when it is

annihilated by Hume, is capable of playing
a double part, actively observing, and then
reflecting on, its own passive states, and so
discovering how " something, we know not
what," mysteriously makes "impressions"
on a receptacle so blank that it has not even
the quality of receptivity. Scepticism was
the inevitable outcome of a more penetrating
examination than Locke chose to undertake
of a " mind " so impossibly constituted. It

is well to remember, if we are tempted to

blame Locke for the labyrinth, where em-
pirical psychology will leave us wandering
without a clue, that he is very unpretending,
and that most of his practical conclusions
repose on a humble faith in the goodness
of Providence, on which he does not presume
too far. He is no metaphysician ; and to

the majority of Englishmen, who do very
well without metaphysic, that seems no
drawback. But it is possible to think
differently.

Campbell Dodoson.

I'TSmO'S RECORD OF INDIA IN THE
SEVENTH CENTURY.

Mil. J. Takakusu, a Japanese gentleman who
recently took his degree at Oxford, is preparing
a complete translation of I-tsing's Description
of India and the Malay Isl.inds, written towards
the end of the seventh century.

I-tsing was a Chinese Buddhist priest and
an able scholar. He started for India soon
after the death of his famous predecessor,
Hiuen Thsang, of whom we know so much
through Lis invaluable Si-yn-ki, "The Keoord
of the Western Kingdom," which was first

translated by Stanislas Julien. I-tsing's book
has never been translated in fu'l, though many
notices of it have been published by various
scholars. It is called Nan-hai-ki-kuei Nei-fa-
chwan, "A Record of the Inner Law or Doctrine
sent home from the Southern Sea." The author
wrote it while staying in a town called Sribboja
in Sumatra, the islauds lying off the Malay
Peninsula being then known as the islands of

the Southern Sea. Stanislas Julien used it in
his MHhode pour d^chiffrer ei transcrire les

Noma Sanskrits qui se rencontrent dans les Livrea
Chinois (1861). But Prof. Max MuUer was the
first to recognise its importance: his earliest

notice appeared in the Academy for September
25 and October 2, 1880 ; the next in the Indian
Antiquary for December, 1880 ; and a portion
of the translation prepared by the lata K.
Easawara, a Japanese Buddhist and a pupil of
Prof. Max Miiller, was published in India,
Wliat can It Teach Us ? Two chapters, trans-
lated into French by a Japanese Buddbist,
B. Fujishima, appeared in the Journal Aaiatique

for 1888. The Rev. 8. Beal gave a short
abstract in his Life of Hiuen Taang (1888),

p. XXXV., where he says :

'

' So far arc given the headings of this most im-
portant but obscure work. It is to ba hoped that
the promised translation of the Japanese scholar
[Mr. Kasawara] may soon appear. The contents
of the various chapters, as I have summarised tbem
for my own reference, show me that the book,
when clearly translated, will shed an unexpected
light on many dark passages of Indian history."

Unfortunately, Mr. Kasawara died in July,

1883. He had left the MS. of his trans-

lation of some portion of I-tsing's Record with
Prof. Max Midler, who later on handed it over
to another Japanese pupU of his, Mr. Takakusu.
Though the latter is not a Buddhist, nor even
connected with any of the Buddhistic institu-

tions of Japan, he has for many years studied
Buddhist literature, particularly Sanskrit texts,

and has devoted his leisure at Oxford to the
translation of I-tsing's book. He has finished

translating the text itself, and is now engaged
in annotating difficult passages.

The general subject of I-tsing's Record is a
minute description of monastic life and dis-

ciplinary rules, as he had himself observed in

India. Mingled with this we have incidental

information on geography, chronology, and
sacred and secular literature. The author
compares the Indian practices with those of the
islands of the Southern Sea, where Buddhism
seems to have reached its climax at this time,

more than a century after the beginning of the
Hindu emigration to Java in a.d. 500. He
compares, sdso, many religious rites with those
of China ; and these, though they may not be
of general interest, will prove very useful for

the history of the ancient Buddhism of India
before the great persecution under Kumarila
Bh»tta,circa a.d. 150. For students of Chinese
Buddhism the work is indispensable ; while the
chapters describing grammatical studies in

India cannot fail to interest Sanskrit scholars
and students of Indian history.

Mr. Takakusu hopes to clear up many of the
difficulties in the text, by adding notes on geo-
graphical and chronological questions. He
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has been forlunate in securing four different

editions, besides a text with a copious commen-
tary in MS. written by Kasyapa Jiun, a Japanese
Buddhist, in a.d. 1758. The discovery of this

commentary has proved a great help, though
it reached him too late to be utilised for the
first three volumes. The work consists alto-

gether of four volumes, subdivided into forty

chapters, besides a long introduction.

The Travels of Fa-Hien, the first of the
Chinese pilgrims to India, extend from 399 to
414 A.D. ; those of Hiuen Thsang from 629 to
645 A.D. ; while I-tsing's Kecord covers a period
of abont twenty-five years, from a.d. 671-695.

SCIENCE NOTES.
Miss Hester Penoelly has in preparation
a memoir of her late father, William Pengelly,
F.R.S., the well-known geologist and anti-

quary, so many years resident at Torquay.
She would feel greatly obliged to the immerous
correspondents of her late father, or their

representatives, who would entrust her with
any of his letters. The originals will be
promptly returned, as soon as they have been
perused and the necessary extracts made.
Prof. Bonney has kindly promised his valuable
assistance, by supplying a summary of Mr.
Pengelly's scientific work. All communica-
tions should be addressed to Miss H. Pengelly,
Lamoma, Torquay.

Next week Messrs. Macmillau & Co. will
issue a Memoir of Sir Andrew Crombie Bamsay,
by Sir Archibald Geikie, Director-General of
the Geological Survey of Great Britain and
Ireland. The author explains that for many
years Sir Andrew and he were bound together
by the closest ties of scientific work and of un-
broken friendship. "It has been, therefore,"
he says, " a true labour of love to put together
this little memorial of him." Sir Andrew
Ramsay's work as a geologist is fully discussed

;

and an eflbrt has also been made "to show
something of that bright sunny spirit which
endeared him to all who came within his in-
fluence." Portraits are given of the subject of
the biography, and of a dozen of his geological
associates.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. will publish
next Monday a new volume of their "Natural-
ists' Library," dealing with British Mammals,
by Mr. R. Lydekker, with coloured plates of
all the species except the very commonest.

At a technical meeting of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society, to be held in the map-room
on Tuesday next, at 4 p.m.. Prof. A. W. Riioker
will read a paper on "Terrestrial Magnetism."
In connexion with the Sunday Lectxire

Society, Mr. Arthur W. Clayden wiU deliver a
lecture at St. George's Hall, Langham-plaoe,
on Sunday next, at 4 p.m., on "The Great Ice
Age from a Meteorological Point of View,"
illustrated by the oxy-hydrogen lantern.

The following is the list of grants made by
the Chemical Society from its research fund
during the past year :—£20 to Mr. A. Hutchin-
son, for experiments on the reduction of
benzenoid amides ; £50 to Prof. Perkin, for
continuation of his researches on closed carbon
chains ; £5 to Messrs. Linder and Picton, for
continuation of researches on grades of solution

;

£5 to Dr. Laycock, for further examination of
the products of distillation of bran with lime

;

£10 to Dr. Matthews, for the continuation of
his investigation of benzene hexachlorides and
allied compounds ; £10 to Dr. Colman, for the
study of «- and 8-amido-fatty acida.

Mr. William Hunter Baillik has pre-
santed to the Royal College of Surgeons
portraits of John and William Hunter, John
Hunter's clock, and two volumes of valuable
autographs.

pniLOLoar notes.
The Rev. Wentworth Webster has reprinted
from some local serial {Bayonne : Lamaignore)
a paper entitled " De quelques Travaux sur le

Basque faits par des Etrangers pendant les

Annees 1892-4." He begins by calling atten-
tion to the revival of interest in Basque
which has characterised the last few years.

He pays a deserved compliment to the Rev.
Llewelyn Thomas for his edition, in the series

of "Anecdota Oxoniensia," of the earliest

translation of the Old Testament into Basque,
made by Pierre d'TJrte in the very beginning of

last century ; and he expresses the hope that

d'Urte's Grammar and Dictionary may likewise

find a publisher. He duly refers also to the
early Catechism reprinted by Mr. E. Spencer
Dodgson, and to the supplements to Vinson's
Bibliography produced by the same industrious

Bascophile. But the most curious contribution

from England that he notices is drawn from
the Foreign Review and Continental Miscellany
for 1828, which preserves the text of some
Basque dance-songs, suppressed at the time by
the press censor of St. Sebastian. With refer-

ence to ethnology, Mr. Webster insists upon
two opinions he has expressed before : (1) that
the conclusions of Broca are vitiated, through
the fact of their being derived only from a
collection of skulls at the cosmopolitan town
of St. Jean de Luz ; and (2) that the purest
type of Basjue, as represented by peasants in

the remoter villages, is decidedly fair rather

than dark.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ViKiKO Club.—{Friday, Jan. 11.)

WiI.LiAM MoERis, Esq., vice-president, in the chair.

—Dr. Eirikr Magnussoc having been obliged to

withdraw the paper he had promised, Mr. Albany
F. Major, hon. sec, read a paper on " Survivals of

the Asa Faith in Northern Folk-Lore." — Mr.
Slorris, in introducing the subject, remarked that
no history was more complete, as history from one
point of view, than popular mythology, because at
the time when people were under the influence of

superstition they had not learnt the art of lying, or,

if they did lie, they did it so transparently that it

was very easy to read between the lines and divide

the true from the false. So they might say that
folk-lore represented the " absolutely truthful lies,"

and was therefore in complete opposition to the
ordinary newspaper article.—Mr. Major, after apolo-

gising for the fragmentary form in which his subject

was presented, owing to the very short notice he
had received, which had compelled him to confine

his survey to a very small field, said that, though
much of the ground he traversed would probably be
found familiar, he, nevertheless, believed that some
few of the points brought forward were new, and
that, at any rate, the subject as a whole had not

hitherto received from any English writer the atten-

tion it deserved. Taking first the Eddaio myth of

the building of the burg of Asgard by a giant, ho
traced it through various stories of churches built

by trolls in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, to

legends of buildings erected by the Devil in North
Germany, the Netherlands, and other parts of

Europe. lie then pointed out that the name-
guessing incident, on which some of these stories

turn, reappears in marriage-tales of the Rumpel-
stiltzkin type, of which an English variant, " Tom
Tit Tot," is included in Sir. Jacobs's English Fairy
Tales ; and he suggested that these stories also might
be derived fromithe Eddaic myth. Next, he com-
pared the relations which existed in the mythology
between Thor, the Thunder-God, and the giants

with the relations shown in the folk-talcs between
various siints and others, and the trolls, dwarfs, and
similar beings. In Norway and Sweden St. Olaf in

particular seems to have stepped into the place and
inherited the attributes of Thor in tho mythology

;

and it was possible that tho representation of this

saint as a warrior trampling on a troll or dragon
may have led to his identitication with St. George,

and to the adoption of the latter as the patron
saint of England, for St, Olaf was closely con-

nected with English history, as tho account of

him in the Heimskringla shows, and churches
dedicated to him are not uncommon in this

country. The frequent occurrence of a dragon-

slayer in English legend was adduced in support of

this theory, and evidence mentioned of the iormer

prevalence of Thor-worship in the land. Possibly,

too, the banner of the Fighting Man—llarold's

standard at Hastings—represented the warrior-saint

Olaf. Thor's attributes as a Thunder-God, and
their reappearance in the folK-tales recounting the

dread which trolls and dwarfs had of thunder and of

any loud noise, such as the sound of church bells or

of drums, which recalled it, were next 'pointed out

;

and some incidents in the myth of Thor's journey to

Jotunheim were traced in various English and other

folk-tales, while the likeness between '
' Jack the

Giant-Killer" and the stories about Thor was
referred to as another striking instance of the

survival of the Thor legead on Eaglish soil. Yet
another instance has been recently referred to by
the Kev. S. Baring-Gould, in the use of a folk-

charm in which I'hor, Odin and Loki figured in

Lincolnshire so late as 1857 or 1858. The lecturer

went on to trace the legend of " The Wild Hunts-
man" through its various forms in various parts of

Northern Europe, in many of which a reference to

Odia was perfectly clear. He ascribed its origin to

tho myth of the Valkyrie's battle ride. The con-

nexion of the god Freyr and his sacred boar with
Christmas observances, which had been pointed out

by Dr. Karl Blind, was then alluded to ; and two
legends of Loki's capture by giants were given,

whose influence can be traced in folk and fairy-tales.

The belief that spirits haunted waterfalls and
streams can also be traced in the Eddas. With
regard to traditions which occur respecting a three-

footed Hel, or Death-Horse, it was suggested that

the eight-footed steed of Odin, King of Heaven,
may have had its counterpart in the three-footed

steed of Ilela, Queen of tho Nether World.
The metal-working dwarfs of the Eddas again

reappear in tho fairy smiths of folk-lore, of

whom the Wayland Smith of Berkshire tradition,

introduced by Sir Walter Scott into Kenilworih, is

an instance. He is identical with the ViJluadr

of the Eddas, whom King Alfred was familiar

with as "Weland." Instances were also quoted
in which Jormungand, the mighty snake which
surrounds the world, and Grolh, the magic quern
that grinds out whatever its possessor desires,

have survived in later traditions, as well as of

the persistent recurrence of the story found in
" Beowulf," the first English epic, and of the legend
of the Everlasting Fight. Finally, the belief in

tho power of shape-changing was briefly dealt with,

and its re-appearance in tales of witchcraft, as well

as in legends of nightmares and wero-wolvos, and
stories of swan and seal maidens, pointed out. The
swan-maidens of the Edda are Valkyries, from
whom the fairies of the higher order, who mingle
with men and preside over their destinies, appear to

originate. Such are the fairy queens of romance,
who intermarry with mortals, and the fairy god-
mothers so familiar in nursery tales. A Valkyrie,

Brynhild, in the Volsunga Saga, is probably the

original of the Sleeping Beauty in the Wood. In
summing up the result of his survey, the lecturer

urged that, if his contentions were admitted, not

only were the results very important to students of

folk-lore ; but it would appear that the myths of tho

Asa faith were more widely di8"used and more
generally known than had often been imagined, and
it would also seem probable that many of the most
remarkable features in it, which were usually ascribed

to the influence of Christianity, had an independent

origin.—Dr. Karl Blind said that Mr. Major had
given many interesting and instructive cases of

survivals of the ancient Germanic creed from the

Scandinavian countries and North Germany. There
were also a great many Roman Catholic legends in

Germany in which such survivals appeared. This

was, in a large measure, the result of the policy of

the Roman Church, as exemplified in Pope Gregory's

letter to Bishop Mellitus, bidding him to deal

gently with the cherished beliefs of the Anglo-
Saxons, so as to gradually lead them over to the

new faith. In Germany there were legends of the

Virgin Mary derived from tho worship of Freia, and
of St. Peter founded on that of Thunar or Donar,

the Norse Thor, both of these cults having been
deeply ingrained in the hearts of the Teutonic race.

Again, whilo the Wild Huntsman was called Wod
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In North Germany, ho was hUo known as Wodo,
Wut, or Wotn in Austria. Tn a Swiibian talo tho

Wild Huntsman ia called the " Neck," and ho rides

on a B^a-bcirn stallion. In another South Cicrman

talo tho hunt is preceded hy a fish. Tho iiamo of

tho '• Neck," given to tho Wili Huntsman, represents

Wodan-Nikor, or Udin-lloikar, in his quality as a

ea-god. 8wabian and kindred German tribes once

dwdt near tho Baltic, and gradually pushed their

way ap to tho German highlands. Honco tho rcmem-
braace to this day of Wodan as tho "Nook," and
hrnce tho fi»h iii tho Wild Chase. Tho Wayland
(in tho Norse, Volundr) tale undoubtedly came into

Eneland «ith tho Anglo-Saxons. Thtre is still a
" WayUnd's Cave " in Southern Kngland. In the

Edda Volundr is not a Scandinavian, but a German,
a captive in the North, who laments his being far

from bi» home on the Rhino, where ho had more
gold. Tho Rhino once was a gold-carrying river,

and is partly so even now, much money having
formerly been coined from its washed sands.

Sigurd, tho Siegfried of tho Nibelungen Lied, is

also, according to tho Udda, a Cicrman ruler on the

Rhine, and near its banks the whole tragedy is

eD<icted. If we can go by the Algonquin legends

(as given by Mr. Charles Loland), there would teem
to be OTtn a trace, however faint, of a survival of

the Odinic creed in North-Eastorn America, which
tho Northmen had discovered five hundred years

before Columbus. Some of the tales about Gluoskap
and Lox, as told now by the Micmacs and other
Redskins, have bocu quoted as proofs, the name of

Lox being referred to Loki. Eskimo, through
whom tho Uedskins might have got such tales,

formerly dwelt, in those regions ; at any rate,

it is recorded in an Icelandic Saga concerning
the discovery of the great Western land that the
Northmen captured two native boys, presumably
Eskimo, biiptize i them, and taught them the Norse
tongue. Fur more than three hundred years the
Northmen remained in that American land ; and it

is well known that when they had been converted
thsy still respected the traditions of their ancient
creed. Fotk-tales have until now had a wonderful
vitality ; but there was much danger of their pass-

ing away at last from tho people's mind. Cure
ought, thorefpre, to bo taken to preserve them on
account of their importance for our knowledge of a
dim and distnnt past : and to this ond such a society

as tho Folk-Lore Society does invaluable work.—
Mr. W. F. Kirby said that it was curious to notice

how the building story thins out as it goes south-

wards. At Revel, in Esthonia, it is Olaf himself

who falls from the summit of the church when his

wifo calls out his name. At Cologne tho architect

is hurled from the top of the unfinished edifice by
tho Devil, whose plans ho had appropriated. A
little further south, at the castle of Rheingrafenstein,
on tho Nahe, tho story tissumcs a particularly

ludicrous form. The castlo was built by tho Devil
on condition that he should have tho first person
who looked out of tho window. So they dressed

ap a donkey in the priest's vestments, and pushed
his cowled head out, when ho was at cnce seized

upon by the Devil in great glee. When tho latter

discovered the imposture, he hurled tho donkey into

tho river in a rage, but vanished immediately, for

ho had accepted the offering, and tho spoil Wiis

broken, llr. Kirby thought it unlikely that the
effigy of St. Olaf was the origin of the standard of

the Fighting Man at Senlac, only thirty-six years
after St. Olaf's death ; nevertheleiis, it may be
mentioned that the great Abyssinian chief, Has
Michael, who was contemporary with Bruce, bad
already become a legendary character when Mans-
field Parkyns visited Abyssinia about half a century
later. We had plenty of draeon-slayera in England
who wore said to have lived before the Conquest,
such em Sir Ouy of Warwick and Sir Bevis of
Hampton ; and, as regards the former, he might
originally have had some connexion with St.

George, for in the lato mediaeval romance of
The Seven Champmn of Christendom Guy is

the name of the eldest son of St. George,
whoao exact connexion with England is not easy
to trace. In every mining country trolls and dwarfs
and gnomes were found with practicilly the same
characteristics ; and swan-maiden legends were
found from Lapland to Egypt and I'crsii, being
particularly nnmcrous in Lapland. Drums and
other noisy instruments woro still mado use of in

India and China during eclipses to drive away tho

demon that was devouring the Bun cr moon.—Mr.
Alfred Nutt, in proposing a veto of thanks to tho
lecturer, thought he could best show his apprecia-

tion of tt'o paper by criticising it in u friendly

spirit. lie hoped the lecturer would proceed to

build on the foundations he had laid down, but
suggested that distinct historical and topographical
areas should bo marked out in which to work, and
that tho Eddaic versions should not be treated as

the original startioK-point of the myths. The
Eddas were tho finished work of artists, and should
not bo taken as a standard, nor could it be assumed
that all loss complete forms of the myths were neces-

sarily degraded from tho Eddaic form. All over
Kurope, for a period stretching back a thousand or

fifteen hundred years before Christ, similar beliefs to

those of the Eddas were to bo found embodied in

myth, ritual, and custom. Thor's visit to Jutunbeim
was a somewhat artificial version of a widely spread
legend, in which an allegorical colour had, to some
extent, been given to the story. The episode of the
goats, for instance, was found in Nonnius, derived
from a lost Life of St. Gcrmanus, dating back to the
fifth century. In fact, the Eddaic tales could only
be regarded as variants of tales generally current.

He hoped the lecturer would not abandon the sub-
ject, but would approach it from moro definitely

histoiical lines, which might lead him to dilTerent

conclusions. It should be remembered that Eddaic
survivals in England may be of two kinds—rem-
nants of a pan-Teutonic mythological system, or

remnants of a specific Scandinavian form of that
system introduced into England by the Danes.
There was no doubt that the Eddas assumed their

latest form under ttress of competition with
Christianity. The Norsemen were shrewd enough
to see tho points which gave the new faith its

advantage, and so to turn their own stories that,

while substantially the same, they were enabled to

maintiuu the struggle ; although, as the speaker bad
always maintained, tho Eddaic legends were in the
main genuine myths, and not mere poetic inven-
tions.—Mr. Morris asked to bo allowed to second
the vote ot thanks from tho chair, and in doing so

said that he agreed very largely with Mr. Nutt,
and quoted, as an instance of a similar legend
existing in several places in apparent independence,
the story of the apprentice's pillar in llosslyn

Chapel, which is found also at the Cathedrals of

St. Ouen and Strasburg, suggested, probably, in

each case by the marked superiority of workman-
ship shown in the work With regard to Wayland
Smitli's Cave, with all his love for Sir Walter Scott,

he could hardly forgive him for his misuse of that
legend in Kenilworlh. He had been greatly struck
by the curious similarity of certain negro stories in

recent collections to stories found in tho Norse.
For instance, with regard to shape-changing,
there was a negro story, in which tho " ham,"
left about while its owner was embodied else-

where, was peppered and salted to preserve it,

causing him much inconvenience on his return, and
another resembling that of the man who planted the
tails of the slaughtered oxen, and when tho troll

pulled them up, persuaded him that the animals had
gone underground. Were these independent variants
or comparatively modern copies 'r In conclusion, he
must point out that tho " Gylfaginning " in the
])rose Edda was very much later than Saomund's
Edda.—In moving a vote of thanks to tho chairman.
Dr. Karl Blind first observed that they had listened

to a lecture by one who, in his Sayaa and Honga of
the Norsemen, had already shown himself an efficient

adept of the Norse God of the Skaldic art— that is,

Bragi. They had the good luck of having in the
chair one of England's greatest potts, who, by his

XMunge and VohuKji, and kindred work, such as

The liouse of the lf'o[finris, had powerfully revived
the interest in these ancient Germanic traditions—
an interest and a study too long neglected in this

country. This world of strife and suffering, in

which we live, was unluckily far yet from being an
" Earthly Paradise." All tho greater gratitude are
wo owing to those who, in the words of Heine,
" carry us on the wings of song " into tho delightful

realm of poetical enjoyment. Among them Mr.
William ilorris stands one of the foremost ; and for
his having presided a hearty vote of thanks was
sure to bo p.'kS8ed.

FINE ART.
BOOKS ON ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY.

Ltj-iijue des Antvjiiitea Romaincs. Redigu par
G. Qoyau. (Paris : Tnorin.) M. Goyau is

known to historians as the compiler of a useful
little "Chronology" of the Roman empire,
which he published under the auspices of
Prof. Cagnat in 1891, He now issues, under the
same auspices, an illustrated dictionary of
Roman antiquities for school use. It is an
octavo of some 1500 pages, with a good supply
of maps and of woodcuts in the text, some of
which are old friends, while many seem to be
new. The book is not exactly what we
should understand by a dictionary of anti-
quities, as many of its articles contain no more
than would naturally find place in a lexicon

;

but, in general, the selection of facts is good
and the information is accurate. It is a little

odd to find princeps senatus put down as the
title of the Roman emperor ; but serious errors
are rare, and the book should be very useful
in French schools. It is right to add that
five other young scholars,, all formerly
pupils of M. Cagnat at the Ecole Normale,
have ccllaborated in the work. It is jjleasant
to find a distinguished French professor thus
guiding the studies of those who have been in
his classes.

In a recent Wiirzburg Programm Dr. Carl
Sittl has started a new theory about the
German Limes, under the title Die Grenz-
bezeichtmng der ESmer. Dr. Sittl is concerned
with the ditch with stones which M. Jacobi
found near Homburg, and which has since been
detected at many places along the Limes. He
connects this with the later of the Gromatiu
writers, whose art is more elabarate than that
of their earlier colleagues, and can be traced
back to the beginning of the third century ; and
he supposes that the Steingriibchen and
Begleithiiyel correspond to details mentioned
by these later writers. They are not meant
for frontier marks, but concern private property.
From the time of Severus Alexander the h'mea
became a military frontier with settlers bound
to do service for their land ; and the discoveries
of M. Jacobi are the boundary marks of their
plots. The Begleithiigel, for instance, are
really quadrifinia, as described by the
later Gromatic writers. On the other hand
the limes of the earlier period is quite dififerent

:

tho Jimites of Tacitus, cut by Tiberius or
Germanicus, are really clearings in the forests,

making roads through them, and forming
boundaries only if nothing Roman lay beyond.
These new views will doubtless cause much
discussion.

The Guide to the Museum of Roman
Remains at Cirencester, which Prof. A. H.
Church wrote so long ago as 1867, when he
was at the Royal Agricultural College, has
passed into an eighth edition, more than 3000
copies having already been sold (Cirencester :

Harmer). Tho present edition is not a mere
reprint; for it has been revised throughout,
and includes a description of tho most recent
additions, such as the dedication by Septimius
of a restored statue of Jupiter, which was dis-

covered in 1892. We may also mention that
there is a very full list of makers' names on the
so-called Samian pottery, and an excellent
account of the coins. Prof. Church, who has
already presented several things to the
Museum, including a fine bronze statuette of
Diana, intimates that it is his intention to
select fiom the large series of Cirencester coins
in his private cabinet, in order to complete the
representation of the imperial period. Alto-
gether, Corinium is to l^ congratulated, not
only upon the rich contents and intelligent

arrangement of its museum, but also upon the
interesting general information conveyed by
this scholarly guide-book.
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ARGHAEOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS
IN CRETE.

We quote the following from the New York
Nation :

" Prof. Halbherr letumed to Eome this week
after an absence of an entire year in Crete, where,

as is known to many of your readers, he has been

ergaged in archaeological work for the American
Institute of Archaeology. I have had the pleasxu-e

of examining some of the objects found, the draw-

ings of many others, topographical plans of eeveral

ancient sit,eB that have been carefully studied,

and the copies of some two hundred inscriptions

found; and I feel fully justified in eaying that

the results of the year's explorations are greater

than have ever before been tecured by any
archaeologist in Crete, except by Prof. Halbherr
himself in his earlier labours, and even these are

burpassed by the variety of the present harvest,

and by the lapse of time over which it extends.

His inscriptions form a series from about fix

centuries before Christ on to Christian times, while

the other objects go back to the second millennium
before our era and close with imperial Kome.
ThoEe who have looked to Crete as a necessary

fuc'or in the solution of the question of prehistoric

tireece and the early civilisation of the Levant
will find here much food for study and comparison

.

" A short resume may be of interest. Among
the vases from various sites, those of the so-called

Thtrau type appear to be the earliest ; then follow

the Mycenaean, in varying stages, from the earliest

till they mass into the geometric style and advance
towards archaic Greek. Some of the tcrra-cotta

tfatuettes present a peculiar stamp which Prof.

Halbherr inclines to assign to the Eteocretans

;

others repeat the well-known attitude of the
Cypriote goddess. A number of steatite stones,

apparently employed as amulets, are of an
extremely archaic cast : and some of them are

incised, on one or more faces, with figures and
marks, which will be studied in connexion with
the theory of a prehittoric hieroglyphic and
syllabic system of writing in Crete. These
stones weio employed, also, in the historic

Oreek epoch, and eome tpecimens are thought to

be Gnostic. The question of burning and of in-

humation in the Mycenaean period gains evidence
from both sides. At Erganos, in the beehive
tombs, inhumation was alone employed; else-

where incineration was found to be usual. On two
sites it was possible to diecom the remains of the
Mycenaean palace, though the interior plan was
hardly to be traced.

"Among sculptural remains are several import-
ant pieces from Gortyua, metopes of difEerent

epochs, a noble head of a goddess, and some heads
of distinguished Eomans. Two terra-cotta heads
are of great beauty, and a relief of a dancing girl,

with a somewhat novel motive, is very charming,
t'ome other cpecimens are not without interest.
" No incciiption of great length, like the famous

Cede of Goityna, has rewarded the explorer's
ffforts ; but many are of va'.uo from the epi-

graphic and dialectal point of view. Gortyna has
yielded a number of the archaic boustrophcdon
epoch, from the period of the closed da onward,
and one is boustrophedou in the Ionic alphabet.
They represent decrees, laws, treaties, &c. The
Macedonian has a notable scries, one of which
gives a fixed date (so rare in Cretan inscriptions)

in the reign of Demetrius I'oliorcetes. The most
important belonging to the lioman days is a Latin
retcript, which will bo edited by Prof. Mommsen,
who has taken great interest in it.

" Prof. Halbherr's explorations have covered
two-thirds of the eastern part of Crete, embracing
twenty-one journeys from his headquarters at
Candia, so that be may be said to have garnered
the harvest there of archaeological material eo
thoroughly that systematic excavations w)ll next be
necessary before much further advance can be
made.

" Dr. Taramelli, a pupil of Prof. Halbherr's,
was of great assistance to him in the early summer,
after which he travelled in Western Crete until he
was attacked by a fever that prostrated him
completely, and he was tent home. Ho has now
«o far recovered that it is expected that ho will be
able to contribute an article on early pottery io

the publication to be made by tho- Institute.

" Prof. Halbherr is to be congratulated upon the
success that has crowned his labours, in the midst
of enormous difficulties, which he has surmounted
with rare patience and sagacity. Among his

other services, epigraphists will thank him for the
cast which he has had taken of the great Gortynian
inscription, thus securing a permanent record of

it, even should the original be destroyed.
" A. 0. Hebbiam.

" Eome, December 6, 1894."

CORRESPONDENCE.

EPITAPHS WITH THE FOKMULA ouSels aBdraros.

London : Jan. 14, 1S9S.

May I call the attention of those who have
read Prof. W. M. Eamsay's review, in this

month's Expositor, of Prof. G. Adam Smith's
" Geography of the Holy Land," to the use of

this well-known Syrian sepulchral formula in

Christian Egypt ?

Eevillout, in writing years ago upon the

Coptic prayers for the dead, could cite but one
example of this type of inscription (Rev. egyptol.

iv., p. 28, No. 38 = C. L O. iv., No. 9135),

which he considered to be "essentiellement

materialiste et syrienne." It runs thus:—
" Grieve not for the departed Selene ; for there

is not (any) deathless " [mii atmou). The
word nhol, which terminates the sentence,

appears merely to add emphasis to the negation.

Three other tombstones, now in the possession

of Lord Amherst of Hackney, who kindly

allowed me to copy them, have the formula
thus :

" There is not (any) deathless upon the

earth," The same idea is differently expressed

upon a fourth, copied in Egypt by Mr. G. W.
Eraser :

" Who is there shall live and not see

death "

Prof. Smith had regarded the epitaphs

containing these words as pagan. His critic

holds them to be Christian. Their adoption

by the Copts would seem to give some
additional weight to the latter view.

Eevillont's example is dated in the "fourth
Indiction," whence it is clear merely that the

stone is not earlier than the middle of the

fourth century. Lord Amherst's stones are

not dated. W. E. Cnusi.

the Baccliae." We may add that, according to
a telegram in the Times, Mr. Ernest Gardner
pronounced a eulogy on Sir Charles Newton at
a public meeting of the British School at Athens
on January 15.

The Friday evening discourse at the Eoyal
Institution next week will be given by Sir

Colin Scott-Moncrieff, on "The Nile," in

which he may bo expected to touch on matters
interesting to Egyptologists.

About sixty new designs have recently
been added to the exhibition of artistic posters
at the Eoyal Aquarium, which will remain open
until the end of February. Among them are
examples of Sir J. D. Linton, Mr. Linley
Samboume, Mr. Herbert Schmalz, and Prof.
Anning Bell.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOY.
An exhibition will open next week, at 9,

Conduit- street, of the first half of a series of

paintings, illustrating " The Quest of the Holy
Grail," which have been done by Mr. E. A.

Abbey, for the decoration of the Public

Library of Boston, U.S.A.

Mr. Joseph Pollard, of Truro, announces

for publication by subscription an important

work on Old Cornish Crosses. The author is

Mr. Arthur G. Langdon, who has devoted

many years to making a complete series of

measured drawings of the monuments in

question. The total number to be figured is

about 3'iO, being nearly treble those given in

Blight's book, published in 1858. They will

be drawn on a ui:iform scale, equivalent to one

twenty-fourth of the real size ; and will be

accompanied by a descriptive letter-press,

dealing generally with the whole subject. The
mode of classification will be such as to show
the development from a rude pillar with a

simple cross devoid of sculpture to the elab-

orately decorated siiecimens of the later period.

Members of the Hellenic Society are re-

minded that the next general meeting will be

held at 22, Albemarle-street on Wednesday
next, at 5 p.tn. Prof. Jebb, president of the

society, will be in the chair, and will take the

opportunity of paying a tribute to the services

of the late Sir Charles Newton in the cause of

Oreek archaeology. The paper to be read is

by Mr, A. G. Bather, on "Tho Mythology of

THE STAGE.
"KING ARTHUR" AT THE LYCEUM.

The Arthurian legends, especially in their

more poetic forms, have long taken such a hold
upon English-speaking folk that it is not to be
wondered at that the best of them should have
commended itself to Mr. Irving as excellent

material for treatment on the stage of the

Lyceum. Nor was it a matter of surprise when
the public was informed that Mr. Comyns
Carr, a writer of dexterity and taste, had
undertaken to put into dramatic shape the

story of Launcelot's perfidy, of Arthur's

nobility, and of Guinevere's fall. The piece

was produced last Saturday evening, on the

occasion of Mr. Irving's return, after a pro-

vincial tour which has been one long success

;

and the reception accorded to it augurs well

for the long-continued performance of "King
Arthur" on the Lyceum boards. Never, we
surmise, has Mr. Irving bent his energies more
completely upon the due performance of a task

confessedly difficult. By personal care, as well

as by lavish but wise commissions to those best

qualified to assist him in his task—and with the

co-operation of his excellent company—he has

secured a genuine and an all-round success for

the latest of his artistic enterprises.

In the Lyceum adaptation of the Arthurian

story, Mr. Oarr has followed Malory in more
than one instance in which it was desirable to

depart from Tennyson. He deals out to

Guinevere—or seems inclined to deal out to

her—a severer punishment than that which
she met with in the Idylls of the King

;

and then, by staying his hand, gives to King
Arthur an opportunity he had not previously

had occasion to profit by. The story that he
tells, if we can but for a moment imagine it

modernised—if, that is to say, wo can imagine

it happening in the England of to-day—might
not be accounted thoroughly well-constructed

drama. But, " other times, other manners"

—

other literary standards, that is to say—and
Mr. Carr's conduct of the intrigue, from dc'but

to denouement, is satisfactory and sufficient, when
supported by the immense resources of the

Lyceum management. On the purely literary

question, it may further be said that his blank

verse has in it a measure of Tenuyson'an music,

and that the occasional lyrics are for the most
part not unworthy of association with a theme
that is dignified and almost august.

Yet it is not in the literary work that there

can be expected to reside the main attractive-

ness of Mr. Irving's new productiori. This

should clearly be recognised. To achieve the

highest literary interest, it is almost necessary

—we say it even with the recollection of Mr.
EobertBridge's latest performance, "Eros and
Psyche "—it is necessary, we opine, to create the

fable with which one deals. The fable need not

be a strong one or an elaborate one by any
means • but it is generally essential, we contend,
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that it shall bo one's own. BxoeptioHS to the

rule there may be, but they will be found to be

few. And this being the case, Mr. Irving has

been both fortunate and wise in having ee jurea

for the new production the assistance of Bir

AHhur Sullivan for the incidental music,

and of Sir Edward Burne-Jones for the

deeisna of costume and scenery. Bt-tore

now wo have seen, at the theatre, a

series, as it were, of Aluia Tademas. A series

of what are practically Burne-Jones pictures

are now presented at the Lyceum. Thoy have

all the peculiarity and quamtness of that

arUsfs individual style-a style which, while

owing so much t« the past of Italian art, yet

unmistakably asserta itself as possessed of its

own being. Thus, altogether, there is secured

a singular harmony and completeness in the

representation. . . ,. i

The occasions given to Mr. Irving to display

his greatest gifts as an actor are, to tell the

truth, not numerous. It is but in the third and

fourth acts that he enjoys anything like his fuU

opportunity. Dignified in the earher scenes,

his performance of Arthur waxes great in

beauty as it proceeds ; and before the end it is

felt to be admirably touching. From an

actor's point of view, whatever the moralist

may think of Launcelot's conduct, it is

Launcelot's part that is the more grateful.

Mr. Forbes Robertson has the air of an ascetic

—otherwise, indeed, he would hardly fit in with

Sir Edward Burne-Jones' vision of manhood

;

and this ascetic breaks down in his behaviour,

and loses himself in his passion for Guinevere.

Guinevere, it need hardly be said, is Miss

Ellen Terry, exquisite in appearance, in her

green raiment, and charged fully with the im-

portance of her task, as representing one who,

after all, must be considered the central

character of the play. Miss Genevieve Ward,

mistress of a style that has been well described

as "lurid"—it is certainly none the less

potent—appears in the character of Morgan le

Fay. Mr. Frank Cooper plays well a part that

is not unimportant; Elaine is looked excel-

lently by Miss Lena Ashwell : plaintive,

and, in contrast with Miss Terry's magniB-

cenoe, almost iJctite. And Miss Annie Hughes,

too—whom, before the season's close at least,

we hope to see with Mr. Irving in "The Story

of Waterloo "—lends some characteristic assist-

ance to a piece, the general production of which

tellects immense credit upon the most enter-

prising and the most tasteful management of

the day.

STAGE NOTES.

The West End theatres lately have been the

scene of a series of failures, or, at the best,

quasi-failures. Though Mr. Henry James's play

at the St. James's—" Guy Domville," atale of

the last century—is now said to bo doing some-

wlat better than it at first promised to do,

choice has been already made of the piece that

will succeed it, and a jJay by Mr. Oscar Wilde

has been accepted to take its place before long.

Meantime, the opportunity would not perhaps

wisely be lost of seeing Mr. Alexander, Miss

Marion Terry, and one of the most promising

and charming of our youngest actresses, Miss

Evelyn Millard, and that extremely clever

young comedian, Mr. Esmond, in a piecewhich,

at all events, is not without the merit of refined

and sympathetic dialogue.

" GVY DOMVIIXE," though at the best it

may be a luca'a d'atime, is scarcely a failure

;

but in the new piece at the Qarrick which is to

be withdrawn as these lines reach the eyes of the

rtadcr, Mr. Sydney Grundy, whose failures

before now have been few or none, has known
what it is to fail to please. We are not quite

sure, moreover, whether his failure to please on

this occasion is not the direct result of his

steady and veracious artistry. He has not

given to his play the desired ending. He has

not pretended to unravel the skems which

human inclinations have caused to be so terribly

twisted. Mr. John Hare proposes to fill the

blank caused by the withdrawal of Mr. Giundy's

piece by the revival of what is probably the

most popular adaptation over made by the same

author: " A Pair of Spectacles," founded, as our

readers may chance to recollect, on "Les Petits

Oiseaux." Miss Calhoun, who has made a

brief re-appearance in England in the con-

demned drama, will surely, on an early occasion,

enjoy another opportanity of practising her art

before the English public in a character of some

importance.

Mil. Oscar Wilde's latest production at the

Haymarket—where, in Mr. Tree's absence, the

stage is occupied by the company organised by

Mr. Waller and his associate Mr. Morell—is

one of the few pieces which have of late found

favour with the public. In it we are spared all

reference to the "woman with the past," now
—pace Mr. Hall Caine— so very much commoner

on the stage than in anything which by any

stretch of tolerance can bo called good society.

Indeed, Mr. Wilde's play is not unhealthy:

there is, no doubt, a class of playgoer that finds

it accordingly uninviting, and may even con-

demn it, nothwithstanding its pretty paradoxes,

as terribly ineux jeu. But we are not all

enamoured of the society of ex-courtesans. We
do not all find their constant presence indis-

pensable to the completeness of literary art.

Mr. Wilde's piece is admirably played by Mr.

Waller, Mr. Morell, Miss Florence West, and

Miss Maud Millett.

MUSIC.

RECENT CONCERTS.

Mr. Pltjnket Greene and Mr. Leonard

Berwick gave' their third and last Song and

Pianoforte Recital at St. James's Hall last

Friday week. Liszt was the inventor, we
believe, of the pianoforte recital—generally one

of the most tedious forms of musical entertain-

ment. The two artists above named have

joined forces, and with the happiest results.

Mr. Berwick not only gives pianoforte solos, but

plays the accompaniments for Mr. Greene. And
in such a set of songs as the " Dichterliebe " of

Schumann, the pianist divides honours with

the vocalist: the vocal and the instrumental

elements are no mere mixture, but a true com-

pound. The "Dichterliebe" series of songs

was composed in 1840, one of Schumann's

happiest, and one of his most successful, years

as composer. Mr. Greene took a few of

the numbers at a somewhat rapid rate ;
and

Mr. Berwick, here and there, might have given

a little more warmth and prominence to

his part. Having said this, there is

nothing left but to praise the two artists

for their refined and sjjmpathetio rendering of

the music. The enthusiastic reception accorded

to them will, no doubt, lead, ere long, to a

repetition of the Dichterliebe ; and then we hope

that the artists will request the audience to

reserve their applause until the end. Mr.

Borwick played Bach's " Suite Anglaise " in A
minor in a remarkably neat, ur pretentious

manner. He may, indeed, be said to have

revived the Bach " Suites "
; some day, perhaps,

he will devote his attention to those of Handel,

which are so fine, and so unduly neglected.

Mr. Greene sang some quaint old melodies, in

whichhe wasaccompaniedbyMr. Korbay. Of this

talented musician we shall soon have occasion

to speak ; for some songs of his own composi-

tion are to be heard at a concert given next

month by Mrs. Lee, a contralto singer.

A Rubinstein Quartet for strings in F (Op. 17,

No. 3) was announced last Monday on the

Popular programme ; but, owing to the sudden

indisposition of the 'cellist, Herr Becker,

Schubert's Quartet in A minor was substituted

in its stead. The Rubinstein music would

probably not have altered our oonviotion, that

the Russian composer's gifts did not lie in the

direction of the Sonata, Quartet, or Symphony ;

but it was quite reasonable that one of his

chamber works should be announced. Lady
Halle was leader ; and the delightful Schubert

music pleased greatly. Schubert, by the way,

like Rubinstein, did not move freely within the

larger forms; but so inspired were his

thoughts, so fascinating his colouring, that,

in listening to his music, one forgets

its weaknesses : the failures of genius are

more acceptable than the highest efforts of

the greatest talent. Lady Halle performed

Signer Piatti's graceful Romance in A in sym-

pathetic manner, and wisely refused the encore.

Mr. Bispham sang Schubert's " Der Zwerg,"

a magnificent song, heard at these concerts for

the firat time. It was admirably declaimed by

the vocalist ; and Mr. Henry Bird played the

important pianoforte part with marked feeling

and intelligence. Mr. Bispham's second song

was Purcell's powerful and characteristic

"Mad Tom."
.

Mr. Thomas Britten, the famous "Musical

Small-Coal Man," who died in 17 U, gave

concerts at his humble house close to Clerken-

Well-Green for nearly half a century, at which

Mr. Handel frequently played the harpsichord.

These concerts were celebrated in their day ;

and, although the guests had t-> hobble, or,

rather, crawl, up the stairs outside the house

which led to the music-room, they were

attended by dukes and duchesses, and by men

and women of note in the fields of literature

and art. Now Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch gave the

first of a series of four concerts at the Salle

Erard en Tuesday evening, and in the matter

of programmes his concerts prove very

similar to those of Thomas Britten : the

approach to the Erard music-rcom is, however,

a grand improvement on the old rickety stairs

of ttie humble Clerkenwell house. Mr.

Dolmetsch devoted his first evening to English

music of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. There were composition for viols

by King Henry VIII., WiUiam L*wes, and

Matthew Locke ;
pieces for the virginals

from the " Fitzwilliam Virginal Book,"

and a Purcell Suite for harpsichord,

admirably interpreted on the respective

instruments by Mr. J. A. Fuller-Maitland.

Miss Helene Dolmetsch gave an excellent

rendering of Christopher Simpson's clever

"Divisions" for Viol da Gamba. The viols

were played by Messrs. A. Dolmetsch and

Messrs. Boxall and Milne. Mr. Douglas

Powell sang with great taste some short and

delightfully quaint songs by Henry Lawes,

with lute accompaniment (Mr. A. Dolmetsch).

The concert was one of great historical in-

terest; but much of the music, though old,

and peculiar in tonality, is full of life and

charm. Mr. Dolmetsch will devote his second

evening to Italian, his third to German, and

his last to French composers. The oppor-

tunities of hearing early instrumental music,

especially on the instruments for which it was

written, are rare : it was, therefore, not sur-

prising to find the Salle Erard well filled.

Indeed, to obtain admission to these concerts,

early application ia necessary.

J. S. Shedlock.

rOrULAR EDITIOK, WITH PORTRAIT.
Lnrgo Ho, price Oil.

JOSEPH MAZZINI : a Memoir by E. A. V-,

with Tko Essays l.y MA/.ZINI : ••THOUGHTS oa

DEUOURACX" and "THE DUTIES of MAN."

LOKBOS: ALEXANDER & SHKPHKAKD, Poblishms,

21 ASD ii, l'cK.-ftvAL SiKBii, B.C. J
and Bll BooksoUers.
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THE
ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW.

Edited by S. R. GARDINER. M.A., LL.D., and
KifGlNALD L. POOLE. M.A., Ph.D.

No. 37, JANUARY, 1395. Royal 8to, price fis.

1 Artides.

THE EARLY HISTORY of SYRIA and ASIA MINOR. By
John £. Oilmobe.

EDMUND, EARL of LANCASTER. By Walter E. Rhodes.
Parti.

TROUBLES in a CITY PARISH under the PROTECTORATE.
By the Rev. J. A. Dodd.

DISPUTED PASSAGES of the CAMPAIGN of 1815. By hifl

Honour Judge M'lLLrAst O'Cossor JIorris.

iVb(«J3 aw7 Z>oc«Tr^n(8.—The "Donation of Constantine," by Hesry
CuARLKs Lea, LL.D.—King Stephen and the Earl of Chester, by
J. H. RoLSD.—The Authorship of the Wycliffite Bible, by F. D.
Matthew.—Some Literary Correspondence of Humphrey, Duke
of Gloucester, by the Bishop of Petebuorocgu—The Age of
Anne Boleyn, by James Gairdxeb—An Alleged Note-Book of
John Pym, by Samuel R. Gari>iner, LL.D.—A Letter from
Lord Saye and Sele to Lord Wharton, 29 Dec., 1657, contributed
by C. H. Firth.

3. tUvievii of Hookt—L CoJTH8pond«nce.—5, Periodical Notici.—^. List
0/ Recent fligtorical Publicationa-

London: Lo:(GMan5, Green ft Co.

New York : 15 East 16th Street.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
No. 371.

I. TWELVE YEARS o( INDIAN GOVERNMENT.
II. MR. MEREDITH'S NOVELS.
III. NAVY RECORDS of the AHMADA.
IV. MODERN MAGIC.
V. THE HISTORY of the C^IBINET.
VI. THE COMMONWEALTH and PROTECTORATE.
VII. ERASMUS. By the late Profea»or Proide.

VIII. EARLY CHRISTIAN MONUMENTS.
IX. A COUNTERFEIT REVOLUTION.

London: LonoM&xs, Gbech A Co.

IX/TESSES. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
-L'-L ART BEPKODTXCEKS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.O.
Are the Bole represeQtatfveB In Great Britain of

HERR UANPSTAENGL, of Mnnioh,

the well-known Arli«t in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
leadini! London Art Publishing firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMOND k CO. sopply the cheapest and best Processes
in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Archxologists, and those engaged in the investigation
and publication of Parocnial and Diocesan Records.

J. C. DRUMMOND i CO. invite attention to their

Improved Bapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Art ^ Original SISS.y Destgnst
Lace Manufactures, Photographs^ Views, Book IUustratio:tSi
Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, (te.,<tc.,atamoderatecost

S[)«cimeiu and price list on Application.

Offices: 14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

ESTABLISHED leei.BIEKBECK BANK,
__ Southampton Building*, Chancery Lane. London-
TWO-AND-A HALFperOENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
Repayable on demand,
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balancei, when not drawn below £W).
«n>CKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPAKTMENT.
Tor tW encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives Bmallsumson

deposit, azKl allowa Interest montlily on each completed £1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

roH TWO avirtEAS per mohtu.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY,
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roa FIVE suiLUifos rsa montb.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACKTwith full particulars, post free
PRAN0I8 RAVENSCROJT, Manager.

To H.B.H. the PRINCE of WALES.
]gRAND & CO.'S Al SAUCE,

SOUPS, PEESEEVED PK0VI8I0NS
and

POTTED MEATS, andYOEK and GAME
PIES. AUa

J]8SENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA,

iJiUETLE SOUP, and JELLY, and other

gPECHALITIESl^IlfV^AJUDSr

GAuflON—BEWABE of IMITATIONS"
. . » »™.»,» J'' ''*• A '1 DRESS -
U, LITTLE .«TANHOPE STREET.

MAYFAIK, W,

THEATRES.

ADELPHI THEATEE.
SoIg Proprietors and Managers, A, & 8. Gatli,

THIS EVENING, at 7.45, THE FATAL CARD. Mr.
William Terriss, Messrs. Murray Carson, Charles Fulton,
W. L. Abingdon, Richard Purdon, and Harry Nicholls;
Mesdames Vane, Laura Linden, Sophie Larkin, and Miss
Millward.

AVENUE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, THE LADY SLAVEY. Miss

May Yohe and Mr. J. J. Dallas ; Mesdames Grenville,
Jennjr McNulty, Rita York ; Messrs. Robert Pateman, H.
Sparling, G. Humphrey, and James Lovorett. At 7.45,
THE FUTURE MRS. RANSOME.

COMEDY THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. J. Comyns Carr.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, THE NEW WOMAN. Mr.
Fred Terry, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. J. G. Grahamo, Mr. Wyes,
Mr. Champion, Mr. Byron ; Miss Rose Leclercq, Miss Alma
Murray, Miss Lam*a Graves, Miss Gertrude Warden, Miss
Rickards, Miss Norton.

CRITERION THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. Charles Wyndham.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, THE CASE OP REBELLIOUS
SUSAN. Mr. Charles Wj-ndham, Mr. Kemble, Mr. Fredk.
Kerr, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Ben Webster, Mr. E. Dagnall

;

Miss Fanny Coleman, Miss Gertrude Kingston, Miss Nina
Boucicault, and Miss Mary Moore.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9.0, Humperdinck's HANSEL AND

GRETBL. Preceded, at 8.15, by Mozart's BASTIEN AND
BASTIENNE. Messrs. Charles Copland, Reginald Brophy

;

Joseph Claus ; Mdmes. JuUa Lennox, Marie Elba, Jeanne
Douste, Edith Miller, Jessie Hudleston, Marie du Bedat.
Conductor, Signer Arditi

DRURY LANE THEATRE ROYAL.
Sir Augustus Harris, Sole Les-see and Manager.

TWICE DAILY, at 1.30 and 7.30, DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. Dan Lena, Herbert Campbell, Griffiths Bros., Spry
and Austen ; Mesdames Ada Blanche, Marie Montrose, Lily
Harold, Agnes Hewitt, Madge Lucas, Eva Westlake, Lihi
Clay's Ladies' Band.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, George Grossmith, jun., Colin Coop, Cairns
James, Coventry Davies, Frank Wheeler, Robert Nainby,
Willie Wardc, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kate Cutler, Lillie Belmore, Adelaide Astor,

Fannie Warde, Maggie Ripley, Topsy Sinden, and Marie
Halton.

GARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, A PAIR OF SPECTACLES.
Mr. John Hare, Mesars. C. Groves, A. Aynesworth, Gilbert

Hare, C. Rock, G. Raiemond ; Mesdames M. T. Lewis, L.

Lee, and Kate Rorke. At 8.16, FADED FLOWERS.

GLOBE theatre!
Lessee, W. S. Penley.

THIS EVENING, at 9.0, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley ; Messrs. W. Everard, 8. Pa.'tton, Seymour, C.

Thombury, and Reeves Smith ; Misses Ada Branson,
Emmie Merrick, Graves, Schuberth. At 8.0, IN THE
EYES OF THE WORLD.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
Managers, Mr. Waller and Mr. Morrell.

THIS EVENING, al 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.
Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, C. H. Brookfleld, Cosmo
Stuart, Stanford, Deane, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles

H. Hawtrey ; Mesdames Fanny 13rough, Maude Millett,

Florence West, Vane Featherstone, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LY0EX7M THEATRE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henry Irving

THIS EVENING, at 8, KING ARTHUR. Mr? Irving,
Miss Kllen Terry, Messrs. Forbes Robertson, Cooper, Tyars,
Hague, Mellish, Lacy, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valentino,
Belmore, Tabb; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell, Hughes.
Milton.

LYRIC THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HIS EXCELLENCY. Mes-

dames Jessie Bond, Ellaline TeiTiss, Alice Bamett, Gertrude
Aylward, and Nancy Mcintosh ; Messrs. Rutland Barrington,
Charles Kenningham, John Le Hay, Arthur Playfair,
Augustus Cramer, and George Grossmith. Preceded, at
7.40, by A KNIGHT ERRANT.

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE.
MR. ARTHUR ROBERTS' SEASON.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, CLAUDE DUVAL. Messrs.
W. H. Denny, W. P. Dempsey, J. Welch, F. Morgan,
L. Russell, and Mr. Arthur Roberts; Mesdames Aida
Jenoure, Violet Robinson, Florence Levey, Liddon, Eva
Ellerslie, Carrie Benton, Kate Cannon, Alice Holbrook,
Kitty Harcourt, and Ellas Dee.

PRINCESS'S THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 7.30, THE DERBY WINNER.
Mrs. John Wood, Mrs. Raleigh, Misses Pattio Browne,
Louise Moodie, Hetty Dene, Middleton, Beatrice Lamb ;

Messrs. Charles Dalton, Harry Eversfleld, Rudge Harding,
Charles Dodsworth, East, Lawford, Revelle, and George
Giddens.

SAVOY THEATRE.
Proprietor and Manager, R. D'Oyly Carte.

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, THK CHIEFTAIN. Messrs.
Courtice Pounds, Walter Passmore, M. R. Morand, Scott
Russell, Peterkiii, and R. Temple ; Mesdames Florence St.
John, Florence Perry, Emmie Owen, and R. Brandram. At
7.45, COX AND BOX. Messrs. Scott Russell, Morand. and
R. Temple.

ST. JAMES'S THEATEE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. George Alexander;

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, GUY DOMVILLE. Mr.
George Alexander, Messrs. Herbert Waring, EHiot, H. V.
Esmond, Arthur Boyston ; Miss Marion Terry, Miss Irene
Vanbrugh, Mrs. Edward Saker, Miss Evelyn Millard.
Preceded, at 8, by TOO HAPPY BY HALF.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
Proprietor and Manager, Mr. Edward Terry.

THIS EVENING, at 7.46, KEEP YOUR OWN COUNSEL;
at 8.20, AN INNOCENT ABROAD, concluding with HIGH
LIFE BELOW STAIRS. Messrs. Edward Ten-y, Sydney
Brough, Harcourt Beatty, Ernest Hendrio, Geoi-ge Belmore,
Robert Soutar, Leslie Kenyon, J. Thompson ; Mesdames
Kate Mills, Elly Desmond, Jessie Danvers, M. Mcintosh,
Blanche Astley, M. Ray.

TRAFALGAR THEATEE.
Sole Proprietors, Mr. and Mrs. Fi-ank Wyatt (Miss Violet

Melnotte)

.

Mr. HORACE SEDGBR'S COMPANY on SATURDAY,
Jan. 19. THE TABOO, a Fantastic Opera, in Two Acts.
Libretto by Mason Carnes. Music by Ethel Harraden.
Stage managed and produced by Horace Sedger. Musical
Director, Mr. Edward Solomon.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
Lessee, Mr. William Grossmith.

THIS EVENING, at 9, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon
Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauchamp, 8. Warden, K. Douglas,
T. Palmer, F. Volpe, T. Kingston, A. Holmorc, J. L.
Mackay ; Mesdames Gla^lys Homfrey, May Palfrey, Esine
Berengor, Helena Daore. At 8.16, HAL, THE HIGH-
WAYMAN.

NEW WORK BY DR. MACLAREN, D.D.

Crown 8vo, cloth Iwards, price 6s., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D.

Uniform with the above, price os., post free.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

London: Alixixdih & Shipheiid, Fomival Street, E.C.

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

O O C O A
BOILINQ WATER OR MILK.

Invested Funds
Paid in Claims

£4,700.000

£9,000,000

For Mutual

Life Assurance

Death Duties provided for by
Life Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PBOF1T8.—The witolc are divided amongst the A«8nred. Already divided, £4,600,000.

At the division in 1892 there were nearly eight hundred Policies in respect of which not only were the Premiums
eBIirely extlBKnianea, but also Aimuitios were granted or Cash Bonuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies the
original sums assured are now more tnan doubled by the Bonus Additions. Applications for Agencies invited.

48, Oiacechurch Street, London, E.C. ABTUI'B SMITHES, Actuari/ and Secrelarjf.
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CLARENDON PRESS PUBLICATIONS.

SHAKESPEARE. - SELECT PLAYS. Stiff
cover*.

EiliUxi by W. G. ri.ARK, M.A., nnd W. AI.DIS

wniGlIT, D.C.L.

The Merchant of Venice.
{
Macbeth. Is. Cd." Hamlet. 28.

Richard thoSecond. l8.Cd. I

Edited by W. ALOIS WRIGHT, D.C.L.

The Tempest, is. 6d.

As You Like It. Is. 6d.

Julius Ca:sar. 2s.

Richard the Third. 2s. cd.

A Midsummer Night's
Dream, l'. cd.

King Lear. Is. Cd.

I

Coriolanus. !s. Cd.

I
Henry the Fifth, ii.

Twelfth Night, la. cd.

King John. is. Cd.

Henry the Eighth. 2s.

Much Ado About Nothing.
Is. Cd.

"To the admirable series of t-in^lc pln.vs issued l)y the
CHrendoTi I*rc8» has been added an edition of *Much Ado
Al>ont Nothinjj,** which for piirjwt^cs of study or tuition is

simply ideiil »iid uiiBur))iissAblo."

—

Motes and Queries.

" The notes are in the editor's well-known manner, and
exhibit all the excellences which have f^iven the Clarendon
Preflft Sliakespearcs their high iioeitiou among Bnglish
school books."— JStfoksstler,

CHAUCER.-THE PROLOGUE to the CAN-
TKltlll RV TALES. f-ch.Hjl Kdition. Kditcd by
W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D. Extra feap. Svo, Is.

THE PRIORESSES TALE; THE CLERKES
TALIS; Sir TnOPAS; The MONKES TALE; The
SQ0IERE8 TALB, .Vc. Edited by W. W. SKKAT,
LiU.D. Fifth Edition. ExUb feap. Sni,"*. C<1.

SPENSER'S FAERY QUEENE. Books I. and
li. IV'biKued chielly f«»r the nso of Schools. Wit.li

Introduction and Notes bv G. W. KITCHIN, D.D., and
Glossary l)y A. L. MAYUEW, M.A. Kxtm feap. 8vo,
2«. Cd. each.

MILTON'S PROSODY. An Examination of
the Rules of the IJlank Verse in Milton's Later I'oeros,
with Account of the Versification of " SatuKon
Asonistes," and Uoneral Notes, by ROBERT
BRIDGES. Extra feap. 8vo, Is. Bd.

SCOTT.-MARMION. Edited, with Intpo-
iluclion and Notes, by T. UAYNE. Eitra feap. Svo,
3s. 0<1.

A NEW ENGLISH GRAMMAR, LOGICAL
and HISTORICAL. By HENRY SWEET, M.A., I'h.D.
I'art I. Introduction, Phonology, and Accidence.
Crown Svo, Ids. Cd.

A SHORT HISTORICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
By HENRY SWEET, M.A„ l>h.D. Extra fcaii. Svo,
4s. (id.

A PRIMER of HISTORICAL ENGLISH
ORAM.MAR. By HENRY SWEET, M.A., 1-h.D. l:.\tra
fcnp. Svo, 28.

A MANUAL of CURRENT SHORTHAND,
ORTIIOGRAI'UIC and PHONETIC. By HENRY
SWEET, M.A., Ph.D. Crown l>vo, is. (id.

THE OXFORD HELPS to the STUDY of the
BIBLE. cirnipriMiij- li.trcductions to the several liiMiks,
the Ui><lory and Antii|uilies of the Jews, the Results of
Modern Diseovcrics. and tlie Natural llislory of Pales-
tine ;

Willi copious Tables, ('oncordnnee, ard Indices,
nnd a Series of Mni s. Now, EnlarKcd, and Illnstrattd
Kdition. Pearl ICmo, (.tiff covers, from Is. not; Larpo
Tyi>o K<iiUon, long primer bvo, cloth boards, frtm
4s. (Id. net.

OXFORD HELPS to the STUDY of the
BOOK of COMMON PRAYER. Crown Svo, 3s. Cd.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUH GRAECE. ED.
LLOYD. 18mo, 38.

A GREEK TESTAMENT PRIMER. An Easy
Grammar and Rending Book. By E. MILLER, M.A.
3s. Cd.

CSSAR.-DE BELLO GALLICO. With Notes
and Maps by CHARLES E. MOBERLY, M.A.

Books L-III. 28. Books III.-V. 28. «d.

CICERO.-PRO MILONE, With Notes, &c.,
by A. B. POYNTON, M.A. Extra feap. Svo, Zs. Gd.

CICERO.-PRO ROSCIO. With Notes by
ST. GEO. STOCK, M.A. Extra feap. Svo, 38. (id.

HORACE. With a Commentary. In a size
suitable for the Use of Schools. Vol. I. The Oles,
Carmen Seculare, and Epodes. By K. C. WICKHAM,
U.D. Eecoud Edition. Extm feap. Svo, (Js,

HORACE.—ODES. Bools: L By the same
Editor. Extra Feap. 8vo, 'is.

LIVY. Boole XXI. With Introduction and
Notes by JI. T. TATHAM, M.A. Extra leap. Svo,
2b. (id.

LIVY. Books XXI.-XXIII. With Intro-
duction ami Notes by M. T. TATIIAM, JI.A. Second
Edition, Kiilur^od. Extra fcai>. 8vo, 5b,

TERENCE.-ANDRIA. With Notes and In-
trodue'ions by C. E. FREEMAN, M.A., and A.
SLOMAN, M.A. Extra feap. Svo, 3s.

VIRGIL.-AENEID I. With Introduction
and Notes. Edited by C. S. JERllAM, M.A. Limp,
Is. Cd.

VIRGIL.-AENEID X.-XII. With an Intro-
duction and Notes by T. L. PAl'ILLON, M.A., and
A. E. HAIGU, M.A., 3s.

AESCHYLUS.-EUMENIDES. With Intro-
duction and Notes by ARTUUR SIDGWICK, M.A.
New Edition. 3s.

Edited, with In-
C. U. RUSSELL, M.A.

EURIPIDES.-HECUBA.
troductiou and Notes, by
28. Cd.

HOMER.- ILIAD. Books XIIL-XXIV. With
Notes by D. B.MONRO, M.A. Socoml Edition. E.xtra
feap. Svo, Cs.

Books I.-XII.
Fiftieth Thousand.

By
Extra

HOMER.-ODYSSEY.
W. W. MERRY, D.D.
feap. Svo, 6s.

SOPHOCLES.-(EDIPUS COLONEUS. Edited,
with Introductions and English Notes, by LEWIS
CA.MPBELL, M.A., and EVELYN ABBOTT, M A
Is. lid.

XENOPHON.- ANABASIS.
BOOK I. Edited for the ute of Junior Classes and

Private Students. With Introduction,
Notes, ic, by J. MARSHALL, MA.
2s. 6d.

BOOK II. With Notes and Map by 0. S. JERRAM,
M.A. Extra feap. Svo, Zs.

MOLIERE.-LE MISANTHROPE. Edited by
U. W. G. M.UIKIIEIM, M.A. Extra feap. Svo, 3s. 6d.

RACINE'S ATHALIE and HOLIERE'S LES
FOURBERIES 1)E SCAPIN. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra feap. Svo, 2e. Cd.

HOFMANN (FRANZ).-HEUTE MIR MORGEN
UlR. Edited by J. if. MAUDE, M.A. 2s.

GOETHE.-EGMONT : a Tragedy. Edited,
witli Introductiftn and Notes, Ac., by Prof. C, A.
BUCUHEIM. Fourth Edition. 3b.

GOETHE'S DICHTUNG and WAHRHEIT.
The First Four Books. (Being Vol. XII. of " (ierman
Classics.") Edited, with Introduction, Notes, Ac, by
C. A. BUCUHEIM, Phil. Doc. Just published, extra
feap. Svo, 4s. Cd.

LESSING.-THE LAOKOON. With English
Notes by A. HAMANN, Phil. Doc, MA. Revised, with
an Introduction, by L. B. UPCOTT, M.A. Eitra feap.
8vo, is. Cd.

MODERN GERMAN READER. A Graduated
Collection of Extracts from Modern German Authors.
E<Utcd by C. A. BUCUHEIM, Phd. Doc.

Part I. PROSE EXTRACTS. With English Notes, a
Grammatical Appendix, and a Complete
Vocabulary. Seventh Edition. 2s. 6d.

Part II. EXTRACTS in PROSE and POETRY. With
English Notes and an Index. Second Edition.
28 Cd.

ELEMENTARY GERMAN PROSE COMPOSI-
TION. With Notes, Vocabulary, &c., by E. .S. BUCH-
UEIM. Cloth, 28. ; stiff covers. Is. 8d.

EUCLID REVISED. Containing the Essen-
tials of the Elements of Plane Geometry as given by
Euclid in his first Six Books. Edited" by R. C. J.
NIXON, JI.A, Second Edition. Crown Svo, Cs,

SUPPLEMENT to EUCLID REVISED.
Sold BCiiarntely as follows :

—
BOOK I. Is.

BOOKS l.-IV. 38.

BOOKS I., II.

BOOK V , VI.

6d.

Is. (id.

:is.

HAMILTON and BALL.—BOOK-KEEPING.
By Sir R. G. C. HAMILTON, K.C.B., and JOHN
BALL. New and Enlarged Edition. 2s.

•«• Ruled Jixercise Jlouks adapted to the above mat *»
had, priec It. Gd. ; also adopted to the Pretimnart Course
(,«'» price id.

CLASS-BOOK of CHEMISTRY. By W. W.
FISHER, M.A., F.C.S. Second Edition. Crown Svo,
Is. (id.

ELEMENTARY MECHANICS of SOLIDS and
FLUIDS. ByA. L. SBLliY, M.A. Crown 8vo, 78. Cd.

MAXWELL.-AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE
on ELECTRICITY. Etiited by WILLIAM GABNKTT,
M.A. 7s. (ki.

HYDROSTATICS and ELEMENTARY HYDRO-
KINKTR^S. l!y G. ii. MINCIUN, M.A. Crown Svo,
lOs. Ud.

PRACTICAL WORK in HEAT. By W. O.
WOOLLCOMBE, M.A., B.Sc. Croivu Svo, 3s.

PRACTICAL WORK in GENERAL PHYSICS.
By the same Author. Crown Svo, Ss,

THE COMPLETION OP THE OXFORD CHAUCER.
In (J Vols., d'iny Svo, with rorlniit and Facsimiles.

The COMPLETE WORKS of GEOFFREY
CIJ AUCIil!. Kditcd from nunurou'j BISS. Ijy I'rof. AV. W. SJvEAT.

Vols. I.-V. already ptiUishcd, price I6s. each. ,.„ , . ,
-

•
- — •= - > —> ^.^.....^-lo

Vol YI in>t „.,l,UvI„.,l ,„;,.o iR. « • • T J J ,• rti
chiclly from Mb!?, in the lioJlcian and other Oxford Libraries. EditedVol. A I. ju»t iHilUthcd, price 16p., contumuig Introduction, Glossary, from Four Manu^ripU by U. U. :CUAULES, M.A., Trinity CoUoKe.

Indexes.
^

Uuljliu, and Exeter Colle£e, Oxford.
J a >

ANECDOTA 0X0NJEN8IA.
Semitic SuiicB, Fiirt VIII., just jjublislicd, small Uo, 12s. 0.'.

The ETHIOPIC VERSION of the HEBREW
BOOK of JUBILEE-S .ontainiiig Texts, Documents, and Extracts

Full Claraidcn Press Cataloguea will be eent post-free on application.

iC^^
London: HEKKY FROWDE, Clarendon Press Warehouse, Amen Corner, E.G.

rrintcd by ALEXAHDER & BHEPHKAUD, Loltodnlc rriutiuR Work*, Chancery Lane. Published Ijy the Proprietor, HKNBY VILLKKS, 87, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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MR. MURRAY'S LIST.
THE aTJARTERLY

CVowti 8vn. 6b.

REVIEW, No. 359, Now Ready.
1. ERASMUS.
2. THE ORDNANCE .SURVEY.
3. I.O>T MASTERriECRS of GREEK SCULPTURE.
i. OUR SPORTINfi ANCESTORS.
6. HORACE niirl his TliANSf.ATOUS.
C. THE METHODS of the NEW TRADE-UNIONISM.

7. niOPESSOR HUXLEY'S CREED.
8. OLIVEB WENDELL HOLMES.
9. ENGLISH SURNAMES.
10. THE SQUIREARCHY and the STATUTE-BOOK.
11. ENGLAND in EGYPT.

With Portraits, Illnstrations, and Maps, 3 vols., 8vo, 32s,

THE LIFE and CORRESPONDENCE of SIR BARTLE FRERE,
Bart. Deriverl from hitherto Uiiimlilishc I Pocumcnts. By JOHN MARTINKAU.

" Few mem!>er.s of the British pubhc servico, which has givon Englfiml many of her greatest nnmes in peace and in

war. have ixjcn connected \rith a larRor viiriety of affairs than Sir Bartle Frere, and hi** association with some of them
will be maUer of history as long as this Empire lasts or affords a theme for comment and admiration."

—

Times.

An Idle
Crown R\-o, 10s. <;d.

ROMAN GOSSIP. By Mrs. Minto Elliot, Author of
Woman in Sir-ily," " Old Court Life in France," &c.

CoxTfSTS :—Pio Knno—Conntess Spanr—Cardinal Antonelli—II Ue Galantnomo— Garibaldi—The Romau Buonapartes
- *' Madame M^re"- Queen Hortense—Princess Pauline, &c.

" One of the Tio^-t interesting books of jjossip wo have read for gome time."

—

Daily Chronicle,
** A volume whicli hardly contains a dull pasre."

—

Wesfmmstfr GnzetU,
* The whole book affords deli;;htfal readinj?."

—

Daih) Td'graph,
** A fascinating' picture of Roman society."—P(T-/y News.

2 vols., crown Svo, 21s.

TALLEYRAND. By Lady Blennerliassett (Countess von Leyden),
Author of "A Life of Madame de Starl." Translated from the German by FREDERICK CLARKE, late

Tnylorian Scholar in the Univer.«ity of Dsford.
" Vo more interesting or moro intricate subject could bo selected by a tierious stU'Ient of modern history than the one

which Lady Blennerhassett has so capably and attractively handled in the volumes of ' Talleyrand.' "—Slandnrd.

Willi r.ntmit. cro-,vn Svo. 7;^. M.
EARLY ADVENTURES in PERSIA, BABYLONIA, &c. Including

n Residcnt-e nmonj^ the Wihl Tribes of tlie /nyros Mountains before the Discovery of Nineveh. By the late

Riizht Hon. Sir A. IlKNUY LAYAUD, O.C.B., D.C.L. Condensed from his LarKcr Work, and Revised by the
Arltlior. With an Introductory Notice of the Author by Lord ABEUDARE.

** It is indeed n charmingly told storj* of genuine adventure. It is the simple, unpretentious story of the wanderings
of bis youth in one of the most interesting regions of the world."

—

Timtn.

With Portraits and Idustrations, 2 vols., crown 8vo, 21s. SECOND EDITION of

THE LIFE of RICHARD OWEN: based on his Correspondence,
).i^ Diaries, and those of his Wife. Ey his Grandton, the Picv . RICHARD OWEN. With a Chapter by the

Rii?ht Hon. T. H. HUXLEY.
** A book of moderate compass and remarkable iulerett. In these pages a very human figure stands out, bold in its

oulllne, hut revealing many an intimate dclail."

—

Sainnlnti Itfmcvf.
" The vohmies teem with anecdotes ; end tlie second is even richer than the first, for Owen's life becomes fuller and

broaderns manhood ripened into age."

—

St. Janiea'n Oazttt*-,

Willi Portrait, crown 8vo, lOs. ed.

The LIFE of ARCHBISHOP LAUD. By the Rev. C. H. Simpkinson,
M..\.. Rector of Farnhani. Siirrrv.

Mr. Gi.ABSTO.tK writes :
" This seems to bo by far the bctt and worthiest account of Land yet published, and a new

and pleasing proof of the vitality of the New Historic School at O-tford.**

With Portr;iit, 8v.i, IRs. SECOND EDITION of

SIR WILLIAM GREGORY, K.O.M.G., formerly M.P., and sometime
Cincrnor of Ceylon. An Aut jbioiiraphy. Edited by Lady GREGORY.

" There is not a dull chapter—scarcely a dull papc in this goodly volume, which, contains the Hfe-story of a kindly,

impulsive, thoroujfhiy lovable Irish gentleman."— /i''7'/'w(^.
** We may say at onc^ we have read no book this season with Rroator pleasure;'*

—

TahUt.
"The record of his life told by himself, in strong, simple, virile English, is one of the most charming narratives it

ha« been oar good fortune to read."— rrt«i/y Faw.

DR. SMILES'S WORKS.
JOSIA.H WEDGWOOD. F.R.S. : the Great Artistic Potter. Hia Personal History. With

Portrait, Crown rtvo, c>n.

LIVES of the ENGINEERS. Dlustrated with 9 Steel Portraits and 342 Engravings on
Wood. 5 vols., "y. C'l. ;ir!i.

LIFE of GEORGE STEPHENSON. With Illustrations. 2Is. ; 73. 6d. ; or 2s. 6d.

JAMES KASMYTH, Engineer. An Autobioaraphy. Illustrated. 6s.

JASMIN: Karbor, Poet, Philanthropist. 6s.
" II rainit I i, il clianUiit mieu.x. .....Si lii I'"iMncfi posscdait dlx pontes commo Jasmin, dix po otcs (ie cetto influence

cllc n'auraitpas a craindrc do rf-volutions."—^'ai/ife-ZJe^uw.

Cs. ca;h
BELT-HELP.
CHARAOTER.
LIFE and LABOUR
INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY.

THRIFT.
DUTY.
INVENTION and INDUSTRY.
SCOTCH NATURALIST.

THE HUGUENOTS: their Settlements, Churches, and Industries in England and Ireland-
c.'i.', h svo, r."*. 'I').

ROBERT DICK : Geologist and Botanist. With Portrait etched by Rajon, and numerous
lilustrdtions. Crown 8vo, 12s.

JOHN MUIIII.\Y, Aldemaiile Stuekt.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS^ LIST.

'HEROES of th&NATIONS' SERIES
Edited by EVELYN ABBOTT, M A.

lUustratod with numerous Full-pa^e Plates and Mai)3,
Crown 8\'0, cloth ^ilt. f»!^. ; Ro.xburgb, Os.

NEW VOLUME.
PRINCE HENRY the NAViaATOR,

the Hero of Fortueal and of Modern Discoverv. By
C. R.VYMOND HEAZLBY, M.A., F.ll.G.S., Fellow of

Morton College, Oxford.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, and the DOWN-

FALL ot American sl.ivery. By NOAH BROOKS
PREVIoilSLY ISSDI'ID.

NELSON, QTJSTAVTIS ADOLPHaS, PERI-
CLES, THEODOBIO, Sia PHILIP SIDNEY,
JULIUS CAESAE, JOHN WYCLIF, NAPO-
LEON, HENRY of NAVARRE, CICERO.

LORENZO LOTTO : an Essay in Con-
structiVG Art. liy BERNUARD BERHNSON, Author
of " The Venetian Painters of the Renaissance." large
8vo, with 30 Illustrations in Ueliolype, cloth extra,

15s. net.

THE VENETIAN PAINTERS of the
RENAISSANCE. Willi an Iiule.t to their Woik^. By
BEKNUARD BKRENSON. With Fronlisp'ece. 12mo,

cloth, ffilt top, 5s.

THE EMPIRE of the TSARS and the
RUSSIANS. By ANATOLE LEllOY-BHAUMEU.
Translated from tho French by Z. A. RAGOZIN,
Author of "Tho Story of Assyria," "Tho Story of

Chaldca," &c. 3 vols., Svo, wiih Maps, 12s. Ud. each.

Vol. I. The CouBTUv AND IIS iNHAurrvxis.
Vol. TI. TiMI iNSlirUTlOWS.
Vol. HI. The Rui.iaiox. [fapi-'jiriraliou.

THE EGYPTIAN BOOK of the DEAD.
Tlie most ancient and tho most importiiiit of tlie extant

Relijious Texts of Ancient Egypt. Edited, with In-

Iroduction, a Complr.'tc Transliition, and various

chapters on its History, Symbolism, &o., by CHARLES
H. S. DAVIS, M.D.. Ph.D. Witli 90 Full-paRe Illus-

trations from tho Turin and the Louvre Pajiyri, and
25 DesiRns representing the Egyptian Gods. Laifo Ito,

cloth, 30s. not.

THE WRITINGS of THOMAS PAINE.
Political, Sociological, Religious, and Literary. Col-

lected, Edited, and Clir..nological1y Arranged by
MONCUEB D. CONWAY'. In course of publication.

J vols., royal Svo, gilt tops, 12s. Od. each. Uniform with

tho Editor's " Life of Paine." Vol. I., 17"4-177a (ready)

;

Vol. n., 1779-1702 (ready).

THE STORY of the CIVIL WAR.
By J. C. EOPES. A Concise Account of the War
in the United States of America between 1901 and 1835.

To be complete in 3 vols. Vol. I., N;irrativfi of Events

in the opening of tho Campaign of 1802. With 6 Maps.

Svo, 6s.

THE WINNING of the WEST. By
THEODORE ROOSEVELT, Antlior of " Huniing Trips

of a Ranchmnn," "Tho Wilderness Hunter," &c.

Vol. III., The Founding of tho " Trans-Allegbiuiy Com-
niouwoalths, 178H7J). Svii, cloth. With Map, los. (Id.

NAPOLEON. By Alexandre Damas.
Translated fr m ilio Frniich by J. B. LARNER,
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 7a. U I.

HOLLAND and its PEOPLE. Bjr
EDMONDO DE AMK'H. Tmnslnted from the Itiihan

by CAROLINE TILTON. With Hi [llnslriUinns fiom

Do-ii'us of R. Swiiiu Gifford, Charles A. Piatt, .Toseph

Penu'ell, Samuel Colinan, Hugh Thornton, and others.

Svo, o'oth extra, 7s. 6d.

7.000 WORDS OFTEN MISPRO-
NOUNCED. A Guide to Correct Pronunciation. By
W H P PHYFE Twenty-sixth Thousand. Carefully

Revised,' with a Supplement of 1,400 Words. lOmo,

cloth, 38. Gil.

5 000 WORDS COMMONLY MIS-
' SPFI.LKD A carefully selected list of words difficult

to spell, together with directions tor s,)plhii,', and for

the division of words into s.vllablcs; with an Appendix

rmilainiug tho rules and list ot amended bpclbuga

recon iiendcd by tho Philological Society of London. By

"}ip PHYFE, Author of " 7,000 Words Often Mis.

pronounced." lOmo, cloth, 2s. 6d^

UO^hOii A.NU NEW YoKK.
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TABLB OF OONTBNTS.
Th« LiTl or HiCKUD Owix, by A. W. llnsx . .

ESGLiaB riOBE SILCCTIOXI, bj LlOKIL JoHjrsoir .

Thi Btoit or t»» Ckckidis, by Pticv Addlkbhiw .

Maui's TKi!ii>i.iiiox or Ciusiisa. by tho Rev.

WsSTWOtTtt WHOSITIll

Kxicbt's Rhoscmi or To-dat, by Wiixim Wickhiu

Niw NoTiLS, by G. Baksiti Bunn . . . .

Cr»>.iT Lniitii'ii

Nona xsv Niws . •

Thi FonBCOMiKG UiaizMU
tTstrEisiTT Joni50»
Oiioiwii. ViisB: "Ninci," by tho Countess

ClKABISCO • . • •

lUuizMca i«D lUviEwa

BlL£CTID FOEtIGS BOOEI

COIIESrOBDBKCB— „ ., „ ,

Thr AViP St/riiic atapeh, by Prof. Snndfty, F. P. Bad-

ham, the Rev. H. J. White, and Dr. A. Rahlfs
;
JVk

Jtook 0/ St. Mailing, l>y the Rev. F. E. Warren

;

Oglutm InKriftiont w Irtland, by the Rev. E. Barry

ArroiHTKEirta roB Next Webb
The Uor.EXH MS. or Peopektiis, by Prof. R. Ellis .

IBDIAB JOTTIBUS ..•••••>
SCIEXCE NOTBa
RErOETti or Socibtieh .....••
Old MisTEsa ii the Rotil Acaseict, II., by Claude
Phillips

Kons oir Abt abd Abcbaiologt
Bbciht Cobcibts, by J. B. Shedloci ....
Usaic KoTES

rACE

73

;i

75

76

77

77

79

79

SO

PAELYLE'S HOUSE (CHELSEA)
\J PURCIIASK FUNIl.

CENTF.NAIIY MEUOKIAI..
Tlie Coininltttic earnestly INVITE SUPPORT and active CfMllHsra.

lioD. Tlie price of the Uoum I FrtiuliolU) U£l,7&0, and A further lum
will 1j« re^iuired for repairs anil eipensea, and to form a smaU main.
ttruauco fund. It i« proposed to open the llonae to Visitors, and to
pliicu iu it A collection of Carljrle jlemoriaU. Abont £Boo liaa tieen

acknowledged to date. An early rcsnonae il resnectfuUj asked, as tho
option of pur.'hase isonljfor'a Umtted time, aubsonptions rcceiretl

by the Hon. Trt'aiiarer. Mr. B. F. Stkvkks, 4, Trafalgar Square. W.C.

;

at itcMrs. Coirra' Bonk, 5U, Strand, W.C. ; or by the undersigned,
LuUB STerilKN, Cliairman,

82, llTdo iVrk Uate. S.W.

BE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a
DRILI, anil GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

ysan* high testimonial from a Urge puhtic Bcliool (boj's and girls).—
AddlwsTl.'^STR^'i't^JK, Am'lemy Office, ;;7, Chancery Lane.

B00K.PLA.TE8 (Ex-Libris) DESIGNED
and ENGKAVED in Me<li»fral or Modem Styles on Wood,

Copper, or Steel. A Book containing ItlustrationH of Mcdiicv.il
DMigns on Wooil, iiost free, '.^r, gtnmps.—Tiiouas SIoiuno, n-l, HiRli
Uotbom, Ixmdon. iv.c. Eatalilishe,! 1791.

TO LITEEAEY MEN.—GEO. S.
rrRRYF.n, Llttrary AKtiit, UNDEUTAKES ALL

BRANCHES of LITERARY BUSINESS. Kt^fereiioeg to 4uthoni
mud »liU-m. Tyitewhtitig. Indexiog, .ind Kesearch. — Address
LCopthall BuildiiigK. E.r.

O INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all mrts. wiUioR to llECEIVE RESIDENT

rATIENT^. giviug full particulurs and tt-niis, gout gratis. The list
iocludec pnrate aitylums, kc. ; Kchools also rccommeuded.—Address
Mr. G. B. grocarR. f, J'ancaAt^r Place, Strand, W.C.

T

THE AUTHOES' BUEEAU, Limited.—
A Literarr Sjndicat* and rrcgg Agency. *'

-V Jlcdium of
Communicition between Authors, Eilitorp, and I'uLliulierB." Advises
upon. rcvi!i««, nnd negotiate* MSS. Interviews by .ijiiiointmeut only.—AddrttKb the Skcrktarv, 3, Victoria-street, WestmiDBter.

FEINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AUTIIOR.S.—Spetial attention given to the above. EHtimates

free. AccouQte verified by Chartered Accountant.—Address JIasaoek,
Koxburgbo Preag, 3, Victoria-street. Westminster.

ROYAL SOCIETY^ PAINTEES in
WATER*OLonRS.-Tho WINTER EXHIBITION Is NOW

OPEN, 5, I',U,L MALL EAST, from 10 till 6 Admission, is.
ataloguc, ad.

^
'\ LFRED D. FmiT. R.W.S., Secretary.

TYPE-WRiriNG.
AUTHOES, PUBLI8HEE8, &c,-

Bclentilic, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
trpewritten by JlAVM i Co., 40, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.
rrlTato room for dictation. Highest references. Translations.

YPE.WEITER8.—SECOND-HAND
MACHINES, equal to new. FOR SALE, EXCHANGE orLENT on HIRE. Maohine« Sold by Instalmi.ntB on Terms to suit

PorchaKn. I'w of Machine taught free to hirers or i.urchasers.
Kemiotttons, koats. Hammonds, Catigraith. Bur-locks, Fitch 4c
from £M. MS Copie*! with accuracy antf despatch at lowest rat«s'
Jllghe«t refetrnces- Illudtrated Catalogue free.—N. Tavioh Manager
Kational Tyi-e-Writer Exchange, 74, Chancery L-tue, I^ondon (Hollkjrn
end). ^^^^^

CATALOGUES
FOREIGN BOOKS and PEEI0DICAL8

promptly supplied on modeiate terms.

CATALOOCra on application.

DCLAU t CO., 37, Souo SituAas.

70REIQN~B00KS AT FORFiqFPRICES.
WILLIAMS & N ORG ATE,

Importers of Foreign Books,
14, HENRIETTA STUEET, COVENT OAIIDEN,

20, SOUTU FKKDEUICK 8TRKKT, KDIN'IiURGH,
ADD

7, BROAD STIiEET, OXFORD.
OATAhOaVBS ri'l/"' on appHcation.

T

TH. WOHLLEBEN,FOKEION BOOKSEIiLER,
«, C; U K A T K U S 8 E L L 8 T U K E T

JOppobito the Britiah Museum),
SappUea all Fokugit Books and Pbxiodical^ at the uost

modomto prices.
CtUahgues on application.

RcaiKAt.0 Blint,
,

The Rectory, Hielsea, 8.W., ( Hon.
A. C. Miller, ( l^eci.

61, Cecil Street Manchester, '

With whom any upi>ort«ra wilUug to co^i>enite are begged to
commanicate.

BETHESDA COUNTY SCHOOL,
APPOINTMENT OF HEADMASTER.

Tlio County Oovemlng Body of Carnanonshire i% prepared to

appoint a HEADMASTER for the alnive school.

Salary £120 fixed, and a capitation fee at the mt« of £2 per annum
for each pupil iu the school. Estimated salary for the first year £2$o.

The school will be a dual school f.>r boys and girls, and the instruc-

tion will consist maiuly of mathematics and mo<fern subjects. Candi-
iLites must be gra<luateB, or have some eauivalent iiuaiifications.

Fitly printed copies of applications an<I testimonials (recent) should
be received by the undersigned, on or before February 25th.

J. IJ. JloDVKL-KoitSnTS,
Clerk of the Peace, CaruarvoD.

BANGOE COUNTY SCHOOL for
GIRLS.

APPOINTMENT OF HEADMISTRESS.
The County Governing^ Body of Carnarvonshire is prepared to

appoint a IIEADMISTIIESS for the above school.
The Salary will consist of a fixed stipend of £120 a year, and a cipi-

taiion fee of not less tbiin £i lOi. a year for each girl iu the &uhooL
Probable salary tor first year iti estimated at £180. Candidates must
lie graduates of some University in the United Kingdo-n or the
British Possesaioos, or must i^ossess equivalent aualifications.
Duties to commence in April.
Fifty printed copies of applications and testimonials (recent) should

be received by undersigned, on or before February ^th.

J. H. BonvB[.•Roberts,
Clerk of the Peace, CamarTOO.

ITDINBURGH SCHOOL of MEDICINE
^-^ for WOMEN.
Full COURSES of INSTRUCTION are given in this School, and in

the Royal Infirmary, riualifying for the Medical and Surgical Degrees
of the

UNIVERSITY of EDINBURGH.
which are now open to women on the same terms as to men. Total
fees for School and Hospital, £I(K» in one sum, or £105 in instalments.
Summer Session begins May 1st, 1895. For particulars of Scholarships,
Classes, &c., apply to the Dean, Dr. Sophia Jk.\-Blak.i:, Surgeon
Square, Edinburgh.

QUEEN'S PAEK, 0SWE8TEY, SALOP.
—Mr. JOHN EVANS. M. A. in Double High Honours, First

Prizeman and Gold Medallist in Applied JIatbematics and Natural
PhiloBoi)hy (Edin.). RECEIVES YOUTHS and YOUNG MEN for
Special Individual Inatruction. Rare experience and marked success

;

University Scholarsliips ; Professional Preliminaries; a Second at the
Civil Service Examination; Loudon Matriculation invariably First
Division, &c.,&c. Keferences to parents, among the Clergy, Gentry,
anil Professionals. Terms moderate.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT,
THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

Alwut TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (£J0 to
£211) in APRIL.—Apply to the Head Master.

AUTHOES' CLUB,*^
J. WHITEHALL COURT. S.W.

Directors-

Mr. O&WALu Cpawukd, cm.G. (Chairman), Lord Monksw«ll, Mr.
W.\LTER Be8.\nt, Mr. Hall Caixb, Mr, II. R. TEnutn.

Full particulars of the above Club may bo obtained from the

Secretary, G. HEn»KRT Tmrino.

w HAT D'YE LACK?
Ask Miss MILLARD, of Teddiagtau, Middlesex, for any Book ever

issued since the advent of printing (however rare or plentiful) up to

tho very last work published; also for any curio or object of interest

under the canopy of heaven, for she prides herself on Iwing cnablcil,

nine times out of ten, to supply these wants. She has the Largest

assemblage of Miscellaneous Bijouterie In the world, and is always a
ready, willing, and liberal buyer for prompt cash.

pOME, BUY MY WAEES.— GEMS,
\~^ Jewels. Laces, Pans, Miniatures, Antiques, Uniques, Silver
Plate, Shcfilcld Plate. Sundials, Statuary, Ironwork, Ivories, Tapes-
tries, Rronzes. Me<lals, Prints, Arms, Enamels. Pewter?, Books, Docu-
ments, Autographs, Stamps. Curios.

" II caps of rings and pretty things, and trinkets due to W'auty,
A perfect bliss, for wife or miss, secure nffection's duty

;

And laces fine, a dainty time, anil bangles, xem?, ant) sweeties,
.And pretty toj-s, and other joys, quite worth a le:irned treatise.'*

Tt is a mmlest and an accurate assertion to say that there does not
exist elsewhere under the canopy of heaven such an interesting and
large collection.

CLARA (Miss) MILLARD. Teddingtou, Middlesex.

AO£NCnf FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

:< p. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERSa anil BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and :!l West :3r<l Street, Now
Vork, and BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, de»irctocall the
allintion of the READING PUBLIC to tho excellent facilities

lireseuted by tlicir Branch House in London for fllliug, on the mo«t
fATOurable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA.
TIONS. and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS —
CATALOGUES sent on aliplicKtion.

NEW SERIES. O.NE SHILLING

THE NEW REVIEW.
Edited IT W. E. HENLEY.

foMTEHTS: FEBllUARV. leoo.

U. B. MARIIIOTT WATSON. Tile (toandaiT of the Biibop.
KATHARINE TYNAN. Tlie Gardener.
DAVID HANNAY. The Teaching of Naral History.
C. P. KE,\RY. India: Impressioiu
MARCEL SlinVOB. R.LA
"OUTIS" The Great DemocraUc Joke.
E. U. PEARCE. Christ-s Hospital.
JOHN O'NEILU The Last Conqueet of China.
U. B. DONKIN. TheNewCure.
ALICE MEYNELU Christina RosaetU
H.G.WELLS. The Time Machine

London
: WiLUAK Hllsixin, 31, Bedford Street, V.O.

TO LIBEAEIAN8 and
of BOOKS.

COLLECTOES

The Executors of the late Aleinnd.T Ireland, of Jlnnchester, In
taking steps to dispow of his extensive LUimry. finil that his collection
of the works of certain authors of whom he was n special admirer and
student is so fat complete as to he valuable to collectors for that com-
iiletenesB. They are in each ease supplemented by cdlections of
.Mtjeaisme Articles and Newspaper Reviews, which add to their value
Collectors and Librarians desirous to treat are requested to apply to
fcxecotors of Alexander Ireland, care of Blyth Dutton & Co., Soliciton,
li*J,Gresham House, Loudon, of whom any further inf'jrmation can
be obtained.

THE LEIGH HUNT COLLEtTION.-lol volume^ besides many
pamplilets, letters. MSS,, and .-lutograph poems—some unpublished.
THE HAZLITT COLLECTION -86 volumes -believed to 1« the

most complete collection of llazlitti.in iu existence—with many
cuttings, reviews, and articles relating to Haslitt.
THE LAMB COLLECTION.—38 volumes, besides many articles

cuttings from newsi>apers, to., relating lo Charles and Mary Lamb. '

The CIRLYLE C0LLECTI0N.-8J volumes, including Carlyle's
works, biography of him and Mrs. Carlylc. and other books of and
">'?''?g,5° (^"rlyle, Mrs. Carlyk. Ac, with many Newspaper Cuttings
nod MSS . especially the MS. of Mrs. Alexander Irehuul's Life of Jane
Welch Carlyle, and many other MSS. collected for tho puriiose of that
Life.

The EMERSON COLLECTION.—18 volumes, including Emeison'l
Works, biogmphies, and many books of and relating to Emerson.

ESTABLISHED 1851.BIEKBECK BANK,
Soothampton Buildings, Chuncery Lane, London-

TWO-AND-AHALFporCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn l>elow £100.
STOCKS. SHAKES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives smallsamBon

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO rORCUASE A HOUSE

FOB TWO OL'IKEAS PER MONTH .

BIEKBECK FEEEH0L"d LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP LAND

FOR riVK SUILLINOS PER llOKTU.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free
FRANCIS RAVENBCROPT. Manager.

To H.B.H. the PRINCE of WALES.
gEAND & C078 Al SAUOEJ

'

SOUPS, PEESEEVED PEOVISIONS
____^ and

POTTED MEATS, and YOEK and QAME
PI ES. Also.

^SSENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA,

'pUETLE SOUP, and JELLY, and other

gPECIAIITIESltoriNVALIDS.

CAUTION—BEWAKE of IMITATIONS.
SOLE ADDRESS

-

11, LITTLE STANHOPE STEEET,
MAYFAIR. W.

VINOLIA SOAP
Does not " Touch Up " the

Skin.

KEEPS THE COMPLEXION CLEAR.

THROAT AND COUGH
Soreness and dryness, ticklinj? and irritniion, inducing

cough aLd affecting the \"oice. For these symptoms uso

BPPS'S GLYCERINE JUJUBES.
In contact with the glands at the moment thej' are excited
by the act of sucking, the glycerine in these agroeablQCon-
fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in Ixixe.'?, 7jd., and tins, Is. l^d-i Labelled :

JAMBS EFFd& CO., Ltd., HoiuaiopatUicChcmi^t:*, Loir Do:r
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Just published, crown 8to, cloth, 63.

AFTER FIVE YEARS IN INDIA;
Or, Life and Work in a JPunJaub District.

By ANNE C. WILSON,
Author of "Life of Savonarola," "Forty Scenes from English Hiatory," &c.

WITH NUMEEOTTS ILLUSTRATIONS.

London : BLACKIE & SON, Limited, Old Bailey.

THE
AUTOTYPE COMPANY

Has the honour to announce the Publicat'un

NINETY-THEEE DRAWINGS
BY

ALBERT DUEER,
Reproduced in Facsimile from Onginals in the British

Mnseum, and accompanied by Descriptive Text by

SIDNEY COLVIN, M.A.,

Keeper of Prints ajid Drawings^ British Museum,

**The British Museum collection, reproduced in this

volame, ia," says Professor Colvin, " a fairly complete and
representative survey of the several phases of Durer'^
activity as a draughtsman and skotcher daring all periods
of his career."

The Volumew Imperialfolio, half-moroceo. Plates Linen-

Ouarded and Interleaved. Edition ICO Copies.

Trice Six Guineas.

The AUTOTYPE FINE-ABT CATAXOOUE
(New Edition), of IM pages, with Illustrated Supple-
ment, containing 68 Miniatore Photographs of notable

Antotypes, post free, Osx Shilliito.

"AUTOTYPE: a Decorative and Educational Art:

New Pamphlet, Fkek ox Application.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
74, New Oxford Street, London.

MESSRS. J. 0. DRUMMOND & CO.,
ABT KEPBODUCEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.O ,

Are the sole re[>re8entatiTe8 ia Great Untoin ol

HERR HANFSTAEKGL. oIMoniota.

the well-kDown Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised 1i; the
leadiDEt Ixindon Art rublishing Finns. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMOND A C). supply the cheapest and best Processes
in the marlC'rt,wlnch_ are specially adapted to meet the wants of

MUDIE'S
SELECT

L I B R A E Y,

"DOOKSELLEES,

"DOOK EXPORTERS,

"pOOK BINDERS,

AND

r IBKAKIANS.

O'NGLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

lyrtTDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

9^-1 BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

^Q QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

AntifluariaDs, Ari^hccoloffifits, and thos« enj
and publication of Parochial and Diocesan

led in the inrestigation
sords.

.'. C. DRUMMOND t CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
for the ReprodurMon of Works of Art^ Original SISS., Designst
Lace Manufactures, rkotographs. Views, Book Illustrationst
Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, tfrc, tt-c, at a moderatecost

Specimens and price list on Application.

OIBces: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

Jni>t published, 8vo, 78. 6d. net.

THE LAST ABBOT OF GLASTONBURY

AND HIS COMPANIONS:
AN IIIHTOHKJAL SKETCH.

B7 FBAirOIB AIDAN QASQUST, D.D., O.S.B.

Author of "The Groat Pestilence (A.D. 1318-9),
commonly linown as The Black Death."

Loan SIMPKIN, MARSHAI/L, HAMILTON,
KENT & CO., LmiTBD,

Now ready, price 128. 6d.

THE POETICAL WORKS of JAMES
THOMSON ("B. v.").

THE CITY of DREADFUL NIGHT.
VAXES 8T0RY. |

VOICE from tbe NII-E.
I AND

WEDDAU and OM-EL-BONAIN. I POETICAL REMAINS.
By JAMES THOMSON ("B. V.").

Edittnl by BERTRAM DOBELL. With a Memoir of the Author.

2 vols., crown 8vo.

J. Audin<;ton Symoicds on James Thomson:—'* During the last few
weeks I have been stutlyinR the poetry and prose of James Thomson, a
Tery remarkable writer, who lived at the bottom of the deep sea of

oblivion. But there is no EnRlish poet now living, except Tennyson,
BrowniUft, Swinburne, and Murris, who comes near him ; and he has
qualities which Praise nim to a level at least W'.th tht-so, though he is

not BO all round as any one of them " (" Memoirs of Symonds," Vol. If.,

pp. 22JM0).
London : Rseves & Tcbmer, Wellington Street,

In 3 vols., 12mo, cloth, I2s.

THE HISTORY of KING ARTHUR
and the KNIGHTS of the ROUND TABLE.

Compiled by Sir T. MALORY. Edited from tlio Edition of 1634,

with Introduction and Notes, by T. WRIGHT. Third Editiou. In
the *' Library of Old Authors Series.*'

London ; Riites k Tobjeb, Firet Floor, 5, Wellington Street, W.C.

Just ready, 1 vol., 78. Cd.

THE SPEECH of MAN and HOLY
WRIT. A Syoripsifl of the Incidents and Theories of Lan-

guage, from the Ancient Tongues to Modern Dialects.

MR. GLADSTONE WRITES:
"I desire to thank the author of ' The Speech of Man ' for his in-

teresting volume, which I am reading with great interest."

W. R. Gbay, Lombard Court, Loodon.

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW VOLUMES OF DRAMA AND VERSE.

IMPORTANT.-PBINTINO AND PUBLISHING

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
4c.—KI.NO, SELL 4 RAILTON, Limited, high-class Printers

and PiibliHhers. 1-', (iough Siuare, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.,

have 8i>ecitilly-ljuiU Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and biuding illustrated or other Publications.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wisliing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premiges for Editorial Offices, free AdTertising
and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone wuo. Telegraph, '-Africanism, London.

In tasteful crown 8vo, price 58.

In Leisure Time.
A Booklet of Torso. By WILLIAM S. MAVCR.

In tasteful crown 8vo, cloth, price 3.s. 6d.

Thoughts in a Garden,

and other Poems.
By A. L. STEVENSON, B.A.

Tastefully printed on Hand-made Paper, Illustrated,
crown 8vo, price 5s.

Vignettes.
A Volume of Verse. By AUBREY ST. JOH^f MILD-
MAY, B. A., Assistant Curate of "Witney.

".If Mr. Mildmay is not a great poet, ho ia nut far off the
'crowned circle.' "—Whit-hall Review.

In tasteful crown Bvo, cloth, price 2s. 6d.

The King's Daughter,

and Other Poems.
By MATTHEW HUNT.

" A very sweet singer is Mi-. Hunt. Some of the poems
are very fine."— Whitehall Review.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. lu leap. 8vo,
price 28. 6d.

The Islet O'er the Sea,

and Other Poems.
By H. H. With Introductory Note by Rev. J. MURRAY
MITCHELL, LL.D.

'* A pretty little volume. Some of the shorter poema
have more than average merit, and the earnest devotional
spirit of the writer is felt in all."

—

British Weekly,

In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, price 2s. 6d.

Seven Love Songs,

and Other Lyrics.
By ELLIS WALTON (Mrs. P. Percy Cotton).

"Ellis Walton has a graceful imagination and a delicate
touch. Some of the love songs are singularly charming,
and so is much of the other work to be found in her daint.y
little volume. The thought is simple, and the emotion
tender."

In tasteful crown 8to, cloth, price Bs.

Treasures of the Beep,
and Other Poems.

By ROBINSON ELLIOTT.
"In ' Treasures of the Deep, and Other Poems,* one dis-

covers a new poet of the Lake school. Acquaintance with
Wordsworth and Coleridge and Southey gives one no dis-
taste for the Himi>ler yet seemingly (luitc as heartfelt
rhymes of their present-day successor. The writer has
evidently a rich store of lake and fell legend and tradition
at command."— /-iycrijooi Daili/ Post,

In crown 8vo, cloth extra, price Ss.

Queen Elizabeth and
Earl Leicester.

A Drama in Five Acts. By WALTER INQLISFIELD.
*' The speeches are without undue Elizabethan affection,

and are skilfully and consistently adapted to the characters
that utter them, and the entire drama may bo read through
without loss of interest or the desire to skip a page Mr.
Inglisfield has set a living woman before us in his fresbly-

written drama."—3fo)-«i?(i? Leader.

In tasteful crown 9vo, cloth, price 33. 6(1.

The Old Stradivari,'and

Other Dramatic Sketches.
ByHILARION, Author of "The Premier's Secret," &c.

" A modest, restrained, but captivating collection of

Etories, sketches, and pieces intended for public reading."
horning L"ader.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, PArKRNOSTER Row,

London.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST.

Mow ready, price One ShilUuff

.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.
CoXTixra fob FKBRUARY, 189S.

I. LAPY JEAN'S VAfiARlKS. (Concluiion.l

II. TllK LAST AI'I'KAHANCE of MdLIERE.
III. LElTEKtl o( EliWAKK tTT/.OERALD lo FANNY KEMBLE

IV. A BALLADE of IDEAIA
V. ERASMUS and tlio KEFORMATION.
VI. "TO vol" 1 SlNd.-
VII. THE <1IKL Hill. UELIEVEO in thg SAINTS.
VIII. MACMl VEUSKS.
IX. TO MAKciAUtrr.
X. A BKAl'K ot LIONS.
XI. I'HM.ll' II. __
XII. AX INrlBLISIIEIl PAGE in MAPAOASCAR niSTORV.

XIII. IIEIXKICH IIOFKMANN-S HISTORY. lluip5.XI.-Xn.
XIV. OX I ruio HUXTISU in CHINA.
XV. A hic:her law.
XVI. AFTER SUNSET. ^^^

NEW WORKS,
NOW READY.

FOBTY YEARS at the
rosr OFFICE, ISSO-ISOO. A Personal Narrative. By
FREDERICK E. BAINES, C.B. In 2 vols., largo
crown 8ro, vith Diat^tims, ic, 2lB.

•* A valuable record of work done, by one who was him-
self Iwhind the scenes, and a storehouse of anecdote and
reminiscence."—Z)ai'jf TeUgrajih.

NOW READY.

NOLLEKENS and his
TIMES. By JOHN THOMAS SMITH, formerly Keeper
of the Prints and Drawinps in the British Museum.
Edited by EDMUND GOSSE. In 1 vol., demy 8vo,
with Portrait, 15a.

" Those who delight in vagrant anecdote of Hogarth and
Reynolds, Johnson and Fielding, Garrick and Qoin, and
Gainsborough and Wilson, will find in these pages a never-
failing source of entertainment."— /?«a^?i.

SECOND EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MRS.
AUGUSTUS CRAVES, Author of " Le Hdcit d'une
Soenr." With E.'«raets from her Diaries and Corre-
Bpondence. By MARIA CATHERINE BISHOP. In
2 vols., crown 8vo, with Portraits of Mrs. Craven, 21s.

NOW READY.

The LIVES of JAMES
HOLMES and JOHN VAIiLEY. By ALFRED
THOMAS STORY. Author of "The Life of John
Linnell." In 1 vol., demy 8vo, 148.

*' Lovers of art will And much in this volume to charm
them; but, happily, it can also bo recommended to the
general reader, who will delight in the racy anecdotes with
which it abounds."— G^iofie.

NOW READY.

MEMOIRSofanA UTHOR
IJy I'EUCY KITZGKUALD. M.A., F.S.A., Author of
'* Recreations of a Literary Man," "The Lives of the
Sheridans," &c. In 2 vols., demy 8vo, with Portrait, 28si.

" The author gossips in a light and agreeable way about
notable people he has known and noteworthy incidents
which have come under his observation in the course of a
singularly active and remarkably varied hteraiy career.
The whole book la eminently readable and entertaining."

Daily News,
THIRD EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MRS.
IIBKRY WOOD, Author of "East Lynne," &c. By
CHARLES W. WOOD. In 1 vol., crown Bvo, with
3 Portraits and 61 Illustrations, 6s.

" Mrs. Wood had a career of so singular a fame that her
biography must needs attract considerable attention. From
cover to cover there is not a dull page."— (Jium.

NEW NOVELS.
NOW READY.

A PARSON at BA Y. By
HAROLD VALLINGS, Author of "The Transgression
of Terence Clancy," 4c. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, 68.

LADY
NOW READY.

JEAN'S VAGA-
HIES. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, fls.

" We hope that the hand which wrote this charming
story (charming is really the right word here, and is not
called in to do duty /itult dc mituz) will not be idle in the
future."—Daily ChronicU,

NOW READY.

CORNISH DIAMONDS.
By ELIZABETH GODFREY, Author of " 'Twixt Wood
and Sea," &c. In 2 vols., crown 8vo.

NOW BEADY.
SECOND EDITION of an

INTRODUCTION
TO

STRUCTURAL
BOTANY

{FLOWERING PLANTS).

By DUKINFIELD HENR7 SCOTT,
M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S ,

Honorary Keeper of the Jodrell Laboratory,

Boyal Gardens, Kew.

Crown 870, doth, lUuatrated with 113

Figures, price Ss. 6d,

{The Second Part, on Flowerless Plants, is now

in course of preparation.)

NOW BEADY.

VOL. I. of the

POETICAL
WORKS

OF

SIR WALTER SCOTT, Bart.

Selected and Edited, with Introduction

and Notes,

By ANDREW LANG.
In 2 vols., crown 8to, price 5s. in cloth ; or,

63. half-bound.

Uniform with the Dryburgh Edition of the

Waverley Novels.

\^Vol. ir. ready Feb. 1.

NOW BEADY.
PART III. of a

DICTIONARY
OF BIRDS

By ALFRED NEWTON,
M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy
in the University of Cambridge.

Assisted by HANS GADOW, F.E.S.

With Contributions from Richakd Lydkkkbb,
B.A., F.R.8., Ch.\rlbs S. Rot, M.A., F.R.8.,

and B. W. Skufblot, M.D.

BiOHARD Bbntl£T & SoN, New Barlington Street
Fttbliahenin Orlinsry to Eei Majesty the Qaeen.

To be completed in Four Parts

Demy 8to, Illustrated, price 7s. Cd. each net.

CAMBRIDGEJUNIVERSITY PRESS.

The Jataka. Translated from the Pali
under the Buperiptendonco of Prof. E. B. LOWELL.
To Ijo iMililishcd in Seven or Eight Volumes. Boyal
»vo, each 128. Od. net ; to Sul)«cril)er« to the Senos, lOs.

net. The Subscription Liet for Vol. I. will close on
January 31. The work will contain a complete Trans-
lation of the Pali Jiitaka, or ** Budilha Binh-Storiee."
which are supposed to be the Oldest Collection of Folk-
lore Stories in existence.

Vol. I. Translated by ROBERT CHAIMERS.
[Neart]/ ready.

Vol. II. Translated by W. H. D. BOUSE.
[/n preparation.

Vol. III. Translated by H. T. PEANCI8 and 11. A. NEIL.
[/n preparation.

Second Edition. Oniwn 8vo, Ss.

The Apostles' Creed: its Belation to
Primitive Chri.ttiimity. By Rev. H. B. SWETE, D.D.,
Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of
Cambridge.

The Political Institutions ofthe Ancient
GREKKS. By B. E. II.\MMOXD, Fellow and Lecturer,
Trinity College, Ciinibridgc, University Lecturer in
Uistory. Demy 8vo, 48.

A. & 0. BLACK, SoHO SavABi, London.

TSi: CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL SERIES.
General Editor: G. W. PROTHERO, M.A., Fellow of KinR's

CollcRe, Cambridge, and Professor of History in the
University of Edinburgh.

The Revolutionary and Napoleonic
ERA, 1789-1S15. By J. U. RO.SE, M.A., Christ's

College. 48. 6d.

Outlines of English Industrial History.
By W. CUNNINGHAM, D.D., Fellow ot Trinity
College, Cambridge, and E. A. McARTHUR, Lecturer
at Girton College. 4s.

The History of the Australasian
COLONIES. From their foundation to the year 1893.

By E. JENKS, M.A., Fellow of Kinjj's College,

Cambridge, Professor of Law in University College,
Liverpool. [/n the press.

The United States of America, 1765-
1836. By E. CHAINING, Professor ot History in the
University of Havard, [I/i preparation.

Other votum»8 preparifi'j.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS, DEC. 1895
THE riTT I'liESS SJIAKESI'EAItE.

ffHARDlAN.—'* For schoolboys of fourteeu and uiiwarxU this

edition ( .4 Mi'Uummer A'iffhl'a Dream) is not to be bciten, and vc con-
gratulate Mr. Verity and the University Press upon the imblication
of what will probably become the standard school edition of this play."

Shakespeare.—Twelfth Night. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by A. W.
VERITY, M.A., sometime Scholar of Trinity College,
Cambridge. Is. 6d.

A New English Grammar.

The Elements of English Grammar. By
A. S. WEST, M.A., Trinity CollcRo, Cambridge. 2s. (5d.

JVi'ir VORK C/i/r/C—"The best twili of il.^ compass tti.it wchave
met ivilli We strongly advise all frieiuls of e Im-.uiuu toexiiniiue it."

An English Grammar for Beginners-
By A. B. WEST, M.A. Is. iln the prat.

PITT PRESS SERIES.
OU.-IRDU y.—'* FuT ami away tlic best scliool edition of the poem

we liave seen."

Scott.—Marmion. Edited, with Intro-
duction, Notes, and Glossary, by J. HOWARD B.
MASTERMAN, B.A., Lecturer ot St. John's College,
Ciiinbridge. 2s. Gd.

Milton.—Paradise Lost. Books III-
and IV. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Indexes,
by A. W. VERITY, M.A. 2s.

Souvestre.—Le Serf, Le Chevrier de
LORRAINE. Edited by ARTHUR R. ROPES, M.A.,
late Fellow of King's College, Cambiidge. 28.

Souvestre.—Le Serf. Edited, with Notes
and Vocabulary, by A. R. ROPES, il.A. Is. Od.

Moliere.—Le Misanthrope. Edited by
E. G. W. BRAUNIIOLTZ, M.A , Lecturer in French
in the University of Cambridge. 2s. «d.

Riehl.—Die Ganerben, Die Gerechtig-
KEIT GOTTES, ZWEI GESCllICHTEN. Edited,

with Vocnlmlary and Notes, by H. J. WOLSTEN-
HOLME, B.A., London. 38.

Hacklander. — Der Geheime Agent.
Edited, with Introduction, Englisli Notes, and an
Index, by E. L. MILNBR-BARRY, M.A. 3s.

Cornelius Nepos.—Lives "of Miltiades,-
TUEMISTOCLE.*, ARISTIDES, I'AUSANIAS, and
CIMON. Edited, with Notes and Vocabularies, by
E. S. 8HUCKBURGU, M.A., late Fellow of Emmanuel
College, Cambridge. Is. 6d.

A/urlher List o/ Books suitable/or the Cambridge Local Exami-
nations will be ifcnt on application.

London: 0. J. CLAY & SONS,
Camukidob Univeksitv Press Warehousb,

Ave Maria Lane.
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SATUEDAT, JANUARY 26, 1895.

No. i 186, New Series.

The Editok cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the icritera of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^•c, may he addressed to the Publisheh,
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LITERATURE.
The Life of Richard Owen. By his Grand-

son, the Eev. Eichard Owen. In 2 vols.

(John Murray.)

At a public dinner given in June, 1838, on
behalf of the Actors' Benevolent Fund, it

happened that the attention of the chair-

man. Lord Glengall, was called to one of

the guests whom he did not know. On
asking " Who's that ? " he received for

answer, " Oh, nobody in particular—only
the first anatomist of the age !

" (vol. i.

p. 123). The person so distinguished was
Eichard Owen, at that time not quite thirty-

four years old. Somewhat later we find

him described by Carlyle as a " tall man
with great glittering eyes " : one of the
few who was "neither a fool nor a hum-
bug" (i. 197, 198). In 1859 a brother of

Mr. John Blackwood, the publisher, meeting
Owen accidentally, speaks of him as " a
deuced clever-looking fellow, with a pair of

eyes in his head !
" and suspects that he may

be the then unrevealed author of the Scenes

of Clerical Life (ii. Ct)—a somewhat less ex-
travagant supposition than that which had
ascribed the Vestiges to Thackeray (i. 248).
On the continent his fame stood not less

high than in England. Humboldt salutes

in him " le plus grand anatomists du siecle
"

(i. 377). And the judgment of posterity

may perhaps be gathered from Prof.

Huxley's authoritative statement that

"during more than half a century Owen's
industry remained unabated ; and whether we
consider the quantity or the quality of the
work done, or the wide range of his labours, I
doubt if, in the long annals of anatomy, more
is to be placed to the credit of any single
worker " (ii. 306).

Except the higher mathematics there
is no science so remote from the general
intelligence as comparative anatomy : no
waggon can be directly hitched to its stars

;

nor, indeed, can its stars be easily made
visible to the uneducated eye. The dis-

coveries of astronomy relate to bodies of
which the great types are known to all;

and their most intricate details can be
brought before the sight either by direct

observation or by illustrations closely re-

sembling the phenomena themselves. The
discoveries of physics and chemistry can
be exhibited by means of brilliant ex-
periments, and are made available by
marvellous inventions for the uses of
common life. The discoveries of physi-
ology, besides their applicability to medi-
cine, open up new views as to the origin
and destiny of man. But comparative
anatomy, or, as Prof. Huxley prefers
to call it, morphology, deals mostly with

objects that Nature herself has care-
fully put out of sight, and which when
first exhibited to our view excite disgust or
repugnance by their uncouth appearance,
and by their association with death and
decay; it sets forth their structure and
relations in an appalling dialect, difficult to
pronounce and impossible for any but
experts to remember ; it seems to have no
practical interest, and, apart from the theory
of evolution, very little speculative interest

either. Evolution, as we now understand
it—that is, the connexion of different living
forms by direct descent—did not commend
itself to Owen as taught either by Lamarck
or by Darwin ; he could never even " be
induced to follow the new school of anatomy
and zoology that arose with the epoch-
making researches of Von Baer and Eathke
in embryology " (ii. 93). He had, indeed,
a morphological philosophy of his own,
chiefly derived. Prof. Huxley tells us, from
Oken, in which archetypal ideas play a
great part. To judge from the desponding
language of Prof. Huxley and the tri-

umphant language of Prof. Mivart, this

philosophy seems again coming into favour

;

but probably his speculations in this

direction contributed nothing to Owen's
fame during his lifetime.

Yet, notwithstanding the unattractiveness
of his studies to the popular imagination,
Owen seems to have enjoyed a celebrity

which extended far beyond the scientific

world, and which before the advent of
Darwin surpassed that of every other
English scientist. It would appear that he
owed this exceptional distinction to a single
achievement of that rarest, although not
most difficult, kind, in which the profoundest
knowledge and the most penetrating sagacity
are displayed in such a happy combination
that the result may be explained in a few
sentences, and even made visibly evident to

the uninitiated as well as to the learned. I
refer to his famous reconstruction of the
Binornis. One day, in the year 1839, " a
fragment of a large bone like a marrow-
bone in appearance" was brought to Owen
by a seafaring man, who had obtained it

from a native of New Zealand. It had
been described by the native as the bone of

a great eagle ; but Owen assured the owner
that it could not have belonged to any bird of

flight, and rather resembled the femur of

an ox. Further examination convinced him
that it belonged to the skeleton of a gigantic

wingless bird ; and by the method of Zadig
he reconstructed this bird, which no living

man had ever seen, and which differed from
aU other known animal species living or

extinct. A paper was printed containing a
description of the hypothetical biped, copies

of which were distributed over NewZealand,
and search was made for its remains in all

directions. After some years parcels of

bones began to come in, and finally " the
whole skeleton was brought over to this

country." This, as Sydney Smith observed,
was Owen's magnum honum (p. 232), for it

proved to be what those wonderful eyes of

his had seen across the centuries and
through the whole diameter of the globe.

" When the fragment of the shaft of a femur
first arrived," writes an eye-witness, "the
Professor took a piece of paper and drew the

outline of what he conceived to be the complete
bone. The fragment, from which alone he
deduced his conclusions, was six inches in length
and five inches and a half in its smallest cir-

cumference ; both extremities had been broken
off. When a perfect bone arrived and was laid

on the paper, it fitted exactly the outline which
he had drawn " (i. 151).

This happened a very few years before the
mass, distance, and position of an unseen
planet were determined with approximate
accuracy by mathematical calculations. A
little later still the discovery of gold-fields

in Australia confirmed a prediction of

Murchison. It seemed as if science, while
realising the marvels of fairyland, was also

realising the fables of second sight.

The Binornis was Owen's Neptune.
Cuvier, I believe, had done as much before
him, and he himself did much better work
than this ; but '

' the crowd must have
emphatic warrant," and such warrant was
given them by Owen. Henceforth he was
known to all circles possessing the slightest

tincture of science as the man who could
reconstruct an entire extinct animal if you
gave him the fragment of a fossil tooth.

The public would not buy his books ; but
they showed their appreciation of his genius
in various simple-minded fashions. All

reports about the sea-serpent were referred

to him for examination. People who
fancied that they had found live toads

embedded in rock or coal wrote to ask
him what he thought of it. One day,
just as he was setting out to keep a dinner
engagement, he was detained for half an
hour by a note from a stranger wanting to

know whether something he had found in

a sausage was or was not the tooth of a dog,
and requesting an immediate answer. To the
credit of the sausage vendor it proved to bo
the tooth of a sucking-pig (ii. 219). On
another occasion Earl Eussell (here er-

roneously entitled Lord John), having re-

ceived as a present from President Grant
what purported to be a bear-ham, sent the
bone for examination to Owen. One is

sorry to hear that the great anatomist at

once pronounced it to be the hambone of

an ordinary pig (ii. 219, 220). "When Pro-
fessor at the CoUege of Surgeons, he had a
visit from " a magnificent American Indian
chief in full dress-paint, necklace?, and
tomahawk, and a red mantle over all ; a
fine plume of dried red and black elk's hair

on the top of his head," who examined the

curiosities of the museum with the usual

impassivity of his race (i. 222-4). Another
visitor was Mohammed Abu Said, "Chief
Spoon and Ladle-maker to the Commander
of the Faithful," who came to know what
Owen thought about the Phoenix, and
whether the bowl of a ladle which
he brought with him for examination was
not made from the beak of that bird. It

was identified as coming from a more
authentic source—the Helmeted Hornbill of

Ceylon, of which there was fortunately a

specimen in the museum.

"The head and beak were brought into my
study and handed to the Oriental. He
examined it very deftly, comparing the beak

with the bowl, and then exclaimed with

astonishment and reverence, 'God is great.

That surely is the bird !
'
" (ii. 4, 5).
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Owen was by birth and breeding a

gentleman, the scion of an English county

family ; and, moreover, he seems to have

derived from his mother, a brunette of

French extraction, a certain courtesy and

good address, not very common among
Englishmen of great scientific distinction.

We find him always mixing vrith the very

best society, and at last a recognised court

favourite. He had reason to be grateful

to his distinguished friends : they gave

him a position that he might have

waited for in vain from the votes of the

British public. At Macaulay's recommen-
dation the post of Superiatendent of the

Natural History Department of the British

Museum, with a salary of £800, was
created for his benefit. The Queen gave

him a beautiful cottage in Eichmond Park.

His demand for a new Museum of Natural

History at South Kensington, at first

defeated through the opposition of Disraeli,

was eventually carried by the untiring and
intelligent advocacy of Mr. Gladstone.

Many who would not open his books or visit

his collections will doubtless read with

respectful interest the biographer's very full

account of how his grandfather had the

honour of lecturing before the Prince

Consort and the royal children at Bucking-

ham Palace in 1860, and again before the

Queen and the royal children at Windsor
Castle in 1864. On the latter occasion " the

Dean of Windsor (Gerald Wellesley), who
was present with all the Court, and High-
nesses, both SereEfe and Koyal, ' had no idea

before that the frog was ever a tadpole '

"

(ii. 150). It is not quite clear whether this

astounding ignorance is predicated of the

Dean alone or of the Highnesses, Serene
and Royal, as well ; but perhaps those great

personages will be quite as much shocked
to find Prince Alfred developed into a Duke
of Edinburgh in 1860, six years before the

creation of the title, in what seems o:Sered

M a contemporary narrative from the pen
of the professor himself (ii. 98).

The Eiohard Owen presented to us in this

somewhat courtly biography, many pages of

which read like a hash of palaeontology and
the Morning Pod, is an amiable, high-minded
Christian gentleman, whose manners have
the repose that stamps the caste of Yere de
Vere, who apparently never makes an
enemy, and who is as incapable of hatred
as Sir Joshua himself. The perfection of

such a picture, of course, necessitated some
important omissions. To take an instance
that can be verified by the memories of
many who are still young: in 1882 Owen
delivered an address at the unveiling of
Harvey's statue at Folkestone, which at the
time caused a considerable outcry by its

very candid declaration of opinion on the
subject of the vivisection controversy. The
address is duly chronicled in these pages,
but without the slightest reference to its

compromising contents (ii. 246). Farther
back there is a still more serious gap in the
narrative. The famous meeting of the
British Association at Oxford in June,
1860, is passed over in total silence,

although Owen tosk a prominent part in
its proceedings ; while six pages are devoted
to his ascent of a third-rate Alpine peak in
the following July (ii. 103).

Any reference to that great historical

debate would indeed have opened up a
question that must painfully affect our
judgment on Owen's intellectual and moral
character, the question of his whole relation

to the theory of organic evolution, a question

which ishere handled in a somewhat gingerly

fashion. In early middle life we find the

great anatomist giving a rather favourable

hearing to the author of the Ve»tiges. He
will not join in the clamour against what
Adam Sedgwick called '

' that beastly book "

;

and even the touching appeal to " give old

Sedg. an argument or two to level against"

it apparently fails to draw him (i. 255).

But when it comes to Darwin's Origin of
Species we are not favoured with any evi-

dence as to Owen's private opinion of that

work. The two naturalists were good
friends up to 1859, and a very cordial letter

from Darwin to Owen, dated December 13

of that year, is here printed (ii. 90) ; but

after that date no further commimication
seems to have passed between them. Was
there really an estrangement, and if so,

what was its cause ? Where the facts are

withheld one is driven to conjecture. In
the Edinburgh Review for April, 1860, there

appeared a particularly venomous article on
Darwin, containing several grave misrepre-

sentations of his opinions. It has never, I

believe, been acknowledged; but Darwin
himself felt quite sure about its authorship,

and mentioned the name of the supposed
writer in various letters to his friends.

Apparently the incriminated party was still

living when Darwin's correspondence ap-

peared in print, for in each instance the

name is replaced by a blank.

"I have just read the Edinburgh, which,
without doubt, is by -. It is extremely
malignant, clever, and, I fear, will be very
damaging. ... It requires much study to
appreciate all the bitter spite of many of the

remarks against me. ... It scandalously
misrepresents many parts. . . . It is painful

to be hated in the intense degree with which
hates me. . . . Some of my relations

say that it cannot possibly be 's article,

because the reviewer speaks so very highly of

. Poor dear simple folk !

"

Sedgwick, in a letter to Owen, inquires

about the authorship of this same article,

adding, "I once suspected that you must
have had a hand in it, and I then abandoned
that thought " (ii. 96). The answer is not

recorded, nor does the article figure in the

bibliography appended to this Life. But
the only name that otherwise answers the

conditions of the problem is what the

Edinburgh reviewer calls the " great name "

of Owen himself.

Alfred W. Benn.

English Prose Selections. Edited by Henry
Craik. Vol. HI. (Macmillans.)

There seems to be a certain inconsistency

in the chronological method of this volume,
which concludes with " Sporus," Lord
Hervey, and yet omits the twin philosophical

glories of the Anglican Episcopate, Berkeley
and Butler ; each of them, in very opposed
ways, illustrates the philosophical capacities

of English prose. The omission, say, of

William Law and Conyers Middleton, still

more of Colley Cibber, is easily intelligible

but the two bishops must assuredly have
been reserved for the next volume. The
present volume, which opens with Bishop
Pearson and Evelyn, closing with Lady
Mary and Lord Hervey, represents the ad-

vance of English prose from the Elizabethan

to the earlier eighteenth century ideal and
style. It contains some wonderfully great

names : Dryden, Swift, Addison, Steele,

Bunyan, Defoe ; many interesting names :

Temple, Bolingbroke, Evelyn, Popys,
Algernon Sidney, Wood, Locke, Halifax

;

and, with others of greater merit, a whole
chapter of somewhat arid ecclesiastics,

mostly with latitudinarian tendencies. Bar-

row, Pearson, South, Ken, even Atterbury
the Tory and Burnet the Whig, have some-
thing of the earlier massive qualities proper

to a learned prelacy, some imaginative

greatness and fervour of sacred style and
thought, or some weighty erudition. But
TiUotson, Stillingfleet, Sprat, the Sherlocks,

Hoadly, Clarke aro disenchanting names
to hear after the Taylors and Leightons

of a former age. They herald that age of

dry and decent moral exposition, which pro-

voked both Goldsmith and Gray to demand
some imaginative beauty and heartfelt

appeal from the English pulpit. Johnson's

rapid criticisms upon some of these men
have their value.

" Sir John Fringle had expressed a wish that

I would ask Dr. Johnson's opinion what were
the best English sermons for style. I took an
opportunity to-day of mentioning several to

him. ' Atterbury ? ' Johnson :
' Yes, Sir, one

of the best.' BosweU :
' TiUotson .*

' Johnson

:

' Why, not now. I should not advise a preacher

at this day to imitate Tillotson's style : though
I don't know ; I should be cautious of objecticg

to what has been applauded by so many
suifrages. South is one of th« best, if you
except his peculiarities, and his violence, and
sometimes coarseness of language. . . . Sher-

lock's style, too, is very elegant, though he has

not made it his principal study. . . . All the

latter preachers have a good style : everybody
composes pretty well. There are no such un-
harmonious periods as there were a hundred
years ago. I should recommeud Dr. Clarke's

sermons were he orthodox. . . .
'
"

Gray held Sherlock's sermons to be
"specimens of pulpit eloquence never ex-

ceeded." Johnson's phrase about the
" unharmonious periods," and South's

hardly decent ridicule of Taylor's Taylor-

isms, illustrate the sensible relief with
which readers and writers of English prose

escaped from the lawless Elizabethan splen-

dours to something more composed and
manageable. Perhaps, in deference to

Swift, who praised the Elizabethan sim-

plicity, we should rather say : the splendours

of such as Milton and Taylor. " Sir

William Temple," said Johnson, "was the

first writer who gave cadence to English
prose "

: and Swift found in him the final

perfecter of our tongue. Pope said that,

when doubtful about the propriety of a
word, you can but go to authority, and ask
yourself, " Is it in Sir William Temple, or

Locke, or Tillotson ? " Now Temple, as

Mr. Saintsbury points out, largely owes his

fame to his wife Dorothy Osborne, his inmate .

Swift, and one exquisite passage, purloined

by Goldsmith. But he stood for ease and
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grace and readiness at a time when they
were uncommon : he was a pioneer prepar-

ing the way for Addison and Steele, and his

successors looked back upon him with an
admiring gratitude which somewhat exag-

gerated his merit. Arnold has said of

Dryden's prose, that we would gladly write

such prose ourselves could we but attain to

it ; and, while no one could say the same
of Browne's or Milton's magnificent prose,

it can be said of almost all the best styles

in this volume : from Bunyan and Temple to

the great essayists. We could hardly say

it of the later Burke, Gibbon, Johnson :

Goldsmith, perhaps, is the fine and final

fiower of that earlier pure and lucid, quiet

and simple, prose to which we are exhorted
to "give our dajs and nights." Critical

essays in the prose of Dxyden, political

satires in the prose of Swift, social papers
in the prose of Addison, could a living

writer write them, would seem less antique
and obsolete of manner than any reproduc-
tion of the RamMer, or of the R'^Jkc'.ions and
Thoughts of Burke. And the vivid ver-

nacular stjle of Defoe, the beautiful

vernacular style of Bunyan, would be less

strange in a modern narrative than the more
elaborate and scholarly styles of Eichardson
and Fielding. True, that the writers repre-

sented here are seldom, if ever, eloquent,

and inspired, and passionate, with the
grandeur of Milton's treatises, or of Burke's
speeches : they have no Clarendon in their

company, nor yet a Gibbon : but for the
simpler occisions of literature in its

pleasant, leasurely hours, or at times of

keen, intellectual diversion, they furnish
unsurpassed examples of style.

Mr. Craik supplies the introduction and
the notices of Swift, Locke, and others ; Mr.
Courthope writes of Dryden and Addison
and Pope ; Mr. Austin Dobson of Steele

;

Mr. Saintsbury of Temple, Barrow, Tillot-

son, and more ; Mr. Hales of Defoe ; Mr.
Ker of Marvell, Pepys, Ellwood, Eymer;
Mr. Gosse of Thomas Burnet ; Mr. Montague
of Bishop Burnet. These names are enough
to guarantee the excellence of the critical

work in various and characteristic ways.
Mr. Beechiiig is happy and acute upon
Bunyan, Wr. Trench upon Algernon Sidney,
Mr. Chambers upon Newton ; though in

dealing with >Shaftesbury he is surely too
kind, in Lamb's spirit, to the irritating

style of that elegant moralist, so deliciously

ridiculed in Berkeley's Alciphron. Canon
Overton, in a pleasant notice cf Ken,
app'ies to Gray Johnson's criticism of

Fielding : the Doctor called Gray, not " a
barren rascal," but " a dull fellow." Mr.
Gosse, in his appreciative notice of Thomas
Burnet, might have recorded in his honour
that he supplied the motto to the ' Ancient
Mariner," and Goldsmith's account of him
is choicely good

:

"The first, who formed this amusement of
earth-making into sjstem, was the celebrated
Thom^B Burnet, a man of polite learning and
rapid im»giiiation. Ilig ' Sicred Theory,' as he
callc it, deectibing the changes which the earth
has undergone, or shall hereafter ui dtrgo, is

well known fir the warmth with which it is

imagiued, and the weakness with which it is

reasoned ; for the elegance of its stylo and the
meanness of its jhilcaophy."

And the same qu.iint speculator suffers a
cruel jest in Pope's " Eeceipt to make an
Epic Poem." His namesake, the historian,

finds a champion in Mr. Montague, on the
score of historical truth. Yet no historian,

except his brother "Whig Macaulay, has
been so hated and distrusted. "I would
willingly live to give that rascal the lie in
half his history," said the dying Lord
Peterborough, who carried the book, well
annotated, upon his voyage to Lisbon.
Dr. Eouth, of Magdalen, when asked why
he gave so much time to a man whom
he always attacked, replied :

" A good
question, sir ! Because I know the man
to be a liar ; and I am determined
to prove him so." Perhaps Coleridge's
is the happier frame of mind :

" His
credulity is great, but his simplicity is

equally great ; and he never deceives you
for a moment." Mr. Hales, in saying that
there is no evidence for the tradition that
Defoe had before him Selkirk's papers,
must take into account the fresh statement
of the evidence in Mr. Wright's recent Life
of Defoe. Among the practically forgotten

"men of importance in their day," few are
more curious than Bernard de Mandeville,

now a far less notorious figure than when,
as Browning has it,

" folk heard him in old days pooh-pooh
Addison's tye-wig preachment "

;

and, like that greater foreigner of science,

if scarce sounder moralist, Swedenborg, he
walked London with " gold-rimmed amber-
headed cane." The poor Dutchman has
suffered so many things by way of abuse,
that Mr. Sainfsbury does well to remind us
that Johnson was singularly fair to him

;

and that he " deserves a place in the division

of English prose history which includes

Latimer and Bunyan, Defoe and Cobbett."
Evelyn, a sweeter and a stronger name,
lives now but as a Pepys with a difference,

rather than in the iiiha and his other works.
We could wish that Mr. Craik had included

the delightful passage in a letter to Bojle,

describing his proposed college of learned
men, to be devised "somewhat after the
manner of the Carthusians "—a passage
and a proposal most characteristic of him
acd of certain tendencies in his age, which
saw the Eoyal Society set up, yet which
kept something of the mediaeval alchemist

or monk in its attitude towards science and
the icientific life. And, hollow and shallow
as is much of Bulingbroke, upon whom
Mr. Craik is severe, it is well to remember
Arnold's answer to Burke's question, " Who
now reads Bolingbroke ? " "Far too few
of us ; the more's tho pity !

" Chesterfield's

praise of his style inimitably renders his

moral character and literary gift

:

" Uaving mentioned Lord Bolingbroke's style,

which is, undoubtedly, infinitely superior to

anj body's, I would have you read his works,
which you have, over acd over again, with
particular attention to his style. Transcribe,

imitate, emulate it, if possible ; that would be
of real use to you in the House of Commons,
in negotiations, in conversation ; with that you
may justly hope to please, to persuade, to

seduce, to impose; and you will fail in those

articles in proportion as you fall short of it."

After thi?, it is wholesome and pleasant to

remember that this excellent volume contains

examples of those single-hearted Qtiakers
and straightforward writers—Fox, Ellwood,
and Penn, the third, at least, a man not
lacking in " the graces."

Lionel Johnson.

"The Story of theNations."—The Crusades.

By T. A. Archer and C. L. Kingsford.

(Fisher Unwin.)

This book startles the reader into pleasure

and interest. It is admirably and con-

nectedly written : an astonishing triumph,
when one reads the names of two authors
on the title-page. The pitfalls lurking in

the footsteps of collaborators are many and
cunningly laid, yet have Messrs. Kingsford
and Archer wholly escaped them. The
style is that of one writer, well skilled in

English ; the story is clearly told, as if a
single and clever romancist were responsible

for tho narrative. The book, again, is one
of a series that has not been very successful.

Indeed, Mr. Bradley's volume on the Goths
has been, up to now, the only real success

attained in this well-meant, but abortive at-

tempt to compress history into blocks of four

hundred pages. It might be said that the

subject has led to the victory of these two
authors. But such criticisms were fragile

and unthoughtful. For the "Story of the

Nations " has little to do with the Crusades,

and the history of them is intricate to the

verge of distraction. That they have suc-

ceeded in persuading us that they are not

intruders is something, that they have
fascinated and enlightened proves them
more than merely competent. For the book
is valuable as it is unique, while the felicity

of tho style and the sympathy displayed

make the result very admirable and of

unique interest. That there are faults, is

true enough. But the defects are slight,

and such as each intelligent reader may
remedy ^or himself. Working from original

authorities, the authors may well demand
toleration from those who object to some
of the details. After all, wise men have

a right to their opinions, and only fools

care to be dogmatic in the presence of

their superiors. Yet one cannot help

feeling that their account of the causes and
results of the Crusades is a little obvious

:

they might, at the expenditure of a page or

two, have given us some reflections deeper

and worthier. The student will take the

hints supplied to him and evolve the rest for

himself; but that which bids for approval

as a hand-book should remember that it

appeals to the ignorant, or at any rate to the

inert. One other complaint must be made,

though the omission is easily filled by refer-

ence, and is not, therefore, important—the
date of Amalric's accession is not given.

But for the rest, there is left in the reader

simply a desire to praise cordially, even

enthusiastically.

It is a wonderful story that Messrs. Archer

and Kingsford have set themselves to write

:

perhaps the most wonderful story in all the

annals of tho human race. As far away
back as the year 909 Sylvester heard a voice

calling from "Jerusalem laid waste."^ Fuller,

tho ingenious and witty, characterised the
" world's debate " as an occasion, lasting

for upwards of two centuries, when "thieves
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and murders 18 took upon them the Gross

to ( scape the gallows, a Inmentable case,

that the deviPs blackguards should be
God's soldiers." And one might quarrel

with the authors, because they have not

laid overmuch stress upon what Gibbon calls

the " temporal and carnal motives " that

animated many of the heroes in these bng-
continued struggles. It may be true that

the " purest piety could not be insensible

to the most splendid prospect of military

S'ory." But when all is said and done,

e glory a man carves for himself by
his sword is the cleanest and healthiest.

To gain this distinction requires muscles

and sinews, a cool head, and a steady

heart. These are the qualities de-

manded in a hero of romance ; and no
romance was ever so full of wonder and
surprise as that which tells of the fights for,

and around, the Holy Sepulchre. Perhaps
the surest way of appreciating the mag-
nificence of the conflict, is to ask ourselves

if such a struggle were possible to-day.

In answering a question thus definite,

which we may resent, probably, as too

pertinent, we shall feel less inclined to lay

stress upon the more worldly ambitions of

those who fought so courageously and, on
the whole, with so great credit.

The Crusading romances come down to

us through the Chanson d'Antioch and the
paraphrase of Henri de Valenciennes and
in Eastern tales, after the manner of that
masterpiece of The Thousand and One Nights.

Even among our own contemporaries an
echo lingers, for the early pages of Mere-
dith's Shaving of Shagpat palpitate with
their spirit. Eastern travellers, too, will

remember the performances of Karaguz,
the descendant, as some say, of the staid

biographer of Beha-ed-din : an immortality
that savant might scarcely have appre-
ciated.

Milman has not resented the criticism

that the Crusades were a "monument of
human folly "

;
yet in that they discovered

in men of either hemisphere supreme and
fearful qualities should be their sufficient

excuse. Kipling's ballad of the East and
West was hinted at centuries ago, and the
lives of Raymond and Zmgi, of Lewis and
Saladin, are more than adequate justification
for their happening. One of the greatest
debts we owe to the authors of this able
book is their courteous and judicial estimate
of the characters of the " Turkish" heroes.
Among the many and illustrious examples
that vouch for the chivalry of the opponents
of Christianity, that story of Nur-ed-din
must always claim a placa. I quote the
words of the historians :

" His [Bdldwia II.] body was caTried to
Jerusalem and buried in the Church of the
Holy Sepiilchure with his ancestors. Wherever
the corpse was brought, says William of Tyre,
there was mourniog such as was never shown
for any prince in history. The very dwellers
in the hills came down to share in the funeral
procession as it slowly wound on its eight days'
march from Beyrout to Jerusalem. Even the
Saracens sympathised, and Nour-ed-din, when
advised to seize the opportunity for an inroad,
refused with noble scorn. ' We ought to pity
this people's righteous sorrow, for they have
lost a prince whoso like is not now left in the
world.'

"

Criticism of such a comment and such
inaction were an irrelevant impertinence.

The authors are particularly interesting

in their treatment of the Greek emperors,

more particularly in their careful study of

Manuel. At last this man has got his

rights. Though we may like him none the

better, we cannot abuse him with a free

conscience. Crusading armies were, after

all, much like other vast and vaguely
directed bodies of men ; and Constantinople

was not Jerusalem. The cry " God wills

it " was forgotten as the troops came East,

and the " auri et argenti amor, pulcher-

rimarum foeminarum voluptas," to which
Guibart indignantly refers—angry especially

that the Greek women should be considered

even the equals of the French—made the

Western armies unpleasant and unprofitable

guests.

In a short notice it is not possible to say
how excellent is this, the only book to my
knowledge in English dealing with the

Crusades. It should attract many readers.

For my part, at the risk of appearing
ungracious, I would only suggest that a
better parallel than Tacitus to William of

Tyre would be that first of historians and
prince of novelists, Herodotus.

Percy Addlesiiaw.

C'elestina ; or, the Tragicke-Comedy of

Calisto and Melibea. Englished from
the Spanish of Fernando de Rojas by
James Mabbe, anno 1G31. With an
Introduction by James Fitzmaurice-
Kelly. (David Nutt.)

TuE Introduction to the new volume of the
" Tudor Translations " could not have been
entrusted to better hands than those of

Mr. James Fitzmaurice- Kelly. His Life

of Cervantes showed how profound was his

acquaintance with Spanish literature and
bibliography. Even the faults of that

work seemed to mark him out as one
exceptionally fitted to deal with an original

like Celestina and a translator like Mabbe.
Mr. Fifzmaurice-Kelly, we feel assured, will

not be repelled by the abundant learning,

by the quaint pedantry, by the overflowing

sententiousness of the original; nor will

he find too much fault with tho translator

for having striven to outdo the original in

these respects, and to show that English
can vie with Spanish in rich redundancy of

phrase and fertility of proverbial speech.

The C'elestina is really one of the groat

works of Spanish, we might almost say, of

European literature. It is only its un-
pleasant subject, and the vividness with
which this subject is set forth with all its

native hideousness, that has prevented its

Being universally recognised as such. And
our wonder at it, and our admiration, in a
sense, are greatly increased when we con-

sider the date of the work. Written
at the close of the fifteenth century, there

is nothing exactly like it in any other of

the literatures of Europe of that epoch.

Boceacio's Decamerone, a century before, had
heralded in Italy the birth of the short

story ; Romances, Chansons de Gestes
existed in plenty ; but it was the Celestina

which foreshadowed what the modern novel
might be, which in the future should sup-

plant all these interminable epics and
romances where fancy ran wild into weari-
some extravagances and inconceivable im-
possibilities. It gave equal promise of

what the modern comedy might become,
when Mysteries and Moralities should be
succeeded by the modern play. Echoes there

doubtless are in it of the old Roman drama

;

and yet there is something that tells us that

ere long the Latin comedy would be not
only equalled but surpassed, in the wider
outlook, the more varied and subtle and
delicate drawing, of the modern stage. For
it is one of the strange peculiarities of this

tragi-comedy that it is so hard to classify.

As a drama it coiild never have been
acted ; it is essentially a work to be
read, not seen. If it could be presented
on any stage, we should turn from it in

disgust. If Celestina be but another and
earlier lago, yet the greater foulness of her
task excites repulsion merely. Even in

Shakspere we feel that it needs only a little

more, and we should hiss lago off the

boards : the slightest relaxation of the self-

restraint which marks the consummate artist

would make lago unendurable. And this

is the reason why so many class the

work as a novel, a novel in dialogue;

and why, in Rivadeneyra's Biblio'eca de

Autores Espaiioles, it finds its place among
the "Novelistas Anteriores ii Cervantes."

Thus, too, it is the parent of a double
progeny—on the stage and in the library.

Its faults lie not in the delineation of its

characters. Celestina is a wonderful crea-

tion, and has never been surpassed ; Calisto

and Melibea are scarcely more passion-mad
than are Romeo and Juliet ; and Melibea,

though she falls, attracts quite as much as

Juliet at iirst, and moves us to greater pity

afterwards. The delineation of the servants,

the bully, and their female companions, is

a specimen of the almost photographic

exactness in which the creators of the

picaresque novel have always excelled. The
fault of the piece lies in its length and
tediousness, in the pedantry and the moral-
ising which are put into the mouth of all

characters equally. Celestina is as moral
and as pious in her words as she is immoral
and impious in her acts ; and this woman
of the people is as pedantic and quotes

classical authors almost as freely as the

educated Ploberio.

It needs scarcely any acquaintance with
the literature of the time to know how a
translator of the age of Elizabeth and
Jamos would delight in such a work.
Mabbe fairly revels in the pedantry and
learned allusions of his original. He
never attempts in the least to abridge
his work ; he constantly adds new flowers

to the blossoming rhetoric ; he loves to

cap a Spanish proverb with an English
one, or even inserts one of his own when he
has a fair chance. His delight in the task,

and the labour which he has bestowed on
it, are manifest to every reader. It is but
seldom he omits anything or shirks a diffi-

culty, though in the first lino of the
Argument to Act I. ho does translate En pot
de nn falcon tujo (" after one of his hawks ")

by "after his usual manner." But a little

after he renders Quedese, no me euro by '
' Let

him alone, and bite upon the bit, come
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what will, I care not." In the same way he
interpolates in the beginning of Act IV.
" So that my sweetmeat shall have soure

since." Then again he expands Quien es

esta vifja qu? vicne haldeando ? into "What
old witch is this, that thus comes trayling

her taile on the ground ? Look how she

sweeps the streets with her gowne ! Fie,

what a dust ehee makes !
" Paz sea en esta

casa (" peace be to this house ") becomes
" By thy leave, sweet beauty."

This last is an amusing instance of the

only unfair liberty which Mabbe takes with
his text. His Puritanism has an unbounded
abhorrence of anything that savours of

Eomanism, or of irreverence. Bios (God)
becomes "heaven" or "Jove," "Jove
pardon you " ; and the like pedantry
breaks out ia the version of Effuerza,

e^fti'rza, Cehsiina ; " Coraggio, Coraggio,
Celestina," a phrase which so well marks
out the Tudor translations of which Mabbe's
is a choice specimen.
The book is excellently printed. This

version of the Celestina should be read by
all who do not understand Spanish ; for no
one can rightly appreciate the evolution of

the drama and the novel without some
acquaintance with the Celestina, either in

the original or in a good translation. No
guide can be more pleasant for such a
purpose than this reprint of Mabbe, with
Mr. Fitztnaurice-Keliy's admirable Intro-

duction. WEiriwoKTn Webster.

Mhodesta of To-day. A Description of the
Present Condition and the Prospects of

Matabeloland and Mashonaland. By
E. F. Knight. (Longmans.)

We welcome with pleasure a new work by
the author of that delightful book TF/iere

Three Empires Meet. Mr. Knight spent the
first seven months of last year in travelling

ia Matabeleland and Mashonaland ; he
entered Matabeleland at its south-western
end and left Mashonaland by Manica and
Beira, having wandered over some 1200
miles. During this time he acted as corre-

spondent of The Timet ; and portions of the
articles he wrote for that paper are repro-
duced in the present volume, which he was
induced to write by the multitude of
questions put to him by all sorts of people
—miners, traders, farmers, artisans, and
men of all degrees and conditions—respect-
ing the territory of the Chartered Company,
its capabilities, its prospects, and the chances
of success for those who might settled in it.

Small as Mr. Knight's book is, it contains
a mass of information, and most questions
that can be reasonably asked by intending
emigrants will bo found answered in its

pages. He formed a very high opinion
of the Chartered Company's country and
considers that it has a great future before
it : noje of its advantages have been over-
rated, while its disadvantages have been
exaggerated, and many of these will diminish
and even disappear as the country becomes
more settled.

If, then, the country is so good, who had
better go there ? Certainly not clerks,

there is no opening for them ; nor for the
white unskilled labourer. He can do nothing
there, his place is filled already by the

black man : native labour is abundant,
efficient, and so cheap that no white labour
can compete with it.

" These elementary facts," says Mr. Knight,
"should be impressed on the minds of poor
men at home who have read glowing tales of

the fortunes made by diggers in Australia and
California, and who imagine the conditions are
the same in Africa. The white unskilled
labourer can do nothing here ; if he remains
ia the country he is likely to degrade into that
shame of our race to be found in every country
where native labour is procurable, the mean
white, a lower creature far than the black
savage by his side."

It is not only the peaceful Mashonas who
supply any amount of native labour, but
also the warlike Matabele. These turbulent
savages have in an incredibly short space of

timo been completely pacified.

"Absolute security in life and properly was
the immediate result of the successful campaign
which broke up the Matabele military system;
and very great credit indeed is due to the
administrator and other officers of the Chartered
Company, who have with such admirable tact,

discretion, and decision brought about this end."

One inducement to work is the hut tax

;

the money to pay this tax must be earned,

and this leads on to the desire to earn
more. It is found that those who come
in to do a month's work, to earn their

hut tax, often remain for six months.
Even the lazy Matabele warrior, Mr.
Knight tells us, who of old, after

he had earned enough to buy a sufficiency

of wives, would work no more all his life

through, has found the hut tax a stimulus
to exertion. The immigrants for whom there
is the greatest demand are farmers and
skilled artisans, especially masons and
carpenters ; there is a limited demand for

skilful miners from Cornwall ; but the least

speculative and most profitable business
that can be undertaken by a pioneer is

market gardoning in the vicinity of a rising

township. Whether of the right or wrong
sort, adventurers are pouring into Matabele-
land, as is shown by the white population
of Buluwayo, which in April, 1894, num-
bered but 2o0, and by August had increased

to .3,000.

Our author speaks very highly of the
climate of both Mashonaland and Mata-
beleland. The former has earned an un-

enviable and undeserved reputation for

unhealthiness ; that malaria is more preva-
lent than in Matabeleland he attributes to

the fact of there having been fewer
cattle in the country to eat down the
long rank grass, twelve feet in height,

and even more in part of the low-
lands, which rots away after the rains and
naturally produces fever. This will be
remedied by the increase of cattle ; and even
where there is malaria, Mr. Knight was
assured by resident medical men that it was
of a very mild type. But there is something
more dangerous than malarial fever, which
is not confined to Mashonaland ; and that is

drink. "Men die of whisky, and their
friends charitably call it fever."

One of the most important industries in
both Mashonaland and Matabeleland will

be mining. Mr. Knight praises the
mining regulations of the Chartered Com-
pany, and compares them very favourably '

with those of the Transvaal. The object of
the Company is to attract many men of
moderate means rather than a single large
capitalist. Whether the Company is wise
in this or not, it certainly does not
deserve to be stigmatised as a corpora-
tion of greedy cipitalists, whose enter-
prise can enriih none save themselves
and other wealthy speculators. The same
principles govern the land regulations
of the Company. Middle men are now
generally in bad odour, and they do not
escape at the hands of Mr. Knight. If the
instances he gives of exorbitant charges
and enormous profits are characteristic and
not exceptional, then the dealers deserve aU
that can be said against them ; but com-
petition will gradually remedy this evil,

though at present it must put a serious
hindrance in the way of emigration, and is

very hard on youngsters in the Civil Service
and others of limited income. Mr. Knight
recommends young fellows fresh from home
or from Cape Colony to enlist in the
Company's mounted police : they will learn
much about the country and the natives.

A large proportion of the troopers are
gentlemen who have held Her Majesty's
commission or been at public schools or the
universities.

Mr. Knight considers the future of the
Chartered Company as assured, and con-
cludes with the following remarks, which
will, doubtless, be distasteful to a certain
class of politicians, but will be cordially

agreed with by the great bulk of
Englishmen :

"Mr. Rhodes will now have his reward in be -

holding a prosperous community of his fellow-
countrymen in occupation of this rich territory,
which, by his foresight, determination, states-
manship, and strife for years with opponents
at home and abroad, he has secured to Great
Britain. It should always be remembered that,
had it not been for his untiring vigilance, this
vast high plateau, with its gold and its wealth
of pastoral and arable lands, would ere this
have fallen into the hands of one or other of
the three foreign Powers which keeuly con-
tested its possession with the Premier of Cape
Colony."

W. WlCKIIAM.

NEW NOVELS.

Mr. Jervis. By B. M. Croker. In 3 vols.

(Chatto & Windus.)

Shilrich, the Drummer ; or, Loyal and True.
By Julia Agnes Eraser. In 3 vols.

(Remington.)

The Friends of Innisheen. By Wilfred
In 2 vols. (Ward & Dwney.)

(Fisher

By F. M. Allen.

WooUam.
ITelen. By Oswald Yalentine.

Unwin.)

Sallyheg Junction.

(Downey.)

First Davenport of Bramhall. By
Bradbury, (Digby, Long & Co.)

Killeen ; a Study of Girlhood.

O'Connor Morris. (Elliot Stock.)

A Blind Man^s Love.

(Drane.)

A Dawnliss Fate. By Ivon Hamilton
Campion. (Digby, Long & Co.)

Mrs. CnoKEu's new story is full of life and

Joseph

By E.

By Laurence John.
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motion. Her previous novels have been

excellent in their way, as sketches of

character ; but there is a greater grasp in

the present work, and from one point of

view it may be described as a sustained

comedy of Anglo-Indian manners. The
scene is laid at a station in the hills, where
the two rivals and match-makers, Mrs.

Langrishe and Mrs. Brands, keep the social

game alive for the whole body of residents.

The former is the wife of a military officer,

the latter of a civilian high in the

service. They are capitally drawn, and the

reader will never suffer a moment's ennui

while they are on the stage. They
both decide on importing a niece—the

one from Calcutta and the other from
England ; but whereas Mrs. Langrishe's

niece, Lalla Paske, is a vicious little thing

—though regarded by the officers as fas-

cinating — Mrs. Brando's niece, Honor
Gordon, is a tall, stately young woman of

noble appearance and demeanour. There
suddenly appears at the station '

' Mr.
Jorvis," the handsome adopted son of a
proprietor of patent foods ; but while upon
his travels he allows his companion, Oapt.

Waring — a gambler and a man of

desperate antecedents—to pose as the

millionaire. Many an amusing con'retemps

ensues before the true position of Mr.
Jervis is revealed, and the iniquities of the

impostor. Waring, are fuUy exposed. Mrs.
Langrishe seems at first to be outdistancing

her rival, but in the end there is only weep-
ing and gnashing of teeth for her. After
lavishing every attention upon her niece,

and triumphantly securing a baronet as her
promised husband, the volatile Lalla loses

all her chances, and the baronet as well, by
kicking her heels too high at a theatrical

entertainment. The wedding cake had even
been prepared ; and when in a flood of tears

Mrs. Langrishe asked what was to be done
with it, the incorrigible Lalla actually

counselled her to "raffle it! " Meanwhile,
the loves of the virtuous Jervis and Honor
proceed, through divers trials and misunder-
standings, to a happy conclusion ; and Mrs.
Brande enjoys a further triumph over the
rival queen of the station when her husband
is knighted. The novel is sparkling and
amusing all through, and there is not a
dull page in it.

There are many stirring and pathetic
scenes in Miss Eraser's Shilrick, the Drummer

;

but what will chiefly militate against this

novel is its portentous length. Each page
contains double the ordinary quantity of

matter, and ^there are no fewer than i044
pages in the three volumes. This is a pity,

because with concentration tho authoress
might have achieved a distinct success. The
story is a romance of the Irish EeboUion of

1798, and all the characters are clearly

drawn. A few references to them will show
what kind of entertainment the reader has
to expect. First comes the young Irish
gentleman, Morven O'Neill, who led the
rising under the name of Michael Cluny. He
was of a strikingly handsome presence, with
a lofty nature and a subtle fascination about
him which none could resist. He has for
his bride Estolle de Montmorenci, a lady of
high lineage, delicate in appearance, but
with an intensity of feeling in her nature

which carries her through unnumbered
hardships. Their trials and wanderings elicit

our sympathy, which is enhanced when they
both perish under melancholy circumstances.

Owen Maguire, O'Neill's faithful attendant,

is a sterling old fellow ; whUe Shilrick

O'Toole, the brave little drummer, is a
character in ten thousand. Eather than
betray the trust reposed in him by others,

he suffered the pain of a court-martial, was
condemned to death, and only reprieved to

go through more suffering still. Miss Frasor
deserves credit for her careful delineation of

the drummer-boy. Eveleen Corrie is a
bewitching Irish girl, who likewise passes

through seas of trouble before she is

united at last to her lover, Capt. Annesley.
Thalia Coghlan and Kerry O'Toole are

another couple whose fortunes we follow

with interest, and there is even a fourth

pair of lovers to diversify the narrative.

In fact, it is a remarkable circumstance in

cDnnexion with this novel that the charac-

ters in it, though so numerous, all establish

claims of their own upon us. Of course

there is a traitor in the camp, Thaddeus
Magin, who betrays O'Neill to his death,

and brings trouble upon Shilrick. Miss
Fraser depicts several historical episodes of

the Rebellion ; but these may be read with
gfreater fulness elsewhere, and serve only to

swell the proportions of the present story.

There is decided power, though of an
ill-regulated type, in Tlie Friends ofLmisheen.

The author's efforts seem somewhat in-

coherent, but he may acquire literary finish

in time. The "friends" indicated in the

title—Ernest Drake and Eustace Delamere
—are at first represented in a most favour-

able light, and the friendship between the

older and the younger man has something
genuine about it. Trouble arises through
the vagaries of Drake's wife Norah, from
whom her husband was separated owing to

a painful misunderstanding. '
' Along with

her clear-eyed, sunny Irish face, Norah had
inherited bewitching ways," which had
either come down to her from some ances-

tress, or had been acquired before the

mirror. She evjn got Ernest's young friend

Eustace within her toils, though he was
quite unaware of her identity. The scene

at the last, where she loses her life in a
terrible accident, the result of a mad race

between life and death, is really dramatic

;

but it might have been averted if Drake
had been a little more explicit with Dela-

mere at an earlier stage. Like the immortal
Silas Wegg, Drake occasionally " drops

into poetry." To do him justice, his verses

are sometimes very fair ; but as he makes
" corn" rhyme with " dawn," it is obvious

that there is considerable room for im-

provement.

Helen, the latest edition to the " Pseu-

donym Library," is by no means equal to

some of its predecessors. Helen Lemarde-
lay, a girl who ia longing to sacrifice herself

to some one, though she has not yet found
the man worthy of her affections, at length

—to use a sporting phrase—" puts all her
money " on George Aston, a clever young
Cambridge man with advanced ideas. After

marriage they begin to drift apart. He
writes books which she does not under-

stand; and he cultivates the society of a
seductive Mrs. Castellain, which she
unfcrtunately does understand. Trouble
ensues, and a considerable time elapses

before things are put right ; but at the last

there seems to be a distinct rapprochement.

It is but just to say that the style in which
this little volume is written is above tho

average, and better than its matter.

liallyheg Junction iff a capital piece of Irish

comedy. The name of "F. M. Allen"
would of itself be a sufficient guarantee for

the reader ; but even this amusing author

has never excelled his present sketch for

genuine, uproarious fun. The deecription

of the founding and working of the Kilma-
hone and Ballybeg Junction Railway is

described with keen humour; and this is

intensified when we come to the account of

the "warm" reception tendered to the

English secretary who went out to take

charge of the line. The official whom he
intended to supplant played it somewhat
low down upon his rival, it must be
admitted ; but one cannot help being

convulsed with laughter over the comical

adventures which make him more anxious

to resign the secretaryship within a space of

twenty-four hours than he had ever been to

take it up. There is a love-story running
through the volume; and the reader will

find himself admiring the pretty Irish girl,

Hose O'Donnell, as warmly almost as her

fortunate lover, William Macready Walsh,
did.

First Davenport of JJramhall is written

somewhat in the high " 'Ercles' vein."

The time of the story is the middle of

the fifteenth century. There is a good deal

of the " By my halidom !
" about it ; but a

novel is not necessarily historical because it

is liberally besprinkled with such phrases.

As a matter of fact, "First Divenport of

Bramhall" himself is a bit of a bore, and
the whole thing is deadly dull, and fails to

convey to us a true picture of English life

during tho Wars of the Eoses. A worthy
knight is taken unawares by the villain of

the narrative and thrown into the Mersey.

Davenport rescues him, and in course of

a sanguinary encounter with the offender

brings the same watery vengeance upon
him. He is thought to be dead, but we
know better. The villain revives to do a

good deal more mischief before the story

closes. There are two pairs of lovers, who,
after playing at cross purposes for a time,

shake down into the right matrimonial

grooves at tho end.

Miss O'Connor Morris may be congratu-

lated upon her charming idyllic study of

girl life, Killeen. We trace the fortunes of

sweet Nesta Thorold from girlhood to

beautiful womanhood and marriage with

real interest. Indeed, Nesta is one of the

best girl characters we have recently met
with in fiction. She ia delightfully natural

;

and by her innocent and loving ways she

breaks down many an icy human barrier,

and changes the hatred or indifference of

her enemies into tenderness and affection.

Her lover, Major Chichester, is worthy of

her, and it is pleasant to see them united

after a period of bitter misunderstanding.
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A handsome, but wicked, young woman
forms the central figure in A Blind Man's
Love. By lying and intrigue she captures

a blind baronet, marrying him for the sake
of his title and wealth. The latter she

proceeds to dissipate at the card-table, and
things become so warm at last that she
elopes with an old lover. After a short

time he casts her off, and she sinks from
one depth of degradation to another till

death ends her miserable existence. She is

penitent at the last, and obtains the forgive-

ness of those whom she has deeply injured.

At a later date the blind baronet marries

the only woman whom he has ever really

loved, and who has remained true in her
affection for him through many trials. There
is nothing whatever striking in this little

story ; but the character of Sir Giles Attwood
is fairly drawn, and the same may be sail

of that of Mary Wantage, his good angel.

In apologising for his gory narrative,

A Bawnless Fate, Mr. Campion states that

he wrote it, first, that Truth alone may
stand, and, secondly, that Justice may be
for the dead. Well, if it had never appeared,
we fail to see why Truth should have been
unable to hold up, or why Justice should
have tottered upon her throne. Instead of

having the vraisemblance of reality, the
whole work appears to us essentially iinreal.

Among the incidents is the murder of a
baronet, for which crime an innocent clergy-
man is hanged. Before the life penalty is

exacted the prisoner's mother dies in his
cell while visiting him, and the wretched
man's betrothed dies about the time of his

execution. After many years the hero of
the story, in discovering his own father,

also discovers in him the baronet's murderer.
G. Baknett Smith.

CURRENT LITERATURE.
Here, There, and Everywhere. By Baron de
Malortie. (Ward & Downey.) This book is

published without date, which is always an
error, and with an apology which its very
interesting contents render quite needless. It
is difBcult in some of these pieces to find the
Baron, who is one of the most modest of
recorders. As a Hanoverian subject, he gives
first place to letters from his late Majesty,
King Emestus Augustus, which, however, do
not justify his description as " a valuable con-
tribution to contemporary history." He adores
Bishop Dupanloup, Ferdinand of Naples, the
Franco-Austrian Emperor of Mexico, the Comte
de Cbambord, and is, in all things, a Boyalist
of Koyalists. But his faith in kings was dashed
with uncomfortable reflection when he met
General Bosco, the defender of Gacta, at
Trieste, a needy guest at the table of the Comte
de Chambord

:

'"Je suit au bout de tnoa roukaii,' said the
General, ' and unless I can cam enough to live
I shall have to enlist as a private or '—and a sad
look came oyer his handsome face—' or be obliged
to take to a barrel-organ.' ' Surely his Majesty
would not allow you to want anything?' Bosco
gave a faint smile. ' They'll take your very heart's
blood

; there ia no tactifice they will not exact

—

all that as a matter of course ; but lo ! find your-
self in want and you will see. The great are the
fame everywhere, all selfish and ungrateful.'

"

Some friend of the ex-king who has lately
died, leaving a fortune of millions, should
make haste to explain this most cruel neglect of
one who had surely a first claim upon his

Majesty's purse. The Baron thinks the
Empress Carlota of Mexico " one of the most
rexarkable women of her day"; and if this
book contained nothing but the pathetic
account of her vain entreaty of Napoleon III.,
and her consequent insanity, it would be a
remarkable work. The poor afflicDed lady's
refusal to quit the Vatican after an interview
with Pio Nono ; the hasty furnishing of a bed-
chamber by the Pope and Antonolli for a sex
so foreign to the Papal palace ; the way in
which she was beguiled to visit a convent, where
she conducted herself with imperial sanity,
until seeing a steaming pot aufeu, she plunged
her arm into the boiling mess and seized a
piece of meat, which she ate with avidity—her
delusion being that the food given to herself
would be poisoned—all this and much more
makes, perhaps, the most harrowing chapter of
biography that has ever been recorded. The
first compliment received from a crowned head
by Napoleon III. was the ribbon of a Saxon
order ; and Count Beust, long after, remarked
to Baron de Malortie, "It seems odd that
Saxony should owe its existence, and the king
his throne, to a bit of ribbon." That is "a
valuable contribution to contemporary his-
tory," and the statesman who spoke knew the
facts; for it was Beust himself who, after
Sadowa, while Bismarck was about to swallow
Saxony, hurried to the TuUeries and

grateful promise that
should not be touched.
"J'en fais mon affaire."
of only less interest
Red Prince," who some

heard Napoleon's
the king's crown
Napoleon added.
Another incident
is recorded of the

contemporaries, De Quester and Burlamaqtu,
a few more details might have been gleaned
by Mr. Hyde, through a reference to the
Harleian Society's reprint of the London
Visitations, The name of Sorbicre is mis-
printed on p. 32, and his visit to England took
place nearly thirty years after the date which
is assigned to it. The opening sentence on p.
130 makes mention of a "Mr. John Nicholas "

writing to his son, Mr. Edward Nicholas ; and
from such an expression few—very few

—

readers would draw the conclusion that the
latter Nicholas was afterwards a Secretary of
State, and that his father was a country gentle-
man of good position in Wiltshire. More, too,
might have been made of Daniel O'Neale, who
was a Member of Parliament for St. Ives.
But such additional details can easily be in-

corporated in a subsequent issue. Mr. Hyde
has the satisfaction of knowing that his labours
among the State papers and the official records
of the kingdom have added materially to the
stock of knowledge previously at the service of
the public with respect to the working of the
Post Office to the close of the seventeenth
century.

what rudely said to the Hanoverian Baron,
"Well, Malortie, when will you have there the
Eagle instead of the White Horse ? " to which
the Baron replied, with a cool but respectful
bow, "The day, Sir, when the Hanoverians
shall prefer the White Horse of Bronzell to
that of Hanover." The retort was smart in-
deed, and we give it to show that the Baron is

very able in repartee, if not in style as a writer.
It is, however, common to tease Prussians with
reference to the Bronzell mare, that animal
being the only prisoner made by the Prince of
Prussia and the army invading Baden to re-
press the insurrection, when they dispersed the
rebels at Bronzell without firing a shot. But
old King William, hearing of the incident, sum-
moned the Governor of Berlin and the general
commanding the Guards, and ordered his
nephew in iheir presence to apologise and to
shake hands with the Baron, an honour which
the King followed, whispering sternly as he
held the Baron's hand, " Your tongue is also
rather long, and you might as well have dis-
pensed with your allusion to my white mare of
Bronzell." We have shown that this is a work
of uncommon interest. And if, instead of giving
an unconnected series of pieces or chapters, the
Baron had thrown his notes and recollections
and experiences into a well-linked and some-
what autobiographical form, the result might
not have been more valuable, but it would
have attracted a far greater body of readers,
and would have done far greater credit to his
literary reputation.

Mb. Hyde's volume on The Post in Qrant and
Farm (A. & C. Black) is a work of independent
research, which supplements in many particu-
lars the more extended treatise on the Post
Office which was recently written by Mr.
Joyce. Witherings, who was connected with
the office during the troublous period from
1632 to 1651, is the chief hero of the narrative.

His energy was unbounded and his enthusiasm
was unquenched. He is justly described as
the forerunner of a long line of able and
zealous official«, whose arduous labours have
built up the stately fabric of the postal system
at home and in the colonies. As regards his

Letters from Sehastopol. By Colonel Camp-
bell. (Bentley.) Colonel Campbell's letters,

or some of them, were worth publishing; but
the collection had been better if cut down to
two-thirds of its present size. No new light is

thrown across the events of 1854-5, but the
words of a man speaking from the trenches
can never be without their value. Campbell
seems to have been possessed of great common
sense, perhsjps a rarer quality than courage, and
to have shown undoubted pluck throughout the
whole trying and woefullymismanaged business.

Lord Wolseley contributes a capital preface; and
his remarks on the fitness of publishing "the
diaries and correspondence of thoughtful
officers who daily recorded their impressions on
the spot " are fully justified so far as this

volume is concerned. Some of the letters are
painful reading, showing relentlessly, as they
do, the difficulties put by their government in
the way of men fighting England's battles.
But somehow, on closing the record, one is not
altogether sorry that those in power misbehaved
themselves so wantonly, for the courage and
good temper of the soldiers only shines out
more brightly. To students of the war, and
the events leading up to and following close
upon it, these letters will be full of interest

;

and it would be scarcely possible to find a
braver book to put into a schoolboy's hands.
The work is made more valuable by Lowes
Dickinson's admirable portrait of the writer.

Odd Bits of History. By Henry W. Wolff.
(Longmans.) Mr. Wolff's book, though too
scrappy to be quite satisfactory, makes pleasant
enough reading. His style is not particularly
good, but it is not aggressive; and one forgets
its [faults—always excepting the excessive use
of italicised French—in the pursuit of queer
bits of knowledge. An essay entitled "The
Remnant of a Great Race " has more value than
the other contributions, some of which are
fragile and unsatisfying. Doubtless there are
many people who like to take their history in

small doses, and to such Mr. Wolff's pages will

be palatable. Qualities there are too, here and
there, that make the volume profitable even to

more serious students.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Jin. John Murray announces The Crimean
War, from First to Last, being extracts from
the private letters and journals of General Sir

Daniel Lysons, G.C.B., Constable of the Tower,
with illustrations from the author's own draw-
ings and plans. In explanation of the title.
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it may be Bt»t«d that " Fightiiig Dan Lysons "

was the first soldier to jump ashore at the

landing at " Old Port," and that he never left

the camp of the Light Division for a single day
from the commencement to the end of the war.

lie was present at the skirmish on the Boul-

ganak, at the battle of the Alma, at the affair

of McKenzie's heights, at the battle of Inker-

uian ; and he served in the trenches throughout

the siege, including both attacks on the Redan.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. are issuing this

week the fourth volume of English Prose, edited

by Mr. Henry Craik, containing selections

from the great prose writers of the eighteenth

century.

The three next volumes in the " Badminton
Library" will be: Dancing, by Mrs. Lilly

Grove; Billiards, byMajor W. Broadfoot, R.E.

;

and Modern Sea-Fishing, by John Bickerdyke,

with contributions on foreign fish and tarpon

by Mr. W. Senior and Mr. A. C. Harmsworth,
and illustrations by Mr. C. Napier Hemy.

Messrs. Chatto & Windus will publish

shortly a volume of Social Essays, by Mr.
Walter Besant, to be entitled As We Are : As
We May Be.

Next week a volume of Essays and Studies,

by Mr. J. Churton Collins, wiU be published

by Messrs. Macmillan & Co. It includes essays

from the Quarterly, onDryden, the Predecessors

of Sbakspere, Lord Chesterfield's Letters, and
the Person of Shaksperian Criticism; and an
essay from the Cornhill on Menander. They
have all been revised and enlarged ; and the
author believes that they show reason why
certain conventional literary verdicts, in some
cases of important concern, should be recon-
sidered.

Messrs. William Blackwood & Sons hope
that the Life of General Sir Edward Hamley,
which is being written by Mr. A. Innes Shand,
will be ready for publication early in the
spring.

Miss Maroaret Benson, the daughter of

the Archbishop of Canterbury, has written a
small volume of sketches and studies of

animals in their domestic relations, entitled

Subject to Vanity, The book, illustrated by the
authoress, will be published by Messrs. Methuen
next week.

Mrs. Hamilton Kino is about to publish,

with Messrs. W. B. Whittingham & Co., two
small volumes in commemoration of Cardinal
Manning. The first is of poems, entitled

The Prophecy of Westminster ; &c., and the
second consists of extracts from his Anglican
Sermons, illustrative of his character.

TllE new volume of Book Prices Current,
containing the result of the Book Sales during
1894, will be published next week by Mr.
Elliot Stock. Several fresh features which
have not appeared in the earlier volumes will

mark the new one.

A NEW volume by Mr. 8. R. Crockett,
entitled Bog-Myrlle and Peat, is announced by
Messrs. Bliss, Sands & Foster for publication

ou March 1. It consists of tales, chiefly of

Galloway, gathered between the year 1889 and
the present time.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will shortly publish
A Jung's Diary, by Mr. Percy White, author
of "Mr. Bailey-Martin." It will be issued in

a peculiar form, and will be followed by
other works produced in a similar manner.
Mr. Max Pemberton has undertaken the selec-

tion and editing of thif new departure in pocket
editions.

Messrs. HuToniNSON & Co. will issue shortly

a translation, by Mr. E. Vizetelly, of M. Zola's
novel. The Mysteries of Marseilles, with a new
portrait of the author for frontispiece.

The same firm have also nearly ready a novel

by a new writer, F. F. MonU'esor, entitled

Into the Highways and Hedges, which, although
of three-volume length, will be issued in one
volume. The story is one of fifty years ago

;

and the principal figures are a rough poacher
and a young lady, who, under peculiar circum-
stances, had become his wife. Several of the
scenes are laid in Newgate Prison,

Two of the novels announced for early pub-
lication by Messrs. Chatto & Windus are
severally entitled /» Deacon's Orders and Under
Sealed Orders.

An historical romance of the immediate
future, entitled Marmaduke, Emperor of
Europe, by an anonymous author, will be
published shortly by Messr?. Edmund Durrant
& Co. , of Chelmsford. A great portion of the

plot is laid in East Anglia.

Mr. J. Wilson McLaren, author of " Scots

Poems and Ballants," is giving the finishing

touches to a new novel, entitled " Weir the

Wizard," which will appear serially in the

Qlasgow Weekly Mail.

Messrs. Diody, Long & Co. will publish

immediately the following : The Wrong of Fate,

by Lillias Lobenhoffor ; The Maid of Havodwen,
by John Ferran ; and A Tale of Two Curates,

by the Rev. James Copner.

Messrs. Longmans & Co. have in the press

a volume of Ballads and other Verses, by Mr.
A. S. Beesley, one of the assistant masters at

Marlborough, who wrote the Life of Sir John
Franklin in the " New Plutarch " series.

A YOLTJME of essays by the late Dr. Theo-
philus Campbell, entitled Studies in Biblical and
Ecclesiastical Subjects, is announced for early

publication by Mr. EUiot Stock.

Mr. H. R. Allenson will publish imme-
diately a volume of travels, entitled Trips, by
Mr. Henry Kilby, with illustrations by the

author. Algeria, Holland, and the North Cape
are among the places of interest described.

Mr. James Rodway's book. In the Guiana
Forest, which has won for him the title of " the

Jefferies of the Tropics," has just entered its

second edition. Other editions have appeared

in the United States and in the West Indies.

Mr. Edward Almack, who is engaged upon
a bibliography of the Eikon Basilike, asks

persons who may be possessed of copies, or of

other information relating thereto, to com-
municate with him (care of Messrs. Blades,

East & Blades, Abehurch-lane, E.C.).

He states that one of Messrs. Blades's most
experienced compositors has been engaged for

four months in setting up his description of the

early editions, &o., and that about fifty

title-pages have already been reproduced in

facsimile.

Under the auspices of the Sunday Lecture

Society, Mr. James Craven will deliver a

lecture at St. George's Hall, Langham-place,
on January 27, on "Some Absurdities of the

Law," in which reference will be made to the

existing state of the law with regard to lectures

on Sunday.

Mr. John Lane, of the Bodley Head, has

sent to his friends, as a sort of Christmas

present, a pretty little quarto pamphlet, con-

sisting of a reprint of Sir Thomas Bodley's

brief autobiography (Oxford, 1047), which is

itself a great rarity. The copy from which
the present reprint was made was given to

Mr. Lane—it is interesting to learn—by his

former partner, Mr. Elkin Mathews. There is,

we believe, a MS. version of it, differing at

least in spelling, in the Bodleian Library. By
way of illustration are given one of many
existing portraits of Bodley—two others may
be seen in Macray's Annals of the Bodleian

Library (second edition, 1890) ; and a repro-
duction of the Bodley medal, struck from the
design of Jean Warin, of which only three
copies are known to exist. In an Introduction
Mr. Lane tells the story of the origin of
his publishing business. Wo need only note
here that Mr. Mathews came from Exeter,
Bodley's birthplace; and that Mr. Lane, too,

is a Devonshire man.

THE FORTHOOMING MAGAZINES.
The Century Magazine for February will

contain an article on " The Death of Emin
Pasha," by Mr. R. Dorsey Mohun, the U.S.
agent in the Congo Free State ; and also a
story called " Ho would a Wooing Go," by Mr.
Frank Pope Humphrey, author of the "New
England Cactus," in the Pseudonym Library.

Canon Tristram, who recently visited Japan,
is giving his experiences in the Leisure Hour.
Through his daughter, who speaks the language,
he was able to see and understand many place?

and things which are hidden from the ordinary
English tourist.

The February number of Oassell's Magaziie
opens with an article upon " Some Royal Pets,"

illustrated with drawings by Mr. Ernest M.
Jessop, to whom special facilities for the pur-

pose were given at Windsor and Saudringha-n.

Mr. H. H. Johnston, the Imperial Com-
missioner and Consul - General for Central

Africa, contributes an illustrated article on the

Hausa people to the Leisure Uour for February.
The same number also contains an account of

Mysore and the late Maharaja, by General Sir

George Wolseley.

The Sunday at Home is publishing a series

of reproductions of photographs of the Giant
Cities of Bashan, taken during a recent journey
by Major Algernon Heber-Percy.

In the Quiver for February Miss T. Sparrow
continues her account of her experiences "As
One of the Penniless Poor," "With the Fish-

Curers" being the special subject of this

month's paper. The same number contains
" A Day in the Life of a Bishop," by the Rev.

Montague Fowler, chaplain to the Archbishop
of Canterbury, with illustrated photographs
taken at Lambeth and Wells and in the Mela-
nesian Mission.

The February number of The Churchman
will contain an article by the Rev. J. E.
Watts-Ditchfield on " Men's Services," giving

an account of the extraordinary success of the

movement at St. Peter's, HoUoway. Articles

will also appear by Judge Warren, Archdeacon
Wynne, Dr. Sinker, and Mr. Hay-Aitken,

In

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.
Convocation at Oxford next Tuesday, it

will be proposed to confer the degree of Doctor
of Medicine, by decree of the house, upon Dr.

J. S, Burdon-Sanderson, the new regius pro-

fessor of medicine. Until the appointment of

a successor, Prof. Burdon-Sanderson will con-

tinue to discharge the duties of the Waynflete
chair of physiology.

Prof. Bywater has been elected to an
honorary fellowship at Exeter, of which college

he had long been a fellow, until his appoint-

ment to the regius chair of Greek transferred

him to Christ Ctiurch.

Prof. J. E. B. Mayor proposes to lecture

this term at Cambridge on " Seneca's Epistles."

At Oxford, Prof. Ellis is lecturing on " Statius's

Silvae," and is also giving instruction in the

writing of Latin verses.

Mr. F. T. Palgrave, professor of poetry at

Oxford, proposes to deliver a course of lectures
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upon " Landscape as dealt with in Poetry,"
beginning with the poets of Greece and Rome.

PfiOF. Percy Gabdxer announces a public
lecture at Oxford, on February 4, on "The Life
and Work of Sir Charles Newton."

Mr. E. Warington, the new Sibthorpian
professor of rural economy at Oxford, has
chosen for the subject of his inaugural lecture
" The Present Relations of Agricultural Art and

, Natural Science."

Under the auspices of the Teachers'
Training Syndicate, Mr. J. Bass Mullinger,
university lecturer in history, will deliver a
course of twelve lectures at Cambridge this

term on "The History of Education."

The Gamble priza at Girton College has
been awarded to Miss Isabel Maddison, for her
essay on '-Singular Solutions of Differential
Equations of the First Order, and the Geo-
metrical Properties of certain In-variants and
Co-variants of their Complete Primitives."

Under the will of Miss Susan Kidd, the
University of Oxford has received the bequest
of a portrait of her father. Dr. John Kidd,
sometime regius professor of medicine.

At the annual meeting of the Cambridge
Philological Society, to be held on Thursday of
this week, Mr. Eirikr Magnusson was to read
a paper on " The Myth of Yggdrasill." Prof.
Postgate is proposed for re-election as presi-
dent, and Dr. Henry Jackson as a new vice-
president. From the accounts for last year, it

appears that the society is in a flourishing
condition. The total number of members is

151, of whom just half have compounded.
The investments amount to £800, estimated at
their par value ; but £300 of this is in the con-
solidated stock of the Bombay and Baroda
Railway, which sells at a premium of more
than 100. In addition, there is a balance at
the bank of £1 GO.

At the extraordinary meeting of the Convo-
cation of London University, held last Tuesday,
the resolutions of the annual committee,
Approving generally the scheme of the Royal
Commissioners, were adopted by a majority of
17J votes to 206. Earlier in the same day,
Lcrd Rosebery, in reply to an influential
df putation, had announced the intention of the
Government to propose a Statutory Commission
to carry the scheme into effect.

Messes. Williams & Nokoate, of London
and Edinburgh, have opened a branch of their
business at Oxford, in the Broad, chiefly for tho
sale of foreign books.

Me. Aetuue Sidowick, reader in Greek at
Oxford, will deliver a lecture before the Ethical
Society, on Sunday next, at 7.30 p.m., at Essex
Hall, Strand, upon " Primitive Ethical Ideas
among the Greeks."

We quote tho following from the Tirms :

"Duiiug the past year the total number of
matriculated ttudents at the University of Edin-
burgh was 2,949 {including .140 women). Of this
number 707 (including 128 women) were enrolled
io tho faculty of Arte, 1.j5 {including five women)
in the faculty of Science, 68 in the faculry of
Divinity, 434 in the faculty of Law, 1,494 in tho
faculty of Medicine, and 11 (including Eeveu
women) in the faculty of Music. Of the students
of medicine, 022 (or nearly 42 per cent.) belonged
to Scotland, 498 (or fully 33 per cent ) were frjm
England and Wales, 74 from Ireland, 59 from
Indlj, 20.5 (or nearly 14 per cent.) from British
Coloniea. and 35 from foreign crantries. While
the total number of oludents of medicine has
decreased in recent eejsijns, the ratio of students I

coiiing from the comitriea enumerated has been
praitically unchanged for the last tea years.
Uetides tljete matriculated (tudent.% 72 non-
matricula^cd students have paid the flve-ehilling
entrance fee, 49 of whom were women attending
m>ufc claues.

" The number of degrees conferred in the various
faculties during the year was as follows:—Master
of Arts, 88; Doctor of Science, 7; Bachelor of
Scietce, 28 ; Bactelor of Divinity, 9 ; Bachelor
of Laws, 10 ; Bachelor of Law, 2 ; Doctor of
Medicine, 64; Bachelor of Medicine and Master
in Surgery, 245. The general council of the
university now numbers 7,642 members.
"The total annual value of the university

fellowships, Echolarships, bursaries, and prizes
amounts to about £15,930—viz., in the faculty
of Arts, £9,590 ; in the faculty of Science (besides
a number of bursaries, &c., in other faculties which
are tenable by science students), £420; in the
faculty of Divinity, £1,570 ; in the faculti' of Law,
£480 ; in the faculty of Medicine, £3,750 ; and in
the faculty of Music, £120."

A meeting is to be held on Monday next, at
Toynbee Hall, to discuss what has been done
and attempted in University Settlements,
during the past ten years, in the United King-
dom and America. The Master of Balliol,

Prof. Jebb, Prof. Patrick Geddes, and Canon
Browne have (among others) promised to be
present.

ORiaiNAL VERSE,
NEVICA !

A sniOLE lark to the immense white pall
That hung above the earth, embracing all,

Sang forth his song, the first song of tae year.
As the white gloom grew dark, began tho fall

Of silent snow that lasted all night long.
And when the morning came they found among
The soft, deep snow, the body of the lark,

Quite stiff and dead. But he had sung his song.
Evelyn M^iETiNENGO Cesaeesco.

Rovato.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The January number of tho Jewish Quarterly
Review (David Nutt) is a particularly interest-
ing one. It opens with a notice of the late

James Darmesteter, by Prof. Max Miiller, who
gives a lucid summary of his revolutionary
theory regarding the late date of the Avesta,
with a running commentary of criticism. At
the very time of his death, Darmesteter was
working at a new edition of his translation of
the Avesta for the " Sacred Books of the
East." We are glad to hear that the first

volume is nearly printed ; and that the Intro-
duction, containing his latest views on the
subject, is left almost ready for the press. For a
complete understanding of Darmesteter's many-
sided character, and the influence which he
exercised on contemporary French thought,
reference must be made to the remarkable
article by M. Gaston Paris, in the Con-
temporary. We may quote here the last words
of Prof. Max Miiller

:

"Happy as he was in his birth, ho was even
happier in his death. After a cheerful conversa-
tion with his wife on some literary plans, he rested
in his chair, white the bright suulight streamed
down upon him through the window of his library

—a parting greeting from Mithra, the friend of
light and truth, whom he had served fo faithfully

during his life on earth. He fell asleep unoou-
sciouely, and never opened his eyes again "

Next, we may mention a translation, by Mr.
F. C. Conybeare, of the Apocalypse of Moses,
otherwise known as the Book of Adam, which
has hitherto been known only from some
imperfect Greek MSS., first published by
Tischendorf. Mr. Conyljeaie hero translates it

in its entirety from an Armenian MS. in the
library of Etschmiadzin, which he photo-
graphed for the purpose. He thinks that this

Armenian version must have been made, not
from a Greek, but from a Syriac or Ethiopic,

or even an Arabic text. He points out that

" iu this Apocalypto we have one of those Jewish
Apocrypha which, hke the Book of Enoch, exer-

cised a formative inflaence upon the earliest

Christianity. For two ideas are prominent in it

which have been perpetuated in the younger
religion—namely, that of baptism by triple immer-
sion after repentance and forgiveness of sins, and
that of tho resurrection in the flesh and restoration

to the Garden of Eden of the deicendauts of
Adam."

In this connexion we may mention that the
Rev. R. H. Charles here concludes his transla-
tion of the Book of Jubilees, from a new text
based upon two authoritative Aethiopic MSS.,
which he has just published in the original in
the series of "Anecdota Oxoniensia." There
are two other curious articles of interest, as
illustrating the later coimexion of Jewish with
European literature. Dr. 8. Krauss claims for
Domninus—a Neo-Platonist philosopher at
Athens in the fifth century, of whom little is

known beyond some anecdotes in Suidas—that
he was a Jew ; while Prof. D. Kauffmanu
prints, from the Vatican archives, a long Latin
letter in defence of the integrity of the Hebrew
Bible, addressed to Cardinal Sirleto {circa 1570)
by ^Lazarus de Viterbo, alias Eliezer Mazliach
ben Abraham Cohen, who was possibly the
cardinal's physician. Among the other con-
tents, we may briefly mention : a third paper
by Mr. S. Sohechter, on " Some Aspects of
Rabbinic Theology "

; the continuation of Mr.
R. Lionel Abrahams's exhaustive essay on "The
Expulsion of the Jews from England in 1290";
and a note by Dr. Neubauer on some Hebrew
fragments of the Bible, recently acquired by
the Bodleian, which are written in a shorthand
he confesses himsBlf unable to decipher.

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.
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Literatur, FrankTuit-a.-M. : ICauifmanD. 1 M 60

HiLUENFELD, H. Ttxtkiltiiclie Btfineikucgea zur Tas'ita
d'-Uar Jabalaba patriaxka viid B,x\>xn Mumi. Jena

:

FromiQann. 2 M.
Mo^uMBNTA coDciliomm gcaeralium saeeuliXV. Goncilium

ba3ileeD.se. Leipzig : Freytag. 20 M.

HISTORY, ETC.

Mayer, H. Oeschichte der Univorsifat Freiborg in Baleo
in der 1. Hiilfte des XIX. Jahth. 3. Tl. 1830-1S62.
Bonn : Hanst^io. 2 M. 50.

PuBLiKATioNHK der Qeiellschaft f. rbeiniache 03'c*ii hia-
kunde. I. Kulner Schreiiisarfcimdea d. 12 Jabih.
Hr«g. Y. E. Hotn ger. 2. Bd. 2. Ualfw. B mn : Weber.
22 M.

Reblrbn, B. Ditbmarseher Qtscbichte nacb Quellea u.
L^rkundtn. Hamburg. 5 M.

Schwartz, E. Die KuQigaiiswu d. Erat>ttbeccs u. Ka-tor
m, Etcuraen ilb. die lateip'jlatiunen bei Afclcaaus u,
Eusebins. Outtiogen : Dleterich. 10 M.

Teuscii, Th. Dd Bortitione iudicum apad Alhenienae!.
aiJ-,tiDgen: Dieterich. 1 M. 60.

AV1SLICENU8, W. F. Astroa:]mi^cbe Chronotogie. Leipzig

:

Teabrer. 6 M.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, BTJ.

Koch, A. Jabie^berieht iib. die Fortsebritts m der T.obre v.

den Gahrucgs-Organumen. 4. Jahrg. Br^iunichwug :

Bruhn. 9 M. 60.

MiLLA. K. DieFlugbewegungderVoiel. Wien: Dou'icke.
3 M. 60.

MuTH, P. Grundlagen f. die geomettiache Aowendunj d^r
Invariantentboiiie. Leipzig : Teubner. 3 M.

OppENnsiM, P. Ueb. die Nummuliten d. venetiin!fcbtn
Teitiiira. Beilin : Friedliinder. 3 M.

ScHLBSiNasB, L. Handbuch der Tbcoiie der linearen
Dilt'erentlalgleichuDgen. 1. Bd. Leipzig: Teubner.
18 M.
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FuiWa»io. E. XoBocnphU CUdonluum uniTetttUa.

n. BeiUa: nMliiader. 10 M. - ., v„
Wnstoiun, B. Btltriit* io» P*tcognpU« d« mUichen

OMtntilpaa, ipadail d. (inw-Tcncdigt-ntookat. I. u.

n. MOadtaa : Ftau. 4 M. tO.

PHIt-OIiOOY. ETC.

Birrsuai lar AM;riol>sl< u. iemiUKhw SprMhwhMn-
Khtft, hr»i. T. F. UelitMoh n. P. H»apt. 8. 03. 1.

Hft. Lelpn'ij : Hintiohi. ISM. 50.

BjKb. uoter I.jit*. T. M. Hejn». (1p. 335-576.)

L«in>l> : Hinel. ( M.
Miiouir. a. Le»i«oa za del 8ohii(tsn

IT. Hft. Jens : Fucher. 10 M. , , . „ ,

SiDoinoi, C. 8. A , rscauu't P. Mob-. Leipzig: Teubaer.

ZuTicnurt f. aflikinliehe a. ocaanl«ohe Sprichen. 1. Jahrg.

BaUn : Belnur. 11 If

Cicero'*. S. Tl.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE NEW SYRL\C QOSPELS.

Oxford : Jan 19, 1(95.

The controversy on this subject is taking a

rather wide and discuBsive range, in which I

have no intention of following it. But Mr.

Conybeare's last letter compels me to say,

wha» I hoped would have been superfluous,

that I entirely agree with him that the ques-

tions at issue must be determined on scientific

grounds and no other. I only wished to ensure

that the grounds should be really scientific,

that the questions should be taken in their

proper order, and that the answers to them
should be deliberate, and not merely the first

that came uppermost.

I am perfectly ready to accept the reading of

Cod. Sin., if that shall seem upon examination

to have the best claim to be considered original.

Indeed, I began myself with the assumption

that there was a frima facie case in favour of

it. But I found this assumption less easy to

work out than might have been anticipated.

The problem is to find that reading which shall

best account for the variants that have come
down to us—on the one hand, for the reading

of the mass of Greek MSS., and on the other

hand, for the group of Western readings.

This problem is by no means an easy one, as

Mr. Conybeare, I think, will find, if he attempts

it in detail.

The hypothesis of mine to which he refers

was only one of three whioh I had entertained

for a time, but was, on the whole, inclined to

reject. It had nothing whatever to do with

any question of orthodjry or heterodoxy, and
was only intended to bridge over the gap
between the two lines of text presented by the

Greek, Latin, and Syriac authorities.

In like manner, I meant no imputation on
the Syriac scribe when I spoke of him as

"supplying" a masculine subject to the verb
iti.Ktan'. His language compelled him todefloe

the subject as either masculine or feminine

;

and his choice of the masculine seemed to show
what was the bent of bis mind. That is all.

I had aimed at doing precisely what Mr.
Skipwith desiderates. I distinguished between
the genealogy as a document with an inde-

pendent existence anterior to our Gospel, and
the same as incorporated in his text by the

Evangelist. In its first state, I cva. well

believe it probable that the list ended 'i<Dtr))<fi Si

iyi^mnfiv ^IrtTovif rhy [\e7<fa«»'t*»'] XpirrSv, But I

do not think it so likely that the Evangelist

left Ukcse words as he found them ; and I gave
some reasons for doubting whether the new
Syriac Version could represent what he really

wrote.
Be this as it may, I feel sure that we should

do well to give up speaking of " orthodoxy "

and "heterodoxy" in this connexion; or, if it

b convenient to use the words, to use them
without any invidious connotation. I also

think that it would bo well that we should first

determine the exact position of our data before

we begin to draw remote consequences from
them. W. Sanday.

London : Jan. 19, 1896.

Mr. Conybeare's attempt to get rid of the

miraculous conception in Luke i. o-ii. is fore-

doomed to failure. Strongly marked unities of

style and diction preclude any extensive ex-

cisions in the text, and the miraculous con-

ception is of the very warp and woof.

1. Mary's question, " How shall this be,

seeing I know not a man ? " shows that she

understood Gabriel as announcing something
to take place then and there ; and even if with
the Old Latin we omit this question, still

Gabriel's "The Spirit shall come upon thee,"

coupled with the previous description of Mary
as "virgin " and " betrothed," keeps the sense

firm. But it is very difiicult to accept the Old
Latin, in view of the close correspondency of

the whole passage with the previous announce-
ment to Zachariah—" How shall this be ?

"

corresponding to a similar but more incredulous

question of Zachariah's.

2. Correspondence is obviously implied be-

tween Mary's position and Elizibeth's

—

Elizabeth sterile naturally and from age, Mary
because unwedded ; and this correspondence is

pointed out by Gabriel. Miracle, inevitable in

the case of Elizabeth, indirectly involves

miracle in Mary's case also.

3. Of Zachariah it is said that he returned

home and that his wife conceived ; but without

any such preface Mary is recognised as preg-

nant immediately on entering Elizabeth's

house fvv. 41-41); and it is expressly stated

that she went " with haste," immediately after

the Annunciation (vy. 26, 39, 56). One may
notice, too, that it is to her own house that she

returns.

4. If Joseph had been intended to act such

a part as that acted by Zachariah, the Annun-
ciation would, according to analogy, have been

made to him instead of to Mary.
5. The prophecy implied in vv. 26, 31—" the

virgin shall conceive "—would have been made
quite void of power unless fulfilled literally.

6. The inferiority of the Forerunner to Christ

Himself artistically requires what is said of the

former—" filled with the Holy Ghost, even in

his mother's womb "—to be surpassed in the

case of Christ ; and the consequence attributed

to the descent of the Holy Ghost upon Mary-
Si^ Kal rh ytfyuufvov ayiov KKrjd-fiaeTat vlhs Ofou —
indicates a fulfilling of this requirement in the

actual manner of Christ's conception.

Thus, the evidence of Luke i. o-ii. is far

from corroborating the purely spiritual view of

parthenogenesis which Mr. Conybeare endea-

vours to detect in our canonical narratives. It

remains to show that this purely spiritual

view is uncorroborated even by Philo. Philo

instances four women who, according to the

Old Testament as he read it, had conceived

by divine agency without knowledge of their

husbands; and if, as is suggested, he imagined

that these women, after being spiritually known
by the divine power, had been known by their

husbands in the ordinary manner, why should

the case of these four women have been singled

out as so exceptional ? And what is to be made
of such texts as " Leah did not derive seed or

fertility from any creature but from God
Himself" {Allegories, C3) ? But a study of

Philo's physiological tenets leaves no room for

doubt; for we ficd him definitely committed

to the Aristotelian doctrine, according to which

a father is not a contributor of matter, but

only a cause {Questions and Soluliona, 47). He
has no difficulty in saying "God sowed,"

"God begat "—it is in reserving some father-

hood for Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, that

his difficulty arrives ; and he can only suggest

their property in their wives, and that God
being all-sufficient procreates nothing for

Himself.
Philo's parallelism to Matt, i., ii., Luke i. 5-ii.,

is striking ; and the addition to our scanty

stock of Jewish references to parthenogenesis

is very welcome. It is surely a pity to damage
the effect by an inference from Philo's works
which they do not justify, and of which the

application to Matt, i , ii., Luke i. 5-ii., is so

diffiuult.

F. P. Badham.

BaUtbury : Ja -. », UOS.

Mr. Conybeare, in his last letter, quotes the

'Old-Latin" as reading "with Mary, his

wife," in Luke ii. 5.

It cannot, however, be adduced en masse for

this reading. Codd. a h c aur. read " uxore"
without "desponsata" (o is defective at this

particular point, but there does not seem to be

sufficient space for the latter word) ; of these

MS3., a and 6 are, undoubtedly, witnesses to a

very early text, and though c aur. are late

MSS., they contain a fair number of curious

and early readings. Two others, e and r, read

"sponsa" simply; e represents an African, r,

on the whole, an early European, text ; d reads

"desponsata" simply; (j' has "uxore 8u(a)

desponsata ei," a later corrector simply
" desponsata sibi" ; ffn (according to Berger's

collation) I 5 have both "uxore" and "despon-

sata "
; the testimony of the Version, therefore,

is divided.

As regards the exact meaning of "sponsa,"

I may perhaps be pardoned for calling atten-

tion to PaccioUti's explanation of the word:
" /jLvijoTri, tvn<pv, mulier alicui promissa in matri-

monium, pacta, sperata, et nondum uxor."
H. J. White.

Outtingen : J>n. 21, 1895.

When (December 21, 1891) I called attention

to the fact that the Greek MS. of the Gospels

346 has in Matt. i. 16 the reading, ^ tipri^r(vi?i<ra

nap^ho! Mapiafi iyfHT\<T(i> 'Iriirovv tlv \fy6mvo»

Xpi'jTiy, I had not yet seen the Academy of

December 15, in which Mr. Allen had already

done the same.
Following Gregory, I said that ;!46 is the

only MS. whioh has this reading. It is true that

Mr. Allen refers to two other MSS. :
namely, 13

and 69, which have the same; but this is a

mistake. Matt. i. 16 is not contained in either

of theai, the first leaves of both of them being

lost—MS. 13, beginning with Matt. ii. 20;

MS. 69, with Matt, xviii. 15 (see T. K. Abbott

in his Collation of Four Important MSS. of the

Qosptls, Dublin, 187", pp. vii., xi., 1, 5, 60, and

p. 1., n. 2).

But there is, as my friend Lie. Bousset has

told me, another MS., likewise written in the

twelfth century, which has the same reading :

namely. No. 556, according to the numeration

of Scrivener, or No. 543 according to that of

Gregory. A collation of this MS. has been

lately published in Scrivener's Adversaria

Critica Sacra (Cambridge, 1893). It has pre-

cisely the same reading as 346, even the itacisra

jifTjiTTei/SqTo being found in it. Both MSS.
belong to a small class of cursives, which are

derived from a common archetype of high

antiquity, originating, as it seems, in C.ilabria,

the text of which Prof. Abbott has tried to

restore. Besides these, MSS. 13, 60, and 124

belong to the same class; but the first twt)

have not Matt. i. 16 at all, as I have already

said, while the last has the usual reading—

rhv HfSpa Kopias ^{ h iyeivfi^ri 'iriaovs i Kfyinffot

XplOTlff. _
Alfked R.\.ULFS.

TUB BOOK OF ST. MULLIXO.

Batdwell Bett»y,Bury S*. Bdmands: Jan. 91, 1895.

Many others besides myself, who have spent

fruitless hours over the last page of the Book

of Mulling, will be grateful for Mr. Lawlor s

interesting letter, and will admire his keenness
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in deciphering it, and his skill in identifying its

component parts. As to details :

Line 1. Ttie " al " is probably the abbrevia-
tion of alleluia, as at the end of Stanza 1 of
" Sacratissimi martires" in the Antiphonary of
Bangor (fol. 12y).

Line 4. The Scriptural passage is no doubt
Matt. V. 1-12, containiDg the Beatitudes, which
in Western service-books forms the liturgical

gospel, as well as the third noctum gospel,

for All Saints' Day, and which in the East
has a place among the Typica.

Liafs G, 7. " In Memoria" and " Patricias,"

&c., are rather supplementary antipbons than
stanzas.

Line 11. This is probably a supplementary
antiphon ; but as Mr. Liwlor does not repro-
duce a single letter, attempt to identify it is

impossible.

Line 12. The embolismus seems to be a
gratuitous suggestion, as the "Libera" is

within brackets. It is very unlikely to be
appended to a shortened form of service,

which, if it is for public use at all, is connected,
as Mr. Lawlor points out (not with the liturgy
but) with the divine office.

But I am inclined to think that we have here
a collection of formulae which is not, strictly

speaking, connected with either of them, but
which is intended for private use by a sick

I)erson as a sort of compound lurka or charm.
The only other liturgical insertion in the

Book of Mulling is a form for the unction and
communion of the sick, on foil. 49;; oOr. The
passage deciphered by Mr. Lawlor seems to be»a lorica for private recitation by the sick man
who cannot join in the divine office in church.

So I would link it on to the curious diagram
occupying the lower part of the same page,
which invokes the protection of the four Evan-
gelists among other sacred beings, and which
must be the ancestor of the modern and still

popular invocation

:

" Matthew, Maik, L'lke, and John
Bless the bed that I lie on !

Four angels round my bed," &c.

In a mediaeval house I have seen the emblems
rf the four Evangelists carved in stone on the
four sides of the house, evidently by way of
protection. This points rather in the direction
of Mr. Olden's suggestion, that this diagram
may be intended to represent the civitas of St.

Mulling. But who is the " Mulling scriptor "

of this volume ? and where was his civitas ?

1 The proposal to identify him with St. Mulling
of Ferns (who died in 697), after misleading

^L nearly everybody about the date of this MS.

,

^Bmust now be finally abandoned.

^P P. E. WABaEN.

OaHAM INSCatlPTIONS IK IBELAND,

ra'hcormar, County Cork : Jan. 16, 1895.

The npper part of the Kilbeg Stone is a
I slender four- sided pyramid with three inscribed

I arrises, of which the first and the second read
K ' upwards, and the third in continuation of the
W lecond reads downwards, thus :

fl) BEPFI MAQI
(2) Mtrcoi THE
(.3) NAQITI

;

that is, "the grave stone of Beffa ( = Beo,
' Lively '), a son's son of Trenacita (Impetuous
Cet)."

In the first line the vowel notches are barely
half an inch in diameter, the scores are faint,

and the <i is short-legged from the slenderness
of the stone. In the second line a fissure has
severed the arris-ends of two of the T-scores,
and obliterated that of the third. In the
third line, at the apex, the^ second notch of E
is faint, the N scores are short and shallow,
two false grooves branch off from the arris

where it is occupied by the nearly perfect

middle notch of the second last I, and at the

end a deep but rough scrape is called B by
those who choose to read this line backwards,
and to discard the middle I score that makes
sense, for a d that makes no sense.

In Mr. Brash's reading of Dr. Martin's
transcript, inicoi ATAii bifodon, the severed

ends of the two first scores of T have been
taken for as, ena is omitted, and qiti, with a
false L inserted into the first I, and a false u
added to the second l, is read backwards as

BirODON.
BEPFI is also found, slightly imperfect per-

haps, in the Llanwinio bilingual. Its later

and much contracted forms are Old Irish Hi
and Modem Irish hi, the genitives singlar of

Old Irish beo, heu, or bin, and of Modem Irish

beo, "alive," " lively "= Latin vivus, Welsh
"byw," &c. Diminutives, derivatives, and
compounds of Beo, Bi, are found among the

proper names in the Middle Irish MS., the

Book of Leinster, and in other such manu-
scripts.

trenaqiti is composed of TEEliA and qiti.

Tren means "impetuous" in Irish and in

Welsh, and is found in many Ogham inscrip-

tions, thrice in bilingruals. qiti is found as qitai

at Drumconwell and as qit ... at Stradbally.

Its feminine, in composition with Maqi is at

Burnham from Ballinrannig in maqi-qettia

MAQQI cu ITTI. Its Middle Irish forms are
R

Chit, Book of Leinster, 113b, and Ceit, genitives

of Cet, the name of an Ulster hero in the days
of Conchobar MacNessa.
As Mr. Macalister and I read the No. 2

Dunbell inscription from opposite ends, while
agreeing as to the scoring in all but two par-
ticulars, we assign contrary values to nearly

every consonantal character ; and his reading,

8AVVIQEOI TTUDDATTAC, is in a way nearly the

reverse of mine, naffallo affi aEjriTTAc[ci],

and, corrected to SAVViQEOi_ ttaoddattaq,
should be preferred to mine, if only it made
better sense.

The end character, at which I begin and Mr.
Macalister ends, consists not of four but of five

scores. It contains four perfect semi-cylindrical

grooves, preceded by a broken groove, of which
three-fourths of one side and one-fourth of

smooth bottom remain, the line of fracture

being along the bottom of this groove. The
three vowel notches read tr by Mr. Macalister,

and OA by me, form not one but two characters,

as there is a double interval between the second

and the third. At present, the first two notches

seem over widely apart ; but that is because

they are merely outside halves, the inside

halves being gone, together with the dividing

knob. When these notches were perfect, the

centres of the first and second were one inch

apart, and the centres of the second and third

were two inches apart.

Of this inscription, as read by me, the key-

word is AFFI, "of a grandson." The first to

recognise afi, or affi, in Ogham inscriptions,

as far as I know, was Prof. 'Rhja {Lectures on

Welsh Phonology, p. 174), Among its after-

forms are : nom. sg. haue, aue, iia, o ; nom. pi.

haui, aui, ui, i, &c.

NAFFALLO, from *NAFFALLOS, is evidently cog-

nate with Latin gen. sg. navalis, from "navalos.

The Middle Irish form appears to be noele, in

the Saint's name Noele inbir (Book of Leinster,

356g); especially as Middle Irish noe is Old-

Irish nave, which, according to St. Adamnan's
Vita Columbae (Reeves's ed., p. 9), is cognate

with Latin navis. Possibly, too, the name
Nolan, Ua Nualhiin, is a diminutive of

NAFFALLO.
Gen. aENlTTAc[ci] is reduced in Middle Irish

to geniich (LL. 347i) or geniig (LL. 341a), from

nom. geintech (LL. 339a). There Geintech is

an Ossory man, whose grandsons gave the

name to Tir hon Oentich, a territory which may
well have included Dunbell, as it included
Kilfane, the church of which is only five miles
from the Cross of Dunbell, while the parish is

only two and a quarter miles apart from tha
parish of Dunbell.
In an Ossorian pedigree in the Book of

Leinster this Geintech is first cousin of Coirpre,

of whom, in the male line. Lord Castletown of

Upper Oasory (who should see to this stone) is

the representative, and is twelve generations
senior to another of Lord Castletown's ancestors,

Cucerca, King of Ossory, who died in or about
A,D. 710. At thirty-one years to a generation
—and, according to Father Shearman in Loca
Patriciana, an average generation in this family
is slightly more than that—Geintech should
have died circa x.T>. 338, and Naffall or Naval,
on the presumption that his grandfather was
that Geintech, the only known Geintech should
have died, and his gravestone should have been
set up, with his name in Ogham Craeb upon it,

circa a.d. 400.

In quite a different matter I beg to correct

Mr. Macalister: I am not a Canon, but only

a simple Parish Priest.

E. Baery.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
Sunday, Jan. 27, 4 p m. Sunday Lecture : ".Scma

AbEuidities of the Law," by Mr. Janus Craven.
7.30pm. Bthioal: " Primitive BtUoal Ideas among

the Greeks." by Mr. Arthur Sidgwick.
MoKDAY, Jan. 28, 5 p.m. London Institution :

" Native Life
in India," by Mr. R. W. Frazer.

8 p.m. Royal Academy: "The Advancement of
Arebitectore." I, by Mr. G. Aitchiaon.

8 pm. Society of Arts : Cantor Lecture, " The An
Light," III., by Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

8.30 p.m. Geographical: " Journeys in Bouth-
Western 8iam," by Mr. H. Waiington Smyth.

Tuesday. Jan. 29, 8 p.m. Royal Institution: "The In-
ternal Framework of Plants and Animals," III., by Prof.

C. Stewart.
8 p.m. Civil Engineers :

" Boiler Eiplosions," by
Mr. W. H. Fowler.

8.30 p.m. Anthropological : Anniversary Meeting.
Wednbsday. Jan. 30, 8 p.m. Society of Arts :

" Peking,"
by Mr. Thomas Child.

8 p.m. Ex Libris Society : Annual General Meeting.
Address by the Chairman of Council, Mr. Walter
Hamilton.

Thuesday, Jan. 31,3 p.m. Eojal Institution : "FourEng.
lioh^Enmorists of the Nineteenth Century," III., by Mr.
W. S. Lilly.

4.30 p.m. " India and its Women," By Mr. S. H. J.

Clarke.
7 p.m. London Institution: "Franz Sohubeit," by

Prof. Ernst Pauer.
8 p.m. Boyal Academy : " The Advancement of

Architecture," 11.. by Mr. G. Aitchison.

8 30 p.m. Antiquaries.
Fbiday. Feb. 1, 3 p.m. Ecyal Institution: "Acting, an

Art," by Mr. Henry Irving.
8pm. Geologists' Association: Annual General

Meeting. Ae dress by the President, Lieut.-General

O. A. Maomahon, "The Geological History of the
Himalayas."

. ^
8.30 p.m. Viking Club :

" A Boat Journey to Inan,"
by Mr. A. Heneage Cocks.

Saturday, Feb. 2. 8 p.m. Eoyal Institution: "Staimed

Windows and Painttd Glass," III., by Mr. Lewis P.

Day.

SCIENCE.
THE HOLKHAM MS. OF PROPERTIUS.

Certain MSS. of Fropertius, with a Fac-

simile. By J. P. Postgate. (In the

Transactions of the Cambridge Philo-

logical Society, Vol. IV. Part I.)

The main interest of this, the latest work

of importance on Propertius, lies in the

description and accompanying facsimile of

a MS., not hitherto known, in the library of

Lord Leicester at Holkham. This collec-

tion supplied me, when I was editing the

Jiis, with a thirteenth century MS., also

used by Mr. 8. G. Owen for his subsequent

edition of the Tristia. I would here call

the attention of scholars and palaeographers

to the Holkham MSS., of which a printed

catalogue is to be found in the Bodleian
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(Gaps 6, 43), and whioh seem to include a
Manilius.

The new Codex of Fropertius (Holk-
hamicus, 333) is on Tellam. The beginning

is lost, and the first remaining leaf com-
menoes with ii. 21.3, Sed tibi iam videor

Dodena verior augur. It is written in

double columns of about forty lines each.

The handwriting is clear, but formal,

and somewhat heavy. The titles and
initials are in red, except the initials of iii.

1 and 2, which are in olue. The scribe's

name is lohannes Campofregosa ; and the

date of the completion of the MS., October

10, 1421, is given with it in the subscrip-

tion. Bound with the Propertius in the

same volume is an imperfect copy, in the

same hand, of some of the Latin works of

Petrarch.

Prof. Postgate has carefully collated this

MS., which ho calls L, adding its agreements
(and occasionally its disagreements) with
the five M8S. of Propertius which are

exhibited in Biihrens' edition {AFBFN),
and on which Prof. Housman has recently

written at length in the Journal of Philology.

It is closely related to F (Laurentianus, 30,

49), 80 closely that it would seem to be de-

rived either from F or from the source of F.

Prof. Postgate brings several arguments to

prove that the former view is impossible,

and that L is drawn in the main from the
source of F. Propertian critics are aware
that Btihrens' five MSS. subdivide into

three groups: (1) DV, (2) AF, (3) N,
the last - mentioned codex representing
predominantly the AF tradition, but at

times agreeing with the readings of BV.
A being an imperfect MS. not extending
beyond ii. 1.03, we can appreciate the help
derivable from the new Holkham codex,
which, though imperfect at the beginning,
is complete from ii. 21.3 to the end. The
twenty Elegies between the point where A
ends and L begins are represented com-
pletely in F alone of the second group. It

will be an interesting question for future
critics of Propertius to establish, if it can
be made out, what is the exact relation of
Lio AF, and of all to N, indisputably the
queen of Propertian codices.

The chief other point of interest in Prof.
Postgate's disquisition is the fresh informa-
tion which it supplies as to the history of
the MS. which Mr. Coxe bought for the
Bodleian some twenty years ago (Bodl.
Add. B. 55). The subscription at the end
of this MS. states that it was in the
possession of Petrarch, and was written by
one Laurentius.

" Me Petrarca tenet, Bcripsit Laurentius olim."

The date which immediately precedes these
words is partially erased. Mr. E. B.
Nicholson, who revived the faded figures
by a chemical, thought he could make out
MCOCOLI. ; but the L is imperfect and the
fourth C only conjectural. It is, however,
in any case, impossible that this actual MS.
should have been in possession of the great
Petrarch. The writing, as I perfectly
remember, was assigned by Mr. Coxe to a
very late date in the fifteenth century, and
with this verdict Mr. Maunde Thompson,
Mr. Warner, and Mr. F. Madan agree

—

»t least 80 far as to believe it of the later

fifteenth century. What are we to conclude

then as to the Suhscriptio ? I have myself
little doubt that this was intended to convey
to the reader or purchaser of the MS. the
belief that it had been Petrarch's ; such a
forged ascription would not necessarily

affect the goodness of the text of Propertius
contained in it, which must be judged by
considerations of a dlfEerent kind. Or, as
Prof. Postgate suggests, the tulscriptio may
have been copied from a fourteenth century
MS., which had really belonged to Petrarch,
and had been written by a Laurentius.
What Prof. Postgate calls the simplest

hypothesis, " that the owner was a Petrarcha
unknown to fame, who lived at the close of

the fifteenth century," seems to me in the
highest degree improbable.

Of the other MSS. treated, the most im-
portant is the Memmianus (now Paris,

8233), of which its owner, de Mesme,
allowed the use to Fasserat, who several

times quotes its readings in his enormous
but highly valuable commentary. Prof.

Postgate calls it /x ; it was written in 1405
at Florence. Biihrens underrated it in his

summary and slap-off style. It is closely

related to Urbinas, 641, on which see

Hosius in Rhein. Mus. xlvi. 578.

EomxsoN Ellis.

INDIAN JOTTlNaS.
Mr. Chakles James Lyall, while officiating

last autumn as Chief Commissioner of Assam,
gave his sanction to a scheme for inquiring
systematically into the materials that exist for

a history of the province. About a year
before, in accordance with a resolution of the
Government of India, Mr. E. Gait had been
appointed to the honorary office of director of

ethnography. In the course of his researches,

Mr. Gait discovered a number of historical

documents, which have formed the basis of two
papers in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. One of these papers deals with the old

dynasty of Koch Kajas ; the other reveals the
existence of MSS. written in the language of the

Ahom conquerors—a Shan tribe who ruled
the upper valley of the Brahmaputra during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The Ahom language is almost extinct, being
at present known only to a few families of

priests and astrologers. Farther investigations

by Mr. Gait have yielded a list of no less

than twenty-eight of these puthia, or Ahom
MSS., in the single subdivision of Sibsagar

;

and there are doubtless many more in

existence. They are all in private hands; and
it is noteworthy that their owners, while willing

that they should be copied, all alike refuse to

partwiththemon any terras. The great majority
of them appear to be religious or mystical

treatises, such as " a book on the calculation of

future events by examining the leg of

a fowl." But we observe that one of

them is a dictionary, while three others

give a continuous history of the Ahom
Kajas from 568 to 1795 A.D. Mr. Gait proposes

to have the more important of these pitthis

copied, to train a native student in the Ahom
language, and to publish the results in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. To
this project, which is estimated to involve an
expenditure of not more than Es. 900, Mr.
Lyall has given his official sanction. Something
more, however, is proposed : namely, a survey
of all the other materials that exist for the
ancient history of Assam, such as coins, inscrip-

tions, and documents. Ofthe Ahom coins, which
are octagonal in shape, a considerable number

are known. Most of these have legends in
Nagari ; but it appears that the older ones
(before 1690) are inscribed in Ahom, which can
be deciphered only by the few surviving Ahom
priests. There is also a coinage of the Eoch
dynasty, as well as of the former chieftains

of the Jaintia Hills. Of inscriptions, there are
many land-grants on copper plates and dedica-
tion stones in temples ; and we are further told
of some which have never been deciphered, and
which may be of great antiquity. Upon the
use of coins and inscriptions to check traditional

lines of kings, it is needless to dwell. It is

also suggested that we may learn from this

source something about the ancient channels by
which Buddhism was originally transmitted into
the Burmese peninsula. In addition to the
Ahom puihis, there are many quasi-historical

MSS. in Assamese which have never been
properly studied; and also old collections in

the possession of monasteries and noble
families. Altogether, the task of restoring the
forgotten history of Assam seems to be far from
hopeless, now that it has fallen into intelligent

and sympathetic hands.

Paet II. of the second volume of the Journal
of the Buddhist Text Society of India (London

:

Kegan, Paul & Co.) opens with a report of the

two last quarterly meetings of the society.

The president for the year is Sir Alfred Croft,

director of public instruction in Bengal ; while
Dr. J. Bowles Daly, who is known for his

interest in Sinhalese Buddhism, has recently

been appointed corresponding secretary. The
members of council are all natives ; and among
them we notice a judge of the High Court,

and no less than five M.A.'s of Calcutta. At
one of the meetings was present Horiu Toki,

described as the Buddhist high priest of Japan,
who had come on a pilgrimage to Oaya. Of
the communications here printed, we can only
notice a few. Puma Chandra Mukharji, the

Government archaeologist, described an archaic

silver lotus, recently found in a cave near
Bhagalpur, mth several other Buddhist relics,

which have all been acquired for the Calcutta

Museum. Sarat Chandra Das delivered a
discourse upon the close connexion that existed

between the Mahayana school of Buddhism and
Hinduism. He regarded Buddhism in its

earliest form, not as a protest against caste,

but as an ascetic development of the Brah-
manical religion. Up to the thirteenth century

A.D. there was no difference between the two
as regards social polity. Sarat Chandra Das
also exhibited and compared drawings of an
ancient Buddhist hermitage and of modem
temples and monastic buildings in China and
Tibet. Qaurinath Chakravarti described a
temple at Hajo in Assam, which is greatly

frequented by both Buddhists and Hindus. It

has been suggested by Dr. Waddell that the

Buddhist pilgrims come through a misunder-
standing ; but it is here argued that the god
worshipped is one common to the Tantrik

literature of Bengal and Tibet.

The November number of the Indian Anti-
quary (London: Kegan Paul & Co.) contains

the first instalment of a series of " Notes on
the Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom," by Mr.
J. M. Campbell, editor of the Bombay
Oazetteer. It is largely from the local folk-lore,

&o., collected in that publication—by far the

most valuable of the Provincial Gazetteers

—

that his materials are drawn. He deals first

with ancestor-worship, upon the prevalence of

which throughout India there is no necessity to

dwell. He points out, however, how it passes

into demon-worship among the low castes and
hill tribes ; and he remarks that one reason for

the belief in the return of ancestors is to be
found in the likeness to them of children. He
then discusses the belief that ancestors become
gaardian spirits, with which he connects the
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worship of guardian animals or totems. His
argiuuent seems to be that certain animals are
worshipped—or, at any rate, not eaten—be-
cause the spirit of the head of the family or
chief of the clan has passed into the animal in
question. Thus, in North Kanara, the wide-
spread cultivating class of Halakki Yakkals is

divided into eight clans, each of which has a
separate clan-god, or guardian spirit, and a
name-giving article which they do not eat. In
the same number Mr. G. A. Grierson continues
his translation of a modem Hindi treatise on
rhetoric, the Basha-Bhushanaof Jaswant Singh

;

and Pandit Natesa Sastri tell a pretty but
lengthy story of Southern India, " The Talis-
man of Chastity," which in some of its inci-

dents recalls " Patient Qrisell."

SCIENCE NOTES.
Prof. Pkestwich has received the compli-
ment of being elected a vice-president of the
Geological Society of France.

The Chemical Society has addressed a letter

of congratulation to Prof. C. R. Fresenius, on
the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of his

election as a foreign member of the society.

Dr. G. M. Dawson has been appointed to
the post of director of the Geological Survey
of Canada, in succession to Dr. A. R. Selwyn,
who retires by reason of age.

The executive committee of the City and
Guilds of London Institute have awarded the
first Salters' Company's fellowship for the
encouragement of higher research in chemistry
in its relation to manufactures to Martin O.
Foster, Ph.D., of Wiirzburg, who is investigat-
ing some new derivatives of camphor in the
research laboratory of the City and Guilds
Central Technical College.

The forty-eighth annual general meeting of
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers will

le held on Thursday and Friday of next week,
when Prof. W. Cawthome Unwin is to read a
paper on " The Determination of the Dryness
of Steam."

The twenty-second annual dinner of old
students of the Royal School of Mines was to
be held on Friday of this week.

A WORK on Mussel Culture and the Bait
Supply, with reference more especially to
Scotland, by Mr. W. L. Calderwood, will be
published next week by Messrs. Macmillan &
Co.

_
Mr. Calderwood thinks that a systematic

cultivation of our foreshores must be attempted
before long; and that, on this account, a
service may be rendered by the publication of
a manual dealing with the natural history of
the mussel, the practical aspects of its culture,
and the legal questions bearing on the owner-
ship and leasing of shell-fish scalps.

The annual general meeting of the Geolo-
gists' Association will be held at University
College, Gower-street, on Friday next, at 8
p.m., when the retiring president, Lieut.-Gen.
C. A. Macmahon, will deliver an address on
" The Geological History of the Himalayas."
From the accomits for last year it appears that
the total receipts amounted to nearly £2bO,
and that there is a sum of £800 invested, which
yields £2o a year.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Philolooical. — {Friday, fan. 11.)

Pkov. Skeat, vice-president, in the chair.—Mr.
Henry Bradley, joint editor of the society's "New
English Dictionary," made hia annual report on
the progress of the letter F, which he is editing.
His last year's report extended to FemaU ; he has
now proofs up to Five, and has sent in copy to
Fla-. His staff has been increased by Mr. Walter
Worrall,' who works in the British Museum.

Messrs. Filz-EdwardHall, H. H. Gibbs.and W. H.
Stevenson and the Bev. Dr. Fowler have continued
to revise proofs, and Sir P. Pollock, Mr. K. B.
Prosser, and many others to give help in special
words, while many readers have sent extracts.
Mr. Bradley then read from his proofs abstracts
of hia articles on the most interesting words.
Fellow, addressed to an inferior, was used cour-
teously in the fourteenth century, insolently in the
eeventeenth. Fester, from L. fistula, actually
glossed that word in Trevisa (1397). Feud, as a
law term, was first used by Selden; it was a
common error that the substitution of feud for
fede, " a state of enmity," was due to the influence
of the law word ; iu fact, feud or feood,

' ' enmity '

'

occurred much earlier, and was a synonym, not a
variant, of fede. Spenser's Jiant was the technical
name for the warrant authorising a grant under
the Great Seal of Ireland ; it was the first word
of the Irish writ, " Fiant literae patentees."
Fiffht—in spite of the strange difference of sense

—

is supposed to ha the equivalent of L. pectere to
comb : its perfect got its » from the attraction of
Jlehtan. 7'i#«re was the philosophical equivalent of
<rx^A"«, all whose senses it took over, and added to
them : these Mr. Bradley fully developed. Filch in
Langtoft is not the modem word,fir6t found in 1560:
the noun denoted a long stick with a hook to it,

used by Autolyeutes for taking sheets off hedges :

the verb means also to beat, and possibly came
from the noun. Film, from fel-m-en-jo (fell
" fkin," with three successive sufSxes), was not at
first a specially thin membrane :

" film-bursting "
was hernia. Bishop Hall used film for tongue.
Filst, assistance, wa,aful-last, where/uHa connected
with follow. Filler was a piece of felt: "tents
made of black filter" : the verb came from the
alchemists. Filth, filihij, formerly often meant
only "dirt, dirty, soiled," without any implica-
tion of disgust : down to the eighteenth century
ic was used for " mean, dishonourdble," whence
" filthy lucre." Finality (1.541), " an end in
view" : the slips then jump to the Reform Bill of
183.3 as a final measure, and "Finality John
(Russell)." finuMft' was (1) ending; (2) settlement
with a creditor

; (3) payment of a debt, a ransom,
a stock of goods ; (4) money, "give their finance
to usury "

; (5) interest, "borrowing at finance "
;

(6) taxa'ion
; (7) sources of income

; (8) public
money, and the management of it. Fine was (1) an
end, purpose ; in law, a fee paid on change of
tenancy, a piyment made to escape from punish-
ment, then a pecuniary mulct. Fine, adj., in
addition to the senses of Fi. fin, developed other
senses corresponding to those used as the Fr. beau,

with the curious result that it meant both small
and big. Fine, verb, to end, had a perfect /omc =
" ended."—Mr. Bradley was thanked for his
report and his invaluable services to the Dictionary.

MiCBOScopicAL.

—

[Annual Meeting, Wednesday,
Jan. 16.)

A. D. Michael, Esci., president, in the chair.

—

After the report had been read, the president
delivered the annual address on "The History
of the Royal Microscopical Society." He
said that if any of his hearers would leave that
West-end abode of science, and journey eastward
to Tower-hill, and thence by Sparrow-corner along
Royal Mint-street, he would find himself in Cable-
street, St. George's-in-the-East, not a very quiet
or a very clean locality ; turning down Shorter-
street, he would emerge opposite a space of green,

where once stood the Danish Church, with its royal

closet reserved for the use of the King of Denmark
when visiting this coi: ntry . The space is surrounded
by houses which have seen better days ; and among
them, between a pickle factory and a brewery, stands
a rather dilapidated erection, which is oO.Wellclose-
square, where, in 1839, lived Edwin J. Quekett,
professor of botany at the London Hospital ; and
there, on September 3 of that year, seventeen
gentlemen assembled " to take into consideration

the propriety of forming a society for the pro-
motion of microscopical investigation and for the
introduction and improvement of the microscope
as a scientific in.strument." Among the seventeen
were N. B. Ward (the inventor of the Wardian-
case, which is not only an ornament to town houses,

but was the means of introducing the tea-plant
into Assam and the chinchona into India, and
who became treasurer of the society), Bowerbauk

Lister (who has been called the creator of the
modem microscope). Dr. Farre, Dr. George Jack-
son, the Rev. J. B. Reade, and the enterprising
and scientific nurseryman, George Loddigea. Most
of these subsequently became presidents of the
society. A public meeting was held on December
20, 1839, at the rooms of the Horticultural Society,
then at 21, Regent-street, when the "Micro-
scopical Society of London " was formally started
Prof. Richard Owen (not Sir Richard at that time)
took the chair, and became the first president ; and
shortly after the famous John Quekett became secre-
tary, an ofSce which he held almost to his death.
At that moment, Schleiden, in Germany, was com-
menting upon the paucity of British microscopical
research, and attributing it to the want of efficient
instruments, not knowing that a society was then
forming which was to raise British microscopes to
probably the first position in the world. The
president then traced the history of the society,
through the presidencies of Dr. Lindley (the
botanist), Thos. Bell (the zoologist), Dr. Bower-
bank. George Busk, Dr. Carpenter, Dr. Lankester,
W. Kitchen Parker, all deceased, and of others
ec(ually famous who are still living; and showed
how under Its infiuence and by its assistance the
vast improvements in the microscope, and the
enormous extension of its use, had gradually arisen.
He also described its connexion with the origin of
the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, the
Monthly Microscopical Journal, and other publica-
tions, besides its own present widely circulated
Journal, with its exhaustive summary of microscopi-
cal and biological work. He related how, on John
Qttekett's death, certain memberc subscribed to pur-
chase for the society's collection a curious micro-
scope which Quekett possessed and which had beou
made by the celebra*ed Benjimin Martin about
1770, probably for George 111. ; and how they
extended their subscription so as to provide a
medal to be called "the Quekett Medal," to be
given from time to time to eminent microscopists

;

and how, difficulties having arisen, it happened
that the only Quekett medal ever awarded was
given to Sir John Lubbock. Finally, the president
considered the future of the microscope and the
prospects of further improvements. He said that
many people were of opinion that the instrument
is now perfect, and that consequently the moat
important raison d'etre of the society was over.
He by no means agreed in that view : he believed
that there was as much scope for progress in the
future as there had been in the past. It was not
by any means the first time this idea had been put
forward. In 1829, Dr. Goring, then a great
authority on the subject, wrote in one of his
published works: " Microscopes are now placed
completely on a level with telescopes, and, like
them, must remain stationary iu their construc-
tion." In 1830, less than a year after, appeared
Lister's epoch-making paper on "The Improve-
ment of Achromatic Compound Microscopes," and
we have been improving ever since.

Enoush Goethe Society.— [Friday, Jan. 18.)

Dr. Coupland in the chair.—Dr. John G.
Robertson read a paper on " The Modem German
Drama." Reviewing the development of the
German drama as a whole, he pointed out that,
although German literature was defective in the
mass of its dramatic productions, this was com-
pensated for by a remarkable richness in dramatic
forms. The essential preparations for the present
revival of the drama were to be sought in the work
of Wagner and the Duke of Meiuingeu. To these
two men the German theatre owed its preseLt
supremacy as an institution for the production of

the dramatic masterpieces of literature. Taking
the winter of 1889-90, whenSademann's " Ehre "

and Hauptmann's " Vor Sonnenaufgang " were
produced, as the starting-point of the new move-
ment. Dr. Robertson proceeded to discuss the work
of Voss, Wildenbruch, Sudemann, Hauptminn,
and Fulda. In concluaion, he pointed out that

the contemporary German drama, full of promise
as it was, still awaited the advent of a great poet
worthy to take Grillparzer's place, and carry on
the traditions of the higher poetic drama.—

A

discussion followed, in which Dr. Thorne, Mr.
Hermann Meyer, Dr. Oswald, and Mr. Maorosty
took part.
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FINE ART.

OLD MASTERS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

As regards early Netherlandish and German
art, but particularly the former, Gallery IV.,

which i», as a rule, so fuU of interest, must be

pronounced disappointing. The so-called

"Portrait of Charles the Bold, Duke of

Burgundy" (Mr. Robert Jackson), attributed

to Roger Van der Weyden, is probably of

Flemish - Burgundian origin. It closely

resembles in style a portrait attributed to

the same great Fleming in the Accademia of

Venice, but is less fine, less precise in model-

ling, than this last-named work. The paintings

of Hans Holbein the elder are such rarities in

England that we hail with interest the appear-

ance hereof the large panel, "The Death of

the Virgin in the Presence of the Apostles "

(Dr. J. P. Richter). Those who are acquainted

with the series of Passion pictures by the

Augsburg master in the Munich, Donau-
Eschingen, and Frankfort galleries respec-

tively, will not for a moment doubt the

correctness of the ascription in the present

case. Here, as in many of the Munich panels,

Holbein rings the changes with remarkable
skill on that not easily manageable colour,

cerulean blue. From the same collection

comes an exceptional and curious work,
" Scenes from the Novella of Ginevra degli

Almieri and Antonio ^RDndinelli," evidently

painted by a German artist belonging to the

first half of the sixteenth century, but by whom
it has hitherto been impossible to discover.

The execution, especially in the nearly nude
figure of the resuscitated Ginevra, is of

an enamel-like smoothness and delicacy. The
selection of such a subject of pure Florentine

romance as this by a German of the sixteenth

century is in itself a singularity, to which it

would be hard to produce a parallel. A
uperb example of the Cologne master, Bar-
tholomivus Bruyn, painted before he had
become perfunctory and monotonous, and
while ho still showed the influence of the
Meiiier del Todes der Maria, is the "Portrait
of a Man" (Mr. George Salting), The
modelling is surprisingly good, the character-
isation almost as fine as that of Holbein. A
worthy pendant to this is the "Portrait of a
M'in," by Christopher Amberger, of Augsburg
(same collection). More interesting Antonio
Moros have been seen on these walls than the
carefully modelled, well-preserved " Portrait
of Sir Thomas Gresham " (Sir A. W. Neeld).
From a purely technical point of view it would
be difficult to imagine a finer Rubens than the

freat "Holy Family" (Duke of Devonshire),
t takes its place among a comparatively

limited number of large canvases entirely from
the master's own hand, both the figures and
the beautiful peep of landscape being here
unmistakably his. The figures are arranged
with unusual elegance and moderation, the
colouring, with all its splendid warmth and
depth, is not hot ; for the whole picture
is wrapped in that tone peculiar to Rubens,
which Eugene Fromontin so happily calls

his " brun argentt;." The great ^tar-piece
is. however, as empty as it is splendid—as void
of any deeper feeling or intention as are some
of the most perfect works of Andrea senza
errore himself. Rubens could exhibit an over-
mastering passion in such tremendous pages of
sacred art as the " Elevation of the Cross," the
infinitely pathetic " Death of St. Francis," and
the less universally known "St. Francis
receiving the Stigmata," in the Cologne
Museum. He could not, however, throw hun-
self body and soul into such a '

' Sacred Con-
versation " as this, where a mystic calm must

replace that passion expressed by action in

which the master revels. The vast " Ixion and
Juno " (Duke of Devonshire) is both coldly and
coarsely conceived ; and the frigid, smooth
execution, in which the hand of a pupil may bo
traced, does nothing to raise the level of the
work. It is purely decorative, and even as

such certainly noc of the highest quality.

These over-smooth textures and bluish shadows
are such as we find in the great "Last Judg-
ment" of the Alte Pinakothek at Munich, and
in the much-discussed "Neptvme" of the

Berlin Gallery. By far the noblest example of

the Antwerp master now at Burlington House
is the sketch, " The Triumphant'Entry of Henry
IV. into Paris after the Battle of Ivry" (Earl

of Darnley). The sweeping, onward move-
ment of the procession, like the resistless

torrent of a great river, is wonderfully
given. Rubens is here still haunted by the
great "Triumphs" of Mantegna, which at an
earlier period he had such rare opportunities

of studying and copying when he sojourned in

the city of the Gonzagas. The great original,

for which this is the finished design, hangs,
with its companion, "The Battle of Ivry," in

the Sala della Niobe of the Uffizi. These im-
mense canvases, in which, unfinished and more-
over darkened by time as they are, the true

genius of Rubens still expresses itself with
unquenchable fire, hang almost unheeded in

the great, cold room whither the inferior Roman
copies of the famous Niobe pediment attract so

many visitors. Van Dyck appears a true

Fleming and a true pupil of his master in a
large canvas, "Time Clipping the Wings of

Love " (Sir J. E. Millais), which is impor-
tant, as ilhistrating a well-defined phase of

Sir Anthony's practice in Antwerp, without
being in the highest degree attractive. The
allegory, which would admit of the highest

treatment, is here realised in the trivial, super-
ficial fashion in which such things were treated

in the seventeenth century. Yet we must not
make Van Dyck wholly responsible for the
pictorial sins of the time in which he lived.

The body and limbs of the fat, struggling

Cupid whom old Time so ruthlessly, so dis-

respectfully, clips are admirably drawn and
modelled. This composition is also known
in other smaller examples, of which Sir J. E.
Millais's picture is no doubt the first original.

There is no more important work by Jacob
Jordaens in England than the " Portrait

Group" (Duke of Devonshire). Composition
there is none, conventional or other, in this

vast canvas, which includes, without binding
them together, the likeness of a pompous,
handsomely dressed gentleman, who aggres-

sively, with hand on hip, faces the spectator,

and that of a stout, good-natured lady, seated,

more comfortably than gracefully, to his right,

and contented evidently to play the second
rfde. There is no resisting the power, the

bonhomie, the intense vitality of the delineation,

although it has not anything like the charm
of Jordaens's "Family Group" at Madrid.
Rubens's contemporary is, above all, a master
of chiaroscuro, and this originality in the treat-

ment of light is well shown in another example
here—the "Man and Woman with a Parrot"
(Earl of Darnley). The works of Jordaens
have not, until quite recently, commanded
their real value in the picture-market ; and it is,

under such circumstances, the more astonishing

that nothing of his should as yet have found
its way into the National Gallery. The vast
" Chateau of the Painter," by Teniers (Duke
of Westminster), like a few other huge can-
vases from the hand of this wonderful
executant, is an example rather of his limita-

tions than of his qualities. The silvery character
of his tone, the charm of his exquisitely sure
touch, almost disappear on this exaggerated
scale.

We have already hinted that the group of

Rembrandts from Grosvenor House is one of

the great attractions of the exhibition. No
better example could be desired of his audacity

in re-casting the well-woru sacred themes than
'

' The Salutation " (1640). And yet audacity is

not the right word ; for Rembrandt, using his

creative power with absolute and unquestioning

simplicity, is conscious of no daring or over-

stepping of boundaries in the matter. Who
else would have ventured to depict the cential

group as he has here done—to show the fresh,

girlish Virgin, imperfectly understanding as yet

the joyful news hinted at, and meeting the

reverential gaza of St. Elizabeth with one

almost of incredulity ? The picture belongs to

a class of which the quaint " Christ and the Mag-
dalen " of Buckingham Palace (1038) and the

wonderful " Woman taken in Adultery " in the

National Gallery (1644) are prominent instances.

No more magnificent examples of Rembrandt's
early maturity, of the golden-brown atmos-

phere which distinguishes .his manner in the

forties, could be desired than the companion
portraits, dated 1643, called here "Gentleman
with a Hawk" and " Lady with a Fan." In-

tensity of characterisation has not been sought

for in this i^instince, but intensity of physical

life is perfectly conveyed. The " Falconer,"

with his flowing golden locks, rendered with

such magical ease and softness, has a more
refined charm than as a rule marks Rembrandt's
portraits of young men. As a picture, however,

the "Lady with a Fan," who so strongly re-

sembles Saskia, without being Saskia herself,

surpasses her consort. This portrait has not the

charm or the distinction of the almost contem-

porary " Femme a I'Eventail " at Buckingham
Palace; but,judgedfromthetechnical standpoint,

it at least equals it. It is a little disconcerting

to find works belonging to the year 1647, so cold

in the lights, so black in the shadows, as are

these pendant bust-portraits of the painter Claes

Berchem and his wife. They are, nevertheless,

singularly fresh and direct character-studies,

rendered with almost the vitality of Frans

Hals, but also with a penetration to which he

made no pretention. How can the happy
owners of these five great Rembrandts put

forward as from the master's hand the trivially

pretty, characterless little panel, "Portrait of

Rembrandt dressed as a Soldier " ? Not only

must it be excluded from his ceuvre, but it must
even be doubted whether it can be by a painter

of his immediate foliowing ordeveloped underhis

immediate influence. Again, the ascription of the
" Landscape " (Duke of Westminster) to Rem-
brandt and Teniers at once excites distrust. la

the first place, the combination of the two
painters, if not impossible, is in the highest

degree improbable. The figures are, in fact, by
Teniers, though not quite in his usual manner ;

and it would, therefore, be much more natural

to look among Flemish painters for the author

of the landscape, seeing that it is too fat in

touch to be by Teniers himself. Effective as it

is, with its rich sunset hues and facile

execution, it is not nearly fine enough in

imagination or realisation to be by Rem-
brandt. A curious puzzle—and one well

worthy of solution on account of the excellence

of the work involved—is provided by the

anonymous "Portrait of a Lady" (Mr. Chas.

Butler). All one can say at present with any
certainty is that it is the work of a Nether-

lander, painting early in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and influenced by Italian—specifically

Venetian—art, while retaining, nevertheless, in

a modified form, the national feeling and the

national characteristics. Even more interest-

ing than the face is the superb costume, its

sombre richness enlivened with the fitful play

of light on the rich stuffs. Van der Heist is

not seen at his best in the faithful, but clumsy
and not very lifelike, " Family Group" (Lady
Wallace), which is signed, and bears the date

1654. Carefully modelled as are the figures,
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the general effect is one of flatness and airless-

ness; and the picture but iU compares with
similar family groups by Rembrandt, Frans
Hals, Van der Heist himself, or the Fleming
Comelis de Vos. A great curiosity, again, if

not exactly a fine picture, is the life-size half-

length " Portrait of Sefiora Alcida van
Wassenaar {sic)," attributed to Gerard Terburg.

We cannot at the moment call to mind any
other life-size portrait by this master—the

subtlest and most refined of all the Dutch
colourists. In its merits, as in its defects, the

picture seems to us, however, to justify the

ascription. There is something tentative and
unsatisfactory in both the conception and execu-

tion, which would be easily accounted for were
the painter to be imagined as working on a
scale unusual to him. On the other hand, the

luminous grey tones of the flesh, the brilliant

painting of the costume, the peculiar bloom-
like crimson tint of the hangings, are all quite

in Teiburg's manner. Of unusual excellence

for its author is the " Old Woman reading by
Candle-Light," by Godtried Sohalken (Lord
Houghton). The drawing is finer, the

characterisation truer, the imitation of Gerard
Dou is less close than usual. By W. C.

Dnyster, a pupil of Picter Codde, and allied,

too, in style to Ducq, is the strongly self-

assertive "Cavalier and Lady" (Mr. Henry
J. PfuDgst) ; by the side of which the two
characteristic " Conversation Pieces " of Dirk
Hals (Mr. William Agnew) look flat. Gabriel

Metsu's " Lady Writing a Letter " (Lady
Wallace) is more dramatic in intention than
such genre-pieces usually are, the perturbed
expression of the jealous cavalier who leans

over the lady being finely rendered. It is in

the style most popular with Metsu's admirers
among connoisseurs and collectors. If nothing
special is said on the present occasion about the
landscapes by Van Goyen, Albert Cuyp, Jacob
van Rujsdael, and Aart van der Veer, about
the sea-pieces by Willem van de Velde, about
the genre-pieces by Gerard Dou and Adrian
van Ostade, it is not that the exhibition docs not
contain tine works by these familiar masters, but
that so little that is new remains to be said about
them, or, at any rate, about their works.
Not that these, with all their monotony
of subject, are really in themselves monotonous,
but that a detailed description of them must
be tedious to the reader. If that beautiful
example of Philips Wouverman, " The Horse
Fair" (Duke of Westminster), is unusually
interesting, it is because, while preserving the
charm of his cloudy sky and landscape en-
wrapped in a delicate, diaphanous vapour, he
has more or less concentrated into a com-
position his conventional figures, instead of

scattering them in his usual aggravating
fashion, eo as to puzzle and disconcert the
eye. No finer Paul Potter exists than the Duke
of Westminster's "Landscape," signed and
dated 1647. It is literally bathed in sunlight

:

the veiy moment of the afternoon is marked
by the direction of the light, the long shadows
on the grass, and the action of the lady who
appears in the middle-distance, holding a fan
sideways so as to shield her eyes from the
almost horizontal beams. Another pure gem
of Dutch art in its most delicate and poetic
phrase ia "A Calm," by Jan van de Capelle
(Mr. James Knowles). With an extreme
accuracy in the delineation of the shipping,
not usual with this master, and such as we
associate rather with Willem van do Velde, is

combined an exquisite, pearl-like delicacy of
grey tone, and a subtle sense of values, which
the last-named artist never possessed. It

would hardly to possible to surpass the beauty
of the sky, with its huge, calm clouds of a
luminous grey, which, like a mantle loosened,
seem to be slipping into the quiet sea.

ClAUDE PU1IXIP3,

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Mh. G. AiTcnisoN, A.E.A., professor of archi-

tecture in the Eoyal Academy, will commence
on Monday next a course of six lectures on
"The Advancement of Architecture," in con-
tinuation of his lectures of last year.

The following exhibitions will open next
week : a collection of water-colour drawings
of Egypt and Venice, by Mr. A. N. Eoussoff,
at the Pine Art Society's ; and a collection of

sketches and pochades, taken in Egypt, China,
Japan, and Corea, by Mr. A. H. Savage Landor,
at the Grosvenor Club.

Mr. George Salting has presented to the
National Gallery a picture by Domenico Becoa-
fumi, representing an architectural subject
with figures. The following pictures have been
purchased for the national collection: "The
Interior of the Rotunda at Ranelagh," by
Antonio Canaletto ;

" The Entombment of Oar
Lord, with the Virgin, St. John, and St.

Joseph of Arimathaea," and with portraits

below in small of the donor and his famUy, by
Hans Baldung Grim ; a small predella picture
of the Baptism of Our Lord, by Pietro Perugino

;

a view at Southampton, by R. H. Lancaster.

TuE late Earl of Orford has bequeathed to

the Trustees of tbe National Portrait Gallery a
picture of the Old Pretender and his Sister,

painted by Largilliere.

TuE fourth annual meeting of the Ex Libris
Society will be held on Wednesday next at

the Westminster Palace Hotel, Victoria-street.

As usual, there is to be an exhibition—open
during the afternoon, and again in the evening
—of book-plates of all ages and countries, and
of books, engravings, and MSS. relating to

heraldry and genealogy. Wo notice that the
council recommend that the entrance fee be
henceforth raised from 28. lid. to lOs. Gd. ; and
also that dealers in second-hand bock-ijlates
be eligible as members "on the unanimous
vote of the council."

M. G. Maspero has been elected president
of the Acadumie des Inscriptions for the cur-
rent year, in succession to M, Paul Meyer.

The exhibitions of the Institute of Painters
in Oil Colours and of the Royal Society of

British Artists will be opened to-morrow to
persons showing tickets of the Sunday Society.

We may add that Mr. Herbert Freeman has
been appointed assistant secretary of this

society, while Mr. Mark H. Judge will con-
tinue to give his services as honorary secretary.

On Saturday last, at the inaugural meeting
of the Art Society of the Battersea Polytechnic,
Miss HopeRea lectured on " The Interdepen-
dence of the Great Arts." Mr. Lewis Day
presided, and in his speech following the lec-

ture gave the young students much practical

and helpful advice as to the right attitude to
adopt with regard to art.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

M. M. DiKMER, the French pianist,
.
played

Saint-Saens' clever and showy Concerto at the
fifth London Symphony Concert on Thursday,
JaBuary 17. His reading generally was
sympathetic, and his technique excellent ; the
principal theme, however, of the last movement
was given out too much in sledge-hammer
style. M. Diumor afterwards performed some
short solos with great charm and refinement

:

he achieved a brilliant and well-deserved
success. Among pianists of the day he takes
high rank. The programme included Mozart's
Symphony in E flat, one of the three master-

pieces which that composer wrote in 1788.
The performance, under the direction of Mr.
Henschel, was a fine one. The concert opened
with Brahms' noble "Tragic" Overture (Op.
81). The programme-book, by the way, stated

that, apart from short notices in dictionaries of

biography, the only work which students have at
their disposal is Dr. Deiters' Johannes Brahma :

a Biographical Sketch. But lately, Mr. J. A.
FuUer-Maitland devoted about a third of his

"Masters of German Music " to the composer ;

and still more recently the same theme occupied
the attention of Mr. W. H. Hadow in his

Studies in Modern Music. Why were these not
mentioned ?

The Quartet in F (Op. 17, No. 3) of
Rubinstein, after the forced delay of one
week, was given on Monday at the Popular
Concert. At the time at which it was written,

the composer was under the influence of Schu-
mann and Mendelssohn, more especially the
latter. The music is clever and attractive; yet tfce

first two movements, an Allegro moderato, and
an Allegro virtually a Scheizo, have no strongly
marked individuality. In the Adagio, on the
other hand, the composer has something of
importance to say, and the music produces a
strong impression : it has dejith and distinction.

The lively Finale is not lacking in humour,
though it is neither so light as Ilaydn'p,

nor so caustic as Beethoven's. The work was
admirably interpreted under the leadership of
Lady Halle. Mdlle. Ilona Eibenschi'itz played
Bach's "French Overture," or rather a large
portion of it. It seemed a pity that two or thr( e
movements, occupying but a few minutes in

performance, should be omitted, especially as
time was found for an encore : what Bach
joined together ought not to be set asunder by
pianists. Then, again, the work was announced
as if it were to be given in its entirety

;

only those who were acquainted with the music,

or who by chance read the programme-book,
could know that omissions were made. It may be
said that the matter is unimportant, but all the
more reason for looking after it; things of
greater importance will look after themselves.
Miss Eibenschi'itz' performance was neat as to
technique ; but the reading at times was rough,
and the tempi frequently too fast. Mr. Norman
Salmond gave a vigorous rendering of " O
Ruddier than the Cherry." Mr. Bird's piano-
forte accompaniment was clean and crisp.

J. S. SnEDlOCK.

MUSIC NOTES.
Tub Eugene Oudin Memorial Concert will
be given at St. James's Hall on Monday,
February '?.o. The number of distinguished
artists who have offered their services affords as
strong proof of the high estimation in which
Mr. Oudin was held. The proceeds of the con-
cert will be invested, and held in trust for the
benefit of the three young children who are
now fatherless. Mme. Albani stands at the
head of the lady, and Mr. E. Lloyd of the
gentlemen, vocalists ; while the names of the
veteran pianist, Sir C. HallO, and his

'

wife stand chief among those of the instru-
mentalists.

A CONCERT was given last Tuesday, at St.

James's Hall, for the benefit of the Invalid
Children's Aid Association. The inclemency of

the weather probably explains the comparatively
small audience : it is to be hoped that the
amount obtained for the association will be as

large as the concert was long.

We have to record the death from tjphoid
fever, on January 22, of Mr. Edward Salomon,
the popular composer of music for comic opera.

Ho was only in the fortieth jear of his age,

and is said to have left a number of pieces not
yet performed.
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MACMILLAN &JXX'SJ^EW BOOKS.

MEMOIR of SIR A. C. RAMSAY. By Sir Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.,
Uirector-Oenonil of tlio Ocologiciil Sunoy of Grout liricain unil Ireland. With Portraits. 8vo, 12a. lij. net.

DAILY .V*ir5. -"TliB Memoir inwortb.r Ixith of Ramsay aud his biographer Ili» book contains no nnuecofsary

detail, and tlio t iry proceeds smoothly and rapidly from first pni;o to Inst."

A CONFESSION of FAITH. By An Unorthodox Believer.
Kcnp. ^\o, 3;*. 6il,

THE SPHINX of EAGLEHAWK : a Tale of Old Bendigo. By
IIOI.V IlOI.DUEWOOIi. I'cup.'vo, -Js. rM.icMii.i,.v!<'B Pockkt Novels.

THE RALSTONS. By F. Marion Crawford. 2 vols., globe 8vo, 12s.

DAILY .V*'ITS —" The book is ndmii-ably written ; it contains passages full of distinction, it is instinct with intensity

of puri)oso ; the characters arc drawn with a living touch ; the narrative moves without pau-o or falter from crisis to

crisis.
*

THE MELANCHOLY of STEPHEN ALLARD. By Garnet
SMITH. Crown Svo, 7s. Od. not.

TIML.1. - " Mr. Garnet Smith ha< rend widely and BOom- to have assimilated and reproduced all the melancholy to

he found in the (treat writers bo has utudiod. Ho writes vigorously aud cflectively in the peculiar *ylo which befits the

melancholy mood.'*

HERO TALES of IRELAND.
Kxtru cruwn 6/0, 8s. Gil. tot.

Collected by Jeremiah Curtin'

ENGLISH PROSE.—SELECTIONS, with Critical Introductions
by Va-ious Writers, and General Introductions to each Period. Edited by IIENnY CEAIK. In S voIf.

crown Svo, 78. O.t. each Volume,

Vol. IV.—the EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

"English Men of Letters" Serie3 in Macmillan's Three-ancl-Sixpenny Library. Vol. II.

MILTON. By Mark Pattison.—GOLDSMITH. By William Black-
—OOWPEB. By GOLDWIN SMITH. Crown Svo, 3s. Gd.

GREEK STUDIES. A Series of Essays. By Walter Pater, late
Fellow of Hiwcnoso College. I'repared for the Press by CHARLES L. SHADWELI,, Follow of Oriel College,

0,xfoid. Extra crcwn Svo, 10s. 6d.

ST. JAJIKS'S tf.i;?i;7'7'A'.—" His death has made his speculations classical."

WJiiT.WXSrBU GA/.ETTK.—" The ofToct of the whole is, indeed, rich ; the lanffanRe seta olT as well as expresses

thothouRht; but there is nothing supcrlluous, no otiose or decorative epithet ; every word is wanted, as every word is

well chosen."

TlilBS.—" Bis true positior in conteniporaiy literature as a scholar of rare merits, and not merely as the master of a
uingularly finished stile, will bo fixed in the judtrment of those whoso opinion ii best wortli having by the republication

of these adroinihle essays."

ARISTOTLE'S THEORY of POETRY and FINE ART. With
BCri!icnlTc>:l-iMi.i Traii.slatiou of the "Poetics." l!.y S. H. BUTCHER, Litt.I)., I.L.D., Professor of Greek
in the University of Edinburgh ; formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambritlge, aud University College, Oxford.

Svo, lOs. net.

TIJIJiS.—" There is no need to toll tboao who are acquoiutcd with Professor Dutchor'a high reputation that his work
is thoroughly well done."

THE POLITICS of ARISTOTLE. A Revised Text, with In-
Irodiiction, Analysis, and Commentary, liy FR-iNZ SUSEMIUL, Professor in Greifswald, and R. D. UICKS,
Fellow of Trinity CoUoxo. Ijooks I.—V. Svo, 18s. net.

PLUTARCH'S LIFE of PERICLES. With an Introduction,
NotGrt, and In.licc.'-. My Rev. U. A. TIOLDEX, M.A., LL.D., Cambridge, lion. D.Litt., Diildiu, formerly Fellow
of Trinity CoUcBc, Cambii(!gc. 1?. Gd. [CLASSiciL Skries,

SI'^ECTA TOR.—** The annmation is as fall aud learned as one expects it to be."
MANCIIKSTKIt (r L'AItD/AX.—" AGoTdn the beginner all ren-sonablo help, but only mature students can fully

appreciate it« pchobirly merits and the imiuenae pains that have been bestowed upon it."

SUMMER STUDIES of BIRDS and BOOKS. By W. Warde
FUWLEH. Crown Svo, Cs.

V7.l/A\v.—" Headers of Mr. Wardo Fowler's delightful ' Year with tho Birds' do not need to bo told what a dainty
feaat he haa provided for them in his new volume The volumo will bo treasured by all lovers of birds and their
haunts."

STEAM and the MARINE STEAM ENGINE. By John Yeo,
Fleet Engineer. Itoyal Navy; lr;>.irncu.r in Steam and Marino Kngiueering at the Royal Naval CoUrgo. \\ ith

Illaslnitions. Medium Svo, 7b. Od. net.

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODE'S
NEW BOOKS.

Just ready. Crown 4to, lis.

THE STUDENT'S HANDBOOK
TO THE PSALMS.

By the Rev. J. SIIAKPE, D D ,

Late Follow of Christ's College, Cambridge, Tyrwhitt
Scholar, and Hebrew and Scholefield Prizeman,

Rector of Elmley Lovett.

" Very useful to student* nnd ilevout readers."—T'lact,

Just ready. Royal Svo, half Iwund vellum, cloth, red bur-

nished erlges, 15s.

LEX MOSAICA;
Or, the law of Moses and Ihc Illgber CrlllcUu.

Edited by the Bev. RICIIAKT) VALPY FRENCH,
D.C.L., LL.D.

Essays bySAYOE, BAWLINSON, DJL'GL.VS, GtRDLE-
STONE, LIAS» SIl AEPE, LBATHES, WACK, and others.

A loadiuQf daily pai>or says .—
*' The groat value of the book and the universalit^jr of the

interest of tho pnbject for men t f every Christian de-
nomination and profcsts'on, require that it Ahould be
designated the volume of the year. It coavicte the higher
criticism of critical deficiency."

—

Ex'met from tefiding attict',

*' Not a little must be gained for tho cause of tmtfa, when
the so-called Higher Criticism is so lustily assailed with its

own weapons."— 3't;j(«», Dec. 21, lS9i.

Retail at all Booksellers.

Viofptclus post free and gratis from the Pubtiahers,

EYRE & SPOTTISWOODB,
Her Mftjf.ttjf*ti PrinUr$,

LoNDOT, GDinBiTRGn* Gtiiiiisow, Mblboubvs, SrDVBr,
Airs New Yokk.

[AN MAOLAREN'S NEW STORY.
! fcjcc the

WOMAN AT HOME
for FKIiltUARY. Now ready, Od.

Containing :
—

1. AFTERWARDS. By Ian Maclaren.
** A .Story. Fully Illustrated. By the Author of

?3klo I

A
licsldo the Bonnie Brier Bnah.'

2. A FIRST MEETING with
M«. GLADSTONE, liy LANCELOT STRONG.

Illustrated with Portraits and Interiors.

AND THAT. By
ANNIE S. SWAN. A Complete Story, with

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE.
N.i. in. FEUiiUAUY. iVifo Is. Comix rs.

1. KECOLI.ECTION'8 of tho CaiNKSE WAR. By Lieut.- 6. THE UKRONS. Cliaptcrs X.—Xlf.
Colcnel Hii.T, Jam eh.

2. THE 8E.XCENTENAP.Y of Ihc ENGLISH PARLIA
MENT. liy J. W. Root.

3. DRAMATIS PERSON.K.

6. IN tho WAKE of CAPTAIN COOK.

7. THE ESCAPE of MARIA CLESIENTINA. By Akubew

4. TUK TRlCilPU of HECTOR.

Lixo.

S. A LESSON from HISTORY.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON

3. mHIS SIDE-

many lllnatrations.

4. ADVENTURE of the LITTLE
XX LAY FIGURE. By L. T. MEADE, Author of

" Stories from the Diary of a Doctor."

5. rpHE CZARINA of RUSSIA. A
J. specially interesting article. liy MARIE

ADELAIDE BELLOC. With many Portraits.

G. T ADIE3 of BIRMINGHAM. By
XX SARAH A. TOOLEY. (Second Paper.) With

Photograiibs.

ASD }IASY OTIIEI: ArTRACriVE AnTlCLEP.

THE WOMAN AT HOME. The Best
Women's Mugazno. Od. Monthly. Profusely

Illustrated.

IIoDDEii & SToroirroir, 27, Paternoster Row; and all

Booksellers and NewsngontB.

OY DR.
i.j I'll.

CAMPBELL BLACK,
,i>fi Esor of riiysiol"Py in .tudciSfUb Ci'lK^gc Motlical Schr)l.

THE URINE in DEiLTH and DISEASE and
UIU.NAUV ANALYSIS. I'ricerj. M. l'rofu>clj illuili^tttl.

London Itnillliro, TioduU & Cox.

Tbc rUNf-XrON.KL DISEASES of thoTJRTNAKY
-.wmX HKI'ISODVCTIVE oltliANS (in l«itli Sojcs). riict 5f.

LECTURES on BRIGHTS DISEASE. Piice

to. od.

London ; J. * A. CUuicliill, >cw Burlinstonstrcel.

PrinUd by AttXANDER 4 SUEPHEAKD. Lonsdale Printing Works, Chancery Lane, Published by the Proprietor, HENRY VILLERS, S7, Chauccl-y Lane, W.C.
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MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
SECOND EDITION.

CHARLES BRADLAUGH : a Record of his Life and Work.
By his DauRhter, UYPATIA BRADLAUGH BONNER. With nn Account of hia

Parliamentary Struggle, bi« PoUtics, and his Attitude to ReHgion, by JOHN M.
ROBERTSON. 2 Photogravures and 8 other Illustrations, 2 vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 21s.

•* Mrs. Bradlaugh-Bonner has not only successfully defended her father's memory, but
has reared to that memory a worthy record She has managed to convey a living picture
of her father Will find it a wide circle of eager readers."

—

Itatt]/ Chronicle,
*' His daughter's biography is his not unbefitting monument."

—

Baity yews.

"THE JEFFKRIES OP THE TROPICS.' SECOND EDITION.

IN the GUIANA FOREST. By James Rodway. Intro-
auction by GRANT ALLEN. 16 P'ull-page lUnstratious, clutli, lOs. 6d.

"A better volume of the kind has never come before ue."—Uaily Chronicle.
•' Bright, vivid, and pictures'iuc. There is hardly a dull puRe in the yohime,"— Lilcraf

.

THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND. By John Mackie.
Cloth, 6s.

" la a simply but tragically conceived t,ioty."—Litifary World,
•* A novel of notable merit."

—

VuHdce Advertiser,
" No one will begin the book without finding his curiosity so stimulate 1 that he will read

it to the etid,"—ScotsMan.

THE NEW "PSEUDONYM."
OLD BROWN'S COTTAGES. By John Smith.

Is. 6d.; cloth, 28.
Paper,

THE NEW "AUTONYM."
A BACHELOR MAID. By Mrs. Burton Harrison. Paper,

IB. ed. ; cloth, 28.

NINTH EDITION OP S. R. CROCKETT'S

THE STICKIT MINISTER, and Some Common Men.
Cloth, 5s.

" Mr. Crockett has given ns a book that is full of strength and charms. Humour and
pathos mingle with delightful effect. . . . The author has constructed stories full of
grace and charm."—/Speaier.

S. n. CROCKETT'S WORKS.

GLOSSARIES to " The Stickit Minister," "The Raiders,"
and " The Lilac Sunbonnet." In crown 8vo, cloth, prica is. net.

LOHENGRIN, and other Poems. By Will Foster. Fcap.
6vo, cloth, 5s. net.

. THE NEW VOLUME OF "THE STORY OF TUB NATIONS."

THE CRUSADES : the Story of the Latin Kingdom of
JoruBRlem. By T. A. ARCHER and CHARLES LETHBRIDOE KINGSFORD.
Ulustrated and furnished with Maps and Inde.i, cloth, ")S.

"It poescsses distinctive characteristics which make it a desirable addition to this
popular aerica."—Scotsman.

THE STORY OF THE NATIONS.
About 400 pp. each, bound in cloth, and with many

Illustrations and Maps, price 5s.

A List of the Volumes :—1. Rome, by A. OILMAN, M.A. 2. The Jews, by Prof. J. E.
HOSMER. 3. Germany, by Rev. S. B. GOULD. M.A. i. Carthage, by Prof. A. J. CUUROH,
M.A. 5. Alexander's Empire, by J. P. MAUAFFY, D.D. 6. The Moors in Snain, by
STANLEY LANE-POOLE. 7. Ancient Egy]''. hy Prof. G. RAWLINSON. 8. Hungary,
by Prof. A. VAMBBRY. 9. The Saracens, bv A. OILMAN, M.A. 10. Irelani", by Hon, B.
LAWLESS. 11. Chaklea, bvZ. A. RAGOZIN. 12. The Goths, by H. BRADLEY. 1).

Assyria, by Z. A. RAGOZIN. 11. Tnrkey, by S. LANE-1'OOLE. 1), Ho laid, by Prof.

J.E. THOROLD ROGERS. 10. Mcdifcval Fiance, by G. MASSON. 17. Persia, by S. G. W.
BENJAMIN. 18. Phoenicia, by Prof. G. RAWLINSON. 10. Media, by Z. A. RAGOZIN.
20. The Hansa Towns, by HELEN ZIMMER^f. 21. Early Britain, by Prof. A. J. CHURCH.
22. The Barbary Corsairs, by S. LANE-POOLE. '23. Russia, by W. R. MORFILl,, M.A.
24. Jews imder the Romans, by W. D. MORRISON. 25. Scotland, by J. MACKINTOSH,
LL.D. 26. Switzerland, bv L. HUG and R. STEAD. 27. Mexico, by S. HALL. 28.

Portugal, by IL M. STEPHENS. 29. The Normans, by S. O. JE WET'1\ 30. Byzantine
Empire, by C. W. C. OMAN. 31. Sicily, by Prof. B. A. FREEMAN. 32. Tuscan Republics,

by BELLA DUFFY. 33. Poland, by \f. R. MORFILL. 34. Parthia, by Prof. G. RAW-
LINSON. 35. Australian Commonwealth, by S. TREGARTHBN. 36. Spain, by H. E.
WATTS. 37. Jaraii, by D. MURRAY, Ph.D. 38. South Africa, by S. M. THEAL. 3l».

Venice, by A. WIEL. 40. Crusades, by T. A. ARCHER and C. L. KINGSFORD.

Volume 40, recently puUisheiJ,

The Story of the Latin

Kingdom of Jerusalem.

T. A. AR€BER and CDAS. L. HDt(;.SFORD.

THE ACADEMY on some former Volumes.

POLAND.
" It is interesting aud entertaining. ... It aboumls with curious and often

recondite information. ... It aims—not unsuccessfully- in popnlarising a some-
what difficult subject."

SICILY.
" The reader will himself be dull who finds the book other than very intei-csllng,"

THE JEWS UNDER ROMAN RULE.

THE CRUSADES

:

WITH MANY PORTRAITS AND AUTOGRAPHS.

GOOD READING, About Many Books. By their Authors.
Demy 12ino, pap«r, Is. net ; cloth, 2a. net.

In IhiK bii
.
liine alxint thirty proniincnt Authors tell, each in hia own way, the mauncr

in which t: ej i ainc to write theit books.

By Sir EDWIN ARNOLD.

THE PASSING OF MUHAMMAD
Prophet of Arabia.

T!y Sir K7>WTN AliXOLP .

See the CENTURY MAGAZINE for February, price Is. 4d.

' A very sober aud judicioxia account of a tlifficnlt and aomewhat irritating' portion

of history. . . . The whole of the work deserveB high commendalion."

EARLY BRITAIN.
" Some oE the more difficult problems of our history are treated with judgment aud

accuracy."

PHCENIOIA.
" A popular history of Phtcnicia was unquestionably needed ; and the want ia

admirably supplied in tlie volume by Professor Rawlinson, which displays a thorough
knowledge of the subject."

PERSIA.
'* Mr. Benjamin can-ies into hia rotiremont a larger kiiowledgG ot that empire than

IB posaesscrt bj any other citicen^of the United Btates."

MEDIAEVAL FRANCE.
"The style is remarkably attractive, and free from any trace of foreign idiom.

. . . The selection of material is skilfxU. , , , One of the most interesting works
ot the series to which it belongs."

HOLLAND.
" It is remarkably vigorous and spirited. ... Is well worth reading.'

ASSYRIA.
" A colicient and pictur«»qne narrative."

THE SARACENS.
" The mortt readable and complcto account of Saracen hidtory that has hitherto

appeared in a volume of the same size.'*

ALEXANDER'S EMPIRE.
"llohas tokUlie story with marked sticcco^. . . . Reads as eatily as a novel."

THE JEWS UNDER ROMAN LAW.
" Interesting reading and alive with vabmbie rejection.

THE ACADEMY on -THE CRUSADES."
"The book startles the reader into pleasure and interest. It is admirably

and connectedly written, an astonishing triumph, when one reads the names
of two authors on the title-page. . . . The style is that of one writer, well

skilled in English ; the story Is clearly told, as if a single and c:ever rommcist
were responsible for the narrative. The book, again, is one ot a series that has

not been very successful. Indeed, Mr. Bradley's volume on tie Goths has been,

up to now, the only real success attained in this well-meant, but abortive,

attempt to compress history into blocks of four hundred pages.
.^Mi'fHiy, January 2G.

London: T. FISHER UNWIX, Paterxoster SQifAUK, E.G.
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LoiD STtitaiDcx OK Ian Kibr»«s Qci»tio», by

Anaci Aesold '''

THiGiLCaiiar EiicCAtI0»itE«P0ii»,by I'rof.FoBTEB

WlTMW ""

Niw NoTiu, by William Wiluci . . . .
W

CLkifictLBooxa '"**

NoTia kSD News
J*'

Orioisai. Vkhi :
" Portr»it of Anton Herkomcr," by

ilin L. D01011.1.
*"-

0«iTOAir: Jo«itO'N«iLi,byF.T. M 1-2
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Sehctid FoEiios BooES 103

COEBKaPOXDKXCE— _ .« ,.

.4 /Vr»«..n( iWic (>/ £ii(*«r,byW. G. Thorpe ; Tlu Aew
Suriae (Jotp-lt, by the Rcv. R. H. Charles, F. C.

Conybesre, »nd G. H. Skipwith j Tke. Ba* of Mid.

twj, by the Rcv. U. J. Lftwior ; TVu Uv-jt^l 0/ nitr,

by Mrs. (iibson
jJ'J

AppoixTME.iTS roE Neit Week IJ*
T«i SEniAoijiT, by Prof. Sakdat 10«

UllTl'AET : Prof. CaILET JO'
SciEXCE Notes }0S

PHII.OLO0ICAI. Books Jjg
KEroRTS or Societies . . . • • ,• • 108

OlivMasteis at the Rotal Academy, III., by Claude
Phillips 109

Notes ox Art akd AECHAEOLOor 110

Copper's " Poor la Cmironnc," bj' Cecil Nicholsoit . 110

Becext CoKCEEis, by J. S. Shedloce . . . .111
Ucsic Notes Ill

TJTHORand JOUENALTST requires a
PRIVATK SECRKTARV. able occiiHioually to act as dtimtv.

One sjmpathetically intertstc*! in a wide range of sulijetts, chiefly

Educational nud Socialistic. — Apply fully, enclosing Btaniii,
•* OaADt-ATE," Ideal Cluli. W. ___^

X>IOTURES.—WANTED to PUECHASE
-viz., P.VINTINGS in OIL, by lUcburn, Constabli-, Cromc.

Cvtman. B«uin(ft-ni, Reynolds. Cainsborough, Romiioy, Hoppucr.
Bcechcy, Opic. Lawreucf, Mortaud, Chambers Wheatley, Stark, and
Viii«cnt—Apply to Messrs. Dowdlswell, ItiO, New Bond Street.

" rrilMES," 59 vols., half bound, Januarja
^ 1859, to December, 1887, 28J years.—H. DcKJtlso. It), Era eia\

Street. Theobald's Road, W.<'.

B

SHORT STORIES WANTED, 1,500 to
3 fHNt wonls ; also a Serial Story of about 3y.0«) words, for

Church Publications, Interestiuii, not necessarily religious. MSS
returned. Stale terms.—EmT0H,3'JS. Strand, W.C.

E-ENGAGEMENT AVANTED by a
PRILL and (JYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

yeftrs* high testimonial from a large pultlic school Owys and girls).—
Address, l^sTRl:cTOR, Afatifiny Office, 27, Chancery Lane.

OOK-PLATES (Ex-Libris) DESIGNED
and ENCRAVEI) in Media?val or Modpm Styles on Wootl,

Copper, or Steel. A Bo«jk contaiLing Illustrations of Mediteval
r>e>ff!ns on Woo«l, i>ost fn-e, 25 stamps.—Tiioaas 3IoKi>y, 52, High
llolborn, London. \v.C. Established 17»1.

INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
5IEN in all parts. wiUiog to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list
Includes private asylums, 4c. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. G. B. Stocier, 8, 1-ancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. •*

.V Medium of
t^'ommuntciition between Authors. Editors, and Publishers." Advises
upon, reviftes, and negotiates JISf>. Inten-iews by appointment only.
—Address the Secrktarv, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING^^To
AL'TIIORS.-Spccial attention given to the above. Estimates

frw. AecounUverlfip<I by Chart<re<l Accountant.—Address MaMoeb,
Roxbarftie Press. 3. Victoria-street, Westmiu»ter.

ROYAL SOCIETY ^~PAINTERS~Yn
WATER-COI.oUUS.-The WINTER E.XlllblTION is NOW

OPEN, s, I'ALL HALL EAST, from lu till 9 AdmitsioD, li.

Catalogue, sd.
ALiain D. pBlpr, K.W.S., Secretary.

TYPE-WRiriNG.
AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-

SeieDtiflc. I.it«rary. and Medical Ms.'*, rarefully and promptly
Ivtoawrttteil by R*t»k k Co., 40, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.
FfiTaU room (or dictation. Highest rcterenoee. Translations

TYPE-WRITERS—SECOND-HAND
MACHINES equal to new. FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, or

LENT on HI ICE. Machines S>ld by Instalonnts uu Terms to suit
Purchasers. Use of Machine taujrht fret- to hirers or purchjusers.
Kemingtons, Yosts. llanim.imlH. C;iligr:iph, Bar-hK-Vs, Fitcli. Ac,
from jC^. MS. Copied with accuracy and despatch at lowest ratcb.
Highest references, tllustrated (.^talognc fr«c.-N. Tavior, Manager,
National Type-Writer Exchange, 74, Chancnry lAue, London iMolbom
end).

G
AOENCY FOR AUERICAN ROOKS.

P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
I • and noOKSELLERS, of 57 and » We«t 23rU SIreel. New

york,and IlEDFORIl STREET, LONDON, W.C, <le«irelocall tiie

atlentioo of the READINU PUBLIC to tha eicelleiit facilities

*lreMnteil by their Branch House in London for fllliiig, on the most
fnoaraUe terms, onlers for tlieir o»n STANDARD PUBLICA.
TIONS. and f.,r ALL AJfERIUAN BOOKS and PEUIODILALS -
CATALOOUED Mat on ai: ::«ition.

wEL8H INTEEMEDIATE EDUCA-
TION.

Tlie Moutgonter^-shire County Cktveruiiig Body is prepared to appoint

a HEAD MISTRESS of the Girls' Intermediatv County School.
Newtown, at % salary of £IVO per annum, with a capltatloo fee of ti.

Candidates must be gnulttat«s uf s<>me Cnivt-ntiiy in the Unit«d
Kingdom, or liare paned lueh University Examinations u In tbt oaie

of a man would have qualified (or a degree, and have been trmined or
had experience as a Teacher. ....
Thirty printed ooplee of the testimonials and of the letter of appli-

cation, the latter stating the candidate's age and qualifications, io be
sent in not later than the 23nl of February, to the undersigned, from
whom copies of the County Scheme, price dd.. and other information
can ba obtained. Q- I>. Harrison,

^______ Welshpool.

BETHESDA COUNTY SCHOOL-
APPOINTMENT OF HEADMASTER.

The County Ooreming Body of Camanonshlre i« prepared t*

apiwint a HIsADMASTER for the a!>ove school.

Salary £l2ii fixed, and a capitation fee at the rate of 11 per annum
for cacli pupil in the school. Estin»;ite<l salary for the first vear S.'iiQ.

The school will be a dual school for \my» and glrU, and the instruc-

tion will coobist mainly of mathematics and modern subjectn. Candi-
dates must be graduates, or have some c^iuivalent <iualificatious.

Fifty printed copies of applications and testimonials (recent) should
be received by the oudersigned, on or before Fcbruarj- 25th.

J. U. BonVEL-llOHEBTS,
Clerk of tbo Peace, Camarron .

i:>ANGOR COUNTY SCHOOL for
XJ tJIRLS.

APPOINTMENT OF HEADMISTRESS.
The County Governing Body of Cnroarvonshirc is prepared to

appoint a HEADMISTRESS for the above school.

The Salary will consist of a fixed stipend of £12<t a vcar, and a capi*

tatiou fee of not loss than £1 IDs. a year for each giil in the school.

Probable salary for first year is estimated at £180. Candidates must
be graduates of some University in the United Kiuijdom or tiie

Briti()h Possessions, or must i>o»scss c<iuivaU-nt qualifications.

Duties to commence in April.
Fifty printed cojdes of applications and testimonials (recent) should

be received by uuuersigucu, on or before February 25th.

J. H. BunVEL-RoHERTS,
Clerk of the Peace, CaniRrron.

HE UNIVERSITY of ST. ANDREWS
GRAHTS TUB

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEN.
The Subjects of Examination may bo selected from any seven out of

thirty different subjects, the standard, being the same as that for the
M.A. Degree. The centres of examiuationare St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Bedford, Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Cork,
Dublin, Dumfries, Edinburgh, Inverness, Leeds, Leicester, LivenK>ol,

Lindon, Loughborough, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Paisley,
Truro, Ac.
For Prospjctua, Ac, apply to the Sboretart, L.L.A. Scheme, the

Oniversity, St, Andrews, N.6
^

QUEEN'S PARK, OSWESTRY, SALOP;
—Mr. JOHN EVANS. M.A in Double High Honours, Firs*

PriKeman and Gold Medallist in Applied Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy (Ediu). RECEIVES YOUTHS and YOUNG MEN for

Special Individual Instruction. Rare experience .ind marked success

;

University Scholarships ; Professional Preliminaries ; a Second at the
Civil Service Examination; Loudon Matriculation invariably First

Division, Ac, &c. Refereuces to parents, among the Clergy, Gentry,
and Professionals Terms mo<lerate.

^

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
Till: ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

AI)Out TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS {tin to

£2(1) in APRIL—Apply to the Heap Master.

w HAT D'Y E lack:
Ask Misa MILLARD, of Tetldiugton, Middlesex, for any Book ever

issued since the advent of printing (however rare or plentiful) up to

the very l:ist work published ; also for any curio or ol>ject of interest

under the cinopy of heaven, for she prides herself on being enabled,

nine times out of ten, to supply these wants. She has the largest

assemblage of Miscellaneous Bijouterie in the world, and is always a

ready, willing, and liberal buyer for prompt ciish.

pOME, BUY MY WARES. — GEMS,
V_y Jewels. Laces, Far.!*, Miniatures, Antiques, Uniques, Silver

IMate, Hheflield Plate, Sundials, Statuary, Ironwork, Ivories, Ta[ies-

tries. Bronzes, Menials, Prints, Arms, Euamels, Pewters, Books, Docu-

ments, Autographs, sumps, Curios.

" Heaps of rings and pretty things, and trinkets due to beauty,

A perfect bliss, for wife or miss, secure aflection's duty

;

And laces fine, a dainty time, and bangles, gcmf, and sweeties.

And pretty toys, and 6tWer joys, quite worth a learned treatise
"

It is a modest and an accurate assertion to say that there does not
exist elsewhere under the canopy of heaven such an interesting and
large collection.

*

CLARA (Miss) MILLARD, TcdiliuKton. Middlesex.

OATALOQUES
CpOEEIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
JD promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGDBS ou application.

DTTLAU * CO.. 87. SoHO Sqca»«.

FOREIGN BOOKS^ FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENIIIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STBEKT, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOGUBS post free on application.

T>irWOHLLEBEN,
FOREIGN BOOKSEIiLEB,

45, GREAT RUSSELh STREET
(Opposite the British Museum),

Sapplics all Foueig:^ Books and Psriodical.s at the most
moderate prices.

Cataloffues on applicntion.

THE
AUTOTYPE COMPANY

Uas the honour to announce the Puhlicat iou of

NINETY-THREE DRAWINGS

ALBERT DURER,
Reproduced in Facsimile from Originals in the British

Museum, and accomfanied hy Descriptive Text by

SIDNEY COLVIN, M.A.,

Keeper o/ Fiihts and Drawingt^ British Museum,

"The British Museum collection, reproduced in this

volume, is," says Professor Colvin, " a fairly complete and

representative survey of the several phases of Durer'®

activity a<, a draughtsman and sketcher during all periods

of his career."

The Volume it Imperialfolio, hatf-noroeeo, Platee Linen-

Guarded and Interleaved. Edition 100 Copies.

rriee Six Guineai.

The ATTTOTYPE FINB-A»T CATALOGtTB
(New Edition), of 18t pages, with Illustrated Supple-

ment, coutaimng 68 Miniature Photographs of notable

Autotypes, post free, Osk Suilliso.

'AUTOTYPE: a Decorative and Educational Art."

Kew Pamphlet, Fees o>* Afplicatiov.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY,
74, New Oxford Street, London.

MESSRS. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
ABT BEPBODUCEBS,

U, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C ,

Are tDe sole repreaentatlTea in Great Britain of

HERR HANFSTAENOL. ofManiob.

the well-known Artist in PIIOTOORAVURE, now patronised by tha
leading Loudon Art Publishing Firmi. A large Collection of Im.
portant Tlates always on Tiew.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary

Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMOND k CO-supidy the cheapest and best Procesiel

in the market, which are specially adajtted to meet the wants of

Antiquarians, Archaeologists, and tliose engaged lu the investigation

and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

.' . C. DRUMMOND & CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
Vor the Reproduction of Wurks oj Art, Orijiiiat MSS., DesignK
Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, ite. , <tc., at a moderateeoit-

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offices; 11, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

Just pubhshcil, price Is. i I'er post. Is. 4id.

THE VIOTOEIA UNIVERSITY CAL-
ENDAK FOR THE YEAR ISB5.

Ix>ndon

:

Ma(.'»ii.lan & Co.

Manchester

:

J. E. C0B.MSU.

TPGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.—
Pi ANNUAL REPORT of the Society forl89M, la ARCH-EO-
LOGIC.NL RF.l'«)RT for iwts-l, -.is. «d. Special extra Publications,

ATLAS of .NM'IKNT EGYPT, with Tables, Letter-press, and Index.

New and Revised Edition, 3s. «a. GUIDE to the TEMPLE of

HEIR EL BAUARI, with Han, (kl

Oftice of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 37, Great Russell Street, W.C.

IMPOETANT.-PKINTINO AKD PUBLISHING

VTEWSFAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Xli Ac—KI.NG. SELL & RA I LTON, Limited, high-class Printert

and Publishers, lil. Gough Square, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.

have specially-built Rotary and other fast Machines for priuting

and binding illustrated or other Publications.

Advice and assistauco given to anyone wishing to commonce Kew
Journals.

facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offices, free Advertising

and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telegraph, "Africanism, London."Tulephone 3709.

VINOLIA SOAP
Does not " Toueh Up

Skin.

the

KEEPS THE COMPLEXION CLEAR.
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MESSES. LONGMANS & CO.'S LIST.

NEW BOOK BT THE BIGHT HOm A. J. BALFOUB.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF BELIEF:
Being Notes Introductory to the Study of Theology.

By the Eight Hon. ARTHUR J. BALFOUR, M.P.
8to, 12s. 6d. lOii Friday, February 8ih.

NEW VOLUME OP THE VERNEY MEMOIRS.

MEMOIRSof the VERNEY FAMILY during the COMMONWEALTH
VEBNEY. ^&!oF':Z^^l\t'syo!'iu!^''^''''^''^

''^ ""^ ^'""''"' "' ''''*^''°" "'""^- ^^ *IARGARET M.

r.^'l^L*'^^
volnme of ' Memoirs o£ the Verney Family ' ia interesting in another way than that which made itspredecessors so charminjr, and the materials emi)loyed by the compiler, Lady Vemey, in this volume and ^tXr di,position for future use are still abundant, the letters increasing in lonRth and in numbers dnrinSTe latter half of tSseventeenth century. But the interest is not deminished, the iucidents are given witb more Mness of detail and we

5t°Li;?truS^ a^idlu^Sis'.'J'^X,'?.""'''
™-"''^"^« "'^ ''"'*«="'"'« '"'^y -™"'™ ^dtt1L'a?e' c're^i^d'en^^

A HISTORY of SPAIN, from the Earliest Times to the Death of
Ferdinand the Catholic. By ULICK RALPH BTRKE, M.A. 2 vols., 8vo, 3-'3. [On Monday next.

NEW BOOK BY THE LATE G. J. ROMANES.

THOUGHTS on RELIGION. By tlie late Georgf, J. Romanes,
Westmin"sl7c;^wn*8"ld"M

""""'" *'• ^'""'' "'''''' ^''^f''". ''^ ^^HARLBS GORE MA., Canon of
' \^0n mondatj next,

THE TEACHING of the VEDAS : What Light does it Throw on
the Origin and Development of Religion ? By MAURICE PHILLIPS, London Mission, Madras. Crown 8vo, 6s.

STUDIES in the CHRISTIAN CHARACTER: Sermons. With an
Introductory Essay. By FRANCIS J'AGET, D.D., Dean of Christ Church, Oxford. Crown Svo, 6s. 6d.

CHIPS from a GERMAN WORKSHOP. By F. Mix Muller, K.M.New Edition, in 1 vols, '

^Bfik}\^^^^^o,T^L'^%^T^''^''^^- ''"""' ''-"• '' ""• °^' '"""^'- ^-- "• BIOGRAPHICAL

CELLULOSE: an Outline of the Chemistry of the Structural
^•!rciifirE. 1!^^:^^%^^^^ ii'^src^u-nrfiJs.'ift!-

^'^ ^%\^r„i?^ri^

OLD and NEW ASTRONOMY. By Richabd A. Pboctor and
A

.
COWPEE BANYARD. With 3 1 Plates and 472 Illustrations in the Text. New and Cheaper Editions, 4lo, 21s.

THIRTY-FOURTH THOUSAND, price 6s.

A GENTLEMAN of FRANCE. By Stanley J. Weyman.
«eSr«5iA^-"'Th£^fS^lv'!i''i^^f i°iv''' ''?/ -^ ''"^ ^" historical romance that ha.s appeared for some years."

work rf iidraTy ^." ^ ^ °" " " "°''' ™°™ ''''''" " o'^™"" ^^^ »' adventure. It is a very fine

NEW VOLUMES

The FIRST CROSSING of GREENLAND.
By FBIDTJOP NANSEN. With numerong Illustra-
tions aurl a Map.

GALLUS; or, Romaii Scenes in the Time
of Augustus. By Professor W, A. BKCKKR. With
Notes and*xcur8uses illustrative of the Manners and
Cufitoms of the Romans. With Illustrations.

CHARICLES; or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks. By Professor
W. A. BECKER. With Notes and Excursuses. With
Illustrations.

ANGLING SKETCHES. By Andrew
LANG. With 20 Illustrations by W. Brown Murdoch.

OF THE 'SILVER
Price 3sf. Gd. each.

THE

LIBRARY.'

ENGLISH in IRELAND in the
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. By JAMES ANTHONY
FROUDE. 3 vols.

THE RUINED CITIES of MA8H0NA-
LAND : beiuK a Record of Excavation and Exploration
In UOl. By J. THEODORE BENT, F.S.A., F.R.C.S.
With 118 Illustrations. New Edition, with New
Preface.

WHERE THREE EMPIRES MEET: a
Narrative of Receut Travel in Kashmir, Westeni Tibet,

Gdgit, and the adjoining Countries. By
With a Miij) and 54 Illustrations.

Baltistan,
E. F. KNIOUT.

Now ready, price Sixpence.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE.—Februaey.
AK AUIUNGED M^S^RBIAGE. By Dobothsa Ge«4bd,

Author of "Lady Baby," &c. Chaps. U-13.

KNGLISH SEAMEN in the SIXTEENTH CENTURY
Lecture VII. By J, A. Fkoodk.

"HALFWAY Iwtwccu the STILES
WOKTH.

By Mrs. Moles-

TUB DREAM of the PSYCHOMETEB. By MiY KisuDii-L.

FERDINAND de LESSEP8 iind the SUEZ and PANAMA
CANALS, By W. H. Wheelik.

BAN STEFANO ; a Ballad of the Bold " Monclaus." By
HeKkt NeWHolt.

ONLY KITTY , a
Walkokd,

Kodak" ot London Life. By L. B.

AT THE SIGN of the SHIP. By Ahdbew Laho.

London: LONGMANS, GEEEN & CO.
NEW YORK: 15 E/iVr IWit STREET.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

THE AMERICAN COMMON-
WE.il.TlI. ]!y Uic RiKht H;.i. .7AME.S BRYCE, M.P.
In 3 vols. Vol. II. Third Edition. Completely Re-
vised throughout, with additional Chapters. Ext™
crown 8vo, 12s. Od. (Vol. I., extra crown 8vo, 12s. Gd.)

MEMOIR of SIR A. C. RAMSAY
By Sir ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, [-.U.S., Director-
General of the Geological Survey ot Great Britain and
Ireland. With Portraits. 8vo, 13s. Od. net.

TIMES.—" The volume is in every sense a valuable con-
tributionto the history of contemporary science, while itS'
intrinsic interest and its skill of presentation will commend
it to a wide circle of general readers."

2)-f7i;FA'£ira.-" The Memoir is worthy both of Ramsay
and his biogi'apher His book contains no unnecessary
detail, and his story proceeds smoothly and rapidly from
first page to last."

"CASTLE RACKRENT" and
"THE ABSENTEE." By MARIA EDGBWORTH.
Illustrated by Miss Chris. Hammond. With an Intro-
auction bv Mrs. THACKEHAY RITCHIE. Crowu
8vo, 38.6cl.

This is the first volume of the Illustratod Standard Novels.
The next volumes, to be published at intervals of a month,
will be :

*' Japhet in Search of a Father," by Captain
MaiTj'at, illustrated by Mr. Henry M. Brock, with an Intro-
duction by Mr. David Hannay ; and '* Tom Cringle's Log,"
by Michael Scott, illustrated by Mr. J. Ayton Symington,
with an Introduction by Mr. Mowbray Morris.

THERALSTONS. By F.Marion
CRAWFORD. 3 vols., globe 8vo, 123.

D^/ZrA'£'IF5.—" The book is admirably written ; it con-
tains passages full of distinction; it is instinct with intensity
of purpose ; the characters are drawn with a living touchy
the narrative moves without paue or falter from crisis

to crisis.'*

ENGLISH PROSE.—Selections,
with Critical Introductions by Va .•ions Writers, and-
General Introductions to each Period. Edited by
HENRY CRAIK. In 5 vol?., crown 8vo, 78. Oi. each
Volume.

Vol. IV.—The EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
TIMES.—*'\{q\\. sustains the high character of its pi*e*

decessora, and attests not less conspicuously the Uterar/
skill and judgment of the editor and his colleagues,"

ESSAYS and STUDIES. By
JOHN CHUETON COLLINS. Svo, Us. net.

A CONFESSION of FAITH.
By AN
3s. 6d.

UNORTHODOX BELIEVER. Fcap. 8Vo,

CATALOGUE of LANTERN
SLIDES to ILLUSTRATE FrFFE'S "UlSfOKY of
GREECE." With Notes on their Use. By Rev. T.
FIELD, M.A., Head Master of the King's School, Cau«
terbnry. Pot 8vo, 6d., sewed.

MUSSEL CULTURE and the
BAIT SUPPLY, with refei-once more specially to
Scotland. By W. L. CALDERWOOD, F.B.S.E. Crown
8vo, 2s. 6d.

STEAM and the MARINE
STEAM ENGINE. By JOHN YEO, Fleet Engineer,
Royal Navy ; Instructor in Steam and Marine Engineer*
ing at the Royal Naval College. With Illustrations,

Medium 8vo, 7b. 6d. net.

THE GOLDEX TREASURY SERIES.
NEW VOLUME.

POEMS by ROBERT SOUTHEY
Chosen and Arranged by EDWARD DOWDKN. Pot
8vo, 2s. Gd. net.

MACmLLAN'S ENCILISH CL.iSSlCS.

NEW VOLUME.

BURKE.—Speeches on American
Taxation : on (.'oiiciliation with Anu'rica ; and Letter

to the ShcritTs ot: Bristol. Edited, with Introduction '

and Notes, by F. G. Sl'XUY, M.A., Princiiial and
Professor of Logic and Moral Philosophy, Deccan Col-

lege, Poona. Glob3 8\ o, 33. «d.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDOX.
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Now ready, pricr- M.

THE BOOKMAN
JTor rSBaOARV.
lUustratioHS,

noBERT Lien STEVENSON'S KfUSII>ENCE, niij VIEW of

VAEA MOUNTAIN wli«re ho 1. Bl'lllEH.

I'ICTCRBS ol LITERARY UAMI'STEAU

roRTRAIT ol MISS CHRISTINA R08SETTI.

PRISCIP.il. LITBnABT COSTESTS.
IN ACCOUNT with TIME. B/ Eiuirat llAOruKB.

ALONE. Br Sit Giuul UvtoUJ, Bui.

O.N SOME TALES o( MB. KIPLINGU ByS. It. C»oinCTr.

SOME REJIISISCENCKS of CHRISTINA KOSSETTI. By Katu-

A S TA E CRITIC Tlio R«T. WIUJAM BARBV D.D.

BR VRY ASSOCIATIONS o( UAMI'STEAU : Jack Slrawn Casllo

ukI WUdwood Cott««e. Bj W. Rob««i»ox Nkoli..

I'RoM an UNPUBLISUEU FRENCH ESSAY of CUAKLOTTE
BRONTE.

THE Ml'BHER of DAKNLEV. By D. Hat lYmixo.

SEW BDOKS-NEW.S NOTES-NOVEL NOTES-The BOOKMAN'S
TABLE-THE BOOKSELLER, ic.

I«Ddon: HODDERA STOUGHTON, 27, Patom08t«r Bow.

Kow nady, (or FEBRUAKV, i>iicc Is.

THE EXPOSITOR.
EJilod by the RcT. W. ROBERTSON NICOLL, MA., LL.H.

CosT«:rt«.

PROBLEMS of (he PROPHETIC LITERATURE.-I. ISAIAH.
By Rev. Prof. T. K. CHEYNE, V.V-

THE PERSON of CHRIST : a Problem Id the I'hilosoiiby of RcliKion
By Rev. Principal A. M. PAIRBAIKX, D.D

JfiREMlAII and hit MESSAGE.-II. Hii Times.
By Rev, JAMES STALKER, DD

THE FORESIUllT of FAITH,
By Rev. JOHN WATSON, MA

PROFESSOR F. BLAS3 on the TWO EDITIONS of ACTS.
By Prof. W, M. BAMSAV, D.C.L.

OF tho XATCflE of FAITH, particularly in its RELATION to
8IUUT and REASON.

By Rev. J. W. DIGGLE, M.A., Hon, Canon of Liverpool-

tRVEY of RECENT BIBLICAL LTTBRATITBE.
By Rev. Prof. MARCUS BODS, D.D.

*.* The JASUAUY No. of the Expositor commences the

ftlT/l SEItlES. Oopy sent post free. Is.

London : UODDER 4 STOUGHTON, 27, Paternoster Row.

Price ONE SHILLING net ; I4h. per annum, post free,

THE INVESTORS' REVIEW.
taitcd by A. J. WILSON.

Contents of FEBRUARY NUMBER.
THE IMMINE.NT DANGER of ITALY.
The UNITED STATES CURRENCY MESS
British investments in Canada.
CHILIAN I.NDUSTRIES-COAL and LUMBER.
HINTS :ind MEMORANDA for INVESTORSi-

Cnpple Creek Gold Field, Colorado—Califomian Fruit Farming—
The Ruin of Newfoundland—Southern Ilailway Fares and the
South-Eastem Chairm.inshii)— Mr. Justice Vaughan-'Williams on
Directorial and Auditarial Responsibility—The Indian Cotton and
Ekisc Duties »,iuahble-.\ " Iloval Assent" IIIckhI I/ottery
Loan—A few South-African (told Minfs-London Bank and Dis-
count Company Dividends—Tlie Baring Assets Remainders—

A

W ild West Canadian Railway Project.

COMPANY NOTES:—
The Ucl>entur« (Jirporation Limitcd-Tho Esploralion Company,
Limited-The Colchester Brewing Company. Limited—The Aoglo-
ArscuUnc Bank—The Costa Rica Railway Comp.any.

&c. Ac.

London : S», Pateraostor Row, E.C.

FEBRUARY, 18M.

THE NEW REVIEW.
ONE SHILLING.

New Series.
E<lited by W. E. HENLEY.

CoSTEltTS.

U. B. M.VRBIOTT WATSON.
KATHARINE TYNAN.
UAVID IIANNAY.
C. r. KEARY.
MARCEL SCUWOB.
"ODTIS"
E. H. I'EARCE.
JOHN O'NEILL.
H. B. DONKIN.
ALICE UEYNELL.
U. O. WELLS.

Loudim: WtLUAU HuxUAIilt,

The (Quandary of the Bishop.

The Hardener.
The Teaching of Naval History.

India: Impressions.

K.L.S.

Tlie (ireat Democrati'.- Joke.

Christ's Hospital.

The last CoU(|Uest of China.

The New Cure.

clidsttna Rossetti.

The Time Machine.

Bedford Street, W.C.

Just publlshc'l, Svo, 7a, (kl. net.

THE LAST ABBOT OF GLASTONBURY

AND HIS COMPANIONS:
AN HISTORICAL SKl-TCIt.

6y FHAN0I8 AIDAK OASQUET, D.D., O.8.B.

Author of " rhe Great Peslilence (A.T). 1318-9),
commonly known »» The Ulack Death."

Lo>DOX : SIMPKI.V, MARSHALL, HAMILTON,
KB.NT & CO., Lmiitu,

Will he Puhlislied early in February.

L«ge fcip. quirto, 872 pages, cloth, red edges, 78. 6d. ; half-Persian, 10a. 6d

;

half•morocco llcxible, lie. Hi.

THE STUDENT'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
By JOHN OGILVIE, LL.D.

NEW EDITION, THOROUGHLY REVISED and QREA TLY A UGMENTED.

Edited by CHARLES ANNANDALE, M.A., LL.D.,

Editor of the New Edition of " The Imperittl Dictionary."

Illastrated by nearly Eight Hundred Engravings on Wood.

*,« Detailed Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, sent post-free on application,

LONUOK : BLAOKIE & SON, Lixitbd, Old Bailbv.

Invested Funds
Paid in Claims

£4,700.000

£9,000,000

For Mutual

Life Assurance

Death Duties provided for by
Iiife Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PKOFITS.—The Mhole are divided amOBKKt llie ABKnrfd. Already divided, £4,C<W,0C0.

At the division in 1893 there were nearly eight hundred Policies in respect of which not only were the Premiums
entirely extinguished, but also Annuities were granted or Cash lionuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies the
original sums assured are now more than dOUhled by the Bonus Additions. Applications for Agencies invited.

48, Oracechurch Street, Iiondon, B.C. AK'raiJR SMITHEB, Actwry and Secrelarf-

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 95i. I'EDRUARV, 1893. 3s. eU.

COSTEMS.

THE END OP A CHAPTER.
A CURIOUS LOTTERY.

A CONGESTED DISTRICT.

THE SCOUT'S BOY.

TUE FANCIES OF A BELIEVER.

HOME FROM THE HILL. Br W. RolJtliTso> NicoLL.

A FOREIGNER. Cmrs. X.-XIV.

A HAKKA MAIDEN'S LOVE-DITTY.

THE NAVAL WAR IN THE EAST. By W. LilBD Clowis.

GENERAL BOULANGER: A.-* Oiwect-Lesso.v in Fbekcu Poutiu.

A CHANGE OF TSARS.

Just ready, 1 vol., 7s. Cd.

"PHE SPEECH of MAN and HOLY
JL AVlUT. The Nature, History, Incidents and Tlicories of

InugtiaKe. A Scientific ArKumeut useful to tlie Jew and the
Ctiristiau.

MR. OLAPSTONE WRITKS:
" I desire to thank the autlior of ' Tlie Speech of Man ' for hi£ in-

tere&tiug volume, which I am reading with great iut^rtst."

W. R. GsAT, Lombard Court Iitmdon.

AVILLIAil BLACKWOOD & SONS. Edixdlrcu and Losdci*,

^HE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
FEBRUARY.

ENGLAND and the GOTHENBURG LICENSING SYSTESI.
ElMVlH GOADIIT.

By

THE NOVELS of MR. HALL CAINE. By Geoiioe »Al.>Tiiin,uv. I

TURKEY and ARMENIA. By Hiai.i«D Davev.

THE METHOD of ORGANIC EVOLUTION.-I. By Aeiiieb K.
Wallace, F.R.S.

|

ANCESTOR WORSHIP iu CHINA. By K. S. Ousdrv.
i

LONDON PEN and GOWN in the SIXTIES and SINCE. ByT.H.S. i

Escorr. t

SIDELIGHTS on SOCI.VLISM- I

1. BELGIAN SOCIALIS.M By 11. G. KErsr..C.I.E.
|

2. EXPERIMENTS liy COIX3MSATION By Eii\vA«D Saimox.
3. WOM.VN and SOCIALISM. By 1). Kabl KsiiOEi.. i

A NOTE on IBSEN'S "LITTLE EVOLF." By W. L. Colbt.nev.

THE CRIMEA in 1851 and ISM. By General Sir Evelt.v Viocv I

O.C.B., V.C.

TUE HEART of LIFE. Chaps. XIL-XVL By W. IJ. MiLtoca. j

CliArilAN & Hall, Ltd., London. I

POPULAR EDITION, 'NVITU PORTRAIT.
Large Ito, price Od.

JOSEPH MAZZLNTI : a Memoir by E. A. V .

with Two Essays by MAZZINl ; "THOUGHTS ou

j

DEMOCRACI" and "THE DUTIES of MAN."

Loirnos: ALEXANDER i, SHEPHEARD, Pdbli.sheks,
21 iHD 22, FuRKiTAL SiRKXT, B.C. i and all Booksellers.

NEW WORK BY DR. SIACLAREN, D.D.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 6s., post free.

THE WEABIED CHRIST, and other
Eermons. By Hev. ALEXANDER JIACLAREN, D.D.

To H.B.H. the FBIKOE of WALES.

gEAND & CO.^S'aT SAUCE,

UOUPSr'PBESESVEDnE'EOVlMONS

POTTED MEATS, and YOKK and'OAMB
PIES. Al»o.

IjJSSENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA,

T'URTLE S0UP7and^JELLY,"and^thOT

GPECIALITiES for INVALIDS^

" "caution—BEWABE of IMITAflONs!
SOLE ADDRESS- _

1 1 , LITTLE STANHOPE STEEET,
MAYFAIR, W.

London: Alzxikdkk & Sbispbkibd, Fumival Street, E.C.

ESTABLISHED ISU.

BIRKBECK BANK,.
Southampton Buildinga, Cliancery Lane, Ix>odon.

TWO-ANDAHALFporOENT. INTEREST aUowod on DEPOSITS

"fwifpoTcENT. in CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on tho minimnm
monthly IwlanccH, when not drawn l>elow £1011.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and (old.

SAVINGS DEPAKTMENT.
For tho cncouragiment of Thrift the Bank rcceirei smalllumaon

depolit,and allows Intereat monthly on each completed £1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO I'UKCHASE A HOUSE

FOR TWO UL'INCAB FER MOITTH .

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOR FIVS BHILLinaS FER HOMrU.

Th. BIEKBEOK ALM^K^fuU^^artlcuUr^PO^

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.COCOA

BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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T. & T.CIARK'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PROF. BURTON'S SYNTAX of tlie MOODS
and TENSES in NEW TESTAMENT GREEK. Bvo, 5s. 6.1. net.

PKOF. A. B BRUCE'S ST- PAUL'S OON-
CEITIOX of CHRISTIANITY. Post 8vo, 78. (iil.

PROF. SCHULTZ'S OLD TESTAMENT
THEOLOGY. The Religion of Rev^latJoa in its Pre-Christian
Sta?e of Devclopmi!iU. Authorised Tnin-^lation. By Prof. J. A.
PATERSON, D.U., EdiaUurgh. Second English Edition. 2 vols ,

8to, ISa. net.

PROF. W. BEYSCHLAG'S NEW TESTA-
MENT THEOLOflY; or, Historical Account of the Teacliiog of

Jt«U8, and of Primitive Christianity according to the \ew Testa-
ment Sources. Authorised Tmushitiou. 2 toIs., 8vo, 183. ntt.

PROF. GODET'fl INTRODUCTION to the
NEW TESTAMENT. "The Epistles of St. Paul." Authorised
Tcauslation. lis. 6i. net.

Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 38, George Street.

Now Readt. for FEBRUARY, price Sixfekce.

THE EXPOSITORY TIMES.
Edit -Rev. JAS. H.VSTINGS, M.A.

CosrexTS include :—Editor's Notes of Recent Exposition—Dr. Stalker
on the Parable of Zechariah—Twenty Slisused Texts of Scripture, by
M. D.—August «rtillman n. l)y Principal Whitton l)avies—The Theolutfy
of Romans, by Rev. A. C. Headlam, Oxford—Hebrew Prophecy and
Mwlern Criticism, by Rev. F. H. Wooda, Oxford-The E. T. Guild of

Bible Study—At the Literary Table—Point and Illustrations, Ac, Ac.

" This delightfully edited journal continues ou it» breezy way. Every
namber briogs sorocthiog fresh to its readers."—Prof. Warfield, U.I),

Edinbargh: T. A T. Clabk, SS, Ueocge Street

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
D00K8ELLEBS,

"DOOK EXPORTERS,

OOOK BINDEBS,

AND

T IBR^EIANS.

niNGLTSH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rpHE LARGEST STOCK In the WORLD.

-]\TUDIE*8 SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

9 J^-j BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AQ QUEEN VICTORIA STltEET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

rpHE
Now ready, price 128. 6d.

POETICAL WORKS of JAMES
THOMSON ("B. v.").

THE CITY of DREADFUL NIGHT.
VANET* STORY. I VOICE from the NILE.

WEDDAH and OH-EL-BONAIN. I POETICAL REMAINS.
By JAMES THOMSON (" B. V."|.

Sdtted by BERTRAM DOBELL. With a Memoir of the Author.

2 vols., crown Svo.

S. AnDixoTo.v SriioiiDs on James Thomson :—" During the last few
Weeks I have been studying the iwetry and prose of James Thomson, a
Tery remarkable writer, who lived at the l>ottom of the »leep aci of
^livion. But there is no English poet now livinp, except Tennyson,
Browning, HwjnVnime, and Murris, who comes near him ; and he haH
qaalitiefl which raise him to a level at least w'th thtse, th<)nKh he is
mot to alt round as any one of them " ('* Memoirs of Symonds," Vol. I f.,

London : Rcetzs A Tt-RifiR, Wellington Street.

In 3 Tols., 12mo, cloth, 12g.

THE HISTORY of KING AETHUR
an.l the KNIflllTS of the RODND TABLE.

Compiled hy Sir T. IIALORY. Edited from tlio Edition of KM.
with lotiwlaction and Notes, \,j T. WEIGHT. Tliird Edition. In
the " Library of Old Authors SerieB."

hialrm : Buria t Tta-iiB, Pint t or, 3, WeUiugtou treet, W.t.

DAVID NUTT,
270-271, Strand.

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.
Vol. IX. FEBRUARY, 1805. No. I., 33. net.

J. COOK WILSON. Testimoniiv for the Text of Aristotle's
Nicomacbean Ethics, for the Metaphysics and for the
Posterior Analytics.

A. H. J. GREENIDGB. The Procedure of the Frovocalln.

W. E. HEITLAND. Notes on the Text of Lucan.
W. T. LENDRUM. On Parallels in Milton and Pindar.

R. Y. TYRRELL. On Parallels in Milton and Pindar.

G. P. HILL. On Descriptive Names of Animals in Greece.

C. M. MULVANY. On the Enclitic A>.

A. E. H0U8MAN. The Manuscripts of Propertius.

SHOBTBR NOTES.
REVIRWS :

-
Schenkl's Epictefcus. J. B. MAYOR.
Schenkl's Collation of the Bodleian MS. W. M.

LINDSAY.
Lafaye on Catullus. ROBINSON ELLIS.
Tyrrell and Purser's Letters of Cicero, Vol. IV. G. E.

JEANS.
Gudeman's Ziia/oju.! of Tacitus. H. FURNEAUX.
Bla.vdcs* Adversaria in FratjmtnUi Graeconuii Tinnicorum,

L. CAMPBELL.
^axXa'e Alcestia. E.B.ENGLAND.
Page's -leiieW I.-VI. H. ELLERSHAW.
Shorter Notices.

Bdrardon the Mythology of Arcadia. E. E. SIKE3.
Editions of Hyperides by Keuyon and bv Blass. J. f:.

SANDYS.
Belling on TibuUus. J. P. POSTGATE.

D. B. MONRO on the Modes of Greek Music. A Reply.

R. C. JEBB. Notice of Sir Charles Newton.
G. C. W. WARR. In Menioriam Caroli Newton.
ARCHAEOLOGY :—

JANE E. HARRISON on some points in Fui-twiingler's
Theories regaroinjy the Parthenon, and on the
Translation by E. Sellers.

MONTHLY RECORD.
SUMMARIES of PERIODICALS.
*,• TJi« Suhscription to Vol. IX. oj tht Classical Jicvkw

{I'ds, G/l. net po9l/ree) now due.

Now ready, in demy 8to, strongly bound in bnckram
and printed on good paper, wilh broad margin
for Notes and Additions, price £1 li. Od. net.

THE NEW (Sth) VOLUME OF

BOOK
PRICES

CURRENT.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

GENESIS and SEMITIC TRADI
TION. By J. D. DAVIS, Professor of

Semitic rhilology and Old Testament History
at Princeton. Crown 8to, !")() pp , numerous
Illustrations, cloth, uncut, 43. Gd.

An INQUIRY into the SOURCES
of the HISTORY of the JEWS in SPAIN.
By JOSEPH JACOBS. Demy 870, xl. and 20t

pp., cloth, uncut, h. net (is. 6d. post free).

*, Comprises a List of Documents Relating to

Jewish Affairs in the Archives of Alcala de
Henares— Barcelona— Madrid— Manresa —Pam-
plona - Simancas. An Alphabetical List with dates
of .Spanish Jewish Writers (running to 38 pp.)—
An Alphabetical List of Spanish Towns with
Jewish Writers (12 pp.)—A Spanish Jewish Biblio-

graphy (32 pp. closely printed), and full Indices

Nominum et Locorum.

STUDIES of DEATH. Romantic
Tales by ERICJ (Count Ste.nbock*. With
Designed Cover by Aymer Vallance. Minutcule
tto. In case, net 3s. (id.

THE AMBER WITCH. By
WILLIAM MEINHOLD. Tramlated by
Lady DUFF GORDON. With Introduction

by JOSEPH JACOBS, and Illustrations by
Philip Bume-Jones. Printed by Conslable,

and bound in amber buckram, gilt top, 78. 6d.

COSTUMEofCOLONIALTIMES
By ALIOEMOOREEAUI.E. lOmo, l'SO pp.,
brocade cloth, Gs net.

Being a Record of the Prices at which Books have
been Sold at Auction, with the Titles and Descrip-
tions in full, the Catalogue Numbers, and the
Names of the Purchasers, from December, 1893, to
November, 1894.

'

' Valuable to booksellers, and still more bo to
bookbuyers."

—

Athenaeum.

" The practical utility of such a record will be
better appreciated by those who have been accus-
tomed to consult such guides as Lowndes and
Brunet with a feeling that their information,
though in great part obsolete, is at least much
better than no information at all."

—

Baibj Netcs.

*»* A few copies only of some of the earlier

Volumes are left- Vol. I is quite out of print.

The piihlished price of the ANTI-
QUARY is noio reduced from One

Shilling to SIXPENCE. The shape

of the Magazine, however, is uniform

with the old series.

THE ANTIQUARY:
AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE DEVOTED

TO THE STUDY OP THE PAST.

For 1895.

With the number for January, 189.5, the ANTI-
QUARY entered on the Sixteenth Year of its age,
and began the Thirty-first Volume. Several im-
provements are introduced. Better and smoother
paper is used, in order to give clearer impressions
of Illustrations. The latter are increased in number
in proportion to the letterpress, so as to give the
ANTIQUARY a more distinct posi'ion as a high-
class lUubtrated Journal of Antiquities. At the
same time the price is reduced to one-half of what
it has been, and the ANTIQUARY will, for the
future, be issued at SIXPENCE A NUMBER.
The managers of the Magazine trust that these
changes will prove to be generally acceptable.

The ANTIQUARY will also endeavour not only
to retain the position it has earned as the leading
English Arohicological Magazine of the day, but,
if possible, to become of even more service to the
study of Archa!3logy in the future as time goes on.

TJie FEBnUAUY NVUBEIt is now reml^, ami contaias—

NOTES of the MONTH.
QUARTERLY NOTES on ROMAN BRITAIN. No. XVI.

By F. Haverfield, M.A., F.S.A.

FURTHER NOTES on MANX FOLK-LORE. By A. W.
Moore, M.A.

ON SOME ENGRAVINGS of ST. ALBAN'S ABBEY.
By P. G. Kitton. (Illustrated.)

NOTES on ARCH.-EOLOGY in PROVINCIAL MUSEUMS.
No. XXXIX. The Warrington Museum. By J. Ward,
F.S.A.

ON SOME PIECES of IRISH ECCLESIASTICAL PLATE.
Ky D. Allcyne Walter, (rilustrated.)

COLCHESTER and C'AMUI.ODUNUM.
PUBLICATFOXS and PROCKEDTNGS of ARCH.T:0-

LOGICAL SOCIETIES.
REVIEWS and NOTICES of NEW BOOKS :—" The Com-

plete Works of Geoffrey Chancer"—*' A Glossary of
the Terms Used in Heraldry "—" Old English Em-
broidery : its Techni(|ue and Symbolism "—"'Abstracts
ot Protocols of the Town Clerks of Glasgow"-"Costume
of Colonial Times."

SHORT NOTES and CORRESPONDENCE.

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Pateunosteh Row,
LOXDCN.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST.

Now ready, price One Shilling. _ . . . _
THE TEMPLi BAR MAGAZINE

nri.II'VEl* in the H*INTS.— A BRACK of I.I0N8—AN U^-
"ri!I. Jl in I'StiE In MALAdASlAU IIIHTORY. - OX
.IT H !;'

II fSTI Mi In (HtNA-A HUlllEU LAW, fe.

SOME NEW VOLUMES
I'lBLISHBU IIY

CASSELL & COMPANY.

NEW WORKS.
THIRD KDITIOX.

A MEMOIR of MRS. HENRY
WOOD, Author of " Kast Lynne," *c. By CIIAIILKS
W. WOOD. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, with 3 Portraits

and 61 lUnBtrations, 09.
" One of the most intoro.stii)(? volumes of the season. The

Memorials are intensely interesting thronghonl, and Rive

n», without the sliehtost attemiil at over-gloriflcation, a

faithful and delightful jiiclnre of one who, if her books arc

noble and good, was as tnily noble and good in her daily

walk and conversation."— r*< Libtrat.

NOW READY.

NOLLEKEN8 and his TIMES.
liy JOH.N' THOMAS SMITH, formerly Keeper of

the Prints and Drawinpcs in the British Museum.
Edited by EDMUND G0S8E. In 1 vol., demy 8vo,

wiUi Portrait, los.
" Those who delight in vagrant anecdote of Hogarth and

Reynolds, Johnson and Fielding, Garrick and Qnin, and
Gainsborough and Wilson, will find in these pages a never,

failing source of entertainment."

—

Beahn.

NOW KEADY.

FORTY YEARS at the POST
OFFICK, 1850-1890. A Personal Narrative. By
FREDERICK E. BAINES, C.B. In 2 vols., large

crown 8vo, with Diagrams, ic, 2Is.
" A valunble record of work done, by one who was him-

self behind the scenes, and a storehouse of anecdote and
reminiscence."—Hai'tf Tdegraph.

SECOND EDITION.

A MEMOIR of MRS. AUGUS-
TUS CIIAVEN, Author of *'Lo Ut^cit d'line Sceur."
With E.xiracts from her Diaries and Correspondence.
By MARIA CATHERINE BISHOP. In 2 vols., crown
8vo, with Portraits of Mrs. Craven, 2l8.

NOW READY.

The LIVES OfJAMES HOLMES
and JOHN VARLEV. By ALFRED THOMAS STORY,
Author of "The Life of John Linnell." In 1 vol.,

dcmv 8vo, 148.
" Ijove'rs of art will find much in this volume to charm

them ; but, happily, it can also be recommended to the
general reader, who will delight in the racy anecdotes with
which it abounds."— Globe.

NOW READY.
MEMOIRS of an AUTHOR. By

PERCY FITZGERALD, M.A., P.S.A,, Author of
*' Recreations of a Literary Man," *' The Lives of the

Sheridana," Ac. In 2 vole., demy 8vo, with Portrait, 28s.

"The author gossips in a light and agreeable way about
notable people ho has known and noteworthy incidents

which have come under his observation in the course of a
singularly active and remarkably varied literaiy career.

The whole book is eminently readable and entertaining."
Daily News,

NEW EDITIOX8.
Vol. IV. Now Ready. Vol. V. will l)e published on the

1st of March.

The HISTORY of the FRENCH
REVOLUTION (17891800). Bv LOUIS ADOLPHE
THIERS. Translated by FREDERICK SHOBERL.
New Edition, with 50 Illustrations on Steel. In 6 vols,,

demy 8vo, price Os. each.

Vol. IV. Now Ready. Vol. V. will bo publi-shod on the
Ist of March.

THE HISTORY of ROME, from
the EarUt'.'iL 'limes to the Reign of Augustus. Hy
TUEODOK MOMMSEN. Translated by AVTLLIAM
PUUDIE DICKSON, D.D., LL.D. New and Cheaper

Edition, revised. ln_i» vols., crown 8vo, price 76. Cd, each.

NEW NOVELS.
NOW READY.

A PARSON at BAY. By Harold
VALLINGS, Author of "The Transgression of Terence
Clancy," Ac. In 1 vol., crown Svo, Os,

NOW READY.

LADY JEAN'S VAGARIES. In
1 vol., crown 8vo, Os.

*' We hope that the hand which wrote this charming
Blory (charming is really the right word here, and is not
called in to do duty /nnu <U mieux) will not be idle in the
future."— />f»i'y ChronkU,

NOW READY.
CORNISH DIAMONDS. By

ELIZABETH GODFREY, Author of '"Twixt Wocd
and Sea," Ac. In 2 voIb., crown Hvo.

KiCQARD Bbntley & SoN, Ncw Burlinjfton Street
PubliBbera in OrJioary to Her Majesty the Uuten.

MR. SALA'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

Life and Adventures of

MESSRS. HUTCHINSON'S LIST.

George Augustus Sala.

Written by

8vo, 328.

Himself. In Two Vols., demy

THE NEW ADVENTURE STORY BY MR.

BLOUNDELLE-BURTON.

The Hispaniola Plate

(1683-1893).

By JOHN BLOUNDELLE-BURTON, Author

of " The DcBort Ship," &c. 68. \_Kow Ready

MR. HERBERT COMPTON'S NEW STORY.

A Free Lance in a Far

Land.

By HERBERT OOMPTON,
King's Hussar." 6s.

(i

MR. MANVILLE FENN'S NEW STORY,

The Queen's Scarlet
:

"

Being the Adventures and Slisadrentures of

Sir Richard Frajne. By GEORGE MAN.
VILLE FENN. With Eight FuU-page

Illustrations hy A. Monier-Smith. 5s.

A King's Diary.

By PERCY WHITE, Author of

Martin." Ready shortly. 160

Is. 4d.

COMPLETION IN EIGHT VOLUMES OF

CASSELL'S NEW CYCLOP/CDIA.

Casseirs Storehouse of

General Information.

Fully Illustrated with High - class Wood

Engravings, and with Maps and Coloured

Plate? . Complete in Eight Vols. ."Js. each.

"Up to date in every particular."—A^oiiotid/

Obtervcr.

*^* A Prospeeltts, giving a Liti of Subjeels and

Contributors, stnt post free on application.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited,

LvDGATE Hill, Lonuox.

Tliree Editioiu liaving heeti exliaiuted, a FOURTH
EDITION is ready IhU day of HITA'S New
Novel

:

PEG THE RAKE. In 3 vols.

A NEW NOVEL IIY A NEW WRITER.

INTO the HIGHWAYS and HEDGES. By
F. F. MONTRESOB. lu crown 8vo, clotb cilt. 6«.

[r/iMrfoir.

ClIKAI" EDITION.
MEMOIRS TO SERVE FOR

THE HISTORY of NAPOLEON I. From
1802 to 1815. By liis Prirate Secretary, Baron CLAUDE
FRANCOIS DE MEN KVAL. The woi k completed by
the addition of hitherto Unpublished Docmnente.
Translated and fully Annotated by ROBERT H.
SUERARD. In 3 vols., demy 8vo, cloth (rilt and gilt

top (about 1,400 pp.), with Autograph J>ltera and
Photogravure Portraits, 78. (Id. per volume.

NEW ROMANCE BY THE AUTHOR OF "I FORBID
THE BANNS."

THE SECRET of the COURT. A Romance
of Lite and Death. By FRUNKFOBT MOORE. In
crown 6vo, cloth gilt, with 17 full-page and other lUus-

trations by G. H. Edwards, 3s. 6d.

A CHEAP EDITION OF B. L. FARJEON'S NEW
NOVEL.

AARON the JEW. In cloth gUt, 6s.
" Aaron is a most engaging figure. Nothing loftier, purer,

sweeter can be imagined than the beautiful tie which unites

him to his gentle, true-hearted Rachel."— Globe.

A NEW ANONYMOUS NOVEL.

PASSION'S PUPPETS. In crown 8vo, cloth

gilt, 0^. [Immeiliately.
CHEAP EDITION.

A JOURNALIST'S NOTE-BOOK. By F.
FRANKFORT MOORE. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with
Photogravure Portrait of the Author, es.

The Times says :
—" The author is a raconieti r of unde-

niable humour. Unfiuestionably those in search of a racy

and entcitaiiiing lx)ok will find something to satisfy Ihem
in Mr. Moore's volume."

CHEAP EDITION.

MIDDLE TEMPLE TABLE TALK. With
Some Talk about the Table itself. By W. O. THORPE,
F.S.A. In demy Svo, cloth gilt, with Photogravure
Portraits, Os. [A'f.rf week.

The Academy says :
-" Mr. Thorpe is not only a narrator

of the good things of other people, he is a humourist him-

self. A book which no one can find too long. Dip into this

table talk when you will, and jou will find something

amusing, something interesting."

MILES'S STANDARD ELOCUTIONIST.
With Articles bv CLIFFORD HARRISON and LEN-
NOX BROWNE, and over 500 Pieces, selected from the

best Authors by A. H. MILES. In large crown 8vo,

lialf-bound leather and gilt, 6W pages, .ts. 6d.

" The best all-round book that we have yet seen placed

at the service of elocutionists."— *SV/(9o? Board Chronicle.
" The heart and voice of the reciter should be lifted up

by the mere contemplation of this volume."
iSaturday Reeieto.

" In all rosixscta a gi'eat advance on any other Irook of its

kind,"—Alkx. Watson,

FOURTEENTH EDITION.
Sir. Bailey- ^ YELLOW ASTER. By Iota. In crown

pages, cloth, 8vo, cloth gilt, 6».

Three Thousand Copies of this Hovel were sold in three-

volume form.

HUTCHINSON'S SELECT NOVELS. In
uniform crown 8vo, handsome cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. each.

The CUCKOO in the NEST. By Mrs. Oupuixr.
The TRAGEDY of IDA NOBLE. By W. Cr.i«K Russell.

A MARRIAGE CEUEMONV. By Am CiMBsinoE.
The STORY of an AFRICAN FARM. By Oi.tv« ScnaniKEtt.

The HERITAGE of LANGDALE. By Mrs. Ai.EXAifDKE.

Nearly One Hundred Thousand Copies of these Novels

have been sold.
SECOND EDITION,

ONE THOUSAND and ONE ANECDOTES,
Ulu-tlrations. Incidents, Episodes, Tarns, Stories,

Adventures, Practical Jokea, Witticisms, Epigrams, and
Bon-Mols, gathered from all sources, old and new.
Edited by A. H. Miles. In crown Svo, handsome cloth

gilt, bevelled boards, 38, Sd.

Author of "A
[Now Rtadij

FRANKFORT MOORE'S NOVELS.
In crown ^\\,, cl<ith ^ilt, Os. each.

I FORBID THE BANNS. Eighth Edition.

A GREY EYE OR SO. Eighth Edition.

DAIREEN. Second Edition.

London: HUTCHINSON & CO., Paternoster Row.
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manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,
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and not to the Editob.

LITERATURE.
John Addington Symonds. A Biography.

Compiled and edited by Horatio F.

Brown. With Portraits and other Illus-

trations. In 2 Vols. (Nimmo.)

It is difficult for any one who knew John
Addington Symonds to write critically about
this biography, due to the zealous expedi-

tion as well as the conscientious thorough-
ness of his literary trustee and friend of

twenty years' standing, Mr. Horatio F.

Brown. Symonds was one of the most
lovable of men : brave in his outlook,

courageous in the face of adverse and often

disastrous circumstances, youthfully en-

thusiastic and enthusiastically youthful,

generous, a nature of sweet human sun-
shine. Even casual acquaintances were wont
to admit the charm of his personality, the
grace and distinction of his conversation,

the alertness of his spirit, his swift respon-
siveness and sympathy. He was a scholar
in the best sense of the word : a man of
catholic culture. There has, in our time,

been no mind more sensitive to beauty, and
that not only in one or even in two, but in
all the arts—in nature to an exceptional

degree, and in human life and human
nature to a degree still rarer. In a word,
Symonds was in several essential respects

fitted to be a great writer, and certainly a
great critic. He had a warm heart, an
eager brain, an exquisite sensibility : his

critical insight was often extraordinarily

keen : and with an innate capacity for

severe analysis he combined a trained

synthetical faculty, which made him, poten-
tially, one of the surest and brightest

beacons in contemporary literature.

Why, then, does not his name stand
higher than it does? Why, too, is it so
difficult to criticise this biography 'i

Let me say at once that Mr. Symonds
was neurotic to an extent bordering on
actual obsession. The curse of his tempera-
ment joined hands with the curse of his

bodily weakness : he was, from his super-
sensitive bojhood to his supersensitive

maturity, the victim of this alliance. If ho
were a painter, it might be said of him that
lie saw colours one or more gradations
above their true values. In sculpture,

his contours and lines would exceed
the anatomical golden mean. In the
craft of words, skilled artificer as he was,
he seldom suspended his labour in order to

perfect his achievement. He began his
thinking life in untimely, if not (as they
certainly soon befame) unhealthy broodings

:

he brooded darkly as a youth, darklier as a
man in the prime of early maturity, and
more and more sombrely as years brought

i

no surcease to his intellectual cravings for a
measure of distinction beyond his reach, or
to his spiritual yearnings for some happy
surety for the soul. But other men have
suffered in this way, and yet the creative

fire in them has sometimes even burned the
brighter. Symonds admired the poetry of

the author of The City of Dreadful Night.
He believed himself a brother in sorrow.
Yet his life had its golden opportunities, its

halcyon interludes, its happy relationships

and interests, its honourable success ; while
that of James Thompson was an almost
unbroken procession of gloom, sorrow,
despondency, despair, and disaster. The
melancholia of the poet was irremedi-
able. As I heard him say once, he
inhaled the " sorrow of things " with every
breath, from the moment he came into the
world : and if ever the stars in their courses

fought against any human being, it was in

the instance of that unhappiest of the
servants of song. But with Symonds it is

different. We realise that he fed this evil

spirit : that he pampered it, till it became,
first, a companion, then an inalienable ally,

and at last a tyrant. The weakness of his

nature was its supersensitiveness on the one
hand, its passion for introspection on the
other. When he was visited at Davos by
Robert Louis Stevenson, he asked his guest
what was the dizziest height he had ever
climbed to : what, in all his experience, had
made him most fearful. Stevenson replied

(I quote only from tradition)

:

'

' The pfiddiest height I ever climbed was
Mount Ego. I reached the summit and looked
down. I have never got over that dismal
purview. I scrambled down again igno-
miniously, and went and idled in a sunny
place, and swore that except as a sleepwalker I
would never again peer over that crest."

Then, after a silence, he added significantly,
'

' I wouldn't advise anylody to do it. Some
day one would overreach oneself, and topple
in." " And then," asked Symonds eagerly ?

" Oh, then there would be the devil to

pay." Stevenson had a great liking for

Symonds, but he recognised the weakness in

his friend. He knew that the brilliant

historian-critic-poet was of those who are
always on the way to several havens, but
never find safe anchorage at last in any.
If Symonds had been more fortunately
influenced in his youth, and if his passion
for introspection had been diverted into other
channels of analytical enquiry: if, in a word,
he had been more of the Oxford don (a

creature he disliked) and less of the o'er-

reaching poet, he would have been happier
as a man, and, as a writer, would probably
have concentrated his remarkable powers
in a much narrower but a more durable
life-work. As it was, he had to meet
innumerable physical trials, sore discourage-

ments, and painful half-successes ; but he
enhanced the evil of these by his inability

to let sleeping dogs lie. Were he de-

pressed, he would take to his journal, or to

intimate letter-writing : and woes con-

jectured straightway became woes of present
sovereign moment. He indulged in the
foolish habit of an autopsychical journal.

He diagnosed his spiritual condition oftener

than his mental state (which needed it

more), and both, oftener than his bodily t (nie««jon."

health, where the secret of his ills lay. Let
no young writer follow suit! This habit
of spilling upon paper all the overflow of
brooding egoism is deplorable from every
point of view, even that of practice in
intimate writing. When the disease concurs
with so self-conscious a temperament as
that of Symonds, the result is sure to bo
wearisome to all save the infatuated scribe.

Symonds' endless flow of words, through
these " journal " and correspondence con-
duits, is amazing. He suffered from weak
eyes, weak digestion, insomnia, and a score of
intermittent ills, besides his lung- complaint,
and heroically got through an amount of
work enough to have exhausted the ener-
gies of far robuster men. Yet through all

this, and often when unfit to do any literary
work at all, he would write " screeds " about
his negations, and spiritual adversities, and
the evil days that beset him. If those in-

terminable diaries had never been written,
what a reserve of strength he would have
had ! If he had sojourned less in the slough
of despondency, content to skirt it with a
wary eye, he would have been a happier
and stronger man, as well as one better
equipped for a sore struggle.

As for the biography, or rather the auto-
biography—for to all intents that is what
this book is, an autobiography adapted and
otherwise edited by Mr. Horatio Brown—

•

this much must be said at once, that it is a
fascinating record. In a sense it is Symonds's
chief work. His Sistory of the Renaissance
is the chronicle of a mighty movement ; this

book is the faithful chronicle of a human
being : and the humbler thing is ever so
much the more difficult to do. But, after all,

is it a faithful chronicle? It is all true,

unquestionably, so far as it goes. But
Symonds loved to ignore, as well as to paint
in dark colours ; and even here the internal
evidence goes to show that he has not given
enough "relief" to his self-portraiture.

Mr. Brown has followed his cue. He gives
us far more of the suffering, craving, yearn-
ing Symonds than of the blithe, brave,
" comrade of the sun " that he was, not less

often. I admit that if I had not known '

Mr. Symonds I should be biassed against
him by this biography. It would be im-
possible not to admire much in him—his
fortitude, his perseverance, his buoyant
hope and energy ; but there is much else

beside that is merely morbid, sometimes
painfully, occasionally repellenfly so. In
this respect I cannot think that Mr. Brown
has writ all so intimate a friend might have
done. One spring, about twelve years ago,
I saw a fair amount of Mr. Symonds in
Venice. I recollect one day in particular,

some hours of which we spent on the Lido,
for the most part recumbent on Ihe dunes
overlooking the Adriatic, smoking and
chatting. One remark that was made by
my companion is apposite here.

" I have suffered a good deal in many ways,
but I would go through it all again, or worse.
For, after all, I have had more happy days
than millions of men and women have of hours.
And if a man has had'some days of real happi-
ness in his life, he shojild thank God that he
has lived to know them. For myself, I am
really a happy man, and was built for Joy, It is

my own fault that I have stultified my Creator's
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A chapter would have sufficed, in the

«eoond volume, for Symonda' spiritual

cravines. After all, he is simply one of a

myriad. His is the common heritage. We
are all heirs to the sorrow of the soul. It

would surely have been better to give U8

more of his forceful life : more, too, of his

relationship with other potent or interest-

ing personalities. He knew many such,

from the Master of Balliol to the latest

wanderer Parnassus-way. Some of his letters

to men like Stevenson, Eoden Noel, and

to several living aiithors, would be welcome,

in place of many of the monotonous brood-

ings which take up so much space. His

name is often mentioned with that of a still

more distinguished though less widely read

writer upon art—art in its broader and
nobler sense ; but no two men were more
unlike each other than John Addington
Symonds and Walter Pater. Somewhere,
in one of these volumes (for this biography

is without an index, which it sorely needs),

somewhere, Symonds says of a book by
his fellow Oxonian, Marim the Epicurean.

I think, that he cannot get on with it, " as

Pater's style aSects me like a civet-cat."

The inappreciativeness was reciprocated. In
truth, there was even less likeness between
the late fellow of Brasenose and the late

fellow of Magdalen than between the

writings of Walter Pater and those of

John Addington Symonds.
Probably many readers of this book will

find the Oxford portion the most interesting.

Some of the anecdotes ot " dear Jowett " are

delightful. Symonds, at any rate, was ever

a devout and loyal worshipper of the

great man, and would have resented the
saying of the plucked and indignant
American undergraduate, " Oh, the lovely,

smiling, old sham !
" It is difficult to see,

however, where Jowett's influence on
Symonds was so good as he believed it

to be.

It is pleasantest to think of this really

fascinating if in some respects dis-

appointing book, as the record of a singu-
larly fine spirit. It is best to forget the
morbid self-torturings, and to remember the
strength of purpose, the valour, and the
dauntless energy. But while we accept it as
a remarkable contribution to the literature
of self-revelation, we must bear in mind that
self-portraiture, even as reflected in a con-
genial mind, almost invariably lacks pro-
portion. I am not of those who think that
John Addington Symonds has depicted him-
self, or criticised his work in literature, with
scientific exactitude. Neither he nor Mr.
Brown has used all the colours on the
palette. Some day, his friends will hope,
there may be a supplementary volume in a
lighter vain—a volume of anecdote, of
blithe record of travel and experience, of
correspondence with the elect of his com-
radeship. Not the least winsome and
moving writing in the present work is the
appended chapter by Miss Margaret
Symonds. If she, with the help of that
devoted and high-mir^^id companion of
Symonds's joys and n.^uy vicissitudes, who
so happily sustained and influenced him
throughout the arduous years of his
maturity, were to give a more intimate

good fellow and most able and charming
writer, whose memory is kept green by so

many of us, a worthy and pleasant deed
would be done.

A word, finally, as to the format of these

volumes. They are handsome tomes : beauti-

fully printed, with large type and spacious

margins. The illustrations, too, are good
—particularly a fine etched portrait of

Symonds. Unqualified praise, indeed,

would be the meed of the publisher, it only

he had refrained from sending out such a
work without an index. A biographical

book less an index is dishonoured and
without dignity, and is in the case of the

fox that was sent abroad into the world
without a tail.

William Suaep.

TWO BOOKS ON THE NAVV.

Britaiti't Naval Power. By Hamilton
Williams. (Macmillans.)

The British Fleet. By Oomminder 0. M.
Eobinson, E.N. (Bell.)

These volumes may be noticed together.

They are evidence of the increasing interest

England feels in all that relates to the

navy. The first work is from the pen of

Mr. Hamilton Williams, the accomplished
instructor of the training school of naval

cadets on H.M.S. Britannia. It is some-
what wanting in breadth and iosight, and
in philosophic views ot the subject, and it

is not without narrow British prej udices

:

for instance, it hardly alludes to SufErein,

the illustrious French precursor of Nelson
;

and it repeats the exploded falsehood that

Napoleon plotted the assassination of Sir

Sidney Smith. It reflects, also, the false

doctrines of a school of shallow writers, who
have contended that what they call our
"supremacy at sea " makes the defence of

England absolutely safe, and that no second

line of defence is needed— a doctrine

thoroughly condemned by Wellington, and,

quite lately, by Lord Wolseley. But it is

an excellent abridgment of our naval his-

tory, from the earliest times to the great

day of Trafalgar ; it would be a valuable

text-book for young students ; it would be

of much use to the general reader, who
does not care to go into the subject deeply.

The second work, written by Commander
Eobinson, one of the editors of the Army
and Navy Gazette, contains also a sketch of

our naval history ; but it is essentially of a

diflerent type. It is an extremely learned

and thorough rcsum6 of everything that

concerns our naval service from its remote
beginnings to the present time. It deals

with naval administration in all its branches

;

with naval usages, laws, and customs ; with

naval construction, from the Viking galleys

to the ironclads of the Victorian era ; with
the machinery which steam and modern
ordnance have evolved ; and last, but not
least, with the personnel of the navy during
the innumerable changes of ten centuries.

The information it affords on these subjects

has been collected with assiduous research :

it is not to be found elsewhere ; and this

makes the book of no little value. Both

J a' • ' I'l-"
" ~ ) volumes are enlivened by illustrations : that

and affectionately lightsome sketch of the \ of Commander Eobinson with a whole host

of engravings, not of much artistic merit,

but of great interest as showing what our
navy has been at different times.

We can only glanco at a few of the topics

which form the component parts of these

volumes. At a very early period the
superiority at sea of our mixed Anglo-
Saxon and Danish breed had asserted itself

with no doubtful results. The great fight

in which Hubert de Burgh won renown,
the victory of Sluys, showed the power
of the British mariner on the element he
was to make his own. In those remote
ages, hovrever, what is now known as the

command of the sea was not a matter of

dispute ; this was to grow, as we think

Admiral Colomb has shown, out of two con-

ditions: the progress of naval strength,

and the discovery that the sea was the main
highway of trade, and the path to empire
on land. It is very remarkable, as Mr.
Williams has said, that master minds of the

Elizibethan era saw clearly what the com-
mand of the sea implied, and also the true

strategy of naval warfare so far as re-

gards the defence of Eogland. Bacon
wrote, in fact, that Britannia must rule the

waves if she was ever to be a really great

power ; Drake and others perceived that

the proper method of securing our coasts

was to "seek the Spaniard at home," and
to "singe King Philip's beard" in the

roads of Cadiz. The defeat of the Armada
broke the maritime strength of Spain ; but

a formidable rival to our growing power at

sea appeared in the little Dutch Eepublic,

the noble creation of a Teutonic race, and
with the tendency of the Teutonic races to

go to the ocean. It is unnecessary to recur

to the desperate contest made illustrious by
the names of Van Tromp and Blake ; as

Capt. Mahan has pointed out, no war at

sea has been so thoroughly fought out and
of such doubtful issue. France then, occa-

sionally aided by Spain, disputed the sea

with us for more than a century ; but the

superiority of England became by degrees

manifest, and it was finally asserted on the

great day of Trafalgar. Since that time

our supremacy on the great domain of the

ocean has not been even challenged ; it has
not only made us feel secure at home—if

occasional panics must be noted—but has
g^ven us a world-wide empire. Yet the

struggle with France was fierce and long

:

for a considerable period it appeared doubt-

ful. We were overmatched in the Channel
in 1796 ; Ireland might have been lost in

1790-7 ; and it is vain to deny, as Mr.
Williams seems to do, that Napoleon's

scheme of invasion in 1803-5 had not at

least a good prospect of success.

The paramount cause of British supre-

macy at sea is to be found, we believe, in

the qualities of the race. No people of the

Celtic or Latin stocks have been able to

cope with us on the deep ; the Dutch and
the Americans alone can pretend to have
fought at sea with Englishmen on equal

terms, and both belong to the great Teutonic

family. This is not sufficiently noticed in

these works ; this defect is one of the few in

Capt. Mahan's pages. Yet it would be idle

to deny that our institutions have, in this

matter, produced great results ; though insti-

tutions, if we look beneath the surface,
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grow out of the races to which they belong.

Commander Eobinson's chapters on the

government and administration of our

maritime forces, from the remotest ages to

the present time, are full of interest and
deserve attention. Something like a naval

conscription has al trays been a usage to

support our armed power at sea ; this was
the true origin of the pressgang ; and while

military conscription would not be sanctioned,

this expedient must be adopted to man
our navy should a really grave emergency
occur. Commander Eobinson and Mr.
Williams are hardly just to the Stuart

kings and their earnest efforts to improve
the navy ; but Ihey have duly pointed

out that our greatest rulers—Edward III.,

Henry VIII., and Cromwell—had one and
all an eye to the institutions that foster

and maintain naval greatness. Our naval
administration has had many defects : it has
been injured by dull tenacious routine, and
in some measure by Parliamentary rule ; in

the construction of warships it has often

been behind the age. In this respect, indeed,

France and even Spain have surpassed us
over and over again : we had no ships

equal to the Orient, the Franklin, and even
the San Joseph, in the g^eat war of 1793-

1815; France launched the first ironclad

and the first real screw man-of-war. Yet
our naval administration has, on the whole,
been better than that of any other state : it

discloses less corruption and fewer abuses,

less favouritism, loss that is bad and
destructive—no doubt owing to the power
of public opinion, always jealous and
vigilant on this province. From the days
of Elizabeth downwards a great career has
lain open to genius in the navy ; we need
only refer to the names of Shovel and
Benbow, of Collingwood and of the immortal
Nelson—heroes who owed nothing to wealth
or to family. As to the condition and
welfaro of our naval seamen— the foundation
on which the whole edifice rests—these have
varied greatly at different periods. They
were possibly at their best in the day of

CromweU, the chief of an armed democracy
at sea and on land ; they were certainly at

their worst under the aristocratic regime

which prevailed after the Eevolution of

1688, and to which we may trace the
mutinies of 1797. They have since under-
gone a most happy change, but there is

still room perhaps for further improvement.
Commander Eobinson's chapters on naval

construction form one of the most instruc-

tive parts of these volumes. AVe need not
dwell on the changes which, in the course
of ages, evolved, from the galley of the
Norse Vikings, ships like the Great
Harry and the Sovereign of the Seas,

masterpieces of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. It is to be observed that

no revolution in the structure and armament
of ships of war occurred during the long
period between the reign of Elizabeth and
that of Victoria. Immense improvements,
no doubt, were made ; but the ships and
the guns that broke up the Armada were
essentially the same as those that won
Trafalgar

; and the same may be said of all

navies. But naval architecture and naval
ordnance have been absolutely transformed
within the last thirty-five years. Nelson

would not even recognise the battle-ships of

this day. This, as everyone knows, has
been the result of the application of steam
to fleets ; of the birth of the iron- or steel-

clad warship ; of the enormous develop-
ment of the power of cannon. Nor is the
revolution perhaps complete. What the
consequences will be in naval warfare, it is

impossible to predict with any degree of

certainty. It seems likely, however, that

quite light warships will be more formid-

able than ponderous monsters ; that rapidity,

and above all precision of fire, will be
more than ever important ; and we should
think that steadiness, coolness, and strict

discipline would tell at least as decisively

as of old. Steam ought to increase the

efficiency of blockades, though this is a
debateable point. On the other h and , under
certain conditions, it may assist a daring
offensive : this certainly is the opinion of

French experts. Our enormous superiority

in coal and iron should give us a great

advantage over all possible foes; and in

future naval engagements the qualities of

our race may be more conspicuous than was
the case even before. " The men behind
the gun " in the modern battleship will

remain, perhaps, the most potent element
of success ; this should be steadily kept

in mind in an age of mechanism and
material invention. Captain Mahan has
hinted that, in a future naval war, the

English democracy might not show the

indomitable constancy of the aristocracy

of a hundred years ago ; and no one
can doubt that the question of our food
supply is one of gravity, perhaps of national

danger. But we believe that the democracy
of England would be just as stubborn in a
real struggle with a great foreign power as

was the North in the contest with the South.

Our command of the sea remains un-
questioned ; it is still improbable that it

will be challenged. Under this great agent
of power our empire has g^own, until it has
reached world-wide dimensions ; it extends

over many regions of the globe. Mean-
while our influence as a territorial state

has decreased, mainly owing to the progress

of continental Eurojie, and to Italian and
German unity : England will not again be
the head of a European league to fight

Blenheim and Waterloo. Simultane-

ously with this, our commerce has at-

tained proportions our fathers could never

have dreamed of ; and we depend largely

on foreign sources for food. These circum-

stances have strongly impressed English-

men, and have produced a settled conviction

that our supremacy at sea is a necessary

condition of our welfare and power : we
must rule the waves if we are not to decline

and fall. This is a perfectly correct opinion.

No thoughtful mind can doubt that our
fleets should be able to contend successfully

against any maritime powers, to maintain
blockades at least as efiiciently as of

old, to fight another Nile and another
Trafalgar, to protect so far as possible our
merchant navy. But from the notion that

our ascendancy at sea should be assured

has grown out a most false notion : that that

ascendancy is sufficient for the national

defence, and that for that purpose a military

force is needless. Our supremacy at sea

can never be so complete as to dispense with
the existence of a well-trained army, and
an army too of considerable strength, even
for the object of protecting our shores, still

less for carrying on war abroad ; our first

naval line must have a military reserve.

All history shows that this is true ; it is the

judgment of every capable soldier who has
considered the subject with an unbiassed
mind.

William O'Oonnoe Moekis.

The £asiern Question. Speeches delivered

in the House of Lords by William
Frederick, Lord Stratheden and Campbell,
1871-1891. Edited by his Executors,

Hallyburton, Lord Stratheden and Camp-
bell, the Hon. F. Lawley, and Cecil

Cowper. (John Murray.)

This collection is a legacy to the British

public, imposed as a testamentary duty upon
his executors by the late Lord Stratheden,

ostensibly at the suggestion of another

deceased peer—the late Lord Ampthill.

We cannot say the bequest is worthless,

because it tends—and that was probably
the testator's purpose—to place before his

surviving contemporaries a much better

justification than heretofore existed for

his parliamentary career. Early in life

Lord Stratheden felt himself to be an
apprentice and follower of Lord Palmerston.

He had industry, a certain volubility ; but

he was in speech prosy, pompous, and
platitudinous. He was laboriously dull,

monotonous, and intensely obstinate. He
was always in the way, and never out of

the way, in the House of Lords. Had he
addressed a less cold and courteous assembly,

or one overburdened with public business,

he would have spoken amid howls and
clamour and impatience, which might have
prolonged, but would probably not have
repressed, his dogged and determined utter-

ance. No one listened throughout, no one
reported throughout, his speeches ; and now
we find that their publication is of the least

possible public value, because they relate

almost exclusively to bygone conditions in

the affairs of Europe. But we find also

with pleasure that the publication has
private and personal value ; for it shows that

a man who never caught the ear of Par-

liament or the public, had in his own way
and in his own mind a mission clear and
distinct, which was to preserve the treaty

results of the Crimean war, to reform

and reorganise the Ottoman empire, to

preserve its integrity in Europe, and,

above and before all things, to repress

the disposition of Eussia to aggression. The
late Lord Derby, unlike his father, was
very slow to indulge in personalities ; but

even his temper was once tried too sorely by
Lord Stratheden, and he ventured to describe

a performance as '
' pompous platitude or con-

fused rhetoric," whereupon Lord Stratheden

unconsciously proceeded to j ustifytheForeign

Secretary by declaring that he had " so far

forgot the usages of Parliament as to exalt

himself into an arbiter of speaking," and
that " he felt at liberty to view him as

oppressed by care, upset by responsibility,

or inflamed by the criticisms of which he

knew himself to be the object." Lord
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Stratheden was always profusely thankful

for any crumbs of attention which fell from

their lordships' table. He resented the

Btripping of provinces from Turkey; he

oheriahed the belief that Turkey might, by
means of local assemblies, become changed

from a despotic into a constitutional power.

He had no sympathy with the national

aspirations of the Greeks, Bulgarians,

Koumanians, or Servians, at the expense of

the Porte.

"EiMsia," he said "seeks to overthrow at once

Ihe Treaties of 1856, Great Britain to maintain

them until they can be properly organised.

Susaia has in view her own aggrandisement upon
the Bosphorus ; Great Britain looks to stronger

combinations than the present one for check-
ing it."

In his policy, which is now obsolete and
extinct. Lord Stratheden was consistent, and
in its published form, we now see, intel-

ligible. He hoped much from the " revival

of the Ottoman assemblies which began in
1877." He thought them "a check upon
the arbitrary power of the Sultan. Had
they gone on, Armenia might not have re-

quired the noble earl and his most reverend
supporter to explain its wrongs or advocate
its interests." His opinion was that, " until

they have been fully tried, you cannot
meditate a further system on the Bosphorus."
He had a fixed impression that sympathy
with Bussia led most surely to war against
Eussia.

passing organ, has been to insist upon Ottoman
refonas, upon Ottoman improvements, and
actively to protest against all abuses in the
administration of that Empire. If it can be
reasonably established that such a mode of
acting is thoroughly exhausted, and has irre-

vocably failed, it must be rational and politic

to attempt the sole alternative which presents
itself."

Abthub Aenold.

THE 0ILCHEI8T EDUCATIONAL KEPOBTS.

the United States, By

"The imputed partiality of the late Earl of
Aberdeen for Bussia produced the war which
led us on to the Crimea; and had Viscount
Falmerston replaced him in 1853, the Canubian
provinces would not have been invaded."

He attacked in 1881 the united Powers " as
crusaders in their essence; that they are
only leagued against Mahometan dominion."
He opposed the enlargement of Greece at
one time with the curious argument that
Athens could never be renovated, while
policy " must foster the well-known desire
of the Greeks to move towards Constanti-
nople." He poured much ridicule upon the
concert of Europe, as a doctrine by which

'I
China and Japan may find their distribu-

tion altered by its fiat," which seemed to
him an illustration replete with utmost
absurdity. But it is impossible to deny a
certain ability in such an expression as the
following, made at a time when the country
wa« absorbed in domestic affairs. Then is

the time

" that we become more vulnerable in the larger
and more general circumference. To take an
extreme case, if the coimtry was engaged in
civil war, Parliament, no doubt, would be
rather deaf to foreign policy, and yet under
those conditions foreign policy would be fraught
with peril and_ anxiety. Domestic troubles
should be an incentive, although no doubt
they are rather an anodyne, of vigilance."

Perhaps the greatest political trial of
Lord Stratheden's life occurred when Lord
Salisbury adopted in principle the Ottoman
policy of Mr. Gladstone, against which the
last and best words in this volume were a
protest

:

" When wo disclaim all responsibility for what
goes on in that distant country, we entirely
forget that the established policy of Great
Britain, of which the noble Marquess is but a

Graded Schools in

Mary H. Page.

The Editcation of Girls in the United States,

By Sara A. Burstall.

Methods of Education in the United States,

By Alice Zimmem.

Training of Teachers in the United States.

By A. Blanche Bramwell and H. Millicent

Hughes. (Sonnenschein.)

When the late Prof. W. B. Hodgson
edited the " Eeport of an Educational Tour
in Germany and Farts of Great Britain and
Ireland," written by that great educationist,

Horace Mann, he ventured to say: "It is

by exciting rather than by satisfying the

spirit of inquiry, that this Eeport will

accomplish the greatest good."

No one will expect to find accomplished
in these Eeports a satisfaction of curiosity

as to education so complete as in Horace
Mann's Tour. Horace Mann was an edu-
cational expert, working in a land of educa-
tional enthusiasm. Yet it would be perfectly

fitting to apply Prof. Hodgson's pronounce-
ment to the Eeports of the Gilchrist Com-
missioners. The actual accomplishment of

these books is not a tithe of the promise
there is in the experiment. To speak frankly,

there is nothing classical about any of these

four books. They have not the power of

criticism and comparison of Mr. Matthew
Arnold's outlook on French and German
education. They have not the sympathetic
insight of Dr. Fitch's account of American
education. But the Manns, the Arnolds, the

Fitchs are pioneers who have opened out

methods of educational observation. Open-
ing-out is noble ; following-up is creditable

too. What is the good of classical educational

reports, if they merely adorn the library ?

They can be read, it is true. After all, if

read, they are second-hand. Beading and
knowledge (it cannot be said too often) of

foreign systems of education are not enough
for the teachers. The best teachers, those

most likely to profit, should also have
observation and experience for themselves.

Object-lessons are considered invaluable for

pupils. Why not also object-lessons in

methods of organisation and teaching for

the teacher? Does not the material of

knowledge enter the teachers' minds
through the senses ? Is it not true for

the teacher as for the pupil, " Nihil est in

intellectu quod non prius fuerit in sensu " ?

While, therefore, we place as beyond
price the work of the pioneers, we urge
that it is not enough to have the way
pointed out. The teachers of one country
must not only know what is to be seen in

the educational methods of another, they

must also see it. Educational theory is

never tired of proclaiming that mere
information is not necessarily educa-
tion. Eeceptivity of vocal sounds or of
written letters is not the same as assimila-
tion. To read about Italy is not the same
as to see Italy. To read the report of an
educational pioneer, even when he is an
interesting writer, is to read a book of
travels. For full educational activity of
mind, it is necessary for the teacher also to
travel and see for himself.

If this were merely a matter of personal
pleasure during the experience for the
teacher, or of personal ease after the ex-
perience, it would be of no more importance
than for any other member of the com-
munity. The educational power of the
teacher, however, is not merely a personal
matter : it is of national importance. In
the constitution of almost every one of the
United States, says Miss Zimmern, is the
formula :

" Eeligion, morality, knowledge,
being necessary to good government and
the happiness of mankind, schools and the
means of education shall be for ever en-
couraged." " Good," says the Englishman,
as he wraps himself in the mantle of self-

satisfaction. " Don't we spend ever so many
hundreds of thousands of pounds a year on
education ? " No doubt, a very large sum
of money is spent every year on the establish-

ment and maintenance of elementary schools.

Excellent school buildings are being pro-

vided. Many schools are well equipped with
teachers ; many also have excellent appa-
ratus. The material conditions, on the whole,
receive the most considerate attention

;
yet

it remains to be said that in a very special

sense the teachers are the schools. Whether
there is soul, enthusiasm, judgment, tact,

in the bringing up of the children depends
on the interest of the teacher in his work,
his experience as to what is good and wise.

This, again, depends upon his width of view,
and his readiness to grasp the significance

of changing conditions.

All progressive influence must spread
from those who have greater enthusiasm,
higher ideals, wider experience, than their

fellows. Hence the importance of teachers
having the best standards of comparison
before their minds, of knowing, or rather
I would say realising, what has been done in

the systems of the past, and what is being
done best, at the present time, in other
countries. The best teachers, with personal
and direct knowledge of foreign work, would
receive a stimulation, difiicult to over-value,

were they to see more of the educational
effort of other countries. Their own schools

would first receive the impress of the added
experience ; these would become a new
standard of comparison, and so influence

would result in increasing circles, directly

and indirectly.

I have dwelt so long upon the general
consideration of the advantage to the com-
munity of such reports as these, because I
fear lest too much emphasis should be laid

upon them as literary productions. It is

not as such they should be judged. They
bespeak attention because they show care-

fulness of observation and readiness to

observe on the part of five representative

teachers. They indicate in the whole spirit
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of the work an enthusiasm for education of

the highest sort, that of painstaking, scien-

tific investigation, at once full of sympathetic
imagination for different conditions from
those under which the writers actually

work, and at the same time a keen criticism

as to the value of the institutions and
methods observed both theoretically and
practically.

Miss Page is impressed with the free-

dom of behaviour in children in the

American schools, but points out the

disturbing element produced by the im-
migration of foreigners. Miss Zimmem
remarks on the contrast between the amount
of oral work and written work. " The
English school aims at written, the Ameri-
can at oral work." Again she says,
" American teachers use the blackboard less

than we do, while the pupils use it more."
Miss Burstall quotes an American saying

:

" We have no established church ; we have
established education." Miss Burstall

writes with much strength on the suggestive
sabject of co-education of boys and girls.

Miss Bramwell and Miss Hughes admire
the excellent provision made for the training

of teachers for Ihe American elementary
schools. Yet Miss Hughes says, and her
judgment is founded on experience, that
England and Wales have made much better

provision for High School teachers.

To merely mention such points as these
would be unjust, were I not to add that
the books bristle with scores of like sug-
gestive instances. The reading of them
cannot but be stimulating to educationists.

But, once more, it is to the value of the
continuance of such observation and in-

vestigation as that of Miss Bramwell, Mies
Burstell, Mies Hughes, Mies Page, and
Miss Zimmem that attention should be
drawn. If these educational researches
began and ended in the five essays
under review, the Gilchrist Trustees
would deserve congratulation on having
chosen such keen-sighted and laborious
Commissioners. But the experiment is more
than a mere justification of the choice of

these ladies. The Gilchrist Trustees have
set their hands to plough new soil, which
has been found promising. They may,
then, be tiding over the time till the matter
becomes a national undertaking, when
English students of education shall be sent

to study foreign systems with as generous
provision as American students are sent

by public bodies to France, Germany,
and England—or as even the Eoumanian
Government sends an educationist into

England and Wales — to study educa-
tional institutions and methods. If the
Gilchrist Trustees can see their way to

continue to grant travelling scholarships to

teachers, these American Eeports will

become epoch-marking. In any case, the
Trustees have deserved well of the common-
wealth for their public spirit.

Foster Watson.

Onr Health in Winter.- Dr. Andrew Wilson, writing
in Ufiv<ra Aeu-gptif^^rnn rliet. iiayn: "The tea<:)iiog of nature Bhoutil
nerer he neglectetl, anil in the matter of winter food let nH 8ee we are
not wron?. and takp aiithcient fat, for the elianfjea that reflult in the
wear ana tear of our bo.lte8 are les.eneil in intensity hy the fat of food,
and the nee^f'.r HkhIi in alwayn leaa when fat formg a due i)roi»ortion
of our diet. Th.- IKK-tor prrM-eeda to enumerate natural iiroilucta that
are admiral.le, amoii« them " Cocoa " with its contained ( 'ikikl flutter.
Relatively to this it may Ije jald that KPI'SS fREPARKU CUCUA
etaina all the conitltuentt of Ihe natural Cocoa, inclnains the oil or

intact.-{ADvT

)

NEW NOVELS.

Th Good Ship Mohock. By W. Clark
Eussell. In 2 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

The Play -Actress. By S. E. Crockett.

(Fisher Unwin.)

The Devil's Playground. By John Mackie.
(Fisher Unwin.)

A Racing Rubier. By Hawley Smart. In
2 vols. (White.)

The Gates of Dawn. By Fergus Hume.
(Sampson Low.)

James Macplierson, the Highland Freebooter,

By J. Gordon Phillips. (Alexander
Gardner.)

His Last Amour. By Monopole. (Digby,
Long & Co.)

Clijf Bays. By Brian Eosegarth. (Fisher

Unwin.)

Phantasms. By Wirt Gerrare. (The Eox-
burghe Press.)

Martin Hewitt, Investigator. By Arthur
Morrison. (Ward, Lock & Bowden.)

There is a trifle too much of the pot-boiler

about The Good Ship Mohock, although
its plot is sufficiently ingenious, and of

incidents it has not a few. It suggests
nothing so much as that Mr. Clark Eussell,

having no particular inspiration, set himself

deliberately to manufacture a story which,
although of the sea, should yet have a
heroine, which should tell of pirates, and
which, therefore, should have a scoundrel

captain. Mr. Amelius Sinclair, that scoundrel

captain, is fairly well drawn, and so is

the heroine, his stepdaughter, although
the boy reader will share in the captain's

dislike of his relative, for she is, to say the

very least, a bit of a sneak. The seizure of

The Mohock by the crew of sham ship-

wrecked sailors looks very artificial ; and
the high jinks of the scratch lot of

passengers recall the comedy indulged in at

a snowed-up hotel in the depth of winter.

It is needless to say, however, that The

Good Ship Mohock is readable. Mr. Eussell

can raise a storm whenever he chooses, and
the final tempest of his second volume must
be allowed to be very effective. The
interest of the poor passengers of The

Mohock—although they have the making of

a good burlesque company among them

—

in the mysterious and shady connexion of

the captain of their ship with the pirates

who seize it, is well sustained. The death

of Sinclair is a strong bit of melodramatic

business, and the finding of his body
is distinctly disagreeable as well as

strong. Altogether, The Good Ship Mohock

is not one of those books by which fair

critics will judge its author's position as a

novelist.

Mr. Crockett has, in his little story of

The Play-Actress, tried a daring experiment,

and has achieved a remarkable, if not an

absolute, success. He has sought to bring

the natural wilds of Galloway and the moral

wilds of London into the closest association,

with the help of the Eev. Gilbert Eutherford

—an intensely religious man of the type, if

not quite of the stature, of Bishop Mylyrea

and Jean Valjean. The " Gh:eat Preacher "

—

by the way, Mr. Crockett's repetition of

this phrase becomes tedious and almost
irritating—is quite master of the situation,
whether he is in his own Galloway parish
or behind the scenes of a theatre, or among
a company of reckless London bloods. His
final triumph, when he actually discovers
something that is not altogether evil in
the adventuress widow of his son, is as
good as anything of the kind in the pages
of Mr. George Macdonald. Scarcely inferior
to Gilbert Eutherford are the play- actress
and the little child whom, in the character
of " the lass in black," she introduces to its

grandfather. As for Johnny Spencer, who,
in the end, plays the prince to Miss Upton's
Cinderella, one can, without much difficulty,

forgive him (or Mr. Crockett) his dubious
London slang for the sake of his warm
heart, his good sense, and his very useful
muscular Christianity. Nor should the
gamin whom Mr. Crockett introduces for

the edification and amusement of Gilbert

Eutherford be overlooked. His argot is

perhaps overdone, but he has the soul of a
Gdvroche nevertheless. The Play-Actress is

far and away the best of Mr. Crockett's

shorter stories.

The most alarming thing about Mr.
Mackie's very readable story of The BeviVt

Playground is its title. After all, it is but

the tolerably familiar combination of love and
adventure, and above all nobility of character,

which triumphs over the perils involved in

both. No doubt " His Satanic Majesty "

—

as the usurper of the peculiarly wild play-

ground in the very wild north-west of

Canada, which forms the scene of this book, is

styled rather too often—does his best to

make Mrs. Tredennis and her old lover Dick
Travers " go wrong." But he fails to do
anything more than nearly kill them of cold

and starvation. In the supreme moment of

their lives, when they part to all appearance
for ever, principle triumphs over passion,

and they discover, through explanations,

that they have been parted by a misunder-

standing, not by perfidy on the part of

either. The closing chapters are rather

tame. Mrs. Tredennis finds her husband,

whom she had married because he was
regarded as " desirable," and because she

thought Dick a traitor, to be a very fine

fellow ; and Dick on his part finds Miss
Dalton, who nurses him, to be a charming
as well as a wealthy girl, and eminently

worth marrying. All the characters in the

story are good. The best is the guide

philosopher, and friend of Dick Travers,

who certainly manages to keep as old a

head on as young shoulders as is possible

or perhaps desirable.

The latest posthumous novel of Hawley
Smart is not one of his best._ In-

deed, most of the incidents in A
Racing Rubier, and also the environment

of the leading characters, appear almost

painfully familiar. One does get very tired

of the morality—and still more of the

immorality—of the Turf, and of the devices

adopted by trainers and impecunious, thougk
"knowing," persons to checkmate each

other. It may be allowed, however, that

the Eegent's Park ice disaster is introduced

with considerable skill, to give an excuse

to the hard up son of the squire and the
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daughter of one of the squire's farmers to

fall in love with each other ; and that

Eeginald Chacewater and Kate Darley,

though a very matter-of-fact Eomeo and

Juliet, hold the field in the story against

all the other characters. Why, indeed, the

young equire, who has ability enough to

write a tolerably successful story, should take

a fancy for Kate Darley, whose rebellion

against boarding-school control has] made
her a circus girl, is not very clear. But
Kate herself is a most delightful and

thoroughly English girl ; and it she shows

that she " has a bit of a temper," few will

regret that she should do so at the expense

of Clara Wargrave, who is a very disagree-

able specimen of the " designing minx,"

and has no objection to tell lies or send

anonymous letters, if only she may
destroy the character and matrimonial

chances of a rival. Tom Bramber, the

second string to Kate's bow ; Jim Darley,

her brother ; and the old squire himself, are

good illustrations of Hawley Smart's skill

as a portrait-painter.

The Gates of Dawn is the best thing that

Mr. Fergus Hume has yet done—so very

good as to suggest that he has again struck

oU, and for the first time since the day of

The Mystery of a Ifansom Cab came to an

end. The hero, indeed, does not make a

promising start when he comes upon the

scene in the first chapter ; for, although he

is dressed as a gamekeeper,

"Aristocrat was writ largely on face and
bearing. His six feet of stalwart manhood
showed the influence of athletic training ; his

masterful mien and the imperious look of

his grey eyes, firm lips, and wide nostrils be-

trayed the class to which he belonged."

But Lord Ardleigh—such is the true name
and title of the pseudo-gamekeeper—im-
proves as he goes on, and plunges into

mystery after mystery, in which a certain

pretty Meg, a Mother Jericho, a Tinker
Tim, and, above all, a fiendish Miss Lindis-

farne, play their parts. The plot is con-

ventional in a way ; but Mr. Hume has
put a great deal of work into it, and has,

besides, scored a decided success for the
first time in reproducing the humours of

English rural life. The Gates of Baton,

in short, recalls the work of Mr. B. L
Farjeon.

In James Macpherson Mr. J. Gordon
Phillips has produced a really spirited

romance, taking for his hero the Highland
freebooter who, according to legend and
Bums, " play'd a spring and danced it

round, below the gallows tree." Mr.
Phillips is obviously hampered a good deal
by the fact that he has to allow his hercu-
lean— and , indeed , superhuman— High-
lander to be finally captured and hanged.
Still, he is able to give the freebooter, on
the average, one adventure per day. Mac-
pherson is weak, of course, where most
strong men are weak—in regard to women.
But he makes a quiet and respectable mar-
riage in the long run ; and there is really

no excuse except the facts of accepted
history for his death, as even his relent-

less enemy, Braco, changes his nature
and tries to save huu on the scaffold. It

would be no difiicult matter to pick holes

in James Macpherson, to point out incoheren-
cies of plot and faults of style ; but, alto-

gether, Mr. Phillips has the making of at

least an average romancist in him. There
is certainly no reason why he should not
produce a series of stories quite as good as
those which gave the author of The Wolf of
Badenoch a temporary celebrity.

The best that can be said of His Latt
Amour is that it is an agreeable disappoint-
ment. The title suggests disreputable
realism, whereas the story is in reality a bit

of innocent and conventional melodrama.
Valerie Campbell, who is greatly enamoured
of a very walking - gentlemanly Gerald
Methuen, pledges herself to marry a
miserly sensual David Leeson, who is older
than her father, and has that weak man at

his mercy through having discovered that
he is a forger. The horrid David, although
he is a widower, and ought really to know
better, has a mistress named Lucy Grant.
While he is trying to terrify Lucy into

relieving him of her unpleasant and com-
promising presence, she meets by accident

with her death. The accident looks so very
like murder that Leeson in turn takes an
overdose of laudanum, and so saves Yalerie

the trouble and risk involved in a sham
elopement with the Duke of Yaverland who,
by the way, is far too sprightly, not to say
passionate, a gentleman for his years. The
Duke turns out to be Gerald's father, and to

have a fragment of a conscience. In Mis
Last Amour, in fact, we have a rather

conventional plot evolved in a conventional

manner. Nor is there anything notable

about it.

Clijf' Bays is a clever, repellent, and
quite George Mooreish exercise in English
realism. Kennet, the noisiest of a band of

London brothers whose chief delight in

life is what one of them terms a " whiskey
crawl," strolls a great deal on the beach
in the course of a holiday with Gertrude
Albyn, the daughter of a colonel. The
colonel is quite conventional, and so for that

matter is Gertrude, for she is engaged to

a preposterously wealthy Belgian stock-

broker of the name of De Clery. But this

does not prevent her from walking with

Kennet, and boxing his ears and kissing

him till " he seized her and kissed her
mouth, forehead, and eyes hard and long"

—

so very hard indeed that " there was a trace

of blood on her lip." After this there

should have been an elopement. But Ger-

trude regards herself as too " sensible " a
girl to do anything of the sort ; and so she

deliberately gives herself away to the stock-

broker, while Kennet returns to London,
'tells his story to the only one of his com-
panions who, because he is very hard-

headed, keeps occasionally sober, and then
goes o:S for a night's dissipation. The
central story of Cliff Bays is well told,

though in the last degree disagreeable.

The gaieties of Kennet and his "chums"
have, however, a forced and unreal look.

If the author of Cliff Bays is a new hand,
there is no reason why he (or she) should
not write a story quite up to the Keynotes

level.

Perhaps it is unfair to the author of Phan-
tasms to regard his book as an experiment

in short, gruesome fiction, and not—as the
elaborate Introduction may seem to show

—

as an important and serious contribution to

science of the " Psychical Hesearch " type.

But if it be so taken, there can be no ques-
tion that Mr. Wirt Gerrare has a marvel-
lous power of playing with the horrible.

For haunting, all-dominating ghostliness I
know nothing to beat the two best stories

in the collection, " The Dark Shadow " and
"The Sleepless Man." In the former the
introduction of " the curse" of a wretched
woman as told by the nurse who attends
to her, and also of the " thing," in the
person of the woman's son, who gives effec-

tiveness to the curse, is an almost unique
tour de force. Yet one may wish that
Mr. Wirt Gerrare's imagination—if it be
imagination—will, next time he writes, find

its way out of the Valley of that Shadow
which is more terrible than death itself.

Martin Hemtt is certainly the most in-

genius and entertaining of the numerous
successors of Sherlock Holmes, although
there is about him none of that eerie

diabolism which almost places Mr. Conan
Doyle's creation on a level, for genius, with
the monstrosities of Edgar Allan Poe.
Hewitt is, indeed, but a painstaking believer

in the theory that genius is an infinite

capacity for taking trouble, and he has
not so many mannerisms as Professor
Moriarty's enemy. Mr. Morrison, as a rule,

works on the sound principle that the
person who seems the most unlikely to com-
mit a crime with which he is in one way or

another associated is the criminal. But
the working out of the principle has a
superficially more reasonable look than
anything of a similar character even in Mr.
Conan Doyle's pages. There is not one of

the stories in this collection that is not in-

geniously constructed and carefully written
;

and if I select for special commendation
"The Case of Mr. Foggatt" and "The
Steinway Cameo Mystery," I do so simply
because I enjoy the poetical justice that is

allotted in the one, and admire the mystifica-

tion which is so perfectly sustained in the

other.

William Wallace.

CLASSICAL BOOKS.

Plutarch's Life of Pericles, With Introduc-
tion, Critical and Explanatory Notes, and
Indices by H. A. Holden. (Macmillans.)
The minute care of Dr. Holden has made the
scholar's library richer by an edition of

Plutarch's Pericles which, while it will abund-
antly satisfy the needs of any ordinary student,

will also teach him the spirit and habits of

research. Dr. Holden, whose many annotated
editions have already shown that he possesses

the qualities most essential for a commentator,
shirks no difficulty ; but he often and witely
leaves the reader to find out, on clues supplied

by him, how the difficulties shall be dealt

with. Some of his many references are wrongly
printed ; but if the young student has but the
patience to look up the references offered, and
the numerous side-issues opened to him here,

he will find himself much the wiser for the
process. The edition begins with a Life of

Plutarch which has done service before. Then
we come to a useful section on Plutarch's

Life of Pericles, its sources, and the value of its

judgments. A chronological table stands next,
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in the construction of which, as in the historical

portion of the notes, Dr. Holden has made use

of Busolt's Oriechische Oeschiclde. Then, after

a short account of the MSS. and editions,

follows the Greek text, with critical notes.

The conjectural emendations admitted to the

text by the editor are " chiefly those of Cobet

contributed to the sixth volume of the new
series of the Mnemosyne." Those of Theodor

Bergk, taken from the margin of a copy of the

Lives belonging to him, are mostly noted in

addenda. Last come the commentary, and a

series of those complete indices for which Dr.

Holden' s books are famous. One or two
matters have escaped revision. Thus, the last

note on C. 4 is adapted to a punctuation

different from that followed in the text ; and

the first note on C. 36 is adapted to the reading

«ir Toinav, whereas the text follows Blass in

printing ti'j toCto. But still we admire the

thoroughnesss with which the whole thing is

done, even where we cannot agree with the

interpretation of particidar passages. And we
hope that there is room for a friendly difference

of opinion on the following points : (1)

about the description of Pericles' head in

C. 3, TtpofiriKri . . . . Ko! auifiiifTfov; " longish and
out of proportion " to the rest of his person.

Dr. Holden says. But Plutarch perhaps only

meant that the length of the head was out of

proportion to its width. (2) C. 8, end, toBt'

olv vtapxfiv, " that the same advantages
therefore belong " to our dead— i.e., im-
mortality. Here we feel sure that ratfr" is the

honours paid to the dead and the good which
they have done the state. The olr would be
more appropriate on Dr. Holden's explana-

tion, but it is not inappropriate on ours; and
the plural roCr' cannot well be referred to the

single fact aiaviTovs yiyovhai. (3) C. 8, has

a good note on the "wrestling" of Thucy-
dides, the son of Mvlesias ; is it not possible

that Tip nepucXti ffu/tiAeic<i^«i'os, said of him
in C. 11., is another echo of the same story?

(4) C. 15, end. Dr. Holden translates:
" Pericles did not make his fortune greater

than that which his father had left him by a
single drachma of the moneys, which some even

disposed of in part in favour of their sons."

We hardly see what this means. Dr. Holden
says of Schmidt's translation, " Some of whom
(tyrants and other rulers) bequeathed their

power to their sons," that it is considered un-
satisfactory, as it involves the assumption of

an improbable fact. That tyrants should
bequeath their power ? The tyrant of Athens,

at least, did bequeath his power to his sons.

The passage of Plutarch is not improbably
conupt ; but, as it stands, Schmidt's transla-

tion is preferable to Holden's. (5) The
fragment of Eupolis in C. 24 is understood by
Dr. Holden to mean that the younger
Pericles would have been admitted to full

burgher-rights had he not been deterred by
the shameful circumstances of his birth. But
C. 37 goes to show that he was so admitted.

We must look, therefora, for some other ex-

planation of tihai 7' &.» fjv atiip,

Euripides' Alcestis. Edited by Mortimer
Lamaon Earle. (MacmUlans.) We should not
wonder if the "Alcestis" were proved to be
the most read among Greek plays. It is short

;

it is fairly easy ; it has just the admixture of

comic scenes which Shakspere has popularised
in tragedy ; it has a certain modernism in its

pathos; it has been illustrated by a master-
pi< ce of Leighton's. Hence we can understand
thbt a handy edition, like Mr. Earle's, may
really be called for, though we do not observe
anything very novel or striking, either in the
Introduction or in the notes—though, in the
former, we think Mr. Earle (pp. xl.-xli.) is

rather too peremptory over the question of the
number of stage-doors. The chief fault in the
notes ig the tendency to annotate the obvious

—

e.g., what is the use of the note (p. 158) on
Tb Tfis Tixns ? or of that on 1. 1138?. On the

otherhand, some of the supplied 8tage-directi»ns

and more advanced grammaticalnotes (e.i7.,that

on 1. 386) are helpful and good, and the choric

passages {e.g., pp. 171-4) are well explained.

Latin Phrase-Boole. By C. Meissner. Trans-
lated by H. W. Audeu. (Macmillans). This is

one of the many excellent pieces of work that we
owe to Germany. In its native land it has gone
through six editions ; the French translation is

in its third ; it has been rendered into Italian

;

and we are glad to greet it in English. Mr.
Auden has added an appendix, and has made
the book additionally useful by a Latin index
and a catalogue of subjects in detail. A col-

lection of sound and useful idioms is of great

value, if schoolboys can Be got to assimilate

and adopt them ; but such a book must also be

a book of reference, and for this purpose it

would have been better to arrange the subjects

alphabetically. At present it is difficult to

find an idiom without a good deal of trouble,

unless one can remember a word in Latin, and
see the index at the end—and something of an
English index is mueh needed. The book is

very free from misprints; and, so far as we
have tested it, the English work is sound and
sensible: e.g., for useful and simple idioms,

pp. 121 and 263. But the book is rather too

long ; and some of the idioms might be left out,

in order to concentrate attention on the rest

:

e.g., on p. Ill the paragraph " tradunt, dicunt

"

&c., might be omitted. The political phrases on

pp. 211-12 are prolix—so are the examples on

pp. 100-1—unless the book is to be regarded as

purely a book of reference.

Flores Historiarum ; Gathered from English

Chronicles. A First Latin Reader. Edited by
William Marsh and Eobert Steele. (Rivington,

Percival & Co.) The two editors are assistant-

masters at the Bedford Modem School, the

headmaster of which, Mr. Poole, contributes

the preface. It is, we think, rather a good
idea to lead boys up to classical Latin through

mediaeval or English Latin. As Mr. Poole sees,

all classical Latin is too hard for beginners

because of its strange construction, while

mediaeval Latin assimilates itself closely to

English in order and construction. Besides,

the interest of King Arthur's death, of Canute

by the seashore, of Rufus's death, of little

St. Hugh's martyrdom at Lincoln, is certainly

keener, to a beginner, than any more remote

and obscure tales from the classics. The
Introductory Hints on Translation (pp. 49-56)

seem at once brief and good.

The Odes of Jlorace, Books I. and II. Done
into English Verse by J. Howard Deazeley.

(Henry Frowde.) This translation of Horace

is extremely unequal. Neither in metre nor

in literary tact does Mr. Deazeley seem able to

keep at his own best level for any length of

time. Here, for instance (pp. 50-1 ; Car. ii. 3)

is an attempt to render the ode to Dellius into

the metre of In Memoriam : it is certainly read-

able, and, in one or two lines, felicitous

:

" Where lofty pines and poplars white

Their boughs in friendly shade entwiae

Together, and with winding line

The brooklet babbles in its flight.

" Here call for wine and nard and bloom
Of roses fading all too fast.

While youth remains and fortunes last,

And Fate still spares the thread of doom.

" The lawns you buy you must forsake,

That home by tawny Tiber's wave

;

The growing stores for which you slave

In heirship will another take."

But with what an ambiguous bathos does the

very next Ode open

!

" Because thy love turns to a waiting-maid,

Of shame, my Phoceus, be not thou afraid," &c.

And again
version of

(p. 35, Car. i. 28), how tactless a

" Dant alios Furiae toivo spectacola Haiti

"

is

" The Fates give some grim gaze of Mars to
please?"

The lack of punctuation, the unscholarly con-
fusion between Furies and Fates, the want of

reflection on the needs of an English reader

—

aU these are conspicuous, and might so easily

have been avoided ! So, one would have
thought, might such slips as (p. 37) Panaetus
for PanaetiMS ; the scanning (p. 24) of Ustlca
as Ustioa; the rendering (p. 56) of " minaces"
by "suppliants"; of " spiritum tenuem

"

(p. 69) by " humble hue." On p. 46 there
is an apparent confusion between " Libumian
galleys " and " Libumian throngs "

: ships are
meant, not crews. The three original poems

—

"Andromeda," "Ariadne," and "Jason"

—

which conclude the book, have some modest
merit, particularly the second. The first looks

like a Newdigate, or a competitor for that
prize. But, in a poem on a classical subject,

ought we to have so unmistakable an extract

(p. 88) from a modem hymn as " hungry billows

curling " ?

NOTES AND NEWS.
The Reminiscences of the Dean of Salisbury will

be published next week by Mr. Edward Arnold.
Dean Boyle's father was Lord Justice-General

of Scotland, and a close friend of Sir Walter
Scott and other lights of the brilliant literary

society of the time in Edinburgh. Of these,

Dean Boyle has many interesting anecdotes ;

and later on he was intimately acquainted with

the best of his own contemporaries—Dean
Stanley, Thackeray, &o.

Messrs. Chapman & Hall announce for

immediate publication China Past and Present,

by Mr. R. S. Qnndry. Among the subjects

treated of are : the educational system and
industrial progress, foreign intercourse and the
maritime customs service, currency and trade,

products and resources, the missionary ques-
tion, ancestor worship, judicial torture, &c.

A BOOK, entitled Studies in Social Character

and Theory, dealing with many of the questions

which are now being agitated by local re-

formers, will be published shortly by Messrs.

MacmiUan & Co. It is being edited by Mr.
B. Bosanquet, with whom, as contributors, are

associated Mr. C. S. Loch (secretary to the
Charity Organisation Society), Mrs. McCallum,
and Miss H. Dendy.

Messes. Longmans & Co. have in the press

a volume of Latin and Oreek Translations, by
the Rev. Dr. William Baker, headmaster of

Merchant Taylors' School.

Mr. T. Fisuer Unwin will publish next
week the three following books : Popular
Sayings Dissected, by Mr. A. Wallace, who has

devoted many years to collecting his material,

and who claims that he gives every reasonable

solution that has been advanced with regard to

all sayings that are apparently obscure ; The

Expansion of Sotith Africa, by the Hon. Mr.

Wilmot, a member of the Cape Legislature,

who recentiy paid a visit to this country ; and

—in the " Autonym Library "—A Bachelor's

Maid, by Mrs. Burton Harrison, of New York.

Messrs. T. & T. Clabk, of Edinburgh, have

in the press a work by the Rev. Dr. H. A. A.

Kennedy, of Callander, on The Sources of Neio

Testament Oreek, which attempts to estimate

the influence of the LXX. on the New Testa-

ment vocabulary. The subject is treated in

lose coEn(xion with later Greek as a whole,

id more especially with the colloquial Greek
I f the period in which the LXX. and New
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Teat«ment were compiled ; and the author seeks

to prove that, in place of a predominating

influence of the LXX. on the New TesUment,

the element common to them is rather the

" popular" language in which they were both

written.

We understand that Mr. Grant Allen's story,

The ir.fnan thai Did—a.ho\\i which there has

been some talk in advance—will be published

by Mr. John Lane at the end of next week, and

also simultaneously in America.

The Earl of Dunmore has just completed a

novel, entitled Ormisdal, of which the scene is

laid partly in Scotland and partly in Egypt.

The work will be published by Mr. Bdwwd
Arnold early in March.

Messrs Ricuaiid Bentley & Son will

Eublish immediately after Easter a now novel

y Miss Florence Montgomery, entitled Colonel

it'orton.

Mil, Manville Fenn's new story, entitled

The Queen's Scarlet, will be published by Messrs.

Cassell & Co. next week.

The next volume of the "Pioneer Series"

to be published in the course of next month, is

entitled A Street in Suhurbia, by Mr. Edwin
Pogh.

A NOVEL, by a new writer, entitled The
Faded Poppy : a Fragment of Philistine Melo-
drama, will shortly be published by Messrs.

Hodder Brothers.

A Hiatory of the Welsh Church to the Dis-

solution of the Monasteries, by E. J. Newell,
author of "The Life and Teachings of St.

Patrick," is announced for immediate publica-

tion by Mr. Elliot Stock. The same firm will also

publish A Future Soman Empire, by Mr. G. E.
Tarner—a work which is designed to show the

possible result of some modem political and
economic problems.

Messrs. Oliphant, Anderson, & Ferrier
have in the press a volume of lectures by Dr.
Alexander Whyte on the municipal and
military characters of The Holy War, forming the
third series of " Bunyan Characters." In a
few days will be issued a new edition, com-
pleting the twenty-first thousand, of the first

series of " Bunyan Characters," and also a new
edition—the fourth thousand—of Dr. Whyte's
Appreciation of Jacoh Behmen,

A BOOK of "West India sketches, by Mr.
M. H. E. Trowbridge, will shortly be pub-
lished by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, under the title

of Qotsip of the Carihbeea. The subjects are
grave and gay, and are the result of consider-
able knowledge of the inner life of the people.

Mb. Alfred Milner's address on "Arnold
Toynbee," which was delivered at Toynbee
Hall a tew weeks ago, will be published im-
mediately by Mr. Edward Arnold.

Three editions having been exhausted of
Bita's new novel. Peg the Rake, Messrs. Hutch-
inson have a fourth edition in the press. We
understand that Mrs. Bernard Beere is study-
ing the book with a view to the story being
dramatised.

At the meeting of the Ethical Society, to
be held on Sunday next, at 7.30 p.m., at Essex
Hall, Strand, Mr. G. F. Stout, the editor of

Mind, will give a lecture on " Ethics and
Beligion of Spinoza."

The third series of lectures of the Sunday
Lecture Society begins on February 3, in St.

George's Hall, Langham-place, at 4 p.m.,
when Mr. A. S. Woodward, of the British

Museum, will lecture on " The Restoration of

Extinct Animals." Lectures will subsequently
be given by Dr. B. D. Roberts, Prof. Henry E.
Armstrong (president of the Chemical Society),

Mr. C. T. Whitmell, Dr. C. W. Kimmins, Mr.

Douglas
Heller.

Carnegie, and Mr. W. Mayhowe

On Wednesday next, Messrs. Sotheby will

sell a snuff-box once belonging to Dean Swift,

which appears to have an authentic pedigree.

It is of mother-of-pearl, mounted in silver.

The outside of the lid has a representation of

Venus (?) and a lion, with the motto :
" Amor

vincit omnia." A letter accompanying the box
records that it was given by Dean Swift to his

godson, the Rev. John Geree, who left it to his

sister, and she to her daughter, the mother of

the present owner.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

The number of public lectures at Oxford
seems a notable feature, as compared with
Cambridge. For example, on Monday next.

Prof. E. Watington will deliver his inaugural

lecture as Sibthorpian professor of rural

enconomy, Prof. Percy Gardner will give a
pubUo lecture on " The Life and Work of Sir

Charles Newton," and Mr. A. B. R. Trevor-

Battye will lecture before the Ashmolean
Society on " Ice-bound on Kolguev," illustrated

by lantern- slides; on Tuesday, Prof. Hubert
Herkomer will give a public lecture on " Art
Tuition," in the Sheldonian Theatre; on
Wednesday, the Rev. Dr. E. Moore will give

the first of four lectures introductory to the

study of the Purgatorio ; and on Thursday, Dr.

Henry Sweet—who is now residing at Oxford

—

will begin a course of three lectures at the

Taylor Institution on " The Practical Study of

Languages." We may add that, on Friday of

this week, Mr. Morfill, reader in Slavonic, was
to give a public lecture on " Nicholas Novikov,

and the Educational Movement in Russia in the

Eighteenth Century "
; and on Saturday Mr.

Arthur Sidgwick was to lecture, for the benefit

of the Association for the Education of Women,
on "Elizabeth Barrett Browning."

The discussion in the Senate on a report of

the General Board, advocating the introduction

of essays into the tripos examinations, is printed

in the last issue of the Cambridge University

Reporter. Perhaps the most notable feature is

the admission that Oxford men have a power
of putting their knowledge into literary form
which Cambridge men have not. Some general

remarks by Prof. Clifford AUbutt seem worthy
of quotation :

" Without desiring to reflect on the examiners

for the Previous Examiuation, he could not h^lp

saying that candidates frequently presented them •

selves for medical and surgical examinations, as to

whom it was almost incredible that they should

have scraped through any examination at all. In
one instance he had made a list of thirty ordinary

words which a candidate had consistently

misspelt. He was ashamed that these men
should go to write notes for physicians in London
hospitals. They were inferior to those who
used to go up twenty or thirty years ago. The
important point was to influence the public

schools. He was coming round to the opinion

that the establishment of the "modem side" in

schools was proving a grave misfortune. Instead

of obtaining any knowledge of principles, school-

boys now pottered with chemical and biological

conundrums in back rooms, and ho wiehed to

goodness they could return to the honest old-

fashioned grammar school education and defer the

start in science till they came to the university."

Baron Anatole von Hi/qel is disabled by
illness from continuing this term his lectures

on the collections preserved in the Museum of

Archaeology and Ethnology at Cambridge.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin will publish imme-
diately the essay, by Mr. Herman Oelsner, of

Caius, which gained the Le Bas prize at Cam-
bridge last year. The subject is " The Influence

of Dante on Modem Thought."

The Rev. James Gilroy has been appointed
by the Crown to the chair of Hebrew and
Oriental languages at Aberdeen.

At a meeting of the University Court of

St. Andrews, held last Saturday, it was
resolved, by a majority of eight votes to seven,

to petition Parliament in favour of the Bill for

annulling the affiliation of University College,
Dundee.

The last part of the Transadiom of the
Glasgow Archaeological Society (MacLehose)
contsons an article on " John Snell, of Ufton,
and the Snell Exhibitions," by Mr. George
W. CampbelL Of Snell himself not very much
can be ascertained. He is said to have been
bom in 1029, at Colmonell, Ayrshire, where
the tombstone of his father m^y still be seen in
the churchyard. His name appears twice in
the register of Glasgow University for 1043.

His life seems to have been passed entirely in
England, under the patronage of Sir Orlando
Bridgeman. He died at Oxford in 1679.

Several books that he presented to the Glasgow
University library are still preserved there,

some with the bookplate of Sir Orlando
Bridgeman—a portrait engraved by the elder

Faithome ; and he also gave three thousand
merks towards the building of the steeple. By
his will, he devised his residuary estate, con-
sisting mainly of the parish of Upton,
Warwickshire, to found the exhibitions that
bear his name. Originally, there was no
necessary connexion with Balliol, the master
of that college being only one of five trustees.

It is more interesting to learn that

"each scholar id to ba bound under a penalty of

£300 to enter iato holy orders, nod to take no
spiritual promotion, benefice, or other preferment
in the Kingdom of England or Daminion of

Wales, it being the testator's will and desire that
every such scholar shall return to Scotland . . .

but in no case to come back into England."

The will gave rise to much litigation, and the
terms of the endowment have been varied from
time to time by the Court of Chancery.
Twenty years ago there were fourteen exhi-
bitioners, each receiving £132 ; the number has
now fallen to four, and the annual value to £80.

ORiaiNAL VERSE.

portrait of ANTON HERKOMER BY HUBKET
HERKOMER.

I WISH, old man, that I could take your hand
And learn what you have learned of hell and
heaven.

I nothing know of you except this face

And figure and the craft, whose hanging web]
Surround your form with shadow and soft hues.
Yet this I knew that you have failed in much,
And by the failure and the strife have gained
A glimpse of joy so high, despair so low,
That men, your brothers, who for ever tread
The path of rich consistent good, dream not
Of your twin visions. For tbese perhaps your mind
Wearied by conflict has no spoken word,
Although they are the guides that may not pass
From you in death and must lead up to Qod.

Oxford. L. DouQALL.

OBITUARY,
JOHN O'NEILL.

Mr. John O'Neill, who died on January 12,

at Selling, near Faversham, deserves at least a
passing word in memoriam.
He was bom near Limerick, in 1837, and

entered the Ordnance Office—soon to be merged
into the War Office—at the early age of sixteen.

Here h's abilities soon brought him to the
front, and he was recognised as an official of

exceptional ability. Nor was he a clerk only.

While at the War Office he made himself a
master of the Japanese language, and published

4 First Japanese Reading Book : a translatioit

1
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into literal English, with Japanese text, of a
Buddhist discourse. In 1878 he was appointed

Auditor and Accountant-General of Cyprus,
and had to deal with intricate fiscal subjects

and questions of exchange. Leaving Cyprus,

he settled first at Cognac, in France, where he
wrote on foreign questions for the Saturday
Review and Nineteenth Century, and then at

Selling, in Kent. Besides contributing to

many English periodicals, Mr. O'Neill wrote,

in French, a learned disquisition on Li Roys des

Ribaus, in which he showed much curious

knowledge of the ragamuffin free companies of

mediaeval France. But his magnum opus, the

work to which he devoted many years

of his life, leaving only the first of two
volumes published at the time of his death,

was The Nitjht of the Qods : an enquiry into

Cosmic and Cosmogonic Mythology and Sym-
bolism. This book was designed to prove

" that the everlasting, stupendous, \mfailing
rotation of the Heavens round the Earth—which
was an ever and everywhere present, overpowering
uniTersal fact—must from the earliest times, when
human intelligence had grown up to the notice cf

it, have exercised an enormous and fascinating and
abiding inlluence upon the observant and reflective,

upon the devout portion of mankind ; and must
have provided the supreme initial origin of the

greater Cosmic Mjths which concern themselves

with the genesis and mechanism of the Universe."

Of the truth, or even the plausibility, of this

theory, I am no judge. There can be no ques-

tion, however, of the wonderful array of re-

condite erudition with which it was supported.

Neither can there be any question—with those

who, like myself, enjoyed Mr. O'Neill's friend-

ship—of his great and varied ability.

F. T. M.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Bolefin of the Beal Academia de la

Hiatoria for December opens with a review by
Qomez de Arteohe of M. Grandraaison's
" Un Can'' d'autrefois." The reviewer adds
moro information with regard to the generous

treatment of the exiled French bishops and
priests by the higher Spanish clergy during
the Eevolution. Bishops de Coucy and
Themines, the chief fotmders of "La petite

Eglisc," were recipients of this hospitaHty.

Next follows an account, with excellent en-

gravings, of prehistoric pottery and vases of

the bronze age, found at Ciempozuelos between
Madrid and AJanjuez. Danvilla CoUado de-

scribes a fourteenth century tomb in Valencia,

also illustrated. Prof. Hiibner writes on some
Koman inscriptions of Merida, lately redis-

covered in the Castle of Las Navas del Marques.
Padre F. Fita discusses, with engraving and
translation, a Hebrew epitaph from Monzon de
Campos. A will of Antonio de Herrera, the

Chronicler of the Indies, is printed at length.

But perhaps the most gratifying thing in the

Boletin is the announcement of an alphabetical

index to the first twenty-five volumes, to be
distributed with the January number. Such an
index will almost double the value of this

important collection.

Fascicule xxv. of the Archives Ilistoriques

de la Oascogne contains the second part of
" Audijos, Im Gabelle enGaecogne," admirably
edited by M. A. Communay. This history

throws much light on the often-strained rela-

tions between the intendants, the governors,
and the local authorities of the more indepen-
dent provinces in the seventeenth century.
One more fascicule, the third ')lume of the
" Comptes des Freres Bonis," \. J terminate
the first series of these Archives Uitoriiiuea.

In IHOJ will commence the still more valuable
pablication of the Chartolary and BuUarium of
Qascony,

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.
GBNEEAL LITEEATUEE.

Abndt, a. Ddlibiig piohibitis commentarii. Regensborg:
Postet. 3M.

Beeold, W. t. Hermann v. Helmboltz. QedacbtniBsrede.
I«ipzig : Batth. 1 M 50.

Baivois. Jules. Edsai de bibUographie des ccuTxes de M.
Alphonse Daudet. Farifi : Conquet. 10 fr.

LoTi, P. Le Dt^sert. Paria : Calmann Levy. 3 fr. 50.

Montesquieu, Voyages de (1728—9), p.p. le Baron Albert de
Uontesquiea. T. I. Paris : Ficaid. 12 (r.

Boutibb, Claston. Deux mois en Andalousie it a Kadrid.
Paria : Le Soudier. 7 tr. 60.

Sain't-Aulaiee, Comtc A. de. Carliates et Christinos

:

Boman biatoriqae 1833-1863. Fails: Calmann "LC'TJ.

3 fr. 60.

SuPHAX, B. Hans Sachs, Humanitcitizeit u. Qegenwart.
Weimar : Bublau. 1 M.

Valli.b, LA>n. La Bibliothi--que Nationale: choiz de docu-
ments poor serrir .\ I'tiistoire de IV'tablissement et de sea

coUectiODB. Paiia : Teiiiaem. 18 fr.

HISTORY, LAW, ETC.

AuBXBT, F^'liz. Histoiie dn parlement de Paris de Toxigine
a FranvMs l^r, 1250—1516. Paria : Pioard. 16 fr.

Finest, l*Abbi^ P. La Faculty- de thf^ologie de Paris et aej

doctenrs les plus cC'lAbres. II. (1260—1300.) Paris:
Pioard. 7 fr. 60 e.

HoBTBN, H. Die Personalexecution in Geachichte u. Dogma.
I. 2. Die Peraonalexecution in Icalieu. 1. Abschn.
ItalientEcbe Rechtsgtundlagen. Wien: Manz. 5 M. 60.

Laceoix, Clement de. Souvenirs du Comte de HontgaillaTd,
agent de la diplomatie secrete pendant la Revolution,
I'Empire et la Keetauration. Paria : Ollendorff. 7 fr. 60.

LABivikBE, Ch. de. Catherine II. et la Eevolution franfiise.

Palis : Le Soudier. 3 fr. 60.

Limes, der obergermanisch-raetische, des Roemerreiches.
Hrsg. V. O. T. Sarwey u. P. Hettner. 1. Lfg. Heidel-

berg : Fetters. 5 M.
MuB' , Leon. Gjuvemements, miolalerea et constitutiona de

la France de 1789 a 1895. Paris : Goillaumin. 10 fr.

PiiiT, Emeat. Histoire des dues de Bourgogne dj la race

capetienne. T. V. Paris : Thorin. 12 ft.

Valxbt, Jules. Das Contrats par correspondance. Paris:
Thorin. 8 fr. 00.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

Bai/eb, L. a. Beitriige zur Kenntnias d. Wesins der
Bacnlar-Tariation d. Exdmagnetiamus. Berlin: Uayer
& MiiUer.

Lobestz, H. a. Versuch e. Theorie Set electiiachen u.

optischen Erecheinnngen in bswegten Eiirpem. Leiden

:

Brill. 2 M. 60.

Oppbnheiu, p. Die eocHne Fauna d. Ht. Pnlli bei Valdagno
im Vioentino. Berlin : Friedlander. 10 AT.

PHILOLOQY, ETC.

Abiks, E. Quaeationea Claudianeae. Leipzig: Fock.

IM. 20.

DouAis, C. Une ancienne version latine de rEecl(^aiaatiqu».

Patia : Picard 3 fr.

Feritz.M. B. hebraischer Brief Elijah Levita's an Sebaat.

Munsttr. Berlin : Mayer & MiiUer. 80 Pf.

TAi.LgvisT. K. L. Die aasyrisehe Beschwijrungsseiie Magia,
nacta den Originalen im Britith Museum hrsg. Leipzig :

Pfeiffer. 48 M.
Ziichbaueb, F. Antikritische Untersuchnngen zu den

Annalen d. Tacitus. Leipzig: Fock. 1 M. 20.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A PERSONAL RELIC OF LUTHER.

London : Jan. 29, 1896.

Luther was sorely exercised in 1530 by well-

meaning people, who endeavoured to minimise

the points of religious difference, though they

ultimately so far succeeded as to bring about

two years later the so-called Truce or Peace of

Nuremberg.
He called them " sophists," and formulated

forty theses to show that Protestants could

not accede to such conditions. He travelled

about the country, preaching and disputing

upon them, returning at intervals to his home
at Wittenberg. On arriving at each church in

turn he pulled out of his pocket and affixed to

the door the copy he carried about with him,

as notice to friend and challenge to adversary.

This " poster " has lately turned up ; and as

it is almost certainly unique, some account of

it, and what it has to say for itself, may be

interesting, if only as showing that the days of

"finds" are not quite over yet.

It is entitled

:

" Folgende Stiick, wil D. Martinus Luther der

heiligO Kirchen zu Wittemberg prediger, mit

Qottes GnadC- erhalten, wider die ganfze Satans

schule und alle Pforten der Hellen."

(" Dr. MartinLuther, preacher of the holy church

at Wittemberg, will maintain the following theses

against the whole school of Satan, and all gates
of hell.")

It consists of two folio leaves in Gothic type,

of which the inner margins have been cut off,

and then connected for about half their length
by a strip of paper, so as to pass under a wire
upon a church door. The work has been done
by a bungler, as he has not cut the slip straight,

nor gummed it level. The marks of the wire
remain at top and bottom, and show more than
once using.

It has been folded in three, and carried in a
greasy pocket, as a patch of grease the size of

a " butter-brod " has been transferred to the
outside. Thus folded, it has been placed for

preservation in a book, where it long remained,
as the worm has eaten through it. In this

position it came into the possession of the late

Lord Zouche, of Monasteries in the Levant fame,
who catalogued it, but did not know all the
facts, as he dated it 1320 in place of 1530.

The curve which passes through all these

points works out that the "poster" was
Luther's companion on his campaign, probably
put together by his own hands, taken out of

his pocket to affix upon the church door,

removed when he left, and on his return home
placed carefully in a book, perhaps a Bible,

till wanted for use on another tour. In that

case, it is a personal relic of the Reformer, and
kept company with his lunch in his pocket.

I have to thank Dr. Maunde Thompson, Dr.
Gamett, and especially Mr. Barwick, for their

great assistance in enabling me to work out

this argument, which has been approved by
other eminent critics to whom I nave shown
the original.

The British Museum possess copies of three

editions in book quarto form, but the " poster
"

is almost certainly unique.

W. G. Thorpe.

THE NEW SYRIAC GOSPELS.

Oxford : Jan. 26, 1696.

Owing to the claims of work undertaken
some time ago, I am obliged to bring my part

in this controversy to a close. In this letter I

propose : in the first place, to answer certain

criticisms and to criticise certain positions of

Mr. Conybeare ; and in the next, to indicate a
modification of my original view of Matt. i. IG.

I. (a) In a former letter I argued that, since

Justin Martyr used Matt. i. 18-25, while he did

not use the Joseph-genealogy in i. 1-17, but
one which dealt with the ancestry of Mary, it

was because he did not find Matt. i. 1-17 in his

copy of the Gospel. Mr. Conybeare's answer is

here untenable. First, he said that Justin had
the genealogy, and cited a reference from Otto's

edition to that effect. When, later, I pointed

out that Otto had removed this reference in

his third edition, as it was obviously at variance

with the entire evidence of Justin on this

question, Mr. Conybeare's rejoinder was pecu-
liar, " If Otto's third edition lacks so pertinent

a note as that which I cited in ray letter of

December 8, then I am glad that I possess an
earlier or later edition, whichever mine may
be." These words seem to mean that Mr.
Conybeare prefers that edition of Justin which,

though incorrect, supports his contention, to

the corrected edition which invalidates it. To
prevent the recrudescence ofthis error, may I call

Mr. Conybeare's attention to the list (drawn

up by Otto, 3rd ed., torn, i., pars ii., pp. 590-

591) of statements in Justin which conflict

with those found in the Canonical Gospels ? He
will find that the very first in this list deter-

mines the present question.* But Mr. Cony-

beare proposes an alternative view : namely, that

* In the Old Syriac text, Luke ii. r>, Maiy is

expressly said to be of the house of David,
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Jtutio, havinK the entire Matt. i. before him,

n«ed i. 18-2o,T)ut did notugei. 1-17, and turned

in preference to a Bpnrious Gospel which

assigned the genealogy to Mary. To state this

view is sufficient to disclose its incurable

wei^ess.
(6) Mr. CJonybeare is very wild and loose in

his statements. He says that, if Joseph's

Sedigreo in Matt. i. and Mary's in Justin are

ifferent, " it is almost a miracle that, so far

as Justin quotes it, it should so closely agp-ee

with the list in Matthew." Will it be believed

that the only names common to Matthew and
Justin are David and a few of his progenitors

;

that these, therefore, must have appeared in

the pedigree of every descendant of David who
was contemporary with Joseph; and ,that not

a single distinctive feature of the genealogy of

Matt. i. 1-17 (and the rSte played by the

women in it is a prominent one) reappears in

Justin ?

(c) Mr. Conybeare is strangely inaccurate.

He writes (Acahemy, January 12) :—" The
question at issue between Mr. Charles and
myself was whether the genealogy was as old as

Justin." Now in a letter writtea December 15,

and published in the Acapemy of December 29,

I showed on the evidence of Epiphanius that

it was found in the Gospel of the Heretic

Cerinthus, who was a contemporary of Peter,

Paul, and John.
(rf) Another instance of Mr. Conybeare's in-

accurate perception, and consequent misrepre-

sentation, has to do with my statement that
" not a shred of evidence can be adduced from
Jewish non-cinonical writings of Palestine

—

200 B.C. to 100 A.I).—to show that the Philonic

ideas which Mr. Conybeare would foist into

Matt. i. 18-25 were anywhere known in Pales-

tine," Mr. Conybeare makes me say
(AaVBEMY, January 19), " Allegorical or

Fhilonean methods of interpretation were un-
known in Judaea from 200 B.C. to 100 A.D."

This restatement misrepresents my words in

many points, and particularly in applying to

three centuries of literature a statement which
I carefully limited to eight verses of Matt. i.

—

j.e., 18-25.

(e) Though I hava neither leisure nor space

to follow Mr. Conybeare into all his miscon-
ceptions, I cannot pass over the singular con-
fusion of ideas that appears in the second
paragraph of his letter of January 19, where
he argues that if John,* James, Peter, and
Jude wrote in Greek, they were Greek Jews as

much as Pbilo. Mr. Conybeare, therefore,

thinks that, if he can show that a Jew could
read or speak Greek, he was therefore

a Greek Jew. If this were a right
conception, we should have to regard the
bulk of the most exclusive Pharisees as
Greek Jews. But such a conception is absurd.
The real difference between an Alexandrian
Jew such as Pbilo, and Palestinian Jews
like John, Peter, and James, was that
the former thought, spoke, and wrote in

Greek, but was unable even to read Hebrewf
;

whereas the Apostles thought and spoke in

Aramaic, but could also speak and write in

Greek. The poorer classes in Palestine

either possessed no knowledge, or only a slight

one, of Greek. When Paul wished to address
the people in Jerusalem, he spoke in Hebrew
(Aramaic ? ) (Acts xxi. 40 ; xxii. 2) ; and still

later, at the siege of Jerusalem, when the
Romans summoned the besieged to surrender,

the summons was always couched in Aramaic.

* It is impostible (or a student who is acquainted
with both Hebrew and Greek to underdfand Mr.
CJoDybeate'a statement t^at John " thought in

Greek." In fact, a very little knowledge of the
lespective idioms of these two languages would
have made such a statement impossible.

t Pbilo knew a little Hebrew; but the LXX. was
his Bible.

(Josephus, Bell. Jud., V. ix. 2 ; VI. ii. 1.) The
more educated and commercial classes, how-
ever, could use Greek, though Aramaic was
their mother tongue. Further, the differences

between the Palestinian Jews and the
Hellenistic were so great, that the latter had
separate synagogues in Jerusalem, and
their jealousies of aforetime burned no less

vigorously after they became Christians.

My statement, therefore, that "none of the
twelve Apostles were Gh-eek Jews " was im-
pugned by Mr. Conybeare on the basis of a
confusion of ideas. In connexion with the
present subject, I might here add that according
to tradition the earliest Gospel was written in

Aramaic, and the writer of this Gospel was
Matthew. In taking leave of this question I

again aihrm that no channel for communication
has been shown to exist between Philo and the
Hebrew Evangelist in Matt. i.

(/) In answer to my statement that Philo was
"a thorough-going dualist," Mr, Conybeare
rejoins that " Philo was, in fact, as much or as

little of a dualist as Origen, Clement, or any
other Greek Father." As regards Philo
Siegfried {Philo ah Amleger, 1875, p. 230) says

:

Philo's "dominating conception of matter is

a quite unbiblical one " ; then follows a list of

the passages supporting this dictum. Only
one passage, i. 632—not that cited by Mr.
Conybeare—makes, he thinks, for the biblical

view. For a full examination of this passage,

and several others of a similar tendency, I must
here refer to Dr. Drummond's masterly work,
Philo Judaeus (1886), where this scholar .shows

that Philo is in all cases to be regarded as a
dualist.

But Mr. Conybeare's reference to Origen as

being as much a dualist as Philo is singularly

infelicitous; for Origen (<fe Princip. ii. 1),

expressly declares that those who believe in

matter being uncreate and coeternal with God
aregvdlty of impiety (" cum . . . culpam impie-
talis incurrant, ingenitam dicentes esse ma-
teriam Deoque ingenito coeternam " ). Clement
does not touch on the subject, so far as I am
aware.

I must confess that many of Mr. Conybeare's
statements bearing on Palestinian Judaism and
early Christianity forcibly remind one of

Locke's criticism on men who attach vague
ideas to their words. In regard to these he
says that it is as easy " to draw those men out
of their mistakes who have no settled notions,

as to dispossess a vagrant of his habitation who
has no settled abode," for "as in such dis-

courses they are seldom in the right, so they
are seldom to be convinced that they are in

the wrong."

{g) At the head of the so-called Philonic

Creed, Mr. Conybeare writes: "If Philo had
been called upon to formulate his creed he
would have done it in these or similar terms."

These words, if they mean anything, imply that

we are going to receive a trustworthy, if not

scientific, exposition of Philo's creed. But what
we do receive is a syncretism of conflicting ideas

that would have made Philo tear his hair and
bewail this caricature of his philosophy at the

hands of his latest disciple. For Mr. Cony-
beare cannot justify his identification of con-

flicting conceptions by adducing like alleged

illogicalities elsewhere. Whether the Nioene
Creed is logical or not is wholly irrelevant to

the question at issue. However Mr. Cony-
beare may regard it, he must admit that it was
an accurate summing up of the Church thought
of the time. But the same claim cannot be
entered for the so-cJled Philonic creed ; it is

undoubtedly a misrepresentation of Philo's

views, as I have previously proved at some
length.

(A) I now come to the last question at issue

between us. I contended that there is no
thought in Philo concerning the Logos that

could have influenced the Evangelist in i.

18-25 ; for the Logos, in the sole passage where
it is said to be the only son of God and Sophia,
is identical with the Cosmos or world of
created things, and Sjphia is there practically

identical with Logos I. But whereas Logos I.

or Sophia is at times a personal conception.
Logos II. is not a personal conception, and
could never have appeared to a Palestinian Jew
as such, or as aught else than the material
creation. Thus, whereas Mr. Conybeare's
theory requires that the Logos personally con-
ceived should be the son of God and Sophia,
Philo furnishes us only with the Logos im-
personally conceived in that relation. On the
other hand, if we regard Logos I. as the mould
in which Matt. i. was formed, we are in as

great a difficulty as ever ; for Logos I. was not
the only son of God, but merely the eldest of
innumerable sons, and, further, was not the
son of God and of Sophia, but practically

identical with Sophia herself. The real incarna-
tion of the Logos personally conceived would
have been a thought impossible to a disciple

of Philo. It must not be rej oined that Philo
confuses these two conceptions ; for the sense of
the locus da$iicus on the question is unmistak-
able. Philo, in fact, has, to a certain extent,

borrowed both the idea and the phraseology
from Plato [Timaeus 3lB and 92c). Philo, we
may remember, designates Logos II. as " the
only and beloved sensible Son." The term
lioyoyfirlis occurs in both passages cited ; and in

the former Plato declares against Democritus
that there can be only one Cosmos, and in the

latter passage he attaches to it the epithet

Before proceeding to mention the grounds on
which I see reason to modify my view of the

Syriac text of Matt. i. 16, I may be permitted

to restate the three chief objections to Mr.
Conybeare's theory.

(i.) No evidence can be adduced from Jewish
non-canonical ^writings of Palestine to prove
that the Philonic ideas which Mr. Conybeare
would introduce into Matt. i. were known in

Palestine.

(it.) No channel of communication can be
shown to have existed between Philo and the

first Evangelist as regards Matt. i.

(iii.) There is no thought in Philo concerning

the Logos that could have influenced the first

Evangelist in i. 18-25.

II. In two respects further investigation has
confirmed me as to the justness of my view of

Matt. i. These two positions, the practical

acceptance of which by Dr. Sanday I gladly

welcome, are: (i.) The genealogy was current

as an independent document prior to its incor-

poration in Matt, i., and ended originally with
the words, " and Joseph begat Jesus." (ii.)

The Old Syriac text of Matt. i. 18-25 cannot

be primitive : the original text is that preserved

in the oldest Greek MSS.
As regards the Old Syriac text of i. 16, 1 have

been gradually coming to doubt its originality.

The chief reason for my doubt is that urged by
Dr. Sanday

—

i.e., that, whereas it is natural that

the word "wife" in Matt. i. should be changed
into "espoused" in consequence of the growing
reverence with which Mary was regarded in each

succeeding generation, the converse change of

"espoused" into "wife" in the second or

third century is practically inconceivable. Of
the former change we have several examples in

the Curetonian Syriac. Thus, for " thy wife "

in ver. 21 it reads " thy espoused," and in ver.

19 omits " thy husband." For the same reason

the Peshitto changes " his wife" into " Mary "

in ver. 24, and "his parents" in Luke ii. 41

into " his people," and in 43 into " Joseph and
His mother." In the two last passages the

same change is made in the Diateesaron, and in

many of the Greek Uncials and Old Latin

codices. There are also traces of the same

I

t
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influeDce at work ia the Old Syriao codex in

Luke ii. il, -13, where "his parents" in both

cases become " his people." Having shown
that this change was a frequent one in the

Western text, let us now return to Matt. i. 10.

Again we remark that there the addition of

the word " Virgin " points exactly in the same
direction. If this word was really primitive

here, it is in the highest degree improbable

that the Church would have excised it at the

dose of the second century or the beginning

of the third ; and further have changed
"espoused" into "wife." At present, there-

fore, I see no other course open than to regard

the text of the Old Syriac MS. as, in certain

respects, secondary and not primitive. At the

same time, neither can the text of the Greek
Uncials be regarded as primitive, though it

preserves some primitive elements over against

gecondary in the Syriac.

Further light will probably be thrown on the
problem by our growing knowledge of the

Western text and of the Synoptic problem.
E. H. CiLVRLES.

P.S.—It is possible that Matt. i. 1 may be
primitive ; for it forms no organic part of the
genealogy i. 2-17, and seems to point to a
different author, as I shall proceed to show.
From a comparison of Matt. i. 1, 17 and 18 as

to the use of yivcjis and ymd, it is clear that
we shoidd take ymiais in i. 1 and 18 in the same
sense, i.e., as meaning " birth "

; for yinaii has
nowhere else in the New Testament the mean-
ing of "generation" or "genealogy," and
rarely in the LXX., which uses yeieVcis in this

ense. But if i. 2-17 were genuine, i. 1 ought
to read: "The book of the generations" or
" genealogy," and in that case we should have
pifiAos yfiifuv, and not 0lB\os ytviaaei \ for the
writer of i. 2-17 uses ytv^ai four times. Thus,
whereas i. 1 is wholly impertinent as introducing
i. 2-17, it forms a most appropriate preface to
i. 18- ii. 23. Hence we should connect i. 18
immediately with i, 1, and read: "The book
of the birth of Jesus Christ, the Son of David,
the Son of Abraham, Xow the book of Jesus
CSiriHt," &o.

Dublin : Jan. 28, 1893.

Allow me to express my regret that I mis-
understood the motive of Prof. Sanday's
reconstruction of the original text of Matt.
i. 16; and I hope I may be allowed to retract
my description of it as an hypothesis framed in

order to introduce miracles. In his last letter,

in which he takes me to task for my expression.
Prof. Sanday emphasises the scientific charac-
ter of his position ; for he supposes that in
the pedigree we have a naturalistic or quasi-
naturalistic document incorporated in his work
by the author of the Gospel. So far, I am at
one with him. But I do not believe that the
varieties of text which meet us in this first

chapter of Matthew are dae to mere clerical

errors. They too plainly announce themselves
to be due to what Mr. Charles aptly calls
" deliberate correction." The same verse has
been " deliberately corrected " in different and
inconsistent wiys, so that the process is trans-
parent to the modem critic—for truth will out
even in an affidavit.

I used to think, with Mr. Badham, that Philo
in some passages had in view a physical process,
as when he speaks of Zipporah being found
pregnant by no mortal man

—

i.e., by the Divine
Spirit. An examination of at least a score of
such passages convinced me that I was wrong,
and that Philo is only allegorising a physical
process, in the reality of which, however, his
contemporaries believed. However this may
be, the passages in Philo throw a flood of light
on Matt. i. 18-25. As to Luke, I think this
writer would have been more explicit if he had
intended to convey the idea that Mary con-
ceived, not by Joseph, but by the Most High.

The words in Luke i. 34, "How shall this be,

seeing I know not a man," are insulse ; for the
angel had said, "Thou shalt conceive," and
not "Thou hast conceived." The rival Old
Latin reading, found also in the Protevangelium
and in Ephrem Syrus, must surely be right.

Nor can I agree with Mr. Badham that in

Luke i. 2G, 31, there is implied the prophecy

—

"a virgin shall conceive." It was natural
enough for the writer to apply the epithet
"virgin " to Mary before her marriage, for the
Jews were very particular in regard to such
matters. The writer of Luke i. and ii. may
well have been conversant with Jewish customs,
though in the beginning of ch. ii. he writes
himself down so ignorant of history and of the
methods of Boman administration, perhaps even
of Palestine. He seems to me to have been a
Greek Jew, well versed in the Septuagint, and
possessing a very pretty fancy.

F. C. CONYBEARi;.

Kottingham : Jan. 36, 1893.

I would venture to suggest that in Matt. i. 16
we should read

i^ ^5 iytvvr\'jiv ^Ir^vovv r))v KtySfityov Xpi'j76v.

The former part of the verse thus reconstructed

(as far as ^{ ^r) agrees with the text of Westcott
and Hort, and, teste Mr. Allen, '

' the great mass of

Greek M8S." But the Cursives 346-5J6 (Scriv.)

substitute for xii- SiBpa Mjpi'as /{ ^s the words
m iJiVi\aT(v6(7ira -itapBivoi Mapiifi. In the latter

part of the verse, the common text his simply
substituted the passive for the active voice, the
original reading being preserved by the Cursives
above mentioned. The readings % ^yeVyijo-fc and
4( fit 4y(vii-f)0n are almost equally improbable.
Why not % iTtKtv, as in v. 20 i* Cloarly because
ymax was the verb which stood in the text.

The above conjecture differs from that of Prof.
Sanday (Academy, January 5) only in retain-
ing the important words /{ ^s.

Thus, while the Genealogy (w. 1-17) repre-
sents the Christ as the Son of David, thit which
I shall call the Comment (18-2o) represents him
as begotten by divine agency, with no human
father. It is plain that the two accounts must
be derived from distinct sources. To which of

these sources should we assign the sequel in

ch. ii. ?

It is obvious that the Comment, being brought
to a conclusion in i. 26, is followed by a break,
after which the narrative makes a fresh start

with an indirect relation of the place and time
of the birth of Jesus. This would follow with
much greater propriety at the end of the
Genealogy, after i. 17, or perhaps i. 16. Then,
strictly in accordance with the Davidic descent
and the birth at Bethlehem (Micah v. 2), comes
the visit of the Magi with their inquiry,
" Where is he that is bom King of the Jews ?

"

In short. Matt. i. 18 and ii. 1 are not con-
secutive, but parallel. This seems to be clearly

recognised in the printed text of Westcott and
Hort. Can it be doubted which is the earlier,

the Comment or the Sequel ?

Of course they have much in common—the
prophetic quotation, the appearance of the
angel in a dream. But these resemblances may
be due to imitation. In the A.V., both as

edited by Scrivener in the Parallel New Testa-
ment, and also in the Oxford reprint (1833) of

the Bible of 1611, w. 22, 23 of ch. i. are
thrown into a parenthesis. The Revisers, press-

ing the perfect yivomv with surely undue strict-

ness, have abolished the parenthesis, and
appear to put the quotation into the mouth
of the angel

!

The expression of the Syriac (Sin.) in v. 21,
" she shall bear thee a son" (so also v. 25), is

not necessarily incompatible with the virgin-

birth. The writer of the Comment would
aijproach as near as he could to the language

of the Genealogy, which it was his object to
explain, and the ambiguity of the pronoun
might lead to its subsequent removal. On the
other hand, VixpiKa^tv Thvyma'Ka tturov (v. 24),
especially with the omission of ouk lyiVu rxci/

aurj)K eu; (iS, implies plainly that the child was
bom in wedlock. The clause just quoted may
have been added to guard against the natural

inference.

The suggestion that the whole paragraph,
i. 18-25, was an "interpolation," or, as I
should prefer to say, an addition to an older
text, was made to me some weeks since by
a friend, a modest but acute reader of the
English Version.
WiU Mr. Conybeare suffer a criticism from

a standpoint which is neither Catholic, Pro-
testant, nor Unitarian, bat that of a simple
inquirer into the history of religion ? If I am
not mistaken, he inverts the order of thought,
and commits the same error with the framers
of " the Latin doctrine of transubstantiation,"

by assigning a metaphysical interpretation to

a purely mythical conception. To read the
ideas of the Fourth Gospel into the legends of

the First is like interpreting St. Paul in terms
of Aristotle. It is not a question of date, but
of mental development. What proof is there

of Philonism in Matthew ?

If I have not exhausted the patience of the

editor, I should like to ask a further question,

When and whence did the idea of the Divine
Beason enter into Judaism ? The a priori

element of Creation, the plan, the measure, and
the faculty implied in the universe, is described

in almost Kantian terms in Isa. xl. 12-14. To
the problem there stated Prov. viii. 22-31

supplies an answer. Yet the former passage
is usually assigned to the age of Cyrus, while

the latter would generally be attributed to an
advanced stage of Hebrew Wisdom,which we are

sometimes asked to regard as being on the wlo'e
post-exilic. The transition from Isa. xl. 11 to

V. 12, though striking, is extremely abrupt ; and
I have often wondered whether the magnificent
passage which thus begins has not displaced
what is now ch. xxxv., which, before the in-

sertion of xxxvi.-xxxix., must have imme-
diately preceded ch. xl. Perhaps Canon Cheyne
will solve the difficulty in his forthcoming
Introduction to Isaiah.

Grey Hubert Skipwith.

P.S.—A word as to the L%tin Version. In
i. 20 the text of k, "'ne metueris mariam
uxorem tuam.' &c., without 'accipere' or
equivalent " (H. J. White, Academy, Decem-
ber 1), if not due to some confusion with
Luke i. 30 (MSj <i>o0ov, Mapici/tt), may, perhaps,
be explained by the supposition that the scribe

of k, or its archetype, had before him two
equivalents, and, hesitating which to choose,

cut the knot by omission, or by leaving a
lacuna. (I have elsewhere ventured to explain
in a similar manner the absence of the subject

in Jer. xxxiii. 9.) The lacuna in the same
MS., in V. 16 (R. H. Charles, Academy, Decem-
ber 1), may best be accounted for by supposing
that the scribe had before him the added words
of b {virgo autem Maria), but justly regarded
them as spurious, or at least suspicious. The
case would be parallel to that of the blank
column in B after Mark xvi. 8, on which, and
other similar instances, see Westcott and Hort.

I cannot discover any justification for inserting

erat into the text of k before virgo, and would,

therefore, reverse Mr. Charles's argument (foot-

note, p. 447) with regard to its " omission " of

non cognovit earn donee in i. 25.

In this verse observe the inconsequence of

our present text : rap(\aP(V jiiv yvfoiKa airov •

(cut oix iyivoi(rice;> aliriiv cojs oS treKen vUv. One
would expect a\\d or iifv and 5^ ; but with the

omission the text becomes a consecutive re-

cital of the fulfilment of the word spoken by
the angel. I cannot help thinking this whole
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passage (vv. 18-2d) is dependent on the narra-

tive in Luke i. 2(3-US, as both in turn depend
on Es. vii. 1-i,

It is of no great importance to determine

whether the reiSing presupposed in Sin., which
gives the fiaite verD in the relative^ clause,

f iiurDrrtiSr], instead of the participial con-

struotion, ^ nn\itTtii9<'iiia, represents an earlier

stage in the evolution of the latter reading, or

a correction of it, resting i)artly on a perception

of its inconsistency with the context, and partly

on a rec:llection of the genuine reading. On
the former hypothesis, the text of Cur. and the

Old Latin l would belong to an intermediate

phase ; on the latter, to a still more advanced
corruption.
The difficult though well-attested reading

in Matt. i. 18, toD Si 'lijiroD, XpttrroS, may perhaps
be explained, either as an indication of com-
paratively late date for the passage which thus

commences (cf. Westcott and Hort in loc.) or
more probably by a confusion between the

opening words of the Comment, as read in the

Western text, toD Si Xpiarov, and those of the

Sequel, rod Si 'liitrov : a confusion which in the

case of an interpolation would be very likely to

occur. Is the Comment "Western" in its

origin ?

In the heading, both Greek and Latin

iChristi autem <jeneratio sic erat), the emphasis
ies on the first words, " But of the Messiah the
generation was as follows," contrasting it with
that of his ancestors of the House of David.
He was, according to the Comment, their heir,

but not their progeny.

THE BOOK OF MULLING.
EdintniTgh : Jan. 28, 18»S.

I hope I may be allowed to supplement what
I have already written by quoting the opening
words of the Prayer of Colga Ua Duinechda
from the Yellow Book of Lecan. The Book of
Lecan dates from the fourteenth century ; but
that the prayer is coeval with its reputed
author, or, in other words, with the Book of
Mulling, appears to be the opinion of Dr. Mac
Carthy {Tram. It.LA., xxvii. pp. 156, 178).
He translates the first two clauses as follows

:

"I beseech with Thee, Jeeus holy, thy four
Krangelists who wrote thy

Gospel divine, to wit, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John.
I beeeech with Thee thy four chief Prophets who

foretold thy Incarnation,
Daniel and Jeremiad and leaias and Ezechiel."

On this I remark: (1) that the suggestion of
parallelism between the four Evangelists and
the four greater Prophets is due not to mere
accidental collocation, but to the intention of
the writer, a fact which will be clear to any
one who is familiar with the prayer ; (2) that
Daniel here corresponds to Matthew, and
Ezechiel to Mark, as in the circular device in
the Book of Mulling, and that I can therefore
now—^at least provisionally—supply the omis-
sions in the second line of my transcript, by
writing the name of Ezechiel under that of
John at the north-west pair of crosses, and
Jeremias under Luke at the north-east;
moreover (.'!), this quotation helps us to under-
stand the meaning of the four exterior pairs of
crosses, and gives us just the link that was
needed to connect them with Mr. Warren's
" Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John," &c. The
monastery (?) was placed under the protection
of Prophets and Evangelists by planting
crosses in their honour round the ontsiae of the
enclosure.

In my former letter, desiring to be as short
as possible, I made no attempt to indicate the
varying degrees of confidence with which I
regarded rny different conclusions. In the
communication to the Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland, of which my letter was a summary.

I spoke with diffidence about 11. 11, 12 of the
liturgical fragment. I do not wish now to
dispute the justice of Mr. Warren's strictures

;

but possibly I may be able to set the matter at

rest by an inspection of the MS., which I hope
to make before my paper is printed.

I may mention that in my paper I suggested
the possibility—only a possibility, as I still

believe—that this Office was intended for

private use. I do not think, however, that Mr.
Warren is correct in connecting it with the
Office for the Visitation of the Sick. The
reasons which seem to me to make it probable
that it was used night and morning (for

which I must refer him to my paper) tell

against this supposition. But further, in my
judgment, the Visitatio Infirmorum is not in

the same hand as our fragment. Mr. Warren
may not agree with me on this point, and he
will have Mr. Westwood on his side ; but in any
case, if the liturgical piece was connected with
this Office, why was it written on the last page
of the quire containing St. John's Gospel, and
not immediately after the Visiiutio, on the
last !page (which is blank, pace Westwood) of

St. Matthew ? . -^,

H. J. Lawlor.

THE GOSPEL OF PETEE.

Cairo: Jan. il, 189fi.

Having lately seen the original MS. of the

Gospel of Peter, I feel inclined to endorse the
guess of a Greek friend, to whom I showed
the facsimile some time ago, that the word
rendered by the French as rlyts and by
English scholars as 3ti ml, before the facsimile

was published, is in reality n/ufou. The
expression i Tt/nos aravpSs is so frequent in

Greek Christian literature that it does not
seem difficult to accept it here.

Margakex C. Gibson.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
BuHDAT, Feb. 8, 4 p m. Sunday Lectnie :

" The Bestoration
of Extinct Animals," by Mr. A. B. Woodward.

7.30p m. Ethical: " EthicaandBeligionof Spinozi,"
by Mr. G. F. Stout.

MoNDAT, Feb. 4, 4.30 p.m. Victoiia Inirtitute : "In«ct
Anatomy."

6 p.m. Boyal InstitatioD : Geaeial Monthly Meeting.
6 p.m. London Institution :

" The Evolution of an
Historical Picture," by Mr. Seymour Lucas.

8 p.m. Royal Academy : " The Advancement of
Architecture," III., by Mr. G. Aitchiaon.

Tuesday, Feb. 6, 3 p.m. Boyal Institution : "The Internal
Framework of Plants and Animals," lY., by Prof. C.
Stewart.

8p.m. Anfflo-Buinian : "Vladimir on the Hljasna
Past and Present," by Mr. W. T. Birkbeck.

8 p m. Civil Engineers :
" The Mechanical and

Electrical Begulation of Steam-Engine;," by Mr, John
Bichardson.

8pm. BiblicU Archaeology; "Fre-Uosaic Culture
of the Hebrew;," by the Rev. Dr. A. Liiwy.

8 pm. Society of Arte : "Drawing for Process Be-
prciloction," by Mr. Gleeson White.

8.30 p.m. Z Mlogical :
" Contributions to the Know-

ledge of the Breeding Hibits of some Tiee-Froga (Ili/lidae)

of the Seira dos Org;"io8," by Dr. B. A. Gosldi ;
" A

Oollection ot Land Shells from Sarawak. British Nortb
Borneo, Palawan, and other Neighbouring Islands," by
Mr. Edgar A. Smith ;

" The Long-lost Puhuius a/ricaitus,

Desm , and its Occurrence in Malta," by Mr. Oldfleld

Thomas; "The Visceral Anatomy of Dcnirolayua ben-

neilii," by Mr. F. B. Beddard.
Wedhbbdat, Feb. 6, 4 p.m. Archaeological Institute : "An

Elizabethan Armourer's Album," by Viscount Dillon

;

"A Brass from Ightfield, Shropshire," by Mr. MiU
Stephenson.

8 p.m. Geological :
" Bones of a Bauropodoos

Dinosaur from Madagascar," by Mr. R. Ljdekker;
"The Phyeical Conditions of the Mediterranean Basin
which have resulted in a Community of some Species of
Preshwftter Fishes in the Nile and the Jordan Waters,"
by Prof. E. Hull; "The Loess and other Superficial

Deposits ot Shantung, in Nortli China," by Messrs.
B. B. .J. Bkertohly and T. W. Kingsmlll.

8 p.m. Society of Arti :
" The Labour Question in

the CoIoni«s and Foreign Countries," by Mr. Geoffrey
Drage.

8 p.m. Elizabethan : A P<per by Mr. A. H. Bnllen.
TiimsDAV, Feb. 7, Sp.m. Boyal Institution : "Four English

Hnmorista of the Nineteenth Century," IV., by Mr.
W. 8. Lilly.

6p.m. London Institution: "The Germination of
Barley," by Mr. A. G. Salamon.

Kp.m. Boyal Academy: "The Advancement of
Aichiteotuie," IV., by Mi. O. Aitohiwn.

8pm. L'nnean: "The Com^ira'ivdMnpbology of
the Qaleodida," by Mr. H. M. B-inard; "NewMaiine
Algae from Japan," by Mr. E. M. Holmes.

8p.m. Caemicat: "The Elec^rom >tiv.) Force of an
Iodine CeU," by Mr. A. F. Lanrle; "The Action of
Heat on Ethylie /3-amidocrobonate." by Br. Collie ;

" The Aoidlmetry of Hydroflaoi o Acid," by Piof. Haga.
8.30 p.m. Antiquaries.

Fbiuav, Fab. 8, 6 p.m. Physical: Annual General Meeting;
" An Eshiiition of Simple Apparatus," by Mr. W. B.
Croft: "The Tin Chromic UWiride Ce'l," by Mr. B.
Skinner.

8 p.m. Philological :
" Old English Fera >nal and

Place Namej," by Mr. W. H. Stevenson.
8 p.m. Civil Bngineara : Students' Meeting, " The

Construction and Muntenancc of Boads," by Mr. C. H.
Godfrey.

9p.m. Boyal Institution: " The Anti.Tozic Sfrum
Treatment of Diphtheria," by Dr. G. Sims Woodheid.

Saitbdav, Feb. 9, 8 p.m. Boyal Institution: 'The
Traditional and National in Music," I., by Sic A. C.
Mackenzie.

3.45 p m. Botanic : Qeoeral Fjttu'ghtly Meetiog.

8CIENGE.

THE SEPTUAGINT.

T/u Old Testament in GrteJc. Vol. III. Edited
by H. B. Swete, D.D. (Cambridge:
University Press.)

Analecta zur Sepluagista, Hexapla und
Patristik. Von Dr. Erich Klostermann.
(Leipzig: Deichert.)

The smaller manual edition of the Gam-
bridge Septuagint is now happily completed.

As the first volume was published in 1887,

this must be considered, in view of the

amount of labour involved, a very good
rate of work. And the result can only be

pronounced a great success—wisely planned,

and in all respects, both as to printing and
editing, beautifully executed. It is one of

those books which delight the eye of the

trained reader by the combination of scien-

tific accuracy with scholarly finish. These
characteristics are apparent throughout, but

I may point in particular to the introductory

descriptions of MSS. as a specimen of what
I mean. They are quite models of their

kind.

No one wiU be surprised at this who
considers the history of the edition and
the hands through which it has passed.

The first draft of a scheme came from
Dr. Scrivener in 1875. This was taken up
and matured by a committee of the Syndics

of the Cambridge Press, in which a leading

part was played by Dr. Hort. When it

became clear that Dr. Scrivener could not

(as was hoped) undertake the work, the

execution of it was in 1883 entrusted to

Dr. Swete ; and to him, in consultation with

the committee, is due the character which

the work has ultimately assumed. This

was clearly stamped upon the first volume,

which reached a high degree of excellence.

And since that time sustained and valuable

help has been received, and is duly acknow-
ledged, from Dr. Nestle, of Tubingen, and
Mr. Eedpath, the editor of the Oxford Con-

cordance to the Septuagint, both names which

are associated with the minutest accuracy.

In the present volume much of the prepara-

tory work has been done by two younger
scholars—the Bev. Forbes Eobinson and
Mr. St. John Thackeray; and important

contributions were made by Dr. Erich

Klostermann, to whom I shall return

presently.

It may therefore be assumed that the

edition is as trustworthy as care and
scholarship can make it. It is also un-
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usually rich in its contents. Besides the

Septuagint proper, it contains the Psalms of
Solomon, printed from a collation of a

Vatican M8., by Dr. E. Klostermann, with
the variants of four other MSS. collated

for the edition of Prof. Eyle and Dr.

James. It has also at the end the full

series of " Canticles" found in certain lead-

ing MSS. of the Psalter. It should further

be expressly mentioned that this edition

piiats, on opposite pages, the two texts of

the Book of Daniel, as well as the true

Septuagint tixt from the Chisian MS , as

the version of Theodotion which has sup-

planted it in most editions.

Having arrived at this point, it is perhaps
desirable that we should look round and
see exactly how far we have been brought,

and in what position the criticism of the

Septuagint now stands. No matter how
lull or how explicit an editor's own ex-

planation of his work, experience shows
that it is sure to be misunderstood and used
in a sense which was not intended.
In the first place it is clear that this is

the best of all existing editions. It presents

the text of the leading Uncials in a form
which (with the handful of Corrigenda

supplied by Dr. Nestle from a laborious

recollation of the photographs of A and B)
must be taken to represent, for the greater

part of the work, the highest degree of

accuracy humanly attainable.

It is, however, none the less necessary
that we should remind ourselves that the

actual text printed is not, and does not
profess to be, in any sense a critically

authoritative text of the Septuagint. It is

in each book only the text of a single MS.,
the MS., it is true, which is thought
relatively and on the whole to have pre-

served the best text ; but even in the case

of the laminae of this MS., sometimes
(inevitably) made up from other MSS. of

different character and even of different

family. The whole labour of critically

weighing MS. against MS. still remains
to do.

We must remind ourselves further that,

important as the materials collected un-
doubtedly are, they still present what for

the criticism of the Septuagint are con-

spicuous gaps. This, again, was inevitable

and inherent in the plan of the edition,

which was deliberately put forward only as

a stepping-stone to something more com-
plete. It contains for the most part only
the variants of Uncial texts. This means,
to take only one example—I speak under
correction and without an examination of

details, for which I fear that I have not
time—the complete ignoring of the Lucianic
family of text which , in some books
especially, is now recognised to be of very
considerable importance. For instance, the
edition before us gives none of the highly
characteristic variants of Cod. 248 for the
Sapiential Books.

Again, the edition does not and could not
give the readings of any of the affiliated

Versions, which not only preserve in some
cases most ancient texts, but are invaluable
helps towards localising the readings found
in other authorities. It is equally silent as

to the hardly less impoitant citations in

early writers.

Therefore, it must be distinctly under-
stood, as the editor and all who have been
concerned with the edition, would, I have
no doubt, wish us to understand, that what
they have put forth is as yet only pro-

visional and only a step—though a great

step, and one which happily will never need
undoing—towards the goal of the final

really critical edition. It is a nucleus of

materials round which other materials not

less essential can be accumulated.
It was part of the original plan that the

manual edition should be followed by one
on a larger scale, still not attempting to con-

stitute a text, but containing new collations

of certain select and representative Cursive
MSS., Versions, and ecclesiastical writers.

This, too, can only be the task of years

—

one might say, of a generation. When we
remember that it is now close upon a
century since Dr. Holmes, at that time
Fellow of New College, afterwards Eegius
Professor of Divinity and Dean of Win-
chester, issued the first specimen of his

monumental work (it appeared in 1795),

we may well exclaim—" tantae molis est

verum LXX virorum textum eruere !

"

It is a pleasure to greet a new worker in

the field ; and I do not doubt that Dr.
Erich Klostermann, whose name has been
mentioned above, will do yeoman's service

in it. The coincidence of name and place

leads to the conjecture that he is a son of

the well-known Old (and in part also New)
Testament scholar. Prof. August Kloster-

mann, of Kiel. The Atialecla contain the
firstfruits of a scientific journey, conducted
with the help of a subvention from the
funds so judiciously administered by the
Prussian Ministry of Public Worship. Dr.
Erich Klostermann shows himself in all

ways, so far as I can judge, deserving of the
confidence placed in him. His materials have
every appearance of being accurately pre-

sented, and he shows signs of a good scientific

method. The ^wa^cc^a contain (1) an account
from personal inspection of MSS. of the

LXX. at Eome, Florence, and Venice, with
bits of new collation or transcript inter-

spersed, and a little collection of sticho-

metries from O.T. MSS. as an appendix
;

(2) a gleaning, after Field, of material for

the study of the ITexapla ; and (3) some
additional material for the study of the so-

called Synopses Sacrae Scripturae, which go
under the names of Athanasius and Chry-
sostom. The book contains many interesting

remarks in detail ; but I think it best to

confine myself to a general description. I

do not know whether it will be superfluous

to mention a little book which may possibly

not have come in Dr. Klostermann's way,
Notes on Greek MSS. in Italian Libraries, by
Mr. T. W. Alien, Fellow of Queen's College

(London: Nutt, 1890). A preliminary list,

such as Dr. Klostermann very rightly de-

siderates, of MSS. of the Septuagint com-
piled from printed sources, was begun in

Oxford some little time ago by the Eev.
LI. J. M. Bebb ; and I hope that it may not

be very long before it sees the light.

The best survey of the present position

of the Septuagint problem in English is

still that contained in the Introduction to

Dr. Driver's Notes on the Hebrew Text of the

Bioks of Samuel (Oxford, 1890).* It seems
to be necessary to remind English readers

of this, as I can hardly think that it was
present to the thoughts of Sir H. Howorth
when he wrote his recent letters on the

Septuagint. I would gladly join in the

wish that those letters might be reprinted.

The portion of them which deals directly

with the criticism of the LXX. is interest-

ing and suggestive ; but it would be well to

omit the part reflecting on the professoriate

of Oxford and Cambridge, which surely rests

upon oversight. There is not the slightest

solid foundation for the charge that the

Septuagint has been neglected by those who
are concerned with the study of the Old
Testament, or that it has been treated with

anything but an absolute scientific impar-
tiality. I may appeal in proof to Dr.

Driver's Notes on the Bo-.ls of Samuel just

mentioned ; to articles by him in the

Expositor ; to the apparatus of the Variorum

Bible edited by him and Dr. Cheyne ; to Dr.

Cheyne's Notes and Criticisms on Isaiah, and
the Critical Notes at the end of his edition

of that prophet ; to like notes at the end of

his commentary on the Psalms ; to occasional

notes in Aids to the Devout Study of Criticism,

and in the Expositor ; to Prof. Kirkpatrick's

treatment of the Books of Samuel and of

Book I. of the Psalms in " The Cambridge
Bible for Schools." Sir H. Howorth forgets

that the scholars engaged on the Eevision

of the Old Testament had nothing whatever

te do with the restriction to the Massoretic

text, which was laid down for them by
Convocation, in deference to the state of

outside opinion, and to the want of

adequate preparation for anything more
ambitious. Certain limits, perhaps, have
been imposed by the subjects allocated to

the chairs, and by pressing needs in other

directions ; but the small group of our pro-

fessors who are responsible for the study of

the Old Testament are the very last persons

against whom any reproach should be
brought on the score of either impartiality

or industry.

W. Sanday.

OBITUARY.
PROF. CAYLEY.

By the death of Prof. Cayley, following so

soon after that of Sir John Seeley, Cambridge
has suffered a yet more severe loss. For if the
name of Seeley was better known to the public,

Cayley had long held the first place in that
branch of learning which his university holds
in highest esteem.
Arthur Cayley was born in 1821, being the

son of a merchant engaged in business at St.

Petersburg. A younger brother, Charles—
who died in 1883—gained some distinction as

the translator of Dante and Petrarch, Homer
and Aeschylus. The two were educated to-

gether at King's College, London, and at

Trinity College, Cambridge. Arthur gradu-

ated in 1842, as senior classic and first Smith's

prizeman—the year after Sir Gabriel Stokes,

the year before Prof. Adams. Though im-

* Since the above was written I observe among
the annovmcements of the Cambridge Press the

promises of An L.trodticAon to the Greek Old

Testament by Dr. Swete. I fear that this is not to

be erpected immediately. But whenever it comes
it will be most opportune ; and it could not

possibly be placed in better hands.
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mediately elected to a fellowship, he decided

to come to the b%r ; and for more than a dozen

years he practised as a conveyancer. But all

the while his heart was elsewhere ; and in

1863, when the Sadlerian chair of pure_mathe-
matics was founded, he was chosen with nni-

ersal approval to be its first occupant.

As early as 18^2 he had become a fellow

of the Boyal Society, to whose Philosophical

TranMictioM he contributed from first to last

more than 800 papers. In 1858 he joined ProU.
Sylvester and Stokes in starting the Quarterly

Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics ; and
he was also a frequent contributor to the
Messenger of Mathematics, from its foundation
in 1862. The I'itt Press did him the honour
during his lifetime to collect his scattered

papers, in ten handsome quarto volumes, which
are still in course of publication. In 18S2 he
was invited to deliver a special course of lec-

tures at Johns Hopkins University, where his

friend Sylvester was then professor of mathe-
matics. In the following year he presided at

the Southport meeting of the British Associa-
tion. On that occasion, a notable memoir of

him appeared in Nature, from the pen of Prof.

Silmon, of Dublin, together with a portrait

engraved on steel by Stodart.

We cannot attempt here to estimate Cayley's
merits as a mathematician. He moved habitu-
ally and with ease in a sublimated atmosphere
where very few could dare to follow him.
Much of his work is of a pioneer order ; but
his name will be specially associated with the
discovery of the theory of invariants. More
fortunate than Henry Smith, his energies were
not dissipated in many channels. The quantity
of his published writing is almost without
precedent. But, in addition, he lectured
regularly to the last, and exercised a strong
influence at Cambridge, alike by his devotion
to study and by the simplicity of his lite.

SCIENCE NOTES.
Thx evening discourse at the Boyal Institu-

tion on Friday next will be delivered by Dr.
Q. Sims Woodhead, on " The Anti -toxic Serum
Treatment of Diphtheria." On Thursday,
February 15, Mr. L. Fletcher, curator of
minerals at the British Museum, will begin a
course of three lectures on " Meteorites."

Next week Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will issue

a new edition of Prof. Silvanus Thompson's
Elementary Lessons on Electricity and Magnetism.
The work has been almost wholly re-written
and many new cuts have been added. It con-
tains, among other new matter, a discussion of
the modem iniiuence machine, the dynamo,
the alternator, the transformer, and the
alternate-current motor, including the newest
types now coming into use. The last chapter,
which is entirely new, is on electric waves, and
deals with the theory of Maxwell and the
recent experiments of Hertz, Lodge, and
others, down to those of Ebert, which were
first described in September last.

The twenty-first general meeting of the
Association for th? Improvement of Qeo-
metrical Teaching was held at University
College, on Saturday, January 19, with Dr. R.
Wormell, president, in the chair. The report of
the council, proposing the continuation of the
Mathematical Ocuette, and the treasurer's report
were read and adopted. Dr. Larmor, of St.
John's College, Cambridge, was elected
president for the current year, and the other
members of council, including the hon. sees.
(Mr.W.R. Holmes and Mr. C.Pendlebury), were
re-elected. At the morning meeting, Mr. E.
M. Langley submitted some geometrical notes,
and Mr. O. E. Heppel read a paper on
"Algebra in Schools." In the afternoon,
papers were read by Rev. Dr. C. Taylor, on

"The A.I.Q.T. Syllabus of Geometrical Conies,"

by the Rev. J. J. Milne on ' The Conies
of Apollonius," while Prof. Lodge gave some
notes on mensuration, followed by a discussion.

All communications with respect to the
Mathematical Gazette should be addressed to the

editor, 16, Adelaide-square, Bedford.

The article entitled " The New Element of

the Atmosphere," in the current number of the

New Science Review, was contributed by Mr.
Edward Legge, from materials supplied by
Lord Rayleigh,

PHILOLOOY NOTES.
At the Academie des Inscriptions, M. Dieulafoy,
the archaeological explorer of Susa, has been
elected an extraordinary member, in the room
of the late Victor Duruy ; and lie following
have been elected to the five vacant places

among the foreign correspondents :—Prof, van
Mehren, of Copenhagen; Prof. Kavvadias,
of Athens ; Prof. Windiseh, of Leipzig ; Prof.

Bi'icheler, of Bonn ; and Father de »Smedt.

At the meeting of the Philological Society,

to be held on Friday next at University
College, Mr. W. H. Stevenson will read a paper
on " Old English Personal and Place Names."

The Clarendon Press has just published the
fourth part of Hatch and Redpath's Concord-
ance to the Ssptuagint. This carries the work
as far as the word iJ.vpi'(iiK6t. Two more parts

will complete it.

Pkof. James Daemesteteb was able to
publish before his death, in the Journal Asiatique

(London : Williams & Norgate), both the
Persian original and a French translation of the
Letter of Tansar, the minister of Ardashir (211-

241 A.D.), of which he made so much use in

contending for a late date for the Avesta.
This letter is of interest on many grounds.
Hitherto, it had only been known through a
fragment in Arabic preserved by Masudi. The
present version, which is in Persian, was made
from an Arabic translation due to the pen of

no other than Ibn al-Moqaffa, the translator of

the Kalila va Dimnah (850 A.D.). The lost

original being, of course, in Pehlvi. The
Arabic version dates from as late as 1210 A.s.

;

but M. Darmesteter argues that, despite certain

additions, it may be taken to represent faith-

fully the original. It is further interesting to

note that the text is derived from two MSS.,
at the British Museum and the India Ofiice, one
of which was copied for M. Darmesteter by a
Mohammedan pupU from the Caucasus. Quite

apart from its bearing on the theory of the com-
position of the Avesta, the Letter of Tansar
throws much light upon the historical origin of

the Sassanian dynasty. Ardashir, as described

by his minister, appears as the restorer of a
faith as well as of an empire. The return to

the old religion is inculcated as a national duty,

to unite the Persians against the power of

Rome ; while the maxims of statecraft, by
which subordinate monarchs are to preserve a
limited sovereignty under the Shahanshah,
remind us at one time of Bismarck, at another
of the native states in India.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Anolo-Eussian LiTERAttT SooiBTT.

—

{Tuesday,

Jan. 8.)

E. A. Caxalet, Esq., president, in the chair.

—

The Ro7. A. S. Thompson, formerly chaplain to the

British Embassy at St. Petersburg, read a paper
entitled, " Fifty Years of the British Embassy in

Russia : Notes Personal and Biographical." The
paper began with a comparison of the aims and
methods of English diplomacy with other countries,

and UicQ gave a brief account of the ambassadors
whom England had sent to the court of tho Czar,

beginning with Lord Stuart de Rothesay, in 1841,

and ending with the death of Sir Robert Morier.
Mr. Thompson traced the history of the more im-
portant negotiations which had been conducted
between the two Governments ; analysed the causes
which produced the Crimean War ; and described
the influence exerted by Lord Napier, Sir Andrew
Buchanan, and Lord Augustus Loftus. He sketched
the morement in Russia which led to the last

Russo-Turkish War, and described the aims which
Lord Boaconsiield and Lord Salisbury successfully

prosecuted at Berlin, so as to modify the Treaty of

San Stefano. The reader alluded with much sym-
pathy to the active co-operation given by Sir K.
Morier to the efforts of Captain Wiggins and
•Siberian exploration, and closed with words of high
appreciation by alluding to th j beneficial eSucts of

the recent visit of tho Prince and Princess of Wales
to Russia.

Elizabethan—

(

Wednesday, Jan. 9.)

Fredebick Rooeks, Esq., in the chair. —Mr. Frank
Payne read a paper on "The Robin Hood BalUds
and Plays." The first important poem of tho Robin
Hood cycle is the "Lytel Gerto," printed by
Wynken de Worde and undated, but probably about
1490- As had been observed by Prof. Hales in his

able criticism, Wjnken de Worde's poet did for the
Robin Hood legend precisely what had been done
for the Arthurian story by Sir Thomas Malory.
All the various lays and ballads then existing were
gathered together and reduced to unity. The
" Lytel Qeste " was clearly a refacimento of old

ballads of (a) " Robin Hood and tho Knight "
;

(i)

" Robin Hood (or, r.ither, Little John) and the Sheriff

of Nottingham"
; (c) " Robin Hood and tho Monk;

"

(rf) "Robin Hood and the King" (in the "Lytel
Geato " King Edward), with an account of Kobia
Hood's death, derived apparently from a later and
untrustworthy source. The essential weakness of

the claims of Ritson and Gutch for the historical

personality of Robin Hodd lay in their attempting
to prove the " Lytel Gestc" an historical poem not
founded upon earlier ballads. There were at least

three ballads extant which, cither as they stood or

in a later form, had been used by the writer of

ttie " Lytel Geste." They were, in order of date,

(n) " Robin Hood and the Monk," otherwise called
" A Tale of Robin Hood "

; (4) "Robin Hood and the

Potter "
;

(c) " Robin Hood and Guy of Gisbume."
The two former ballads are extant in fifteenth century
Cambridge MSS. , and the last was found only in

Bishop Percy's Folio MS., but its antiqiuty was
proved by the fifteenth century May-day play on
the same subject in tho possession of Dr. William
Aldis Wright. A similar May-duy play, made up
of the ballads of the Potter and tho Monk, was first

printed by Copland at the end of his edition of the

"Lytel Geste'' (circa 1510). There remained
forty odd ballads of modem date, very inferior as a
class, and all traceable to earlier ballads of the
Robin Hood legend. The Scottish ballads, the

writer pointed out, were decidedly superior to their

English brothers in point of romantic interest and
natural magic, and dealt more particularly with
Robin Hood's birth, relationship, and marriage.
Founded on "Robin Hood and the Potter" and
" The 3rd fytte of the Lytel Geste" we have thir-

teen ballads, where Robin Hood, by various ruses

and disguises, rescues his men from the Sheriff.

There are three ballads derived frcm the tradition

of Robin Hood and the Monk, and three from tho

story of his reconciliation with the King and Queen
worked into the Tth and 8th fyttes of the Lytel
Geste. These latter ballads again take something
from the Sheriff's shooting match in Nottingham.
In other ballads, not apparently derived from the
" Lytel Geste," but from a collateral tradition, we
have Robin Hood fighting with a Tanner, a Tinker,
a Curtail Friar, Three Foresters, a Ranger, Little

John, and Maid Slarian, some of whom he enlists

after having met his match. He fights also with a
.

shepherd and a valiant knight, and retires in the
latter case to die by the hand of a treacherous

monk. Other ballads attribute his death, by
poison or blood-letting, to the Prioress of Kirklees,

his kinswotran, notably in the Percy Folio, for the
love of Red Roger, who seems to be one with Sir

Roger of Doncaster in the " Lytel Geste." The
peculiar feature about this Robin Hood tradition is

that, as it advances towards our present age, so it

grows in claiming historical accuracy. Sloth, in the

Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman
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(1377), knows rimes of Eobin Hood ; and, in Bower's

additions to Fordim's Scotic/iroiiicon {circa 1450), the

common people make comedies and tragedies con-

cerning him, and sing his fame in hallads. Sir John
Past on (in 1473) hires a servant to play Rohin Hood
ard the Sheriff of Nottingham. Mair, in 1521, fol-

lowed by Stowe, gives us the locus classicus ; and
Munday, Cheltle, and Davenport mix him up with

Maid Marian and Friar Tuck, characters of the

monis dance, and make Prince John compass her

death. 3Ir. Payne's theory was summed up thus

:

" There was not one, hut fifty Robin Hoods.' ' The
Coke's " Tale of Gamelyn " and " Rohin and Gtande-

lyn " show how old the tradition of an outlaw's life

in the greenwood was, and are sufficiently unlike

Robin Hood to prove him but a variant. As Fricke

in Germany, Prof. Child in America, and Prof.

"William \\'right in England had pointed out, the

various ^isguists assumed by Robin Hood could be
traced in the tales of Hereward, Fulk, Fitzwarine,

Eustace the Monk, and Wallace. Three blasts of

the horn are given in Swedish robber ballads, and a

change of clothes takes place with a palmer in

Wynken de Worde's " Ponthus of Galyce" (1511),

as also in the Scottish ballads of Hind, Horn, and
Glide Wallace.—A discussion followed, which was
opened by the chairman, and continued by Mr.
\V. 11. Cowham, Mr. J. A. Jenkinson, Mr. James
Ernest Baker, and other members of the society.

EiTTOMOLOOiCAL.

—

(Annual Meeting, Wednesiay,
Jan. 16.)

Hbnry John Elwbs, Efq
,
president, in the chair.

—

An abstract of the tieaturer's accounts, thowing a
gocd balance in the society's favoiir, having been
read by one of the auditors, the secretary, Mr.
H. Qoss, read the report of the council. It was
then announced that the following gentlemen had
been elected as cfBceis for 1895 : president. Prof.

Baphacl Meldola ; treasurer, Mr. Robert Mc-
Lacblan ; secietaiies, Mr. Herbert Goss and Canon
Fowler ; librarian, Mr. George C. Champion ; and
as members of council, Mr. George T.
Bethune-Baker, Mr. Walter F. H. Blandford,
Dr. Frederick A. Dixey, Mr. Henry J. Elwos,
Mr. Cbarlcs J. Gahan, Prof. Edward B.
Poulton, Mr. David Sharp, and Lord "Wai-
fingham. It was also announced that Prof.
Meldola, the new president, would appoint Lord
WaUingham, Mr. Henry J. Elwes, and Prof.

E. B. Poulton, vice-presidents.—The outgoing
president then delivered an address on "The
Geographical Distribution of Insects." He
remaiked that, though a great deal had been
written of late years on the geographical distribu-

tion of plants, mammals, birds, fishes, and reptiles,

'.omparatively little had yet been done by ento-
mologists to show how far the natural divieions of

the earth's surface which have been established for

other classes were applicable to insects. Perhaps
the proportion of known as compared with un-
known iuEccts was still too email, and the claesifl-

catioD of the known fpecies still too imcertain, to
ellow anything like the came methods to be
applied to insects that had been used for

mammals by Dr. Wallace, for birds by Dr.
ficlater and Dr. Bowdler-Sharpe, and for plants
by Sir Joecph Booker, Mr. Thistleton Dyer,
and Mr. W. B. Hemsley. The president enumer-
ated the genera of the Rhopalccera, and pointed
out which of them were characteristic of the
vaiious regions and sub-regions into which the
world had been divided by the zoologists and
botanists above mentioned. He also exhibited
ppecimens typical of these regions and sub-regions
The president then elluded to the prosperous
condition of the society and to the increase in its

numbers and income. Reference was also made to
various fellows of the society and other entomolo-
gists who liad died during the year, special men-
lion being made of Herr H. T. Christoph, Mr.
J. Jenner Weir, Dr. F. Buchanan White, M.
Lucien F. Lethierry, Pastor Wallengren, Dr.

Jacob Spiinberg, Major-General Garden, Dr.
Hearder, and Mr. Wellman.

HisToaicAi,.— (rartrirfay, Jan. 17.)

Pill M. E. GiUHT Elf r in the chair.—Mr. Thoman
Maf on and M r. James Bake r were elected fellows.

—

Papers were read by the Rev. Prof. W. Cunning-
ham on " Walker de Henley, an Addition to a
Paper read in May, 1889," and by Mr. W. A.

Shaw on " The Economic Crisis of 1620 in England,
France, and Germany." Prof. Cunningham's
paper contained an examination of a new MS. of
the Sencscalcia from Corpus College, Cambridge.
Mr. Shaw's paper embodied some researches in the
English and Foreign Archives, which will appear
at length in the next volume of the society's
Ttansactions.—A statement by Mr. Clements R.
Markham, in reference to Mr. J. H. Round's paper
on " Lucas and Lisle," in the last volume of the
Traniaeiions, was read to the meeting.

FINE ART.
OLD MA8TER8 AT THE ROYAL

ACADEMY.
III.

When we have mentioned an unusually fine

head called "Portrait of Inigo Jones" (Mr.
Charles Butler), by William Dobson, and a
characteristic portrait, " Mrs. Hughes " (Earl
of Jersey), by that Anglicised Dutchman, Sir

Peter Lely—a painter whose sensuous style in

depicting female loveliness is grounded on
what may be called a side-manner of Van
Dyck's English period—we must make the
usual wide leap, and begin again wil;h the
familiar eighteenth century masters, who are

the glory of the English school. It may be
stated en passant that the " Portrait of Queen
Mary II." (Lord Middleton) cannDt well be a
Lely, and is, at any rate, a second-rate picture.

The never-ending rivalry between Reynolds
and Gainsborough, the never-ending com-
parison and appraisement of their respective

merits, must inevitably be here once more
renewed, since they appear—as year after year
—face to face, and are both on this occasion at

their very best. Sir Joshua subdues all hearts,

and encourages his partisans to maintain his

charm unrivalled, with the Crewe group of

pictures, the originals of which can hardly be
very familiar to the present generation. Gains-
borough triumphs as a portrait-painter with
more than one important canvas, as a genre-
painter with the captivating " Ladies Walking
in the Mall," as a landscape-painter with the
" Cottage Door," and with a beautiful variation

of a Cuyp motive, called in the Catalogue "A
Landing-place."
The "Miss Kitty Fisher "(Lord Houghton)

is not one of Sir Joshua's most effective portrait-

studies, in its present state ; but it has, never-
theless, an exquisite charm. Quite easily and
simply we are made to divine the peculiar

attractiveness of the popular hetaira, whose wit
so powerfully aided her beauty in subjugating
the golden youth of her time. The " Mrs.
Payne-Gallwey and her Son," better known
as " Pickaback " (Mr. J. Pierpoint Morgan), is

a conspicuous example at once of Rey-
nolds's merits and demerits. The idea is

one of his happy notions for varying the

monotony of polite portraiture. But neither

design nor execution quite convinces—indeed,

it can hardly be intended to convince. The
famous "Mrs. Crewe and Mrs. Bouverie " (Lord
Houghton) must once have been one of the

most attractive performances of Sir Joshua's

middle time; it is, indeed, lovely still in its

decay. The two beauties and fast friends are

depicted gazing with an expression of melan-
choly, becomingly and easily assumed, at a

tomb, on which is inscribed "Et in Arcadia

ego." 8ir Joshua may possibly have got
the motive, as he is supposed to have done,

from Ouf rcino ; but incomparably the most
beautiful variation played on this touch-
ing theme in a minor key is Nicolas

Foussin'B well-known picture, " The Shep-
herds," in the Louvre. There is something
impersonal in the beauty of the twin stars of

the fashionable world as they are here

depicted. The happy placing of the two
harmoniously designed figures none the less

extorts our admiration. The canvas was one
of four shown by the master at the first exhi-
bition of the Royal Academy in 1769. The
"Mrs. Crewe as St. Genevieve," painted in 1772
again shows this by no means always pensive'
lady in the pensierosu mood ; the conceit is

pretty enough, though it borders nearly on
triviality. A splendid showpiece, a page of

full-dress portraiture for state occasions, is the
" Lady Betty Delme with her Children." The
group imposes itself at once on the beholder,
so happily is it composed, so happily is it

placed in the landscape, which, as a back-
ground. Sir Joshua has not often surpassed.
Yet the quintessence of his art is not here; the
picture worthily sustains, but adds nothing to,

his reputation. On the other hand, no master
but Reynolds himself could have painted the
" Master Crewe as Henry VIII." with just the
inimitable charm that it has. The cos-

tume of this delightful boy -king, who
beams on us, where his terrible proto-
type swaggered and scowled, may savjur
somewhat of the " drapery - man," but
the head is of unsurpassed subtlety and
beauty. Even more entirely Sir Joshua's own
is the " Portrait of Miss Frances Crewe "

(Lord Houghton), which ranks, in both con-
ception and execution, with the very best that
the artist has done in this branch of portraiture,

in which he had absolutely no competitor, and
has had no successor. The picture is less

celebrated than the very similar "Lady
Caroline Montagu in the Snow "—engraved as

"Winter"—but surpasses it in execution and
preservation, while nearly equalling it in fresh-

ness and humour. Horace Walpole's ecstacies

at the " Lady Caroline Montagu " — so

amusingly unlike his usual tone of ex cathedra

appreciation—might perfectly apply to Lord
Houghton's picture now at Burlington Hous?.

It required all Gainsborough's elegance and
desinvoltuTc to make possible the portrayal of

this unlovely "Miss Willoughby " ; but he
manages to save the situation by that
feminine dandyism which, finding in some
models, he imparted from his own store to

others— as in the present instance. Not
precisely a beauty or a charmeuse appears
Lady Gideon, afterwards Eardley, in this

superb full-length by the same master (Mr.
Pierpont Morgan). Standing out quite simply
in the silvery sheen of her blue-and-white robe,

she nevertheless triumphs with the charm of
youth, good-humour, and sweet reasonableness.
The picture is one of Gainsborough's master-
pieces : in strength and unity of tone few
things in the great gallery No. III. equal it

—

certainly none of the Sir Joshuas, fine as they
are. If Gainsborough appears here, in the
simple elegance of his conception, as the emu-
lator of Van Dyck, the frankness and
spontaneity of his execution place him rather
in the group at the head of which stand
Velazquez and Frans Hals. In the
designedly simple and, in the style of

aiTangement or want of arrangement, typically

early-English portrait group, " The Duke and
Duchess of Cumberland and Lady Elizabeth
Luttrell" (the Queen, from Windsor Castle), he
shows an unusual humour—unless we are to put
down to absolute na'u'ttc this amusing present-

ment of the little Duke, with his large and
splendid spouse, so aggressively bent on assert-

ing her right of lawful possession and her
position as a Royal Duchess.
Unique in the life-work of this master, and

in a certain sense also in English art, is the

Watteau-like piece, " Ladies walking in the

Mall, St. James's Park" (Sir N. W. Neeld).

The hypercritical may, if they please, take

exception to the conventional painting of the

foliage, to the "" peu prrs rendering of form
throughout. But the swan-like advance and re-

treat of the white-robed ladies sailing up and
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down the avenue, the viTaciovu movement of the

whole composition, are irresistible. Never was
Horace Walpole more happily inspired than
when he described this canvas as "all aflutter,

like a lady's fan."

Romney, who may be said to have been the

hero of the recent " Fair Women " exhibition

at the Orafton Gallery, is not seen at his best

on the present occasion. The most attractive

piece by him at Burlington House is a so-

called " Portrait of Lady Hamilton (Mr.

J. Pierpont Morgan). The half-finished

canvas, all the more chamung because the life

and momentariness have not died out of it, is

rather a reminiscence than a portrait in the

stricter sense of Romnoy's divinity. It belongs
to a class of pictures which have been fancifully

styled " Lady Hamilton reading in the Gazette

the News of Nelson's Victoiies."

There are an unusual number of Liwrences
at the Academy this winter ; but it can scarcely

be said that they enhance the reputation of the

fashionable master, who is now, perhaps, more
admired on the other side of the Channel than
among ourselves. With the exception of the
charming unfinished "Portrait of a Girl"
(Mrs. Martin Colnaghi), which must belong to

the time of his early freshness and promise, all

the canvases exhibited belong to the last

decade of Lawrence's life, and show his art

frozen into mere conventionality, killed by
excess of fashion and popularity. What a gulf
there is between the early " Miss Farren,

Countess of Derby" (circa, 1790), recently

shown at the Grafton Gallery, and this simper-
ing, meretricious "Portrait of Sarah Sophia,
Countess of Jersey " (Earl of Jersey, ex-
hibited in 1823) I The former, though not
devoid of defects, was full of vivacity and
charm, a genuine invention in portraiture,

though it came immediately after the master-
pieces of Reynolds and Gainsborough. The
latter, with its affectation of gentility

and lack of genuine distinction, comes
dangerously near to the mere fashion-plate.

Hardly more satisfactory to the judicious will

appear the same painter's famous "Miss
Croker " (Mr. Pierpont Morgan), exhibited in

1 827 —a crowning instance of the insipid '
' Book

of Beauty " portrait. Both here, and in the
not less famous "Master Lambton " (Earl of

Durham), not only is the conception of a cold
and merely superficial amiability, but the
execution is unpleasant in its mannerism. It

has a peculiar sticky quality, and a kind of

lustre akin to that of lacquer. A far more
engaging and legitimate example of Euglish
painting than any of these late works of
Lawrence's, even thought it may be a trifle

7nou in execution, is Sir Martin Archer Shee's
"Portrait of a Boy" (Royal Academy). A
thoroughly staid, sober, and in every sense
respectable, work is Sir Henry llaebum's
" Portrait of a Lady and Gentleman," which
suffers somewhat from the figures being a 1 rifle

below life size. To see and judge the Scotch
master, as there has been no opportunity,
south of the Tweed, of seeing and judging him
on any previous occasion, the lover of noble,

virile portraiture must, however, visit the
Orafton Gallery.

A finer or more representative series of oil-

paintings by Turner has not often been seen on
the walls of Burlington House, Hardly any
nobler fxample of the earlier, the more reticent

manntr existi than " The Trout-Stream" (Mr.
Abel Buckley). In this wonderful study of

stormy sky and light, fitfully illuminating,

through wreaths of cloud and mist, an
Englifh landscape, no violence is done
to nature; but, on the contrary, one cf

her strangest and most moving aspects i<i re-

vealed with as much truth as ]>oetic insight.

To compare this with the tremendous " Snow-
storm in Val d'Aouste " (Mr. James Price,

exhibited in 1837) is to see that progression,
even in the case of a mighty genius like Turner,
is not always advance. The latter piece is the
representation not so much of a scene as of a
mood—the tempestuous mood of the artist ; and
to express this fully, nature is ruthlessly torn and
twisted. The scene, whatever it may represent,
has an undeniable sublimity ; but it might as
appropriately be named " The Deluge" as the
" Val d'Aouste." The "Bonneville "(Countess of
Camperdown), exhibited in 1803, under the
title, " Bonneville, Savoy, with Mont Blanc,"
is another noble specimen of the early in its

transition to the second manner. Nothing is more
curious than to contrast the monumental gran-
deur, the masterly yet never dry statement of
natural fact in this piece, with the less easily
analysed charm of a " Landscape with Cattle,"
by Gainsborough, hard by—a picture which
exists only in virtue of the harmony of its

8een>ingly careless arrangement ard the flood of
silvery light which permeates and transfigures
it. The "Mortlake" (Mr. James Price, exhibited
in 1827) still belongs to the second manner,
though its atmospheric splendours give pre-
monition of the third. Turner is far more
truly and nobly classical here, than when he
apes Claude and piles up palaces of improbable
magnificence on the banks of mythical streams.
If the foreground, with its Georgian house and
row of imposing but half conventional trees,

does not wholly convince us, the sunset prospect
of the peaceful river in the background has a
serene beauty, equalled by but few things in
English art.

This is a Constable no less than a Turner
year. To pass from the passionate poetry of
Turner, even to the harmonious, rhythmical
prose of Constable, is a little bit of a
shock at first

;
yet there are some

undoubted compensations to console us
for what we must be content to lose in the
change. There is, perhaps, too hard and
literal an air about the interesting early work,
" llampstead Heath " (Mr. James Orrock) ; in

this respect an advance may already be noted
in the breezier, broader " West End Fields,

Hampstead " (Mr. W. Cuthbert Quilter). In
the " Salisbury Cathedral " (Mr. S. S. Holland)
—one of the best, though not one of the most
sensational, versions of this favourite subject of
Constable's—the fine trees in the foreground
are studied with extraordinary truth and
vigour. The great " Dedham Vale " (Sir A. W.
Neeld) is one of the most impressive perform-
ances of Constable's mitiirity—a veritable
summing-up of the master, with his command-
ing qualities and his mannerisms. For such
drawing and modelling of cloud-forms one
must look back to Jacob van Ruysdael, and
forward to—whom !' The " Scene on the River
Stour" (Mr. Pierpont Morgan), better known
as "Constable's White Horse," has elements of
rare beauty : ac, for instance, the lurid atmo-
sphere presaging a storm, and the calm stream
with its many reflections. Yet it is, as it were,
a landscape without physiognomy — one in

which the whole scene is equal to the sum of
its component parts, and no more.

Claude PniLLirs.

The following exhibitions will open next
week: (I) The thirty-fourth annual exhibition
of the Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts;
(2) a collection of blue and white oriental
porcelain, at the Burlington Fine Arts Club,
m Saville-row

; (3) a collection of old coloured
engravings of the English school, at Messrs.
Colnaghi & Co.'s, in Pall Mall ; and (4) a col-
lection of sporting and landscape paintings, at
the Graves' Galleries, in Pall Mall East.

At the London Institution, on Monday next,
Mr. Seymour Lucas will deliver a lecture, with
illustrations, on " The Evolution of an Historical
Picture."

Messes. Macmillan will publish shortly
Select Passages from Ancient Writers, Illustrative

of the History of Orcek Sculpture, by Mr. H.
Stuart Jones, fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.
The author begins with ancient opinions about
the beginnings of Greek art. He then passes
to the record of archaic and transitional
sculpture, the age of Pheidias and Polykleitos,
and sculpture of the fourth century B.C. The
Schools of Pergamon and Rhodes are dealt
with in an Appendix.

We quote the following from the Cairo
correspondent of the Timts :

—

" Mr. W. E. Garstinwill meet at Assouan on
February 2 a committee composed of Prof. Sayce,
Messrs. Naville, Farmer, Hall, Somers-Clarkc,
Hogarth, and Captain Lyon?, in order to tako their
opinion as to the best mcanires to bo adopted for
prcEcrving such portion') of the Philac mouuments
88 will bo partially tubmerged by the modified
scheme for the Nile reservoir. Mr. Oarstiu will

then proceed to Wady Haifa, iu order to Infpect
the progreps which has been made tiiih the survey
of Nubia. He will be accompanied by Captain
Lyons, who will determioe the exact sites and
orientation of all the monuments between Assouan
and Wady Haifa."

We have to record the death, in the seventy-
fourth year of his age, of M. Paul Mantz,
the French art- critic, whose monographs on
Holbein, Boucher, and Watttau were well
known in this country. He was for a short
time director of the department of Beaux-Arts,

M.

THE STAGE.
"I'UURLA

NOTES OM ART AND ARCHAEOLOOl'.

Mr. Geoiige CL.iCSEN has been elected an
Associate of the Royal Academy.

CoNCEBNixa the portrait of the Prince of
Wales, now being painted by M. Detaille, the
Art Journal states that it is a large canvas,
representing both the Prince and the Duke of

Cocnaught on horseback, with troops moving
in the background. The picture will be first

exhibited at the Salon, and afterwards
probably in London.

FRANCOIS C0PPI':E'S

COURONNE."
In one of his charming caaseries M. Coppfie
says :

" Que vous dirai-je, j'aimc I'Odeon et sa
jeune troupe qui ne demande qu'a bien faire,

je me plais dans ce theatre si richc en bona
et beaux souvenirs." This opinion was cer-

tainly shared by the majority of the audience
which filled the second Theatre FraD<;ais on the
occasion of the first performance of the poet's

new drama :
" Pour la Couronne."

On such occasions an atmosphere of youthful
enthusiasm seems to pervade the old OJcon,
such as is seldom to be felt within the solemn
precincts of the Theatre Frau<;ais. And this

was particularly noticeable in the attitude of Iho
most unsatisfactory of audiences— " un public
de premiere "

; for, from the rise of the curtain
to its fall, everybody was pleased, and con-
stant applause greeted the play, the actors,

and the author.

The scene is laid in a mythical kingdom at the
foot of the Balkans, some time about the four-

teenth century. Prince Michel Brancomir, a
valiant chieftain who has defeated the Turks ou
many a field, is the trusted defender of the
only pass by which the country can be invaded.

Michel is ambitious, and disappointed at not
having been chosen king at the last election ;

his discontent is shared by Brazilide, his second
wife, a crafty and imscrupulous woman, who
suggests to him that, if he will allow (he Turks
to enter the country, the Sultan will have him

1
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piodsimed in the place of Bishop Etienne. At
first he shrinks from the idea of such treachery

;

but at last, hard pressed by the caresses and
entreaties of Brazilide, he consents :

" Partout oil tu voudras, Brazilide, j'iral

Je me sens pret a tout, au crime, au sacrilege.

Mais je te batirai ce trune, oui, duste-je

Devenir de Satan I'esclave et le suppot !

"

The traitor prince has a son by his first wife,

the noble Constantin, who hears of his

father's project through Militza, a Greek girl

whom he has rescued from slavery, and who
loves him. He at once determines to save his

country and his father from dishonour.

The climax is reached in the third act,

one of the finest and most intensely dramatic
BCtnes of modem tragedy. The scene is

the summit of a mountain pass by twilight.

Michel Brancomir has taken the post of the

sentry whose duty it is to light the beacon in

case of the approach of the enemy ; he has
come to prevent this, and give free passage to

tbe Turkish Pasha. Suddenly, Constantin
comes forward and upbraids his father for his

treachery. In eloquent terms he reminds him
of the glorious deeds of the past, of the brave
men who have died in defending the father-

land ; and, lastly, on bended knee, he implores
Lim to remain true to his country and his faith.

But the Prince turns a deaf ear to his appeal

;

he draws his sword and forbids his son to touch
the torch with which the fire is to be kindled.

A struggle ensues, in which Constantin kills

his father ; with a cry of anguish, he sets fire

to the beacon, exclaiming :

" Vous etes les tcmoins, astrcs, regards de Dieu,
Mais devant cc cadavre et devtuit cette flamme
J'oEC vous rcgarder et vous montrer mon ame.
Hon pere allait trahir la patrie et sa foi !

Etoilea, j'ai tue mon pere ! . . . Jugez-moi '.

"

The secret of Prince Michel's intended
treachery dies with him ; for his son spreads the
report that he was killed in defending the pass,
and an equestrian statue is erected to the memory
of the dead patriot. In the fourth act we find

Constantin havmted with the memory of his

father's end. In vain does he seek death on
the field of battle : the fortune of war is against
him, and his troops murmur at their young cap-
tain, and regret his ever-victorious father. Here
occurs one of the few incidents of the drama
which are open to criticism. Brazilide proposes
to Constantin the same infamous pact she had
induced her husband to sign ; and Constantin
reveals to her the secret of his death. Mad
with desire of vengeance, thwarted in her
scheme, she uses the pact against Constantin,
showing it to the people as a proof of

his intention to betray his country and
his faith. Loyal to the last, our hero
makes no attempt to exculpate himself. He
accepts without a murmur the terrible punish-
ment allotted to him, that of being chaiaed
to the base of his father's statue, and being
left there to die slowly of hunger and thirst,

reviled and spat upon by every passer-by. But
Militza, on hearing the cry of anguish of

her beloved, proclaims his innocence, though
none believe her ; and then drawing a dagger,
once given her by Constantin, she stabs him to
the heart and afterwards herself. Constantin
Brancomir is thus delivered from an infamous
d( ath, and the two lovers are united in death.
"Pour la Couronne" is a noble work,

inspired by the spirit of patriotism, and ex-
jressed in high-sounding lines. The success
of the drama was as great as it is deserved.
No poet of the day is more worthy of our sincere
c( ngratulatioBS than M. Frani;oi8 Coppce.
M. Funoux, young, handsome, and gifted

•with a sonorous voice, achieved a triumph in
the difficult part of Constantin. Mme.
Tessandier's rendering of the ungrateful rOle of
Brarilide was full of Delilah-like seduction.

allied to intense passion ; while Mdlle. de
Boneza was charming in the episodic scenes of
the Greek slave. The part of Prince Michel
was acted with, perhaps, more zeal than
discretion ; but due allowance must be made
for a young debutant who had to play a part
scarcely suited to his years. The ensemble was
worthy of the old Odeon.

Cecil Nioholson.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

Brahms' Pianoforte Quintet (Op. 34) was per-
formed on Monday evening at the Popular
Concert; his Clarinet Quintet (Op. 115) is

announced for to-day ; and novelties from his

pen are in store for us in the immediate future.

The cordial reception given to the works of the
living master contrasts strangely with the
indifference, not to say hostility, shown towards
Schumann—not only during his lifetime, but
for many years after his death. Brahms is no
imitator of Schumann, yet both are virtually

of the same school : they may be described as

romanticists in classical clothing. The one
prepared the way for the other : the persecu-

tion of Schumann hastened the prosperity of

his successor. Apart from tbe merit of

Brahms' music, which, sooner or later, was
bound to be recognised by musicians, it must
be remembered that that composer has had a
champion in Dr. J. Joachim, the very same artist

who persevered with Schumann's music when
it was proclaimed eccentric, prosy, or incom-
prehensible. The Pianoforte Quintet at

Monday's concert was admirably interpreted

with I^dy Halle as leader, and Mr. L. Bor-
wick at the pianoforte. Tho latter played
as solo Grieg's Ballade in G minor. The
piece it*elf seems one of the composer's
least inspired eiforts; and again, though
technically Mr. Berwick's performance was
all that could be desired, his interpretation

of the music showed German earnestness rather

than Scandinavian capriciousness. Herr von
Dulong, who has an excellent voice and
a thoroughly good style, sang songs
by Schumann and Brahms, obtaining a
well-deserved success. The entr'acte of the
programme-book called attention to yet

another composer on whom Handel drew. It

appears that for various of his works he " con-
veyed " certain passages from Muffat's " Com-
ponent! Musicali per il Cembalo," lately

republished by Dr. Chrysander. The writer of

the article declares that Handel's practice of

borrowing was " not an affair of accident, but
of principle "

: he might, we think, have said

of "want of principle." The list of works to

which Handel was indebted is, as yet, not
complete. For instance, we do not ever

remember to have seen a mention of the fact

that the opening of the Presto of Handel's
Third Suite in D minor is certainly based on
the opening of Scarlatti's Sonata (Sonaten No.
o, Breitkopf and Hartel), also in ttie same key.

Mr. A. Dolmetsch gave his second concert

at the Salle Brard on Tuesday evening, when
the programme was devoted to Italian com-
posers of the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. It opened with two
exceedingly quaint danco tunes for lute and
viol by Marce Fabrice Caroso, played by Mr.
A. Dolmetsch and Mise Helene Dolmetsch

;

they were tiken from his " II ballerino " &c.,

published at Venice in 1581, one of the best

sources for Italian dance melodies of the six-

teenth century. One of the most delightful

instrumental pieces of the evening was Bene-
detto Marcello's Sonata for viola da gamba
and harpsichord, and one of the weakest,

Boccherini's Sonata in D for violoncello and
harpsichord. Mrs. Hutchinson sang songs by

Caccini, A. Scarlatti, and Bononoini ; the
" Cessate di piagarini" by the second of these
composers was the most interesting, and the
best rendered. Mr. Dolmetsch performed
on the violin Corelli's " FoUia," of which
the music is clever rather than inspired.
A group of four pieces by D. Scarlatti was
neatly played by Miss Ethel Davis on a fine
old Venetian harpsichord. These pieces were
marked: (1) Aria; (2) Allegro; (3) Larghetto;
and (4) Allegro. Announced thus, it seemed
as if the grouping together of the movements
emanated from the composer. They follow one
another thus in the old Roseingrave edition of
the " forty-two suits of lessons for the harpsi-
chord." Now, if this edition be compared with
the Madrid edition of the thirty " Essercizi,"
published during the lifetime of the composer,
it will be seen that Scarlatti afterwards pre-
sented his pieces in a different order, or that
Eoseingrave, with a view to making, at any
rate some of them, into kinds of suites, grouped
them according to his own idea. We strongly
suspect the latter was the case ; we even
suspect that the Aria is not Scarlatti's. The
matter is of great interest ; Scarlatti, so far as
we are aware, never grouped movements. Mr.
Dolmetsch's enthusiasm for old music and old
instruments is most welcome ; but, let us hope
that his motto is not

—

Vetera extollimus recen-
tiiim incurioai,

J. S. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.
Sir Alexander Campbell Mackenzie, prin-
cipal of the Eoyal Academy of Music, wdl
deliver s course of three lectures on "The
Traditional and National in Music," at the
Royal Institution on Saturdays, beginning on
February 9. The first lecture will deal with
Humperdinck's opera, "Hansel und Gretel";
and the others with "English Country
Songs " and " Moore's Irish Melodies."
Musical illustrations will ba given by Miss
Lucy Broadwood, Mrs. A. J. Fuller-Maitland,
Mr. David Bispham, Mrs. C. Hutchinson, and
Mrs. Emile Sauret.

A general meeting of the Wagner Society
will be held on Tuesday next at Trinity Col-
lege, Mandeville-place, when W. Ashton Ellis,

editor of the Meister, has promised to read a
paper on " Wagner and the Origin of Opera."
From the statement of accounts, we learn that
the society numbers just 200 members, and has
a balance of £34. It is announced that there
will be no performances at Bayreuth during the
present year, but that in 1896 " Der Ring des
Nibelungen " will be reproduced on a scale

worthy of the magnificent proportions of the
work.

On Monday last, in the combination-room
of St. John's College, Cambridge, a testi-

monial was presented to Dr. G. M. Garrett,
the university organist, to commemorate the
completion of fifty years of his musical career.

The presentation—which was made by the Vice-
Chancellor—consisted of the robes of a Doctor
of Music and a service of silver plate, with a
suitable inscription.
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Relation to the Antii|uity of Man. By JAMES GKIKIE,
D.C.I.., LI. D., F.K.8., Mnrchieon I'rofessor ot Geology
and MincralORy in the University of Edinburgh. Third
Kdiliot., much Enlarged, with two New Chapters on the
'•Glacial I'heuoinena of North America," by Prof. T. C.
fllAMBBRLlX. Also IS Maps and 7d Illustration".

" li l)e»r« on every i>ago indications nf patient and careful
rcwarcb better than any other book on the subject in
Uio English \Rnguagc."—S<iluriia!/ lUciCK.

Juftpi-.blishod, CHEAPER EDITION, 8vo, clntli, C.« ntt.

CONTRIBUTIONS to the PHYSICAL
lilHTORV of the BUil'laU ISLES; with a Dissorlii-
tion on the Origin of Western Euro|jeand of the Atliutic
Ocean. With 27 Colourc<l Main, By EDWARD II L'LL,
W.A., LL.D., F.R.S., late Director of the Geolojjical
Survey of Ireland.

" I'rofessor Hull has rendered a signal service to students
of geologj' by preparing and publishii g a series of mai>s of
the British Islands, in which he indicates, by distinctive
colouring, the distribution of land and wuter at successive
periods of geological history. No such scries of maps, so
far as wo know, has ever before Iwon published, or cvtn
attempt e<l."

—

ArfUi^y.

I.OSDON: EDWAKD STANFOUD,
26 AND 27, CoCK-SITll Stubbt, CBAniKO Cro!s, S.W.

HODDER BROTHERS' LIST.

Just ready, crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, Ss. Od.

ONE OF LIFE'S SLAVES.
By J0NA.8 LIE,

Author of " The Visionaiy," Ac.

Authorised Translation by JESSIE MUIIl.
" That intensely tragic and pathetic story of aiitleiingand

wrong."

—

Athenatnm^

i;niform with the above.

THE VISIONARY.
By JONAS LIB.

3s. Od.

"Lie's masterpiece."—Iiiii/i/ Teiri/rnph.

JOHN MACGREGOR(RobRoy).
By EDWIN HODDER.

SECOND EDITION.
Demy 8vo, cloth. Illustrated, los.

" Unsurpassed In the biographies of the year."
Daili/ Ohroakh,

TheWOMENofSHAKESPEARE
By LOUIS LEWES, Ph.D.

Translated from the German by HELEN ZIMMERN.
Demy 8vo, cloth, Os.

" This fascinating book."

—

Era,
" The exhaustive studies of the poet's deathless women are

graceful iu dictionand masterly in power and truth,"

—

Encori

SIXTH THOUSAND.

THE NEW PARTY.
Edited by ANDREW REID.
NEW AND POPULAR EDITION.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 23. 8d.
' An epoch-marking book."

—

Labour Leader,

London

:

HobDER Bbotbsrs, 18, New Bridge Street, E.G.

WARD & DOWNEY'S NEW BOOKS
NKW LCIUK IIV .IDIIX li.WllK'iijX.

A FULL and TRUE ACCOUNT of the
miNUKUFl'I, MI.SSIOX ot ]:,M)L LAVKNUER, which
LA.STEi) (l.NK NlllllT iiml (i.NE ll.VV. \Mtli .i Fi-.mtisi.ieco l,y

Aubri-.v r.i::u(lsl(?y. <_'r(t\vn svu. l-uoVram, i;s. \ Sow read >i.

HERE, THERE, and EVERYWHERE.
By BAHON vk MALOBTIE, Author of " Twi-xt Old Times and
New." 1 vol., demy 8vo, 158.

" It is a lively collection of personal recollections and sketohes of
contemporary personages."— Times.
••He has constantly bceu finding or making opportunities for close

intercourse with :ill sorts of celebrities, and has, apparently, missed uo
chiince of noting anything tliat would fonn an exciting chapter in a
)H>ok"—^trmdi'.f{l.

TALES of GRIME and CRIMINALS in
AUSTRALIA. By !I. A. "WHITE, hUt- I>tputy-(iovernor of Dal-
larat Gaol. 6i.

*' The Very simplicity with whieli many of the most exciting eitisotlus

in the old days of stockades are told gives them a force often lacking
in the work of the romancer. The story of the Kelly gang has never
been set out with more effiict."—

i

>aitf/ Chi\tnicl«,

A MAN of GENIUS.
By HEXRY MURRAY. 2 vol..

" Clever, powerful, and admirably told
throughout. '—Daily Teteffraith.
"

' A Man cf Geiiiui« * in written by a man
of talent."—/'oH M'lll (i-srlUt.

Br

IIE.NKY MCllRAY.

Br

JA.MEIi T1IIB8K.

I
HOW HE BECAME a

!
PEER: a Story of JbKlem Politics.
By J A.MES THIltSK. -j voU

i "Mr. Tliirsk knowd his 'monde,' aixl

I

his description of it is uns|>arlugly cynical
and Badly cnlightcoiug."

I Pali UhU GfiZKtU.

TheFRIENDS of INNI-
SHKEN. Ily W ILFKi;:' WouLLAM,
Author of "With th..- Help ol the
Angels " 2 vols.

" Is an Idyllic story teeming with human
eymtiathy and literary charm."

VERA
BY SOI'IIIA KOVAbEVSKY.

BARANTZOVA: from the
BuBsirin ..( .SOPHIA KOVAbEVSKY. By 8. STEI'.NIAK luid
W. WESTALb. lis.

" C.innot fiiiltostiikeand interest there.idor. luth byitsmnrvrUous
draiuntic ileMriiitions and also by the keen iiieight into the many
niixeil motives that iufluenee liuuiiiQ nature."— /^r't.{t*(ir^ Worbl.

•So. t. of the AKEbl'HI SERIKS-XOW READY.

ONE NEVER KNOWS. By F. C.
rilll.bllS. Aillh..rof "A. ilia l,....khii! CUisj."

No. II. ol the AHELrlll .<EltlES.-Mi\V liEAHY.

MISS EYON of EYON COURT. By
K. y. MAtyUOIH. Crown »vo, in artistic cloth biudititf,2j..0d.

WiKD & Downey, Ltd., 12, York Buildiuifri, Adclpbi, W.C.

HODDER & STOUGHTON'S
LIST.

FIFTH EDITION, OOMPLETINa 23,000.

Art linen, gilt top, 6s.

BESIDE THE BONNIE BRIER BUSH
By IAN MACLAEEN.

The ATHSITAEUU says:

" Mr. Maclaren has done a good piece of work.
There is a depth and force as well ai tendemers
iu the writer's appreciation of country life in hia
native land."

The SFECTA TOR ssjs

:

" As an arlist in Scotch character of the sort
that is found at its best in country Tillages, be has
uo superior among his contemporarie*, ambiiiiu
and able as several of tfaesa are."

The SATURDd Y JiEVIEW »aj»

:

"The cketch of ' Domsie,' an old-fa(hioned
' Dominie,' is one of the most delightful of its kii.d

we know But the book is full of good things."

The SPEAKER aays

:

" His pictures are marvels of idealiatic realiim—
their charm is their truth."

The .<<C./lZ)irJfr says:

" There ii scarcely a story that is not an abjolate
success."

With I'orlr.tit .ind 20 lUustrp.Uons, 8vo, cloth, 7=. 6d.

CHRONICLES OF UGANDA.
By Bev. R. P. ASHE, MA.,

Author of " Two Kings of Uganda,"

The ilLASaoW HERALD says: " Unc|uestionably a
valuable addition to the history of British Central Africii."

SECOND THOUSAND, Art Unen, gilt lop.Os.

KERRIGAN'S QUALITY.
By JAXE BAULOW.

The ATHBSAEUSI says: "One of the most notable
achievements of the fiction of the year."

Art linen, gilt top, 68.

LOVE AND QUIET LIFE.
Bj WALTER KAYMOND.

Mr. RiCHiBD Le Gailib.v.ve says: "Perhaps the most
beautiful book outside poetry published this year,"

Demy 9vo, cloth, tJs., with 30 Ulustrutions from Photographs.

STUDIES IN
ORIENTAL SOCIAL LIFE.

By Kev. II. CLAY TRUMBULL, D.D.
The SCOTSMAN says: "Very weU informod, well

written, and interesting."

THIRD EDITION, WITH NEW PHEFACE,
crown 8vo, 6s.

THE BRONTES IN IRELAND.
By Dr. WILLIAM WRIGHT.

With lUustrations.

Ajtdhew L.^wg in tho lUA'STRATED LOXDOX yhlVS
says: " Dr. Wright's pictoros of Irish life, of the flight, the
grhosts—huge, palpiiblc ghosts—of the whiikey-driukiuc,
I ho teinpcrauco movement, the lovo-mukiiig, tlio youth of
Pntrick Bronte, the lidvoiituresuf Hugh III., aud tho cr.tical

remarks on the novole, are all excellent."

SKCOND KDITION, FOURTH THOUSAND, with G Maps,
spceially prepared, 15w.

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
OF THE HOLY LAND.

By Professor GEORGE ADAM SMITB, D D.

The DAILY SKW'S s.ays: "In some respects tha most
comprehensive and complete contribution to Palestinian
literature of the last twenty years."

LoDo.x: HODDER & STOUGHTON,
27, P.tTIKNOSTEK RoW.

Printed by ALEXANDER & 8HEPHEARI), Lonsdale Priming Works, Chancery Lano; Published by tho Proprietor, UENRY VILLERS, S7, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
ATLAS

°i
CLASSICAL ANTi-;iiLDSTRATED STANDARD NOVELSQUIT!f;3. By Til. SCHREIIiKK. Edited for Knglish

use In- rrofessor W. C. F. ANDERSON, Firth Uollesc,

Sheffield. With a Preface by Professor PERCY
GARDNER. Ob'ong Wo, 21s. net.

SELECT PASSAGES from
ANCIENT WRirER.S. ILLUSTRATIVE of the
HISTORY of GREEK SCULPTURE. Edited, with a
Translation and Notes, by H. STUART JONES, M.A,,
Fellow of Triidty Collcg-c, Oxford. E,^tra crown 8vo,
7s. net.

The SPHINX of EAGLEHAWK:
ftTalo of Old Bendigo. By ROLF BOLDREWOOD.
Fcftp. 8V0, 28, rMACMILL.lN'S POCKKT NoVKLfl.

2I0RNISG POST.—-** Chiefly recommcndetl l>y its spirited

sketches of manners, throwu off with an case that adds
much to their merit."
DAILY Can0SICLE.—**Vf\\\\(i% away an hour very

ngrceably."
GLASGOW IfEHALD.—*' Besides being interesting, is

wholesome and refreshing."
.i/.l saiESTEi: r;rA.1DIAX.~" Pleasant and stirring."

ESSAYS and STUDIES. By
JOHN CHUKTON COLLINS. 8vo, Os. net.

POEMS by ROBERT SOUTHEY
Chosen and Arranged by RDWARD DOWDEN, Pot
8vo, 2.''. Cd. net. [(fOi.DE.v Tkeasury Sekies.

SELECTIONS from the
Edited by 11. S. SALT.

[EvEKSLET Series.
WRITINGS of TIIOREAU.
Globe Hvo, 6s.

Messrs. MACMILLAN Sj- CO. propose to

publish under this title a series of Reprints

of Famous Works ofFietion. To every novel

of the New Series an Introduction will le

contributed by a critic of acknowledged com-

petence, and each mil contain about Forty

Full-page and other Fllmtrations. A volume

will appear every month. The volumes will

consid offrom 400 to 600 pages, crocn Svo,

will be printed on antique paper, and will be

published at the frice of Three-and- Sixpence.

MEMOIR of SIR A. C. RAMSAY
By Sir ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, F.R.8.. Director-
General of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and
Ireland. With Portraits. 8vo, 128. (Jd.net.

TIMES.—"The volume ia in every sense a valuable con-
tribution to the history of ( ontemporary science, while its

intrinsic interest and its skill of presentation will commend
11 to a wide circle of general readers."
LEEDS MEI!CUnY.—'*^\T Arcl ibald Geikie has con-

trived to blend in artless fashion in these pages science and
society—the researches of Ramsay, and often his col-

leagues, with their personal intercourse, their pleasant I

reunion?, and their holiday scampers."
I

THE AMERICAN COMMON-
WEALTH. By the Right Hon. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.
In 2 vols. Vol. II. Third Edition. Completely Re-
vised throDf^bout, with additional Chapters. Esti*a

crown 8vo, 128. 6d. (Vol. I., c-ttra crown 8vo, 128. 6d.)

MACMILI.Ays ENGLISH CLASSICS.—VewVolixx.
|

BURKE.— Speeches on American

The FOlLOn'INO VOLVMT: hns appeared :

-

CASTLE RACKRENT and the
ABSENTEE.

By MARIA EDGEWORTH. Illustrated hv Miss Chris.

Hsmmond. With an Introduction by ANNE THACK-
ERAY RITCHIE.

THIS Jf'ILL BE FOLLOTTED BY—
JAPHET in SEARCH of a

FATHER.
By Captain MARRYAT. Illustrated liy Henry M.
Brock. With an Introduction by D VVID HANNAY.

[ Fehrartr;/ 15.

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG.
By MICHAEL SCOTT. lUuslrated by J. Ayton Sj-miog-
ton. With an Introduction by MOWBRAY MORRIS.

[Jlarch 16.

MAID MARIAN and CROT-
CHET CASTLE.

By TH3MAS LOVE PEA(U)CK. Illustr,ited by
P'. H. Townsend. With an Introduction by GEORGE
SAINTSBURY.

THE ADVENTURES of HAJJI
BABA of ISPAHAN.

By JAMES MORIER.
With an Introduction.

Illustrated by H. R. Millar.

Taxation ; on Conciliati )n witli America ; and Letter
to the Sheriffs of Brist'l. Edited, with Introduction T AVP'N'fi.Wrt
and Notes, by F. G. SELBY, M.A., Principal nnd JJ«. » iaJ-l \T«(V/
Professor of Logic and Moral Philosophy, Deccan Cwl-
Icpe, Pooija. Glub; S\(), 3s. (Jd.

By (JKORia-; liORROW. Illustrated by E. J. Sullivan.
With an Introduction by AUGUSTINE BIRRELL.

A CONFESSION of FAITH. qpNm? atiH qT?N«?TRTr ttv
By AN UNORTHODOX BELIEVER. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

SOL>TSUAX.~"'The wntor presents his belief in a
manner which can never offend the most* orthodox of
Iwlievors. The book is the work of a religious man, a
thinker, and a scholar,"

JUDAH. An Original Piay in
ThifeActs. By HENRY ARTHL'R JONES, Author
of -'The Temper," "The Mas lueraders," Ac,
With a Preface l.y JOSEPH KNIGHT. 12mo, 28. 6d.

LAbV':s I'lUi "A'/.i/y.—"Provides a long-desired opportu-
nity to renew acciuaintanco with one of tbo few wholly
alMorbtDg and elfective jjlays of modern times."
SCOTSMAN.—'* Will be welcome to many."

THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY
from t'l..- STANUrolNTof A VDfJAIlllO'.S RULE and
Tll^:RM'l.I)^ NAMICS. Bv Professor NERNST. __.___._,_
Tmn.-liiiel l.i.v I'l -4.>»',rCHARLE3 SKEELE PALMER, MARRIAGrK
of tic I i.Korsiiv of Colorado. With 23 Woodcuts and

"•»•"•*''"'***""•

By JANR AUSTEN. Illustrated by lluah Thom.son.
With an Introduction by AUSTIN DOUSON.

THE ANNALS of the PARISH
and the AYRSHIRE LEGA-
TEES.

By JOHN GALT. Illustrated by Charles E. Bro.k.
With au Introduction by ALFRED AINGER.

ORMOND.
By MARIA EDGEWORTH. Illustrated liy Carl
Scbloesser. With an Introduction by ANNE
THACKERAY RITCHIE.

Alii ,
lOs. net.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS in
ELECTRICITY and MAGNETISM. By SILVANUS P.
THOMPSON, D.Sc, F.B.9., ic. New Edition. Fcap.
Svo, Is. 6d.

By SUSAN KERRIER. Illustrated by W. J. Hennessy.
W'ith an Introduction.

JACOB FAITHFUL.
By Captain MARRYAT. Illustrated by Henry M.
Brock. With an Introduction liy DAVID HANNAY.

THE RALSTONS
By r. MARION CRAWFOED.

2 vols., globe 8to, 12a.

(" Katharine Lauderdale," by F. Mation Crawfordi

opens the series continaed ia " The Bals^ons."}

5P.B4 JE SiS.—" The story is characteiised bj all those

conspicuous merits which Mr. Crawford posspsses, and
which have won for bim thn gratitude and admiration
of Bo wide a circle of readeia. We get to know the

characteTS of the book, to understand them, and to

appreciate them ; and though the panorama is painted

in more pober colours than those employed in his Boman
pictures, we recognise in the artist the eame fine

qualities which have made his farmer works things of

permanent delight and value."

ATUENAE UM.—' ' The present instalment of what
promises to be a very voluminous family history, in-

creasing in interest and power as i*: develops, turns

upon the death of Robert and the disposition of his

millions, which afford ample scops for the author's

pleasantly ingenious talent in raising and snimountiDg
difficulties of detail."

DAILY NE7VS.—" The book is admirably written ;

it contains passages full of distinction, it isinstiact with

intensity of purpose ; the characters ate drawn with a
living touch ; the narrative moves without pause or

fslter from crisis to crisis."

±)AILY TE L EOIiAPS.—" la raspact to the ex-
cellence of ifs literary quality, the book now before us
is fully worthy of the unqualified praise that was juitJy

awarded to its predecessor."

DAILY CSRONICLB.—"ilr. Crawford is doing
for the Xew York family of Lauderdale what he has
already done for the priocely Koman house of

Saracinesca. He is doing it very tnoroughly indeed,

and when the work is c:>mp1ete we shall know much
more about the tribe than the members know of each
other."

MORNIN'G POST.—"It has such strong human
interest that the promised series of American tales will

bs looked forward to with keen anticipation."

WESTHINSTER GAZSTrB.—"Ur. Crawford
never bores us, and we return to bis ob;ervations with

pleasure when we have satisfied ourselves about what
is to happen after. What happens af er, let us add, is

generally told with the highest artistic skill, and there

are in tbii book moments of p&ssiou and pathos which
he has rarely equalled in his previous works."

BOORifAX.—"Tae observation, the analyiis, (ha

workmanship are excellent."

LEEDS MERCURY.— •' la written with a pen
which kog ago conqaeied the art of f iscination."

SCOTS ItAX.—"The various eltiu-u's that go

to the composition of the bock are harmonised by a

strength and warmth of imagination uDCommou ia

modern fiction ; and the story will be heartily enjojed

by everyone who reads it."

GLASGOW MERALD.—" We doubt if ia any of

his previous novels Mr. Crawford has attained to such

striking power and clearness of ohjraoteriaation."

GLASGOW DULY MAIL.—"Ithayais c'.ever

and very powerful story ; in matter and style as good

as anything the author his given us."

MAC JUL LAN & CO., LONDON.
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TABLB OF OONTBNTS. risK

Mrs. RiOBii's Caimis iiox Souc Mekoiis, by
J. A. NoiitK 11'

Toe Closixo Thes of CBiEWS I., by R. C. Beowxe. 118

KeEDEEICK CiEEIIdTOOD'S iMAaiS^TIOH IX DEEIMS,
l>y R. SCVMOI'K LOHO 11(^

Mrs. Eliioi'e Romax Gossif, by HfOi»«i.D HfOHEi! . 121

Bun's CossjcE KiiEV Tales, by W. B. Mobpili. . 121

New Notei.», by Gioeoe SAiETsBisr. . . .121
CvEiEST LiTEiATCKB—Notes xsd Nfws . .123
UVITBEBITT JOTTIirGS 124

Oeigikai, Veese :
" DEsr.KT Sick," by P. Aodleshiw 125

MlOAZtlfES Ann Reviews 125

The MiLLEXIIkl. HISTOET or UCNGAKT . . . 12S

BlLECTED FOKCIGS BOOIS 125

CoBEESPOKDBirCB—
Chaurer and Frovt'tri, by H. Bradley; NicMas
Orimald, by J. M. Hart; Tht Use of A — ctrlaia

Promouns of the Third itrisoii, by Dr. F. Chance
;

J.Klher'ii Translation o/tht Bill', by Rev. 0. H. Merk

;

Bi tiniilo iMti'Oor Uruntlla Latmi .', by Pn^et Tcnybee

;

7%« Book of Job and the Sicoinaehean Ethics, by
T. Tyler ; ilr. Froude on iMrd Biacimsfi-M at Or/ord,

by J. G. Alf^fCr ; Ilaron de Malortir's "Here, There,

and Kieri/uhere," by Dr. Karl Blind and the ( 'avalior

E. W. St. Honoi(5 Stanford ;
" Maichai-U" and

Mai-hiavel, by Liorel Johnson 125

APFOIKTUENTS FOB NexT WeEK 128
LinnsAV's The Latib Laxocaob, by A. S. Wii-Kiss . 129
Thi Newly Discotehbd Ki.ement, by A. H. Churcb . 130
A New Wkitibg pbom ibe N.-W. Kkobtiex op India 130
COBRPSPOXDEXCB

—

A Coltntiono/ MSS.o/ the JIarrt'nsiart

Syriac Version rf the Gospels, by C. F, Barne,y . . 131
SciEHCR Axo Philologt Notes—Repokts of Societies 131
Goldsmiths* Wobe at the Rotal Academy, by
Clacde Phillips 132

EffGLISH C:>LOrEBD PRISTS, by F. Wedmobe . . 1S2

The Kxplobatiox op Der el Bahari, by D. G.
HOOARTB 133

CoBRE.'<roxDEitcE - Th-: Ood Takub, by Prof. Petrie , 133
KoTEs ox Abt and Archaeology .... 13i
Recent Concebts , by J . S. Bhedlocb . . 134

P^TCTURES—WANTED to PUECHASE
-vix.. PAIXTINCS in OIL, by Rjielmrn, Constable, Crome,

rotmau, BouinKt4)U, HeynoIdH, UainsbomnKli, Ilomney, Hoitpiivr,
Bttcchey, Opie, L:iwrcuuf, MorUud, Chamln-rs WliKitley, Stark, and
ViDecut.—Apply toMcaws. l>ogri>ES\vKi.i.. ra t. New Itoud Street.

BEENGAGEMENT WANTED by~~^
DRILL .nnd CYMNASTIC INSTKUCTOR. Two and a half

yeara' Iii((li tc»timouial from a large puhlic school (Imys and girls).—
Address, iNaTa.tTOB, .-tfotiymy Offi ce, 27, Chancery Lane.

BOOK-PLATES (Ex-Libris) DESIGNED
and EXGItAVEI) in Mediieval or \I04lem Styles on Wootl.

Copper, or Steel. A Book contaiLing IlliiBtrations of Medirevnl
I>e!tiKn!i on Wood, iwst free, 2.^ stamps.-Tiiouas Moiung, 52, HiRh
Hon>oro, Ijondon. \v.C. Kstabliahed 1791

.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all nnrt*. williag to RECEIVE RESIPENT

PATIEM>, Riving full particulars and terms, siiit gratis. The list
Includes private asylums, Ac; schools also recimmeuded.—Address
Mr. <J. n. Btockkr, (*, l^ncaster Place. Btrand . W.C\

THE AUTHORS' BUEE.UJ, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. " A Medium of

tomniuuic-itinii t><?tweeu Autlmrs, Editors, and Publishers." Advises
U|H>u, r4:vW\*. and negotiates MS8. Interviews by appointmeut only.—Addresa the SfrrRKTARr, .t. Victoria-street. Westuiiiister.

PRINTING and PUBLIsklNGT^ To
i- AUTIIOIl.S.—Special attention gi\'en to the above. Estimates
free. Accounts verifiel by Chartered Account.int.—AddreiB Manageii,
Roiburghe Press. 3, Victoria-street. Westminster.

LITERARY ME~N.-GEO. S.
„ ctRRYER, bitcnry Agent, CXDKllTAKES ALLBRANCHES or LITERAKV DDSINES-S. ItrfeicncM to *ulliorii
Kiia Eaitiij. Tjpowriting, lude:iiug, aud Itceiarcb. — Address
4. C..|)tli«ll BiiililituH. E.f.

Next week ivill he published an entirely Neic and
greatly extended Edition of OGILVIE'S
STUDENT'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Edited hy Charles Annandale, M.A., LL.D.
With nearly 800 Wood Engravings, Large fcap.

4^0, 872 pages ^ clath, 7s. 6d.; half-Persian,

10s. 6d. ; half-ino7'occo, V2s. 6cZ. Prospectus, ivitJi

Specimen Pages, post-free on application.

LoNDOK : BLAOKIE & SON, Lihitbd, Olu Bailbt.

wELSH INTEEMEDIATE EDUCA-
TION.

The Mnntgomerrshire County OoTerning B >dy is prepared to appoint
a^ HEAD MISTRE.S.S of the Oirls' Intermediate County H^hool.
Newtown, at i salary of Xl'JO per annum, with a cipitation fee of f2.

Candidates must be graduates of some Cnirerslty la the United
Kingdom, or have passed such University Examinations as in the case
of a man would have (lUaliSed for a degree, and have liecn trained or
had experience as a Teacher.
Thirty printed copies of the testimonials and of the letter of appli-

cation, the latter I'tatir.g the candUl.ite's a;^e and qualillcalions. to be
sent in not later than the 23rd of February, t'> tin- unders'gned, from
whom copies of the County Scheme, price «d., and other information
can be obtained. U. D. IlAaRUOX,

A\ elshpool.

T

1
'0 PUBLISHERS.—A PUBLISHER of

m.. . v.cV?.V.*,t'l"5^'„ J*'.*''^«
considerable connection, is willing toTRANSFER his BUSINESS t*» a new firm and nccept Managerehip

for a salary and share: or to take a I'artner, willi capital, into his
own business— Reply i>y letter to "ELZKVitt,"careof W. Lestocq. Esq..
4. Henrietta Street. <'ovent Garden. _W C.

'THE POST of OlfRrATOE and
.o,..'''.'.'"'??.'*^' "' "'" RAFFLES LIBRARY and MU8EUSI

Bt SIM.A I'Oltt la vacant. Sslarv, .^eoodonars [kt annum, with (rco
uaiiage from and to England. Term of anpoiiitment, tlireo yeari
AlifhcaiitK must i>o»stss a gencrul scientitic tiaiuiiii;.—Information as
U> UcUlIa ran Pe ulilaintti from 11. N. Riklet, Esq.. 17, Jtargaret
Street, Cavendmh Square, W., to whom the anidications should be
addressed before Ihe IHt Mal-eli.

CATALOGUES
ORETON BOOKS and PERIODICALS

i^iouiptly urplicil on moden te terms,

CATALOGUES on application.

__^ DULAU t Cli., 37, Souo SooABB.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENRIETTA STIIEET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTU FHEDKRICK STREET, EDlNliURGU,

and
7, BROAD STRKEr, OXFORD.

, CATALUaUES post free on appliealion.

gETHESDA COUNTY SCHOOL.
APPOINTMENT OF HEADMASTER.

The County Governing Body of Carnar^'onshire is prepared to
apnoint a HEADMASTER for the above school.

E<Ialary £120 fixed, and a capitation fee at the rate of £2 per annum
for cacli pupil iu the school. Estimated salary for the first year £250.
The school will be a dual school for boys and girls, and the instruc-

tion will consitt mainly of mathematics and motfern subjects. Candi-
dates must be (traduatea, or have some equivalent nualifications.

Fifty printed copies of applications aiiU testimonials (recent) should
be received by the undersigned, on or before February 25th.

J, II. BonVKL-RoBERTS,
Clerk of tfce Peace, Carnarvon.

ANGOR COUNTY SCHOOL for
GIRLS

APPOINTMENT OF HEADMISTRESS.
The County Governing Body of Carnarvonshire is prepared to

appoint a HEADillSTRESS for the above school.
The Salary will consist of a fixed stipend ot £l-M a year, and a capi-

taiion lee of not less than £1 lOi. a year for eacli girl in the school.
Probable salary for first year is estimated at £180. Candidates must
I>e graduates of some University in the United Kingdom or the
Britinh Possessions, or must possess eiiuivalent iiualificatious.
Duties to commence in April.
Fifty priuted copies of applications ami testimonials (recent) should

be received by undersigned, on or before February 25th.

J. H. UonVKL-RoBERTS,
Clerk of the Peace , Camarron.

F

TH. WOHLLEBEN,FOBEION BOOKSELLER,
4.5, GREAT R U S S E 1, 1, S T R K E T

(Opijosite the liritish Museum),
Boppliee all Foeeigx Books and Pbhiodicals at tho most

moderate prices.

QAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY.
TEACHER OP TAMIL

The BOARD of INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE STUDIES are prepared
to appoint a TEACHER of TAMIL, whose duty it will be to prepare
tiie selected Candidates for their Finiil E.\amination in that Language.
The appointment will be made in the first instance for one year only
(from Michaelmas, 1895), at a stipend of £125 (subject to deituction if
there are no Students), in addition to a fee of £S 3s. per term from each
Student.

Applications ami Testimonials should be sent to the Secretary of the
Board, Mr. W. Cuawser, Emmanuel College, Cambridge, to arrive not
later than May Ist. 18D5.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.—PRELIMINARY
SCIENTIFIC (M.B. Lend.) CLASSES aru held throughout the

year. Special instruction is given for the July Examiuatioa. Fee
itj Guineas.

Tbe Aatotjfpe GompaDy, London,
Renowned for the excellence of its process of high-claBB

BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
Adopted by the Trustees of the British Museum, the
Learned Societies, and tho leading Publiiihers. For
specimens, prices, &c., apply to the Mi.irAQEK.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The Antotypo process adapted to PliotoRraphio Eagravin^

on copper. Copies of Paintings by F, Brangwyn, H. Draper,
E. Doujjiasi Holman Hunt, P. Roe, Herl)ert Schmalz, Baij^h
Wood, &c. ; of Portraits by Sir John Millais, R.A. ; Hon,
Jno. Collier; Sir Geo. Reid, P.R.S.A. ; Holl, R.A. ; Oulcss,
R A. ; I'ettic, R.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto*
Gravure Reproductions of Photograplis from Art Objeota
and from Nature can be seen at the Autotype Gallery.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
71, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Work*
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including
H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palaos aad Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.
Send for the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE ; a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 186 pp.,
free, net post, for Sixpence.

G UY'S HOSPITAL.—ENTEANCE
SCHOLARSHIPS in September, 1895. FIVE OPEN

SCHOLA RSIllPS, Two (£150 and £60} in Science, and Three (£loo, £5o,
and £30' iu Arts.

Particulars and copies of Examination Papers, on application to the
Dean, tJuy'g Hospital.

u PPINGHAM SCHOOL.—
An EX VSIINATION will take place at Uppingham on the 3nl.

4t*h, and 5th of April, 1895, for SIX OPEN SCID)LAlt.SHIPS, two of
£70 per annup, (wo of £60 per annum, two of £m per annum, each
tenable at the School. Candidates entertained free of charge if appli-
cation l>e made by 15th March, 1895.

tT'LTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
Aii THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.
About TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHULARSHIPS (£40 to

£i:0) in APRIL.—Apply to the Hkad Mastek.

moderate prices.
Catalogues on application.

QIR RICHAED OWEN MEMORIAL.
*^ EXKLLTIVK CoMMITTEK—
CAairnuoi, H.R.H. Tiik Prisce of Walks. K.G, Kiffl-C^irnwH, Sir

.).\«K!. P.\u*.r, Bart. Treasurer, Sir William II. Flowku, K.C.B.
(Natural History Museum, S W.). Secrttaru, W. Pkr^v Sl&dsn,
Esq . U. Hyde Park<;ate, S.W.).

Amount already received or promised, £l,(i6o.

Further donations are renuircd to complete the Stattie «hich it is

proposed to erect iu the Hall of the Natural History Sluseuni, and
may be sent to t!ie Treasurer; to the St-cretary ; or t<i the Bankers,
UecsiB. OIvu. Mills, Currie it Co., 67, Lombard Street, E.C.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

MESSRS. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
ABT BEFBODUCEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.O
Are tbe lole repreBeutatives ia Oreat Britain ot

UERR IIANFSTAENOL, of Munich,

the well-known Arlirt in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
lea<UuK London Art Publisliing Firms. A large Collection of Im.
portaut riates always on view.

Process Blocks for tbe purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMOND &CO.suiM>ly tho cheapest and best Prooessee
in the market, wtiich are specially ada]>te<l to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Archaeologists, and tliose engaged in the infestigatlon
and publication of l^arocliial and Diocesan Records.

J. C. DRUMMOND 4 CO. invite attention to their

Improved Eapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Art, Original JfSS., Designs*

Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book IUustratio:tsi

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, itc.,£c., atamoderateeott

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offlces: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

TYPE-WRITING.

AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
Soientlfic, Literary, and Me<lical MSS. carefully and promptlj

typewritten by Ratse k Co., Efhngham House, Arundel Streetr
Strand. W.C.
TnuiBlatiuuB.

Private room for dictation. Highest references.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

G P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS .'

• and BOOKSElIiERS, of :7 and 58 West 23rd Street, New
Vork, and BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, deslretocall the

attention of the KEADINU I'UBLIC to the excellent faculties

dreseuted by their Branch House in Loudon for filling, on the most

(arourahle terms, orders for their own STANDARD. PUBLICA
TIONS. and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATALOGUES sent on application.
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J. W. ARROWSMITH'S LIST. BLAGKIE & SON'S NEW BOOKS.

Vol. XIX. ARROWSMITH'S 3s. 6d. SERIES.
Crown 8vo, cloth.

NEIGHBOURS OF OURS.
By HENEY W. NEVINSON.

" I have not space to describo the stories at all, but I can

pive you a general idea of their spirit. Supposing that Mr
J. SI. Barrie had been nurtured in the East-End, and loved

every brick and stone of it, and had written a book about

the place, called 'A Window in Whitechape!,' that book
would have been much like ' Neishbours of Ours.' I

imagine that this is rather a fine thing in compliments. It

dees not, however, exceed Mr. Nevinson's deserts."— iyoman.
" Ir its general plan this book might Ije likened to an
Enclish version of ' Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush.' Instead

of the dour and bigoted Scot we have the frivolous and
careless Coster, instead of the caller air and whinny braes

of Dmmtochty the atmosphere is that of the slums of Shad-

well, and instead of the rigid and pitiless morality of a
Highland parigh we are introduced by the author to the

loose and tolerant life of the very poor of London. Mr.
Nevinson has given us an intensely interesting book."—
Xorik Biil'sh Daily }Iiit.

TWO POPULAR STORIES BY ANTHONY HOPE.

THE PRISONER OF ZENDA.
Crown 8vo, clutb, 38. 6d.

Ninth Edition. Twentieth Thousand.
•' No tale of adventure in far-off mysterious countries

surpasses in strange excitement this story."— TAa Times,
" A book that will bring joy to all true lovers of Dumas."—
A'henaeum. " Nothing abort of a noble hook."— Black and
White. ** The dash and galloping excitement of this raitling

story."

—

Punch.

BRISTOL LIBRARY SERIES.—la. ; cloth, Is. 6d.

THE INDISCRETION OF THE
DUCHESS.

" It is amaaingly brilliant and adroit, and compels un-
stinted admiration."— To-dny, »' Exceedingly entertaining."—St. JametCs Budge*. *' Well Worthy of the author of *'lhe
Prisoner of Zenda.* "

—

W^^stminster Gazrtte. "Exciting in-

cidents crowd one upon the other, and hold the reader's
attention in the uame close way as did those of * The
t*ii8oner of Zenda,' "—Pithlhhera' Circitlar, " The indiscreet
duchess la oar charming, insinuating little friend Dolly."

—

Tfie B^/eree.

Bbistol: J. W. ARROWSMITH.
liOffDOKi SIMPKIN. MARSHALL,* CO., Ltd.

And Railway Bookstalls,

"Gives something to suit all tastes: is remarkably wel
printed, and cannot fail to find a favourable reception."

Dailff Telegraph,

Sixpence Mo/ilhly. Profusely llluaitafed.

THE WINDSOR MAGAZINE.
Contents for FEBRUARY, 1895.

1. Portrait of Mr. Rnskin. Frontispiece. From a
Photoifrajth taken by Miss Aclasd, at Brantwood.

2. An Unqualified Pilot. By Ruovard Kipliito. Illus-
trated hy Cecil Aklin.

3. TUe Monk. Poem by E. Nisbet. Il'ustrated, with
a Study, by Phil May.

1. The Rusliin Museum and Its Ti easnres. By ALrsEo
SpBiciO. Illustrated fjom Photoffraphs.

5. Jo:e HoSlnaiin. From a Portrait by J. J. Shannon,
in the New (lajlery.

6. The Gray Lady. By Hexrt Setos MKimiMiir. Illug.
trated by K. Jack.

7. The Queen's Tutors. By Alfbid T. Stoet. illus-
trated from Photographs.

8. A Love Song. Poem by Ebic Mackat. Illustrated by
DouRlas Macphergon.

9. Cycling as a Pursuit. By P. w. Shoblaxd. iiiub-
tialed fr(;ni Pliotographs.

10. Chronicles of Martin Hewitt: No. i.—The a'im^iji-
Bullion Case, liy Akthcb MonKisojr. Illustrated by
D. Murray-Smith.

11. Poitraits of Children (f Notable People, illus-
trated from Photographs. With Decorative Designs
by D. Mftcpherson.

IS. Unknown London : the Secret Places of the Docks. By
H. D. LowKV. Illustrated by T. ». C. Crowther.

1?. Types Of street Musicians : No. I.—The Plano-Organ
Griri'kr.-. Drawn by It. Jack.

It. Felliie Amenities : No. I.— Shopping. Drawn by Louis
Waui.

15. My Models: No t. Drawn by Cecil Aldin.
10. Dovrles lor ou' Daughters. By c. 0'Coieo« Ecclbs.

Full pnrticDlars of the W'imhor Magazbii' Insurance
Scheme.

1". Mary Vance. Poem by Nobmak Gai.1. Illuslrated by
Miss A. L. BowlcT.

18. Talks on Home Topics. By Mrs. HuMPHKtr. ihob-
trated by Miss Minnie K. Clarke.

1». At Five o'clock. By Gleiso* White. Illustrated by
Alan Wright.

in. Pew Thonghts of New Authors.
21. A Bid for Fortune. By (Juy Boothbt. Illustrated

bv Stanley [,. Wo«l.
22. What our Sisters should Wear. Illustrated by

St. Clair Simmons and Miss Jeisie Caudwcll.

INAFTER FIVE YEARS
INDIA

;

Or, Life and AVo'k in n rii-tinub District. By ANNE C.
AVILSON, Authitr of ' l.ife of S ivonarola," "Forty
Scenes from. English lliator.* ," <.c. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown S^'o, cloth, fli.

MR, T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST,

of his Life anil
liONNEK, 10 Illustrations.

FROM THE CLYDE TO THE
JORDAN

:

Narrative of a Bic.ycle Journey. By HUGH CALLAN,
M.A. With 30 liluatrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

" Mr. Hugh Callan has written a narrative of really
interesting travel, in which he gives trlimpses of Ea'^tein

life such lis can only bo conveyed b.' one who hiis pene-
trated to the remotest parts."— ii-tfi Mall Gaz-.He,

COMMON WORDS COMMONLY
MISPRONOUNCED.

With Hints on Correct Articulation. A useful Dictionary
for all who wish to Study the Best Speech of To-day.
By W. RAMSAY-CRAWFORD. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 28.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF
PLANTS.

From the German of ANTON KERNER vox MARILAUN.
By F. W. OLIVBR, MA, D.Sc. With about 1,000

Original Woodcut Illustrations and 10 Plates in Colours.
To be completed in Sixteen Monthly Parts at 2s. 6d.

each net, of which I. to X. are now ready.

Also now ready, Half-Vols. I. and II , cloth, 128. 6d.

each net ; and whole Vol. I., cloth, 258. net.

SECOND EDITION.

CHARLES BRADLAUGH: a Record
Work. B^ his Taughter, U. U.

2 vols , cloth, 21s.

Mr. AUGUSTINK BIRUKf.L. in Ih-j current i^m-jf'/^ '^/i

Centura, says :— ''Mrs. Honner has really performed n difll'

cult task after a noble fashion, and in a truly pious spirit.

. . . Hi? reticoace was a manly reticence; though a
highly sensitive mortal, ho preferred to put up with a
calumny rntiior than lay bare family sorrows and shanc.
Uis daughter, though compelled to break this silence, his
done so in a manner full of dignity and feeling."

"THE JEFFERTES OP THE TROPICS." SECOND
EDITION.

IN THE GUIANA FOREST. By
JAMES RODWAY. Introduction by GRANT ALLEN.
Illustrated. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

"A better volume of the kind has never come before us."
I)aily Chronicle,

" As fascinating as it is instructing."^ TKorirf.

BLACKIE'S SCHOOL AND HOME
LIBRARY.

A Selection of the Best and most Interesting Books.

In crown 8vo, volumes, cloth, la. 4d. each.

NEW VOLUMES.
Scott's Ivanhoe. 2 vols.

Michael Scott*8 Tom Cringle's Log.
Twenty-four Volumes of this Series have now been issued,

a List of which will be sent post-free on application.

London : BLAGKIE & SON, Limited, Old Bailey

THE PORTFOLIO
MONOGRiPflS ON ARTISTIC SDBJECT5.

Published Monthly. Price 28. Cd.

FEBRUARY No.

THE ART OF WILLIAM QUILLER
ORCHARDSON.

By WALTER ARMSTRONG,
Director of the National Gallery, Ireland.

A
PLATES :

TENDER CHORD. MASTER BABY.
HARD HIT. AN ENIGMA.

January Ho.—THE EARLY WORK of RAPHAEL.
By JULIA CAKTWRIGHT (Mrs. Henry Adj).

-*'MrB. Henr,v Ady's know-
displayed with admii-able

The Saiufday Review says :-

ledge and initial insight are
effect

"

Mornino Post says :
—" Beautifully illustrated like all

the issues oC this excellent sericn."

Lokuon: ward, lock & BOWDEN, Ltu
,

HALii'iiiuY Squaue, E.g.

BOOKS BY
SIR JOHN SEELEY, K.C.M.G.

A SHORT HISTORY of NAPOLEON
THE FIRST. With Portrait. lourth Tliou-

sand. Crown Svo, cloth, fls.

** The essay seems to us one of singular force and bril-

liancy."— Gwardian.

NINTH EDITION OF S. E. CROCKETT'S

THE STICKIT MINISTER, and Somfl
Common Men. Cloth, 58.

" Mr. Crockett has given us a book that is full of strength
and charms. Humour and pathos mingle with delightful
effect. . . , The author has constructed stories full of
grace and charm."

—

Speaker.

GjOETHE reviewed after Sixty Years.
With Portrait. Cloth, 3h. (id.

" A brilliant monograph which no student of Euroiiean
l)torq,tarecanwellafFordto go without."—i/^acAanrf White.

London: SEELEY & CO., Limitei),

Ehh'-.'x Stroot, StiMiid.

S. R. CROCKETT'S WORKS.
GLOSSARIES to "The Stickit Minis-

ter," " The Raiders," and *' The Lilac Sunbonnet." In
crown Svo, cloth, price la. net.

WITH MANY PORTRAITS AND AUTOGRAPHS.
GOOD READING, ABOUT MANY

BOOKS, By their Authors. Demy 12mo, paper, Is.

net ; cloth, 2s. net.

In this brochure about thirty prominent Authors tell, each
in his own way, the manner in which they came to write
their books.

POPULAR SAYINGS DISSECTED.
By A. WALLACE. Cloth, gilt, 3s. 6d.

THE STORY OP THE EXPANSION
OF SOUTH AFRICA. By Hon. A. WILMOT. Cloth,
with Map, 53.

THE NEW "PSEUDONYM."
OLD BROWN'S COTTAGES.

JOHN SMITH. Paper, Is. Od. ; cloth. 2s.

By

THE NEW
BACHELOR
BURTON HARRISON.

'AUTONYM."

MAID By Mra.
Paper, Is. ed. ; cloth, 2s.

BOTH WORLDS BARRED. A Novel.
By SYDNEY KBAN. Cloth, 3s. 61.

*'We have dwelt on this book because it is intellectual
and deserves notice; it evidently retiects much of its

author's mind."— jT/ie Guardian.

LOHENGRIN, and Other Poems.
WILL FOSTER. Cloth, 6s. net.

By

THE BIRTH OF ISLAM : a Dramatic
Poem, showing the Triumph of Faith over Infidelity,

WorldlinesR, and Superstition. By AMHERST D.
TYSSEN, D.C.L. Cloth, 6s. net.

THE INFLUENCE OP DANTE ON
MODERN THOUGHT. By HERMANN OBLSNEE,
B.A. (The LeBas Prize Essay, 1891.) Cloth, 2s. 6d.

Price 1b. Monthly.

ST. NICHOLAS for YOUNG FOLKS.
The FEBRUARY Part contains

:

A BOY OP THE FIRST I JACK BALLISTER'S FOR-
EMPIRE. TU.MES.

THREE FKESHMEN. I THE DOINGS of a MOLE.
And many other Stories, beautifully Illustrated.

BY SIR EDWIN ARNOLD.

THE PASSING OF MUHAMMAD;
Prophet of Arabia.

By SIB EDWIN ARNOLD.
HEE THE

CENTURY MAGAZINE for FEBRUARY. Price U. 4d.

London :

T. T:ISHEU TJXWIX, rATsu.NosrEu S r AU3, E.C,
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LZST.

NEW WORKS NOW READY.

By PERCY FITZGERALD, M A , F.8 A.

MEMOIRS Of an AUTHOR.
In 2 v<iltf., tlouiy 8vo, with rorlrait, ^H^.

*'Tho author f^ossips in a light and aRTt^cft'>^o way at>out

notable people ho has knowii and noieworthy incidents
which have como under his observation in the cour-'e of a
ftitigularly active and remarkably varied literarj' career.

The whole book is eminently readable and entertaining."
Ifally A'tw*.

Bj C. W. WOOD.

A MEMOIR of MRS. HENRY
WOOD, Author of " East Lynne," &c. Third

Edition. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, with 3 Portraits

and Bi Illustrations. Os.

*' One of the most interesting volumes oE the season. The
Memorials arc intensely interesting throughout, and give
US, without the Blifilitcst attempt nt over-glorification, a
faithful and delightful picture of one who, if her books are
noble and good, \va« as truly noble nud good in her daily
walk ami conversation.**

—

The Liberal,

Edited hy Mr. (iOgSE.

NOLLEKENSand his TIMES.
By JOHN THOMAS SMITH, formerly Keeper of

the Prints and Drawings in the British Museum.
In 1 vol., demy 8vo, with Portrait, ISs.

" Those who delight in vagrant ar.ecdotc of Hogarth and
Reynolds, Johnson and Fielding, Carrick and Quiu, and
Gninsborough and Wilson, will find in these ^jages a ncver-
fniling source of entertainment.*'— 7.'(a/«*,

THE

POST IN GRANT

AND FARM.
By J. WILSON HYDE.

Controller in the Qeneral Post Office, EdinbuTgh
;

Author of

" The Royal Mail : its Cariosities and Romance,"

and " A Hundred Years by Post."

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s.

By Mr. BATNES, C.B.

FORTY YEARS at the POST
OFKICE, 1850.1890. A Per.-ional >farrative. In

2 vols., largo crown 8fO, with Diagrams, ic, 21«.

** A vnlunblo record of work done, liy one who was him-
self behind the scenes, nnd a storehouse of anecdote and
hjminiscenco."

—

Dai^y Tekgroph.

By Mrs. BISHOP.

A MEMOIR of MRS. AUGUS-
'VVA Cit.WEN, Author of " Lc Ri-L-it d'luio S(i?ur."

"With Ex'racts from her Diaries and Correspondence.

Second Edition. In 2 vols., crown 8vo, with Por-

traits of Mrs. Craven, 2l8.

of JAMES
VAUI.EY. In 1 vol..

By Mr. STORY.

THE LIVES
I10I.,MKS and JOHN
llcmy 8vo, Us.

" Lovers of art will find much in this volume to charm
them ; but, liappily, it can also be recommended to the
l^oneral reader, who will delight in the racy anecdotes with
tvbich it abounds.*'— Gio&e.

NEW NOVELS.

.TL'ST liKAPY.

THE MODEL OF
CHRISTIAN GAY.

A 8tu(!y of Certain Phases cf Life in California.

By HORACK AX.SKSIJCY VACIIKL.
lu 1 vol., crown bvo, Gs,

NOW RKADV.

A PARSCN at DAY. By Haiiold
VALLINGS, Anthor of ** The Transgrcision of Terence
Clani-y," Ac, In 1 vol., crown isvo, Os,

NOW UEADY.

LADY JEAN'S VAGARIES.
1 vol., crowi. hvo, (Js.

*' A strikingly fresh nnd original novel."— (/'('if(/('(».

In

Richard Bbntlf.y & Son, New BnrlinRton Street
PublisbetB in Ordinary to Her Mcjeaty the U-i«?n.

" Mr. Hyde has the satisfaction of know-
ing that his labours among the State Papers
and the official records of the kingdom
have added materially to the stock of know-
ledge previously at the service of the public

with respect to the working of the Post
Office to the close of the seventeenth
century."

—

The Academy,

" A book which is not inferior to its pre-

decessors in curious matter."

—

Daily News.

"An essential portion of the accurate

history of the Post Office."

—

Baily Telegraph.

" The public records, private documents,
and other sources of information have been
placed under requisition by Mr. Hyde, and
the lucid style in which he sets forth the
early history of the British Post Office

promises to make the volume a standard
work of reference."

—

Sheffield Independent.

" All who read it will fiod it full of in-

formation and interest."

—

Morning Pod.

" We cordially recommend this work."
The Record.

"It is extremely entertaining, and
everyone who wants to understand the

development of the Post Office ought to

read it."

—

National Observer,

" His book is a sound contribution to the

history of civilisation."

—

The Bookman.
'

' Mr. Wilson Hyde cites many curious

and almost incredible proofs of mismanage-
ment in his useful and interesting volume."

Saturday Review,

" A valuable contribution to one of the

by-paths of history."

—

Leeds Mercury.

" By personal research and by the assist-

ance of correspondents, Mr. Hyde has been
enabled to enlighten a dark period of postal

history, and has made known much informa-

tion about the origin of the British postal

system which hitherto not only the public,

but even the department's own officials were
ignorant of. Even for those well versed in

tiie history of the stirring period he refers to,

Mr. Hyde's book will reveal much that is

new, whilst for the general reader it should

not prove unprofitable, being well furnishied

with anecdote and amusing extracts from
quaint old correspondence."

—

Athenaeum,

A. & C. BL.\CK, Soiio Square, London.

BGCEKTLY PUBLISHED.

STUDENT'S MANUAL OF ENCLISH

CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
b/ DUDLEY JULIUS MEDLEY, MA..,

Tutor of Kehle CoUege, Oitord.

Pp. xxUl—583, CTo-xa 8to, cloth, 10». fli.

" Tho book is at oi^o admirable in arrangement,
full of facts, and sober ia ju'lgmant Everything
is extremely orderly and extremely compact The
author deserves recognition for hiving produced a
verj' full and very iolelligent volume."

—

Timet.
" The reader will find this a sound text-book

if properly used. It has tho merits of form, proper
to that class of work -which are clearness of arrange-
ment, good proportion, precise statement, and
copious reference to real authorities. Moreover, it

has what may be called the great moral excellences
of a text-book—that it does not attempt to supply
"•" want of evidence by sppculation, and that itthe

gives the reader the facts in a way which will
enable him to judge for himself."

—

Saturday Rcvitw.
"Mr. Medley may be praised for his modesty, good

sense, judicious brevity, business-like style, and
keen eye t) the practical wants of the class of
students to whom his book seems to bo addressed,
Thera arc a number of accurate references ; there is a
full and careful index, and the whole of the book
seems planned and written on about the simo scale.
Probably its main use will be as a supplement and
re-arrangement of existing books ; as supplying the
Oxford undergraduate (whose wants, we imagine
were mostly in the writer's eye) with a new way of
looking at his constitutional history ; or as a handy
manual of reference The mass of Mr. Medley's
facts are carefully and accurately brought together."

Athe.Kum.
" His sketch of tho development of the represen-

tative principle down to tho Parliament of 129.5 is

perhaps tho best concise summary of a rather
intricate portion of constitutional history that has
yet been given We may just mention, in con-
clusion, the excellent chapter on the history of the
' Liberty of the Subject.' '

—

Acaicmy.
"Mr. D. J. Medley has just added to a list of

higher text-books, which is still almost as small as
it is select, ' A Student's Manual of English Con-
stitutional History,' which seems likely, by sheer
merit, long to remain the standard popular work on
the subject Mr. Medley's able and lucid treatise

deserves tho emphatic welcome which scholars
accord to books which widen perceptibly the
resources of practical education One great
advantage of this singularly able survey consists in
the manner in which the results of recent critical

work in the field of constitutional history have been
gathered into the text."

—

Spaiiei.
" Mr. D. J. Medley, the author of ' A Student's

Manual of English Constitutional History,' can
afford to look with satisfaction on Iho six hundred
solid pages in which the fruits of his industry are
embodied. He has produced one of tho best and
most practically arranged works for tho student of
history that have appeared for some time. It is not
restricted to what is known in a strict sense as the
'constitution'—viz., tho legislature and the
executive—but embraces a survey of the land laws,

justice, local government, and taxation. Its relia-

bility in point of scholarship may be taken as beyond
question, and, what ia almost equally important, it

will aid the aspiring student to discover and follow

for himself the paths of original and independent
investigation. As a book of teaching and reference

it is admirable ; and the copious index, contents table,

and marginal heading's :ind references deserve a word
of special commeuda'.iou."

—

Birmingham Daily Fast.
" It is a manual that will be found to be moat

useful by all students of English history, filling as

it does a distinct gap in our library of constitutional

works From beginning to end there is no shirk-

ing of dilficulties, and every historian will

consequently appreciate very keenly the author's

painstaking and discriminating work. Mr. Medley's
manual is an admirable indication of the kind of

solid work which is being done by English historians,

and its merits will be at once appreciated by all who
take the trouble to consult it."

—

Oxford Mayazine.
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LITERATURE.
Chapters from Somf Memoirs. By Anne
Thackeray ELtchie. (Macmillana.)

In this delightful volume—which, in charm
of substance and of style stands the test of

more than one reading—Mrs. Eichmond
Eitchie sets an admirable example to the ever

increasing crowd of autobiographers. Carlyle

had no very high estimate of his fellow-

men ; but we have his opinion that no story

of a human life honestly told can be devoid

of interest ; and it is obvious that a special

interest would be inspired by a full record

of such a life as that of Mrs. Eitchie. The
daughter of one of the most distioguished

authors of the century, the friend of many
men and women whom the world holds dear,

and herself a writer of books rich in literary

and personal attractions, she surely might
have found exceptional justification for

telling with all seemly fulness of auto-

biographical detail the story of a career
no part of which would have been found
empty or arid. These considerations can
hardly have failed to present themselves
even to a mind so essentially unegoistic as
that of Mrs. Eitchie ; but she has chosen
only a partial following of their lead, and
instead of the bulky autobiography we
have these Chapters from Some Memoirs, ia

which, from an opulent store of recollection,

she has chosen the treasures which seem
to her best worthy of preservation. Her
choice seems to me to be not less wise
than scrupulously modest. Even the fiuest

literature must needs be winnowed by time

;

and it a greater number of authors would
only forestall time by doing their own
winnowing, the world would be richer rather
poorer for their self-suppressing foresight.

In the autobiographical work of any
writer who really has the power to recall

the past in its habit as it lived, the records
of the fresh, uncomplicated impressions of
childhood are wont to be specially de-
lightful. They are certainly so here.
The little Anne Thackeray who flits

through the early pages of this volume
had evidently one of those healthfully
quick imaginations which make paradise
of even prosaic surroundings ; but to a
child of alert intelligence, surrounded by
a circle of cultivated seniors, the Paris of

half a century ago, where so many of the
little girl's early years were spent, must
have been a veritable wonderland. " Ours,"
writes Mrs. Eitchie, " was a talkative, eco-
nomical, and active little society

—

Cranford
en Vtyage is the impression which remains
to me of those early surroundings "; and a
pleasanter impression it would hardly be
poasible to have. There were, however,

experiences more exciting than any which
the home Cranford could supply. The
little girl who began life as a fervent

Napoleonist, dominated by the anti-

patriotic bias, and hating " the perfidious

English," held her father's finger as she

witnessed the second funeral of her hero,

the wonder of the sombre pageant being
brightened by that other wonder of the

newly fallen snow, seen by the small

gazer for the first time, which seemed
to her a part of the funeral. Here, too,

she saw her first poet, the Provenqal
Jasmin, whose unpoetical appearance was
a sore disappointment to the expectant

hero-worshipper, and her first musician

who did not disappoint her, and of whom
we have a glimpse in one of the most
beautiful passages in a volume where such

passages are not rare. She saw him in a

barely furnished second-floor room, whither

she had been taken by an old lady of grim
exterior veiling a tender, kindly heart—" a

slight, delicate-looking man with long hair,

bright eyes, and a thin hooked nose," who
received his visitors with gracious courtesy

and played for them something that he had
just been composing till they knew the

painful ecstasy of fulfilled delight. And
when he stopped and looked round, the

elderly, awe-inspiring Scotchwoman, whose
tears were rolling down her cheeks, would
not let the fragile musician exert himself

for them any longer.

"She praised him and thanked him in a
tender, motherly, pitying, sort of way, and
then hurriedly said we must go ; but as we
took leave elie added, almost in a whisper, with
a humble, apologising look, ' I have brought
you some of that jelly, and my sister sent some
of the wine you fancied the other day

; pray,

pray, try to take a little.' He again shook his

head at her, seeming more vexed than grateful

:

' It is very wrong
;
you shouldn't bring me

these things,' he said in French. ' I won't
play to you if you do,'—-but she put him back
softly, and hurriedly closed the door upon him
and the offending basket, and hastened away.
As we were coming downstairs she wiped her
eyes again. By this time I had got to under-
stand the tall, grim, warm-hearttd woman

;

all my silly terrors were gone. She looked
hard at me as we drove away. ' Never forgot

that you have heard Chopin play,' she said,

with emotion ; ' for soon no one will hear him
play any more.'

"

After the four Parisian chapters, with
which the volume opens, the literary

reminiscences become more numerous,
though it is always the human rather than
the purely literary side of the various

writing men and writing women which is

turned to the front. Thackeray was not a

man who even during his working hours

was able to keep his self-imposed rule of

seclusion. During the busiest days of his

busiest years his reception rooms were
veritable thoroughfares for notabilities or

those who desired to become such ; and to

his daughter it is natural enough that

memory should seem "a sort of witches'

cauldron from which rise one by one these

figures of the past, and they go by in turn

and vanish one by one into the mist."

There are one or two imposing shapes

which carry themselves with an air, but
they are not the really impressive phantoms.

"The most splendid person I ever remember
seeing had a little pencil-sketch in hi? hand
[evidently intended for publication tbrough
Thackeray's good offices] which he left behind
him on the table. It was a very feeble sketch

;

it seemed scarcely possible that so grand a
being should not be a bolder draughtsman, . .

He seemed to fill the bow-window with radiance
as if he were Apollo ; he leant against his chair

with one elbow resting on its back, with shining
studs and curls and boots."

The grand being was the famous Count
d'Orsay, last of the dandies, a sort of

pantomime prince whose jewels and spangles
need the glare of the footlights to save them
from tawdriness. Light, graceful, high
comedy is represented by Leigh Hunt, " the

bright-eyed, active old man with long wavy
hair and a picturesque cloak flung over one
shoulder " ; and romantic melodrama has
its hero in an " alarming looking person,"

whom we see standing by the fireplace with
folded arms, scowling at his own reflection

in the mirror—a sombre figure, whose name,
the startled young intruder learned, was
Trelawny.
Among the entries in which melancholy

and humour are combined is the sketch of

the memorable evening when Charlotte

Bronte dined at the table of her one literary

hero, and drove him to desperation by her
reverential glances and her appalling

capacity for silence. He must have been
acutely miserable. His daughter tells us

that after Miss Bronte had left, but long

before the other guests thought of depart-

ing, she was crossing the hall, when to her

surprise she saw her father with his hat on,

in the act of opening the front door.

" He put his fingers to his lips, walked out into

the darkness, and shut the door quietly behind
him. When I went back to the drawing-room
again, the ladies asked mo where he was. I
vaguely answered that I thought he was
coming back. I was puzzled at the time, nor
was it all made clear to me till long years after-

wards, when one day Mrs. Procter asked me if

I knew what had happened once when my father

had invited a party to meet Jane Eyre at his

house. It was one of the dullest evenings she had
ever spent in her life, she said. Ajid then, with a
good deal of humour, she described the situation

—the ladies who had all come expecting so

much delightful conversation, and the gloom
and the constraint, and how finally, over-
whelmed by the situation, my father had quietly

left the room, left the house, and gone off to

his club."

It was a desperate measure, but the

emotional strain must have been terrible.

To entertain a lion who roars untimely may
bo trying ; but the entertainment of a lioness

who refuses even to purr must be unen-
durable anguish to the luckless host.

In the chapter " From Willis's Eooms to

Chelsea," Mrs, Eitchie has some interesting

reminiscences of the Carlyles, of whom we
shall surely soon know all that there is to

be known, Carlyle is the grim, "dour,"

and yet pathetic figure with which many
portrait painters have made us familiar; but

Mrs. Carlyle gains a certain dignity to which

we are less accustomed,
" But, best of all, there was Mrs. Carlyle her-

self, a living picture; Gainsborough should

have been alive to paint her : slim, bright,

dark-eyed, upright in her place. She looked

like one of the grand ladies our father used

sometimes to take us to call upon. She used
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to be handsomely dressed ia velvet and point

lace. She sat there at leisure, and prepared
for conversation. She was not familiar, but
cordial, dignified, and interested in everything

as she sat installed in her earner of the sofa by
one of the little tables covered with nioknacks

of silver and mother-of-pearl."

There are pleasant glimpses, too, of

Thackeray's artist-friends, David Boberts,

Sir Edwin Lindseer, Cattermole, Charles

Leslie, Frank Stone, and the ever delightful

John Lsech, and of children's parties given

by Charles and Mrs. Dickens, where the

greatest novelist among Thackeray's con-

temporaries was seen at his best. Indeed,
everywhere we are in good company; but
many readers will feel that the most charm-
ing companionship is that of the writer

herself in the days when she was a little

girl in Paris, a small inhabitant of Cranford

en Voyage, before the witches' cauldron had
begun to simmer, and the world held for

her only its one poet. Jasmin, and its one
mxisician, Frederic Chopin.

James Ashchoft Noble.

the closing yeaes of charles i.

"Calendar of State Papers (Domestic)."
— Charles L, 1648-9. Edited by William
Douglas Hamilton. (Eyre & Spottia-

woode.)

This is a volume of 600 pages, some 200
pages less than the average contents of

these Calendars. It derives a melancholy
interest from the recent death of its accom-
plished editor. The preface reviews some
of the facts chronicled in former volumes
(notably the history of the navy since the
beginning of the reign), as well as illus-

trates the documents here set forth.

A slip or two may be noticed. " Col.

Wanton" should be Col. Wauton, or
Walton: no other, indeed, than Valentine
Walton, the regicide. It is implied that

the monument of Princess Elizabeth at

Newport was contemporary; but it was
erected only in 185G, at the express command
of Her Majesty. Cromwell objected to

mounting "tapsters" (not "tipsters") to

oppose Charles. The Index, though really

complete, has some of the pages printed
out of order ; and— to get quit of fault-

finding—some readers may not like the
abbreviation " gents," used throughout the
volume.
With the distressful results of the civil

strife to the people in general we are
familiar from individual and typical in-

stances. It is Bishop Hall who laments
his " hard cuse," it is Walker who chronicles
the sufferings of the clergy, it is Whitelocke
who grieves over the desolation of his
beloved Fawley. The Verney Papers let uS
see something of the misery and ruin that
invaded the serene and stately life of the
country gentry. In all these cases the
suffering is inflicted at the will or caprice
of the powers that be—a shifting govern-
ment, with various and discordant aims,
but united in a common hostility to that
large section of society whom it branded
as '

' malignant," and plundered as a punish-
ment for that imputed crime.
But not behind the Cavalier only is

dark Care seated. The Roundhead in
his triumph had his warning of mortality

and trouble. Though they had seized upon
the helm, navigation was not easy to those
who had but a smattering of seamanship,
and a vague notion as to the whereabout of
the " haven where they would be." No
doubt many of them felt the hatefulness of

the " tyrant's plea "; but they were driven
to rely more and more on force, and on the
panic which had so often proved a ready
expedient in difiS.cult crises. They had
power, but its tenure was uncertain ; and the
regular government of the kingdom, under
the assured administration of law, was still

matter of fainter and ever fainter expecta-
tion. Grievances which had been intoler-

able under the king, were now at least

equalled, if not surpassed. There was a
clumsy system of espionage, harassing if not
effective. In London itself Skippon had
a general power of search and arrest against
anyone he may suspect. Free quarter
might be repudiated by the Government,
but was exacted by the soldiery ; and the
sufferers were told that they might refuse it

and defend themselves—a poor consolation
and a hazardous remedy.
The rulers felt so keenly the insecurity of

their position that they confessed it freely to

their subordinates, as to confederates and
partners. They complain " that there is so
general a distemper among the people," and
of "the general disposition to insurrec-

tions." At the cost of much blood they bad
overthrown the king and his party, yet the
great deliverance they had hoped to achieve
was not complete. Indeed, the result of

their efforts so far was not acceptable to the
majority of their countrymen. The open
resistance they met with was not very
formidable. The fierce fight at Maid-
stone and the hopeless agony of Colchester

disposed of the most dangerous attempt
against them. There might be a sputtering
of discontent here and there, but all as
futile as that attempt of Captain Burley to

release his king from captivity by beating
a drum in Newport market-place. The
executive functions of government had
mainly devolved upon committees. The
chief committee, that of Lords and Commons,
met at Derby House. As we watch its pro-
ceedings in this Calendar, we note the
constant apprehension of immediate ruin
under which it performs its functions. The
Committee fear for the safety of great cities

and small towns ; for Bristol, forWinchester,
for Aldeburgh, for Holy Island, for New-
port Pagnell, for Sandwich, for Croylaad.
They suspect even the staunchest of their

supporters, and are very nervous about Sir

Michael Livesey's "printed paper," though
he had put down a rising in Suffolk only a
fortnight before. They are uneasy, too,

about a declaration which they hear Col.

Lambert intends to print, and beg him to

forbear the publishing of it. The trumpet
blast of Milton for the liberty of unlicensed
printing found no response in the hearts of

his fellow-Puritans. We see that Mr.
Thomson, '

' bookseller over against Lincoln's
Inn," is summoned before the Committee
for " dispersing unlicensed books"; and the
" Mercury women " who distributed such
pamphlets are only released from prison on
" making discovery of the men from whom
they had them."

The services of the army are always in
requisition. Not even a ship's company
cau be paid off at Deptford without " a
good full troop of horse " to prevent
disorder, the crew being in discontent, and
'

' having already refused to go against the
revolted ships " — the seven that had
mutinied against their vice-admiral Siins-
borough, and declared for the king. Thomas
Scott, M.P., must have a special guard to

attend him during his "journey on a special

service." Mr. Scott will be a regicide, and
will have another "special guard" to attend
him by-and-by on another, and fioal, jour-

ney. Nor can the Government agents always
be effioiently protected. Witness Capt. Alex-
ander Cotton, who has made London so
hot for him by his discoveries of royalist

plots that he can no longer abide there
without danger, and is therefore recom-
mended to the Kent Committee for " some
fit and suitable command."
Even military success brought its em-

barrassments. The satisfactory disposal of
prisoners is a recurring difficulty. Lord
Andover is kept at Dover Castle, because
" it is not safe to bring any more prisoners
(especially men of quality) to London."
When the prisoners are carried through
London streets to Peterhouse they were all

but rescued by the people, " who are grown
to that insolence as they will be judges of

the actions of their superiors," say the
indignant Committee. They were glad to

release prisoners on their undertaking not
to act against Parliament, or giving a bond
to re-enter their prison if required. Some-
times prisoners were a source of anxiety, as
Col. Coventry was at Windsor, so that
Governor Whichcote was cautioned "lest
he should put the place in danger."
London required constant watching. Con-

spirators meet there ; and the Committee
does not think it expedient to send soldiers

from Whitehall to arrest them, so the mayor
is desired to do it secretly and send the
prisoners to the Committee. The mayor
complied, but the conspirators escaped " by
going out of a garret on to the tops of other
houses." The horses in the mews "are
going away, the pretence being going to

grass," writes the Committee to Fairfax;
and as this would leave the Houses without
guard, he is to give orders that they shall

stay.

Two facts are here recorded to the credit

of Fairfax. He writes specially to the
Speaker on behalf of those to whom he had
pledged his word for an indemnity they
could not receive by a formal capitulation.

And a news letter affirms that in June,
1648, he sent a message to Goring in Col-
chester to send out of the city all women
and children ; as, though he meant to get
the town by fire, sword, or other ways, he
" would have no one suffer who did not
oppose him."

There were plots, too, in plenty—a plot

secretly to raise a thousand horse for a
sudden attack on Fairfax at Colchester ; a
plot to seize the Speaker on his way to the
House; a plot to surpiise the Tower; a
rendezvous at Brentford for a night attack
on London and a massacre of members of

Parliament.

\ The watermen, too—the " water-rats "
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who had forsaken Charles — were now
" tumultuating " against the Parliament,
and the Trinity House is entreated to use
its influence to quiet them. The river-side

district of Southwark has troops marched
into it, to prevent any correspondence with
the insurgents in Kent.
In this government by committees the

most important matters were kept in

suspense while referred from one com-
mittee to another or to the consideration
of the House itself. At Derby House the
wants of the soldiers in Lancashire—their

lack of clothes and shoes " which disables

them for their service"—are duly reported to

the House ; but the local committee is ex-
pected to advance at once the money
required. Again, the necessities of the
soldiers under Cromwell are laid before the
Committee of theArmy, with a strong recom-
mendation to " its most effectual care." But
in spiteof ordinancesand weeklyassessments,
there were grievous financial difficulties.

The Derby House Committee, in September,
1648, reports to the Commons, that it " has
had no money at all for near two months "

—that the secret service is at a stand, there
being " no means so much as to send a
letter," and that the messengers have
ridden at their own charges till their
pockets are empty too. The money assigned
for the payment of the House's guard is

exhausted, and " unless the House appoint
a further supjiiy thai service must cease."
We cannot wonder if the fidelity of the

Boldiers was not always proof against this
strain of poverty and hardship. Even at
Windsor the discontents of the garrison
"are very great through their wants, and
the governor fears for the place more from
them than from without." At Scarborough
it is the governor who, discontented with
the non-payment of his arrears, at last

renounces his obedience to Parliament.
Hamilton's invasion made all other dangers
eem trifling. The Committees of York and
Lancashire are to send the local regiments
against the Scots, instead of immediately
reducing revolted places. At Derby House
there is a " very tender resentment " of the
wants of the Ironsides, " in the patient and
contented bearing whereof their passive
valour hath been equal to their active."
Northampton had given them its god-speed
with " 25,000 pair of shoes."
The Kentish Cavaliers had been crushed

in June, the Scots defeated, and Colchester
taken in August, Cromwell had gone north
to subdue royalism in Scotland itself ; but
yet peace was not achieved. The longing
for a " settlement of the kingdom " found
expression in the last attempt to negotiate
with Charles—in the treaty of Newport.

Charles had been held in reserve.
Moderate men hoped that when the new
order of things was established he might,
under strict limitations, be placed at its

head. This view is that set forth in the
valuable correspondence lately presented by
Mr. Livingston .Jay to the Eecord Oflice.

John Crewe therein gives intelligence of the
progress of the Newport Treity to his
friend John Swinfen. Crewe is evidently
a sensible man who desires a real and per-
manent peace. He is eager to remove the
obstacles to such aa arrangement— the

greed for bishops' lands, over-severity to

delinquents, the personal scruples of the
king. As to the last, he poses a dilemma
which Charles could not have avoided. The
king had already so far set aside his per-
sonal convictions as to agree that the
war had been " just and necessary "

; why
should those convictions prevent his agree-
ing to what Parliament had expressly
pledged itself—the abolition of Episcopacy ?

The one could not be more contrary than
the other to his individual belief.

But Charles had no large views, nor even
a consistent, connected policy. He had been
liberally treated in his confinement. All
marks of respect were duly paid, and the
ample allowance of £10 a day was made for
his table alone. But his retirement had
not abated his incorrigible lightness of
mind. He could readily turn his thoughts
from unpleasing topics as he took his daily
walks in the garden of Carisbrook. He
delighted in discoursing with Col. Hammond—" and saith, he shall shortly hear from his
two Houses, or some others, notwithstanding
the votes to the contrary." We can here
mark the workings of the same infatuated
vanity which, during the fatal January, could
persuade him that he had three games yet
to play, the worst of which would bring
him back more than all he had lost.

Dr. Bawson Gardiner has shown how
tho army leaders tried to keep within
the lines of the constitution, and how
they came at last to understand the im-
practicable tenacity underlying all the
king's flexibility and vacillation. Ho felt

that, if restored—no matter under what
conditions—he and Time would be a match
for all opponents. And they came to feel

it too ; and Charles was to them a mere
obstruction, to be cleared away as soon as
possible. " Well, sir, I find I am before a
power," said the king in a low voice as he
was going away, after the first day of his
trial. (This is one of the few additional
particulars here recorded, from the Journal
of the Court.) The discovery was too late

to be of use. Made earlier, it might have
helped him to a more sober and practical
view of his own duty, by a better apprecia-
tion of the forces arrayed against him.
But if the "royal actor" failed to rise

to the height of that great argument until

the last memorable scene, then, at least, he
expressed the truth of the situation :

" You
are out of the way." The makeshift
government was only demonstrating its own
incapacity for permanent rule. Indeed,
within a fortnight of the king's death the
Derby House Committee and the Committee
of Safety were abolished. The desperate
attempt to maintain the semblance of
legality only made it the more evident that
the country was really under the power of
the sword. Such hypocrisy was the homage
paid by rebellion to the constitution it was
destroying. The nation had been taken
at a disadvantage, and coerced by a few
resolute men into a course, re-action from
which would be violent and inevitable.

They were, indeed, " out of the way "; and
if the Revolution Settlement were the Land
of Promise, they had yet forty years of

wanderings before them ere they entered it.

R, C. Bbowne.

Imagination in Dreams, and their Study. By
Frederick Greenwood. (John Lane.)

This little book is an attempt, marked by
great ability and originality, to deal with
a subject of much psychological interest
which has hitherto been neglected or treated
on unsatisfactory lines.

When the old notion of the supernatural
character of dreams has been surrendered,
it has been thought to be clear that they
all admit of easy explanation on purely
materialistic and psychological principles.
As Mr. Greenwood quotes from Dr.
Richardson :

" Dreams are all explainable
on physical grounds; there is no mystery
about them, save that which springs from
blindness to natural facts and laws." This
eminent scientific man proceeds to go into
the matter in detail with what our author
calls " the well-known formulae." We are
told that "the seat of dreaming is in the
locked-up closet of mental impressions—the
brain and the spinal column." We are
further informed that, besides this nerve-
system, which is under our own control, we
have another which works automatically
and " is centred within the trunk of the
body." Having grasped this fact, it is

presumed that we shall have no difficulty in
understanding that " dreams ensue upon
certain perturbations in the brain, which
are not the consequence of action by its own
nerve-system, but are communicated from
the other nervous system in token of local

disturbance or distress." These vibrations
may be produced from causes external to
the body, as "the firing of a gun, the ring-
ing of a bell," &c., or they may proceed
from " within the body—that is to say, from
the second nerve-system, which is specially
active in the organs of digestion."

Now, does this explanation, Mr. Green-
wood asks, really explain anything? The
common sense of most readers, who do not
allow themselves to be carried away by the
notion that everything is settled by a state-

ment in scientific terminology, will readily
answer the question. "To show how the
machinery of mind is set in motion is not
to unveil the mystery of what the mind
produces when it is at work." We are
reminded of Kingsley's allegory of " Madam
How and Lady Why," in which, in language
adapted to a child's comprehension, but
none the less truly philosophical, he exposes
the fallacy of supposing that, when we have
learned how a thing is done, we know per-
fectly tchy it is done. As Mr. Greenwood
says,

_" the very terms of the physiological exposition
inform ua that, where it leaves off, the dream it

professes to explain is about to begin. Vibra-
tions of terrestrial media, whether they proceed
from a cry in the street or from an uneasy
stomach, are not dreams any more than the
breath blown into a clarionet is a tune. Grant-
ing that the origin of every dream is vibration
in the corporeal system, the dream itself is

—

what?"
It is extraordinary that anyone possessed
of intelligence should fail to see that our
learned scientists have left us no nearer
the true solution of the problem than
we were before. In short, our author is

perfectly justified in asserting that "the
fallacy embedded in purely physiological
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explanations of dreaming appears pro-

digious."

What, then, it may be asked, is Mr.

Greenwood's counter theory 'i It can hardly

be said that he professes to have one. He
is not presumptuous enough to suppose that,

in a subject of such complexity and diffi-

culty, he can invent some cut and dried

hypothesis, which shall explain all the faots,

and leave no mystery about them. He has

merely sought to throw out some sugges-

tive hints which may help towards a better

comprehension of the problem. He lays

down a general proposition, which hardly

anyone will directly deny, but which the

physical theorists seam in practice reluctant

to admit: that "dreams are operations of

the mind." Viewed under this head, our

author goes on to consider whether their

study may not throw some light on the

operation of the mental faculties generally,

and especially on the development of the

imagination. Many would dispute the

possibility of gaining any satisfactory

knowledge of this kind from dreams, on

the ground that they necessarily imply a

more or less diseased state of mind. But
here, again, we are led to doubt whether
mental, any more than physical disorder,

can be accepted as an adequate account of

the facts

:

" It will certainly be convenient to suspend the

conclusion that dreams are always occasioned

by sensibilities in a condition of disorder.

Some are no doubt, and by far the most ; but
others, as we have shown abundantly, though
by few examples, can only be explained by a
state of mind so different as to be the opposite

of disorder. There may have been disorder

to begin with, and probably was ; but then
there was re-order upon a diiferent scheme, and
use of the various qualities of mind."

Mr. Greenwood gives some very interesting

particulars from his own experience and
that of others, which seem fully to bear out

his very cautious and modestly stated con-

clusions. It is certainly very difficult to

explain some of the cases which he narrates
in detail, except on the assumption

" that some dream-visions, if only a few by
comparison, are creations of the mind ; and if

BO, tnen that the limits of imagination which
philosophy marks out aud which no effort of

the waking miud can surmount are overleapt
in sleep."

The manner in which the laws of time
and space are disregarded in dreams is

familiar to the most common experience

;

but the extreme suggestiveness of this

fact has hardly been sufficiently noticed.

The possibility of an existence quite inde-

pendent of these conditions as they are
realised by our ordinary comprehension
seems to be presented to view by such cases

as the following, to which there are several

well-known parallels

:

"A tutor was examining a puj)!! one day from
a question-and-answer book. The husiness had
not got very far when immediately after

reading out a question the tired man closed his

eyes. Seizing the occasion weariness betrayed
him instantly ; he slept and dreamed. It was
a long, long dream, carrying him through
many scenes and events. Hours of dreaming it

seemed ; and yet he woke in time enough to

hear the last words of the answer to his

question. Fifteen seconds, perhaps, for the

whole episode; the falling to sleep, the bo-

ginning of the dream, the development of its

changing times, scenes, and conversation ; their

cessation and the return to conscious wake-
fulness."

Mr. Greenwood vouches for this " remark-
illustration of dream rapidity " as being
communicated to him by the dreamer him-
self. But the instance is by no means a
solitary one. " Indeed, no characteristic of

dreaming is bo well ascertained as this,

which is one of its greatest marvels. And
yet the general disposition is to regard
it as less a wonder than an absurdity."

This is surely a very superficial way
of looking at an exceedingly remarkable
mental phenomenon. "In most fields of

investigation the discovery of a power like

this would suggest that other amazing dis-

plays of power may not be quite illusory,

and I do not know why philosophy should

reject the suggestion here."

Almost as remarkable is what seems to be
a kind of duality of the mind displayed in

dreams, of which several instances are given.

They suggest what our author calls "the
imagination in detachment theory " or " one
set of faculties working in advance of the

comprehension of the others." He gives

an example, from his own experience, in a
dream he had of being insulted in the

garden of an hotel

:

"Soon afterwards, and while I am still linger-

ing in the garden, one of the hotel servants

comes to me and I understand him to say,
' He has repented.' It strikes me as a very
unusual word for a waiter to employ in such a
connexion, but that remark gives way to a
feeling of satisfaction that my abuser had
become sorry for his rudeness so soon. More
particularly I wish to know whether he is

sufficiently ashamed to send an apology. So I

eay, ' Eepented has he ? What did he say ?

'

' No, no,' is the answer, ' he hasn't paid it,'

meaning the bill for the entertainment, as I

immediately understand."

Mr. Greenwood questions whether the

detachment theory accounts altogether for

such a dream as this, to which he gives the

title of proleptic. There certainly here

seems to be something further at work,

"unless it may be assumed that imagination

has far more tremendous powers than have
ever yet been ascribed to it : unless, that is to

say, it is capable of similating effectually, or of

developing in itself nearly all the other qualities

of mind."

A still more extraordinary dream of a
somewhat similar nature—in which, as

we shall see, there was a perplexing

circumstance, of which the explanation

did not come till quite another stage

of the dream—is related from " the

note-book of a distinguished architect."

The latter dreamed that he was profession-

ally engaged on one of the royal palaces

at the time of the Home Eule Bill of 1886,

and overheard a long conversation between
the Queen and a Miss Cowper, who was
endeavouring to induce her to veto the Bill

if it should come before her :

" At this point I offered to withdraw, but was
asked to remain by the Queen, who said that

what she had to say might be heard by any
one of her subjects. The conversation continued
at great length, Miss Cowper seeming to urge
every argument at her command, the Qaeen

declaring that she would not depart from con-
stitutional usage. During the entire conversa-
tion I was annoyed by a loud ticking noise,

which I could not account for. The scene of

the dream changed and the time. It was the
morning following the conversation that I was
in the smoking-room of a certain club. There
I saw a well-known publisher, who asked me
whether I had seen the Times of that day. I

got the paper, and saw the conversation printed

at length. It occupied several columns, and
I marked the introduction of my own appear-
ance, and the Queen's desire that I should
remain. At this point it flashed across me
that the ticking noise which I had heard was
accounted for. I said to myself, ' All the time
the conversation was going on it was being
telegraphed to the Timts office.'

"

Such remarkable powers of mind as this

case illustrates are surely worthy of a closer

study than they have yet received. Mr,
Greenwood well says that

"here, again, the mind constructs a dramatic
scene, some integral parts of which it conceals
from itself as an intended surprise for itself at

the conclusion of the tale. A mental operation
far out of the range of possibility in our waking
hours, but accomplished in dreams."

Certainly, to talk of physical or mental dis-

order as solving the problems presented by
such dreams as these is a mere playing with

words.
On the question whether intimation is

ever given in dreams of past, present, or

future events previously unknown to the

dreamers, Mr. Greenwood maintains an
attitude of prudent reserve, and does not

positively commit himself ; but he has not

shrunk from recording facts which might
seem to favour such a view. He recognises

that there is a " superstitious fear of being

drawn into superstition—a dread which has

long been the most inveterate stumbling-

block in the way of a boldly reasonable

study of dreams." He gives one very
painful case of not one but a whole series

of dreams, which would seem t) be only

accounted for on the hypothesis of a " wave
of communication " from without, in which
facts gravely affecting the reputation of

another person, which wore not only com-
pletely unknown to the dreamer, but were
indignantly rejected by him when repeatedly

presented to him in his visions, were never-

theless found out to be true after the death

of the individual to whom they referred.

In short, we have no right, our author

argues, to set limits to the powers of the

imaginative and intuitive faculties.

" Since what is called intuition and what is

called imagination have the strange gift of

unveiling and revealing, the question is why
anyone should start from the appearance of

this same revealing power when imagination is

followed into sleep."

It may be hoped that this volume will do
something to stimulate Intelligent thought
on the problems with which it deals, and
that there will be a response to the invita-

tion conveyed in the preface for further

collection of facts bearing on the subject.

There are probably many persons who could

testify to dreams equally remarkable with
those recorded in these piges, and they

should not allow themselves to be restrained

by the fear of pseudo-scientific ridicule.

R. Seymoue Long.
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Roman Gossip. By Frances Elliot. (John

Murray.)

Mes. Minto Elliot's Roman Gossip is delight-

ful. "We use the word delightful advisedly
;

for it is a genuine delight, in this serious

age, to come on a book which is content to

be merely amusing. It is, in truth, ideal

gossip, and characteristically Eoman. It is

gossip, too, for aU sorts and conditions of

men and women. Much of it is familiar,

though recent, like the tales of Victor

Emmanuel at Cogne, which were current in

Piedmont a quarter of a century ago. Some
again, is quite ancient history, as the stories

ol Allieri and "the beautiful pure rose," his

mistress, wife of the Young Pretender. Some
of it is malignant (for is it not Eoman ?),

like the monstrous papalino canard, that

Cavour was the rejected lover of Kosina,

and himself the bastard of Pauline Bona-
parte's husband. All the same, in the

writer herself there is never the least trace

of malignity. She is always the kindly and
sympathetic English lady, but frank as ladies

are who have seen many men and many
cities. The writing, too, is of the most
neyligi kind, and, indeed, occasionally a

little down at heel, both in phrase and fact,

but it goes admirably with the sincerity

of the writer's accent, the absolute sans

gene of her attitude. Naturally, Mrs. Elliot

takes her material where she finds it

—

from Mme. Junot, for instance, from
Silvagni, and so forth—trustworthiness

being obviously of less moment than vivacity.

Best of all are her own personal recollections

of the Eoman world whose sun was the

Pope. What she has seen and heard she re-

lates with a quite youthful sparkle, though
she takes us back into the prime manhood
of this now decrepit century. She is, in fact,

at pains to remind us that she " can remem-
ber seeing dandies with double waistcoats,

light elastic pantaloons coUant to the
' thighs, and little pointed shoes like those of

a woman."
In Eome one still can see the Pope, but

not Mrs. Elliot's Pope, nor quite in the old

manner. Then a papal dragoon arrived at

the door of who would see his Holiness, and
left a summons printed on an extra large

sheet of paper, with the day and hour set

forth when the bearer might appear at the

Vatican. And in those days the Pope was
worth seeing.

"Some men," says Mrs. Elliot, "like women,
are bom beautiful. There is no doubt about it.

You may not like the style
;
you may prefer

blonde, yon may admire black ; but no one can
dispute the beauty—of these Pius is one. To
his last day that precious gift continued to

develop itself in all the changing phases of age.

And there was more than beauty—a charm the
- Italians call poesia, a certain natural grace and
re&nement which, under all circumstances, never
failed."

There is no more wonderful, no sadder tale

of a human life, than that of Mastai
Ferretti, rejected from the ffuardia nohile for

his fits, cured by the prayer of Pius VII.,

and successively priest, bishop. Pope. He
passes before us, first as the fashionable
young would-be soldier ; the frequenter of

the cafes, the epicure, the inventor of Cod
A la Mantai. Then we see the young priest,

the devoted missioner of the night refuge

of Tata Giovanni ; the fearless agent of the

Pope in Chili ; the prelate of Spoleto and
Imola, behaving like the bishop in Les

Miserahles. Then the Liberal Pope who
emptied the jails, who proclaimed the

amnesty, who succoured a dying Jew
in the streets of his capital, and went
about doing good in disguise. Next comes
the cowering refugee in Gaeta, the bullied

protege of France and Austria, and the

creature of Antonelli and the Jesuits. At
last he stands before us, the white-haired
enemy of Italy, a voice full of sound and
fury, but one that has forgotten the fuori i

forestieri of his youth, the cry that made
him the darling of those very Eomans who
tried to fling his bones into the Tiber. Of
each of these successive phases of the Pope's
career Mrs. Elliot gives us a suggestive

glimpse. Slight as some of her sketches

are, all are graphic : none more so

than that of the Pope, who in his youth
nursed the passion of S. Filippo Neri,

now grown to a stony-hearted old man,
not moved at all by the death of a friend,

hardly by that of an enemy. " Ebbene c

morto il Cardinale " was all he found
to say when Antonelli died, and when his

old cat died it was much the same—" One
Pope dies and another is made che ruole, so

it is with cats." Nowhere is there a better

presentation of the '
' amiable charlatan-

eria" of Pio Nono, in such strange con-

trast with the stiff integrity of Leo XIII.
The chapters on the Popes, on Antonelli, to

whom she is very kind, and on Garibaldi,

whose services she surely overrates, show
Mrs. Elliot at her strongest. Of the rest

there is little that could be spared, except

the cruel recital of the private tragedy of

Eicasoli's life in the chapter entitled " A
Statesman."
The historical, and particularly the Napo-

leonic, gossip is not quite so vivid, but here
and there Mrs. Elliot has unearthed a
very curious trouvaille. Here is an episode

worthy of the attention of the Society of

Psychical Eesearch. On May 5, 1821,

Napoleon died at St. Helena at sunset. At
sunset on that day a stranger presented

himself at the portone of the Buonaparte
Palace, earnestly desiring to see Madame
Mere. " Have you requested an audience ?

"

asked the porter; "Madame receives no
one she does not know." " I have
asked for no audience," answered the

stranger, " but it is absolutely indispensable

that I should see her at once." So earnest

and even solemn was his manner that the

porter yielded and conducted him upstairs.

After some delay he was ushered into her
presence. "While I am addressing your
Highness, the Emperor is freed from his

suiierings. He is dead ; kiss the image of

the Eedeemer." The imknown offered her
the crucifix and departed. He was not heard
of again. Not till ten weeks later did the

news come from St. Helena. It will be
noticed that the ghostly visitant made a
little mistake about the time, but in 1821

ghosts had not been fully educated on the

subject of the longitude.

Eeqinald HroHES.

Cossack Fairy Tales and Folk-Tales. Selected,

edited, and translated by E. Nisbet
Bain. (Lawrence & BuUen.)

Mb. Nisbet Bain continues his unwearied
activity. The success of his volume of

EuBsian folk-tales has induced him to give

the public a selection from the stores of

the Malo-Eussians, or Euthenians, as some
people affect to call them. Of these

Murchen there are three chief collections

—

those of Eudchenko, Dragomanov, and
Kulish ; and of these the richest is incom-
parably that of Eudchenko, which appeared
at Kiev in two volumes in 1870.

We entirely agree with all that Mr. Bain
says of these tales. There is a very atmos-

phere of legend floating about the Southern
Eussian provinces and Galicia. It was
from these tales that Gogol, a Malo-Eussian
by birth, drew his inspiration ; and many
others of his countrymen, such as Osno-
vianenko, Storozhenko, and Mme. Eugenia
Markevich, the lady who wrote under the

pseudonym of Marko Vovchok, followed in

his wake. But not only those writers who
used the Malo-Eussian language—for after

the opinion expressed by Miklosich we
hardly dare say dialect—but also Polish

authors have drawn largely from these

sources. We need only mention Michal
Czajkowski. Of the legendary poems we
will on the present occasion say nothing.

The language has as yet been but little

noticed in the West ; and, indeed, the

materials for the study of it are wanting.

In the old times there were only a few
meagre vocabularies by way of dictionary,

such as those of Piskunov and Verchratski,

and there was aGerman-Euthenian (Deutsch-
Euthenischen) dictionary published at Lem-
berg. But the study was facilitated when
the work of Zhelekhovski appeared, which
was completed on his death by Nedilski.

Moreover,.there is a good little Euthenian
Grammar, explained in German, in the series

now being published by Hartleben of

Vienna, whereas the

Osadtsa is written in

therefore only useful

much zur Orientirung.

Mr. Bain has chosen his tales well, and
translated them with spirit and accuracy.

We have taken two as tests, the originals of

which are to be found in Eudchenko

:

" the Magic Egg"
(
Taitse-Raitse) and " the

Fox and the Cat" {Lisitsa ta hit). They are

rendered admirably, and we can only sin-

cerely congratulate Mr. Bain on having
broken ground so vigorously.

The tales, like all those of Slavonic

countries, are wonderfully wild and fanci-

ful. The translator's notes are few, but

certainly to the point. We take the word
div, explained by Zhelekhovski as Biise

Gottheit der Finslernis or Wunderthier, to be

of the same root as the samodiva, or solitary

fairy, a being with malignant proclivities so

often met with in the Bulgarian songs.

Pohule, the place of honour in the peasant's

cottage, is an interesting word, as the root,

hut, is the same as the German Kante,

English " cantle."

We do not quite like Mr. Bain's descrip-

tion of Euthenian, as he terms it, as a

language intermediate between Eussian and

excellent work of

Malo-Eussian, and
to natives. Thus
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Polish. Of course it belongs to the South-

Eastern branch, to adopt the usual division,

whereas Polish is a member ol the Western.

Certain Polonisms have, undoubtedly, crept

into the language ; but this was owing to

the people having been for eo long a time

subject to the Poles, as Mr. Bain, of course,

knows very well. In fact, their whole

history is a constant struggle with the

Polish element—a struggle which has not

ended in our own times, as Lemberg can

testify.

However, the reader of these charming
tales need not make himself uncomfort-

able with any of the gruesome stories

about the cruelties of Bogdan, Khmel-
nitski, Jeremy Wisniowiecki, or at a later

period Zhelezniak and Gonta. Mr. Bain
has provided us with some excellent

fairy-tales, which must be new to almost
all Englieh readers. It is a great pity

that Prof. Dragomanov never finished his

fine work on the Malo-Eussian dumi; but
we can see by his contributions to the

Bulgarian Sbornik that he continues to take
an unflaggiog interest in folk-lore. We
there find some of his most valuable labours.

In conclusion, we think that Mr. Bain is

too severe in asserting that the Bussian
Government "rigorously represses" the

Euthenian language. The facts of the case

appear to be that Bussia does not favour
the production of new works in the language,
but the old are allowed to be reprinted.

Certainly we know from our own experience
that at Kiev, for example, there is no diffi-

culty in procuring Malo-Bussian books.

W. E. MOBFILL.

NEW JfOVEtS.

Sibylla.

2 vols.

In

By Mrs,

By Sir H. S. Cunningham,
(Macmillans

)

A Family Arrangement. By the Author of
"Dr. Edith Eomney." In 3 vols.

(Bentley.)

Philip and his Wife. By Margaret Deland.
(Longmans.)

A Romance of Dijon. By M. Betham-
Edwards. (A.. & C. Black.)

Tht Other Bond. By Dora Eussell. (Digby,
Long & Co.)

A Model Wife, and Other Stories.

Comyns Carr. (George Allen.)

The Mystery of the Rue Soly. By Honore
de Balzac. Translated by Lady Knuts-
ford. (Edward Arnold.)

A Fancy Sketch. By George Eivers. (Fisher
Unwin.)

Sibylla provides no disappointment for those
who, during more years than they care to
count, have looked to the too few exercises
of Sir Henry Cunningham's pen in fiction to

give them something which is given by
no other—ejngram without affectation or
jargon, real knowledge of the world, the
conversation of ladies and gentlemen who
have brains, and the criticism of a critic

who is not, as Miss Thackeray happily put
it the other day, a sheep in sham wolf's
clothing. The plot of the book is not
elaborate— this kind of book does not require
an elaborate plot ; and we are not even quite
certain that Sir Henry would not have

done better to cut away or still further

simplify the not very complicated under-
story of double marriage on which he relies

for bringing about his denotement. Sibylla,

Lord Belmont's daughter, marries Charles
Montcalm, a man of some fortune (though
crippled a little by the extravagance of an
elder brother whose most virtuous act was
dying), a politician in regular training for

Cabinet rank, and, unluckily, a little bit of

a prig. There is no real mistake in the
marriage, and both are genuinely in love

with each other ; but Sibylla has married on
the " community of interests " theory, and
Montcalm does not quite see it. So, while
he leaves her rather in the cold, there arises

the inevitable tempter in the person of one
Amersham, also a parliament man, some-
what younger and much more " brilliant

"

than Montcalm. It is almost needless to

eay that Sir Henry Cunningham does not
resolve the " knot of three " in the vulgar
and commonplace manner. The way of its

resolution constitutes the interest of the

book, and is worked out with abun-
dance of the old easy facetted dialogue

and the old veracity of character-draw-

ing. Besides the above-mentioned side-

plot of a serious kind, there is another

minor interest in the portraiture of a
"smart" set, in which Amersham seeks con-

solation, and which is amusing enough. But
the charm of the book is independent of this

satire of a passing phase of society, though
it communicates itself to that satire as to the

other parts of the book. It lies, as we have
said above in other words, in a certain

combination of real realism, scholarship,

good-breeding, and wit which has never
been very common, and which, we fear, is

rarer at the present day than it ever has
been since woad was your only wear in

Britain.

A Family Arrangement belongs to that very
respectable division of the fleet of fiction

which "has stolen wills for cargo." But
there are other things on the manifest : con-

trasts of town and country breeding, of

daughterly and wifely affection, and of

various conflicting sets of duties ; and the

whole makes a very good assortment. These
things are worked together with a good deal

of skill ; and they compose a book very well

suited for reading, but not, perhaps, quite

so well suited for criticising, inasmuch as

the ins and outs of the working constitute

the interest. Only the author of " Dr. Edith
Eomney " should not have administered such

a blow to one's belief in the most funda-

mental things as the presentation of law and
physic combined in committing crimes. We
have usually had the good doctor to console

us for the wicked lawyer's enormities, or

(though this is rarer) the honest solicitor

to reconcile us to professional nature after

the doctor's wrongdoing. And here both
are criminal

!

Like most of the books of the author of

"John Ward, Preacher," Philip and His Wife
is a curious compound of good and bad, of

ability and folly. Nearly the whole of the

first fifty pages or thereabouts, and many
episodes and passages afterwards, are quite

delightful, exhibiting at itsverybest thecom-
mand of Dutch painting in description and

humour in character which the better class of
American novelists have shown ever since

the days of Irving and Hawthorne. And
then Mrs. Deland, in the words of the im-
promptu song which the late Mr. Walter
White heard in Yorkshire, " goes and
muddles all the drink" with the most
preposterous acrobatics of sham " analysis."

To do her justice, there is less jargon in the
book than in some others. She very seldom
talks such stuff as " the consciousness of the
ultimateness of the environment of the body
is very horrible " (it is so, ma'am, a very
horrible and vile phrase indeed) ; or tells us
that, every man and woman of us, putting
out our hands towards the stars, touches on
either side our prison walls the immutable
limitations of temperament." (Oh, Meso-
potamia ! Oh, Mrs. St. Clair! Oh, San-
choniathon, Berosus, and Ocellus Lucanus!)
But she makes it up in the morbid
topsyturviness of her chief characters,

except the girl Alicia, who is excellent.

Philip is, as his wife justly tells him,
" perfectly impossible," a prig of the very
worst kind, with an undogmatic craze for

saving his own soul at everybody else's

expense. His friend, Eoger Carey, is a
singularly poor creature. As for Philip's

wife, Cecil, she is a sort of American Dodo

—

it is odd how soon English fashions cross

to the other side—who is not, like Dodo,
bonne fille. She is the best of the three,

however, and human, though not humanly
presented. It is really a pity that a writer

with such gifts as Mrs. Deland's should be
so unable to clear her mind of cant and her
mouth of pebbles.

Miss Betham-Edwards's Romance of Dijon

is a story of Eevolution times, refreshed

with all its author's intimate and enthusi-

astic appreciation of French country life,

and further " enthused," it would appear,

by that rather legendary view of the Eevo-
lution itself which represents it as a boon
and a blessing to everybody (even more or
less to those who lost their heads or their

property), and especially to the country
which lost its faculty of government, and
has been trying in vain to find it even unto
this day. However, a definite view, if

it is not put too strongly and constantly

forward, is a useful thing for a novelist

—

and Miss Betham-Edwards has not unduly
subordinated romance to politics. Many
agreeable sketches of scenery and character

will be found here.

In The Other Pond Miss Dora Eussell

shows her usual adequacy in carrying out

the scheme of her novels. It does not,

indeed, seem natural to read the vicissitudes

of John Forbes or John Forbes-Stuart's

career—from the day when his naughty,
embezzling father levanted and his mother
died of a broken heart, till that when other

and more welcome deaths smoothed out all
|

imbroglios—in one volume of smallish print.

Can it be that the blind minds of mortal
reviewers ever grumbled at the three-

volume system ? We fear they did. And
for this they have been brought into judg-

ment. So far as easy reading is concerned,

the one volume of small print as compared
with the three of large is as King Stork to

King Log.
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The stories in Mrs. Oomyns Carr's volume
are unpretentious to the verge of slightness

in scale and scheme, but they are decidedly

good in execution. The first and last are,

we think, the best : the first, in which
the poor "model wife" (a play on words
pathetically resolved) exhibits a very usual

form of wifely jealousy ; and the last, in

which an ambassador is driven, by the force

of circumstances and the wiles of woman,
to postpone the object of his embassy to his

own projects, after a fashion which is not

strictly correct on diplomatic principles, but
which happens to secure the other object,

as nothing else could. But the intervening

tales are not much, if at all, inferior.

It is not easy to translate Balzac, a pro-

position which the present reviewer can
make with at least such authority as comes
from having tried. But Lady Knutsford's

version of Fetragus shows more than fair

success in getting over the di£S.culties of the

undertaking. Ferragus has the credit, with
some good judges, of being one of the best

introductions, not on too large a scale, to

Balzac's peculiar method of handling, which
can be set before the^general public ; and
therefore Lady Knutsford is justified of her
selection as well as of her performance.

" Amour d'Artiste," a favourite French
title for short sketches, would suit that of

George Rivers, where, by the way, there

is much French. Sometimes this French is

a little odd : at least we are afraid that " les

beaux sentiers qui ne menent nul part

"

might attract bad marks from a censorious

examiner. The substance of the story is

not BO questionable, but it seems to us that

it wanted either shorter or fuller treatment
to make it effective.

George Saintsbtiky.

CURRENT LITERATURE.
-It was not, perhaps, very fortunate that Miss
Annie Macdonell's Thomas Hardy {Hodder &
Stonghton) should come out almost simul-
taneously with Mr, Lionel Johnson's powerful
study of the same writer, and, we may almost
add , of the novelist's art, and of many a problem
in ethics or aesthetics. For Miss Macdonell's
little treatise—the Brst of what we deem a
scarcely wanted series on leading novelists of the
day—would seem to suffer to some extent by
juxtaposition with a work which, whatever we
may think of it as an account of Mr. Hardy, is

at all events the serious and important effort of

a fine and well-equipped mind. Miss Mac-
donell's work is simpler, and, it may be, more
matter-of-fact; and to our thinking, so far as it

intends to go, it is perfectly satisfactory. If

(Miss Macdonell has not, as a critic, the very

I
fullest equipment of a masculine mind, there is,

at all events, nothing of " the New Woman "

about her. Broad and tolerant in her judg-
ment of others, she is respectful of the decencies
of life and of the reticence of real art. Her
work is sound and womanly in spirit, and in
technique it is finished and neat. She is a very
excellent judge of the relative worth of a
writer's various efforts— does not shrink, for

instance, from the expression of an adverse
opinion of Mr. Hardy's Laodiceans and Two on
a Toioer, and, in her estimate of Teas of the

D' Urbervilles, does not err on the side of

extravagance. Her criticism is interesting and
sagacious ; her exposition is lucid. Yet, so is

humanity constituted, there will be many who
will (ind one of the most engaging portions of

her labour to consist in that which trenches
upon the personal—the accoimt or result of her
explorations in that central Wessex of which
the town of Dorchester is, as it were, the very
heart. Her map of Mr. Hardy's Wessex

—

identifying, as it does, so many a place
between Bournemouth and Sherborne, and
between Exeter and Winchester — will be
accounted invaluable. We are thankful to

have it : and that not, 'we trust, from prying
curiosity, but because Mr. Hardy's description
of country-side and town is so much definite

portraiture. People whom a novelist describes

are, as a rule, drawn but in part from living

actors on a real stage. A crude fidelity in
likeness-making is rarely to be met with, and
is, in truth, no part of his art. And this must
inevitably be so ; for, in the combinations newly
invented, the character, of nesessity, takes

fresh shape. But the background of landscape
—in Mr, Hardy's case a thing of extreme
importance— is generally, by the hands of a
master, drawn from some actual scene. And the

Wessex of Mr. Hardy, though he gives fanciful

names to all its places, is too charming for us
to wish to think of it as only in thin air. We
are grateful to Miss Macdonell for her identifi-

cations, and for all the literary merit of her
acceptable little book.

The first volume of " Bell's Handbooks of

English Literature," edited by Prof. Hales,

consists of The Age of Pope, by John Dennis.
It fulfils the objects stated in the prospectus
"to define the character of the age itself, and
to point out what are its signal contributions

to English thought and literary art . . .

to discuss and criticise the work of the repre-
sentative man adopted, and to place other
writers in their proper relations to him." Mr.
Dennis is a discriminating scholar, with the

power of presenting both facts and criticism

m a readable dress ; but we cannot feel that

his style is particularly attractive. For those
to whom the subject is new, however, the

volume may prove a useful and interesting

guide, prompting naturally to a " study of the
noble literature " therein described. It will

stir thoughts and desires beyond the acquire-

ment of knowledge demanded by examiners,

and this is confessedly its first aim. Mr.
Dennis is a safer ciitio than his namesake of

"thunderous" memory, and his summary of

the period is judicious :

"Speaking broadly, and allowing for exceptions,

the literary merits of the Queen Anne time are

due to invention, fancy, and wit, to a genius for

satire exhibted in verse and prose, to a regard for

correctness of form, and to the sensitive avoid-

ance cf extremes. The poets of the period are for

the most pait without enthusiasm, without
passion, and without the ' fine madness ' which, as

Drayton says, should possess a poet's braia. Wit
takes precedence of imagination, nature is con-
cealed by artifice, and the deUght afforded by these

writers is not due to imaginative sensibility. Not
even in the consummate genius of Pope is there

aught of the magical charm which fasclciates us in

a Wordsworth and a Keats, in a Coleridge and a
Shelley. The prose of the age, masterly though
it be, stands also on a comparitively low level.

There is much in it to attract, but little to

inspire."

The two dainty little volumes of " Lyric

Poets " just issued by Messrs. Dent & Co. will

fully maintain the reputation of that firm for

tasteful book-making. Cover and title-page,

paper, and printing are all that can be desired,

fitting the " pleasant and pocketable form,"

the airy and tuneful contents. The Prelude to

Poetry, a veritable "pocket-guide to Par-
nassus," includes "some of the famous
arguments of Sidney and Milton, Wordsworth
and Shelley, and their great compeers on behalf

of their iniiaite art." The Lyrical Poems of
Edmund Spenser contain " his lesser testament,

. . . the other children of his house unduly

outshone hitherto by The Faery Queene, rare
and enchanting vision." Other volumes will
follow from Sidney, Bums, Keats, Shelley, &c.,
and the Bible ; so that the series will comprise
much attractive and important matter in an
original form. The introductions of Mr. Ernest
Ehys at present before us are, it must be con-
fessed, a trifle sentimental; but at least the
editor understands how to recommend his own
wares. Of The Prelude to Poetry, he writes :

"To those who love these poets most, who care
most for their ideals, this little book ought to be
the one indispensable book of devotion, the creio

of the poetic faith. It revives, like nothing else in
criticism, the superb belief of youth in poetry and
the other world of the imagination. It gives us
back our early faith in the destiny and divine
right of " Our Poet the Monarch," as Spenser
calls him ; and it sets up, once and again, the
eternal standards, by which alone English poetry
can hope to sustain the great traditions of Spenser
and Milton, Keats and Wordworth, and the other
masters of its Houee of Fame."

NOTES AND NEWS.
So much progress has, we hear, been made
with the memorial volume of the late J. M.
Gray, curator of the Scottish National Portrait

Gallery, that arrangements have been made to
send it to press for publication in handsome
form, by Mr. David Douglas, of Edinburgh, so

soon as the list of subscribers shall have been
filled up. The volume will contain, in addition

to various estimates of Mr. Gray's character

and accomplishments, some letters of interest

addressed to him by Mr. Robert Browning and
Mr. Walter Pater, and, likewise, a reprint of

certain articles on artistic subjects contributed

by him to the magazines.

In Memories and Thoughts of a Life, to be
published shortly by Mr. George Allen, Judge
O'Connor Morris describes his experiences of

men and things during the last sixty years.

The work is chiefly conversant with Ireland
and the Irish Question in its manifold phases,

from the days of O'Connell to those of Parnell

;

and it contains the author's views on reforms
which he thinks possible and desirable for

Ireland. The Judge, however, incidentally

dwells a great deal on Oxford, during the
Tractarian movement ; on county and Dublin
society in Ireland ; on the Irish Bar and its

associations ; on London and Oxford society
;

and on his connexion with the literature and
the men of letters of his time. The book will

be illustrated with a photogravure portrait.

The Rev. Dr. A. B. Grosart is now living in

Dublin, where improved health and release

from clerical duty have enabled him to devote

himself with renewed activity to literary work.
He proposes, therefore, to complete some of

his former enterprises by adding a tenth volume
to his Spenser, and two volumes to his Daniel,

and also by printing several unknown works of

Nicholas Breton that have recently come to

light. But far more interesting than this com-
pletion of old undertakings is Dr. Grosart's

announcement of fresh literary finds of the

highest importance. In the library of Trinity

College, Dublin, he has discovered a, MS.
volume of about 500 folio pages, written in

the middle of the seventeenth century, which

is full of poetry hitherto unprinted. Here, we
are told, is an infinitely pathetic " Farewell to

Fortune," written by Bacon on the occa-

sion of his fall; a New Year's verse-gift

to the Countess of Chesterfield, by Philip Mas-
singer ; an Epithalamium of 186 lines, in the

handwriting of Thomas Randolph ; short pieces

by Francis Beaumont and Cyril Tourneur ; as

well as large collections by such minor person-

ages as Dr. William Strode and Aurelian

Townshond. This extraordinary trouvaille Dr.

Grosart is to edit and pub'ish by subscription
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as scon as he can obtain 400 Bubsciibeis. His

address in, c»ro of Messrs. Ponsonby &
Weldiiok, University Press, Dublin.

Mk. W. a. Clouston—who has already

published a number of books on oriental and
old-world subjects—is now preparing for the

press another volume of essays, to be printed

privately and in a limited edition. It will take

its title from the leading paper, on Astrologers

ami their Predictions. Other matters discussed

are : the Melusina myth and its analogues, in-

cluding the story of Cupid and Psyche ; |the

folk-lore of ihe raven and the owl ; the night-

ingale and its song; some Asiatic jests

domiciled in Europe ; and Moslem legends of

Bible worthies. In the concluding chapter,

Mr. Clouston will take the opportunity to give

additional notes on the Book of Sindibad, based

upon a Persian MS. in the British Museum,
that contains passages missing from the MS. in

the India Office, from which he derived the

text printed in his former book. Intending
subscribers should address themselves to

Messrs. William Hodge & Co., 26, Bothwell-
gtreet, QUsgow.

Next week Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will

publish in the '

' Globe Library " the translation,

by Lord Berners, of The Chronicles of Froiseart,

reduced ir.to a single volume by G. C. Maoaulay.
In order to supply any links that may be
needed for the understanding of the narrative,

summaries are inserted of the passages which
have been left out. The result is not a series

of extracts, but a continnous history.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co., will also issue

next week, as the second volume of their

Illustrated Standard Novels, Captain Marryat's
Japhtt in Search of a Fathir, illustrated by Mr.
Henry M. Brock, with an introduction by Mr.
David Hannay ; and the third volume, con-
sisting of Byron, Shelle;/, and Keats, of their

new edition of the " English Men of Letters"
series, containing three of the former little

volumes in one.

Messrs. Cassell & Compajty will publish
in a few days Footpaths and Commons and
Parish am? District Councils, by Sir Eobert
Hunter, setting forth the principles of law
which govern the preservation of footpaths,

road-side wastes, commons, and village greens,

and indicating the duties and powers of the
newly established ccuncils.

Mil. David Nutt will have ready for issue

on March 1 the first volume of his new
"Northern Library," coneisting of The Saga
of King Olaf Trygguiason, translated into
English for the first time by the Rev. John
Sephton. Subsequent volumes, to appear in

the course of the present year, are: The
Amhales Saga, by Mr. Israel GoUancz ; and
The Fareyiitga Saga, by Prof. F. York Powell
—both likewise now first translated.

Messrs. Swan, Sonnenschein & Co. will
shortly issue, in their "Social Science Series

"

a book on Local Taxation and Finance, by
Mr. G. H. Blunden. The work not only.

gives a very full exposition of the existing
system of local taxation, grants-in-aid, allo-

cated taxes, valuation, debt, &c., but offers a
searching analysis rf the much-debated subject
of the incidence of rates in all its branches.
There are also chapters on the division of rates
between occupiers and owners, taxation of
ground-values, betterment, and other suggested
reforms ; an introduction in which the history
of the subject is traced ; and voluminous
statistical appendices.

Messrs. AiicniBAUD Forbes, Q. A. Henty,
E. F. Knight, Major Arthur Griffiths, Chailes
Lowe, Herbert KusseU, Herbert Compton, Max
Pemberton, Stoddart Dewey, A. Hilliard

Atteridge, and C. Stein are among the con-
tributors to Messrs. Cassell & Co.'s new serial

work. Battles of the Nineteenth Century,, Part 1

of which will be issued on February 25.

A VOLUME of essays, entitled Studies in Folk-
Song and Popular Poetry, by Mr. Alfred M.
Williams, is announced for early publication
by Mr. Elliot Stock. The work treats of
English, Scotch, French, Portuguese, Hun-
garian and American folk-songs, and will bo
accompanied with a preface by Mr. Edward
Clodd.

Messrs. Wilson & Milne will issue this

month a glossary of colloquial slang and
technical terms in use on the Stock Exchange
and in the Money Market, edited by Mr. A.
J. Wilson. This little work goes beyond the
mere definition of words, and affords informa-
tion and guidance to the investing public on a
variety of matters, of which it is well not to be
ignorant.

Mr. Egbert Georqe Legge, author of
" Songs of a Strolling Player," published by
Messrs. A. D. Innes & Co., will issue shortly

through the same firm a second volume of

Stage Verses, of a somewhat more ambitious
order, dealing with many sides of a strolling

actor's life, both serious and otherwise.

Mr. Arthur Egberts, the comedian, has
written bis " Adventures by Bail, Eoad, and
River," which will be published in Arrow-
smith's Bristol Library.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have in the press,

and will publish in the course of the month, a
popular edition of Madonna's Child, Mr. Alfred
Austin's earliest poem, which first appeared in
1872. It will contain a prose preface and a
portrait of the author from a photograph.

The Hon. William Warren Vernon has been
elected a corresponding member of the
Accademia dell a Cnisca, in recognition of his

labours on behalf of the study of Dante.

Mr. W. Martin Conway has been elected

chairman of committee of the Incorporated
Society of Authors, in succession to Sir Frederick
Pollock, who retires after two years of service

in that capacity.

A PUBLIC meeting in support of the Carlyle
House Purchase Fund will be held at the
Mansion House, on Friday, February 22, at
3 p.m. The American Ambassador, the Marquis
of Ripon, Mr. Leonard Courtney, and Mr, Leslie

Stephen have promised to speak. At a meet-
ing of the general committee held last week
at the British Museum, the treasurer announced
that the total amount at present received was
£1,040, and it was decided that a strenuous
effort should be made to complete the pur-
chase this month. Donations were announced
from Earl Cadogan, Lord Kelvin, Sir Frederic
Leighton, Sir George Grey, Sir Charles
Tennant, and Mrs. Humphry Ward.

At the meeting of the Library Associa-
tion, to be held at 20, Hanover-square, on
Monday next, a paper will be read by Mr
H. R. Tedder, librarian of the Athenaeum
Club, on "The Catalogue of Eoglish Literature
Scheme."

The first number of the Zeitachrift fiir Ver-
gleichende Litleraturgeschichte for this year is a
particularly strong one. Among the contribu-
tions we note Dr. L. Chr. Stern's essay on the
"Ossianische Heldenlieder "; Dr. E. Foerster's

paper on '
' Lessing's Annotations to Aesop's

Fables"; and two articles by the editor, Prof.
MacKoch, entitled " Eine Quelle zu Shak-
spere's Love's Labour Lost," and " Zur Entste-
hungezeit zweierFaustmonologe." The critical

department is represented by Drs. W. Creiz-
enach, M. Landon, A. Leitzman, and Mr.
R. W. Felkin, of Edinburgh.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

As already stated in the Academy, Sir Henry
Acland's long tenure of the regius professor-
ship of medicine at Oxford is to be com-
memorated by a permanent endowment of the
Sarah Acland Home for Nurses, towards which
large subscriptions have already been promised.
It is also proposed to place some personal
memorial of him in the University Museum, of
which he may be called the chief founder.

On Tuesday next the amendments to the
proposed statute for establishing research
degrees will be considered in Congregation at
Oxford. The amendments, which are very
numerous, chiefly relate to the following ques-
tions :—What preliminary standard of know-
ledge shall be demanded from candidates ?

Shall the period of study required be three
years or two ? Shall the special study be under
the charge of a new delegacy, or under the
existing boards of faculties P Shall the new
degrees lead on to the M.A. P

The Council of the Senate at Cambridge have
reported in favour of modifying the regulations
under which Indian colleges are at present
affiliated. Henceforth, it is proposed to
affiliate the universities directly, and not the
subordinate colleges; and, at the same time,
to require from individual students, who take
advantage of the privileges of affiliation, that
they shall have passed an examination in either

Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, Arabic, or Persian.

What is practically a new honour school is

under consideration at Oxford. It is proposed
that astronomy shall form a separate subject in
the existing honour school of natural science,

open only to candidates who have already
obtained honours in some other examination.

On Saturday of this week, Mr. D. S.

Margoliouth, Laudian professor of Arabic at
Oxford, was to deliver a public lecture at the
Indian Institute, on " The Services rendered by
Laud and Pococke to the Study of Arabic iu
England."

Sir Joiln Stainer, professor of musio at
Oxford, aimounces the following public
lectures, to be given in the Sheldonian
Theatre:—"Structure in Musical Composi-
tion," by Mr. W. H. Hadow; "Handel's
Messiah," by the professor himself; "The
Music of the Russian Liturgy," by Mr. W. J.

Birkbeck; and " Madrigals," by Dr. J. Varley
Roberts.

Hitherto the Botaiuc Garden at Oxford has
been maintained by the curators from endow-
ments, which used to yield an income of about
£700. This income has recently fallen off,

owing to agricultural depression ; and it is

proposed that the deficit shall be made up out
of the university chest. The hot-houses in the
gardens have lately been re-btiilt, and are now
in a state of great efficiency.

The accounts of the Common University
Fund, as printed in the Oxford University

Oazette, seem to show that the fund is living

on its accumulated reserves. The balance
brought forward from 1893 was £3275 ; the
balance that it is proposed to carry forward to
189G is only £1917—and this despite the fact

that the readership in Latin has been practi-

cally suppressed. The effects of agricultural

depression are shown in the decrease of

statutory college contributions from £3259 to

£3000. Last year we observe that about £466
was allotted to classical archaeology, for the
purchase of casts, &c.

At Cambridge, the following names have
been formally added to the list of benefactors
contained in the commemoration service

:

Bishop Fisher, adviser of the Lady Margaret,
and for thirty years Chancellor of the Univer-
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sity ; the late Prof. J. A. Hort ; and the late

Samuel Sandors, of Trinity.

At Cambridge this term, the total number
of matriculations has been 18, including one
fellow-commoner at King's. At Oxford, the

total seems to be no less than 63 ; there being
11 non-ooUegiate and 7 each at Christ Church
and Eeble.

As a result, we presume, of the Parliament
of Beligions held last year at Chicago, the

University of Chicago now possesses an organ-
ised department of comparative religion, with
considerable endowments. The Eev. Dr.

J. H. Barrows, who was president of the

Parliament, is the holder of a professorial

lectureship, founded by Mrs. Haskell. He
proposes to deliver a course of lectures next
April, on " The Belations of Christianity to

other Religions." There is also an assooiate-

piofessor, Dr. G. S. Goodspeed, who is

lecturing throughout the year on "The Semitic

Beligions." In addition, two of the Hirsch
fellows are attached to this department. One
of them, the Eev. Fulton J. Coifin, is giving
this winter an elementary course of instruction

in Hindi, which is intended mainly for mission-

aries ; while the other, Mr. Edmund Buckley,
conducts Extension classes on " Shinto, the
Ethnic Faith of Japan." We may further

mention that another gift of 20,000 dollars

(£4000) has been made to the University, to

found a lectureship bearing Dr. Barrow's
name, by which six lectures are to be given
at Calcutta, each alternate year, on the rela-

tions of Christianity to other faiths. Dr.
Barrows has himself been invited to deliver

the first of these courses. For an eloquent
exposition of the hopes aroused by the Parlia-
ment of Beligions, we cannot do better than
refer to Prof. Max Mailer's address to
the American pilgrims at Oxford, which is

printed in the December number of the Areiia
(London : Gay & Bird).

We regret to record the death of Prof.
Moritz Carriere, who bad long occupied the
dhair of aesthetics at Munich. In announcing
the news to his own class. Prof. W. von Christ
used the following words

:

" Der leuchtende Stem der Wiesenschaft ist

Tetblichen, der eigentliche Binnertriiger des
Idealiemns an unjBererUniversitat : Moiitz Canieie
lit ans dem Leben geschieden."

ORIGINAL VERSE.
DESERT SICK.

Ah, me ! my heart is Ead to-day
For a eight of the palm clampa far away
On the golden ;and of Aboukir Bay.

I am sick of the long, grey, gatlit street.

And the tireeome tramping of jaded feet,

For the Arab footsteps are dumb and fleet.

The Thames, fog-ridden, ia full of care
For the grim great barges that float on her,
Bat the daha;bcahs move light as air.

Here all is noise, though never a tune,
But the Nile winds softly 'neath sun and mocn
To the supple song that the rushes croon.

Here skies are dun, and there amethyst,
In the desert bilence and Ood keep tryst
And notbing Etirslest a word be missed.

Peecy Addleshaw.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Expositor for February contains a first

paper, thoughtful and eloquent, by Dr. Fair-
bairn, on " The Person of Christ ": a problem in
the philosophy of religion. Prof. Cheyne turns
our attention to another kind of problems

—

those which have to be at least approximately
4K>lved before problems in the philosophic
hiatory of religion can be hopefully attacked.

Whether he will obtain a hearing in England
for such inconvenient theories of the composi-
tion of the Book of Isaiah as are here sug-
gested, in development of his previous inquiries,

remains to be seen. Dr. Stalker's eloquent
sermon-essays on Jeremiah are continued.
Prof. W. M. Bamsay gives a searching criticism

of a work on the Acts of the Apostles by the
veteran Greek scholar. Prof. F. Blass, while
agreeing with the author's conservative atti-

tude towards the higher criticism. Mr. Diggle
considers the nature of faith, and Prof. Dods
gives some useful notices of recent books.

TEE MILLENNIAL SISTORT OF
HUNGARY.

In the year 1896 the Hungarians are going to
celebrate the millennium of their occupation of

the country they now inhabit. Exhibitions
will be held, new buildings, &o., will be opened
on the occasion. But not the least appropriate
mode of celebration is the publication of the
"Millennial History of Hungary," already com-
menced by the Athenaeum publishing company.
The "Millennial History" is to appear in

weekly numbers, at sixpence each. When
complete, it will form ten volumes or 200
numbers, and contain more than 2000 illustra-

tions.

While some of these illustrations are repro-
ductions of pictures by modem artists, includ-
ing Munkiicsy's great picture of Arp;td
receiving the homage of the Slavonic inhabi-
tants, the greater number depict objects in the
museums of historical interest or the illumina-
tions of chronicles and other old MSS. It is

about twenty years since a general history of

Hungary appeared, and during that time a
great deal of new matter has accumulated in

the Transactions of learned societies, so that a
work like the present, giving the results of the
latest researches in a form generally accessible

and intelligible, was manifestly called for.

The veteran historian, M. Alexander Szliagyi,

is the editor of the whole work, but each
period will be entrusted to a special writer.

Prof. Marczali, however, takes the lion's share.

Not only the first volume, treating of the
pagan period, but also the second volume,
giving the history of the kings of the house

of Arpad, will be from his pen, as well as the

eighth, on the period of degeneracy and
depression (1712- 1815), and the last volume,
on "Modem Hungary" (1848-1895). Of the

first volume several numbers have already
appeared ; and if the whole work is finished on
the same scale and in the same style, it will

deserve to be a great success.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
CHAUCER AND FROISSAET.

London, Jan. 28, 1896.

It is well known that the first few lines of
Chaucer's Book of the Duchease so closely agree
with those of Froissart's Faradys d'Amours that
one of the writers must unquestionably have
translated from the other. The prevailing
opinion among English scholars seems to be that
Chaucer was in this instance the original, and
Froissart the copyist. Prof. Skeat, for instance,
in his note on the passage in his new edition of
Chaucer, says, without any expression of doubt,
"The opening lines of this poem were sub-
sequently copied (in 1384) by Froissart, in his
Faradis d'Amour." In all probability Prof.
Skeat's authority for this positive statement is

Sandras's essay of 1859, which was written
before the appearance of the only complete
edition of Froissart's poems. But Sandras's
date of 1384 for the Faradys d'Ammira is founded
on a dictum of M. Kervyn, which that eminent
scholar afterwards saw reason to retract ; and
the truth is, as is pointed out by Mr. Q-. C.
Macaulay, in a note appended to his article on
Froissart in this month's number of Macmillan'a
Magazine, that instead of Froissart having
copied Chaucer, it was Chaucer who copied
Froissart. As the matter is of some interest to

Chaucer students, and Mr. Macaulay has only
very briefly indicated the nature of the argu-
ments on which his conclusion is based, I ask
permission to state the evidence a little more
fully.

The poem of Froissart entitled "Le Joli

Buisson de Jonece " is distinctly dated in lines

859-860, "la trentieme nuit de novembre, L'an
mil ccc. xiij. et soissante"

—

i.e., November 30,

1373. In an earlier passage of this work (lines
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443-450), the author says thst he has previously

written four other long poems (which are all

still extant) : Lt Paradyii d'Amours, Li Orloge

AmourtM, L'E$pinetU Amoureiise, and La Prison

Amoureiue. From the use of the words apres

mndpuit, it appears that the order in which these

poems are mentioned is chronological, the

poem containing the supposed imitation of

Chaucer being the earliest of the four. Now
the Book of the Duchesse was written on the

death of Blanche, Duchess of Lancaster, which
occurred in September, 1369. If the poem
was begun immediately after that event,_ and
written quickly, it may have been finished

before the end of the year. Perhaps the date

of its completion may have been some months
later. It is very unlikely that the poem would
come to Froissart's knowledge immediately
after it was written, or thst as soon as he saw
it he would proceed deliberately to borrow
from the exordium for a poem of his own.
However, without laying stress on these con-

siderations, it is obvious that if Froissart's

lines are taken from Chaucer, the Paradys
d^Amours could not have been begun earlier

than 1370 ; and that this and the three succeed-
ing poems, containing in all eleven thousand
lines, were written in little more than three

years. This rate of poetic production is, no
doubt, not unexampled, and may have been
surpassed ; but it is certainly unusual, and in

this particular instance extremely improbable.
Further, the editor of Froissart's poetry, M.
Scheler, is inclined to think that the Espinette

Amoureuse contains allusions which refer that
poem to about the year 1361; and if this be
correct, the date of the Paradys d'Amours
cannot well be later than 1360. However this

may be, there is at least sufficient reason to

conclude that Chaucer borrowed the lines in

question from Froissart, and not Froissart
from Chancer.
This conclusion is strengthened by other

considerations. In 1369, so far as we know,
Chaucer had written little original poetry, but
had already acquired considerable skill as a
translator. In this very poem, indeed, he
introduces many passages closely imitated from
Machault; and his art at this period is

altogether modelled on French examples. It
is, therefore, just what is to be expected when
we find him copying Froissart. On the other
hand, that Froissart should have imitated
Chaucer, especially at this early stage of the
Englishman's poetic development, is something
so surprising that nothing but the supposed
exigencies of chronology can have induced any
scholar to believe it. Moreover, a comparison
between the two poems will, I think, show
clearly that the reference to the poet's sleep-

lessness, with which both begin, has a much
more sufficient motive in Froissart's poem than
in that of Chaucer.
The Book of the Duchesse owes to the Paradys

d'Amours not only the opening lines, but also
the mysterious word Eclympasteyr,' the name
of a son of the god of sleep. I may here
remark in passing that Prof. Skeat has in-
advertently followed Chaucer's example in
confusing " the god of sleep " with Morpheus;
Ovid mentions Morpheus, Icelos, and Phantasos
as three of the innumerable sons of Somnus

;

Froissart appears to have understood this
ooirectly, though Chaucer did not. In the
existing text of Froissart the name is spelt
Enclimpustair ; whether the form in the M8S.
of Chaucer or that printed in Froissart is the
more correct is, of course, quite uncertain. If
Froissart did not invent the word, it is probable
that the last syllable was purposely distorted by
him to supply a rime for air. It may be noted.

as an argument in favour of Froissart's priority,

that he introduces the name quite naturally,

while Chaucer thrusts in the unsuitable word
heyr for the sake of rime. I long ago
suggested in the Aoasxuy that Eclympasteyr
might represent a Greek form 'EKKiinraariii),

invented by some late mythologist to denote
"the god who causes Uhtuffis or swoon"
(from iKKiiiiri(u, an assumed derivative of
iKMnirdyu), While I admit that this con-
jecture is far from certain, and is not free

from difficulties, I still think it much more
likely than any other explanation hitherto

proposed ; and the fact that Chaucer obtained
the word from Froissart gives additional

plausibility to the supposition. For it was
Froissart's habit to adorn his poetry with
Greek or pseudo-Greek names of imaginary
personages. In the Buisson de Jonece, for

instance, he professes to cite from an ancient

poet the story of a certain Architeles, who
prayed to Morpheus to grant him a vision of

his lost love Orphane. The name of Architeles

is genuinely Greek, and cannot have been
invented by Froissart. It is possible that he
found the name of Eclimpaster in the same
source from which he derived the story of

Architeles and Morpheus. On the other hand,
if Eclympasteyr or Enclimpostair be a figment
of Froissart's own, it is paralleled in the names
of two pairs of lovers—Pynoteus and Neptis-
phele and Ydrophus and Neptisphoras—whom
he mentions in his poems. These names are
not happy inventions, but they are obviously
intended to simulate the sounding rhythm of

classical nomenclature. Qaite possibly En-
climpostair is a similar piece of unmeaning
jargon.

Henhy Bradley.

* I write this name without the final « which the
MSS. append to it ; the rime-word A yr, though
written ht^rt in the MSS., is a monosyliable.

NICHOLAS GRIMALD.
Ithaca, Mew Yotk : Jan. 18, 18»5.

In the account of Nicholas Grimald given in

the National Dictionary of Biography there is an
error worth correcting.

The biographer states :

" Qrimald is also credited with a similar work,
Chriatut Redivivu , said to have been published at

Cologne ia 1513, but no copy is now known."

The italics are mine. The biographer then
refers to Goedeke, Orundriss (§ 113, No. 30),

and to Herford, Literary Relations of England
and Oermany (p. 113).

These references do not warrant such a
sweeping assertion. Herford says (cautiously;,

p. 109 {note) :

" The doubt chiefly concerns the Chrittus

Redivivus, which is mentioned by Goedeke (§ 113,

No. 30) as a Cologne print."

Again, p. 113 [note), Herford says:

" I have met with no other trace of this piece,

and deecribe it as a drama Eolely on Qoedeke's
authority. Bale's omission of the Com. or Trag.,

which he usually prefixes to dramis, would point
to a different conclueion."

Herford's admirable work was written

before the appearance of the re-edition of

Goedeke. Hence his reference to the old

edition (§113, No. 30) was the only one possible

to him ; and here Goedeke gives merely name,
title, and date. But in the new edition, which
must have been accessible to the writer in the

National Dictionary, is the statement (§ 115,

No. 25) that a copy of the Christus is in the
library at Wolfenbiittel.

Further, I can give the assurance that a copy
is in my own possession. I had the good fortune

to acquire it only a few days ago, almost by
accident, from a second-hand dealer. It is

bound up in a 16mo volume containing

:

1. The Acolastus of Gnapheus (second
edition).

'i. The Christus Bedivivut,

3. The Ovis Perdita of Zovit (second edition).
4. The Studentes of Stymmelius (second

edition).

5. The Scenica, &o., of Beuchlin (edition of
1540).

6. The Pyrgopolinicet of Naogeorgus (first

edition).

The cover of the binding of the volume is

stamped 1553, For the Acolastus, &o., see
Herford.
The title-page of Grimald's drama runs

:

"OhtistuB
II
Redivi

||
vos, Oomoedia

|| Tragica,
sacra o noua.|| Authore Nicolao Qrimoaldo.|
ColoDiae loan. Gymnicus excudebat, || Anno
MDXLin.

I have not yet had time to examine this
piece, so excessively rare. But, hoping to
publish it some day in a form accessible to
the studious public, I will content myself in
this place with relieving Prof. Herford's
doubts : the piece is a drama of the lyric cast
so common in the sixteenth century. There
are twenty- three personae in all, including
Magdalene, Joseph of Arimathia, Manes
Piorum, Chorus Galileidum, Chorus Disci-
pulorum, &c. Prefixed is an Epistola
Nuncupatoria of ten pages, to Gilbert Smith,
Archdeacon of Peterborough, and dated

:

" Oxoniae, e Collegio Martonensi, Anno.
MDXLIII." The Mortonensi for Mertonensi
is doubtless a blunder of the Cologne printer.

J. M. Habt.

THE USB OF "A"=CERTAIN PRONOUNS OF
THE THIRD PERSON.

Sraenham Hill.

This use is well known in Mid. Eng. There
the a (we are told in the N. E. D.) is found
standing for he, she, they, and it. It stands
most commonly for he, less commonly for she

and they ; and if it apparently stands sometimes
for it, it is merely because in some parts of
England he was used where we should now use
it. The explanation given is that ha was used
= the more usual he and heo (the latter= both
she and they, see Stratmann s.v."he"), and that
the h of this ha was dropped. Many think, no
doubt, that this use of a was confined to
English, but this is by no means the case.

In French a is used, at any rate, in the
Norman dialect, for elle, the steps being elle,

alle, ale, al, a. These steps are all given in

Moisy's Diet. {s.v. "a"). He tells us, moreover,
that a also = elles, whilst e is also used — elle

and elles (see s.v. "e"). But a and r are used in

this way only when they precede a consonant
other than h. Examples of snme of these
forms will be found in some of G. de
Maupassant's books, for he was a Norman.
Thus, in Le Horla (28th ed., 1893), pp. 186,

187 (in the tale called '< Le Diable "), there will

be found alle, all'—several times—and a ; and
see also Monsieur Parent (23rd ed., 1893), pp.
102, 95, 96, 99. In p. 102 all' is once
used before a consonant (" all' n' bougera
pu "). Now I do not say that this o
has been passed on to Eoglish ; but,

if this a was used in former times in

Normandy, it may have helped to bring a =
she into use in England. But Burguy
says nothing about the use of al{l)e or n in

Normandy, though he believes ale to have been
the primitive form of el{l)e in Burgundy
(p. 127), and says that it is sometimes found
in the sermons of St. Bernard.
In German we also find a similarly used,

but = er (he), and not for the fern. pron.
as in French. Examples will be found in

Frommann's Deutsche Mundarten—e.g., i. 42,
'

' a goht " (= er geht). This a may be derived

either from ar = er {Fr. vi. 167 many times),

or, as in Eng., from ha = the more ordinary

Low Germ, he (= er), see Fr. ii. 75, 9 ; 95, 13;
,395,3; 400, 12;419, 1; but these reference*
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include also the other forms hii, hcii, hce, and
he, see also vols. iii. and vi. in Index.
With regard to Italian, a Tuscan lady tells

me that she has never heard a so used in Tus-
cany, but in Piedmontese it certainly is so

used, smd even more widely than in English.

Thus, in Sant' Albino's Dictionary of the Pied-
montese Dialect, I find the following

:

" Preposto al veibo, fa le veci de' seguenti pro-
nomi, egli, ella, eeEO, essa, co' lore pltuali, come
da' Eeguenti CGempj : A ven, egli, ella, esse, esea

viene. A torno, eglino, elleuo elle, eesi, esse

tomano."

Nor are these mere dictionary forms; for in

Franceschi's In Cittd ed in Campagna (8th

ed., Turin, no date) I find (p. 318), " A la

savia longa," and in p. 61, " A i'ha su la punta
d' ii dii " [delle dita], in both of which passages
= ella, and both are spoken by natives of

Turin. Still, in Tuscany they do, at any rate,

use e' = egli and eglino (see Petrocchi's Diet.)

and Franceschi {op. cit, pp. 24, 251), while
in the following (p. 65), " Gli e tanto g^asso,

che la carrozza e' pende tutta dalla sua parte "

(spoken by a young Florentine lady), e' seems
to stand for essa, as ella would scarcely be used
of carrozza. And the change of this e to a
is, as we have already had occasion to see, wide-
spread, and it is very understandable.

Indeed, in all the four languages with which
1 have had to do here, the a, in the cases cited,

•eems to represent an older e ; and this in

Italian and French certainly represents a still

older 1, as is apparently the case also in
German and in English.

F. Chanob.

lutheb's teanslation of the bible.

London.

Prof. Karl Pearson in his review of Life and
Letters of Erasmus (Academy, November 3,

1894), comments with some severity on Mr.
Fronde's " ignorance of vernacular religious
literature " ; but his own remarks on this
subject are open to doubt. " The author of

Luther," he says,

" had no idea of the existence of a ' German
Vulgate ' in some nineteen pre-Lutheraa High or
Low German editions ; he had no idea that the
' September Bibel ' was rather a twentieth edition

. of the German Vulgate than a new and indepen-
dent translation."

The first attempt at translating the whole
Bible into High German was made in the be-
ginning of the fourteenth century; and a
Mcsimiie of the oldest existing German MS.
was published some time ago. {Codex Teplen-
lii, enthaltend die Schrift des neuen Gezeuges

;

alteste deutsche Handschrift, welche den
im XV. Jahrhundert gedruckten deutschen
Bibeln zu Ghnnde gelegen. Miinchen, 1881 &
1882). From the time of the invention of
printing until the year 1518 there appeared
fourteen editions of this version, to which must
be added four in the Low German dialect.
These editions are all based upon the same
translation ; they all represent the same text

;

they exhibit difference only in the corrections
and emendations which the successive editors
introduced according to their taste or the
dialect to which they are accustomed.
In what relationship does Luther stand to

this older translation? Has he drawn upon
it ? Does he show any acquaintance with it ?

For his version published in September, 1522,
he used Erasmus' edition of the New Testament
of 1519, as well as an edition by Gerbel (Strass-
btirg) ; whereas the older version was made
from the Vulgate, and added to the deficiencies
of the Latin text some astounding misconcep-
tions of its own. The basis of the two versions
being different, the likeness between them—if

there is any—must lie in the diction. Luther

remarked once (according to W. Meyer, (}e-
schichte der Schrifterkldrung, vol. i., p. 258) that
the old translators had concealed their names
because their conscience told them that they
had done their work badly. Even it the
authenticity of this remark be impugned, there
can be no doubt regarding the letter which the
Reformer wrote to Amsdorf from the Wartburg,
January 19, 1522.

" Interim biblia transferam, quamquam onus
eusceperim ultra vires. Vides nunc, quid sit

interpretati et cur hactenus a nullo sit attenta-
tum, qui profiteretxir nomen suum."

If this is the opinion which Luther enter-
tained of his predecessors, it would be strange
if he had in his own work followed them
closely ; and, considering Luther's originality
and candour of speech, it would be surprising
if he had availed himself of their labours with-
out a word of acknowledgment. G. Hopf , in
his inquiry into the history of German Bible-
translations (p. 23 sq.), has endeavoured to
draw a series of parallels between Luther's
and the earlier version ; but the result of this

industry has been merely to furnish us with a
list of short sentences and turns of speech which
are (even in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt,
v., 25 sq., where the similarity seems most
marked) too trifling to warrant the assumption
that Luther made use of any older source. "We
need but compare a few chapters in " the noble
purity of Luther's language," as J. Grimm
styles it, with the diction of the earlier

versions—which is heavy and obscure, even for

those days—in order to understand the unique
position which the " September-Bibel " occu-
pies. Luther knew of the existence of the
German Bible ; he had possibly a low opinion
of its merits ; he certainly, even if he possessed
a copy, made no use of it, while he was
labouring over his self-imposed task on
the Wartburg, and at Wittenberg. His is,

in point of matter and style, " a new and
independent translation " ; not the (nine-
teenth, or) "twentieth edition of the German
Vulgate," but a new version from the original,

which was destined to see ten different editions

—apart from numerous reprints—during the
lifetime of its author.

The editions of the German Vulgate had
been printed in small numbers, they were read
by few; their supply would have been in-

sufficient for the wants of the clerics, not to

mention educated laymen [cp. O.F. Fritzsche in

Herzog's Realencyhl. (1st ed., vol. iii., p. 336 sq."]
;

the circulation they obtained cannot be com-
pared with that of Luther's New Testament
within the first few months of its appearance.
That the Bible was a lost book till Luther re-

discovered it is a myth, according to Prof.

Earl Pearson. Whatever Biblical knowledge
the Church may have taught the people, and
schoolmasters drilled into their scholars, for

the vernacular literature of Germany Luther's
Testament was a revelation.

C. H. Mebk.

BRUNETTO LATINO OB BBUNETTO LATINI ?

Dorney Wood, Burnham, Backi.

In an interesting supplemental note to the
first volume of his recently published Readings
on the "Inferno," Mr. Vernon discusses once
more the question, already handled by Thor
Sundby and Eodolfo Renier (see Academy,
July 17, 1886), as to the "correct" form of

Brunetto's casato: i.e., whether it should be
"Latini" or "Latino."
In a review in these columns of Mr. Vernon's

earlier work. Headings on the " Purgatorio"
(Academy, February 8, 1890), I took exception
to his use of the form " Latini," for the reasons
(discussed elsewhere) that Brunetto himself and
his contemporaries used the form "Latino."
Mr. Vernon explains in his present note that

he writes " Latini" as being the correct form
" in this nineteenth century " ; and he quotes
the opinion of several well-known Italian
Dantists in favour of this usage, in conformity
with the modem Italian practice. To this, of
course, no exception can be taken. I was con-
tending for the use of the form usually em-
ployed in Brunetto's own times. It appears,
however, on a closer examination, that even in
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there
was no settled usage as to the form of this and
similar names.
In the Tresor (ii. 1) Brunetto speaks of him-

self as " Brunez Latins " (= Brunettus Latinus
= Brunetto Latino) ; and in the Tesoretto he
twice (i. 70; xx. 5) introduces himself as " Io
Brunetto Latino," the form in these cases being
assured by the rime. His contemporary. Bono
Giamboni, who translated the Tresor into
Italian, invariably calls him "Latino," as does
Boccaccio in his Commentary on the Divina
Commedia. In the Florentine (1823) edition of
Villani, the name appears as " Brunetto Latini "'

(viii. 10). Benvenuto da Imola writes " Bru-
nettus Latinus " in his Commentary on Inf.
XV. 32 ; and in the accompanying text occurs
the form " Latino," which is a well-established
variant in MSS. of the Divina Commedia (see

Moore, Textual Criticism, p. 106).

But in contemporary documents (quoted by
Zannoni in the preface to his edition of the
Tesoretto) the name appears variously as '

' Bur-
nectus filius quondam Bonaccorsi Latini"(1254);
" BurnectuR Bonaccorsi Latini" (1255) ; "Bru-
nectus de Latinis" (1273); " Ser Burnettus
Latini" (1287); "Ser Brunettus Latinus"
(1289) ; the first three of which are signatory.

The form " Brunetto Latini" apparently stands
for " Bnmetto dei Latini."

It may be noted in this connexion that Villani

speaks indifferently of " Corso Donati" and
"Corso de' Donati" (vlii. 49, 96), and of
" Napoleone Orsini" and " Napoleone degli

Orsini " (viii. 89) ; and that Dante, whose name
appears in the Latin works both as "Dantes
AUagherius " {Epist. ii. v., vi., &c., A. T. § 24)
and " Dantes Alagherii" {A. T. § 1), speaks of

one and the same person without distinction as
" Guido Ghiselerius "

(
V. E. i. 15) and " Guido

de Ghisileriis " (F. E. ii. 12).

Paget Toynbee.

THE BOOK OF JOB AND THE NICOMAOHEAN
ETHICS.

Lonlon : Jan. 26, 189S.

The remarkable verses from Job xiv. 21, 22
are rendered by the Authorised Version :

" His sons come to honour, and he knoweth [it]

not

;

And they are brought low, but he perceiveth [It]

not of them.
But his flesh upon him shall have pain,
And his eoxil within him shall mourn."

The rendering of the Revised Version is identi-

cal, with the exception that the futures "shall
have pain " and " shall mourn " become "hath
pain" and " moumeth." This is an improve-
ment ; but some difficulty results from trans-

lating the Hebrew expression V>'3 "upon
him," in the one member of the last verse, and
" within him " in the other. Moreover, there
is an incongruity in representing the dead man
as having still his soul " within him." If,

however, we render the expression in question

by "concerning it"—a rendering to which I

fail to see any valid grammatical objection

—

these difficulties disappear, and we may trans-

late the verses

:

"His sous come to honotir, and he knoweth not

;

And they are brought low, but he perceiveth

them not

:

Only his flesh concerning it is in pain,

And his soul concerning It mourns."

Or we may, instead of " concerning it," sub-
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•titate "on that aooonnt." But, it may be
•aked, aie not the two venea thus translated

inconsistent the one with the other ? Xot at

all, it may be replied, if the writer intended to

state that there was merely some community of

feeling between the deceased parent and his

surviving children, but no perception by the

senses and intellect.

It may seem that the thought might easily

have suggested itself that there is some re-

semblance, with regard to the general sense,

between the verses I have quoted from Job and
the well-known passage in Aristotle {Nic. Etli,

I. X. -1, o. But, so far as I am aware, no one has

seen the analogy. Aristotle concludes that,

whUe it would be unreasonable to suppose that

the dead are for ever affected by the varying
fortunes of their descendants, who in process of

time become further and further removed from
them, nevertheless for a certain time, and to

some extent, deceased parents have a sym-
pathetic feeling for their descendants in both
prosperity and adversity. To suppose the con-
trary would seem to argue a deficiency of

affection (KUy i(pi\ov <palreTat) and contrary to

general opinion {tois S6(ai% iranTioy), Nic. Eth.,

Book I. xi. 1. How widely spread was this

opinion the verses from Job afford somo
evidence. That in Job the deceased should be
regarded as affected by the 5u3-«-po|i'ai of his

children rather than by their ti/wpa^iat, accords
with the pessimistic representation in Job xiv.

of the condition of " man born of woman."
Thomas Tylee.

MB. ATFROUDE ON LOUD BEAC0N3FIELD
OXFORD.

Paris : Jan. 37, 1S95.

I had occasion the other day, for the first

time, to constilt Mr. Fronde's Life of Lord
Beaoonsfield, and was not a little surprised
to fiod that his account of the celebrated
Oxford speech of November 25, 18G4, was full

of inaccuracies. Mr. Froudesays (p. 173):

" Disraeli happened to ba on a visit at Cuddes-
don, and it happened equally that a diocesan con-
ference was to bs held at Oxford at the time, with
Bishop Wilbeiforce in the chair. . . . Disraeli,

to the Burptise of everyone, presented himself in
the [Sheldonian] theatre. . . . He lounged
into the room in a black velvet shooting coat.and a
wideawake hat, as if he had been accidently passing
through the town."

Now, there was no diocesan conference. It
was the annual meeting of the Diocesan
Society for Augmenting Small Livings. So
far from Disraeli's appearance creating sur-
prise, his name had figured in the bills as the
great attraction, and the Times had conse-
quently sent down a reporter. I had a seat
immediately at the foot of the platform. It
was the second time I had seen Disraeli, and
the first time I had heard him. I therefore
eyed and listened to him intently. He wore a
black velvet shooting jacket, but I am almost
positive that he had a chimney-pot hat. In-
deed, it is my impression that he held it in his
hand during part of his speech. He did not,
of course, "lounge in," but entered with the
Bishop, Mr. Beresford Hope, and other nota-
bilities. I remember, too, that the Bishop
called upon "the Bight Hon. Benjamin
Dis-ra-O'-li," for the distinct four syllables and
the accent on the penultimate struck me as
unusual.

Mr. Fronde proceeds to quote a passage from
the speech

:

"What is the question now placed before
society with the glib assurancs the most astoimd-
Jng ? The question is this : Is man an ape or
an angel ? I, my lord, I am on the side of the
angels."

"Pit and gallery," adds Mr. Fronde, " echoed
with laughter. . . . Disraeli was at least as

much in earnest as his audience." Now there
was certainly the "cheers and laughter"
usually evoked by an oratorical sally ; but the
rest of the proceedings were perfectly serious,

not to say dry. Disraeli's speech, in fact, was
an interlude in a decorous religious meeting.
Moreover, the merriment undoubtedly caused
by the perusal of the speech and by a cartoon
in Punch was largely due to a reporter's or
printer's blunder — " angels " instead of
"angel." I doubt whether Mr. Froude has
chosen the least inaccurate report. There were
certainly not two I's in the sentence. Turning
to the Bishop, and waving his arm, Disraeli

said, " My lord, I am on the side of the angel."
I regret that I did not become aware of

those inaccuracies during Mr. Fronde's life-

time, for I should have called his attention to
them, and he would doubtless have explained
how they arose. I can only conjecture that
Mark Fattison, who was present, or some
other " mocker," gave him a satirical account,
not imagining that he would take it seriously.

A reference to the newspapers or to Irving's

Annals would have prevented his mistake as to
the nature of the meeting. Mr. Beginald
Wilberforce, in his father's Life, likewise gives
the proper version of this; but he repeals the
blunder of " angels," and he discreetly sup-
presses any comment on the speech in the
Bishop's diary.

J. a. Alger.

BAEON DE MALORTIE S " HERE, THERE, AND
EVERYWHERE."

Londoa: Jan. 33, 1895.

Your reviewer of Baron Malortie's book says

(Academy, January 26)

:

" It is common to tease Prussians with reference

to the BronzsU [Bronnzall] mare, that animal
being the only prisoner made by the Prince of
Frustia and the army iuvadiu); Baden to repress
the insurrectioD, when they dispersed the rebels

at BroEzell without firing a shot."

This statement is a confusion of historical

facts. It mixes up the events of 18-19 in

Baden and Rhenish Bavaria with those of 1830
in Hesse-Cassel ; and it gives a wrong account
of both.
There was no insurrection in Hesse-Cassel, but

only a partial refusal to pay taxes, owing to
the Prince Elector's violation of the constitu-

tion. And when the Prussian troops on the one
hand, and those of Austria and Bavaria on the
other, came into conflict at Bronnzell in

November, 1830, no " rebels " were vanquished
by any Prince of Prussia ; but, after a slight

skirmish, the Prussian troops retreated before
those of the Confederation. On that occasion

a gray horse was shot ; and so ended a conflict

in which claims of " Federal supremacy " and
"Prussian leadership " were at issue.

It had been very different more than a year
before in Biden and Ehenish Bavaria. There
was an " insurrection" there. That is to say,

the whole people of South-western Germany,
including even the mass of the army, rose in

support of the legally constituted Oerman
parliament as against perjured princes. A
democratic government and a constituent

assembly were formed in Baden ; and for

several months a war went on, three Royalist

army corps moving against the army of the
"rebels," who upheld the cause of national
freedom and unity.

One of those army corps wss commanded by
ihe Prince of Prussia, afterwards the Eiog-
Emperor William I. After many battles in

the open field, and the surrender of the
fortress of Rastatt, which had held out longest,

the bulk of the army of the " rebels " was still

able to effect its entry into Swiss territory.

Then court-martial fusillades began against
the prisoners of war, the promise given to the

defenders of Eastatt being broken. The
number of political prisoners was such that,
though all the available buildings of the Grand
Duchy were used, they were scarcely able to
contain them. Among those executed during
three months by drumhead law were a notable
member of the German parliament, the
governor of Rastatt, a number of o£Scers and
soldiers, and men of all classes. The property
of the political prisoners was confiscated, and
such was the number of exiles that it exceeded
that of any emigration from France or Poland
after the overthrow of a popular movement.
These are the true facts, which, having been

itnplicated in those events, I think it a duty to
give correctly.

Kabl Blind.

London : Jan. SS, 1895.

General Ferdinando Beneventano del Bosco
was a brother of my brother-in-law. I never
heard of his being in needy circumstances.
Baron Malortie must have taken the General's
remark, " Je suis an bout de mon rouleau,"
trop au seiieux. We often hear people we
know to be well off say in English they
are "hard up," and think nothing of it. The
General had some private means of his owo,
and many wealthy relatives in Naples and
Sicily. It is true that after Gaeta he resided
in Paris in a modest apartment, with one body
servant or valet. I should say that he would
have been a welcome guest at Count de Cham-
bord's table.

The General was offered by the Italian

Government the same rank and emoluments in

the Italian army; but he declined them, saying,
" Noblesse oblige : I have taken the oath to the
old king, I will not perjure myself as the
others have done."

Nevertheless, one of his nephews is a great
favourite at the Italian Court, and was selected

to accompany the Crown Prince when he made
his last visit to England ; but, unfortunately, he
met with a dreadful lift accident, which pre-
vented him.

E. W. St. HoNORf; Stanford
(K.C. Isabella de CatoUca).

" matchavil" and machiavel,
London : Jan. 21, 1895.

Mr. Saintsbury, in his Seventeenth Century

Lyrics, commenting upon Cowley's line,

"Matchavil, the waiting-maid," writes thus:

"Matchavil.—Of course= ' Machiavel ' : and in

common quotation of the Hue, a favourite one, it

is usually spelt so. But Cowley must have in-

tended the oddity, perhaps for a play on ' match.' "

That is doubtless a possible explanation of the

odd spelling in this place ; but the oddity is

not peculiar to Cowley. Habiugton in Cctatara

says of certain political wiseacres and busy-
bodies, that
'

' The crosse or prosperous fate of princes, they
Ascribe to rashnes sc, cunning, or delay :

And on each action comment with more (kill

Than upon Livy did old Matchavill."

And in that singular work, the Varieties of

David Person, "of Loghlands in Sootlani,

Gentleman" (1635), we read of "A maxime
. . . not hatched in the brain of a Florentine

matchiavill. . .
."

Lionel Johnson.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
SoxDAY. Feb. 10, «pni. Sunday L<>etnre : "Desp Sea Si

ploritions in thsir Geological Bearinss," by Dr. B. D. I

Hoberts. I

7.80 p m. Ethical :
" The Cynics and Cyieraios," bf I

Ur. J. R. Muirbead. J
MoKPAT, F=b. H. 4 pm. Society of Aits : Canlof Leetura, \

"Me»nifor Verifyinit Ancient Bmbrjideriea and Laooa,"

I., brMr.AlanS C.le.
. , ,

Bpm. Linlonlojtitation : "Truth and Falsehood

as to Klicttio Currents in the Body," by Prof. Viotor

Horsley.
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8 p.m. Royal Academy :
*' 8cfaoolfl of Sculoture of

the Sixth and Fifth Centuriea B.C.," I., by Mr. A. S.
Momy.

8 p.m. Library Acscciation :
" The Catalogae of

English Literatnre Scheme." by Hr. H, B. Tedder.
8.3) p.m Geographical :

" Noith-Weet British
Oniani," by Mr. G. G. Dixon ; "A Joamey in German
Kew Guinea." by Capt. Cayley Webster.

TuBSDAY, Fe^. 1*2, 3 pm. Boyal Inatitutlon :
*' The Tntemal

Prairewoik of Planta and Animals," V., by Prof. C.
Btevait.

4 p.m. Asiatic :
" The Nigaiietan," by Mr. F. F.

Aibuthnot.
8 pm. Civil Engineers ; Dlscusai -.n, " The Mechanical

and Eiectrical Begutation of ^team-Engicei."
8 p.m. Colonial InHtitution :

" The Ciiticil Position
of Briiish Trade with Oii^ntal Countries," by Mr. T. H.
Whitehfad.

8 30p.m. Anthropological Institute: "The Ethno*
graphic Suivey of the Uoited Kingdom," by Mr. E. W.
Brabrook, President ;

** Pxehistoric Bemaios in Cora-
wall," I, by Mr. A. L. Lewis; "The Northern Settle-
ments ot the West Saxons," by Dr. John Beddoe.

Wed-vesday, Feb. 13, 8 p.m. Society of Arts : " Light
Ballsrays," by Mr. W. i. Acworth.

Thubsday, Feb. 14. Sp.m. Bojal Institution : "Meteorites,"
I., by Mr. L. Fletcher.

4.30 p.m. Society of Arts: "Village Communities
in Scathem India," by C. Krishna Menon.

6 p.m. London Institution :
" Glass, Antique and

Artistic," by Mr. C. F. Bines.
8 p.m, Boyal Academy : " Schoals of Sculpture of

the Sixth and Fifth Centuries B.C.," II., by Mr. A. B.
Horray.

8 p.m. Electrical Engineers :
" Berersible Begene-

rative Armatures and Short Air Space Dynamos," by
Mr. W. B. Sajers.

8p.m. Mathematical: "The Thwry of Groups of
Fiaite Order, IIL and IV.," by Prof. W. Burnside.

8 30 p.m. Antiquaries.
FiioAY. Ff-b. 15, 8 pm. Geological : Anniversary Meeting.

8 39 p m. Viking anb : "Swjjd and Saga," by
Mr. E H. Bavexstick.

9 p.m. Br.yil Institution: "Mountaineering," by
Mr. Clittan C.Dent.

Batuidav. Ftb. 16, 3 pm. Boyal lostitution : "The
Traditional and National in Music," 11., by Sir A. C.
Mackenzie.

SCIENCE.
Ike Latin Language ; an Historical Account

of Latin Sounds, Stems and Flexions.

By W. M. Lindsay. (Oxford : Clarendon
Press.)

The author of this elaborate treatise may
naturally have feared that he was some-
what premature in undertaking it. The
additions to our knowledge of the Latin
language, especially of Early Latin, and of

its relations to the cognate Italian and to

the Celtic languages, have been so numerous
and important during the last few years, that

it might well have been thought prudent to

wait and see what a few more years might
bring ibefore attempting to sum up and
appraise the gains. Messrs. King and
Cookson's well-known work, though pub-
lished but six years ago, contains much
which the authors would probably now
wish to put otherwise. Skutsch's researches,

which have changed the form of many a
paragraph in Mr. Lindsay's book, are hardly
two years old. Wolfflin's Arckiv is still

enlarging and giving precision to our
knowledge by its invaluable series of

detailed investigations. Yon Flanta's im-
portant Grammatik d. Oskitch -Umbriscken
Bialekte is yet unfinished. And if monu-
mental records are not yet sought out with
the system and thoroughness which is to be
desired, additions are constantly being made
of no slight interest and value. But if this

is the view of the position which must
necessarily present itself to the writer, it is

not one shared by the student, who naturally

desires to be put as soon as possible in

possession of what is known already, with-

out waiting for what may be known here-
after.

It may be said at once that Mr. Lindsay's
learned and careful work is admirably adapted
to the student's needs. It is, in the fullest

sense of the word, an "historical" account,

extending by the help of comparative phil-

ology back to the Indo-European forms,
and carried on to the Eomance derivatives,

and thus throwing the fullest attainable
light on both early and classical Latin.

Originality is, of course, not to be expected
or desired. On the one hand, Mr. Lindsay
has been guided mainly by Brugmann's
Grundriss ; on the other, by Meyer-Liibke's
Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen, than
which it would be impossible to find

authorities more trustworthy and up to

date. But he has by no means neglected
earlier collections of facts, such as those of

Corssen, Neue, and Schuchardt ; and he has
utilised for himself much of the inex-

haustible material furnished by the Corpus,

as well as the dissertations published in

the Archiv and elsewhere. It is unfor-

tunate that even the first part of the very
elaborate Historische Grammatik der Latein-

ischen Sprache, to be published by Fr.

Stolz and his distinguished coadjutors,

was not issued in time to be used by
Mr. Lindsay. But the appearance inde-

pendently of two such important treatises,

written on the same lines, gives the student

an excellent opportunity of ascertaining

how far the most recent methods of re-

search have led to conclusions which can
be regarded as generally accepted.

Mr. Lindsay has done some injustice to

his work by speaking of it in the preface

as if it were only Corssen brought up to

date. Of the ten chapters of which his

book consists, not more than four are to

any degree covered by Corssen's investi-

gations. In the whole of the important
section dealing with stems and flexions

Corssen gives only occasional and un-

systematic guidance. But this is but an
obiter dictum, hardly worth noticing, if it

had not been in danger of misleading those

not familiar with the history of the litera-

ture,

On the whole, Mr. Lindsay's arrangement
is that which is naturally suggested by the

divisions of his subject. It would pro-

bably have been better had he given

greater prominence at the beginning to the

characters to be adopted for transcription

of various languages. A reader who over-

looks the brief note on p. xxviii. will find

many a stumbling-block in his way, such as,

e.g., the italic k in early Latin forms. It is

hard, too, to see the advantage of departing

in any case fromBrugmann's system, which is

that now generally adopted, except, perhaps,

for Old English ; while the use of the word
"often" in that note suggests possibilities

of confusion, which, happily, the text does

not appear to confirm. A brief Lautlehre

might with advantage have been given in

an early part of the book, with such ex-

planations as would have made the forms

quoted much more intelligible. On the

other hand, difficulties are caused by follow-

ing Brugmann in treating of the personal

terminations after the tense-stems ; it is

awkward to have terms like " secondary

endings" used long before there is any
explanation of their meaning. Compression

has been carefully studied, as a rule ; and
this makes it the more surprising that Mr.
Lindsay has fallen into what may almost be

called a habit of repeating the same in-

formation in full two or three times over

in different places, where a simple reference

would have been sufficient. For instance,

when the -woxdi forctus is first quoted, it is

natural enough to give a quotation from
Festus in explanation of it (p. 182) ; but
there is no reason why this should be re-

peated at length on p. 293, and again on

p. 342. And similar instances are by no
means uncommon. The index, though
fairly full, is in this respect very in-

complete ; and those who use the book
should notice that the references are

not exhaustive

—

e.g., levir is discussed not

only on pp. 200 and 242, but also on

pp. 230, 289, 350, the cognates being
quoted in full three or four times over,

i'he substitution of reference for repetition

in such cases would have made room for

more frequent references to the literature,

which would have been welcome to the

teacher, if not to the student. "We have
too often phrases such as " another

theory is," " the view has been suggested,"

and the like, where the addition of a refer-

ence from Mr. Lindsay's note-book would
have made it easier to weigh the arguments
on which the theory rested. The proof-

sheets have been read with great care, and
misprints are extremely few. The only

ones which I have noticed are giMeral

on p. 92, a trifling one in the last line

of p. 106, and another in the third line

of §125 (p. 107). Mr. Lindsay seems to

have given up early in his book the

attempt to hinder his printers from giving

the barbarous " dissyllabic," and one

regrets to see that Bentley's crushing

of " cotemporary " has been forgotten.

Still more to be regretted is the levity

shown to what Dr. Eeid justly calls "the
odious quum." Mr. Lindsay knows his

Bersu {cf. p. 44) ; and surely in a historical

grammar the word ought not to be treated

without a reference to the date of its

first appearance. The forms vdoillo, mdmilla,

on p. 117 are required by the argument;
biit one would be glad to know the

authority on which they rest {bucella stands

on a different footing). It is doubtful

whether many would agree with Mr.
Lindsay when he says, "the preposition

loith now ends only in the <A-80und of thiri,

though in early modern English it had in

certain allocations the <A-sound of this."

How would he now pronounce with all ? It

is still more doubtful whether the Gothic

fadar (p. 157) could possibly have had the

soft spirant sound, unknown till so much
later in English. The " late Latin " use of

quanti for quot (p. 451) can hardly be denied

to Statins {^Silv. iv. 3, 49), to say nothing of

the quanta milia of Propertius. The use of

haeo as a fem. plur. is not to be excluded

from classical Latin when it is so common
in Cicero and Caesar (p. 432). Nothing

seems to be gained by giving 'mement-tod

rather than *memen-tdd as the primitive

form: the word is not plural, like /<!r?<»<o,

for which this explanation seems more
natural. The explanation of the phonetic

process in iv. § 155 is not clear. Is it meant

that ferunto retains its t on the analogy of

other third plurs. ? (The " Greek " <ji(p6vToi

should hardly have been quoted without a
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word of explanation.) Whatever may be

the true explanation of peiSro, it is hardly

safe to quote it on p. 91 as an instance

of a very doubtful phonetic change. Dr.

Hutherford would have something to say to

the assignment of Babrius to the reign of

Augustus.
A work which consists so largely of a

mass of details can hardly be criticised

except by suggestions as to points on which

these may be erroneous. But it would be

unfair to allow these to obscure the impres-

sion of sound method and great accuracy

which the work as a whole leaves upon the

reader. There may be room for difference

of opinion as to some of the explanations

given ; but Mr. Lindsay's views are nowhere
obsolete, and nowhere indefensible. The
book gives just that survey of the present

position of Latin philology which was
greatly needed ; and it deserves the accept-

ance which it will undoubtedly receive.

The best wish that can be formed for it is,

that its sale may be such as to give oppor-

tunity for the repeated revision which will

be needed to keep it abreast of the advance

of science. A. S. Wilkins.

ARGON, THE NEWLYDISCOVERED CON-
STITUENT OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

January 31, 1895, will prove a memorable
day in the annals of scientific progress. Tbe
large theatre of London University was filled

with an expectant and distinguished audience

when, at half-past four, the historic mace of

the Royal Society was placed on the table, and
the president and secretaries took their seats

behind it. Three papers on a single subject

were to be read and discussed. The discovery

to which they referred had, indeed, been
announced last summer at the meeting of the
British Association, but further and more
exact details were eagerly awaited. These
were now furnished in the paper by Lord
Bayleigh and Prof. Bamaay, which was sup-
plemented by Mr. W. Crookes's account of the
spectra of the new gas, and by the story of its

liquefaction and solidification, as told by Prof.
Olszewski, of Cracow.

It was the occurrence of an apparently
insignificant difference of density in nitrogen
from different sources which originated the
discovery of a new constituent in the atmo-
sphere. For Lord Eayleigh found that
nitrogen eliminated from chemical compounds
was lighter than nitrogen prepared from
atmospheric air by the removal of its other
kuown component). The difference was slight,

the weights of equal volumes standing in the
ratio 230 : 231 ; but there it was, and in many
comparative experiments it proved to be in-
variable. Suggested explanations of this

difference had to be dismissed one after

another, until it became evident that the purest
nitrogen from atmospheric air was a mixture
of what may be called true nitrogen with
another and heavier gas. Tbis mixture was
then submitted to two distinct methods of
treatment, by each of which the true nitrogen
present was removed in the form of compouads.
Lord Rayleigh and Prof. Ramsay found in this

way that there remained an unattackable and
irreducible residuum, heavier than true
nitrogen in the ratio 19'9 : 14. This inert gas
bad, it seems, been obtained so long ago as

1785 by Cavendish, who was not disinclined to

admit that a very small part (not more than
tJo) of the " pblogisticated air " (= nitrogen)
of our atmosphere might differ from the rest,

and could not be reduced to nitrous acid.

The nature of this heavy g^ had next to be
determined. From the methods by which it

had been isolated, it was evident that it could

not be, and could not contain, any of tbe

known elements. It might be a new
' element, or a mixture of new elements,

or possibly, but not probably, a com-
pound of two new elements. No
argument can be drawn from its chemical
properties, for it has none—none, at least,

save inertness has been as yet revealed. But
the balance of evidence derived from its

physical behaviour inclines in favour of the

theory that argon is a simple elementary body.
There is a definiteness, a consistency, and a
constancy in its characters which seems to

connote an element—as the term element is

now understood. It wou'd be strange, indeed,

were argon to consist of two kinds of

matter, endowed with equal inertness, equal

solubility in water, and equal resistance

to the heroic methods of purification adopted
in its isolation. True, argon possesses two
spectra, conveniently named the "red" and
the "blue," two bright-line spectra, obtain-

able under different conditions of pressure and
electric current ; but the same statement may be
made with regard to other g*se3, as to the

elementary nature of which no doubt has yet

been raised. Again, in experiments on the

velocity of sound in argon, it was found that

it gave the ratio of 1'63 between the specific

heat at constant pressure and the specific heat

at constant voluma. This result tends to

indicate a monatomic gas, and is parallel to

that obtained with mercury-vapour. It would
be unwise to lay too much stress upon the

constancy of the boiling and freezing points of

argon, determined by Prof. Olszewski, as

indicative of its simple nature ; but such con-

stancy is favourable to this view.

In the immense diagram (nearly forty feet

in length) of the two spectra of argon exhibited

on January 31, no less than 199 lines were
laid down. Of these, 119 belonged to the

"blue" spectrum and eighty to the "red."
There were twenty-six lines common to the

two spectra, but these were probably due to

the imperfect separation of the two. Mr.
Crookes assured the meeting that each line

was laid down with an accuracy in position of

one millimetre, and that there were no lines

common to the sharp-line spectrum of nitrogen

and to the spectra of argon.

The data for the discussion of the atomic
weight of argon, assuming it to consist of a
single element, are extremely meagre. With
an atomic value of 19'9, argon might find a

place between fluorine and sodium in the

periodic sequence of the elements ; but if it be
a monatomic gas, its atomic weight must be
doubled and its position would lie between
potassium and calcium, Any conclusion on
this point must await the result of further and
other lines of research.

The ascertained constants of argon, not
previously given iu this brief note, may be
thus summarised. It dissolves in water under
the ordinary pressure and at a temperature of
14° C, in the proportion of 4 volumes to 100.

Its boiling point is— 187'', and its freezing point
— 189°*6, under the ordinary atmospheric
pressure. The critical temperature, under a
pressure of 50 atmospheres, is —121°. The
density of liquid argon proved to be about
1 "5 at its boiling point. Solid argon is crystal-

line, and, like the liquid, colourless.

The detection and isolation of this constituent

of the atmosphere must rank with the very
greatest discoveries in chemical science which
have ever been made. In its inception and its

conduct this research of Lord Rayleigh and
Prof. Ramsay affords an example of the highest

and rarest type of investigation. The difficulty

of the work may be gauged in some measure by

the fact that a constituent of the atmosphere
which forms a hundred and twentieth part of
its volume had eluded the severe scrutiny to
which air has been subjected duriog many
years by many expert experimenters. It

indeed redounds to the credit of Cavendish
that, with the very imperfect apparatus and
methods at his command more than a century
ago, he should have come so near to a dis-

covery which will render for ever memorable
the years 1894 and 1895.

A. H. CHrRCH.

A NEJV WRITING FROM THE NORTH-
WEST FRONTIER OF INDIA.

The last number of the Journal Asiatique
(London : Williams & Norgate) contains an
article by M, Senart, giving the first satisfactory

reproductions of the strange inscriptions from
the Peshawur frontier, which attracted so

much attention at the Geneva Congress of

Orientalists. The discovery of these inscrip-

tions is entirely due to Major Deane, who has
before supplied valuable contributions to our
knowledge of Indian archaeology. And we
are glad to hear that most of the original

stones have been transferred to the museum at
Lahore, where they will come under the keen
eye of Prof. Aurel Stein.

Besides the inscriptions written in characters

which we must, as yet, be content to call un-
known, others were found in Devanagari and
in the early Northern alphabet known as

Eharoshthi. These latter are not figured in the

present article, but they are important from
the fact that they help to date the ethers.

The Devanagari inscriptions can be assigned
confidently to the beginning of the eleventh

century A.D. ; of the Kharoshthi ones it can only
be said that they must belong to the early

centuries of our era. It seems reasonable,

therefore, to assume that the undociphered
inscriptions belong to a period intermediate

between the later and the earlier date. All

alike (with a single exception) were found in

the mountainous region along the River Indus,

due north of Attock, which lies in the Yusufzai
territory, just beyond the British frontier. It

was here that Sir James Abbott, not without
good reason, sought to identify the Aomos of

Alexander the Great.

The inscriptions come from different situa-

tions. Some are scratched, like Sinaitio

graffiti, on the face of the rock ; one or two
are engraved on hewn monuments, such as

stelae; but the great majority are on slabs,

which are built into ruinous towers just at the
level of the eye, and which apparently remain
where they were originally placed. All these

circumstances ^seem to point to antiquity not
excessively remote. Though some of the
graffiti are rudely scribbled, in all oises alike

the characters are cut with care and precision,

showing that writing was a common art.

To come to the characters themselves. They
certainly present a strange appearance of

oddaess, combined with familiarity. Indeed,
the most remarkable feature is that they appear,

at first sight, to have been borrowed from
many different systems of writings. Several

characters seem almost identical with those of

Asoka's Edicts ; others recall a Greek alphabet

of archaic type—it must be mere accident that

these look as if turned round or to one side, as ^
in the Greek musical notation ; others again ^
startle us by their Aramaean resemblance.

As M. Senart remarks, certain features remind
us of the Yenissei inscriptions, the puzzle of

which has quite recently been read by Profs.

Thomson and Radloff. He also points out that

one or two of the characters are identical with
certain modifications of the Northern script of

Asoka, which Prof. Biihler only the other day
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distinguished in the copy of the Edicts that has
come to light in Mysore.
M. Senart does not claim to have been able,

as yet, to have deciphered the inscriptions

themselves, though he evidently inclines to the

opinion that their authors must be referred

to the Scythic or Mongolian invaders of India.

But not only has he presented scholars with an
admirable series of facsimiles; he has also

contributed to the future decipherment by an
acute criticism of all the conditions of the

problem. He discusses the questions : which
is the top and which the bottom of the stones

;

whether they read from right to left or from
left to right, or boustrophedon — questions

which are of special importance, because several

of the characters appear as if inverted. He
farther points out that certain characters are

of such frequent occurrence that it is hardly
possible they always had the same value ; while
other characters habitually undergo trifling

modifications, which might be thought a sign

of vocalic notation, if it were not so excep-
tional. Finally, he makes mention of a

sculptured and inscribed monument in the

Louvre, of unknown origin, the characters on
which resemble those of the new script. The
subject of this sculpture seems to be a Bacchic
procession.

M. Senart's paper is to be continued in the

forthcoming number of the Journal Atiatique.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A COLLATION OF M99. OF THE HAR CLEN8IAN

SYBIAC VERSION OF THE GOSPELS.

St. John's College, Oxford : Jan. 30, 1895.

The Library of St. John's College, Oxford,
has received from the widow of the late Henry
Deane, B.D., formerly Fellow of St. John's,
his collation of Harclensian MSS. of the Four
Gospels.

The collation is made in an interleaved copy
of White's so-called Versio Syriaca Philoxeniana

eased upon two New College MSS. of the
arclensian, Nos. 9, 10 of Gregory).
The following MSS. (Gregory's notation)

have been collated by Mr. Deane : for Matthew,
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 ; and also a MS. described
as Cod. Bill. Bod. Oxon. Cod. Or. 130 saec. xii.,

apparently unnoticed by Gregory ; Mark, Nos.
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8; Luke, Nos. 1, 8; John, Nos.
1, 2, 7, 10. The readings of "Dm Heilige

Evangdium Johannes nach eiiter Vaticanischen

Randschri/t von O. H. Bernstein, Leipzig,

1853," have also been collated.

The variants are for the most part con-
cerned with the omission or presence of the
rihbui, the spelling of proper names, trifling

variations in construction and order of

sentence, and here and there small omissions
and additions. Mr. Deane's work can, by
application to the Librarian, be made available
to scholars interested in carrying out a collation

of this version. 0. F. Burnet.

SCIENCE NOTES.
At the meeting of the Anthropological Insti-

tute, to be held on Tuesday next, Mr. B. W.
Brabrook, the new president, will read a paper
on " The Ethnographic Survey of the United
Kingdom." Papers are also promised from
Dr. John Beddoe, on "The Northern Settle-

ments of the West Saxons " ; and from Mr.
A. L. Lewis, on " Prehistoric Bemains in

Cornwall."

At the London Institution, on Monday next.
Prof. Victor Horsley will deliver a lecture on
"Truth and Falsehood as to Electric Currents
in the Body."

At the quarterly meeting of the Eoyal
College of Physicians, held last week, thanks

were given t o Mr. W. H, Baillie for his gift

of two portraits—of his grandfather, Dr.
Matthew Baillie, by Hoppner; and of Dr.
Edward Jenner, by Sir Thomas Lawrence.
(It will be remembered that the same gentle-
man recently gave portraits of John and
William Hunter to the Eoyal College of

Surgeons.) The conditions were also approved
of the Weber-Parkes prize, consisting of the
interest on a sum of £2,500, recently given by
Dr. Hermann Weber. The prize is to bo
awarded triennially to the writer of the best

essay on some subject connected with the
etiology, prevention, pathology, or treatment
of tuberculosis, especially with reference to

pulmonary consumption in man. In addition

to the money prize of £150, bronze medals will

be awarded. We note, as a novel condition,

that the essays sent in must be type-written.

At the general monthly meeting of the Royal
Institution, held last Monday, special thanks
were given to Prof. Dewar for his donation
of the Eumford Prize money to the fund for

the promotion of experimental research at low
temperatures, and to the Smithsonian Institu-

tion for their present of a portrait of tte late

Thomas G. Hodgkins.

At the meeting of the Mineralogical Society

on Tuesday last, three papers were read. Prof.

Judd described some simple crystalline rocks

from India and Australia ; the Earl of Berkeley
gave an account of an improved and extremely
accurate method of determining the relative

densities of solids ; and Prof. Church drew
attention to the use of alcohol and of mercury
in density experiments [and to a method of

getting rid of adherent and interstitial air.

"The Eoyal Natural History" (Frederick

Wame & Co.) having completed the series of

its numbers devoted to Mammals, begins in

this month's issue an account of the Birds, past

and present. Among the contributors are the

editor (Mr. Lydekker), Dr. Bowdler Sharpe,

Mr. Macpherson, and Mr. Ogilvie Grant ; and
the illustrations, four hundred in number, are

by Keulemans, Smit, Lodge, Specht, and
Gambier Bolton.

PHILOLOar NOTES.
At the meeting of the Eoyal Asiatic Society,

to be held on Tuesday next, Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot
will read a paper on " The Nigaristan of

Mu 'in-ud Din Yuwaini "—a Persian didactic

work, written in 1334 A.D., which has not

hitherto been translated into any European
language.

A FEW days ago, there appeared in the

Scotsman a statement of the discovery of a

stone slab, bearing an Ogham inscription, at

Abemethy, in Perthshire. An Edinburgh
correspondent, who has since visited the spot

and carefully examined the stone, assures us

that the Ogham characters on it are un-
doubtedly a modem forgery.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Folk-Lobe.—{Annual Meeting, Wednesday,

Jan. 16.)

G. L. GoHMB, Efq., the retiring president, in the
chair.—The report of the council showed that the
progress of the work of the society was satisfac-

tory, the publishing of the county folk-lore

collections being pushed forward as quickly as

funds permit. The notable issue of the year
had been Mr. Oliver Elton's translation of

Saxo Orammaticut, to which Prof. Totk Powell
had contributed a valuable Introduction. A com-
mittee of the council is engaged in formu-
lating a scheme for the publication of an English
bibliography of folk-lore.—The report having been
read, Mr. Edward Clodd, the new president,

delivered his address. After reviewiog the work

of the year—both that done by the society and the
more noticeable kind done outside, but due to
ius indirect influence—Mr. Clodd referred to
the advantage which had resulted from the
merging of the old and restricted method of
research, known as the philological, in the
nnthropolojiical method, which has no limitations,

but co-ordinates correspondences in whatever
strata of culture it finds them, explaining the
wild, coarse, and grotesque elements in Greek,
Vedic, and other mythologies as surrivals of the
lower culture out of which Greek and Hindu
emerged. They are the " old Adam " in civilised

humanity. Mr. Clodd next passed to the still un-
settled question of the origin and diSasiun of folk-
tales end cognate materials ; and after expressing
an opinion that the publication of Miss Boalfe
Cox's 315 variants of "Cinderella" left the
question where it found it, illustrated the
subject by a number of curious parallels

drawn from widely separated areas, and endorsed
Mr. Andrew Lang's dictum that much is due
to transmission, something to identities inde-
dependently evolved. Remarking, however, that
questions of this order are of secondary interest,

Mr. Clodd proceeded to ask, in view of the enormous
and ever-increasing accumulation of materials,
whether the time has not come for inquiry into
their general sigDifloiuce, how far they tell for or
against recent theories of the evolution and history
of man. Defining fo)k-!ore as the psychical side
of anthropology, Mr. Clodd remarked that the
(juestion of primary import was : what light does
it throw on the primitive workings of the mind,
and in what degree contradict, amend, or confirm
the theory of man's gradual ascent from savagery,
through barbarism, to civilisation P Referring to the
influence of current belief in fundamental identity
of the several forms and states of matter which
underlies all the highest physicalreEeirch, Mr. Clodd
asked whether we may not find evidence of common
origin of the varied material of folk-lore, and, in
our search aftertheattitude of the mind at the lowest
plane where cognisance of its attempt at ex-
planations is reached, assume that there was
universal assuoiptioa of identity—a drawing of no
hard and fast line between the living and the non-
living. Examples in support of this were drawn,
not only from the reports of travellers C3ncerning
savage psychology, but alto from unsuspected sur-
vivaU of the idea among civilised peoples ; and the
conclusion was deduced that in the zoomorphising
of everything we have the raw material, the proto-
platm, as it were, of myth, custom, and belief ; so
that the psychologist, the sociologist, and the
theologian must alike travel along these ancient
lines of human thought in their search for
origins. Folk-lore was thus shown to testify

to the correlation of man's psychical history
with hii physical history and mode of
material progress. Folk-lore alto illustrates

the truth of the general theory of evolution
in man's adaption to the low intellectual environ-
ment of a barbaric past of enormous duration,
whose equilibrium has but recently been disturbed
by the intrusion of the scientific melhod to human
history. Thus regarded, Mr. Clodd went on to

show that the superstitions which still dominate
the life of man illustrate the priority and persist-

ence of feeling, and that, while emotionally man is

hundreds of years old, rationally he is but an
embryo. The conclusion of the address defined
the attitude of folk-lore towards the bastard
supernaturalism of modern times as antipathetic,

because this modern revival of barbaric philosophy
is a denial of that unity and continuity in the
history of man which involves his iuclurion in the
universal order.

Meteorological.—[Annual Meding, Wednesday,

Jan. 16.)

R. Inwards, Esq., president, in the chair. —The
council in their report reviewed the work done by
the society, and stated that additional accommodation
had been provided to meet the growing needs of the

library. Forty-five new fellows had been elected

during the year.—Mr. Inwards, in his presidential

addres.a, dealt with the subject of " Weather
Fallacies," which ho treated under the heads of

Saint's Day fallacies, sun and moon fallacies, and
those concerning animals and plants. He also

referred to the almanac makers, weather prophets,
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and impostors vlio have from time to time fur-

nished the world with fit material? for its cre-

dence or its ridicule. - Mr. C. liardmg read a

paper on "The Gale of Deomber 2l8t and

22nd, 1891, over the British Isles." This storm

was one of exceptional ssverity, especially over

the northern portions of England and Ireland,

and in the south of Scotland. It developed energy

very quickly and travelled with great rapidity.

The Bflf-recording anemometers show that the

greatest violence of the wind occurred at Fleetwood,

where the velocity was 107 miles in the hour

between 8.30 and 9.30 a.m. on the 22nd, and for

four consecutive hours the velocity exceeded lUU

miles. This is the greatest force of wind ever

recorded in the BritUh lalas, and is ten miles an

hour in excess of the highest wind velocity in the

great storm of November lGth-20th, 1893. At

Holyhead the wind in squalls attained the hourly

velocity ol 150 miles between 10 a.m. and noon on

the 22nd. The strongest force was mostly from the

north-westward. Much destruction was wrought

both on sei and luxd, ani th>rj was a heavy loss of

life.

Abistotbliax.—{M'jndni/, Jan. 21 )

Bbrnard Bosanqcet, Esq., president, ia fbe chiir.

—Dr. E. J. Ryle read a paper on "Bacon s Doctrine

of Forms." the origin both of Bacon's own phrase-

ology and of the scholastic dotrino of forms is to

be found in Pluto. It appears that he meant by his

doctrine more than is signified by such words as

" cause " or "essence." Also he does not appear to

have intended merely to omphasiso the distinction

between primary and secondary qualities of bodies.

An examination of the context in the case of those

passages in which the word Form is used, and a

comparison of 'such passages, indicates that Bicon

meant bythe word Form "the law of action" regarded

as the common principle productive of a given

quality in any one of a number of various cases. In

Bacons language it is both "abstract" and ''con-

stant " " Form " thus clearly corresponds with the

modern word "law" when used (e.y. by Holmholtz)

to signify the general conception in which a series

of similarly recurring natural processoj may be cm-

braced.—The paper was followed by a discussion.

FINE ART.
WORK AND OEM-
AT THE ROYAL

aOLDSMlTHS'
ENORAVISO
ACADEMY.

An element of abiolute novelty is imported into

the exhibition at BurlingtonHouseby the addi-

tion of a magniftoeat series of " Works illus-

trating the art of the sculptor-goldsmith and

gem-engraver." It is a pity that advantage has

not baen taken of the rare opportunity here

afforded to illustrate, by a classification of the

splendid objects brought together, successive

styles and periods in the noble craft of the

goldsmith and artificer in precious metals. As
it is, we must content ourselves with picking

out the plums in a calleotion of wonderful

richness and interest, considering that it is

necessarily circumscribed within narrow limits.

Among the not very numerous early works

may be noted an interesting series of plaques

(Case B, No. 56) of the twelfth century,

erroneously described as in cloisonne enamel.

They are certainly executed by the champlevf

process, and are in the Romanesque style of

the Rhine—or Rhenish-Byzantine, as it used to

ba called. A superb morse, with translucsnt

enamels on silver (Case G, No. 4), representing

the " Birth of St. John the Baptist," is Italian

work of the early fifteenth century. Spanish

and Portuguese decorative art of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries can be studied to great

advantage in the rich series of works con-

tributed by Sir J. C. Robinson, who was one of

the first to throw light upon this special branch

of the subject, at a time when it was compara-

tively unfamiliar. A bowl or salver (Case C,

No. 100) shows the already exuberant Gothic

style of Spain towards 1450 or a little later.

A magnificent and altogether exceptional piece

is the silver-gUt rose-water salver, repoa»$e in

high-relief, with an over-rich but still perfectly

coherent decoration of floral forms, enclosing

figures of Christian knights battling with

Morisooes. Apart from the baauty and finish

of the workmanship, this dish has a peculiar

interest as marking out very distinctly the

Spanish-Gothic style, and distinguishing it

from the not less exuberant German-Gothic

of the Sime late period. That the Spiniard

could ba moderate when he liked, and

could apply the exquisite Renaissance decora-

tion of the early sixteenth century with perfect

discretion, is well shown in a gilt-bronzs

lectern of the finest workmmship, which

is believed, as the Catalogue states, to

be by the goldsmith Becerril, of Cuenoa.

Late German-Gothic of the most luxuriant

and naturalistic type is Lord Battersea's

great silver-gilt cup (Case F, No. 3)—
an unsurpassed example of its class. The

Milanese of the sixteenth century excelled all

other Europeans of that time iu the art of

damascening in gold and silver on steel ; and

the miniature altar-shrine (Case F, No. 2),

contributed by Lady de Rothschild, is the most

beautiful and the most perfectly finished speci-

men of this peculiar handicraft with which we

are acquainted. It has the great advantage

over some notable pieces of the same class in

tie South Kensington Museum, that it belongs

to an earlier and better period of Ginqueceuto

art. Here, too, are Lord Cowper's famous

ewer and salver in silver-gilt —the ewer cast

and chased, the salver refousse — a work

assigned on serious grounds to Benvenuto

Cellini himself. The low-reliefs and the

general scheme of ornamentation, with its

maacarons and strap work, are of the most

exquisite precision and delicacy ;
yet in style

they already batray the dec'ine which marks

the full Renaissance. Cellini's latest and most

exhaustive biographer, M. Eugene Plon, is

inclined to accept the attribution, as justified

by the distinguishing characteristic} of the

design. It must, however, remain open to con-

siderable doubt whether at this advanced period

of his career—for the ewer and salver muit be

dated at least as late as 1550—the sculptor of

the Vienna " Salt-cellar," of the "Nymphe de

Fontainebleau," of the great " Perseus,"

would have been able to devote him-

self personally to a work of this elabora-

tion and minuteness. It is, at any rate,

more than good enough to ba from the hand

of the splendid adventurer, who had not a

few equals, if not superiors, among the con-

temporary artificers of Italy and Germany, in

art, though not in rufiiinisni. As a pendant

to it appears a ewer and salver of Portuguese

workmanship (Case F, No. 8), showing to a

marked extent the influence of the German or

Flemish Renaissance style. Comparatively

coarse and overloaded as is the ornamentetion of

this piece, it is, notwithstanding, of undeniable

splendour and effectiveness. The form of the

ewer is very noble, and, indeed, altogether

superior to that of Lord Cowper's corres-

ponding piece. Perhaps, on the whole, the

finest example of artistic goldsmithry in the

entire display is Lord Rothschild's silver-gilt

cup (Case F, No 0), a work of the German

Renaissance in its earlier and better phase. So

entirely are the figures, the foliated ornaments,

the incised, frieze-like bands of decoration, the

wonderful ryiotisse reliefs, in the style of Hans

Holbein the younger—as shown chitfly in the

great series of decorative designs in the British

Museum—that we may accept the cup as built

up out of his motives, or even as entirely

desisned by him. _
Claude Phillips.

ENOLian COLOURED FRINTS AT
COLtlAQHra.

As the boudoir has to be furnished as well as

the study—as the tastes of the average " pretty

lady " have to ba provided for, as well as the

solander-box—there is room, it may be said,

for a certain amount of interest in what is, of

course, at bottom but a fad of the moment

—

the taste for Eoglish coloured prints. And that

being so, it is at all events a relief to see, as

one sees just now at Colnaghi's, in Pall Mall

East, a collection of the very best of them.

Such a show as is there assembled goes far to

disarm hostile criticism. One feels that the

things, even when at their daintiest, are

scarcely even for the lighter moods of men who
can appreciate the sometimes austere splendour

of Rembrandt and Diirer, Turner and MiJryon.

Yet are they in their own way agreeable, and

a large public finds them more attractive than

the works of the masters.

It is well, perhaps, to distinguish a little—

to see, if we can, whore the line may be drawn
—what painters are represented adequately or

not so very unfairly, by coloured engravings,

and what painters are but belittled when the

free and masculine interpretation in black and

white gives place to the more or less mechanical

imitations of their efforts which colour-printing

may obtain. For it is, among other things,

well to remember that the employment of

colour on the plate was not, as a rule, had

recourse to until the plate itself was somewhat

.^orn—when it was felt, indeed, that if it was still

to be used some fresh means must be taken to

make it acceptable, even to a public different

from, and inferior to, that which welcomed it

at the first. The aquatint had lost subtlety,

the mezzotint had lost richness : now was the

moment at which colour might be fruitfully

employed; and so that interpretation of Sir

Joshua which had been noble to begin with

—

that interpretation of Morland which had been

thoroughly artistic—was destined in its latest

phase to be just pretty and "taking." They

fell, and great was the fall of them. But all

our artists did not suffer alike. Francis

Wheatley, that most engaging, graceful

draughtsman, whose colour was never subtle,

whose tone was never deep and full, scarcely

suffered at all. At all events, his series of

"The Cries of London "—" cries " of straw-

berries, or watercress, uttered generally by

graceful young persons promenading the streets

of the town, in the dress of about 1800—
Wheatley's " Cries of London," I say, scarcely

suffered at all. No great violence, again, was

done—perhaps even some ephemeral seductive

charm was added—when those designs of

Cipriani or Angelica Kaufraann, which Barto-

lozzl had lightly engraved, were filled in with

colour by the skilful craftsman whom, early in

the century, the Colnaghis—whose successors

exhibit the work to-day—kept busy in those

very premises, it seems, where the prints now
hang on the walls. Nor does Hoppner suffer

much, when a little colour is added to the sub-

stantial form of his Saxon Psyche ; nor is there

much to rcRret when the somewhat meretricious

art of Sir Thomas Lawrence finds itself perpet-

uated, or its day at all events lengthened, by

the devices of colour-printing. These things—
in the exquisite, unblemished condition m
which Messrs. Colnaghi exhibit them—are
quite worth seeing. At their best, they are

nearly as pretty, perhaps, as a Battersea candle-

stick, or a Chelsea cup, or a white plate of

Swansea or Nantgarw, painted with roses.

They are, in other words, charmingly decora-

tive, wholly agreeable. But great art—that,

of course, they cannot for a moment pretend to

be.

Fkedkbick Wedmobe.

1
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EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.

THE EXPLORATION OF D£R EL BAHABI.
Luxor : Jan. 18, 1895.

The clearing of the Funerary Temple of Queen

Hatshepsu, which has been in process during two

winter seasons past, was resumed at the begia-

ning of December, and has been prosecuted

without intermission. Headers of the Academy
will remember that, when heat and Ramadan
interrupted the work last March, the upper of

the three Terraces or Platforms was left almost

clear, and the huge mounds upon the North

Court of the Central Terrace had been cut

away round the north and west sides, and much
diminished in all parts, but still a great mass of

earth and chips and all kinds of debris from

twenty to twenty-five feet high encumbered

two-thirds of the Court, while the South Court

of the same Terrace, the Third or Lower
Terrace, and some chambers on the south of

the Upper Terrace; had not been touched

at all.

The chief result of the past weeks has been

the complete and final clearance of the great

mounds from the North Court, down to its

pavement, where it exists, or the native rock

where the pavement has been ripped away or

was never laid. At the smallest computation,

over 42,000 cubic metres of rubbish have been

removed from this Court alone, and shot at a dis-

tance of a quarter of a mile ; and the result is a

complete transformation of the site.andaremark-

able change in the view obtained of the Der el

Bahari valley, when approached from Sheikh

Abdul Gurnab, or as seen across the Nile from
distant Luxor. The brilliantly white columns

of the Northern Colonnade and Hypostyle, and
the walls of the North and South Porticoes,

no longer masked by the mounds, show boldly

upon the yellow background of the Libyan
cliffs ; and the Funerary Temple of the XVIlIth
Dynasty takes once more as conspicuous a place

in the Theban landscape as the Memnonia of

the XlXth and XXth Dynasties.

The further exploration of the North Court

has served to confirm a theory, suggested last

year, that this part of the temple was latest

I

built and never finished. The name of

kThothmes III. alone appears beside the

[ Queen's in the Hypostyle ; and it is therefore

I most probable that she designed this "wing"

I
to serve some day as the funerary chapel of her

Tward, but when the latter grew to man's

estate, and the strife which is supposed to have

ensued between himself and his guardian

became acute (or possibly on the Queen's death),

the building was arrested and never taken in

hand again, except for one abortive moment
in Ptolemaic times. The Court before the

Hypostyle is unpaved, and the rock only roughly

levelled. But half-way across it, as one pro-

deeds towards the causeway, pavement begias

to be seen at a level slightly lower than the

nnflaished rook surface ; and upon this pave-
ment lay a great pyramid of clean limestone

chips, with here and there an unworked block
of quarry stone, which seems to have been left

by the masons of Hatshepsu, when their work
was stopped. Over this pyramid and sloping
down to the pavement near the causeway is a
layer of fiuer disintegrated stuff, fallen from
tiie mountain. This represents the centuries

immediately following Hatshepsu, when her
nnfinished temple came to be used as a
oemetery ; and we have found in it, buried as

deep as possible in the light limestone deposit,

and sometimes right on the pavement, some
good Saitc cofiios, intact with their mummified
occupants. A group of mummies — father,

mother, and child—laid together in the rook,

is of unusual interest, because the ornamenta-
tion of their wrappings is of the Gnostic type,
foand here last year, and the wooden namo-
kbel, still firmly attached to the breast of the

man, places the Coptic character of this type
of burial beyond doubt. The writing on the
label is not of an early period, perhaps not
earlier than the fifth century a.d. The next
layer above this belongs to a much later period,

when this abode of the dead was once more
taken possession of by the living, in the early

Coptic epoch. Here we have burnt stuff of

every kind, densely packed sherds, straw, and
miscellaneouii rubbish ; and, with the interrup-

tion now and again of another stratum of

mountain debris, brought down by some great
fall, the Coptic layers repeated themselves
almost up to the summit of the mound, as we
found it at first ; but the actual crown was
debris'of the cliff, fallen since the destitution

of the Coptic convent. The Coptic strata have
yielded us this season, as last, a find of ostraka,

to the number of several hundreds, Coptic

and demotic from above, a few hieratic from
below; and, also, infinite scraps of papyrus,

beads, and other remnants of earlier burials

disturbed by the Copts or by diggers.

But only between the pyramid of masons'

chips and the Colonnade on the still unfinished

rock fioor have we found scarabs and other

small antiques, not proceeding from disturbed

burials : for that side of the Court alone was
open for passage, while the temple was still

used for worship. This season we have
recovered some 200 inscribed scarabs, and twice

that number uninscribed, together with many
amulets and countless beads from so much of

the Court as was left to be dug north of the

pavement-edge. Some of these scarabs and
scarabeoids present very unusual forms, and
are of admirable colour and workmanship.
Fragments of statuary, small objects in wood,
and a few bits of bronze remain to be added to

the list.

The central Causeway has been cleared, and
found to be in very ruinous condition. To jud^e
from sculptured fragments lying near it, it

appears to have been decorated in part with a

frieze of crownsd hawks and uraei, similar to,

but smaller than, those on the southern confin-

ing wall of the temple. No trace has been

seen yet of the staircases with which Mariette

breaks the Causeway in his plan.

Immediately to the north of the Causeway,
where neither the fall from the mountain nor

the masons' chips blocked the Court, the Copts

seem to have shot the main part of their

rubbish ; and here we have found countless

broken remains of important Saite burials, and
some relics of Hatshepsu's own period more
noteworthy than ordinary—for example, large

fragments of a good stele bearing the

cartouche of Thothmes III., and erected by a

priest of Hathor and Amen in the temple, and
pieces of very floe blue ware. In the south-

west angle of the Court occurs an unexpected

architectural puzzle : a double line of square

columns, made up of fragments of older work,

erased and resculptured, trends north-eastward

at an acute angle to the Causeway. It is out of

lino or symmetry with everything else in the

temple, and evidently of later date, though
not posD-Pbaraonic ; but why anyone should

have undertaken the labour of piling these

massy fragments one on the other, in order to

erect a roof over this corner of the Court, is not

readily apparent. It is just possible that a

rude chapel was buUt here, on account of some
important grave dug hard by in late Pharaonic

times ; and we shall have to search carefully

all this comer of the Court.
Furthermore, some progress has been made

with the cleiranoe of certain small chambers on
the south of the Upper Terrace, but this work
cannot be finished until their walls are shored

up ; for they are in very ruinous condition,

and held up in part by the rubbish inside and
out. Careful exploration has been prosecuted

also outside the southern limits of the temple,

as indicated on all the plans, in order to deter-

mine whether these are the true limits ; but
except for a short terrace-chamber above the
Hathor Shrine, no extension southward has
been found.

The vestibule of the Hathor Shrine
(Mariette's " Specs da Sud") has been cleared

in part and will be completed at once ; then
the South Court of the Central Terrace will be
taken in hand. Except where Mariette has
thrown the debris which he dug out of the

Punt Portico, there is but little depth of deposit

upon this part of the temple, and it will not
take long to clear. The Lower Terrace has
been disencumbered in part already ; and its

further clearance will be the last item iu this

year's programme, and, it is hoped, the last

heavy piece of work to be done in the Temple.
The draughtsmen, Messrs. H. Carter and
Brown, who are copying this year the Northern
Hypostyle and Porticoes of the Central Terrace
and part of the Southern chambers of the

Upper, will require another full season to com-
plete the necessary plates for publication.

Two theories which have been credited with
regard to this temple still await confirmation.

Firstly, was anything ever built on the site at a
period earlier than that of Hatshepsu ? Two or

three bits of sculpture, apparently of the Xtth
Dynasty, have been found in the mounds, but
they come almost without doubt from the early

tombs near the temple. We have seen no
trace whatever of the small shrine of Mentu-
hotep II. whose remains Mariette says that he
detected; andwe must conclude that he was mis-
led by tomb-fragments. For the rest, every-
thing in the temple, whether construction or

debris, is of the Queen's time or later.

Secondly, are the tombs of Hatshepsu and the

Thothmes attached in any way to the Temple ?

The analogy of Seti I.'s shrine of Gurnah, of

the Ramesseum, and of Medinet H^bu points

to a negative conclusion, and we can find no
trace in floors, ceilings, or walls of any entrance

to a tomb. Nevertheless, the exclusively fune-

rary character of most ot Hatshepsu's 'Temple,

and its strange position against and almost

under the cliffs, which are pierced on the other

side by the Tombs of the Kings, make it difli-

cult to abandon altogether the idea (strongly

credited by the Arabs of the locality) that the

unknown tombs of the XVIIIth Dynasty will

be found some day near Der el Bahari. The
chances, however, of their entrances being either

in or connected with the temple seem very

small. Many people before ourselves have
pierced the walls of the chambers, and lifted

paving-slabs in unsuccessful attempts to find

them, and we do not appear to be fated to meet
with any better fortune.

D. G. HoGAnxn.

P.S.—I reopen this letter to record the dis-

covery (due to Mr. H. Carter) of several blocks

belonging to the ruined south wall of the Punt
scenes. We have recovered now the lost King
of Punt, and much of the scenery of his land.

This find, in view of the admitted excellence of

these particular reliefs and the unusual interest

attaching to pictures of marsh-dwellings in

tropical Africa, may rank among the best results

of our work here. D. G. H.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE GOD YAKUll.

Kagada, Egjpt: Jjn. SI, 189B.

Some time ago the discussion of the evidence

for Syrian gods, Jacob-el and Joseph-el, occu-

pied the Academy. As then the only

evidence was the list of iiimes of Tahutmes
III., permit mo to say thut confirmation of

that has now come to light.

Last year I got at Koptos an altar dedicated

by the standard-bearer of the Palmyrene
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archers in the latt year of Caraoalla ; his name
was H. Aurelins Belakabos, or Baal Yakub in

native form. Hence, Yakub was venerated

down to Koman times.

This year I bought a scarab of a kiug,

hitherto read by me as Ya pegher from two
very poor scarabs. From the prfsent fine

example, the reading is oerlaiuly Yakebher,

Takeb bting written with exactly the same
signs as in the list of Tahutmes. This ktog

was a foreign invader of the age of the

foreigner Kbyan, as the types of his scarabs

are identical with those of the other invader.

His age is of the IXth to Xth Dynasty, or

about 3100 B C. Iltr in the end of the king's

name perhaps refers to the mountain on which
Yakeb was worshipped—" Yakeb of the hill,"

like " the hUl of Yahveh."
Here, then, we have the god Yakub in 3100

B.C., in 1450 Bc, and in 217 A.D.—to be pon-
dered by a writer in a certain "Critical

Keview " who denied Lis existence.

W. M. Flinders Peteie.

NOTES OY ART AND ARCHAEOLOOY.
We are glad to observe that the honour
of a K.C.B. has been conferred upon Mr.
George Scharf, the vtteran director of the

National Portrait Gallery.

The following exLibitions will open next
week : water-colourc, by the Dudley Gallery

Art Society, at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly;

and " The Legend of St. George and the

Diagon," in seven pictures, by Sir Edward
Buriie- Jones, at Mr. Thomas McLean's Gallery

in the Hajmarket.

At the Royal Academy, on Monday next,

Mr. A. 8. Murray, of tLe British Museum, wi'.l

begin a course of three lectures to the students

on " Sculpture," dealing with the Greek schools

of the late sixth and early seventh centuries B.C.

On Thursday week Mr. W. B. Bichmond will

begin a course of three lectures, continued from
last year, on " The Evolution of Sculpture."

The curators of the University Galleries at

Oxford propose to signalise the reopening of

their galleries by an exhibition of the drawings
of William Turner, of Oxford ; and they will be

glad to hear from the owners of any of Turner's

works—including oil-paintings—who may be
willing to lend them for the purpose.

Recent excavations at Durham have revealed

the fact that the east end of the Cathedral

originally terminated in a triple apse, of a

design common on the continent, but almost

unknown in England. Hitherto it had always
been supposed that the two side aisles formerly

continued round the end of the choir in an
ambulatory.

The budget committeeof the French Chamber
has sanctioned a further grant of 150,000 francs

(£(),000) for the continuance of the excavations

at De]i>hi.

While we are always glad to welcome new
periodicals of a special character, we confess

that we feel no less pleasure at the amalgama-
tion of those which cover much the same ground.
Henceforth the Reliquary and the Illustrated

Archaeologist will be published as one, by
Messrs. Bemrcse, under the editorship of Mr. J.

Romilly Allen. Under the circumstances, it is

perhaps not surprising that the January number
hhoulrl lo rather a weak one. By far the best

article is that describing, with a coloured plate,

the monumental effigy of an old Welsh knight.

The next, entitled " Exploration of a Hunnish
Cemetery . . . near Buda-Peeth," ought

to be valuable, but is not. We are told of

five hundred graves, but nothing of the evi-

dence that would prove them to be IIuus. No
details are given of skulls or measurements,

except that one female skeleton is six feet three

inches in length. Instead, we have the old

stories about the invasions of AttUa. In the
minor notes, also, there is room for improve-
ment. We are informed that the island of

Elephantina {sic) is in the Delta. But here,

again, we must commend Mr. George Pdyue's
brief account of his excavation of the Roman
villa near Darentb, in Kent.

THE STAGE.
Under the auspices of Ih? Manchester
Goethe Society, Goethe's " Clavigo " will be
produced by the Independent Theatre at Man-
chester on February 22, being the first re-

presentation of the play in England. A special

translation has been made for the occasion.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

DvoRAic's Violin Concerto in A was performed
at the sixth "Symphony Concert "on Thurs-

day, January 31. Mr. Maurice Sons, leader of

Mr. Henschel's excellent Scottish orchestra,

was the interpreter : his tone was pure, his

technique sound, and his interpretation in-

telligent and sympathetic. The number of

violin Concertos which have become popular, in

the best sense of the word, is exceedingly

small. That by Beethoven stands first, then

comes Mendelssohn's ; while the one in G minor
by Max Bruch must be named as the third.

Dvorak's work is clever and interesting, yet it

lacks that inspiration which convinces. The
programme included H'lydn's Symphony in B
flat, one of the "Salomon" set. The per-

formance was in all respects satisfactory. Mr.
Henschel is in thorough sympathy with

modern music : that is to say, with Brahms,
and, if one may speak of him as an

abstract musician, with Wagner. The atten-

tion, therefore, which he devotes to the

earlier symphonic writers, Haydn and Mozart,

deserves note : also the evident sympathy
with which he interprets their music. It seems
to us that there is still good work to be done in

making known some of the Symphonies of the

two composers named, which are rarely, if

ever, performed. Besides the •' London" and
" Paris " Symphonies of Haydn, he left others

which do not deserve utter neglect.

Of Monday's Popular Concert programme
there is little to be said. The Brahms Clarinet

Quintet in B minor (Op. 115) became famous at

its first appearance ; and it will always rank

as one of the finest chamber-music works,

also as one of Brahms's best. The whole of the

Quintet is fi.:e, but the Adagio reveals, perhaps,

the genius of the tone-poet in its strongest

mood. The performance was worthy of the

music ; the interpreters were Lady Hall6,

Messrs. Ries, Gibson, and H. Becker, and Herr
Miihlfeld, the German clarinettist, who came
specially to London for the performances of

the Quintet on this Monday and the

previous Saturday. Miss Fillunger sang in

an artistic manner songs by Brahms and
Schubert's "Der Hirt ai:f dem Felsen," in

which she had the advantage of Herr
Miihlfeld's clarinet obligato. It was, in fact, a

clarinet concert ; for the programme concluded

with Beethoven's Trio for pianoforte, darinet,

and 'cello. Why does not Mr. A. Ciappell

give us more works in which wind instruments

bi HI- « part ? Mr. Berwick was the pianist, and
plfivid Schumann's Sonata in Q minor.

Mr. and Mrs. Haley gave a "Song and

Pianoforte" Recital at the S*lle Erard on
Wednesday aftcrcoon. Mrs. Haley played

Luinerous pianoforte solos, the most important

of which were : Beethoven's Sonata (Op. 27,

No. 2), and a Scherzo and Polonaise by Chopin.

She has excellent touch and taste, consider-

able execution and great power. She found

opportunity to display all these qualities in

the Weber-Tausig " Invitation a la Valse,"
but there are many better show pieces.

Hannibal, when a child, was made to swear
eternal hatred to Rome. Pianoforte teachers
ought, in like manner, to make pupils swear
eternal hatred to the man who dishonoured
Weber. The choice, too, of Mendelssohn's
Caprice (Op. 22) as a pianoforte solo was
scarcely to be commended. Mr. Haley pos-
sesses a good voice : but he seems at present to
lack style and experience. His choice of songs
deserves commendation.
Mr. Charles Fry, the well-known elocu-

tionist, commenced a series of Shakspere
Recitals at St. Martin's Town Hall on
Tuesday evening. There were selections

from " Macbeth," with incidental music
composed by Mr. Clement Lochnane. The
composer has executed his task in an
exceedingly modest manner : his music,
if not strong, was never inappropriate. The
experiment was an interesting one. How far

the art of music, as now developed, may serve
to intensify our poet's dramas is a question
about which much could be said. Mr. Fry
was assisted by Miss Olive Eennett, whose
declamation at times was almost musical recita-

tive : she displayed ability, but the part of
Lady Macbeth is not well suited to her.

J. 8. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.
Mb. a. ScnULZ-CUBTlCS announces a serins

of Wagner Concerts at the Queen's Hall. Of
the three conductors two are known to us

—

Herr Felix Mottl and Herr Siegfried Wagner.
The third is Herr Hermann Levi, of Munich
and Bayreuth fame. The dates of the concerts

are Thursday, April 25 ; Wednesday, May 22
(Wagner's birthday) ; and Thursdays, June 6,

June 20, and July 4. The programmes con-
tain not only numerous excerpts from Wagner's
music-dramas, but also works by Weber,
Beethoven, Berlioz, Liszt, &c. Herr Siegfried

Wagner will conduct a Symphonic Poem,
" Sehnsucht," of his own composition. The
following vocalists are announced : Prau Mottl
(Cirlsruhe), FrI. Ternina (Munich). Herr E.
Gerbiiuser (Carlsruhe), ani M. Van Dyck
(Vienna).

AQENOIES.

London Agents, Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son,

186, Strand.

Copies of the Academy can he obtained every

Saturdaij Morning in EDiNBURon of Mr.
Menzies ; in Dublin of Messrs. Eason &
Son, 40, Sackville-street ; in Manchester

of Mr. J. Heywood. Ten days after date

of publication, in New York, of Messrs.

G. P. Putnam's Sons.
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Our Health In Winter. - Dr. Andrew Wilson, writinff

In ;jiiirj'« yriclrmptr on dift, kiji :
" The Icaihtog of nature should

never he uegleetol, nnil in the matter of winter food lei u« sec >; o ar«

not «ronf . and t;ike .ufflciont fat, for the clanjeg tliat rwult in th«

wear and tear of our l)oilie8 are lcsrcne<l in intensity I>,v the fat of lood,

and tlieneedf.r flesh is always less when fat forms a due liroportlon

of our diet " The Itoctor proceeds to enumerate catural liroducts that

are a.lmirahle. among them "(Jjcoa " witli its eonUined rijoa 1 ut_tcr.

Kelativelv to this it maybe said that EPr.SS FRhrAUBlJ CMOA
retains all the conslitueuts of the natural tocoa, including the oil at •

hultcr Intact.—[AditI
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;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

This day, fcap. 8to. cloth, i»rice 2fi. 6d.

"DRITISH POLICY : from Social, Home,
X-/ ami Imperial Points of View. I^y Col. tlie lion. ARTHUR
I'ARN'ELL, Retired List of the Corps of Royal Engineers.
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Just published, price 1b. ; per post, Is. 4id-

THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY CAL-
ENDAR FOR THE YEAR 1893.

^-London: I MancheBtor

:

MACI1II.I.AK * Co. I J. £. CoR:<nu.

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
FEBRUARy.

ENGLAND and the GOTHENBURG LICENSING STSTE5I. By
Edwin Go.^dby.

THE NOVELS of MR. HALL CAINE. ByGEOoot SiiMSBunv.
TURKEY and ARMENIA. By Richard Davet.

THE METHOD of ORGANIC EVOLUTION.-L By Alfred R.
Wallace, F.R.S.

ANCESTOR WORSHIP in CHINA. By R. S. Olhdby.

LONDON PEN and GOWN in the SIXTIES and SINCE. By T. II. S.

ESCOTT.

SIDELIGHTS on SOCIALISM-
I.BELGIAN SOCIALISM Byll. G.Keese.C.I.E.
2. EXPERIMENTS by COLONISATION. By Edward Salmok.
8. WOMAN and SOCIALISM. By D. Karl KsiiDEL.

A NOTE on IBSEN'S "LITTLE EYOLF." By W. L. Cobrt.sev.

THE CRIMEA in 1854 and 18M. By General Sir Eveltn Wood,
G.C.B., V.C.

THE HEART ot LIFE. Chaps. XII.-XVL By W. H. Mallock.

Cbafuax & Hall, Ltd., London.

Y BB. CAMPBELL BLACK,
Professor of Physiology in Anderson's College Medical School.

THE URINE in HEALTH and DISEASE and
URIN,UIY ANALYSIS. Price 78. 6d. Profusely illustrated.

London Bailli^re, Tindall & Cox.

THEATRES.

The FUNCTIONAL DISEASES of the URINARY
and REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS (in both Sexes). Price 5s.

LECTURES on BRIGHT'S DISEASE, Piice
28. 6d.

London : J. & A. Churchill, New Burlington-street.

1895.
now READY.

Thirty-flfth Annual Publication, Price 50s., elegantly bound.
I>tdicated by permission to H.R.lf. the Prince of Wales.

THE COUNTY FAMILIES of the
UNITED KINGDOM : a Royal Manual of the Titled and Un-

titled Aristocracy of Great Britain and Ireland. By EDWARD
WALFORD, M.A.J, lale Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. Contain-

ing Notices of the Descent, Birth, Marriage, Education, Ac, of more
than 12,'>00 distinguished Heads of Families in the United Kingdom,
their lifirs-Apparent or Presumptive, together with a Record of the
Patronage at their disposal, the Offices which they hold or have held,

their Town Addresses, Country Residences, Clubs, Ac.

London : Chatto k Windus, Piccadilly, W.

ADELPHI THEATRE.
Sole Proprietors and Managers, A. & S. Gattl.

THIS EVENING, at 7.45, THE FATAL CARD. Mr.
William Terries, Messrs. Murray Carson, Charles Pulton,
W. L. Abingdon, Richard Pardon, and Harry NichoUs

;

Mesdames Vane, Laura Linden, Sophie Larkin, and MiBS
Millward.

CBITEEION THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. Charles Wyndhatn.

THIS EVENING, at 8..50, THE CASE OP REBELLIOUS
SUSAN. Mr. Charles Wyndham, Mr. Kemblo, Mr. Fredk.
Kerr, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Ben Webster, Mr. E. Dagnall

;

Miss Fanny Coleman, Miss Gertrude Kingston, Miss Nina
Boucieault, and Miss Mary Moore.

DRUBY LANE THEiTRB ROYAL.
Sir Augustus Harris, Sole Lessee and Manager.

TWICE DAILY, at 1.30 and 7.30, DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. Dan Leno, Herbert Campbell, Griffiths Bros., Spry
and Austen ; Mesdames Ada Blanche, Marie Montrose, Lily

Harold, Agnes Hewitt, Madge Lucas, Eva Westlake, Lila

Clay's Ladies' Band.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, George Grossmith, jun., Colin Coop, Cairns

James, Coventry Davios, Frank Wlieeler, Robert Nainby,
Willie Warde, and Arthur William.'" ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kate Cutler, Lillie Belmore, Adelaide Aster,

Fannie Warde, Maggie Eipley, Topsy Sinden, and Marie
Halton.

GARKICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, A PAIR OF SPECTACLES.
Mr. John Hare, Messrs. C. Groves, A. Aynesworth, Gilbert

Hare, C. Bock, G. Ilaiemondi Mesdames M.T.Lewis, L.

Lee, and Kate Borko. At 8.15, FADED FLOWERS.

mE

X^ Ac.-KING. SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, high-class Printers
and Publishers, 12. tiough Square, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.
have specialiy-built Rotary and other fast Machines for printing

This day Is published, in 1 vol., price 4s.

DUBLIN UNIVERSITY CAL-
ENDAR FOR 1895.

Also, price 4s.

DUBLIN EXAMINATION PAPERS
being a Supplement to the University Calendar for 1895.

UoDOES, Figgis 4 Co., Ltd., Dublin. Loxouasb k Co., London.

BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chsncery Lane, London ^

TWO-AND-A HALFperCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS

ESTABLISHED 1851.BECK
Bpayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum
lODthly Vialancea. when not drawn )>etow £100.
STOCKS, 8UARES, and ANNUITjtSB purchased and sold.

SAYINGS DE^ABTMENT,
for khe encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives smalUumioD

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

FOR TWO OLISEAS PER HORTU.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR FIVE SHILLINOB per MONTH.

POPULAR EDITION, WITH PORTRAIT.
Large 4to, price 6d.

JOSEPH MAZZINI : aMemoirby E. A. V.,
with Two Essays by MAZZINI : " THOUGHTS on
DEMOCRACY" and "THE DUTIES o£ MAN."

GLOBE THEATRE.
Lessee, W. S. Penley.

THIS EVENING, at 9.0, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley ; Messrs. W. Everard, S. Paxton, Seymour, C.

Thombury, and Reeves Smith; Misses Ada Branson,

Emmie Merrick, Graves, Sohuberth. At 8.0, IN THE
EYES OP THE WORLD.

London: AiiXakder k SnEPBEABD, Fumival Street, B.C.

TImBIKKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free
FRANCIS RAVEN8CK0FT. Manager.

To H.B.H. the PBINOE of WALES.
gRAND & CO.'S Al SAUCE,

^UP8 PRESERVED
and

PROVISIONS

E
30TTED MEATS, and YORk and GAME

PIES. Also.

^SSENCE of BEEF, BEEF TEA,

'J^URTLE SOUPrand^JELLYTandothei

SPECIALITIES foriNVALIDS:^

CAUTION—BEWARE of IMITATIONS,
SOLE ADDRESS

-

II, LITTLE STANHOPK STUEET,
MAYFAIK, W.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D.

Uniform with the above, price 5s., post tree.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.

Uniform with the above, price 58., post free.

THE OOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

Uniform with the above, price 6b., post free.

THE HOLY of HOLIES : a Series ot Sermons
on the 14th, 15th, and 10th Chapters of the Gospel by
John.

LOKDOX: ALEXANDER i SHEPHEARD, Poblishiks,

21 iSD 22, FoKHiviL Stebit, E.C. ; and all Booksellers.

fHROAT *N° COUGH
Soreness and dryness, tickling and irritation, inducing

cough ard afteciing the voice. For these symptoms use

BPPS'S GliYCEBINE JTTJUBES.
In contact with the glands at the moment they are excited

by the act of sucking, the glycerine in these agreeable con-

fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in boxes, 7Jd.. and tins. Is. IJd., Labelled :"

JAMESBPPS jc CO., Ltd., Homoeopathic Chemists, Leynoy.

HAYMAEKET THEATRE.
Managers, Mr. Waller and Mr. Morrell.

THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.
Lewis Waller, Alfred Diohop, U. H. BrooklloUl, Cosmo
Smart, Stanford, Deane, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles

H. Hawtroy ; Mesdames Fanny Brj i'>h, Maude Millett,

Florence West, Vane Featherstono, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LYCEUM THEATEE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henry Irving.

THIS EVENING, at 8, KING ARTHUR. Mr. Irving,

Miss Ellen Terry, Messrs. Forbes Robertson, Cooper, Tyars,
Hague, Mellish,' Lacy, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valentine,
Belmore, Tabb ; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell, Hughes,
Milton.

V/NOL/A SHAVING SOAP
CAUSES NO BLOTCHES UNDER

THE CHIN,

Price 6d; and upwards.

LYEIC THEATEE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HIS EXCELLENCY. Mes-

dames Jessie Bond, EUaline Terrisa, Alice Barnett, Gertrude
Aylward, and Nancy Mcintosh ; Messrs. Rutland Harrington,

Charles Kenningham, John Le Hay, Arthur Playfair,

Augustus Cramer, and George Grossmith. Preceded, at

7.40, by A KNIGHT ERRANT.

PEINCE OP WALES THEATEE,
MR. ARTHUR ROBERTS' SEASON.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, CLAUDE DUVAL. Mtssrs.

W. H. Denny, W. P. Dempsoy, J. Welch, F. Morgan,
L. Riissell, and Mr. Arthur Roberts; Mesdames Aida
Jonoure, Violet Robinson, Florence Levey, Liddon, Eva
Ellerslie, Carrie Benton, Kate Cannon, Alice Holbrook,

Kitty Harcourt, and Ellas Dee.

PEINCESS'S THEATEE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 7.30, THE DERBY WINNER-
Mrs. John Wood, Mrs. Raleigh, Misses Pattie Browne.
Louise Moodie, Hetty Dene, Middleton, Beatrice Lamb ;

Messrs. Charles Dalton, Harry Kvorsfleld, Rudge Harding,

Charles Dodsworth, Eist, Lawford, Revelle, and George

Giddeus.

SAVOY THEATEE.
Proprietor and Manager, R. DOyly Carte.

THIS EVENING, at 8.45, THE CHIEFTAIN. Messrs.

Courtice Pounds, Walter Passmore, M. R. Morand, Scott

Russell, I'eterkiu, and R. Temple ;
Mesdames Florence St.

John, Florence I'errv, Emmie Owen, and U. Brandram. At

7.45, COX AND BOX. Messrs. Scott Russell, Morand, and_

R. Temple.

VAUDEVILLE THEATEE.
Lessee, Mr. William Grossmith.

THIS EVENING, at 0, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon
Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauohamp, 8. Warden, K. Douglas

T. Palmer, F. Volpe, T. Kingston, A. Helmore, J. L,

Mnckay; Mesdames Gladys llomfrey. May Palfrey,

Borenger, Helena Dacre.
WAYMAN.

At 8.15, HAL, THE
Esm^

HIGH-
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CLARENDON PRESS LIST.
NEW BOOKS.

CanipMion of the Rahrs of IniHcu
A Series c( Political Bioj^rnpliioB, prcsonting tbo Ej)Och-making Periods of Indian Hiatoi?.

Edited liy Sir W. W. HUNTER, K.C.S.I., M.A., LL.D.
Just imblialied, crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN : the Last Lieutenant-
Oovenmr nf llio NorthWcst unilor the Company. By Sir AUCKLAND CULViN,
K.C.8.I., C.I.K., lately L'eutenaut-Govcrnor of the Nort'h-West Provinces.

AKBAS.
ALBUQUERQUE.
AURANOZIB.
HADHAVA RAO SINDHI/I.
THE EARL OF HAYO.
LORD WILLIAM BENTIHCK
EARL OF AUCKLAND
VISCOUNT HARDINGE.
RANJIT SIKOH.
DUPLEIX.
WARREN HA3TIN03.
SIR THOUAS MUNRO.

Vo'tiiMt alreadi/ publMed, 2». 6rf. each.

MARQUEES OF DALHOUSIE.
MARQUESS OF CORNWALLIS.
HAIDAR ALI and TIPU SULTAN.
MARQUESS OF WELLE3LET.
MARQUESS OF HASTINOS.
M0UHT3TUART ELPBINSTONE
CLYDE and STRATHKAIRN.
EARL CANNIUO.
LORD LAWRENCE.
EARL AMHERST.
LORD CLIVE.

Siippkiiioilary Volumes, 3». 6rf. each.

JAMES TH0MA30N.
I

A BRIEF HUTORY Of the INDIAN PEOPLES.
*' This is n most valnabie series of monographs, full of historical interest, and ahly and

succinctly written.'*— Wodil.

Just published, 32nio, clnth.

On WritinfT Papor, for MS. Notes, 5b. On the Oxford India Paper, Gs.

THE COMPLETE WORKS of VIRGIL. Edited
hy T. L. ]'AP1LU)N, M.A., nud A. E. HAiail, M.A., iucludiny the Minor Works,
with numerous Emeudations by Professor ROBINSON ELLIS.

This Edition is, bo far ok regtirds the major works, a reprint of the text of Messrs*

Pai>iilnu and Haigh, which is prescribed for the use of candidates at the examinations of

the University ot Oxford. The minor works contain numerous emendations by Professor
Robinson Ellis.

Just published, demy 8vo, cloth, 18s.

THE EARLY OXFORD PRESS, 1468 1640. A
Biosraphy of Priming and PnhlishinR ct Oxford. With Notes, Appendices, and
Illnatralions. By FALCONER ilADAN, M.A., Fellow of Brasenose CoUcptP,

Oxford.

Just publi hed, demy svo, cloth, 219.

V<il. llf., Coi.r.ECTIOXS RrCKIVSD DURt.fG THl IStH CkXTL'BY.

A SUMMARY CATALOGUE of WESTERN
MANUSCKH'T.S in the BODLEIAN LIBRARY at OXFORD, which have not
hitherto Ijcen CATALOOUED in the QUARTO SERIES. With References to the
Oriental and other Manuscripts by FALCONER MADAN, M.A., Sub-Librarian,
fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Completion of the Oxford Chaucer,
In G vols., demy Svo, with Portrait and Facsimiles, I'llGi,

THE COMPLETE WORKS of 6E0FGREY
CHAUCER. Edited from numerous M8S. by Professor W. W. SKKAT, LiU.D.
Vol. VI., just published, IBs., containing Introduction, Glossaiy, and Index98

Nearly ready, in 1 vol., crown Svo, dotb, 7e. fld.

THE STUDENT'S CHAUCER. Being a Complete
Edition of hi.s >\'orks. Edileil from iiumcroua Manuscripts, with Introduction and
Glossary, by the Hev. W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D.

Anecdota Oxoniensia*
Semitic Series, Part VII., just published. Text and Translation, in paper covirs, Sli. 8d.

Translation only, in buckram, 21s.

The CHURCHES and MONASTERIES ofEGYPT
attributed to ABU SAT.IH, the Armenian. Edited and Translated from Texts,
Documents, and Extracts chielly from M3S. in the Bodleian and other Oxford
Libraries, by B. T. A. EVBTTS, M.A. With Notes by ALFRED J. BUTLEU,
M.A., F.S.A,

Just published, Part IV., imperial ko, '2\:i.

A CONCORDANCE to the SEPTUAGINT and the
other GREEK VERSIONS of the OLD TESTAMENT {including the Apocryphal
Books). By thelato EDWIN HATCH, M.A., and H. A. UEDPATH, M.A., assisteil
by other Scholars.

Parts I.-III , are also published, 21s. each.

•«• tjntU the publication o/ Part I'., biii not a/t«raardi. Subscriptions miy be paid in advance,

at £1 is. for the Six Parte. Purt V. i» thtpreu.

Just published, extra fcap. Svo, cloth flush, 2s. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES.—PHILIPPICS. School Edition.
With Notes extracted from the Larger Work by EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D.,
and P. E. MATHESON, M.A.

Just published, extra fcap. 3vo, cloth flush, 3s.

HOMER.—ODYSSEY. BOOKS XIIL- XVIII,
S:!hool Edition. With Introauction, Notes, Aic, by W. W. MERRY, D.D., Rector
of Lincoln College, Oxford.

STANDARD BOOKS.
FORTESCUE—TheGOVERNANCE ofENGLAND

otherwise called THE DIFFKRENC'K between nn ABSOLUTE nud a LIMITED
MONARCHY. By Sir JOHN FORTESCDE, Kt. A Revised Text. Edited, with
lulroduclion. Notes, Ac., by CHARLES PLUMMER, M.A. Svo, half-bound, 12s. 6d.

FREEMAN—The HISTORY of SICILY from the
EARLIEST TIMES. By the late E. A. FREEMAN, M.A., D.C.L.'

Vols. I. and II. Svo, £2 2s.
Vol- HI. The Athenian and Carthaginian Invasions. £1 48.

Vol. IV. From the Tyranny of Dionysios to the Death of Agathoklis. Edited
from Posthumous MSS. by ARTHUR J. EVANS, M.A. £1 Is.

FREEMAN—HISTORY of the NORMAN CON-
QUEST of ENGLAND: iu Causes and Results. By the late E. A. FREEMAN,
D.C.L. In 6 vols., Svo, £5 Os. 6d.

KITCHIN—A HISTORY of FRANCE. With
numerous Maps, Plans, and Tables. By G. W. KITCHIN, D.D. In 3 vols , crown
Svo, each lOs. 6d.

Vol. I., to 1453. Third Edition.
Vol. II., U53-1624. Second Edition.
Vol. III., I02t-I-It3. Third Edition.

LUDLOW—THE MEMOIRS of EDMUND LUD
LOW, )626-in72. Edited, with Appendices of Letters and Illustrative Document", by
C. H. FIRTH, M.A. 2 vols., Svo, £1 10s.

PAYNE—HISTORY of the NEW WORLD called
AMERICA. IJy E. J. P.\YNE, M.A. Vol. 1 , 8vo, ISs. Vol. II. /n (/,' /Vt...

VOYAGES of the ELIZABETHAN SEAMEN
to AMERICA. Edited by E. J. PAYNE, M.A. First Sbbiks. HAWKINS,
FKOBISIIER, DRAKE. Second Edition. Crown svo, os.

ARBUTHNOT—The LIFE and WORKS of JOHN
ARBUTHNOT. By GEORGE A. AITKEN. Svo, cloth extra, with Portraits,
18s.

BENTHAM—A FRAGMENT on GOVERNMENT.
By JEREMY BENTHAM. Edited by F. C. MONTAGUE, M.A. Svo, 7s. 6d.

BLUNTSCHLI-The THEORY of the STATE.
l!y J. K. BLllNTSCHLI. Translated from tiio Sixth German Editiun. Second
Edition, Revised, Crown Svo, half-bound, 8». Od.

HASTINGS-HASTINGS and THE ROHILLA
WAH. By Sir JOHN STRACHEY, G.C.S.I. Mvo, cloth, lOs. M.

HODGKIN-ITALY and her INVADERS. With
Plates and Maps. By THOMAS llODGKIN, D.C.L. (a.d. 376-553).

Vols. I.-II. The Visigothic Invasions. The Hunnitjh Invasion. The Vandul
Invasion, and the Uemlian Mutiny. Second Edition. £% 28.

Vols. TTI.-lV. The Ostrogothic Invasion. The Imperial Restoration. 36a.

PROTHERO-SELECT STATUTES and other
CONSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS, illustrative of the Reigns of Elijabcth and
.lames 1. Edited by G. W. PROTUERO, Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
Crown Svo, 10s. Od.

RALEGH- SIR WALTER RALEGH; a Bio-
gniiihy. By W. STEBBING, M.A. svo, lOs. Oil.

ri'Ll CLAltENSOX PRESS CATALOGUES WILL BE SEXT roST FMEE OX APPLICATION.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Clarendon Press Warehouse, Amen Corneh, E.G.

Printed by ALEXANDER 4 SUEPHRARD, Loustlalo Printing Works, Chancery Lane ; Published by the Piopriotor, HENRY VILLEHS, S7, Chancery Lane, 'WjC.
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A Memoir of Mbs. Aitgustus Chaven, by T. HuTCHiif-
sos 141

Pikb's CossTrruTiowAL Histoht of the House of
Lords, by J. A. Hamiltox 142

Two Tbasslatioxs pkom tub Italiaut, by Maukick
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GENTLEMAN (29), with a knowledge of
Ancient and Modem Art, DESIRES EAII'LOYMENT. Could

lielp Collector or take charge of CoUection.—C. Colk, Majland, Sutton,
Surrey.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PUECHASE
—vi«.. PAINTINOS in OIL. by Raeburn, Constable, Cromf.

rotman, Bouintctnn, RejTirjliU, flainshorongh, Ilomncy, Honpner,
Jieechey, Opie. Lawrencfs Morlaod, Chambers Wheatley, StarK, and

EE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a
DRILL and flYMNAMTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

ye»rs' high testimonial from a large public school (boys and girls).—
A'lUresif, Ikstr.(.-tor, Acadfmj/ Office, 27, Chancery Lane.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEM in III nart». willing to RECEIVE KESIT'ENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulare and terms, sent gratis. Tlie iiiit

Inolnde. private asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommendeil.—Address
Mr. U. B. Brocim. 8. 1»Dca«t«r Place, Strand, WX'.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and Presa Agency. " A Medium of

Commanication between Authon. Editors, and rublishers." Advists
upon, rerisea, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by appointment only,—Adureaa the Secretart, .'t, Victoria-street, Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AUTHORS.-Hi-ecial attention giren to the above. Estimate*

free. Accounts rerifie'l by Chartered Accountant.—Addreis JIaXaoxk,
Roxburghc i'resi, 3, Victoria-itreet, Westminster.

HE POST of OUEATOE and
LIBRARIAN of the RAFFLES LIBRARY and MUSEUM

Bt STNUAI'OREis vacant. Salary, :),600dollarB per annum, with free
Dossace from and to England. Term of appointment, three years.
Applicints mnst possess a general scicniifle training.—Information as
to details can le obtained from H.N. UroLEr, Esq.. 17, Mariaret
Street, Cavendish Square. W., to whom the applications should be
ddressed before the ist March.

T

TYPE-WRITINQ.
AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-

Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
irpewrittPH by R4r:«c s Co., Efhngliam llouflt?, Arundtd Street,
Btnuid. W.C. Pzivtta room for divtation. Highest references.
nrnnalatioDi.

IMPOnTANT.-I'ia.NTINO AND rUBLISIilKG

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
&C.-KINO, SELL ft RAILTON, Limited, high-clnss Pcinters

Bftd Poblidherfi. 12. (;ough S'luare, 4. Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.
have specially-built Rotary and tether fast Machines for printing
and binding iliuiitrated or other Publicatioiks.

Advice and auistance given to anyone wi&hing to commence New
/oamats.

Facilities npon the premises for Editorial Ofllcea, free AdvertisiogUd Poblithiog Departments conducted.

Telephone ^S9. Telegraph, "Africanism, T,/ondon.''

Ju«lpubli»hrd, price Is. ; l»cr p-wt. Is 41d.

^HE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY
ENDAK FOR THE TEAR 18B5.

L.'iidon

;

I Manchester;
3lAVJtIi.LA]f tt Cq.

I J. L. CORMUlf.

CAL-

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.

PROFESSORSHIP OP NATURAL lUSTORY
(GEOLOOV, BoTiNY, ZooLoor).

Candidatures are invited for this PROFESSORSHIP, vacant by the
death of Professor Allen Harker. Thu Professor will be required to
reside In College, and to enter on hi.s dutit'S in May nest Applications,
with statement of age, qualifications and original U'stimouials as to
ability and character, to be addrossed to the PatKciPAL, who will
furnish particulars.
Feb. 9, 1895. _______^^_

WELSH INTERMEDIATE
C.VTION ACT. ISSl).

EDUCA-

MONTGOMERY COUNTY SCHEME.
The County Governing Body are prepared to appoint:—
A HEAD MISTRESS for tlie County Iuterme<li!ite School {Girls) at

Newtown, at a Salary of £120 per annum, with a Capitation payment
of £J.
The School was opened last September. It has now -13 Girls.
A Head Mistress must have taken a Degree, or passed such Univer-

sity Examination as would, in case of a man, liave qualified for a
Degree, and also have been trained, or had experience, as a teacher.
Copies of the Scheme, giving full particulars, may be obtained from

the undersigned, price Sixpenc3.
Application?, stating age and qualifications, and accompanied by

30 Copies of Teetimoiiials, must be sent in addressed "Clerk ot tlio

County Council, Welshpool," and marked "For County Governing
Body," not later than the 23rd inst., and applicants are'^equpsteil to
state which of the subjects to be taught in the School they can them-
selves teaclu

Geo. D. Uarrirok,
Clerk to the County Council,

Welshpool.

gETHESDA COUNTY SCHOOL.
APPOINTMENT OP HEADMASTER.

The County Governing Body of Camarronshiro is prepared t«

appoint a HEADMASTER for the above school.
salary £\ii) fixed, and a capitation fee at the rate of £2 \>eT annum

for each pupil in the school. Estimated salary for the first year £260.

The school will be a dual school for boys and girls, and the instruc-
tion will consist mainly of mathematics and modem Bubjccts. Candi-
dates must be graduates, or Iiave some equivalent qualifications.

Fifty printed COpies of applications and testimonials (recent) should
be received by the undersigned, on or before February 25th.

J. U. BODVEL-ROBEBTS,^ Clerk of the Peace. Carnarvon.

BANGOR COUNTY SCHOOL for
GIRLS.

APPOINTMENT OF HEADMISTRESS.
The County Governing Botly of Caruarvonehire is prepared to

am»ointa HEADMISTRESS for the alwve school.
The Salary will consist of a fixed stipend of £120 a j'ear, and a capj^

tAiion fee of not less than £1 lOs. a year for each girl in the school.
I'robable salary for first year is estimated at £180. Candidates must
be graduates of some University in the United Kingdom or the
B^iti^h PoBsession^, or muKt p<)S8033 equivalent qualifications.

DiitiL-a to commence in April.
Fifty printed conies of applications and testimonials (recent) should

be received by undersigned, on or before February 25tb.

J. H. BonVKL-Robe KTri,

Clerk of the Peace, Carnarvon.

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE of SOUTH
vJ WALES and MONMOUTHSHIRE, CARDIFF.

Applications are invited for the post of REGISTRAR. Salary £:35a.

Apuiicationsand tentimouiala Hhould be sent in on or before Marcli

14th, 1BH5, to the undersigned, from whom further information may be
obt.iined. Ivor Jamcs, Registrar.

University College, Canliff,
February l:ith, imr>.

THE UNIVERSITY of ST. ANDREWS
ORAirrS THE

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A, to WOMEN.
The Subjects of Examination may be selected from any seven out of

thirty <lifr«rent suljjects, tlie standard, being tlie samo as that for the

M.A Degree. The centres of examination are St. Andrews. Aberdeen,
Bed ford, -Bel fast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Clieltenh;im, Cork,

Dublin, Dumfries, Edinburgli, luverness, Leeds, Leicester, Liverrool,

Lindon, Loughborough, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyue, Paisley,

For'Prospjotui, ftc, apply to the Sccretart, L.L.A. Scheme, the
Dniversity. St. Andrews. N.B

TTPPINGHAM SCHOOL.—
vj An EX \MINATfON will take place at Uppinstham nn the Srd,

«h, and 5th of April, l*t5, for SIX (>PE.\ SCHOLARSHIPS, two or

£70 prr annum, two of £50 per annum, two of £:iO jut annum
tenable at the School. Cmdidates entertained free of charge if

cation be made by 1 5tli March. 1H>5.

um, cich
"appli-

rrLTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
1^ TUB nOTAL NAVAIi SCIfOOIi.

TWELVE OPEN ESTttANX'E HGllOI.AIlSIItPS (£40 to £20) on
APUIL 8tll, 9Ui, and 10th.—Apply to tlie Ukaii Mastkr.

AOEKCY FOR AUEKICAN BOOKS.

p P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
vX« and BOOKSELIiEnS, of 27 and 29 West S3rd Street, New
Vorl.,.and BEDFOKD STREET, LONllON', W.C, d".siretocall the

attention ot the READING PUBLIC to the oloelUnt facUiti.j

pieseuted by their Branch House in London for lilling, on the most

favourabl* terms, orders for their o»n STANDARD PUBLICA-
,

TIONS, and for ALL AJIERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS-
j

CATAI.OtiD£SMatoa»pplicatioil. /

BRITISH MUSEUM
IlISTDRY).

(NATURAL
The fo'.lowinz NATURAL HISTORY PUBLICATIONS have b:eu

recently issued by the Trustees uf tiie British Museum t—
CATALOGOEof BIRDS-

Vol. iXXil. GAME BlRD.'i. By W. R. OaiLViL Gn&ST.
8 Coloured Plates. Price £1 Bs.

Vol. XXIII. FULICARI/E and ALECT0RIDE3. By R.
BowDLKaSiiAKHK, LL.D. Coloured Plates. Prica £'.

CATALOGUE of SNAKES. Vol.11. Containing the couclusion of
the Coliibrida; a'ilyphrc. By G. A. Boule.nokh, F. R.S. Woodcutt
and 20 Plates. Price 17d. 6(f.

A MONOGRAPH of LICHENS found in BRITAIN. Part L B/
the Rev. J. M. Ckomhik, M.A. 74 Woodcuts. I'lico 16s.

A MONOGRAPH of the JIYCETOZOA. By Ahthcb Lister, F.L.S,
78 Plates and 51 Woodcuts. Price I5s.

CATALOGUE of the MESOZOIC PLANTS. -THE WEALDEN
FLORA. Part I. Thallinhyta—Pteridophyta. By A. C. Skward,
M.A. Woodcuts and 11 Plates. Price lOj.

These Works can be purchased through the a?cncy of Mowr
Longmans & Co., 39, Paternoster Row ; Mr. yu.\inT(;u. 1.5, Fioiadlll.v
Messr-. Kegax Pavl & Co., I'aternoster House. Charing Ci 08* Road ;

and Messrs. Dulaii & Co., 37,Soho Square; or at the N.\tl'RaL Historv
iMusEUM, Cromwell Road, London, S.W.

W. H. Fi.oweu, Director.
February 12Ui, 18M.

ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS

—

NOTICE to ARTISTS. -Th.. DAYS for RECEIVING
PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, in., are FRIDAY, SATURDAY, and
MONDAY, March 29, 30, and April 1: and for SCULITURE,
TUESDAY. April 2ild. Forms ami Ijai.>el8 can he obtained from tlio

Academy during the month of March on recciiit of stamp and directed
envelope.

'PHE LATE ROBERT
A.H.A.

THORBURN,
Aided by the CLiurtesvof Mrs.Thorbuni, wi<l.iw of the above eminent

Miiiiiituro Painter. Messrs. DICKINSON i FOSTKlt propuse 10

EXHIBIT shortly a CDLLEOTIuN of hii WORKS at their

GALLERY, 114, NEW B iND STUKET, W.
Messrs. I). A F. venture to appeal to owners of "Thorburna for

particuLirs of examples which they may b3 kindly disposed to lend.

Duplicates from thi famous Lihrm-y of th« late FltlNCE
LOUIS LUOIEN BONAl'AItrE.

IXfESSRS. SOTHEBY. WILKINSON &
IVJL HODGE will SELL bv AUCTION, at their IIOUSK No. 1:1,

WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C, on MONDAY, Fr.il.

RKAiiv 18, and Following D.iv, at 1 oclock )n-ec-iBely, DUHLlCAlr.S
from the famous LIBRARY of the late PRINCE -LOUIS LUCIKN
BONAPARTE, comprising many Rare Liimuistic Work«, anl pro.

Ijably the finest t:oilection of Basque Literature ever offered for Sale.

May be viewed. Catalogues niav be liatl.

1895.
NOW READY.

Thirty.fifth Annual Publicrtion, Price 50s., elegantlv bound.
Dtdicated by permission to II.R.II. the Priuce of Wales.

THE COUNTY FAMILIES of the
UNITED KINGDOM : a Rnyal Manual of the Titled and Un-

titled Aristocracy of Great Britain ami Ireland. By EDWARD
WALFORD, M.A., late Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. Contam-
in" Notices of the Descent, Birth, Marriage, Eilucation, ic, of more
thaul-J,000 distinguished Heads of Families in the United Kingdom,
their Heira-Appareot or Presumptive, together with a Kecoru of tho

I'atronage at their disposal, the OQiccs which they hold or have held,

their Town Addresses, Couutry Residences, t-lubs. Ac.

London : Cuatto k Windus, Piccadilly, W.

T
This day is published, in 1 vol., price 43.

HE DUBLIN UNIVERSITY
ENDAR FOR 1805.

CAL-

DUBLIN
Also, price 43.

EXAMINATION PAPERS
being a Supplement to the University Calendar for 1895.

lIoDOM, Fioois * Co., Ltd., Dublin. Lo.vomaih * Co., London.

CATALOGUES
rfOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
ij promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

D U L A n * CO., 3/, 8ouo Sddaiie.

FOREIGN BOOKSJ T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & N ORG ATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FIIEDKRICK STllEKT, KDINliURGH,

7, BROAD STliKK'', OXFORD.
OArALUGUHS vosifret on application.

" thTwohlleben,
FOBEION BOOKSELLIi-R,

i6 GREAT RUSSELL S T 11 ii E T

(Opposite the liritisli Museum),

Snppliet all FoMia-f Booxb and PzEioDici.i.iat, the most
^^ modeiate prices.

Oataloi/usi on appUmtian.
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THEATRES.
ADELPHI TlllCATItE.

Bole Propriotiir» and MBimifcru, A. & 8. fialll.

THIS KVKMNli, »l "M, TllK FATAL (;AKU. Mr.

WilliHin Terrii-K, McwrH. Murray I'amnii, Clmrlea Kullon,

W. I,. Aliiiiifdon, lllclianl I'urilon, anil lUrrj- Nicboll»i

MciHlamn Vano, Laum Linden, Sophlo Larkin, and MIm
Millward. ^

COMKDY THEATKE.
Lrace and ManaRCr, Mr. J. Uomyna Corr.

THIS KVKNI.N'O. at H.15, A LKADKK OF MKN. Mr.

Fred Terry, Mr. II. 1). IrviiiR, Mr. Sjdr.cy HroiiKli, Mr.

Will Dennip, Mr. W. Wyon, Mr. J. Carue, 4c. ; Miiw Alma
Murray, Mi«8 I.o Thicro, Miss May Hartcy, and Mi»»

M trinn Terry.

CKITEUION THEATRE.
LcDsco ami MunaKer, Mr. Charlns Wynilliam.

THIS KVTiNlNG, at ».:)<), TUK CASK OF RKllKIJ.roUS
8USAN. Mr. Cliarica Wyudhani. Mr. Kcmblo, Mr. Frodk.

Korr, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Bon Webster, Mr. B. IHignall

;

MiiiH Fanny Coleman, Mi»» Gertrude Kin({»U)n, Mi»H Nina
)ioaclc«nlt, and iUim Mary Moore.

DBDBY LANE THE4TRB ROYAL.
Sir AuRUfitUH llarri«. Sole Lcksgo and MatinKcr.

TWIC'K UAILY,at 1.30 and -.»i),UICK Will ITI.S'UTO.V.
Mo*arii. Dan Lono, Htrliort Cniuiibell, (irillitliH Bro.i., Spry
and Austen ; MosdumeH Ada Ulanclie, Marie Montrose, Lily
Harold, A^nea Ueiritt, Mad^e LucaK, Kva Wcstlako, Lila
CI»y'B Ladiea* Band.

DALY'S THEATKE
THIS KVENISU, at H.16, AN AUTIST'S MODEL.

Merdamctt Mario TompcHt, Lctty Lind. Louuora Brahatn,
Marie Studholmr, Nina Cadiz, Hetty Hamer, Sybil Grey,
Louie I'rtundrt, Kiite Cannon, Alice Davia, Nellie Gregory,
Kate Adanm, I>ottico Fairfax, and Lottie Venne ; Messrti.
t'. Hh; dun ColHn, Kric Lowia, Yorke Stepliena, W. lilakc-
ley, Lawmnco D'Orsay, Maurice Farkoa, Furrcii Soutar,
K. M. Kobaon, GiU>ert Porteouw, Conway liixon.

GA KltiClTfHEAriiE]
Mr. John Hare, Lckscc and Managfor.

THIS KVKNING, at N.l.'j, A I'AIB OF SI'KCTAOf.KS.
Mr. John Hare, Meaars. C. Grovfa, A. Ayucaworth, Gilbert
Hare, C. Uock, G. liaiemoud ; Mesdamea M. T. Lewis, L.
Leo, and Kate Rorko. At 8.16, FADED FLOWKIIS.

GLOBE THEATKE.
'

THIS EVENING, at 0.0, CUAKLEY'S AUNT. W. S.
l*enley ; Mensra. W. Kverard, S. I'axton, Seymour, C
Thombury, and Ilecvea Smith; Miacos Ada Branaon,
Emmie Merrick, Graves, Bcbultertb. At 8.0, IN THE
EYKS OF THE WORLD.

HAYMAUKET THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Mossra.

Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, C. II. Brookliold, Cu8mo
Stuart, Stanford, Deano, Moyrick, Goodhart, and ('harlca
H. Hawtrey; McKdamen Fuuny BriiRh, Maude Millctt,
Florence West, Vano Fcathcrstone, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Nellaon.

LYCEUM THiATRE.
Solo I.espec an<i Manager, Mr. Henry Irvinij.

THIS EVKNINO, at 8, KING AUTHUK. Mr? JrvinR,
Mi«s Kllcn Terry, Mcsars. Forboa RobcrtS'in, Cooper, Tyars,
Ha)irno, Mellisb, Lney, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valentine,
Belmore, Tabb; Mi'sacs Genevieve Wanl, Ashwell, HughOH,
Milton.
TO-DAY, at 1..30, SANTACLAU.S. McRfirs. Wm.

Kignold, Victor Stevens, Fred Emuey, Hawley, Blunt, Kox-
borouRh, Bmnton, Thorburn, EKpinosa, and Charles Lanri •

Uisaes Annie Schulierth, Suaio V'augban, Clara Jecka, l!
Oomyns, Loyton, Farrell, J. Esiiinosa, Mdle. Zanfretla'
and Kitty Loftu.n

.

'

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE.
Mlt. ARTHUR ROBERTS' SEASON.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, CLAUDE DUVAL. Messrs
W. H. Denny, W. P. Dempsoy, J. Welch, F. MorKan,
L. Russell, and Mr. Arthur Uoberts; Mendaiuea Aiila
JenoiM-e, Violet Robinson, Florence Levey, Liddon, Eva
Klleralic, Carrie BcnUin, Kate Cannon, Alice Uolbrook
Kitty Harcourt, ami Ellas Doe.

ST. JAMES'sl^EAimK
THIS EVENING, at 8.45, THE IMPORTANCE OFBhING EARNK.sr. Mr. Goorge Alonandcr, Messrs.

Herlicrl Warinir, Allan Ayncsworth, H. H. Vincent, Arthur
Uoyston, Jrank liyall, F. Kinsoy Peilc ; Mcsdanica Rose
Loclorcq, Irene Vunbrugh, Evelyn Millard, Elliott PaKe
Mrs. GeoruoCauninjfe. At 8.20, IN TUK SEASON.

SAVOY THEATRE.
THIS EV i:NING at 8. 15, Til E ( 11 1 EFTAIN. Messrs.

Courticc Pounds, Walter Paasmorc, M. It. Murand Soott
Russell, I'eterkm, and R. Temiilo; Mcsdamcs Florouoo St
John, llorenco Perry, Emmio Owen, and U. Ilrandiam. Afr
7.4J, COX AND B(JX. Messrs. Scott Uusacli, Morand. and
11. Temple.

TERUY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVE.NIN(;, at 0.0, AN IN.NOUENT ABROAD.

Messrs. Edward Terry, Harcourt Boatty, E. Ilcndrie GBo more R. Soutar, Leslie Kenjon, Thom|.Hon
, .Mesila'mcs

Mills, Eily DcMii'iml, Jessie Itanvers, Malice Mcintosh.Blanche Astoy, MadKo Ray, Mirrielccs. Preceded, ut H "
by llimi LIFE BELOW STAIRS.

VAUDEVILLE THEA'FkE^
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon

f.rossmitl), Messrs. J. Heauchnmp, H. Warden, K. DouKhin
I'. Palmer F Voli«, T. Kingston, A. Helmorc, J L.Mackay

; Mosdamoa Gladys Ilomfrcy, May Pulfrov Esm,'.

wTymAN.""""" '^™- *' '•'*• "^^' '^HK*^ HIGH-

MXJDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY
TDOOK3ELLEB8,

"DOOK EXPORTE as,

r>OOK BINDERS,

AND

r ibrarians.

I^NGLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rnUE LARGEST STOCK In the WORLD.

jlTUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited,

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

0/11 BKOMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

To H.E.H, the PRINCE of WALES.
gRAND & CO.'S Al SAUCE,

S^UPS, PEESERVEin>R0VISI0N8
' an.1

POTTED MEATS, and YORK and GAME
PIES. Al«o.

J^SSENCE of BEEF, BEEF"TEA,

'pUBTLE SOUPTand^LLY, and other

gPECIALITIESlt^mVALIDSi

OAU'nbN—BEWABE^^riMITATIONSr
~

BOLE ADURESH -

U, LITTLE STANHOPE STREET,
MAYFAIB. W.

V/NOL/A SHAVING SOAP
CAUSES NO BLOTCHES UNDER

THE CHIN.

Price 6d , and upwards.

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

BOILINQ WATER OR MILK.

EDWARD STANFORD'S LIST.

Just publlahod, large 4to, cloth, 3!>8. net.

FINLAND in the NINETEENTH
CKMUKV. By FINNISH AUTHORS. Iliuetrnted
by Finiiihh Arti8ti>.

"A )mn<l.-«)moHnrl profuwly iUuatra^ed volume.'*

—

Tituv.
" This Htipcrlt volume will lie arevelatiou to the generality

of European readers.*'—//«i/y A'ctm.

Jiut issued, demy 8vo, cloth, 7a 6<1. net; postage 6d.

OLOUDLAND : a Study on the Strnc-
lure and ClmrHcte h of CIoud». lly the Ilov, W.
CLKMKNT LKVr, M.A.. K.B.Met.Soc. With numerous
Coloured I'lutcH Hiid other Illustrations.

" This monograph Iiaa been \onn and anxiouitly expected
by all who (ako an intellif?ent lutcrent in the advance of
Dtetcorology, and rccoftniee the loof? and profound stody
ihut the author has made of his B'Ah]ect.**—Satn re.

Becently published, demy Svo, cloth, 6s.

THE GREAT ICE AGE, and its
Relation to the Antiquity of Man. Hy JAMKS CKIKIK,
D.C.L., IjL D., K.U.B., Murchi>!on Professor of Ueoloiry
Rnd MincraloRy in the University of Edinburgh. Third
Kuitif)t, niueli Knlur^ed, witU two New Cbapters on the
" Glacial Pbeuomena of .North Amtrica," by I'rof. T. C.
CHAUB£;UL1^\. Also IH Maps and 79 Illustrations.

"It l)ears on ovcry page indications of patient and careful
research Better tnau any other l>ook on the subject ill

the Knglish language."—Sniurday Ileiiiew.

JuU published, C'lIK.VPKH EDITION, 8vo, cloUi, Os. net.

CONTRIBUTIONS to the PHYSICAL
ilLSTOKY of the BRITrSH ISI.KS ; with a Disserta-

tion nn tiio Origin of Western Euroi>e and of the Atlsntic

Ocean. With 27 Coloured Maps. IJy KDWAKD HULL,
M.A., Lli.U., P.R.S., late Director of the Geological
Survey of Ireland.

" Professor Hull Ims rendcrel a siKnnl service to students
of gcoloffy by preparing and publislii k a series of maps of

the British Islandi', in which he indicates, hy distinctive

colouring, the distribution of land and water at succesaiva
perio<ls of geolo;^ical history. No such series of maps, so

far as wo Itnow, has ever iMforo l»cn published, or even
attempted."

—

Acaddnj/,

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD,
26 AXD 27, CocKBFiiR Stkebt, Cbabixo Cboss, S.W.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price Ss., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. Hy Rev. ALEXANDKR MACLABEN, D.D.

** They 8how the Bame wonclerf iil fertiliti'' of apt and
beautiful illustrations, 1 ho Batzio exquisite uho of language,
and the same direct hear ;-Hearching powe.* which we are
aocugtomed to find in all Dr. Maolareu's works."

JiiHish Weekly,

Uniform with the above, price 5»., post free.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
"Ab etrikinK- and sug'pesLivo hh aiiy Dr. Slftclaron has

publiahcd The book is lull of helpful thoughts.

"

OhristiM World. .

Uniform with the abore, price 5s., post free.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

'* Ueplcto with a keen spiritunl icBight, combined with an
aptnci*8 of illustration and beauty of diction which cannot
fail to both impress and chnnn the reudor."

—

McthiHitst Timts.

Uniform with the above, price Cs., post free.

THE HOLY of HOLIES : a Series of Sermons
on the Htti, 15th, and 10th Chapters of the UoBpel by
John.

" Every sermon glows with unction, and shows intense
power."

—

Methodist Jfccoi'der.

LojiDOX: ALEXANDER & SUEPHEARD, pL'BUsniKs,

21 AKu 22t FuuiriVAL Stbeit, E.C. ; and all Booksellera.

NATIONAL Invested Fanda
Paid in Claims

For Mutual PROVIDENT
£4,700,000

£9,000.000

Death Duties provided for by
Life Aseuranoe.

Life Assurance. INSTITUTION.
PBOFITS.-tbo whole nrc tllvldcd niiKiiiett lUc Assunil. Alrrndj dltl<lc<l, S4,<KI0,0«0.

«„t(Vi'''"'
''7'"'"" '"1802 there were nearly eight hundred rolicics in respect of which not only were the Premium.'!

entirely extlDgulSDea, hut also AnnuilicB were (rrantod or fash Honusea paid, wliii-t in tlie case of many Policies theonumul sums assured are now more th»n doubled by the Bonus Additions. Applcutons for Agencies invited.

48, Oraasoburob Street, London, B.O. JLK^UUB gniTBEB, Actuarj/ anl Stcrctarf
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NEW BOOK BY THE RIQHT HON. A. J. BALFOUR.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF BELIEF:
Being Notes Introductory to the Study of Theology,

By the Eight Hon. AETHUR J.

870, 128. 6d.

BALFOUE, M.P.

"Thisvolame will be universally recognised aa a most
interesting and important contribution to tho jfreateat con-
troversy of the time."— />«t7j/ X^ws. l

** We mnst own to immense delight in the perusal (if the ,

7'hilosophicftl writings of one who in every intelloctnal
exercise is bo bnoynnt. so alert, so sprightly, and so win- '

ning."

—

Liverpool Daily Post. I

" Mr. Balfour's work is more than a philosophical work.
In his position it is also a new revelation of a man who,

j

if he lives, will have much influence in the yeari to come,"
St. James'a Gazetif.

" Perhaps the greatest service which the leader of Opposi-
tion has rendered to this generation is not the influence '

which he exerts as the hmd of the Conservative party in
the House of Commons, but the force with which, in this
striking work, ho has illustrated the influence of Authority
in the evolution of beliefs, both true and false "

—

Spectator.

** Whatever may Ije the controversies aroused by this
essay of Mr. Balfour, there can be no tloubt that wo have
hero a valuable acJdition to contemporary expositions of
philosophical investigation."— Globe.

" Mr. Balfour has put great thoughts into burning words,
and the range, as well as the profundity, of his argumenta-
tion will certainly provide abundance of matter for the
digestion of the intellectual world for some time to come.'*

Manchester Courier,

" This book, modestly termed * Notes,' is one of the chief
contributions to philosophy made for many years in ISngland.

No fresher and keener examination of dominant systems
of thought, no more luminous statement of objoctinus
dimly seen by many less acute than he, no more suggestive
discussion of old, but over now, problems, has appeared
here for many years."

—

Times,

London: LONGMANS, GREEN & 00.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE
OF THE

PICTURES BELONGING TO HIS GRACE
THE DUKE OF PORTLAND,

NOW BEADY.
Large fcap. quarto, 872 pp., doth, red edgea, 78. 6 J

;

half-Persian, leather, 10a. Gd.

;

half- morocco, flexible, 12a. 6d.

The Student's

English Dictionary
Literary, Scientific, Etymological

and Pronouncing.

By JOHN OGILVIE, LL.D.

NEW EDITION.

THOEOIIGHLY RBVISED AND aREA.TLY
AUGMENTED.

BDITED 7IY

AT

WELBECK ABBEY AND IN LONDON, 1894.

Compiled by CHARLES FAIRFAX MURRAY.

Royal 4 to, printed at the Chiswick Press, on Hand-made Paper, with

56 Reproductions of the principal Pictures in Collotype,

bound in half-morocco.

150 Copies only are for sale to Subscribers, at SIX GUINEAS, net,

London : ELLIS & ELVET, 29, New Bohd Stbebt, W.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

la remarkable for its Dinplay of Copies of Colubratod
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
BeproductioDS of Ibe most important Paintin^u in the

following CollectiouA:

—

ViTIOlTAL OALLEBT, LOVDOV,
S.CKIiraHAM PALACE,
WIJIDSOE CASTLE,
rrriEi, rLoEExcK,
rrrri, iloeevce,
AOADEXT OF riHE ARTS,

rLOREICCE,
IIUTEXSAIC,
ni KAOUX,

LOCTIt, rAKIS,
LDXEKBOCia, PXII9,
BOTAL OALLEBY, DBRSDEX,
HBBHITAOB, VT, PBTBBS-
BCHO,

PBADO, UADBtD,
TATlCAir, SOME,
HAABLEir,
FBAXKrOBT,

IVTESSES. J. 0. DEUMMOND ft 00.,
-^'J- ABT BEPBODTTOEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, CoVENT OAUDEN, W.O
Ara ttie Bole represeutativel In Ureat Britain of

HERR HANFSTAENGL, o( Munich.

theweTl-linoini ArtlAt In PHOTOORAVURE, now piitronilodljy the

lea<llnr< IniKlon Art I'ulillnhlng firms. A largo Collection of Im-
portant I'latcB always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Ueun. DRUMMOND t CO.BUiilily Hie c1ioa].c»t anil licit I'rocenoj

in tlio market, which arc miccially aJapleil to incet tho wantj o[

Anti'iuariann, ArcliajoloijlBtii, ami tlio«» euiiaKeil lu thoinvoitlgatlon

and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Kecordi.

J.C. UllUMHOND * CO. Invito attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
for the Reproduction of Works oj Art, Original J/.9.S'., Deitgnt,

Lace Manufacturet, Photograph!, Views, Book lUuelrations,

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, iic.,d!C., ata moderateerst

Spwlmeni and prioe Hit on Application.

O0IKI: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVEiNT GARDEN LONDON

CHARLES ANNANDALE, M.A., LL.D.

Editor of tho New Edition of " The Imperial
Dictionary."

Illustrated by nearly 800 Engravings on Wood
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STANDARD WORKS BODLEY HEAD BELLES LETTRES.

FOR THE LIBRARY.

THE HISTORY of the ROMAN
PROVINCES. From Uio Time of L'a>sar lo that of

DiiH-letian. By Prof. xMOMMSKX. Translated
^fyJ^J-

W. V. DICKSON. In 2 vola., domy 8vo, wah 10

Maps, 388.

THE HISTORY of GREECE. From
the EarlioH Times down to 3J7 n.c. From tho German
nf Dr. ERNST CURTIUS, Reclor of the Universii.v of

B rlin. By A. W. WARD, M.A. In 6 vols., domy 8vo.

Each volume separately, 18s.

[To's. I. aiiilll. reprin'ma.

In demy 8va, clotb, price 7a. 6d.; Boxbargh,
hand-made paper, lOa.Qi. net; Large-Paper,
£1 lis. 6d. net.

The HISTORY ofROMAN CLASSICAL
LITERATURE. By R. W. BROWNE, M.A., Ph.D.,

lato Prebendary of St. Pauls, and I'rofessor of Classical

Literature in King's College, London. A New Edition.

In 1 vol., demy 8vo, Os.

THE HISTORY of ANTIQUITY.
From the Gorman of Prof. MAX DUNCKEK. By
EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D. In 6 rcls., demy
8vo. Each volume cm be obtained separately, 2l8.

THE HISTORY of the THIRTY
YE.VRS' WAR. From the Carman of ANTON
(ilNDELY. In 2 vols., large crown Svo, with Maps and
Illustrations, 21s.

THE LETTERS of HORACE WAL-
POLE. FOURTH EARL o£ OBFORD. Edited by
PETER CUNNINGUAM. In 9 vols., demy Svo, with
Portraits, £5 5».

BISHOP THIRLWALL'S LETTERS
to a FRIEND. Edited by the late Dean STANLEY.
.\ much Enlarged Edition. In I vol., crown Svo, with
a Portrait, Os.

NEW VOLUMES OF THE KEYNOTES SERIES.

Sa. ed. net each

PRINCE ZALESEI. By M. P.
SHIEL. ilUadjIhiad.iy.

THE WOMAN WHO DID. By
GRANT ALLEN. \Jmt piihlhhed.

DISCORDS. By George Egerton.
Third Edition. {^Rtaily^

*' We have tho heights aa well as the depths of life. The
transforming touch of beauty is upon it, of that poetry of
conception beneath whose spell nothing is ugly o- unclean."

Sutr.
*' The book is true to human nature, for the author his

genius, and, let us add, has heart. It is representative ; ic

is, in the hacXneyed phrase, a human documeHt."—5/>«iA;cr.

"It is another note in the groat chorus of revolt on the
whole clearer, more eloquent, and braver than almost any 1

have yet heard."—T. P. {" Book of the Week "), Wtekfy 8uti,

December 30.

NOW JREADY.
THE FIFTH VOLUME OF

THE GREAT
the INMOST LIGHT.

GOD PAN and

THE LIVES of the ARCHBISHOPS of
CANTERBURY. Bv WALTER FARQUHAR HOOK,
late Dean of Chichester. ST. AUGUSTIlNE to JUXON.
12;vol8., demy Svo, £V. Each separately (with tho
exception of III., IV., VI., and VIL), 15s. The New
Series begins with Vol. TI. Vol. XII. is the Index.

LOUIS the FOURTEENTH and the
COURT of FRA.NCK i i the SEVENTEENTH CEN-
TURY. By JULIA 1»ARD0E, Author of " Francis tho
First and his Times." Embellished with upwards of
60 Woodcuts, and with numerous Portraits on Steel,

In 3 vols., demy Svo, 42s,

By ARTHUR MACHEN.
[Ihadi/.

"The rest wo leave for those whose nerves are strong,
merely saying that since 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr, Hyde,' we
have read nothing so uncanny."

—

Literary World.
" The supernatural element is utilised with extraordinary

power and effectiveness in both these blood-chilling master-
pieces."

—

Dailtf Teleyraph.
" Will arouse the sort of interest that was created by * Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.' The tales preseut a frankly im-
possible horror, which, nevertheless, kindles the imagination
and excites a powerful curiosity. It is almost a bonk of
genius, and we are not sure that the safeguarding adverb is

not eupertiuous."—.Bn-m»jj/ia7H Fos',

A CHILD of the AGE. By
FRANCIS ADAMS. [Head:/.

" * A Child of the Age* is original, moving, often fas-

cinating."— .4ca'i«m//.

"It comes recoguisably near to great excellence. There
is a love episode intriisbook which is certainly fine. Clearly
conceived and expressed with point."— fall Mall Gazette.

"The love incident is exfiuisite, and exquisitely told.
' Rosy ' lives ; her emotions stir us One is grateful for

the artistic revelation of the sweet wormwood of pain."
Scttnvday lievinc,

KEYNOTES. By George Egerton
Sixth Edition.

TOPOGRAPHICAL
SECTION

OP.

"The GENTLEMAN'S
MAGAZINE

LIBRARY."
coNrAtiinjo —

HEREFORDSHIRE, HERTFORDSHIRE,
HAMPSHIRE, HUNTINaDONSHIRE.

Tlie First Volume containi—
Bedfordshire, Berkshire, & BnckingliamsMre,

The Second Volume contains —
Cambridgeshire, Cheshire, Cornwall, and

Cumberland-

The Third Volume containi —

Derhyhhire, Dsvonshire, and Dorsetshire.

The Fourth Volume contains —

Durham, Essex, and G-loucsstershire.

GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE LIBRARY (The).

Edited by G. Laueance Qohmb, V 8.A.

The Gentleman's Magazine Library presents the

principal contents of the Oentleman's Magazine, from
its commencement in 1731 to 1868, arranged iu

subjects— all the contributions throughout this

period, on each topic, being brought together and
classified tystematically under heads. With one or

two exceptions, each volume is devoted to one sub-

ject and is complete in itself, and, betidea Notes
and an Appendix, has a very copious and carefully

prepared Index.

Tub othee Volumes already Pcblished ark—

THE DANCING
FLORENCE FARR.

FAUN. By

THE COURT and REIGN of FRANCIS
the FIRST, King of France. By JULIA PARDOE,
Author of " Louis tho Fonrteonth ani the Conrt of
France in the Seventeenth Century." In 3 vols., demy
8vo, with numerous Ponraitn oa Steel, and brief
Uemoir of the Author, tin.

THE LIFE of MARIE de MEDICIS,
Queen of France, Consort of Henrj' IV., nnd Rf^gcnt of
France during tho Kariy Years of Louis XIII. By
JUIjIA J'AU1)0K, Author of "Louis tho Fourteenth
and the Court of Pmnce," in 3 vole., clcray Svo, witU
PortraUe and Fac^simile;*, 42s. --

POOR FOLK. By Fedor
DOSTOIEVSKY. Translated from the Russian bv
LENA MILMAN. With an Introduction by GEORGE
MOORE.

LORD DE TABLEY.-POEMS,
DRAMA.TIC, and LYRICAL. Second Series. Binding
uniform with First Series. Bs. net. [Publiahed this diy.

THE BOOKBILLS of NAR-
CISSUS. By RICHARD LE GALLIENSE. A New
Edition, with an added Chapter and a Frontispiece by
ROBERT FOVVLEB. 38. Od. ne'.. IJusl piiklia-tfj.

ROSEMARY for REMEM-
BRANCE. Poems by MARY BROTUKRTON. With
Cover Desff^n by Walter West. 3s. 6d. net.

{^Just puMished.

1. Manners and Customs.

2. Dialect and Popular Say-

ings.

3. Popular 'Sa}}erstUions and

Traditions,

i. Enylish Tradit'ons,

5. ArcluKology—Part I,

C. Archeology—Part II.

7. Somano - British Remains

Two Parts Ts. Gd. each.

8. Literary Biitory and

Curiosities,

9. Bibliographical Notes.

10 and 1 1 . Sixcred and Mediava I

Architecture. i

it to 15. English Toprgrap%y» \

16. Ecdesiologg.

The RECOLLECTIONS of MARSHAL
MACDONALl), dnrint? the Wnm of th-? First Napoleon.
Translated by STKCHKN' LOUfrf SI.UKON. A New
Edition, with Notes, Portrait, and Engraving of
Courcelles. In 1 vol., crown Hvo, Os.

A HISTORY of MUSIC. To the Time
of tho Troubadours. By ,T. F. ROWBOTHaM. A
New and Revised Edition. In 1 vol., crown Sv.>, 78. Cd

.

POEMS
Square 32mo,

by JOHN
48. 6d. net.

B. TABB.
[^Jiist published.

THE WONDERFUL WAPEN-
TAKE. By J. S. FLETCHER (" A Son of the Soil ").

18 Full-page Illustrations by J. A. Symington. Crown
Svo, 5s. 6d. net.

" The matter ot the book is of the best : the style is ex-

quisite. It is not often that a series ot sketches of this

description is met with 80 worthy of Ireing thus preserved
in permanenc form."— WerMi/ SfMsman,
"A cool, quiet, and restful book, which makes Rratefol

reading."

—

Iri'^h Independent.

"A really remarkable book."

—

WhitfhtU Rtview.

RlOHABDBKNTLEr& Son, New Burlington Street JOHN LANB, Tub Bodlbt Hbad, Yioo Stsekt,

PabliahenlnOtdiosry to Her Majesty the 4ueen.
| LoKDON.

SOME GPOTIONS OF THK PKBSS.
"

' Sylvanus Urban ' bequeathed to us a well-nigh in-

exhaustible mine."— ffrnpAic.

"The editor his performed his work with ttcouraoy and
discretion, while the method of classification is excellent."

Sxturday Revieuf.

" Not a dull line is there in the volume, and the whole

constitutes pleasant and edifying reading."
Xotes and Quertes,

" That there is very mncli in the ' Gentleman's Magazine'

of permanent interest no one has denied ; few, however,

had any notion that there was so much wheat among the

chilf as Mr. Gomme has demonstrated that there is."

AUiaiaeum.

"The general reader, turning over the pages, « ill learn

monv things wliioh ho may wish to know because other

people occasionally write or speak of them."
'

J*aU Mall Gaz'Ut.

" Instead ot searching through the iH volumes of the

original magazine for the scattered information they may
contain, it will now be possible to find at once all that bearj

upon the subject of our enquiry, and to store it in handy

form upon our bookshelves."

—

Westminster lleviem.

" Even those who are fortunate enough to possess a sei

ot 'The Gentlemans,' would find these selections still

useful on account of their accessibility. That there is

a vast deal that is curions iu this volume we need hardly

say. Mr. Gomme's copious index to each book cannot be

too warmly commended."

—

Daily Newg,

"Mr. Gomme has rendered good service to students by

reprinting, under one cover, papers that were difficult of

access, lost as the.v were in the enormous mass of informa-

tion contained in the ' Gent'eman's Magazine.'

"

Morninij P^st,

London:
ELLIOT STOCK, 62, Pateiinoster Row.
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LITERATURE.
A Memoir of Mrs. Augustus Cravsn (Pauline
de la Ferronnays), Author of " Le Eecit
d'une Sceur." By Maria C. Bishop. In
2 vols. (Bentley.)

"A REiTAEKABLE diversity, or (rather) com-
plexity, of interest gives a particular
cachet to these admirable volumes. They
speak to the sympathies and respond to the
needs of several broadly distinct classes of
readers. For even as during her long
pilgrimage Pauline de la Ferronnays
united in one many-sided experience the
hfe of the world, the life of letters, and the
life of reUgion, throwing into each in turn
the whole strength of her ardent soul • so
the story of her life, as here told faithfully
by her friend Mrs. Bishop, becomes in turn
according to the character or expectations
of the reader, a record now of spiritual
struggle and advance, now of literary effort
and modestly borne triumph, now of a
-social career which, from its bright com.
•meneement amid the splendours of the
Eassian Imperial Court to its close under
the sad conditions of poverty, widowhood
and total loss of speech, in a quiet apparte-
ment of the Kue Barbet de Jouy, embraced
during Its lengthened course whatever was
Illustrious, distinguished, enlightened, and
stimulating in the contemporary society of
i! ranee, Germany, and Eogland.
Perhaps the brightest jewel in that

treasury of bitter-sweet memories, Le BAcit
dune Saur, is the page in which Mrs.
Oraven describes the brief season of cordial
domestic reunion wherein, though they
knew It not, the happiness of the De la
I'erronnays family was to find its culmi-

?fo?^P°'"^- ^"^y ^^ t^« summer of
1834, Comte and Comtesse de la Ferronnays
had settled temporarily in the upper part
of a delightfully situated house in Oastella-
mare, with their youngest son Fernand,
and their daughters Pauline, Eugenie, Olga
and Albertme. Immediately below, on the
farat floor, were the eldest son Charles and
his wife

; while the ground floor was occu-
pied by Albert and Alexandrine, the lately
wedded pair whose death-marked love, from
the very moment of its birth "on one
particular Friday, sacred to the Guardian
Angels, in February, 1832, to its piteous
overthrow four years later on, is set forthwuh such fond minuteness of detail, such
exquisite tenderness of touch, in the pages
of the Sister's Story :

"A flight of steps, over-arched by a trellis
of vines and roses, led from the road toour pretty house. Each set of apart-
ments had a balcony, and we could passirom one to another by means of an out-of-
door staircase. We all assembled for meals.

and often also read together, for we were
always delighted at any opportunity of meet-
ing Never, I believe, were brothers, sisters,
brothers-m-law, and sisters-in-law so gladlv
and cordially united as we were. It was in
the course of that summer that I was married
. . . Happy days followed the one in whichmy marriage was iinaUy decided upon. We
generally spent the evenings in Charles's andKmma s room, whose cordial sympathy was allwe could wish. They had the largest of our
three balconies, and there we all used to sit
often far mto the night—those wonderful
Italian nights which never pall upon one, and
are more glorious even than the days. My
father and mother had never been so fully satis-
fied, or so entirely happy, in seeing their
children gathered around them. But, alas ' a
cloud was even now rising which was soon to
darken our horizon. Little though we sus-
pected it, our united happiness had already
reached its meridian, and never did we all
meet again in this world."

Ten untroubled, cloudless days fate grants
to the star-crossed lovers. Then—Albert's
blood-stained handkerchief silently fore-
shows his doom ; and henceforward the
shadows gather and close in upon their
path, until, on June 29, 183C—little more
than two years after their marriage—the
soul of Albert quits his world-wearied flesh
to join the

" Choir invisible
Of thofe immoital dead who live again
In minds made better by their preeence."

Twelve years go by ; and now, of the sur-
vivors, five—father and mother, Eugenie,
Olga, and Alexandrine—have already fol-
lowed Albert, leaving to Pauline, sole re-
maining member of the saintly inner circle,

"The memory of what has been,
And never more can be."

For her destiny has far other things in
store— to outlive every one of her family
save her youngest sister, to share and
so enhance

_
the social successes of her

husband's diplomatic career, to accompany
him, in the flush of her youth and good
looks, while the gifts of happiness and of
fortune were still hers, to England, and
there to be taken to the hearts and imbued
with the ideas of the great "Whig nobility
of the Forties. But this was not all;
there was a terrible revers de la medaille'.
She whose opening life

" The beauty wore of promise, that which seta
The budding rose above the rose full blown,"

was destined, later on, to witness the utter
ruin of her fortune, to taste the bitterness
of decline in social consideration, and to
suffer year after year in her modest Parisian
appartement the wearing anxieties which wait
upon a slender purse. She was destined,
after many years, to revisit her cara quasi
patria, to renew (under sadly altered cir-
cumstances) her early impressions of the
historic grandeur and stable charm of
England, to see on every side old friends
still in the enjoyment of material comfort
and calm prosperity, "amongst whom,"
she writes in her Journal (October 17,
1879), "it seems to me that we only
have the fate of being like withered
leaves, driven by the wind, and unable to
fix themselves in any place." Nay, as the
years advanced, she was to suffer, in the
death of her devoted husband, the most
irreparable of all losses; to pass the evening

of her days amid the chilling glooms of
solitude and infirmity ; and, at the last, to
lie awaiting her release during ten long
months of strange trial and humiliation,
robbed by a cruel malady of all power of
speech, unable to make known her simplest
wants or wishes, cut off from all inter-
change, with her few surriving friends, of
the human sympathy she had loved to give
and to receive.

Of the Life of Lady Georgiana Fullericn
(completed and published in her eightieth
year!), Mrs. Craven had expressed her
opinion to Mrs. Bishop that it would be
found " too worldly for the pious, and
much too pious for the worldly." Twelve
years before she had confided to the same
friend a similar misgiving with regard to
her Life of Natalie Narischkin, observing
of this that it was " too religious for
the worldly, and not good enough for
the very good." To many this would doubt-
less appear an appropriate criticism of the
volumes now before us ; to us it rather
seems that in their composite character lies
the secret at once of their high value
and of

_
their powerful charm. Where,

indeed, if not in a work composed of such
diverse elements as are here combined,
could we hope to find an adequate present-
ment of Mrs. Craven's many-sided nature ?
But, whatever may be thought of Mrs.
Bishop's judgment, as displayed in the
selection of her materials, there can at least
be no two opinions regarding the nature of
her master-motive, or of the vigilance with
which she keeps it ever steadily in view.
" How far more interesting and true," Mrs.
Craven had once written to her, " is the
history of a soul, than that of a life, con-
sidered simply from the outside ! " The
words might have been placed as a motto
upon Mrs. Bishop's title-page. For, what,
ever minor functions it may subserve
(and that it furnishes a record both of the
literary and of the social career of its
subject the reader has been already in-
formed), this memoir is before all else
a record of spiritual advance—a veritable
Pilgrim's Progress—the history of a human
soul, at once beautiful and beauty-loving
one of whom, in virtue of her large capacity
of aesthetic delight, it may be said that she
was early '

' wedded to this goodly universe "

—yet who, even in the heyday of her
pleasant bondage, ever yearned and strove
to break her flower-inwoven chains and
win true freedom of heart, ever looked
with longing desire towards the blissful
consummation of her union with that ideal
Beauty of which, for her, all the fair things
of earth were but pale, faint foreshadowings.

" Mrs.
_
Craven's artistic temperament," writes

her friend and biographer, " which loved
beauty and well-being, and all the lesser har-
monies of life, kept her almost irritably con-
scious that, however much she liked the products
of sensuous civilisation, no pleasures they could
give were for a moment adequate to supply her
real needs. Hence, almost to the end of her
life, we find evidences of the conflict between
her love for what may be called the wayside
flowers, and her longing for the supreme beauty
which was the goal of her pilgrimage."

Now it is, we repeat, in the care
with which the progress of this conflict is
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described, and the various stages marked

by which Mrs. Craven, " turning her neces-

sity to glorious gain," advanced through

suffering to serenity of soul, that the special

merit and the special charm of these volumes

will be found to consist. Even as it was

her vivid sense of the spiritual uses of

adversity that gave to Mrs. Craven's master-

piece, the " Eecit," a singular value (to

quote again the words of Mrs. Bishop),

" for Christian souls who suffer, and, inileed,

for the multitude who are undowered by

Christian faith, yet who know the bitterness

of human life. To them it is a song in the

night- a field of spices and perfumes by the

dusty highway, of which they perceive the

sweetness, ignorant of whence it comes."

But Mrs. Craven was something more than

an ardent idealist. In her rich nature the

wholesome leaven of a clear-eyed intelligence

iLingled with the yearning otherworldliness

of the saint. The daughter of one who,

as ambassador at St. Petersburg (1819)

and at Eome (1830), and again as Minister

for Foreign Affairs (1828), had proved

himself a faithful servant to the restored

Bourbons, she was herself—though ever

averse to violent political feeling—" by

birUi and for many other reasons a Legiti-

mist." In France her views and aspirations

were those of the so-called " Liberal-

Catholic" party—the party of the Cone-

upondant, whose leaders, Augustin Cochin,

the Comte de Falloux, the Prince de Broglie,

Bishop Dupanloup of Orleans, and, above

all, Comte Charles de Montalembert, were

one and all her dearest friends. In England

she had, as we have seen, been made one in

heart and mind with the party of the old

Whig noblesse—the Euesells, the Caven-

dishes, the Grosvenors, tae Leveson-Qowers.

To the very end of her long life she was an

animated spectator of English public affairs,

and a firm supporter of the cause of

Constitutional Liberalism.

Her intimate knowledge of, and unflagging

interest in, the men and events of the day

find expression in her letters to Sir Mount-
stuart Grant Duff—a friend in whom,
despite their many grave differences of

opinion, she found a sympathy in all the

dear memories of the " Eecit " such as in

BO other quarter, not even in France and
among Ciitholics, existed to the same
degree. Of the three countries, England,

Italy, and France, to which she specially

belonged, it was England whose well-being

(he had most at heart, and whose follies,

dangers, and perplexities caused her the

liveliest concern.

' ' When I come back here, to the Faubourg St.

Germain, from England," she writes in 1882,
" I feel as if I was coming from a drawing-
room into an ante-room. A strange sensation,

certainly, is it not ? but you will imderstand
what I mean when you remember that I meet
— I might almost say I live—in England
with those who have directly to do with public

events ; the political and diplomatic world is

there simply the world, whereas you know
that it is not only outside that world in France,

but miles away from it, that all those of my
political or religious persuasion, or of my sort

of social position, now live. I may in my
heart think that we have still kept hold of the

drawing-room, and that it is the official world
here that has now gone outside of or below it;

but the result is the same. We know nothing

of what passes, or of those who rule events."

The cowardly and ferocious excesses of

Gambetta and the anti-clerical party filled

her with a sick loathing; she could not

bear to think, much less to utter her

thoughts, of France and the Republic.

"I feel at times as if I had rather be living

anywhere than here [Paris] ; the whole thing

is so painful and, at the same time, so tedious

and vulgar. . . . Prance seems to me to bo

like a great lady married to her footman."

For England—to whom her sympathies,

thus violently alienated from her proper

country, had been frankly and unreservedly

transferred—she believed the one really

formidable danger to lie in the existence

and steady growth of the fadical party

—

the party of the liberdlres—the party whose

members, as she writes in her Journal

(October, 1879),

" urged by I know not what satiety of political

welfare, grow enthusiastic about theories which

have led us where we are in France, and
endeavour to play what would be a game of

universal destruction on a very great scale, if

the institutions, which they find insufficient,

were not, in fact, able to bear almost any
strain."

It was, to her grief she perceived, from

the ranks of her old friends, the Constitu-

tional Whigs, that the fadicah mainly

recruited their forces. Needless to say, the

Irish agrarian revolution both pained and
puzzled her. That Christian bishops and

priests, the official expounders of the Deca-

logue, should countenance the Plan of

Campaign, and fail, under whatever pretext,

to condemn acts of tyrannous cruelty and

violence, was to her at once incomprehensible

and intolerable. So crying an abuse of the

moral forces of her Church bewildered,

agitated, and scandalised her. But when
she saw English lilerdtres, headed by Glad-

stone, actually joining hand to hand with,

and fighting shoulder to shoulder beside, the

men whose main object was to bring about

the degradation, through dismemberment,

of the British Empire, then, indeed, it

seemed to her as though the days of

England's moral and material greatness

were already numbered.

" I cannot conquer my horror of the attitude

of my former friends," she writes in March,

1887, "since the beginning of the Plan of

Campaign. It is such a frightful connivance

with lawlessness that it seems to me that

nothing like it has ever been seen. Of course,

if English statesmen wink at a conspiracy

against the first rules of honesty and justice,

as well as against their own country, le sel a

perdu sa saveur, et alors, avec quoi le salera-t-on ?

When one sees Englishmen, such as Lords

Spencer, Eipon, and Aberdeen, rushing to the

support of such Irishmen as are the leaders of

this movement, it seems as if a spell had fallen

on the two countries to work the destruction of

both." "My only hope for England comes

from the thought that for more than half a

century her aims have been noble and_ just,

that the motives which have placed her in her

present peril have been generous even if mis-

taken, and that it is not habitually in that

temper that nations are overtaken by real and
hopeless decadence."

This, however, was written in the alarm

raised by an exceptionally grave political

crisis ; Mrs. Craven's permanent feeling in

regard of England being beyond doubt that

which, jtist after the victory of the Liberals

in 1880, she expressed as follows, with hep

wonted accuracy of political foresight, in a

letter to Mr. Fullerton

:

" In reality, however, I am not in the least

alarmed for your country. I trust Lord Gran-

ville and Lord Hartington implicitly, and I

trust also the good sense of the nation to come
to their help should Mr. Gladstone's crotchets,

which were endurable during the struggle, be

found too inconvenient after the victory."

Mrs. Craven died at her home in the

Rue Barbet de Jouy on April 1, 1891.

Her body was taken from Paris to Boury

by her nephew (the worthy son of Eugonie),

Count Albert de Mun, and there laid to rest

in the little churchyard, beside her husband

and her mother, her brother Albert, and her

sisters Olga and Alexandrine. In that

quiet harbour the weary blirk, long tossed

to and fro on the waves of this troublesome

world, at length finds shelter and secure

repose. And thither come readers and

lovers of the " Reoit"—men and women of

every rank, some from very great distances

—to visit the last resting-place of the little

circle once known as "i santi," and to

fortify their souls by drinking in the

spiritual influences of that retired spot.

T. Hutchinson.

A Constilutional History of the Souse of

Lords. By Luke Owen Pike. (Mac-

millans.)

A NEW book on the House of Lords, and a

dry one, that is yet opportune and welcome,

is something of a curiosity. So much has

been written about the House of Lords in

order to justify preconception and to gratify

prejudice, and so very little that shows real

knowledge or impartiality, that the dustiness

of some of Mr. Pike's antiquities may well

be pardoned for his condensed learning and

his judicial fairness. His History is cer-

tainly one to be bought, and—by those

whose strength " well may bear it "—to be

read.

The book is indeed a lawyer's book ; and

though called a constitutional history, and

believed by its author to be the first upon its

special subject, it is in spirit a true treatise

of law. For twelve years Mr. Pike has

edited the Year Books ; and he has further

all the series of ancient records, the Close

Rolls, the Patent Rolls, the various

Placita, the Parliamentary Writs, and so

forth, at his fingers' ends. It is in these

he finds his authority. Historical theories,

constitutional analogies, the statements of

text writers, and even the obiter dicta

of judges have little weight with him
compared with the actual entries in these

records, and none at all if they canflict

with an actual judicial decision. Hence he

does not hesitate upon occasion to criticise

Coke and to doubt Sir Nicholas Tindal. As
for mere constitutional historians, they are

so littleaccounted of, that he contents himself

with observing once for all in his preface

that he has often arrived at conclusions of

fact inconsistent with those of such writers,

for which he is content to cite his original

authorities in footnotes without stooping to

record the exact measure of his dissent from
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his predecessois. One cannot help thinking
that mere learners—in whose hands this

book, it is to be hoped, will often be found
—would have benefited by an appendix or

so pointing out the errors of older writers

with the materials for correcting them, and
that Mr. Pike's own reputation for modesty
would not have suffered by a slightly less

laconic dismissal of learned and even famous
writers.

Whether Mr. Pike has any political

opinions about the House of Lords does

not appear. "Whatever they are, he keeps

them to himself. The appearance of the

book in 1894 has no more reference to the

polemics of the moment than if it had come
out in 1874, or been kept back till 1914.

With the " veto " of the House of Lords, the

House of Lords as a " revising " body, and
other similar inaccuracies, he is in no way
concerned. To him the House of Lords is

an august historical fact, and no worse, if

no better, than other parts of the constitu-

tion. He concludes thus

:

"It would be difficult to find a better illustra-

tion than is afforded by the House of Lords of

the transformations effected by time on the one
hand, and of the persistence on the other hand
with which old names are used to designate

changed institutions. Trial by jury, Parlia-

ment, the House of Lords, and the House of

Commons have all lost the character which they
had when the respective terms were first used
to describe them. Our English Constitution

was never in a condition of absolute stability,

was hardly ever in any one century precisely

what it had been in the century before. . . .

At one time the word Parliament was often
used in the sense of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, or House of Lords with the Council.

At the end of the nineteenth century it is often
used in current literature in the sense of the
House of Commons alone. The House of

Commons itself but little resembles that
assembly of knights, citizens, and burgesses
which once represented persons of substance,

and consented on their behalf to give the king a
portion of their goods. The House of Lords
is perhaps changed most of all. . . . Yet, if two
great events be left out of consideration—the
loss of the seats of the abbots when the
greater monasteries were dissolved, and the
abolition of military tenure as a consequence
of the Great Eebellion—the House of Lords
has become what it is by a gradual and natural
process of development. It has lived the life

of the nation, and grown with the nation's

growth. It has in the main reflected the
nation's thoughts and manners, as additions

have been made to its numbers. . . . Even in

its defects the House of Lords has, since it

ceased to be a house of feudal peers, been a
not unfaithful mirror of the country—not,

indeed, of all the country's fleeting moods, but
of the country's matured decisions and accom-
plished deeds. . . . Its roll is a register in brief

of some things that Eaglishmen would fain

forget, of many things that every British

subject may be proud to remember. It links

the history that has been made with the history
that is still in the making ; and, when matters
of great moment are laid before it, the vote
which it records may bo regarded not only as

the opinion of a particular body of living men,
bat also as the sentence which is given upon
the present by the past."

To attempt a minute criticism of Mr.
Pike's conclusions is possible only to those
whose command of the contents of the
Eecord Office is comparable to his own

;

and, where all is so compact of proofs and

illustrations, and so condensed in state-

ment and in reasoning, no summary of

his various positions can be brought
within the compass of a few columns. One
of the clearest and most interesting of his

chapters, and one which contains perhaps
the fullest example of his critical method,
is that which deals with the early history of
the judgment by peers. The meaning of

the reference in Magna Oharta to the
"judgment of his peers," and its actual
application then and for long afterwards, is

clearly stated and patiently traced ; and, by
a full analysis of the various proceedings in

the case of John de Stratford, Archbishop
of Canterbury, Mr. Pike demonstrates at

once the inaccuracy of Hume and Hallam,
and the extreme vagueness of the doctrine
of judgment by peers in the middle of the
reign of Edward III. The emergence of

the Curia Regis, and the differentiation

from it by delegation of the Eyre, the
Common Pleas, and the King's Bench, is

the subject of one excellent chapter ; and the
history of the change by which baronies by
tenure were superseded by baronies by
patent and by writ, of two others. Nor in

the fulness of his information about the
early stages of the development of the
House of Lords does Mr. Pike disregard
more recent history. The pros and cons

of Lord Wenslejdale's original elevation

to the peerage for his life are fully and im-
partially stated ; and there is a very useful

account of the steps in consequence of

which the House of Lords lost its power
of amending money bills, and now can only
exercise that of rejecting them at the cost

of bringing the entire financial machinery
of government t3 a standstill. Be it added
that the book is admirably printed and fully

indexed, and it will be seen at once that
it is of the utmost value to all historical

students.

One consequence of the publication of

works such as this is perhaps worth noting.

No doubt it is but a part—but still the

final part—of that process from extreme
vagueness of theory and variety of practice

to more and more precise doctrine and un-
varying application of it which such books
record. A constitutional history of the House
of Lords, especially a good one, marks the

fact that, now that almost all points in its

theory are determined, there remains one
way, and one way only, in which any modi-
fication can be effected, that is by statute.

Whether it is sought to affect the quali-

fications of peers, or only to modify
their privileges, to limit their numbers, or

to remodel their powers, nothing valid

and binding can be done except by an
Act of Parliament. This was inevitable

;

and no doubt the general advantage
of bringing all power to modify the law or

constitution into one centre outweighs any
possible advantage of leaving any initiative

to the Crown. Still, any reform of the

House of Lirds has become immensely
difficult, while at the same time history

proves that its constitution has been always
changing from time to time heretofore. The
fate of proposals for change in quiet times

is seen in the cases of Lord Bosebery's

motion in 1884, and of Lord Salisbury's

scheme in 1888. Manet sors Urtia caedi;

and though the more the House of Lords is

decried and attacked from without, the leas

likely is it to give, at least except under
compulsion, that consent without which it

cannot be altered at all, still it is no doubt
possible to compel its assent under the

stress of a more or less close approximation
to a revolution. But surely a peaceful

citizen may lament that our Constitution has
come to this pass. Even those who resort

to that drastic measure must do so with
regret, and we could wish that the erudition

of Mr. Pike had found any practicable

loophole for a more peaceful way of amend-
ment.

J. A. Hamilton,

TWO THANSLA.TI0N3 FKOJI THE ITALIAN^.

Novellieri Italiani. By Matteo Bandello.
Twelve stories done into English by Percy
Pinkerton. (Nimmo.)

The "In Memoriam" of Italy : a Century
of Sonnets from the Poems of Vittoria

Colonna. (H. Gray)

Excellent construes as are these two books,
of more or less desirable Italian classics,

they, nevertheless, both fail in their degree
as translations. That is, as I judge, they
do not render to the English student that
quality of service which the originals did
the Italian reader. The object of a trans-

lation from a foreign book—indeed, its

whole aim—must surely be to place the
ignorant of the language in the position

of the man for whom the book was
written. It should be interesting to in-

quire why Mr. Pinkerton and the anonymous
compiler of an Italian "In Memoiiam

"

have failed to attain what, if facility or
fluency were all, they might easily have
won. Mr. Pinkerton has chosen to make
for his author by the archaeological

road. He renders his sixteenth-century
Italian by sixteenth-century English, or
what he believes to be such. The Anony-
mous, on the other hand, trying no flights

into other days, keeps to that conventional
language which the dictionaries qualify as
" poetical " : in other words, he uses " thou "

for "you," and "ta'6n"for "taken." I
am not prepared to say which of these

fashions may, in normal cases, lead one
nearer the truth : I am not prepared to

say that either can lead one near it at

all ; but, in the cases in point, having
regard to Mr. Pinkerton's author and his

own attainments, I submit the greater pity

to be his. Bindello was a Lombard ; he
wrote in a barbarous dialect; he lived in

a dull time ; he was at his best a dull

dog. Mr. Pinkerton's Eoglish, when he
permits it (as ho does in his admirable
Introduction), is very good—reticent, exact,

yet graceful ; and his instincts, if he will

let me say so, arc too humane to fit well

with Bandello's. Even then, however, I
thick he would have saved himself if he had
not tried to be Elizabethan. For, take it

how you will, Elizabethan English, as such,

does not represent Italian of the Cicque-

cento. The Eenaissance in Eugland was
fully a century later : so Philip Sideey as

nearly as possible corresponds with Pico of

Mirandola, Spenser with Botticelli or
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Folitian, and so on. If Mr. Pinkerton
had desired to eare anachronisms, he
would have selected, rather, the English of

Mr. Pepjs or Mr. Wycherley. But he has

not been faithful even to his chosen model

;

for to talk of " Christmas-tide " when
he means " Christmas- time," or of a
" wight " when he means a man, is to talk

too early a tongue ; and to talk of
" 'Sblood !

" or " Odds bodikins !
" is to talk

too late. " King Catholic " for " Eo Cat-

tolico," and "Lady mine" (insufferably

often) for " Slgnorina mia," are—for prose

—of no age at all, but sugared counterfeits

which seem to simper upon Mr. Finkerton's

robuster page. Would he have treated
" lo Eoi tros-chretien " or " Dio mio " with
the same inversion? He does himself an
injustice by such freaks.

I have gone thus far into the minutiae of

the book, because I think that, with a little

of the restraint he exhibits in his Introduc-
tion, Mr. Pinkerton might have done very
much better. He evidently is master of

Italian, and I should say he had had an
admirable model close to his hand in Mr.
Symonds's Benvenuto Cellini. That book,
perhaps its author's crowning achievement,
must remain a pattern of what translation

of Italian prose should be. How dextrously

the translator steered between pedantry and
affectation ! He did very much more ; but
that alone will suffice. He might have been
Elizabethan after the way of G. P. E.
James ; he might have been as dry as a
classic Bohn. Instead, he was just Ben-
venuto's self for the time, and doubled a
masterpiece for us. Mr. Pinkerton is as
little dry as his author—a dreary writer and
a dirty, for the most part—will permit ; but
I could wish him further from the manner
of Harrison Ainsworth.
When one speaks of Italian, one means

really Tuscan literature; and as Bandello
himself makes haste to disclaim any literary

purpose

—

"remember," he says to Ippolita Sforza—" re-
member that T am a Lombird, . . . and that
as I speak so I have written, not to teach any-
one anything, nor to add ornament to our
common speech, but just to keep in mind things
which have seemed to me worthy the writing,
and to obey yon in that you have commanded
me"
— we shall do him no wrong if we con-
tinue 80 to speak, even when estimating
his work. He was, in fact, a gossip-
monger, a troubler of muddy depths, who
eeems to have liked his easy trade. Yet
the man must needs try his hand at fine
writing—and I cannotagreewithMr.Pinker-
ton in his guarded admiration of it ; he must
needs ape the Boccaccesque. With Boccace-
ornament is as spontaneous as construction

;

with Bandello it is so much excrescence,
tawdry where not conventional : of construc-
tive ability I never found in him the slightest
trace. His story of Gerardo and Elena
is a monument of slipshod building. All
Boccace's stories grow like plants from an
inevitable root in seemly continuity to an
inevitable crown. In this instance Bandello
begins with a situation—a girl shamming
dead—and props it up afterwards with
expedients, clumsy makeshifts of secret
marriages and the like. As Mr. Pinkerton

]

admits, character does not exist for him

:

his heroine of the Diego story (one of

his few attempts to that end) is a mere
romancer's hack. His best eifort at

differentiation, I think, is to be found
in the quite unpresentable tale of the
three brothers of Bologna (I believe it was),

whose adventures with the widow may have
amused a cardinal's ante-chamber. His
style is none at all : as how should it be
when he knows so little of proportion as to

weigh down the thin jest of Cornelio's

escapade with speeches so heavy and so

long, or when he so plainly prefers fact to

presentation ? Occasionally he is naive, for

a bishop, as when in the story of Didaco he
says :

" But to repent too late avails nought
—that is, with men, though with God, so I
have often heard it said, heartfelt repentance

ever avails much." But I think Mr.
Pinkerton presses that unduly

—

ho io sentito

piil fiate predicate means "as I have often

heard men preach," which may be malice

instead of platitude. Beyond some such
scanty joy as this, Bandello rarely goes. He
makes heavy reading in any tongue, useful

only to the searcher after situations or

student of manners. And he is a gross

dog, as Mr. Pinkerton must know to his

cost. A propos, I am surprised that the

Introduction omits one more point of com-
parison between Bandello's and Shakspere's
" Eomeo and Juliet." The point made is

very interesting ; the other is hardly less so.

In Bandello Juliet wakes up to find herself

in Eomeo's arms. She does not realise this,

but:

" sentendosi basciare, dubitu cheU fratev enuto
per levarla, o averla a portar in camera, la tenesse

in braccio, et incitato dal concupiscibile appetito
la basciasee."

Eeally, this is the quintessence of Bandello,
and what Emerson would have called " the
quadruped theory " indeed. With Emerson
we may agree that, in this matter, " 'tis of no
importance what bats and oxen think."

Take Bandello for what he is worth, you
will find Mr. Pinkerton's selection good on
the whole. One could have spared the
burlesque, and accepted in its place one or

two of the dedications which show the man
at his best—as a courtier of some pliability

;

one could have looked for a niche for the
Duchess of Amalfi (for Webster's sake), for

Lippo Lippi's adventure with the Corsairs,

and (for Dante's sake) for Pia de' Tolomei
Beyond that I must eay that Mr. Pinkerton
has given us the brightest side of an in-

different writer, just as the publisher has
dressed him up far beyond his deserts. I
could wish them both a thriftier seed for

their sowing.

In the case of the Anonymous there
seems this to be said. Sonnetteering to the
humanised Italian of Eenaissance was a
part of polite equipment, not to be taken
too seriously ; and though this was unkind
to poetry, as poetry, it produced many
anthologies we should be sorry to lack.

Horace Walpole's Letters and Greville's

Journal may not be literature, but they are
good to read for all that. The Marchioness of

Pescara was not the least able sonnet-writer
of a time which had Buonarroti and Bembo
and Tasso ; she was, at least, conscious of

one rudiment of poetry—the craft of it.

She knew, what so many nowadays do not,

that the sentence in poetry does not differ

essentially from the sentence in prose. She
was not often guilty, consequently, of that
" too much stiffness in refusing" a syllable,

lest by any chance there should be more than
ten in a row. She even dared, as Milton
dared, invert a foot, truncate one here and
there, and alternate the stresses of her
lines so that the rhythm should run some
chance of enveloping and defining the

thought. Perhaps we do not wrong a
singularly gracious memory, if we say that

her verse has more value for us in this

regard than for any depth of insight or

cleanness of insight she may have pos-

sessed. Those principles, which came easily

to her as part of a large wealth of tradition

stretching some way behind Dante and
Petrarch, which the study of Italian poetry

taught Milton, and which perhaps Chaucer
only had absolutely known before his time,

have not been grasped by her translator.

I think he has dared a redundant syllable in

but one case—in Sonnet xxxvi., namely,
where he taiks of

" The fearless eagle, trusting iu the high
Protection of the heavens and truth sincere."

If he had ventured a few more he would
not have been driven to so many conven-

tional stresses, or to so many painful in-

versions of sense ; and he would not have
remained, in spite of these heavy sacrifices,

tame to be read. He should remember
that when he inverts the sense poetry

suffers an indignity, whereas to invert the

foot is often her most reasonable service.

And, considering he was at work upon a
Cinquecento book, an Italian book, and the

book, above all, of a femme savanie, I think

a little " preciosity " would not have come
amiss. Euphuism was a safety-valve to

the Italian poet, not a trick or a habit. It

was the solace of the crafteman, who found
in his cross-weaving of rhyme and assonance,

in his deft fashioning of conceits, diversion

from his private griefs. And for this reason,

among a dozen others, Vittoria Colonna's

rhymes must not be called " The Iu
Memoriam of Italy." That term belongs

rather to the Vita Nuova ; for In Memoriam
encases a moral idea, is an organic piece,

iotui teres atque rotwidus. In Memoriam has
a philosophical groundwork, and, in its

pre-occupation with this, neglects now and
again the craft that is in poetry for the

soothsay there. No : Vittoria's lament
ranks entirely with the Iii?He of Petrarch

;

for though it may not have been inspired

by the same great need, it sought in pre-

cisely the same way to afford the same
grace. And this is true, notwithstanding

that Petrarch was a poet and Vittoria a
rhymestress.

Still, enthusiasm for one whom the trans-

lator justly calls "a noble woman" is

pleasant in an age of waning fires. I can

honestly praise the little book for its in-

tention and painstaking accuracy, though <

to call it a translation would perhaps be to
j

endow it over-richly.

Maurice Hewlett.
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More Memories; Being Thoughts about

England spoken in America. By the

Very Eev. S. E. Hole, Dean of Eochester.

(Edward Arnold.)

This further outcome of Dean Hole's

copious memory is due to several causes

—

first, to the need of funds for renovating

parts of Eochester Cathedral ; then, to the

opportunity offered of addressing a fresh

audience across the Atlantic ; and, lastly, to

the love of telling a good story which every

good story-teller possesses. "We are, how-
ever, more interested in the result than in

the causes ; and if the Dean be satisfied

with the former, the public has no reason

for complaint. It does not expect at his

hands a serious contribution to literature

—

it does not resort to him " to establish any
doctrine," but it asks for entertainment

and those humorous and sometimes witty

observations on men and manners which

he is accustomed to make ; and, on the

whole, it has got what it wants.

The topics treated in this volume are

numerous and varied. The gay predomi-

nate over the grave ; but the latter are not

absent, nor are they handled with con-

spicuous gpravity. For the temptation to be

funny is one which the Dean seems to be

unable to resist, except when fortified by
sacred surroundings. " My centre of

gravity," he tells us, " is the pulpit "
; on

the platform and elsewhere he makes no

great effort to retain it.

Oc3a8ionally one is tempted to quote the

old distich :

" ' Plague on 't,' says Time to Thomas Heame,
' Whatever I forget, you learn.'

"

Occasionally one regrets the tenacity of the

Dean's memory. It has preserved with

such distinctness minute details of the past

that it is on them, rather than on the

general picture, the eye is compelled to rest.

Thus, it is true that fifty years ago the con-

dition of the Church in England was un-

questionably very low—her buildings were

often neglected and her services few and
careless. But the Dean's recollections are

of a state of things which must have been
exceptional, and therefore misleading to a

necessarily ill-informed American audience.

In his own village church he "remembers
distinctly " as the " only ornaments " of the

altar " the overcoat, hat, and whip of the

curate, who had ridden five miles to his

work." We do not question the accuracy

of his memory, but we demur to such facts

being presented as fair examples of what
was everywhere prevalent. History suffers

as much at the hands of the detractor temporis

acli as of the laudator.

Again, the Dean, while contentedly label-

ling himself a High Churchman, and claim-

ing alike for his own party and for Low
Churchmen the virtue of sincerity, does not

hesitate to describe those who belong to

another school of thought in the following

terms

:

" There is a third section, of recent origin,

amiihibious, unstable, colourless, benignly
patronising High iind Low, without the faith or

the zeal or the sympathy of either. It is called

"Broad," but its ways are not so pleasant to

my eyes as the Broadway of New York,"

However deficient he might be in other

graces, it would not be hard to find a Broad
Churchman with greater charity than Dr.

Hole here exhibits.

But perhaps we are taking the Dean a
little too seriously : he is generally a kindly

critic, and next to nothing if not jocular.

Following him into those fields—thehunting-

field is one of them—where he can indulge

his humour most freely, we find him the

pleasantest of companions. Who that has
ever attended a " meet " will not recognise

the truthful drawing of this picture ?

"The huntsman in his velvet cap and scarlet

coat, with his hounds and whippers-in and
second horseman, rides through the park with
a pace pecular to his craft, which is neither a

walk nor a trot, and has been described as a
' shog,' and after a brief visit to the stable-

yard—for he has come a long distance, and
needs a little rest and refreshment—he appears

with his retinue in front of the mansion. The
owner and some of his guests come to the edge
of the sunk fence to greet him, and to enjoy

the pleasures of memory and hope. As they

talk of the last good run, and how Bingwood
found the fox, led the pack, and picked up the

scent when they came to a check among the

sheep. Ringwood looks up to acknowledge the

compliment—there is not a hound in the pack
who does not know his name or fails to come
when he is called—and the huntsman bestows

on him as fond a smile as a mother on her first-

born child.
" What a motley combination of colour,

feature, and form! There is the largest and
most delightful of dowagers, nearly filling a
huge landau, and talking to a tiny grandchild,

aged six, mounted on a Shetland pony no
bigger than a St. Bernard dog, and one of

those terrestrial angels who make our hearts

lighter with their merry voices and our lives

brighter in the sunshine of their love. There
is the sportsman of eighty winters on the

stout, placid cob, which amply satisfies his

present zeal, admiring the consummate skill of

a young farmer, who, with light hands and
good temper, but determined will, is teaching

a high-bred fractious four-year-old ' how to

behave like a gentleman.' Every variety of

horseman and every variety of horse. Some
ride the best which money can buy, and all

others the best they can get."

We have thought it fairer to give this

passage as a specimen of the Dean's style

and mode of treating his subject than

merely to extract a few of the good stories

—many of them " chestnuts " of ancient

lineage—with which his pages abound. In

these later days there is rather a prejudice

against the "sporting parson" ; and how-
ever convenient the decanal gaiters may be

for hunting purposes, the Nonconformist

conscience at any rate would be scandalised

by their association with the death of

a fox. We do not quite gather from

Dr. Hole's remarks whether what he tells

us about hunting belongs to far-off or

recent memories, bat his taste for it is

evidently as fresh as ever. It is still for

him a
" fascinating subject—fascinating because this

sport is the bravest, manliest, healthiest, and
most social of all, and because it is the only

one which has not been attainted by the defile-

ments of the money-grubber, the gambler and
the snob."

Our experience is less wide than that of

Dr. Hole; but the presence in the hunting-

field of the first and last of these objection-

able characters is certaioly not so raro as

the word "attainted" (in the above senso)'

in modern English literature.

For the first time, to our knowledge, we
make acquaintance in this volume with
Dean Hole as a poet. It is needless to say
that it is from the comic muse he chiefly

draws his inspiration. The piece entitled
" My Butler " is capital, and would be sure
to provoke a laugh from the most serious

audience.

A book from Dean Hole's pen without
any reference to rose culture would be a
lustis naturae indeed. Affection for flowers,

if not innate, was present at an early date
;

for he tells us that

"Elvers, the arch-rosarian, said to me in my
youth, ' You may, you must, lose your present
enjoyment of recreations which require physical
strength and power of endurance, but you will

never lose your delight in the garden.' I have
fulfilled his prophecy."

One can but wish that this pleasure may
long be enjoyed by him, for he has been
able to communicate it to thousands and
thus enrich their lives with what has lent

happiness to his own. We take leave to

think that the best things in this very
readable volume have been conceived or

remembered by the Dean when pruning his

roses or musing among his flower-beds.

Charles J. Eoblns^n.

NEW NOVELS.

A Man of Genius, By Henry Murray. In
2 vols. (Ward & Downey.')

Kitti/ Holden. By Adeline Sergeant. In 3

vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

A Barh Intruder. By Eichard Dowley. In
2 vols. (Downey.)

lady Jearis Vagaries. (Bentley.)

Dies Irae. The Story of a Spirit in Prison.

(Blackwoods.)

A Tale of Two Curates. By James Copner.

(Digby, Long & Co.)

The Walter's Mou\ By Bram Stoker.

(Archibald Constable.)

Paths that Cross. By Mark Treherne.

(Digby, Long & Co.)

A Clear Case of the Supernatural. By
Eeginald Lucas. (Simpkin, Marshall

& Co.)

Me. Henry Murray's is a clever but not a
convincing book. His man of genius has

practically no appeal for the reader, whether

as a genius, or as a man, or as a lover.

From the time when you find him writing

for dear life in night- shirt and ulster,

through his glorious days of frockcoats,

top-hats, and buttonholes, down to his

farewell in rags, when he is worn to a

skeleton by typhoid and hunger, Walter

Menteith never once calls out your affection

or your sympathy. Nor do you even hate

him : you are simjjly indifferent. In a hero

of romance this is unpardonable. The other

characters are not without appeal. Ada,

the girl about whom Menteith argues in

cold blood that companionship with him

has made up to her whatever she may
have lost by living with him, is a

pifiture of real and tender, it weak

and self-surrendering, womanhood. And
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Ned Kerahaw, the friend of Menteith's

despised early days, who comes on the scene

adoring the genius and slowly finds out that

hia idol is clay from the feet upwards, while

he learns to love the girl that Menteith has

wronged and is wronging—Ned is an excel-

lent creation, and the one pleasant thing to

take hold of in the book. The great scene

with Mrs. Carson is almost inexcusable in

the author, and entirely so in Walter

Menteith. The immorality of the love-

making while her husband is still living

gives one no surprise, but its occurrence

when he is known to be dying is an error of

taste unpardonable in the artistic tempera-

ment. The one point on which Mr. Murray
is absolutely convincing is Menteith's vanity.

Vanity is his strength, his weakness, the

cause of his triumphs, the hastener of his

downfalls.

Of simple, honest, and domestically in-

teresting situations Miss Adeline Sergeant

has a great command, and in Kitty Holden

this particular way of working on the

reader's emotions is very successful. The
silent suffering of a woman under the petty

tyranny of her male relations (sufEering

which she turns into joy and comfort for

others), the strongly contrasted lives and
characters of girls, the triumph of a young
man over circumstances—these are the

pictures Miss Sergeant draws. One would
say of the writer of the book, forgetting

for the moment that it is Miss Sergeant,

either that in her view no man is altogether

good or bad, or that, having made a very

presentable villain, she has not the heart to

give him a villain's deserts, but must needs

reform him and serve him up at the end as a
changed character. Anyway, John Holden's
career is true to life : indeed, probability

is a great quality in Miss Sergeant's work.

Only once does she lose herself in the im-

probable. The first scene between Da
Mauden and Kitty his wife goes beyond
belief. If De Mauden had no heart, he was
at least presumably a gentleman.

A Dark Intruder will susfaia Mr. Richard
Bowling's reputation for the making and
unmaking of mysteries. The shrewdest
reader will find surprises awaiting him at

the end of the book ; and there are surprises

all round for the dramatis personam. The
style is bright and rapid ; and to novel
readers who do not want to be bothered
with intellectual or moral problems, or with
deeply subjective studies of character, the
troubled story of the true love of Charles
Ashmore and Lilian Fane will appeal with
great force. The book has this distinct

merit too : that though it is an exciting story
of modem life, it is throughout wholesome
and clean. One of the pleasantest char-
acters is the very enlightened doctor,

Eugene Silvester, who "did not see in

people patients, but in patients people,"
and who " was interested in men and women
first, and did his best to put them right by
any means in his power, using even his art

in medicine now and then, when he could
think of nothing else."

Lady Jean (in Zadt/ Jean^i Vagaries), a
charming Scotchwoman who flourished in

the last century, must have been a de-

scendant of Helen of Troy, and she was

certainly an ancestress of Annt Anne, the

sweet, generous, irresponsible old lady who
stormed our hearts a year or two agone.

From her first escapade—which is terribly

out of proportion, and hardly to be for-

given, seeing that it has no direct con-

sequences, and emphasises persons and
things that appear no more—from this first

moment to the end of her troubled life she

never ceases to interest and charm us. With
spirit and sense of justice enough to send

away her lover when she finds he has be-

trayed a poor girl, she yet has not an idea

of ruling her walk by any common sense,

or of the possibility and necessity of living

within any income whatever. She beautifies

and enlivens society for many years, and
then marries a delightful man of the same
turn of mind as herself. Twins arrive, and
are promptly denied by Lady Jean's child-

less brother, the Duke of Douglas. Troubles

thicken around her. She makes a glorious

hash of life—but few women have enjoyed

it more ; and when the graceful figure has

passed away, you feel with regret that the

final triumph is nought, because she is not

there to enjoy it.

Why should people write anonymous
books? Nobody ever paints an anonymous
picture. If you have a good word to say,

why not put your name to it ? Dies Iras, a

little attempt to arouse love for humanity
and enlist help for human misery, would
gain in actuality if it did not come un-

authorised into the world. The spirit of a
girl who has led an easy, leisured life on
earth wanders away into eternity when she

lies at the point of death. Her lot is to

behold the vice and wretchedness she

vaguely knew of in life, without then

raising a hand to prevent them. The sight

awakes in her strenuous love for the

sufferers and an agony of longing to help,

but she cannot make herself seen or heard
;

she can now, indeed, do nothing. Her
opportunity is gone. The book should not

be without effect. There is great vividness

and feeling in it ; but the style suffers from
the innumerable and irritating dots, dashes,

and breaks.

Mr. Copner's preface to A Tale of Tuo
Curates, though it is very unimportant, and
is contained in two pages, is worth more
than the tale itself. The latter is turgid,

prosy, and uninteresting. The following

sentence, spoken by an archdeacon to the

mother of the girl his nephew is about to

marry, is a fair example of the style :

" I thought I would just step in and introduce

myself to you and your daughter before going
over to see the rector of your parish, in order

to ascertain from him what arrangements he
has made for the auspicious event which is

about to come off in your pretty little village

church, and which I am happy to find is in

such close proximity to this romantio and
picturesque home of yours, in this charming
hamlet."

The italics are not Mr. Copner's.

Mr. Bram Stoker's intimate knowledge
of the wild Aberdeen coast about Peterhead,
and his true love of the waves and winds
that haunt it, give a vivid actuality to The

TFatter's Mou\ It is a story of smuggling
and a study of duty—that word so fast

becoming obsolete. The chief attraction in

the hero and heroine is that each has an
ideal of duty, and the courage to aim at it.

But all through the little book this aban-
donment to duty has a running accompani-

ment of dark waves and storm, and you
feel that the end can only be a tragic one.

Such is the fascination of the story that

when the tragedy comes yon accept it as

the only fitting conclusion.

In a book with such a title as Paths that

Cross one expects some complications. Here
are a happy family of strongly marked
characteristics, an adventuress and her

mother, a couple of eligible bachelors, a

'cute Yankee lawyer, an African colonist,

a German baron of loose moral fibre, the

members of a workmen's club, an old man
with delirium tremens, and various other

personages. It is obvious that among so

many and such diverse people a good many
paths must cross, though, so far as the

reader is concerned, they cross to little

purpose.

An obliging " control," the recognised

alias for " spook," announces his presence

through the mouth of another spirit

in A Clear Case of the Supernatural. The
creature obtains possession of the automatic

writer's hand, and uses it to rescue (veiy

ambiguously be it said) the hero in the

crisis of his life. These "spooks" hive
ways of their own both of managing busi-

ness affairs and of doing acts of benevolence.

The particular "spook" in this little tale

descends only as a kind of deus ex machina at

the end of the play, to make things straight

for the lovers who have done their best

and can do no more.
Geoegb Cottebell.

SOME BIBLlOaRAPHICAL BOOKS.

In 1859, M. Leon Pages pubUshed a Biblio-

graphic Japonaise, which was arranged in

chronological order, beg^ning with Marco
Polo and coming down to the date of publica-

tion. At that time Europe had scarcely dis-

covered Japanese art ; still less had the

Japanese acquired the civilisation of the West,
Looking backwards over more than three

centurif.s, M. Pages could only find some 670
titles, though his work is rendered permanently
valuable by its full record of the publications of

the early Catholic missions. Now, Mr. Fr. von
Wencksteru, an enthusiastic member of the

Japan Society, has undertaken the laborious

task of continuing M. Pages' work to the

present time. The difference between his 350
pages and the 70 pages of his predecessor

represents not only the increased activity of the

printing press, but also the vast improvement
that has taken place in the methods of cata-

loguing. Mr. von Wenckstern—whom we
assume to be a German by birth, and who
holds a post in the publishing house that used

to be known as Triibner's—dedicates his book
to the memory of the American Ubrarian and
bibliographer, William F. Poole ; and its

character shows the results of all the three

influences that we have suggested. Instead of

adopting the chronologfical order—dear to old-

fashioned bibliographers, and indeed essential

for their purpose—he classifies his subject

under uo less than twenty-four main headings,

with a yet larger number of sub-divisions.

Take, for example, Sericulture, though that

is nut the term he has himself used. It

comes under the main heading of "In-
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dustrial Arts and Trades," and occupies

nearly twenty pages. First, we hare sericul-

ture in general, where the predominance of

Italian titles is notable ; and then each of the

two species of silk-spinning Bombyx is treated

separately. The fulness of the titles, the

abundance of cross-references, the occasional

note of the contents, the care with which
reprinted papers are traced to their original

source in periodicals— all these features exhibit

the highest standard of modern cataloguing.

Wo must not forget to mention that there are

special sections dealing with the Ainos, with the

minor islands round Japan, and with books,

&c. , written by Japanese in European lan-

guages on subjects not relating to Japan.

Altogether, if the compilation must have cost

the author years of research and infinite labour,

he must feel the satisfaction of knowing that

he has conferred a boon of incalculable value

upon all interested in Japan, and that Lis

labours can never be superseded. This Biblio-

graphy of the Japanese Empire has been printed

—and admirably printed too—by BriU, of

Leiden ; and can be obtained in this country
from Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co.

Somewhat earlier in the year than usual,

Mr. EUiot Stock has brought out Book-Prirea

Current for 189i, which is now in its eighth

year of publication. The industrious editor,

Mr. J. L. Slater, has this time prefixed a
preface of some length, in which he points out
some of the recent changes of fashion among
book-collectors. That the total amount realised

at auction during 1894 was larger than in the

preceding year is to be attributed, we think,

not to a general rise in prices, but to the

accident that a few special collections were in-

cluded. For example, we have the very
choice library of Mr. Birket Foster—unfor-
tunately here mixed up with other properties

;

and the fine series of mediaeval MSS. and early

printed books, formed by Mr. Howell Wills, of

Florence. It would be easy also to point out
other exceptional lots : such as the set of

Gould's works, several folios of Shakspere, and
Thackeray's Flore et Zephyr. But, speaking
broadly, the impression left after turning over
these pages is one of astonishment that good
books, and rare books too, should go so cheap.

To take an instance at random, Staunton's
edition of Shakspere, with the illustrations of

Sir John Gilbert on India paper, fetched only
four guineas for the fifteen volumes. But we
have not space to moralise. We must be con-
tent to congratulate Mr. Slater on the success

that has attended his enterprise, and to give
him one small hint for the future. It is well

known that Sotheby's sale catalogues classify all

books into three classes : folio, quarto, octavo
and below. But that is no reason why Mr.
Slater should record all in the third class as

octavo aimpliciier. If it is impossible to ascer-

tain their precise sizes, we would suggest that
the size of this miscellaneous class should be
omitted altogether, with a prefatory note that
all those not stated to be folio or quarto are

octavo et infra.

As the result of a statistical inquiry carried

out by the Government, there have been pub-
lished at Bome (Libreria Bocca) two volumes
containing a most elaborate summary of facts

relating to the public libraries of Italy. The
Vatican, of course, is conspicuous by its

absence ; but, apart from that, we have here an
account of some 1800 libraries, from the
historic collections at Florence, Milan, Venice,
and Naples, down to the communal reading-
rooms. The method of arrangement is accord-
ing to provinces, one volume being devoted to
the north of the kingdom, the other to the
sonth. Let us take one example, almost at
random, to illustrate the general character of

public libraries in Italy. The town of Cuneo,

in Piedmont, has only 12,000 inhabitants; but
it boasts a library which includes no less than
thirty-six incunabula (printed books of the
fifteenth century) and sixty-two Latin codices.

The collection dates from 1802, when the
French Government suppressed certain religious

houses, and transferred 6000 volumes to a
public institution. The municipality soon took
a pride in their new possession, gave it a home
in the Palazzo Municipale, set apart an annual
grant for its augmentation, and purchased new
collections from time to time. Valuable
acquisitions have also come from the generosity
of private individuals ; and there seem to be
adequate catalogues, in MS., of the several

departments. We should mention that the more
important of the incunabula in each library are

set out at length ; so that, on this account
alone, the present work will require to be con-
sulted by all future bibliographers. The price

of the two volumes is only 5 lire.

In this connexion, we may mention that the
latest number of the Library (Simpkin, Mar-
shall & Co.) contains the beginning of an
interesting article on the history of the Vatican
Library, by Mr. Charles Sayle.

Mr. Noreis Mathews, the City Librarian,

is preparing a catalogue of the special collection

of Bristol books belonging to the old City
Library, which was brought together some
years ago by the late Mr. George Pryce. The
collection comprises nearly 3000 volumes, in-

cluding pamphlets, many rare and valuable,

also journals in MS., and carefully preserved
albums of newspaper cuttings. It also comprises
the old books belonging to the city, mostly
printed in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, including those bequeathed in 1628 by
Archbishop Mathew "for the benefit of his

native city by the dissemination of knowledge,
and for the purpose of founding a library of

sound divinity and other learning for the use
of the aldermen and shopkeepers."

The latest of Mr. Bernard Quaritch's
"Rough Lists"—if one may so style a biblio-

graphical catalogue of 250 pages—is devoted to

Spain. The first section, dealing with language,
is rather weak. There are only six books
under Basque, and not one printed in Basque,
which shows that this subject has not yet
attracted bibliophiles. But ample amends is

made further on, where we find the rarest pro-
ductions of the Spanish press, some of which
are here described almost for the first time.

Perhaps the gem of the collection is the
" Tirant Lo Blanch," the first romance of

chivalry printed in Spain (Valencia, 1490),

though of this three other copies are known.
The first edition of "Amadis of Gaul"
(Zaragozi, 1508) is believed to be unique; and
so is the first edition of Oelestina (Burgos,
1499)—both of which come from the library of

Baron Seilliere. Of Don Quixote, we notice the
first edition of Part I. that was produced under
the supervision of Cervantes himself (Madrid,

1608) ; and the first English translation of the

same by Thomas Shelton (1612), which has
escaped the notice of previous bibliographers.

As might be expected, the collection is par-

ticularly rich in works relating to the discovery

of America and Asia, such as the Decades of

Barros and Couto and Peter Martyr. There are

also a number of MS. copies of historical

documents relating to Mexico and California,

made by the late Don J, P. Ramirez; the

original MS., on agave paper, of Father
Sahagun's sermons in Mexican (1540); and a
copy of the Roman Missal (Mexico, 1561),

which is the first grand effort of typography in

the New World. Finally, we may mention a
Mozarabic Missal (Toledo, 1500); and a

perfect copy of the Complutensian Polyglot.

Messrs. Sothehy will be selling on Monday

of the late Louis Lucien Bonaparte. The fact
deserves mention in this place, not only because
of the number of linguistic curiosities that are
included in the sale, but also because of the
unusual care with which the catalogue has been
compiled. Not a few titles are printed in the
strange characters of Russian or All -"nian,

while in many cases an attempt has been made
to give the general effect of an old-fashioned
crowded title-page; and this is the more
notable, seeing that the Catalogue of the
Prince's library that was published last year,
however interestiag on other grounds, cannot
be praised from the point of view of biblio-

graphy. How rich that library must be may
be vaguely inferred from the character of its

duplicates. These probably comprise the
second best collection of Basque books to be
found in private hands, as well as some of the
rarest translations of the Bible into obscure
languages and dialects. We may also men-
tion, as of other than linguistic interest. But
Paradys der Seelen (Cologne, 1532), printed by
Pieter Qaentel, with engravings of the school
of Albert Diirer, of which the only other
known copy is apparently that reserved for the
Bonaparte Library.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Mr. Richard Le Gallienne is putting
together a new volume of poems, which Mr.
John Lane will issue under the title of Robert

Louis Stevenson : an Elegy, and other Poems,
mainly personal. This volume will have an
etched title-page, by Mr. D. T. Cameron, with
a vignette portrait of Stevenson, Mr. Le
Gallienneihas also another work in preparation,

which will be published in the near future.

It is a collection of reviews and criticisms

which he has contributed to the newspapers
since 1891, and will be issued in two volumes,
under the title of Retrospective Reviews : a
Literary Log, 1891-1895. Mr. Le Gallienne's

English Poems, which is now out of print, is

to be issued in a fourth revised edition.

Messrs. Archibald, Constable & Co. will

publish early in May Mr. W. Martin Conway's
new book. The Alps from End to End, with
about one hundred illustrations by Mr.
McCormack. The journey was from the
first snow-peak of the Maritime Alps, near
Ventimiglia, round the Franco-Italian frontier

and across Switzerland and Tyrol : in all about
1000 miles, counting the zigzags of the way.
About fifty peaks and passes were climbed.

The time spent was three months (June to

September, 1894). The party consisted of Mr.
W. M. Conway and Mr. E. A. FitzGerald,

accompanied by two of the Gurkha sepoys who
were with Mr. Conway in the Himalayas, and
three guides, including Zurbriggen, who made
the Himalaya journey, and Louis Carrel, who
was with Mr. Whymper in the Andes.

Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co. are about to

publish a volume of Essays by Mr. Maurice
Hewlett, which will be called Earthwork out of
Tuscany : Impressions and Translations. As
the title implies, the book aims at giving

literary form to ideas collected from art and
life during many visits to Italy.

The History of England upon which Mr.
C. W. Oman, of All Souls, has been long

engaged is now almost ready for publication,

and will be issued by Mr. Edward Arnold early

in March. This work was originally designed

as a small volume for use in schools, but it has

grown under the author's hands to such an

extent that it now fills nearly 300 pages.

Although not illustrated, it will have small

maps and plans to elucidate the text.

We understand that two new stories by

and Tuesday next duplicates from the library [ Miss L. Dougall will be published shortly

:
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The Mermaid, by Mesm. Bentley (and by
MessM. Appleton in America) ; and The Xeitgeitt,

by Messn. Hutchinaon.

Miss Mf;siE Muriel Dowie (Mm. Norman)

has written a story of modem society, entitled

Oallia, which will be published by Messrs.

Methuen & Co. in one volume next week.

Messrs. J. M Dent & Co. will publish at

the end of this week, as the first volume of

thtir "Iris Library," Tryphena in Love, by
Mr. Walter Raymond, illustrated by Mr. I.

W^ter West from drawings made by him in

the locality of the story.

The same firm also announce the first three

volumes of their edition of Defoe's Romances
and Narratives, consisting of I'he Surprising

Adoentitres of Bobiruon Cru$oe, The Farther

Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, and Serious

Rfjhc'.ions of Robinson Crusoe, edited by Mr.

O. A. Aitken and illustrated by Mr. J. B.

Yeats.

Mr. John Lajje is issuing to-day a second

series of Poems : Dramatic and Lyrical, by Lord
De Tabley ; and also Prince Zalesld, by M. P.

Shiel, a new volume of the " Keynotes " series.

The series of articles on " A Gloucestershire

Garden," which appeared some time ago in

the Ouardian, are being revised for issue in

book form, and will be published this spring by
Mr. Edward Arnold. The author, whose
identity has been hitherto concealed under the

signature " N," is Canon BUaoombe, of Bittou,

near Bristol.

A NEW novel, by Mr. Richard Pryoe, entitled

The Burden of a Woman, will be published

immediately in one volume by Messrs. A. D.

Innes & Co.

Messrs. A. D. Innes & Co. will also issue very

shortly a collection of medical tales, by Mrs.

J. B. Spender, entitled 13 Doctors.

The new volume of Mr. Gomme's " Gentle-

man's Magazine Library," to be issued next

week, will contain the fifth instalment of the

Topographical section, dealing with the coun-

ties of Hereford, Hants, Herts, and Hunts.

Book VI. of Mr. Arnold Forster's Things

New and Old ; or. Stories from English History,

will be published shortly by Messrs. Cassell

& Co. It deals with the Stuart period, and
contains a number of portraits reproduced from
authentic pictures and documents in the British

Museum.

Messes. P. S. Kino & Son, King-street,

Westminster, will shortly publish a study of

the evidence given before the Royal Com-
mission on Opium, by Mr. Joshua Rowntree,
under the title of The Opium Habit in the East.

Mr. Elliot Stock announces for publication

next week a volume of essays and sketches by
Mr. F. B. Doveton, entitled A Fisherman's
Fancies ; and also The Lord's Supper : is it a
Memorial or something else? by Mr. E. W.
Haines.

TuE Roxburghe Press will publish imme-
diately a little book, entitled The Moneylender
Vnmaslced, by Mr. Thomas Farrow.

The Hull News has accepted for serial publi-

cation Mr. Percy Russell's story entitled "A
Husband's Ordeal."

Prof. R. K. Douglas's Society in Chini will

be re-issued next week by Messrs. A. D. Innes
& Co., in popular form, with an additional

chapter on the war.

At the meeting of the Ethical Society, to be
held on Sunday at 7.30 p.m., at Essex Hall,

Strand, the Rev. P. H, Wicksteed will give a
lecture on "Bcethius."

UNIVERSITY JOTTINQS.

The Vioe-Chanoellor has appointed the Bishop
of Peterborough (Dr. Mandell Creighton) to be

Rede Lecturer at Cambridge for the present

year.

The University of Cambridge proposes to

confer the honorary degree of Doctor in Science

upon Sir William MaoGregor, administrator of

British New Guinea, who has (we believe) given

valuable ethnological collections to the

Museum.

The Senatus Aoademicus of St. Andrews has

resolved to confer the honorary degree of

Doctor of Laws upon the following : Lord
Acton, Mr. Augustine Birrell, Mr. Archibald

Constable, Mr. T. E. Heller, Mr. John Masson,

Mr. Arthur Milman, and Prof. W. M. Ramsay.

At the meeting of Congregation at Oxford on
Tuesday, to consider the proposed statute

establishing degrees for research, only fourteen

amendments out of a total of sixty-three were
dealt with, though of course many of these are

only consequential. The further consideration

is postponed until Thursday next. The
following were the principal conclusions arrived

at, in all cases by very substantial majorities

;

(1), that the new degree shall not be the old

B.A.; (2), that "science" shall be taken to

include mathematics, natural science, mental
and moral science; (3), that a special delegacy

for the supervision of candidates shall not be
constituted ; and (4), that it shall not be re-

quired of graduates that they be already

graduates of some university.

Prof. Swete announces a public lecture at

Cambridge next Monday, on "The newly dis-

covered Notes of Jerome on the Psalms," which
have been published by Father Morin in the

last issue of the series known as " Anecdota
Maredsolana" (Oxford: Parker).

Sill Frederick Pollock, Corpus professor

of jurisprudence at Oxford, announces a course

of six lectures on " Early English Institutions."

Prof. A. C. Haddon, of Dublin, has this

week begun a course of lectures (with practical

work) on anthropology at Cambridge, on the
invitation of Prof. Macalister. His opening
lecture was on " The Methods of Anthro-
pology."

In Congregation at Oxford next Tuesday, a
statute wQl be promulgated, authorising the
alternative of unseen papers for set books in

both Greek and Latin for Besponsions.

Mr. M. Laume, of King's, has been
appointed by the special board for biology at
Cambridge to occupy a table at the Naples
zoological station.

A GRANT of £50 from the Worts Travelling
Scholars' Fund at Cambridge has been made to
Mr. P. Lake, of St. John's, towards defraying
his expenses in travelling in Russia and Sweden,
with the object of studying certain problems in
the distribution of Trilobites.

At the meeting of the Oxford Architectural
and Historical Society, to be held next
Tuesday, the following papers will be read :

" Recent Excavations on the Site of Kenilworth
Priory," by Mr. W. H. Draper; and "The
Excavations on the Site of a Romano-British
Settlement at Northfield Farm inLong Witten-
ham Parish," by Mr. F. Haverfield.

Phof. Campbell Fraser, the GifFord

Lecturer in Natural Theology at Edinburgh,
began last Saturday the second part of this

winter's course. The following are the sub-
jects of his six lectures :

" Pantheism," " Pan-
theistic Necessity," "Scepticil Agnosticism,"
"Divine Natural Order," "The Supernatural
in Mau," "The Idea of God."

OBIQINAL VERSE.

IN MEMOEIAM—B. 8. P.

Died February 8, 1895.

Han is his own soul's sentinel, we read,

Abaut the citadel, on watch for snares,

For fear the ilag be plunder'd unawares
And that we won we yield back tarnishel.

Jealous for honour, waited this our deid
Long years of service ; and as one who bears

All burdens due, so Wisdom and her cares

Took he, and suffer'd meekly with bjw'd head.

His finer fashion spoke an ampler spacs

Than fills our common lot ; it was a pledge
Of serene distances, wherein he mov'd

—

As once iu that ttill Egypt he had lov'd,

By Memnon and old Nilus' sandy edge

—

An Eastern, with a wise unruffled face.

Maurice Hewlett.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

As we have remarked on former occasions,

the papers in the Antiquary have a tendency to

be too short. We could mention at least three

excellent papers in the present number which
have suffered severely from compression. The
article by Mr. Alleyne Walter on Irish ecclesi-

astical plate is one of these. In England
few ancient chalices have survived the storms

of the sixteenth century, but the Reformation

was a peacefulmovement here in comparisonwith

the sister island. Mr. Walter gives an engraving

of a chalice which he thinks is of about the year

1620. If he be correct, the artist who made
it must have been familiar with ancient models.

Another chalice bears the date 1718. No one

could possibly mistake it for mediaeval work,

but the form is not ungraceful. Mr. A. W.
Moore continues his " Notes on Manx Folk-

lore." They are carefully prepared, and,

though but dull reading, are important for

scientific purposes. The illustrated paper on
the engravings of St. Albans Abbey is

instructive. Few of our large churches have
been so often illustrated as St. Albins. The last

view presented to us shows in part the cruel

wrong done in recent days under pretence of

restoration to one of the noblest buildings in our

island. The editor has reproduced from a recent

report of the Historical Manuscripts Commission

a contemporary account of a " miracle " which

occurred at Doncaster in 1524. The story, as

given by the narrators, is probably true, and
has nothing miraculous about it. Certain

persons were in great danger of death from
drowning while passing over a ford of the river

Don. We are glad that the document has been

given without curtailment, as it indicates

clearly the state of popular religion when
England was on the eve of the great change,

THE ACADEMIE FRANCAISE. i
The reception of M. Albert Sorel at the

AcadOmie Prao^aise last Thursday, though less

brilliant than that of M. Brunetiere, did

not justify the remark of a well-known critic,

that it "distilled ennui," The select audience

gathered together on such occasions does not

always expect to be amused. There is, of course,

the fashionable lady element who come to see

and be seen; but the majority of the listeners

are content if their interest is awakened and
the honour of literature duly maintained by the

new Academician in his oration.

M. Sorel's speech was wanting in the trails

d'esprit and neat epigrams which are so dear to

an Academic audience ; but, on the other hand,

it was an able piece of criticism, written in a

friendly yet independent spirit, a tribute of

admiration and respect to the memory of
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his predecessor. M. Sorel had but little

to say concerning his own appreciation of

Taine's theories ; he contented himself with
explaining how he became " the writing-master

and the thinking-master" of the rising

generation. Taine was a man of science who
saw nature with the eye of a painter, a

dialectician who wrote like a poet. The
speaker then dwelt with familiar eloquence on
the disappointments of Taine's early life : the

disfavour with which his philosophical ideas

were viewed by those in high places ; how,
from a second-rate professorship at Toulon, he
was sent in disgrace to Grenoble, and, at last,

disheartened, threw up his appointment and
came to Paris to earn a living by his pen.

"Ce Paris studieux de 1853, qui, dans une
sorts d'efferrescence sourde de mine et de labora-

toire, couvait une leTolutiou dans la ecience et

dans les lettres fran^aises, ctait fait pour
developper, mais aussi pour pouEser aux extiemes,
du Cute ou il penchait, 1'esprit de Talne. On y
travaillait, on y peasait;, sacs autre objet que la

verite, sans soucia des coneequences pratiques
;

que dis-je? avec le meptis do ces consequences.

"

Taine's contributions to the Debats, the
Revue des Deux-Mondea, and those two remark-
able works, De VIntelligence and The French
Philosophers of the Nineteenth Century, at once
placed him in the front rank of French writers.

He owed much to Balzac and to Sainte-Beuve,
and he readily acknowledged the debt ; but
with regard to his theory of the influence of

race, circumstance, and opportunity on the pro-
ductions of the mind, he was wont to say :

" The idea lay neglected since Montesquieu ; I

picked it up, that's all." Alluding to the
much criticised History of Engliah Literature,

M. Sorel observed

:

"II avait eutrepria d'appliquer en grand sa
mcthode d'ecrire I'histoire d'une litterature, et

d'y chercher la psychologie d'un peuple. II avait
choisirArigletcrre, paice qu'il retrcuvait dans la

litterature auglaiee, a tous les ugea, I'homme pas-
Monne, concentie, intorieur, qai est 1'Anglais
d'aujourd'hui. Taine, dans ce livre, donna ta
meeure. Par ce coup de maitre, il ne se plaoi pas
ceulement au premier rang de nos ecrivains, il flt

grand honneui en Europe a. la litterature frau-
^lite."

M. Sorel then proceeded to review his prede-
cessor's other works. On certain points he
differed from his philosophical and historical

tenets. Speaking of La Ri'tiolution, he said

:

" Taine does not write the history of the
French Revolution, but that of the mental
pathology of Frenchmen during the Eevolu-
tion." Then followed an interesting picture
of the sad end of the historian's life : the
gradual inroad of disease, the last struggle
between intellect and physical weakness.

"II lisait, il lut jusqu a la fin : du Cesar ou du
Balluste, revenant au latin, comma I'homme epui;e
levient au lait qui a nourii eon enfance, repotant
a pensee indocile, tur lea mots nets et pleins,
dans I'avenue des idues alignecs. II ee faitait lire

tJainte-Beuve qui lui donnalt I'illusion de la vie
dans ce qu'il avait le plus goule au monde : la
libre conversation sur les chosea de I'intelligence,
•Tec les gena d'eeprit. Enfin il meditait Marc-
Aoiele, reste son livie de chevet. . . . Au
commerce de cettc ume, eelon lui, ' la plus noble
qol ait Tecu,' il s'exhortait a la resignation

:

' Consolez-Toua done, pauvres hommes, ii cause de
Totre faiblesEe et a cause de votre grandeur, par la
Toe de rinflni d'cu vous ctes exclus tt par la vne
de I'infini oii vous etes compiis.' Ainsi mourut
Hippoljte Taine."

The Due de Broglie "received" the new
Academician. Unfortunately his voice, which
bas never been very clear, quite failed him

;

and it was with the greatest difficulty that,
Jiow and again, one could catch a sentence or
Iwo of his speech, which, on reading, proves

to be a highly finished but rather uninteresting
specimen of academical eloquence. After
paying a graceful compliment to M. Sorel as a
" diplomatist," the Duke alluded in flatter-

ing terms to the impartiality and patriotism
shown in the History of the Franco-Oerman
War, while his political convictions naturally
led him to criticise, but most leniently,

certain passages of the History of the

Revolution. As was to be expected, the Duke
found in Taine's vivid pictures of the follies

and crimes of the Convention a powerful argu-
ment in favour of the monarchical regime.

At the same time, he paid a tribute of admira-
tion to the great literary merit and thorough
honesty of purpose shown in all Taine's works.

Cecil Nicholson.
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Parasitoa verursacht. Berlin : Springer. 16 M.
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Vieweg. 16 M.
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:
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Gbunzel, J. Entvurf e. v.rrgleicbenden Grammatik der
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Siemens 2 M.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
DE, SMILES'S LIFE OF JOSIAH WEDGWOOD.

Btturia, Staffordshire : Jan. 31, 189S.

Will you allow me, as the senior member of

the Wedgwood family, a small space in which
to disclaim all responsibility on the part of the
descendants of Josiah Wedgwood for any con-
tribution to the biography of their ancestor,

lately given to the world by Dr. Smiles ?

The materials Dr. Smiles speaks of as forming
the apology for a fresh life of Wedgwood are
my property, and were entrusted by me to Mr.
Charles T. Gatty, thirteen or fourteen years
ago, during the time he was under an engage-
ment to write a biography of my great grand-
father. When he threw up the engagement,
he was requested by me to return the papers, a
request to which he only partly acceded. I
had kept no list of the MSS. (which were very
voluminous), and was therefore unable to verify

whether all were returned that had been ^lent.

But the suspicion that Mr. Gatty would take
advantage of such a circumstance had never
crossed my mind, and was only revealed to me
by Dr. Smiles's preface.

From this it appears that Mr. Gatty made
over to Dr. Smiles, without consulting me, the
papers which he had kept, in spite of my
request to return them, and without telling

me that he had done so. On the strength of
this new biographical material. Dr. Smiles bases
the principal originality of his work.
On my inquiry, Mr. Gatty confirmed Dr.

Smiles's account of the transaction, but ex-
pressed regret at having disposed of my
property as his own "without," in his own
words, " consulting you, which I hope you
will excuse in my very busy life."

I have no desire to pass any judgment on
Mr. Gatty's conduct in the matter, other than
that which a bare statement of the facts in-
volves. It has left me, howevtr, the choice
either to leave it unnoticed and accept partial
responsibility for the work in question, or to
make the present statement of facts, and
endeavour to let it reach (so far as I can) those
readers who have been led to suppose that the
Wedgwood family have voluntarily contributed
to a life of their ancestor, exhibiting extra-
ordinary want of knowledge of the special field

of his activity.

The evidence of this ignorance, thickly
strewn throughout its pages, makes this totally

unworthy of being a final biography of one
who, in Mr. Gladstone's words, " was not
only a great manufacturer, but also a greit
man."

Godfrey Wedgwood,

THE NEW SYRIAC GOSPELS.
Ox ord: Feb. 11, 18P5.

I feel that Mr. Charles's last letter, in the

Academy of February 2, calls for some addi-

tional remarks from myself, though I am
reluctant to figure once more in your indulgent

columns. In his weighty postoript Mr. Charles

concedes a point which I urged in my original

letter of November 17. I then wrote

" that the genealogy . . . cannot be der
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tacbed fioin the Uzt. For it U in a way pre-

tupposed by the aoooont of the birth which

follows it in VT. 18 foil. . . . for ver. 1 begins

:

' The book of the generation of Jeans Obritt,' and
ver. 18, ' Now the generation of Jesus Christ was on
this wUe.' Thus ver. 18 harps back to ver. 1."

Mr. Charles has now come to see that "ver.

1 . . . forms a most appropriate preface

to i. 18-ii. 23. Hence we should connect i. 18

immediately with i. 1." Mr. Charles still

rejects vv. 2-17 for philolopcal reasons of

slight weight. But his concession of my
origiual poiot abrogates the diplomatic _eyi-

dcuce on which his denial of the authenticity

of vv. 1-17 has hitherto reposed. For that evi-

dence was drawn from certain MSS. of the

Vulgate which seemed to him to begin the

Gospel with ver. 18, because they add the

scholium " Hucusque genealogia, incipit evan-

gelium," and also begin that verse with rubri-

cated capitals. But if the Gospel began with

ver. 1, how could it begin with ver. 18 ? Thus
Mr. Charles is at hopeless variance with him-
self and with his only supporter, Prof. Nestle.

The pleasure of finding that Mr. Charles

agrees with me on so important a point recon-

ciles me somewhat to the disappointment I

feel at his rejection of the rest of my argument.

The question as to Justin's evidence, on which

he again touches, is not of any importance

in itself ; and I have already sufficiently defined

my position in regard to it. But in justice to

myself, I must make a single remark. Mr.
Charles finds me "strangely inaccurate," be-

cause I wrote (Ac^U)EiIY, January 12) that "the
issue between us was whether the genealogy

was as old as Justin "
; and he points out that as

far back as December 29 " he showed . . . that

it was found in the Gospel of the Heretic

Cerinthus, who was a contemporary of Peter,

Paul, and John." I meant, of course, that the

genealogy as part and parcel of Matthew's

Gospel was as old as Justin. This I understood

Mr. Charles to deny when he wrote (Academy,
December 1) : " Tatian omits this genealogy,

and there is no reference to it in Justin." In

reply, I argued that there is a reference

to it in Justin, not, indeed, direct, but

indirect, yet all the more striking

for being indirect. I never wrote, however,

that "Justin, having the entire Matt. i.

before him, used i. 18-25, but did not use

i. 1-17, and turned in preference to a spurious

gospel, which assigned the genealogy to Mary."

Mr. Charles attributes this view to me, who am,
however, aware of the difficulties which beset

the question, what form of gospel Justin used,

and therefore have expressed myself in the

most guarded terms about it.

I need not here discuss whether Philo was a

dualist or no, for it has no bearing on the main
issue. Those who are interested in the question

will do well to read Philo himself and then the

Greek Fathers.

Mr. Charles (Ac.vdkmv, February 2) writes

that

"in two re*pec;ts further investigation has con-

firmid me as to the justnofs of my view of Matt. i.

Tbose two potitlons, the piactical acceptance of

wLich by Dr. Sauday I gladly welcome, are : (1)

The genealogy was current aa an independent

document prior to its incorporation in Matt.

I ," &c.

Surely the discussion concerned the date of in-

corporation ratherthanthe fact. I myself shotild

not cispute the possibility^ of the genealogy

having existed prior to its incorporation. The
real question is : Who incorporated it, the

writer of Matthew's Gospel or heretical scribes

as lato as a.d. 170 ? The latter is Mr. Charles's

view, which Dr. Sanday very practically

repudiates when he writes (Academy, No. 118(5)

that the genealogy was "incorporated in his

text by the Evangelist." Dr. Sanday is, there-

fore, very far from confirming Mr. Charles's

pecnliar view of Matt. i.

Mr. Charles again discusses whether any of

the twelve Apostles were Greek Jews. My
original statement was merely that such of

the followers of Jesus as were Greek Jews
acclaimed in Him the Logos. But as Mr.
Charles substituted for " followers " the phrase

"immediate followers" and "Apostles," I

venture to criticise his definition (Academy,
February 2) of a Greek Jew.
He writes that the difference between Philo,

who was a Greek Jew, and the Apostles, who
were not, was as follows :

" Philo thought,

spoke, and wrote in Greek, but was unable even

to read Hebrew." This, however, he qualifies

in this note: "Philo knew a little Hebrew;
but the LXX. was his Bible." Here, then, we
have Mr. Charles's defirition of a Greek Jew.

He was one who spoke and wrote in Greek,

knew a little Hebrew, but not so much that he

did not use the LXX.
Now for the Apostles. " They," say Mr.

Charles, "thought and spoke in Aramaic, but

could also speak and write in Greek." There-

fore they were not Greek Jews. Now, surely

the writers of theNew Testament must also have
thought in a language which they wrote so in-

comparably? And they certainly used the

LXX., seeing that out of 180 of their citations

of the Old Testament as many as 133 are

taken from the LXX. Mr. Charles's distinc-

tion, therefore, between Greek Jews and
Apostles is very slender. It comes to this

:

that Philo knew a little Hebrew, whereas

they thought and spoke Aramaic, without,

however, writing it (except, perhaps, in the

case of Matthew). As to which I would
observe that Philo knew more Hebrew than

Mr. Charles supposes, as Ritter has shown ; and
as he visited Palestine more than once, he

probably talked a little Aramaic as well.

However, my original assertion, to which I

adhere, was that such of the followers (not

necessarily Apostles) of Jesus as were Greek

Jews acclaimed in him the Logos, and to this

section of His followers I also referred

the beginning of tho teaching that Jesus

was born of a virgin mother. In my
first letter I pointed out that Philo

refers to parthenogenesis in tho case of

Zipporah and other Old Testament characters

in very similar terms to those which meet us

in Ma,tt. i. Mr. Badham indeed finds the

correspondence both of ideas and phraseology

between Matthew i. and Philo far closer and

more striking than I did myself ; and I am not

sure he is not right. In any case, one such

striking coincidence of thought and language

in [regard to such an out-of-the-way subject-

matter proves conclusively that Matthew and

Philo are here borrowing from a common
couche of ideas, and countervails fifty such

vague and unascertained barriers between the

Greek-Jewish schools of Egypt and Palestine as

Mr. Charles erects. Nor did I introduce

Philonic ideas into Matthew i., but simply criti-

cised what I found there. Still less did I, as

Mr. Charles supposes, attempt to show that a

"channel of communication existed between

Philo and the First Evangelist." I only pointed

to the affinity of idea and phrase as evidence of

a common background or atmosphere of

opinion. Such demonstrable affinities do not

vanish because, to quote Mr. Charles, "no
evidence can be adduced from Jewish non-

canonical writings of Palestine to prove that

the Philonic ideas which Mr. Conybeare would

introduce into Matthew i. were known in

Palestine." We have before us a very extra-

ordinary idea common to Matthew (a Pales-

tinian writer) and to Philo;* and it is ex-

pressed in almost identical terms iu both

writers. In the comparison of the Holy Spirit

to a dove, we have another such coincidence.

I make bold to say that, in the case of tny
other religion than Christianity, no one would
for a moment dispute that such coincidence of

phrase in regard to ideas of events so extra-

ordinary betokened at least a common atmos-
phere as their common cause.

I have not joined in this controversy without

learning something, and I have learned it fro3i

Mr. Badham. In my first two letters I said

that ver. 19 of Matt. i. was probably a gloss,

not indeed on the original text, but on the

original story, which I supposed to have taken

its rise out of that idea of a spiritual pregnancy
of the virgin soul which so often meets us in

Philo, and was as old as Plato. Mr. Badham
declares that the passages of Philo, so strikingly

like Matt. i. 18-25, which I adduced in my
first letter, are to be understood of a physical

and not merely spiritual pregnancy. Whether
that be so or not, they certainly imply among
Philo's contemporaries a belief in actual par-

thenogenesis

—

i.e., in the possibility of virgins

bearing children to earthly fathers, yet not ly

them conceived, but by the Divine Spirit.

Granted the existence among the Jews of the

first century of such a belief, the rise and
development in regard to Jesus of the entire

story which we have in the first chapter of

Matthew is seen to be a natural and almost

a necessary outcome of his age ; and there

ia no need to regard ver. 19 as in any

way a gloss. If the identification of Jesus

with the Word did not help the myth to

originate, it at least determined its dogmatic

development and definition in subsequent

generations. The passages of Philo alluded to

allow to the male companions of the virgin

women who had conseived by the Divine

Afflitus,not indeed the real positionof husbands,

yet still the title and dignity of being fathers

of the children so conceived. And this fact

helps to explain how it was that the author of

Matt. i. 18-25, in relating his picturesque

myth, saw no difficulty in the way of inoorporat -

ing in his text and prefixing the genealogy,

which, as Dr. Sanday says, may have pre-

existed as an independent document ; though I

cannot myself see any just reason for the latter

supposition.

Since writing the above I have read Mr.
Sidney Hartland's instructive volume on the

myth of Perseus, in which he refers (p. 125,

note) to a Mohammedan belief that the Virgin

Mary conceived our Lord by the smell of a
rose, and adduces similar bits of folk-lore.

The representations in Western art of the

Annunciation in whi(.h an angel holds out a
lily to Mary are thus explained. It is a nice

problem why Eastern pictures usually repre-

sent the supernatural conception as due to the

impact of rays of light on the bead or ears

of the Virgin, whereas in Western picturts we
find the fiower introduced. The belief in con-

ception by the impact of light is of course

Egyptian in origin ; and that is why we find it

in Philo and the Alexandrine school of Jews,

from which it found its way into Christianity.

There is a copious harvest of facts to ba gleane i

by anyone who will have the courage to study

the birth stories of Jesus as folk-lore pure and

simple. Feed. C. Conybeare.

• Yet noi on that account to be dabbed
Philonic any more than a Matthean idea.

Nottinjhioi : Feb. 3, 181S.

Mr. Charles's postscript (Academy, Feb-
ruary 2) must surely have been written in

haste, as indeed a slip of the pen in the con-

'

eluding sentence appears sufficient to show.

The first words of the Gospel, BfiKos ytvlaevf,

are taken bodily from the Septuagint (Gen. v. 1),

where they occur in the heading of the very

first genealogy of the Priestly Code. From
a series of such passages did the "Book of

Genesis" derive its name; and I cannot but

think that the opening verses of Matthew and
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John imply a conscious parallel between the

written Law and the written Gospel : possibly,

in the former case, between the first and the

second Adam, though the Septuagint {sup. cit.)

translates avBfiiiTray. Again, whether yiptais in

Matt. i. 1 bear, as I suppose, the meaning of

"genealogy," or that of "generation" in the

abstract sense, it cannot possibly mean a

generation in the concrete; aniyffti in v. 17

can mean nothing else, so that the writer had
an excellent reason for employing difierent

words. It is not quite certain that y(y((ris is

the true reading in v. 18 ; there is something
to be said for -yivvriais. Finally, v. 1 is a mere
title ; and, if it was ever followed directly by
V. 18, what is the meaning of the words so

often cited, toD 5 e xf""'^"''} Christi antem
generatio ?

It is with extreme difBdenoe that I bring
together a few notes bearing on the question,

80 important for the criticism of this chapter

:

whether one or both of its sections exhibit

traces of immediate derivation from a Hebrew
or Aramaic original. The problem is com-
plicated and obscured by the undoubted influ-

ence of the Hebrew Scriptures upon both
passages, whether exercised directly or through
the medium of the Septuagint Version; and
also by the possible dependence of Matt. i.

18-25 upon Luke i. and ii., where "the Greek
. . . especially in the hymns, has a marked
Hebraistic character" (Westoott & Hort, on
Luke ii. 14) ; while Mr. Conybeare tells us that
the writer of Luke i. and ii. "seems to have
been a Greek Jew, well versed in the Septua-
gint." The addition, which gives him credit

for " possessing a very pretty fancy," reminds
one not a little of Pepys's appreciations of

Shakspere. It would be cold praise for a
minor poet, and it is applied to the author of
the Magnificat

!

I have above suggested that the antithesis

between Gen. v. 1 and Matt. i. 1 appears more
distinctly in the Hebrew than in the Greek of

the former. Again, even a beginner in Hebrew
like myself knows that '

' a noun in the con-
struct state refuses the article." Does not
Matt. i. 1 show the infiaence of this rule ?

On the other hand, when we turn to the
Comment, we might not unfairly expect that
it the writer used the Hebrew Bible he would
make some reference to Jer. xxxi. 22, while if

he employed the Septuagint the absence of any
such allusion is explained.

Of course, such arguments fall very far short
of proof ; and I am afraid the same must be
said of Dr. Nestle's tempting hypothesis, put
forward in the Expositor (February 1894, p. 126).

For, after all, iiiiKdtv, in v. 23, may be merely
an application of ica\fi(ij, in v. 21 ; and this

may have been transferred to Joseph from the
angel's address to Mary in' Luke i. 31, which
in turn is modelled on the Septuagint in
Es. vii. 14. It may be worth while to point
out that in such passages as Gen. iv. 1 we
have— (1) the intercourse of the parents, (2) the
conception, (3) the birth, and (4) the naming
of the child ; while in Isaiah and Luke above
cited we have 2, 3, 4, and in Matt. i. 21 we
find 3 and 4 only. It is strange that the
express quotation in Matt. i. 23 reads Kaxtaovjii/,

a fact which may be explained in three ways.
Either Ka.x(<m$, in v. 21, comes from Luke,
agreeing with the reading of the Septuagint in
B, while itaKetoviTiii is taken from a cojjy which
contained that of r ; or v. 23 has been modified
to reconcile Luke and Matthew ; or, lastly,

vv. 22, 23 are an addition to the earliest form
of the Comment.

I wish to confess a misgiving suggested by
the supposed CaUbrian origin of the archetype
of Cursives 310, &c. Is v liUfrTtvBf'aa rupStros
Mapiiu a retrauslation of cui desponsafa vinjo
Maria 'i One would rather expect ^ wapetfos I

of the Syriac and Latin Versions would not be
impaired; indeed, it would be heightened by
the accession of one important witness.

Geey Hubert Skipwith.

P.S.—In order to understand the true pur-
port of the Comment, which is designed not to

contradict but to interpret the Genealogy in

such a sense as to bring it into accordance with
the narrative in Luke (see especially Luke i.

32), it is indispensable to bear in mind that,

from an ancient and particularly an Oriental
point of view, under certain circumstances a
child might be legitimately birne to a man by
his wife, though not in fact begotten by him.
See, for Hindu examples, Maine's Early Law
and Citsfom (1890), especially pp. 90, 91, 98 ; for

Arab and Mohammedan law, Robertson
Smith's Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia
(1885), pp. 109 et aeq. It is very interesting to

compare what is said in the work last quoted
(p. 117) as to the primitive meaning of ai {abu),

the Semitic word for " father," not originally

implying physical paternity, with the remarks
of Fustel de Coulanges {La Cite Antique, II. viii.

1, ad fin.) on the primary significance of pater
and its equivalents. Quite independently the
Classical and the Semitic scholar arrive at

analogous conclusions in their respective sub-
jects (c/. Schrader, Prehistoric Antiquities, Eng.
trans., p. 373).

The law of the Levirate (Deut. xxv. 5),

where the putative father is actually deceased,
is a case in point. These considerations help to
justify the Syriao readings in Matt. i. 21, 25,

and may perhaps lead to a re-examination of

the evidence for yen>riais in v. 18, cf. rhyip iv

avrfi yiiiin)S\v in V. 20, and T^ ytvvtiufvoti in

Luke i. 35.

Iiosdon: Feb. 4, 1895.

Mr. Conybeare's denial of any reference to
Isaiah in Lxike i. 31 is surely inconsiderate.

The words iSou (ffuA)xV>^]; iv yaarp), xal T/|p vihv,

Koi Ka\4iT€is rh ivofia avrov coincide with Isa*

vii. 14 ; and the Old Testament supplies no
other parallel quite so close. The expression
rapeivos has been used just previously. And
the promise subsequent is from the sequel to
Isa. vii, 14 :

" His government shall be great,

and of his peace there shall be no end, upon the
throne of David and his kingdom for ever."

It was with no intention of disparaging the
value of Mr. Conybeare's discovery in Philo
that I endeavoured to show the necessity of
modifying his first inferences from that dis-

covery. By the way, Philo's reference to
miraculous conception in the case of Abel is

curiously paralleled in Bereshith Babba XXIII.
May I also point out that Dr. Farrar's charge

of novelty against my letter of November 17 is

not altogether deserved. The phenomena in

Matt, i., ii., which seemed to me indications of

Mary's unconsciousness, produced a similar im-
pression on the author of the Protevangelium
Jacobi ; for he makes Maryprotest, '

' As the Lord
my God liveth I know not whence this is to me.'

'

And a very exact parallel to the inference

about Joseph is furnished in pseudo-Matthew's
account of Joacim. An angel announces to

Joacim, when he has been five months from
home and is a month's journey distant, " Know
that thy wife has conceived a daughter from
thy seed [ex semine tuo']. God has excited seed
in her [v. I. by the Holy Spirit]. Thou shalt

find her with child."

F. P. Badham.

LUTHER'S BIBLE TRANSLATION.
London : Feb. 9, 189S,

It is more than fifteen years since a study of

the pre-Lutheran and Lutheran Bibles taught
me

:

(1) That Luther's September-Bibel was not
or Topeivas 5 ovoutt. In this ewe the evide^ice • 4 translation from the original Greek, but

practically a reproduction, with no very great
variations, of the existing German Vulgate.

(2) That Luther had only a schoolboy know-
ledge of Greek in 1519, that he had no time
for scholarly study in 1520, and that in three
months of quiet during 1521 he could not
have learnt Greek and also have translated
the New Testament.

(3) That Luther himself knew of and ad-
mitted the value of the German Vulgate.
Ten years ago Mr. Hutchinson wasted your

valuable space by citing German theologians,
instead of opening the pages of the September-
Bibel, the Koburger-Bibel, and the Tepl
Codex, and seeing for himself how much
Luther was or was not indebted to the German
Vulgate. Till Mr. Merk has studied these
Bibles at first hand, it is idle to discuss the matter
with him, even if all the Lutheran theologians
in Germany assert, also at second-hand, that
Luther was a translator from the Greek. The
world is too full of people who perpetually cite

authority and will not investigate for them-
selves. If Mr. Merk will examine the arguments
contained in the articles, " The German Bible
before Luther " {Athenaeum, November 17 and
December 22, 1883) and " German Translations
of the Bible before Luther" (Academy,
September 26, 1885, and August 7, 1886), as
well as the controversy in the Academy of
October 10 and 16, 1885, he will see that my
statements in the article on Mr. Froude's
Erasmus were made with knowledge of what I
was dealing with. Further, if Mr. Merk will

reply to the arguments used in the above
papers, and offer any explanation—short of the
supernatural—for the parallelism between the
September-Bibel and the German Vulgate, I
shall be ready to meet him. Meanwhile,
until he has studied the matter at first-hand,

beginning, say, with a comparison of St. John's
Gospel, there is no occasion for me to repeat

proofs already given in your columns of the

statements placed at the head of this letter.

Karl Pearson.

P.S.—On second thoughts, in order that your
readers may have an opportunity of judging
of the "similarity too trifling to warrant the
assumption that Luther made use of any older

source," of "the heavy and obscure diction "

of the earlier versions as compared with
Luther's "noble purity of language" of " the
unique position of the September Bibel," which
Mr. Merk terms "a new and independent
translation," I place in parallel columns
sample extracts of the September Bibel and
of the ninth German Bible, not taken from the
Sermon on the Mount, but at random from St.

John. I purposely refrain from saying which
is Luther and which is the German Vulgate.

" Da kompt eyn weyb " Elu weyb kim von
Tou Samarja, wasser zu Samaria zescLiJpffen

wasser. Jtiesus fprach
zu ir, Gib mlr ze-

triucken. wann sein j an-
ger waren hingegangen
in die stat, das ay kauff-

ten die epejss. Darumb
das weib von Samaila
sprach zu im. In wcl-
cherweisz ayscht du zs-

trincken von mir. so du
hist ein Jud. die Ich

bin cin weyb Samaritan,
wann die Juden gemein-
samen nit mit den
samaritanem. Jhesus
antwort und sprach zu
ir Westeet du die gab
gotz und wer der is*,

der zu dir epricht. gib

mir zetrincken. vil-

leicht hettest du ge-
ajschtvonim. under
het dir gegeben ein

lebendigs waseer. Das
weyb sprach zu im.

eohepffen, Jhesus spricht

zu yhr, gib myr trincken,

denn seyne j unger waren
hyn gangen jnn die

stadt, das sie tpeyss

keufEten, spricht nu das
Samaiitiech weyb zu
yhm, wle bittestu von
myr trincken, bo du eyn
Jude bist, vnd ich eyn
Samaritisch weyb ?

Denn die Juden haben
keyne gemeynschafft
mit den Samaiiternn,
Jhesus antwort vnd
sprach zu yhr, wenn du
erkentist die gabe Gottis,

vnd wer der ist, der zu

dyr saget, gib myr
trincken, du betest yhn
vnd er gebe dir leben-

digs waseer. Spricht zu
jhm das weyb, Herre

hastu doch uichta, damit

du schepffest, vnd der
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bran i«t tteft, woher
bMta denn lebendig
.WMter ? BistQ mehi
denn nuer rater Jacob,
dec Tne diien bran goben
batt? Tiid er hat diaua
truncken rnd seyne
kinder Tnd tejne weyde
vieoh. Jbesaa antwott
rni (pntch za ybr, Wer
des waners trinckt, den
wlrt wider dursten, wer
Aber dea wassers tiincken

wlrt, das ich yhm gebe,

den wirt ewiglich nicht

dursten, sondem das
waiser, das icb yhm
feben werde, das wiit

)mn yhm eyn brnn des

wasters weiden, dasymr
dis ewige leben quillet,

Spricht das weyb za
>Dm, Herre, gib myr
tdasstlbige wasfer, aaff

Jas mich nicht darste,

das ich nicht heikommen
za scbepSen."

Uerr da hast nichtz

dareyn du schopffeat.

und der bran ist titrtC.

duumb von wannen hast

du daz lebendig wasser.

Bistu denn mer dean
uneer vator Jacob, der
uDs gab den brunnen.
und er selb tranck von
im. nnd seine tuen and
seia vlb. Jhesas ant-

wort und sprach za ir.

Kin yeglicher der da
tiinckt von disez [tie]

wasser. den duisc aber.

Absr der da trinckt von
dem wasser daz ich im
gib den durst nit ewigk-
lich. waun das wasser
das ich im gib. das wirt

im ein brunn des sprin-

genden wassers in daz
iw:g leben. Das weyb
fprich za im. llerr gib
mir ditz wasser, das
mich nicht durst, noch
daz ich her knm zs-

echiipfCeD."

SCIENCE.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
BciDAY. Feb. 17, ipm. Bxmity 1,'etxat : "How Scientific

Diacoverieji are mtde,'* by Prof. H. B. ArtobtroDg.
T.Vi p m. Ethical :

'• Boothim," by the Eev. P. H.
Wick*teed.

Ko>i>iT, Fsb. 18 4 pm. Society of Aita : Cantor X^ectur".

"M«»ni for Venfyin^ Ancient Embrjideries and L^icea,"

II., by Mr. Alan 8. C 1e.

4.E0p.m. Vi'^toiia Inititnte :
" The Eyolation of (he

Kataral and Artificial," by Dr. Bchofield.

6 pm. Hellenic: " Beeearcbes in Lycif," by Mr.
J. L. Ml tea.

6 p.m. Linlon lutitutlon : " Ihe London of
IXcktna," by Canon Benbam.

8 pm. Boyal Academy : "Scboolaof Sculoturo of
Ihe Sixth and Fifth Centuiiea B.C ," I., by Mr. A. 8.
Momy.

8 pm. Ailatoteliin: " Hjpothesia," by Mr. J. H.
Muirhead.

8.45 p.m. Geographical :
** A Jonrney to the Pamirs

and the source of the Oius," by the Hon. G. Curzon.
TuMo^v, Feb. 19. 3 p m. Boyal Iiutitntion :

" The Internal
. Fmnewdtk of Plants and Anima'r," VX., by Fiof. G.
BUvatt.

4 p.m. Colonial Institute : Annual Meeting.
8 pm. Civil Eogineers :

** Plant for the Extraction of
G>)d by the Cyanide Process," by alessrs. C. Batters and
£d^ar Smart.

8 p.m. Society of Arts :
" Pariguiy," by Mr. A. F.

Baiilie.

8 SO p.m. Z nlogical :
" The Braio of Ouh." and

"Ttie Br.ia in the l«mara." by Mr. F. E. Beddaid;
*' The Dites of the Parts of 6itbold*8 Fauna Japr.nira and
Oiebel'a AHi^em'tne /ooloaiK (firat edition),'* by Mr. 0.
DAvies Sherborn and Dr. F. A. Jentinck.

WKOsEsDiY, Feb. SO, 7 80 p.m. Meteorolosical : "Bepoit
of the Pfaenological Obs«-rvations for 1891," by Mr. B.
Mawley ;

*' The Taondenitorm and Squall of January 23,
1S9J," by Mr. W. Maniott; •' Some Gr«du«l Weather
• inanges in certain Months at Gieenvich and Geneva," by
Mr. A. B. MacDowall.

8 p.m. Society of Arts: "Bule of the Biad at
!. 8ta," by Adiuiral P. H. Colnmb

8pm. Geological: • The Palaeontology and.Phy-
sical Ge il gy 1 f tho West Indies," by Dr. J. W. Gregory ;

- •• Tee Whitehaven 8and.tot.a Series," by Mr. J. D.
Kendall ;

' 7he Gentis Murehiionia and iti Allies, with a
Kevit ioo of the British CatboQiferous Species and Deicrip-
ti ns of some Siw Furms," by Miss Ja:ie Donald,

8 pm. Microscopical.
8 pm. Irish Littraiy Society: " Irish Astronomy,"

by Sir Bob' rt Ball.

TiiuasDAV, Feb 31.8 pn. BnallnsUtutim :
" Mtteoiites,"

II , by Mr. L. Fletcher.
7 p.m. London lostltntion : " National Song," by

Prof. W. H. Cummiogs.
8 pro. Bov.l Academy :

** Srhoals of Sculpture of
the Bii'h and Fifih Centurira B C," II., by Mr, A, 8,
Murray.

8 pm. Linscai: "'^Aionanltu.. Gi«ii«ri{Oaejtner);"
b» >*T. J. J. B wrlaj- ; "New Marine Algae from Japan,"
by Mr. B. M. Holmes.

8 p.m. Chemic.l: " The Electromotive Force of an
Icdise Cell." by Mr. A. P. Lauiie ;

" Tbe Chemistry nf
CalluloM." by Mea«r», Cio.'s, Bevan, and Beadle ; The
MaltiDg Points of Mliiures," by Mr. H. Crumpton and
MlM U. A. Whitaley ; "The Volumetric Uetermlnalion

.. of ManganMs," by Mniis. J. Beddrop and H. Kamage.
8 pm, Beotiiaal ngioeera : " Propagation of

Magnetism in Iron," by Dr. John Hopkin*ion.
FjtiuAY Feb. 2?, 6 pm. Gfogrspbicat : Tetlinical Meeting.

8 p.m. i:ivil Bcgioeers : Hiudents' Metting, " Caissons
and Gitea f<ir Cloaing Lock and Ooct Entrances," by
Mr. W. O. Wales,

9 p.m, Br.yal Institution: "Atmoapheric Elec-
ta ioity," by Prof. A. Schuster.

Fati HUAT, Feb, 23, 8 pm. Boyal Institution : "Tbe
Traditional and National in Music," III., by Sic A. C.
Mackeu/ie,

8.46 p.m. Botanic: General Fcitnijhtly Meeting.

BASQUE BOOKS, OLD AND NEW.
As it is not always easy to know what has

been printed in or on the Basque language, I

hope that the Editor of the Academy will

allow me space to say a few words ab^ut some
interesting publications which appeared last

year.

As one of these pamphlets is intended to

prove the relationship of Basque with Egyptian
and Coptic {Delle rtlazioni tra il basco e I'eijizio,

di 0. Giacomino), it is to be hoped that the

Egyptologists will help us in testing the value

of this new theory, which, if proved, would
open a new horizon to the investigations about

the origin of Basque. We are, indeed, shut

in, as compared with other languages, to a very

narrow circle, and in the matter of etymology

we are limited to the modest taitk of discussing

loan words. All I can say is that Prof,

Giacomino, of Milan, has pointed out very

remarkable analogies between the langaages

be (iiscusses.

The other pamphlet or, rather, book (80

pages, large quarto) has been published by
Prof. Hugo Rohuchardt, of Graz {Baskische

Sluilien. . . . Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen

AkademiederWissenschaften. Wien: Tempsky),
The central thesis is the following (already

proposed by Prof. F. Miiller, of Vienna, and
later by M, Stempf, of Bordeaux). The
Basque language has no active verb : when a

Basquesays" Ikus ten dut"=" Isee it," he really

says, " It is seen by me"; "ematen drautazu"
(" You give it to me") is expressed by "It is

given to me by you." This rendering of the

active form by passive circumlocution, added

to Prof. Schuohardt's innovation of translating

zu (you) by Sie (they), does not facilitate tbe

task of grasping fully his arguments. Zu
(you) is translated by Sie (they) only because

of the German way of speaking politely

to a person. It would seem that the subject

is intricate enough without increasing

the confusion by these novelties, which, it

they were admitted, would allow an Italian to

translate zu (you) by the third person singular

feminine, ella (nominative) and lei (accusative).

We have not to discuss here Prof. Schuohardt's

main theory. We would only point out some
other views of his—for instance, that the in-

flexions of the auxiliary verb, which were
believed to be derived from eroan, are really

derived from eduki: thus darotzut, "I have

(given, sent, &o.) it to you," is not the same
inflexion as the Bisoayau daroatzut (from eroan),

but is derived from eduki, d becomes r and the

r changes its place. It had been admitted that

the inflexions of ezan, or the inflexions with

the root za, as Prof, Schuchardt would say

(which are invariably active), and the flexions

of izan, (" to be ") belonged to different stems ;

but Prof. Schuchardt thinks that both belong

to izan.

The third publication is by the late Prof.

Grimm, who thinks to find analogies between

the Basque and Berber languages.

Of old books I would like to mention two
which I was happy enough to discover last

summer—one in the Grand Ducal Library at

Darmstadt, the other at Leipzig. The first is

the oldest known printed book in the

Quipuzooan dialect; it is a collection of over

500 proverbs, and dates from 159G. The second

is perhaps more a bibliographical trouvaille

;

it is an unknown copy of Li99rr8gue's New
Testament.
As I am dealing with bibliographical curiosi-

ties, I may be allowed to say that tbe same
town-library at Leipzig possesses a beautiful

copy of the first French printed New Testament,

to which the date of 1177 is generally assigned.

It was printed at Lyons by Buyer. To my
knowledge only seven copies exist, four of

which are complete—at Berne, Vienna, Paris

(Ste. Genevieve), Leipzig ; the three incom-
plete ones are at Lyons, London, Paris

(Bib. Nat,).

W. VAN EyS.

SCIENCE NOTES.

An important series of volumes is about to

make its appearance under the editorship of

Sir Henry Boscoe. It will be entitled " The
Century Science Series," and will bs published

by Messrs. Cassell & Co. The first book (to be

issued in a few days) will be John Didton and
the Rite of Modern Chemistry, by Sir Henry
Boscoe, to be followed at an early date by
Major Rennell and the Rise of English Oeography,

by Mr, Clements E, Markham, president of the

Royal Geographical Society. Among the other

contributors to the series will be Mr. R, T.

Glazebrook, Prof. Sylvanus P. Thompson, Prof.

Bonney, Dr. T. E. Thorpe, Prof. Eiicker, Prof.

E. B. Poulton, Miss Agnes M. Gierke, Mr.
W. A. Shenstone, and Dr. Armand lluffer.

Following up the series of plates which
appeared in Wild Flowers in Art and Nature,

Mr. Edward Arnold is just publishing a new
series of Coloured Pictures of Birds and their

Eggs. The series wUl contain twelve plates,

representing some of the best-known British

birds in their natural size, reproduced from
water-colours by Mr, William Foster, a son of

Mr. Birket Foster. The lithographic work has

been entirely executed in England. The
coloured plates can be obtained either mounted,
unmounted, or framed.

At an extra meeting of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, to be held next Thursday
in the rooms of the Society of Arts, Dr, John
Hopkinson will read a paper (illustrated with

experiments) on "Propagation of Magnetism
in Iron."

There will be two meetings of the Royal

Geographical Society next week : (1) a special

evening meeting on Monday, in the hall of the

University of London, when the Hon, George
Curzon will give an account of his recent

journey to tbe Pamirs and the source of the

Oxus ; and (2) an afternoon technical meeting

in the map-room of the society, on Friday,

when the three following papers will be read :

"A New Armillary Sphere," by Mr, W. B,

Blaikie ; " An Irstrument for showing the

Apparent Diurnal Motions of Celestial Bodies,"

by Mr. R, A. Gregory ; and " A Graphic Method
for showing the Duration of Daylight," by
Lieut, Carlyon Bellairs,

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion next Friday will be given by Prof. A.

Schuster, on "Atmospheric Electricity."

Under the auspices of tha Sunday Lecture

Society, Prof. H, E, Armstrong, president of

the Chemical Society, will lecture to-morrow, at

4 p.m., at St. George's Hall, Langham-place,
on "How Discoveries are Made: a Study in

Scientific Method," with experiments and oxy-

bydrogen lantern illustrations.

PHILOLOar N0TE3.

The current number of the Journal 'f
Philology (Macmillans) opens with an article by
Mr. R. G. Bury on "The Later Platonism,"

which discusses, in an eclectic spirit, the more
or less divergent views that have lately been ex-

pressed with regard to the " Parmenides," by
Henry Jackson, Otto Appelt, and Felioi Tocco.

Mr. Arthur Piatt collects the statistical evidence

about the augment in the dual of the historio

tenses in Homer. As to the " Odyssey," no

certain example of such an augment can be

found ; while for the" Iliad " it is argued that
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its absence may setve, to some extent at any
rate, as a test of authenticity. From some
"Homerica," by the same scholar, we may
single out for mention his illustration of xipri

Koiiioires 'Axaial from Gordon's History of
the Oreeh Revolution (i. 303): "The Greeks
adopted a practice of tighting bare-headed, in

order that their own party might recognise
them by their flowing locks." Next follows

Mr. John Masson's detailed announcement of
his discovery—first recorded in the Academy—
of some MS. notes in the copy of the Venice
(1495) edition of Lucretius in the British

Museum, giving details about the poet, which
he thinks may have been derived from the lost

Life by Suetonius. The copy in question is

otherwise interesting, as containing a transcript

of the emendations of Pontanus, made by his

pupil Girolamo Borgia, who is also the author
of the biographical notes. Dr. Kichard Gamett
dates the astrological Greek poem, known as

the Apotelesmatika of Manetho, by means
of the nativity given for himself by the author,
which works out as 80 A.D., thus making
him a contemporary of Ptolemy. It

happens that this date is just one
year earlier than the earliest horoscope
in the collection of Graeco-Egyptian papyri
recently published by the British Museum.
Mr. F. C. Conybeare contributes yet another
of his ingenious elucidations of the history of
ecclesiastical texts from Armenian sources.

Reversing the order of his argument, we must
be content to quote only his results

:

" In the jear 396, Euthalius took the codex
Pdmphili of Paul, which lay in the Eusebian
library of Ciesarea, aud made a copy of it

oTeixipSs adding ptologuef , tettimonia, eummaries
of chapters, &o. The chaptering of his new copy
was not his own, but borrowed probably from the
Codex Pamphili.
" The ArmenianFdthers translated the Epistlesof

Paul early in the fifth century, along with the rest
of the Bible. They selected for translation what
we may call the new edition by Enthalius, which
comprised the text of Pamphilus, with new
' adornments (or arrangements) desired of all

meu.' The supplementary colophon which I here
quote was in the Greek copy which they translated,

borne owner of an Euthalian edition had added it.

That the Armenians went to Origen's library for
their copy of the Scriptures we already knew for
certAin ; for we find in their Bibles the obeliski, &o.

,

of Origen, also marginal readings of Aquila and
Symmachus derived from Origen's copies. Other
copies of the Euthalian edition survive in the
Euthalian codfx and in the codex H of Paul. Thij
codex, though of the seventh century, is not
so true to the original edition as the Armenian
Version taken from it very early in the fifth

century."

Finally, Mr. Walter Headlam sends no less

than sixty pages of "various conjectures,"
mostly relating to the less read Greek
writers.

The February number of the Classical Review
(David Nutt), which commences the ninth year
of publication, is a double number of ninety- six
pages, not including the very elaborate index.
Among the original articles there are several of
importance. Prof. J. Cook Wilson discusses
some testimonia for the text of the " Nico-
machean Ethics," drawn from Ptolemy and his

commentator, Theon. Mr. A. H. J. Greenidge
examines the procedure of the provocaiio ad
populum, concluding that,

"from the strictly legal point of view, the Judicium
popui, both as a court of first instance and as a
court of appeal (if the two never bec«»me identical),

remained a court of cassation. It wai only acci-
dentally, perhaps only occasionally, llut it became
a perfect court of appeal; but it became such
purely by an exercise of magisterial power, not by
an exercise of the authority of the court."

Mr. C. M. Mulvany collects and examines the
usages of enclitic ne, chiefly from the Corn-
medians. Mr. A. E, Housman delivers himself

of a vigorous and lengthy polemic against the

views with regard to the MSS. of Propertius
recently put forth by Prof. Postgate (see

Academy, February 2) ; and Mr. D. B. Monro
replies, with exceeding benignity, to the criti-

cism of his "Modes of Greek Music" in the
last number. The address on Sir Charles
Newton, delivered by Prof. Jebb at the last

meeting of the Hellenic Society, is printed in

full; and also some Greek elegiacs to his

memory by Prof. G. C. W. Warr. Of the
reviews, we must be content to notice : Schenkl's
Epictetus, by Prof. J. B. Mayor, which is en-
riched with a fresh collation of the Bodleian
MS. by Mr. W. M. Lindsay ; Lafaye's
Catullus, by Prof. Robinson Ellis (see Academy,
Nov. 10, 1893) ; Eeichel on Homeric Armour,
by Dr. Walter Leaf, who, we observe, approves
the interpretation of KfTjiuiSts as gaiters to pro-
tect the shin in walking from the edge of the

shield ; Holm's Greek History, by Mr. J. B.

Bury; Sonnenschein's Parallel Greek Grammar,
by Mr. J. Donovan, who concludes with terms
of very high praise ; Berard on the Phoenicians
in Arcadia, by Mr. E. E. Sikes ; recent editions

of Hyperides, by Dr. J. E. Sandys ; Belling on
Tibullus, by Prof. Postgate ; and, finally, an
examination of Dr. Fartwiingler's theories as

to the Parthenon and its marbles, by Miss Jane
Harrison, suggested by the appearance in Eng-
lish of his " Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture."

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
ViKiNQ Club.—[Friday, Feb. 1.)

Dk J. G. Gahson in the chair.—Mr. A. H. Cocks
redd a paper on " A Boat Journey to Inari." The
lecturer commenced by saying that "Inari," in

the Norwegian" Bnare," Swedish " Enara Trocik,"

Lappish " Anar Javre," was probably not known
oy name to any of his hearers

;
ytt it was a

lake which was said to be the sixth largest in

Europe, being roughly speaking (for it had never
been accurately surveyed) seventy miles from north
to south by fifty from eist to west, and about
seven times the size of the Lake of Geneva. It

was studded with islands (said to be 1700 in

number) on which Scotch firs giew, besides lefser

holms and rocks. His route to it lay sometimes
ia Norway, sometimes in Bustii, and sometimes in

Finland; and the greater part of the journey
was performed by water up the Eiver Pasvig
(Norwegian), or more correctly Patsjok JLappish),

which is rather a series of lakes joined together

by waterfalls and rapids than a river as we
understand the term, while sometimes it fiows

ia two parallel systems of lake and rapid.

The country was for the most part virgin forest,

with here and there a glimpse of low mountain
ranges. There is no accurate map of it, and no
complete account of the country he traversed has

ever been given ; so he had practically an untold

tale to tell There was no road through the

country but the swirling river; and the traveller

might ba thankful it at night he could reach the

hut of a Lapp or of a Kvroa colonist in which to

pass the night. If not, he must camp out with
only an upturned boat to shelter him from the

frost. Kvccn is the proper name of the people we
know as Fmns, for throughout Scandinavia the

name "Finn'' is applied to the Lapps. The
Kvtrus who push out into these dintant parts are

for the most pirt of a very rough class, and by
no means favourable specimens of the nation.

The Lapps are, with the exception of the Samoyeds
who inhabit the north-east of Kussta eastwards of

the White Sea, the most primitive inhabitants

of Europe. Since 18 II only Russian Lapps
have been allowed to grsza reindeer in the Cr. ir's

dominions ; and this cruel edict has pressed very

hardly on this diminutive people, for the Lapps are

very averse to choosing Kussian nationality, and
the Reindeer Lapps are principally Nor wegian or

Swedish. Diminutive people U a term justly

applied to them, for the men seldom exceed 5 feet

4 inches, and the women are frequently under
5 feet in height. They are divided into four

nationalities—Norwegian, Swedish, Rus?ian, and
Finnish. Of these, the Norwegian and Swedish

Lapps have been often and fully described ; but
the Russiau, and equilly so the Finnish Lapps,
are almost unknown. Therefore, as the lecturer

travelled with Russian Lapps, and besides met
many parties of them and also of Finnish Lapps,
his journey, besides its geographical, had o nsider-

able ethnographical interest. He found that the

Russian Lapps, except as to their clothing and the

addition of coffee and sugar to their food supply,

are living now much the same life as their ancestors

probably lived two thousand or more years ago

—

a far more primitive life, in fact, than that of

the Reindeer Lappa. They have not yet begun
to use tobacco, and reading and writing are

entirely unknown among them; but each in-

dividual has his mark, which ia as well recognised

as a name would be elsewhere. Unlike the three

otter divisions of the race, they are a very cheerful,

light-hearted people, and have the curious habit of

expressing their thoughts aloud in extemporary
sing-song. The Lapps are the remains of a non-
Aryan race, which undoubtedly extended at one
time much further south than at present, probably
over the greater part of Europe. Their numbers
were estimated by Prof. Friis in 1871 at : Nor-
wegian Lapps, 17,178, besides 1900 half-breeds

;

Swedish. 7248 ; Russian, about 2000 ; Finnish,

about 1200, or under 30,000 in all. The lecturer

then gave a detailed account of his journey, starl-

ing Irom Vardo, whither he had gone for the
whale-fishing in the late summer of 1888, across

the Varangerljord, up the Biigljord, and then
up the iuucr Klosterfjord to the mouth of

the liver Patsjok. Here he engaged boats,

roughly but skilfully built by the Lapps, and
guides, the chief of whom had learnt to speak
Norwegian, having been on a sea-fating voyage,

and having returned with the vessel all the way
to Tbrondhjem, and he thought himself quite a
man of tbe world in consequence. A description

fullowed of the Lapp huts, which ate situated ia

groups at various points, the inhabitants migra ing

Irom group to group according to the fishiEg

season. They have no artiflcial light but firelight,

and the huts are very scantily furnished. The
journey up stream necessitated constant portages

past rapids and waterfalls, and a striking con rast

was drawn between camping out in summer on
the bjnks of the Thames and in autumn on the

Patsjok. The furthest point reached was the

hamlet of Inari, on the further side of the lake of

the same name. An iateresting memorial, which
he secured at a Fianish Lapp's hut, was an
implement of wood and roindeer-horn, u ed
for breaking up the inner bark of the Scotch
fir, which is used for soup. Among the
islands on Lake Inari is a very striking conical

one called " Uko," or "Old Man," after

the god of that name, who was the second god
iu the old Flemish mythology, equivalent to the

Lappish god " Horagales." The chief god was
called " Ibmel " by the Lapps, or "Jumala" by
the Kvopns ; but IJko, or Horagales, the second,
must have been of considerable importance, as ho
presided over the sky and air, the weather, wind
and water. It is said that traces of the sacrifices

and rites formerly performed on this island are
still visible ; but the lecturer was not able to visit

it, as he wished, being obliged to take advantage
of a fair sailing breezo for his return journey, and
there being a dangerous stretch of open water
between the island and the shore. The lecture

was pro'usely illustrated with a series of magic
lantern slides, prepared by Mr. Cocks from photo

-

gnphs which he had taken.—Dr. J. G. Garson
said that the thanks of the meeting were due to

the lecturer for the account of his very interesting

journey. He thought that it was evident why so

little is known of Like Inari, as the hardships and
difUculties Mr. Cocki had de ctibed would deter

most people from adventuring thither. The Lapp i

were undoubtedly a remnant of the Mongolian
element once so widely dtstributed over Europe.
They belonged to the yellow race of mankind ; but
probably Mr. Cocks could not say if this was apparent
in those he had met with, as from the account he
had given of their habits he hid probably never seen

the colour of their skin, as they appeared never to

wash. But in any case, both the Turks, who were
almost the only other European representative of

this race, and the Lapps were so mixed as not to

show any marked trace of their Mongolian charac-

teristics. But their language showed their k'n«hip
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toother Mongolian race* In Northern Atia. Prince

BoUind Bonaparte had spent lome time among the

Norwaoian and Kwedieh Lapp*, and bad published

wma M Us obeerTations of ihem and of the dialect

they (poke. From the pbctographa exhibited, it

appeared that the Ijapp drets was ferj similar to

that worn by the Uamojede, which conaisted

principally of a looae robe tightly girt in at the

waist. It was probible that both nattona had

found this best adapted to keep in the heat of the

body. The Sunoyeds wore gloves, or rather

mittens, which were sewn on to their fleeves,

with a slit at oce side, so that they could

get their hands ont if they wanted to. He
should be glad to know if Mr. Cocks had
noticed the same practice among the Lapps.—
Mr. A. F. Major, hon. sec., said that there was
cne question which he should like either the

lecturer or Dr. Garson to answer if possible.

Were the Finns and the Lapps of the same stock P

Mr. Cocks had said that the Lapps were called

Finns in Bcandiuavia. We constantly read

of Finns in the Sagas, which Cleasby's Icelandic-

English Dictionary renders gb " Finns or Lapps,"
the word Lapp, according to the same authority,

occurring only iu Orkneyinga and in late annals.

Were then tho Finns and Lapps at that time
scarcely distinguished P Mr. Poultney Bigelow
had remarked at the laet meeting on the resem-

blance he had obserred between the Japanese and
Norwegian Lapps. On this point there was a

note in the BaHi/ Chronicle of January 31, to which
it might be wortu while to call attention. It said

that Dr. Winkler had been studying the origin

and family connexions of the Japanese, and
had come to the conclusion that they are

physically and linguistically different from the

Chinese, and " are not even a Sinitic people.

On the other hand, they eeem closely allied to

the Ural-Altaic stock, which includes the Samo-
yeds, who still wander by the shores of Arctic

Europe and Asia, the Finns, the Magyars, and in a
less degree the barbarous Tungus.— Mr. Cocks
said, in reply to Mr. Major, that there was little

doubt all these tribes were connected, and the

Lapps and Finns were certainly distant connexions
of one another. With regard to the Japanese, he
had himself noticed a striking resemblance between
them and the Samoyeds, when the Japanese village

was being exhibited in London, having gone thither

immediately on his return from the company of

Samoyeds. The Japanece inhabitants seemed to

him to be dvilieed Samoyeds. It must, however,
be borne in mind that the Lapp race was very much
mixed at the precent time. With regard to the
question asked by Dr. Qarson, the Lapps wore
mitts like the Samoyeds, but these were tied on,
not sewn to the Peck.

FINE ART.
OBITUARY.

HEaiNALD STCART POOLE, LL.D.

It is not without a certain sad appropriatenesa
that Newton and Poole, who were so closely
associated in life and work, should die nearly
at the same tame. But Foole was much the
younger m%n ; and his friends might well have
hoped that he would have spent a few more
years, not in repose—that was to him almost
unpossible—^but in literary work.
Bom in 1832, Reginald Stuart Poole passed

tbe tenth to the seventeenth years of his youth
in Bgypt with his uncle, Edward Lane. No
donbt these were the formative years of his
life. He imbibed from Lane a great accuracy
in, and love of, detail, scholarly instincts, and
a strong conviction of the worthiness of the
life of the savant; but perhaps these early
surroundings made him less of an Englishman
than most of bis contemporaries in education
and character.

While yet a boy he published a work of some
merit on Egyptian chronology ; and at the
age of nineteen he was appointed, through the
inilnence of the Duke of Northumberland,
his uncle's friend, to a post in the department
of antiquities in the British Museum. For
forty yean he remained a prominent and in-

fluential official of the Museum ; and no one
has done more to render its riches accessible to

the educated public. Poole's career, however,
would have been happier, perhaps more per-
fectly snooeasfal, if he had been able to devote
himself wholly to the pursuit of Egyptology,
in which he had already made so much pro-
gress. For reasons which it is unnecessary to

detail, this was not his destiny. While Egypt
remained to him a passion to the end of his life,

by far the greater part of his working time was
occupied with the pursuit of numismatics, of

which sabject he attained a knowledge prob-
ably unrivalled in its width and technical

mastery. His alliance with numismatics was
probably at first an affaire de convenance ; but
he did his duty nobly by the subject, and
became a very prolific author of numismatic
works.
In 1866 he was made assistant-keeper, and

in 1870 keeper of the department of coins

and medals. The twenty-two years during
which he held the latter post were marked by
the appearance, in rapid succession, of an
immense array of volumes (thirty- five in all),

in which the numismatic treasures of the

British Museum—Greek, Boman, English,
Arabic, Indian, and Chinese—were fully pub-
lished to the world. Of course, the main part
of the work was done by junior members of

tbe department, and by scholars outside the
Museum staff, specially engaged. But Poole
must not lose the credit of its organisation and
carrying through. He laboured with immense
pains in the correction of proofs, comparing
every coin with eyes which were microscopic

with the written descriptions ; and then, with
his habitual generosity, he was quite wUling
that his subordinates should receive most or all

of the credit of the work. The labours of

catalogue and revision, monotonous and
tiring enough to try the toughest Teuton,
occupied most of his official hours. But
no human being could have given his life to

such work only, least of all Poole, who had
a great love for society, for organisation,

for helping students, and for enlarging his own
horizon. In no part of the Museum were
students of all kiiids welcomed with more
friendly cordiality than in the Coin Room

;

nowhere were greater efforts made to g^ve
public access to the wealth of the Museum ; in

no department did a more cordial and friendly

spirit of co-operation reign.

At no time did Poole entirely abandon the
Egyptological studies which had occupied his

youth. "The article " Egypt " in the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica, and a pleasant work on the

Gitiei of Egypt appeared from his pen. And
when, early in the eighties, tbe Egypt Explora-
tion Fund was organised, it is hard to say which
of the two secretaries, Mr. Poole and Miss
Amelia B. Edwards, was more active and
enthusiastic in its promotion. A series of

brilliant discoveries rewarded the promoters of

the scheme, which greatly added to Mr.
Poole's happiness, even if, as may be feared,

the work and worry which they involved
shortened his life.

In 188j Sir Charles Newton resigned the
chair of Archaeology at University College,

and Mr. Poole succeeded him. His plans for

teaching were very ambitious—art ancient and
modem. Oriental and Occidental, was to be the
subject of the lectures of a variety of experts.

So large a scheme was sure to be only partially

carried out ; but it is certain that to it students
in Loudon have owed some excellent courses

of lectures. Foole himself was fond of

lecturing, and was very fluent and suggestive
;

but it was difficult for so enthusiastic a man
always to keep line and measure.
Probably few men living have such an

encyclopaedic range of knowledge as had Mr.
Poole, a knowledge reaching almost every

domain of history and of art, though he was
not by any means a systematic reader. Perhaps
the very abundance of knowledge sometimes
interfered with intellectual perspective; for

while most minutely accurate in detaU, Mr.
Poole's works sometimes miss the true propor-

tions of things. Tbe chief debt which science

owes to him is as the originator and organiser

of the voluminous coin catalogues, which at

present stand alone for completeness and
method, and without which constructive works
such as Head's Hittoria Numorum could not
have be«n written.

It is impossible for one who has known Mr.
Poole so long and so well as I have to conclude

without a few words as to the unfailing kindli-

ness and generosity of his character. He
always saw the best side of every person, and
the most hopeful side of every undertaking.

This sanguinenesB of disposition caused mis-

understandings in some quarters. He could not

help, when encouraging students ordiscussiug

projects, using phrases which seemed to the

hearer to imply more than he perhaps meant,
at all events more than he was able to perform.

Hence some disappointments. But the fault

arose from a too ready sympathy and feelings

too easily moved, and characterised a very

loyal, warm-hearted, and affectionate disposi-

tion. In the whole circle of his acquaintance,

which was very large, everyone naturally

turned to him in any trouble, and soon leimed
what genuine and earnest kindliness lay at the

basis of his character.

Percy Gakdnbb.
Oxford: Feb. 11, 1895.

LETTER FROM EGYPT.
Assnan : Feb. 1, ISU.

I have little to write about, partly because

the season has been an adverse one to

dahabiyeh-travellers, the north wind having

almost forgotten to blow their boats up the

Nile. So I have done little more than struggle

on against contrary winds. However, 1 have

spent a day with Prof. Petrie in the western

desert, opposite Koptos, where he has dis-

covered some interesting graves, as well as a

temple of Thothmes III, at a Kom, which turns

out to be the Nubti or Ombos of Denderah,

the natives of which, according to Juvenal,

made sanguinary war against the crocodile-

killing Denderites. Diimiohen and Daresey

had already suspected the fact, and Diimichen

had identified the place with the Pampane of

the Notitia Dignitatum; but Prof. Petrie's

excavations have now raised it to a certainty.

I spent another morning with Mr. Somers

Clark at El-Kab. He had just uncovered an
underground room, belonging to the temple

within the walls of the old city, which was
built of inscribed blocks taken from an earlier

edifice. It is probable that this edifice was
some part of the temple itself, erected

or restored by Darius, since Mr. Clarke

has further discovered the cartouche of

that monarch, who must be added to the

list of builders at El-Kab. A fragment of

the cartouche of Akhoris has turned up in the

close neighbourhood, so the chamber may have

been constructed by him. I may add that

the cartxjuches on the columns of the temple

Eictured by Belzoni in the plates illustrative of

is researches and operations in 1820, shortly

before their destruction, are those of the same
king.
On the eastern bank of the river, a little

below Siut, and to the north of Benub, the

Beduin have come across a new tomb, or tombs,

objects from which they have been selling in

Siiit, Among them are scarabs with the name
of Thothmes III.

Mr, Farmer Hall has obtained two clay seals

in excellent condition and covered with hiero-
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glyphs, one of which bears the name of a
" commander of the soldiers of Pepi " of the

Vlth Dynasty ; and in the hands of a dealer at

Luxor I have noticed a stele dated in the

eighteenth year of Abmes I,, the founder of the

XVIIIth Dynasty, on which the cartouche of

Queen Amen-sit appears by the side of that of

Ahmes. In the same hands is an enamelled

porcelain plaque, on one side of which is the

cartouche of Seti II., while on the other side

are three incised marks similar to those on the

back of the porcelain plaques of Tel el-

Yehudiyeh. A. H. Sayce.

NOTES ON ART AND ARGHAEOLOaV.
A POETRAIT of Thomas Sutton, the founder

of Charterhouse, has recently been brought to

light, which has every appearance of being an
authentic likeness taken during life. Hitherto

Carthusians have had to bo content with
presentments of their founder, numerous
enough it must be owned, but all of them
dating from a period long after Sutton's death,

and at best either copies of copies or free

renderings of some perished original. But
strange as it seems in the case of a man of such
mark in his day, no actual portrait of the

living man was known to survive. The full-

length portrait in the Great Hall, engraved
by Faber, was painted 150 years after Sutton's

death. The present portrait is a small panel

of some fifteen inches high, giving only the

head and shoulders, painted apparently
by a Flemish or German hand, of no mean
skill, at the end of the sixteenth or the
beginning of the seventeenth century ; and
it was found in a house at Stoke Newicg-
ton (where Sutton married his wife, Elizabeth
Dudley). It has been purchased for Charter-
house ; and in order to enable as many
Carthusians as possible to possess it, it has
been resolved to have it reproduced of nearly
full size by Goupilgravure, and issued at a
nominal price through Mr. J. H. Merry-
weather, editor of the Ureyfriar, Charterhouse,
Godahuing.

The following exhibitions will open next
week : a series of English landscapes, illus-

trating the effects from dawn to moonrise, by
Mr. Alfred East ; and a collection of pastels and
pictures of Venice, by Mr. Gifford Dyer—both
at the Fine Art Society's, in New Bond-street

;

and a collection of pictures of the sea, by Mr.
E. E. Keene, at the Eoyal Arcade Gallery, Old
Bond-street.

We may also mention that there has been on
view, during the latter days of the present
week, an exhibition of works by amateur and
other members of the lioyal Water-Colour
Society Art Club, in Pall Mill East.

Mr. Edward R. Huohes has been elected a
member, and Messrs. E. A. Abbey and E. W.
Macbeth have been elected associates, of the
Koyal Society of Painters in Water-Colours.

The third general meeting of the Hellenic
Society for the current session will be held at

22, Albemarle-street, on Monday next, at
') p.m., when Mr. J. L. Myrea will read a paper
on " Besearches in Lycia.'*

Messrs. Dickinson & Foster, of New
Bond-street, propose to hold, in the course of
the spring, a loan exhibition of the miniatures
of the late Robert Thorbum, A.R.A , whose
widow has promised her assistance.

The Society of Arts is offering two prize S—
a gold medal and £20, and a silver medal and
£10—for the best photogravure copy produced
from Mulready's picture, "Choosing the
Wedding Gown," now in the South Kensing-
ton Museum, the object of the offer being to
encourage the development of photogravure in
this country. Permission to photograph the
picture has been obtained by the society from
the Science and Art Department.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

The first London performance of Dr. Parry's
" King Saul" was given under the composer's
direction at the Albert Hall last Thursday week.
It was known beforehand that he had recog-
nised the justice of the charge of excessive
length brought against the work, and had
resolved on making some cuts. The art of

cutting is perhaps more difficult than that
of composing: anyhow. Dr. Parry is more
skilled in the latter than in the former. To
shorten the work by merely omitting cer-

tain movements was not the whole of his

task. Dr. Parry originally placed at the head
of the Oratorio an instrumental Introduction,
giving, after the manner of Gluck and Wagner,
an exposition of various themes relating to the
principal personages of the drama : an excellent

idea, and one well carried out. It was written
to prepare listeners for what was about to

follow. Why, theu, omit it ? If Dr. Parry con-

siders it of so little importance that it may be
set aside altogether, it ought never to have
been written. The "Aiise and Sing" soprano
solo, which is weak, and which, moreover, in its

opening bars vividly recalls a well-known Aria
of Mendelssohn, was wisely withdrawn ; but
there are plenty of places in the Oratorio where
the excisi )n of a few bars would scarcely be
noticeable, and yet materially and advanta-
geously reduce its length. We do not find

the work long because it lasts so many minutes
or hours, but because the composer occasionally
nods. Dr. Parry has retained the whole of the
" Endor " scene. We are still of opinion that up
to the words, "Thou and thy sons be with me
in the grave," the music is powerful, but that
from that monjent interest flags. One has to
screw one's faith to the stickiug-place to feel

the reality of the interview of Saul with the
witch : to protract that interview is dangerous.
The Biblical narrative is remarkable for its

brevity. Why should not the words of Samuel
announcing the death of the king and his two
sons have been followed immediately (or after,

perhaps, funeral music) by the "Lamenta-
tion " ? Perhaps Dr. Parry is not aware how
the latter part of the Oratorio drags. The
gradual withdrawal of many of the audience
before the close of the performance showed,
in a very practical way, that their atten-
tion was not absorbed. Empty seats will

probably make a stronger appeal to the com-
poser than the voice of many critics. The
performance was most unsatisfactory, but in

our comments we have taken that into con-
sideration. There had evidently not been
sufficient rehearsal, if rehearsal at all, with
bind and chorus. The choir sang well, and
the soloists—Miss Anna Williams, Miss Frances
Oliver (who took the place cf Miss Marie
Brema at short notice, and sang the music of

the " Evil Spirit" with much dramatic power),
Miss Hilda Wilson, and Messrs. Henschel and
Douglas Powell—distinguished themselves. Mr.
Henschel is, indeed, admirably suited in the
tragic role of Saul. Mr. Powell, in the thank-
less part of Samuel, acquitted himself well.

One last word about "King Saul." There is

so much that is good and great in it that we
have emphasised what we consider to be its

weak points. We believe the Oratorio, as a
whole, one of the best ever produced by an
English corCposer. Whether Dr. Parry will

act on any hints we may have thrown is of

small importance ; the great thing is for him
to feel that there is still something to be done
to ensure the success of " King Saul."

Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch gave his third con-
cert on Tuesday evening, this time at the
small Queen's Hall. The programme com-
menced with an interesting Sonata for violin

and harpsichord by Job. Jakob Walter. The

work was published in 1688. Perhaps one day
Mr. Dolmetsch will let us hear one of that com-
poser's "Scherzi" with lute acconipaniment,
which were printed at Prague in 1676. Then
came a Sonata by Teleman, also one by Handel
for flute, violin, violoncello, and harpsichord.

The slow movement of the latter work is delight-

ful, but the rest of the music is in what may
be called Handel's everyday style. Bach's
" Fantasia Chromatica " was played by Mr.
Dolmetsch on a clavichord, an instrument
which the composer is said to have preferred to

the pianoforte. It was undoubtedly an inter-

esting performance, but the tone of the instru-

ment is far too weak for a concert-room. Mr.
J. A. FuUer-Maitland gave an intelligent and
skilful rendering of Bach's Toccata in O
majoronafine harpsichord. The concert con-
cluded with the same master's " Cantate
Burlesque," or Peasant's Cantata. It would be
difiicult to make some people believe that Bach
could write comic music. But this Cantata is

brimful of humour, and light as an Offenbach
operetta. In "Hansel und Gretel" melodies

of a thoroughly popular cast are combined
and developed with all the resources of

counterpoint : a happy mixture of nature and
art, the latter enhancing the former. And
Bach, the greatest master of counterpoint, wrote
his Cantata on similar lines and with similar

result. The words in Upper Saxon dialect

must have puzzled many of the audience ; an
English version ought to have been added.
The soli parts were well sung by Mrs.
Hutchinson and Mr. Douglas Powell. The
former was also heard in a lovely reposeful

Aria from one of Bach's sacred Cantatas. It

seemed almost a pity that the whole cf the

programme was not devoted to the Leipzig

Cantor. Bach, like Beethoven, has infinite

variety, and one can listen to him for a whole
evening without any feeling of monotony.

J. S. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.
We understand that Mr. Frederic H. Cowen's
new opera, "Harold," is now all but com-
pleted, and that it will be produced by Sir

Augustus Harris during the coming season.

The libretto is by Sir Edward Malet.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie gave a most
attractive lecture at the Royal Institution on
Saturday afternoon. His subject was Hum-
perdinck's opera, "Hiiasel und Gretel." It ia

always interesting to hear one composer express
opinions about the music of another ; and it!

was pleasant to hear Sir Alexander's frank re-

cognition of the sterling merit of his con-
temporary's work. We know from history that
some of even the greatest musicians were
neither just nor generous towards their fellow-
workers in the field of art. Our lecturer
referred to the " Dream Poem " of Hauptmann,
which commenced its successful career on the
continent about the same time as Humper-
dinck's opera. His reference to a peculiar
feature of that poem, and one likely to pre-
judice an English audience, was, we venture to
think, unwise. It is not our province here to
criticise Hauptmann's remarkable poem, but
we think that those who have read it will agree
with us that a brief summary of its contents
gives one a false idea of it. We wish Sir

Alexander had told us sometbirg about the
incidental music which is used abroad. It is a
poem which yearns for music, and if the latter

be good we feel sure that it must heighten tbo
general effect.
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ftod PubUsbtng D<*partment4 conducted.

Ttlephoac 2799. Telegraph, *' Afrlcaoiim, LoBdoa."

TfOREST GATE SCHOOL DISTRICT.

The Managers of the above district hereby give notice that they are

Xrt-parwl to rercive APPLICATIONS for the nndormentioned
PPOINTMENTS:-

MATRON of Uie SCHOOLS.
Sitl.tvy jCSO per annum iu a<lditloi) to boanl. tmlgtng, and waahing,

and an allowance of £« per nnnum in lieu of U-er.

The ap)M)ii)tnient witl Ih; Kubji<et to the approval of the Itocal

Goremm«^'nt llotid. and candiiUt<-B muKt liave had a full course of

training in a seneial hospital or intlimary. uiid exnerieuce In duties of
a simitar nature to those of the office now in riucstlon.

ASSI.STANT MATRON.
Salary £40 i^r annum, in addition to htani, lodging, and washing,

and an allowance of 14 4s. per annum in lieu o( beer.

The appr.iiitment will be subject to the approval of the Local
Government Board, and preference will be given to candidates who
hold a certificate for nursing. _

^

Printe«l forms upon wliioh applications mn-t be made, can Ih- ob-

tainetl of me, or at my office, or by forwartiin.f a foolscap cnvfloi>e,

stam|)ed and dir^ted, not later than Monday, ilie SSth of FelTuary.
Applications, accompanittil with copies of t>'Ktimontal<i of recent

daU", must Iw delivered to mc. at iny office, n'lt Inter than Wcdnewiay,
the .'7th of Febnmry, and candidates will be r. "luirwl to attend at the
Forest (Jatc District Schools. Forest Uinc, Stniir-ird. E., on Tliursday,
the ssih of February, at 4 o'clock in the aft«mo..n.

G. Herbeht Lorou, C1*t1c to tlie Managers.
Forest Gate School District Office, 4.'>, Upper North Street,

Poplar, K.. 16th February. IWS. ^
u NIVERSITY of WALE I

Th.^ Cniversity Court will shortly appoint MATRICULATION
E.XaMINEKS. as follows -
TWO in E.MILISII LANGUAGE and Ihe HISTORV of ENGLAND

and WALES.
TWO in LATIN.
TWO iu .MATHEMATICS.
ONE ill lach of the folloKinit:-OREEK, WELSn. FRENCH,

(lEKSIAN. DVNA.MICS, CllEMISTRT, BOTANY.
Partictilars will he furnished by the Reqistrah o( tlu- University

caro of ilcMn. fiiithtuU i Owen, 1 1, Victoria .direct, L ind.iii, .I.W , to

whomapplicatlons must be sent on or bcfore^larclil'-Jud.

U"NIVERSITY COLLEGE of SOUTH
M'ALES and MONMOUTHSHIRE, CARDIFF.

Applications are invite<l for the post of REGISTRAR. Hilary i-^w.

Ap^liuatious and testimonials should »« sent in on or before .Match

14tli,181t5, to tliu underBigned, from whom further iufonnatiou maybe
obtain^. I*oB Jamss, Registrar.

University College, Cardiff.
February 13th. lH9i?.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT
BRIT.\IN, Albemarle Street, Pictadllly, W.

SATURDAY NEXT (MincH 2), at 3 o'clock—The Right Hon. LORD
RAYLEICH. M A., D.C.L., LL.D.. F.R.S, Professor of Natural
Philosophy R I.-FIRST of SIX LECTURES on ." WAVES and
VI BRATIONS " Oue Guinea the Course.

THURSDAY (SIa«cii 71. at 3 o'cloeV-SAMUEL RAWSON
GARDINER, Ew. , M.A., 1L.I).—EIHST of THREE LECTURES on
"TllliEE PERIODS of SEVENTEENTH CENTURY HISTORY."
1 The SLu;ut Monarchy. 2. The Commonwealth. 3. The Restoration.
Ilalf-a.Guinea the Course.

Subscription to all the Courses in the Season, Two Guineas.

P^P INGHAM SCHOOL.—
An EX \MINATIOX will take place at UindnRham on the 3rd,

4th, and 5th of April, 1895, for SIX OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS, two of

£70 pirr annum, two of £'»(' |>er annum, two of £;to j)er annum, each
teuaule at the School. Candidates entertained free of charge if appli-

cation Imj made by 15th March. i eit5.

u

tTLTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
Hi THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.
TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (£10 to £20) on

APRIL 8th. »th, and loth.—Apply to the Hkvu Master.

CATALOGUES
I70REIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
M. promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

DULAU * CO., 87, Bono SqOARl.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRIGEST

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FRKDERICK STRKKT. KDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STRKE^ O.XFORD.

CATALOaUES post frer m application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOREION BOOKSELLER,

45, GREAT RUSSELL STRKET
(Opposito the British Museum),

Sopplies all Foeeiox Books and Periodic.ii.s at the n-.ost

moderate prices.

Catalogues on application.

OOKS^PORTRAITS—CATALOGUE
of B<^tleri'laBS SECOND-HAND BOOKS and EN3RAVED

BRITISH PORTRAITS free to Collccton.

Specialities ; Americana - Antii|uarian — .Justrnliiina — Dramatic-
Early Printed— First Editions of Ancient and .Modern Writers, Lruitt-

stiank, Uceh, Kowlandsou, Bewicli, 4c.-Best Library Ediliuns iiud

HaluUomely-Iloiilid Books. ,,,,,., , , ,„
)l AGos Kaos., Uookscllers, l.".a, Cimrch Street, P.uldington. I. imlon

, W.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

p P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
^J^ ' and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Slrctt, New
YorK.aud BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire tocall the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the e.\cellent facilities

presented by their Branch Hoojo In London for fllliiig, on the most

fivourable terras, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA.
TIONS, and tor ALL AMERICAN BOOKS aod PERIODICALS —
CATAIjOGU ES sent on applioatioD.

The Aatotype Company, London,

Renowned for tho excellence of its j)roccsf of high-class

BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
Ailoptod by the Trtistees of the British Museum, tlie

Learnol S.icietie", and the leading Fublishers. For
Bpeciiucii5, pri:e», &c., apply to the Masageb.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The Autotype process a<lapled to ]'h<ik))jraphic Engravinff

on copper. Copies of Palntlnijs by F. Brangwyn, H. Drai«r,
E. DnuRlasi Rolman Hunt, V. Uoe. Herbert Schmalz, Ilaiitb

Wood, *c.; of Portraits by Sir John Millais, B.A. ; Hon.
Jnn. Collier; Sir Goo. Rciii, P.R.8.A. j Holl, B.A. ; Oulesg,
R A. ; Pettie, R. A. j Prinsop, R.A. ; also examples of Auto-
Gravnre Reproductions of Ihotosraphs from Art Objeots
and from Nature can be teen at the Autotype Gallery.

.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
7«, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

is renoarlcnblc for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitaf^, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, includini;

II.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily hwked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.
Send for the now Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE : a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPB FINE ART CATALOGUE, 188 pp ,

free, i)er post, for Sixpence.

M
THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

ESSRS. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO!,
ART BEPBODTJCEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C
Are toe sole represeutatWes iu Great Britain of

IIERR IIANFSTAENGL. of Munich,

the well-known Artist in PHOTOORAVUBE, now patronised by tha
leading I,oudoo Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im.'
portant I'lales always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUM.MOND SCO. supply Ihi. cheapest and best Procesies

in the market, which are specially adapted to meet tho wants of
AntiquarMns, Archieologists, and those engaged in theinrestiBation
and publication of Parochial and Diooesan Records.

.I.e. DRUMMOND 4 CO. inrite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mecbanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works oj Art, Original 31SS., Designtt

Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Vievis, Book fllustratit-nst

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, d:c.,&c,,ata moderateecst

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offices: 14. IIENnil^TTA STREET. COVENT GARDEH LONtlOV

KOYAL ACADEMY of ARTS —
NOTICE to .ARTISTS. - The DAYS for BECEIVINO

PAINTINGS. DRAWINGS, 4c., are FRIDAY, SATURHAV, and
MONDAY, March 29, 30. and April 1; and for SCULPTURE,
TUESDAY, April 2nd. Fonnsaud Lauels can be obtained from tha
Academy during the month of March on receipt of stamp and directad
envelope

. l

ITISH MUSEUM.gR
The REAUINd H005IS will be CLOdKD from FREDAT,

March Ut, to TUESI'AV, Maiccu 5t», inclusive.

E. MAi'?inK TnoMr-WN,
I'rineipal liibrarian and SecretatT-

Itritish Museum, l&th Februarj-, I89.V

TYPE-WRITINQ.
AUTHOES, PUBLISnERS, &c.-

Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
typ'wriltwn by Rat.sk & Co., Ettingham Hous«, Arundel Street,

Strand. W.C. IVivato room for dictation. Highest refereooes.

Translations. ,

M'ill shortly api>car.

THE HUMAN EPIC. By J. F. Row-
-L IJoTIIAM. Tlie Epic I'ocm of Ilumaniiv. n^ Subeoilbets'

names to J. P. RowHorn AM, W illingV, liW, I'iocadiUy. \V.

BSTV^I.ISHED 1861.

BI R K B :: K BANK,
Southampton BuiidtngS, Chancery Lane. Irf>ndou

T\VO-AM>-A-IIALFperOiiNT. IN CEBBSr allowed on DBPOSlTl
rai>.iTat>1o on demand. _ _
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimam

monthly luilancen. when not drawn Wtow jEHW.

STOCKS. SHARKS, and ANNUITILS purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For thcencouraRcmeut of Thrift the Bank recci%-f8 small sumsOll

deposit, and allows Intercut monthly on each completed £1

BIllKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOB TWO ouijrrAS rKB uo:<TU.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LA.ND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR nVE SMll.LlItOS rsR moktu.

Tha BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, poitfres
FliANCIS KAVENSCBOFT, Mansgu.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

J. B. UPPINCOTT COMPANY.

HENRY of NAVARRE and the
RELIGIOUS WARS. By EDWARD T. BLAIR.
A quarto volume of 300 pages, beaulifuliy ptin'ed

on tine paper, with 60 Illustrations ia the Text,

and 4 Full-Page Photogravun s, bound in cloth

ex'ra gilt top, £1 Is.

The MARQUIS de la FAYETTE
in the AMEECCAN EEVOLUTIOX. With souie

Account of the Attitude of France toward the

Wbt of Ii.dependetce. By CHARLEMAGNE
TOWER, Jun., LL D. With 2 Portraits and 10

2 ToI»., royal 8vo, cloth, gilt top, £2 2j.

MESSRS. LONGMANS & CO.'S

LIS T.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

IN the GARDEN, and other
Pcems. By EMILY ELIZABETH VBEDER,
Author of " Hfr Brother Donnard.' 12mo, cl .ih

extra, gilt fop, 5?.

SOLAR ENERGY, The SOURCE
»Bd MODE cf, throoBhont the UNIVERSE.
By J. W. BEYSINGER, M.A., M.D. With
numerous Illubtrations. Post Sv-u, cloth, lOi*. 6J.

ASEPTIC SURGICAL TECH-
XIQUE, with tepeci"! reftreice to Gynaecological

Oiierations. By HUNTER ROBB, M.D. Illu--

trated. Post 8vo, dob, 10 . Gd.

APPENDICITIS, A TREATISE

NEW BOOK BY TIIK BTatlT TtON. A. J. CVLFOUR.

The FOUNDA LIONS of BE-
LIEF: beinj; NoIm Introductory to the fitudv of Theo-
logy. By the Right Hon. ARTHUR J. BALFOUR,
M.P. Second Edition. 8vo, 12d. 6d.

"This book, modestly firmed ' Notes/ is one of the chie_

contributions to philosophy made for many years in Eng'
laud."— jfVwe*.

PERSECUTION and TOLER-
ANCE : being the Huls an Lectures preached before the
University of Cambridge iu 1893-4. ByM.CRBIGHTON,
D.D., Lord Bishop of Peterborough. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

NEW BOOK BY THE LATE G. J. ROMANES.

THOUGHTS on RELIGION. By
the late GEORGE J. ROMANES, Author of " Darwin
and after Darwin," *c. Edited, with a Preface, by
CHARLES GORE, M.A., Canon of Westminster. Crown
8to, 4 s. 6d.

The HISTORY of the P:NGLISH
CaURCHand PEOPLE in SOUTH AFRICA. By A.
THEODORE WIRCMAN, B D., D.O.L., late Scholar of

S. Mary Magdnlenc ("o.lege, Cambridge, Vice-Provoet
of S. Mary's C.^llegi.ate Cliurch, Poit Bl-zal)eth, South
Africa. Crown 870, 3f. 6d.

JAPHET in SEARCH of a
FATHER. Ily C.iptnin MARRYAT. lUufctrated by
Henry M. Brock. With an Introduction by David
Hannaj, Crown 8vo, 3s. tid.

[Illtstrated Standard Novels,

SELECTIONS from the
WRITINGS of THOREAU. Edited by H. ,'?. SALT.
Globe 8vo, 5s. [EvERBi.p,r Sebies.

WESTMINiTEIl GAZETTE.-" K careful and typical
selection from tlie writings of the Hermit of Waldcn, by one
eminently fitted for the tusk. Mr. Salt also contributes an
interesting introdurt on, and there is, as a frontispiece, an
excellent portrnit of Thoreau. The volume forms one of
the attractive * Eversley Series.* "

on. By GEORGE K. FOWLEK, M D.
numerous Illustrations, some C.>lourtd.

cloth, 10s. 6d.

With
870,

FUBllO SGBOOL TEXT-BOOKS OF
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.

Edited by the Hev. EDWARD L. CUTTS, D.D.

HISTORY of the CHURCH of

SELECT CHAPTERS and PAS-
SAGES from the WEALTH of NATIONS of ADAM
SMfTH, \^^<S. Globe 8vo, 38. net.

[EcoKOMic Classics.

THE FIRST SIX CHAPTERS
of the PRINCIPLES of POLITICAL ECONOMY and
TAXATION of DAVID RICARDO, 1317. Globe 8vo,

33.net. [Economic Classics.

THE AMERICAN COMMON-
WEALTH. By the Right Uou. JAMES BRYCE, M.P.

In 2 vols. Vol. II. Third Edition. Completely

Revised throughout, with Additional Chapters. Extra

crown 8vo, 128. 6d. (Vol. I., extra crown 8vo, 12s. ed.)

ENGLAND. By the Rev. EDWARD L. CUTTS, D.D.,

Editor of the Stries. Fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

10, Hentietts Street, Covent Garden, London ; and

715, Maiket Street, Fi.i]ad«lpbi >, US A.

BLACKIE 8c SON'S NEW BOOKS.
Crown 8vo, clotli, fis.

AFTER FIVE YEARS in INDIA;
Or, Life and Work in a Punjaub District. By ANNE
C. WILSON, Author of " Life of Savonarola," " Forty
Scenes from English History," &c. With numerous
Hlostrations.

"A pleasant and lively sketch of daily life in an outlying
Indian, statiou in the Pimjaub, to which are added chapters
derived from authentic sources, public and private, on the
English pyftem of adrr.inistratiou and on education in India
as viewed from an P^nglibh and from a native point of

view."— yVw^'5.

Crown Hvo, cloth, 6e.

FROM the CLYDE to the JORDAN

:

Narrative of a Bicycle Journey. By HUGH CALLAN,
M.A. With 30 Illustrations.

"Mr. Hugh Callan has written a narrative of really

interesting travel, in which he gives glimpses of Eastern
life Hucli ns can only be conveyed by one who has pene-
trated to tbe remotest parts."— /'«/; 3IhII Coz-tte.

Crown fsvo, clolh, 28. Gd.

THE PRACTICAL ELOCUTIONIST.
By JOHN FORSYTH. Containing interesting lessons
on the theory and practice of Elocution, Gesture, 4c.
Wilh new Ilccitationw.

Crown Svn, clotli, Uii.

AN. ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK of
ANATOMY. For Junior Medical Students and for

Nurses in Training. By HENRY EDWARD CLARK,
M.B.C.S., Editor of Wilson's "Anatomist's Vade-
HecQiD,*' &c., &c. With numerous Illustrations.

Part I., crown 8vo, cloth, 2p. fid.

A NEV/ ARITHMETIC. With
nuroorons Exnuiplcs and Flxcrci.'ies, By A. V.. LAYNG,
M.A., Head Mdf^ur of Strifford Gramninr School, for-

merly Scholar or Sidney Sussex College, Citmbridgo;
Editor of *Lf!,^ng*B Euclid." In Two Vurts. Part I.,

now ready. TIjc Exercises, separately, Is.

THE
STUDENT'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY

Lilerarv, Hrifiitifir, Etymoloijical, and Pronouncing.
By JOHN CGILVIE, LL.D. New Edition. Thoroughly
Revised ami greatly augmented. Edited by CHARLES
ANNANDALK, M.A., LL.D., Editor of the new edition
of "The Imperial Dictionary." Wilh estrii'ive ar,d

useful Appendices.
Illustrated by nearly HW Wood Engravir.gs. Largo fcap. 4to,

872 r>ageB, cloth, red edges, 7s. 6d. ; half-Pereian, ICs, 6d. ;

lialt- morocco, 128. tid.

London : BLACKJE & SON, Limited, Old BaUey.

A HISTORY of SPAIN, from the
Earliest Times to tte Death of Ferdinand the Catholic.

By ULICK RALPH BURKE, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 32s.

The DEFENCE of PLEVNA,
1877. Written by One who Took Part in it. By
WILLIAM V. HERBERT. With Portrait of Osman
Pasha, 8 Coloured Foldin>^-out Maps, and 3 Maps in the

Text. 8vo, IPs.

*' Mr. Herbert has matle a very important contribution to

recent military history. His narrative of the life in

Osman's army in full of brightness and interest."

Mb. AKCHiB.M.n Fokbbs in the DaiVy Neios.

A BOOK of SONG.
STURGIS. Crown 8vo, 5s.

" Mr. Sturgis has often shown in prose that ho can write

charmingly; he has shown the same hero in verse."
Times.

The ELEMENTS of PATHO-
LOGICAL HISTOLOGY, with Sp cial i;eference to

Practical Methods. ByDr. ANTON WEtCHSELBADM,
Professor of PatlioloRy in the University of Vienna.
Translated by W. R. DAWSON, M.D. (Dub.). Demon-
strator of Pathology in ihe Royal College of Surgeons,
Ireland, late Medical Travelling Prizeman of Dublin
University, .to. With 221 Figures, partly in Colours, a
Chromo-lithographic Plate, and 7 Photographic Plates.

Royal evo, 2l8. net.

THE STUDENTS GUIDE to
the BAP.. By W. W. ROUSE BALL. Sixth Edition,

Revised and 'Edited by JOHN P. BATE, of Lincoln's

Inn, Barrister-at-Law, Lecturer in Law at Trinitv Hall,

Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 2r. 6d. net.

KING ARTHUR. A Drama in
a Prologue and Four Acts. By J. COMYNS CiRR.
8vo, paper. Is. net j cloth, 2s. net.

" ESOLISH 3IEN OF hETTER^" SERIES /.V .V.i'^MlL-

LAN'S THREE-AND-SIXTEXNY LIBIt.Ut V. Vol. III.

By Prof Nichol.
BHELLSV. By J. A. SYMONDS. KEA.TS. By
SIDNEY COLVIN. Crown 8vo, 3s. BJ.

BYRON.

By Julian

Now ready, price Sixpence.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE.
MARCH.

An ARRANGED MARRIAGE. By Dorothea Gerard,
Author of "Lady Baby," *c. Chaps. 14-17.

ENGLISH SEAMEN in the SIXTEENTH CENTURY.
Lect. VIII. By J. A. Froiido.

TO an OLD VIOLIN. By Anihciiy C. Deane.

EVELYN MOORE'S POET. By Grant Allen.

A BALLAD of BODING. By May Kendall.

The ROMANCE of a STUART PRINCESS. By Mrs.
W. E. H. Lecky.

TRUFFLB-UUNTING in WILTSHIRE. By P. Anderson
Graham.

AT tae SIGN of the SHIP. By Andrew Long.

THE CHRONICLES of FROIS-
8.VRT. Translated by .JOHN BOKRCHrKIl, I/)rd

Berners. Eiited and reduced into One Vulume by
G. 0. MACAUL.4.Y", formerly Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. CrownSvo, 3s. 6d. [The Glodb LmsAsv.

THE AIMS oF LITERARY
STUDY. By HIRAM CORSON, LL.D., Professor of

English Literature in the Cornell University. Pot
8vo, 3s.

A COURSE of ELEMENTARY
PRACTICAL BACTERIOLOGY, includinj; BactPrio-

logical Analysis and Chemistry. By A. A. KANT-
HACK, M.D., M.R.C.P., and J. H. DRYSOALE, M.B„
M.R.C.P. down 8vo, 48. Cd.

THE PATHOLOGY of MIND:
a Study of its Dist^'inpers, Doformitii's, and Disorders,

By HESRY M.VUDSLEY, M.D. 8.0, 15s. net.

SOLUTIONS ofthe EXAMPLES
in HALL and KNIGHT'S ELEMENTARY TRIGO-
NOMETRY. By U. S. HALL, M.A. Crown 8vo, 83 6d.

LojBo:. : LONGMANS, GREEN, b CO.

New Y' rk ; is, Bast loth-street.

KEY to TODHDNTER and
HOGG'S PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. By J. 'lon.

HUNTER, Sc.D., F.R.S., late Honorary Follow of S'.

John's College, Cambridge, and B. W. HOGG, M.A.,

formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,
Assistant Mathematical Mnsler at Christ's Hoipital.

Crown Svo, lOs. Od.

SCHILLER.—DER NEFFE ALS
ONKEL. Tlic Noiihcw h'n own Uncle. Wilh Intro.

ductioM, Notes and Exercises by LOUIS DYF.li, M.A.,

Lecturer in Modern Languages at Balliol College,

Oxford. Pot Svo, 28. [FoREiGS School Cusaics.

MACMILL.\.N & CO., LOSDOX.
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^ SELECTION FROM

Bentley's Favourite Novels.

Bueh Work can bt had ttfaratsly, priet 6s.

Of »U Dootoellera in Town or Connter.

By ROSA N. CAREY.
UASIf- I.YNnilL-RST.
LOVKB OR FRIEND !

FOR I,irJA.8.

NELLI E'S MEMORIES.
BARBARA nEATHCOTE'S TRIAL.
HERIOT'S CHOICE.
NOT LIKE OTHER QIRL3.
ONLY THE GOVERNESS.
QUEEXIE'S wniM.
ROBERT ORD'S ATONEMENT.
U.NCLE MAX. I

WEE WIFIE.
WOOED AND MARRIED.
MARY ST. JOHN.

By MARIE GORELLI.
A ROM.VNCE OF TWO WORLDS.
VENDETTA. I THELMA.
ABDATH. I

WORMWOOD.
THB SOUL OF LILITH.

By RHODA BROUGHTON.
A BEGINNER.
MRS. BLIOH.
COMETH UP AS A FLOWER.
GOOD-BYE, SWEETHEART I

JOAN.
NANCY.
NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL.
RED AS A ROSE IS SHE.
SECOND THOUGHTS.
•' DOCTOR CX7PID."
BELINDA.
ALAS :

By MAARTEN MAARTENS.
'• GOD'S FOOL."
THE GREATER GLORY.
THE SIX OF JOOST AVELINGH.
AN OLD MAID'S LOVE.

By FLORENCE MONTGOMERY.
MISUNDERSTOOD.
THROWN TOGETHER.
SEAFORTH.

By W. E. NORRIS.
A BACHELOR'S BLUNDER.
MAJOR AND MINOR.
MISS SHAFTO.

I
THE ROGUE.

By JESSIE FOTHERGILL.
THE "FIRST VIOLIN.'
BORDERL^WfD.
KITH AND KIN.
FROM MOOR ISLES.

PROBATION.
ALDYTH.

By JANE AUSTEN.
[The only conqilcli: Editions of Miss Ansten's Works

ate Mesns. Bentle;'a.J
EMMA.
LADY SUSAN, AND THE WATSONS.
MANSFIELD PARK.
NORTHANGER ABBEY, AND PERSUASION.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
SENSE AND SENSIBILITY.

By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
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LITERATURE.
Socialism. By Eobert Flint. (Isbister.)

" Wjien^ Proudhon, on examinatioa before a
magistrate after the days of June in 1848, was
asked, 'What is Sjcialism r' he replied, 'Every
aspiration towards the amelioration of society.'
' In that cise,' said the magistrate, ' we are all

Socialists.' 'That is precisely what I think,'

said Proudhon " (Flint, p. 23).

Bat however agreed we may be about the

desirability of ameliorating society, we differ

widely about the proper means to be adopted

for that purpose ; and so, Proudhon not-

withstanding, the name Socialism has re-

mained limited to certain theories of social

organisation, more or less adverse to the

existence of private property. Prof. Flint

understands by it " any theory of social

organisation which sacrifices the legitimate

liberties of individuals to the will or
interests of the community " (p. 17). But
such a description—it does not pretend to

be a definition—might be applied to the
governmental theories of a Pericles or a
Napoleon, which never have been called

socialistic ; it is meant to include the system
of Augusta Comte, whose followers do not call

themselves Socialists ; it would be repudi-

ated by all who do call themselves Socialists,

and, to a person ignorant of the subject, it

would convey no notion whatsoever of their

teaching. In fact, it tells us little more
than that the author, when he calls a thing
Socialism, means to let us know that he
dislikes it. Among the many definitions

quoted by Prof. Flint, there is at least one
to which none of these objections applies
*' In the first place," says Laveleye, " every
socialistic doctrine aims at introducing

greater equality into social conditions
; and

secondly, it tries to realise these reforms by
the action of the law or the State " (quoted
on p. 27). In a word, compulsory equalisa-

tion of work and wealth : that is the formula
from which every attribute of Socialism,

economically or morally good or bad, can
be deduced as rigorously as the properties
of an ellipse from its equation. And, in

fact, this is the system, known also as
Collectivism, which Prof. Flint has set him-
self to overthrow.

In the history of Socialism one name
overshadows every other. The system owes
its present world-wide diffusion to Karl
Marx; and Prof. Flint has devoted the
most valuable sections of his work to a
detailed exposition and refutation of Marx's
principles. Here I am in entire agreement
with the author, and have nothing but
praise for the wide reading, close reasoning,
and epigrammatic skill that he displays.
But Marx has stood a good deal of logical

refutation, and will probably stand a good

deal more, without losing in the estimation

of his followers ; nor does it seem that his

last assailant has added anything to the

purely economic case against Collectivism.

It was not to gain a cheap and sterile victory

in this field that the Edinburgh Professor of

Divinity temporarily laid aside his great

work on the Philosophy of History. Eather
must we suppose that the interests of

religion, real or fancied, urged him into the

fray. A^; any rate, in the latter half of the

volume, religious and so-called moral con-

siderations reign supreme. It seems to me
that in this direction the author's work is

not worthy of his great reputation, and that

it is more likely to hinder than to help the

cause of sound economic order and progress.

For weak arguments, so far from adding to

the force of strong arguments, greatly detract

from it : unscrupulous opponents fasten on
them by preference ; and wavering by-

standers conclude that a cause must be bad
indeed when recourse is had to such means
in its defence.

Prof. Flint studies the relation of Socialism

to morality before entering on its relation

to religion ; but for present purposes it will

be convenient to reverse the order. Religion

he of course identifies with Christianity.

Between this and Socialism there need not,

he admits, be any necessary antagonism :

" Christianity is not dependent on any form of

social polity or organisation. ... So far as

Socialism confines itself to proposals of an
exclusively economic and political character,

Christianity has no direct concern with it. . . .

Whether land is to bo owned by . . . everyone
or only by the State ; whether industry is to

be entirely under the direction of Government
... or left to private enterprise ; . . . whether
wealth is to be equally or unequa'.ly distributed,

are not in themselves questions of moment to

the Christian life" (pp. 451-453).

Nothing could be clearer or better. Never-
theless, the author subsequently proceeds

to draw out a series of antitheses between

the two systems

:

" First, Socialism is antagonistic to Christianity

in so far as it rests on, or allies itself with.

Atheism or Materialism. It does so to a very
large extent. . . . Secondly, . . . inasmuch as

it assumes that man's chief end is merely a
happy soc'al life on earth. . . . Thirdly . . .

inasmuch as it attaches more importance to the

condition of men than to their character, . . .

Fourthly ... in so far as it does injustice to

the rights of individuality. ... I might pro-

ceed," adds Prof. Flint, " to mention other

respects in which genuine Socialism and genuine
Christianity are more or less opposed" (pp.
4G0-4G7).

And indeed anyone who chose might fill u

volume with such irrelevant trifling. But
we have only to substitute for the mytho-

logical personification " Socialism " the more
accurate, if prosaic and uninteresting, term

"some Socialists," and the whole elaborate

array of antitheses dissolves into mist.

Unless Prof. Flint is prepared to set his

religion at loggerheads with every beneficent

Abolitionism often went hand in hand with
free-thought and free-love. Is it well that
such a parallel should be suggested (o the
Socialists of our day ?

It is perfectly easy to understand why
Socialism should at first in the majority of
cases, or even in all cases, bo allied with an
anti-Christian philosophy. The same open-
ness of mind, or if you Uke so to call it, the
same recklessness and eccentricity, that
leads some persons to break with estab-

lished beliefs leads them also to break
with established institutions, to fancy that
because they are old they must be bad.
Thus, even if all Socialists were atheists and
materialists, there would be nothing sur-

prising in such a combination of heresies,

nor more than a slight presumption that

the companionship was not merely acci-

dental and temporary. But this, if it was
ever true, is now no longer true. As Prof.

Flint himself tells us, "There are among
thorough-going Socialists some Anglican
High Churchmen and a still greater number
of zealous members of the Eoman Catholic

Church." And although he adds that
" such Socialists are comparatively few,

compose no homogeneous body, and
possess little influence : it is enough to

note that they exist " (p. 370), one may
venture to differ very strongly from
the last observation. One may even doubt
whether Prof. Flint himself can regard the

appearance of such books as Stephen Remarx
and The New Party with unruffled com-
posure : whether his object is not rather to

stem a current that is sweeping the churches

themselves onwards over the prec'pice of

Collectivism.

I agree with Prof. Flint in thinking that

Socialism is necessarily antagonistic to in-

dividual liberty. But this is not a quarrel

in which religion as such seems to be
specially interested. To call even " an
entire subjection of individual wills to social

authority " " wholly at variance with a
Christian conception of the nature, dignity,

and duty of man " (p. 459), is to ignore the

fact that, to say nothing of slavery, the
profession and practice of Christianity have
always been considered perfectly compatible

with military service. Yet the discipline of

Socialism could not be sterner than the

discipline of an army ; its soldiers would at

least have a voice in the selection of their

chiefs and in the direction of their combined
efforts; nor would they run the risk of

hiving to join in the destruction of life and
property on behalf of an unjust cause.

Apart from religion. Prof. Flint re-

proaches Socialism with " basing its moral
doctrine on altruistic hedonism " (p. 372).

This, of course, will not condemn it in

the eyes of Utilitarians. But there is no
necessary connexion between the two
systems. Plato and Fichte were anti-

hedonists and Socialists ; Mr. Spencer is a

hedonist and an anti-Socialist. Nor is it

movement of modern times, he should beware true to say that Socialism as such " aEcribes

of such compromising sophistry ; for what
good cause is there that some persons, not

Christians, have not advocated, and in

advocating have not endeavoured to use as

weapons for destroying Christianity? When
slavery still existed, its partisans were not

slow to point out—what was true—that

to the conduct and habits of individuals no

moral character in themselves . . . sees

in the personal virtues no intrinsic value,

but only such value as they may have when
they happen to be advantageous to the

community " (p. 371). Individual Socialists

may or may not hold such opinions : in this
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respect, at least, the members of a coUec-
tirist community would be left free to
chooee. If it can be shown that purity,

temperance, courage, gentleness, and
patience have any intrinsic merit apart
from their effect on our fellow creatures,
then they will preserve that quality through
all possible transformations of society. It

might even be contended that, in the absence
of a field for beneficence, they would become
the only virtues recognised.

Prof. Flint nowhere defines the limits
within which social authority may legiti-

mately be exercised over individuals; nor
perhaps does he believe that those limits
can be defined. But he decidedly rejects
individualism in the Spencerian sense,
though not apparently as the result of a
very careful examination into its meaning.
Discussing the formula, " The liberty of
each, limited alone by the like liberty of
all," he asks "Like to what?" and can
find only two answers: "That each in-
dividual may do to any other what he
pleases, provided all other individuals may
do to him what they please "—which means
absolute anarchy—or that " the liberty of
each and all should be limited by a like
law "—which leaves room for a great variety
of constitutions (p. 68). But neither of
these is Mr. Spencer's solution, as Prof.
Flint ought to know. A study of that
philosopher's Ethics might also have pre-
vented him from quoting without a reference
as " the advice of Mr. Herbert Spencer "—
" Do nothing : leave ' good-for-nothings ' to
perish" (p. 298). In the Principles of
Ethics I find such a course pronounced " im-
practicable with our present sentiments

"

(Vol. ii. p. 393). Again, to quote as an
"individualistic error," the thesis that
"social environment has no influence, or but
slight influence on individual character," is,

in the absence of more specific reference,
quite unwarrantable. The most illustrious
of living individualists teaches the exact
contrary.

These are points on which Prof. Flint can
hardly be expected to change his opinion.
But I may be permitted to note as subjects
for correction in a future edition, two minor
errors. On page 33, "Phileas of Chalcedon"
is mentioned as having framed a Utopia
" about six centuries before Christ." The
name of Phileas is unknown to Greek
philosophy

; nor could anyone have possibly
constructed a socialistic ideal at the time
mentioned. The writer meant is probably
a certain Phaleas, who seems to have been
a contemporary of Socrates. On page 262
we are told that

"were the people of France grouped into,
households of four individuals each, and the
whole annual income of Prance equally ap-
portioned among them, each of these house-
holds, it has b3en calculated, would only
receive three francs a day."

The population of France being thirty-
eight millions, her whole annual income
would amount, if this statement were true,
to about ten and a half milliards. But the
lowest estimate gives it as twenty milliards;
80 that each group would receive nearly six
franca a day, at the very least.

Alfeed W. Benn,

The English Novel. By Walter Raleigh.
(John Murray.)

Bark critical acuteness, informed by wide
reading, and illumined by wit : these are not
precisely the qualities which we are accus-
tomed to expect in an Extension manual.
Yet they have all gone, in bounteous measure,
to the making of the little book before us.
Prof. Raleigh has grappled with a hydra,
and has overthrown it. To unravel the
intricate pedigree of the modern novel ; to
track its descent from the obscure origints
of fabliau and novslla to the full-blown
glories of the Wizard of the North ; to dis-
tinguish the warring strains of heredity in
its composition, the successive infusions
thereto, of the blue blood of romance, or the
paler ichor of realism : it is a difiicult, and
in many ways a thankless, task. Prof.
Raleigh appears to have brought to it

an inexhaustible appetite for all qualities
of fiction : he is at home with Mrs.
Radcliffe and Mrs. Aphra Behn ; the
wreckage of the libraries, from Le Grand
Cyrus to The Adventures of Cherubina is
familiar to him; he has mastered the in-
numerable involutions of Roger Boyle's
Parthenissa, and has found " the lowest
depth to which English romance-writing
sank" in the "polysyllabic abstractions"
of the Bentivolio and Urania of Nathaniel
Ingelo, D D. Nor in all this slippery chaos
of protoplasmic forms of life does he at any
time appear to miss his critical balance.
There are primitive organisms which are
merely exhausted and degenerate ; there are
others which at least contain the " promise
and potency" of a new life; and between
these he is never at a loss to distinguish

;

nor, when he happens to stumble up against
a masterpiece, does he ever fail to recognise
it, or to set forth in clear and precise terms
exactly what are the qualities which make
it such. It is, perhaps, this facility in
hitting off with a few happy phrases the
leading characteristics of a book or a writer
which gives Prof. Raleigh's work its especial
charm and value. He has both metaphor
and epigram at his command

; and he uses
them both, as in such a volume they should
be used, not to afford rhetorical ornament,
but solely to make his criticism vivid and
niemorable. Let me put together some of
his chief felicities. Of the Gesta Romanorum,
he says

:

"In this work, allegory, which flourished all
through the middle ages like some deadly
carmvorons plant, entrapping all bright care-
less forms of life, and converting them to
nutriment for its own vegetable substance,
appropriated to itself the most volatile of the
jests and anecdotes of mediaeval society."

Of Bon Quixote

:

"The romances of chivalry were doomed
from the very beginning of the new movement,
and the greatness of Cervantes' achievement is
not that he killed a dying man by ridicule.
Rather, he found the romances rapidly passing
away, and, loving them, put forth his hand
^l^'t'".**™® *° 8*^® *8 much of the perishable
stuff of which they were composed as he could
put to new and lasting uses."

Of the scurrilous imitators of Fielding and
Smollett :

"The personal intention, when it is allowed
to predominate, is the death of art in fiction.

To compare the method of some of these minor
writers to the photographic art would be to
couiphment it unduly, for the camera ia used
by them in the servicp, not of art, but of police.
The imaginative structure is the most oarolesa
and insignificant part of their work : it is no
pilaoe of Romance, no guildhall of Comedy,
that Ihey seek to erect, but a hasty, low
earthwork, behind which they may lie on their
belhes and shoot at their enemies."

It is almost impossible to give any
adequate idea of such work as Prof.
Raleigh's by means of " elegant extracts " ';

but I may be allowed to conclude this little
selection with what seems to me to bo a
remarkably fine bit of criticism upon a
noticeable feature of Jane Austen's novels :

"By the most delicate of irony she allows the
opinions and feelings of her characters to
colour her own matter-of-fact narration. ' There
certainly are not so many men of large fortune
in the world as there are pretty women to
deserve them,' she remarks, on the first page of
Mamfidd Park. Stupid readers, who ought to
Jj3 m her books instead of outside them and
trying to read them, agree with her; good
serious critics, on the trail of fine sentiments,
exclaim in sorrow that she says a hundred
things like this. But she is thinking of the
matrimonial prospects of the three Misses
Ward, and putting herself at the point of view
of the family, with a certain subtle literary
politeness that is charm itself. Her own views
on the subject of marriage she does not trouble
to explain."

I need hardly say that Prof. Raleigh does
not begin the history of the English novel
with Fielding. He recognises that the later
forms of prose narrative have been evolved
by slow degrees out of the earlier ones, and
that to begin from any point in this evolu-
tion, except at the beginning of it, would
be, to say the very least, arbitrary. He
has admirable chapters on the translated
romances of the early sixteenth century, on
the writers of Elizabethan fiction, on the
decay of romance in the seventeenth century.
Nor is he blind to the fact that, in consider-
ing the development of the novel, account
must be taken from time to time of writers
who were not novelists. Chaucer wrote in
verse

; none the less he is the first of English
story-tellers, and Prof. Raleigh is right to
analyse some of the leading features of his
unexampled method. In the same way he
calls attention to various forms of literature
which border upon fiction but are not
quite it. Mr. Aitken's discovery that
Dofoe's Apparition of One Mrs. Feal
was not, as has been usually supposed,
a work of pure imagination, came too
late for Prof. Raleigh to utilise it. But
there are the autobiographical pamphlets
of Robert Greene, the "characters" of Sir
Thomaa Overbury, and countless others, the
diaries of Evelyn and Pepys, the essays of
Addison and Steele, the religious allegories
of Bunyan

; and to all these he points as
having had their share in determining the
lines upon which fiction was to be built, as
strands woven into the fine web of the
English novel. One point I think he might
perhaps have laboured a little more, the
way in which the novel has become
the direct inheritor of the Elizabethan
drama : taking its place and carrying on ita
work, mainly in virtue of altered social
conditions, of the growth of printing, of the

I
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improvement of communication, of the

gradual process by which the circle of those
who care for literature has come to include

the whole country, and not merely a single

city grouped around its theatres. But, it

one must criticise, perhaps Prof. Ealeigh is

not quite so successful in the architectonic

structure of his book as in the elabora-

tion of its several parts. He defines

his aim, in the Preface, as " critical

and historical, to furnish studies of the
work of the chief English novelists

before Scott, connected by certain general
lines of reasoning and speculation on the

nature and development of the novel."

"Well, Prof. Raleigh's "studies" could
hardly be improved upon; if his "general
lines of reasoning and speculation " appear
to at least one reader to be less firmly con-

ceived and maintained, that is largely due
to the inherent difficulties of the subject.

The novel is an immensely complex, a chaotic

thing : the very type of an indefinite, as
the sonnet is of a rigid, literary form. Still

the fact remains that what should have been
the main thread of Prof. Ealeigh's dis-

course, the account of the lines on which
the various forms of narrative grew out of

and replaced each other, as the successive

forces and influences came into play, does
appear to me, especially in the earlier

chapters, a little hazy. He gives us a series

of brilliant descriptions and criticisms, and
sometimes these obscure the framework of

theory which should connect them. A certaia

argumentative incoherence has something
to say to this. Take the following para-
graph :

"The most notable of the Elizeibethan writers
of fiction were not imitators of Lyly. With
the success of Eiiphues the day of the novel was
fully come; and Brian Melbancke, John Dicken-
son, Barnabie Bich, and many others, told their

tales, and followed their progenitor to the cell

of oblivion whither he retired. Of Greene and
Lodge some few more words are necessary,
while Nash and Sir Philip Sidney claim places
by the side of Lyly as innovators in the art of
prose fiction, and foreshadowers of later schools
of romances."

I do not think that an ignorant reader

—

and an Extension student is generally pretty
ignorant—would easily grasp the logical

connexion of these sentences. Surely he
Tould be justified in assuming that the
whole passage was an expansion of the
opening statement ; and surely he could
never be expected to know, from the way in
which it is put, which of the writers
named Prof. Ealeigh meant him to take as
" imitators of Lyly," and which as " notable
writers of fiction." I certainly do not
know myself. This, however, I do know :

that, in spite of any shortcomings, I have
rarely read a fresher or more stimulating
book of its kind than this of Prof. Raleigh's.

Edmund K. Chambers.

"EuLEKS OF India."—John Rusiell Colvin.

Sir Auckland Colvin. (Oxford : Clarendon
Press.)

Viceroys of India, Sir Auckland Colvin
would have us think, are ephemeral beings,
who quickly pass away and are gone.
"Scarcely has one had time to look round
his camping ground before bis successor's

tents are approaching." 'Tis but a tent,

as Fitzgerald makes Omar Khayyam say;
but the dark feraali must remain to strike

and prepare it for another guest ; and
there remains, too, the little band of " unre-
membered workers "—lieutenant-governors
and councillors, secretaries and magistrates
—who will stay till their service is accom-
plished, and they can "plod to their

homes in obscurity." In common justice,

therefore, Sir AV. Hunter's series of
" Rulers of India " includes provincial
chiefs as well as Governors-General ; and
there were special reasons why John
Colvin should not be overlooked. History
has not dealt fairly with him. Even
in a previous volume of the present series

his acts have been misconstrued and his

character wrongly drawn. And, while ful-

filling a pious duty, his son is also able to

correct certain errors that have prevailed
concerning the measures, as well as the
men, of two momentous periods in the
annals of British India. The story of John
Colvin's career may be only the preface to

a larger work ; but it indicates the lines on
which the true history of the first Afghan
War and of the Indian Mutiny should be
written. "We have had shiploads of senti-

ment about both events, special pleadings
in abundance, and all the drum and trumpet
parts. A dispassionate and convincing re-

view of those dark days has yet to appear.
The concluding volume of the " Rulers of

India " encourages the hope that Sir Auck-
land Colvin will undertake at least a portion
of the task.

No less an authority than the late Sir

Henry Maine has declared that the Afghan
War of 1838 was exclusively tho work of
the Board of Control : that is, of an official

department in London which, feeble enough
in other respects, took the initiative in all

diplomatic and military measures to be
carried out by the executive in India. Much
might be said, too, in favour of the con-
tention that the authorities at home formed
a wise and statesmanlike resolve, when they
determined to protect Herat from external
agression, and to re-establish the Jkingdom
founded bv Ahmed Shah. This policy,

pursued with ordinary prudence, would
have placed India beyond all fear

of attack from the north-west, would
have averted an enormous waste of

blood and treasure, and would have solved
long ago the most difficult problems which
perplex the rulers of India at the present
day. It failed disastrously, owing to slight

errors of detail in the conception, but more
especially because some of our military chiefs

in Afghanistan were hopelessly incom-
petent. Kaye's History of the War in

Afghanistan was written on the assumption
that both diplomatic and military blunders
were mainly due to the defects of the original

design ; and he laid the blame for these

defects on the shoulders of Macnaghten,
Torrens, and Colvin, Elphinstone considered

that Kaye was guilty of great unfairness to

Macnaghten, an opinion that seemed in-

controvertible to the present writer when
he had an opportunity some years ago of

examining, in the original, a large number
of Macnaghten's private letters. Sir Auck-
land now makes it clear that Kaye was

no less unfair to John Colvin, who acted
as the Governor-General's private secretary
before and during the Afghan "War. He
is righteously indignant that so many un-
founded and unwarrantable misstatements,
false insinuations, suppressions of truth,
and deliberate perversions, should have been
palmed on the public as standard history.
" Since the days of Herodotus," he asks,
" was history ever so written ? " Kaye did
not even mention the despatch sent out
to India in June, 1836, by the Secret
Committee of the Court of Directors,
though without this document, as our
author says. Lord Auckland's whole policy
is unintelligible. "With it the theory that
the Governor-General was controlled by his
secretaries must fall to the ground. When,
in 1851, Sir John Kaye first published his

history, he may not have had full access to
official papers ; but at the dates of his

second and third editions " there was no
despatch so secret but he could lay his

hands on it." Sir Auckland, therefore,

holds that the repetition of his '
' fly-moving-

the-wheel theory " was absolutely without
excuse.

It is a question of literary ethics, about
which, perhaps, there may be two opinions.

That Sir John Kaye was mistaken is indis-

putable ; but, when he is censured for not
correcting his mistakes, something may be
said on the other side. Take a parallel

case. The theory which Sir Auckland
Colvin now demolishes was accepted by the
author of another volume in this very series

—

namely, by Capt. Trotter in his Life of
Lord Auckland—where we are told that the
Governor-General, having no settled policy
of his own, " fell under the influence of
WiUiam Macnaghten and John Colvin, both
in their way able men, and both bitten by
the prevalent Russophobia." Will the dele-

gates of the Clarendon Press invite Capt.
Trotter to revise his volume, or will they
withdraw it from circulation ? Either course
seems unlikely.

When the storm of the Mutiny broke,
Colvin was Lieutenant-Governor of the
North-West Provinces. Sir John Kaye and
Colonel Malleson have both accused him of
want of energy ; and he has been taken to
task for the issue of a proclamation inviting
mutinous sepoys to surrender on terms
which Lord Canning compelled him to with-
draw. Other writers have followed tho
same lead. Sir Auckland's answer to these
charges should satisfy any candid critic,

that they are even less plausible than the
attempt to saddle him with the responsi-

bility of the Afghan War. His province
was the centre of disturbance. At Agra he
had a single English regiment and a battery
of native gunners with which to make head
against 42,000 rebel sepoys. There were
no troops, no police, no loyal friends. The
situation is summed up by the author of the

Memoir in a few terse sentences :

"The whole country was armed and in up-
roar. Then came news of massacres of men,
women, and children. At Agra he had a large
European and Eurasian population, and a great
fort, with an armoury which it was necessary

to guard. He could not, therefore, spare a
British soldier. Every weapon which he laid

hold of snapped in his hand. Native States

and their contingents alike proved broken
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neda. His powerlessness at the last over-

whelmed hia spirit. A week before he died, he

attributed his mortal illness to his utter im-

potence. Enforced inaction at such a time was

utenJly death to him."

As for the proclamation, it was cancelled

by the Governor-General, because, owing to

an incorrect rendering in English, it seemed

to promise amnesty to sepoys who had
actually been guilty of outrage. This was
not in the vernacular version, the one

actually issued ; and when it is added that

the vernacular proclamation was also issued

in Oudh by Henry Lawrence adverse criti-

cism is silenced.

It remains to be said that this volume
differs from some of its predecessors in

more ways than one. Not only has the

author been enabled to make use of new
and valuable material, but he has also con-

structed therefrom new and noteworthy

oxplanatious of the position of afiairs at

two turning-points in Indian history. Over
and above this, we have a life portrait of

a man who deserved well of his country,

and whose character, cleared of the

misapprehensions and detraction that ob-

scured it, may be studied with interest and
profit. In that study, moreover, the reader

is guided by the experience of one who has
himself left his mark in India, and who has

displayed those same qualities of strong

purpose, sound judgment, and calm reso-

lution in face of peril with which he would
invest his father. In Anglo-India, it would
be superfluous to mention that Sir Auckland
Colvin could make even a Blue Book read-

able.

Stephen Wheeler.

In the Guiana Forest : Studies of Nature in

Belation to the Struggle for Life. By
James Eodway, with Introduction by
Chrant Allen. (Fisher Unwin.)

SoiTTH America has been fortunate in its

explorers. They have had not only keen
eyes but facile pons, so that he who enters

the ranks numbering such members as

Humboldt, Waterton, Bates, and Hudson,
has to submit to no mean comparison.

Mr. Eodway, it may be said at the outset,

maintains the high standard of a goodly
line of predecessors. Some of the contents

of this volume are already familiar to us
in serial form ; but the re-perusal which they
invite is warranted, and they fall into fit

place among the new material. As the title

implies, it is with the Flora of the country,

and the competition raging among it, that
the book deals. Not that the author
ignores the animal life lurking in the forest

recesses ; but only that his references to it

are mainly incidental.

In devoting so small a proportion as
one-seventh of the volume to man himself,

Mr. Bodway shows a wise restraint. Some
account of the native races has been fur-

nished in his recently completed History

of British Guiana; and other writers, notably
Mr. Everard im Thum, have given us
exhaustive descriptions of Indian life.

Nevertheless, to those unacquainted with
the anthropology of this corner of South
America, the chapter on the " Man of the
Forest " will be acceptable, in the outline

of the Indian's career from birth, through
manhood, to the end, which it supplies.

It describes in a few light, effective touches

the complete adaptation (which is ever the

keynote of evolution) of these indigenous

people to their surroundings. They are
" made one with nature," both materially

and mentally. Even the brown palm thatch

of their huts, with the supporting stems,

harmonise with the forest, and " their ranees

with the dark waters of the creek." In the

instincts and impulses which rule their lives

they are on the plane of the lower animals,

over whom there is no lordship, but with

whom there is fellowship. They are, in

Mr. Rodway's words, " but one of the

species of living things, as much a part

of the whole as the jaguar, the howling

monkey, and the tapir." There is, as Mr.

Everard im Thurn tells us, to the Indian no

difference between himself And these—in

fact, "all objects, animate and inanimate,

seem exactly of the same nature, except

that they differ in the accident of bodily

form." That incurious, impassive tempera-

ment on which other observers have re-

marked, and which seems a universal note

.of the savage mind, has further confirmation

from Mr. Eodway, who, moreover, insists

on the general absence of reasons for doing

such and such things among races ruled,

as children are ruled, by impulse. In the

Indian social life the old nomadic instinct

asserts itself. There are no permanent
settlements ; when the cleared soil in which
the cassava has been planted is exhausted,

the families move on and make another

clearing, and thus there are left through
the length and breadth of the land only
" a few trails, hardly more distinct than the

runs of large animals." The use of the

beena plant as a charm for success in

hunting ; the reluctance to disclose the

name, intimately connected as it is with the

personality in all barbaric thought ; the

customs on initiation at manhood—are each

briefly dealt with in the chapter under
review. And a contribution is made to a

somewhat recent discussion on the coiivade

in the Acabemy, upon which a sentence or

two is worth quoting.

" On the birth of the child, the father

calmly prepares to do what he considers his

duty. He must not hunt, shoot, or fell trees

for some time, because there is an invisible

connexion between himself and the babe, whose
spirit accompanies him in all his wanderings,

and might be shot, chopped, or otherwise in-

jured unwittingly. He therefore retires to his

hammock, sometimes holding the little one,

and receives the congratulations of his friends,

as well as the advice of the elder members of

the community. If he has occasion to travel, he
must not go very far, as the child spirit might
get tired, and in passing a creek must first

lay across it a little bridge, or bend a leaf

into the shape of a canoe for his companion.
His wife looks after the cassava bread and
pepper-pot, and assists the others in reminding
her husbsmd of his duties. No matter that

they have to go without meat for a few days,

the child's spirit must be preserved from harm."

Turning to the main subject of the book,

Mr. Eodway writes of these vast, silent,

leafy, scanty-blossomed forests, these great

rivers, swampy creeks and glittering sand-

reefs, with an enthusiasm uncooled by
memories of mosquitoes, jiggers, and militant

ants, whose attacks remind us of the struggle
between himself and the huge Lycosa spider
of the Pampas, which Mr. Hudson narrates
in his delightful Naturalist in La I'lata.

A more acute and sympathetic observer
than Mr. Eodway there could not well be,

one endowed, too, with that saving grace
of the sense of interrelation in the organic
world which delivers a man from the perils

of the spacialist. The interdependence of

plant and animal life is markedly impressed
upon tho explorer in these tropical forests,

where no trees are wind-fertilised, that

function beiog effected by hosts of inEe:it8

—

the nocturnal species attracted by the scent,

and the diurnal species by the colour, of

tho flon-ers—while even birds are pollen
carriers, the fine dust collecting oa the
bristles at the roots of their beaks.

,
Very vividly does the author set before us

tho ceaseless struggle between each plant
of the forest. It is a fight even more
acutely manifest between individuals than
between species—the giants being often

overcome, not by the stronger, but throttled

by the cords of python-like climbers, or

sucked of their j uices by parasitic species of

the Loranthaceae or mistletoe family, or sup-

planted by their own offspring growing up
under their shadows. Perhaps in this last-

namad fate the chief aim is reached, because
the essence of the struggle is against extinc-

tion of the type. Commending the brilliant

chapters in which this battle for the mastery
(more acute even in swamp than in forest)

is described, it is interesting to noto what
Mr. Eodway has to produce in illustration

of the theory of mimicry, which Mr. Bites
was the first to formulate amid the solitudes

of the Amazms. Speaking of the "pro-
tective colouration of everything in the

forest," we have the jaguar liviog

" on the sand-reef, where bushes grow in large

clumps, between irregular patches of sand.

Unlike the dense forest, where reigns eternal

twilight, these shrubs admit a few rays through
the csnopy above, which lie as bright spots on
the litter of dead leaves. How like is this to

the markings of the jagu»r, and how easy

can this beautiful creature lie hid in such

a thicket ! Again, the tapir and a species of

deer have white markings when young, which
they lose ns they grow older : these are also

protective at the time when such protection is

most necessary. Other contrivances are found
in every forest animal, the sloth being especially

remarkable for its long hairy coat and its

manner of hanging under a branch, like one of

those nests of termites so common in the forest

on the cluster of aerial roots of an epiphyte."

A number of side questions add to the value

of this interesting book. Among these are

tho pathology of trees, upon which the in-

vestigations of Profs. Hartig and Marshall

Ward have enlarged our knowledge ; the

sensitiveness of vegetation, not only to sun-

light, but "even to the vibrations of loud

noises"; the origin of variation "to be
found in sexual generation "—making this

volume an altogether delightful and per-

manent contribution to our information con-

cerning a zone, the exploration of which

both Mr. Eodway and Mr. Grant Allen

testify is responsible for the theory of

organic evolution. The illustrations to the-

book are excellent.

Edw.vrd Olodd.
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St. Andrews and Elsewhere. By the Author

of " Twenty-Five Years of St. Andrews.

(LongmanB.)

Db. Boyd has been in too great a hurry to

provide his public with a sequel. This

volume, of course, contains many clever and

characteristic things ; but its author would

have done well, before publishing it, to have

waited till he had some special experiences

worth recording. There is more small beer

in his new book than in any of its numerous

predecessors. It could hardly fail to be

otherwise, when Dr. Boyd is, in a manner,

compelled to make such an entry as this :

"The lamp-posts of the city have just been

painted Venetian red, the upper part white.

The effect is bright and cheerful. They were

dust-coloured before. Now you remark them,

which before you did not. They are a sensible

pleasure to some quiet souls."

A. K. H. B. is further compelled to eke out

his reminiEcenees with slight ethical essays

of the second-class magazine order—trifles

which recall Martin Tupper quite as often

as they recallWendell Holmes, and which are

grouped under such appropriate headings

as "That peaceful time" and " One's real

life in the latter years." The wonder is

that the volume is even so readable, and

that it does not contain more moralisation

of this sort

:

" And the hopefulness of the young and their

fresh interest in lite, and all that concerns it, are

of unspeakable help to the old and the aging.

If some fibres in the little end of the family's

continuity are losing elasticity and tenacity,

others are so fresh and strong that they redress

the balance and make the odds equal."

It is, in a sense, true that this volume is the

most remarkable of the many more or less

literary achievements of the Country Parson.

The bricks he gives in these pages are

marvellously presentable, considering that

they have been made with the minimum of

straw.

Such success as may be in store for St.

Andrews andElsewhere will be due in no slight

degree lo the fact that in it Dr. Boyd appears

for the first time as a professional raconteur.

No doubt he has told in previous books

many " good stories " of the kind specially

relished. But these have been generally

associated directly with, and in most cases

have bubbled naturally out of, personal

recollections. Now, however, he intro-

duces an anecdote whenever an opportunity

offers itself, as thus: "A presumptuous

bagman, entering a coach drawn by a

horse along a little line of rails up to a

Perthshire village, said, in depreciatory

tone, ' A very innocent railway.' ' No that

Ennocent,' said the driver with much indig-

nation ;
' No that Ennocent : we killt a

man ! '" The daily newspapers have already

given publicity to the best of Dr. Boyd's

anecdotes. Some are fresh; others are

distinctly "chestnuts" ; but all are told in

a way which demonstrates that their nar-

rator is a master in his art.

There is one chapter, and one chapter

only, in this book which is of distinct

historical value : that is, " The New Litur-

gies of the Scottish Kirk," in which is

given, better perhaps than in any other

book on the subject, the story of the

struggle—not yet complete and not with-

out an element of bitterness in it—for the

aestheticising of worship in the Presby-

terian Churches of Scotland. Dr. Boyd did

not take a very active interest in this move-

ment, at all events to the extent of defend-

ing Dr. Eobert Lee, of Old Greyfriara.

But his heart was in it more than in any

other of the movements with which the

Church of Scotland has been identified in

our time ; and with its developments, since

Dr. Lee triumphed in spite—or in virtue

—

of his death, he has been associated, at

least, as closely as any other man. This

chapter also contains one of the most effec-

tive, because least pretentious, of his thumb-

nail sketches :
" I see Dr. Lee arise to make

his reply ; lay aside a great wrap which

used to be called a Highland cloak ; and

stand out keen, polished, self-possessed,

fluent; the ideal of a debater." This is

undoubtedly the Dr. Lee whom middle-

aged Scotchmen cannot yet have forgotten.

This same chapter contains also what may

be called the strongest of Dr. Boyd's

stories :

"Not merely on the minister's spiritual frame,

but upon the humblest details of his physical

nature, the congregation are helplessly de-

pendent for their prayers. ' The Spirit is not

in this place,' said an emotional Evangelist,

preaching for good Dr. Craik, of Glasgow, one

of the best and most cultivated of Scotch

ministers in his day. But Dr. Craik told me,

with much indignation, ' L said to him, after

church, that the Spirit would not be in any

place if a man ate two pounds of beefsteak at

breakfast that morning.'
"

Next in value to the chapter upon Scotch

Liturgies are those giving characterisations

and recollections of Archbishop Tait, Dean
Stanley, and Hugh Pearson, the last of

whom obviously deserves to be much better

known than he is. Most of Dr. Boyd's

St. Andrews friends, such as Tulloch and

Shairp, were dead before he began to write

this book; and so it does not contain so

many good word-photographs as the volumes

of which it is the continuation. But Bishop

Wordsworth— that embodiment, perhaps in

more senses than one, of sancta simplicitas—
is given at full length.

To conclude, the solid merits of this

book, from the standpoint of history or of

biography, do not constitute its charm so

much as the atmosphere of self-conscious-

ness which surrounds it. Here and there

that self-consciousness may be felt to be

irritating. But it is not to be confounded

with vanity or even with egotism, although

it is associated with both ethical and liter-

ary affectations. For it is but the self-con-

sciousness of a man who thinks that he has

reason to be satisfied with himself, and who
has nothing much worse to say of others

than " God bless my soul !

"

William Wallace.

In 3

>EW NOVELS.

Sheep or Goats. By Valentine Delle.

vols. (Fisher Unwin.)

A OirVs Folly. By Annie Thomas (Mrs.

Pender Cudlip). In 3 vols. (White.)

In the LMs Path. By Eleanor J. Price.

(Macmillans.)

Some Men are such Gentlemen. By Arabella

Kenealy. (Digby, Long & Co.)

Stories from the Diary of a Doctor. By
L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.D.

(Newnes.)

Une Gulotte. By Tivoli. (Digby, Long

& Co.)

Australia Revenged. By " Boomerang,"

(Eemington.)

Alleyne. By E. T. Papillon. (Fisher

Unwin.)

The Great God Pan and The Inmost Light.

By Arthur Machen. (John Lane.)

Nowadays, when the novel is the recognised

medium of almost every form of literary

expression, it would savo'jr of pedantry to

take exception to Valentine Delle's first

venture on the score that it does not observe

the earlier rules of the game. The story

by no means lacks interest, but it straggles

;

and the author is not unconscious of the fact,

in that she—we will hazard the feminine

pronoun—boldly entitles some of her chap-

ters "chapters to be skipped." Politics,

science, theology, art, literature, and musio

are all discussed, and discussed well.

Though the author's bias towards ortho-

doxy is obvious, she is never dogmatic.

The story turns upon the friendship

of two exceedingly attractive young men

—

William Hatherley, a musician, mathe-

matician, and classic, in whom a deeply

engrained religious sentiment bears the

fruit of practical works ; and Bertram

St. Quentin, no less gifted than his friend,

and more showily endowed, but a born

insurgent, to whom religion is merely one of

the many aspects of the poetic or idealistic

side of human nature. It is significant that in

the fire of temptation the dross of Bertram's

being is left, while Hatherley comes out

of the furnace freed from baser alloys. The

book is full of character-sketches. Patty

Worpum—the beautiful girl, endowed with

an active but ill-regulated mind, drawn

first to materialism, then to ritualism,

affected by every puff of opinion, but who,

through all her excursions into things

beyond her, desires nothing so much as to

mate herself where nature and interest can

be satisfied— is startingly lifelike. We are

all familiar with the type. Her half-

educated father is less successfully conceived.

Perhaps Nannie, the faithful Lincolnshire

retainer, is as cleverly painted as any por-

trait in the author's gallery.

Mrs. Pender Cudlip's strength lies in her

adroitness. She is not original in plot, her

characterisation is more than faulty, but she

is distinctly entertaining. Belle Warrener,

an impressionable girl, is led into the in-

discretion of surreptitiously conveying meat

and drink to a loafer about her father's

house. She believes him to be a tramp,

but he is exceedingly handsome. The

air of romance in which he envelops him-

self stimulates the girl's interest, yet when

he attempts to make love he is energeti-

cally repulsed. The man, Dick Ogilvy,

is really an actor in low water, who has

made his initial success in playing the part

of a vagrant. Presently he re-appears as

the traveller for a firm of wine merchants,

and Iqter we discover that he is the elder
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brother—born in wedlock—of Belle's lover,

Artbor Stanmer, who turns out to be ille-

gitimate. But no attempt is made to

explain to us why Dick's mother, a capable

and ambitious woman, allows a usurper

to occupy her own lawful place and that

of her dearly loved son. Again, when
Dick becomes prosperous a sudden change

in his moral tone is effected. This would

be true enough to nature were we given to

understand that the change was superficial,

merely the reflex of happy circumstances

working upon a weak but not altogether

unamiable character. As a serious study,

A GirVi Folly has little value; but the

vast majority of novel readers, who are not

in the least concerned with the scientific

sequence between cause and effect will find

it ingenious and plausible.

Another tale about the French Eevolu-

tion ! Miss Mary Eowsell's A Friend of
the People is still receiving, and deservedly

so, the suffrages of novel readers, and
now Miss Eleanor Price enters the field

with In the Lion's Path. This last book
justifies itself, but scarcely does more.
The tale has the element of prettiness

about it, and it is told skilfully. Two young
English children—a girl and a boy—are

left orphans under the care of a wicked
uncle. In order to get their property he
sends them to France, consigning them to

a Bevolutionist. Betty, the girl, excites the

interest of Oount Merci le Boi. It is well

for him that this was so. When the dark
days of the Terror come, and the aristocrats

are in danger, the boy gets the Count safely

out of the way. The girl is not so success-

ful in her efforts to aid the Count's children

and grandchildren ; but in the end the old

man is restored to his grandchildren, though
the mother and father have been sacrificed.

Sorrow and joy are fairly well mixed in this

tale, which has its strong moments and its

pathetic situations. The character of the
Major is cleverly portrayed, and those
portiois of the narrative which connect his

Eoa with Betty have no little force and
beauty.

We take up a book by Miss Arabella
Kenealy confidently expecting to be
amused, and in her latest work we are not
disappointed. The story is so brightly
written that our interest is never allowed
to flag. The heroine, Lois Clinton, is sweet
and womanly. Though an unconventional
child of nature, she has some very sound
views on life and its problems. She is

the last of an old family, and lives alone
with her grandmother in an ancient
manor-house, a gloomy place standing in
the midst of untended acres. With such
surroundings Lois develops weird fancies.
She enacts Enid, and wanders about the
grounds, where the vicar finds her, and
imagines he has encountered a spectre. That
her grandmother may have proper nutriment
she starves herself. Five years later she is

still as quaint as ever, and even more sweet.
Meanwhile the inevitable occurs. A young
doctor, who is called in to tend on the old
lady, succeeds in winning the love of Lois.
But he has a rival, a vain creature, who,
imposing on the girl's romantic nature,
persuades her to secrete him, while she

imagines she is befriending a belated Cava-
lier. The tongue of scandal is set going

;

the accepted lover loses his patience and
storms the house, recognising in the pre-

tended hero a faithless friend of his own.
All this is, of course, somewhat far-fetched

;

but the tale is really an allegory. It is told

with spirit and vivacity, and shows no little

skill in its descriptive passages.

Stories from the Diary of a Doctor may be
recommended to the robust reader not over-

troubled with nerves. There are twelve of

them, and they are of fairly equal merit.

Persons moderately acquainted with the

great advances our surgeons have made will

not find these tales demand too much of

their credulity, though, of course, many of

the experiments interpolated into them exist

only in the minds of the two authors. Of
cleverness there is plenty, of excitement

there is more, while the interest is

always sustained. The plots, too, are

ingenious. Perhaps " Trapped " is as good
as any of the series, though for unalloyed

gruesomeness "The Honour of Studley

Grange" must bear the palm. A woman,
who is dying, fears that her husband will

marry again. The thought is repugnant
to her, and she conceives the idea of

frightening him to death. Concealing her-

self in a cupboard in his room, she enlarges

the pupils of her eyes by means of elec-

tricity, producing a ghostly effect.

When the author of a story announces at

the outset that he is dealing with the

impossible he disarms criticism. " Im-
possible " stories are among the most
interesting ; and it must be allowed to

Vhe Culotte that it is neither dull nor un-
attractively written, while the elements of

humour and excitement are not wanting.
Helen and Carrie represent the "new"
woman and the " old." Helen is mascu-
line in mind and appearance ; Carrie is

ultra-feminine on the old lines—a flirt and
full of mischief. Maurice Longdale, appear-
ing on the scene, saves Helen's life. She
loves him. One night, however, in pursu-
ance of her theory, that wherever men go
women should go also, Helen takes Carrie

to the Empire. There she sees Maurice,
who is giving money to a painted woman.
As a matter of fact, he is dispensing charity.

However, the engagement is broken off.

Then, masquerading as men, the friends go
to Oxford, and amusing complications ensue.

Despite a certain thinness and crudity, Une
Culotte cannot be called a failure ; Carrie is

too enticingly drawn for that, while its tone

is always unexceptional, notwithstanding

the embarrassing situations with which its

pages bristle.

The charity extended to Une Culotte cannot
be made to include Australia Revenged,

which is also an impossible story. It is too

weak to be dignified with the reproach of

unwholesomeness. A number of self-loving

men, who have been jilted by the women
pledged to them, determine to avenge their

wrongs by breaking as many hearts as

possible, while he who succeeds in ruining

the lives of the most women is to receive a
badge of honour. One gentleman, gifted

with mesmeric power, accomplishes the

destruction of forty-nine victims. He has

a stick on which he makes a notch every
time he scores a success. Ultimately he
himself gets a notch, and a nasty one—the
lover of one of the girls he has conquered
branding him with the device of a broken
heart. The whole thing is feeble and un-
pleasant, and the reader will soon weary
of it.

Mr. E. T. Papillon is a brave man. In his
" Story of a Dream and a Failure " he deals

with as gloomy a theme as a novelist could

well choose. AUeyne G-rayan believes her-

self to be the last of her race. Edward
Grand has a like belief regarding himself.

Unknown to either, the two had a common
ancestry. Far away in Cromwellian times
the Grayans had belonged to a strange
sect called "The Sun Worshippers." This
sect, still existing, is admirably sketched
by Mr. Papillon, probably from the

life. It has nurtured a legend that

when the Grayan family, which had
drifted outside the fold, should in its

two branches come together again the

representative of the one shall do that

of the other a great service, to be followed

by a deed of violence, and the extinction of

the race. Grand has himself conceived and
studied it in view of writing a book, a
strange theory of heredity. He believed

that the good and bad in families tend to

segregation—the virtue preserved in one
branch, the vice perpetuated in the other.

His own life had been peculiarly vicious,

while Alleyne's had been good and beauti-

ful. The legend comes to his knowledge,
and he believes in its significance, but
defies it, and marries AUeyne, who knows
nothing of his past. A terrible Nemesis
overtakes them both, though the immediate
sacrifice is demanded of the innocent woman.
Mr. Papillon's book is a strange mixture of

latter-day science with old-world super-

stition. I am not prepared to condemn its

tone—much there is that is fanciful, much
that is only too appallingly true, while to

dispute its power would be folly—still it

leaves an extremely painful impression on
the mind.

Of the two stories named The Great

God Pan and The Inmost Light, let me
say at once that as literary performances,

and as demonstrative of high imaginative
faculty, they are deserving of all commenda-
tion, though the inherent difficulties of

every writer who attempts to probe the

supernatural are in no sense surmounted.
The argument of the first is as follows

:

Dr. Eaymond believes that it is possible

for a man to create a being who shall be
as a god, knowing the mysteries of life and
creation. He performs a fearsome opera-

tion upon the brain of a young girl, a ward
of his, whom he has rescued from the

gutter as an infant and has the effrontery

to persuade himself to be his, body and soul.

This unholy tampering with human life

kills the girl, who, in dying, gives birth to

a child. This child grows to be a strangely

beautiful woman, but as uncanny as she is

beautiful. She wreaks ruin on everyone

with whom she has dealings. The author

wisely abstains from attempting to describe

the abominations she committed. He darkly

hints at the sights she revealed tq he^
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victims, but the effect upon them of what
they saw is set forth plainly enough. We
may accept it all as an allegory, or we
may not ; but, although horror is piled on

horrors in this extraordinary romance, to

the present writer the effect was mild in

comparison with the harrowing sensation

which accompanied the reading of Alleyne.

There the imrelenting workings of Fate

and Destiny are all too terribly real. But
in Mr. Machen's story we never once

forget that he is building on theory, and
not on fact. The Inmost Light is hardly

a variant, it is in its essence a replica of

The Great God Pan. The limitations of

these stories are, as I have hinted, the

limitations which must always accompany
the carrying out of such a task. Mr.
Machen is silent when we most wish him
to speak ; but had he spoken, no inge-

nuity, no power given to the highest genius,

could have saved him from the common-
place. Hence his work, with all its ability,

was doomed to failure from the beginning.

For man is bound by the walls of his finite

niture, which, on this side of the grave at

all events, he will never be permitted to

scale.

Jas. Stahley Little.

TWO BOOKS ON GERMAN HISTORY.

A Hittory of Germany in the Middle Ages. By
E. F, Henderson. (Bell.) Mr. Henderson,
being an American, apologises for launching
" his adventurous craft on the tide of English
popular favour." We do not think any
apology needful on this score, although we may
smile when we read in his preface how ignorant

he supposes us to be of German history.
" Open your eyes, oh ye students of men and
of institutions, and see how Europe has come
to be what it is, and how near it came to being
something quite different I

" We can assure

Mr, Henderson that there are " students of

men and of institutions" in this country who
do know something about German history,

who even believe in studying it at first hand,
and not in manuals based on the eminent Ger-
man authorities quoted in Mr. Henderson's
list of authorities. Nay, there are actually

scholars who differ from the opinions held by
those authorities, and form theories and
opinions of their own. In particular, we
believe that much of the primitive social his-

tory of the Germans, as based upon their folk-

lore, their language, andeven their earliest laws,

will require one day to be rewritten. On
these points we get no help from Mr. Hender-
son, who tells us nothing but the accepted and
the superficial. In fact, this is where we
quarrel with Mr. Henderson. He exhibits no
power of independent thought : for him Ger-
man history is what is to be found in German
" authorities," and he has issued a " compila-
tion," not a history in the best English sense.

Having said so much, we have only praise for

the manner in which he has compiled. As a
manual for the senior classes in schools, or a
text-book for examination purposes, his work
will be very useful—a pleasant change for a
term or two's work after the current English
school histories. But it is not a book which
will in the first place be of service to English
" students of men and of institutions." It is a
good elementary historical text-book : not a
book for the scholar, or even for the advanced
university student,

German Society at the Close of the Middle Ayes.
By E. Belfort Bax. (Honnenschein.) Mr. Bax
takes the social tide of tie German Reforma-

tion as a text for preaching somewhat crude

views on social life in general. Mr, Bax has

neither the insight and sound sense which make
a statesman nor the single-eyed enthusiasm
which marks a social teacher of weight. He is

too often cynical for apparently cynicism's own
sake. A somewhat narrow range of sympathy,
a comparatively superficial historical know-
ledge, and a lack of judgment both literary and
human, lead him too frequently to point an
idle moral to the incomplete tale. Thus neither

as historian nor as social reformer does he
interest or help us to the extent that he pro-

poses, or that his material warrants. The
German Reformation is, indeed, full of

suggestive lessons; and when Mr. Bax
emphasises the social side, and largely dis-

regards the theological, he is distinctly helping

to that sounder and broader view of the

sixteenth century movement, which will

ultimately replace the narrower Protestant

myth. We have found three main faults with

Mr. Bax, and the critic may fairly be called

upon to illustrate them. Writing of the 1493

peasant movement in Elsass, Mr, Bax tells

us:
" A Judtnhetu also appears among the articles.

The leader of this movement was one Jacob
Wimpfeling. The programme and plan of action

was to . eiza the town of Schlettstadt, to plunder

the monastery there, and then by forced marches to

spread themselvea [sic] over all Elsass, surprising

one town after another."

Now it is strange to find any person pre-

tending to write the history of the early

sixteenth century speaking of "one Jacob

Wimpfeling"; but it takes one's breath away
to be told that Wimpfeling, the friend of

Keuchlin and Tritheim, was the leader of a

peasant revolt, which embraced a Judenhetze

and the plundering of a monastery. Such a

statement can only be the result of very super-

ficial knowledge, A lack of human sympathy
and judgment is evinced in such a sentence as

the following :
—

'
' The strange and almost totemistio superstition

that the mediaeval mind attached to symbolism is

here evidenced by the paramount importance
acquired by the question of the banner."

Now, the human tendency to symbolism is not

strange, and is not peculiar to mediaeval man,
Mr, Bax might have learned the importance
attached to symbols even to-day by a slight

study of the banners of workmen's clubs and
the badges of friendly societies. Or again, let

him stand in an unselected crowd, say on a

Bank holiday, and tear up or otherwise insult

the Union Jack, and he will find that

symbolism is a real and, we believe, healthy

"superstition" even to-day. Lastly, as a

typical example of the want of literary or

critical judgment we feel in Mr, Bax, let us

take his account of Joss Fritz, He knows
all about " the stillness of the hour,"
" the sounds of nature hushing herself to

rest for the night " which heralded the

meetings on the Hardmatte ; he knows the

clothes the peasants came to at the meet-

ings ; he knows how Joss got the banner and
hid it under his doublet ; he knows, in short,

many things which could only be known to

Joss and his immediate associates. Yet '

' those

of the conspirators who were taken prisoners

behaved heroically ; not the most severe

tortures could induce them to reveal anything

of importance." Where did Mr, Bax get his

vivid account of all these peasant revolts before

the great peasant war ? Not from such docu-

ments—and they are pretty numerous—as have
yet been published. Where does the material

of Mr. Bax's Chapter I. come from ? It is a

very condensed but occasionally almost verbal

reproduction of Zimmermann's Allgemeine Ge-

schichte des grossen Bauernkriegea (Erster Theil,

1841). We do not complain of Mr, Bax's

introducing German historians to English
readers, although he might at least have put
a reference to Zimmermann's pages. But we
do object to Mr. Bax not having sufficient judg-
ment to perceive that Zimmermann is not a
trustworthy authority, '

' The sounds of nature
hushing herself to rest for the night," and Joss
" hiding the banner under his doublet," are

part and parcel of Zimmermann's theory that

:

"Alles im wahren Geschichtsbuch in Gestalt

und Yerhaltniss sich bewegen und regen muss,
als wiir, es gegenwartig, als handelte es vor
Augen." They belong to a past stage of

historical work and of literary judgment. Now
it is Zimmermann who tells us that Wimp-
feling was the soul of the Feasant Bund,
that he wished to ba a German Gracchus
and to break the prison of his people,

that he planned the seizure of Schlettstadt and
the attack on its monastery ! Only one thing
is more absurd than penning such nonsense,

the reproduction of it fifty years afterwards

—

and this notwithstanding that Zimmermann
himself, in the Errata to his volume, states that

theaccount is not historically correct :
" Ich bitte

sich irgend einen andern darunter zu denken,"
To be quite in keeping with this slipshod

German authority, Mr. Bax must add an
Erratum to his work—" Under Jacob Wimp-
feling please think of somebody else," Such a

notice would at least have warned us what to

expect in the remainder of his volume, as it

suffices to warn the critical historian from any
faith in Zimmermann's rhapsodies.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co.

have in preparation The Life and Times of
James Ussher, Archbishop of Armagh, by the

Eev. Dr. J. A. Carr, of Dublin. This work is

largely the result of original research, and
will be found to throw fresh light on many
interesting topics connected with the personal

history of Ussher, and his association with

Laud and other contemporary Churchmen.

Messrs. William Blackwoob & Sons
announce a new " standard " edition of George
Eliot's works, in twenty-one volumes. Two
volumes will be published every month, until

the end of the year, beginning in March with

Adam Bede. The two last novels, Middlemarch

and Daniel Deronda, will each take three

volumes.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin announces the follow-

ing Alpine books : My Climbs in the Alps and
Caucasus, by Mr. A. F. Mummery, with illus-

trations by Mr. Joseph Pennell, Signor Sella,

and other artists ; Two Seasons in Switzerland,

by Capt. H. Marsh, E.N. ; and, in the series of

"Climbers' Guides," the first volume of The
Dolomites, by Mrs. Norman Neruda.

Messrs. Hutchinson will publish imme-
diately an English translation of the Tibetan

Life of Jesus, which M. Notovich, the Russian

traveller, claims to have discovered in a Lamaist

monastery on the Himalayas.

The new volume of the " Book-Lovers'

Library," to be issued next week, will be Boohs

Fatal to their Authors, by Mr. P. H. Ditchfield.

Mr. Will Foster is issuing a limited edition

of a new volume of verse, divided into Poems

from Nature, Poems of the Fancy, Odes,

Miscellaneous Poems, and The Legend of

Lohengrin. The last opens the volume, and is

divided into five sections, each introduced by a

lyric. In both dramatic construction and

ethical treatment this poem differs greatly from

Wagner's " Lohengrin." Elsa fails in so noble

a way that her failure does not alienate our

sympathies ; and even the crime of Ortrud

seems more human and less Satanic, beca,use it

springs from passion rather than from pride.
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March 4 is the date fixed for the piiblioation

tf A Kiny't Diary, by Mr. Percy White.

Curtis Youkk has written a new novel,

•ntitled The Medlicottt, which will be pub-
lished in the course of a few weeks by Messrs.

JftiTold & Sons.

A NEW novel by Annie Thomas (Mrs. Pender
Cudlip), entitled Fahe Pretencts, will be pub-
lished by Messrs. Digby, Long & Co., in one

volume.

Mb. Elliot Stock announces two now
novels for immediate publication : — Silvia

Craven ; or. The Sins of the Fathers, by
M. Gordon Holmes ; and Runic Rocks : a North
Sea Idyll, by Jansen, translated by M. E.
Suckling.

Messrs. Jakrold & Sons announce for

early publication in their "Greenback" novd
series J'hoebe Diacon, by Mr. W. Lionel Green.

Mr. David Nutt will publish immediately,
in the "Tudor Translatione," Mr. Whibley's
edition of Underdowne's Heliodorus ; and two
volumes of North's Plutarch, to be edited by
Mr. George Wyndham, M.P., may be ready by
Easter ; the Kev. £. Langston Douglas has in

hand ifor the same series John Fenton's
Tragicale Discoiirxa. In the " Bibliotheque de
Carabas," Mr. Joseph Jacobs's reprint of

English versions of the Baarlam and Josapbat
legend, accompanied by an elaborate introduc-
tion on the spread of the Baarlam litera-

ture in mediaeval Europe and the relations

between Buddhism and Christianity, is

approaching completion ; and Mr. Andrew
Lang will edit in the same series a supplement
to the Rev. Robert Kirk's .Secret Commonwealth,
in the shape of a collection of Scoto-Irish
Charms made by Kirk. In " Waifs and
Strays of Celtic Tradition" (vol. v.), Clan
Traditions and Popular 2'ales of the Western
Highlands and Islands, collected by the late
Rev. John Gregorsou Campbell, of Tiree,

with portrait and memoir of the author,
is nearly ready, as is also Mr. Jeremiah
Curtin's Tahs of the Fairies and of the

Ohost-World, collected orally in South-
West Munster. The second volume of
Mr. Gomme's Traditional Games of Encjland,
Scotland, and Ireland is rapidly progressing.
Mr. Edgar Barclay's Study of Stonehenge,
with a view to determine its date and purpose,
may be expected before Easter : it will contain
new and minute plans and measurements,
and will be elaborately illustrated. Dr. P. H.
Emerson's Birds, Beasts, and Fishes of the Norfolk
Broadland, with upwards of seventy illustra-
tions from photographs taken directly from
nature, is nearly ready. A second edition of
Mr. Joseph Jacob's Essays and Reviews, incor-
porating his studies of Tennyson, E. L. Steven-
son, and Sir John Seeley, is in the press. In
the " Gtimm Library" the second volume of
Mr. Sidney Hartland's The Legend of Perseus :

a Study of Tradition in Story, Custom, and
Belief, will be issued shortly; it will be
devoted wholly to the " Life Token." In the
same series Prof. Kuno Meyer has finished
editing and translating The Voyage of Bran mac

'

Felal to the Land of ICbmen, and Mr. Alfred
Nutt is engaged upon his study of the Celtic
conception of the Otherworld to accompany
this early monument of Irish legeod. Mr.
David Nutt will also issue for the Folk-Lore
Society, as the extra volume for 1894, the
second volume of the Denham Tracts, edited
by Dr. James Hardy, and the first volume of
County Folk-Lore, from printed sources, as
the extra volume for 1895: this will comprise
the county of Gloucester, edited by Mr. Sidney
Hartland ; of Suffolk, edited by the late Lady
Camilla Gurdon ; and of Leicestershire and
Rutland, edited by Mr. Charles Billson. Also
Mr, F. W. Bourdillon's edition of a version of

the Saintonges Chronicle, hitherto unknown,
which offers valuable material for the historical

study of French dialect ; a new translation in

prose, with accompanying German text, of
Goethe's Faust, based on the Goethe-Forschung
of the last twenty years.

The large first edition of part 1 of Battles of
the Nineteenth Century, which Messrs. Cassell

& Co. announce for issue on February 2'>, has
already been subscribed by the trade ; and a
second edition is being printed, which will be
ready by the date mentioned.

The followiog have been specially elected by
the committee to be members of the Athenaeum
Club :—Prof. I. B. Balfour, of Edinburgh

;

Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R.A. ; Sir W. H. White,
Director of Naval Construction.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion next Friday will be given by Canon
Ainger, on " The Children's Books of a
Hundred Years Ago."

In noticing Mr. G. W. Appleton's novel.

The Co-Respondent, OUT reviewer said : "It ie,

in fact, a roaring farce throughout, and might
well prove succesfful if adapted for the stage."

The author now informs us that he has pre-
pared a dramatic version of the story, which
will be"produced very shortly at the Trafalgar-
square Theatre.

Fratelli TRiivES, of Milan, have just in-

cluded in their "Biblioteca Amena " a trans-

lation of Mademoiselle I.r,e, the novel which
started the "Pseudonym Library." Oddly
enough, a translation of one of Wilkie Collins's

shorter stories is bound up with it, tinder the
title of "La Mano dello Spettro." Three
translations of Mademoiselle Ire are now known
to exist. The other two are : M. Villars' French
version which appeared in the Journal des

Debuts, and a German version by Frau Olga
Tagens.

Mr. Bernard Quaritch has just issued

part vi. of his Dictionary of English Book-
Collectors. By far the most interesting name
recorded is that of J. R. McCuUoch, the econo-
mist. A personal notice of him of some length
is contributed by Dr. James Bonar, the editor

of the catalogue of Adam Smith's library
;

while Mr. Quaritch, who knew him well, sup-
plies a photographic i;ortrait, facsimiles of two
of his letters, and his book-plate. Next we
have the library of John Dent, who died in

1826, and whose rare books seem to have been
sold very cheap. His vellum copy of the 14C2
Latin Bible realised only £173, about a tenth
of its recent estimation ; his four Shakspere
folios, £200 ; his ten Shaksperian quartos,

£225 ; his two Caxtons, £120. A very full

account is given of the library of Sir William
Tite, sold so recently as 1874, when it fetched

a total of nearly £20,000. It included no less

than twenty-five of the Shaksperian quartos, as
well as first editions of the Sonnets and of

"Lucrece"; also the original MS. of Wood-
stock and Peveril of the Peak. The other biblio-

philes here briefly commemorated are : the Rev.
Theodore Williams, Christopher Hodges,
William Alexander, and the Rev. Richard
Ormerod.

Mr. Henry O'Shea, of Biarritz, has pub-
lished (Burns & Dates) an English translation

of M. E. Pouvillon's Bernadttle de Lonrdes : un
Mystere, almost the only work of pure litera-

ture which the history of Lourdes has yet
produced, for Zola's Lourdes can hardly be
called such. Both author and translator aim
at preserving, perhaps intensifying, the na'iveti'

and simplicity of the mediaeval mystery,
though Mr. O'Shea's introduction is written in

a higher key.

A CORRESPONDENT calls Our attention to the

following passage in Mr. J. J. Hissey's Through

Ten English Counties, recently published by
Messrs. Bentley :

—

" Oue of these tombs [in Eineton Choich] i*

inscribed as follows :

' Frances Bentley
died feby ye 24th

168}.'

"The date given I685 is worth noting. With onr
sixiall antiquarian knowledge, we came to the con-
cltti'ion ttiat, for some cause, there was an un-
certainty as to whether this Mistress Frances
Bentley died iu the year 1G83 or 1681. It may,
however, bear some other explanation " (p 31')).

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Lord Acton has been appointed regios
professor of modern history at Cambridge, in
the place of the late Sir John Seeley.

Prof. Rhys has been elected principal of

Jesus College, in the place of the late Dr.
Harper. No less than eight of the heads of
houses at Oxford are now laymen.

At Cambridge, on Thursday next, a series

of graces will be submitted to the Senate,
recommending the introduotiou of essays and
regard to literary style and method into the
several tripos examinations.

In Convocation at Oxford next Tuesday, a
decree will be proposed constituting Sir Henry
Acland a perpetual delegate of the University
Museum.

CongREGation at Oxford has for a second
time rejected the proposal to permit the option
of unseen passages in Greek and Latin at
Responsions, by a majority of 4 1 votes to 34.

The two Chancellor's medals at Cambridge
for proficiency in classical learning, and
also the Craven and Battle scholarships in

classics, have all been awarded to scholars of
Trinity.

The Sedgwick prize at Cambridge for an
essay on a geological subject has been awarded
to Mr. Henry Woods, of St. John's.

At a meeting of the Cambridge Philological

Society, held on Thursday of this week, Prof.

Skeat was to read a paper on " Genesis B and
the Heliand, as illustrated by a MS. recently
Discovered in the Vatican Library."

At a meeting of the Oxford Architectural
and Historical Society, to be held on Tuesday
next, Prof. Burrows will read a paper on "The
Brocas Family, their Documents and Seals."

The Oxford Magazine draws attention to the
fact that each of the eight successful candidates

at the recent examination for the Home Civil

Service are Oxford men, who had obtained
honours in classics.

We take the following statistics from the
Academische Revue, of Munich. For the
present winter semester, the total number of

matriculated students at all the German
universities amounts to 28,158, as compared
with 27,646 a year ago. Berlin comes first

with 5031 ; then follow Munich (3475),

Leipzig (2928), Halle (1539), Bonn (1518),

Wiirzburg (1347), Breslau (1293). Tubingen
(1165), Freiburg (1136), Erlangen (1131),

Heidelburg (1028), St ssburg (949), Giittingen

(804), Marburg (800), Griefswald (750),

Kunigsberg (709), Jena (635), Giessen (528),

Kiel (504), Rostock (420), Mimster (411). Of
the total, 26,008 are of German birth, 1694

come from the rest of Europe, and 556 from
other parts of the world. Divided according to

faculties, Catholic theology is represented by
1404, and Protestant theology by 3084; law
by 7432, and medicine by 7768; while the

several departments of philosophy and natural

science number altogether 8470.
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The latest issue o£ the Oxford Historical

Society—not induding Boase's Register of

Exeter College, or Madan's Bibliography of

the Early Oxford Press—is the Cartvilary of St.

Frideswide's, edited by the Rev. S. R. Wigram
(vol. i.). This Augustinian monastery has a

special interest, as having supplied Oxford

both with its cathedral church and with the

site of ifs noblest college. It is not impossible

that the University itself may owe part of its

origin to the monastic school. It happens, too,

that the early charters have been preserved in

two careful transcripts, made in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, while some of the

originals are iu the Bodleian. It is an addi-

tional matter of interest that the property of

the monastery lay largely within the city of

Oxford. For all these reasons this Cartulary

comes well within the scope of the Society's

publications. It has been most carefully

edited, with the help of all the MS. sources

available ; and special pains have been taken to

discover the dates of the documents. Prof.

Napier has assisted to correct the Old Eoglish

in the Confirmation of the Charter of Ethelred.

Of course, there are some forgeries in the

list : the most notable being the notorious

bond purporting to have been executed by the

University in 1201. The present volume con-

tains the general charters and those relating to

the city parishes. It is illustrated with repro-

ductions of the seal of the monastery, facsimiles

of one charter that happens to be preserved in

three MS 5 , and a map of the city, showing
where the property was situated.

poem
hand

ORIGINAL VERSE.

" BKATA BEATRIX" (D. G. EOSSETTI).

Beatrics, the flower of sleep is near thee now.
Tee heavy-scented flower that brings thee peace;
Now ia the elumbrous southern daj's incieaee

Tby tresses hold an aureole round thy brow,
Shed from the glow of Florence in the tuu ;

Thine ejea are closed for very bUssednees,
Seeing the glory thou hast almost won,
That others eee thy yearning face confees.

So Dante, dreaming of thy quiet face,

Thy full lips longing jet in part content,
Remembering, caugtit a little of thy grace,
And wrought in words the thoughts thy beauty

lent.

Whose truths grow actual to us who tee
This dream tby lover's namesake dreamt of

thee.

A. B. MlALL.

OBITUARY.

ACHILLES PARA8CH08.

which scourged with an unsparing
the immoralities of both cities.

He dees not appear to have had any oppor-
tunities for observing the sanctities of life

and morals which also exist in both cities ; or
possibly he ignored them altogether, and was
satisfied to sum up this surface of the society

presented to him as a whole, with " If this be
your boasted civilisation, give me the barbarism
of my own dear land." But, having used the

word prejudices in regard to Paraschos, it ia

incumbent to note that he lashed with equal

rigour the new Athenian youth in his powerful
poem " Old Drakos." Here the young man-
hood of civilised Athens is compared with
the simplicity of manners and the bravery of

the forefathers which made such civilisation

possible. The old man Drakos was drawn from
the life, and a noble figure he makes ia the

hands of the sympathetic poet. With this type
of a bygone race before him, Paraschos has

nothing but scorn for the Athenians of to-day,

whose city, he says, is a miniature Paris, where
the rich wear French clothing, lounging in

easy chairs, reading Paul de Kock.
When the muse of Paraschos abjured satire

and patriotism, it was apt to be depressed and
sadly sentimental. An example of this may
be found in his poem " To a River," in which a
young poet laments his unhappy fate, before

he plunges to drown himself in its waters. Here
the sentiment is morbid throughout, though
his lines "To an Orphan" and "Before the

Panagia" are full of a pathos as touching as it

is sweet. Nevertheless, it must be as the

patriotic or "national" poet that Achilles

Paraschos will be best remembered by his

countrymen.
Elizabeth Mayhew Edmonds.

According to the eminent critic, M. Roidis,
Greece has just lost the second of the two
poets of whom he wrote, that "among all the
numerous poetical aspirants of modem Greece,
they two—that is, Aristotle Valaorites and
Achilles Paraschos—alone emit any sparks of
the fire of that genius which gave out so
nnquenchab'.e a light in the works of their
great forefathers." A sweeping assertion, and
too drastic in its conclusions. Sparks there are,

and many, and more may at any moment kindle
into flame. Nevertheless, without fear of contra-
diction, it may be asserted that, since the death
of Valaorites, the palm of the chief national poet
justly belonged to Paraschos.
He was well called a " national poet," for to

anyone who has road his poems it must be
evident that it was from patriotic themes that
he derived his highest inspiration. To this fact
is due the limitation of his genius, which was
narrowed rather than enlarged by his devotion
to bis country, accompanied as it was with
many prejudices. His visit to Paris and London
« few years ago called forth a satirical

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The current number of Mind opens with an
article by Mr. P. H. Bradley, bearing the

title, " What do we mean by the Intensity

of Psychical States ?" Mr. Bradley's excursions

into the psychological domain are always
characterised by freshness of point of view
and by critical penetration, and this paper is

no exception. He probes the meaning of
'

' Intensity " as applied to psychical phenomena,
and seeks with considerable ingenuity to show
that these phenomena must be supposed,

theoretically, to have not only grades of

intensity, marked off by lesser and greater

intervals, which nobody doubts, but measurable
intensities. His argument appears to have a
bearing on the question raised by Pechner, in

his interpretation of Weber's well-known law
as to the relation of appreciable changes of

sensation icteosity to changes in the strength of

the external characters, though the writer

does not expressly refer to this disputed

point. The paper deserves the careful considera-

tion of psychologists, as a fresh and original

treatment of one of their most difficult pro-

blems. Dr. Wallaschek, iu a paper on " The
Difference of Time and Rhythm in Music,"

tries to show that time (German, "Takt")is
something apart from and not essential to

rhythm. A ^.trumpet call, for example, has

rhythm, but is not reducible to measure or

"bars." The same melody may be written in

different times. Thus even a waltz movement
may be written in four- fourths time, as well as

three-fourths time. The paper is ingenious,

and like the writer's other contributions to the

aesthetics of music, shows the advantages of

familiarity with technical forms and the

practices of the artist. Yet it hardly appears

to prove that the sensa of rhythm in its higher

or more developed forms is independent of that

of " time." A trained ear, in listening to one
of Beethoven's " Scherzi," will involuntarily

reduce the movement to its measure or time

divisions, and it seems difficult to say that this

sense of time divisions or equal groupings of
time-units is something added to the sense of
rhythm. Might it not be called the sense of
rhythm perfected by the intellectual element
of measurement ? And is not this factor of
measurement already in a simpler form in all

appreciation of a regular sequence of sounds,
such as that effected by taps succeeding one
another at regular intervals ? The remaining
articles are on :

" The Metaphysics of the Time-
Process," by T. C. S. Schiller ;" The Relation
of Attention to Memory," a record of some new
and interesting experiments by W. G. Smith

—

who, we regret to hear, has been called from
Oxford to Chicago; and " Reality and Causa-
tion," by W. Carlile.

The two last numbers of The Piychological
Review are chiefly remarkable for a study
entitled " The Theory of Emotion," by Prof.
John Dewey. The writer sets out by adopting
the view of Lange and W. James, that emotion
is essentially the consciousness induced by the
backward nervous wave following a reflex

motor discharge : that fear, for example, is the
complex result of the sensations of muscular
tremor, chilled bodily surface, «S;c., consequent
on an instinctive nervous discharge. He seeks

to bring this view of the nature of emotion in-

to connexion with Darwin's theory of the origin

of emotional discharge or bodily manifestation.
That is to say, he endeavours to show how,
on the assumption that these manifestations
were primarily useful responses of the organism
on the presentation of particular stimuli, the
several bodily constituents of the emotions (as

analysis discloses them) come to be what they
are. The two articles are highly original, and
full of daring speculation ; and they show now
and again a liberty of style which surpasses

that of Prof. James himself. They are plausible ;

they succeed in making points now and again,
yet they are likely to provoke criticism. The
student would do well to read ia connexion
with them the further examination of Prof.
James's theory of emotion by D. Irons in the
current number of Mind.

"SCIENTIST," WITH A PREAMBLE.
Mailesfotd : Jan. IB, 1695.

Oh. You just now spoke of some one as

truthful. I hope I shall not hear the word
from you again. The memories which an
Americanism calls up to an Englishman are
disquieting.

Sol. Very well ; I will, in future, gratify you
with veracious, or, if you prefer it, veridical,

mistaken as you are in your notion about
truthful. I know that it was never at all

common till our own days; and yet it is no
innovation. Its form is correct, too, and it

does not displease the ear. More than this, it

has the warrant of so fastidious a stylist as
Landor, and I can show it to you even in the
pages of two of your prime favourites. Dr.
Newman and Dr. Pusey. Judged by its

British associations, it has, then, no taint of

vulgarity.

Ob. It is used very much more frequently by
Americans than by Englishmen, and therefore

should be studiously avoided ; and it is avoided

by all careful writers and speakers, when oa
their guard.

Sol. Your position that]Americans are notice-

ably fond of it I believe to be mere conjecture.

But grant that they work it hard ; they do the

same by guess, prominent, and remarlaMe, for

instance ; and, in consistency, you ought to

cashier them as well as truthful. Your
avowed reason for disliking truthful strikes

me as unworthy of a philosopher. Is not your
logic simply that of antipathy ?

06, Let us change the subject.
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Sol, By all meant.
My instructor in the proprieties of speech also

once peevishly took me to task for saying

dtx-trinal, adding that, by such a pronuncia-

tion, I betrayed my nationality, a disclosure

of which could not be to my advantage.
" Where an English word is from the Latin or

Greek," ho went on to prescribe, with a view

to my enlightenment, "you should always

remember the stress in itis original, and the

quantity of the vowels there." I replied: "If
others choose to be irrVtaled or ex'cited,

because of what they take to be my genu'rne

ignO-rance in oratO'ry, they should at least be
Sure that their discomposure is not gratu'rtous.

As to your implication that my nationality is

of the nature of a disgrace, if not a sort of

crime, such an Anglicism from you was not
wholly imexpected."
Some thirty years have elapsed since the

date of the fragments of colloquy thus pretty

literally recited. My interlocutor was a learned

Oxford divine, who was offered the Indian
metropolitanship. Peculiar, though not very
exceptionally so, was the charity of this

eminent religionist for Americans. It appeared
as if, in his eyes, they owed an apology for

their very existence. To him one of their most
salient delinquencies was a want of reverence,

by which he meant, clearly enough, their

unreadiness to defer instantly, whatever might
be the matter agitated, to the dictation of

Englishmen. Instructive is the study of a one-
sided philanthropist of his stamp.
That, in the United States, the English

language has, with the mass of the people,

degenerated into a most disgraceful condition,

and that it steadily becomes more and more
depraved there, no intelligent observer can
question. But is it this state of things alone
that so often leads an Englishman to denounce,
off-hand, as an Americanism, any expression
that offends him ? Starvation, as is well known,
was first ventured by a Scotchman, and was
familiar here, b'tfore it crossed the Atlantic.

Yet Archbishop Trench found sufficient

authority in his prej udioe against Americans,
tj tell the world that it was one of their

indigenous barbarisms. To produce a host of

similar misrepresentations I need only turn to

my memoranda. Importunate indeed for

gratification must be animosity, when purely
fancied ground for disparagement is assumed,
without inquiry, or in spite of knowledge to
the contrary, to be as probatory as ascertained

fact.

A relevant illustration outside philology,

matching the fiction of Archbishop Trench, lies

before me.
Among the very opulent, beyond those of

any other country have those of the United
States conspicuously and notoriously signalized
themselves by bestowing their wealth for the
general behoof of their compatriots, more
especially in promoting education. For all

this, Sir Lepel Henry Griffin, in The Oreal
Hepublic, asserts, in p. 79: "The American
millionaire, who by no personal extravagance
can spend his income, might be expected to

devote a considerable portion of it to the public,

good. But this is the last thing of which he
thinks." To surmise that this statement was
indited by its author ignorantly is out of the
question. So repugnant to him are Americans,
that, in his estimation, the benefit of faithful

representation exceeds their deserts. Far too
commonly it is by bold strokes in fabling that
current opinion is generated.

If lexicographers may be trusted, the verb
cremate and the combination English-speaking
were originally haztrded by an American. But,
popular as they have come to be, if, when they
were new, attention had been widely called to

that circumstance, what might not have been
their fate here ? "Who can be sure that crevyate

would not have been ranked with donate, for

pedantry, and that English-Sjieaking would have
escaped being bracketed with whole-souled, for

bad taste ? Would their handiness have been
allowed to compensate for what many would
have styled their stigma of base parentage ?

" It is, perhaps, impossible to discover why
the mere words ' an Americanism ' do so drive

a few American critics beyond their patience."

So wrote some one, the other day, in a London
daily journal. The solution is obvious. That,

to an American, irritable or inirritable, the
animadversions of Englishmen on his peculi-

arities of language are, in most oases, un-
welcome, is a phenomenon intelligible enough
to whoever, in imagination, projects himself

into his place. To the natural man malice and
contempt, whether overt or covert, are, at

least when he himself is their object, repel-

lent; and comparatively seldom, in this

country, are Americanisms made a topic of

remark, without the accompanying exhibi-

tion of supercilious or scornful ill-will towards
those to whom they are attributed. A rather

rare exception is an English critic who, in

descanting on the speech of Americans, does

not reveal indications of his being a Dean
Alford in disguise. "England," discourses

Mr. Buskin, in Fors Glavigera, "taught the

Americans all they have of speech or thought,

hitherto. What thoughts they have not
learned from England are foolish thoughts;
what words they have not learned from
England, unseemly words ; the vile among
them not being able even to be humourous
parrots, but only obscene mocking-birds."
Page upon page, in the same tone as that of

this passage, are furnished by the author of

what has been transcribed. And what is the

fruit of venting such splenetic falsehoods P

" If I could do it safely, I would kill a Yankee
as soon as I would kill a mad dog." Mr.
Buskin aims to have " workmen and labourers "

for his clients. Some few he has ; and the

words I have quoted fell from the lips of one
of them, inspired by his humanitarian and
aesthetic tuition. Perilous playthings, when
in the hands of heedless fribbles, are fire-

brands.
To come to scientist, in a letter communicated

to the Academy for September 19, 1874, the
late Mr. A. J. Ellis confidently branded it as

an "American barbaric trisyllable," but, not-
withstanding his nice disdain of the " barbaric,"

went on gravely to propose the adoption of uty,

utians, phillogy, and phillogs, in place of

utilitarianism, utilitarians, philology, and philo-

logists. Shortly afterwards I replied to him
in the columns of the New York Nation.

What then befel did not altogether surprise me.
With the preface, " We can hardly expect
ready credence from our readers, but assure

them, nevertheless," etc., the Shangbae Celestial

Empire proceeded to father on me, construct-

ively, the portentous devices specified above,

and that though, besides ridiculing them, I

had named their author, and as having been
recently President of the English Philological

Society. Had the Shanghai romancer been
lessoned in trickery by " the heathen Chinee" ?

He had noticed that the hideous uty and the rest

were discussed in what he left-handedly com-
pliments as "the leading paper of America";
and this served him as a sufficient x>retext for

palming off the invention and recommendation
of them as being typical of "Yankee"
scholarship.

In the Guardian for March 6, 1878, a
reviewer characterized scientist as " very ques-
tionable." A note to the editor, in which I

maintained that much could be advanced in

its favour, was denied publication. Within six

months the Guardian again attacked the word,
and I again stepped forward to defend it, but
with the same issu^ as before.

On the 20th of September, 1890, the London
Daily News denounced scientist as an " ignoble
Americanism," and as " a cheap and vulgar
product of trans-Atlantic slang." In correction
of this description of it, I wrote to that journal,

pointing out that, in 1840, it was advocated,
together with physicist, by Dr. Whewell, as if

of his own fabricating. My communication
never saw the light. To print it might have
checked the propagation of an error which
affronted vanity preferred to the truth ; as if,

withal, obscurantism, play it who may, were
not a game of the silliest. On the 30th of last

November, the DailyNews returned to thejword in

question, apparently approving a censure passed
on it by Science-gossip. A letter in reply, au
expansion of my former one, which I at once
drew up and addressed to the Daily News,
shared the fate of its fellow, in feeding the
editorial waste-paper basket.

Since, in the flesh, Dr.Whewell wasneverback-
ward in asserting himself, let it be imagined
that, in his excarnate transformation, he is so

still. And let it be farther imagined tha*',

released awhile fiom the shades, in the course

of a round of calls he visits Prof. Huxley in

his study. These conditions fulfilled, what
follows may possibly be conceivable.

Dr. W, {considerably materialized). Good
morning ! Don't mind my abruptness. I have
come to pick a bone with you. As an anato-
mist, and a trifie osseously hard in manner,
you will allow that my metaphor is not inap-

propriate.

Prof. U. {impatiently). Who are you ?

Dr. W. A wit once said of somebody that

science was his forte, and omniscience his

foible. To the successor of that myth,
realized, I make my obeisance. (Genuflects.)

Prof. H. {more impatiently). I ask you who
you are, and what you are driving at.

Dr. W. I am advancing pedetentously.

Prof. H. {visibly fidgeting). Your bearing is

rude, while your English is peculiar.

Dr. W. I never particularly studied the

graces; but my extempore pedetentously will

compare to advantage with your deliberate

xenogenesis.

Prof. H. {subirascently). You are intrusive

and impertinent. You will be so good as to

leave the room.
Dr. W. Pardon me, worthy Professor. Out

on ticket-of-leave from Hades, and " going to

and fro in the earth," I have taken the liberty

of dropping in on you. I am Dr. Whewell.

Prof. H. (smiling). Soliditorm spirits, whether
material or otherwise, are an object of rational

interest; and for 8ira7€ ixram I gladly sub-

stitute x<"P' SitdaKoKt.

Dr. W. Thank you. I should relish a long
chat ; only I must dispatch my errand and be

off. St. Peter has timed me ; and I would not
forfeit the character I enjoy for keeping

my engagements. To come to the point, I see

that you have sent this note to this month's
issue of a periodical :

" To any one who respects

the English language I think scientist must be
about as pleasing a word as electrocution. I

sincerely trust you will not allow the pages of

Science-gossip to be defiled by it." Now, "an
ill-favoured thing, sir, but mine own," is, I

believe, the mongrel brat scientist, which you
fiout so despitefuUy. To my mind, it was
desiderated, just as, it appeared to me,
were tidology and physicist. That the

ancient Bomans would not have tolerated

scientistes or scientista, as a new type of hybrid,

I am well aware. In order to denizenize

scientista, they would have required, normally,

the pre-existence of a Greek verb in i(tiy or

iffo-ffai, such as (to<pi(tii; iyuyi(f<rBai, or Xoyl-

(«rBai, yielding trotpiTT-fis, iywxiOT^s, Koyiffrfit,

But this is nothing to us, when we are at

a pinch. You would have me explain,

then, how I justify my bantling ? Well, what
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if I took the stem seen in scientific, as also in
tcientia, duly modified it, and added -ist to the
result ? My proceeding would be much about
the same as that of whoever fashioned deista,

doiate, or deist. Here the full stem, deo-, is

weakened into dei-, and this, before -ista, -iste,

-ist, is truncated to de-, i being elided to pre-
clude a hiatus. Of the final i of scienti- there
is, towards the making of my word, likewise
elision. If scientia had not scire behind it,

scientist would, accordingly, be every whit as
good as aurist, dentist, florist, Jurist, oculist,

and the old copist, now copyist. Where I
indulged in a licence was in operating, not on
the stem of a substantive, but on that of a part of
a verb, a present participle. Surely, you would
not quarrel with colloquial, determinist, fanam-
bulist, noctambulist, somnambulist, and ventrilo-
quist, which are only slightly dififerent from
scientist ?

But I have not yet done. Dissatisfied
with the German obskurant and the French ob-
scurant, we give the preference to the elongated
obscurantist. Be it, then, alternatively, that we
have, in scientist, -ist suffixed to the old
adjective scifni, occurring in Lydgate and Bp.
John King ; in which case it is, as regards its

elements, analogous to absolutist, extremitt,
indifferentist, positivist. And, once again, what
if I guided myself, in my straits, solely by
the demands of expedience and euphony, and
simply fastened -ist to the scient- of scientific,

satisfied with combining unmistakable parts
into an unmistakable whole ? Beside the
numerous existing compounds which gravel
ordinary folk, mine, with its convenience and
instant intelligibility, is, I contend, in the
highest degree creditable. Well is it able to
stand on its own worth. Account for it as one
may, I predict, too, that it will live. Nay, who
knows that, when grown vigorous, it may not
get to be ambitiously propagative, engendering,
to become radicated in usage, scientism, scien-
tistic, scientistically, scientisticalness, scientize,
scientizing, scientizingly , and tcientization ! How
do you like the prospect ? {Tries to look grave,
and succeeds.)

Prof. H. {with scientific solemnity and sense
of injury). If I were not a self-contained
philosopher, I should pray, "Angels and
ministers of grace defend us .'

"

Dr. W. The eventual history of scientist, as
I am a prophet, will resemble that of the verb
advocate, in the sense of the old propugn. This
advocate was used by Thomas Nashe in 1598, and
by Bp. Sanderson in 1624, and then, perhaps, was
dropped. Burke brought it forward in 1782

;

and forthwith it was welcomed and naturalized
by the Americans, though it long had no
patrons, here, to speak of. Coleridge ventur-
oufly took it by the hand in 1800; but, for
years later, it was slow in gaining friends. In
1822, and again in 1838, Southey stigmatized
it as an Ameticanism. Yet who now repu-
diates it ? Indeed, how many doubt its having
been classical for centuries? To hark back
to scientist, considered all round, I am ready
to pit it against your agnostic. If you
had not been misinformed, I surmise that
you would have taken it and been thank-
ful. It must be that your judgment of it
is determined by your personal equation.
Coupling it, as you do, with the ridiculous
electrocution, it is evident that, like many others,
you think it an importation from the United
States, and hug yourself as a good patriot for
holding It in detestation. We ex-Tellurians
have different ideas, touching the infinitely
little, from those to which we were accustomed,
as narrow earthlings.

/>o/. //. Scientist has always been abomin-
able to mo; and it is so still, whatever you
may urge.

l>r. ir. Your sturdy conservatism I reckoned
on. {Consulting the ghost of a watch.) The few

minutes remaining to me I must make the
most of. Prfsen<j;^c signifies "making present."
How, then, can anybody, save because of being
a successful teacher, "one who causes others
to be scient, knowing, endowed with science,"
be called scientific ? And is scientific, in place
ot sciential, applied to an experiment, a pur-
suit, or the like, any less inexact than
when applied to a person ? These queries, the
germ of which I owe to a friend, I propound to
the erudite etymologist who has imposed on us,
as original or as borrowed, biogenesis, gamo-
genesia, heterogeneais, and their swarm of kin-
dred. Was it from Jeremy Bentham that you
learned to construct neoterisms ? Or from
Bryant, theAmerican poet, vrithhia thanatopsis ?

Among your pretty novelties I observe homo-
taxis, which, you complain, "has not, so far as
I kndw, found much favour in the eyes of
geologists." They must have scoured up their
Greek grammar. Some one has said, referring
to sundry of your technicalities, that they " are
scientistic rather than scientific." Nor is the
stricture unauthorized. Modem philosophers,
especially French and English, often make wild
work, when they undertake to mould Greek
into compounds. However, I dare say we
shall have to be content with what they
do, if they stop measurably short of creations
like that of the Parisian journalist who, dimly
lighted by hydrophobe, styled an antagonist,
for his alleged dread of clericals, an hydro-
pretre. Philology fared vastly better at the
hands of our old physicians and divines than
it does, in certain quarters, now-a-days. My
valediction to you ! {Immaterializea.)
That scientist suggested itself to several

persons independently of one another is nothing
strange. Thinking it a fancy of my own, I
made use of it, in February, 1853, in Ledlie's
Miscellany, Vol. I., p. 169. Years passed,
when it came to my knowledge that my
learned countryman. Dr. Benjamin A. Gould,
the astronomer, had proposed it in 1849, un-
aware that he was not its first introducer.
And then I discovered that he had been fore-
stalled, in 1840, by Dr. Whewell; a fact to
which I have again and again directed atten-
tion in print, notably in a book published in
London in 1877, and in the Pall Mall Gazette
for July 26, 1882.

Anomalous in structure as scientist ad-
mittedly is, still, now that, after Dr. Johnson's
rimist, we have got, composedly, to landscajnst,
red-tapist, routinist, and faddist, there is every
likelihood that utility will soon legitimate it, as
it has legitimated botany, dynameter, facsimile,
idolatry, monomial, suicide, telegram, tractarian,
and vegetarian, to name a few established
irregularities.

Mr. A. J. Ellis, while approving of scient, to
denote "a man of science," signified his accept-
ance of scientist, though an " American barbaric
trisyllable," to bear the meaning of "an
adherent to sclents."

A contributor to Science-gossip is half-inclined
to countenance scientist, but as equivalent to " a
dabbler in science." For acientificist he would
have had some support from analogy : I do not
mean that word as classifiable with publicist.

Home Tooke's pejorative grammatist, based on
the unclassical grammatista, was, equally with
philosophist, a term formerly in some vogue,
adopted from the French. The latter is jest-
ingly intensified, by Southey, into philoso-
phiatulus : one step more, and he would have
reached philoaophistulaater. As to Dr. Whewell's
physicist, it seems as though, if taken dyslogis-
tically. Prof. Huxley would not reject it as a
mate to his own physicism.
As Dr. Whewell well argues, it is only a fair

requisition, in the interest of verbal parsimony,
that, since we possess the comprehensive desig-
nation artist, we should possess a corresponding
one for "a cultivator of science in general,"

Quite possibly he thought of, and discarded as
being much too sibilant, and also otherwise
objectionable, sciencist, tallying, in a way,
with romancist. Nor is either sciencer or
acientificer, though justifiable analogically, a
thing of beauty. Professor De Morgan, in
a letter, confidentially entitled himself " a
scientific " ; and he might, no more blamefully,

or not blamefuUy at all, have entitled himself
" a «cien<taZ," looking to academic, classic, menial,
official, and many another personal substantive.
Finally, there is, to help us, somebody's facti-
tious Latin scientiatua, father or son of the Italian
acienziato. If scientia had been one with our
acience, acientiatus might have been sanctioned
by Cicero himself, for what we know. So who
will vote for acientiate f

F. H.

THE KISFALVDT SOCIETY.

It is long since the Kisfaludy Society of
Budapest held a meeting so brilliant and so
numerously attended as that of February 10,

The Ministers, members of Parliament of all

parties, and the elite of Hungarian society were
there assembled. It was known that the new
member. Count Albert Apponyi, the dis-
tinguished and eloquent leader of the Opposi-
tion, would take his seat and read a paper.
He chose for his subject "Aesthetics and
Politics, the Artist and the Politician," and
dwelt upon the mental qualities necessarily
common to both these forms of human
activity. He was moat enthusiastically
applauded at both the beginning and the
conclusion, his political rivals and opponents
being, as in duty bound, as forward in their
applause as the members of his own party.

It was also known that the Society would
take the opportunity of congratulating their

president, M. Paul Gyulai, on the jubilee of
his literary activity. What, however, was un-
expected was that Dr. Wlassics, the Minister of
Public Instruction, handed over to M. Gyulai
the order of St. Stephen, which the King of
Hungary had been pleased to confer upon the
veteran critic.

The proceedings were appropriately closed by
a banquet, to which more than a hundred
persons sat down.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
LOBD BYllOX AND "THE VAMPIRE."

DnbUn : Feb. 5, 1896.

I have been Iittely fortanate enough to have
bad put into my hands an unpublished letter

of Lord Byron's of the most peculiar literary

interest. As to the authenticity of the letter

there is not the slightest doubt, and I now
give you a copy of it, together with a brief

account of the circumstances connected with it.

The letter is as follows :

" Sib,—In various numbers of your journal, I

hare seen mentioned a work entitled, ' The
Vampire,' with the addition of my name as that
of the author. I am not the author and never
heard of the work in (luostion until now. la a
more recent paper I perceive a formal annuncia-
tion of ' Tho Vampire,' with the addition of an
account of my residence in the island of Mitylcne
—an ibland which I have occasionally sailed by, in

the course of travelling some years ago through
the Levant, and where I should have no objection
to retide, but where I have never yet resided.

Neither of these performances are mine, and I
presume that it is ntither unjust uor ungracious to

requett that you will favour me by contradicting
the advertisement to which I allude. If the book
ia cltver it would be base to deprive the real

writer, whoever he may be, of his honours ; and if

stupid, I desire the reaponeibility of nobody's
dulness bat my own.
" You will excuse the trouble

—the imputation ia of no great
and as long as it was contined to surmises
and reports I should have received it as I have
received many others in silence. But the
formality of a public advertisement of a book I
never wrote, and of a residence where I never re-
sided, is a little too much, particularly as I have
no notion of the contents of tho one nor the in-
cidents of the other, f have l)eaido3 a personal
dislike to Vampires, and the little acquaintance I
have with them would by no means induce me to
divulge their secrets.
" You did mc a much less injury by your para-

graphs about my * devotion,' and ' abandonment
of society for the sake ot religion,' which appeared
in your messenger during last Lent—all of which.
hrj not founded on fict—but you see I do not con-
tradict them ; b3causo they are merely personal,
whereas the others in some degree concern the
reader.
" You will oblige me by complying with my re-

quest of contradiction. I assure you that I know
uothiag of the work or works in question, and
have ttic honour to bs (as the contributors to
magazines say) 'your constant leader' und very
obadient humble servant Byron.
"To the editor Oalipiaiti't Mcttenger, &c

,

&c., &o. Venice, April 27th, 1819."
'

' A Monsieur Qalignani,
" 18, Buo Vivienne, P*ris."»

I give you
importance.

The real author ot The Vamiiire was Byron's
young friend—poor, weak, vain, impulsive
Polidori. He had constructed the tale from
his remembrance of a story told by Byron at

Diodati in 1816. Mr. and Mrs. Shelley were
then living in a cottage on the Mont Blanc
side of the lake. They and Byron often spent
their evenings together, sitting up "in con-
versation till the morning light." Upon one
of these occasions, " having amused themselves
with reading German ghost-stories, they agreed
at last to write something in imitation of them.
' You and I,' said Lord Byron to Mrs.
Shelley, ' will publish ours together.' He
then began his tale of The Vampire, and,
having the whole arranged in his head,
repeated to them a sketch of the story one
evening, but from the narrative being in prose
made but little progress in filling up his out-
line. The most memorable result of their

story-telling compact was Mrs. Shelley's wild
and powerful romance of Frankeiuiein." (See

Moore's Life and Letters of Lord Byron, chap,
xxvii.) Polidori was present on the above-
mentioned occasion, and afterwards, in Moore's
words, " vamped up the story of the Vam-
pire, which, under the supposition of its

being Lord Byron's, was received with such
enthusiasm in France."
Among the letters of Byron published by

Moore may be found two written to John
Murray, about the same time, and on the same
subject, as the one now published for the first

time.

Geokge Newcomen.

That the attempt of Strauss to mythicise the
Evangelical traditions is out of date, is clearly

no proof that there is not a considerable
amount of justification for a moderate mythical
theory. Certainly the mythological spirit had
by no means died out among the Jews in the
early Christian centuries. I should like to add
that the influence of mythology on the religious

phraseology of the Israelites seems to me the
first point to establish ; and this can be done,

and has been done, with the greatest ease in

the Old Testament, withoat detriment to the
religious value of the writings which Jews and
Christians alike so justly honour.

T. K. Cheyne.

* The original is now in the possession of Mr.
|

Thoimu) IlewBon, M.A. (Barristor-at-Law), Dublin. I

THE NEW SYBIAC QOSPELS.

Oxford : Feb. IS, 1S95.

In this my first and last contribution to an in-

structive discussion, I venture to ask if its

range is not becoming too wide ? That the
criticism of the form of a document is not
wholly separable from that of its contents, is no
doubt perfectly true. But the acute scholars
who have been writing are sometimes in danger
of being fascinated by collateral subjects more
than is good for the main points at issue. If

mythology is to be taken into consideration

—

and I should be untrue to my whole past as a
scholar if I denied that it ought to be—would it

not be well for a few students to combine for a
thoroughly critical examination of the subject
of the relation of mythology to the Biblical

traditions? A good deal of material has baen
already collected, but it still needs some sifting,

and archaeologists must be careful to work in

harmony with those who are more specially

literary critics. No offence ia intended hereby
to literary critics, who may be, and sometimes
are, by no means contemptible archaeologists.

That Old Testament criticism at least has long
ago passed into a mixed literary and archaeo-
logical phase is well known, except to certain

theologians. But it b inevitable that some
critics should be more specially archaeological

than others, and so I advocate a division of

labour. For the virgin birth of tho Lord Jesus
(the ideal value of which is clearly by no means
inseparable from the outward form of the
story) we have not only the more familiar mythic
parallels, but the story of the wonderful birth

of Zarathustra by a ray of the divine glory
descending from one sphere to another till it

reached the bosom of Dughdo, mother of the
prophet. The latter story has, of course, no
historical connexion with that in Matt. i. ; its

probable antiquity is admitted by Darmesteter

;

and its value as a parallel is not affected by the
legendary character of Dughdo. It is also a
fact of importance that mythic elements
attached themselves to the mother of Jesus in

post-Evangelical times in Egypt, Anibij, and
Asia Minor.

THE IHISH VERSES IN THE CODEX
BOERXERLVNUS.
Trinity College, Dnblin : Feb. S, 1886.

On p. 23 of the Codex Boernerianus (G) of

the Pauline Epistles, published by Matthaei
in 1791, there occur, as is well known, two
curious Irish stanzas. They begin "Teicht
doruim . morsaido . beio torbai . INri chondaigi
hifoss," &c., and have been thus translated by
Mr. Whitley Stokes {Qoidelica, p. 182)

:

"To go to Rome is much of trouble, little of

profit. The king whom thou seekest here, unless

(hou bring him with thee, thou flndest not. Great
folly, great madness, great loss of sense, great
folly, since thou hast proposed (?) to go to death,
to be under tho unwill of Mary's 8ou."

A translation of the verses was first pub-
lished by Dr. Reeves in the Irinh Ecclesiastical

Journal for 1848, and they are given by
Scrivener in a note to his account of Codex G
{Introd. to N.T., 4th edition, I., p. 180). He
thinks it likely that they were written at Rome
by some disappointed pilgrim. I have lately

come across a passage which seems to give a
better explanation. The verses have reference

to a legend of St. Brigit preserved in a note on
fol. 40 of the Franciscan copy of the Irish

Liber Hymnorum, and printed by Mr. Stokes
in Lives of the Saints from the Book of Lismore

(p. 335). I give his translation of the

passage :

" Plea, a monastery which Brigit hath by the
Ictian Sea, and it is its order which Biigit's com-
munity have Et sic factum est id. Brigit sent
seven persons to Rome, to learn the order of Peter
and Paul, for she herself was not permitted by
Qcd to go. When they came (back) to Brigit,

not one word of the order remained with them.
' The Virgm's Son knoweth,' says Brigit, ' though
great be your labour, small i? your profit [ni mor
uar tarba cid mor for saethar] ! So she sent other

seven in like manner.'

'

The rest of the legend relates the fortunes

of the second seven and the "blind boy,"
how they anchored in a storm in the Ictian

Sea, how the anchor struck on " the conical top
of the oratory," how the " blind . . . boy went
and loosed the anchor and remained there till

the end of a year, learning the order." And
thus it was that Brigit's community got the
"order of celebration" which they were
accustomed tD use.

Whatever be the value of tho legend, it is

plain, I think, that the words "great labour,

small profit," which occur in the versos in

Codex G, have reference to it. As to the

second quatrain, it may contain a further

allusion to another incident in the life of

Brigit, mentioned as a note to the Felire of -

Oengus at May :!. Bishop Condlaed of Kildare,

it is said, tried to go to Rome in violation of

an order given by Brigit, but met with death
upon the way in answer to her prayers. It

would be interesting to know if there is any
liturgical connexion batween Feasts of St.

Brigit and the passage (1 Cor. ii. 10—iii. 3),

which occurs on fol. 23 of the Codex
Boernerianus. J. H. Beunard.
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"LI THE TAUQUINII "

—

{Convilo IV. 5).

Dirney "Wood, Bimbam, Bacis : Ftb. 13, 18?6.

In the fourth book of the Convito (Cap. b)

Dante enumerates the seven kings of Eome as

follows: " Eomolo, Numa, Tullo, Anco, e li

ire Tarquinii." The omission of Servius Tul-

lius and the inclusion of a third Tarquin have
led several editors to alter the MSS. reading in

this passage, and to substitute: "Eomolo,
Numa, Tullo, Anco Marcio, Servio Tullio, e

li re Tarquinii," a reading for which apparently

there is not the smallest MS. authority. In
the recently published "Oxford Dante" Dr.

Moore very properly has restored the MSS.
reading.

It is evident that while writing this chapter
of the Convilo Dante had in mind Aeneid vi.

756-853, the passage in whiih Anchises is

represented as pointing out to Aeneas the long
line of Alban and Eoman kings, and the

worthies of the commonwealth—a passage, it

may be noted, from which Dante quotes
repeatedly in the De Monarchia, and with
which he was therefore undoubtedly familiar.

Now, it is remarkable that also in Virgil's

list of kings Servius TuUius is omitted :

" Cluin et avo comitem Eese Mavoitiu? addct
RomtUiii. . . .

. . . NoEco ciines incanaque mcnta
Regis Bomani, primam qui legibus uibem
Fundabit (i e , Numa). . . .

. . . Cui deinde tubibit

Otia qui rumpet patriae resideeque movebit
ThHvk in arma viros et jam deEuetatiiumphis
Agmica. Quern jnxta sequitui jaclacticr

Aiicus . .

yia Qt Tarjitit.ios rei/es . . . viderei'"
(Acn. vi. 777-818.)

Virgil, as Conington points out, doubtless
intended Servius Tullius to be included in
" Tarquinios reges." Tullius, whoso mother
was a slave of Tanaquil, the wife of Tarquinius
PriscuB, was born in the royal palace and was
brought up as the king's son ; he was closely

connected with the Tarquin family, his wife
having been the daughter of Tarquinius
Prisons, while his own two daughters married
the sons of Tarquinius. So that his inclusion

with the Tarquin kings, if not strictly accurate,

is not beyond the bounds of poetical licence

;

and Dante, with Virgil's lines before him, may
be excused f>.r taking the same liberty. It is

however, just possible that, for " Vis et Tar-
quinios reges," Dante may have read " Tres et

Tarquinios reges."

In any cise the passage of the Aeneid affords

Buffioient justification for the retention of the
MSS. reading in the Convito passage, and Dr.
Moore is to be congratulated on having resisted

the temptation to follow in the steps of
previous editors.

There is another passage in this same chapter
of the Convito (iv. 5) in which Dr. Moore hs»
restored the MS. reading — namely, "Chi
dira de' Decii e delli Dntsi che posero la loro
vita per la patria ? " Giuliani, remembering
that the Decii are coupled with the Fabii in
Par. vi. 4', does not scruple to substitute Falii

in his text for Drusi; while Witte, without
going so far as to actually alter the text, says :

" Mi Eembra tospetto il nome dei Drusi, non
po'enio cred'jre chs I'autore voglii dar luogo fra
gli uomini piii illustri di Eoma al tribune Marco
Livio Dnuo. So'petterei dunque che siano da
scstilnirvi i Cnrzii, o qualcbe altra famiglia
celebre."

There can be very little doubt, however, that
Dante wrote Drusi, bearing in mind the
Virgilian

—

" Qain Decios Diuaosque procul, saevumque
eecuii

Aspice Torquatuia et rcferentem aigua Camil-
1am"

from the game sixth book of the Aeneid (w.

824-5), both "Torquato" and " Camillo

"

being also introduced in the same paragraph of

the Convito,

Paget Toynbee.

"A hole is the ballet."

What is the meaning of the Irish slang
phrase, "a hole in the ballet," and whence
is it derived ? I remember it ia use about
twenty-five years ago in Dublin ; and I heard
an Irish M.P. use it the other day, to describe

something that had broken down or would
not work properly. I have heard people say
" there's ahole in the ballet " (the t is sounded)
to describe a breakdown in an orchestral per-
formance. In Keightley's Fairy Mythology
(Bohn's ed., p. 177) :

" Fortunately there was
a hole in the wallet," suggests a possible ex-
planation ; but, more probably, it is a bit of

old Dublin theatrical slang,

II. L.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
Sc.iDAY, Fab. 21. «pin. SauiSay L^otare : "The Colorad)

CaiiOT," by Mr. n. T. Whitmell.
7.30 pm. EthicU: "Amsitcin Bauoation," by Miss

Barstall.
Monday, Fth. 25, 6 pm. L'>ndon Institation :

'* Rembrandt
and bij Woxlis,*' by Sir F. Seymour Haden.

8 p.m. Royal Academy : "Schools of Pculotureof
(he Sixth and Fifth Centuries B.G ," IV., by Mr. A. S.
Murray.

8pm. Society of Arts; Cantor Lecture. ** Means
for VerifyinK Ancient Embroideries and'Lices," III., by
Mr. Alan 8. COo.

8.30 p.m Oograpbioal :
" British New Guinea," by

Sir W. Mar^egur.
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 3 p m. Boyat Institution : ''The Internal

FraTrewoik of Plants and Anima's," VII., by Prof. C.
Stewart.

8pm. Civil Eogineerd : Diacuoion, "Plant for (he
Extraction of Gold by the Cyanide Process.**

8 p.m. Society of Arts : "Mediaevil Embroidery,"
by Miss May Morris.

Wedxehday. Feb. 27, 8 p.m. Society of Arts : " Fumacf s

for Boasting Qold-beaiing Orts," by Mr. C. G. Wamford
Lock.

TuuasDAY, Feb. 28, .Ipm. Bsyal Institutim : "Meteorites,"
III , by Mr. L. Fletcher.

6 p.m. London lostltntion :
" The Beautiful as s' en

in Blinute N..ture." by the Bev. Dr. Dallioger.
8 m. Boyal Academy : " The Evolution o! Sculp-

ture," 1.. by Mr. W. B. Biciimond.
8 p.m. Electrical Enf^ioeers : Discussion, **Be-

Tersible Begenerative Armatures and Short Air Space
Djnamos," by Mr. W. B. Bayers.

8.30 p.m. Antiquaries.
Frid.vy, March 1, 8 p.m. Philological: A papsr by Mr. J.

Btuzsmaker.
9 p.m. Boyal Institution: "The Children's Books

of a Hundred Tearj Ago," br Canon Ainger.
Satubday. March 2, 8 p m. Boyal Institation : " Waves

and Vibrations," I., by Lord Bayleigh.

SCIENCE.

St. Michael the Archangel : Three EQcomiums
. , . the Coptic Texts, &c., with a Trans-
lation, by E. A. Wallis Budge. (Kegan
Paul& Co.)

Thebe are probably few national literatures

the character of whose most vigorous period
is more deeply stamped upon them than the
literature of Christian Egypt. It is not
difficult, of course, to demonstrate for it a
direct descent from the Egyptian literature

of preceding ages. M. Amelineau is never
weary of showing us how the legends and
stories of the earlier may be traced still in

the popular works of the later times. But
though the style of language and incident,

the naive delight in the marvellous, be as
clearly the same in the Coptic as in the
hieroglyphic texts—and did, indeed, remain
the same long after the Egyptians had once
more changed their language and their

religion—yet the documents which have been
preserved to us from the four or five cen-

turies during which Christianity was the
national religion are impressed with char-

acteristics which clearly separate them from
their literary ancestors ; and the character-

istic which is the most obvious is, no doubt,

that preference for theological or ecclesi-

astical topics to which there may be said

—

so far as regards the literature iu its stricter

sense—to be practically no exceptions.

Beyond the Bible, with its exegesis and
the innumerable homilies, more or less com-
plete, which are extant upon a great variety

of texts and doctrines, the vast number of

fragments from the lives of prophets, the

miracles and martyrdoms of saints, which
are preserved in Eome, Paris, Oxford, and
London, show us how insatiable must have
been the appetite for such works. Indeed,

leaving out of consideration the saints of

later date, there are few personages of im-

portance, in either the Old or New Testa-

ment, of whose lives and actions the avail-

able remnants of Coptic literature have not

something to tell us beyond what we might
learn from the more usual sources. And, as

might be expected from the religious en-

thusiasm and the historical circumstances of

the age in which such literature had its great-

est vogue, the Copts were not content with

stories of the heroes of their national church
alone : the popularity of these was rivalled

by that of histories and sermons drawn
fiom external sources. Greek, or at least

Greek-written, works of a similar kind
naturally were the principal mine for such
appropriations, and the three stories here
before us are good specimens of such bor-

rowed literature.

It is often difficult to decide whether a
work preserved to us in Coptic is indeed the

production of an Egyptian author or merely
the translation of a Greek original. When
no trace of such an original can be found,

the internal evidence of names and inci-

dents and, to some extent, the percentage
and employment of actual Greek words
scattered through the text, are the only
guides towards a decision of the question.

The author's name (even were that a
guarantee) is but too rarely there to aid us.

In this last respect the MS. which Dr.
Budge has editeii does certainly offer help.

Though once extending, as the number of

its final page shows, beyond its present
limit, it still contains the works attributed
to three writers whose names are given

:

Theodosius, patriarch ofAlexandria; Severus
of Antioch, "the Patriarch " pr?/- excellence;

and Eustathius, Bishop of Trake. The
personality of the last of these is puzzling.

There are certain features in the text of his

Encomium which lead one to suspect a con-

siderable depravity in this Bohairic version
;

and the thus permissible assumption of

some confusion also in its title may help in

solving the difficulty ; for Eustathius of

Antioch, the well-known opponent of Arian-
ism, was exiled to Thrace {cf. Trake), where
he died {circa .337). Further, the name of

Chrysostom, whom the text mentions as

having been banished to Trako, may pos-

sibly have become connected, later on, in

the popular mind with the name of this

Eustathius, since the latter was the subject

of one of the discourses of that widely

known writer (Chri/sostom, ei.Migne, ii. 597),

But if it were thus assumed that there has
been a confusion both as to the persons
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exiled and the places of their banishment,

we are tlien obliged also to assume a chron-

ological confusion and to regard the En-
comium in question as falsely ascribed to

this Eustatbius; for in it reference is

repeatedly made to the Emperor Honorius,
whose reign only began in 395. That
similar pious deceptions were, at any rate,

frequently resorted to is a disappointing

fact, of which none can be ignorant who
have any experience of the work of Coptic

scribes. Indeed, in support of this identifi-

cation, I am tempted to offer yet another
suggestion : namely, that the appearance in

this third Encomium of quotations from (or

paraphrases on) the "Physiologies" may
be a reminiscence of the fact that to

Eustathius of Antioch was attributed a
well-known commentary upon the " Hexa-
emeron"—a class of work very closely

related to the " Physiologies." But these
hypotheses have doubtless presented them-
selves already to Dr. Budge, and been by
him set aside for lack of any clear evidence
in their favour.

The texts themselves of these three dis-

courses are interesting from several points
of view. They were evidently among the
most popular in the literature. Fragments
of a Sa'idic version of the first and third
have come to light since Dr. Budge's publi-
cation, while the MS. from which he prints
bears variant readings taken from two
others (see p. 70d of the MS.). Indeed,
another Bohairic MS. of the discourse of
Theodosius, which it would have been
interesting to compare with Dr. Budge's,
seems to be preserved at Eome (No. 63 of
Mai's list). Then there is not only the
parallel Arabic translation of the three
works, in itself evidence that they retained
their popularity through a considerable
time ; but the same stories have been trans-
lated by M. Amolineau from a quite in-

dependent Arabic version. And, finally,

Dr. Budge has himself printed a specimen
of an Ethiopic text of the second Encomium.
And if the acquaintance with these dis-

courses was widespread, that was no doubt
due to the great popularity in Egypt of the
personage who plays the chief part in them
—^the Archangel Michael. As evidence of
this, we have but to look through the
Coptic Calendar, where we see that, not
content as in other cases, with consecrating
one day to the honour of Michael, the 12th
of every month and, in two months, the
13th and 14 th likewise, are devoted to him.

It would be interesting to know more of
the church in Cairo to which the MS. here
published was dedicated. Although the
same dedication is to be found else-

where, I am aware of no instance in-

which this "Church of St. Michael at the
head of the Canal" is precisely localised.

One MS., however {Brit. 3fut. Or. 1321),
does speak of it as " the celebrated church
at the head of the Canal, on the outside of
Mi«r "—a phrase which seems, at any rate,

to point to that church, the mention of which
by Ibn DuAmui is quoted by Dr. Budge
(p. xiii.).

Those interested in Coptic literature must
be heartily grateful for these interesting
texts both to Dr. Budge and to Lord Bute,
with whose assistance they are published.

The following suggestions (in which obvious

slips and misprints are ignored), upon a

passage of half a dozen pages (text, pp. 41-

46) chosen at random, may be of interest to

those making use of the book :

P. 41, 17. Trantl., "As for them, fear came
upon them," not " they were afraid to go in."

P. 42, 1. Trantl., " For it is the hour for us

to be due at the holy Liturgy," nut "for us to

go in to," &o.— 2. Trans!., " laid out a carpet (or mat),"

not merely a place upon which to leoline.

— 8. Transl., "being in very great joy."

not " they prayed there with great joy." The
fuxii does not occur.
— 28. "And choice oil" does not occur,

either in the Coptic or Arabic text, as printed.

P. 44, 17. Transl, "Large fishes are after

this wise," not "large fishes like this."

— 28. Transl, "thy laws (1. hctp) are up-

right," not " and to thee belong those that are

upright."
P. 45, 9. Transl, " the seal of my lord the

king," not " the finger of God."
P. 46, 13. Trantl, "lest he hear and be

wroth. I will find occasiou before my lord the

king, and I will persuHde," &c.

Finally, the list of Greek words from the

Coptic texts is very interesting and useful.

Confining ourselves to the same six pages,

the following notes may be made upon it

:

P. 41, 7. Kella (not ei(/i:e?ta) = probably kAao,

cella. though the Arabic has "leather bottle"

(and uses the same word again for niSos).

P. 41, 11. Apokrisis = ohyio\i8\y *iw6xp<rts (as

the Arabic has understood it), not itrSKpiaif.

P. 41, 15. Add tariki^rap'ix'O", "salt fish,"

which the Arab, misunderstanding, has replaced

by "butter."
P. 41, 19. Add kapsi =' Kin^a, xi^a, Kix^tov.

P. 46, 6. Termei = rpi^fo-o-ior, iremis. The
Arab is curiously inconsequent in his transla-

tions of the coin-names in this passage {<•/. the

Arabic of p. 44, 25, 26, and p. 45, 13).

To these may be added four points which
have caught my eye :

Epide = i<'fiH, not ^irl 5(.

Eretin^ er-anuv, not tpairau.

Add M<"'^, p. 108, 17, and Ghaie, p. 110, 26,

? = (coiiD (cf. the Arabic).

W. E. Crum.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ANDAMAN ISLANDERS.

Qovemment House, P..rt Blatr : Jan. 19, 1896.

Although at this distance it is difficult, if not
for practical purposes impossible, to conduct a
correspondence in your pages, yet I must ask
leave to make a few remarks on Sir John
Lubbock's reply (printed December 22, 1894)
to my last letter on the above subject.

I seem to have raised (if I may apply the
epithet) most unscientific wrath in Sir John's
breast, and I hasten to apologise. I did not
know, when quoting from his Prehistoric Times,
marked " 5th Edition, 1890," that, to use Sir

John's words, " it must be remembered that my
book was written thirty years ago." For thirty

years ago the information contained in it is

fair enough, though capable of improve-
ment by a study of Colebrooke. It

would certainly have evoked no remark
from me. It was only when viewed as " up to
date " in 1890 that I found fault with it ; and it

was, no doubt, unsophisticated on my part to
suppose that the edition of 1890 was a revise of

the edition of, say, 1864.

As to Sir John's final remark : "In fact.

Major Temple has not detected a single

mistake in what I said," I suppose it is due to

my obtuseness, but it still appears to me that

I detected so many that I did right in drawing
attention to them.

E. C. Temple.

Poet Blair, Andaman &l«ad<, Indii : Jan. SO, 1-85.

I have just seen the numbers of the Academy
for December 15 and 22, containing a corre-

spondence between Sir John Lubbock and Major
Temple regarding the Andaman Islanders, and
ask your permission to make a few remarks on
the subject under discussion.

My only excuse for intruding in this corre-

spondence is, that I have been for over fifteen

years in charge of the Andamaneso, and have
during that time been engaged in colleutiag

and recording all facts regarding them, for the
Government of India and the British Museum.
Sir WoUaston Franks will hi, perhaps, the best
judge of the value and weight, if any, to be
attached to my opinions.

Since I have been in charge, our friendly

relations with the Andam»nese have bjen
extended to the aborigines of the North and
Little Andaman Islands ; and, particularly as

regards the latter, I Ciu cliim to have derived
my information from Andamanese who, until

my arrival among them, had no ommunioati^n
with the outside world, or even with any other
tribe of Andamanese.
Judging from the facts obtained from these

people, and from digging up their Kitchen-
middens, which give us remains deposited

previous to the visits of either Dr. Mouat or
Sir E. Belcher, I obtain the following answers
to the points under discussion between Sir John
Lubbock and Major Temple.

Had Sir John Labbockqaoted the whole of the
paragraph in Mr. Man's book (p. 3), it would
be seen that Mr. Mau stated that the name
" Mincopie," or anything resembling it, was
unknown to any of the tribes with whom he
was acquainted. Since Mr. Man wrote I
have seen Lieut. Colebrooke's account of

the Andamanese written in 1794. This
is the only really trustworthy account of

the Andamanese previous to Mr. Man's, and
deals exclusively with the tribs known to us as

the Jarawas, living in the South Andaman
Island. Colebrooke gives " Mincopie " as the
name applied by the Jarawas to themselves,
and subsequent writers have adopted this word
as applying to the whole Andamaness race.

Had Sir John Lubbock used the term forty
years ago no exception could have baen taken ;

but I think Major Temple is right in protesting
that in a work published in 1890 by so famous
a man as Sir John such errors should occur.
Each tribe has a name of its own ; and, owing
to the different languages and dialects of the
different tribes, there is no one word in use
throughout the Andaman Islands signifying
" The Andamanese."

II.

Sir John Lubbock states that authorities

differ as to whether the Andamanese live
" wholly " or " occasionally " on fruit. Whom
does Sir John regard as authorities ? Bayoad
Colebrooke, Man, and, if I may humbly say so,

myself, I know of no person who has spoken
correctly and authoritatively on the Anda-
manese. I cannot admit that Sir E. Belcher,

Lieut. St. John, or Dr. Mouat are "author-
ities," in the sense of giving reliable informa-
tion regarding the Andamanese.
The fact is, that fruit, with the exception of

a cooked mangrove seed in the Little Andaman,
does not form a staple of the Andamanese diet

;

and anyone acquainted with the Flora of the
Andaman jungles knows that it could never
have done so.
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III.

3Iajor Temple is quite correct in stating that
the outrigger canoe is the oldest form. The
other form is only used by the South Andaman
group of tribes (principally by the Aka-Bea-da
tribe) ; and neither the Onge group of tribes

nor the North Andaman group of tribes have,
or ever have had, any other form than the
outrigger. I have derived my information
from Audamanese who were married men
before Mouat visited Ihese islands, and who,
therefore, can speak with certainty. Moreover,
Mouat, in the Llustrations to bis book, shows
the canoes as having outriggers.
Begarding Dr. Mouat's book, I hava before

me a copy of his Despatch to the Govf rnment
of India. His book is merely an amplification
of that Despatch. From it I find that he met
the Andamanese on four occasions, each of a
few hours' duration ; on each occasion there
was a fight, and Dr. Mouat knew nothing of
their language. Yet Sir John Lubbock appears
to consider him an authority equal, if not
superior, to Mr. Man with his years of patient
observation. Sir John appears to think that
the earlier the observer the more correct the
account. To follow such an argument to its

logical conclusion we must accept as true the
tatements of Nicoli Conti, Marco Polo, and
others ; and admit that formerly the Anda-
manese had huge misshapen feet a cubit in
length, and had heads like dogs ; that the
Andaman Islands abounded in spices, quick-
silver, and gold; and that the anatomical
structure of the aborigines, and the geological
and botanical features of the Islands have since
entirely changed.
To briefly notice the other points.

IV.

The Andamanese have never (except, per-
haps, in very exceptional cases) tipped their
arrows with glass obtained from wrecks.
Possibly the flakes of glass or quartz used for
shaving were mistaken by Sir B. Belcher for
celts, which they resemble. No traces of glass
arrowheads are found in the Kitchen-middens.
The Andamanese are not good bowmen. I

have often been under .their fire, and though
they judge direction fairly well, they cannot
judge distance. They are poor shots at over
forty yards ; and the reason for this is, that
while shooting pig, &c., in thick jungle, or fish
in the surf, they are never far away from their
game, and have no practice at long distances.
The bow is as much used by them as ever.

T.

They have made pottery from the very
earliest times, and pieces of it are found in the
lowest strata of the most ancient Kitchen-
middens.

VI.

Fish are not killed with harpoons. Young
sharks are shot with arrows. A big shark
would be attacked with a harpoon ; but no
Andamanese would tackle a big shark, except
by mistake on a dark night or in self-defence.

vn.

Sir John Lubbock has, in Prehistoric Times,
by statmg what is " occasionally " done, given
a wrong impression, and has led his readers to
suppose that the occasional act of some
Andamanese is the usual act of every
Andamanese.

VIII.

The Andamanese have an idea of a Supreme
Heing, and the earlier observers were wrong.
The proofs for this are too long for a letter,
but 1 shall be happy to place them at Sir John
Lubbock s duposal, should he wish it.

IX.

The discussion appears to me to show that
thirty years ago Sir J. Lubbock wrote Pre-
historic Times, relying for tho facts in his
Andamanese chapter on Sir E. Belcher, Dr.
Mouat, and Lieut. St. John, they being the
only persons whom he knew of aud looked upon
as reliable authorities on Andamanese matters.
(I can only suppose that Colebrooke's valuable
paper was omitted on account of Sir John
Lubbock's ignorance of its existence ; it is

rarely met with.) Thirty years ago little was
known of the Andamanese ; and Sir John,
having no personal knowledge of them, could
only go by the reports of those who had visited
the Islands. Major Temple has, however, a
right to complain that, in issuing an edition of
the same book in 1890, Sir John Lubbock has
made no attempt to bring his Andamanese
chapter up to date by the light of later dis-
coveries. Such an author might have remem-
bered the weight which his name carries, and
that an ignorant person would prefer erroneous
statements, backed by Sir John Lubbock's
name, to the more correct ones of a less well-
known writer.

It may be as well for me to add that I have
had no communication with Major Temple
since the arrival of the mail with the
December 22 number of the Academy, and he
is not aware that I have written this letter.

M. V. POBTMAN,
Officer in charge of the Andamanese.

SCIENCE NOTES.
The second of the special meetings of the
Royal Society is announced for Thursday next,
when Prof. Weldon, of University College, will
bring forward as a subject for discussion
" Variation in Animals and Plants."

LoKD Rayleioii, professor of natural philo-
sophy in the Royal Institution, will deliver a
course of six experimental lectures on " Waves
and Vibrations " on Saturdays, beginning on
March 2. Lord Rayleigh will also deliver the
Friday evening discourse on April 5, when his
subject will be "Argon, the New Constituent
of the Atmosphere."

At the anniversary meeting of the Geological
Society, held on February 15, the medals and
funds were distributed as follows : The Wollas-
ton medal to Sir Archibald Oeikie, the Murchi-
son medal to Prof. G. Lindstrom, the Lyell
medal to Prof. J. P. Blake, the Bigsby medal
to Mr. C. D. "Walcott, the balance of the
proceeds of the Wollaston fund to Mr. W. W.
Watts, that of the Murchison fund to Mr.
A. C. Seward, a moiety of the balance of the
proceeds of the Lyell fund to Mr. P. F.
Kendall, and the remaining moiety to Mr. B.
Harrison. Dr. Henry Woodward, who was
re-elected president for the current year,
delivered an address on " Palaeozoic
Crustacea."

At the annual general meeting of the
Physical Society, held on February 8, Capt.
W. de W. Abney was elected president, in suc-
cession to Prof. Riicker. An amendment in
the rules was adopted, by which the council is

empowered, under certain conditions, to admit
persons into the society without requiring the
usual recommendations from members. From
the report of the treasurer, it appears that the
assets of the society exceed the liabilities by
£2642.

^

Mk. Henry Wilde, president of the Man-
chester Literary and Philosophical Society, has
intimated his intention of giving an endow-
ment of £8000, the income of which is to be
devoted to various purposes in connexion with
the society's work.

The French Chamber has voted a grant of
12,000 francs (£480) for the observatory on
Mont Blanc.

There has been a change in the editorial
management of the Annales de Oeographie, now
in its fourth year. M. Vidal de la Blache has
taken two coadjutors, representatives of geo-
graphy and geology ; and the January quarterly
number fully maintains its interest. Africa,
of

_
course, is the subject of several of the

articles : Dahomey, the Niger and Lagos
receiving especial attention. Dr. Rouire
congratulates England on its successful
diplomacy in Lagos, and gives a very sym-
pathetic account of the late Samuel Crowther,
the black bishop of the Niger. Physical geo-
graphy, always honoured in France, is well
represented by M. de Lapparent's opening
lecture at the Eoole Libre des Hautes Etudes,
and by M. Eginitis's article on the earthquakes
at Constantinople. M. Berard contributes
an ingenious note on SemitiL" names in
Greece, specially on the equivalence of the
Arcadian Telephassa, through the Chaldaean
Delephat, with Aphrodite, and that of her
children Kadmos {Qeclem, "morning") and
Europe {Ereb, "evening") with Phosphor and
Hesperos. We have been specially interested
by the notice of M. de Foville's inquiry into
the house-types of different parts of France, as
affected by the environment— physical, political,

industrial, and social. The first volume of the
results of these investigations has been pub-
lished (Ernest Leroux), and a second volume is

in preparation. An examination of the different
motives for aggregation or segregation of
houses is most important, and we look forward
to valuable sociological results from the inves-
tigations which are being made under M. de
Foville's auspices.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

C^MnRiDOB Philolooical Bocisi-i.— {Annual
Meeting, Thunday, Jan. 24.)

Prof. Postgate (president) in the chair.—A letter
was read from the secretary to the delegates of the
Clarerdon Press, asking for such corrections on
Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon as might be in
the hands of the society or of its individual
members. It was agreed that the president should
send out a circular asking for corrections by an
early date —A vote of condolence with the family
of the late Sir John E. Seeley, formerly a member
of the society, was patsed unanimoufly.—Mr.
MagnuEson read a paper on "The Myth of
Yggdraeill." Yggdrasill was compoeed of the
stem of Yggr^" awer, terrifier," and dra,il=
" horse, steed," and meant Odin's horse. The
universal opinion was that this name was
proper to the mythic ash-tree which spread
Its branches all over the world. For in the
nineteenth stanza of Viiluspti it lays: "I know
an ash-tree standing, that high tree is called
Yggdrasill." The reason why it is called the horfe
of Odin is universally taken to be this : that Odin,
somehow or other, came to be hanged on it,

according to strophe 138 of Huvamal, where Odin
himself is supposed to say, " I know that I hung
on a windy beam all nine nights together "

; but
he who was hanged was taid by northern poets to
ride the gallows ; and gallows are also designated
by poets as " cold " or even " wind-cold." Hence
Hfivamal's windy beam mutt be Yggdrasill. After
reviewing the grounds on which this theory was
supported, Mr. Magndeeon came to the conclusion
that no such real grounds existed. The Hiivamal
stanza was a spurious interpolation from Christian
times ; the author of Voluspi meant by Yggdraeill
in str. 19 identically the same thing that he meant
by askr Yggdraeilo, the Ash of Yggdrasil, in str.

47 ; and since both terms could not possibly
be synonymous, yet were meant to be so by the
author, it followed that Yggdrasill of str. 19 was
a mistake, and the reading Yggdra8sil'8(8c. ash) in
another old text was the right one. Moreover
Yggdrasill occurred practically only once, but
askr Yggdraeils many times. The fact of the
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m titer was that Yg?dr4«ill = Y^g'8 = 0Jio'8 steed

was a paetic i1 tn staph >r and m^aat SI -ipnor, Odiu's
eight-fd->t-'d horio. Ttte etymologicU ^torpreta-

tion of the p ireuti;;o of Sleipaer prjrel thit he
was aa offspring of varm atr impregnited by c3ld

ait Iq the prccesa nf thiwiag : thtt he was, ia fact,

the atajspdcriij diaturbauoe caused by the rmh of

the hrarler cold iato the lighter warm air. Sleipaer

was the wiad Ho wai eight-foatod, bsciUie the

aacient Northmea cauceived that wiad cauld blow
frjm only eight p >iat8 of the connpiss: from N.,

land-north (N t! ), E, land-south ( J.E ), 8.,

out-south ( = ocean- south, 8.W.), W., and out-

north ( =o)«an-uorth, N.W.)- The terms here
given to the octaut poiats prove that they hare been
invented by a people wholired on acoa^t the direc-

tion of which ran north and S3uth, so that a wind
from N E. aad S E cjuld only blow on them oyer
l»nd, and th« wind from S W. and N.W. likewise

only over the "out" the sea. The people who
gave eight feet to Sleipncr muit have been the
same that invented the homely technical terms fcr

the octmt points: the coast-dffcllers of Western
Noriray. Toici nighty horse of the mighty sir-

god, Odin, C7u1d have his run or pasture ground
nowhere in the Uuiverse, save in the vast branchy
expanse of the mighty Ash -tree of Midgarth.
Henc) Its name " the Ash of Yggi8il"=the Aeh
of Bleipncr. The name Sleipnez meaat the
smooth-foot {»Uip- from slip la tlt'pa, " to polish "),

the nimble-footed one. The metaphorical name
dTMill was related to iri- in trivi, from tei-o, and
meant the tcarer, grinder, bruiser, sweeper. The
true meaning o! the myth of YgRdranl was quite
forgotten probibly before a word of Icelandic was
ever written do jvu

Oliitj:* SiiiKsi-EiiF. Society.—(Siii«'rf<y, Tin. 26.)

Mi83 Louisa M*uy Uavies in the chair.—"The
Taming of the Shrew " was the play for con-
bideration. Miss Davios, in a paper entitled "A
Greatly Over-Estimated Chiracter," said that

Uianci MinoU, the younger sister of Kate the
tjhrow, is supp>3ed to concentrate in her own
parson all the charms and virtues that attract the
admiration and love of m\nklad. Very early in

the pUy we find the two sisteri labelled respec-
tively "devil " and '

'

godd;s3," so that it is made
o'.ear to the meanest understanding which is to ba
abhorred and wiiich adored ; and jet, with the
iabirn perversity natural to all the sons and
diughters of Adtm, our unitintcl and affectiouat:e

sympathy obstinately gojs out to the former,
while we end by wnole-heartedly loathing the
latter. We hear the praises of Bianca sung in

season and out of season by nearly every character
in the play ; and as every spasm of liudation is

accentuated by a groan over Katharine (uttered or
unexpressed), the soul becomes weary, and simple
weariness with time baoomes detestation. As wo
read on, the conviction steals upon us that the
goddess-like Bianci is no goddess, but a gross
fraud ; that she had elevated tHe study of exaspera-
tion "to the sta us of a fine art" ; that she was
but iudifE:rent modest; and that evil times were
in store fjr L'icentio after his marriage. To her
Bi3t<ir she de»ls out * eneer which is not angelic,
administers minyli-.tle stings, and then declares
her to be m^d. As a pupil, she proaiptly belies

her father's cammsndation. She rebels against
every kind of discipline andshows herself moroapt at
coquetry than at Latin. When a wife of only a few
hours' standing, her veneer of sweetness is suddenly
cracked and the true Bianca is Uid btre. One
would like to kao-^ whit Shakspere thought of
Biaaca. If he admired her, why bring her to such
condign grief at last? it ha despised her, why
play such a merry jest on three good lovers and
true as to prostrate them all before the pedestal of

an image of such very worthless clay?—Mr.
Arthur 5. Way read a paper on "Katharine the
Shrew," a motherless girl brought up with a
querulous weak father and a Eclflsh, sly, spiteful,

sanctimonious hypocrite of a sister, and whose life

had, therefore, been embittered by neglect and
want ot sympathy. Throu;;h a tempestuous youth
she was drifiiug towards a miturity loveless, help-
less, venomous, drifting to a spoiled life. The
problem of the play is to save her from herself,

to reclaim this wild thing, to tame her in the truest

sense as a beautiful wild creature may bo tamed
(or man's service, with no impairing ot its strength

or breaking of its spirit, so that with him and (or

him i'; will endure toil and face peril with a
courage onco impossible to it. The problem may
well huve had some praclieal interest tor the spec-
tators ot this play, for there are not wanting
indications that the New Woman was a feature of

the close of that century alsj Women were by no
means unaftected by the general breaking of

ancient fetters, by the spread of new ideas, and by
the increase ot culture and luxury. Citizm and
courtier al!ka might be inclined to fear that the

New Woman was becoming too self-aseertive, and
may have welcomed such an objfct lesson on the
wisest, kindest, and most effectual way of curbing
her. The opening scenes in which we meet
Katharine show her to be more patrician than her
bourgeois relatives. When next we see her, we
admire her etraightforwardoess compared with her
tister's sullen reticence. No wonder that Petruchi j

came like abreezs from eeaward- gazing mountains
into the midst of theie stagnant-witted twaddlers.

Those who decry him as a mere sordid fortune-

hunter misconceive his character. He clearly

falls in love at first sight, and ho takes

possession of hex as it were the captive

of his bow and ppear. Before she c.»n collect her
thoughts she is a plighted bride. Little as the
has conned the lore of love, she is woman enough
to read admiration in a man's eyes, to distinguish

e irnestness in a cherished purpose from mere celt-

will ; and through the storm of oaths and madcap
protestations ringing in he rears some certain sweet
words, the sweeter for being so new and Etrange,

are chiming with happy persistence. Petruchio's
conduct at the marriage ceremony teaches her that

her opposition will be not only impotent but
ridiculous. The events ot the journey and ihe
arrival at Petiuchio's house show that impulses
whoso 'oases are corporeal are amenable to the
same subduing inllucnces as those of brutes ; and
if he causes her physical suffering, it must ba
noted that he ecrupulously shares her privations.

A woman of so clear a bead and so quick a wit as

Kate has learned by this time to appraise the
possible relations of wedded life at their true

value, and has well considered whether it ba worth
while to reject the clusters of Eden, love and
peace, for the Dead Sea fruit ot contention and
hate. In the banquet-scene, Petruchio's attituJe

is precisely that of a general who has transformed
a mutinous rabble into a disciplined army ; and
at the end he leads his wife forth, not humiliited
nor heart-sore, but proud and glad, not as a
captive at his chariot-wheels, but as a fellow-

victor.

Oamhridob ANrmuAKiAN SociErY. — [Weineiday,
Jan. 30.)

W. M. Fawcbit, E';q ,
president, in the chair.

—

Mr. T. D. Atkinson, non secretary, read a psper
on "The Conventual Buildings of the Priory of

8t Radegund," illustrated by apian showing such
of the col ege buildings as were probably monastic,
and also the positions of foundations discovered

la<:t tummer. Mr. Atkinson said that the general

arrangement of the college buildings was no doubt
the same as, and a consequence of, the conventual
plan. The cloister occupied the same positi ju as

that of the nuns, though it was a little larger,

owing to the destruction of the north aiele of the

conventual church when the latter was converted
into a college chapel by Alcock. The college hall

was in the position invariably occupied by a monas-
tic refectory, and no doubt its situation on the upper
lloor-a very unusual situation for a college hall-
pointed to theconclusion that the nuns' refectory was
upstairs, as were many other monastic refectories.

Tne refectory was probably reached by a staircase

from the cloister in the same place as the old stair-

ca-ie (now destroyed) to the college hall. The rooms
below were very likely used as butteries, as they
still are ; and the present kitchen was also probably
on the site of the monastic kitchen, if it is not
actuillytho old building refaoed. He thought it

likely also that the rooms originally assigned to the
Master were those which had been occupied by the
Prioress. The n'lnhery acoounts, as Mr. Arthur
Oray had pointed out to him, spoke of a gateway
with a room over it, aud tbi i gateway was probably
preserved in the existing one. It was probably
II inked by buildings containing the almonry and
guest house. The gateway led into an outer court,

from which the cloister was reached by a passage
rather further south than the pre.ent passage. The
moiit important building on the cast side of the
cloister was the chapter hou!e, of which the en-
trance WIS exposed in 18'J3. The foundations ot

the east cud and a small port of the work originally

above ground were discovered in ISiU Between
the chapter house and the church there wa<, no
doubt, a paesigc leading from the cloister to the
convent cemetery. The room to the north ot the
chapter house was, perhaps, the common room or
caleractory. On the upper floor of thi i range waa
the dormitory, at the north end ot which was the
neceasarium, a room containing a row ot c!ogets,

und^r which a stream of water probab'y ran. The
arrangement of this building can be clearly made
out from the remains. The stream, for a great part
of its course, was shown in Login's view, and the
p«rt near the point where it jointd the King's
Uitch could still be traced.—Mr. Arthur Uray gave
some facts relating to the history of the convent, and
the party then adj .turned to the chapel, the most
interesting features of which were pointed out by
Mr. Atkioson. He showed how the north trancept
preserved its original arrangement while the south
transept had been very much altered. He eug-
gfiited that the wall which now teparates ttie

chapel from the Master's Lodge was the sime which
formerly divided the choir of tho nuns from the
nive to which the public was admitted. On the

north side of the eastern arm of the church there
had formerly been a building, of which the founda-
tions were discovered in 189 1 . It was entered from
the church, aud had btcu two storeys high, as vu i

sbown by a loop-hole orcqnint high up in the wall

of tho chapel. Tho lower room was probably a
vestry, and the upper chamber the lodging of tte

eacrist, the loop-hole having been cut through the
wall so that she could see the high altar. Tuis
budding must have blocked the lower parts of the
lancet windows on the north side of tho cbapcl.

AnisTOTBLiAif.

—

(Monday, Feb. 4.)

BsHNAiiD BosAN<tuBT, Esq., president, in the chair.

—Mr. A. Boutwood, vice-president, read a paper
on " Eeid and the Philosophy of Common Sense."
Reid's work was not distinctly metaphysical He
was concerned primarily to establish a practical

and religious view of things—to counteract the
destructive tendency of Hume's scepticism, by an
appeal to the natural confidence of the human
spirit in the value cf its own achievements whether
ot manhood or of life. Our faculties give us
objective truth and reveal extra -mental reality.

Tho certitude given by their deliverances is no
mere necessity of thought and belief—no mere
subjectivism —it is illuminative, and reveals the
reality beyond consciousness. With Reid reility,

if we exclude the operations of the mind itself, is

always of the extra-mental order. He thought of

the soul as a pe sonal, extra-mental agent. Scep-
tical analysis, by resolving the soul's surroundings
—God, Nature, and human society—into impres-
sions and ideas, teemed to make them unreal ai

c )ntrasted with the soul itself, which is neither an
impression nor an idci. In the interests, there-

fore, of religious and practical life, Reid at-

tempted to restore to them the roility they thus
seemed to lose ; and ho attempted it by appeals to

common sente, to general consent, to the testimony
of tho plain (i.c , tho natural or normal) man, in

f ffectto the lait results of a progressive experience,

which is a continual achievement Iteid's doctrine

thus appears to be a Humanism ot the fullest and
broadest sort, taking us as it does, for the final

test of truth, to the complete experience of fully

developed manhood.—The paper was followed by
a diecussion.

Asiatic —[Tiuiiay, Feb. 12 )

Loan Reay, president, in the chair.—A paper was
read by Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot on " The Nigac-
isTin," a Persian didactic work written a d.

1334-5, by Mu'in-ud-Din Juwaini, and not
hiiherto translated into any European language.
The papar commenced with a sketch ot Persian
literature from the tima of Naushirwiio, theSis-
saniin King (a.d. 5.30-578), to the conquest ot

Persia by the Arabs in 611, and their government
of that country till 879. It then described the

revival of Persian literatare from a.d. 909, dividing
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its progress into six periods, the first "extending

from 900 to 1100, and the other five of one

hundred years each up to 1600. Of the first period,

Eudaki, the father of Persian poetry, and Firdausi

were the most celebrated; of the second (1100-

1200;, Nizami Ganjari, the great romantij poet,

was the hero ; of the third (1200-1300), JaUl-ad-
Din Rumi and Sudi were the most distinguished ; of

the fourth (1300-1100), Hafiz was by far the most
eminent, for he indeed may becomideredas one of

the poets of the world ; Jami adorned the fifth

period (1400-1500) ; while the last one (1500-

IGOO) marked the gradual decline of poetry, but

the appearance of teveral good Persian historians.

Extracts from the preface cf the author of the

Nigaristan were then given, showing how the

book came to be wiitten, and how tnd why it

was called by that name. The number of the MSS.
of this work now existing in the various capitals

of Europe and elsewhere were detailed, and an
account of the way iu which it was completely

trauelated into English by the late Mr. E.
Behatsek, of Bombay. The paper then described

the work iteelf, its Sufistic ttndencies, with many
interefcting remarks on the subject of Suflsm
generally, its final object being compared with the

Moksha and Nirvana of the Hindus, Jains, and
Buddbists, and with the ideas of the Molinarists,

Quietists, and Pietists iu Europe during the

eeventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
Nigiriitrm was then further describad, along with
two other Pertian didactic books of the same
nature—viz , the Gulistun of S'adi and the

BihariElfm of J.^mi; and for the complete under-
standing of thece works a perusal of the Korun, of

the Life of Jluhammed the Apostle, by Ibn Ishck
and Ibn Uishan, of the Annals of Tabari, and of

Mlrkhond'a Sauzit us S-'tfa was recommended.
A reading of several of the stoiies contained in

the work concluded a very interesting paper.

—

In the discussion which followed, Lord Reay, Dr.
Bost, Prof. Bendall, and Mr. Baynes took part.

—

Dr. Rost hoped that the NigAristrm would in future

take its place in the Civil Service Examinations,
t>eeide the well-known Gullstun and Anvar-i-
Sohaili, and suggested that perhaps Mr. E. G.
Bionne, of Cambridge, might be persuaded to

translate it.—Mr. Baynes observed that, it there
were any real parallelisms of thought between the
Nigaristan and Ecclesiastes, it wot3d be extremely
interesting to have them set forth, as Kohelcth had
hitherto been considered to be a unique monument
of the Semitic genius Sufi religious thought had
doubtless a reflex in other Aryan literature,

(uch as the Bhagavad-Qita and the writings of

the Nco-Platonicts.

FINE ART.
The Church of Sancta Sophia, Constantinople:

a Studj of Byzantine Building. By
W. E. Lethaby and Harold Swainson.
(Macmillans.

)

The authors of this handsome work claim
for the Church of St. Sophia that it is " the
most interesting buildiog on the world's
surface." In saying this they mean to
assert, not that it is superior as a work of
art to other edifices, like the Parthenon at
Athens, in which an important style of

architecture has culminated, but that the
perfection of its preservation gives it a
priority over those which might otherwise
be ranked along with it. This we may
fairly admit ; and there are other features
attaching to St. Sophia, which impart to it

a unique character. The influence of the
Byzantine style, of which it is the crowning
glory, has been more widely extended than
that of any other style, reaching as it

does from the north of Russia to Egypt,
and from Spain to India. The building
itself, though far removed from Hellenic
ideas of architecture, displays in thp
most marked manner the spirit of ttio

Hellenic genius ; for whereas the Eomans,

in superadding the arch and vault to the

Greek style, never assimilated the one to

the other, the Byzantines developed afresh

an element of unity by making the features

which were introduced by the Eomans the

starting-point for a new method of building.

In St. Sophia, also, as in no other great

church, the true function of the dome in

architecture is seen. In St. Peter's at Eome,
or 8t. Paul's in London, that feature is

hidden from most parts of the building, so

that it does not contribute to the general
effect ; and, moreover, it is only by means
of an effort that it can be seen at all from
below. In St. Sophia, on the other hand,
as soon as the spectator enters he feels at

once that the eye is carried upwards to the

dome from every part, so that it forms the

central point of the whole edifice and pro-

duces an extraordinary effect of vastness

and space.

To say that Messrs. Lothabyand S wainson's
volume is worthy of its subject, when the
subject is of such supreme importance, is

no slight praise ; and it is fully deserved.

It would not be easy to find two writers
equally well equipped for so manysided a
task. The history of the building has been
treated with especial care, and the authori-

ties for it have been carefully examined
and criticised. Translations are given of

the narratives of Paulus the Silentiary, of

Agathias, and of Evagrius, which describe

the church itself and the mode of its con-

struction, and also the fall of the first

dome, and its re-erection on an improved
plan during the lifetime of its founder,
Justinian. An account is furnished of the
subsequent restorations, and of the additions
that were made to the building during suc-

ceeding periods ; and the comparatively
slight amount of repair that was needed,
notwithstanding the numerous earthquakes
to which Constantinople has been exposed,
is cited as a proof of the excellence of the
original structure. The edifices in its

neighbourhood are also noticed, especially

the great Hippodrome and the West Court
or Atrium ; and the portions of these which
existed up to a late date are described by
means of a careful comparison of the
notices which are found in books of travel

with those of ancient authorities. Erom this

we learn, among other things, that portions

of the colonnade of the Atrium remained
within the present century. Considerable
space is also devoted to the arrangement
of the interior of the church, to the sacred
objects used in the liturgical ceremonies,
and to the artificial lighting. The last of

these points, and especially the system of

circles of lamps

—

polycandela, or, as they are
sometimes called, polyclaia—suspended from
above, are illustrated by examples found in

other churches, and more particularly in
those of Mount Athos. We are apt to think
that, with our modern appliances of gas and
electric light, we have an advantage in this

respect over the mediaeval artists ; but such
is not the opinion of the authors of the
present work, and they have a right to speak
on the subject owing to the amount of study
which they have devoted to it. " The
multiplication of small lights," they say,
" is the most brilliant system of illumina-

tion
J
for not only is there light everywhere

but flame, and hence no shadows." Nor is

less attention given to other details—to the

method of arrangement of the marble slabs

on the walls in panels, so as to produce

varied and harmonious effects of colour and
of light and shade; to the materials of

which the mortar and cement used in the

building were made ; to the composition of

the mosaic and the purposes for which it

was used, together with the difficult ques-

tion of the dates to be assigned to the

specimens of that kind of ornamentation
which remain. But perhaps the most valu-

able feature in the book is the care which
is devoted to the constructional side of the

subject, especially in that part of it which
relates to the plan here adopted for sup-

porting the dome. Indeed, the entire

discussion of the character of Byzantine

architecture, and the account of the build-

ing guilds by whom the work was carried

out, is well worth reading.

In conclusion, we would draw attention to

the excellent plans and illustrations which
accompany this work ; and also to the spirit

—at once judicious and appreciative— in

which Messrs. Lethaby and Swainson criti-

cise those who have preceded them in deal-

ing with the subject of St. Sophia.

H. F. TozER.

THE DRY-POINTS AND PASTELS OF
M. HELLEU.

For the first time, as paste'.list and master of

etching, the work of M. Helleu is, at this

moment, seen in abundant quantity in

England. The showr at Mr. Dunthorne's
Gallery is thoroughly representative : it gives

the measure of the man better than it has yet
been possible to take it. Some years ago, in a

popular West End exhibition, the work of M.
Helleu as a pastellist was not altogether absent

;

and, year by year, of late at the Eoyal Society
of Painter-Etchers, the more critical connois-

seurs of etching have had the opportunity
of appreciating M. Helleu's group of dry-
points. But now, at Mr. Dunthorne's, there

are five pastels, of sufficient variety of motive
and treatment, and about sixty dry-points

—

for in M. Helleu's etched work there is scarcely

a bitten line—dry-points which make evident

the compass of M. Helleu's endeavour,
and disclose the range of what I can
hardly hesitate to call his genius. For,

in this array of dry-points, there is evi-

dent something beyond the innate or trained

dexterity of a brilliant Frenchman, a modern
of the moderns, though there is, of course, all

that. There is, besides, the personal quality,

the individual vision, the new way of looking
at some new corner of the world.

Leaving the visitor to the gallery to discover

in the pastels—" Etude," "Etude a laLumiere
deLampe," " PortraitDeJeime Fille Bousso "

—

tbeir own particular charm of direct vision and
fearless portrayal of interesting colour and
intimate expression, I shall examine a little

more closely the characteristics of the etchings.

And it will be found, after all, that, as with
the pastellist so with the etcher, no small

portion of the charm of the result of his

labour proceeds from a oomijletely success-

ful adherence to the technical methods or

principles which I may call classical— classical

in this sense, that they have become the

precedents, the established standards of excel-

lence, they have, so to speak, laid down
the law; and M. Helleu's obedience to the

law hag secured this for his pastels, that you
may look at them by the side of the simpler,

yet not less learned, essays of Quentin L:it'jur
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—thoie " preparations " seen best at St.

Qaentin, in the Aisne—and it has secured this

for his etchings, that you may look at them
by the side of Mr. Whistler's. And this

adherence to classic, or to true principle—call

it which you will—has not been purchased at

any sacrifice of individuality : the " newcomer
of the world," as I said before, is in M.
Helleu's work, and the new way of looking at

it. The new comer—M. de Oonoourt would say

that it was the grace of the modern woman : I

should say, rather, the grace of civilised woman
with the character of modem woman, or, it may
be child, fearless and decisive, added to it.

But even that does not exhaust the material.

By the side of such charming and essentially

r>cent bits of humanity as " Les Steurs " (No.

17), a private portrait group which it is

impossible to purchase, we get, as in the three

studies of " Le Salon Blanc " and the " Etude "

(No. 33) of a young person stmggling with her

arm in the sleeve of her jacket, all sorts of

evidence of a peculiarly refined perception of

the dainty lines and objects of modem interiors

:

a statuette, it may be, or the moulding of a
mantelpiece, the curve of some column's
capital, the festoon of a mirror, the lines of a
screen or of a chair. Not only the grace
of ephemeral movement but of lasting form
seizes upon and captivates M. Helleu, so that
he has got to represent it. The richness, sure-

ness, boldness of his work in dry-point—of his

treatment of hair, especially of masses of shadow
and of light—is extremely noticeable ; but he
is no more at fault, he justifies as completely
his selection of his particular medium, when it

is upon pure line—line dry and pale even

—

that he depends for the production of his effect.

F. W.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Messrs. Georoe Newnes & Co. will begin
immediately the serial publication of a new
Illustrated Bible, to be called the "Art Bible,"
in about twelve sixpenny parts. Each part
will contain nearly 100 pages, with an average
of fifty illustrations. The text of the Author-
ised Version will be adopted ; and the pictures

will consist partly of reproductions of famous
paintings, but more especially of original draw-
ings by well-known artists in black and white.
The early parts will contain illustrations by
Messrs. Paul Hardy, J. Finnemore, Henry A.
Harper, J. S. Crompton, and others, the sub-
jects being largely taken from the historic

incidents of the Bible, antiquities, and the
numerous allusions to natural history, scenery,
manners, and customs which occur in almost
every chapter.

Mr. W. Biscombe Gardner is about to
engrave on wood the portrait of Mr. Walter
Crane, painted a year or two ago by Mr.
G. F. Watts. The size of Ihe engraving will

be about 16 by 12 inches, similar to the same
artist's engraving of Mr. Watts's portrait of

Mr. George Meredith. It will be issued to
subscribers only, and the number of im-
pressions is limited (o 100. The address of
Mr. Gardner, who is bis own publisher, is

Thirlestane, Hind Head, Ilaslemere.

The following exhibitions will open next
week, a special collection of pictures by Mr.
H. W. Mesdag, at the Goupil Gallery,
Waterloo-place ; and a collection of water-
colours and platinotypes, illustrating a decade
of illustration, at the Cooper Galleries, Great
Pulteney-street.

On Monday next, Sir F. Seymour Haden
will deliver an illustrated lecture at the London
Institution on " Rembrandt and his Works,"
of which the following is an abstract :

—

" Bemb;acdt having, in the courfc of his thirty
years' practice, executed about 300 etchings, and
employed in their production three distinct pro-

cesses, the object of thi) lectate is to describe
these processes, and to su^^gest ttiat the arrange-
ment according to subject, now uuiveraally
adopted in our ovu and ottier European museums,
is fatal to the c:)mprehen9lve study of such works,
and might with advantage be dircarded for
the more rational order of date of production

;

that an arbitrary method by which works of the
litest are mixed up with works of the earUest
period confuses the sense, perverts the j udgment,
and renders critical examination and comparison
impossible, and, generally, that such a system,
though it may satisfy the cataloguer, is uutrorthy
of the historian and usele s to the student. The
art work of a lifetime, it will be contended, should
not be looked at as a series of disjointed efforts,

but as the continuous expression of a prolonged
chain of logical sequcuccB depending for their co-
herence on a due maintenance of the order of
their production, and which can only be under-
stood when studied in that order ; and finally it

will propose—and that with tolerable confidence—
that if this unintelligent and incoherent classifi-

cation be given up, and a more cansecutive method
of arrangement substituted for it, new matter yet
unsuspected in regard to the etched work of

Rembrandt may be brought to light, and grave
errors of attribution as to some of the plates
executed in his studio be both proved and rec-
tified."

At a meeting of the Society of Arts, on
Tuesday next, Miss May Morris will read a
paper on " Mediaeval Embroideries."

Mr. W. S. Hale and Mr. J. G. Murray have
been elected associates of the Royal Society of

Painter- Etchers.

We have received the report of the Archae-
ological Survey of Western India for the year
ending April, 1894. As it was the duty of Dr.
Fiihrer, of the North-Western Provinces, to
make a tour through Rajputana and Burma

;

so now Mr. Cousens reports to the Bombay
government upon the antiquities of the Central
Provinces and Berar. In the ma'n valley of

the Narbada, it appears that almost all the old
temples have long ago disappeared before the
ravaging hand of railway contractors. Regard-
ing the great Gadarma temple at Pathari, near
Sagar, Mr. Cousens is somewhat severe upon
the report of his predecessor, Mr. Beglar,
declaring that there is no indication of Buddhist
symbols. Here he made eight sheets of

drawings, twelve photographic negatives, and
eleven impressions of inscriptions. In a table

are given the details of about Rs. 25,000,

expended during each of the past five years
upon the preservation of buildings of historical

and architectural interest throughout the
Bombay presidency. Not a few of the buildings
in question are used for public purposes—for

example, a tomb in Belgaum district that
forms the residence of the local officer—which
the government wouM have to maintain in any
case.

MUSIC.
REGENT CONCERTS.

During the past week two concerts have been
given in memory of Wagner, who died February
13, 1883 : the one at the Queen's Hall (No. 7 of

the London Symphony Concerts), the other at

the Crystal Palace. Mr. Ilenschel and Mr.
Manns are well-known as conductors, and the

programmes contained only familiar cxoerpls

from Wagner (Mr. Henschel gave also the
" Eroica "), so that wo need not dwell

on the concerts. But let us consider for

a moment the wonderful success of Wagner,
the musician, in London. He himself

gave a concert of excerpts at Ziirich in

ISdl, and wrote to his friend Uhlig about " dis-

playing one side of my nature "
; but added :

" If you want the whole of me, then do your

part to make it possible." Wagner gave that

concert, hoping tliat it would pave the way for

performances of his operas on the stage. At

that time his works were few in number, and
practically unknown. But now in London his
operas and music-dramas, with exception, of
course, of " Parsifal," have been heard, and still

the one side of Wagner's nature satisfies the
public. It does indeed seem strange that no
scheme has been organised for regular stage
performances of his works in London. It
such a scheme were thoroughly well carried out
—with good actors, a good orchestra, and, of
course, a first-rate conductor, and if, as in
Germany, the performances commenced early
and thus concluded at a reasonable hoar, it

would prove a success—a commercial one, we
mean—and it would do more to spread a
knowledge of the real, the whole Wagner than
all the " Wagfner " concerts—past, present, and
future. Sir Augustas Harris has done much
for the cause of the master ; but during a short
and busy season he has many other things to
engage his attention, and Wagner only receives
partial honours.
On Friday afternoon Mr. Rummel gave the

first of a new series of pianoforte recitals at St.
James's Hall. His principal piece was Chopin's
Sonata in B flat minor. Some of the playing was
good ; but Chopin's music is not Mr. Rummel's
speciality : he is heard to greater advantage
in works of the modern school—Rubinstein,
Tausig, Liszt. Mr. Rummel is an intelligent

pianist, his touch is excellent, while in the
matter of technique he ranks among the best
performers. He has announced interesting

programmes for his second and third concerts.

Mrs. Lee, a contralto singer, held a vocal
recital at the Prince's Hall on the same after-

noon. Her voica is pleasing, and she gave a
sympathetic rendering of " Lieder " by Schubert
and Brahms. She also sang some attractive

songs by Mr. Korbay, who presided at the
pianoforte ; and this was an advantage to ihe

lady and also to the music. Mis. L<)e's render-

ing of Brahms's " Geistliches Wiegenlied

"

(with Mr. A. Hobday as viola obbligato) was
most successful.

M. Emile Bauer played Chopin's " Allegro do
Concert " (Op. 46) at the Popular Concert on
Monday. It was a brilliant performance, and
the piece gave the pianist all possible oppor-
tunity of displaying bis fine technique ; and
yet we were not quite satisfied. We have not
forgotten M. Pachmann's interesting render-
ing of this Allegro a few seasons ago. There
was, perhaps, less dash about it ; but in the

matter of detail, finish, and especially poetry,

it was decidedly superior. Pachmann made
a tone-poem of it, B. Sauer more of a show
piece. The latter was received with enthusiasm,

and played as encore Cbopin's Berceuse ; it was
correct, but somewhat cold. Mr. Dulong sang
in admirable style songs by Schumann and
Grieg. J. S. Suedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.

Sir George Grove read a paper on the dif-

ferences in the various editions of Beethoven's

Choral Symphony at the Musical Association

last Tuesday week. Every musician knows
how enthusiastic an admirer of the composer

he is : his paper came from the heart and
touched, let us hope, the hearts of his audieuce.

He argued that it was preposterous that

changes should be introduced into the various

editions of any composer's works without com-

ment. And he maintained that Beethoven's

change of "streng" in Schiller's poem to

" frech " ought to have been retaine.l, at

least in a foot-note ; for, as he observed,

that change was thoroughly characteristic of

the man. Sir G. Grove, some few years ago,

proposed that facsimiles should be taken of

the autographs of Beethoven's Symphonies,

and that scheme certainly ought to be carried

out, so that the scripta magistri ipsisaima may
be available to students.
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Messrs. GEORGE BELL §• SONS heg to announce

that ''OLYMPIADS JOURNALS by Mr.

W. S. HOLNUT, is now ready, price dsM.

London: GEORGE BELL & SONS, York Stbbet, Cotent Gabdbn, W.O.

Just published, demy 870, cloth, 10s. 6d.

A ROUND TRIP IN NORTH AMERICA.
By LADY THEODOEA GUEST.

With lUuetiations from the Author's Sketches.

London: EDWARD STANFORD, 26 and 27, OocKsrua Stbbbt, S.W.
Qeographer to M<r Mojetiy the Queen.
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E
rpHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

XpNGL'SH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

~\rUDlE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

,^ <1 BROMPTON ROAD, 8.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,
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;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

BY DE. CAMPBELL BLACK,
I'lofeiisor of Physiology in Anderson 'b College Medical School.

THE URINE in HEA.LTH and DISEASE and
UKINARY ANALYSIS. Price Ts. «.l. Profusely illuBtrated.

LoDdon Bailli^re, Tindall & Cox.

The FUNCTIONAL DISEASES of the URINARY
and KEI'RODUCTIVE ORGANS |ln Iwlh gcles). Trice St.

LECTURES on BRIGHTS DISEASE. Price

I.ODdon : J. & A. C'harohill, New Itarlington-street.

POPULAR EDITION, WITH PORTRAIT.
Large -Ito, price 6d.

JOSEPH MAZZINI: aMemoir by E. A. V.,
with Two EsBays by MAZZINI: "THOUGHTS on
DEMOCRACY" and "THE DUTIES of MAN."

" In its new form it should have thousands of new
clers."— M'eflfi/ DiAjmtck.
" We <loubt not it will have an immense circulatiun."

Echo,

London: AtixiiTDER & SHUPHEiin, Farniral Street, E.C

VINOL/A SHAVING SOAP
CAUSES NO BLOTCHES UNDER

THE CHIN.

'T'<HE NEW EEVIEW.
*- One Shilling Xonthly. Now Edited by W. E. IIENtEV.
MARCH No. now reidy.

The vioat readable of the Moitthlies.

C0NTENT3.

KENNETH URAHAM. In Aroady; SPENSER WILKINSON.
The Pafsiuf of England; "X." Lord Rimdolph Churchill; C. P.
KEAllY. India: Impressions VIII -XL ; P VERLAINE. A line
Femme ; A. (.LEKK. In Praise of Convention; C. E. KAIilONI).
Oustus Prederick: GEORGE WYNDHAM. The Poetry of the
Prison; A R. WIIITEWAV. Politics in Xewfouudlanif ; (J. W.
STEVENS. Mr. Balfour's Philosophy ; J. K. STARLEY. The (-'ycle;
ALEXANDER SCUTT. The Complete Husband; CHARLEY W ft IB-
LEY. Two Thieves ; U. G. WELLS. The Time .Machine. VIL-VIII.

London: Williau Heinkmann, 21, BedfordStreet, W.C.

Now ready, price 53.

THE JOURNAL of the ANTHROPO-
LOGICAL INSTITUTE of GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND.

Vol. XXIV. No. 3. FEBRUARY, 18it5.

Contiins the following Papers :—Notes on Skulls from Queensland
and South Australia, by W, L. H, I >cmworth.—Sexual Tal>oo : a Study
in the Relations of the Sexes, Part II., by A. E. Chawlev —A List of
the Tribes in the Valley of the Amuzun, by C. H. Mahkbam.—Ethuo-
grai»hical Notes relating to the Congo Tribes, by Herbkht Wakd.—
Not«s uD t'orea and its People, by H. 8. Salmdeksox.—Notes on the
Dolmans and other Antiquities of Korea, by W. GoWLANn.

With Anthropological Miscellaoea, Notices of Books, &c.

London: Keoa5 Paul, Trekcr, Trl'bkeb& Co., ChariDg Cross
Road, W.C.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D.

"Thej show the same wonderful fertility of apt and
beautiful illustrations, the same extiuisite use of language,
and the same direct hearVsearching power which we are
aocustomcd to find in all Dr. Maclaren'e works."

Brititth Weekly,

Uniform with the above, price 5s., post free.

PAUL'S PRATERS, and other Sermons.
"As striking and suggestive as any Dr. Maclarcn has

published The book is full of helpful thoughts."

_^
Gkristiin World,

LOHDOJT: ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, Publk^hers,

21 kvn 22. FtTRViTAL Stksxt, E.C. ; and all Booksellers.

THROAT AND COUGH
Soreness and dr^-ness, tickling and irritation, inducing

cough and affecting the voice. For these symptoms use

EPPS'S QLYCEBINE JUJUBES.
In contact with the glands at the moment they arc excited
by the act of sucking, the glycerine in these agreeable con-
fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in Iwxes, 7Jd., and tins. Is. Ud., Labelled :

JAMESBFP8 ft CO., Ltd.. Homceopathic Chemists. London-.

BRAND'S
MEAT

JUICE.
" This if]a powerful, nourishing, and atimulating

fluid obtained from prime beef."
LancH, Jan. 7, 189.3.

Price 6d; and upwards.

Full Price Llats of Invalid Freparationa free

on application to

BfiAND & 00 , MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.

THEATRES.

ADELPHI THEATBE.
Sole Proprietors and Managers, A. & S. Gatti.

THIS EVENING, at 7.43, THE FATAL CARD. Mr.
William Terriss, Messrs. Murray Carson, Charles Fulton,
W. L. Abingdon, Richard Purtion, and Harry Nichollsj
Mesdames Vane, Laura Linden, Sophie Larkin, and Miss
Millward.

COMEDY THEATEE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. J. Comyns Carr.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, A LEADER OF MEN. Mr.
Fred Terry, Mr. H. B. Irving, Mr. Sydney Brough, Mi-.
Will Dennis, Mr. W. V^yes, Mr. J. Carne, &c. ; Miss Alma
Murray, Miss Le Thiero, Miss May Harvey, and Miss
Marion Terry.

CRITERION THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. Charles Wyndham.

THIS EVENING, at 8..30, THE CASE OP REBELLIOUS
SUSAN. Mr. Charles Wyndham, Mr. Kemble, Mr. Frcdk.
Korr, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Ben Webster, Mr. E. Dagnall

;

Miss Fanny Coleman, Miss Gertrude Kingston, Miss Nina
Boucicault, and Miss Mary Moore.

DR0BY LANE THEATRE ROYAL.
Sir Augustus Harris, Sole Lessee and Manager.

TWICE DAILY, at 1.30 and 7.30, DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. Dan Leno, Herbert Campbell, Grifflths Bros., Spry
and Auston

; Mesdames Ada Blanche, Marie Montrose, Lily
Harold, Agnes Hewitt, Madge Lucas, Eva Westlake, Lila
gay's Ladles' Band.

DALY'S THEATRE.
'"

THIS EVENING, at 8.16. AN ARTIST'S MODEL.
Mesdames Marie Tempest, Letty Lind, Leonora Braham,
Marie Studholme, Nina Cadiz, Hetty Hamer, Svbil Grey,
Louie Pounds, Kate Cannon, Alice Davis, Nellie' Gregory,
Kate Adams, Lettice Fairfax, and Lottie Venno ; Messrs.
C. Hayden Coffin, Eric Lewis, Yorke Stephens, W. Blake-
ley, Lawrance D'Orsay, Maurice Farkoa, Farren Soutar,
E. M. Robson, Gilbert Porteous, Conway Dixon.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,
Colin Coop, Cairns James, George Mndie, Robert Nninby,
Willie Warde, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kate Cutler, L. Belmore, A. Astor, M. Hoppe,
T. Sinden, and Marie Haltoo.

GAERICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THLS EVENING, at 8.45, A PAIR OF SPECTACLES.
Mr. John Hare, Messrs. C. Grovfs, A. Aynesworth, Gilbert
Hare, C. Rock, G. Raiemond; Mesdames M. T. Lewis, L.
Lee, and Kate Rorke. At 8.16, FADED FLOWERS.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.

Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, C. H. Brooklield, Cosmo
Stuart, Stanford, Deauo, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles
H. Hawtrey; Mesdames Fanny Br.>ugh, Maude Mitlett,
Florence West, Vane Featherstono, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LYCEUM THEATRE. -

Solo Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henry Irving.
THIS EVENING, at 8, KING ARTHUR. Mr. Irving,

Miss Ellen Terry, Messrs. Forbes Robertson, Cooper, Tynrs,
Hague, Mellish, Lacy, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valeutito,
Belmore, Tabb; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell, Hughes,
Milton.
TO-DAY, at 1.30, SANTA-CLAUS. Messrs. Wm.

Rignold, Victor Stevens, Fred Emney, Hawley, Blunt, Rox-
borough, Brunton, Thorburu, Espinosa, and Charles Lauri

;

Misses Annie Schuberth, Susie Vaugban, Clara Jecks, L.
Comyns, Leyton, Farrell, J. Espinosa, Mdle. Zanfretta,
and Kitt.y Loftus.

LYRIC THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, HIS EXCELLENCY. Mes-

dames Alice Barnett, Gertrude Aylward, May Cross, and
Nancy Mcintosh; Messrs. Rutland Barrington, Charles Ken-
ningham, John Le Hay, ArthurPIayfair, Augustus Cramer,
and George Grossmith.

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.45, THE IMPORTANCE OP

BEING EARNEST. Mr. George Alexander, Messrs.
Herbert Waring, Allan Aynesworth, H. H. Vincent, Arthur
Royston, Frank Dyall, F. Kinsey Peile ; Mesdames Rose
Loclercq, Irene Vunbrugh, Evelyn Millard, Elliott Page,
Mrs. George Canninge. A t_8^o/lNJl'H E S BASON^

TERRY'S THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at a.O, AN INNOCENT ABROAD.

Messrs. Edward Terry, Harcourt Boatty, B. Hendrie, G.
Bt;lmore, R. Soutar, Leslie Kenyun, Thompson; Mesdames
Mills, Eily Desmond, Jessie Danvers, Madge Mcintosh,
Blanche Astloy, Madge Ray, Mirrielees. Preceded, at 8.0
by HIGH LIE'E BELOW STAIRS

.

TOOLE'S THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, THOROUGHBRED. Messrs.

John Billington, Henry Weatland, George Shelton, C. M.
Lowne, E. A. Coventry, Fitzroy Morgan ; Misses Henrietta
Watson, Florence Fordyce, Cora Poole., Eliza Johnstone.
At 8, THE SECRET.

vaudevi'lle theatee]
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon

Grossmith, Messrs. J. Jicauchiiinp, y. Warden, K. Douglas,
T. Palmer, F. Volpo, T. Kingston, A. Helmorc, J. L.
Mackay; Mesdames Gladys llomfrey. May Palfrey, Esm^
Berongor, Helena Dacro. At 8.16, HAL, THE HIGU-
WAYMAN,
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HODDER & STOUGHTON'S PUBLICATIONS.
SECOND EDITION.-F^^URTH THOUSAND.

fpcci^lly prepared, 8»o, cloth, l.^g.

With U Maps,

THE HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
HOLY LAND.

By GEO. ADAM SMITH, D.D.,

Professor of Hebrew and Old Tcslauicnt Kxegesis, Free Cliurch College, GlasRovr.

SPEAKBR.—"The book is too rich to cummuiie The language is particaloi I;

well chosen. Few pagea are nitbout some telling phiaie happily constructed to

attract attention and bold the memory, and we often feel that the wealth of imagery

would be (zceesiTe for prore were it not that it U chosen with such appropriateness

and icientifio truth To the reader much of the pleasure of perusing the volume

ccmes from its luxurious tyjiography, and the exquisite series of orographical msps

prepared by Hr, Bittbolomew from the work of the Surrey. These maps alone are

moro suggestive and enlightening than many treatises, and they are destined, we
trust, to enliven many a sermon, and turn the monotony cf the records of Iiratlilisb

wars into a thiilliog romance."

THIRD EDITION, crown 8ro, cloth, Ss.

STUDIES IN THEOLOGY.
Lectures delivered in Chicago Theological Seminary.

By Eev. JAMES DENNEY, D,D.

THIRD EDITION, with Maps and lUubtrationp, Svo, cloth, \ii.

THE CHURCH IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE
BEFORE AD. 170.

By W. M. RAMSAY, M.A., LL.D, D.O.L,
Profosbor of Humanity in the University of Aberdeen.

Trtf . W. Sasdat io the EXFUSITOR.—" The whole volume is full of freshness

and originality. He has succeeded in iavestirg a number cf critical discusdous

with extraordinary vividueis and reality."

SIXTH EDITION, Svo, cloth, I2s.

CHRIST IN MODERN THEOLOGY.
By A. M, FAIRBAIEN, D,D.,

Principal of Maiibficld OoIIckc, Usfnrd.

SPECTATuR.—"His work is, without doubt, one of the most valuable and

comprehensive contributions to theology that has been made during this generation."

THE WOMAN AT HOME, for MARCH.
Price 6d, Profusely lUnttiatcd. Contaim :

1. IAN MACL&REN AT HOME. \
With a iiae series of

By Jamks AsuciioFr Nohlb. j Photographs.

2. MB. LAURENS "ALMA TADEMA, B,A." ) With a special series

An interview. By Bauonkss von Zpni.irz. / of Pictures.

3 THE MARCHIONESS of DUFFERIN. \ With Portraits and
A moat interebting Article. By M. Ouiiiixu. / Interiors.

4. THE BANNS of MARRIAGE. ) Fully
By L. T. Mbaub. / Illaatiated.

5. KATHLEEN. By Annib S. Swak. Folly Illustrated.

t). A CLEAR CASE. By Adbline Ssbobant.
A ijtory of Journalistic Life in London. Illustrated.

ASD UAXr OTHEn ARTICLES OF SPECIAL IXrEltSST.

THE WOMAN AT HOME, 6d. Monthly.

THIKD EDITION, with NEW PREFACE, crown 8to, 63.

With Illustrations.

THE BRONTES IN IRELAND.
By Dr. WILLIAM WRIGHT.

AsDEBVVLASointhe/tcrsr/J.ir^O lOyDOX NEIFJ axje: "Dr. Wiight's
pictures of Irish life, of the fight, the ghosts—bugi. palpable ghosts—of the whiikev-
drinkiog, the temperauce movement, the luve-makiog, the youth of Patrick Bronte,
the adventure of Hugh III., and the critical remarks on the novels, are all excellent."

SECOND THOUSAND, Art linen, gilt top, 6i.

KERRIGAN'S QUALITY.
By JANE BARLOW,

Author of " Irish Idylls," Stc.

A TaSNAEUH.—" One of the most notable achievemtnts cf the flc'.ion of the

year,"

LIFE.
Art linen, gill (op, 6j.

LOVE AND QUIET
By WALTER RAYMOND.

Mr. EicniBD Le Oalijekiie says: "Perhaps the most beautiful book outside

poetry published this year."

Wish Port) ait, Map, and

FROM THE

SECOND EDITION.- FOUETH THOUSAND.
23 Illustrations, <ij.

LETTERS AND SKETCHES
NEW HEBRIDES.

By MAGGIE WHITECROSS PATON
(Mrs. John G. Paton, of Aniwa).

Edi.td by her Brotker-in-Law, Ecv. JAMES PATON, B A.

TIMES.—"A v<ry i.tlractive piece of misbioiary literature, full cf

detcriptiona of nature and life."

vivid

With Portrait and 26 Illustration, Svo, cloth, 7ci. 63.

CHRONICLES OF UGANDA.
By Rev. R, P. ASHE, M.A.,

Author of " Two Kings of Uganda."

GLAS'IOW HERALD.—" Utqaesiioaably a valuable addition to the history of
British Central Africa."

J. M. BARRiE'S WORKS.
Buckram, gilt top, price (ij. each.

1. A WINDOW IN THRUMS. 13th Edition.

8. AULD LIGHT IDYLLS. 9th Edition.

8. MY LADY NICOTINE. 6th Edition.

4. WHEN A MAN'S SINGLE. 8th Edition.

Nearly Ready, SIXTH EDITION, completing 30,000.

BESIDE THE BONNIE BRIER BUSH.
By IAN MACLAREN.

Mr. Oladstoxk describes " Tlio Lad o' ralits " as " most touching, most true, most beautiful."

anjtbing of the kind liner than the sketch of " The Country Doctor."

ACADEMY.—" There is scarcely a story that is not au absolute success."

lie says there has never beea

London: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27, Pateenostee Row.
I

Printed by ALEXANDER & SHEPnEARD.LonsUalC Printlnft Works, OhaucciyLano; Published by the Proprietor, HENEY VILLEUS, 87, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.

J. J. JUS3EEAND'S NKW WORK.

A LITERARY HISTORY of the ENGLISH PEOPLE: from the
Ori^ns to the Renaissance. B.y J. J. JUSSKRAND, Authorof" English Wa^-faTiuL' Life," "Piers Plowman,"
A'c. Frontispiece, Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. net.

D'lily Ckrunidc.—" We welcome it as the work of agymi)atlietic and gifted scholar AVc may ^ay, without con! rn dic-

tion, that tlic marvellous Ktory of our literatdre in its vital connection with the origiu and growth of the Kuglish people
has never been created with a greater union of conscientious research, minute scUo'orship, i>lcasantuess of humour,
picturesqueness of style, and sympathetic intimacy."

*'TIIE MEnMA.ID SERIES."—New Volume.

THE BEST PLAYS of BEN JONSON. Vol. III.
ClolL, 23. 6d.

Frontispiece.

(Three months after date of publication, the price will be raised to 3o. (id.) [.Vfxi wc/i.

WILL BE PVBLISUED NEXT WEEK,

LANGLAND S VISION of PIERS the PLOWMAN. An English
Poem of the 14th Century, done into Modern Prose, with ar Introduction, by KATE M. WABBEX. Crown Hvo,
cloth, 3a. 6d.

UEADY XEXT WEEK.

SPINOZA: TRACTATQS de INPELLEOTUS EMENDATIONE.
Translated, with Preface and Xotct^, by W. lliLK WHITE. Tmnslation Rcvisod by AMEI>I A IIUTOUI.VSON
S riRLl.VG, M.A. (Edinb.). Cloth, a». M. net.

THE STORY of the EXPANSION of SOUTH AFRICA. By the
Hon. A. WILMOT. Cloth, with Map, us.

" A summary at once lucid, instructive, and authoritative, of South African history Mr. Wilmot writes candidly
and dispassionately."

—

Times,

SKETCEIK^ OF AN(;L0-WEST-INDIAN LIFE.

GOSSIP of the CARIBBEES. By W. H. R. Trowbridge, Author
of " The Children of Men." Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

POPULAR SAYING3 DISSECTED. By A. Wallace. Cloth
gilt, 3s. (M.

" One can dip into Mr. Wallace's book anj where and bo sure of getting both entertainment and in-stmction."
(jl'tsi/fnii Jltrald,

THE NEW "PSEUDONYM."

OLD BROWN'S COTTAGES. By John Smith. Paper, Is. 6d.
;

clottl, 2.*.

" It )« a pleasant relief to welcome a distinct success. In addition to its other attractions, it has the by no means
despicable one of Variety."—CmV^ Chronicle.

TEE NEAV "AUrONYM."

A BACHELOR MAID. By Mrs. Burton Harrison. Paper, Is. 6d.

;

cloth, 2s.
jr I )

" An extremely va'aaWe addition to the scries."— flai'fi/ Ohr ukle.

A CYCLOPEDIA of NAMES. 1 vol., half-cloth extra, £2 2s. net
;

ball-moiDCCf., kl b)S. liCt. The wink wiM nlso be issued in Four Monthly I'art.^, stron;;ly bound in limp cloth,
price los. (id. ciich. Part I., ready ne:vt week.

" A book of ready reference for proper names of every conceivable kind Calculated to rsnder substantial service
to rtailers of all classes."-i>ai//^ A'cks,

Price Is. U. Price Is.

THE CENTURY for March \ ST. NICHOLAS for March
Contains

—

LIFE of NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. By Wm. M. Sloanc.
Illustrntfd.

riKlER DE HOOCH. By Timothy Cole. Illustrated.
THE HOn.SE-MARKET. By H. U. Mcrwin.
PROEM to a VICTOEIAN ANTHOLOOY. By Edm. C.

&te<lman. &c. kQ,

Contains

—

THE KIKUS ANKUS.
By RUOYAUU KIPLING.

Illustrated.

NATHANLEL HAWTHORNE. By Brander Matthews.
THE BROWNIES throogh the UNION. By Palmer Co.\.

&c. &c. &c.

At all Libraries and BoolcseHers'.

BOTH
WOELDS

BARRED

:

A Novel.

By SYDNEY KEAN.
Cloth, 3s. 6d.

Guardiin.—" Wo have dwelt on this boak because

it is intellectual and deserves notice. It evidently

reflects much of the author's mind, but he is too

just not to show the declension and growing
materialism of the hero's character when bereft of

hoi>c and faith."

Chiislian Leider.—"T:\\a life of a country pari-ih

of the worst kind, its minute jealousies, its un-
reasonable revenues, its insensibility to higher

intiueuces, has never been portrayed with more of

Krim truth. Writers must not load uj in'o any
delusion* as to the universality of rusti'j piety, and
here wo have the uthf r ntilier side. And Ih3 stages

of a man's laps ) from faith, and his struggle to

keep Fome kind of solf-iospect in his preaching

through it all, are painfully credible. The book

has much genuine power, and some of the S:otsis

admirable."

ainagow Herald.—" Must be drawn from lite. It

is nnfaltering and courageous. It is a piece oE

realism in the true spirit of Zola, yet with not a
single word or phrase which could distress the most
sensitive. It is ft strange book. To students of

Scottish clerical life it will have many points of

great interest."

AcacltMV.—" One feels an irresistible sympathy
with the hero in the troubled workings of his in'nil

and under the temporal ills that beset him. E.\c3l-

leut glimpses there are, too, of various pha.ses of

Scottish character and manners which none but a
Scot could have drawn."

Horning Vvsl.—"This work is not an indifferent

one. The author has drawn some strong character

sketches, including that uf his ill-fated hero. He
has a sense of humour shown in the descriptions of

the worthies of the hern's parish, and at times

e.'ihibits no little power of 'imagination.' "

Dfiily Teh.griii>li.—"lu the discussions on n itural

laws and the science of life theie is much fo^id for

thought, set out with attractive symmetry and re-

markable suggestiveness."

North Brit-sh Dailn 3I(iil.—" In the minute descrip.

tion of many of the characters introduced tho

author strikes us as working from the life, however
much tho sombre and unpleasant experience of tho

hero may seem to go beyond the ordinary course of

/,eed,i Mercttnj.—" It does not Hag in interest from
the outset to tho conclusion. A strong vein of

jMithos prevails.'

'

Lirrrpool Mercury,—** Much acu'eness is shown in

l^he intellectual sparring that goes on."

Scatsiium.—" Tho writer ot ' Uotli Worlds Barred '

has some ac<iuaintancc with .Scottish rural life and
character, and is not without appreciation of what
Is fiuaint and humorous therein."

BiipltHt.—"K story illustiatin;; the uuhajipy career

of a Scotch minister whose ministry was simply a
profession."

Indepnident.—" A Scotch novel with suma apt
character drawing."

Emngeliml JI/ai/!i.-.inc.—" Amusing, and does not

drag in tho telling."

Methodist R'cordr.r.—" A sad s'.ory of ft wrecked
life."

1 CA;-«lia» ir^/M.—" Gleams ot humour. Power oE

characterisation."
' Woman.—" Cheerful and entcrlainiiig."

London: T. FISHER UNWIN, Pateknostek SriUAKu, E.G.
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writliw, IndeiinE, and Renearch.—Addrrs 4, Copthall Buildings, K.C,

T ADY ELOCUTIONIST wishesPUPIL^
J—^ for Englihli sifitJiitic, 'onversfttioii, ami recitation.—F. h., Th.>
A<.AliK»ir Office. 27, Chancery Lane, AV.U

OLYMPIADS JOURNAL. By W. S. Holnut.

Croivn Sro, 3s. 6d.
" Instead of the Keepsake ladies, we have Theodora

of the 'Yellow Book,' the dreadful 'She' of 'Key-
notes,' ' The Woman who Did,' and last, hat not

least of this army of militant tvomen, ' Olympia ' of
the Journal She did—v'hat did she do ? The
most inhuman deed of all—she married a man to

make copy of him!
"—'*Thc AYares of Autolycus" in

Pall Mall Gazette
" A clever work of fiction . . . readable to a

degree not too commonly reached."—Scotsman.
" A faithful and clever 2^resentme7it of a luoman's

temperament. . . . That Sir. Holnut has realised

Ohjmpia's character is a great thing, but that he

should have enabled his readers to do likewise is a
greater''—Star.

London: GEORGE BELIj & SOUS, York Street, Cuvent Gabobn, W.O.

A LADY, experienced in all forms of
T^, Bwreljrial work, and offering llip highent rrfcrencM DESIRES
£AlPLOlM£>TaBSecretar>'. Amauuenisia. or Reader - Address Mrs.
A.. AcAliKMv Office. -7. Chancery Lane. _

GENTLEMAN (29), with a knowledge of
. .

AncientandModcmArl, DESIRES KMI'I.OYMENT. Could
belli Collector or take charge of Collection.

-

Surrey.
C. Coi.K, Majliind.Srittc.n,

PICTURES.—WANTED to PURCHA.SE
-vU., PAINTINGS in OIL, by lUeburn. Coustablc, Crome,

Ootman, Uouiuitt'tn, KeynoMs, Gainsborough, Romuey. Ilonpner
Beechey, Onie, Lawrence, Morland, Chamberg Wheatley, Stark, and
vinoent.—Apply to Messrs. Dowdeswell, 16(', New Bond Street.

BE-ENGAGEMENT AYANTED by a
DRILL and GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

years liigh testimonial from a large public school flwys and girls) —
Address, Isstbcctoii, Acadenvj Office, •_*7, Chancery I^ane.

"yo INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
WTtti-J'^^ ,'" H' V'"'!:-

"'.'"'"^ 1" RECEIVE resident
. , t ' diving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list
Includes private asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. O. B. Stocilu, h, J/ancaster I'lace, Strand, W.C.

rpHE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
J- A Litcrarv Syndicate and Press Agency. *'

.\ Medium of
« ommuniMtioa Wtween Autliom, E'litors.and Publiehers." Adviges
u|K>n, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by apiwintmcut only—Addresfc the Secret.iri, ;(, Victoria-street, Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
•- .V'lTHORS.—Siiccial attention given to the ahove. Estimates

free. Accounts venBeJ hy Chartered Accounlant.—Address Maiiaoek
Roilmighe Pres% 3, \ ictoriastreel. Westminster

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
71, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display of Copies of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the inost impDrtant PaiiitiiiKS in the

following Collections :^

l.OL'VfiE, P.VKIS,

LUXEMBOVBG, PABIS,
ROYAL GAt.LEBY, DBEeDEH",
UtKMlTAGB, bT. PtTKUS-
DCKG,

PUADO, MADRID,
VATICAN, KOJIE,
HA.VULEU,
FBANKfOUl,

SATIOWAL fi.VLI.EHY, LOSDOS,
BOCKI^GHAM PALACE,
niNDSOE CASTLE,
lFri/,1, FLOKENCE,
Pnn, FLOHENCE,
ACADEMY OF FIKE AKTS,
FLORENCE,

AMSTESDAU,
THE HAGUE,

u NIVERSITY of WALES.
Tim Cniveriity Court »ill shortly appoint MATRICULATION

EXAMINERS, as follows:—
TWO in EMibtSU LANGUAGE and the HISTORY of ENGLAND

and WALKS.
TWO in LATIN.
TWO in MATHEMATICS.
ONE ill eacli of tlie toUowini; :-OREEK, WELSH, FRENCH.

GERMAN, DYNAMICS, cllEMISTHY, BoTAXY'.
Particulars will he fiiruislieil Ly the Ri.GisrmH of the Untrersitjr.

care of Alessrs. Kaithfiill h Owen, II, Victoria Street, I.rt>ndon, S.W , to
whom applications must he sent on or before March S:.'ud.

F
CATALOGUES

lOBEIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOODEli on appUcation.
DULAU 1 CO., 37, Bono Bouabb,

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENUIEITA STREET, COVEN' r GARDEN,
iO, SOUTU rRKDKKICK STRKET, KUJNUUUUH,

7, BROAD STREEr, O.XFORD.
CATALOOUES post /ret on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,FOBEION BOOKSELLER,
•is, R K A T R U S S E L I. S T R K E T

(Opywsitc the BritiBli MuBcuiu),
Bnpplies all Iokeios Hooks bikI P«biodicai.s at tUo most

moderate prices.
Catalogues on application^

THE PARIS SALONS.
A L.\RGE COX-LECTION ot EXAMPLES ot MODERN

FRENCH Butl ENGLISH ART iu SELECTED FRAMES
BuitaWo for HALL, LIBRARY, DRAWING-ROOM,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine -Art Catalogue, of

l*il pages, with Illustrated Supplement, cortainiii!?

ftSi Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, poPt

free, Ome Shilling.

AUJOTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.

New Pauphlet—Fbbk on Appmcatiow.

M
THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON,

ESSKS. J. cTdrummoni) & CO.,
ART REPKODXTCEBS.

14, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.O
Are tbe sola representativea iu Great Britain of

UBRR UANFSTAENGL. of Manioh.
the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patromeedby the
leadiDii Ijondou Art Publishing Pirme. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on Tiew.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMoNK 4 CO. supply the cli- iipi-nt and best Processes
in the market, which are ppcci:illy adapttd to me»-t the wants of
Antirjuarians, ArchtealoRietR, and tlio^t; i-iiftaKcd in the investigation
and publication of Parocliial and l>iocesau Kt;cordis.

J.C. DRUMMOM) & CO. inviu- attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
b'or tht lieproduction of M'orks of Art, Originni MSS.^ Designs,

I.acf. Manufactures y Photographs, Views, Jiooi' Illi/stralions,

Artistic Aiiverlisemenla, Catalogues, dc.,d:c.,a[amoderateccat

Specimens and price list on Application.
Ofliots: 14, UiaJKlLTTA STREKT, COVENT GARDEN LONDON.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE of SOUTH
AVAl.ES and MONMOUTIISIIIRB, CARDIFF.

Applications are invited for the past of REOISTRAK. Salary £3Sft.

Applications and testimonials should be sent in on or before March
I4th, 18!i-'>, to tbe undersigned, from whom further information may bo
o)it-tined. Ivor Jamls, K^strar.
University College, Cinliff,

February 13tii. ISM.

THE UNIVERSITY of ST. ANDREWS
.ORAKTS THE

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEIT.
The Subjects of Ex imination may be selected from any seven out of

thirty dilTerent Hubjecte. the Btandiirdtbving tbe snmc as that for the
M.A. Decree. The centres of examination arc St. Andrews, Abcnlecn,
Bedford, Belfast, Rinntngham, Bristol, C-ardtff, Cheltenham, Cork,
D'lblin, Dumfries, Ediuburvh, iDvemess. Leeds, Leicenter, Liverpool,
L (udon. Loughborough, Manchester, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, Pfukley,
Truro, Ac.

For Pro3p}otu8, &o., apply to the Becretabt, L.L.A. Scheme, the
University, St. Andrews, N.B

UPPINGHAM SCHOOL.—
An EX \MINvVTION will take pbice at Uppincham on the 3nl.

4th, and 5th of April, 18y5. for SIX OPEN SCMoLARSH Il*S, two of
£70 per annoni. two of £A0 per annum, two of £30 iwr annum, each
tenaole at the Schocd. Candidates entertained fi-cc of charge if appli-
cation be made by isth March. I««.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

TWELVE Ol'EN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS U40 toXMon
APRIL 8th, ilth, and Idth.—Apply to the Ubad MisriB.

piVIL SERVTCE COMMISSION.—
V^ FORTHCOMIM; i:X IMINATION.-ASSISTANT MBKA-
RIAN and CLEKK iu C, MU.SEUM of I'RACTUAI. (iEOLOGY,
Jeimyn Street |2a-05i, 'Jlst 41 i KCH.
The date specified is the latost at which applications can he reccive^l.

They must lie made on forms, to be ohtainerl, with particulars, from
the Seihi:tary, Ciril Service Commission, I.oiidoii, S.W,

QEDBERGH SCHOOL REGISTER.—
tj I should he very grateful for NAME.S of OLD SEU-
liEROHIANS Ijcfore isji, or for Utters Relating to tlio School.—
II. Wilson, SedhcfKh, Yorkshire.

mE LATE rob];rt
AR.A.

THORBURN,
Aided by the c^urttsv of 5Ir«, Thorbiim, widow nf tbe al>ove eminent

Miniature Paiuti-r, Alcssrs. IHCI\I»ON & FOSTER proiKPse to
EXUIIHT shortly a ((H.LECTloN of his WORKS at their
C.VLLERY, 114, NEW R »NU STREET. W.
Messn'. D. * F."^-euture to iippcal to owners of "Thorburub*" for

paitiuukirs of examples which they may bs kindly di^KiK^setl to lend.
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MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
D00K8ELLERS,

B
B

OOK EXPORTERS,

OOK BINDERS,

AND

T IBRAEIANS.

C^NGLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

mHE LARGEST STOCK in (he WORLD.

M
30

241

48

UDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

WILSONS & MILNE'S
PUBLICATIONS.

THE SECRET OF WARDALE
COURT, and other stories. By Andree Hope. 1vol., 6s.

A Collection ol Tales by a comparatively new writer of

great promise.

"The author handles her themes with an ability that

should obtain a very favourable reception for her stories."

Morning PoH,
" Four clever tAles."—Athciia!um.

" Written with remarkable povrei."—Daily Telegraph.

"The authoress has a genuina gift for narrative, and
contrives to interest without ever indulsing in Hashy epigram

or pseudo-brilliant vulgarity."—3iancAc»(«r GvanUan.

NICOL THAIN, MATERIALIST.
By the Author of "The Life of Thomss Wanless,

Peasant," &c. 1 vol., crown Svo, price 5s.

" As an artist he has found his feet. . . . His method
is biting and stern, his grip on the attention is masterful."

Bii-mingham Daily Poxf.

" Nicol Thain is a distinctly good villain."

Wf^tminater Gazelle,

CHAPMAN & HALL'S NEW BOOKS

REVIEW.THE FORTNIGHTLY
MARCH.

PRESIDENTS and POLITICS in FEANOB. By AuousTiK FlLOH.

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS of the DAY:-
1. Mr. Morley and the Iri«h Land Bill. By T. W. Rcsseli., M.P
2. Church Disestablishment. By II. M. Bomi-as, Q.C.

ACTING : an Art. By IIcNav Irvcno.

LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL. By T. H. S. Escott.

TWO MODERN POETS. By 11. D. TuAai..

POLITICS and the POOR-LAW. By T. Mackav.
VENETIAN ART at the NEW GALLERY. By Claudk PiirLLirs.

THE METHOD of ORO.iNIC EVOLUTION.-IL By Alieeu R.
Wallace, I'.R.S.

STEPilANE MALLARME. By PncDiinic CAancL.

AN ALGERIAN WINTER-RESORT: Biskra. By Major AnTiluu
Gltlt'FITIIS.

THE CRISIS in NEWFOUNDLAND. By Rev. William Gkeswell.
TUB HEART of LIFE. Chaps. 17-20. By W. U. Malloch.
CORRESPONDENCE :-

Alien Immigration : a Rejoinder. By Arsolt> White.
The Crimea in 18.54 and 18;U By Gen. Sir Evelvn Wood

G.C.B.,V.C.

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 953. MARCH, IS&fl.— 2s. 6il.

COXTEXTS:—Tnz Scottish School of Painting.

SiE Baktlk Fbere. A Fokeigxbb, chaps, xv.-xx.

The S*i.«ox-FiyHBRiK8 of Norway. Did Junius

COKMIT Suicide? by A. Lang. The Covbt of Demos.

Should Golf sb Encoubagbd at Public Schools?

ARA.B Men and Arab Horses. The Touch op

Spring, by D. Storrar Meldnim. A Visit to Buddhist

AND TaO-IST MoNASTBRIF.H ON THB Lo FaU San.

Francis Richabd Sa.ndeord. Habitual Ofpendbrs.

The Risb of the Cuktain.

ALSO A NEW EDITION OF

THE LIFE OF THOMAS WAEESS, PEASAHT.

One vol., crown Svo, price 3s. 6ti,

"The style is remarkable for its power and simplicity, and
everythint; and everybody depicted in the story is real and
vivid."— Brarf/o»'(i Ohticrvcr. y, '/.^

" There is no chie to the hand that penned the story of a
Warwickshire labourer's hard life. VVtioever he may be, he
knows his subject. " -Literary World.

OSWALD CRAWFURD.

A YEAR OF SPORT AND NATURAL
HISTORY.

Shooting, Hunting, Coursing, Falconry, and Fishing.
Edited by OSWALD CRAWFURD.

With numerous Illustrations by Frank Feller, Bryan Hook,
Cecil Aldin, A. T. Elwes, Stanley Berkeley, &c.

Demy 4to, 21h. net. [2*/t(.v day.

'.' This Book is a oonseoutive work, dealiuj, id their senueuce, with
forty-tive causecutive ami most intcrestmg bcisouaI phases of Sport
ami Natural History iu the British Islands.

HEROES IN HOMESPUN:
Scenes and Stoiies from the .Vmerit-aii Eniuncipatioti

Movement. By AscoTT 1!. Bui'E Author of " Men of the

Backwoods," " KedBkln and Paleface," " Royal Youths,'

&c., &c. 1 vol., crown Svo, Ca,

" A volume of no little y&\\ie.'*~Siteclalo)\

" All these stories are adniirshly told in this record of

one of the noblest campaigns in history."
Westminster Gazette.

WILLIAU BLACKWOOD i SONS. Esiubdeob aid Loroox.

MACMILLAN'S MAGAZINE,
No. 42J. SIAItCH. Trice Is.

CoimiXTs.

l.-THE UEROSS. Chapters XIIL-XV.
5.-O0R OBLIGATIONS to ARMENIA.
J.—ROBERT SOUTH EY. By GeoBOE SAiitrsiiiRV.

4.-THE SANCIIO PANZ.l of MAIIAOASCAR. By JiLus Coniiin.
S.-80ME HUMOURS of PARLIAMENTARY REPORTING.
«.-MY FRIEMi BEPPINO.
7.-TIIE TRANSFORMATION of the BLACK COUNTRY.
8i-FB0ISSART the HISTORIAN. By O. C. MiCiiL.ir.
».-THE SOLDIER la PRINT.

THE HISTORY OF CUBRENCY,

Macxilla!* & Co.. London.

THE NEW REVIEW.
Now Edited by W. E. BENLEY.

OHE SuiLUItO MOSTULV.

The most readable of the MonUdiea.

MARCH ConTEiTS.

Kenneth Orahame. IN ARCADY; Sponsor Wilkinson. THE
PASSING of ENGLAND ;

•' .X." LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL

;

C r. Keary. INDIA : Impressions VIII-XI. ; p. Verlaine. A UNE
VEMHE ; A. Clcrli. IN PRAISE of COXVE.VTION ; <•. E lUimoni)
ODSTUS FREDERICK; George Wjndham. M.P. THE POETRY
ofthe PRISON ; A R. Wlilteiray. POLITICS in NEWFOUNDLAND •

O. W. Steevcns. MR. BALFOUR'S PHILOSOPHY ; .1. K. Starley'
THE tTCLE; Alexamler Scott. THE COMPLETE HUSBAND;
Charles Whlblcy. TWO THIEVES; II. G. Wills. THE TI.ME
MACHINE, VII.-VIII.

London: Wiluam Huxexaxx, 31, Bedford Street, W.C

Being an Account of the Gold and Silver Cur-
rencies of Europe and America, from the Thirteenth
Century to the Present Day, and their relation to

the Monetary and Mercantile Experience of the
Commercial World.

By WILLIAM A, SHAW, M.A., F.R.H.S., F.R.S.S.

One Vol.1 16s.

'* Anyone who has been misled by the version of history
presented by the bimetallists should study Mr. Shaw's book."

Times.
"There have been few more important contributions to

the material of the currency controversy of these latter
days. '—jScofamrt n

,

•'Those interested in the bimetallic controversy will do
well to study the question in the light which tliis work
throws upon the metallic currencies of Europe."

Dundee Advertiser,

R. S. GUNDRY.

CHINA, PRESENT AND PAST.
By R. S. GUNDRY.

Author of '* China and her Neighbours."

Demy Svo, 10s. 8d. \_Tki3day.

*»• This Volume deals with the Educational System of Cliinaaud
her ludustriiil Progress—Foreign Intercourse antl Maritime Custom
Service—furreucy anil Trade—Products and Kosources-Missionary
(iucBtion aud Ancestor Worshii)—Judicial Torture—Antagonism and
its Causes, &c.

W. H. HUDSON, C.M.Z.S.

THE NATURALIST IN LA PLATA.
By W. H. HUDSON, C.M.Z.S.

With numerous Illustrations by J, Smit.

Third and Cheaper Edition. Demy Svo, 8d,

*»* sir. AlfrtMl Russel AVallace spoke of the extreme value and
interest of this volume when it was originally published, and charac-
terised it as "altogether nni'iue among books on natural history,"
and as ** the most incercsting and delightful of modem books on
natural history."

N
IMPOBTANT.-PRINTINO AND PCBLISIIINO

EWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
*c.~KINr;. SELL A RAILTOX, Limited, high-claBs Printers

and I uMi-li.rs, ].;. Ctmnh H-juar--, 4, Bolt (V.tirt, FIe«t Rtrtret, K.C .havo »[....:i;illv.huilt It.jtary and otlier fast .Machines for printing
ftnabimiiug jlluiitratwl or other I'ulilications.
Adrioeand aMiitance given to anyone wishing to commence New

A GLOSSARY OF COLLOQUIAL,
8LAXG A.VD TECHXICAL TERMS in lue on the Stock
E.xcliange and in the Money Market. Edited by A. .T.

WILSOS. Price 88. [Ready 6th March.

J. V. MARMBRY.

THE PROGRESS OF SCIENCE:
Its Origin, Course, Promoters, and Results.

By J. V. MARMERY.
Witli an Introduction by SAMUEL LAING.

Demy Svo, 78. fid, IReady.
*** The object of this volume is to give si survey of scientific advance

from tile earliest times to tlie present year. It endeavours to review,
concisely and impartially, the claims to fame iu research of both mcQ
and nations, and sums un the material and moral effects of science iu
Europe. Mr. Laing in nis introduction characterises the volume as
" a work of great learning and research."

A. E. T. WATSON.

SKETCHES in the HUNTING FIELD.
By A. E. T. WATSON.

A New Edition, with numerous Illustrations by
John Sturgcss.

Crown Svo, 3s. fid. iReadij.

FwlIIUeinp,
'iblithiin

Telis|ih<>n>:7KI.

D'y,???"" "• uremlsej for Editorial offlCM, fr«e. Advertising
>nd PnbUthiDg Department! condueted.

Telegraph, " Africanism, London."

Price Is. net. 14*. per annum, poi^t free.

THE INVESTORS' REVIEW.
Edited by .\. J. WnsoN.

Contents nf March Number :

Grand Trunk Railway Finance.

The Lesson of France.

Illinois Central Railroad.

The Board of Trade Report for ls!t.'i on Companies
windingup—China and.Iapan—Blindfolded Mr. Fowler

—

The New SonthEastern Railway Chaii-man—Helps ti>

Colonial Solvency in 1894—More .Vioney for New Soutli
Wales—South Australia still Athlrst— Newfoundland
I'ainted on the Spot—EelllliDg the I'nited States
Treasury "(Jold Sieve'"—Lord Ilerscliell and Mr. Justice
Vaughan Willianis—A Canadian Darkness which may
be Felt—Etc., etc.

** .V New and Cheaper Edition of Uemiuisccnces by the Editor of
the JlUtstrated Sporting and Dramatic jYttui, containing all tlie Illus-

trations by John Sturgess which appeared in the original editions.

G. F. UNDERBILL and H. S. SWEETLAND.

THROUGH A FIELD-GLASS.
By G. F. UNDERHILL and H. S, SWEETLAND.

With Illustrations by L. Thackeray.

Crown Svo, 3s. 6d. [W"x<iom4,

London : 27, Paternostbk Row. K.C.

THOMAS CARLYLE'S COMPLETE WORKS.
PEOPLE'S EDITION.

(COPYBIGHT.)

In 37 vols., small crown Svo, 37s.

Clearly printed «n ^ood paper and
BOUND IS SED OLOTH.

The Volumes to bo had separately, Is. each.

CHAPMAN & UALL, Limitei), Luxdon.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST-

BAR
Now ready, price Ono Shilling.

IfoUce.-THE TEMPLE
MAGAZINE /"' -VARCn, 1895, rOTi<ai..J, amimg

ul.hrr ardVta o/iMfral: THE CHEHATIOX of Col.

CALrEULEY—SOMB RSOOLLECTIOSS 0/ ItOIIERT

LOUIS STEVBSSOS-I.ETTERS 0/ EDH-AUD FIT/.-

(iSRAI.D to FASSY KEUBLE, \871-lSSi-HONKIB

.

a Sliitl) of Irish rtasant Life—AS ESGLISII GIRL
14 mmA OSB IIUSDRED YEARS AGO —

A

DOUBTER'S DIARY—CmXSSE QEXTLEMAlf ami

riBTUOSOS-A CAIRO SCANDAL, dc

GAS8ELL & COMPANY'S
AlfNOT7NCEMENT8,

TWO NEW WORKS NOW READY.

FORTY YEARS at the POST
OFKICK. 1850-1890. A Personal Narrative. By
FREDEBICK E. BAINES. C.B. In 2 vole., largo
crown 8vo, with Diagrams, &c., 2l8.

*' Two volumes of univsrsal Interest."

—

Graphic^

MEMOIRS of an AUTHOR.
By PKRCY KITZGERALD. il.A., F.S A. la 2 vole.,

dcniy t-vo, with Portrait, 28s.

"A thoroughly charming book."— IKorM.

NEW EDITIONS.

NOW READY.

THE HISTORY of ROME. By
THEODOR MOMMSEN. Translated by WILLIAM
PURDIK DICKSON", D.D., LL.D. A Now and Cheaper
Editiou, ncvised. lu 5 vo's., crowu 8vo, 373. 6d,

NOW READY.

The HISTORY of the FRENCH
URVOLUTION (1789-WOO). Bv LOUIS ADOLl'llE
THIERS. Translated by FREDERICK SHOBERL.
New Edition, with 50 Illaetratious on Steel, In 5 vols,,

demy 8vo, K».

NEW NOVELS.
Each in 1 vol., crown 8vo, Os.

SOCIAL ENGLAND.
EDITED BY

H. D. TRAILL, D.C.L.,
Sometime Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford.

Vol. IIL, 15s. [Reiidy ihorlly.

Vol. ni. embraces the Period from the

Accession of Henry VIIL to the Death
of Elizabeth.

Amongst the Principal Contents of Vol. III. are :
—

Political and Constitntioual History, by A. L. Smith and
A. HissALi.; the Supp-ession of the Monasteries, by the
Rev. V. A. GisijrEt, D.D. ; the New Lcaminp, by
J. Bass Mdllixgbb; the Art. of War, by C. Om.ix ;

Naval History, by W. Liixn Ci-owns : Tndor Literature,

by George Saiktsbcby ; Discovery and Exploration, by
C. Raymokd Bbazlev, F.R.G.S. ; AKrieultural Develop-
ment, by R. E. PitoTUERo ; the Poor Laws, by W. A. S
HcwiNS ; Elizabethan Society, by George Saiktsdl'BT

;

Elizabethan Manners and Costume, by Miss M, Batesos
;

Scotch History from the Earliest Times, by Jaues
CoLviLLE, D.Sc. : Irish History from the Earliest Times,
by P. W. Joyce, LL.D.

MESSRS. HUTCHINSON'S
NEW BOOKS.

Into tbe Highways and Hedges.
By F. K. MONTUKrfOK. In rlolh gilt, 6fi.

EARLY HBVIEWS.
The World nys :"' Into the lltKhny* anil Hedges* wouhl haru

t>een a reinarkal>1e work of fiction at any time ; it is ithenum'-nil at
this, (or it If neither tiiriaJ, eccentric, co<irB% nor prettiiitinus. Imt thu
oppoalteof all these, and a Terr fine »od loftr conceptiim. '^-

"
if with « maetwrly coiiii»let«'iir-.a,is wonderfully drawn, reallKHl

Tlic mau
nd thu

NOW READY.

THE MODEL of CHRISTIAN
GAY. By HORACE ANXESLEY VAfJHEL.

"A very well-written and interesting story, in which one

is ylnd to find no touch of psychological nastiness. The
phases of Califomian life which Mr. Vachel chooses to

depict arc, indeed, much concerned with human nature's

Hcamy side; hut the author's handling shows discretion

and refttrnint.*'

—

Ohl'f.
** An excellent story of life in Cftlifomia. The author is

cxcco<!ingIy Huccessful in dealing with charnctcr, Tlic book
is full of interesting, often exciting, situations, from a
lyachingtoa fight with a ^yeaT."^yoikshire PoU.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AN
IMPORTANT NEW SERIES

OF VOLUMES.

THE CENTURY
SCIENCE SERIES.

EDITED BY

SIR HENRY E. ROSCOE,
D.C.L., F.R.S., M.P.

Riady in a few days, price St. 6d.

JOHN DALTON and the RISE
of KODEBN OHEMISrBY. By Sir HENRY
E. ROSCOE, F.R.b.

To he foJlourd shortly ly

MAJOR RENNELL, F.R.S , and
THE RISE of ENGLISH GEOGBAPHT
By CLEMENTS R. MARKIIAM, C.B., F.R.S., Trcpi-

deat of the Royal Geographical Society.

AND OTBER VOLUMES,

woman \» worthy of film. The whole of tlie &tory ia admhitbly cuu
ccired and lufcalned. A wondt^rfitl book."
Thei>(rUtf TrlMrai»ft sAjn: "Thin exceptionallT noble and stirrtiig

book. Rsoounted with unfla^ciuft ver\'e and vigour, wc uuheaitatiugly
8BV that it has h^irdly n dull or 8Uperfluou8 page."
The iVew .4(;eKij-B: *' A r«markahlv etrone nor**l. I often thongiit

of Umrgd Eliot when reading this book, which 1 advise everyone to

read." (KATitAaiiiK TrKAM.)
The QUuQOVB Herald layi :

** A remarkable and i>owerfnl book ; oo«
of the most interesUoff norels that oae hai seen for some time."
The JfoMcAMter Coiirtw says : "Mr. Uontreaor's next book will ba

eagerly awaited by all ihow who make the aoauaJntance of hlfjliil,

for a more atrikiugly original or a stronger norel hat not appearta for
some time.**

f A Third Edition t> in (Ac prtMM,

The Unknown Life of Christ
By NICOLAS NOTOVITCH. Translated by V.
CRISPE. With Maps, Portraits, and Illustrations. In
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. [ Tkii: ilay.

NEW ROMANCE BY THE AUTHOR OF "I FORBID
THE BANNS."

The Secret of the Court

:

a
Romance of Lifo and Death. By FRANKFORT
MOORE. In crown 8vo, cloth gill, with 17 FuU-pago
and other Illustrations, by G. H. Edwards, »s. 6d.

A NEW ANONYMOUS NOVEL.

Passion's Puppets. Li crown 8vo,

cloth gilt, 6.1.

The IKoriJ says: "The rsychologicdstudTof man i. eettins io with
iiitcnsesl ucw vii;our. lleail ' raesion'd Pupiwl*' ; it i. well worth
reading."

CHEAP EDITION.
MEMOIRS TO SERVE FOB

The History of Napoleon I. From
180-2 to 1816. By his Private Secretary, Baron CLAU DE
FRANCOIS DK MENKVAL. The work completed by
the addition of hitherto Unpublished Docurannts.

Translated and fully Annotated by ROBERT II.

SHERARD. In 3 vols., demy 8vo, cloth gilt and gilt

top (about 1,100 pp.), with Antograph Letters and
Photogravure Portraits, 7s. 6d. per volume. [AText loeet.

The Tiitieg. in a review of nearly eight columns, sneaks of the work
as being both Taluable ami important, and extremely interesting.

Tlie VnUy iVcirs is of opinion that students and histonans who wish

to form a trustworthy estimate of Najwleon cannot afford to neglect

this testimony bv one of his most intimate associate's.

Tie A'a(M.-datf fiefi^te says that the interest is 8U8tainc<l to the very

last pages, and must be acknowledged to be little less than absorbing.

A CHEAP EDITION OF FRANKFORT MOORE'S
SUCCESSFUL NOVEL.

One Fair Daughter. Her Story.

In cloth gilt, 6s. lA Fourth Eiilion in tli: prtss.
^

"There is no lack of good things in this clever and viTaclous novel.
JivoKman.

IIY EMILE ZOLA.

The Mysteries of Marseilles: a

T H
NOW READY.

E M E R M A
A LOVE TAIiB.

By L. DOUGALL,
Author of

" Beggars All," &c

I D.

NOW ri:ai)Y.

A PARSON at BAY. By Hauold
V.\LL1NGS, Author of " The TransgrojBion of Terence
Clancy," &c.

" A story abounding in new features and palpitating witli

liumnii interest. It is the tragedy of the hero's martyrdom,
at the hands of a couple of selfish, unprincipled women,
that Mr. Vallingn recotmts with singular force and impres-
hiveneta ; as well as a subordinate life-drama of harrowing
jiathos and profound horror, with a realism the grimiicss

of which has never been surpassed by Zola himself. The
book is simply a dw/Smwre of its sort." - Dailn Tel"jntph.

NOW READY.

lANA TEMPEST.
By MARY CHOLMONDELEY,

Author of " Sir Charles Danvers," 4c.

POSTPONEMENT of
the Publication of

A KING'S DIARY.
By PERCY WHITE,

Author of "Mr. Bailey-Martin."

Price Is. 4d.

NOTICE.—In view ofihe large orders

from the Trade for "A KING'S

DIARY," the Publication has been

POSTPONED from March 4th to

MONDAY, MARCH 11 th.

Novel. Translated by EDWARD VIZETELLY, with

now Portrait of M. Zola. In cloth gilt, .is. 6d.

lA Second Edition in Ihe pros.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF " A DAUGHTER
OP THE KING."

The Majesty of Man. In crown

Hvo, cloth gilt, 6a.

A FIFTH AND CHEAP EDITION.

A New Note : a Novel. In crown

8vo, Cloth gilt. Us. [ImmediaUln.

'," This Noi-el has imssei (hnugh Four Editions in Two-volutM

form.

A NEW THREE-VOLUME NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR
OF " COUSIN CINDERKLL.V."

Lord Goltho. an Apostle of White-

ness. In crown 8vo, 188. [ImmidiaMji.

A FOURTH and CHEAP EDITION of MRS. OLIPHANT'8
SUCCESSFUL NOVEL.

A House in Bloomsbury. In

XlicHAKi) Bbntlkt & Son, New Burlington Street

;

Fublishenin Ordinary to Her Majesty fhe Queen.
]

0A.S8ELL & COMPANY,
iiVDOAi'K Hill, London.

Limited,

handsome cloth gilt, 3s, 6d.

A ClIK VP EDITION OF DAVID CHRISTIE MURRAY'S
NOVEL.

A Rising Star: a Story of the

stage. Cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

liondou: Hvicuinsox & Co., Patcrnoater Bow.
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LITERATURE.
Historical Sketches of the Reign of Queen

Anne. By Mrs. Oliphant. (MacmillanB.)

To a large class of readers Mrs. Oliphant

has an indubitable right of appeal as one

of the most skilful book-makers of our

time. I use the term with no derogatory

intentions. For to the making of a good
book which shall fulfil a useful function,

though it be not distinguished by origi-

nality of genius, by minuteness of research,

or by novelty of theme, certain qualities of

mental equipment, of insight and exposi-

tion, are necessary, which are not always
forthcoming, and instead of which we have
too often to be satisfied with the mere
venturesomenesa of the literary spirit. To
these qualities, at least, Mrs. Oliphant may
lay undeniable claim. Her work as a pro-

lific novelist is marked by a quiet distinction

of tone and subtle analysis of character;

her numerous biographies display many
gifts and graces of sympathetic portraiture

;

and if as a literary historian her methods
have been somewhat superficial, she has
never fallen below a certain level of respect-

able achievement. In her present work
that level is maintained, though perhaps
not greatly exceeded; and its merits are

certainly more pronounced on the literary

than on the historical side. Written some
years ago for the Century magazine, and
subjected in its pages to a serious process

of editorial curtailment, on account of the
number of illustrations which the exigencies

of that periodical enforced, these sketches
are now republished in their complete and
original form. They are seven in number,
the first two dealing with " The Queen and
the Dachess," the third and fourth with
"The Quaker" (Penn), and the remaining
three with " The Dean " (Swift), " The
Journalist " (Defoe), and " The Humourist

"

(Addison),

As regards her general claims to be heard
on that Augustan age which has fascinated
so many historians and critics, Mrs, Oliphant
sets up no exorbitant demand. She is

simply " the domestic cicerone in a great
house, the respectable housekeeper giving
her guidance through the picture gallery
of the historical mansion to a crowd ever
renewed of sightseers," and her part is

"to indicate all the personages who stand
stately on the walls." It is not to be denied
that in tbis case the " housekeeper " shows
considerable intimacy with her "picture
gallery," nor that she is almost garrulously
free of its family histories. Neither is she
afraid of expressing "small opinions" of
her own for the onlooker's edification

—

often, one notes, in favour of the women-

folk in her collection. She is, indeed,

rather amusingly indignant at the way in

which women in general have been treated

by the writers of histories.

"Women in history, strangely enough, seem
always to impart to the chronicle a certain heat

of personal feeling to which their companions
are not subject. Whether it is that the historian

is impatient to find himself arrested by the

troublesome personality of a woman, and that

a certain resentment of her intrusion colours

all his appreciation of her ; or that her appear-
ance naturally possesses an individuality which
breaks the line, it is difficult to tell ; but the

calmest chronicler becomes a partisan when he
treats of Mary and Elizabeth, and no one can
name Sarah of Marlborough without foaming
at the mouth."

And so she would fain have us think better

than we are wont of that " imperious terma-
gant" whose domination over the "good"
Queen Anne held for so long, and was
fraught with so much that was significant

to the destinies of England. In her relation

of that strange connexion between the

queen and the duchess, the writer, while

affecting considerable sympathy for Anne,
is plainly under the spell of "Mrs. Free-

man's " masterful personality. Herein is the

novelist betrayed ; and her instinct for a
striking character, an arresting situation,

an effective denoument, lands her in the
position of an admiring protagonist rather
than that of a judicious critic. That the
duchess reminds one of " a beautiful Ish-

mael " is very well from the pictorial stand-
point, but it remains true that she was a
selfish and arrogant parasite ; that she had
clear views on matters of policy may be
gpranted to the credit of her understanding,
but her views somehow always coincided
with her personal interests ; and even the
fact that she held "a hero in her bonds"
is no reason why a nation should have been
degraded to her whims. The writer's views
take a pronounced colouring from the
duchess's own " Account of her Conduct,"
which Macaulay, no doubt too strongly,
condemned as " a tissue of lies," but which
at best can only be regarded as an ex parte
presentment of an extremely disputable case.

In dealing with historical questions Mrs.
Oliphant's method is somewhat confused,
and occasionally lacking in moral judg-
ment. Perhaps it is only natural that
a woman writing in defence of women
should regard Anne's epistolary references
to her brother-in-law as "Caliban" and
" that Dutch monster " as mere " outbursts
of indignation " which " seem both natural
and allowable." But the author goes on to
gird at William for selecting Marlborough
from "among all the other courtiers who
had been as little steadfast as he, as the
object of a pertinacious persecution," and
says that "the sins of the others were
winked at, while Marlborough was thus
made an example of—and the reader will
ask. Why ? " Well, the reader need surely
not remain long in doubt on the point, when
it is remembered that Marlborough, from
his commanding personality, and from his

position as Lieutenant-General of the Eng-
lish Army, was of all conspirators with the
Court of St. Germains the most dangerous
and insidious ; and that, as Green asserts,

in his correspondence with James he " went

far beyond his fellow-traitors in baseness by
revealing to him, and through him to France,

the war-projects of the English cabinet."

Mrs. Oliphant is seen to better advantage

in passages where, apart from disputes of

this sort, she shows an unfailing eye for

those touches of nature which link together

the past and the present in the kinship of

humanity. Such, for example, is her

pathetic account of the child-life and un-

timely death of that poor little Duke of

Gloucester who alone of Anne's seventeen

children survived his birth.

In her sketch of "The Quaker" the

writer admits that " it is perhaps straining

a little the limits of an historical period to

place William Penn among the character-

istic figures of the reign of Anne." Seeing

that Penn's life-work was accomplishedwhen
he returned from Pennsylvania to England

for the last time in the year before the Queen
came to the throne, and that only some
half-dozen pages are devoted to the un-

important after-events of his career, the

admission is a perfectly just one. And our

feeling of regret at his intrusion into space

which might well have been allotted to

some much more typical personage of the

time (say Steele) is heightened by the

excellence of the presentments we get of

Swift, Defoe, and Addison. Here the

author's vision is in no risk of distortion,

from the figure of some downtrodden

woman in need of rescue from under the

heels of malicious historians. The materials

to be dealt with are much more adapted for

the exercise of that faculty of appreciative

criticism of which Mrs. Oliphant has given

us many praiseworthy examples in former

works. Not that she conveys anything that

is greatly new in reference to the writers

mentioned ; not that she invests their record

with that unmistakable flavour of first-hand

acquaintance with the Augustan age which

we acknowledge in certain specialists ; not,

either, that we can agree with all her

verdicts, especially those of a personal sort.

Our admiration is rather called forth by
the graphic skill and deftness of touch

which enable her to throw such freshness

and grace into the telling of an oft-told tale,

" without any pretence to original lights or

serious individual investigations.
"_

There is no better instance of this than her

account of the great Dean, With reference to

the life of Swift at Moor Park, she combats,

as it seems to me successfully, the idea that

his connexion with Sir William Temple was
at all that of degrading servitude on the

one hand, or of overbearing patronage on

the other. She also repudiates the popular

notions as to the position of " parsons and

waiting - maids " in great households of

the time, and asserts that "Swift was

not a sort of literary lacquey nor Stella

an Abigail." Much care is bestowed

on Swift's political efforts, first on behalf

of the Whigs, and then in that connexion

with Harley, which formed the
_
turning-

point in his career and elevated him into a

kind of literary pontiff, who, as one of his

biographers asserts, " dictated the political

opinions of half the country." No less

interesting is the recital of his doings in

Ireland, whither, in 1700, he persuaded
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Esther Johnson and her friend, Mrs.

DIngley, to remove. His own account of

that important episode is quoted by Mrs.

Oliphant, who denies the "sad and mys-
terious" character of the relations between
Swift and Stella. "Appearances of blighted

life or unhappiness," she writes, " there are

none in anything we know of her." In her

denial of Swift's alleged marriage to Stella,

Mrs. Oliphant evidently bolieves that she is

against the whole of the biographers with

the exception of Forster. But she here

overlooks the admirable treatment of that

vexed question by Mr. Ghurton Collins, in

his Bioijraphical and Critical Study of Swift,

where it is proved as conclusively as the

circumstances permit that such marriage
never took place. Swift's relations with
Vanessa are only lightly touched upon, and,

as one might expect, with considerable

diminution of sympathy.
The author's treatment of Defoe is some-

what severe, and hardly such as would find

acceptance with his latest biographer. She
regards him as the most " complete para-

dox " of a " paradoxical age." It must be
admitted that Defoe is not one of the

figures who make great claim upon our
affections, but of his wonderful versatility

of resource and marvellous industry on
behalf of the many public causes he
espoused there can be no shadow of ques-
tion. Even his political tergiversations are

explained and defended by himeelf with
the complacent casuistry of a mind whose
most consummate faculty was that of

making fiction lock like fact. On this head,
however, he receives no mercy from the
present writer, who, with reference to his

notorious connexion with MisVs Journal,

pictures him as having fallen, "like that

other Son of the Morning, deep down into

Hades, where he became the father of lies

and betrayer of mankind, before he could
have been capable of such an infamous
mission." Perhaps a little of this virtuous in-

dignation against an unfortunate struggler,

whose duplicity was at least more innately

ingenuous than that of his superiors, might
have been spared for the Townshends and
the Sunderlands who retained Defoe as their

tool in the prosecution of the " infamous
mission " ; especially when we remember
that in these same pages the perfidy of a
Marlborough finds something like condona-
tion, on the ground that he was no worse
than others. But, of course, one must bear
in mind that, from the novelist's point of
view, between Marlborough and Defoe there
is doubtless the gulf which separates the
hero from the valet. Apart from Defoe's
demerits as a politician, however, the genius
which produced Robinson Crmoe and the
Journal uf the Plague receives fitting homage.

Of all Mrs. Oliphant's characters her
prime favourite is evidently Addison, and
her sketch of the creator of Sir Eoger de
Coverley is is an example of felicitous

appreciation. She says

:

" Addison is the very embodiment of that
delightful gift of humour on which we pride
ourselves so much as a specially English
quality ; his soft laugh touches all the chords
of sympathy and loving comprehension with a
tender ridicule in which the covert praise is

conveyed with double effect. That his style is

the perfection in its way of English style is

less dear and delightful to us than that what
it expresses it the perfection of feeling. His
art is the antipodes of that satirical art
which views human excellence only as a
delusion to be assailed on all hands, at the
best insinuating motives which diminish or
destroy it. Addison, on the other hand, allows
imperfections which his interpretntion turns
into something more sweet than virtue, and
throws a delightful gleam of love and laughter
upon the eccentricities and characteristic follies

of individual nature."

Though, unfortunately, Steele finds no
distinct place of his own in Mrs. Oliphant's
gallery, we necessarily get some glimpses of

him in his connexion with Addison and the
Taller. She rightly disputes the truth of
Macaulay's assertion that " almost every-
thing good in the Taller " came from the
latter, and justly thinks that in this con-
cernment " it would be a mistake for the
critic to risk his reputation on the superiority

of Addison." When, however, she goes on
to assert that "no question could be more
difficult to settle " than the comparative
merits of their respective contributions to

that periodical, she leaves out of account
the loyal and convincing services rendered
in this regard to the memory of Steele by
Mr. Austin Dobson's monograph in the
" English Worthies " series. We have
some interesting passages on the Spectator

as the truest history of its time, as well as
some sensible comments on the alleged
unhappiness of Addison's marriage to the
Countess of Warwick, and a spirited defence
of the former in relation to his quarrel with
that " waspish little poet," Alexander Pope,
in the matter of Tickell's translation of

Homer. Altogether, notwithstanding its

occasional defects of judgment and style,

Mrs. Oliphant's book forms very pleasant
reading.

Hiram Tatteksall.

The Woman who Did. By Grant Allen.

(John Lane.)

WiiATEVEii may be said against Mr. Grant
Allen's last novel—and many people will

find it irritating and aggressive—it has the
merit of being courageously honest. One
other distinguished virtue it possesses, de-
spite the series into which it is pitchforked

and the subject with which it deals : there

is not a sensual thought or suggestion
throughout the whole volume. However
the reader may protest against Mr. Grant
Allen's views and sympathies, these quali-

ties go far to soften anger. It is possible,

even probable, that the average person, for

the most part a sensible individual, will be
anxious to pick a quarrel with the author

;

but he cannot despise or insult his antag-
onist. Such, at least, is my own feeling

;

for though I dislike and disbelieve in his

gospel, I thoroughly respect Mr. Grant
Allen for having stated it so honourably
and so bravely.

It is never easy to be just to Mr. Grant
Allen : he is so eager to offend our most
sacred prejudices. The man who per-

petually treads on one's favourite corns,

whatever virtues ho may radiate, should not
complain if he is sometimes treated as a
nuisance ; and the author of The Woman

who Bid has looked for our weak places so
assiduously, and probed them with such
malicious energy, that we cannot but regard
him with a certain uncomfortable suspicion.
The situation is rendered all the more ridi-

culous because Mr. Grant Allen's own posi-

tion is by no means invulnerable. In The
Woman who Bid he at last throws down the
gauntlet, declares it is the only book he has
ever written to please himself, and bids
those attack him who have the stomach for

so doughty a combat. The reviewer's posi-

tion must needs be an unenviable one. He
owes thanks for pleasant hours spent over
Mr. Grant Allen's pages ; he hopes to cheat
many a lagging moment yet in the study of

books still to be written by him ; meanwhile,
he cannot approve his authorised master-
piece.

To begin with, so much of it is like cer-

tain indecorous passages in those works Mr.
Grant Allen has written to please other
people. Opening the book at random, one
alights upon such rubbish as " Patriotism is

one of these lowest vices which often mas-
querades in false garb as a virtue," or, " All
honest art is of necessity pessimistic." The
author has said these things before, and
their falsity only becomes more obvious on
repetition. Then, again, common sense is

outraged by passages like the following :

" The purest aud best of men necessarily mate
themselves before they are twenty. As a rule,

it is the selfish, the mean, the calculating, who
wait, as they say, ' till they can afford to
marry.' The vile phrase scarcely veils hidden
depths of depravity."

A sentiment that means, if it means any-
thing, that a man should at all hazards take
to himself a wife and beget a child, even if

he cannot afford to find them bread. But
Mr. Grant Allen is an idealist; and were
there no hard facts in life his theories might
be admirable. Unfortunately, as things
stand, his ideas are impossible—indeed, I
had almost said, criminal. He himself
acknowledges the fatuity of his sentiments
by the miserable conclusion to which, as an
artist, he was compelled to bring his story.

Herminia—wise, gracious, and ever irre-

proachably clad—loves a man, gives birth
to a child born a few weeks after the father's

untimely death at Perugia, and glories in
the thought that she is endowing her
daughter with " the noblest heritage living

woman ever yet gave the child of her
bosom." Dolores, the child in question,

takes a different view of the matter, and
protests: "You have blighted my life

for me. A good man and true was going
to make me his wife. After this, how
can I dare to palm myself off upon him ?

"

Herminia, anxious to avert a catastrophe,

swallows poison, leaving Dolores free to

marry the man she loves. Such, in bald
outline, is the story ; nor can any sensible

person refuse a little sympathy to the
daughter. Let it at once be confessed that

there is no fault to be found with the
manner in which the story is told. They
who consider Mr. Grant Allen a fine writer

will like it ; they who object to his style will

abuse it fervently. It were futile to waste
words arguing on one side or the other.

This, at least, is certain : the tale could only

have been written by a clever and, what is
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more important, a sincere man. Having
said so much, as is just concerning an
antagonist who hits straight from the

shoulder, I have no scruple in declaiming

vehemeutly against the pose Mr. Grant
Allen has adopted.

It is difficult to understand how a man ol

his sagacity can ignore the weak places in

his armour. Granted that in itself the con-

duct of his hero and heroine is blameless,

there is yet something more to be considered.

When the next generation knocks at the

door, it is not enough that the parents

should say, " We thought it wrong to

marry "
; for the position of the now comer

ia impregnable when he, or she, declares

that the wedding ceremony is essential to

his, or her, comfort. The fact is, that Mr.
Grant Allen should take a leaf from the

book of the Englishman whom he despises,

praying humbly for some of that " in-

abiUty to carry any principle to its logical

conclusion." In our complicated system
of society the best logician is the man
who has learnt when not to be logical.

The Herminias and Alans of real life are

apt to become a nuisance : in the words of

Artemus Ward, the wise and witty, " their

children, of which they have numerous,
often go up on to the common and see the
fountain squirt." And those children, such
is the prejudice they have to contend
against, become either desperate dyspeptics
or the axle of melodrama.
But apait altogether from my annoyance

at the particular crusading spirit that has
stirred Mr. Grant Allen to write The IFoman
who Bid, shirking the fjuestion whether to

write a novel with a purpose is a virtue or
a blunder, I resent being told to admire
his heroine. Tier daughter I am sorry
for, because I understand her unfortu-
nate situation. Any man, indeed, with a
spark of fhivalrous sentiment within him,
would feel sorry for a charming young
woman driven to face a conventional world
under such embarrassing conditions. But
the mother, whom Mr. Grant Alien bids us
admire, is ludicrously impossible. She is

represented as being immensely clever ; but
had she been even intelligent she would
have plumbed the future more exactly.

Moreover, she would have known that there
are some doctrines that it is wise to preach
but foolish to act upon, until the congrega-
tion of the faithful were sufficiently large to
ward off absolute failure ; because failure

alwajsdestrojs achievement; subterfuge and
procrastination are impediments that only
delay it indefinitely. Again, it is difficult

to believe in a woman's enthusiasm for her
own sex, to say nothing of spoiling our
faith in its common sense, when she despises
bullet-proof armour. A woman who sneers
at marriage, ignores its strategical value,
and proves herself a hopeless tactician. She
should remember that there is no such
inevitable cocqueror of sympathy as incom-
petence. A novelist, even so clever a one
as Mr. Grant Allen, can liardly be expected
to understand the logical stupidity of the
law. Yet, when a man aeks for encourage-
ment in his endeavours, it is surely fair to
remind him of prosaic fact. A married
woman at the present time in England is

freer than any other person, male or female,

has ever been since English history began.
The statutes are bullets that will pierce

even Mr. Grant Allen's indomitable shield.

Therefore to some of us, I take it, his

story, apart from its literary merit, must
seem unnecessary and just a little ridi-

culous. Herminia, though often charming
and always conscientious, was not seldom an
annoying prig, nor wiU her example do
much to animate the wavering faith of the
majority. Quite crudely, perhaps brutally,

I make bold to say that her life was a
failure, because her creed was impossible.

I take pleasure in summing up the whole
matter with the fiaal words of Oasimir de la

Vigne's glorious ballad

:

" On diaait, pauvre Constance !

Et on dausait jusqu'au jour
Chez I'ambassadeur de JFrance."

But, may be, I am very old-fashioned, and
Mr. Grant Allen is right. At any rate,

there is no doubt that his story was worth
telling, and that it is swiftly told. He must
forgive me if I share the amazement of

Shakspere's Katharine, in wondering that

women are so simple as

" To offer war where thoy should kneel for peace

;

Or seek for rule, supremacy, and sway
When they are bound to serve, love, and obey."

Percy Addleshaw.

Charhi Bradlaugh : a Eecord of his Life
and Work. By his Daughter, Hypatia
Bradlaugh Bonner. With an Account of

his Parliamentary Struggle, Politics, and
Teaching, by John "M. Robertson. In
2 vols. (Fisher Unwin.)

Foe the purposes of a biography, this work
would have been better if it had been con-

densed. Mrs. Bonner admits in her preface

that it " goes more into detail and is more
controversial than is usual or generally
desirable with biographies." t-he thinks
this was necessary, because her father was " a
much-misrepresented and much-maligned
man " ; and she adds, " in dealing with
strictures on Mr. Bradlaugh's conduct or

opinion, it is not sufficient to say that they
are without justification. One must show
how and where the error lies." There are,

however, more ways than one of answering
error. It is not always necessary to restate

f.nd refute calumnies in detail. The ex-

pediency of such a method is, at best,

doubtful. " Fdlse ideas," said Newman,
" may be refuted, indeed, by argument, but
by true ideas alone are they expelled."

The value of affirmative statements is not
sufficiently understood, while controversy
and argument are greatly overvalued.
Newman himself relied chiefly on the
affirmative method when he wrote the book
which contains the passage I have quoted.
" I must," he said, " show what I am, that
it may be seen what I am not." His
success was complete. A library full of

controversial works could not have set the
matter right bbtween him and Charles
Kingsley as it was sot right by that one
book. If Mrs. Bonner, instead of tracing

the various misrepresentations in laborious
detail and offering elaborate explanations,

had written briefly, in her clear, skilful, and
straightforward way, the true story of her

father's life, not turning aside to expose
falsehoods, however malicious, but giving

the facts in their due order and relation, it

would have become manifest that the man
thus revealed not only was not guilty, but
could not have been guilty of most of the

evil and foolish things alleged agaiast him.
If she had simply stated what he was, it

would have been seen what he was not.

Of the misrepresentations themselves, too

much always has been made. Mr. Brad-
laugh's sensitiveness about his reputation

was excessive. He was, of course, too well

principled ever to try to save his reputation

by falsehood in word or deed. But, while
maintaining his integrity, he was not quite

self-centred enough to let a false report pass
unheeded. Thereby he gave his foes a
means of vexing him which they were not

slow to use, and himself infinite trouble to

no useful end. As a rule, misstatements
are best left unanswered. It is sometimes
possible to live them down—never to

talk them down. They are affected by
contradiction in much the same way
that trees are affected by pruning. It

was a distinguishing strong point in the

late Earl of Beaconsfield's character that

he ignored all the stories told about him.
As a consequence, the storymongers
meddled with him comparatively little,

much loss, for example, than they did with
Mr. Gladstone, who, as everybody knows,
systematically and eagerly adopted the con-

trary course. It ia not worth while to fling

shafts of malice if the victim does not even
wince ; and it is safe to say that, if Mr,
Bradlaugh had been less obviously sensitive,

slanders against him would have been fewer.

For his biographer to be sensitive for him
is equally unavailing. To believe that the
purveyors of the evil stories will read, the
contradiction, or reading it will accept it,

or accepting it in their hearts will amend
their ways, demands a degree of faith in

the virtue of such people which I, for one,

do not possess.

How weak some of these stories were
may be shown by an example. It was said

at one time that Mr. Bradlaugh's mis-
conduct had caused his mother to die of a
broken heart ; but his mother was alive at

the time. Later, she was reported to be
ending her days in the workhouse, owing
to his unfilial neglect ; but then she was
dead. Perhaps the most troublesome story

of all was the famous one about the watch,
a story which, as it seems to me, aroused a
quite excessive amount of indignation.

Actually, Mr. Bradlaugh never did stand
on a public platform and, holding a watch
in his hand, invite God to prove his exist-

ence by striking him dead within five

minute?. But, supposing he had done such
a thing, what then ? It would have been
nothing worse than a breach of good
manners for the sake of a striking dramatic

effect ; and, although Mr. Bradlaugh was
naturally and usually courteous, he was not

incapable of lapses. He was not always

courteous to opponents on public platforms,

and the language of his writings is not

always unobjectionable. Would the be-

haviour attributed to him in the watch
story have been a gp-eater offence against

good manners than such cheap wit as this,
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which, with much more of the same kind,

appears in his New Life of David.

" The spirit of the Lord came upon him from
that day forward. If a man takes to spirits

his life will probably be one of vice, misery,

and misfortune, and if spirits take to him, the
result in the end is nearly the same."

Thia kind of ridicule with the pen is not
even impressive, as the alleged ridicule with
the watch would have been.

For my part, however, I lay little stress,

one way or the other, on these matters, my
complaint being that, by Mr. Bradlaugh
himself and by his biographer and other
champions, these molehills have been
treated as mountains. The substantial

value of the man, which alone is worth
serious attention, is not affected by
them. Lapses notwithstanding, he had a
refined sense of the fitness of things, and
was usually considerate of the feelings of

others. It is easy to believe all that Mrs.
Bonner teUs us of his excellence in private

life, as husband, father, and friend, and of

the unbounded affection he inspired. Mr.
Eobertson mentions that he
" had a chivalrous loathing of the tactic which
stabbed a doctrine in the back instead of

meeting it in the face ; and, for his own part,

he never used the means he might to assail

religion through the scandals of its daily record.

. . . He never would collect in his journal the
fiequent stories of clerical misconduct which
appear in the ordinary press " (vol. ii., p. 154),

—and, it might be added, are a too striking

feature in the baser sort of anti-Christian

journals. Herein he showed his superiority

to many of his opponents—some of them
clergymen—who eagerly published scan-

dalous stories about Secularists, without so

much as verifying them. Mr. Bradlaugh
might have said with Browning, "I was
ever a fighter" ; and it was when his fighting

instinct was aroused that he could be cruel.

Then, it must be admitted, the sledge-

hammer was not considered to be too for-

midable an instrument to crush a lly. He
could be overcome, however, by an appeal
to his pity, or even by judicious blandish-
ments. His large-heartedness did in a great
measure determine his career. It was what
he regarded as the cruelty of the Christian
creed, quite as much as any inconsistency,

which first revolted him. Pity for the
down-trodden, united with a strong sense
of justice, guided his political action. He
was, to the full—in a pre-eminently practical

and self-devoted way—"one who loves his'

fellow-men."
Apart from the excess of detail, Mrs,

Bonner's portion of the biography deserves
nothing but praise. Candour and breadth
of view characterise it throughout. Here is

none of that paltering with truth to which
timid writers, to cover their infidelity, have
vainly endeavoured togive an ethical sanction.
Mrs. Bonner conceals nothing essential to a
full insight into Mr. Bradlaugh's character
and career; and she has the judgment and
skill to arrange her facts in due proportion.
The result is that, so far from " violating "

any " sanctities of private life," or other-
wise doing wrong to anybody, she has
cleared up various points around which
the Bowdlerising method would, infallibly,

havecieated some painful mystery.

I regret I cannot speak so cordially of

Mr. Bobertson's section of the book. It

contains some useful modem parliamentary

history and suggestive and scholarly

criticism ; but Mr. Bobertson is a self-

confident and dogmatic gentleman, who mars
his work by his peevish tone and his too

free use of opprobrious epithets. Here,
for instance, is a choice collection of his

phrases, gathered from a single paragraph

:

" Frenzy of malevolence," " bigots,"

"furiously aspersed," "storm of malice,"

"denunciations often vile and grossly

libellous," " foulness of their abuse,"
" ferocity of their enmity." It cannot

fairly be charged against him that he has

a superabundance of that charity, recog-

nised in the Christian Scriptures, which
"thinketh no evil." That he is not a

Christian, but an Atheist, he keeps con-

tinually in view of the reader, just as

though there were some greater merit in

being an Atheist than in being a Seventh
Day Baptist or a Sandemanian. That he is

a freethinker he also believes ; but free

thought and dogmatism cannot co-exist.

He is of the type of the aged Scotch woman
who believed nobody was orthodox but

herself and the minister, and she had her

doubts about the minister. Mr. Robertson

seems to believe nobody has correct views

oa religion and politics but himself and
Mr. Bradlaugh, and he has his doubts (see

p. 189) about Mr. Bradlaugh. His literary

style, too, is not unexceptionable. His use

of the vulgar slang phrase " on end " is

repeated, and sometimes curious. "When he
telis us ikir. Bradlaugh " had to stand for

several minutes on end," we cannot but
wonder in what other position he could have
stood.

Walter Lewin.

The Diversions of a Prime Minister. By Basil

Thomson. (Blackwoods.)

ToxGA, one of the Society Islands' group,

was the scene of Mr. Thomson's diversions.

This island maintains a quasi-independence,

and has a king of its own, although con-

trolled by the High Commissioner. The
la^.e King George Tubou II. succeeded in

1815, when his people were in the white-

heat of conversion to Christianity, and ready
to accept European institutions in place

of their own. The original missionaries

were single-minded men, more occupied

with spiritual than with temporal matters.

Presently there arose one of a very different

character, who gained an extraordinary

influence over the king, controlled the law
courts, regulated and audited the finances

as suited his ownconvenience, founded anew
state church, persecuted all who refused to

join it, and, in fact, became a petty despot.

This was " the Honourable and Reverend
Shirley Waldemar Baker, First Minister of

the King and the State Church." This man
is described as able and unscrupulous, but
" without the tact or temper to con-

trol the disaffection he created." At
last he brought affairs to such a pass that

Sir John Thurston, the High Commissioner,
was constrained to interfere, to depose
Baker from his oifice, and remove him

from Tonga. Then came the question who
was to succeed him.

" For the last few years the plan of govern-
ment in Tonga had been becoming more and
more complicated, and it was out of the question

for any native to take up the reins of power
without very considerable modification. All

public records had been kept (when they had
been kept at all) in the English language, with
which no Tongan is acquainted. The code of

law was most cumbrous and ambiguous, a con-
siderable portion of it had been published in

the ' Qazette,' in English, and had never
been translated for the benefit of the people
who wore to obey it. It had been Mr.
Baker's policy to complicate the administrative

machinery, so as to imbue his colleagues with
conviction that the simplest matter was beyond
their power without his help ; and he thus

gradually acquired control, not only of the law-
courts, but also of the treasury."

Under these circumstances Sir J. Thurston
appointed Mr. Thomson assistant minister

and general adviser of the new government,

to replace that which fell with Baker. It

was only when Baker was got rid of that

the full amount of his misgovernment was
seen ; then it appeared that the treasury

was bankrupt, and every department of the

little state was entirely disorganised. Mr.
Thomson set to work with a will to restore

order, and his account of what he did and
the difiiculties he surmounted is lively and
amusing. He kept on the best terms with
his colleagues, to whom he dedicates the

present volume, with an expression of his

sense of their tact and unselfish devotion to

duty. The greatest difficulty was how to

replenish the empty treasury, The mania
of stamp coUectLng offered an expedient.

" Before all things I was resolved not to
negotiate a loan, and so exchange one set of
liabilities for another, besides setting my col-

leagues a dingerous example which they were
sure to follow in future times of fioancial

embarrassment. It was better to make our
creditors wait, and silence them by doling oat
instalments from time to time. I must now
make a disgraceful confession. Among the
letters in the postmaster's oifico were a number
from firms in England and Amer ca which deal

in postage stamps, some of which had enclosed
considerable sums of money. The Treasury was
in dire straits, and a sum of £200 well worth
a sacrifice of self-respect. Wo determined to

change our stamps. The change could be
efTected for £40, and the sale of our old stamps,
thus enhanced in value, would bring us in £200
or more. I Lave since heard that the govern-
ment of Costa Rica descended to the same dis-

reputable expedient ; but I believe I may fairly

take to myself the discredit of being the first

to devise the scheme."

Mr. Thomson, in his lively way, gives

a diverting account of Tongan politics
;

but there is a melancholy side to the

subject. Have not these poor people

changed for the worse in adopting the

external forms of English government?
Their old forms of rule, which were
adapted to their wants, are gone, and what
has replaced them ? A system of mas-

querading in European garb, utterly

unsuited to any of their habits, whose
substance is unintelligible to them, and
which places them at the mercy of any un-

scrupulous adventurer, except so far as they

are protected by the superior power of the

Chief Commissioner. Is there any evidence
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to show that they are the better for the

sectarian forms of Christianity introduced

by the missionaries of various bodies ? The
Prime Minister is fair and candid in his

account of the missionaries. He finds that

the Wesleyans are more popular than the

Eoman Catholics. An intelligent Wesleyan
in Fij i told him the reason why.

" Among the Catholics there is no toroioro

(promotion). In our church we may hold

family prayers twice a day, and one may be
a local preacher without even entering the

ministry. If that is not enough, one may enter

the ministry, and at last be ordained like the

white clergy, and may preach continually,

waxing hot in the discourse. The Papists

have none of these pleasures. They may only

listen to priests without ever being allowed to

preach."

The illustrations, of which there are many,
are well designed and executed.

Wm, Wickham.

Giwnale Dantesco. Diretto da G. L. Pas-
serini. Anno I. (Olschki : Venezia.)

This handsome volume of more than 600
pages represents the first twelve numbers
of the Giornale Dantesco, which aims at

forming a complete record of the most
recent work of scholars in different countries

on subjects connected with Dante, even
down to magazine articles, reviews, and
correspondence. Of each of these it gives

8 brief description and estimate. It con-

tains, besides, studies or monographs by
leading Dante scholars, mostly in Italy,

since the language is Italian through-
out. The well-known names of Soartazzini,

D'Ancona, del Lungo, Barbi, Agnelli, Lubin,
and many others which appear among the
contributors are a sufficient guarantee of

their value and importance. Above all,

the volume has very copious and elaborate
indices, on a scale of completeness rarely
attempted. Of these there are no less than
eight, and they enormously increase the
value and usefulness of the work.
The first number contains a sort of mani-

festo setting forth the constitution, objects,

and work of the Societa Dantesca d'ltalia,

which was founded, we believe, a little

more than a year ago. Its chief design
(among many others) is to publish a com-
plete, and so far as may be final, critical

edition of all the works of Dante. The
minor works have been assigned to various
well-known scholars. Some of these are
already announced (with a promptitude
which arouses some suspicion as to their
" finality ") as being ready or nearly
ready for publication. In the case of the
Divina Commedia a vast plan has been
sketched out for the collation of about 400
selected passages in as many MSS. as pos-
sible. As nearly 600 MSS. are known to exist,

the mass of results to be dealt with will be
enormous. These are to be sent (like the
observations of a transit of Venus, or of a
total eclipse made at several stations) to a
central committee, which is to sift and dis-
cuss and tabulate them, so as to establish
families or types of text (if possible), and
then select the MSS. of highest authority

serve as the foundation of the great

but no scheme for working it out on so

complete a scale has been set on foot before.

It may turn out that its practical results

are not commensurate with the completeness

of the plan on paper.

"We welcome some very important state-

ments, made apparently with " official
"

authority, as to the present position of some
points long controverted. These are laid

down as starting-points in the treatment by
this society of certain questions in the wide
field before them. It is interesting and
instructive to note them,

" The historical reality of Beatrice, now ad-
mitted almost generally : the date of the Vita

Nuova, now determined to belong to the first

years of the last decade of the thirteenth

century : the supposition that some part of the

Convito was written before Dante's exile, now
shown to be without foundation : the com-
position of the De Monarchia, now generally

held to be later than that of the other minor
works."

The first, and indeed the first two, of these

admissions are especially welcome. We are

glad of this evidence that the flood-tide of

indiscriminate scepticism which has lately

overwhelmed Dante and all his works is

beginning to subside, and that " dry land "

is again begfinning to appear in places.

If the high standard attained in this first

year's issue of the Qiornale Dantesco can be
maintained, it will be a work of very great

value and interest to all students of the

poet. E. MooRE.

ITEW NOVELS.

to

/« the Year of Jubilee. In 3 vols. By
George Gissing. (Lawrence & Bullen.)

"Keynotes" Series.—Discords. By George
Egerton. (John Lane.)

Doreen. By Edna Lyall. (Longmans.)

The Bell-Ringer of Angels. By Bret Harte.

(Chatto & Windus.)

Cornish Diamonds. In 2 vols. By Elizabeth
Godfrey. (Bentley.)

A Black Squire. By Mrs. Alfred Hunt.
(Chapman & Hall.)

A Ruined Life. By Emily St. Olaire.

(Digby, Long & Co.)

The Maid of Mavoiwen
(Digby, Long & Co.)

The Rubies of St. Lo.

Yonge. (Macmillans.)

TJnwoven Threads. By M. G. Sturge.
(Fisher Unwin.)

One of Life's Slaves. By Jonas Lie. Trans-
lated by Jessie Muir. (Hodder Bros.)

With eleven books to notice, I cannot do
better than adopt Baudelaire's preamble to

one of his essays : " Je serai bref, car
j'aspire d des conclusions immodiates."
To begin with, then, let me say that all

lovers of fiction may safely seek the first

four books on the above list ; that many of

them are sure of entertainment, in Miss
Godfrey's and Mrs. Alfred Hunt's stories

;

that Miss Tonge's and Miss Sturge's tales

are capital pocket volumes for a journey

;

that silence is best concerning the two

By John Ferrars.

By Charlotte M.

Long" & Co. ; and that in Jonas Lie's

moving book wa have a page of literature.

Mr. George Gissing has at last come into

his inheritance. A section of the public,

and several critics, have from the first

acknowledged his remarkable qualities

:

now it is a common-place to say that

he is one of our most notable novelists.

To this day, his strong and significant,

if crude and ill-ordered, romance of " the

unclassed " has never been adequately

recognised. Demos and Ifeio Grub Street

paved the way for the rank he now holds as

the first of our realists, in the commonly
restricted sense of that word. He worked
slowly and carefully, and with conscientious

scruple for adequacy of realisable motive

:

with a sense of dignity always, and almost

with too pronounced a consciousness of

his " mission." Much inftrior men usurped
his place ; the gutter, with its ill odours,

obtruded, where he had been content with
the squalid quarter, the dingy street, the

threadbare vicissitudes of poverty. Then,
too, the strong wave of reaction in favour

of more romantic and episodical tales stood

in the way of the success of one so

habitually given to the contemplation of

the shady side of life, an acknowledged
pessimist. Now the public appears ready
to receive in the same library parcel

Eudyard Kipling's jungle epic and
Arthur Morrison's Mean Streets, Mr.
Crockett's Raiders and Mr. George Moore's

Esther Waters, Mr. Weyman's Gentleman of

France, and Mr. George Gissing's latest

study in drab. Those who like In the Year

of Jubilee may not improbably rank it as Mr.
Gissing's ablest production ; those who do
not relish entertainment so little exhilarating,

should at least read a book as true to life as

Fere Goriot or Cousin Fans, more valuable

as a human document than the whole De
Goncourt series combined, and, in a word,
much more realistic than anything by that

arch-romanticist, M. Emile /)la.

There are degrees in sordidness, of course.

Many readers will think the opening chap-

ters of In the Tear of Jubilee sordid enough.
But the George Egertons go relentlessly

forward where the Gissings fear to tread.

There are one or two stories in Discords

where this grimy element is so overpower-

ing that (male) human nature revolts.

There is here the sordidness of subject-

matter, and the sordidness of treatment

:

you pay your Ss. 6d. net, and you can take

your choice. It is impossible not to note

the power in Discords ; the art, also. But
the power is ill-regulated and occasional,

the art furtive and imcertain. The book is

as a whole unsatisfying and unconvincing.

Between a "Discord" and a "Keynote"
there is not much to choose, save that one

is " more so " than the other. George Eger-

ton's new book, however, is one that must be
read : it is idiosyncratic of its period. Both
her volumes strike mo as preludes ; and
it is interesting to speculate as to what her

work will be when, after an equally sus-

tained effort, she can lay down the pen and
say, truly, JIoc opus, hie labor est. Mean-
while, it must be admitted that she moves
more gracefully and convincingly in the

critical edition. The idea is not a new one, I
"romances" published by Messrs. Digby,

j episode than in the rounded and complete
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story ; and that the longest, and inherently

by far the most pleasing, tale in Discordt,

"The Begeneration of Two," is the most
ill-ordered in sequence, and the most un-
balanced in its arrangement of effects.

•' Gone Under " and " Virgin Soil " are, per-

haps, the best things George Egerton has
done in either of her two volumes, in point

of masterly control and actualization ; while,

unquestionably, the initial story, entitled

"A Psychological Moment," sinks to the
zero of inefficiency.

Of Dorcen no more need be said than that

it is in every way worthy of the author of

Donovan, We Two, and In the Golden Dayt,
Indeed, it should at once rank among the
ablest four of the romances by Edna Lyall.

D.reen will be taken as a welcome antidote

by many who have had the megrims from
Biscordi.

The same excellent service is ready to

hand in Mr. Bret Harte's new book : a series

of seven short stories in his familiar and ever-

happy manner. On the whole, " Chu-Ohu "

Eeems to me the freshest and best, though one
cannot but resent the unseemly convent
fate of the beautiful Consuelo. All are
good, however ; and the first story in

particular is as tragically pathetic as the
most exigent Bret Hartian could desire.

A Black Squire is superior to Cornish
Biamonds mainly because it is much more
concentrated and less accidental in the
evolution of its plot. Miss Godfrey's
Jenifer Lyon, however, is in every way a
more attractive heroine than Mrs. Hunt's
Gulielma Thorpe. Both stories are written
in workmanlike fashion, but neither strikes

a note sufficiently distinctive to warrant
expectations of more than a very transient

vogue.

A Ruined Life and The Maid of Mavodwen
are equally unreal and improbable. Mr.
Ferrar's story, however, is more ingenious
and less baiiale. With neither need any one
linger : a harsh saying, it may be, but one
called for from a critic who would be
scrupulous as well as kind.

It is pleasanter to turn to Miss Yonge's
liubies of St. Lo, the latest addition to

Messrs. Macmillan's charmingly got-up
pocket series, very "small beer" though it

be. It is at least well written.

There is less of the craft of experience,
but more of freshness and originality, in
Miss M. G. Sturge's Unwoven Threads. Tnese
consist of seven short episodes, or rather
indeterminate fragments of human experi-
ence, which want only a little more of the
actualising touch to render them very read-
able indeed . The best of them is that called
"The End is not Yet," though the most'
memorable piece in the volume is the
fantasy at the close, "Pine Woods."

Jonas Lie has been called the Dostoievsky
of Scandinavia ; but, as a matter of fact,

this Livtslaten of his (sympathetically trans-
lated from the Norwegian by Miss Jessie
Muir) is much more like the work of an
English novelist—Margaret L. Woods's A
Village Tragedy. One of Life's Slaves is the
relation of one of those piteous unavailing
tragedies which are so hopelessly true.

The book is powerful and moving, and is

written with great oontrol, and an art quite
unmistakable. But, I fancy, most readers
of Jonas Lie will agree with the Norwegian
critics who declare that the now famous
author of The Visionary is at his best, not as
the Dostoievsky, but as the literary Josef
Israels of the Scandinavian seaboard. Jonas
Lie lacks the sunny breadth, the sparkling
animation of Bjurnson, and his range is

narrower than that of Ibsen; but of the
three great Norwegians of to-day he is, to

risk a maligned word, the most intense.

William Sharp.

SOME VOLUMES OF VERSE.
Pipings. By John Arthur Coupland. (John
Ferries.) There are many points of inter-

est and several of charm in the poetical

work of Mr. Coupland ; but of all its good
qualities perhaps none is so taking as that

which proves in the writer a spirit of wise
content with his district and duties in life.

Not a few authors appear to regard verse as a
vehicle for the expression of their own in-

vertebrate moods, or for the publication of their

indiscretions, thinkiug that an arnour is sancti-

fied as soon as it is related in stanzas. Kot so
Mr. Coupland. Desirous of welcoming spring
in the open spaces where the bees, but lately

released from the frozen hives, grow daily

more active among the blossoms, it happens
that events have established hitu among bricks

and mortar. Shall this disappointment be the
foundation for a lasting attack of the
grumbles ? Certainly not : it is only an oppor-
tunity for playing the man ; and that the
author of Pipings believes in the fine activities

is made very plain by these four verses, which
have for title " The Drone "

:

" Let me not, like a useless weed,
In rankness flourish still,

But may I both in word and deed
A true man's part fulfil.

" To work, to strive, to have an aim,
No matter what it be.

It conscience free my soul from blame
It must advantage me.

" For death it is— a doath-in-life

—

For any man to stand
Apart, and view his fellow's strife.

And not to bear a hand.
" The stagnant pool so foul to see.

The tree that rots at core.

Are fitting types of such as he
That rusteth evermore."

From the fact that Mr. Coupland's attitude

is courageous it may not follow that his

themes are clean ; but, at least, there is more
reason to expect purity in expression from a
man possessed by a spirit of calm pluck than
from him whose moral stamina is insufficient

for the endurance of even the smallest prickings

of misohauce. The contents of this little book
justify such an expectation. The result is an
air of necessity. Every poem strikes us as

having been felt before written. A gift for

conciseness of phrasing, a habit of moralising
without becoming tiresome, irresistibly reminds
us of that heathen wine-bibber and wiseacre,

Horace. " Time Well Spent " might almost be
a translation from the immortal " Odes."

"That man's the envy of his kind
Who husbands all his powers for good.

And still some honest work doth find.

Nor wastes the time iu idle m6od.
Who hath an aim, a purpote clear,

From which he never turns aside,

But tries to compass year by year,

With Truth before him as a guide.

Who, when he takes a thing in hand
Doth never leave it half undone.

But, iu completing what he planned
Well endeth what was well begun.

Who is a miser of his time.
Well knowing Time hath wings and files,

And almost count« it for a crime
If any minute fallow lies.

Oh. Heaven ! as the years roll by,
How few there are can truly say,

That out of Time's rich treasury
Thoy have not thrown a grain away."

Pipings is a volume which contains some
poems that are perfect both in sentiment and
workmanship.

The Pink Booh. By J. W. H. Orosland.
(Brighton: Guy.) Mr. Crosland's title-page
bears a short criticism of his verses from his
own pen. This brief review consists of three
adjectives, two of which we are not prepared
to dispute. The third is, we are sure, the
unjust result of too much modesty, for The
Pink Book does not contain any poems that
are actually bad. Some are, it is true,
indifferent ; some are good. Mr. Crosland is

content with this last positive, but we are not
a little tempted to change it into a superlative.
A great many of the pieces in this book,
although we should be the last to deny that
they are the work of a man who has gifts
in excess of the average versifier, do not
call for special comment ; but there are four or
five poems distinguished by qualities that are
uncommon enough to attract immediate atten-
tion. While rejoicing in the presence among
us of singers who affect fairies, buttercups,
and pipeclay, we cannot help deploring the
absence of a satirist : for if ever a period since
Butler's demanded a new Butler, surely it is

the present. Now, we believe that Mr. Cros-
land is partially fitted for the task of showing
us our noble selves stripped of our presump-
tions ; and patient adjustment of his powers to
the task might end in his full success. He has
also a gift for characterisation :

" COMPENSATION.
" If Helen love ma, she does so

After tbe cautious modern fashion,
And usages like liukboys go
To light the progress of her passion.

" Say mine estate should dwindle : say
The breath of scandal fogged mine honour,

Helen would weep her love away.
And bid me think no more npon her.

" Say I fell ill, or lame, or blind.
The counsel of her friends would move hor,

Regretfully, to prove unkind,
and seek a less unfortunate lover.

" But these things happen not, that is

Not in such sort as frightens Helen,
Whereas her dear small prudcncies
Make me a fenced demesne to dwell in."

Does not this Helen, unfitted for ruining even
a private Troy, live plainly before the eyes of
the reader ?

Poems of Life and Death. By Marcus S. 8.

Bickards. (Bell.) Not so very long ago it was
our duty to consider another book of poems by
Mr. Bickards; and, on the whole, the remarks
which we made then would serve as a
criticism for the volume now before us. Here,
again, we have the same strange union of
strength with weakness, the unsupported frag-
ments of great beauty, the big effect just

missed by a hair's breadth. Once more there

is forced upon us the fact that in Mr. Bickards
we have one of the best of the lesser poets.
Indeed, in the matter of constant poetic
feeling he is certainly superior to several of the
tuneful gentlemen who enjoy a repute which
might be divided at least ten times by his. On
the other hand, they are better craftsmen than
Mr. Bickards, who makes more errors of judg-
ment than can be passed over in silence. He
lacks ease ; he puts too much faith in the
multitude of rhymes ; and, to our thinking, he
does not closely examine the abundance of his

themfs, 60 that a gradual survival of the fittest
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may take place. If he sees a yellowhainmer
—an ode ; a caged lark—an ode ; a silkworm
moth—an ode; a flock of ring-plovers—an
ode. We admit that all these performances
contain some felicities; but the redeeming love-

linesses are not numerous enough to cause our

unthinking acceptance of the stanzas which,

as we firmly believe, do not represent the very

best of the author's ability. It is our opinion

that Mr. Eickards is doing himself something
less than justice, what with his rapid produc-
tion and his want of self-criticism, "A more
Excellent Way " shows him working well

:

"The bent eye can glisten

To no fairer 6ight than the brow
Of youth

;

The lent ear can )i ten
To no sweeter tone than a vow

Of Truth :

What could gleam at the portals

Of Sense more divine than the links

Of Love?
Yet the happy immortals

Scan fairer, hear sweeter, methinks
Above.

" If the vow be unspoken,
That room may be left for a lot

More fair—
And if furrows betoken

The weight of a love unforgot,
Kone share

;

Sweeter far than the tinkling

Of love tones, to them, are the sighp,

Suppressed—
Fairer far is that wrinkling

Than the smoothest of brows whereon eyes
Could rest.

" Or if dear Devotion,

At Virtue's reminder, concede
All hope

—

And Ecom the mere notion
Of Love, tho' he mightily plead

For Ecope

—

Then the ears of a Legion
Lend audience, and rapt eyes ontiiame

The Sun,
And from Honour's high Eegion

Unfaltering accents proclaim
' WeU done !

'
"

Watchtra of Twilight. By Arthur J.

Stringer. (London, Ontario : T. H, Warren.)
The searcher in this excellently printed, but
loosely bound, book will not have far to seek
before coming upon verses sure to offer him
the properest entertainment. As far as we
know, Mr. Stringer is a recruit in the legions

of the versifiers who, as is well known, far

outnumber the unemployed ; but it is quite
certain that he will not remain a private long,

for six or seven poems in Watchers of Twilight
are of a fine enough quality to ensure his

risiog from the ranks. It happens that the
very best in this volume is rather too long for

quotation, but here is a short song which has
the double merit of gfiving pleasure to one's
sense of melody and of being direct in ex-
pression :

—

" She seemed a wild bird caged on earth,

Who fretted in her prifon bars,
A wild bird brought from heaven's blue,

Still unfoigetful of her birth
;

And while ehe gazed out on the stars

She aighed to look where once she flew.

Until at last her wings broke through.
" Now thro' the midnight gloom I gaze,

And should my wistful eyes once see
A new star drift down heaven's ways,

I know she looks once more on me.
And by the antral barrier waits
Until my angel opo the gatef,

And earth no longer cages me."
The last verse of "The Passing of April"—

a

lament for that whimsicail month—is beauti-
fully rendered

:

" And now May comes across the hills
;

Bat April, April,—thou alone
Hast touched thy lips too tenderly
Through smiles and tears upon mine own 1

"

Mr. Stringer is a child of the open air who
loves very deeply indeed '

' God's intricate
device of days and seasons," and his poems are
one more proof that man's joy in Mother
Earth is the greatest and purest source of

poetry. Eouge and the gutter may appear to
prevail for a moment, but in the end the grass
and the hill must be the conquerors. By way
of leavetaking we exhibit another virtue in
Mr. Stringer. He calls this quatrain " The
Anarchist "

:

'

' From out her golden palace Fortune thrust
A maddened dog, whose mouth foamed white
with hate

;

And loud he howled, and gnawed the courtyard
dust.

And ground his teeth upon the iron gate."

There is the character in a nutshell—there is a
poetical multum in parvo !

Songs from the Woods of Maine. By Julia
H. May. (G. P. Putman's Sons.) If merit
had the unerring knack of meeting vyith desert
in the proper proportion, some books that
come unheeded, only to go unheeded, would
be sure of the acceptance which belongs to
them of right. We have received complaints
from American poets that their volumes of

verse obtains but scant courtesy in the English
press, and our own observations cause us to
admit the justice of the grumble. The London
papers find it no easy task to keep pace with
the home-grown poetical product, so the
temptation to resort to a policy of protection
is sometimes too hard to be resisted. Take
one instance. If James Whitcomb Eiley had
been an Englishman how he would have been
lauded, puffed, dined, interviewed, photo-
graphed, and paragraphed ! The Authors'
Club would have made him free of its soup

;

the Vagabonds would have given him of their

mutton. To think that a want of free trade in

letters should keep such a delightful poet from
enjoying a wide circulation in England I Mrs.
May has a less claim upon our attention, but
it is safe to say that she will not meet with
due recognition ; and this is to be regretted,
for she has a most winning way of preaching
pluck for a creed. Easy of speech, bright
with hope, glowing with a belief in the
eventual purging of the base, she sings her
songs of the courageous heart so sweetly
and so quaintly that we desire to record our
personal thanks. We might write a column
without providing as much evidence as is

contained in the three following verses :

" A STAB CAN BE AS PERFECT AS A SUN.

" Becauee you cannot be
An overhanging bow,

Whose promise all the world can see,

Why are you grieving so ?

A dewdrop holds the seven colours too
;

Can you not be a perfect drop of dew ?

" Because you cannot be
Resplendent Sirius,

Whose shining all tho world can sec.

Why are you grieving thus ?

One tiny ray wiU reach out very far

;

Can you not be a perfect little star f

" The smallest, faintest star

That dots the Milky-Way,
And sends one glimmer where you are

Gives forth a faultless ray
;

Learn then this lesson, oh, discouraged one !

A star can be as perfect as the sun."

How kindly it is I How cleverly the reproach
is concealed, and yet how vigorous the lesson !

It is a triumphant illustration of how to be
didactic, and, despite one of the sections
of the Decalogue, we are unable not to be un-
envious. Mrs. May often writes better poetry,
but in our opinion she is best employed when
she makes a union of good cheer and good
advice.

NoKUAN Gale.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mk. George ALLE>f has in the press two
new works by Mr. Augustus J. C. Hare : (1)
a volume of biographical essays, including
memorial sketches of Dean Stanley, Dean
Alford, and Mrs. Duncan Stewart; and (2)

The Ourneys of Earlham, being memoirs and
letters of the eleven children of John and
Catharine Gurney (1775-1875), and the story
of their religious life under many different

forms. This will be published in three
volumes, uniform with " The Story of Two
Noble Lives," and will be profusely illustrated

with portraits in photogravure and woodcuts.

Messes. W. H. Allen & Co. announce for

publication, next Tuesday, a new biography of

the Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone, written by
Mr. H. W. Lucy, and illustrated with a por-
trait specially taken at Cannes, on January 29
last, for this work. This will be the first

volume of the "Statesmen Series" by well-

known authors. The next volume will be a
life of Prince Bismarck, by Mr. Charles Lowe,
to follow in about a month's time.

Mb. Heinemann will publish on March 9

an original study of the character of Jesus,

entitled As Others saw Him : a Eetrospect
A.D. oi. It is an attempt to explain the

motives that led to the crucifixion from the

circumstances of the time at Jerusalem. Two
new sermons by Jesus are included from
authentic sayings not found in the Gospels.

The story is written from the point of view of

one of the scribes who condemned Jesus. It

will be published simultaneously in the United
States by Messrs. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., of

Boston.

Mrs. Lynn Linton's new novel is to be
published on March 1 by Mr. Heinemann. It

is entitled In Haste and at Leisure, and is to

be issued in the old three-volume form. It is

expected to be an outspoken contribution from
the author's well-known point of view on the
recent development of the question of the
"New Woman."
Mr, James Nicol Dunn, who assumes the

editorship of Black and White within the next
month or two, comes to the work from the
Pall Mall Gazette. He occupied originally an
important post on the Scotsman, which he left

to assist Mr. W. E. Henley with the National
Observer.

Messes. Blackwoods have in the press a
volume entitled Sport on the Pamir Steppes, in

Chinese Turkestan, and the Himalayas, by Major
C. S. Cumberland, with a map and numerous
illustrations.

Me. B. F. Stevens will shortly publish a
small foolscap quarto volume, by Mr. Henry
Harrisse, under the title of Americua Ves-

pucciits : a Critical and Documentary Eeview
of two Eecent English Books concerning that

Navigator. This bibliographical and historical

survey will show the part taken by the

merchant princes of Augsburg and Nuremberg
in the celebrated expedition of Francesco
d'Almeida to India in 1505, and will demon-
strate when, where, and by whom, in what
language, and in what form, the alleged

Vespuccian " Eeyse van Lissebone" of 1508

was originally written.

The next volume in the "New Irish

Library " will be The Story of Early Oaelic

Literature to the Close of the Danish Period, by
Dr. Douglas Hyde.

The Eev. C. A. Maginn has in preparation

a memoir of his uncle, the Doctor Maginn
of Fraser'a celebrity. Though Dr. Maginn has

now been dead for more than half a century,

it is hoped that many letters from him, written

during bis London period, may yet be in
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existence. Hi« nephew will be obliged by any
communioitions, addressed to Clonfert Reotory,

Newmarket, co. Cork.

Mr Edward Aun-old will publish imme-
diately a selection of Eisays of Siinte-Beuve,

chiefly bearing on English literature, trans-

lated by Mr. A. J. Butler.

Mrs. Paul Ktxa, authoress of " Cousin

Cinderella," will shortly publish, through

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co., a now three-

volume novel, which is to be entitled Lord
Oo'.tho, an Apostle of Whiteness.

In view of the unexpectedly large require-

ments of the trade for copies of A King's

Diary, by Mr. Percy White, author of " Mr.
Bailey-Martin," Messrs. Cassell & Co. have

postponed the publication tillMonday, March 1 1
_

Messrs. Wn.LiAM Blackwood & Sons
announce a new illustrated edition of the

novels of John Gait, which have maintained
their reputation for the better part of a
century. They will form eight volumes in all,

to appear at the rate of two a month,
beginning inTMarch. Mr. S.E. Crockett will con-

tribute a general introduction and a prefatory

note to each novel, while the text has been
revised by Mr. B. Storrar Meldrum. The
illustrations will be reproductions in photo-
gravure of drawings specially made by Mr.
John Wallace.

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein&Co.'s spring

announcements include the following : Ethical

Discourses, by Mr. Leslie Stephen ; Thoughts

and Aspirations of the Ages, being selections in

prose and verse from the great religious books
of the world, edited by Dr. W. C. Coupland;
A Student's Text-Book of Universal History, by
Dr. Emit Reich ; The Progress and Prospects of
Political Economy, by Dr. J. K. Ingram ; Uni-
vtrsity Extension, by Mr. M. E. Sadler ; and

—

in the "Social England" series

—

The English

Manor, by Prof. Vinogradoff ; The Evolution of
the English House, by Mr. Sidney O. Addy

;

The King's Peace: an historical sketch of the

law courts, by Mr. F. A. Inderwick ; The
Influence of Alien Immigration on Social Life,

by Prof. J. Cunningham ; and Mysteriei and
Miracle Plays, by Miss Lucy Toulmin Smith.

Messrs. A. D. Innes & Co. announce the
following : England under the Tudors, by
Dr. Wilhelm Busdh—vol. i., " Henry VII.
1485-1509," translated from the German by
Miss Alice M. Todd and the Rev. A. H.
Johnson, with an introduction by Mr. James
Gairdner ; Luchnow and Oude in the Mutiny : a
Narrative and a Study, by Lieut-Gen. McLeod
Innes, R.E., V.C. ; Britain and Her Rivals,

1713-1789, dealing chiefly with the contest

between the naval powers for supremacy in

America and in India, by Mr. Arthur D. Innes;
A Century of French Verse, being a series of
translations from the French poets since the
Revolution, with biographical notices and
appreciations, by Mr. W. J. Robertson ; Dante :

hts Times and his Work, by Mr. A. J. Butler
;

Horace at Cambridge, by Mr. Owen Seaman;
Player Poems, by Mr. Robert George Lagge.

Messrs. A. D. Innes & Co. also announce
the following new novels : Two in the Bush
and Others Elsewhere, by P. Frankfort Moore

;

I'he Burden of a Woman, by Richard Pryce

;

Thirteen Doctors, by Mrs. J. K. Spender ; and
Under Ood's Sky, by the author of "A High
Little World."

Messrs. Hodder & STOUonTON's Spring
list includes the " following : The Life of John
Cairns, D.D., edited by the Rev. Dr. A. R.
McEwen ; Andrew A. Bonar, D.D., Reminis-
cences and Letters, edited by his daughter,
Marjory Bonar ; Lights and Shadows of
Church Life, by the Rev. Dr. John Stoughton

;

The Great Prophecies of the Centuries concerning

Israel and the Oentiles, by O. H. Pember,
Dr. W. Barns Thomson : Reminiscences of

Medical Mission Work, by Dr. J. L. Maxwell,
M.D. ; The Gospel on the Continent : Incidents

in the Life of James Craig, edited by his

daughter.

M. E. DuCKRf: has commenced in the

Bulletin de la Societo des Arts de Bayonne the

publication of the genuine log of a buccaneer

—

Journal de Bord d'tm Flibustier (1886-1693)—
from a MS. in the Bibliotheque Nationalo.

The documents hitherto published are rather

"memoirs" than reproductions of their daily

life. These buccaneers operated on the western

coast of Spanish America, from Peru to

California. The most striking feature is the

immense hardships which they endured for so

little result. The ransom of towns and
prisoners barely served to keep them from
dying of starvation. The present instalment

goes down to February 15, 1689.

At the meeting of the Ethicil Saciety to be

held at Essex Hall, Strand, on Sunday next,

at 7.30 p.m., Mr. Leslie Stephen will give a

lecture on " Punishment."

At the Royal Institution, on Tuesday next,

Dr. S. R. Gardiner will begin a series of three

lectures on "Three Periods of Seventeenth

Century History "—the Monarchy, the Com-
monwealth, the Restoration.

In order to foster and facilitate British trade

with the important and growing market of

japan, the proprietors of The British Trade

Journal have decided to establish an edition of

their journal in the Japanese language.
_
It is

intended at present to issue it four times a

year ; and it has been resolved to print and
publish it in the island empire itself. A repre-

sentative of the journal is leaving at once

for Yokohama to superintend the necessary

arrangements. During the course of his journey

he will collect information on the position and
prospects of British trade in the East, which
will be published in a series of letters for the

pages of The British Trade Journal, the first of

which, from Egypt, will appear in its next

issue, while subsequent letters will be published

from Colombo, Penang, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Shanghai, Yokohama, and other leading ports

in the Far East, particular attention being given

to the trading possibilities of Japan after the

Prof. Pelham and Dr. 0. H. H. Parry have
been elected to honorary fellowship; at Exeter
College, Oxford.

At the meeting of the Oxford Architectural

and Historical Society, to be held on Tuesday
next, a lecture will be given by the President,

illustrated with diagrams, on " Cumnor Place,"

with special reference to the death of Amy
Robjart and Scott's Keniliaorth.

At the last meeting of the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society Mr. J. W. Clark read a
paper on " Some Ancient Libraries in England
and Prance," illustrated by numerous lantern-

slides and diagrams. Mr. Clark described the

remains of the old library at Lincoln, over the

east walk of the cloister, and the two surviving

specimens of the magnificent presses which
formerly stood in it. The old library was
superseded by that built by Wren along the

north side of the cloister. Several other

libraries in England and on the continent were
also described, including the monastic librwy
ic the cloister of Westminster Abbey and the

present Chapter Library, and that of St. Paul's

Cathedral.

TJni^ek the title oi Memorials of a Short Life,

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin will publish shortly a bio-

graphical sketch of the late W. F. A. Gaussen,

of Pembroke College, Cambridge, translator of

Potopenko, together with some of his essay

i

on Russian life and literature, e lited by Canon
Browne, of St. Patd's.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

In accordance with general expectation, Dr.

A. E. Forsyth, of Trinity, has been elected to

the Sadlerian chair of pure mathematics at

Cambridge, vacant by the death of Prof.

Cayley. It is understood that Dr. Forsyth

will also take up the task of continuing the

edition of Cayley's mathematical papers, which
the Pitt Press is publishing.

The Slade chair of fine art at Cambridge,
vacated by Dr. J. H. Middleton, has been
filled by the appointment of Dr. ,Charles

Waldstein, of King's, university reader in

archaeology, and permanent director of the

American School at Athens.

The numerous amendments to the statute

establishing research degrees at Oxford have
been finally disposed of at a third meeting of

Congregation. Only two important changes

seem to have been adopted :— (1) That the

normal period of residence and study be two
years, instead of three; and (2) that the new
degrees shall not lead to the M.A. The latter

amendment was carried unanimously.

Lord Acton, the new professor of modem
history at Cambridge, has been elected to an
honorary fellowship at Trinity.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

the mediterranean.

Has the perpetual vision of a eky,

HeavenlicT than other skies, given theo tUs hue f

Or ia the treading of its wine -dark blue

Hid with thy Sirens' songr, thy Tyrian dye
On sandy iloora or in cold caves where lie

Wrecks of old worlds and rudiments of new,
By no receding ebb laid bare to view,

By no returning flood cast up on high ?

The breakers answer not, but evermore,

In weary tideleas iteration dashing
On the rough ehingle of this duety skore,

Repeat in suUeu dreams the deadly crashing

Of galley against galley, or the roar

Of hostile guns through smoke-wreathed pott-

holes flashing.

Alfred W. Benn.

OBITUARY.

ALFRED ROBINSON.

It is difiicult for an outsider to realise the loss

Oxford has sustained in the death of Alfred

Robinson, which took place on February 22, in

his rooms at New College. He was not a
professor, nor did he hold any public ofiice ; yet

for the last quarter of a century his had been

the guiding mind, not only in his own college,

but in all the affairs of the university.

Alfred Robinson was born near Liverpool, in

April, 1841, so that he had not completed his

fifty-fourth year. He was educated at Marl-

borough, when that school was at the zenith of

its fame under Dr. Cotton. The very year of

his coming up to Oxford was that

annus mirahilis when Marlborough won
two Balliol scholarships. Robinson himself

went to University College, where in due

course he graduated in 1804, with an old-

fashioned double first in classics and mathe-

matics. He was shortly elected to a fellow-

ship at New College, being (we believe) the

first non-Wiccamical fellow since the days of

the founder. Had fate not otherwise deter-

mined, there is little doubt that ho would also

have been the first non-Wiccamical warden.

New College was then reformed in theory

rather than in practice. It had ceased to be
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the appanage of a single school; but
it had not yet taken the position in
the university to which its wealth and its
great traditions entitled it. That the change
was effected so smoothly and so success-
fully—with such great gains, and with
practically no loss—was due mainly to the
administrative talent of Alfred Robinson. The
erection of new buildings, the friendly alliance
with Balliol, the high standard demanded from
commoners—these have not proved inimical to
the continuance of a connexion with Win-
chester, scarcely less intimate than of old.
During the first twenty years of the new
system, Robinson was prominent as a tutor;
to the last he was senior bursar and precentor.
To the university he .was even more a
" necessary man " than to his college. There
was scarcely a board— certainly no important
board—on which he was not the most
influential member, through his command of
details and his tiiiiis sapiintia. For many
years past he had been continuously re-elected
to the Hebdomadal Council, which acts as a
sort of standing cabinet to the university, and
which frames all new statutes. He was also
one of the smaller body of curators of the
University Chest, who practicaUy exercise
supreme control in all matters affecting
finance

; a delegate of the Common University
Fund, to which is entrust )d the duty of
administering a fraction of the college revenues
»n the general interests; a delegate of Ihe
Clarendon Press, from which the university
draws no small part of its free income ; and,
finally, a delegate for the inspection and
examination of schools.

HISTORY, LAW, ETC.
Bhllevai., Le MarquU de. Un Capitoine an Bf'giment du

Koi (de Euyant de Cambionne, 1723—1801). Palis-
Lechevalier. 3 fr 60.

*"».

^"'nimSj'''
/"^^^"^raphie dis altea Aegypten. Leipzig :

^"lo w' ^*^' ^* 8<*'«<*t bti Nancy. Berlin : Hertz.

Eegrnspcbsky. C. Die Kilmpfe bei Slivnioa am 17.-19
NoTbr. 1885. Wien : Seidel. « M.

Tausis, H. Sopplement au Diotionnairo des devises hi»-
toriquea et htfraldiqaes. Paris: Lechevalier. 10 fr

Vkekosd, Ed. Theotie g«ni!fale de la posseaaion en droit
romain. Paris: Larose. 10 fr.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
Ektzids, G. Biologiache Unterauoliungen.

YI. Jena : Fischer. 36 M.
Neue Folge.

PHILOLOGY, ETC.
Acta martjrum et sanctorom, (syiiace) edidit P. BedjanTom. V. Leipzig : Harraswwitz. 21 M.
AllababI's Abhandlung der Mnsterabaat, aus Londoner u.

Oxforder Handsohrilten hrs^. v. F. Dieteriei. Leiden :

Jtsriil. 4 M.
HUBBCBMANN, H. Persische StudicD. Stiaasburg: TiiibQer.

KOsia, F. E. Hifltorijsch - kritischea Lehigeljiade der
hebiattchen Bprache m. compirativer Bejiioksicht d
SemiiHchen iiberhaupt. 3. Hiilfte. 1. Thl. Abachliua
der tpeciellen Formenlehre n. generelle Foimenlehre.
Leipzig; Hinrichs. leu.

MAQAZINEa AND REVIEWS.
The Boktin of the Real Academia de la
Historia comprises the months of January and
February

; with it is also issued the promised
'Indice general Alfabetico de los XXV.
primeros tomos." This is a great boon. The
Bohtin contains a very favourable analytic
review by the Marques de Armijo of Baron
Furse's "Memoires numismatiques de I'Ordre
Souveram de St. Jean de Jerusalem."
Numerous Roman inscriptions are described
from Navarre, and the northern provinces of
Castille. Two short inedited Fueros, or
Cartas de Poblaeion, of the twelfth century are
given from the Rioj*; the terms granted in
1121 seem more favourable than those of 11G8.
P. Doncel prints a contemporary record of a
halt in Moralejo. made by Philip V. in 1704
when returning from the campaign in Portugal!
But perhaps the most interesting paper is the
highly sympathetic memoir of the Mexican
hMtonan, D. J. Garcia Icazbalceta, by Per-
bandez Daro.

SELECTED FOREIOiT BOOKS.
GENERAL LITERATURE.

i tioiin, EiLile. Gabiielle : comeiie en cinn aotes. ParisOalmann l.Oij, 20 (r.
'

Beck. L. pie Osachihte desEisens in technischei n. kuHur-
?rVk''i'"''i",?"''"£°°8- «A^'t'(f- 1-Tl. Das 16. u
17. Jahrh. T.Uf. Brannschwtig : Vieweg. BM.
I^o'i 30f

'"'^ ^* ^
•

'^'' ^"<=- P«'«:

^"'hu^H^sm'*''
J5'« U"'<=»" Krenz,. Augsbnrg:

OAtL.R.R i>. na2ion,.U italiane. Notizie e documentiAnn.Jl. Bom^
: M. des * Mendel. 25 fr.

a'^,1^' HecUjr dH. Lea deu» Oours d« France etd'Argletene. Paris : OJendorff. 7 fr. 60.

THEOLOGY, ETC.

^*''S'Ji'"""* ^^L ^"» <*«'>'«*« ^« BlchtchristUohen
f:e igiocsgeichiohte. 11. Bd. 2. Thl. Von H. GrimmeMuostfr: A»chendorfl. 3 M. 60.

"» a. urimme.

m;,^^ ^'"a '..''" '^^"V- ®" ChaiakterbUd zur

V^^. °f5^"~«*"<"'«>'te d. 5. Jabrh. I^ipzig:

COBBESPONDENGE.
AlEEBICANISilS.

Lond>,n : Feb. 23, 1895.

WiU your American correspondent, F. H.,
kindly tell us what we are to call them?
He deems it natural that the very word
"Americanisms" should annoy his country-
men. Yet there exist such things as we style
"Americanisms"; and, if F. H. will only give
us a soothing term for them, he will find us
grateful. A Scot does not draw dirk when he
hears of a Scotticism. Perhaps we may say" isms"? I, for one, have never been
able to see why Americans should not use
Americanisms. It is a free country, and has
a right to develop its own language in its own
way. F. H. says that among the mass of his
people the English language " has degenerated
into a most disgraceful condition." Then it
must be full of Americanisms, and P. H. might
kindly give us a tranquillising name for these
flowers of speech. As long as they bud and
blossom in America only, they are of mere
philological interest to us ; but when they
begin to invade our language, like the American
weed in our waters, surely we may, inoffensively,
try to check their profusion? or is this rude
and offensive? And, once more, what title
may we give these words and phrases ?

If it could be treated without provok-
ing references to the tea in Boston Harbour,
the Declaration of Independence, and so forth',
it is really a curious and interesting topic'
When did " isms" first begin to appear
in American literature ? As far as my scanty
reading in the Colonial writers goes—in the
Mathers, Judge Sewall, and others—they did not
abound in " isms." Again, the American
classics are free from " ^isms." "We do not
observe them in Hawthorne, Prescott, Poe,
Longfellow, nor, I think, in Emerson. It
might not be easy to discover "he smokes
nights" for "at night," or " this was back of
Chaucer's time," or "Milton was considerable
of a poet," in the American classics. At least I
have no recollection of such phrases in these
excellent writers. Dialect, the constant use of
"ter" for "to," and so on, is another matter.
One may or miy not care for novels or poems
iu dialect, but the gtnre is admissible. The
question is, when did serious American
writers begin to use" isms"? Many of
them do not use them now, for it is not an" ism" to call a "lift" an "elevator,"
any more than it is a Scotticism to call a
"tee" a "tee," or a provincialism to call a
"yorker" a "yorker." You may call it a
" tice," of course.

The history of " isms" is a pleasing
topic for a philologist, a topic which can
best be studied historically. The history
of "scientist" is a good example. Nobody,
I hope, need employ the word if he prefers to
say "a man of science"; but it does seem
pedantic to taboo " scientist " if people love to
employ it,

_
Speaking loosely, and subject to correc-

tion, I think that colloquial vulgarisms of a
peculiar type began to appear in American
literature after 1860. If America possessed an
Academy, it would probably have set its face
against them. I profess no opinion as to the
merits of " back of " for " behind "

; but I do
not think we should be thought brutally
supercilious if we, in England, steer clear of
such idioms. Nor should I feel hurt and
offended if an American called the phrase " of
sorts" "books of sorts" "a Briticism," and
avoided it. Only timeandusagecansanctionnew
words and phrases : the fittest survive. " Back
of '' seems fitter -than " behind " or " previous
to " or other equivalents in America. In
England it has hitherto seemed less fit. It is
at present an " ism." The calm study of
language ought to be kept free from the
nonsense which Mr. Ruskin seems to have
written about Americans. Perhaps nonsense
has been written and spoken about England by
Americans ; but all that has no real bearing on
the study of language.

A. Lang.

ON THE DIVISION OF SYLLABLES IN LATIN
AND IRISH.

Lonlon : Feb. 18, 1395.

,x/".,^'^
^°°^ °°^ ^^^ pronunciation of Latin

(Heilbronn, 1885), p. 139, Emil Seelmann lays
down four rules as to the division of syllables in
that language. The subject is discussed in Mr.
Lindsay's recent work (sea the Academy, Feb-
ruary 9, 1895), and it would seem that Seel-
mann's rules may be consolidated as follows :

Every Latin syllable must begin with a con-
sonant, or a group of consonants, and end with
a vowel.

Exception 1.—When the said group of con-
sonants IS unpronounceable, the former syllable
ends with the first, and the latter syllable begins
with the second, consonant of the group.
Exception 2.—The first syllable of a, word

may be, or begin with, a vowel or a diphthong
When two vowels come together, the former
syllable ends with the first vowel and tbe latter
syllable begins with the second.

-£;a:p?rtna<ion.—The following groups are " un-
pronounceable " within the meaning of the
above rule: (1) all double consonants; (2) / n
and r followed by any consonant

;
(;i) m fol-

I

lowed by any consonant save n,
Illustrations.—'Wheie there is no group of

consonants
: a-ni-ma, ae-des, so-h-re, ta-bit-Ia

Inthecase ofdouble consonants: f/-/ero,rros-5((s
aic-cus, mit-to. In the case of an unpronounce-
able group

: al-ter, al-imi, ar-det, ar-ma, im-
pe-trat, in-fana. Where m is followed by n :

a-mnis, o-mnis, da-mnum, co-ltt-mna. In the
case of other groups : a-gmen, ma-gyms, a-strum,
ne-scio, a-xia {=a-csia), no-ctem, ple-ctrum, pro-
pter, A-tlaa, and, if we trust Prisoian, a-hdomen.*
In the case of two vowels coming together :

le-o-ncm, fru-ctu-o-sus.
The existence of a corresponding rule in Irish

has, so far as I am aware, hitherto been
unknown. It has lately been revealed to me
when editing the Martyrology of Mael Maire
hua Gormuin, a poem composed between the
years 1160 and 1174. One of the rules with

Servius, however, would have divided thus —
ab-domen, for he says: "quando enim ecribimus
' abditur ' non possumus a ia. una syllaba ponere

J
et 4 et rf in sequenti."
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which this writer has fettered himself is, that

each of his hexasyllabic lines shall contain at

least one alliteration : in other words, that in

each line at least two syllables—in the cose of

native words, two accented syllables—shall begin

with the same letter, all vowels being for this

porpose deemed to be the same, and h being
disregarded. In the following instances I

have italicised the alliteratiug letters, and I

quote from a photograph of the unique MS. in

the Boyal Library, Brussels:

Jan. 1. Para-yoda in (zlanraith.

Mar-<ina 'tin tiiitiiu.

,, 3. papi An-<ai[o8] <oudg«l.

,, 5. Telea-poiua p»pa.

,, 11. £leu-«ip c6i siigimm.

,, 19. Lau-i/imair ttrula (/albgUn.

„ 21. Fractuoms, Hrrmeit.

,, 23. 5mer-fati-naa. .

,, 26. Poli-cirpua caidhfer.

Feb. 6. Doro-<hea thogaimm.

,, 9. Ans-iartus biXi iilla

,, 13. Ermen-yllda^lanug.

,, 14. Fe-iicula ^indes.

„ 23. Poli-earpus t^redlach.

„ 25. DioB-ooir cenn core.

„ 28. Mnn-jsuetus, mo Shinu.
March 7. Felici ii3 <rebar.

,, 12. Inuo-centius cuxbl.

KU/egOB in/irflaith.

„ 13. Maoi-donius lidghuech.

„ 15. Lon-^iuu3 or' i/onad.

„ 19. Mairc, Quar-rtlla <aii[lltlr.

„ 20. Ar-fMppu3 caldh, Cjtbeirt.

,, 25. Lu- cilia, Columbi.

,, 31. Eu-/dmia dia/jemab.
Macha-isus iigfer.

April 2. Teo-i2jda<;;:lbda.

,, 7. Celes-^iuus tendchaid.
E-iippus* coa »aigeb.

„ 14. Dam-tniaa [or Do-»«nina] cen
mergnim.

,, 16. Ani-otua coemfer.

,, 18. Per-/<;ctU3 nar'/-jem!ld.

,, 22. Aga-;9itU8 jurimdi.

,, 27. Aua>-(a8hu ^ocdleoh.

,, 28 TliWaliafri iogla.

,. 30 Ercea-)(ildu9. Pictor.

May 1. lliere-wiias morda.

,, 5. Atcbi-^aus ^uaidim.

,, 7. I)omi-<illa iu idndug.

,, 12. PiU-cratius 'sin comdhail.

,, 17. Ba-islllat acu9 Lilian.

,, 18 Dto-forus la Colmaa.

,, 19. is Po-<en-<!-ana.

,, 23. Epec-<i-<a3, Aatoin.J

,, 24. Eu-^euiu3 i^lorda.

,, 30 Aue-JertU8 cen irignia.

,, 31. Pelro-iiella itiamglau.

June 2. BUu f/iua fii r/iglaib.

,,' 3. E-»-asmii8 cor-iJiioheil.

,, 4 Pergen-<inus tendmiu.

,, 8. Oil rfitdus nar' </ jbil.

A-iunduB as m-iugaid.

,, II. 8o3-<eue8 tend cabiir.

,, 13. Fe-2icula ia /lurailh.

,, 16. ]u-/itan na Migllud.

,, 18. Trau-^iiilliu 'siu ca^mfal.

,, 25. Edel-irida rfiamair.

„ 27. HimpD-rosa rat) mir.
„ 28. Plu- <archu8 'eiu <urim.

July 2 Mone-^uQdias ^lanor.

„ 7. Pan <-nu8 fri <iuge.

„ 18 Gun-rfenea con-rfeghaeib.

,, 19. Iinta [/]riu Ru /ina.

„ 22. Uan-riregisil rfjlbda.

„ 28. Pauta-^o uach /tiinthi.

Aug. 4. Aria-tarchus tennPoil.

,, 8. [.l]nit-ragdus nar rogntm.

,, 18. Ue-/eua nach /aimimm.

,, 23. Zi-cbeua co eaenblaid.

,, 30. Oau-rfenlia rfiaou.

Sep. 5. Ar-eautius eiall eom*[b]eiin.

Oct. 2. E-tenther Ito Xiadudn.

,, 11. Etbel-iurga iithog.

„ 17. £dtl-(/cida <Jronban.

* For HegPfippus, mrtri gratia.

+ MS. Bl^8^illa, pcrperatn.

X Leg. Aftoin, Apbthonius.

Oct. 18. Tri-/onia/uair galar.

,, 19. Pc-/jgia uos {uadcb.

„ 23. Edtl-/ltda/irog.

,, 28. Ma-rina nar rodal.

Nov. 13. Aldi-^undia ^lanmor.

„ 14. leil Mo-(/iuti» eAiiUa.

,, 16. Eii-cheiiu3, Cutoich.

,, 17. Ma-frona tenn <annal.

,, 23. Lu-crotia caem «hart[h]alr.
Fe-Zicitas Xuci.

,, 25. Oata-rina rogda.

,, 27. ITi-<ali8 cen <emel.

Dec. 5. Po-«tmia ^end ^redain.

,, 7. Aga-iho cen tobeim.

,, 10. Eu-^alia na /amar.

,, 24. Ui-yilia na jene.

,, 25. Eu-^enla ^lau delbda.

,, 30. Mau-«uetiu la >S'dueir.

The foregoing examples are all drawn from
Latin names orHibemicised Latin names. But
the rule is the same in genuine Irish words.
Thus:

Feb. 11. Coccnat law. as-m^agimm.

April 22. ad-({resett na fiegf ir.

Sept. 9. De-rercet noa liarab.

Dec. 1. ra n^udi fo-yebainn.

Dec. 31. reid at-c/iiu mar c/augimm.

It will ba seen that the rule of syllable-division

in Irish is identical with that iu Latin, except
in the treatment of the groups ac, sf, ap, ab.

Hi'ia Gormain divides these groups in Dios-coir,

AtKis-tasiua, Aris-tarchus, CeUs-tinus, Sos-tenea,

Telea-porua, Ana-hertus ; while, according to the
Litin rule above set forth, we should have had
Dio-acoir, Ana-sfaaiua, Ari-atarchua, Cele-atinua,

So-atenea, Teh-aporus,An-sberta3. But there seems
to have been some vacillation in the treatment
of the groups in question. Thus, io the Corpus
vi. 13,596 we fiud aresx'VSA ; and some
Bomans, at all events, said nea-cio, noa-trum,

apoa-tolua (see Seelmann's book, p. 145).

I have vainly tried to get trustworthy infor-

mation as to the division of syllables in Modern
Irish. But perhaps Prof. Rhys will tell us
what the rule is in Welsh and Manx, Mr.
MacBain will say how syllables are divided
in Highland Gaelic, and Prof. Loth will give
us in the Revue Critique similar information as

to Middle and Modern Breton. The result will

probably be to add one more to the proofs of

a clo.se connexion between the Celtic and the
Italic languages—the passive and deponential
r, the /)-future, the locatival / of the gen. sg.

of o-stems, and the extension of the tt-stems

by n-guffixes.

Whitlby Stokes,

"A HOLE in: the B.A.LLET.

Dublin ; Feb. 25, ISM.

" A hole in the ballet," referred to by jour
correspondent H. L., means, simply "A hole
in the ballad "

: d being changed into t upon a
well-known philological principle. As an
example of such a transition, I may mention a
familiar cry of a vegetable-hawker in the city

of Limerick: "Dee ye want salet or lettuce
here ? " where " salet " is used for " salad."

As to the meaning of the phrase under
discussion, it is usually applied ironically, after

the break down of a song, a recitation, or any
performance requiring memory. The custom
of singing ballads in the streets, which is

mentioned in "Tacitu?," still survives in
Ireland, like many other ancient customs.
The Irish ballad was a powerful electioneering

• Leg. Machutl, gen. sg. of Machutua, also
called Madoviu;, from whom the tovrn of St. Malo
takes its name.
fie., add-resct " seeo eitoUent," the secind d

being an infixed pronoun, and the accent being on
the fltft e of reset.

X Divided according to etymologj', thia would
be Der-etce " fiUa solis," with the accent on the
fltst e of era.

weapon within comparatively recent times.

Each of the opposing candidates bad his band
of ballad -singers, who also sold the ballads at

the small cost of one halfpenny. They were
vilely printed upon long slips of paper, and
ornamented at the top with a rough wood-cut,
usually a caricature of the person attacked.

For scurrility I think they surpassed anything
that can be produced in modern ages. The
words had to be taught orally to the singer,

who was invariably illiterate. If his memory
should in any way prove uncertain, the audience
would cry out, "There's a hole in the
ballet

!

"

Geokqe Newcomen.

Londoo : Fet>. IS, 1896.

Your correspondent H. L. inquires the
meaning of a slang phrase which he re-

members to have been in use in Dublin about
twenty-five years ago, and which he gives in

the form of the above heading.
In my memory, which, I grieve to say, covers

much more than double five and twenty years,

thephrase,as it appeared tomy earand sense, ran
thus :

" There's a hole in the ballad," and was
sarcastically applied to any case, important or
trivial, where some breakdown or hitch had
interrupted a carefully prepared programme

—

as, for examplr, in a forensic arg^ument, a
certain course of action, an after-dinner speech,

story or song.
The saying always seemed to me to have

originated with a story of some street baUad-
singer (if a bUnd one, the Irish humour of

the thing would be complete) who excused hig

breaking down at a verse on the plea that there
was a hole in (the paper of) his ballad.

Accuracy in the sounding of an unaccented
vowel is not an Irish, nor, for that matter, an
English virtue ; nor is the differentiation of

final d and t always so strictly observed that
the ear of your correspondent may not have
easily accepted ballet for ballad. The sugges-
tion of " wallet" as the word originally in the
phrase is siirely far-fetched and, on phonetic
grounds, highly improbable ; though no donbt
it would not very materially impair the figura-

tive significance of the whole phrase.
F. W. B.

LORD BYEON AND "THE VAMriEE. '

Qneen's College, Oxford : Feb. 23, 1S9S.

Mr. Kewcomen is mistaken in supposing that
Lord Byron's letter about " The Vampire " is

unpublished. In an edition of Byron's works,
published by Galignani in Paris in 1828, the
letter appears in facsimile between the table of

contents and the Life of Lord Byron, by J. W.
Lake. I am disposed to wonder whether Mr.
Hewson's property is the original, or one of

these facsimiles cut out of a copy of Galignani's
edition of Byron.

JOHM R. Maghath.

liOBdan : Feb. 28, 1E96.

Mr. George Newcomen does not appear to be
aware that the letter which he quotes on
February 6 was published long ago (facsimile

lithograph] ' in the Paris edition of Byrcn's
Poems produced by Galignani in 1828 and 1831.

This octavo contains the suppressed stanzas of
" Childe Harold " and most of the early poems
which were suppressed. It is now a scarce

book. There is a copy in the British Museum,
and I have one.

The lithograph of the letter is extremely well
executed and has misled several people, who
thought they had found the original. There
was some correspondence on the subject in the
Pall Mall QazMe about two years ago. A copy
found in a Chinese library was proclaimed as a
literary discovery. If Mr. Hewson has really

the original letter it is interesting.

James Hogo.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
SnsDAT, Matcli 3, * p m. Sunflay Lecture :

" Plants and
thtit Insect Visit rs," by Dr. C. W. Kimmins.

7.30 pm. Ethical: ' Punishment," by Mr. Leslie

Stephen.
MosDAT, March 4, 5 p m. Bojal Institution :

General

Monthly Meetini? ; • Theory and Practice oi ProtectiTe

Inoculations," by Dr. E. Klein.
4 80 pm, Victoria Institute: "Comte and his

Philosophy." ,_ ,

8 p ro. Boyal Academy :
" The Evolution of Sculp-

ture," II., by Mr. W. B. Eichmond.
8 pm. Aristotelian : " Is the BCnowleajre of Spice

a priori '. " by Messrs. H. W. Catr, J. H. Muirhead, and
G. F. Stout.

8 pm. Sosiety of Atts.
TnisDiT, March 5, 3pm. Bojal Institution : "The Intern»l

Praicework of Plants and Animals," VIII., by Prof. C
Stewart.

3p.m. Anglc-Bussian ; "Vladimir," by Mr. Birk-

beck; ''The Possible Commercial Eelations between
British America and Siberia lul the Pacific Ocean and the

New Trans-Siberian Eiilway," by Mr. Clive Phillipps

Wolley.
8 pm. Civil Eogineers.
8 pm. Biblical Archaeology: "Human Sacrifice

and ihe Theory cf Substitution in Egypian and other
Ancient Religionii," by Mr. P. Le Page Rt-nouf,

830p.m. Zoological: "Preliminary Aeootmt of New
Species of Earthw.irms belonging to the Hamburg
Museum." by Mr. F. B. Beddard ; "A New Hydrachnid
found in Cornwall, with a Study of its Internal Anatomy,'

'

by Mr. A. D. Michael ;
" A Sjnonvmic Catalogue of the

Iltsperiidat of Afiici and the Adjacent Island*, wish
Descrip'.ions of some apparently New Species," by the
Eev. W. J. Holland.

Wf,d.vesdav. March 6, 8 p.m. Oeological: "A New Otd-
ferous PiMure in Creswell Crags," by Messts. J. D.
Duckworth and P. B. Swaineoa ;

" Ihs Chemical Com-
position of some Oceanic Deposits," by Prof. J. B.
Harrison and Mr. A. J. Jukes-Browne.

8 p.m. Society tf Arts.
8 p.m. Elizabethan: 'Is Hamlet a Cuiisn>tent

Creation ] " by Mr. John M. Robertson.
Thuiudav, March 7, 3 p.m. Royal Institution; "Three

leriods of Seventeenth Century History," 1., by Dr.
B. 6. Giidiner.

8 pm. Boyal Academy :
" The Evolution of ScuJp-

tme," III., by Mr. W. B. Richmond.
8 p.m. Linnean: "The Genus Cnpress'is," by Dr.

Mixwtll T. Masters; "The Insects, Aracbnida, and
Cmstac'a, collected during Mr. T. Bent's F-.^Lpedition to
the Hadramaut, Arabia," by Messrs. W. F. Kirby,
Charles Qahan, and B. T. Pocock.

8 pm. themical : " Dimethjlketohexamethylene,"
by Dr. Eippicg.

8 .10 p.m. Antiquaiies.
Feid.iv, March 8, 5 p m. Physical: "A New Harmonic

AnaljB'r," by Mr. G. U. Yule ; 'The Electro-magnetic
Field," by Mr. H. N. Allen; "A Voltameter," by Mr.
Haber; "The Pocal Heliostas " and "An Improvement
in Siderostata." b? Dr. Johnston • Stoner.

8 p.m. Civil Engineers : Students' Meeting.
9 p.m. E< yal Institution :

" The Physical Work cf
Von Helmholtz," by Prof. A. W. Biicker.

Bati'Boav. March 9. 3 p.m. Boyal Institution: "Waves
and Vihratima," II., by Lord Rayleigh.

3.<6 p.m. Botanic : General Portcightly Meeting.

SCIENCE.
AMyriaea : eine Nachlese auf d'm Gebiete der

Astyriologie. By H. V. Hilprecht. Pt. I.

(Boston : Ginn ; Halle : Niemeyer.).

The "Gleanings" of Prof. Hilprecht are

better than tho harvest of a good many
other scholars, and I hope we shall have
many more of them. He is one of the most
accurate of Ass^riologists, and his knowledge
of cuneiform palaeography is unique. Above
all, he is a gentleman, and in his philological

discussions never forgets that scurrility and
conceit are not arguments.
The volume, which has been published

by the University of Pennsylvania, consists

of several monographs, six of them on
Assyriological subjects, one on the Hittite

"bo6s" of Tarkondi'mos. It might have
been thought that the latter had been so

questioned and tortured that it was im-
possible to find anything fresh to say upon
it : at all events, anything which was worth
attention. Prof. Hilprecht, however, has
brought his palaeographical knowledge to

the examination of the cuneiform legend,
with results that are somewhat start-

ling. On the one hand, he believes,

with Amiaud, that the boss is of great
antiquity, going back to about 12.50

B.C., while he reads the name of the

country over which Tarkondemos ruled

—

"the land of the city of Metan." With
Metan it is evident that we must identify

Mitanni, the Aram-Naharaim of the Old
Testament. How far this new explanation
of the inscription is correct time will show

;

but one thing is certain—the attempts
hitherto made to decipher the Hittite

texts on the basis of the "boss" have
ended in what I have elsewhere called " a
blank wall," and it has, therefore, long
been clear to me that our interpretation

of the cuneiform inscription upon it is in

some way or other wrong. I must confess,

however, that I have made no better pro-

gress with Prof. Hilprecht's translation as

a clue. It may be hoped that the cuneiform
texts recently discovered at Boghaz Keui
and Euyuk will at last furnish us with the
much-desired key.*
The first of Prof. Hilprecht's monographs

is on a very interesting monument found
by the American expedition at Niffer. It

relates to a piece of ground which had been
given to a temple at Der by an early Baby-
lonian king, and afterwards appropriated
by the governor of the district. The priests

complained to the king about the sacrilege,

and the land was of course restored to them.
The act of robbery took place " in the fourth
year of Bel-nadin-pal the king "

; and the
document states, " from Gul-kisar, king of

the coastland, to Nebuchadnezzar, king of

Babylon, were 690 years." The Nebuchad-
nezzar here mentioned was the first of his

name, who reigned in the twelfth century
15.0. Dr. Hilprecht identifies Gul-kisar with
the Babylonian king of that name, who
according to the dynastic tablet died 595
years and nine months before the rise of
the dynasty to which Nebuchadnezzar I. is

supposed to have belonged. But I do not
understand the mode of dating, as the years
ought to be reckoned down to the fourth
year of Bel-nadin-pal, and not to the reign
of a king who had nothing to do with the
monument. Moreover, Gul-kisar is called
" king of the coast-land," and not of Babylon,
so that I am inclined to think that neither
he nor Bel-nadin-pal were Babylonian
monarchs, but that they ruled over the
district from which Merodach-baladan
afterwards came, Nebuchadnezzar I. being
the suzerain of Bel-nadin-pal, and the date

* Owing to abeence from England I did not see
Prof. Jensen's letter to the Academy about his
attempt to decipher the Hittite texts until it was
too late for me to reply to it. As for his state-

ment that it was not to be expected that I should
gladly welcome his results, I am sorry that he
should not know me better. I do not happen
to be a young German professor, and should
be only too thankful for a satisfactory inter-
pretation of the Inscriptions, whoever might
be its author, Prof. Jensen is wholly mis-
taken in asserting that I have ever claimed to
have deciphered the Hittite texts in his sense of
the word. On the contrary, I have always main-
tained the reverse. As I said in my note to the
AcAUEMT, I believe I can understand what the
inscriptions are about, thanks to the ideographs
contained in them ; and, since Prof. Jensen accepts
the main results of this "graphic decipherment,"
I conclude that he too holds the same belief. In
certain cases, it is true, ho has returned to my
discarded hypotheses of fifteen years ago ; but I
have little doubt that further study of the monu-
ments will prove to him, as it did to me, that they
were incorrect.

really referring to the fourth year of tho
latter. I should, therefore, translate the

passage, " From Gul-kisar, king of the

coast-land, to Nebuchadnezzar, king of

Babylon, 696 years had passed, when in tho

fourth year of Bel-nadin-pal, king (of tho

coast-land) " tho sacred domain-land was
secularised.

The first monograph is followed by two
others, one of which is devoted to a curious

contract-tablet from Sippara, which is thus

translated by Dr. Hilprecht

:

" Five hides, the property [of the Sun-god],
among them one of a humped buffalo, Itli-

Samas-baladh has given to the temple of Uri,
the eighth day of Tebet, the sixteenth year of

Nabonidos, King of Babylon."

The rest of the volume is almost entirely

occupied with historical and chronological

questions. Following up his introduction

to his Old Babylonian Inscriptions, Dr. Hil-

precht endeavours to restore the chronology
of the Kassite and Isin Dynasties of Baby-
lonia with the help of the newly-found
tablets from Niffer. The subject is a
most difiicult and complicated one, as the

Assyrian and Babylonian evidence seems to

conflict. I cannot say that I am altogether

a convert to his chronological scheme, though
I am much more inclined to accept it than I

was when reviewing his last book. At all

events, my own scheme must be abandoned
;

and if Knudzon is right in reading 132

years instead of 72 as the sum of years
assigned to the dynasty of Isin by the
dynastic tablet, one of my chief objec-

tions to Dr. Hilprecht's scheme is removed.
But there still remains the fact that Pimmon-
nadin-akhi succeeded the Assyrian con-

queror, Tiglath-Ninip, as king of Babylon
;

and I do not see how Dr. Hilprecht makes
this square with his chronology.

One of the kings of the Kassite dynasty
was Nazi-Murudas, who, I believe, is to be
identified with the Biblical Nimrod, the son
of Gush or Kas. He was the contemporary
of the father of the Assyrian king Shal-
maneser I., ihe builder of Calah and the

restorer of Nineveh, to which reference is

made in the book of Genesis in connexion
with Nimrod. Prof, Hilprecht shows how
the name of Nazi-Murudas could be trans-

formed into that of Nimrod. The contract-

tablets of the Kassite period are full of

such abbreviations ; thus we have Kasbe
and Sagarte-Suria for Kasbeias and Sagar-
akti-Surias, the latter of which even appears
as Sakti-Surias, while Nazi-Murudas itself

is written Nazi-Rattas. Similarly we find

Duri-galzl and Kurigalzu instead of Dur-
Kurigalzi. Nazi-Murudas could therefore

have easily been shortened in pronunciation

into Na-Muruda, especially in the mouths
of the Canaanites. That the king was
familiarly known in Canaan is shown by
tho fact that his name passed into a proverb

there. The Tel el-Amarna Tablets, in which
the Babylonians are the Ka8(8)i or Gushites,

have proved that the Kassite kings continued

to intrigue in Palestine up to the close of

the Egyptian domination ; and as Nazi-

Murudas was a contemporary of the early

part of tho reign of Eamses II., it is quite

conceivable that he imitated tho example of

his predecessors in invadiog tho West.

Assyria and Singar or Shinar, it must bo
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remembered, are among the nations whom
Bamsee II. claims to have overthrown.

A. H. Satob.

SCIENCE NOTES,

At the Royal Institution the evening dis-

course next Friday will be fi^iven by Prof. A. W.
Riioker, on the " Physical Work of von Helm-
holtz."

TnE last lecture at the London Institution

for the present season will be given on Monday
next by Dr. E. E. Klein, who taken for his

subject " The Theory and Practice of Preventa-
tive Inoculations."

LiEDr.-QEN. C. A. McMauon has been re-

elected President of the Geologists' Association

for a second term. At the meeting held on
Tuesday of the present week, Mr. L. Fletcher,

of the British Museum, was to read a paper on
"Meteorites."

PHILOLOar NOTES.
At the meeting of the SDciety of Biblical

Archaeology, to be held on Tuesday next,

the president, Mr. P. Le Page Kenouf, will

read a paper on " Human Sacrifice and the
Theory of Substitution in Egyptian and other
Ancient Religions."

A Qeuman scholar has recently made an
interesting little contribution to the history
of classical texts. In the last number of
Fleckeisen's Jahrbiicher Dr. Holzapfel has
pointed out that in Polybius' account of the
battle of Trebia (iii. 71) we ought to read
AOPAAtuN for NOMAAfuN, as the description of
the ambushed Carthaginians, and the emendation
is supported by the context. But Livy (xxi.

55) certainly read NOMAAWn in his copy of Poly-
bius. If Dr. Holzapfel is right, therefore, the
corruption came into existence very soon after
the text was published. This conclusion fits

in with many other results of recent textual
criticism.

The last number of the Oi'iUingische Oehhrte
Anzeigen contains a review, by Dr. Wilcken,
of Prof. Mahaffy's " Flinders Petrie Pdi>yri."
The reviewer praises highly both Mr. Petrie
and Mr. Mahaffy, and adds a quantity of
detailed suggestions and conjectures relating
to the text of the documents. The only point
on which he seriously differs from the English
editor concerns the status of the soldiers who
are mentioned so often in these papyri. Dr.
Wilcken thinks that they are not veterans but
soldiers in service; and he appeals to other
papyri to show that in the Ptolemaic period the
troops held lands, probably from the king.
Readers of Herodotus (ii. 168) will recollect
that a similar arrangement prevailed in pre-
Ptolemaic ages. Dr. Wilcken also corrects
some dates.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
EUZABUTHAN.— ( ;/«;«(•«%, F^b. 6)

Fhederick Rooeub, Esq., in the chair. — Mr.
Arthur Dillon read a paper on " Shakspere and the
Modern Drama." Mr. Arthur Dillon, in the un-
avoidable absence of Mr. William Poel, said he
would only brieily touch on iho maiu contention
which he liad at heart : namely, that a dramatist,
and eepecially Sbakepere, wiites with certain
koown conditions to be fulfilled, and certain known
diflicultles to be overcome, and that, therefore, to
alter the conditions and build cf his stage must
necessarily render much of bis work useless and
mno'i unintelligible. The Elizdbethan Society
knew wbat was to be said on the subject at large ;

Mr. Dillon therefore would merely cover his
central petition with outwoiks as it were. Thus,
to hear Mr. Arnold Dolmeti^ch give a revival of
sixteenth centiiry music was to r^ise what sound
was in Shakspere's imaginative car when he wrote :

" If music be the food of love,play on,"and to realise

what was in the actual ear of the liencherB and
the gueste in hall at the Middle Temple when
Shakspere Umtelf gave " Twelfth Night " there.

Therefore music of the sixteenth century calibre

we must provide for " Twelfth Night," quite

irrespective of whether nineteenth century music
be intrinsically more potent. This play opens
with an exquisite poem to the alluring Elizabethan
music, is full of songs, and ends with a eong. It

was not written for the stapjo and popularity,but for

dilettanti in hall. It is as full of music as Elizabethan
music could well allow a play to be, and yet by
the very genius of the music itself it is constrained

to be a drama : it could not go a step further and
be an operetta ; the musician's limitations were
the poet's opportunity. In Wagner's work we
find " Parzlval " in one place standing stockstill,

to the ignoring of poetry and acting, because the

passion is sufQciently rendered by the music alone.

Oapt. Hutton's interesting revival of old swords-
manship was also alluded to : how he illustrated,

by the manual help of cadets of the London Rille

Brigade, the sanity (to put it adequately) of allow-

ing Hamlet and Laertes to engage with the weapons
to which the challenge has been given. " What's
his weapon?"—"Rapier and dagger." "That's
two of his weapons." Mr. Dillon regretted that

the absence of lantern-slides prevented him from
illustrating the gradual change in the position

of the stage from that of a bold promontory,
standing out within the embrace of the circling

galleries, to seeing the play as through a hole in the

wall played in the next room. In the former
case the player stands out like statuary, in the

second he stands before a background wUch must
needs be painted to imitate the imagined sur-

roundings. In conclusion, it was insisted that

England owed it to herself, as possessing the
greatest of dramatic poets, to treat him with the

reverence which abroad is accorded to Moliire or

Wagner. There can be no middle course : if

scenery be used it must be the best that art and
money can yield us. The public are right in

demanding that it shall be superlatively good, if

it is to be used at all : nothing shabby should ba
associated with the divine verse of Shakspere.
The cost of putting up a theatre on the Elizabethan
model would not be large, as theatrical expenses

run ; while, a theatre once provided, there would
be little hindrance to a continual change of bill.

—

A discussion followed, in which the chairman, Mr.
J. Ernest Baker, Mr. Frank Payn, and others took
part.

ViKiNO OtVh (Friday, Feb. 15).

Prof. W.Watson Ohbynb, president, in the chair.

—

Mr. W. P. Kirby recited an original poem, " The
Nomir," from Fd-Dimiryaht, an Oriental Eomanee,
and other Foems, after which Mr. E. H. Baverstock
read a paper on"Swoid and Saga." He com-
menced by quoting the story from the Arthurian
cjcle of legends of a damsel girt with a sword
who came to King Arthur's court seeking a
champion and propounding theee questions con-
cerning the sword : How should it be borne ?

Where did it come from ? What is its best quality ?

The answers given by the knight predestined to

achieve that adventure were : that it should be
boroe valiantly, yet humbly, aloft in the press of

battle, but lowly at the altar's foot ; that it came
from the armourer, for it was no sword at all till

it came out of the hands of the smith ; and that

i's best quality was its honesty, for it never takes life

without giving death in exchange. The importance
given to the sword in this story testified to tlie spirit

in which the "white arm" was formerly regarded.

Its history has been divided into five periods,

designated : First, the pure carnage epoch ; second,

the period of impossible feats of arms ; third,

the feudal age ; fourth, the season of fence

;

fifth, the period of decay—which last extended
down to, and included, our own day. It was far

from his intention, however, to profess to give a
history of the sword in the short time at his dis-

posal. He only proposed to string together a few
out of the very voluminous notes he had gathered
together relatiug to the subject. The importance
of the weapon in ancient times could hardly
be over-estimated. Mahomet, in the Koran, spoke
of it as the key of Heaven and Hell ; and he had a
list of no less than eighty names of swords, each

with its own especial legend. In the stories of old
time the sword is endowed with a life of its own.
It was the friend and companion of its master

;

and wo read in the Sagas cf swords that killed of

themselves, or sprang fiom their sheaths of their

own accord. In many ancient ballads the heroes
talk to their swords, which are repreeented as

returning an answer. There is another story,

which illustrates the regard of the warrior for bis

sword, in the tale of an old warrior who had be-
come Ohristian and was visited by his bishop. To
him he showed his sword aud told the story of the

notches in its blade and the deaths that had
caused them. The bishop was horrified, and in-

sisted that he should do penance for such frightful

deeds of slaughter. The old man agreed, and pro-
posed as a fitting penance that he should no longer
wear his beloved sword. Instead, he would hang
it up on the wall, where all his friends could see it,

and he might still tell them the history of the
notches iu the blade. In the Hindu mythology
Indra, the lightning-god, is the possessor of a
supernatural sword ; and this weapon has been
identified with Odia's sword Gram and with
Gungnir, his magic spear. Indeed, it may be
taken as the type of all supernatural weapons.
Fritbjof, the hero of the Saga on which Bishop
Tegner founded his famous poem, was the pos-
sessor of another typical sword called Angurvadel,
younger broth r ot the lightning, which had a
hilt of gold and was inscribed with runes.

In times of peace these runes were
dull, but they shone brightly like a cock's

comb when battle was near. There were many
swords with similar properties recorded in anc'ent

legend : for instance, Antar's sword " Dhami,"
forged from a thunderbolt. Not only did similar

legends attach to the sword in various lands, but a
resemblance might be traced between the stories

relating to the originator of the sword in different

countries. We may compare, for example. Tubal
Cain in Jewish legend, Vulcan in classic tradition,

and ViJlundr in northern saga. In the Bast,
as elsewhere, a good sword was a possession

highly treasured : and he had seen a sword given
to an Englishman in India by the chief of a tribe

who owed hira a debt of gratitude, which had been
handed down for fifteen hundrsd years. Its blade
bore an inscription in a dialect no longer known.
Viilundr, the famous smith who forged Odin's
sword, appears as a swordsman also, under the

name of Wieland, in the German legend of the

slaying of Amilias. His sword lliming was of such
wondrous temper that his adversary did not know
he had been wounded, bat when told to shake
himself he fell in halves. The Saga of Dietrich of

Berne was next touched on, and the lecturer

pointed out that it was the original of Fouque's
"Magic Ring," and " Thiodolt the Icelander,"

works which in the present day are too little

valued. Yet, he said, " The Magic Ring," has been
styled the only real romance of chivalry in German.
It contains much sword-lore, aud a very fine

description of the forging of a sword, which he
quoted. King Arthur's sword, Excalibur, which
is said to have been in the possession of Richard
CcRur de Lion, and to have been given by him
to Tancred, King of Sicily, is another of the swords
of marvellous powers with which we meet in the

old sagas and romances. The name is said to mean
"Champer of Steel." Arthur in some legends
appears as the Wild Huntsman, who in Northern
folk-lore is identified with Odin. Dr. Karl Blind,

iu a paper which appeared in the Goitleiiuin's

Majaziiie a few years ago, shows that Odin is a
Wind God, hence his appearance as the Wild
Huntsman, and that Artus is one of his names in

German folk-lore. This suggests a strange affinity

between him and the British king. The swoid
appears in legend as a creative as well as a
destroying power. De Gubernatis quotes an
Eastern tale, iu which a city rises from ttie desert

when a sword U brandished, and Azrael's sword
is fabled to give either life or death. Southey, In

his Thalaba, quotes this legend. Time ftdled,

said the lecturer, for all he would like to touch on

:

as, for instance, the history of the famous sword
Tyrfltig, related in the Hervarar Saga Among
other attributes of the sword it was said that it a
sword were the death of five score men it acquired

a lust for slaying, and became thirsty for blood.

Many swords, like Gunnar's bill iu Njala and
Sigurd's sword Gram, Eang before battle. Sif
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Bichard Burton had promised the world a Book of

the Sword, but in the one volume of it that had
appeared he had not got beyond the dry and tech-
nical details ; so it was little wonder, said Mr.
Baveretock, iJE he himself had only been able to

touch the fringe of the subject in an hour's di3-

couTEe. The lecturer then exhibited some photo-
graphs of an old fashion, said to be the weapon
with which the Dragon of Wharncliffe or Wantley
had been slain, by the tenure of which the Conyers
family had held their lands of the Bishop and
Prince Palatine of Durham down to the time when
the last Prince Palatine, Bishop Van Mildert,

was replaced by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.
This falchion was exhibited before the Newcastle-
on-Tjne Society of Aniquaties in May, 1891, and
Mr. Baverstcck read a letter which he bad written
thereon at the request of the secretary to the
society.—Mr. W. P. Kiiby said he wished to
icmark on some celebrated swordt>, and would
pass from west to east, commencing with the
English story of the Ijambtou Worm. Sir John
Lambton was instructed bow to overcome this

monster, but was warned that, unless he slew the
first living thing which he met afterwards, for

nine generations the lords of Lambton should
never die in their beds. He ordered his favourite
hound to be loosed when he winded his horn to
announce his victory ; but his father was so over-
joyed that he rushed forward before the dog. Sir
John slew the dog, hoping thus to avert the doom

;

but it was nevertheless fulfilled. Possibly, in this

and similar stories, the original idea may have
been that of a sacrifice to the sword. As regards
dragons, much information respecting them might
be found in a recent book, Gould's Mi/thictd
Monsters. In the Esthonian epic, the Kalevipoeg,
the hero buys an enormous sword which his father
Kalev has bespoken from a Finnish smith, who
had been working on it for many years. But the
hero slays the smith's ton in a fit of drunken fury,
and the smith dooms the sword to avenge his fate.
The sword is afterwards stolen from the hero by a
sorcerer, who drops it into a brook. The Kale-
vide, being unable to recover the sword, lays an
injunction on it to cut off the legs of him who
brought it there, meaniug the sorcerer. But,
when he tteps into the brook long afterwards, the
understanding of the sword is confused by the
smith's cur£e and it cuts off the hero's legs. The
famous sword of Amadis of Gaul was made of the
green spine of one of the winged serpents which
inhabit the boiling ocean between Tartary and
India. Scott's story of the Fire King is so well
known that it is only necessary to say that,
although Scott mentions that the apostate
knight is a serai-historical personage, it is not
clear whether the sword in the story is also based
on some legend, or was imagined by Scott himself.
Among the stories respecting Bichard I. was one
relating to a trial of skill between himself and
Salah Ed-Eecn. Bichard clove an anvil at a blow,
perhaps with a sword stroke, but more probably
with a blow of his battle-axe, and Salah £d-Deen
with his scimitar divided a lace veil as it was
floating in the air. Among the swords mentioned
In the Thousand and One Nights we may specially
note that of Joodar, obtained from the magic
treasure-cave of Es-Semendel, which, if shaken
in the face of an army, would rout it ; but if

its owner said to it, "Slay this army !
" a llame

would proceed from it which would destroy the
whole army. Another was the sword of Saed,
with which he cut the Ghoul in twain at one stroke

;

but he was forbidden to repeat the blow, for then
the Ghoid would live and not die, and would
destroy himself and his companions.—Mr. A. F.
Major, hon. secretiry, said that the only fault he
had to find with Mr. Baverstock's paper was the
title, which was somewhat misleading. It might
more fitly have been styled "Sword and Romance,"
and the Sagas proper had received comparatively
little attention. He was not altogether sorry,
however, as this gave him an excuse for dwelling
on this Bide of the subject. Prof. Hodgetts. in his
Older Eiiglaiii, a reprint of lectures delivered
at the British Museum, gave a very interesting
chapter on the Northern sword, in which he
poioted out that its b'ade was fashioned on the
sword-like grass of the North, which is called
"Wacd" in Icelandic, whereas the model of the
Greek and Boman sword, in Latin "gladius," was
the loaf of the gladiolus. The latter would havo

small chance against the Northern form of weapon,
still less so the bronze swords of the Britons,
copied from the Roman " gladius," which are found
lying together in quantities in river-beds and
other places, while the Northern war-blade
is found by the warrior's side in his tomb. From
these facts alone it could be deduced, without any
knowledge of history, that a race in these islands
using a bronze sword had been overcome by another
race using a more powerful weapon of iron or steel,

which ultimately possessed the land and was able
to bury its dead in peace. The value of a good
sword to a warrior was emphasised in the Sagas by
many stories of a sword failing to cut. Thus iu
the Eyrbyggja Saga, Steenthor of Ere is described
as wearing a sword very beautifully wrought and
elaborately decorated. But when a fight occurs
we read that "the fair wrought sword bit not,
whenas it smote armour, and oft he must straighten
it under his foot." The art of tempering a sword
was evidently rare, but in the Sagas the failure of
a sword to bite is generally attributed to witch-
craft. Thus in Egil's Soga we aio told of his
sword Dragvandill that there was no sword more
biting. But in hia combit with Atli the Short it

would not bite ; so Egil grappled with Atli, bit
through his throat, and slew him so. Thus, too,
in the S.iga of Howard the Halt, Atli the Little,

finding hia sword would not bite on Thorgrim, who
was said to bo a great wi2,iid, slays him in the same
way. Of Gunnlaug Wormtongue wo read that,
while he was iu ISnglaud at the Court of King
Ethelred, Thororm, a bearserk, picked a quarrel
with him. The king was much grieved, bacause,
as he told Gunnlaug, the bearserk's eyea uould dull
any weapon. However, he gave him u sword,
bidding him use it, but before the fight to show
another. Thoroim asked to see Gunnlaug's sword,
and, being shown the second one, said, " I fear not
that Eword." Gunnlaug, however, slew him with
the king's gift. A good sword wa", as may be
guessed, highly valued, and considered a royal
gift. Athelstan, Kiog of England, gave Hacon,
his foster son, who afterwards became King of
Norway, a sword "of which the hilt and handle
were of gold and the blade still better ; for with it

Hacon cut down a millstone to the centre eye,
and the sword thereafter was called Quembiter."
King Olaf the Saint gave Sighvat the Skald a
gold-hilted sword, and Kitg Oiaf "ftyggveson
gave Hallfred Vandraedaskald a sword without a
scabbard, bidding hun sing a song with the sword
in every Ime. Hallfred did so, complaining in his
song that his sword had no scabbard. Then the
king gave him the scabbard, and said : "But there
is not a sword in every Uue." " Yea," answers
Hallfred, " but there are three swords in one line."
Another point that deserves notice is the breaking
open of borial barrows for the sake of the sword
b iried with the dead warrior. There is an Instance
of this in the short sword which Grettir the Strong
won from the barrow of Karr the Old, after a
struggle with the barrow-dweller, whose head he
cut off and laid by his thigh to lay the ghost in
the approved way. Thorflnn, Karr's son, took the
sword, but gave it to Grettir on his delivering his
house and family from a band of bearserks. When
Grettir was finally slain by his enemies, the short
sword could not be got from him dead till his
hind was chopped oif. Thorbiom Angle, the
leader of the slayers, hewed with it at the dead
man's head, and the blow broke a great shard out
of the blade. Thorbiom was outlawed, went to
Micklegarth or Constantinople, and took service
in the Varangian Guard. Thorstein Dromund,
Grettir's brother, who did not know him by sight,

followed him and also joined the Varangars. At a
weapon show, Thorbiom, in answer to questions,
proudly tells the tale of the notch in the blade.
Thorstein, being present, waits till the sword
reaches him as it passes from hand to hand, then
cuts down Thorbioro, and so avenges his brother.
Another weapon famous in story was " Giaysteel."
We meet with it first iu Gisli's Saga as a sword
belonging to the thrall Kol, said to have been
forged by dwarfs, so that it would bite whatever
it fell on, nor could its edge be deadened by spells,

fiisli borrowed it to fight a duel, much against the
thrall's will, who said lie would never ba willing to
restore it. Gisli pledged his word to give it

back, and won his battle by its aid. But,
as the thrall foretold, he tried to persuade him
to sell the oword, and, failing, would not

return it. They quarrelled ; Kol buried hi?
axe in Gisli's brain, who smote at his head with
Graysteel. The sword would not bite, but so
stout was the blow that Kol's skull was shattered,

and Graysteel broke asunder. So both perished,

but Kol, dying, foretold ill-luck to Gisli's kith and
kin from the sword. A spearhead was afterwards
forged from it, of which wa read again in Sturlunga
Saga, where it is said that, at the battle of

Orlygstad (ui 1238, some 275 years later), Sturla,
who was a descendant of Gisli, fought with the
spear hight Graysteel, a great spear of the olden
times, wrought with runes, but not well-tempered,
for it often bent, and he had to straighten it under
his foot. The kennings, or periphrase , used in
poetry for the sword are very numerous. From
the songs scattered through Grettir" s Saga alone
Mr. William Morris gives six, and there is another
list of eighteen given by Du Chaillu in his Vikinr/

Age.—Miss C. A. Btidgman would be glad to know
where the story of Wieland and Amilias, quoted
by Mr. Baverstock, could be found. Nhe know the
story of Volundr, as given in the Eddas, but had
not met with the other version.—Mr. F. T. Norris
said that though, as had been remarked, swords
were handed down from father to sou, yet the
earlier plan was to bury the sword with the dead
warrior, as was evidenced by the many reports iu
the Sagas, embellished with magical develop-
ments, of entries made into the grave-hills of
buried warriors in order to btcoma possessed of
their treasured weapons. In many parts of
England, too, evidence was forthcoming of similar
practices. Hero, in the oldest shire, iu Kent, the
chalk had served to preserve even the skeletons,
and in one instance a man and woman were found
lying tide by side with their skeleton arms inter-
locked, and by the man's side lay his long sword.
These were Saxon burials, and armour-burial was a
distinctive characteristic of Saxon a against Roman
burials. But many Scandinavian swords with
runes had been found in England, and among the
objects found in the undoubtedly Scandinavian
grave-hill, or "low," at Taplow, which are now
in the British Museum (vessels of gold and ivory,
drinking-homs, arms, &c.), there was, he believed,
a sword with arms. In any case, the British
Museum and provincial museums possessed several
such swords found in England.—Mr. Baverstock,
in reply, said that he had been very much in-
terested in the remarks of Mr. Kirby, especially as
he had not yet had an opportunity of studying
his recently-published work on "The Hero of
Esthonia." He looked forward to tracing in it the
sword in Esthonian story. He feared he must
plead guilty to the charge of wandering away from
his title. His difficulty had been to confine himself
within any limits. Many points to which he had
merely alluded might have formed of themselves
the subject of a paper -for instance, the story of
Angantyr and the Sword Tyrfing, which occupied
the whole of the Hervarar Saga. With regard to
the source whence he took the story of Wieland
and Amilias, he had found it in MM. Depping and
Michel's exhaustive monograph on Volundr.

Historical.—{Annivenary Meeting, Thursday,
Feb. 21.)

Sir M. E. Gbant Dujf, president, in the chair.—
The Hon. G. C, Brodrick and Mr H. E. Maiden
were elected vice-presidents ; and Prof. G. W.
Prothero and Mr. 0. R. Beazley were elected
members of the council. Sir J. Lubbock and Mr.
Hyde Clarke were re-elected vice-presidents ; and
Dr. J. Franck Bright, Col G. B. Malleson, Mr.
G. Hurst, and Signor T. Pagliardini were re-
elected members of the council.—The president
delivered his annual address, taking for his sub-
ject " The Historical Method of Herodotu?,"
which he compared with that of Thuoydides and
other Greek Listorians.—A vote of thanks to the
president, proposed by Mr. H. E. Maiden and
seconded by Mr. 0. B. Beazley, concluded the
proceedings.
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FINE ART.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCHES IN

CRETE.
While on the mission with which I was
lately entrusted by the Archaeological School

of Rome, I was able to carry on researches ia

several districts of Crete, especially in the neigh-

bourhood of Canea and Bettimo and in the

eastern portion of the island. My object was
chiefly to study some of the more vexed topo-
graphical questions of the country, and to

explore the more important centres of its

pre-Hellenic culture. I reaped an abundant
harvest of materials for forming a judgment on
these points.

I began by examining the remains of the

pre-HeSenio necropolis of Cydonia, and was
able to ascertain that, contrary to the opinion
of Admiral Spratt, the site of the ancient city

has been occupied uninterruptedly, and must
be identified with that of the present town of

Canea. Among the classical monuments here
is a female statue of Doric style, which has
hitherto passed unnoticed. By its characteristics

it is connected with the cycle of works of art

represented by the pediments of Olympia. A
visit to Aptera enabled me to make a plan of

the fine walls of the ancient city, while a tour
in the district of Eettimo gave me a good idea
of the plan upon which the cities of the
interior were built.

Of the discovery of a Mycenaean city at
Marathokephala, in the vicinity of Candia, I
have already treated in a paper printed in the
Transactions of the Boyal Academy dei Lincei.

In this neighbourhood I was able to determine
the site of the two ancient harbours of Cnossus :

namely, Mation and HeraUion, the former of

which occupied the ground where Candia
afterwards arose, while the latter must be
identified with Amnissos. I next addressed
myself to the identification of the sites of the
Homeric Lykastos and of Arkadia ; and I
succeeded in establishing the truth of Bursian's
assertion, that the former was near the modern
village of Kanli Ksstelli. Some imposing
archaic fortifications are to be seen under the
Byzantine walls of the fortress which occupied
the hill. Admiral Spratt placed Lykastos on
the hill of Astritzi, some miles to the east ; but
the ruins there seem too insignificant, and also

of a later period. As for Arkadia, it is situated
exactly where Spratt placed it : namely, on the
heights of Ascekephala, or, as they are by some
called, Kastriotes ; and its ruins extend, as I
was the first to ascertain, as far as the summit
of the neighbouring hill of Tshifoot Kastelli,

now occupied by the remains of a fortress of
later date.

After examining the cities of the interior, I
betook myself to the eastern districts. In
travelling to Goolas, I stopped at a hitherto
unexplored locality called Ajiavlochos, where I
foimd unmistakable traces of a very ancient
settlement, the importance of which in
Mycenaean times, could not have been much
inferior to that of the famous city to which
I was directing my steps. An examina-
tion of the ruins of Goolas, the most-
remarkable of the prehistoric cities of Crete,
taught me to distinguish several peculiarities
in the architecture employed in the island at
this early period for puolio and private build-
ings. The city occupied a crater-like hollow
between two mountainous crests, each of which
formed an acropolis extending up the western
slope. In one acropolis are to be seen the
ruins of a circular tower, while the chief
building of the other is an oblong
temple of peculiar construction, of which
I intend to publish a plan made by Dr.
Taramelli, my successor in Cretan ex-
ploration. The heights of Ooolas slope
down towards the sea in the direction

of the modem harbour of Haghios Nikolaos,
the centre of the trade of the district of
Mirabello at the present day. Here, in ancient
times, was the city of Latos pros Kamara,
My investigations brought to light some
important Greek inscriptions, of which one of

the chief is the dedication of a shrine of
Aphrodite, while another gives the name of a
new Cretan tribe, that of the Anaischeis.

Others, which are sepulchral, have made us
acquainted with the site of the Hellenic and
Roman necropolis of Eamara.
But the most important results of my

campaign were obtained in the distant and
isolated region of the Eteocretans. This forms
the extreme eastern portion of Crete : it is a
very mountainous region, separated from the

rest of the island by an imposing range of

lofty peaks, which seems to block all access to

the isthmus of Hierapytna. Its chief modem
centre is the harbour of Sitia, which gives its

name to the whole district. A city of the same
name existed in ancient times ; and the first

mention of it which has been found occurs in

a remarkable inscription, which I had the good
fortune to discover and copy in a house in the
village of Fiskokephalo. It comes from the

ruins of Fraesos, and contains a long treaty con-
cluded in the Macedonian period between the
Fraesians and the citizens of Sitaea and Stelae,

concerning the fisheries and the trade in the
purple murex on the coast of this part of the
island. This document enables us to give
credence to a passage of Stephanus of By-
zEintium, relating to the city of Stelae, placed
between Praesos and Rethymna, which some
have wished to correct by changing the two
last names into Priansos and Khytion, cities

belonging to another and distant region.

The most populous part of the Eteocretan
region was that of the so-called jiharangia,

in a very wild district near the sea. The
Eteocretans had settled in very early times in

the midst of these inaccessible ravines. Spread-
ing from Praesos, their capital, they founded
hamlets and fortificatiouH on all the most
commanding points. Sitia, the harbour of

Fraesos, was protected by three fortresses,

Trapezous, Frankochora and Leopetra. Between
Fraesos and the eastern coast may be observed
an almost uninterrupted series of ancient
remains, which had not hitherto been
examined : Sitanos, a small town with a
sanctuary ; Tsikalaria, an outpost ; and Zakro, a
considerable city connected, by means of two
other fortresses situated in a narrow valley,

with Eato Zakro on the coast. This
latter has been described by Admiral
Spratt. In the ruins called Aspra Khar-
akia near Zakro I am inclined to recognise a
large temple with out-buildings, perhaps
thesauroi. These remains exhibit none of the
characteristics of an Eteocretan town, nor any
signs of defensive works, but resemble the ruins

of Malia or Azymo in the district of Mirabello,

which were, I think, correctly considered by
Spratt as belonging to a temple of Britomartis.

As the temple of Zeus Dictaios was, according
to the testimony of the Toplu-Monastiri
Inscription, on the confines of Itanos and
Praesos, I am inclined to regard the buildiugs

at Aspra Kharakia as part of this celebrated
temple.
Of special importance are the objects of

Eteocretan art, which I collected on my
journeys in this district. They consist for the
most part of very rude terra-cotta figurini,

having on the one hand some characteristics of
Mycenaean art, whUe on the other they are
connected with Asiatic art, and with Hittite

art in particular. This fact, together with
historical and philological reasons, and also the
peculiar forms of the ancient local names,
has led me to the following ethno-
graphical conclusions with regard to the
primitive inhabitants of Crete. The Cydou-

ians, Eteocretans, and perhaps the Pelasgiani,

are three branches of an original pre-Hellenic
race from Asia Minor, belonging to a group of

pre-Aryan and pre-Semitio peoples : namely,
those Aegeo-Asians, who were, as I believe, the
dppoaitaries of the so-called Mycenaean culture.

They are the same peoples who appear in the

history and monuments of Egypt under the

various names of Pelestha, Turiiha, Kbeta,
Kepha, &c. Hence I am of opinion that the

historico-biblical questions of the identification

of Kaphtor with Crete, and of the Philistines

as being originally of this island, ought not to

bo hastily abandoned, in spite of the opposition

of the predominant school, which holds that

the Mycenaean culture was an Aryan and
Hellenic product.
In the public collections already made in

Candia, Bettimo, and Hierapetros by means of

the local Syllogoi, to which Greek societies we
owe the preservation of many monuments of

ancient art, I found materials of considerable

importance, which I am now preparing for

publication. Of these the principal is a
collection of fragments of native pottery,

which, while resembling the Mycenaean type,

approaches mvich nearer the Theran period.

These were found in a votive grotto on the

southern slopes of Mount Ida, above the village

of Eamares, where Dr. Taramelli afterwaids

made excavations and found further examples.
Ltjcio Maeiani.

NOTES ON ART AND ARGHAEOLOQY.
Mb. Gifford Dyer's pastels—most, if not

all of them of Venetian subjects—have within

the last fortnight given much satisfitction to

visitors to the Gallery of the Fine Arts

Society; for though not always possessiog a
strong personal note, and showing little of that

mere dexterity which has been lately in vogue,
they are executed with such delicate justice

and such dainty finish as to have won approval
even from those who are wont to consider that

the laborious can never bo the complete. Mr.
Dyer should be encouraged towards other
exercises in the same field—in the same
medium, rather, for as to the subjects of his

work, it would be well were they in future

selected from places less familiar to the world
than Venice.

Mr. Gkorge Allen has in preparation a
re-issue of Mr. Buskin's The Harhours of
England, which has been out of print since

1877, with an introduction by Mr. T. J. Wise.

The original steel engravings will be produced
in photogravure ; and there will also be given

a reproduction of the vignette which Turner
designed for the wrapper of The Ports of
England.

Prof. G. Baldwin Brown, of Edinburgh,
has undertaken to write a History of the Fine

Arts for the " Social Eagland " series which
Messrs. Sonnenschein are publishing.

Among the exhibitions to open next week
are : the Royal Society of Fainter-Etchers, in

Pall Mall East; a collection of water-colour

drawings of " Gardens in Many Lands," by
Mr. George S. Elgood, at the Fine Art
Society's, New Bond -street.

Messes. Hodder & SToroirroN announce
an edition de luxe ot Mr. J. M. Barrie's .4i(?(i

Licht Idylls, illustrated with eighteen etchings

by Mr. William Hole, R.S.A.

Mr. Charles J. Claek, of Lincoln's Inn

Fields, will publish on March 6 The Ancient

and Holy Wills of Cornwall, by Mabel and
Lilian Quiller-Couch, with numerous illustra-

tions. The work is based partly upon MS.
materials left by the late Thomas Couch, of

Bodmin, supplemented by personal investiga-

tion, which has enabled the authors to add
about sixty wells to those previously known.
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From Monday to Thursday of next week
Messrs. Sotheby will be engaged in selling the

collection of coins, medals, &c., which the

Eoyal United Service Institution does not

intend to transfer to its new home. Military

medals proper seem to have been reserved, but

tie collection includes a large number of both

English and foreign medals, as well as a long

series of seventeenth-century traders' tokens,

and a few fine cinque cento plaquettes. As is

usually the case with coins, the catalogue has

been carefully compiled, with autotype illus-

trations.

THE STAGE.
By the death of Mr. E. S. Pigott—a member
of the well-knoivn family of the Pigotts of

Somerset—society has lost a useful member,
and the stage a reasonable guardian of her best

interests. The late Licenser of Plays fulfilled

for years—for not much less, indeed, than a
generation— a thankless but necessary task,

erring generally, if he erred at all, rather

upon the side of too much license than of too

much restriction. But, indeed, the line is diffi-

cult to draw, and the late Mr. Pigott drew it

on the whole excellently well ; and it is only to

be wished that the hands of whoever succeeds
him may be strengthened, so that the inde-

cencies which are fashionable in books which
for the moment pretend to be literature may
find no place in the acted drama. Mr. Pigott,

though rightly never too squeamish, though
tolerant of everything for which reasonable
justification might be found, effectively pre-
vented the appearance before the footlights of
plays which were the equivalent of the dis-

gustiog "poems" and filthy stories which
some well-to-do publishers have lately found
conducive to the fulness of their coffers, and
on which certain new-fangled " reputations

"

have been conspicuously based. Theoretically,
no doubt, the office of Licenser of Plays may
appear an anachronism ; but the police in other
civilised countries fulfils only too late the
task which the Licenser discharges at the appro-
priate moment—before the mischief has been
wrought—and though, no doubt, the faddist of
our epoch (especially if, as is jjrobable, he be
himself afflicted with the mania for the unclean)
will lift up his voice for the abolition of the
office, it is satisfactory to be aware that he has
practically no chance of being listened to.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

The Exercise composed by Mr. J. Matthew
Ennis, B.Mus., for the degree of Doctor of
Music was performed in the Theatre of London
XJniverailyon Saturday afternoon . The music had
be*n accepted by the examiners, and the public
perforiEance was the last step towards obtain-
ing the coveted honour. The music consisted
of a setting of the Forty-sixth Psalm for
contralto solo, chorus, and orchestra. A candi-
date has to satisfy the exaiuiners that he can
compose correctly, that he has a knowledge of
form, and that he can write a double fugue

;

also that he can score. Mr. (now Dr.) Bonis
w, therefore, a skilful, nay, learned musician,
but in his music there were traces of
the influence, now of Mendel isohn, now of
Wagner, and little or no sign of individuality.
Dpgrce exercises have never been remarkable
for that quality, acd it is not difficult to under-
stand why Buch should be the case. Let us
hope that Dr. Ennis's Exercise will prove a
/radus ad I'urnmium
Dr. Joachim made his first appearance this

ijason at the Popular Concerts on Monday
;veniug. For many years past he has been in

the habit of selecting one of Beethoven's

Quartets, but this time the concert opened
with Schubert's Quartet in D minor. The
performance, in which Messrs. Eies, Gibson,

and P. Ludwig took part, was sympathetic and
refined. There were a few high notes in which
Dr. Joachim's intonation was not perfect : this

small blemish did not, however, interfere with
one's enjoyment of the fascinating music.

Were it not for this element of fascination,

which, indeed, pervades all Schubert's music,

the length of this Quartet would prove a
drawback ; but while it is being listened to time

and space are non-existent. Dr. Joachim also

played, in conjunction with Mr. Borwick,
Brahma's Sonata for pianoforte and violin

in D minor. The Adagio is most ex-

pressive, and the following Presto is

characteristic, but the first and last move-
ments scarcely represent the composer at his

best. Mr. Borwick played three pieces by
Scarlatti and a fourth by way of encore. He
seems, by the way, very fond of that composer.

Scarlatti's music is bright and crisp, and of its

kind almost unique ; but he ran so much in one

groove that a little of it at a time suffices. Mr.
Borwick played the pieces with great finish.

A word, too, must be said of the unpretentious,

yet effective, manner in which he supported Dr.

Joachim in the Sonata.

J. S. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.

Sm A. C. Mackenzie gave his concluding

lecture at the Eoyal Institution on Saturday

afternoon on " The Traditional and National in

Music," a subject as important as it is inter-

esting. Eecently the Eev. Baling Gould, Eev.

H. P. Sheppard, Mr. J. A. Fuller-Maitland,

and others have devoted their attention to

English national music, and Prof. Stanford

has deeply at heart the ecngs of his own
country. Then, again, the lecturer himself

stands as a champion of the music of the North.

Sir Arthur hopes that, by the absorption of

the specific qualities of national music, a

National School of Composition may in time

be evolved. So long as the influence of such

music is a natural one, it cannot fail

to be of good; but any definite attempt to

found a school on such a basis might easily

degenerate into mannerism and therefore

monotony. All the great composers were fond

offolk music, and there are many traces of it in

their compositions. Sir Arthur takes rather a

desponding tone in speaking of the prospects of

a British School of Composition : he considers

that interest in it does not exist here at home.
It is true that English music dots not yet draw
the public as it ought, but wo believe that

interest in it does exist, and one stronger and
more intelligent than that of a quarter of a

century ago.
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written for this Edition by the Author. Being Vol. II. of Theological Translation Library. New Series Edited

by the Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M A., D.D , Oriel Professor of Interprjtatiou iu the University *of Oxford, and

C&Don of Hocbestcr ; and the Rev. A. B. BRUCE, D.D., Professor of Apologetics, Free Church College, Glasgow.

Subscription for Three Volumes of this Library, 21s.

" The Ixwks are few in nn}' science that must be mastered before cue knows the science. Assuredly in the science of

theology Professor Haruack's ' History of Dogma* is one of the indispensable. It hae been a revelation of what the

science of theology may Iccome to UB."—Fxpositor>/ Times.

Alrcadj'' published in this Serits.

WEIZSACKEB, C.-THE APOSTOLIC AQE. Vol. I.

The nest Volume will be

KITTEL.-HISTORY of the HEBREWS. Vol. I.

The published price of the

Antiquary is now reduced

from One Shilh'ng to Six-

pence. The shape of the

Magazine, however, is uni-

form with the old series.

THE ANTIQUARY:
AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE

DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF
THE PAST.

1895.
With the r.umlet for January, 1805, the

ANTIQUARY eutcrcd on tho Sixfeenlh Year
of its age, and begau the Thirty-fint Volume.
Several impTOvementj are lutroduocd. Better and
tmoother paper is ii ed, in order to give clearer

impressions of Iliu'slratious. The liittir are in-

creased in number iu ptoportion to tho let ciprcss,

so as to give the ANTIQUARY a more distinct

position as a high-class Illustrated Journal ot

Antiquities. At tho fame time the price is

rfduced to one-half of what it has been, and tho

ANTIQUARY will, f. r the future, ba issued at

SIXPENCE A NUSIBKR.

Just published.

TIIJE JIIBBERT LECTURES FOR i804.

VIA VERITAS VITA: Lectures on Christianity in
its most Simple and Intelligible I'omi. Delivered in Oxford and London. By JAMK3 DRUMMOND, M.A.

Oxou , I.L D , Hon. Litt.D. (DnUin), rrinciiml of Manchester College, Oxford. 6vo, clotb, 10s. 6d.

"This 18 a very siffnilicant book. That a Hibbert lecturer and tbc Principal of a Unitarian College should write
about Christianity in a way which Orthodoxy would approve is a sign of the times This is the first work in English
theology which may be called a distinct proiluct of Wcndt's remarkable labours on the teaching of Jesus Lustrous
with moral beauty and thrilling with spiritual power .... 0.^ford may be grateful for this wise and nourishing cjuota fur-

nished to her theological and religious thonght,"

—

Daily Chronicle,

"Notable, not simply for its positive teaching, but perhaps even more for the spirit by which it is pervaded
Ksscutinlly and beautifully Christian in tone and temper, eo rich in its spiritual experience, and so nobly inspiring in the
direction of ail that is highest and holiest."— Ch istian World,

•' It is more than a pleasure, it is a * means cf grace ' to read theological pages so free from the usual ' vigour and
rigour," so modest and charitable. There is no lack of the tone of conviction, hut there is a charming ahsercc of a tone
which roars a gocd deal of theology-, liberal or illiberal. That is the first thing to be said. The second is, that here is a
book which Matthew Arnold would liave praised for its lucidity."

—

Diadford Olfnervci:

"There is no course of Uihhert Lectures that ever made so wide an appeal, orloucbed its great audience quite so
closely.*'

—

Kxprtaitory Timet,

"Certainly, if the discusfions and conclusions of some of the earlier volumes ot the IfiWjert Lectures wore likely to
disturb the minds of Chiistiaiie unfamiliar wiih the scicniiSc, critical, historical study of religion, Dr. Drummond's
Hoothing, Bidriiual, and ethical generali.satious may well lend to allay their troubles. In Dr. Drunimoud the spirit of
Ch«nnin,r, wiih the learnii g of a fully e<inipiie(I mo'lorn scholar, reappears, and dcscri'ics with the truth and fervour of
exiwrience what it ha« 'lasted and fell' of the tiotpel of Christ. Theretuli is thopr
in its most limplc and intelligible form ' Ixilh as a religion and as ethics."

"

The ANTIQUARY will also endeavour not

only to retain the potition it has earned as the

leading English Archaeological SUgazinn of tho

day, but, if postible. to become ot even more
service to the study of Archaeology in tho future

as time goes on.

COXTKNTS 01 llie MAHCIl SVMBF.I!.

NOTES of the MONTH.
KNGLISII GLASS-MAKING in the SIXTKKNTH and

SEVKNTEBNTH CKNTUBIES. No. 111.—Crystal

Glass. By K. "WrNDniH Hi'lme.
I'URTUKR ^OTES on MANX FOLK-LOUK. By A. W,

MooRE, M.A.
NOTE on TWO BLUNDERED COINS. By T. M. F.ittow,

M.A., F.S.A. (Illustrated.)

WASSAILING the ACI'LE-TIIEES. (Illustrated.)

ITALIAN BYWAYS : NOTES on tbo HISTORY of

RAl'ALLO. By I'. H. DmnnEtD, M.A., F.S.A,

EAST RUSTON CHURCH, NORFOLK. By J. Lewis
Andrb, F.S.A. (lllu-stratcd.)

ON a riCTISU BOHGII near LERWICK. By tho Bev.

E. Maule Coi.e, M.A., F.G.S. (Illustrated.)

MONA, ANGLKSBA. Hy the late Mr. H. H. Li'ES.

PUBLICATIONS and I'ROCBBDINOS ot ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SOCIKTIKS.

REVIEWS and NOTICES of NEW BOOKS.
SHORT NOTES and CORRESPONDENCE.

presentation of a beautiful ' Chiistiauity
Mandtestf' f Guardian,

BY THi5 SAME AUTHOR.

PHILO JUD^US; or, the Jewish Alexandrian Philo-
sophy in iw Development and Completion. By 'JAMES DRUMMOND, LL.D., Frincipal ot Manchester College,

Oxford, 1 vols , 8vo, cloth, 21s.

Just puhlished, price 3d.

DID OUR LORD INDEED SPEAK SENSE? A
Letter intended to rroinote a Clearer Apprehension of the Doctrine of Christ.

PHILOSOPHICAL REMAINS of GEORGE CROOM
ROBERTSON, Orole Professor of Jlind and Logic, University College, Loiidi.n. Willi a itcmoir. Edited by
ALEXANDER BAIN, LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Logic, Ahordeon ; and T. WHITTAKER, B.A. (Oxon.).

With Portrait. Medium Svo, cloth, 9s. net.

OOSTENTH ,-./ the FKRRUAUV STMBKII.

NtlTES of the MONTH. , ,.

QUABTBRLY NOTES on ROMAN BRITAIN.—No. X\ I.

Bv F. H.ivEnriEin, M.A., F.S.A.
FURTHER NOTES on MAN.K FOLK-LORE. By A. W.

MooBit, M..A. „
ON some ENGRAVINGS of ST ALBANS ABBEV. By

F. G. Kirrox. (Illustrated.)

NOTES on ARCHAEOLOGY in PROVINCIAL
MUSEUMS.-No. XXXIX. The Warrington Museum.
By .T. W-iRD. F.S.A.

ON SOME PIECES of IRISH ECCLESIASTICAL I'LATK.

Bv D. Ai.i.ETKE Walter. (Iliu!.trated.)

COLCHESTER and CAMULODUNUM. „ „^
PUBLICATIONS and PROCEEDINGS of ARCHAKO-

LOGICAL SOCIETIES.
REVIEWS ami NOTICES of NEW BOOKS.
SHORT NOTES and COBRESPONDBNCE.

, W.

WILLIAM3 & NORGATE, London, Edinbukgh, and Oxford.

COXTEXTS o/thtJASVAin- XI'MnKlt.

NOTES of tho MONTH. (Ilhistrated.)

FURTHER NOTES on MANX FOLK-LORE. Hy A.

MooBi., M.A.
ANCIEN I' BOOKBINDINGS. (Illustrated)

A PRKliEFt)BM4TI0N CHALICE. By Wit»tt»» *
Cjai'fS. C.H.. F.S.A. (Illustrated.)

ST DUNSTAN'S-IN-THE-EAST, LONDON, (nluslratod.)

A KNIFE with a " BENEDICTIO MENSAE" ON IT.

(Illustrate<I.)

THK PIGMIES' ISLE in tho HEIiRIDES. „^ .

HOLY WELLS ot SCOTLAND; their LEGENDS and

SUPERSTITIONS. By U. C. Hope, F.S.A ,
F.B.S.J«

PUBLICATIONS and PROCEEDINGS of ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

UEVIEWS and NOTICES of NEW BOOKS.
SHORT NOTES and CORRESPONDENCE.

London :

ELLIOT .STOCK, 02, PateunosTeii Kow.

Printed bj ALEXANDER & 8UBPUEA8D, Lonsdale Printing Wprks, Chancery I,nno ; Published by the Proprietor, HENRY VILLERS, 57, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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NEW BOOKS.
BY LIKUT..GEN. McI.KOD, l!.E., V.C.

LUCKNOWand OUDE in the MUTINY: a Narrative and
a Studj. With numerous Maps, Plans, &c. Demy 8vo, cloth, price 12s. net.

[ A'otc reel//.

BY DB. WILHELM BUSCH.
ENGLAND under the TUDORS. Vol. I.. Henry VII. (1485-

1509). Translated from the Genaaii by Miss ALICE M. TODD and the Uev. A. H.
JOHNSON, M.A., sometime Fellow of All Snuls' College, O-itord. L'nder the Super-
vision of, and with an Introductioa by, Mr. JAMES GAIRDNER. Demy 8»o, cloth,
price 169. net. [Hraiy ^hm-Ut],

BY ARTHUR D. INNES, Author of " Seers and Sinpers," Ac.

BRITAIN and her RIVALS, 1713-1789: a Study dealing
chiefly with the Contests between the Naval Powers for Sui)remacy in America and
in India. With numerous Maps, Plans, Ac. Large crown 8vo, cloth, price 78. fid.

BY W. J. KOHERTSCIN'.

A CENTURY of FRENCH VERSE. Being a Series of
Translations from the French Poets hince the Revolution, with Bioaraphical Notices
and Api>reciattou3. Small ito, c'oth, gilt top, price Os. net. [A'eof/y shoiOy.

BY A. J. BUTLKR.
DANTE : his Times and his Work. A Popular Treatise

dealing with the Great Poet. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt tup, price 3a. Cd. net.
[A'oio retiily,

BY OWEN SKAMAN, Author of "With Double Pipe," &c.

HORACE at CAMBRIDQE. Crown 870, cloth, gilt top,
price 3f. ed. net. ^ Ilmihj shortly.

BY ROBERT GEORGE LKGGE.
PLAYER POEMS. Fcap. 8vo, in parchment wrapper,

price la, net. [Sow reatly.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITIONS.
BY KOBERT K. DOUGLAS.

SOCIETY in CHINA: a Complete Survey, Political and
Social, of the Present State and Ucsourceeof China. New and Cheaper Edition, with
a Chapter upon the present War. Crown Svo, cloth, price Os.

" It is ,111 txc(.'I1.'iit IhjoV, iMTh.ips the Iiest and UK.8t ti'Uijtwurthy uu it« suhjett. . . .so easily aocessihie iu

ft. p"pwlar ("im it MiigUt t" Iiiive a \vi>I.; ciiculattou."—A'cydmM'i,

KROM E. B. PUSKY.
NOTES and QUESTIONS on the CATHOLIC FAITH and

RELIGION. From the Works, and in the Words, o( Dr. PUSEY. With a Preface
by the Rev. THOMAS THELLUSSON CARTER. New and Cheaper Edition. In
paper wrapper, price Is. _

IDBDICATED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
OLD SCOTTISH COMMUNION PLATE. By the Rev.

THOMAS BURNS, F.R.8.K., F.S.A. Scot. Includes Old ConimuDion Cunoms,
Disappearance of Veasels, Sacramental Plate, Tokens and Chronologic*4l Tables of
HcottUh Hall Marks, by Mr. BROOK. Containing 051 pages, with 5i Page Plalea
and 10-3 Engravings in the Letterpress.

A few copies only of this valuable work remain unsold and may be purchased from
Messrs. A, D. Iswes & Co. at 50s. net, but thia pries will very shortly be raised.

" It it) rielitly claimeH for this tuperb work thai it is without a riv:il iu Scotlish, aud tdmoat without a
tiv.tl in Knftligli.hterature."—J!fp«eCatoi*.

" The handitome volume liefore us on the (Jommuitiou plate of the Church of Scotland is mngt welcome.
MoloulyoD account of itg liuhjfct, hut tKCause it is th'^ruaglily done, well priuteii and fully Illustrated."

AVxenitittn.
" Not only no exhausltve raononraph on the nuhject indicated in its title, Nut au important voutributiou

to the history of ritual In Scotlan'!."— Tijne«

MESSRS. WM. BLACKWOOD & SONS'
FORTHCO>[ING WORKS.

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS BY POPULAR WRITERS.
BY FRANKFOUT MOftKE.

TWO in the BUSH and OTHERS ELSEWHERE. Crown
Svo, cloth, price 6».

" ! wre t« lie nt once widely read and greatly Iike<I."— 07ofi;, March 4, 1«»5.

IXow mady.

BY RK'HARI) PItYCK, Aiithnrof " MiHs Ma-Kweir.-* Affections," Jtr.

THE BURDEN of a WOMAN. Crowa Svo, cloth, price 63.
[ lUady immaitnlrli/,

BY MR.?. K. SPENDER, Author of " Rocollectious of a ('ountry Doctor."

THIRTEEN DOCTORS. Crown Svo, cloth, price 6s.
[ Utnily immcdiaUly.

MY THE AUTHOR OF "A HIGH LITTLE WORLD."
UNDER GOD'S SKY. Crown Svo, cloth, price 6s.

\ Hea'ly iintuedinltly,

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
UY " Nl.'NyUAM."

A SON of the FORGE. By Robert Blatchford. Crown
WV'i, 'I'ftli, New mid ('hyrtpcr K lition, priri 3j*. <kl.

I -THE HUMOURS of GLENBRUAR. By Fergus Mackenzie,
'

'

New Editi'"vn. Crown Svo, cloth, price iis, (id.

iy>i>0M: k. D. INNES k CO., 31 and 32, Bbi>£m.u SxaiET, Sjuvnu

THE LIFE of GEN. SIR EDWARD BRUCE
HANLEV, K.C.B., K.C.M.G. By ALEXANDER INNES SHAND. With
2 Photogravure Portraits and other lIlubtiMtious. 2 vols., demy Svo.

A DUKE of BRITAIN : A Romance. By Sir
HERBERT MA.XWELL, Bar^., M.P , Author of "Meiidiana: Noontide
Es.says," " Life and Times of the Itight IIou. W. H. Smith, M.P.," &c.
Crown Svo, 6s.

THIRTY YEARS of SHIKAR. By Sir Edward
BRADDON, K.C.M.G. With illiistmtions by V,. ]). Oi'es, and a Map of

OuJh Forest Tracts and Nepaul Terrai. 1 vol., drmy Svo.

JOHN STUART MILL : A Study of his Phil-
OSOPHY. By CHARLES DOUGLAS, M.A., D.Sc, I,octmor in Moral
Philosophy, and Assistant to the 'P ofcssdr of Jloral Philosophy, in tha

University of Edinburgh. Small Crown Svo, 4s. 6d. net.

AMONG the GODS : Scenes of India, with
Legends by the Way. By AUGUSTA KLEIN. AVith 10 Fidl-page

Ilustratious. Small demy Svo, 15s.

THE CURSE of INTELLECT. 1 Vol., fcap. Svo,
2s. 6d. net.

DANOVITCH, and other Stories. By Walter B.
II ,\RRIS, Autlnr of " A .louniey through the Yemen," &o. Crown Svo, 63.

HOMER'S ODYSSEY. Translated into English
Verso in Spen-crian stanza. By P. S. WOUSLEY. New edition. Post

Svo, 7.S. 6d. net.

HUMAN NATURE in RURAL INDIA. By
R. CARSTAIRS, Beng.-il Civil Service, Author of " British Work in Indii."

Croin Svo, 6s.

A NP5\V EDITION OF

GEORGE ELIOT'S WORKS.
MiossES. Black\v()oi) 8c Sons hrg to annonnce the publiialion of

aNElV EDiriON of GEORGE ELIOTS WORKS, in Croivn

810 voliime.i,at HALF-A-CROWN tacli. This issue toill he knnwn

"*• "I HE STANDARD EDITION," «'«^ «-''^' consist of Twenty-one

Volumes, printed on antiquclaid paper of afine quality, anl tastefully

bound in a specially manufactured buckram cloth, with gilt top.

Beady in March.—\DAJllL BEDE. 2 vols.

A yv.\y iLLUSTR.\'i'i;i) iiuniox ok

JOHN GALT'S NOVELS.
With a Geneial Introduction tj Guli.'s Wo In .and Trcfatory iVote

to each Novel by S. R. Ckojketx. The Tfxt Revised and Edited

by 1). SioBBAa Mei.dkum. In fcp. Svo vols, of 320 pages each,

with Photogravure Illustrations from Drawings by John Wallace,

price 38. net each volume.

f:eiJy in .1/rtrc//.—THK ANNALS of the I'AIlISII and the

AYRSHIRK LEGATEK3. 2 Vols.

To be foUowci by: SIR ANDREW WVLIE. 2 Vols.—THE
I'KOVOST and the lAST of the I AIRDS. 2 Vols.—

THE ENTAIL. 2 Vols.

WILLIAM liLACKWOOD & SONS, EdinbuUgh and LondoV.
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BiiK)r»'»Fou»Diiioiis otBELiir, by A. W. B«SK . 207

Smilib's BiooiirBV or Josiih Wedowoob, by

J. G. C. Mi>CHi» **"*

JicoBs'a Ixvifi>T irro tub Soubcss or th« Hisiobt

orTBiJrwsix Brkia, by the Rov. W. Wibstib . 210

Ekiiiioii's WtuH Foui IMD FiiBT TiiE», by Ebvist

R«T» *"

New Kotelb, by J. A. Noblb 211

SonE Books ox A.iciEXt HiBTOBY 212

Notes ijcB News . .
*'*

Obigixii. Vebsei "Wim-iE's EvtctiOH," by Doea
. Civi «i
• MaBIZIBES ilTD Rbviewb 215

Belectes FoEEiGir Books 216

CoEBESrOHDEXCE—
" Tht Woman tclto Diil," by Grant Allen ; The Septun.

gint versns M» JTebrew Text v/ Ike DMr, by Sir Henry
H. Howorth ; Ogham IiucripUont in Ireland, by the

Bev. Idmond Barry ; Luthtr'a Ilihle Tranalaiion, by
the Hev. O. H. Merk ; Lard Byron ami " Tht
%'ampirt," by Georfro Newcomen; " Salet" and
" SalnJ," by 'James Gairdner; .-l Suggested Dei iua-

lion for " Yorker," by J. S. C 215

Apfoiictxexts roB Next Week . . ... . 218

Mathbuitical Books 219

Obihiaeij Sie Hehey Rawiibsox, by J. 8. 0. . . 210

CoKEBBPOhDBBCE—
Ximrod, a Kassiir King, by T. K. Cheyne j Sabism, by
H. Cottrell 210

' B PIEBCB NOTIS . . . • . . . . . 220

t^BiLOLOGT Notes 220

Reports or Socibiies 220

MA8TBBP1ECES OF GBEEK SCULPTUBE, by VE8170B liEE 221

The Rotai. Socieit or Paimieb-Ktcheks . . .222
KoTES OB Abt abd Abchaboloov . . . ,222
Recekt Cobczbts, by J. S. Shedlock . . • • 223

. UcsicNoTE 223

TYPE-WRITING.

ATTTHOES, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
Scientific. Literary, and Mwlfcal MBS. carefullT and promptly

typevrJtten by Ratmi A Co., SfHogham House, Arundel Street,
Btruid, W.C. FriTate room for dictation. Highest references.
TnuuUtlons.

L'ITERARY and JOURNALISTIC—
OXFORD ORADCATE (20), Second-Clasa Honours, is OPEN'

loESOAGEMENT. tiood knowledge of French and German. Highest
' references.—Box J&3, Sell's Adrertisinfc Ofllces, Loudon.

AN exceptional OPPORTUNITY
prp!«ciit!5it»clf for Literary Man to ACQUIRE hiBh-cIa«g well-

known 81XI'EN.NY London weekly PaT'EII. ourestahlished.
Price very moderate.-Alpha, 441, Sell's, Fleet Street, E.C.

TOLITERAHY MEN.—Q. S.CURRYER,
Literary Apent, UNDERTAKES ALL BRANCHES of

IiITERARY HU8INESS. References to Authors and Editors. Type"
Vriting, Indexing, and Research.—Address 4, Copthall Buildings, E.C

A LADY, experienced in all forms of
secretarial work, and offering the highest references. DESIRES

tIMPLOYMENT as Secretary, AmauuenBls, or Reader -Address Mrs.
N., AcADKUT Office, 27, Chancery Lane.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PURCHASE
—viz., PAINTINGS in OIL, by Raebum, Constable. Crome.

Cotman, BouinKtou, Reynolds. (Gainsborough, Romucy, Uoppuerj
Beechey, Opic, Lawrence, Morland, Chambers Wheatley, Stark,
Vincent

"
- - .

Beechey, Opic, Lawrence, Morland, Chambers Wheatley, Stark
nt.—Apply to Messrs. Dowdeswkll, Iflo, New Bond Street.

EE-ENGAGEMENT "WANTED by a
I DRILL and GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Two and a half

j-earn' high tcstimouin.1 from a large public school (T>oy8 and girls).

—

Address, l58TRLicTyH, Acadfrny Office, 27, Chancery Lane,

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN In all rarts, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. Tlie list
Includes private asylums, 4c.; Hchoola also recommended.—Address
Mr. O. B. STOCfcKR, H. lAncaster Place, Strand, W.C. ,

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndiciite and Press Ageiicv. '* A Medium of

Commuhlcati"ii Wtwcen Author", Editors, and I'ublishcr*.

ttpoiiireti«-#, tind iirttntifit*- -MS-; Ii
"

•-Adanst thv St,t KKT«t(V, :i, \ ivl"i i;)-!rt

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
Al^TlIOKS.—Special attention given to the above. Estimates

fre«. Aocouuis rcrlBeJ by Chartered Accountant-—Address MA.faosh,
Jloxburgbe I'reits, S. Vlctoria-ttreet, Westminster.

Advises
• rviewB by api>ointment only,
tl. Westminster.

G
AOENCT FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
and BOOKSELLERS, of 57 anil 2» We«t 23nl Street, New

y ork, >nd !4, BEDFORP STREET, LONDON, W.C. .hnirelocall the

(teutlon o( the REAUINO PUBLIU to tba exoellent (ncilitioi

. reMoted by their Branch Ilouie in London for fllliuf^, on the most
' aroarable terms, orders for their own STANDARD rUBLICA
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS —

' CATALOOUES lent on application.

KOYAL SOCIETY of PAINTER-
ETCIIKRg.-The ANNEAL E.VHIBITIOK of the Society ia

•SOW OPKN «t Uie SOCIETY'S UALLKRY, No. 0*, PALL MALL
• A T, froiii 10 till .—A. tfTEWABT, Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN, that on WEDNESDAY, 24th of April next, the Senate

will proceed to ELECT EXAMINERS in the following departments for the year commencing

July 1st, 1895 :—
Examinerthiia. Salaries.

{Koch.)
Present Sxaminere, Kxaminerthips,

ARTS AND SCIENCE.
Two in UUin flSO (Prof. Arthur Palmer. M,A. LL.I)..

Two In Oretk .

I Prof. A. 8 WilldDii,Lltt.Ii.,LL D.,U.

A

, .„ r Robert Drear Iliclu, Evi., U.A
'-^ (Vacant.

Tar ) in neKiVliM Z.(m-

7

, ,„„, oollanot, E«g . M.A.

"I'Sh
"'

1 t ProtC. n. lle^^, M.A., Utt.D.

Two in The French Imt^-X ,»„ f Am«d6e Eschingon, Ew.
LiUraiun..) ''^

; Prof. Victor Spierfc M. A., B.k*L.gnaoe and

Tw >in The Gertnan Lon-l
O^t^ve and Literature .. I

Tail in The Htbrexc Te!t^^
otheOld Testament, the

\

Greek Ten of the .Veto

!

J tstatnetU.theEvidences V

0/ fA« Christian Iteti- I

?io», and l^rittture I

/tatory J

Two in ifenlal and Moral \
6Vi<ncft , J

Twu in PolUieai Bemwmv

W'> in Mathemattti
Aatural I'hitoaoith

f Karl Breul, K«il., PI1.D., M.A.
IVaoiUit.

„ J Rev. Prof. Stanley L««the«,D.D..M.A
^ I K«v. C. H. H.Wriglit, D.D.,Ph I).M. A

,„„ I Prof, William Knight, LI. D.™
I Prof. James Suliy, M.A., LL.U.

™ C Prof. n. S. VoxweU.M.A.
'" I J. N. Keynes. Esii..M.A, b3 1).

Tw. in JfofHenuiUct ami I ,^ f Rev. ll.W.Watson.Sc I).,M.A.,F.R.S

vh, ..) **• (Vacant.

Two in Jijrperiiiieatail „,„ fProf. J. II. l'oyiitiiil!.Sc.I).M.A,F.llS

PhOoaophii ; 2"> iProf J.J.Thonison,!Sc.D.,M.A.,F.R.S
!

LAWS
._ Jnri

Roman Law,

Sato Ties

{Bach.)
Presint Examiners.

.. ._ 'rineipUslf
ilatitm, and In-

1

Two in Jnrisprvdencs,^
Roman Law, Pt

'

of Leaislatiim,
temaiional law

Two in S^uUv and Real
\

owl Prrsimal Protterig
\

Two in CommoM Late and
)tMwand Principtes «/">

Jividence )

Two in Oonl<i/ufion<tl t

History of Bngland )

MEDICINE.

Two in Uedicine

U.A., LL.D,
IMP.

/w. A. Hunter, Esq,
^Vacant

„ ( Alf.HopldnKn,Ear|.,M.A,1i.C.L.O C
"'

) John Simmonds, E«i., LL D.. M.A.

( W. Blake Odgen, Esq.. M.A., LL.D.,
00 i Q.C.

(vacant.

„ ! Prof. T. F. Tool, M.A.^
I T. A. Walker, E«l., M.A, LL.SI.
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John Carafy, En., M.D.

I
tJoseph Frank Payne. Esii

IB.8c.
. M D.,

M.B.
TwolnS«n«ry =00 j

Henn- Morris E«,., M.A.,

I
Prof D. J. Cunningham, M.D., C.U-

Twoin Ana'omir lfioS„F.R.S. .,,,.. ^a
(R. clement Laca». Ewi., JI.R, Bg.
I Prof W. I). Ilallil.urlou, M.I)., II 8c.,

Two in rkyafolooy ISO 1 F.R.S. IC.U.
» -o m 1 iw.HHovr 1.

I j,^, wiUiam Stirling. M.D., b.8c

,

Twoin06.(<lrieifediei«, 103 | ?..^i,'t'."""'"'
^•''•' *' "'

Two in ifot^ria MvOca
f

awl J'hannaeevtical f lOo
Chemistry J

(W.l
jvacii

Hale White, Es(| , M.D.
ant.

Two ia Chemistrt aw
|

'ess- 1

(litre

Two in liolanuand
Mb)e Phifiu>mll

Two in t'oniparatit'e\

•inatmiy'nd Xoolvon. . I

Geology and

Prof. W. R. Dunstan, M A., F U.S.
Prof. Herbert McLenl, F.K H.

f Prof. J. R. Green, M.A,, Sc.D.
(Vacant.
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r Prof. E. Ray Lankester, M.A., LL.D., I

(vacant. (F.RS.

p „ f Prof. A. II. Green, M. A.,

h hytical Geogravhy ../ (Vacant.

Two in Forensic Medicine

Two ia State ^fedicine ..

tvola MenlalPhysiototy

UD8IC.
Two in Jfustc

A. P. LulV. Ew).. Ml)., B.8
I'rof, J. Dixou Miu

-,, /ViM-alit.^ I VaiMt.
... (Vacant.

(Vacant,

»., i>.o

, M.D

„ rC. Hubert Parry,E»<l.,Mu«.Doc.,M.A^ t Vacant.

The Examiners above named are re-eligible, and intend to offer themselves for re-electiou.

Candidates must send in their names to the Registrar, with any attestation of their qualific^tiona

they may think desirable, on or before TUESDAY, Mahch 26tii. (It u particidarly desired by the

Senate that no personal application of any kind be made to its individual Members.)

By order of the Senate,

ARTHDU MILMAN, M.A., Registrar.

University of London, Burlington Gardens, W.,
March 5th, 1895.

LlVEJtPOOL.

Jlj/ Order of the Iteo. J. FASXIiOHTff A\DEBSOy.
VnasunUii line and important COLLECTION of BARE and
VALUABLE PROOF ETOBISGS, embracing mang that

tire now entirely out of print, and including a number of the

noblest examp'is of this iveU-patrtihiaed and revived art, which

in nolo carried to so high a standard of excellence; high-cUtss

Oil Paintings and Water-colour Drawings, including examples

of B. ir. Leader, A.H.A., IC. L. Wylie, A.It.A., Birket

jfoster, T. B. Bardy,J. W. Dake.-; A.Il A., U. Moore, A.B.A.,
and others of note.

BY MESSRS. BRANCH & LEETE,
On WEDNESDAY, the 20th, and THURSDAY, the 2l8t instant, at

1 o'clock each dav, in the HANOVER ROOMS. HANOVER
STREET, LIVERl'OOL,

THE Magnificent COLLECTION of
Choice PROOF ETCHINGS ami MEZZOTINTS, in the finest

states, on Japanese, vellum and Whatman papers, and a few ex-

ceptionally fine PHOTOGRAVURES, coUeeted witli great assiduity

by the Rev. J. Famworth Anderson, who has recently removed to

Northumlierland. Catalogues will be ready in due course, and may be
had on application to Messrs. Branch & Lk>:te, Liverpoil.

NIVERSITY of WALES.u
Tlin University Court will shortly appoint MATRICULATION

EXAJIINERS.aa follows :-
TWO in ENGLISH LANGUAGE and Ihe HISTORY of ENGLAND

and WALES.
TWO in LATIN.
TWO in MATHEMATICS.
ONE in pach of the followiiiB:-GREEK. WELSH, FRENCH,

GERMAN. DYNAMICS. CHE.MISTRY, BOTANY.
Particulars will be furnished by the K),oibraAK of the University,

care of Messrs, Faithfnll 6t Owen, 11, Victoria Street, London, S.W.. to

whom appliaationa muat bo sent on or before March l-ind.

u PPINGHAM SCHOOL,
_ An EX \MINATION will take place at Uppingham on the 8rd,

4th, and Mil of April, 18y3. for SIX OPEN SCHOLARSHIPS, two of

£70 per annum, two of £W) per annum, two of jEao ner annum, each
tenaljle at the School- Candidatos entertained free of charge U appli-
cation be made by IBth March. 1898.

£''LTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
J THE KOYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.
TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (jS40 toiSO)on

APRIL 8th, 9th, and lOtb.—Apply to the Ukai) Mastek.

piVIL SERVICE COMMISSION.-
\J FORTHCOMING EXAMINATION.-ABSISTANT LIBRA-
RIAN au.l CLERK in the MUSEUM of PRACrTICAL GEOLOliV,
Jermyn Street l-'.'-35i. 31st MARCH,
The date specified ia tlic latest at which appllcatioua can bereooired.

They must lie made oD f<priii», to be oht^iincd, witii particular,, from
the SrcBKTABV, Civil Service Commission, Ixnidoii, S.W,

S^EDBERGH SCHOOL REGISTER—
I should Im very grateful for NAMES of OLD SED-

IlEROHIANS before ISJ'. or for U'tten Relating to the Sebool.—
B. Wilson, Hcdbergh, YorknUire.

CATALOGUES
ITOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
m- promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

DULAU ft CO.. S7, Souo Sqoabk.

FOREIGN BOOKSJ T FOREIGN PRICES..

WILLI AMS~& N ORG ATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOGUES post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
.FOBEIGN BOOKSEIiLER,

46, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite tho British Museum),

Sapplies all Fobeign Books and Periodicals at the most j

moderate prices.

Catalogues on application.

BOOKS—PORTRAITS —CATALOGUE 1

of Better-Class SECONDHAND BOOKS and EN3RAVED
BRITISH PORTRAITS free to Collectors.

Specialities: Americaim- Autiquarian — .lustraliaua — Dramatic-
Early Printed— First Editions of Ancient and Mixlcru W nteis, Crulk-

ahaiik. Leech, lti>wlund»>n, Bewick, tc—Best Library Editions an*
Handsomely-Bound Books. , , ,„
Maous Baoa., Booksellers, l.v.), niurch Street, Paddington, London, w.

JUST PUBLISHED.

pATALOGUE, No. 258, ROMAN LAN- f
V^* (iUAGE and LlTKRATlItE (General, French, Italian, -

Spanish, and Portuguese), 1,117 Ncs,

Catalogues publi-thed in 18W.

No. 2*! BIBLI03RAPHV.4C. 11,627 Noa).

„ -iSi. POLITICAL ECONOMY (IWi Nos I.

„ 249. EPISTOLARIES.-C0RRBSP0NDENCES (370 No«,).

„ 250. MILITARY HISTORY and MILITARY SCIENCES(3,S-
No«.l.

„ 252. AFRICA (8«p Nos).

„ 253. FOLK-LORE of tho DUTCH and BELGIANS n,«2 Non.).

„ SU DUTCH LANGUAGE and LITERATURE (3,21K No«.l.

!„ 255. SPANL^U and POIITUGUESK BOOKS «7!FNo«.).

Will l>e sent on application.

Uahtisi's Nijuofp. The Hague IHollandl.

ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS.
WINTER EXIIiniTION.

L.IST WEEK,
•the BXUIBITIO:; "ill CL08S »U SATUKDAV NEXT, ilaa
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BLISS, SANDS & FOSTER. i

NEW BOOKS.
A DEAL WITH THE DEVIL. By Eden Phillpotts. Crown

8vo, price ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2S. 6d.

ON TURNHAM GREEN. Being the Adventures of a Gentleman
of the Road. By Chable.s T. C. Jame^. Crown 8vo, price ... ... ... 6S.

M'CLELLAN OF M'CLELLAN. By Helen P. Redden.
Crown 8vo, price ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6S.

THE COUNTRY MONTH BY MONTH. Now complete in
Twelve Monthly Volumes, bound in paper or cloth, Is. or 2s. each ; or in Four Quarterly

Volumes of the Sea.son.s (Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter), each ..." ... OS.

MUSA JOGOSA. Being choice pieces of Comic Poetry. Selected
and arranged by G. H. Powell from The Ingoldsby Legesds; The Rejected Addkesses;
Thackeray; Calvbbly; Bret Haktb; OLivjiB Wendell Holmes; Lewis Cakkoll; _ ,

Hans Bbeitmann
; W. S. Gilbert, and others. Fscap. 8vo ... ... •• 2S. Du..

ANNO f/JV CE3IENTS.
BOG-MYRTLE AND PEAT. Tales chiefly of Galloway.

Gathered from the Years 1889 to 1895. By S. R. Ckockett. Large crown 8vo, cloth ... uS.
*** The above work, announced for publication on the 1st of this month, has been unavoidably/

delayed, and will now, in all probability, appear on the 30th,

SURREY: Highways, Byeways, and Waterways. By C. R. B
Barrett. Illustrated by the Author with about 150 Pen and Ink, and 4 Copperplate,
Etchings. Printed on the finest art surface paper, crown 4to, cloth extra, price 16s. -j-

net to Hubscribers, to be raised, on publication, to ... ... ... ... 2iSi
« The above work will be readi/ shortly before Easter.

PUBLIC MEN OF TO-DAY : an International Series. Edited
by S. H. Jeyes. With Portraits and Maps where ncces.sary. Crown 8vo, each ... 3S. DU.

The following are arranged for, and in course of preparation.

LI HUNG CHANG. By Prof. Robt. K. Douglas.

The Right Hon. CECIL RHODES. By Edward Dicey, C.B.

THE AMEER, ABDUR RAHMAN. By Stephen Wheelv.r.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR, WILLIAM II. By Charles Lowe.

SENOR CASTELAR. By David Hannay.

LORD CROMER. By H. D. Traill.

SIGNOR CRISPI. By W. J. Stillman.

M. STAMBULOFF. By A. Hulme Beamaij.

POPE LEO XIII. By Justin McCarthy.

f OTHER VOLUMES WILL SMORTLT BE ANNO UNCED,)
" The object of this Series is to furnish English readers all over the world with a biographical account and critical apprcciatioa

of the leading; public men of the time, the makers of contBmporary history. In the choice of subjects care has been taken to select

Monarchs or Ministers whose careers have been interesting, and who have played a prominent part in stirring and important scenes.

It is, however, the aim of tl/o writers, not merely to present a number of personal portraits of important Statesmen, but also to trace and
explain the political and social development of the nations to which they belong. It is believed, therefore, that a perusal of these volumes,
written by distinguished and well-qualified observers, will result in a better understanding than most persons possess of the daily
news labled from all parts of the Old and the New World, and will invest with a more lively significance the foreign telegrams
published in the British, Colonial, and American Press. The Series will also be found to have a certain educational value for the more
intelligent students in Schools and Colleges. It is too much the custom to fill young minds with the minute details of past epochs, and
to cut modern history short just at the point where it might be rendered most attractive and specially useful."

—

The Editok.
.

^

'

-f

London: BLISS, S AND S & F GST E R.
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PRDDENTIAl ASSURANCE

COMPANY, Limited

Chief Office-HOLBORN BARS. LONDON.

Summary of the Report Presented at

the Forty-sixth Annual Meeting,

held on 7th March, 1895.

ORDINARY BRANCH.
The nuinbei- of Polices issued during the

year M-as 61,744, assuring the sum of

£6,282,120, and producing a New Annual

Premium Income of £339,957.

The Premiums received during the year

were £2,077i956, being an increase of

£223,586 over the year 1893.

The Claims of the year amounted to

£518,131.

The number of Deaths was 3,584, and

198 Endowment Assurances matured.

The number of Policies iu force at the end

,

of the year was 375,545.

INDUSTRIAL BRANCH.
The Premiians received during the year

^\-ere £4,244,224, being an increase of

£272,360.

The Claims of the year amounted to

£1,548,377. The number of Deaths was

168,689, and 1,304 Endowment Assurances

matured.

The number of Free Policies granted

diu'ing the year to those Policyholders of five

years' standing, who desired to discontinue

their payments, was 66,478, the number in

force being 398,078. The number of Free

Policies which became Claims during the

year was 6,672.

The total number of Policies iu force at

the end of the year was 11,176,661 : their

average duration is nearly seven and a half

years.

The Assets of the Company, in both

branches, as shown in the Balance Sheet,

ore £21,213,805, being an increase of

£2,674,940 over those of 1893. A tup

plement showing in detail the various

investments is published with this report.

TTie Balance Sheet has been submitted to

Meisrs. Deloittc, Devcr, Griffiths, 4<; Co.,

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS of R. L. STEVENSON.
Beady thia Day, with a Fronti>piece, crown 8to, 28. Gd.

IN STEVENSON'S SAMOA.
By MABIE FBASEB.

LoNUOK : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, 'Watirloo Plaoi.

Ready this day, demy 8vo, cloth, lOj. 6d.

A ROUND TRIP IN NORTH AMERICA
By LADY THEODORA GUEST.

With lUustrations from tto Author's Sketches.

LoKDON : EDWARD STANFORD, 26 aki>- 27, Cockspue Stmbt, B.W.
Gtographer to Her Stajetty the Queen.

READY THIS DAY.
At all Booksellers.

THE WINDSOR MAGAZINE
For M.\RCn, PRICE SI.XPENCE.

Tin most SUDDEN and

STRIKING SUCUES.S IX
MAGAZINE LITF.8ATURB.

whose certificate is appended to the accounts.

THOS. C. DEWEY, ) ,,

WILLIAM HUGHES, j
^'""'^"•*-

W. J. LANCASTER. Secrcfari/.

!the full report can be obtained on applica-

tion to the Htcretari/.

THE WINDSOR MAGAZINE,
No. 8, Jl ST READY.

Contains—
NEW COMPLETE .'iTORY by BARRV PAIN,

The funniest he hai ever written.

THE SECRET.S OF THE ORIENT;
Or, HOW THE WORLD'S GRANDEST
SHOW WAS MADE.

CHRONICLES OF MARTIN HEWITT.
By ARTHl R MORRISON.

No. 3.—THE HOLFOUD WILL CASE.

ITALIAN COLONV in SAFFRO.S HILL.

DICKENS' FAGIN LAND at the present time.

THE DUCHESS OF BEDFORD'S PETS,

Illustrated by Louis Wain.

IS GOLF AN OLD MANS GAME?
With Sketches of all famous golfers.

THE GREY LADY,
By HENRV SETON MERRIMAN,

Brilliant Author of " With Edged Tools.

'

HOW WOMEN CAN MAKE PROVISION FOR OLD AGE.

A BID FOE FORTUNE, by Guy Boothby.

Final Particulars of Marriage Insurance .Scheme.

A DELIGHTFU L LY RIC. By Norman Gale.

NEW THOUOHT.S of NEW AUTHORS.
LOVE'S PRESAGE. By Cecil KendeU.

A DISCOURSE on SERVANTS' CAPS.

A Magnillcent Frontispiece, liy K. Jaclc.

"A MAN ALL EYES AND STERN RESOLVE."

THE WINDSOR MAGAZINE
F'or MARCH, Just ready, ut all llooksellcrs' and News-

agents', and Railway Bookstalls, price 6d., and

WARD. LOCK, and BOWDEN (Limited;, Salisbury-square,
E.C.

M^DIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
-pOOKSELLEBS,

"DOOK EXPORTERS,

r>OOK BINDEBS,

AND

T IBRARIANS.

6d.

PNGLTSH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS,

TlHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

BSTABLISHED ISU.BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Batldings, Chpncery Lane. LoDdon.

TWOAND-AHALrperOENT. INTEREST allowed ou DEPOSITS
reDtiTable on deinliDd.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum
m onthlT balance!, when not drawn below £100.

BT0CK8, 811ARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINCIS SEFABTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank recetves small flumeon

deposit. and allows Interest monthly on each completed jEI

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOR TWO OUINKAS PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIBTY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP LAND

roR rivK siiii.LiKos prr woktu.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particularp. post free
FKANCia KAVKN8CROFT. Manager.

THROAT AND COUGH
Soreness an'l dryness, tickling and in-itation, inducing

congh and afl'eciiiig the voice. For tlicuo Kvinptoms use

EFPS'S GLYOEBINE JUJUBES.
In contact witii the glands at the moment they are excited

liy the act of sucking, the glycerine in these iigroeable con-
fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in lx).\c8, TJd., and tins. Is. lid.. Liibclled :

JAIIES BFPS ft CO., Ltd., Uomaopathic L'humistis, LoxsOK.

TITUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

9^1 BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

B Ŷ DR. CAMPBELL BLACK,
rufcssor of I'liysiolony in Amlerson's College MctUcal Solio .1

.

THE URINE in HEALTH and DISEASE and
URIXARV ANALYSIS. Trice 78. (kl. Trofuselj- illustrutcl.

London Bailliire, Tindall & t'ox.

Tlie FUNCTIONAL DISEASES of the URINARY
and REl'ROUUCTIVE ORIiAXS (iu both Sexes). I'ricc 5s.

LECIURES on BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
is. (kl.

London : J. & A. Churohlll, New Burlinglon-street.

I'lice

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHING

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Ac.-KINO. SET,!, A RAILTON, Limited, high-class I'rriteil

and Publishers, 12. (J luji. Squftre. 4, Belt LVurt. Fleet Street. E.C,
\iA\v !i[U'ciaity-)>uilt Koiary ;ii«l oilier fast Macliiucs fur priuttug
and tiiuiliug itlustnttvd or otliei- Publicitiong,

Advice and assistAuce Riven to aoyoae wi^luDg to commeuce New
Journals.

Facilities uiion the promiws for Editorial Offices, free. AdrertiliiiE

and Publishing Ocpartmenls conducted.

TeleDhonu S759. Telegraph, ** Afrlcaulitm, liondon."

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, CHAPS, AND

CHILBLAINS.

An(iiic»ciuu.s sanitary, haimlets cream, !. IJd
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MACMILLAN & CO/S
NEW BOOKS.

A MEMOIR of GEORGE HIGIN-
BOTHAM, an Australian Politician, and fhiet Justice

of Victoria. By EDWARD K. MORRIS. Extra
crown 8vo, 98.

LIFE of ADAM SMITH. By
JOHN' RAK. 8vo, 12s. 6d. net.

DA IL Y NgWS.—" All admirers of Adam Smith will feel

grateful to Mr. Rae for this worthy record of a great literary

life, and particularly for hia manuscripts of the collection

nf Home correspondence preserved in the library of the

Royal Society of EJinbnrKh, which has supplied many in-

teresting particulars."

FROM aNEW ENGLAND HILL-
SIDK. Notes from L'nderlcdge.

POTTS. Pot 8vo, 3s.

By WILLIAM

A HANDBOOK on WELSH
('HUR(;U DEFENCE. By the BISHOP of ST. ASAPH.
Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo, sewed, 6d.

CUnitCH BELLS.—" This valuable little work."

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD NOVELS.
Crown 8vo, 38. 6il. each.

"CASTLE RACKRENT" and
"THE AliSPiN'TEE." By MAHIA EDGEWORTU.
lllustratc'l by Mifs Chris. Hammond. With an Intro-

duction by ANXE THACKERAY RirCHIE.

PALL JIALL nrO'JET.—"Mrii. Ritchie writes of the

Sdgeworth family, the relicts of the acLlhoreas, and Sir

Walter's visit to her at Edgcworthstomi in a gracioag, con-

Tersational manner, and her intnjductiou is mobt appos'te

ftnd pteaBant."
LIBERAL.—" We warmly commend this edition to our

readers as l»eiiig the best one yet issued at a popular price."

JAPHET in SEARCH of a
FATHER. Bv Captain MARRYAT. IlluslrHted by
Henry M. Ilrock. With an Inlroductiuu by DAVID
HAN NAY.

ATIlESAEb'M.—"T\ia illualrations by Mr. Brock are
dever and appropriate Mr. Hannay's introduction is

sensible and interesting."

KING ARTHUR. A Drama in
a Prologue and Four Acts. By J. COMYN'S CARU.
8vo, paper, Is. net ; cloth, 28, net.

OLOBE.—" Its literary merit, especially in the pi-olojrue,

ia hif^b. The blank verse is handled throughout with a nice

ear for melo<Iy and variety."

A COURSE of ELEMENTARY
PRACTICAL B.^CTERIOLOGY, including Baeteriolo-

gioal Analysis and Chemistry. By A. A. KANTHACK,
M.D.,M.R.C.P.,and J. H. DRYSDALE,M.B., M.R.C.P.
L'rown Mvo, Is. iM.

THE CHRONICLES of FROIS-
8ART. Translated by JOHN BOURCHIER, Lord
Bemers. Edited and reduced into one volume by
G. C. ilACAULAY, formerly Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d,

[The Globs Library.
DAILY NEWS.—"The book is a marvel of cheapness

aid erudition, and is in every essential respect superior to
the earlier and co«tly edition."

SCHILLER'S DER NEFFE ALS
DNKKL. "Th-; Nephew his 4nvn I7nclc." A I'ljuictly

adapletl fur Lho Weimar Staec from the French of
Picard- With lotrcductlon. Notes, and Exercises by
LOUIS DYER, M.A. Pot %vo, 28.

[FoBEiGH School CLAssica.

I'RIUARY SERIES.—Xcw Vohm.s.

LE SERF. ParEmileSouvestie.
Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary, by H. B. BER-
THON, B.A. ?'cap. 8to, Is. 6<1.

LE CHEVRIER de LORRAINE.
Par EMILK SOUVESTRE. Edited, with Notes and
VocabnlaiTr, by H. E. BERTHON, B.A. Fcap. 8vo,
1«. 6d.

TirE CITr/EN AND THE STATE.

Part I, REPRESENTATIVE
OOVKRN.MRNT. By E. J. MATHEW, B.A , LL.B.
Globe 8vo, Is. «d.

Part II., The EMPIRE ; INDUS-
TRIAL and SOCIAL LIFE. By J. aT. LOE
8TRACHBY. Globe 8vo, Is. 6d.

MACMILLAN & CO., LOSDON.

MR. MURRAY'S LIST.
With many Illustrationp, 8vo, 21s.

THE EVIL EYE.
An Account of this Ancient and Widespread Superstition.

By FREDERICK THOMAS ELWORTHY.

With Map and Portraits, 870, IG.'.

THE LIFE OF SIR WILLIAM PETTY,
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LITERATURE.
The Foundations of Belief. By the Eight
Hon. Arthur James Balfour. (Longmans.)

In some respects this volume deserves all

the praise and popularity secured to it in

advance by the high public position of its

author. I shall not be suspected of any
inclination to overrate the merits of Mr.
Arthur Balfour, my convictions, or, as he
perhaps would call them, my prejudices,

being almost wholly on the side of that

philosophy which he attacks with the most
passionate hostility. But justice compels me
to say that I know not which most to

admire : the dazzling wit of some passages,

or the lofty and moving eloquence of others
;

the immense range and grasp of the thought,

or the refiuement and tenacity of the dia-

lectic ; the concision, or the clearness of the

exposition ; the sincerity that takes so little

pains to mask the weak points of his own
position, or the honesty that calls for so

little correction in his statement of an
opponent's case.

Nevertheless, if Mr. Balfour writes, as

we must suppose him to write, not that he
may shine, but that he may persuade, I

must give it as my opinion that his book
will fail of its object : that it will win back
no deserters and secure no waverers for

the Bupernaturalist creed. Without philo-

sophical training the arguments cannot be
appreciated ; with it they can easily be
destroyed. It will no doubt make a great

impression on the vulgar that so clever and
well-informed a man as Mr. Balfour—our
future Prime Minister too—should be an
orthodox believer. But the cogency of this

consideration will be at once neutralised by
the equally pertinent reflection that after

all the young chief of the Conservative
party could hardly present himself in any
other light. As for those whose creeds are
determined by another sort of evidence, I

can only indicate in briefest outline what
are the reasons that should prevent them
from building on the foundations that are
here laid down.

Ifr. Balfour presents and develops his

own views chiefly in comparison and con-

trast with the philosophical system which
is best known under the various names of

Positivism, Agnosticism, and Empiricism,
but which he, rightly as I think, prefers to

call Naturalism, and, rightly also, describes

as holding the doctrine that " we may know
' phenomena ' and the laws by which they
are connected, but nothing more " (p. 7).

Between the teaching—or, more correctly,

what he thinks ought to be the teach-

ing—of this system and what he calls
" the current teaching," the author draws a

telling contrast, exhibited in a series of

antithetical propositions dealing with the

first principles of metaphysics, ethics,

and aesthetics (pp. 83-5). Though very
condensed, it is unfortunately too long for

extraction. Briefly, the doctrine of God,
Freedom, and Immortality is represented

as hopeful and ennobling, the doctrine of

mechanical necessity as dismal and degrad-
ing. Now, such a presentment of the issue

may or may not be justified ; and our belief

in a series of controverted propositions may
or may not depend on their agreeability to

our taste. These are questions for further

consideration. But first, and before all

things, I must deny Mr. Balfour's right to

speak of his own Theistic creed as "the
current teaching." According to his view,
" the universe is the creation of Beason,
and all things work together towards a

reasonable end." According to the popular

theology, it was created by no abstract

faculty, but by an arbitrary despot for his

own glorification, at the cost of immeasur-
able and eternal suffering. " Creative

reason is interfused with infinite love."

"Every human soul is of infinite value."

Infinite love would not suffer that on
which it set an infinite value to be lost

for ever. Yet quite recently the dis-

cussion raised by Prof, Mivart proved
beyond all doubt that for half Christen-

dom the eternal torment of some souls is a
binding dogma ; while among the other

half there are probably few who venture
to reject it. Mr. Balfour does not favour
us with his own opinion on the subject.

But, seeing that he attaches gfreat import-
ance to the belief in future punishment as
serving to complete that harmony between
the interests of the individual and those
of the community, " partially provided in

this life by the prison and the scaffold
"

(pp. 340-1) ; and, seeing also that purgatory
never seems to have had a deterrent effect

on criminals—or, indeed, any effect at all,

except to swell the revenues of the priest-

hood—I should not be surprised to hear
that in this respect he was on the side of

the devils. Indeed, so acute a thinker can
hardly fail to perceive that the business of

life could not be carried on without the

fear of death, and that this can only be
secured either by the certainty of annihila-

tion or by the chance of endless suffering

for ourselves or for those we love. Quite

apart from moral sanctions, the attraction

of au eternal heaven needs to be balanced
by the repulsion of an eternal hell ; and
that is a perfectly safe instinct, which leads

believers in immortality to dread Univer-

salism as a step towards its negation.

Mr. Balfour's reference to the scaffold

suggests another important consideration.

"Without expressing any opinion as to the

justice or expediency of capital punishment,
I must observe that it could not possibly

continue in any community where a living

belief in the infioite value of the human
soul was combined with a living belief in

the possibility of its everlasting perdition

the moment after death. A criminal may
repent and be saved in three weeks ; but,

assuredly, the chances of conversion would
be increased by allowing him as much time

as the rest of his natural life could afford.

Yet many a Christian state deprives him of

this opportunity fo r the sake of the veiy
finite value attaching to the bodily safety of

its other subjects.

The extreme levity with which persons who
accept " the current teaching " send human
souls into the next world is surpassed by
the levity with which they call into existence

other souls who, as a writer in the Cornhill

Magazine once observed, " will in all prob-
ability be eternally damned." Both facts

go to prove that people's conduct is much
less influenced by their opinions on subjects

transcending experience than Mr. Balfour
and his school imagine.

If the popular beliefs about God and
Immortality show themselves to be so self-

contradictory and futile, what shall we say
about the popular belief in Free-will, on
which Mr. Balfour and others set such
store ? Logically, freedom in the psycho-
logical sense can only mean that among the
possibilities of action presented to conscious-

ness we are as likely in all instances to

choose one as the other. Such a state of
things would reduce human life to chaos

;

and, in fact, nobody believes in it, least

of all statesmen who pass Coercion Bills

through Parliament with undoubting con-

fidence in their efficacy for the prevention
of crime. Practically we are all Deter-
minists. Most of us are so in a very
exaggerated and one-sided manner, attri-

buting much greater force than they really

possess to particular classes of motives.

Mr. Balfour, indeed, holds the exact con-

trary, insisting that in " moments of balance
and deliberation" the "small sect of

philosophers" who disbelieve in what he
calls freedom "fall into the vulgar error

as if they were savages or idealists " (p. 21).

Passing over this calm appropriation of
the name Idealists to his own school of

philosophy, I must observe that, speaking
for myself, to choose between two alterna-

tives of action is an operation closely

resembling the intellectual operation of de-

ciding between two alternative explanations
of a difficult sentence, and seems as much
or as little a matter of constraint. I may
here call attention to a fact, quite un-
accountable on the arbitrarist theory, but
easily explicable on the determinist theory.

It is always when the motives for and
against a given line of conduct are most
evenly balanced that we find it hardest to

come to a decision, and that we most readily

call in the help of another person's judg-
ment ; whereas, it is just then that the
exercise of a truly free will ought to be
easiest, as an astatic needle is most readily

turned by the electric current. With refer-

ence to the alleged consciousness of freedom
there is also a point to which, so far as I

know, attention has not hitherto been called.

Ever since Aristotle it has been generally

admitted that freedom, if it ever existed,

can be lost through habit : a man becomes,

we say, the slave of his vices. Neverthe-

less, if I have any reader so unfortunate as

to have contracted a bad habit of any kind,

I think he will bear me out in saying that,

as regards the particular actions which
constitute it, his sense of freedom remains

unimpaired. But if an illusion is possible

in this case, it is possible in all cases. Or
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if for illusion we should read misinterpreta-

tion of consciousness, the same correction

may be made elsewhere.

But why, after all, should Determinism
be reckoned among the essential principles

of a philosophy that refuses to go beyond
phenomena? Epicurus believed in free-

will ; so also dues M. Eenouvier. Mr.
Balfour himself maintains that the appear-
ance of the external world is such as at

first to suggest capricious freedom rather
than absolute uniformity. Indeed, he holds
that even now the uniformity of nature can
only be proved a prior i. He even goes the
length of claiming the savage as a virtual

believer in human freedom, on the strength

of his attributing physical events to the
agency of animated beings. When so

accurate a reasoner draws such an inference
as this, his case must be desperate indeed.
When so good a historian goes on to assume
(p. 22) that the idea of constraining law
originated with the study of the material
world, and was only long afterwards ex-

tended to the subjective microcosm, one
can only explain such a misconception as
resulting from the perverting influence of

theological interests. That which Mr. Balfour
says would have happened, had primitive
men felt their wills to be determined, is what
actually did happen. In spite of himself,
his extraordinary sagacity has led him right.

The hypothetical absurdity is a sober fact.

The experience of human relations was
actually

" the starting-point and suggestion of a theory
of causation which as experience ripened and
knowledge grew . . . gradually extended itself

to the universe at large. Man . . . had nothing
more to do than to apply to the chaotic com-
plex of the macrocosm the principles of rigid
and unchanging law by which he had discovered
the microcosm to be governed" (p. 23).

This, however, is by the way. What I
wish to point out is that controversialists

have no right to excite a prejudice in the
minds of the vulgar against either Natural-
ism or Determinism from the circumstance
of their being so frecj^uently associated.

Mr. Balfour is probably right in thinking
that Free-will, as he understands it, has no
place in the system of the late Prof. Green.
But in that case he loses his other supporter.
The "idealist" as well as the "savage"
leaves him in the lurch.

From no change of opinion are such
disastrous consecj^uences anticipated as from
the substitution of Naturalistic for Theistic
ethics. The latter, wo are told, alHrm
*' an immutable and eternal moral law

"

(p. 81). It may do so in words, but in
practice it affords no more guidance than
Naturalism. Our two great religious authori-
ties, the Popeand Mr. Gladstone, cannotagree
on such a simple question as the justifi-

ability of boycotting and the Plan of Cam-
paign

;
and while many Protestants disagree

with Mr. Gladstone, many Catholics dis-

agree with the Pope. "Thou shalt do no
murder" has a fine ring of immutability
about it, but it really only means (for " the
current teaching") that killing people is

wrong— when it is wrong ; for Theistic
opinion differs about the justifiability of

tyrannicide, and also as to how far down ia

the social scale tyrants may be found. The

prohibition to bear false witness against

thy neighbour leaves the Theistic conscience

free to bear false witness for him, and
especially for his wife. And the source of

this eternal morality is conceived after an
equally uncertain and mutable standard.

The greatest Christian apologist of the

seventeenth century asks with reason :

" Qu'y a-t'il de plus oontraire aux regies de
nostre miserable justice quo de daniner eter-

nellement un enfant incapable do volonti' pour
un pechii on il paroiat avoir eu si peu de part
qu'il est commis six millo ans avant qu'il fast

en estre ?
"

I cannot suspect Mr. Balfour of sharing the
horrible creed of Blaise Pascal, simply because
our " miserable j ustice " has so thoroughly
conformed divine justice to its own image
that such a creed has become impossible

for any educated man. A similar remark
applies to the doctrine of the Atonement,
which in the pages alike of Mr. Gladstone
and of Mr. Balfour appears under a form
much less opposed to " our miserable
justice" than that under which it was
presented by " the current teachiog" thirty

years ago.

Morality implies the existence of certain

conditions, such as human lite, property,

and marriage, which in themselves are

neither eternal nor immutable. No more
can be meant by those predicates than that,

given the same or similar circumstances, the

same or similar rules should be applied.

But Naturalism would admit this equally

with " the current teaching." By in-

terpreting them as means for the attain-

ment of happiness, or of the conditions of

happiness, foremost among which stands
life itself, the new philosophy has even
given ethics a greater stability together

with a fresher meaning. Mr. Balfour
assumes that "from a purely scientific

point of view the sentiment of what is

noble and intrinsically worthy, the senti-

ment of what is ignoble and intrinsically

worthless, stand on an equality " (p. 84).

Possibly, but did the Naturalists ever

pretend that man was a purely scientific

being, or desire to make him such ? On
the practical side we contend that happiness
is the most desirable of all ends ; on the

speculative side we contend that the drift

of things is towards its increase. We call

those sentiments that make for the happi-

ness of others noble, those that make for

their misery ignoble. Assuredly our pre-

ferences are limited by natural selection,

but they were not created by it any more
than they were created by the laws of

geometry. They are phenomena of con-

sciousness, and as such inexplicable either

by us or by you.

But, we are told. Naturalism furnishes

no guarantee for disinterested virtue. We
answer, first, by another question Does
your system or any other system supply it ?

Mr. Balfour refers to future reward and
punishments. These are motives that have
been tried and found wanting. When
people believed in them their principal effect

was to enrich the priesthood. Reverence
for God, as the aiithor of the moral law, is

more vaguely indicated as an effectual

motive. Do we reverence Him for His
power or for His goodness? In the one

case we are thrown back on fear as the real

motive ; in the other case we are putting the

cart before the horse. lieverance for good-
ness is a fruit, not a root of morality.

Example is, of course, helpful ; but in this

instance it must be an example of genuine
self-sacriEce.

Theology protects herself, firat by treating

unbelief as a crime ; then by insisting that

it leads to crime ; finally, by predicting that

its general prevalence will lead to a vast

increase of crime. Pascal was in the first

stage ; the apologists of the last century in

the second ; Mr. Balfour and many others

are in the third. It is contemptuously
granted that " a good many excellent

people " may hold the Naturalistic creed

;

but it is denied that such "shining ex-

amples of virtue"—say as D.irwin and
Littre—would be possible wero that creed

universal. Such persons are only good
because they live in a society nurtured on
".the current teaching." " Their spiritual

life is parasitic." They resemble those

animals which can dispense with perfect

organs of prehension and assimilation be-

cause they live on the prepared juices of

other animals that possess them in a fully

developed form (pp. 82, 83). Thirty yeara

ago I heard precisely the same witty, though
unsavoury, comparison used to explain

the relation between the Protestant sects

and the Roman Catholic Church. They
were the parasites, it was the host.

It may be remarked that Froude took the

opposite view. He held that Catholicism

owed its whole vitality to its converts. So
the Naturalists might urge that theology

has merely captured human virtue and made
it draw a cartload of incredible dogma. But,

after all, "comparaisoH ii'ett pas raison." The
duties of life are not made easier for Agnostics

than for other people—rather the contrary,

indeed. All the advantages of social in-

stitutions, public opinion, example, and so

forth, exist for them only to the same ex-

tent to which they exist for Theisti, while

they have by hypothesis ono motive the

less to be good. Again, Mr. Balfour truly

speaks of a parasite-infested animal as the
" luckless host." Presumably his health

suffers by the uncompensated subtraction of

nutriment. Now, during the last three

centuries there has been a steady increase

in the number of Naturalists. Hss the

body politic suffered from their presence?

Is it not rather true that their untiring and,

in part, disinterested efforts have rid or

helped to rid it of various foul disease.",

such as witch-hunts, persecution, slavery,

the use of torture in criminal proceedings

(some readers may recall a significant pas-

sage in the Ring and the Biok), and the

atrocities of the penal code.

After the good comes the beautiful. Mr,
Balfour uses his great knowledge both of

music and of fashionable life to prove that

there is no fixed standard of taste, while by
a remarkable paradox it is always assumed
that through all the vicissitudes of admira-

tion some objects are beautiful and others

ugly in themselves. Granting all this—and

for the purposes of the present argument I

am not concerned to deny it— it would seem
to follow simply thit our aesthetic per-

ceptions are exclusively subjective, and that
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Naturalism can only be called on to analyse
them, and to account for the variability of

their excitation. Very good work has been
done in that direction by Prof. Bain in the
Emotions and the Will, by Taine in Vldval dans

I'Art, by Edmund Gurney in The Power of
Sound. It seems to result from these and
other inquiries that beauty means the power
to excite certain permanent and highly
pleasurable emotions intimately connected
with our more developed moral and in-

tellectual life. Mr. Balfour seems to think
this a degrading view, perhaps because it in-

volves the admission oif a certain illusion. But
his own theory involves as much. Accord-
ing to it, " we must believe that somewhere
and for some Being there shines an eternal
splendour of beauty, of which in Nature we
see, each of us from our own standpoint,
only passing gleams and stray reflections

"

(p. 65). Elsewhere this is modified into the
faith that "in the thrill of some deep
emotion we have for an instant caught a
far-off reflection of Divine beauty "

(p. 326).
This essentially incoherent mysticism, which
at one time makes God the aesthetic object,

and at another time the aesthetic subject,
but always makes our actual perceptions
an illusion, is at any rate no part of the
current teaching ; nor does one understand
how its maintenance can be necessary to

our continued creation or appreciation of
beauty. All that Mr. Balfour says of taste
in general applies equally to the sense of
humour, which from Homer to Mr. Jerome,
and from California to Japan, varies even
more violently than the fashions in music or
in dress. Now, although Kingsley credited
God with a gieat sense of humour, he would
probably have rejected as a grotesque im-
piety the idea of eternal laughteratan eternal
joke. For the rest, we are not told whether
the parasitic theory holds good here also

:

whether Lucretius and Horace, Mr. Swin-
burne and Mr. Morris, must be supposed to
have drawn their inspiration from the
religion of the Roman populace and of the
British Philistine.

"Then we shall lose our precious liberty!"
is the exclamation of the imprisoned debtor
in Goldsmith's story when he hears that
a French invasion is expected. Mr. Bal-
four feais that we shall lose our precious
reason if the Naturalistic invasion succeeds.
Curiously enough, another orthodox apolo-
gist, Mr. Kidd, values religion chiefly as
an agent for suppressing reason. What he
cares about is the danger to our most holy
competition should Christianity be aban-
doned. But there is really no ground for
alarm. The survival of the fittest cannot
endanger reason, nor reason the survival
of the fittest. '

' On the Naturalistic theory "

reason is what Mr. Balfour denies it to be,
" the final result of a great process, the
roof and crown of things " (p. 72). It
brings the consciousness of the individual
into harmony wi'h the consciousness of the
race, and the consciousnets of the race into
harmony with the whole of nature. Doubt-
less reason has but a small proportionate
share in the regulation of our animal life

;

doubtless aho voluntary actions performed
for self-protection tend to become automatic,
and so far unconscious. But this only sets
free the fund of conscious energy for other

adaptations, and of possible adaptations

there seems to be no end. At any rate,

the super-organic environment gives us an
unfailing guarantee. Without reason no
language, without language no society,

without society no humanity.
Naturalism assumes consciousness without

pretending to account for its origin. It

also assumes an object related to conscious-

ness and itself consisting of groups of

relations to which the processes of con-

sciousness are bound to conform themselves
under pain of extinction. Mr. Balfour
has no right to quarrel with these assump-
tions, for his own Theism posits as the
foundation of existence reason and love

—

that is to say, certain related things. He
attacks the philosophy which assumes
nothing just as vigorously as he attacks

Naturalism ; and rightly, for it is equally
hostile to his own creed. I need not follow

him in his sceptical criticism of the Natural-
istic theories of external perception, for it is

irrelevant to the fundamental issue. "The
ordered system of phenomena asks for a
cause " (p. 302). This is assuming all that

Naturalism assumes, and something more.
But, he continues, "our knowledge of that

system is inexplicable, unless we assume
for it a rational author." Such an assump-
tion only throws back the difficulty one
step. How does the Author know His
world ? It also imports fresh difficulties in

the shape of a consciousness without a
nervous system, and movement without
antecedent mechanical energy.

Mr. Balfour's disquisitions on the rela-

tions between authority and reason have
been much admired ; but I can find nothing
in them beyond what Mr. Lecky and others
have already said in a clearer, if less

epigrammatic, style. If any philosophers
pretend that reason is all on the side of

Naturalism and authority all on the side of

Theism, they are justly to be condemned.
But, so far as I am acquainted with the
writings of the representative Naturalists,

they have no wish to apply the closure to

discussions on the foundations of belief,

however wearied they may be by the
warmed-up fallacies of conservative theo-

logians.

On one point only does Mr. Balfour do
injustice to the persuasiveness of his own
argument. He does not hope to find many
readers among the Eoman Catholics. Surely
this is an excess of modesty. I can con-

fidently recommend his book to those
believers as bringing water to their mUl.

Alfred W. Benn.

Josiah Wedgwood.
(John Murray.)

By Samuel Smiles.

TuE late Charles Pearson, in his National
Life and Character, quotes as one of the
last instances of the decadence of English
energy " the imperfect welcome accorded to

mechanical invention." The end of the
eighteenth century and the beginning of the
nineteenth gave us Arkwright and Har-
greaves. Watt and Bramall, Brinsley and
Stephenson, Wedgwood, Maudsley and Davy.
What names can we of the later half of the
nineteenth century furnish that can compare
with these ? The falling off in inventive fer-

tility is clear enough, but the reasons are

not so clear. Mr. Pearson seems to think

that it was due to the instinctive feeling in

England that "if an invention were really

valuable it would have been hit upon
before." Possibly this may have some-
thing to do with the growing sterility of

the English inventor, but the causes appear
to lie deeper. As John Stuart Mill has
told us, the business of life is better per-

formed when those who have an immediate
interest in it are left to take their own
course, uncontrolled either by the mandate
of the law or of any public functionary.

In other words, nothing is more productive

of originality than unlimited competition,

nothing more destructive than Socialism.

This necessarily must be so, as Socialists

aim at a millennium which will exclude

ambition and want, the mothers of inven.

tion. These reflections occur to us on read-

ing the life of one who " converted a rude
and inconsiderable manufacture into an
elegant art and an important branch of

national commerce."
In 1743, when CharlesWesley visitedSouth

Staffordshire, he barely escaped with his life

;

in 1760 John Wesley received an equally
rough reception at Burslem. The Midland
counties were then even more uncivilised

than Cornwall, and "still in the dark ages."

Burslem was " a poor struggling little vil-

lage of thatched houses." Hanley, Shilton,

Lane, and Stoke were yet more backward.
The condition of the roads was terrible.

They were merely trackways marked by
upright stones. Arthur Young, in his tour

in the North of England in 1768, describes

them as " most execrable " and " infernal."

With roads that were founderous, trade and
wages were naturally stagnant. Burslem
was famous for its milk-pans and butter-

pots, but Dr. Smiles tells us that only about
,

a hundred persons were occupied in their

production.

"Now there are about ten thousand workmen
employed in manufacturing useful and orna-
mental wares, and, besides the home consump-
tion, an annual export takes place to the
amount of £200,000."

The man who was destined to work this

transformation and to leave Staffordshire

one of the industrial centres of England
was born at Burslem in 1730.

Wedgwood's grandfather employed in

171o three workmen to whom he paid four
shillings a week, and three others to whom he
paid six shillings a week. His father eked
out the small profits of a potter by keeping
an inn — which in all ages has been a
remunerative business. Josiah was nine
years old when his father died. In 1744
he was apprenticed to his eldest brother

;

and in the following year the Pretender
marched with his Highlanders into North
Staffordshire, and breakfasted uninvited at

Justice Marshall's. The Justice must have
resembled Squire Western in his brutality,

if not in his politics, as Dr. Smiles (quoting

from Ward's History of Stoke-upon-Trent)

tells us that Justice Marshall, having after-

wards caught a Highlander, had him flayed,

and sent his hide to be tanned for a drum-
head ! No wonder, if such were the magis-

trates of the county, that John Wesley
complained of the streets of Burslem being
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filled with " Ephefeian wild beasts.'' But
the noble old man lived to Bee the seed
which Josiah Wedgwood sowed bear good
fruit. lu 1781 John Wesley again visited

Burslem, and this was his verdict

:

" I returned to Biirglem. How is the whole
face of the country improved in about twenty
years! luhabitauts have continuously flowed
in from every side. Hence the wilderness is

literally become a fruitful field. Houses,
villages, towns have sprung up, and the
country is not more improved than the people."

It would be impossible within our limits

even to specify Wedgwood's improvements
in pottery. Mr. Gladstone's Address at

Burslem in 1863 still remains the loeui

clastims for a due appreciation of his noble
aims. Dr. Smiles quotes a suggestive

passage from Marrjat s History of Pottery,

to the efiect that, although British earthen-

ware was excluded by high duties or abso-
lute prohibition from all the states of

Europe, five-sixths of Wedgwood's wares
were exported. So ineffectual are custom
houses to keep out goods for which there

is a wide demand. Wedgwood succeeded
completely in giving to hard pottery the
vivid colours and brilliant glaze which,
until that period, had been seen only upon
porcelain. But if Wedgwood had never
learnt the art and mystery of throwing and
handling, he would still have iniluenced
for good his generation. Like Bernard
Palissy, he was a great man as well as a
great potter. With good reason did Dr.
Darwin say that he knew no instance
of a man " raising himself to such
opulence and distinction who excited so
little envy." This was due partly to his

unassumiog disposition, but also to his

generosity and patriotism. In the matter
of public improvements he was the aider
and abettor of the Duke of Bridgewater
and Brindley ; in philanthropy and bene-
volence of Miss Anna Seward and Thomas
Glarkeon. He was too busy a man to be a
party politician ; but he was far too much
of a patriot to show that indifference

to pubh'c calamities which is so striking

a feature in the works of his contem-
porary, White, of Selborne. He refers to the
quarrel between England and her Colonies
a« a " most wicked and preposterous
war with our brethren and best friends."
In a characteristic letter to "his partner
Bentley (too long to quote) he "rejoices
most sincerely" that " America was free."
" If our drubbing keeps pace with our
deserts, the Lord have mercy u^on ua."
He was a strong supporter of parliamentary
reform, and wrote that he would willingly

devote his time—the most precious thing he
had—or anything else by which he could
serve so noble a cause. He subscribed most
liberally to the struggling Poles, for the
abolition of the slave trade, and for the
relief of the British loyalists in Americ.i,
and of the French emiyrcs in England.
He was one of the first employers in this

country to start a free library and sick fund
for the benefit of his work people. He
offered £1,000 towards the opening of a
national gallery of sculpture, and he has a
special claim to the title of the discoverer
of Flaxman. In conj unction with his friends,

Boultou and Darwin, he provided the funds,

which enabled Dr. Priestley to carry on his
" tine vein of experiments."

In conclusion, this suggestive and thought-
ful biography can be highly recommended.
Without attaching undue importance to the
well-known epigram of Lord Beaconsfield,

it may safely be said that, as a general rule,

it is a more pleasant task to write a book
than to review it. That Dr. Smiles need
never blot out a line he has published is

almost a truism ; still, perhaps tew but
reviewers know what high praise this is.

In his work there is an entire absence of

malice, self-praise, and carelessness. The
word "thorough" seems stamped on every

page he writes. There have been other
Lives of Josiah Wedgwood, but this is by
far the best. Dr. Smiles has unearthed a
saying of Novalis, who, in comparing the

works of Goethe with those of Wedgwood,
wrote :

"Ooethe is truly a practical poet. He is in

his works what the Englishman is in his wares,,

perfectly simple, neat, fit, and durable. He
has played in the German world of literature

the same part that Wedgwood has played in

the English world of art."

After praise such as this any further words
would be superfluous.

J. G. C. MiNCHIN.

An Inquiry into the Sources of the History of
the Jews in Spain. By Joseph Jacobs.

(David Nutt.)

Mr. Jacobs is already favourably known
to students of Spanish by The Art of
Worldly Wisdom, translated from the

Spanish of Balthasar Gracian, in the
" Golden Treasury " series. But the present

work is of higher character, and of far

greater value to the historian. It is one
of those books which we feel it almost

an impertinence to criticise, so grateful are

we to the author for its contents. In the

press of publications of all kinds, when it is

impossible to read fully and to judge of all

that gather round even one's special pursuit,

works like this of Mr. Jacobs are pecu-
liarly acceptable : they save us so much
time, they serve as a guide through the
labyrinth of printed matter, they enable us

to get at the special documents and MSS.
which we need for our particular purpose.

We can well believe Mr. Jacobs when he
writes in his dedicatory letter :

" The
volume you have now before you is, in the

main, the restilt of twenty-eight working
days, and I can never hope to put
more work into the same space of

time." We are astonished that any man
could have done so much in so short

a period. For in this short space of time
Mr. Jacobs managed to turn over and cata-

logue all the notices relating to the Jews in

the archives of Aragon, at Barcelona, com-
prising 1126 entries, in those of AlcaLi de
Henares, 1 00 entries, in the Escorial, in the

Biblioteca Nacional of Madrid, in Simancas,
in Pamplona, which gave .'tOO entries ; while

a friend examined for him the archives of

Maaresa. He also prints in full a few of

the most interesting documents. He gives

U3, too, a list of the Jewish writers in Spain,

and of the places whore they lived, and a
bibliography of the Spanish Jewish History,

in which we have the full headings of the
chapters of such works as Graetz. Geschichte

der Juden ; of Amador de los Eios, Ilistoria

social, politico y religiota de los Judios de

Jispaila y Portugal ; references to everything
concerning the Jews in such collections as
the Doletin of the Academy of History, the
Cortes of Leon and Castille, the documents
printed by Fernandez y Gonsalez in his

Lot Mudejares de Castilla, in the Biceionario

de Yanguas, and many others.

But, to prevent disappointment, it is

necessary to pay attention to the exact

wording of the title :
" An Inquiry into the

Sources of the History of the Jews in

Spain." The work does not deal with the

whole history of the Spanish Jews, nor
with the whole of Spanish-Jewish litera-

ture. Though so much longer and larger a
work, it does not at all supersede Kayser-
ling's Biblioteca Espanola Portugueza Judaica.

As a rule, it mentions only the Jews who
lived, or, at least, sojourned a while, in

Spain ; it does not touch on the many works
in Spanish written by Jews outside Spain.

There is no mention of the Ferrara Bible, and
its several editions, of the Jewish liturgical

works, and others, printed in Spanish at

Amsterdam and London and elsewhere.

Nothing is said of the Spanish-speaking

Eastern Jews from Wallachia to Jerusalem,

or of their productions. The history of

the Spanish Jews, too, is hardly complete
without that of Bayonne and Bordeaux.
I do not mention this in the least to detract

from Mr. Jacobs's work, but only to mark
out clearly the limits within which he
has voluntarily confined himself. As said

above, every one engaged in researches into

the history of the Jews in Spain will be
most deeply grateful for the help afforded

by this work. It does not pretend to

be exhaustive ; a vast number of the

municipal and other archives in Spain
are still unexamined for this purpose

;

the various Fueros would give many more
entries. There are errors of the press, and
other slips, but far fewer than we should

have expected. But Mr. Jacobs has shown
the way to complete and to rectify all this.

A few things have appeared since the

preparation of this work. The Augustinians

of the Escorial have begun, since May last,

a series of articles in the Cuidad de Biot on
the disputation at Tortosa in 1413 (Jacobs,

No. 1253). In a work of this kind there is

sure to be room for difference of opinion

on some minor points. Our author speaks

(p. 30) of "the unrelenting resolution of

the Catholic monarchs." The decrees of

persecution and of expulsion necessarily

ran in the name of the Spanish sovereigns

;

but these monarchs were more often the

protectors than the persecutors of " Mios

Judios." It was the pressure of the clergy

and of popular opinion which eventually

forced them to persecute. Nowhere is this

more plainly seen than in a comparison of

the earlier and later decrees of Ferdinand

and Isabella. We cannot always accept the

calculations of the value of money ; the
" libra " of Navarre was more nearly

equivalent to the French " livre " than to

the English £. £70 and £72 for a mule in

1380 can hardly be right, when we find

90 and 80 florins as the yrice in 1390. The
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Jew Mount (p. 29) may be a plausible deri-

vation of Montjuich, near Barcelona ;
but it

seems lo have been known as " Mons Jovis
"

by classical geographers in Roman times.

Readers will understand that small matters

of this kind do not afEect the high value of

this work. It is indispensable to every

student of the history of the Jews in Spain.

It is not exhaustive, because Mr. Jacobs

had no time to make it so : we can only

look at with wonder and admiration, and
accept with gratitude, what he accomplished

in Spain in the few days at his disposal.

Wentwoetu "Webster.

WELSH FOLK AND FAIRY TALES.

Wehh Fairy Tales, and Other Stories.

Tales from Welsh Wales. By P. H. Emerson.
(David Nutt.)

Here is another Wales and another kind

of fairy tale than we have hitherto known.
Mr. Emerson is a bold adventurer in rather

difficult fields ; and he comes out of his

adventure with a result that is, it must be
admitted, decidedly original. His attempt

is the more remarkable because he was
severely handicapped from the outset. He
writes, in fact, as one who is practically

a foreigner, with a fine contempt for the

folk whose tales he elects to telJ, and for

the tongue in which they themselves usually

elect to tell them. But this only tends to

'make his account the more individual, un-
sophisticated, and sincere, which, we take

it, are positive advantages in a collector of

folk-lore pure and simple.

Now, if it had been a Celtic tale-teller

who had chanced on the folk-tale of " Ellen's

Luck" (which Mr. Emerson tells with such
convincing boldness of statement), he would
have preserved a dozen little idiosyncratic

touches, in which the Welsh rural tale-

teller so excels. And not only that : he
would probably have cast about until he
had carried back the story to the much
more ancient one of " Elphin's Luck," and
seen in this dreadful Ellen of Mr. Emerson
only a degenerate descendant of the primi-

tive Elphin, whose weir became a drain,

whose mystic flotsam—a penny. But that

is the Celtic tendency, from which Mr.
Emerson is never for a moment in danger.

As it is, take his version, for it is a monu-
ment of its kind :

" Ellen was a good girl, and beautiful to look
upon. One Sunday she was walking by an
open gutter in a town in North Wales when
she found a copper. After that day Ellen
walked every Sunday afternoon by the same
drain, and always found a copper. She was a
careful girl, and used to hoard her money.
One day her old mother found her pile of

pennies, and wished to know where she got
them. Ellen told her, but though she walked
by the gutter for many a Sunday after, she
never found another copper."

Was anything less Celtic, less Welsh, ever
read?

That is very characteristic of Mr. Emer-
son's method— in his fairy tales, at least;

.and even in his second volume, in which he

.deals more freely with his materials, he
preserves very much the same attitude. But
there, he has the advantages of a great
vealtb of character and incident ; and, for

the most part, a kind of character and
incident with which he is already in touch,

and where the lingua franca common to

British sailors saves him from the difficulty

that the Welsh vernacular presents else-

where. In such sea stories and sailors'

yarns as " The Wreck of the Royal
Charter," "William Jenson, Smuggler,"
"The Legend of Senmon House," and
" Dick Canoe," there is a wonderful wealth

of material, left very much in the rough

:

transcripts from life of the oral traditions

of a seafaring folk thrown upon paper,

rather than shaped and turned as the tale-

teller's art requires. But it is much that

Mr. Emerson has gathered them up as he
has, seeing with his own eyes, telling them
in his own way. So far as they go, they

certainly make one feel it as as a reproach

that it should be left to an outsider to deal,

however foreignly and perversely, with

things that I am afraid my fellow country-

men to-day are apt to neglect and think of

no account. These tales make one long,

indeed, for a Welsh Robert Louis Stevenson,

or, at any rate, for some sympathetic tale-

teller who could add somewhat of Celtic

charm to Mr. Emerson's bluff and con-

temptuous matter-of-fact. Is it too much
to expect that there should be an art of

tale-telling stUl possible in the country of

the Malinogion Y Were such an art pursued
to-day as it ought to be, we should know of

another "Welsh Wales" than that which
Mr. Emerson deserves every credit for

sincerely trying to discover for himself.

Ernest Rhys.

NEW NOVELS.

The Ralstons. By F. Marion Crawford. In
2 vols. (Macmillans.)

A Little Journey in the World. By Charles

Dudley Warner. (New York : Harpers.)

Neighbours of Ours. By HenryW. Nevison.
(Bristol: Arrowsmith.)

Episodes. By G. S. Street. (Heinemann.)

The Phantom Death, and Other Stories. By
W. Clark Russell. (Chatto & Windus.)

The Worst Woman in London, and Other

Stories. By E. C. Philips. (Downey.)

Studies in Miniature. By a Titular Vicar.

(Digby, Long & Co.)

Some time ago a literary appraiser, with an
air of g^eat authority, gave in order of

merit the names of the five most dis-

tinguished contemporary English novelists,

and he professed himself unable to find a
sixth who could fitly be placed even imme-
diately below them. The appraiser did not

seem to be very exigent ; for he included

among his five great ones two writers of

short stories, who in their two or three

longer narratives are certainly not seen at

their best ; and for the name of Mr. Marion
Crawford there were some who with g^eat

astonishment looked in vain. The only
possible explanation not painfully uncom-
plimentary to the self-appointed distributor

of literary rank is found in the fact that

Mr. Crawford is, strictly speaking, an
American rather than an English writer

;

since on no other ground could the author of

A Roman Singer, Marzio's Crucifix, and A
Cigarette-Makerh Romance be thus excluded

from the companionship of the authors of

When a Man^s Single and The Light that

Failed. It may be admitted that, prior to a
somewhat recent date, Mr. Crawford's most
conspicuous successes had been achieved in

theromance of the long-ago and the far-away

rather than in the novel of famUiar contem-
porary situations. Even Dr. Claudius, good
as it is, seems to me below his high-water
mark, and The Three Fates and Marian
Da/rche were interesting experiments rather

than satisfying achievements. In Katherine

Lauderdale, however, he seemed to have
again found himself ; and The Ralstons,

which is the second instalment of the Now
York family chronicle, stands below none
of its predecessors in certain fine qualities

of conception and workmanship. There is

always a certain ineptitude in any com-
parison between imaginative romance and
imaginative realism ; but I can remember
nothing in the most characteristic of Mr.
Crawford's earlier books which in truthful-

ness of realisation and vividness of render-

ing can be considered finer than the

prolonged duel between Katherine and her
father, when she has discovered the well-

kept secret of his life, and has learned the

nature of the scheme of which she was to

have been the victim, Katherine herself

is even more interesting here than in the

novel to which she gives a name : not

because the treatment is finer or stronger,

but because her character is more fully

developed, and is placed in surround-

ings which allow the display of all her
potentialities. The much more complex
personality of Alexander Lauderdale the

younger—the man whose consuming g^eed
breaks through all barriers of habit and
yet is restrained by a purely arbitrary

morality—is an admirable creation, with
that union of breadth and subtlety which
is the rarest, as it is one of the most
delightful, combinations in either pictorial

or literary portraiture. I hope I have made
it clear that The Ralstons is a book to be
read, and read more than once'; but for per-

fect satisfaction its perusal should follow

the perusal of Katherine Lauderdale,

Mr. Charles Dudley Warner's A Little

Journey in the World is very clever, with a
dash of cynicism in its cleverness, frequently

witty, and always up-to-date with the

American- variety of up-to-dateness ; but
there are readers who will sigh for the

vanished days of My Summer in a Garden
and Rack-Log Studies. The world is too

much with us in these later pages, and one

heaves a sigh for the unworldly rural

simplicities of long ago. There is not

very much story in the new book, which
is for the most part a depressing, though
decidedly brilliant, picture of the seamy side

of American commercial and fashionable

life ; but such a story as Mr. Warner gives

us does not conduce to gaiety. It is the

story of a girl who is originally fine-natured

and unworldly enough to reject the heir to

an English peerage because though she

respects him she does not love him, whereas

she does love the young business man
Henderson. She marries Henderson ; she

learns to know him for what he is—an un-
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crupulou?, releotless, sucocssful cotnmerciBl

gambler ; she makes a pitifully ineffectual

attempt at rebellion ; she subsides into a

still more pitiful acquiescence; and when
she has attained to perfect satisfaction with

the environment which hiis degraded her,

she dies. It is a devitalising book, in which
the old Mr. Dudley Warner has given place

to a sort of new Mr. Henry James. The
change seems a little uncanny, and some of

us lack Margaret Sebree's faculty of adapta-

tion to new surrounding^.

Neighbourt of Ours stands in the same
relation to ordinary prose as that in

which Mr. Chevalier's clever coster songs
stand to ordinary verse. Ihe sketches

of London slam life to which the book
is devoted are put into the mouth of a
vivacious and observant street boy ; and
Mr. Nevison, who can paint a portrait and
tell a story with considerable skill, seems to

have a tolerably intimate knowledge of the

people with whom he deals. He has a good
amount of Dickens-like geniality and bon-

homie ; but his poor folk are much less

touched up, much more like the real thing,

than are the poor folk of Dickens; and,
therefore, they gain in flesh-and-blood
humanity just as much as they lose in

superficial attractiveness. Neighbours of Oum
is as unpretentious as it well could be ; but
its quiet humour and pathos make it very
attractive.

I must confess—though I know the confes-

sion reveals me as hopelessly old-fashioned

—

that the greater number of Mr. Street's

Episodes strike me as being too essentially

episodical to be really interesting. The
old theory of narration was that a story

should be told \(ith a beginning, a middle,

and an end, all definitely set down in black
and white. The new theory is that for

artistic ends the three are too many by two
—that it is only necessary to tell one of

them (say the middle), giving in the telling

certain suggestive hints which shall enable

the reader to imagine the beginning and
the end for himself. But upon this sugges-
tiveness the success of the literary treatment
of the episode altogether depends, and from
many of Mr. Street's Episodes it is altogether
absent. From most, I say, not from all, for

there are, perhaps, half a dozen of these

narrative studies which fulfil this require-

ment admirably ; but too many of them are

mere fragments, whereas a work of art,

whatsoever else it may be, should be an
organism. Impressionism is all very well
when we get our impression ; but that we
must have. We have it perfectly in three
or four of these studies ; more or less im-
perfectly in several others ; but in most it

eludes us, and the result is dissatisfaction.

The authors of the next two volumes
follow the fearless old fashion of narrative.

In mere theme Mr. F. C. Philips is more
noticeable "modern" than Mr. Claik
Russell ; but both have their story, and
they are determined to tell it, not to hint at

it. They are both very straightforward,

and these are days in which straight-

forwardness, once so common, has Eome of

the charm of rarity. Consideriog that Mr.
Clark Eussell confioes himself exclusively

to stories of the sea, the range of his in-

vention in the mere matter of incident seems
to the landsman something amazing ; and
in his short stories the invention is almost
more conspicuous than in the novels, for the
simple reason tbat it is more concentrated.
In the more gruesome stories—and one or
two of the tales, including the title-story,

are very gruesome indeed—it may be too
much concentrated for people suffering from
emotional hyper-aesthesia ; but to tolerably
robust readers they will onlyprove pleasantly
exciting. And one thing is certain about Mr.
Clark Russell ; whatever the story he has
to tell, he cannot write a page without im-
parting to it the briny savour of the sea.

His storms ure impressive, his bright breezes
are exhilarating, but his rendering of a dead
ocean calm is as unique as the thing itself.

It is a master's work.

As a volume of pure entertainment, which
is light and bright without being in the
least irritatingly unsubstantial, I can com-
mend The Worst Woman in London " abso-
lutely," as the auctioneers say, " without
reserve." Mr. Philips can do many things
well ; he can do one thing most excellently

well, and that one thing is the invention
and telling of short stories, as those things
used to be in the days before they had
ceased to be stories and had become
episodes. What were the iniquities of
" the worst woman in London "—they must
surely have been many and grievous !—no
one will ever know, for the phrase is only
the title of an undescribed novel, which the
novelist's wife manages to "boom" with
ingenuity and resourcefulness which, if I

may coin a phrase, do equal honour to her
head and her heart. In that painstaking,

conscientious way of working which, it

may not be generally known, is the
way of all reviewers, I had made notes
of the stories which seemed to me spe-

cially worthy of commendation for their

cleverness or humour, or both ; but when I

found that my labours were approximating
to a transcription of the entire table of con-

tents, it was evident that the plan must be
abandoned, and that I must even content

myself with crude indiscriminating eulogy
of a most pleasantly time-killing book.

It is not easy to understand why anyone
should think it worth while either to write

or to publish such hopelessly commonplace
stories as the four which fill the volume
Studies in Miniature. They are not even
strikingly bad, save as any story must be
bad which is utterly dull ; they simply lack

distinctive quality of any kind. It is hardly
worth while to say more about them.

James Ashcroft Noble.

SOME BOOKS ON ANCIENT HISTORY.
We congratulate students of ancient history

upon the fact of another important German
work being made more generally accessible.

The Hii>t()ry of Greece from its Commenceinfnt
to the C/oie nf the Tndependenee of the Oreth
Natiuii, by Adolf Holm, is a book whose very
high qualities have been recognised before this

in the Academy ; and Messrs. Miicmillan, who
publish an Eogliah vtrsioii of it, deserve our
thanks for their enterprise. The whole work
will ajipetir in four volumes (we hope that the
four will include an iodrx, for no index has
yet appeared to the original work), and the

first volume goes down to about the end of the
sixth century. Several corrections and addi-
tions by the author are incorporated in the text.
It was, indeed, a mischievous trick of fate to
bring to light Aristotle's treatise on the Con-
stitution of Athens just when all known material
had been got so well together and into such
good shape by Holm; but he has had time
since to readjust his views to the teaching of
^he new authority, and we find that it takes
with hira an important but not excessive place.
We are less clear as to the merits of the trans-
lation than as to those of the history itself.

The translation reads well, which is a great
point, and the anonymous translators have a
competent knowledge of Qerman ; but, unless
we are mistaken, they are not speciiilly familiar
with Greek history. "The Athenian temple
in Liodus*' is a curious mistake for "den
Athenetempel in Lindos."

The Political Institutions of the Ancient Greeks,
By B. E. Hammond. (Cambridge : University
Press.) Mr. Hammond had a happy idea in
sitting down to write a simple, non-contentious
natural history of the forms of government
known to the Greeks. Something of the kind
may, it is true, be found in Holm's Oriechische
Oeachichte, and also in that excellent old book,
Tbirlwall's History of Greece. But in both of
these places the analysis of institutions is

necessarily woven up with a good deal of
general history on the one hand, and, on the
other, information about the social state. To
have the political point of view taken singly,
and to have what it gives us shown lucidly
and connectedly, is a very great advantage.
The seven chapters of Mr. Hammond's book
fall into four natural divisions: (I) An intro-
ductory chapter on the Aryan races seems
just a tritle old-fashioned, too much like a
famous Oxford Essay of many years ago. (2)
The Spartans have a chapter to themselves
because they "were unlike in their history,

their institutions, and the aims of their policy,

not only to all other Greek communities,
but perhaps to every other community that
has ever existed." (3) The different kinds of
governments which successively appeared in the
Greek states from their infancy to their over-
throw by Macedonia are described in a roughly
chronological order; and (4) the principles

underlying these governments are cleared up
by an examination of the classification of
polities which Aristotle gave us in bis treatise

on Politics. (Here it would have been well,

perhaps, to add the convenient term timocracy
from another of Aristotle's writings.) Thus a
good deal of ground is covered ; but to make
the survey complete for the Greek period,

something should have been said of the forms
which revived monarchy took after Alexander's
time in places so different as Syracuse, Per-
gamus, and Antioch. The present chapters are
but the first instalment of a book on Compara-
tive Politics, and to this we look forward with
interest. We note in passing that there is some
looseness of statement in saying that the

Dorians " formed themselves into the four

peoples of the Spartans, the Messenians, the
Corinthians, and the Argives " ; and that

pp. 70, 7 1 rather lose sight of the war policy

so often noticeable in Greek tyrants, and posi-

tively ascribed to them by Plato and Aristotle.

Entwicklungsgeschichte des riimiachen Bechts.

Von R. von Ihericg. (Leipzig : Breitkopf &
Hiirtel; Duncker & Humblot.) T»o short

essays, fragments of a larger work, have been
published from the papers of the late Rudolnh
vou Ihering by Herr von Ehrenberg. (1) " On
the Right Way of Composing a History of the

Development of Law." The style of this little

treatise, which is quite complete in itself,

seems to indicate that its ideas were fresh

ideas, fermenting in the mind of the author.
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Yet the actual result is somewhat common-
place. He insists—rightly enough, of course

—

on the value of the subjective element in all

historical composition. Without it progress in

history were impossible. We may or may not

acquire new facts, but we unquestionably do

get new views with time, and therein lies our

chance of advance. The work to which this

essay is but an introduction was to have
exhibited this " Sabjective Moment." The
history of Roman law, as the author saw it,

ought now to pass from a purely descriptive to

a causal stage, and bring to light the springs

which worked within (at other times he seems

to say the external influences). He wished to

see not only the face of the clock but also its

works. The theory, too, of the unconscious

growth of early Boman law from the mind or

heart of the people must be given up. Pre-

historic law was made and was altered, exactly

as historic law has been, from the conscious

attempt to meet the pressure of new circum-

stances. The circumstances, as understood by
Von Ihering, seem to have been all palpable

evils; we can find no recognition of the

immense place filled in savage life by the

supposed will and needs of gods or spirits.

Tins is one more example of the difficvdty of

getting researchers in different departments to

becomeawareof each other's work. (2)" On the

Constitution of the Roman Household." This

essay carries the idea of causation back past

the history of Boman law into the earliest age
of the Boman people. The section on the

position of women assigns to them a more
favourable and less constrained place than
modem inquirers have generally been able to

find.

De Altxandri Magni Epislularum Commercio.
Scripsit E. Pridik. (Berlin : Speyer & Peters

;

London : Williams & Norgate.) A warlike
pamphlet in one respect, for there is a special

list given in large type of Sententiae Contro-

versae, so that no author whose path is crossed

by Herr Pridik can fail to know it ; but other-
wise a smooth and easy- flowing composition, in

good Latin, and with a drift plain to see and
follow. Ever since Bentley published his famous
dissertation, via et ratione splendidiaaima, all

letters which have come down to us from
antiquity have been looked on with suspicion.

Those ascribed to Alexander the Great (chiefly

fragmentary or reaching us only in analysis

and oratio obliqita) are very differently esti-

mated by diff'erent inquirers ; and yet on them
depends much of the value of Plutarch's Life of
Alexander. The texts of all, such as they are,

are now printed for us at length by Herr
Pridik. Their fragmentary state prevents our
arriving at any idea of the king's style, such
as might have helped us to pronounce on
doubtful cases, and will not even let us use as a
test the scrap of information given by Plu-
tarch that, after the defeat of Darius,
Alexander used the expression x"'?*" in the
superscription of no letters except those to
Phokion. But Herr Pridik takes his stand on
the unquestioned fact that letters to kings or
towns in the age of Alexander were reg^ularly

preserved in archives or even graven on stone
(as, for instance, the letter of Alexander to the
people of Priene) ; and he follows the middle
course of maintaining, after separate examina-
tion of each document, that the greater part of
them are genuine, although there are some for-

geries. Collections there were of genuine
letters, for otherwise no one would have made
collecUons of forged ones ; and, so far as we
can see, what Plutarch used was, in the main,
genuine. The small number of private letters

to and from Alexander (for the editor includes
both sides of the correspondence) cannot, we
fear, be looked on with the same degree of con-
fidence. There is no doubt that the letter of
Calanu« to Alexander, preserved by Philo, is a

forgery. But we do not often feel so sure : there

is seldom enough evidence for rejecting or

accepting ; and if we go with Herr Pridik on
the whole, it is because the attacking evidence

is weak, not because the rebutting evidence is

strong.

De VOriijine dea Cullea Arcadiens. Par V.
Berard. (Paris : Thorin.) We have here one
of the many excellent fruits borne by the

Ecole Pran^aise at Athens. M. Berard, who
has himself conducted explorations in Arcadia,

and has there learned to value his Pausanias,

comes forward with a bold theory of the origin

of the ancient religious usages for which that

writer is our chief authority. The philological

method and the " Aryan hypothesis " have had
their day, and found their most complete ex-

ponent (at least, as regards Arcadia) in

Immerwahr. Now the pendulum has swung :

myths are the product, not the source, of

ritual ; and the cults of Arcadia seem to M.
Berard to contain little which is not of Semitic

origin. All the religions which have held sway
in Greece in historical times, from the Orphic

to the Mohammedan, have come from the East

:

is it not likely that the same is true of the

pre-historic religion of Central Peloponnese?
It is more than likely, M. Berard thinks, for

(1) old Arcadian ritual is similar to and
explicable by Semitic usages ; (2) there are

many points of close parallel between the cults

of Arcadia and those of Boeotia, where there

certainly was a Phoenician settlement ; (3) the

Phoenicians might well find their way into

Western Arcadia (the eastern part shows less

Semitism) because that district offered the

land-route between Phoenician Laconia and
Phoenician Elis, and also supplied asbestos,

timber, beasts, and slaves ; (4) a certain

number of place-names are of Semitic origin.

Now, on the land-route in question, no place

was better suited for a factory-fortress than
Mount Lycaeus. Here, then, rose Lyoosoura,
and here was Zeus worshipped after a very
remarkable fashion. All that Pausanias tells

us about his ritual may be matched or explained

by oriental usages, andLycaean Zeus was but one
more Baal, adored, as usual, on the high places.

But the Phoenician Baal always belonged to a

Trinity ? Well, the wife and son of the god
are not missing in Arcadia. They are found
clearly enough, if under many forms and
names; their rights, symbols, and invoca-

tions, unintelligible if looked at as Greek,

become full of meaning when ranged along

with Semitic analogies. Hermes, in partic-

ular, was " God the Son " to the

Arcadians ; but M. Berard himself suggests

that his case is least complete as to this

third person of the Trinity. Still, his view
is curiously in accord with that reached by
Willisch on a different method and about a
different part of Peloponnese: "All the old

gods of Coriath spring from a divine Trinity

—

from a God the Father, Poseidon ; a God the

Son, Helios ; and the goddess of heaven, whom
all North Greece adores under the different

names of Artemis, Hera, Aphrodite, or

Demeter." M. Berard is quite prepared to

extend his theory to Corinth, or to any other

part of continental Greece. Semitic influences

were exercised on Pelasgian peoples, and
interrupted by the coming of Hellenes; but
the Hellenes came from the north, past coasts

and harbours, where they, too, were in touch
with Phoenicians ; and there is no reason why
their religious usages, and perhaps their beliefs,

should not also have been due, though less

intimately, to Semitic teaching. But at all

events the Hellenes did surroimd the Arca-
dian Pelasgians ; and their different turn of

mind, inquiring and rationalistic, worshipping
tpi\o(x6ipu% no less than Ixjius (Flut. de la. et Oa, i.),

dispelled the mystery of Semitism, stumbled at

its inconsistencies, broke up itp Trinity or

Trinities, and produced the anthropomorphic
pantheon of later Arcadia. The influence of
imported art, and the foreign service of
Arcadian mercenaries, completed the change.
The whole story is a strange tale of transforma-
tions, and who shall say that it is yet finished ?

M. Berard at least sees that his facts and
.

theories lead him a long way, and do not end
with Baal and the horse-headed Demeter.
But the reader who finds it difficult to stand
up against the cumulative force of the dis-

cussion, will probably object that nothing is

left to the Pelasgians or the Greeks for their

own outfit in religion. Pan and Selene are all

the gods that the Pelasgians originally wor-
shipped, and Pan was once the Sun, though
the competition of Baal-Zeus reduced him to
Pan oviicm cmtos. The Hellenes brought with
them to Greece only " a quite rudimentary
religion." Li fact, what we used to call Greek
mythology goes out altogether ; and the lover
of the Pelasgian and the Greek must either

transfer his affection to the East or amuse him-
self with charms and sympathetic magic, instead
of stories of the gods and heroes. Of these
humble usages, which link Arcadia with Cam-
bodia or Brazil, the author has little to say.

He does mention the charm for producing rain
on Mount Lycaeus ; the mysterious beating of

the god Pan with squills, which happened when
the votaries were dissatisfied, he passes over.

Unterauchungen zur Oeechichte der Qracchen.
Von E. Meyer. (Halle : Niemeyer.) The few
pages which Herr Meyer has given to this

subject deal rather with our sources for the
history of the Gracchi than with the Gracchi
themselves. He examines with great care and
minuteness the different versions of that history

which we possess, or of which we have traces.

The fragments of letters of Cornelia preserved
in Nepos represent, he thinks, only a later

rhetorical exercise. Their Latinity is too late

in style, and their contents are at least im-
probable. Of important historians or bio-

graphers who built on such early material as
they could find, three must be mentioned

—

Posidonius, Appian, and Plutarch. The first

has left many traces, though his work is lost.

He took the standpoint of Africanus, of the
victorious aristocracy. As to Appian and
Plutarch, they made considerable use of one
and the same source for the later Boman
history ; but we have no present means of

deciding who that common authority was.
It is clear, however, that he differed from
Posidonius in having great sympathy with the
Gracchi, though his sympathy did not exclude
blame. In these balanced feelings Appian
followed him; but Plutarch, more personally
interested in the Gracchi, turned away from
him in dealing with them, and used some
source much more favourable to them. This
source was known to, if not followed by,

Livy. The result of the whole examination is

not very favourable to the care or judgment
of Appian and Plutarch ; but it shows that,

while there is great variety in detail, there is

substantial agreement on the broad features of

the Gracchan movement. We stand, in short,

upon firm ground of history.

Ancient Rome and iia Neighhourhood : an
Illustrated Handbook to the Euins in the City

and Campagna. By E. Bum. (Bell,) This

will be a very useful little handbook for visitors

to the Eternal City. The illustrations are

lavish, and the size of the book is pocketable,

Mr. Burn must be congratulated on the quantity

of matter which he has packed into so little

space. There is (1) an account of the geology

of the city and Campagna, illustrated by an
excellent little map in colours. This carries

with it (2) some description of the building

materials of the ancient city. (3) An analysis

of the orders of architecture employed by the
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Eomans—«omewhat meagre. (4) The rmng
themselves, illustrated and described. The infor-

mation is full, and the instructions for finding

the less noticeable objects are generally precise.

Wo do not, however, see any mention of the very

striking remains of an ancient station for firemen

on the right bank of the Tiber or of the little

ruin near the Thermae Antoninianae, which is

supposed to represent a shrine of the Lares.

The only fault to be found with the illustra-

tions is that one or two of them depict an old

and not the present state of things. It is hard

to pardon an author or a publisher who per-

petuates the indiscretion of the " Ass's Ears "

on the Pantheon, seeing that they were
removed many years ago. The text contains

the new discoveries as to the date of the

building ; why should the illustration keep up
a bygone and a disfiguring detail ? The view
of the Porta S. Giovanni probably dates back
to the period of papal sovereignty, and that of

the Forum Romanum at p. 40 is also out of

date. On p. 17 (line 1) a misplaced comma
enriches Home with a new temple, and on
p. 114 (line 2) the word ruins invites conjec-

tural emendation. It must be a misprint, and
our guess is rims.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Macmili^vn & Co. announce for early

publication the first volume of A History of
English Pottry, by Mr. W. J. Courthope, the

author of " A Paradise of Birds " and the editor

of Pope. It is probable that the work will

extend to four, if not to five, volumes in all.

The next volume in the series of " English
Men of Action " will be Dundonald, written by
the Hon. J. W. Fortescue.

Mr. George Allen has in the press a new
edition of Marmontel's Moral Tales, edited by
Mr. George Saintsbury, with about forty-five

illustrations by Chris Hammond.
Messrs. Swax Soxnenschein & Co. announce

a re-issue of Dyce's edition of Shakspere, in ten

volumes ; and, in their " Dilettante Library,"
Leigh Hunt, by Mr. E. Brimley Johnson, illus-

trated with a portrait.

Mr. Henry Norman's long-promised book
on The Peoples and Politics of the Far East will

be published by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin on March
2o. It consists of travels and studies in the
British, French, Spanish, and Portuguese
colonies, and also in Siberia, China, Japan,
Korea, Siam, and Malaya. It will have a
coloured frontispiece from a drawing by a
Chinese artist, more than six hundred illustra-

tions from photographs by the author, and four
maps.

Messrs. Dioby, Long & Co. will publish
shortly A History of the Oreat Western Railway
Company, from its inception to the present
day, by Mr. G. A. Sekon. It deals specially

with the work of Brunei, and with the " battle

of the gauges." Much of the information has
been derived from official documents, and the
whole has been personally revised by the chair-

man of the directors, Mr. F. G. Saunders. It
will form a volume of nearly four hundred
pages, with numerous illustrations.

Messrs William Blackwood & Sons
announce for immediate publication the Life
of General Sir Edward Hamley, by Mr.
Alexander Innes Shand. It will be in two
volumes, with photogravure portraits and other
illustrations.

The third volume of Social England, covering
the period from the accession of Henry VIII.
to the death of Elizabeth, is now nearly ready,

and will be published by Messrs. Cassell & Co.
in the course of the spring. Among the
chapters it contains, we may mention: "The

Suppression of the Monasteries," by Father
Gasquet; "The New Learning," by Mr. J.

Bass Mullinger ; "Tudor Literature" and
" Elizabethan Society," by Mr. George Saints-
bury; "The Art of War," by Mr. C. Oman;
" Discovery and Exploration," by Mr. C.
Raymond Beazley; and "Agricultural De-
velopment," by Mr. R. E. Prothero. There
will also be two special sections, treating of
Scotch history and Irish history from the
earliest times.

Messrs. Cassell also announce a posthumous
volume (vol. xi.) of Prof. Henry Morley's
English Writers, dealing with Shakspere and
his Time under James I. It has been com-
pleted by one of Prof. Morley's pupils, Mr.
W. Hall Griffin.

The Marquis of Lome, who was recently

appointed to the office of Governor of Windsor
Castle, has written a little guide to the Castle,

which will be published shortly by Messrs.
Cassell & Co., with abundant illustrations.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have arranged
to issue in their "Eversley" series a uniform
edition of the imdermentioned works by the
late Sir John Seeley. They will be issued

monthly, beginning May 3, in the following
order : The Expansion of England : Two
Courses of Lectures ; Lectures and Essays

;

Ecce Homo : a Survey of the Life and Work of
Jesus Christ ; Natural Religion.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin will publish next
week, in the "Cameo" series—a translation

from the Spanish, by Mr. James Graham, of

Don Jose Echegary's famous play " El Hijo
di Juan," with a memoir of the author and an
etched portrait ; in the "New Irish Library"—I'he Story of E^^^y (faelic Literature to the

Close of the Danish Period, by Dr. Douglas
Hyde ; and in the " Mermaid " series—the
third volume of The Best Plays (f Ben Jonson,
including "Volpone."

Messrs. A. & C. Black, who have begun
the re-issue, in four monthly volumes, of Mr.
H. E. Watts's translation of Don Quixote, will

continue this in July with a Life of Cervantes
by the same author, wholly recast and almost
entirely re-written. This will have for frontis-

piece a reproduction of the bust supposed to

represent Cervantes in Cacheco's picture at
Seville ; and also an exhaustive bibliography
of Cervantes and his translators.

Messrs. Methuen will publish some time in

Maya new volume of miscellaneous poems by
Mr. Eric Mackay, author of " Love Letters of

a Violinist," which is now entering its eleventh

edition.

Mr. a. p. Marsden will publish, on March
11, an historical biography, entitled Ivan the

Terrible : his Life and Times, by Mr. Austen
Pember. It forms a volume of about 250
pages, illustrated with a reproduction of the

statue of Ivan at Moscow.

Mr. S. E. Crockett's new book, Bog-Myrtle
and Peat, which was promised for publication

on March 1, has been delayed owing to the
author's indisposition, but it will certainly

appear before the end of this month.

Religio Clerici, and Other Poems, by Alfred
Starkey, is the title of a new volume of verse

to be published next week by Mr. Elliot Stock.

Messrs. A. D. Innes & Co. announce for

this week new editions of Humours ofQlenhruar,
by Mr. Fergus Mackenzie ; and of A Son of
the Forge, by Nunquam—a novel of military

life.

Readers of Mr. F. Marion Crawford's novel
" Casa Braccio," now appearing in the Century,

will be interested to know that the story, as

printed so far, is true, except that the scene of

the actual occurrence was in South America

instead of in Italy. The nun, who really

escaped from a Carmelite convent with a Scotch
Burgeon, was the niece of a bishop. A skeleton
was placed in her bed, when it was fired,

instead of a body as in Mr. Crawford's story.

After much sutTering the surgeon and his wife
reached the sea coast, and were taken aboard
an English vessel, whence they sailed to Scot-
land and lived for many years in Edinburgh.
The part of Mr. Crawford's story still to appear,
portraying the punishment visited upon the
pair for their sin, is imaginary.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin's announcements for

the spring season include the following works
of fiction : A Late Springtime, by Miss Lily
Perks; Holdenhurst Hall, by Mr. W. Bloom-
field ; Almayer's Folly : a romance of an
Eastern Eiver, by Mr. Joseph Conrad ; Sinners
Twain, by Mr. Mackie ; Her Celestial Husband,
by Mr. Daniel Woodroffe in the "Pseudonym
Library"; Under the CAiWer/w, by Eosemary

;

Cause and Effect, by Elinor Meirion; and J
Krishna Kanta's Will : a novel of native Ufe, V
by a Hindu ; and in the "Autonym Library,"
Two Strangers, by Mrs. Oliphant : and
Miserrima, by Mr. G. W. T. Omond ; also a
new serirs of half-crown novels, beginning
with A Oender in Satin, by Rita ; The Making
of Mary, by Miss M. Mcllwraith ; and Diana's
Hunting, by Mr. R. Buchanan; and in the
"Children's Library," Pax and Carlino, by
Mr. Ernst Beckmann.

Don Rafael Attamira has brought out a
new and much enlarged edition of La Enseuanza
de la Historia. The methods of the professorial

teaching of history in Germany, France,
England, Belgium, and the United States are
carefully described and brought down to date.

So also the list of materials and sources for

the history of Spain are cited to the middle
of 1894, making the work a most useful guide
for the student of Spanish history.

We have received the prospectus of the
Revista critica de Historia y Literatura

Etpaholas, to be published monthly in Madrid.
It is intended as a means of making known to

foreigners what is being done in Spain, and to

Spaniards what is being written on Spanish
history and literature in foreign countries.

The editor of the historical section is Sefior D.
Rafael Altamira, the literary section Senor D.
Luiz Ruiz y Contreras, who are supported by
an excellent staff of native contributors. The
list of foreign writers is also good ; but
Holland, Belgium, and Austria are not suffi-

ciently represented. A critical review of this

international character is much needed for

Spanish students. The first number will

appear on March 10. The subscription for the

Postal Union is Id pesetas.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

winter's eviction.

" Winter must go," soft the west wind is (ioging,

No longer his minion North-Easter shall blow,

The swallow, Spring's herald, her edict is

bringing—
" Winter mutt go."

His strongholdc, frost fenced, has Phoebus laid

low,

His fetters that held her Earth now is far flinging,

The streams, long his prisoners. Lis impotence

show.
And sate 'neath the briar the first primrose is

clinging.

The dull banks are bright with the celandines

glow,
While clear from the hillaide the sheep -bell is

ringing—
" Winter must go."

poRA Gave.
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MAQAZINE8 AND REVIEWS.

The Expositor for March contains a learned
paper by a new writer (Mr. A. Cowley) on the
Samaritan Doctrine of the Messiah (or, of the
so-called Jaheb). Dr. Fairbaim discourses

eloquently on the probleai of the Person of

Christ, especially in its relation to evolution.

Dean Chadwick as eloquently expounds the
"not speaking from Uimself " ascribed to

"the Spirit of the Truth." Prof. Warfield,

whom we have not lately met with in this

magazine, considers St. Paul's use of the argu-
ment from experience. Prof. Bamsay con-
tinues his instructive review of Prof. Blass's

new philological edition of Acts. And, lastly,

Prof. Dods returns to the old subject of the
Baptist's Message to Jesus, and summarises
the results of a "programme" by Dr.
Beyschlag directed against the generally
prevalent theory that St. Paul ascribes a
certain reality to the idol-gods. " No," says
Dr. Beyschlag, " the demons exist only accord-
ing to the Apostle, e persuaaione gentium."

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

"THE WOMAN WHO DID."

Hind Head, Haslemere : Uaroh 2, 1895.

The Academy is a journal of literary and
scientific criticism. I should be loth to obtrude
upon it the discussion of social or political

differences, but when a reviewer attributes to
an author opinions diametrically opposite to
those which he really holds it becomes
necessary to remove the erroneous impression.

In your last issue, Mr. Percy Addleshaw
quotes some sentences from my book, and then
adds—" That means, if it means anything, that
a man should at all hazards take to himself a
wife and beget a child, even if he cannot
afford to find them bread." Now this is

actually one of the two existing theories on the
subject to combat which my whole book was
written. I maintain that the natural gratifi-

cation of romantic affection between two young
people does not necessarily imply either
"setting up house" or the production of a
family. I consider that the supposed necessity
for "setting up house," with its needful con-
comitants of long engagements or long in-

decision, is answerable for the terrible evils of
prostitution and enforced celibacy. I hold that
the means of support which su£Sce for two
young people individually will still suffice for
them in spite of a natural union. And I
suggest that if once we understand and
assimilate these ideas the supposed economic
problem automatically solves itself.

Mr. Addleshaw calls me an idealist. I am
nothing of the sort. I am a man of science,
and I have facedjthe questions whose existence
he has only just discovered. I have devoted
thirty years of close study to these intricate
problems ; is it likely I can be upset by a
scholar's mate like Mr. Percy Addleshaw's, who
has apparently devoted to them three-quarters
of an hour ?

May I add that Mr. Addleshaw gives him-
self away by his final remark that woman's
place is "to serve, love, and obey"." Yes,
indeed ; to serve as harlot, or to obey as wife.

No wonder Mr. Addleshaw describes himself
as "old-fashioned." His belated quotation
from that odious assertion of the brute
supremacy of man's physical force, The Taming
of the Shrew, sufficiently shows that Mr.
Addleshaw is just as much behind his own age
as my Herminia was in front of it.

Grant Allen.

THE 8BPTUAQIHT VERSVS THE HEBREW TEXT
OF THB BIBLE.

IX.
Athenaeum Club.

In a previous letter I tried to analyse the
Book of Joshua, from the point of view of the
superiority of the Septuagint to the Hebrew
text. I overlooked a notable instance of the
superiority of the Septuagint noticed by Dr.
Driver. He mentions that in verse 12 of
chapter xxiii., "twelve" should certainly be
read for "two," as in the Septuagint.
The Book of Judges supplies fewer important

cases of divergence between the two texts
than most of the other Books, and it accord-
ingly affords less room for criticism. There
can be little doubt that in the original Septua-
gint, M in the oii£^nal Hebrew^ the Book of

Buth was an integral part of Judges, and that
it was separated from it by the Jamnia
Rabbins when they were under the necessity
of equating the number of the Books in their
new Canon with the number of letters in
their alphabet, as I mentioned in a previous
letter.

We will now turn shortly to the Book of
Judges. The length of Ehud's dagger, as
mentioned in Judges iii. 16, is given as a cubit
in the Hebrew, and much more probably as a
span in the Greek, which is confirmed by the
Syriac and the Vulgate.
In verse 8 of chapter iv. the Septuagint has

the phrase in the following form :

" If thou wilt go with me, I wUl go ; but if thou
wilt not go with me, I will not go ; because I know
not the day in which the Lord will send His angels ta

give me success.'^

Houbigant and Eosen both give reasons for
supposing that the words in italics, which are
no longer in the Hebrew, were once there.
Chapter xiv., verse 15: the Septuagint has

" the fourth day " instead of " the seventh day,"
as in the Hebrew, which, as has been remarked,
is more consistent with the context.
In chapter xvi., verses 13 and 14, the

Septuagint has a clause not now in the
Hebrew, which is necessary to complete the
verse. I give the clause in italics :

"And he said unto her. If thou weaveat the
seven locks of my head with the web, andjastenesl it

with a pin into tlie wall, then shall I be weak and be as
another man. And it came to past, when he slept,
that Delilah took the seven locks of his head and wove
them with the web, and she fastened it with a
pin," &c.

In Judges xxviii., xix., xx., andxxi. there is

a long accoimt of the progress of the tribe of Dan
northward, of the lewdness of the Gibeathites, of
the murder of a Levite's concubine, and of a
terriblewaragainst the Benjamites for justifying
the same; and this is described as having
happened before there was any king in
Israel, and when every man did that which
was right in his own eyes, that is, after the
death of Joshua, and before the rise of the
Judges. This shows that the story has been
misplaced; and Josephus, who doubtless had
the Old Septuagint before him, inserts the
story between the tenth and eleventh verses of
the second chapter. The same seems to be
true, says Whiston, of the story of Micah and
the Levite, now placed in the seventeenth
chapter. In this case, however, Josephus does
not assist us, as he does not refer to it. The
story of Euth also belongs to the time after
Sampson, where it is actually introduced by
Josephus.
The statement in Judges xviii. 1, in both the

Hebrew and Greek copies— that the Danites
had not, up to then, an inheritance to dwell in
-;-is contradicted by the statement in Joshua
xix. 40-48, where their addition of Laish is also
named, and the fact that they were straitened
there by the Amorites. Again, in chapter i,

V. 18, we are told in the Hebrew that Judah
took Gaza with the coast thereof, and Askelon
with the coast thereof, and Ekron with the
coast thereof. This statement is directly
contrary to the story as elsewhere told, whence
we learn that the Philistines were in possession
of both Ekron and Gaza.
The Septuagint, on the contrary, tells us the

true account, which is that Judah did not
conquer these cities at this time. Josephus, no
doubt with the original Septuagint before him,
reports both the above stories in the following
terms (Antiquities, v. 2) :

" Judah and Simeon
took Askelon and Azotus, but Gaza and Ekron
escaped them ; and," he continues, " the tribe of
Dan was not more fortimate at this time, for
the Israelites were unused to arms and
devoted to husbandry, The Caaaanites, there-
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fore, got their forces together, not in self-

protection, but in order to strengthen their

position by the slaughter of the Hebrews.

Oetting togethor, therefore, their footsoldiers

«nd chariots, they drew over to them those of

Aikelon and Ekron, which were cities of Judah,

as also the greater part of the cities of the

plain, so that the Danites were forced into the

moui,tainou8 parts, not having the least fooling

in the plains." In the Septuagint narrative of

Joshua xix. 48, a passage which is not con-

tained in the Hebrew, this story is thus

confirmed. '• And the children of Dan did not

straiten the Amorites, which straitened them

in the bill. And the Amorites did not permit

them [to descend into the valley, and they

straitened them by cutting off from them part

of their border."
In chapter xxi. 1 1 of Judges the Septuagint

adds, " but the virgins ye shall preserve alive,"

which is confirmed by Jerome.
Euth, chapter i. 1-1. After the words

" Orpah kissed her mother-in-law," the

Septuagint adds, "and returned to her own
people," which is supported by Jerome, and the

Synac and Arabic versions, and seems necessary

to the sense.

Let us now pass on to the so-called

Books of Samuel, which are remarkable

among the Books of the Old Testament for the

divergence in their texts between the Hebrew
and the Greek, and also for a general con-

currence among critics that the Hebrew text is

very corrupt, and the Greek much to be pre-

ferred. Here is the opinion'of Noldeke, which

1 am constrained to quote from Daremburg's
and Soury's excellent translations which I

alone have by me.

" II est regretfable quo le texte hebreu soit tri-s

corrompu. H fourmille de fautes de copistes plus

ou moins graves qui le rendent parfois obacur," &c.

I will next quote a sentence from Eeuss. He
says :

—

" Im einzelnen idt der Text der B.B. Samuels
ziremlich vetwahrlost auf uns gekommen, wenn
auch nicht alle Abtreichungender Ixx. sofort als

beesere LeEeaorten diirfen betracbtet werden."
{Gesch. dea alt. Test

, p. 321.)

Robertson Smith is equally plain-spoken.

He not only shows that the Greek contains the

better readings, but that the text has been
purposely tampered with for polemical purposes.

In these Books the extent of this is so great

that I can only give a few examples, and I

will freely quote from his Old Testament in the

Jewish Church.
In 1 Samuel xx. v. 19, the Hebrew text

makes Jonathan direct David to be in hiding
by the stone Ezel ; and at verse 41, when the

plan agreed on has been carried out, David at

a given signal emerges " from beside the
Negeb," the Negeb being a district of Judah,
distant from tlio city of Saul, near which these

events took place. The Septuagint, says

Eobertson Smith, makes the whole thing clear,

At V. 19, the Greek reads "besides yonder
Ergab," and at verse 41, " David arose from
the Ergab." Ergab is the transcription in

Greek of a Hebrew word meaning a heap of

stones or cairn, which does not occur else-

where, except as a proper name (Argob). The
meaning of the word was not understood by
the translators, who faithfully transcribed it,

and thus enable us to interpret the passage.

Again, in 1 Samuel xiv. 18, the Hebrew text

has the words, " And Saul said to Ahiah, Bring
hither the ark of God. For the ark of God
was on that day and [not as E. V. with] the

children of Israel." But the ark was then at

Gibeah of Kirjath-jeirim (1 Samuel vii. 1 and
2 Samuel vi. ;!), quite a different place from
Gibeah of Benjamin, and its priest was not

Ahiah, but Eleazur ben Abmianadab. Besides,

Raul's object was to seek an oracle ; and this

was done, not by means of the ark, but by the

sacred lot connected with the ephod of the

priest (1 Sam. xxiii. 6, 9). What a medley of

difficulties and contradictions we have here.

The whole of them disappear on turning to the

Septuagint, where we read :
" And Saul said

to Ahiah, Bring hither the ephod, for he bare

the ephod on that day before Israel."

The next passage referred to by Eobertson

Smith is 2 Samuel iv. 5, G, and 7. The Hebrew
reads :

" [The assassins] oamo to the house of Ishbo-

sheth in the hottest part of the day, while he was
taking his mid-day tiesta. And hither thoy cime
into the midst of the house fetcbiog wheat, and
smote him in the flink, aud Bechab and Bianah
his brother escaped, and they came into the house

as he lay on his bed . . . snd smote him and
slew hira, etc."

Eobertson Smith says of this :

" In the Hebrew there is a meaningless repeti-

tion in verte 7 of what has already been lully

explained in the two precediag verses. The Septua-

gint text gives a clear and progressive nwrative,

and one which no 'capiioious translator' could

have derived out of his own head. Here it is:

' They came to the house of Ishbosheth in the

hottest part of the day, while he was taking his

mid-day tiesta. And, lo ! the womin who kept the

door of the house was cleaning wheat, and she

slumbered and slept, and the brothers Kechab and
Baanah got through unobserved, and cime into

the house as Ishbosheth lay on his bed,' &:c."

Again, take 2 Samuel xvii. 2, a reading which
Eobertson Smith says was long ago appealed to

by Dathe as one which no man familiar with

the style of the translator could credit him
with inventing. The passage refers to Ahito-

phel's advice to Absalom. In the Hebrew it

reads :

"I will bring back all the psople to thee. Like
the return of the whole ia the man whom fhou
seekeat. All tlie people shall have peace."

In the Septuagint it reads :

" I will make all the people turn to thee as a
bride turneth to her husband. Thou seekest the

life of but one man, and all the psople shall have
peace."

Let us now turn to the famous stoiy of

David and Goliath. Here again I follow

Eobertson Smith, whom I prefer to quote
because of his wide authority among those

whose duty it is to give us a critical edition of

the Septuagint as soon as may be. I should,

however, mention that amore critical and minute
discussion of the whole passage to which
Robertson Smith seems largely indebted may
be found in Stade's Qeshichte des Volkes Israel

(i., 37, 40).

"The etory," says Robertson Smith, "a,i it

appeira in our English Bible, presents iuextticible

d.fficulties. In the previous chapters we are told

how David is introduced to the court of Saul, and
becomes a favourite with the king. Then
suddenly we have the a(!count of a campaign , and
we learn, without any explanatiou, that David,

although he was Saul's armour-bearer, did not

follow bim to the field. Ho returns to his father

Jesse, aud is sent by Jetee to his elder brothers

in the camp, who treat him with a degree of

petulance not likely to be displayed even by elder

brothers to a youth who already stood well at

court. But, m fact, it appears from the end
of the chapter that David is utterly unknown
at court. Neither Saul nor Abner seems ever

to have seen him before. Everyone has been
puzzled by these apparent contradictions.

But in the Septuagint, verses 12 to 31, and
then the verses from the 55th onwards to the 5th of

the next chapter, are omitted ; and when these

are removed, wo get a perfectly consistent and
natural account. We find David in the camp aud
in attendance on Saul, just as we should expect,

lie volunteors to fight Goliath, is victorious in

the contest, and returns to his natural place in

attendance on Saul's person. . . . When wo
take the veraesi which are found in the Hebrew

and not in the Septuagint, and put them together,

we find they are fragments of an independent
account of the affair, according to which David
never had been at court, but was a mere
shepherd-boy, having been sent by his father to

the camp with provisions for his brethren,

volunteered to fight the Philistine. He thus

leaped into sudden fame, was retained at court,

and Jonathan, with impulsive generosity, at once

received him as his dearest friend. ... It is not

credible," says Dr. Smith, " that, if the Septuagint

translators had tet themselves arbitrarily to cut

down a narrative originally homogeneous, the

verses which they omit would have palpably hung
together as bits of a different and eclf-consistent

account of the whole story. On the contrary, wo
are forced to conclude that the text of the

Septuagint is complete in itself, aud that the

additions of the Hebrew are fragments of another

account, a popular and less accurate version of the

story, which must once have been current in a
separate book. ... At first sight this con-

clusion may appear startling. We do not like

to think that the English or the Hebrew Bible

can contain an interpolated narrative of inferior

authenticity. ... To shut our ejes to the

evidence of the Septuagint, or to refuse to weigh

it by the ordinary methods of sound common
sense, would be an act of timidity, not of reverence

;

and it is well to learn by so plain an example that

He who gave us the Scriptures has suffered them
to contain some difiloulties which cannot be
solved without the application of critical

prooesees."

These are the guarded words of a champion
of the Hebrew text, and it is for this reason I

quote them.
Lat us take another example—namely,

I Samuel xviii. 8; xix. 1. Dr. Smith has quoted

the long paragraph at full length, to which

my readers may turn. His comment on it,

which is too long for quotation, contains the

following sentences :

—

"The words and v.^rses printed in italics are

omitted in the Septuagint. Read without them,

the progress of the narrative is perspicuous and
consistent. . . . The additions of the Hebrew
text destroy the psychological truth of the narra-

tive. . . . Here, then, we have another case

where all probability is in favour of the Greek
text."

I have quoted very considerably from
Eobertson Smith, so that those who have not

read his book may see how far he went in

depreciating the Hebrew text of the Books of

Samuel, although he himself was a champion
of the Masoretic text generally. His remarks

gain immensely in importance, however, when
it is seen, as we have tried to show in these

letters, that what is true of the Books of

Samuel is true more or less of every Book of the

Old Testament. Meanwhile, Sunday after

Sunday country parsons without books, and
town parsons without leisure, have to go on
trying to reconcile Biblical difficulties in their

sermons. Many of these pitfalls exist only be-

cause those whose duty it is to supply them
with the purest text of the Bible that can be

got, and who have to train and teach the next

generation of parsons, persist in drawing their

inspiration from the polluted stream which

fljws from the Jewish schools at Jamnia. The
sophistication of this stream was largely the

handiwork of a set of men who were having a

life-and-death struggle with the early

Christians, and who, in order to discredit their

teaching, did not hesitate to tamper with their

own rule of faith, and who, in addition, had

views about accuracy and about scientific

criticism which will not bear examination.

Henry H. Howorth.

oaiiAM rxscRiPnoNS in Ireland.

Ritbcormu! : Feb. II, 1895.

No. 3 Ktlgrovan luscription and an inscrip-

tion on a headstone in Sheskinan graveyard,

nine miles from Kilgrovan, having much i^
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common and much supplementary of one

another, may profitably be discussed together.

The front arrises of this Sheskinan Stone are

occupied by a line of inscription running from
left to right, 4 ft. 3 in. ; and the back arrises by
one from right to left, 4 ft. 5 in.

ABA
("J

"[A]

I I

I I I I

/////

ri]

U L E] L[4]

(*)

M O

/ II

I I

D A

II I I I I I

II I I II I

/////

I I

1]

•-III

mil

[!]

I I I I I I l-l-

/////
I I I I I M-l-

FEDABiK[l] M[A]q[i] [TILE]l[A]3 MOCOI
ODAk[i] [i]re[i]. [Xhe gravestone] of Fedbar,
son of Ailill, son of Odhar Ireo (Odbar junior).

In this incription the word mocoi is perfect

;

FEDABAEi wants merely five and odaei four
I notches ; the half M and the Q are evident
remains of a maqi ; a notch, and i, or possibly
lA, would fit the 9.] in. space between the
fourth I notch of odari and the first R groove
of [i]kei ; the last and third last i notches of

[i]rei are missing ; and only a vowel notch,
and an L and a s, with barely room for an a
between them, are left of ulelas or allelas,
but the 14 in. space between the q of m[a](i[i]

and the third E notch is just sufficient for the
missing i, ul or all, and two E notches. What
is wanting to odari and ibei, and nearly all

wanting to T7LELAS, on the Sheskinan Stone
may be supplied from the Kilgrovan Stone
No. 3.

Kilgrovan Stone No. 3 is a top fragment of

a slaty sandstone flag, that has suffered from
exposure, cattle-rubbing, and wilful or unin-
tentional violence. It and its companion stones
are now to be railed in by Mr. William Beres-
ford, occupant and owner of the Killeen farm
at Kilgrovan. This stone's back is scaly, its

top is crushed and splintered, and its front has
lost a flake one or two feet long and wide, and
varying seemingly up to an inch and a half in

depth along the inscribed arris. The inscrip-
tion begins on the front right-hand arris,

3 ft. 7 in. from the top ; breaks off in. from
the top; is resumed on the back left-hand
arris, 4 ft. 4 in. from the top ; goes along the
top ij in., and down the back right-hand arris

1 ft. 11 in. ; and so has a total length of about
twelve feet.

[]

(«)
I I I

I I I

I

••••
I

(S) I I
I

I I ///// I II I I I I I I

I I II I

J I II
n I ..

/////
III 1 1 1 1

1

D A

///// Mill
111II " " '

ULL[E]Lis irbi ATI ODARI. The gravestone
of AilUl Ireo, grandson of Odhar (or of Ailill

junior, grandson of Odhar).
Here are three of the names, and perhaps

one of the persons, found on the Sheskinan
Stone. In ullelas are seen all the u, all the
first L, the right half of the first groove and
tho middle and right thirds of the second
groove of the second l, all of the third L at
least to the present arris, a part apparently of

A, and all of s to the present arris. An E
would fit the seven inches of broken arris

between the second and the third l. All is

plain, except an unaccountable interval of seven
inches between the A and the s, an interval five

inches too long. After the four hoary s grooves
there is now a fresh groove, where, in 1884, I
noticed a triangular prominence. By Mr. Brash
the s was read as a c, as if the grooves sprang
from the back inscribed arris, while really they
spring from the front inscribed arris, and dis-

tinctly end in a line, from two to one and a
half inches short of the back arris. The loss of

the original arris and front surface from e
upwards leaves us without direct evidence of

the presence or absence originally of anything
Ogmic between A and 8, or after s. To judge,
however, from -LAS and irei at Sheskinan,
nothing radically or grammatically important
originally intervened between the A and the s

of ULLELAS at Kilgrovan ; and no maqi or xsi
there separated tllelas (rLLELLAs?) from irei.

In IREI, through scaling to the right and a
hole cut to the left, the last two R grooves are
short ; but still they extend too far left for D
grooves, and too far right and left for o notches.

Mr. Brash must have had before him a faulty

rubbing when he made ou out of the notches
of the final l of irei. On the stone itself, the
narrow third notch is exactly midway between
the second and the fourth, and there all five are
evidently one character.

In AFi the F grooves ought never have been
mistaken by Mr. Macalister for N grooves, nor
by me for mere scaling, such as are Mr.
Macalister's first two N grooves. The third F
groove is smooth and hoary throughout its

whole length, and the first groove at its right
end ; and thus flanked, the second groove,
though now rough and fresh from scaling,

ought not to be ignored. In afi the vowel
notches are evident, and fairly perfect—except
the last, which is wholly absent ; the second
last, of which but little remains ; and the fourth
last, out of which a fresh narrow scrape issues

to the right, and an old wide cutting issues to

the left where it bifurcates towards the top and
the front. These three together—the cutting,

the notch, and the scrape—look like an m
groove, and by me, in 1893, were taken for the
second it of a cramped maqi mocoi, which to

me then seemed necessary to bridge the in-

terval between irei and dari. Of the other
grooves required for a maqi mocoi, I thought I

had made out some by sight and the rest by
touch. When, however, to make sure before
writing this letter, I lately revisited Kilgrovan,
I had after the first day to renounce these
shadowy grooves, because they did not show in

rubbings, and demanded at the hardest side of

the stone an unwarrantable depth of reduction
of the surface by weathering ; and on the second
day, viewing the arris from the right, I plainly
saw an afi, in the same bold characters as in
the rest of the inscription

; just as I had sur-
mised, the night before, from an old rubbing.
The word odari would here be perfect but

for the loss of its first o notch, which notch and
the last notch of afi occupied, I suppose, oppo-
site ends of the top of the stone, with a three
and a half inch space between them, just such
a space as separates irei from afi. The second
o notch is perfect, or nearly perfect, and ought
not be grouped with tho d grooves by Mr.

j
Macalister, as it is not parallel, but at an angle

of 35° or 40° to them. At first sight, the first

I notch, and a well-gouged groove to the left

of it, together read as H ; but together they do
not form quite a straight line ; the groove is

distinctly deeper than the notch, and does not
glide into it, but end abruptly on reaching it

;

the notch in shape is perfect or nearly perfect,

and, unlike the arris end of a consonantal

groove, the notch extends to the right of the

arris to the fullest extent required in a vowel
notch ; and, besides, only a notch corresponds

to it in the Sheskinan odari, and only a vowel
notch here or there makes sense.

Probably the nominatives of genitives feda-
BAEI and odaki did not end in a vowel,
but were fedabar and odar like nominative
CATABAR at Ballyquin, and nominative vir in

Latin. The Middle Irish form of fedabaei
would bo gen. mas. Fedbair, a form which I

have not yet found ; but nom. fern. Fedbair is

an Irish female saint's name in the Book of

Leinster, 353'', 354'' ; and at November G in the

Martyrology of Donegal!.

As an adjective Middle Irish odar, Modern
Irish odhar, means "sallow," "sickly com-
plexioned." I have heard it applied to the

colour of freshly split sunburnt potatoes, but
the woman uttering it could not translate it by
any word but " discoloured." The Book of

Leinster has the projier names : Odor, 388''
;

Odran, 353'', &c. ; Odorchon, 339'' ; Conodar,
308S; and Odornatan, 1G8\ The Four Masters

have numerous entries regarding the Fermanagh
Maguires, whose name is composed of Mag for

Mac, and uire for Uidhir, the gen. mas. sg. of

Odhar.
ULLELAS (ULLELLAS ?) and ULELAS seem to

be forms of a very usual ancient Irish name,
found written : either nom. Ailil and Ailill,

gen. Ailella ; or nom. Oilill, gen. Oilella. In
Irish, the short broad vowels are often inter-

changed, especially when inflected. Oil, ull, and
all mean "great" ; and ela means a " swan."
As a proper name, irei may be derived from

lARi in MAQQl-lAEi at Ballintaggart, the M'lair
or M'ler of the Book of Leinster, the M'lair
of the Book of Ballymote. Apparently for

IREI the Book of Leinster has nom. Iri (201''),

nom. Hir, gen. ler (324^^) ; nom. and gen. Ir

(12'', &o.). Nom. and ace. Irireo, gen. larireo

(22''), the name of a sovereign of Ireland some
few centuries before the Christian era, may be
divided into Iri and reo, " a stripe," or into Ir

and Ireo or ireo. Ir and Ireo would be together,

for distinction and emphasis, a Middle Irish

and an Archaic Irish nominative of a name,
whose Archaic Irish genitive would be Irei. Ir

and ireo would be that name's Middle Irish

form followed by an archaic adjective, meaning
" posterior."

At St. Sheskinan's and at Kilgrovan irei
seems to be an adjective, meaning " remoter
from the stirps," and used as og in Modern
Irish pedigrees, and "junior" in English
pedigrees, /ar means "the end," &c. ; iarum
"afterwards"; larre " after "

; iarm-ua " j>ro-

nepos," "great-grandson"; and ire "ulterior,"
" remoter," " posterior." In that view ullelas
irei afi odari means "the gravestone of Ailill,

junior, grandson of Odhar" ; and fedabaei
MAQI ULELAS MOCOI ODARI IREI means " the

gravestone of Fedbar, son of Ailill, son of

Odhar, junior"; and thus Fedbar and Ailill,

junior, may have been, and probably were,

brothers, whose father was an Ailill, and whose
grandfather was an Odhar Mag Uidhir sixteen

hundred years ago and upwards.
Edmond Baeey.

luthee's bible translation.
London : February 33, 1896.

Mr. Pearson is not quite logical : he declines

to argue tha case with me until I have " studied

the matter at first-hand "; and, at the same
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time, he refers me to a number of artioles

which appeared year« ago ia the Athenaeum
and the Academy. My critic will permit me
to follow hia first adrice, and give him a sample
or two of that work for which he has asked.

" Luther had only a schoolboy knowledge of

Greek in 1519," Mr. Pearson says; "his was
not a translation from the original Greek, but
practiu^ly a reproduction, with no very great
variations, of the existiug German Vulgate."
In support of this contention he quotes part of

the story of the Samaritan woman, which he
has taken at random, to give readers of the
Academy, who have not studied the subject

themselves, an idea of the relationship between
the two translations. In a passage of such
simplicity, it is inevitable that two translators,

however independent of one another, should
have very much in common. But though their

resemblances prove little or nothing, their

differences may suggest a great deal. Let
us see.

In the very first line the German Vulgate
had " Ein weyb kam," according to the Latin,
' Venit mulicr "; while Luther has ' • Da kompt
eyn weyb," according to the Greek, 'E(>xeT-oi yvvii,

where the present tense could not be mistaken.
The difference of tense is retained all through.

Again, the German Vulgate had " Darumb
d*s weib von Samaria sprach (Dicit eryo

miiUer . . .)"; while Luther has " spricht n« das
Samaritisch weib " (xt'-yfi oZf out*), rendering
neatly the Greek o5>' by German nun.
The German Vulgate had " In welcherweiaz

ayscht du zetriacken von mir {Quomodo tu . . .

bibere a me poscis) "; while Luther has " wi'e

bittestu von mir trincken " {was ai . . . irap'

The German Vulgate had " villeicht hettestda

geayscht . . . er het dir gegeben " (from
" petisses . . .dedisset"); while Luther again
corrects the tense, " du betest yhn . . . er </ebe

dir " (from Greek pxTjiroj . . . eSainec).

It is a pity Mr. Pearson cut his quotation so

short, for he deprived his readers of some ia-

structive parallels. The German Vulgate (1518)
had "Wann auoh der vater suochet aolich die

yn anbeeten " (" Nam et Pater tales quaerit qui
adorent eum "), perverting the sense of the
passage; where Luther puts correctly " denn
der vater will auch habe die yhn also anbeten "

(A rarijp Toioi/Toyj ^T/re* Toiis vposKuvovvrat avrSv).

" Gott ist der gaist " of the German Vulgate
appears in Luther "Gott ist e/« geyst": the

absence of the article in the Greek irycD/ia i BcSi,

preserved him from making the mistake.

Will Mr. Pearson explain how it is that the
principal faults of the old translation can be
traced to the Latin, and the principal differ-

ences in Luther to the Greek text ? Will any
unprejudiced reader deny that the two transla-

tions, whatever their superficial likeness, rest

on an entirely different basis ?

Now for the diction. The clumsy phrase (con-
taining the provincial ayschen), " In welcher-
weisz aysoht du zetrincken von mir," appears
in Luther simplified, " wie bittestu von myr
trincken." The heavy sentence, "so du bist

ein Jud. die ich bin ein weyb Samaritan " (an
exact rendering of " quae sum mulier Samari-
tana "), appears well-turned, " so du eyn Jude
bist, und ich eyn Samaritish weyb." The
awkward wording, " ein brunn des springenden
wassers in daz ewig leben" (" fons aquae
salientis in vitam aetemam "), appears in

Luther's exquisite setting, "eyn brunn des
wassers, das ynn das ewige leben quillet."

It is difficult to explain harmony to un-
musical ears, or the art of painting to eyes that
are colour-blind ; but to a cultured mind it

should be evident that Luther has given to his

sentences ease and lightness by simple touches
here and there, which by their very simplicity

betray a masterhand. The passage taken by
Mr. Pearson at random must giVfe readers of

the AcADEUT a very inadequate idea of the
real difference between the Beformer and his

predecessors. I will quote another passage,
which is in my opinion a fair example. To do
justice to the Vulgate, I have used the edition

of 1518, the nearest in point of time to the
September Bibel.

QuiHAN Vulgate, 1518

Si. Luke If. {w. 10-14).

" Unnd der engel pprach zu yn. Nicht wollt euch
fiirchten. Aber eebet. Ich verkiiade each ala
grosae freude, die da wirdet allem volck Wuun
heut iat euch geboreu der behalter. der da ist

Uhristus. der herr in dor etit david. Und dlsea

wirdt euch aia zaicfaen. Ir vindet das kind gcbun-
den in tuch und geiegt in die kripp. Unn vonu
stund an was bey dem engal ain menig der titter-

schatft des hymlischeu hoveslobeatgott tin saeent.
Gelobct sey gott In den bohen unnd fride auff der
erden. den meuschcn die da sind guttes nillena.

Luther.
" unnd der engel spraoh zu yhn / furcht euch
nicht / Sehet / ich verkandige grosse freude /die
allem volck widderfahren wirt / denn euch ist

heutte der heyland geporn / welcher ist Ohiistu?
der herre / ynn der stadt David / unnd das
babt zum zejchtn/yhr werdet finden dan kind
ynn windel gewick'lt / unn ynn eyner krippeu
liegen / Unnd alsbald war dabey dem engel / die
mcDge der bymliechen heerscharen / die lobeteu
Gott / uii sprachen / Preys sey Gott ynn der
hohe / unnd frid auS eiden / nfi den menschen
eyn wolgefallen."

Compare the editions of the German Vulgate
(for instance, the edition of 1466 with that of

1518), and barely a word is altered; compare
both with Luther, and his work shows freedom
and originality in every line.

Mr. Pearson declines to believe,

"even if all the Lutheran theologians ia Garminy
assert, also at second-hand, that Luther was a
translator from the Greek. The world is too full
of people who perpetually ci e authority, and will
not investigate for thcmeelves."

These are noble words, breithiug something of
Luther's own free spirit ; but they are not quite
accurate. Were Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm
Scherer, whom I quoted among others, Lutheran
theologians ? Have not they, and even the
theologians, had access to the German Bible
which was before the Beformation ? Has Mr.
Pearson alone handled its volumes ? A closer

and more careful examination of the different

texts may perhaps induce him to respect a little

more the work that others have done before
him, and to refrain from such sweeping asser-

tions. C. H. Merk,

LORD BYRON AND " THE VAMPIRE."
London : Uarch 3, 1895.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Letter of
Byron which I sent you has been published
in France, as stated by your correspondent, I

am not sorry it has appeared for the first time
before the general public.

The document may possibly be a marvel-
lously clever forgery ; but it certainly has not
been cut out of a book, as suggested by your
correspondent. I am sure my friend Mr.
Hewson will not object to submit it to the
examination of anyone competent to decide
upon the matter.

George Newcomen.

"salet" and "salad."

In explaining that the word "ballad" got
corrupted into " ballet " in the expression, " A
hole in the ballet," Mr. George Newcomen cites

the similar case of '

' salet" for '

' salad," for which
he adduces the authority of "a vegetable
hawker in the city of Limerick." He might
have gone back to Jack Cade, or at least to the
words put into the rebel's mouth by Shakspere,

^

who makes him pun upon " sallet " as a helmet,
and " sallet " as a comestible, io a way that
only his desperate circumstances and desperate
character can excuse

:

" Wherefore, on a brick wall have I climbed into
thin garden, to fee if I c«n eat grass, or pick a
tallet another while, which Is not amies to cool a
man's ttomach this hot weather. And, I think,
this word sallet was bom to do me good : for, many
a time, but for a s*llet, my brain-pan had been clett

with a brown hi 1 ; and, many a time, when I have
been dry, and brav.ly marching, it hath aeived me
instead of a quart-pat to diink in. And now the
word aallet must serve me to feed on."

[King Ilcnry VI
,
part 'i, act U., sc. 10 )

James Oairdnxk.

A suggested derivation for "YORKER."
L-mdon : Uuoh 4, 1896.

Mr. Andrew Lang's reference to a " yorker "

in the Academy of last week induces me to
submit for his consideration a possible ety-
mology of this obscure word.
Of its history little is recorded, but it seems

to have been introduced some twenty years ago,
presumably from the North. Indeed, we are
not sure whether the verb to " york " be not
older than the noun "yorker." If so, may
not "york," the verb, be identified with
"yerk," which itself is probably an allotropic
form of "jerk"—not that we would cast any
imputation upon the legitimacy of a " yorker."
For " yerk," in default—at the moment—of

access to dictionaries, I am content to adduce
three classical quotations :

—

1. From Shakspere's Henry V. :

"and their wounded steeds
Fret fetlock deep ia gwe, and with wild rage
Yerk out their armed heels at their doid masters,
Killing them twice."

2. From Othello:

"I had thought to have ijerk'd him here under
the libs."

3. From Scott's notes to the Liy of the Last
Minstrel (which I regret to observe Mr. L%ng
has omitted from the Dryburgh Edition) :

"'If I cannot tew,' retorted [Watt] Tinlinn,
discharging a shaft which nailed the captain's
thigh to his saddle—' if I cannot sew I can
yerk: "

From the two last passages, in particular,

might be constructed a not inept image of that
which one of our own poets has thus sung :

" Thou wast not meant to play, infernal ball '.

"

J. S. C.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
EuxDAY, March 10, 4 p.m. Sunday liSOtnre : " Ferpetad

Motion," by Mr. Douftlas Carnegie.
7.3) p.m. Ethical; "The I'euhingof Mazzini," by

Mr. 1. 1. Bobaon.
Ho.NDAv, March 11,8 p.m. Library As tocittion : "Bemwk-

able Bibles," by Dr. William Wright.
8.90. p.m. Geofrxaphical :

*' Ptiree Years* TraveUiog
and FightiiiK in the Congo Fits State." by Mr. 8. L. Hiada.

Tl E^DAV. Mirch 12, 3 p m Royal lostitntion :
" Tae Inter-

nal Framework of Plants and Animals," IX , b/ Prof. C.
Stewart

4 p.m. Asiatic: "Some Bndlhist BeUca," by Mr. B.
BeweU.

8 pm. Civil Eogineers :
" The Kidderoor Docks,

Calcntte," by Mr. WlUiim Duff Bruce ; " N<«ta sn the
Howm'nt of the Walls of the Kidderpur Docks," by
Mr. James Henry Apjoho.

8 p.m. Colonial Institute.

8 SO p.m. Anthropological.
Wednssoay. March 13, 8 d m. Mociety of Aits: "The Kett

Supply of the United Kingdom." by £. Montague Nelson.
Tbub»dav, March It, 8 p.m. K ]yal Institution ;

" Thraa
t'eriods of Seventeenth Century History, II., Ths Oom-
mmwealth," by Dr. 8. R. Qirdiner.

4.30 p.m. SoeietJ of Arts :
" Art Tuition," by Pfof.

Hubert Herkomer.
8 p.m. I'^lectricAl Engineers: "Thi Electrolyati <A

Gold," by Mr. ». 8. Keith.
8 30 p m. Antiquaries.

Friday. March 15, 8.30 p.m. Viking Club :
" The History of

the lohibifaints of Orkney." by Dr. J. G. Gatson.
9 p.m. Royal Institution : "The Barer Met lis and

their Alloys," by Prof. Roherta-Au'tten.
Sati'Kday. March 16, 8pm. Boyal Institution: "Warei

and Vibrations," III., by Lord Rayleigb.
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SCIENCE.
MATHEMATICAL BOOKS.

American Journal of Mathematics. Vol. XVI.
No. 4. { Baltimore : John Hopkins Press.

)

" La Transformation des Courbes Algebriques,
by E. Goursal (pp. 291-298), states two
generalisations of a theorem of Luroth's {Math.
Annalen, ix. p. 163), one of which is seen to be
true from the theory of Abelian integrals, the
other here discuesed is more algebraical in its

character. The rest of the number (pp. 299-

396) is taken up with a memoir by Mr. C. Chree,
entitled "Isotropic Elastic Solids of nearly
Spherical Form." This is divided into three
sections and seventy-two paragraphs. As the
whole is headed "Part I.—Equilibrium," it

looks as if there is more to follow. The table
of contents very clearly indicates the nature of

the investigation. This for an accurately

, spherical surface is one of no small difficulty :
—

" For even a slight departure from the spherical
form the increase of difficulty is bo considerable,
that, eo far as I know, the only problem of the
class successfully treated hitherto is that of a
nearly spherical solid exposed to gravitational
force, but free of all surface forces."

Mr. Chree claims novelty for his method, and
thinks that it will be serviceable in other
branches of applied mathematics.

American Journal of Mathematics. Vol.
XVII. No. 1. (Baltimore.) " Une Transfor-
mation de Mouvements," by P. Appell
(pp. 1-j). This short note discusses a problem
by M. Elliot {Gomptea Rendua, 1893), and a
kindred problem by M. Mestcharsky {Bulletin
des Sciences Math., 1894), as particular cases of
a certain transformation of movements. A like
transformation is suggested at the end of the
note. An extract from a letter of M. Hermite
to Dr. Craig (pp. 6-10) gives the result of an
investigation of the asgumptotic value of log.
(a), where a is a large number. "The First
and Second Logarithmic Derivatives of Hyper-
elliptic IT functions," by Oskar Bolza (pp. 11-

36), extends some elliptic function theorems to
hyperelliptio functions. "La Definition de
la Limite d'une Fonction : Exercice de Logique
Mathematique " (pp. 37-68) is a closely-

reasoned article by Prof. Plond, the method
of which is influenced by the following extract
from Condillac (cited by the author)

:

" Tout I'art de raisonner sa reduit ii bien faire la
langue de chaque science. Plus vou9 abregerez
Totre discours, plus vos idoes se rapprocheront ; et
plus ellea seront rapprochees, plus il vous sera
facile de les faisir sous tous leurs rapports."

Dr. McClintock's "Theorems in the Calculus
of Enlargement " (pp. 69-80) is a continuation
of his essay in vol. ii. (pp. 101-161). The paper
was read at the last August meeting of the
American Mathematical Society. A. S.
Chersin, in his note on Foucault's Pendulum
(pp. 81-88), considers the motion when account
is taken of oscillations of any finite amplitude
and of the rotation of the earth about its axis.
The mathematician "illustrated" is M. E.
Pickard

.

On the Use of Detached Co-efficienta in Ele-
mentary Algebra. By J. D. Paul, E.N.
(Cambridge, Deighton, Bell & Co.) The
author's object is to compare the elementary
operations in algebra with those corresponding
to them in arithmetic, to demonstrate how the
algebraical work may be conveniently done in
certain simple cases by using the co-effloients
detached, and to encourage symmetry of work
in dealing with more complicated expression.
We have read this pamphlet and picked up one
or two plums, for the writer has put his case
clearly and carefully. It is necessary to read
the first two or three pages, as in these are
explained terms which the writer introduces
and freely uses.

Integral Calculus for Beginnera, with an intro-
duction to the study of Differential Equations.
By Joseph Edwards. (Macmillans.) This, like
the same author's allied work on the differential
calculus, is admirably adapted to the end he
sets before him—viz., to form a sound intro-
duction to the study of the integral calculus
suitable for a student beginning the subject.
It contains a clearly reasoned outers* course of
reading, adapted to readers who intend to go
on to applied mathematics, hence it is that Mr.
Edwards provides a sketch of the methods of
solving elementary differential equations, to the
inclusion of such forms as are to be met with in
works on analytical statics, dynamics of a
particle, and the elementary parts of rigid
dynamics. Though we have done little more
than test an exercise here and there, these are
so numerous that it would take some time to
try them all. We have read the text carefully
and have not detected any critical errors, but
have greatly enjoyed the renewal of an old love
in this modern guise, for we have the hyper-
bolic functions et id genus omne in sufficient force
for the class of readers catered for. On p. 152,
ex. 20, we note that it is not stated what it

means, doubtless in the original examination
paper it was defined. The little book has our
best wishes for success.

The Elementary Properties of the Elliptic
Functions. With examples by A. C. Dixon.
(Macmillans.) The audience for such a work
as this is necessarily a limited one. Prof.
Dixon indicates it thus: "The object is to
supply the wants of those students who, for
reasons connected with examinations or other-
wise, wish to have a knowledge of the elements of
Elliptic Functions, not including the Theory of
Transformations and theTheta Functions." The
author owns his obligations to Prof. Cayley's
work and also to Dr. Olaisher's lectures.
Though a small book, it goes into the subject
in sufficient detail for the student, and in an
appendix there is a note on the history of the
notation of the subject. Here also there are
several figures illustrating the graphical repre-
sentation of Elliptic Functions. There are
numerous examples from examination papers.

OBITUARY.

SIR HENRY RAWLINSON.

By the death of Sir Henry Bawlinson we have
lost one of the half-dozen Englishmen of this
century whom the world will always reckon
among its great men. More than any other
single scholar he contributed to the grandest
philological achievement of our time—the
decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions ; and
all of his life that could be spared from official

duties was devoted to the elucidation of this

supreme discovery. Of late, his vigorous health
had_ failed him ; and he succumbed to an attack
of influenza on March 5, in the eighty-fifth
year of his age.

Henry Bawlinson was born in 1810, at the
little village of Chadlington, in Oxfordshire,
being the elder brother of George Bawlinson,
for many years Camden professor of ancient
history at Oxford, and now canon of Canter-
bury Cathedral, whom he assisted in his
standard work on Herodotus. His only educa-
tion was obtained from a private school at
Ealing; and at the early age of sixteen he
sailed for India, with a cadetship in the
Bombay Native Infantry. But he was destined
to pass but a very small portion of his active
life in India. In 1833 he was sent to Persia,
to assist in organising the army of the Shah

;

and henceforth he belonged to that race of
military " politicals " who found employment
in the disturbed state of the North-West
frontier. The prototype of these " politicals

"

was Sir John Malcolm ; the baldest of them was

the ill-starred Alexander Bumes. Among
Bawlinson's immediate contemporaries were
Eldred Pottinger, Darcy Todd, and James
Abbott, of whom the last survives him. Two
more of about the same generation were Henry
Lawrence and James Outram. At the time of
the First Afghan War Bawlinson was fortunate
to find himself the chief political officer with
General Nott, whose policy of retiring from
Kandahar through Kabul he strenuously sup-
ported. For his services on this occasion he
obtained a military C.B., and the doubtful
honour of the Star of the Durani Empire. In
1843 he was appointed consul at Baghdad, and
there he remained, with the higher title of
consul-general, until he finally retired from
active service in 1856. His brief mission as
envoy to the court of Teheran, and the few
years that he sat in Parliament as a Liberal,
may be passed over. Except for these inter-
ludes, he was a member of the Indian Council
from 1856 almost continuously until his death.

It was in the thirties, during his early
service in Persia, that Bawlinson's interest was
first aroused in the cuneiform incriptions. At
that time Grotefend had indeed found the key,
but no one was able to make proper use of it.

The scholars of Europe had tentatively inter-

preted some dozen words, and had settled two
or three grammatical infiexions. Many were on
the right track, and even if Bawlinson had not
decisively led the way, it is probable that others
would soon have gained the prize : either the
humble India Office clerk,Norris,or the Irishman,
Hincks, who both afterwards contributed so
largely to extending the results of Bawlinson's
discovery. It was Bawlinson's glory, and his

alone, to have transcribed with his own hand
the famous trilingual inscription of more than
one thousand lines on the rock of Behistun

;

and, with the help of Burnouf's studies in
Zend, to have translated that portion of the
inscription which is written in the language of
Old Persia. The decipherment of the other
two languages, Median and Babylonian, was the
gradual work of other scholars. But to
Bawlinson belongs the credit of having, in his
official position at Baghdad, encouraged
Layard to undertake the excavations which
have enriched the British Museum with
cuneiform tablets innumerable. And it was
Bawlinson again who, with the collaboration
of Norris and afterwards of George Smith,
edited those magnificent folios (known to
Orientalists as W. A. /.), which to this day
represent almost th) whole of the published
literature.

Bawlinson's classical paper on the Behistun
incription—worthy to rank with that of D.arwin
on natural selection—appeared in the Journal
of the Boyal Asiatic Society for 1846. His
other principal work on the subject is A
Commentary on the Cuneiform Inscriptions of
Babylonia and Assyria (1850). He was an
active member of the Geographical Society, and
he wrote in 1874 England and Russia in the

East. Of the honours conferred upon him, it

is sufficient to mention the Prussian Order
of Merit, the foreign membership of the
Academiedes Inscriptions, and the trusteeship
of the British Museum.

J. S. 0.

CORRESPONDENCE.

NIMROD, A KASSITK KING.

Oxford t Much 4, 189S.

It is only fair to Prof. Sayce that some one
should mention that the identification of the
Hebrew Nimrod, the son of Cush, or, rather,

Kosh {i.e., Kash), with Nazi-Maruttas (or

Murudas), which the professor adopts from
Dr. Hilprecht (Academy, March 2, 1895,

p. 1 95), was already prepared for by an acute
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hypothesis in his own Criticitm and the Monu-
menU (p. 101).

" We m»y oonjecturo," Prof. Sajce there says,

" that Nimrod was the first of [the Kassite kings]

who planted hla power so firmly in Palestine as

to ba remembered in the proverbial lore of the

country, and to have introduced the Babylonian

culture, ol which the Tel el-Amama Tablets have

given lis such abundant evidence."

I have not yet seen Hilpreoht's evidently im-
portant work, Asst/riaca, which even the Bod-
leian Library does not possess. So far as I can

form an opinion from Prof. Sayce's notice, Dr.

Hilprecht's identification seems highly prob-

able ; and I only wish it could be proved that

this Kassite king did " imitate the example of

his predecessors in invading the West." But I

venture to mention one drawback to the per-

suasiveness of the hypothesis—viz., that Nazi-

Maruttas was defeated at Kar-Istar-akarsal by
Kamman-nirari I., King of Assyria, upon which
followed a rectification of the frontiers (see

Sayce's translation of " Synchronous History of

Assyria and Babylonia," Records of the Past, iii.

30, where, however, the name is read less cor-

rectly). Need we claim complete accuracy for

the stitements in Gen. x. 11, 12 ? I think not.

It is as the first well-known tyrant and conqueror

that Nimrod is mentioned {gibbOr), Gen. x. 8.

The Hebrew editor illustrates this in v. 9 by an
insertion referring to a fragment of a still

current proverb or song, " Like Nimrod, a
divinely mighty hunter " (that is, one whom God
Himself would recognise). Verse 10 continues

V. 8, and gives statements not literally correct.

Did the editor give the original meaning of the

proverb or song-fragmont correctly ? May not

Herder, after all, be correct, and the hunting
referred to be that of the conqueror-who leads

back many captives (c/. Jer. xvi. 16, Hab. i.

14, 15) ? That the Babylonian kings were also

hunters of wild animals is, of course, undis-

puted. But why should a single Kassite hunter
(ex hyp.) be singled out in the old song for

admiration 'f If " hunter " is to be taken literally,

one must really perhaps fall back upon Izdubar-

Gilgsmes, the legendary hunter-king of Ereoh.

T. K. Cheyne.

b.\bism:.

I have personal and intimate knowledge of

the present leaders of the Babist movement in

Persia, the four sons of the late Mirzi Hussien,
who are political prisoners in Akka, though the

Shah within the last twelve months has
repealed the penal lawj against the sect, and
is now very friendly.

These princes have a large library of books
written by their father on the peculiar

doctrines of the sect, which aim at nothing less

than the reconciliation of Buddhi3m,Chri8tianity,
and Mahomedanism. The father in his will

directed his sons to transmit to all the
sovereigns of Europe copies of certain of his

works, accompanied by an autograph letter.

The late Czar of Bussia, since Mtrza Hussien's
decease, sent to the sons and obtained copies of

several of the principal works and had them
translated into Russian.

The princes are very anxious to carry out
the wish of their late father, and to have copies

of the works presented to Her Majesty the
Queen ; and als3 to obtain, unofficially, the
countenance of the British Foreign Office to

enable them to reach the other sovereigns

with a similar object. They have furnished me
with summaries of the principal works in

Arabic and Persian, with the object of having
them translated and published in Britain and
the United States of America.

H, CoriRELL.

SCIENCE NOTES.

The anniversary meeting of the Chemical

Society will be held at Burlington House in

the afternoon of Wednesday, March 27 ; and in

the evening of the same day the fellows will

dine together at the Hotel Metropole. The
council propose Dr. A. G. Vernon Harcourt as

president, in succession to Prof. Armstrong

;

and Prof. Roberts-Austen and Prof. Japp as

new vice-presidents.

Mr. J. Ei'HEKiDGE, junior, formerly on the

staff of the British Museum in the department

of palaeontology, has been appointed curator

of the Australian Museum at Sydney, in suc-

cession to Dr. E. P. Ramsay, who retires by
reason of ill-health.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion on Friday next will be delivered by Prof.

Roberts-Austen, of the Mint, on " The Rarer

Metals and their Alloys."

At the meeting of the Viking Club to be

held in the King's Weigh House Rooms,
Oxford-street, on Friday next, Dr. J. G. Qarson,

of the Anthropological Institute, will give a

lecture, illustrated with lantern slides, on " The
History of the Inhabitants of Orkney."

At the general monthly meeting of the

Royal Institution, held last Monday, thanks

were returned to Sir William J. Farrer and
Mr. John Douglas Fletcher for their donations

to the fund for the promotion of experimental

research at low temperatures ; and to Mr. Hugh
Spottiswoode for a portrait of his father, the

late Dr. William Spottiswoode, sometime presi-

dent of the Royal Society.

The presidential address delivered by Mr.
A. D. Michael at the annual meeting of the

Royal Microscopical Society, giving a history

of the society, is printed at length in the

current number of the society's Journal,

PHlLOLOar NOTES.

Messrs, Swan SoNNENScnEiif & Co. have
in the press an important work on The Indian
Caltndar, written by Mr. Robert Sewell, of the

Madras Civil Service, in collaboration with Mr.
Sankara Balkrishna Dikshit. The work con-

tains complete tables for the verification of

Hindu and Muhammadan dates for a period of

years (a.b. 300 to 1900), and forms the first

attempt to carry out in practical form the

exact fixation of the astronomical phenomena
on which the Hindu calendar depends, and
without which no conversion of dates into

European reckoning can be safely relied upon.

It embraces the whole of India. The calcula-

tions have been based on the general tables

published by Prof. Jacobi, of Bonn, checked

and enlarged by processes invented by Mr. S.

Balkrishna Dikshit. The precise position of

sun and moon at sunrise on the meridian of

Ujjain on the first day of each year of the

luni-solar calendar during the period referred

to is given, and for the solar calendar the

moment of the sun's passing the first point of

Aries in each year is entered in time reckon-

ing. Full details for the addition and
suppression of months in the intercalary

luni-solar years are provided ; and where
necessary the calculations have been made for

true as well as mean intercalations. The solar

phenomena, have, moreover, been computed by
both the Arya and Surya Siddhantas. Tables

giving the correspondence of months and years

in all the Hindu reckonings are provided.

There is thus a mass of important information

recorded, while a set of auxiliary tables enables

the exact moments of the beginnings and
endings of tithis, nakahatras, and yogas, to be
computed by a simple process. For better

ready-reckoning eye-tables have been pro-

vided, which, requiring no calculation what-
ever, fix the correspondence of dates in both
the solar and luni-solar calendars with fair

exactness, the deviation being never greater

than two days; so that wherever the week-day
is given in the document or inscription under
consideration, the date cin be exactly obtained

in the simplest possible manner. The tables

are preceded by a complete and exhaustive

treaUse on the subject. Dr. Schram, of Vienna,

has promised to assist the authors by providing

them with a table of eclipses visible in India,

which will probably be the most reliable yet

published.

At the meeting of the Royal Asiatic Saciety,

to be held on Tuesday next, Mr. Robeit
Sewell, late of the Madras Civil Servics, will

read a paper, entitled " Some Buddhist Relics."

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES,

GxoLOOicAL.

—

(Annual General Meeti ij, Fr'.day,

Feb. 15.)

Da. Hbjjry WoonwABD, president, in the chair.—
After tbe delivery of the several medUd, &c., the
president proceeded to read his annivers iry address.

He first gave obituary notices of sevjral fellows

and foreign members deceased sincd the last

annual meeting, 'in-iluding the Obcralier Or.
Josef Szabo (foreign member, 1884) ; M. Gustave
Honoio Ootteau (foreigu member, 1891) ; Prof.

George Huntington Williams (foreign corre-

spondent, 1892) ; William Pengelly (1850); WilUam
Topley (1862) ; Henry Beau Mackeson (1841) ; the

Bey. Edward Hale, Joseph Eickertou Morgan, Lord
Swansea, better known ai Sir Hut-ssy Vivian

(1850) ; and James Adcy Birds. Ho congratulated

the follows upon the completion of the fiftieth

volume of the Quarterly Journal, and the prepara-

tion of an index for fifty years (now in progress).

He referred to the generally satisf ictory state of

the society's affairs, to the desirability of extending

the library, and th 3 inutility of any longer maio-
tainiog a museum, the space occupied by which was
needed for books. Oa the subject of finance the

president expressed the opinion that euffisient funds
had been invested to safeguard the interests of the

society. He alluded to the loss lustaiaed by the

retirement of Prof. Wiltshire, who had held the

office of treasurer for thirteen years. He also

commended to the fellows the couacil's selection

of Dr. Blanford to Eucceed him in that oflios as

likely to be very beneficial to the society. The
president advocated the desirability of admitting
ladies to the evening meetiags, and referred to a
number of instances in other societies where a
similar privilege had been accorded to them. He
then proceeded to give a brief summ»ry of " Some
Points in the History of the Crustacea in Palaeozoic

Times." Referring largely to the papars and
memoirs published during the past thirty years,

and more especially to those in the society's

Qmrterly Journal, he described the researches

of Salter, Hicks, Woodward, Lapworth, Linnara-

son. Holm, Briigger, Schmidt, I'each, and Horno,
and of 0. D. Walcott. Referring to the search

for the limbs in Trilobitos, he mentioned the dis-

coveries of Billings, Mickleborough, Matthewe,
Vdillant, 0. E. Beecher, and 0. D. Walcott, of

H. M Bernard, and others. Under the Fhyllopoda
and Ostracoda he referred to the researches

of Packard, Salter, Rupert Jones, Woodward,
M'Ooy, Barrande, and Clarke, dwelling specially

on the recent genus Nebalia. He alluded, also, to

the lifelong labourj of Prof. Rapert Jones on the

Ostracoda. He hoped next year to complete tbe

newer Palaeozaic and the Secondary and Tertiary

Crustacea This portion of t^e address was illus-

trated by diagrams of various forms of Palaeozoic

Crustacea.

Abistotelian.— (Jf<m<iiy, Feb. 18.)

Bernabd Bosanouet, Esq., president, in the chair.

—Mr. J. N. Muirhead lead a paper upon " The
Nature of Hypothesis." He criticised Jevons's
view, that scientific theory differed essentially from
the deductions of mathematics or tbe intuitions of

sense in respect to the giouad upon which it rest i.
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The view in question reposed on a false assump-
tion as to the part played by ideas in what we call

peicepts, and in the constructions of space and
number. The data of sense and the mathematical

tciences rest upon conceptions whose only

ultimate justification is that they are necessary in

order to harmonise our experience. And this also

is the ground of scientific theory. In accordance

with this view, the truth of an hypothesis was
shown to be established, not merely as the most
probable by the negative process of excluding an
unknown multitude of rival hypotheses, but, as a

scientific certainty, by a positive movement con-

sisting on the one hand of "moulding" the

assumed conception to the facts, and on the other

of "individualising" the f*cts by means of the

conception. When this coalescence of hypothesis

and fact had taken place, ai in some of the great

generalisations of modem scienc3

—

e.g. , the nebular

theory of the planetary system, and the theory of

natural selection—it was as irrational to suggest

that the true explanation might be something
quite other than at present acknowledged, as to

affirm that the facta themselves might be other

than they are universally acknowledged to be. A
possibility for which no positive ground could be
alleged was not a possibility at all.—The paper
was followed by a discussion.

METBOEOLoaicAL.

—

\}VedMiia\j, Feb 20.)

W. Inwards, E=q., president, in the chair.—Mr. W.
Marriott gave an account of the thunderstorm and
squall which burst over London so suddenly on the

morning of January 2'5. It appears that this storm
passed across England in a south-south-easterly

direction at the rate of about 17 miles an hour,

being over Korthumbcrland at 4 a.m.. and reaching

the English Channel by 11 a.m. Thunder was
first heard in the vicinity of Lteds, and accompanied
the storm in its progress across the country. One
of the most remarkable features of the storm was
the sudden increase in the force of the wind ; for

in London it rose almost at one bound from nearly

a calm to a velocity of .30 miles an hour. This sud-
den increase of wind caused considerable damage

;

and at Bramley, near Guildford, twenty-eight trees

wereblowu down along a track l,8G0yardsin length.

—Mr.E.Mawley presented his report on the Pheno-
logical Observations for 18!I4. Between the third

week in March and the third week in May plants
generally came into blossom in advance of their

usual time, and towards the end of April tho dates

of first flowering differed but little from those
recorded at the same period in the very forward
spring of 1893. The cuckoo made its appearance
even earlier than in the previous year. The year
189-1 was a very productive one, and both the hay
and corn crops proved unusually heavy ; but much
of ihe latter was harvested under very trying
conditions as regards weather. The frosts of

May 21 and 22 entirely destrojed the previous
prospect of a glorious fruit season. Indeed, the
only really good crop was that of pears, which
were singularly abundant throughout nearly the
whole of England.

those who know only this play of the author's

might, when making a pilgrimage to Westminster,
add their whispered tribute of admiration to
" rare Ben Jonson " !

Olifton Shakspbkb SociExr.

—

[Saturday, Feb. 23.)

Miss M. Oathakixe Smith in the chair.—Miss
Katherine (i. Blake read a paper on " Character
in ' Every Man in his Humour.' " The opening
of tho play discloses that good sense and that
witdom which are bom of knowledge of mankind.
Knowell rises into nobleness in hij perception of
the depths of life. The brainless Stephen's innate
Ttilgarity and folly are well brought out. In
cilling impertinence to aid his lack of wit, he
adopts the too common mode of ill-breeding and
weakness. In old Knowell's decision in reference
to hia son we have an exquisite piece of know-
ledge of human character, in the delineation of
which the very first scene of the play stows Ben
Jonson to be a master. The two "Gulls" are
well dillerentiated. The banter between Matthew
and Bobadill is very excellent foaling. As the
play advances the situation becomes grave —
absurdity, folly, and deep tragedy all interwoven
In its woof, yet shot with sunshine in its web.
Beneath the rampageous fun and the comical
icencs lies deep philosophy of life. For this and

FINE ART.
Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture. By Adolf

Furtwiingler. Eaglish Edition by Eugenie
Sellers. (Heiaeinann.)

Less than a year ago there appeared in the
Academy a criticism of Prof. Furtwiingler's

Meisterwerke der Griechhchen Plastik, from
the learned pen of Prof, Percy Gardner.
The readers of this journal having thus been
presented with the most competent pro-

fessional criticism of the German archae-

ologist's remarkable work, I feel the more
at liberty to speak of the impressions

awakened by Miss Sellers'e splendid English
edition thereof in the mind of the mere
unarchaeological outsider. For, after all,

books are not written exclusively for the

authors of similar books, nor is knowledge
effectually imparted only to those who can
decide ex cathedra whether—for the reasons

mentioned in the epigram on the late Master
of Balliol or others—it is knowledge. Above
all, this is the case when we enter on to

the domain of art—of art which, however
properly it may be regarded as so much
matter for scientific investigation, however
properly it may be treated by historical

methods and employed as historical evi-

dence, is yet, origpinally and in the last

resort, a matter of perception and sentiment,

a product of the human soul, which would
never have been produced except because
it is enjoyable.

Now, it strikes me, always as an outsider
to all archaeological science, but, on the
other hand, as a person who has sought
pleasure chiefly and constantly in the
domain of art, that Prof. Furtwiingler's

book differs very singularly from whatever
archaeological literature of recent times I

have happened to peruse, in the very re-

markable fact that, like the great book of

Winckelmann, it does actually increase

enormously the possible pleasure of the

unlearned, by bringing them straight into

the presence of antique art. The im-
pression I have had (and for this reason I

hope the book may be very widely read)

is not the impression of having been made
to listen to quotations from documents, or

to chains of arguments, but of having been
for happy hours in a splendid gallery

—

nay, in some happier land and time, before
galleries had been invented, when marble
gods and goddesses and bronze heroes and
athletes rose in the clear air on pediments
or stood free under trees and at cross roads.

That such should be tho case would be
denied by any person who had merely
dipped into the book at random, and it

would be denied most probably by the
professional archaeologist who was attracted

by isolated points of controversy. For there

is an immense difference between the total

impression left by a book and that left by
its constituent passages. Fixing our atten-

tion analytically on any separate section of

Prof. Furtwiingler's book, we may feel that

his arguments or his evidence are very
lor its illua' rations of the manners of the period possibly at fault : that it is quite posjjble

that some other archaeologist, or this self-

same archaeologist, may reverse a judgment
upon some individual statue ; we may even
feel that the final judgment on that statue

is a mere detail, counting for little in our
intimacy with the antique at large. But
reading section after section, chapter after

chapter, the impression must remain that

few writers have had so organic a con-

ception of Greek art as a whole, or of

separate Greek masters taken each as a
living phenomenon, since the time of

Winckelmann. This comparison with
Winckelmann is no random one. It often

happens in the development of an art, and
I therefore presume it may happen also in

the development of a science, that the man
who first draws it out of limbo also sketches

out completely its future shape. The absence

of detail allows in this early stage a large

sweep of intuitive vision such as becomes
impossible later on ; and the formula of

the mature intellectual product is given

with marvellous certainty at the very
beginning of its existence. Thus the

mission of Italian painting is shown
with surprising completeness by Giotto,

who, just because he is unhampered by
detail problems which could arise only later,

is able to give us a synthesis realised again

only by Michel Angelo, Eafael, and Titian,

at a time when detail problems had been in

their turn overcome.
Thus it would seem to have been with

archaeology. In the middle of the eighteenth

century, among people whose artistic ideal

was Quido and Guercino, and whose con-

ception of Greece was that of a purely

literary country, Winckelmann was able,

by putting together a comparatively small

amount of written evidence, by examining
a comparatively small number of statues, to

obtain a conception of Greek art as distin-

guished from any other art, and of the

various types, historical and aesthetic, of

Greek art as differentiated among them-
selves, to which, after nearly a hundred and
fifty years of most laborious detail studios,

modern archaeology appears to be un-
doubtedly reverting. The thorough know-
ledge of a certain number of undoubted
originals has cured archaeology of that

contempt for copies which obtained when
the fact of some statues being originals and
others copies was still comparatively new.
The intimate study, for instance, of the
Olympia Hermes has made people under-
stand that dozens of inferior statues contain
an infinitely large proportion of the qualities

of Praxiteles. The intimate study of the
forms of Periklean art in such originals

and copies as can now be sworn to has
enabled, for instance, Prof. Furtwiingler to

recognise an admirable copy of a Pheidian
Athena in a certain head at Bologna, which
the present writer can remember hearing
actually dismissed by a purist of twenty
years ago as a Eenaissance forgery.

Similarly, the closer knowledge of the style

of the truly fruitful periods of Greek
sculpture has justified the popular instinct

which recognised the most captivating

qualities in the Belvedere Apollo and the

Venus de' Medici.

From the historical point of view, this

return to the judgments of Winckelmann
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and his brilliant contemporary Visconti is

due largely to the gradual recognition that

the statues which have come down to us

are, with very few exceptions, not originals

but copies ; and being copies, are copies not

of second-rate works of periods of decline,

but of the most illustrious masterpieces of

the periods recognised as those of per-

fection. Hence, in a curious fashion, we
return, by the very fact of being possessed

mainly of copies, to much the same position

that was occupied by Winckelmann when
he suppo?ed, as I think he undoubtedly did,

that the world possessed a large number
of actual originals. AVe find ourselves

once more before the same statues, once

more trying to do justice to the magnificent

(jualities which increase, instead of diminish-

ing, for our more subtle and more respect-

ful eyes. Nor is this all. Is it not con-

ceivable that the splendid concentration of

students on the historical and documentary
side of archaeology may be gradually getting

rid of the problems thus exclusively con-

sidered ; and that archaeology may be on the

point of passing out of the hands of people

who merely read into the hands of people

who, above all, see ? Where art is the

subject of study, the moment must come
when the problems cease to be such as

concern the historian and become those of

the artistic morphologist : nay, of the student

of the vital laws discernible in this great

branch of intellectual life. The questions

will then be questions no longer of dates,

but of form and of quality, of the biological

necessities which explain styles, schools,

and masterpieces. That such a transition is

coming in archaeological study is evident

from Prof. Furtn angler's book. Its genial

quality depends not upon the ingenious

mustering of facts and deducing of theories,

but upon the application, however tacit, to

Greek sculpture of the morphological
method first formulated with regard to

painting by the late Giovanni Morelli.

It is this which makes Furtwiingler's

book so fascinating. While he is apparently
weavinghistorical hypotheses about dates and
places, we feel that he is in reality looking

at the statues with that constantly intTeas-

ing knowledge of what constitutes Myron,
Pheidias, Polycleitos, which is a kind of

intuition of organic necessities duo to the
perfect training of an originally exquisite

artistic sensitiveness. What it he makes a
mistake, if he discover to- morrow that the
btatue which he gave to Lysippus is really

by Skopas, that ttie torso which he took for

an original is really a copy '' This merely
shows that the method he pursues is the
right one, is the method which gives a
ddily increasing intimacy with the differences

and similarities constituting artistic indivi-

duality, a daily increasing intuition of those

organic harmonies which separate an
oiiginal from evpn the finest copy.

Now the Morellian method, as practised

liy Prof. Furtwiingler, is after all only
the systematic development of the method
unconsciously applied to art by all who are

really fitted to deal with it : the instinctive

application of loving and reverent attention,

the passionate looking at the work of art

and learning its most intimate details, to

which, a hundred and fifty years ago almost,

we owed the first (and already so complete)

discovery of antique art by Winckelmann.
In speaking thus of Prof. Furtwiingler, I

wish to say also how ready and sympathetic

a disciple he has found in his Eaglish editor.

In the additions made to the German
original, and particularly in the identifica-

tion of the ao-called " Aberdeen Head " as

an original masterpiece closely connected

with the Olympia Hermes, Miss Sellers has
shown that she also has the rare inborn
gifts, the rare willingness to train eye and
sensitiveness, which alone can bring the

archaeologist into the real presence of the

antique.

The splendid set of photographs illus-

trating this volume are also a significant

indication of the new development of

archaeology. It has been said, with jus-

tice, that the critical method of Morelli

could never have originated without the

invention of photography ; similarly, with-

out photographs and casts archaeology can
never get nearer to its real subject-matter.

For archaeology, as Winckelmann instinc-

tively recognised, and, as will doubtless

become plainer to us from day to day, is not

an historical science, but a science uniting

the methods of the naturalist with those of

the student of human thought and emotion.

Vernon Lee.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTER-
ETCHERS.

This year the Painter-Etchers—if they make
no new revelation—abandon more than ever the

impossible attempt to reconcile popularity with
excellence, and prettiness with Style. That a
very large proportion indeed of the work
which is exhibited has been executed in the

true spirit of the frank etcher, or of the original

engraver, economical of means, may perhaps

be the best thing that may be said for the

show ; but it is saying a good deal—it vouches
for the wholesomeness of aim of most of the

exhibitors. Of the very deliberate work of the

engraver, the best is doubtless that of Mr.
Sherbom. Nothing can hope to vie with him.

He is in the direct line of descent from the

German " Little Masters." His show of book-
plates is not equal to that which he made last

year, yet is the little group of a high order.

We are not sure that Mr. Charles Holroyd, in

the extreme deliberation of his design in

such pieces as the first and second of his

"Icarus" series, does not come next to Mr.
Sherbom ; and the classic feeling—the alliance

of simplicity with style—which we have always

ncted in him, is pleasingly evident in "The
Temple." The range of Mr. Strang is witnessed

to sufficiently by performances so different,

both in spirit and in style, as his " Hangman's
Daughter " and his portrait of Lord Justice

Lindley. His technique is as various as are his

themes ; and whatever ho produces is a thing

stamped upon the memory, whether you enjoy
it or not. Mr. Prank Short, who, uulike Mr.
Strang, is an interpreting engraver, and inter-

prets now in etching, now in mezzotint, is as

an original artist less prolific and with manner
less pronounced. This year his quaintest, most
engaging plate is that which consists mainly in

the presentation of a Dutch steam tramcar,

beyond whose engine and whose tunnel-like

roof is seen a glimpse of the Dutch country,

with a windmill rising above the low horizon.

Mr. Oliver Hall sends several frank, excellent,

and very spirited eketches of rural scenery

iu the North : now trees, now open country

;

and Mr. Burridge—a new name— follows, it

seems, in his wake. If Mr. Cameron would but
allow himself to dream a little—to " put colour,
poetising," in Mr. Browning's phrase—upon
the subject of his choice, he would be more
interesting than fine judges find him at present,
though he could hardly be more thorough. And,
perhaps, in a certain measure, that, too, is true
of Mr. C. J. Watson. The charming air of
mystery, the sense of something beyond the
mere recorded fact, gives nearly always added
value to the prints of Colonel OofF. His
" Apple Tree " and his " Pine Trees at Christ-
church " are careful, reticent, dignified studies,
to which the credit of being pictures also cannot
be denied. Mr. Charlton makes some progress
this year ; and Mr. Dalgleish has one or two
good dry-point fig^ure pieces. Had Mr. Monk
studied Meryon's " Morgue," he could not have
presented much more appropriately his "Strand
Mortuary." Mr. Legros is always dignified,

imaginative, and austere — as dignified, as
imaginative, as austere to-day as thirty years
ago.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOY.
Mr. Haeey Quilter has promised to deliver
the inaugural addresses at the Liverpool Art
Gallery and the Eoyal Birmingham Society of
Artists at the opening of their spring exhibi-
tions this year. As the collection of the latter
gallery makes a special feature of the works of
the late George Pinwell and George Mason

,

Mr. QuUter would be much obliged by any
owners of pictures by these artists who may b3
willing to lend them for exhibition communi-
cating either with himself at 21, Bryanston-
square, or the secretary of the Society, Mr.
Jonathan Pratt, New-street, Birmingham.
Mr. Quilter would also be very grateful for
any biographical information relating to the
earlier years and art studies of George Pinwell,
upon whose work he is writing a critical essay
for the Birmingham catalogue.

The exhibitions to open next week include

:

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water

-

Colours, in Piccadilly ; a series of pictures by
Mr. J. Denovan Adam, illustrating the months
in Scotland from January to December, at the
Dowdeswell Galleries; and two collections
of water-colour drawings, " Bomance and
Reality," by Mr. E. F. Brewtnall, and "The
Beauties of Town and Country," by Mr. H. D.
Shepard—at the Japanese Gallery—both in
Now Bond-street.

We may also mention that the seventeenth
spring Exhibition in the Atkinson Art Gallery
of the Southport Corporation opened this

week.

Sunday Clubland—an association which has
been formed to provide Sunday evening
entertainments of a high class and varied
character—will be inaug^ated on March 24

by a special private view at the Royal
Institute of Painters in Water- Colours. It is

intended that the entertainments shall include
not only orchestral concerts and dramatic
recitations, but also the reading of papers on
subjects of general interest.

Mr. George Allen has nearly ready for

issue a set of eight designs by Mr. Walter
Crane, illustrating " The Merry Wivfs
of Windsor," which have been reproduced iu

facsimile by the dallastype process.

We quote the following from Renter's
Correspondent at Cairo :

—

" An the result ot their deliberations at PhiJaein
rfgaid to the measures to ba taken for the protec-
tion of the ttmplt'B from injury by the couetruc-
tiou of the new Nile reservoir, Mr. W. E. Garstin.

Under-Secretary of State for Public Works, aid
the arcbacologista with wbom ho has bc(u in

consultation arc unauimouOy of opinion that

(
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nothing can be finally eettled on the point until the

mass o( debris and the mud-brick erections which

cover a large portion of the island are removed and

the underlying masonry is laid bare. This

masonry will have to be subjected to a scientific

examination, iu order that a solution of the many
vexed questions concerning the age of the Philae

temples, &c., may be arrived at. Mr. Garstin

therefore asks the Government to grant sufficient

money to carry out the above work, which he says

is of the highest importance.

"No fewer than eighty-six plans for the pro-

pjsed new Egyptological Museum have been sent

ID, not only from Egypt, but from all the countries

in K irope and from America. The premiums will

be decided shortly."

MUSIC.

REGENT CONCERTS.

plays with marked intelligence; he excels in
music of the modern school.

The pupils of the Boyal College of Music
gave an interesting "Schubert" concert on
Wednesday afternoon. The programme in-

cluded the D minor Quartet, and the piano-
forte Trio in B flat, which latter work was
bravely interpreted by the Misses E. Howell,
B. Smith, and G. Toms. Some of the com-
poser's best songs and three of the numbers of
the Moments Musicals were also given. The
new edition of Schubert's works by Messrs.
Breitkopf is nearly completed, and the quantity
of vocal music now appearing for the first time
shows that the Royal College students may
often indulge in Schubert songs without in-

curring the charge of vain repetition.

J. S. Shkdlock.

Dvorak's Symphony, "Prom the New World,"

was admirably performed under the direction

of Mr. Henschel at the eighth London
Symphony Concert on Thursday evening,

February 28. The skUful workmanship and
delightful colouring in the work form its strong

points; the subject-matter, with exception of

that of the Largo—which, by the way, was
interpreted with tho utmost delicacy—its weak
one. Themes based on negro tunes and Indian

airs are not the stuff of which symphonies

should be made. It was an interesting ex-

periment on the part of the composer ; but the

result scarcely justifies a second attempt.

Dvorak is capable of higher things. The pro-

gramme concluded with Goldmark's Overture

to " Sappho," a recent work, supposed to be
intended for, or inspired by, Grillpartzer's

classical drama of the same name. It is a

showy piece of music, but its peculiarities, its

si ill, passion, and its glowing instrumentation

strike one more than the originality of the

ttcmatic material. Goldmark owes much to his

] rcdecessors. Mme. Augarde played the Scherzo

1 rom X. Scharwenka's Pianoforte Concerto in B
ilat minor in a clear, crisp manner. Why, it may
bo asked, was only one movement of the work
given ? Are not the others also deserving of a

hearing':" The Scherzo is a light, elegant

piece, pleasing, but not particularly striking,

Itfrs. Henschel sang Wagner's "Der Engel"
and " Attente," accompanied on the pianoforte

by her husband.
M. Siloti gave a pianoforte recital at the

Prince's Hall on Monday afternoon. The
programme opened with Mendelssohn's
" Variations Serieuses," and these were
cleverly performed, although the execution

was not invariably clean. The piece itself,

like Beethoven's C minor Variations, appeals to

the pianist rather than to the poet, unless,

which is rare, the two happen to be rolled up
into one. Beethoven's Sonata in A Hat (Op.

110) came next, and although the Arioso

dolente and some portions of the Fugue were
interpreted with feeling, the reading, generally,

left a cold impression. The difficult major
section of the Allegro mo/to was given with
wonderful neatness, but very fast, as if the

player were in a dreadful hurry to get it over.

There followed a group of short solos by Russian
composers with long names—Glazomoff, Rach-
maninoff, Arensky.'Tschaikowsky.andBalakireff.

M. Siloti may be praised for thus running out
of the common groove. Some of the pieces, it

is true, were chiefly remarkable for difficulty
;

but a Prelude by Rachmaninoff, and a piece,

entitled "Peons," by Arensky, proved charac-
teristic, and, therefore, interesting. Schumann's
Etudes Symphoniques were also performed.
The playing in some of the variations, and
especially in the finale was brilliant ; but tho
reading, on the whole, lacked poetry. M.
Siloti is an executant of very high order, and

MUSIC NOTES.

With a view to the revival of Irish music, a
committee has been formed at Dublin, under
the chairmanship of Prof. C. Villiers Stanford,
to make arrangements for holding a Feis, or
national musical festival, at an early date. The
principal objects of the promoters of the move-
ment are : (1) to give the public an oppor-
tunity of hearing Irish tunes and melodies in-

terpreted in accordance with the traditional

manner ; (2) to encourage the publication of

Irish airs now preserved in MS. collections, and
to secure the notation of such musical frag-
ments as may still be heard in different parts
of the country

; (3) to render as many of the
pieces as possible in the Gaelic language ; and
(4) to offer such inducements as would give a
stimulus to the rise of a new Irish school of

composers, who may prove, by their works,
that it is possible for Irish musicians to be as
truly national in their art as Dvorak and
Grieg. The address of the hon. secretaries is 1,

College-green, Dublin.

AQENCIES.

London Agents, Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son,

186, Strand.

Copies of the Academy can be obtained every

Saturday Morning in Edinburgh of Mr.

Mknzies ; in Dublin of Messrs. Eason &
Son, 40, Sackville-street ; in Manchester

of Mr. J. Heywood. Ten days after date

of publication, in New York, of Messrs.

Q. P. Putnam's Sons.

The Antotype Company, London,
Renowned for the excellence of its process of high-class

BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
Adopted by the Trusteea of the British Museum, the
Learned Societies, and the leading Publishers. For
specimens, prices, &c., apply to the Manager.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The AutctyiJe process adapted to Photographic Engraving

on copper. Copies of Paintings by F. Brangwyn, H. Draper,
K. Douglasi Holmau Hunt, F. Roe, Herbert Schmalz, Haigh
Wood, &c. ; of Portraits by Sir John Millais, R.A. ; Hon.
Jno. Collier ; Sir Geo. Reid, P.R.S.A. ; Holl, R.A. ; Ouless,
R-A. ; Pettie, R.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto-
Gravure Keproductions of Photographs from Art Objects
and from Nature can be seen at the Autotype Gallery,

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFOED STREET, LONDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvro, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including
H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.
Send for the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE : a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 186 pp.,
free, per post, for Sixpence.
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MESSES. J. C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
ART REPBODTTCERS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Ar« tlie Bole repreeeutaiives iu tireat Britain of

HERR HANFSTAENGL, ofMunioh,
the well-kDown Artist in PMOTOORAVURE, now patrouisedljy the
leadiug London Art Publishing FirniB. A large Oollectiuu of Im-
portaut rlates alwaj's on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrg. DRUMMOND & TO. supply the cheapest and best ProceeseB
in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Archieologists, aud those eugaged i a the investigation
and publication of Parocliial aud Diocesan Records.

J.C. DKUMJIUND 4 CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Beproduction of Wurks of Art, Original MSS.^ Designs.
Lace Manufactures. Photographs, Views. Book Illustrations.

Artistic Advertisements. Catalogues, ikc.ikc.. ata moderateccst
gpecimeuB aud price list on Application.

Offices: 14. UEMHETIA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

Now ready, larRo or. 8vo, nearly 800 pp., cloth, 68., post free.
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OV TUE

FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND
FliO.y THE llEFOUMATIOX TO 1S51.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.
With a Continuation to 1891, by Chas. S. Miall.
"A monument of painstaking and skilful work, which no

one probably could have undertaken with so many advan-
tages as Mr. Miall, or have accomplished with greater
BucccHti."—Li If. ntri/ W'orltL
" The leading members of all denominations will do well

to get hold of this publication."

—

South Wales Daif// Xetva,

Evidently the result of most laborious reaearch and re-

markable skill in tho management of facts a useful work
of reference and an interesting memorial of men ami events
that have left their mark on our national history."

U/ud/onl Obseracr.

London: ALEXANDER S: SHEPHEARD.
21 AND 32. FuitNIVAL SlHBKT, E.O.

Crown Hvo, c'f.th boards, price Ss., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALEXANDER MACLARKN, 0.D,

"They show tho same wonderful fertility of apt and
beautiful illustrations, tho same ex'iuisite uso of language,
and the same direct hear .-searching power which we are
ivocustomed to find in all Dr. Maclaren's works."

liniiah Weekly.

London: Alkxaxdku & SH£FB£ABi>, Furuival Street, £.C.

BRAND'S
MEAT

JUICE.
" This 19 a powetful, nourishing, and stimulating-

lluid obtained from prime beef."
Lancet, Jan. 7, 181)3.

Full Price Lists of Invalid PreparationB free

on application to

BRADD & CO,, MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.
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CLARENDON PRESS PUBLICATIONS.
Jii^t publi.shett, ill 1 vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S CHAUCER. Being a Complete
Edilicn (if his Works. Kilit«<l from mimcrous MnnuacrintB, with Introductiou iviid

GlossaiT, by tlie Rev. W. W. 8KKAT, Lilt.D., Editor or tlio "O.vford Chancer."

e vols., i;* 16s. i anrt " Piorji the Plowmnii," £1 lis. Cd.

"If the Library Kilition of Professor Skcat's 'Chancer,' is one which no Rentloman's

library should Ite without, the Student's Kdition is one vrhich every lover of literature

siiould at-quire."— -V'liiOHa/ Obsfrvrr.

Just published, Seventh Edition, 8vo, cloth, 10». 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of JURISPRUDENCE. By
T. K. HOLLAND, D.C.L., ]*rofes8or of International Law and Diplomacy, Oxford.

** A Ijook which may fairly bo regarded as one of the few triumphs of legal literature."
Alhany Lata Journal,

" It is one of his merits that he puts the reader in ixMsession, not only of the views of

Benttiam and An&tiu, but of those German juristw whose writings are familiar to few

English lawyers Another merit is that he illustrates theory by constant reference to

practice, and especially to the nilcB of English law, to the gieat increase in the interest and
value of the book."— T'lmf*.

•* Deserves careful study by those who would Ije grounded in the beat learning of our
profession, as well as hy scholars generally."

—

Americnit Law Review.
" No more instmctive task can Ijc assignefl to a law student than that of making a com-

parison between Maine's ' Ancient Law* and 'Holland's 'Jurisprudence.'... .Kach treatise

18 all but perfect in ils kind, and there is no other work in any language, so far as wc are

aware, that will serve so well the purposes they are intended to serve." '

Canitila Law JournuU
" Uas in fact superseded Austin's Treatise."—i^if JloyaJne and llemeic.

SAORED BOOKS OF THE EAST.
Edited by Prof. MAX MULLER.

Vol. XLV. juBt published, demy 8vo, cloth, gilt lettered, 12s. Cd.

THE GAINA-SUTRAS. Translated from Pakrit
by HKRMANN JACOBI. Part II., THE UrTAHADHYAYANA SUTUA; and
THE SUTRAKRITANGA SUTEA.

Part /., h^ the samt Translator^ is altradif pnblitffted, 10*. 6<l.

• ** This Series is now so well known to scholars, and the reimtation of its Editor and his

a»sociates in the work so well established, that no more is nee<Ied than to mention the

appearance of successive volumes, and to congratulate the Editor and his colIea>cues on the

progress achieved.*'— n/«fs.

Jnst published, demy 8vo, cloth, 8s. ed.

THUCYDIDES. BOOK I. Edited, with Intro-
ductioii, Notes, and Maps, by W. H. FORBES, M.A., BalUol College, Oxford.

*' This volume of Thucydides is a valuable addition to our classical texla. It is so

thoroughly furnishcfl with all the explanatory matter which a student needs for the under-

standing of an author who presents peculiar difficulties that it deserves a very hearty
welcome.**— A'orift British Daily Mail.

Just published, extra fcap. 8vo, cloth Hush, 2s. (id,

DEMOSTHENES.—PHILIPPICS. School Edition.
With Notes extracted from the Larger Work by EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D.,
and P. E. MATHESON, M.A.

Just published, estra fcaj). Sfo, cloth Hush, 3s.',

HOMER.—ODYSSEY. BOOKS XIII. -XVIII
S^^hool Edition. "VViih Introduction, Notes, &c., by W. W. MERRY, D.D., Rector
of Lincoln College, Oxford, ___^

NEW EDITIONS.
Just publioiied, cloth, limj).

EXTRACTS from LIVY. Part I., The Claudine
IiI.SA.^TKR. Will, Nolcii and Maps by H. LEE WARNER, M.A. Is. Od.

SELECT LETTERS from CICERO. Text. By
A. WATiSO.V, M.A. If.

EURIPIDES. — HELENA. With Introduction,
Notes, iic, by C. S. JKRRAM, M.A. 3s.

SOPHOCLES.—TRACHINIAE. With Intro-
duction !ind Notes by LEW IS CAMPBELL, M.A., and KVKLVN ABBOTT, M.A. 2s.

SPENSER'S FAERY QUEENE. Book I. For
Ihu Use of .SchooLs. l(y G. \V. KITCHIN, D.D., mid A. L. MAYIIEW, M.A. 2s. ed.

A PRIMER of ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY. By
I'rofessor W. W. SKKAT, Litt.D. Is. 6d.

SAINTE BEUVE.-CAUSERIES DU LUNDI.
ii.v L;K():i(;a saintsbuuv. :;s.

PRIMER of FRENCH LITERATURE. By
GKOUUE .SAINTSBU'RY. 2s.

Jiut published, 4to, stiff paper coven', lOs. M.
FASC. IV., ECAKGELIUM SECUNDUM lOHANNEM.

NOUUM TESTAMENTUM DOMINI NOSTBI
lESU CHHI8TI LATl.NK, sccunduui Editioucm Sancti Hieronyini. Ad Codicum
Manuscriptorum fldem recciisuit I01IANNK8 WOKDSWOHTII. S.T.P.. Episcopus
Sarisburicusis ; in oiwris societatem adsumto IlENBICO lULIANO WHITE, A.M.,
Socielatis S. Andrcae, CoUegii Theologici Sarisbuiiensis Uice-Principali,

Alrcftdy jiublisbed.

FASO. L EUANGELIUM SECUNDUM MATTHEUM- 12s. 6d.

FASC. II. EUANGELIUM SECUNDUM MARCUM. 7s 6d.

FASC. m. EUANGELIUM SECUNDUM LUCAM. 12s. 6d.

The (jmrilian says of Kasc. HI.

" England may be proud of this edition of the Vulgate. There is a distinct Havour
aljout it, a flavour of old-world Icamiufr, of Benedictine folios, and time-honoured classical
etlitions from the days when learning ha<l but a single language."

THE LATIN LANGUAGE : an Historical Account
of Latin Sounds and Flexions,
cloth, 21s.

By W. M. LINDSAY, M.A. (Oxon.). Demy Sro.

"In this work will be found the completest repertory of philological facts, and the fnlleat

statement and discussion of philological principles, that the wide literature of the stud; of
comparative grammar hag produced for the last thirty years."— Olatgow Bavld,

Demy 8vo, buckram, 85. Od. net.

MODES of ANCIENT GREEK MUSIC. By
D. B. MONRO, M.A. , Provost of Oriel Culle^ie, O.xford.

*' Mr. D. B. Monro's scholarly mouojfraph is so well based iu oriffinal study, and so well
supported by some recent monumental discoveries, that the essay will probably be the chief

authority on its theme for some time to come."^Scotsraan,

CATALOGUE of the GREEK VASES in the
:useum. By PERCY GARDNER, M.A., Litt.D. Sn
^e £'J 3s. net.

S50 Copies only printed, all of whicli are numbered.

Afhmolean Museum. By PERCY GARDNER, M.A., Litt.D. Small folio, linen, with
26 Plates, price £'J 3s. net.

RULERS OF INDIA.
THE CLARENDON PRESS SERIES OF INDIAN HISTORICAL RETROSPECTS.

Edited by Sir W. W. HUNTER, K.C.S.I., CLE.

In 21 vols., price 23. Ijd. each.

The Concludinj^ Volume, just published.

JOHN RUSSELL COLVIN: the Last Lieutenant-
Governor of the North-West under the Company. By Sir AUCKLAND COLViN'.
K.C.S.I., C.I.E., lately Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Provinces.

"The merits of the scries are already \vell known, and the variety of character and
career of the subjects of the different volumes, a variety hardly to be afforded elsswhore
than in Indian history, is well Illustrated by the list of volumes published.'—.^--"(/efMy.

" This little volume contains pictures of India, past and present, which it would be
hard to match for artistic touch and fine feeling ; we wish there were more of the same
kind to follow,"—5(. James't Gazette.

** High as is the standard of excellence attained by the volumes of this serioe, Sn
Auckland Colvin's earnest work has i-eached the high-water mark."

A nnif ami Navjf Gazette.

THE MEMOIRS of EDMUND LUDLOW, 1625
1672. Edited, with Ai>i)eiulu:efl "( Letters and Illustrative Documctita, liy

C. H. FIRTH, M.A. 2 vols., 8vo, Hi 163.

" What we owe to Mr. Firth for this scholarly and masterly edition can bai'dly 1)6

appraised. It is impossible to touch his work at any point save to commend.^'—Athenietim.

I

Just published, demy 8to, cloth, I9f>.

THE EARLY OXFORD PRESS, 1468 1640. A
Bioijraphy of PrinllnR and I'ublishing Bt t)xford. Witli Notes, Apiiendices, and
Illustrations. By FALCONER MADAN, M.A., Fellow of Brssenose Collegi-,

Oxford.

•,• The prcient bibUogmpky pMMUsa, it is J/rlkvcd, four fialara of nonllii: Ihi bttter npn-

sentalhn o/ the title-paijr hy the us6 of Itoinan ami Italic clintals as well <w ordinary type ; tin

iiteiithii of the chief type used in fich book ; the fnrxithiuy of thejirit wcrda ofctrtnin payes, ta

facilitate the idetitljiiolion of iiiiptrfccl copies ; am<l the Insertion of acttiat pvycn of tiojks pr ntet <il

Oxford, selectetl from works which are cheap and common.

Fl'LL CLAUEXDOX PRESS CATALOGUES WILL BE SEXT POST FREE OX APPLICATION.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Clarendon Press Warehouse, Amen Corneh, E.G.

Priuted by ALEXANDER & SUEPUEAllD, LoUBdalc PrlntiuK Works, Chancery Lnuo ; Published by the Proprietor, HENEY VILLERS, !7, Chancery Lane, V. X.
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TYPE-WRITINQ.
AUTHOES, PUBLISHERS, &c.-

Scientific, Literary, antl Medical 5I.SS. carefully and prompttr
typewritten by Rayxe k Co., Effingham House. Aruodel Street,
Strand, W.C. Private room for dictation. Highest referenccB.
TranelatioDB.

TYPEWRITING and LITERARY
AGENCY.

41, GT. RCSyELL STREET.
HlGQEBT REFEREIfCCS.

A LADY, experienced in all forms of
Becretarial work, and offering the highest references PE8IRE3

EMPLOYMENT as Secretary, AmaDuensis, or Reader—AddreES Mrs.
N., AcACEur Office, -'7, Chancery Lane.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PUECHA8E
—TJz., PAINTINGS in OIL. by Raebum, ConBtable. Crome,

Cotman, Bouinaton, Reynolds. Gainsborough, Romuey, Hoppner,
Beechey, Opie. Lawrence, Morland, Chambers Wheatley, Stark, and
Vincent.—Apply to Messrs. Dowdeswell, 160, New Bond Street.

WALTER SCOTT'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION. ENTIRELY
REVISED BY THE AUTHOR.

Crown 8vo, 3a. 6d., with 5 lUustrat-ons by Maurice
Grieffeuhag'en.

VAIN FORTUNE: a Novel.
By GEORGE MOOBE.

ir.emly March 19.

OTHER NOVELS BY GEORGE MOORE.
Crown Bvo, cloth, 3s. 6(1. each.

A DRAMA in MUSLIN. 7th Edition.

A MODERN LOVER. New Edition.

A MUMMER'S WIFE. 20th Edition.
Crown Svo, cloth, (js.

ESTHER WATERS.
"It is an immense composition, planned and developed with infinite

patience and skill ; it is faultless m construction, packed with human
Knowledge and direct obser\'ation ; it is founded on the elemental
human affections, the love of mother for child ; it works out great

moral ideas, and is at the Fame time as impersonal as Flaubert ; it

contains one character, the character of Esther herself, which is one
of the most healthy and English in fiction ; and all it lacks, to make
it a great novel, is a certain free emotion—a cri (fii c*pur, vhich is

there, but fettered down, never quite escaping—and a certain charm,
which disengages itself from the very finest literature, softening the

outlines like the softues-s of air. Yet. after nil, what an achievement
it remains !"—The AVienaettm on "English Literature in 1894."

Second Edition, crown Svo, cloth, 6s.

MODERN PAINTING. By 6eorg«
MOORE.

Crown Svo, cloth, fig.

THE STRIKE at ARLINGFORD.
Play in Three Acts. By GKORQE MOOHK.

Crown 8to, half-antique, pajjcr boardj*, 3s. 6cl.

THE THEATRICAL WORLD for 1894.
By WILLIAM ARCHER. With an Introduction hy
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, and a Synopsis of Play-
bills of 1891 by GEORGE H. HIBBERT.

[ Beady March 10.

Ma,y still be had, uniform w'Lh the above, 38. ed.

THE THEATRICAL WORLD for 1893.
By WILLLWl ARCHER.

BE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by a
DRILL .-.ml GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR. Twoanrlalmlf

years* high teBtimonial from a large public »:hoot (lioy. and girl.).—
AddWis, INBTBOCTOR, A cademy Office, 27, Chancery Lane,

INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICALT MEN in all parts, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT
PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list
includes private asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. 6. B. Stockkr, 8. Lancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHOES' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and PreM Agency. " A Medium of

Communication between Authors. Editors, and Publishers." Advises
pon, revises, and negotiates MS9. Interviews by appointment only.
—Address the Skcrktary, 3j Victoria-atreet, Westminster.

P"
EINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AUTHORS.—Special attention given to the above. Estimates

free. Account* verified by Chartered Accountant.—Address Maxaock,
Roxburghe Press, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and noOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

Tori, and 21, DEDFORI) STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the

atteotion of the nivAUlNU PUBLIC to the excellent facilities

presented by their 1,1 :tuch Honse in London for filling, on the most
f.TOurable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATATX)OUES sent on applioation.

CONTEMPORARY SCIENCE SERIES.
Edited by HAVELOCK ELLIS.

Crown 9vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. per Volume ; half-moroceo, 6s, Cd,

THE ORIGINS of INVENTION. A
iy OTIS
ready.

Study of Industry among Primitive Peoples. By
T. MASON, A.M., Ph.D. [,/«s( rt

WORKS BY THE LATE
JOHN STUART BLACKIE.

LAYS of the HIGHLANDS and
ISLANDS. liy J. S. BLACKIE. Crown Svo, cloth
gilt, 2s. 6d.

LIFE of BURNS. By J. S. Blackle.
(In tho "Great Writers" Series.) Crown Svo, cloth.
Is. 6d. ; demy Svo, 2s. 8d.

Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

DUNBAR : being a Selection from the
Poems of an Old Miiknr, adapted for Moiiern Readers.
By HUGH HALIBUBTON, Authir of "Horace in
Homespun," Ac. [lie'Uly.,

I

IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISIIINU

INJEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
-A-^ Ac-KINO. BELL k RAILTON. Limited, hfgh^lasB Punters
and PablJshers. 12. Gongh H'luarc, 4. B'»U Court. Fleet Btri^et. E.O.,
have Bpeciallv-Duilt Rotary ami other fast Machines for printing
and binding llUutrated or other Publications.
Advice and asslatauce Kiv«a to anyone wishing to commence New

Jonrnsli.

Facilities upon the premise* for £ditorlal Offices, fre«. Advertiiiog
ftod Publishing Dcp«r(menta conducted.

Telephone 27W. Telesraph, '* AfricanlsTn, LGaJon.*

NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY.
Gravure Edition, crown Svo,autif]ue paper, 2ti.6d. per vol,

ELSIE VENNER: a Romance of
Destiny. By OLIVER AVENDELL HOLMES. With
Frontispiece in I'botogravuro from a Drawing Ijy

T. Eyre Macklin. \_Ihady.

THE SCOTT LIBRARY.
Crown Kvo, gilt top, cloth elegant. Is. Od. per vol.

HEINE in ART and LETTERS.
Selected and Translated by ELIZABETH A. SHAitP.

London: WALTER SCOTT, Lihitbu,
rATtHKOgTEIl f^UUAHE.

a Book of Poems. By

ELKIN MATHEWS'S
NJETF BOOKS IN BELLES-LETTRES.

POEMS. By Lionel Johnson. With
a Title Design by H. P. Home. Printed at the Chiswiok
Press on Hand-made paper. S<iuare post Svo, 63. net.

YJtist ]>Hblished.

DUBLIN VERSES. By Members of
trinity COLLEGE. Selected and Edited by H. A.
HINKSON, late Scholar of Trinity College, Dublin.

Pot 4to, 6s. net. VJusI vuhhshed.

Inoluilcs Contributions liy the following :—Aubre.v <le Vere, Sir

Stephen do Vere. Oscar Wikle, J. K. Ingram, A. P. Oraves, J. Tod-
hunter, W. E. II. Lecky. T. W. Rolleston, Edward Dowden, G. A.
Greene, Savaee-ArmBtroug. Pouglas Hyde, K. Y. Tyrrell. G. N.

Plunkctt, W. Slaonish Dixon, William Wilkins, George Wilkms, and
Edwin Hamilton.

PANSIES
MAY mOBYN. With a Title Design by Minnie
Mathews. Fcap. Svo, 'i». 6d. net. [Just puhlishftd.

Miss Probyn's earlier volumes, "Poems" and "A Ballad of t'le

Road," were ])iiblished in 18S1 and 18-(3. They attracted considerablo

attention at the time. Miss Probyu, however, did not follow them up
with other volumes, and, except in magazines and anthologies, she

lius beun silent for the last ten years.

THE ELIZABETHAN HAMLET: a
study of the Sources, and oE Shakespeare's Environ-
ment, to show that the Mad Scenes had a Comic Aspect
now ignored. By JOHN CORBIN. With a Prefatory

Note by F. YORK POWELL. Pot 4to, 3s. Bd. net.

[Ee^dfi in a/ew days.

The book is a study of the sources of ''Hamlet" 'Mr. Corbin's

general standpoint is that Stiakespeare naturally wrote the drama for

Elizabethan audiences. Tliey in tlieir time saw jest in what to u
would seem only the severest tragedy.

London: ELKI.V MATHEWS, Vioo Strbbt. W.
This Day is Publi.sheo.

THE DUG DE LAUZUN.
The Court Life of Louis XV.

From the French of GASTON MAUGRAS.
With a Portrait. Demy Svo, cloth extra, 12s. 6d.

Extract from Preface.
"In 1811 the Imperial police authorities Wore informed that a

manuscript left by the Due de Lauzuu was about to be printed, and
would Rive rise to great scandal. The manuscript was seized. Queen
Hortense desired to read it, and succeeded in obtaining the loan of it

for a few days. She had it copied in all haste; the original MS. was
then returned to the Minister of Policn, and burnt, it was said, in the
Emperor's private room and under his very eyes."

The.sD memoirs are taken from the copy made by Queen
Hortense, public archives, and private documents,

London : Osgood, MoIlvain g & Co., 45, Albemarle Street,W

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display oJ Copies of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the most important Paintings in the

following Collectious :—

NATIOKAL GALLERY, LONDOM,
BDCKINflHAM PALACE,
WINDSOR CASTLE,
UFFIZI, FLORENCE,
Prm, FLORENCE,
ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS,

FLOKENCK,
AMStEBDAU,
THE HAGUE,

LOUVRE, PARIS,
LUXEMBOURG, PARIS»
ROYAL GALLERY, DHESDEN,

j

HEKMITAGB, ST. PEXSBS-

I

BUUO,
I PRADO, MADRID,

I

VATICAN, KOME,
I
HAARLEU,

I
FRANKFORT,

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LAKGE COLLECTION of E.XAMPLES of MODERN

FRENCH and ENGLISH ART in SELECTED FRAMES
Buitable for HALL, LIBEARY, DRAWING-ROOM,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine -Art Catalogue, of

ISS pages, with Illuatratoil SappISmeht, cortainln

G8 Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, poft

free, Ose Sbilmho.

AUJOTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.

New P.iMPHt.ET—Fkee on Application.

THE ATTTITYPB COMPANY, LONDON.
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WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.

NEW WORK BY DB. ilACLAUBN, n.D.

Crown 8vo, cloth twards, price 6»., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALKXANDKR MACLAREK, D.D.

" Very frank in tone, and modem in application."
liookmaa,

"They show the same wonderful fertility of apt anl
beanliful Illustrations, the same ox<|ni»ito nse of lanf^aKC,
and the same direct hearVsoarcliinR power which we are
Bocustometl to llnd in all Dr. Maclareu's works."

British Weekly

,

Uniform with the above, price 5a., post free.

PAUL'S PRATERS, and other Sermons.
"As striking; and Kugjjestivo as any Dr. Maclarcn has

published The lxK>k is full of helpful thoughts."
ChriMm World.

Uniform with the above, price 58., post free.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

*' Replete with a keen spiritual insight, combined with an
aptness of illustration and beauty of diction which cannot
fail to both impress and charm the reader."

—

Methodist Times

Uniform with the above, price 58., post free,

THE HOLT of HOLIES : a Series ot Sermons
on the 14th, 15th, and IGth Chapters of the Gospel by
Johu.

•' Every sermon glows with unction, and shows intense
power."

—

Jlethodist Jiccorder.

Uniform with the above, i>rice 5s., post free.

THE UNCHANaiNG CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

"Few preachers combine bo many elements ot effective

pulpit address."

—

Iri'lepemient.

LoKDOif: ALEXANDER 4 SHBPHEARD, PCBLisnEEs
21 AHD 22, FuKKiV/ii. Steiit, E.C. ; and all Booksellers.

£STAI)USIIEI> I8S1.BIRKBECK BANK,
HoutliatnptoD Buildings, Chpncpry Laoe, London.

TWO-AND-A HAI.FpcrUENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
reparable on deiiiniid.

TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimnn)
monthly balances, when not drawn below JCIOO.

STOCKS, 8MARES, aud ANNUITIES purc'aased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPABTMENT.
Forthe encoumgement of Thrift tbo Bank receiveB small flumson

deposit, aud allows Interest monthly on each completed £1

BUIKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
IIOW TO PUKCIIASE A nODSE

FOR TWO GCIKEAS PER MOnTB.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOR PIVE SHILLINGS PER HOSTS.

ThtBISKBECK ALMANACK, with full partlcularj, post free
fIIANOIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, CHAPS,

CHILBLAINS.
AND

An eflicicious, 8an{tai7, haimlees cream, la. IJd.

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.COCOA

BOILING WATE!! CR MILK.

BRAND'S
ESSENCE

OF BEEF
For invalids.

ThiB article, which is mtxdo from ENGLISH UEEF
only, hng been in uso for nearly half a century, and is

constantly prescribed b^' the most Kminont Physicians all

over the world.

Pull Price Lists of Invalid Preparations free
on application to'

BRAND & CO., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.

THEATRES.
ADELPHI THEATRE.

Sole Proprietors and Managen. A. & 8. Gatti.
THIS EVENING, at 7.4S, THE FATAL CABD. Mr.

William Terriss, Messrs. Murray Carson, Charles Fulton,
W. L. Abinf;don, lUcliard Purdou, and Harry Kicholls;
Mosdames Vane, Laura Linden, Sophie Larkin, and UIss
milward.

AVENUE THEATRE.
THIS EVENIS'G, at 8, DANDY DICK WUITTINGTON.

Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Robert Patoniaii, Henry Wright,
Roland Cunningham, F. Vaugbiui, A. J. Kvelyn, H. M.
Weimian ; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whiteford, Maude Fisher, Ellon Go38, Bertha Meyora, and
Miss May Yoh<!.

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Sole Leuee and Manager, Mr. Uonry In'ing.

THIS EVENING, at 8, KING AKTHUR. Mr. Irving,
Miss Ellon Terrj', Messrs. Forbes Robertson, Cooper, Tyars,
Hague, Mt'Uish, lAcy, Buckley, Koigbt, Barroy, Valentine,
Belmoro, lahb; Misaet Genevieve ward, AshwoU, Hughes,
Milton.

COMEDY THEATRE.
THT3 EVENING, at 8.30, SOWING THE WIND. Mr.

Brandon Thomas, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. 11. B. Irving, Mr.
Sydney Brough, Mr. C. W. Gartliorne. Mr. Will Dennis,
Mr. Chandler, Mr. J. Byron ; Miss Kate Phillips, Aliss Alice
Kingsley, Mrs. E. H. Brooke, and Miss Evelyn Millard.
A t 8, A HRKEZY MORNING.

CKITERION THEATRE.
Tjessce and Manager, Mr. Charles Wyndham.

THIS EVENING, at 9.30, THE CASK OP REBELLIOUS
SUSAN. Mr. Charles Wyndham, Mr. Kemblo, Mr. Frodk.
KoiT, Mr. C. P. Little, Mr. Ben Webster, Mr. B. Dagnall

;

Miss Fanny Coleman, Miss Gertrude Kingston, Miss Nina
Boucicault, and Miss Mary Moore.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Jlesdames Mario Tempest, Letty Lind, Lc nora Braham,
Marie Studholmc, Nina Cadiz, Hetty Hamer, Sybil Grey,
Louie Pounds, Kate Cannon, Alice Davis, Nellie Gregory,
Kato Adams, Lettice Fairfax, and Lottie Venno ; Messrs.

C. Haydon Cotlln, Erie Lewis, Yorko Stephens, W. Blako-

ley, Lawrance D'Orsay, Maurice Fjrkoa, Farron Soutar,

E. M. Bobson, Gilbert Porteous, Conway Dixon. __^
^URY LANE THEATRE ROYAL.

hir AuLiustus Harris, Solo Lessee and Manager.
TWICK DAILY, at 1.30 and 7.30, DICK WHITTINGTON.

Messrs. Duii Lcno, Herbert Campbell, Griffiths Bros., Spry
aud Austen ; Mesdamcs Ada Blanche, Marie Montrose, Lily

Harold, Agnes Hewitt, Madge Lucas, Eva Westlake, Lila
Clay|8Ladie8' Band.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at B.O, THE SHOP GIRL. Mesfrs.

Seymour Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,

Colin Coop, Cairns James, George Mudie, Robert Nainby,
Willie Wiirdcand Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kato Cutler, L. Belmore, A. Astor, M. Hoppo,
T. Sinden, and Marie Halton.

GARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare. Lessee and Manager.

At 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EliBSMITH, by A. W.
Pirero. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes Robertson ; Miss Cal-

houn, Miss Jeffreys, and Mrs. Patrick Campbell.

GLOBE THEATRE.
Lessee, W. S. Pcnley.

CHARLEY'S AUNT. By Brandon Thomaa.
EVERY EVENING, at 9. Preceded, at 8, by THE

JOURNEY'S END.
Mating every Saturday, at 3.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.

Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, 0. II. Brookfleld, Cosmo
Smart, Stanford, Deane, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles

H. Hawtrey ; Mesdamcs Fanny Brough, Maude Millett,

Florence West, Vane Featherstone, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LYRIC THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, HIS EXCELLENCY. Mes-

dames Alice Bamett, Gcrlrudo Aylward, May Cross, and
Nancy Mcintosh ; Messrs. Rutland Barrington, Charlos Ken-
ningham, John Lo Hay, ArthurPlayfair, Augustus Cramer,
and George Grossmith.

OPERA COMIQUE (INDSPENDENT THEATRE).
At 8.30, A MAN'S LOVE, a play in throe acts by J. C.

de Vos. Mr. Herbert Fleming : Miss Winifred Frasor, Miss
Mary Keegan, and Miss Jay Lupton. To bo followed by
SALVB, in one act, by Mrs. Oscar Beringer.

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.16, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
I'hilp, E. Vernon, E. H. Kelly, E. Thome, P. Roxborough,
and W. H. Denny; Mc dames Aida Jenoure, Kata Cutler,
Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, E. Elleralie, 4. Ford,
Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus.

PRINCESS'S THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 8,30, HANSEL AND GRETEL.
Madame Julia Lennox, Miss Marie Elba, Miss Jeanne
Douste, Miss Edith Miller, Miss Marie du Pedat, Miss
Jessie Hudlostou, and Mr. Charles Copland.

' ROYALTY THEATRE.
Lessee, Miss Kate Santley.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, THAT TERRIBLE GIRL.
Miss Hope Booth, Misses Kilty Leslie, Lillio M'Intyre, Ida
Hazledean, Ida Heron; Mfissrsl Edwaid Lauri, Hatlleld,

Glover, Wyvcl, Hamilton, Bbnd, and Mr. George Giddonfl.

At 7.13, HER GUARDIAN.'

-ST. JAMES^ THEATRE.
~~

THIS EVfiNING, at 8.4S, THE IMPORTANCE OP
BEING EARNEST. Mr. George Alexander, Messrs.
Herbert Warinjr, Allan Aynesworth, H. H. Vincent, Arthur
Royston, Frank Dyall, F. Kinsey Peile; Mesdames Hose
Leclorcq, Irene Vanbrugh, Evelyn Millard, Elliott Page,
Mrs. Georgo Canninge. At 8.20, IN THE SEASON.

STRAND THEATRE.
~~~

Mr. E, P. Bradley, Manager.

TO-NIGHT, at 0, a new farcical comedy, entitled A
LOVING LEGACY. By F. W. Sidney. Mr. William H.
Day, Mr. Oswald Yorke, Mr. Mark Kiughome, Mr. J. A.
Rosier, and Mr. Alfred Maltby ; Miss May Whitty, Uiss
Nancy Noel, Miss Kacie Lee, and Miss Lizzie Henderson,
ic. Preceded, at 8.10, by SALT TEARS.

TOOLE' -s THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, THOROUGHBRED. Messrs.

John Billington, Henrj' Westlaud, Georire Bhelton, G. M,
Lowne, E. A. Coventry, Fitzroy Morgan, F. Arlton ; Misses
Henrietta Watson, F. Fordyce, Cora Poole, Eliza Johnstone.
At 8, THE SEORBT.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, THE NEW BOY. Mr. Weedon

Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauchamp, 8. Warden, K. Douglas,

T. Palmer, F. VoliJe, T. Kingston, A. Holinorc, J. L.

Mackay ; Mesdames Gladys Homtrey, May Palfrey, Esmd
Borenger, Helena Dacre. At 8.15, HAL, THE HIGH-
WAYMAN.

ENGLAND.
Now Beadt, large crown 8vo, nearly 800 pages, cloth, 6«., post free.

HISTORY OF THE FREE CHURCHES OF
FROM THE REFORMATION TO 1851.

By HEEBEET S. SKEATS.

With a Contmuation to 1801, by CHAS. S. MIALL.

THE LONDO'S^ QUARTERLY REVIEW.— "It is essential that Dissenters and Methodist Churchmen should know

why they stand apart from the National Establishment, and this knowledge c.-in only conie through the study ol the

ecclesiastical hUtory of the last 300 years. ... We ought to be specially grateful to Mr. Skeats and Mr. Miall lor the

light which they have shed upon the experiences of the Nonconfonnists of England.

TIMES.—"As a complete exposition of the history of Dissent, from the Nonconformitt point ot view, ltl» no doubt

certain to retain its reputation."

Loudon : ALEXANDER & SIIEPHEARD, 21 and 22, Furuival Street, E C.

Invested Funds
Paid in Claims

For Mutual

Life Assurance.

£4,700,000

£9,000,000

Death Duties provided for by
liife Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PBOFITS.-Tbr nholc arc dlvMod aniongat (he Assured. Already divided, ie4,600,000.

At tbo division in 1S92 there were nearly eight hundred Policies in resiiect of which not only were the Premiums
entirely extlOSUisbed, but also Annuities were granted or Cash Bonuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies the
original sums assured arc now more than doubled by the Bonus Additions. A)

j
Ications for Agencies invited.

48, Orftoeohurch Street, London, B.O. ARIlli'lt SniTHEK, Aauari/ ant Se^relarf.
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SELECT
LIBRARY.

"DOOKSELLEeS,

B
B

OOK EXPORTERS,

OOK BI^fDEES,

AND

T IBRA.EIAN8.

TjiNGLTSH, FBENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

THE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD.

UDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.M
OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

OJ^I BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

^O QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

MESSES. J. 0. DEUMMOND & CO.,
ART BEPKODX7CEES,

14, HENRIETTA 8TEEET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C.,
Are the sole representativeg in Great Britain of

HERR HANFSTAENGL. of Munich.
the welt-lmoirn Artist in PHOTOGRAVDRE, now patronised by the
leadini? London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
Sortant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
„ Book Illustrations.
Henn. DRUMMOND 4 CO. suri'ly the ch.-apest and best Processet

in the market, which are specially adaptc.l to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Arch.uologists, an<l those engaged in the inveatigation
mid publication of Parochial anil Diocesan Kecords.

J.C. fJRDMMOND 4 CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Worka oj Art, Original MSS., Designs,
Lace ifanu/aclurea, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,
Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, d:e.,<te., atamoderateccst

^^ Specimens and price list on Application.
PnaM: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

LIVEttPOOL.
By Order of the Rev. J. FARSWORTH ANDEBSON.

tJinuuallg fine and important COLLECTION' o/ BARE and
VALUABLE PROOF ETCHINGS, embracing mnng that
are now entirely out of print, and including a number of the
noblest examples of this well-patronised and rrvived art, which
is now carried to so high a standard of excellence ; high-Hass
Oil Paintings ani Water-colour Drawings, including examples
of B. W. Leader, A.B.A., W. L. Wylie, A.R.A., Birket
Jfosttr,T. B. Hardy, J. W. Dakes,A.It A., H. ttoore,A.II.A.,
and others of note.

BY MESSES. BEA.NCH & LEETE,
On WEDNESDAY, the 20th, and THtJRSDAV, the 21,t instant, at
1 o

c

lock eiich <Uv. in the HANOVER R0OM:;i, HANOVER
STREET, HVEKPOOL.

THE Magnificent COLLECTION of
Choice PROOF ETCHI.VGS and MEZZOTINTS, in the flnest
on Japanese, vellum and Whatman papers, and a few ex-

JWtlonally toe PHOTOGRAVCRES, collected with great assiduity
1» the Rev. J. Famworth Anderson, who has recently removed to
VOTthnmberland. Catalogues will be ready in due course, and may beMd on application to Messra. Bbawch 4 Lggrg, Liverpo>l.

' CATALOGUES
lOREIGN BOOKS and PEEI0DICAL8

promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATAL0OUE8 on appUcatlon.

DULAC k CO., 37, SoEo Sgcaitl.

F
FOREIGN BOOKSJ T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & N ORG ATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AMD
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

OATALOaUBS post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,FOBEIQN BOOKSELLER,
45, GREAT U U S S E L I, S T R K E T

(Oiiposito the British Mofieum),
SoppUca all Tonzios Booeh and Phriodicalb at the most

moderate prices.
Catalogues on application.

TOWER PUBLISHING CO.'S

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Ready shortly, price 6s.

ZORAIOA : a Romance of the Harem
and the Desert. By WILLIAM LE QUEUX, Author
of " The Great War in England." With Illustrations
by H. PitEard.

Ready shortly, price es.

THE TOWER ROMANCE SERIES

Vol. 1. A TORQUAY MARRIAGE.
By G. EATLEIGH and E. VICARS.

\_Iieady March 31.

Vol. 2. IN QUEST
Mrs. HENRif WYLDE.

of a NARIE. By
IReadg April 16.

Now ready, paper covers, price Is.

BLOOD is THICKER than WAT£R.
By GEOFFREY DANYERS. A Vision of the re-united
Anprlo-Saxonclom asserting the Dominion of the Seas.
A Political Dream.

"The story is cleverly written, and as its central idea
must recommend itself to many readers, the book is sure of
succesa."

—

Scotsman.

Now ready. Sixth Edition, price 63.

THE CAPTAIN of the MARY ROSE.
By \V. LAIRD CLOWES, U.S. Institute. "With Ilhis-

trations by Clievalier de Martino and F, T. Jane.

" A clever book. Mr. Clowes is pre-eminent for literary
touch and practical knowledge of naval affairs."

Daily Chronicle.

Now ready, Ninth Edition, price Gs.

THE GREAT WAR in ENGLAND in
1S97. By WILLIAM LE QUEUX. With a Criticism by
Lord ROBERTS, V.C. Illustrated by T. Crowther and
Capt. C. Field.

Tower Publishing Co., Limited, 95, Minories, E.

TTNIVEESITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL
FRENCH LECTURESHIP.

Salary, £400 a Year.

APPLICATIONS are invited for tlio post ot FRENCH LECTURER
at University College, Liverpool, to be forwarded, with testimonials,
to the College Registrar, not later tlian April 27. Tlie Lecturer will be
re'iuircd to commence his duties on the 1st of October.
The appointment is for five years.

For all particulars, apply to the Registrar.

'TiHE UNIVERSITY of ST^ ANDREWS
JL GRANTS THE

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEN.
The SubJectB of Eximination may be selected from any seven out of

thirty different subjects, the standardiWeiDg the same as that for Ihe
M.A. Degree.. Tlie centres of examinatioa are St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Bwlford, .Belfast, Birmiugliam, Bristol, Cardiff, Clielteuham, Cork,
D'lblin, Dumfries, Gdinl)urgh, Inverness, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool,
London, Loughborough, Slanchestcr, Newcastle-on-Tyae, Paisley,
Truro, 4c.

For Prospectus, ke., apply to the Seobetart, L.L.A. Scheme, the
Cniversity. St. Andrews, N.B

u NIVERSITY of WALES.
The University Court will shortly appoint JIATRICULATtON

E.\A.MINERS, as follows :—
TWO in ENGLISH LANGUAGE and the HISTORY of ENGLAND

and WALES.
TWO in LATIN.
TWO in JIATHE.MATICS.
ONE In each of the following :-GREEK, WELSH, FRENCH,

GERMAN. DYNAMICS, CHEMISTRY, BOTANY.
Particulars will be furnislied by the ItKGisrRAR of the University

care of Messrs. Faithfull i Owen, 11, Victoria Htreet, London, S.W , to
whom applications must he sent on or before March 2:;nd.

u PPINGHAM SCHOOL,
An EX \MI\ATION will take place at Uppincham on the 3rd,

1th, and 5th of April, 18<t5, for SIX OPEN SCIioLAKSlUPS, two ot
£70 per annum, two of £M per annum, two of £;fO per annum, each
tenante at the School. Candidates entertained free of charge if appli-
cation be made by 15th MarclL^?95.

LPLTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
LU THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.
TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (£40 to £20) on

APRIL 8th. 9th, and loth.—Apply to the Hkad Master.

QEDBEEGH SCHOOL EEGISTEE.—O I should be very grateful for NAMES of OLD SED-
BERGHIANS before I8aO. or for Letters Kehiting to the School.—
B. WiLSO!*, Sedbergh. Yorkshire.

^ UY'S HOSPITAL.—PRELIMINAEY
SCIENTIFIC {M B Lond.) CLASSES are held throughout the

year. Special instruction is given for the July Examination. Fee
n; (Juineas.

G
iUY'S HOSPITAL—ENTRANCEG SCHOLARSHIPS in September, 1895. FIVE OPEN

SCnoLAJlSHIPS, Two (£150 and £60) in Science, and Three (£100, £50,
and £30) in Arts.
Particulars and copies of Examioatlou Papers, on application to the

Deam, Guy's Hospital.

Ask to See Specimen Copy,

FIRST PART NOW READY.

THE NEW ART SERIAL.

THE MOST EXHAUSTIVE WOEK
EVEE PUBLISHED.

THE HISTORY OF

MOOERN PAINTING.
Over 2,300 Pages and 1,300 Illustrations

Describes and Illustrates the Art of

England,

Norway & Sweden,
Holland,

Italy,

France,

Scotland,

Russia,

Belgium,

Spain,

Germany,
America,

Japan, &c.

Part I. is devoted to Hoo.irth, Rbynolds,

Gainsborough, Goya, Watte,\u Grkuze, Angelica

Kaufman, and the Classical Beaotion in Germany.

In 35 Monthly Parts, Is net; or 16 Monthly
Parts, Half-a-Orown net,

London :

HENRY k 00., 93, St. M.^iin's L.iXK.

Of all Booksellers and Newsagents.

Write for Illitstraled rrospeclus.

OYAL HISTOEICAL SOCIETY.
(Incorporated hy Royal Charter.)

Patron-HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN.
President—The Right Hon. Sir M. E. GRANT DUFF, G C.S I.

THURSDAY. JIARCII 21, at 4.30 p.m., the following Paper will
be read:-"TllE ENGLISH NOUVEAUX RICHES in the XlVth
CENTURY," Ijy ALICE LAW.

Ilt'DERT Hai.l, Uon. Secretary.
Museum of Practical Geology,

Jermyn Street, S.W.

ANCIENT ART.—TALFOURD ELY,
t\. M.A., F.S.A., will give (by permission) a PUBLIC LECTURK
on "ANCIENT I'ORTllAITUUE " in the LECTUllE THEATRE.
SDUTil KENSINGTON MUSEUM, at 8 p.m., on TUESDAY,
MAncn 26th. The Lecture will bo illustrated by the Oxyliydrogeu
Lanteru. Mr. ELY will also give DEMONSTRATIONS at .i.45 p.m.,
on ]^IARCII 2!>th,ou the Casts from the Anti^iuc in South Kenein^ton
.Nluseum ; and on APRIL 2uU, on the Portrait Sculpture in the Rrtti's'i

Museum |by permission).
For details and Tickets, price lOi. (id, (for Teachers and Sohoola, Ss.),

write to Mr. Elv, 73, Parliament Hill Road, Hampstead, N.W. The
Public will be admitted to the Lecture, on March 2tith, without pay<
uiL'Ut or tickets.

Crown 8vo, with 40 Woodcuts, price Ss. 6d.

A FEW CHAPTERS in ASTRONOMY.
JHL By CLAUDIUS KENNEDY, M.A.

•* This gives some ingenious and intelligible explanations of various
well-known phenomena, which are not treated of fully in the usual
text-books."— 0f>8eroatory.
"The idea of this oouk is a very good one On the whole, this littla

work will be found of great assistance to students of mathematical
astronomy, and we can strongly recommend it to their attention."

Philoaophical Afagazine.

Taylor & Francis, Rod Lion Court, Fleet Street, London.

pHE FAUNA of BRITISH INDIA,
*- including Ceylon and Burmali. PubliHhod under the authorit/

of ktbe Secretary of State for India in Council. Edited by W. T.
BLA NFORD. Sledium 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts.

MAMMALIA. By W. T. Blanfobd, F.R.S. 1 vol., com-
plete, price £1.

FISHES. By F. Dat, C.T.B., LL.D. 2 vole., price £1 each.
BIRDS. By Ectgenb W. Oatbk, P.Z.S. Vol, I., price £1;

Vol. II., i)rice 159.

REPTILIA and BATRACHEA. By G. A. Boulengeb.
1 vol., complete, prici £1.

MOTHS. By G. F. Hampsoit. Vols. I., IL, and IIT., price
£1 eacii.

London: Taylor & Fkancis, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street.

Calcutta : Tliacker, Spink & Co. Bombay : Thacker & Co., Limited.

Berlin : R. Friedlander & Sohn, CarUtrasse 11.

POPULAR EDITION, WITH PORTRAIT.
Large ito, price Cd.

JOSEPH MAZZINI : a Memoir by E. A. V-,
with Two Essays by MAZZINI: "THOUGHTS on
DEMOCRACY" and "THE DUTIES of MAN."

London: ALBiANDKu & Shepdeaed, Furnival Street, E.G.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST.

NEW EDITIONS.

EDITED BY MR. GOSSE.

NOLLEKEN8 and his TIMES.
By JOHN THOMAS SSTITH, formerly Keeper of tho

Prints «nd Drawings in the British Museum. In 1 vol.,

demy Svo, with rortrait, Uis.

" Frankness is one of tho charms of tho book, but its main
interest at the present day lies in the amount of excellent

ffoesin it contains, whether about Johnson, Reynolds,
inpolica Kaufman, Roubiliac, and other prominent
or about the overy-day life of every-day people."

—

persons,
rim«».

THE
EDITKD BY MR.S. BOND.

INGOLDSBY LEGENDS;
or. Mirth and Marvels. By THOMAS INGOLDSBY,
Kacl. Edited, with Notes, by Mrs. EDWARD A. BOND,
with a Brief Memoir of her Father, and also a Xot« on
the Bibliotrraphy of tho Legends. With the Illnstrations

on Steel of C'mikslmnk and Leech, and on Wood of

Tenniel, DiiMauricr, Do.vlo, Jio., and a Portrait of Mr.
Barham. This Edition also contains a Reproduction of

a Water-Colour, by Cruikshank, hitherto unpublished.
In 3 vols., demy 8vo, 31s. Od.

NOW REiDT.

The HISTORY of the FRENCH
REVOLUTION (ITS'J-ISOO). By LOUIS ADOLPHE
THIERS. Translated by FREDERICK SIIOBERL.
New Edition, with 59 Illustrations on Steel. In 5 vols.,

demy 8vo, t5s.

THE
NOW READY.

HISTORY of ROME. By
TUEODOlt MOMMSEN. Transliitcd by WILLIAM
PURDIE DICKSON, D.D., LL.D. A New and Cheaper
Edition, Revised. In 5 vols., crown 8vo, 378. Od.

NEW NOVELS.
Each in One Vol., crown 8vo, Cs.

THE
GAY.

NOW READY.

MODEL of CHRISTIAN
By HORACE AXNESLEY VACHEL.

*' An excellent story of life in California. The author is

excecdinjfly succesBfal in dealing with character. The book
is full of iuterestinjT, often exciting, situations, from a
lynching to a fight with a bear."— lo/AMij-e Post.

"A very well-written and interesting story, in which one
is glad to find no touch of psychological nastine.*i8. The
phases of Califomian life which Mr. Vachel chooses to

depict are, indeed, much concerned with human nature's
seamy side; hut the author's handling shows discretion
and restraint.*'

—

Globe,

NOW READY.

PARSON at BAY. By Harold
VALIilNGS, Author of "The Transgression of Terence
Clancy," &c.

" A story alwunding in now features and palpitating with
human interest Simply a cli^/d'eeuvre of its sort."

Dailt/ Telegraph,

NOW READY.

THE MERMAID. A Love
By L. DOtTGALL. Author of " Beggars All,"

*' A iKildly, thoroughly romantic story."

—

World

Tale
&c.

•* Tho scenery, the atmosphere, and the people of this
stoiy have the mostimable quality of freshness,"

—

Scotsman.

THE NEW ISSUE OF

THE NOVELS OF MRS. HENRY WOOD.

MRS. HALLIBURTON'S
TROUBLES.

(1:20,000th Thousand)
is Now Ready as follows ;

—

In red cloth, gold lettered on side, similar to the Ss. 6d.
Edition, price lis. 6d.

Iq green cloth, gold lettered on back, bnt with a plainer
binding, pr'ce 2s.

To be followed at regular monthly intervals by tho other
Stories in the Scries.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

THE HISTORY of ENGLISH L/^W.
Uy Sir FriEDElUCK POLLOCK, li^rt., M.A., LL.D.,
CoriniH Professor of .luriBprudcnco in the University
of 0.vfor*l, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law, and
FREDERIC WILLIAM MAITLAND, LL.D., Downing
Professor of tho Laws of England in the University of
Cambridge, of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Royal
8vo, 2 vols., 408. ^Nearly nady,

EURIPIDES, the RATIONALIST : a
Study in tho History of Art and Ucligion. By A. W.
VERRAIiL, Litt.D., Follow of Trinity College, Cam-
hridge. Demy 8vo. {^Nearly reidy,

DE HIERARCHIA ANQLICANA
DISSBRTATIO APOLOGETICA, Auctoribus
EDWARDO DENNY, A.M., ct T. A. LACKY, A.M.,
Praefante R. D. SARISBURIENSI, E|io. Demy 8vo,
cloth, 23. 6d. net.

PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW, A
MANUAL of. By T. A. WALKER, M.A., LL.D. of the
Middle Temple; Fellow of Pctcrhouso, Cambridge.
Doiny Svo, 93. {^ym/li/ re'tdt/.

INTERNATIONAL LAW, CHAPTERS
on the PRINCIPLES of. By J. WEsTLAKE, Q.C.,

M.A., WhewcU Professor of International Law. Demy
Svo, lOs.

CATALOGUE of the GREEK MANU-
SCRH'TS on MOUNT ATUO.S. lly SPYR. P.
LAMBRO.S, Professor of History in the University of

Athens. Vol.1. Demy 4to, 21k. net.

THE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS of
tho ANCIENT GREEKS. By B. E. HAMMOND,
Fellow and Lecturer, Trinity College, Cambridge,
University Lecturer ia History. Demy Svo, -Is.

BRITISH POLICY, GROWTH of. By
the late Sir J. R. REELKY, K.C.M.G., M.A., Regius
Professor of Modern History in the University of Cam-
bridge. 2 volf., crown Svo. [/" ihp, press.

THE JATAKA. Translated from the
Pali under the fiuperintendencc of Professor E. B.

COWELL. To be published in Seven or Eight Volumes.
Royal Svo, each 12s. 6d. net ; to Subscribers to the
Series who have paid their Subscription before tto pub-
lication of each volume, lOs. net.

Vol. I. Translated by ROBERT CHALMERS. 12s. 6d. net.

[N&w ready.

Vol. II. Translated by W H. D. ROUSE. [Tn preparation.

Vol. III. Translated by H. T. FRANCIS and R. A. NEIL.
[_ln preparation.

THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL SERIES.
General Editor: G. W. PROTHERO, Litt.D., Fellow of

King's College, Cambridge, and Professor of History in

the University of Edinburgh.

NEW VOLUME NOW READY.

OUTLINES of ENGLISH INDUS-
TRIAL HISTORY. By W. CUNNINGHAM, D.D.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and E. A.
McARTHUR, Lecturer at Girton College. 4s.

THE REVOLUTIONARY and NAPO-
LEONIC ERA, 17S9-1815. By J. H. ROSE, M.A., late

Scholar of Christ's College. With Maps and Plans.
Crown Svo, 48. 6d.

z.v ritErARATroy.

THE EUROPEANS in INDIA, from
the Invasion of Alexander to the Present Time. By
H. MORSE STEPHENS, II.A., Balliol CoUeg.', Oxford

THE FOUNDATION of the GERMAN
EMPIRE, 1815-1871. By J. W. HEADLAM, M.A.,
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.

The HISTORY ofthe AUSTRALASIAN
COLON 1 ES, from their Foundation to the year 1803. By
E. JENKS, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
Professor of Law in University College, Liverpool.

THE UNITED STATES of AMERICA,
176.5-18(15. By E. CHANNING, Professor of History

in the University of Harvanl.

NEW POETRY.

POEMS : Dramatic and
Lyrical. Second Series. By LORD DE TABLET.
Crown 8vo, nniform in binding with the First Series,

6s. net. [^Justpifhlished,

" There is tho ring of true poetry in Lord Do Tabloy's
rerses, together nith flnc clafisical feeling and rare mastoiy
of metrical oxi)rossion,"— jTithw.

'* Interesting all through, and penetrated with a feeling
of nature, a deep sense of beauty and sympathetic insight
into the sorrows and pleasures of the human heart.*'

Daily Chrcnicle,

"Lord De Tabley ha« seldom, if ever, risen to a finer lyric
rapture than in these verses."

—

Star.

" A ^t who ia pre>eminently a scholar, and wbo has
been winning a place in KngUtsh literature by slow degrees
for thirty years past. We pirt with reluctance from a
volume which is not qualified to win popularity, but which
cannot fail to incrca^, among the Irno lovers of literature,

the fame of its distinguished author.**~i^(^^^Jrty Keview.

*' The volume, as a whole, will doU?ht lovers of poetry,
and confirm its author's reputatiou."— i'ct):*7/wn.

" The lyrical element in the volume is particularly sweet
and spontaneous. The invocation strikes a highly impres-
Bive note, as also the beautiful ' Ode to a St&r.*—Realm,
" AVe liave not for a long time seen a volume of verse in

which even accomplishment of form wns united to such a
real and constant presence of the poetic spirit."

Mamekester Gnardian,
*' In his former volume there was a good deal of poetry,

which had distinctly tho ring of true metal, and its merits
were practically recognised by t^io jmblic in a epeedy
demand for a second edition. In the coUecLion now pab*
lished there is enough to place him above all but three or
four contemporary vcrse-writore."

—

ilorainj Post.

•'Should win him many friends. Th^ ochoos of old

metres and old sentiments have no weak ring, for tho im-
mediate inspiration ia always genuine."

—

Sketch.

*' Of Lord De Tabley's treatment of classic b3auty, his lovo

of ancient forms, of the beautiful, divine myth, wo cannot
apeak too highly. One recognises in the iw-'m? bsfore _u«

the work of a master hand -a rare touch of imaginative in-

sight and subtle fancy, and a singular charm, consisting
partly in a pure and sweet lyric note, and partly in a com-
mand of unforced, yet poignant pathos."

Stockport Advertiser,

LYRICS. By Arthur
CHRISTOPHER BENSON. 550 Capies, fcap. Svo,

58, net. L-^"** published.

*' One of the most pleasing volumes of the kind that have
been published for some time. [Speaking of 'The Robin
and the Credence,' a Christmas poem.] AVe know nothing
finer; and lovers of poetry will priz3 the book for that
single piece alone."—Glasgow llernhl.

" He is never commonplace, never simply imitative. This
verse is both estimable and pleasure-giving in no ordinary
degrea. It has dignity of the really sculptural kind, not of
that plaster-cast order rather common just now ; it haa dis-

tinct and accurate expression, and no small share of both
pictorial and musical power."

—

Manchester Guardian,

"The book, as a whole, reaches a high level of literary

excellence."— G^o'jr.

POEMS. ByJohnB. Tabb.
Square 16mo, 4s. 6d, net, \_JuH pullished.

" The effort to stfimp an individuiil thought on each poem
in all its strength is combined with a delicacy of shmling
which shows the growing richness of the inner life of New
England society with singular force.**—Spectator.

*' Delightful, because natural and instinctivo. They have
the cachet of individuality which is so prevtUently absent
from contemporary verse."

—

Daily ChronK'e,

CAMBRIDGE NATl'RAL SCIENCEMANVALS.
PHYSICAL SERIES.

General Editor : R. T. GLAZKBROOK, M. A., F.R.S., Fellow

of Trinity College, Cambridge, Assistant Director of the

Cavenilish Lalwratory.

MECHANICS: an Elementary Text-
Book, Tlveorctical and Pi-actical, for Colleges and
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No. a93, New Series.

The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^c, may he addressed to the Publisher,

and not to the Editor.

LITERATURE.
Greek Studies. By "Walter Pater. (Mac-
millans.)

Mr. Pater reminds me of the poets whom
Plato would have escorted in their crowns
and singing-robes to the frontier of the
ideal state and there dismissed, very
courteously and with profound regret.

Tideo meliora. Bat the charm is strong
when such a master of imaginative prose,

mutaeo contingens cuncta lepore, invades
familiar places, as one thought them, with
his transforming magic, and all grows new.
The wise Ulysses, unlike the deaf adder
of the Psalmist, stopped not his own ears,

but those of his companions, when the Siren
sang

;
yet he had bidden them bind his

hands and feet to the mast, lest he should
fling himself to his ruin. With a similar

precaution, or, like Plato's materialist, with
a steady grasp of stocks and stones, I listen

to the charmer.
To yield to his guidance with a certain

reserve and suspense of judgment, which
may pass into a positive suspicion of
romance, is to do him no wrong. His
scholarship is profound, to the extent of
a curious and baffling erudition, which
provokes a pleasant wonder at the
strangeness of his allusions, without
pedantry or parade of learning. The
central thought of the book is not origfinal,

though it may never have been so well
formulated before. We find no array of
notes, and few citations of authorities ; but
these do not enter into the plan of the
book, which is not a manual of archaeology,
but a collection of short essays and lectures,

each a complete and intelligible work of art.

The matter is strictly conditioned by the
form, and there is no superfluity of raw
material.

But the materials are handled in a
manner so intensely personal and peculiar
that the result cannot seem, even to the
most sympathetic reader, so true an im-
pression of facts as it doubtless was to the
writer himself. He has not only caught
"the lighted side of things themselves":
the *' golden alchemy " of the poet is his,

and he has added a romantic illumination
of his own to the "dry light" of the
ancients. The study of the early Eenais-
sance imparts now and again a savour of the
quattrocento, a Tuscan r^uaintness, to his
apprehension of Greek myth. His love
of the tender and lovely side of the
Catholic religion, his knowledge of its rites
and legends, prompt him with imagery and
suggest analogies. It may be merely a
word: the "second birth," the passion
(implied, not actually named), the " resur-

rection," of Dionysus, in the sadder stories

;

the " invention " of Persephone ; Demeter,
a " mater dolorosa "

: or there may be
such explicit allusions to Christian ceremony
as are suggested by the Eleusinian mysteries

and the symbolism of the vine.

Then there are more modern touches

:

even allusions, rare in Mr. Pater's works,
to a contemporary. " Sick or sorry "

: the

words are charged with reminiscences of

Theocritus, St. Francis, Heine, in Arnold's

essay. Is it too fanciful to trace in

Demeter, " haunting the fields in spring,"

passing to and fro at all seasons among the

country-folk, who " almost catch sight of

her, at dawn or evening, in the nooks of the
fragrant fields," a likeness to the " Scholar-

Gipsy " ? References, by way of illustra-

tion, to Oorot and Millet, Donatello and
Mino da Piesole, Goethe and Wordsworth,
call for no remark : except in so far as the

continually recurring allusions to Florentine

art testify to a preoccupation with the

Benaissance period, which has coloured the

writer's whole conception of the antique

with a kind of inversion of the natural

sequence. He knows his Vasari almost too

well. The modern aspect of his thought is

exemplified, not so much in his regret, more
than once expressed, that Oxford athletes

have not found their sculptor (though that,

too, smacks rather of the new Hellenism,

the new Olympic games, than of the old), as

in his telling of stories: above all in the

tale of Hippolytus. To relate the story of

a childhood, with the touching, intimate

details of daily sleep and waking, day
dreams and early thoughts, in some quiet

home in a village or ancient town, has
always been a labour of love to the author
of Imaginary Portraits and Marius the

Epicurean. Nothing can be more beautiful

than this last study of home - life and
a mother's love; but the young Hippo-
lytus is almost as modern a child as

Florian Deleal, though his dwelling and its

furniture are weird and very ancient ; and
there is just a hint of the manner of Hans
Andersen in the picture of the boy
" as he sat at table, like the firstborn of King
Theseus, with two wax-lights and a fire at
dawn or nightfall dancing to the prattle
and laughter, a bright child, never stupidly
weary."

I like him better in repose, lying " in his

cubicle hewn in the stone, the white fleeces

heaped warmly round him," like the
infant Perseus in the exquisite fragment
of Simonides. After reading the whole
tale of his adventures, one might take
up Kingsley's Heroes, and find narratives
better authenticated by the origfinal litera-

ture, just because Kingsley had not Pater's

gfift of imagination, creating round every
bare idea or fact a multitude of colours and
sounds, a whole sensible world in which
henceforth it dwells, for us as for him.
This is one of the secrets of the charm of
his style, pleading against austere and
literal truth.

This, then, is one way of accounting for a
certain strangeness in this interpretation of
Greek literature and art : that they are not
approached directly, studied in isolation

and explained by themselves, in the manner,
for instance, of Prof. Butcher's Aspects of the

Greek Genius. We may notice again, as in

much of the author's work, a preference for

minor deities ; art not quite mature ; in a
former book Sparta, not Athens ; now,

" not the later Athens, which is oftenest in our
thoughts, the Athens of Pericles and Pheidias

;

but that little earlier Athens of Peisistratus,

which the Persians destroyed, which some of

us perhaps would rather have seen in its early
simplicity than the greater one."

The study of origins is better than the

analysis of decadence; but the materials
for constructing a picture, say of life in a
Greek village in the heroic age, are so in-

complete that the student of them may be
tempted into a waywardness, which would
be corrected, in dealing with a more his-

torical period, by a classical standard of

truth and taste. I do not deny Mr. Pater's

right to realise those early times in his own
way. On the contrary, it is just the personal
note in the book, the artist's vision, not the

antiquary's, that makes it so delightful

;

and there is no pretension to infallibility.

There is one conception, as is pointed out
in Mr. Shadwell's preface, which lies at the
root of both parts of the book, uniting the

essays on literature with those on sculpture.

It is the conception of three phases in the
life of myth, whether expressed in poetry
or in plastic art. For instance,

"In the story of Demeter, as in all Greek
myths, we may trace the action of three
different influences, which have moulded it with
varying effects, in three successive phases of its

development. There is, first, its half-conscious,

instinctive or mystical, phase, in which, under
the form of an unwritten legend, living from
mouth to mouth, and with details changing as

it passes from place to place, there lie certain

primitive impressions of the phenomena of the
natural world. We may trace it next in its

conscious, poetical, or literary phase, in which
the poets become the depositaries of the vague
instinctive product of the popular imagination,
and handle it with a purely literary interest,

fixing its outlines, and simplifying or develop-
ing its situations. Thirdly, the myth passes
into the ethical phase, in which the persons
and the incidents of the poetical narrative are
realised as abstract symbols, because intensely
characteristic examples, of moral or spiritual

conditions."

In " The Myth of Demeter and Perse-
phone " the threefold growth of the myth is

elaborately traced, with literary illustrations

drawn from the Homeric Hymn to Demeter,
from Callimachus, Ovid, and Claudian,
and a study of the sculpture described by
Pausanias, the black Demeter of Phigalia,

the laterwork at Eleusis, the statues of Praxi-
teles at Athens ; lastly, the extant marbles
from Cnidos, in the British Museum, are
described and criticised in detail. The
"Study of Dionysus" is less methodical.

The thought is the same ; but a greater

freedom in the illustration of it, a play of

fancy, infinitely graceful, in the language,

suits the temper of the wandering god

:

now Eleutherios, the loosener of the lips

and heart ; now Zagreus, the Thracian

hunter ; always, in " the thoughts of people

whose days go by beside the winepress and
under the green and purple shadows," the

spiritualform of the vine, twice born, of fire

and dew. "Spiritual form" is borrowed

from Blake, one of the moderns in whom
Mr. Pater discerns a genuine survival of the
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old, spontaneous symbolism : the temper of

an earlier time, " in which every impression

men received of the action of powers with-

out or within them suggested to them the

presence of a soul or will, like their own."

It is important to understand the meaning
attached by Mr. Pater to the phrase ; for it

explains much that may seem far-fetched

and fancifiil, to a less penetrating observer,

in hi < interpretation of Greek sculpture.

" The supreme imagination—of Pheidias in

sculpture— of Aeschylus in the drama"—created

"a series of wondrous personalities ; beautiful,

perfectly understood, human outlines, embody-
ing a strange, delightful, lingering sense of

clouds and water and sun." "The mythical
conception, projected at last, in drama or

sculpture is . . . form, with hands and lips

and opened eyelids— spiritual, as conveying to

u?, in that, the soul of rain, or of a Greek
river, or of swiftness, or purity."

The phrase is explained by many instances

—

Pan, Hephaestus, Demeter, the Zeus of

Olympia, in whom
"the genius of Pheidias had availed to shed,
upon the gold and ivory of the physical form,
the blandness, the breadth, the smile of the
open sky ; the mild heat of it still coming and
going, in the face of the father of all the
children of sunshine and shower; as if one of

the great white clouds had composed itself into
it, and looked down upon them thus, out of the
midsummer noonday."

The writer suppose s a sculptor to be pre-
aenting the image of Zeus of Dodona,
" who is in the trees and on the currents of the
air. . . . Then the very soul of those moving,
sonorous creatures would have passed through
his hand into the eyes and hair of the image,
as they can actually pass into the visible ex-
pression of those who have drunk deeply of
them ; as we may notice, sometimes, in our
walks on mountain or shore."

The thought is Wordsworth's, as the name
is Blake's, avowedly. So with Dionysus :

" Try to conceive the image of an actual
person, in whom, somehow, all those im-
pressions of the vine and its fruit, as the
highest type of the life of the green sap, had
become incorporate ; all the scents and colours
of its flower and fruit, and something of its

curling foliage ; the chances of its growth

;

the enthusiasm, the easy flow of more choice
expression, as its juices mount within one; for
the image is eloquent, too, in word, gesture,
and glancing of the eyes, which seem to be
informed by some soul of the vine within it

;

so conceive an image into which the beauty,
' born ' of the vine, has passed ; and you have
the idea of Dionysus."

" The spiritual form," then, is interpreted
;

but why is it the form " of fire and dew " ?

The answer is contained in three pages of
faultless beauty ; seek it there, and dream
of parching sun and runnels of cool water,
and the juice of the grape, and the sap in
all green things upon earth.

"The Bacchanals of Euripides" is ap-
pended, naturally, to the " Study of
Dionysus "

; whilst " Hippolytus Veiled "

is connected, less closely, through Eleusis,
with Demeter. Aa points of great interest,

though subordinate to the legend of Hip-
polytus himself, we may notice the study of
the Attic domes before the age of Theseus

;

the presentment of Artemis, just at the
moment of trantition, in her worshipper's
belief about her, from the fierce Scythian

deity of the Amazon, his mother, to "the
Goddess of the Ambrosial Courts," the
object of his own chivalrous devotion ; and,
thirdly. Aphrodite,

"just then the best-served deity in Athens,
with all its new wealth of colour and form, its

gold and ivory, the acting, the music, the
fantastic women, beneath the shadow of the
great walls stUl rising steadily."

Surely these adornments are strange in

the city of Theseus! One misses, in the
list of them, the peacocks and apes of

Solomon. But what pictures there are of

town and country in the essay ! Contrast
the gloomy splendours of Phaedra's chapel
with " the rude stone house " near Eleusis,

where her rival dwelt

:

" On the ledges of the grey cliffs above, the
laurel groves, stem and foliage of motionless
bronze, had spread their tents. Travellers bound
northwards were glad to repose themselves
there, and take directions, or provision for their

journey onwards, from the highland people who
came down hither to sell their honey, their cheese,
and woollen stuff in the tiny market-place.
At dawn the great stars seemed to halt awhile,
burning as if for sacrifice to some pure deity,

on those distant, obscurely named heights,
like broken swords, the rim of the world."

In " The Heroic Age of Greek Art " Mr. Pater
dwells with manifest delight on the decora-

tive work in many-coloured metals, described
by Homer and Hesiod, and shown in actual
relics at Tiryns and Mycenae. So, in dis-

cussing the sculpture of later times, he
points out how important it is not to forget
the minor arts associated with it.

" The student must remember that Greek art

was throughout a much richer and warmer
thing, at once with more shadows, and more of
a dim magnificence in its surroundings, than
the illustrations of a classical dictionary
might induce him to think. Critics of

Greek sculpture have often spoken of it as
if it had been always work in colourless

stone, against an almost colourless backgroimd.
Its real background . . . was a world of

exquisite craftsmanship, touching the minutest
details of daily life with splendour and skill."

That gives the keynote of the second part
of Mr. Pater's criticism of Greek sculpture,

dwelling on the purely visible side of it,

omitting now its connexion with myth.

"I have dwelt," he says—" I have dwelt the
more emphatically upon the purely sensuous
aspects of early Greek art, and on the beauty
and charm of its mere material and workman-
ship, the grace of hand in it, its chryselephan-
tine character, because the direction of all the
more general criticism since Lessing has been,
somewhat one-sidedly, towards the ideal or
abstract element in Greek art, towards what
we may call its philosophical aspect."

But in the age of the Aeginetau marbles
the Dorian influence grows strong ; asceti-

cism, restraint, must have their due. Yet that

ascetic element in all Greek life, as well as

art,
'

' the saving, Dorian spirit in Hellenism '

'

which Mr. Pater praised so highly in his book
on Plato, as well on aesthetic as on ethical

grounds, is not made so prominent
in these essays, which, though published
later, are earlier in date. We hear less of

Apollo, more of Hephaestus, the Ionian
god, "the 'spiritual form' of the Asiatic

element in Greek art." The reaction from
intellectualism has led the author to dwell,

perhaps, too exclusively on the sensuous

aspects of sculpture, the beauty of material,
colour, and metal-work. The balance would
probably have been restored, had the series

been continued, to include essays on the art

of Pheidias. And it must be remembered,
on the other hand, that just then the chrys-
elephantine work was in its full splendour,
and that the balance is disturbed precisely

by the fact that none of that work remains.
The historical narrative and the criticisms

of particular works of art are admirably
lucid and simple, if they are not so rich in

the peculiarly felicitous qualities of Mr.
Pater's style'as the literary chapters which
precede them. The whole book is one
which every lover of this writer's work will

bo glad to place beside his Marius and his

Plato and Platoniim, whatever opinion he
may ultimately form as to his criticism of

the ancient world. For myself, I am too
grateful, after all, for the gift of so much
beauty, to think any state ideal, even
Plato's, from which Walter Pater would be
an exile.

Campbell Dodqson.

The Recollections of the Very Rev. O. J). Boyle,

Dean of Salisbury. (Edward Arnold.)

No one can read these interesting reminis-
cences without the reflection that Dean
Boyle has been a singularly fortunate man,
and has deserved his good fortune. It was
—who can deny it ?—no small bit of luck
to have been born a Scotchman ; but to

have been born just in time to see Sir

Walter in the flesh was still greater luck.

Indeed, throughout life, circumstances seem
to have been always so ordered as to have
ensured for this fortunae filius a welcome
from just the people whom he desired to

know, and a fulfilment of most of the hopes
which his well-regulated mind had been
permitted to entertain.

" Once upon a time," says the Dean, "having
lately heard from a college friend, whose
father had been Dean of Salisbury, of the
charms of the Deanery garden, stretching to
the clear water of the Wiltshire Avon, I had
laughingly written in a book of 'Likes and
Dislikes ' a wish to have a river at my garden's
end, and to be Dean of Sarum."

The wish was realised in 1880 ; and in the
years that have since elapsed the Dean has
had just the opportunity he desired for

cementing old friendships, making fresh

friends, cultivating his literary tastes, and
indulging in the " pleasures of memory."
In these he invites the public to share, and
we can answer for it that those who accept
the invitation will not be disappointed.
From the first page to the last there is not
a word of unkind criticism or unworthy
depreciation in the volume. The friendli-

ness, which has helped the Dean to make
and to keep so wide a circle of friends,

shows itself in every line, while the pride
that he obviously feels in having mixed
with many leaders of thought and action

is so natural in itself and in its expression
that none will find fault with it. His own
influence on those whom he has met
may have been greater than his modesty
would allow him to suppose.

Dean Boyle has, of course, much to say

about his Scottish countrymen. Che^Imers
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Wilson, Henry Coekburn, Lord Eutherfurd,

Alison, Lockhart, and Dean Eamsay were

among those who, in the earlier half of the

century, made society in Edinburgh famous

;

and he has Eomething to tell us about all of

these, as well as of many others. Of Lord
Eutherfurd his recollections are valuable,

for—so far as we know—he has escaped the

almost inevitable memoir. Dean Eamsay
is presented to us in a very favourable

aspect. We had learnt to think of him
chiefly as a humorous story-teller. He was
more and better than that.

" A talk with Dean Eamsay in his study was
great delight. He was a very pleasant com-
panion ; and though, perhaps, somewhat timid
in expressing his real sentiments, he was, in

the best sense of the word, a man of real

breadth. He had great influence with many
persons of distinction and rank. I know in-

stances of the fearless attitude he maintained
when called upon to dehver his mind in family
matters, when principle and morality were in-

volved. At one time in my life I was deeply
imbued with the views of Pusey and Newman,
and began to have grave doubts as to the
position of the English Church. A letter of

Frederick Denison Maurice's in the Christian

Rememhrancer , at that time a monthly magazine,
had attracted me; and I happened to mention
it to Dean Ramsay, who strongly recommended
me to read Maurice's Kingdom of Christ, which
he said had been greatly praised by Mr. Glad-
stone. The character of Gladstone, his extra-

ordinary interest in theology, and bis possible

poUtical future, were themes on which Dean
Bamsay dehghted to dQate. Although he
bad a sincere admiration for his friend, he said

that he detected in bim a vein of vanity, and
on one occasion I heard him utter a remarkable
prophesy—it was when Mr. Gladstone quitted
Sir Robert Peel's government on the question
of Maynooth—that William Gladstone would
cause a good deal of trouble to a good many
people before his career was over."

As an Oxford man. Dean Boyle has recol-

lections of many contemporaries of more
than academical mark. They are too

numerous to mention. He does full justice

to William Sewell, of Exeter, whose know-
ledge of Plato should alone entitle him to

respect. From Prof. Mozley he learnt much,
but confirms the testimony of others as to

his incapacity for preaching. Perhaps the
two men among Dean Boyle's many friends

at this period who most interest us are

Clough and Gjnington. Of the latter he
says:

"There was a reality and strength in all his

work which made one feel that ho was like a
frreat sledge-hammer in the world of literature.

When you walked with Conington, you were
obliged to feel that your intellect was on
the full stretch. He delighted to talk of

his favourite authors, and it was marvellous
with what accuracy he quoted long passages.
TJuder his influencp, for at one time I was
his private pupil, I made acquaintance with
many books I should otherwise have been
ignorant of. Duriug the long period of my
intimate friendship with him, I do not think a
cross or angry word ever escaped him. ... As
a critic of compositions he was unrivalled. . . .

I thought him a better Greek than Litin
scholar, but when ho was elected to the pro-
feesorsbip he niadtj it bis object to work his

ebair in th« way most useful to the Uni-
Tersity. His energy was immense. When
once threatened with blindness, he began his
well-known translation of Virgil's great poem.
In order, as he said, to have resource, if his

eyesight failed hint
''

Many capital ciiticisms by this great scholar

are added; and it may not be generally

known that he was candidate for the chair

at Edinburgh which Prof. Blackie, whose
death we are now mourning, obtained and
adorned.

Dean Boyle's circle of friends re-

ceived some notable additions on his

removal to Worcestershire, where his life

as a parish priest—first as curate and then
as incumbent—was almost wholly spent.

He was fortunate in beginning work
under such a man as Claughton, who had
made Kidderminster a most successful

training school for the younger clergy.

Association with so good a scholar and so

genial a companion as the Yicar was itself

an education ; and to this must be added the

intimacy with the Lytteltons at Hagley,
and the Olives at Solihull, of which he has
much to record. It is easy to understand
that in the Dean's memory these are

reckoned as "golden days," and that he
dwells upon them with especial fondness.

Brought up as a Presbyterian, becoming at

an early age an Episcopalian, but yet re-

taining a warm affection for the Church of

his native land. Dean Boyle—even if his

temperament had been different— could

scarcely have become a High Church-
man. Any tendency in that direc-

tion which the wonderful influence of

Newman might have created was
speedily counteracted by an intimacy with
Dean Stanley which, begun at Oxford,

became closer and closer with advancing
years. The sympathy between the two
Deans was complete ; the admiration of the

younger for the elder was unstinted and un-
qualified. It fiuds expression on many a
page. The last words in this pleasant
volume are taken from an unfinished poem
of Mrs. Archer Clive ; and we are glad to

see that the Dean is one of those who have
not forgotten her claims to be numbered
among the poets of our time. Jeffrey was
not an indulgent critic, but from his lips

fell the remark, "Three stanzas of The

Grave, I think, are as fine as anything in

Gray's £legy "
; and we venture to say such

praise is not extravagant.

As years go on the Dean, we hope, will

add largely to his store of recollections, and
give the world a further opportunity of

making acquaintance with them.
ChAKLES J. EOBINSON.

Corea or Cho-Sen : the Land of the Morning
Calm. By A, Henry Savage Landor.
With Illustrations from Drawings made
by the Author. (Heinemann.)

Mk. Laitdor has given us the book about
Korea that at present is most wanted. For
information concerning the physical features

and political history of the country, we have
Oppert, Eoss, Dallet, and other writers

;

while some forecast as to its ultimate suzer-

ainty, when the present war, whoso pretext

is the condition of Korea, is ended, may be
expected from Mr. Henry Norman's forth-

coming work. Consequently, the more
welcome is information about the social side

of Korean life from the point of view of a
shrewd and privileged observer. That Mr.
Landor is more skilful with the pencil than

the pen may detract from the artistic com-
pleteness of his book ; but this in no wise
affects its value as a straightforward, un-
varnished, and often amusing account of the

manners and customs of a people in whom
recent events have awakened interest.

Leaving Nagasaki in a Japanese steamer
on Christmas Day, 1890, that festival being
duly observed by consumption of "loast
tulkey, plan pudding, shelly, boldeau,

polt," and other good things, Chemulpo was
reached in four days. The "Dai butzu"
or " Great God " Hotel is not of a rank to

be " double-starred " in future handbooks
of Korea—or, to use the native name,
Cho-Sen—the varied menu of the s.s. ITiffo-

Maru beiog exchanged for the Barmecide
feast of a tin of condensed milk as the

single item in a New Year's dinner. How-
ever, if food was scant, there was no lack of

company ; a crowd of Japs, each with his

visiting card and salutations of the season,

forced an entry iuto Mr. Lindor's presence
while he was breaking the ice (for Korea
is as cold as Canada) for his morning
bath. The New Year is a lively time in

Korea. The population breaks out into

free fights which last a fortnight ; old scores

are paid off, and the Lord of Misrule has
unchecked sway. But, with the exception

of kite-flying, in which pastime old and
young alike indulge, the seniors betting

thereon with a Derby-like ardour, stone and
club fights between teams drawn from
villages and guilds, are the national sport

in this miscalled Land of the Morning
Calm.
The Chosenese are of Mongolian race,

with a dash here and there of the Caucasian,
chiefly among the upper classes, where white
complexions and approximation to " Aryan"
type, as Mr. Landor defines it, prevail.

Like other travellers, he is struck with the
good features of the men.

" Taken altogether, the Korean is a fine-looking

fellow ; his face is oval-shaped, and generally

long when seen full face ; but it is slightly

concave in profile, the nose being somewhat
flat at the bridge between the eyes, and having
wide nostrils. The chin is generally small,

narrow, and receding, while the lips are, as a
rule, heavy ; the upper lip turned up and
showing the teeth, while the lower one hangs
pitifully downwards, denoting, therefore, little

or no strength of character. They possess good
teeth, and these are beautifully white, whish is

a blessing for people like them who continually

show them. The almond-shaped jet black eyes,

veiled by that curious weird look peculiar to

Eastern eyes, is probably the redeeming part

of their face, and in them is depicted good-
nature, pride, and softness of heart."

Their appetites are astounding ; but as for

the women-folk, they must feed on the

crumbs which fall from their lords' tables.

In everything they have the worst of it, with

the exception of being permitted to roam the

streets and pay visits after dark. Only on

five specified nights of the year are men
allowed, under pain of punishment, to

walk abroad during the " women's hours."

But the privilege accorded to the Korean

ladies is of doubtful value, seeing that the

streets are perilous at nightfall by the

presence of tigers and other beasts of prey,

which leap the city walls. Indeed, a drearier

life than that of the woman, be she m\\\^
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wife, or concubine, there cannot well he.

She ia shut up at the age of four or five in

a separate part of the house ;
betrothed as

a mere child to a boy whom she has never

seen, and may not see till years have passed,

when she becomes his appanage and toiling

slave. She has no name, being known only

as the " daughter of So-and-So," or as the

" wife of So-and-So." When she becomes

a mother her boys are removed from her

care at a very early age, their birth, as in

other countries where ancestor-worship has

developed into an elaborate cult, being more

welcome than that of girls. "Should a

woman of the better classes be left a widow,

she must wear mourning as long as she

lives, and is not allowed to re-marry."

Sometimes ehe performs the ancient rite of

the jamun, as it is called in Korea, and

follows her spouse to the other world ;
but

if she has a son, duty keeps her by his side

as one who will pay the family honours

to his dead father. Both Confucianism

and Buddhism—this last chiefly represented

by a parcel of lazy, immoral monks and

more reputable nuns—have slender foot-

hold in the country. No bonzes are, under

penalty of decapitation, allowed within any

Korean city, their unwise interference in

politics in time past having proved " an

unparalleled nuisance and danger to the con-

stitution." The old Shamanism, which has

been the dominant religion of Northern

Asia from the dawn of history, is the

popular creed of the Koreans. Hence a

universal animistic belief, the employment
of sorcerers, rain-doctors, and the usual

thaumaturgics. The dead being buried on

hilltops, it is there that the ghosts con-

gregate.

" No Korean of sound mind or body, however
brave or fearlfss of death in battle, can ever be
induced to walk out at night en the mountain
slopes, and even in the daytime a great deal of

uneasiness is shown by the natives should they

have to climb » hill. On such occasions they

provide themselves with armfuls of stones,

which, as they go up, they throw violently

one by one at these imaginary beings ; and the

hills close to the towns are simply covered

with heaps of stones thrown at these mythical

dwellers of the mountains."

The jour des marts and the fata dei morli

of France and Southern Italy, which are

the lineal descendants of the 'Roxi^n.ii feralia,

itself the offspring of a venerable cult of

barbarism, have their correspondences in

the New Year's Day visit of the Koreans to

the burial-places of their dead, with cere-

mony of prayers and incense, followed by
feastings. Pathetic, too, and with a moral
to which the Society for Psychical Besearch
might with profit give heed, is the following

story with which Mr. Landor concludes his

account of the annual function at the tombs

:

" A few months previous to my visit to Seoul,

a foreigner had visited the king soliciting orders

for installations of telephones. The kin^, much
astonished and pleased at the wonderful in-

vention, immediately, at great expense, set

about connecting by tplephone the tomb of the
queen-dowager with the royal palace—a dis-

tance of several mUes. Needless to say, though
many hours a day was spent by his majesty and
his suite listening at their end of the telephone,

and a watchman kept all night in case the

queen-dowager should wake up from her

eternal sleep, not a message, or a sound, or

murmur even, was heard, which result caused

the telephone to be condemned as a fraud by

his Majesty the King of Cho-Sen."

Seoul, the capital, is a city of squalid

houses and fetid streets, without a single

building of any importance. The hospitality

of its foreign residents secured Mr. Landor

comfortable quarters ; and his repute as an

artist, of which the present volume, like its

predecessor on The Hairy Ainu, affords

good evidence, procured him entree to the

royal palace and the patronage of the king.

Difficulties had met him in his r6k of

itinerant portrait painter. On one occasion

he had to flee for his life, or, at least, to

preserve a whole skin, from an infuriated

mother who caught him in the act of

sketching her child, the woman, doubtless,

being influenced by the common barbaric

idea that harm would be wrought the boy

through his likeness. Another difficulty

arose when one of the royal subjects of

his brush was dissatisfied because, being

painted in profile, his other eye was in-

visible. Except that no blood was drawn

in this case, the story resembles one told by

Catlin. He had sketched one of the Sioux

chiefs in profile, and was asked why half

the face was left out. Then Shouka, the

Dog, taunted the chief, saying, " The white

man knows that you are but half a man."

Whereupon shots were fired between them,

with the result that the part of the face

which Catlin had not painted was torn

away I

There is a lack of orderly arrangement,

with consequent repetitions, in Mr. Landor's

pages, seemingly in keeping with the

motley scenes through which he conducts

us. We wander about the filthy streets

of Seoul, watching the white-clothed, un-

washed crowd jeering at a dismal pro-

cession of condemned men, of starved and

livid mien, tied to crosses, and carried on

carts beyond the Gate of the Dead, to

execution ; the mounted officials—a set of

corrupt leeches—perched on high saddles

on tiny ponies, a footman on each side hold-

ing the dignitary in his seat ; strings of

coolies carrying on wooden frames heaps of

the Korean currency—small brass coins of

which about three thousand are equivalent

to a two-shilling dollar ; sentinels mounting

guard in baskets filled with rags and cotton-

wool ; and last, but not least, majesty itself

upborne in palanquin ; another palanquin

exactly its dotible following or preceding

with dummy figure of majesty inside, so

that none among the crowd may know in

which vehicle the king sits. In taking leave

of our agreeable guide, we have only to

suggest that should a second edition of the

book be called for—a success which it un-

doubtedly merits—the author will find that

its interest will not be lessened, while a

certain lack of dignity will be repaired, by
the excision of the slangy expressions and

feeble puns which here and there disfigure

the pages,
Edward Clodd.

BUYSBKOECK AND MAETKBLINCK.

UOrnement des Noces sj)iritueUes. Traduit

du Flamand de Ruysbroeck I'Admirable :

et accompagno d'une Introduction. Par
Maurice Maeterlinck. (Lacomblez.)

Sui/sbroeok and the Mystics. Translated by

Jane T. Stoddart. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

The FJemish monk, Jan van Ruysbroeck,

shares with Swedenborg and Jakob Boehme

a reputation for spiritual wisdom bordering

on madness. There is this difference, how-

ever : Ruysbroeck was never constructive, as

Swedenborg was; and, again, though an

ec9tatic,was neverseduced by his imagination

nor allured by his remotest and strangest

fantasies into the actual quagmire of

dementia, as happened again and again

with the German dreamer, the intermittent

wind of whose sanity never did more than

rend clear and startling rifts in the cloud-

wrack which continuously obscured his

mind.
John of Ruysbroeck is so-called because

no more of him is known than that he was

the monk John who had been born at the

little village of Ruysbroeck, between Hal

and Brussels. To this day one may see, in

the famous Green Valley in the Forest of

Soignes, near the Belgian capital, the ruins

of the Abbey of Gronendal, which this cele-

brated monk, mystic, and saint founded in

the fourteenth century. Early in life his

piety and spiritual illumination marked him
out for the service of (Jod. While ever

remaining humble and austerely simple, in

outward aspect as well as in inward verity,

he exercised year by year so potent an

influence that, from an insignificant parish

priest in the church of Sainte Gudule, he

became first a hermit of European fame for

his sanctity and wisdom, and afterwards the

founder of this great abbey. Long before

he died, at the patriarchal age of 106,

his contemporaries bestowed upon him

the cognomen with which his natal name
is now invariably associated. The atmo-

sphere of that day was charged with tragic

passion as well as passionate tragedy : it

was the day, too, of the dreamers who
expressed themselves in colour instead of in

words—that strange procession of painters

who were also rapt visionaries, from the

Meister Wilhelm to Jehan de Bruges, the

Van Eycks and Hans Memlinck. Other
'

' passionates " of the spiritual life had caused

reverent rumours throughout Christendom,

pre-eminently St. Thomas Aquinas and

Thomas u Kempis, When Ruysbroeck

I'Admirable died, there were those who
thought that the man nearest to God, since

Christ Himself, had passed away.

No doubt in Belgium and Holland, and

to some extent in Germany, M. Maeter-

linck's book, published between three and

four years ago, has acted as a stimulant

to a more thorough study of the life-work

of the Brabant mystic. Still, it is unlikely

that more than one or two students have

the requisite knowledge, patience, sympathy,

time, and opportunity for a scrupulous and

ordered perusal of the following works, any

one of which might discourage even the

most ardent occultist : "Le Livre des Douze

B6guines "
;
" Le Miroir du Salut eternel " ;

" Le Livre du Tabernacle npirituer' ; "L»
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Pierre etincelante " ;
" Le Livre de la

Supreme Verite " ;
" Le Livre des Sept

Degres de 1'Amour spirituel " ;
" Le Livre

des Sept Chateaux " ;
" Le Livre duEoyaume

des Aimes" ;
" Le Livre des Quatre Tenta-

tions"; "Le Livre des Douze Vertus";
" Le Livre de la Foi chretienne"; "L'Orne-
ment des Noces spirituelles." Those enthu-

siasts, however, who would fain persevere,

and are not content with " The Adornment
of the Spiritual Marriage," which, with
infiaite care and skill, M. Maeterlinck has
rendered in excellent French, wiU. find

revised, simplified, and authentic texts in

the reprints of a Flemish society, "De
Maetschappij der Vlaemsche Bibliophilen."

I have given the names of Ruysbroeck's
works in their French equivalents, as

specified by M. Maeterlinck in his scholarly

and suggestive essay upon " L'Admirable "

and his writings. In this connexion Euys-
broeck's translator has a significant passage

:

"II fallait, pour realiser un peu, ici comme
ailleurs, ces terreurs de Tamour, une lang^e
qui eiit la toute-ptiissance intrinseque des
langues a peu pres immemoriales. Or, le

flamand la possede et peut-etre que plusieurs

de ses mots ont encore en eux les images des
epoques glaciaires [$ic]. H avait done a sonusage
un des modes du verbe presque originel, ou les

mots sent teellement des lampes derricre les

idees, tandis que chez nous, les idees doivent
eclairer les mots ; aussi bien j 'incline a croire

que toute langue pense toujours plus que
I'homme, meme de genie, qui I'emploie et qui
n'en est que le cu3ur momentace. ..."

I am not aware if any other writer has
demonstrated the theory of a language
having " the intrinsic omnipotence of

tongues which are almost immemorial "
; but

I opine that a scrupulous philologist, even if

he allowed that the Flemish dialect possesses
this power, would not lightly admit that
several of its words contain images dating
from the glacial epoch.

The longest, and by some critics con-

sidered the most important, of Buysbroeck's
works, is " Dat boec van den Gheesteleken
Tabernacule." It is in this book that occurs
the most famous passage in the mystic's
writings—that passage, at least, most often

quoted by mediaeval and later commen-
tators : the interpretation of the spiritual

flowers embroidered on the hangings of the
tabernacle. Anyone who wishes to read
this strange rhapsody, moving and con-

vincing amid all its mysticism, will find it

quoted in full in M. Maeterlinck's intro-

duction to Z' Ornement des Noce» tpiriluelles,

along with extracts from the " Interpreta-

tions " of the fishes and the several parts
of a fish, and of the twelve jewels of the
breastplate. It is a matter of regret that
M. Maeterlinck did not make a full antho-
logy from the many works of Euysbroeck,
rather than set himself to the rendering of the
long, often wearisome, and monotonously
repetitive " Adornment of the Spiritual

Marriage." He would, thus, have done
singular service. He himself admits that
" The Book of the Seven Steps of the Ladder
of Love " is " one of the most beautiful
works of a saint, whose works are all

strange and beautiful " : a passage from
which, if I remember rightly, has been
translated by that profound and suggestive
writer, Ernest Hello—the passage, I mean,

wherein Euysbroeck discusses the four
melodies of heaven. In all these strange
books there is unfolded " the drama of the
divine love on the uninhabitable peaks of

the spirit" : each, emphatically, is " a dark
symphony of contemplation."

Let me add, that for those who prefer to

read of Euysbroeck and his work in

English, they could not have a more exact
and at the same time more sympathetic
translation than that of Miss Jane T.

Stoddart. Her book, however, is practi-

cally nothing more than an English ren-

dering of M. Maeterlinck's essay ; for the
closing thirty pages consist of selected

passages from " L'Ornement des Noces
spirituelles," which are neither representa-

tive nor in themselves particularly note-

worthy.
William Shaep.

NEW NOVELS.

Dalefolk. By Alice Eea. In 3 vols, (Hurst
& Blackett.)

Into the Highways and Hedges. By F. F.
Montresor. (Hutchinson.)

Madame Sans- Gene. By Edmond Lepelletier.

Translated and edited by J. A. J. de
ViUiers. (Chatto & Windus.)

The Faded Poppy. By Henry Eeane.
(Hodder Brothers.)

What Gold cannot Buy. By Mrs. Alexander.
(White.)

The Invettigattons of John Pym. By David
Christie Murray. (White.)

The Tree of Life, and Other Stories, By Julius
Medley. (Eemington.)

The name of the author of Balefolh is un-
familiar to us, but she certainly deserves
to be heard of again. Her novel stands out
from the general mass of fiction for its

faithful and unexaggerated pictures of

Cumberland life. We have no great love
for a story that deals with two generations,

because it is rather exasperating to get
interested in certain characters in the first

sixty pages, and then find them killed off

and their children taking their place.

However, there is a good reason for this in

Miss Bea's case, as she shows how a curse

is laid upon the family of a Cumberland
" statesman " in one generation, and removed
in the next, 'ihe Eev. Joseph Mosely, the
saturnine vicar of Blengdale, is denounced
to his bishop through the medium of an
anonymous letter. His mind was not very
strong or clear before this event, but after

it his mental equilibrium becomes seriously

disturbed. Slander having associated the
name of William Frear, of Miterdale Head,
with the anonymous letter, Mosely roundly
curses him and all that is his from the pulpit,

to the consternation of the whole village

and of Frear in particular. If Frear had be-
haved with a little common sense, the thing
might have been put right ; but then, where
would have been these very interesting

three volumes? Instead of having it out
at once with the parson, Frear merely says

that he will never set foot over his door-

step again. So the curse begins to work,
and matters are made worse when the mad '

parson falls over Eaven's Crag and is killed.

Frear had tried to save him, but he gets the
credit of his death. Frear soon afterwards
dies, and also his wife ; and the popular
feeling with regard to the curse is intensi-

fied by the scheming of a villain who has
long been manoeuvring to obtain possession

of Miterdale Head. However, just when
his plans are at the point of fruition, the
whole plot is blown into the air, the name
of honest Will Frear is cleared in the eyes
of the public, and a happy issue is arrived

at by the marriage of his son Hartly with
the niece of the man who had really been
responsible for the anonymous letter. This
story is evidently the production of one
who is thoroughly acquainted with the
people and scenery she so clearly describes.

If the axithor manifests the same conscien-

tious spirit in succeeding works, she may
look to taking an honourable place in fiction.

The story entitled Into the Highways and
Hedges is strong, and, to a considerable

extent, original. The idea of catching a
soul on the rebound, like that of Margaret
Deane's, by the presentment of a religious

ideal, is perhaps not new, but it is elaborated

here with exceptional skill. Barnabas
Thorpe, as a preacher, is the same type of

man as John Burns the political reformer.

He lives and feels intensely, and makes
others feel that life should be full of earnest

purpose. He was a very rough diamond
indeed, but if his head was sometimes wrong
his heart was right. Sprung from the ranks
of the poor, he knew how to sympathise

with them, and it gave him more delight

to work in the slums than to be received

in the mansions of the wealthy. The
author observes that he by no means
agrees with all Thorpe's opinions ; but he
justly adds that "the men who fight

for their ideals have been, and always
will be, the saving element in a world
which happily has never yet been left

without them." It was because Thorpe
seemed perfectly content to lose all that the

world in general regard as worth having,

that he made such an ineffaceable im-
pression on the soul of Margaret Daane.
Sbe left a home of luxury to fallow him in

his course of self- sacrifice ; but she did not

love him as a man, though he was her
husband, until she understood the depths
of his sublime unselfishness. It was when
she saw him ready to lay down his own life

to shield another that she realised his

greatness. A second lover who tries to win
Margaret, and who is a great contrast to

Thorpe, is likewise a fine study. This book
is so admirably conceived and written that

Mr. Montresor's next venture must excite

unusual interest.

In Madame Sans- Gene we have a romance
of the times of Bonaparte, founded on the

play by Sardou and Moreau. As literature

it counts for little, but as a story it is both

vivid and exciting. It approaches very close

sometimes to the vulgar and the question-

able, but probably no one who took it up
could lay it down till the last page was
finished. The jolly, warm-hearted Madame
Sans-Gcne is presented to us under three

aspects— as washerwoman, vivandicre, and

duchess. Her life had those startling
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transformationB of which the court of

Napoleon furnished many examples ; for

as the conqueror of Europe could not make
the old aristocracy come to him, he was
obliged to create his own order of nobility.

When the story opens, our heroine becomes

the wife of a young sergeant, who, owing

to his brilliant deeds in the field, soon

blossoms into Marshal Lefebvre and the

Duke of Dantzic. Although the Duchess
cannot throw off the manners of the wash-

tub, and is more than once in danger of

emitting " a big, big d " at the

Emperor's splendid court functions, we
have a strong liking for her ; for she and
Lefebvre are almost the only couple who
retain the affections of their youth, and
conjugal fidelity. It is amusing to read

of the Emperor being dunned at the

Tuileries for the washing bill which had
remained undischarged since his impecunious

days as a subaltern. This sketch is full of

movement, but we cannot say that the

reader would do well in accepting all its

piquant details as historical truth.

We desire to speak with moderation, but

in our honest opinion The Faded Poppy is one

of the silliest books it has ever been our lot

to read. The author himself calls it "a
fragment of Philistine melodrama "; and as

there was apparently no excuse why it

should ever have been beg^n, so there is

equally no valid reason why it should ever

have come to an end. The work is nothing
but a series of confused and discursive

thoughts on every topic under the sun

—

from Church ritual to Letty Lind and
dancing at the Empire, from Esoteric

Buddhism to Shakspere, Buskin, Parnell,

and John Oliver Hobbes ! There is a good
deal about magnetic force, and not a little

about lunacy. The latter, perhaps, was to

be expected, considering the manner in

which many of the characters act. We
hope that Mr. Keane is young, because

that might be a partial excuse for his

ill-digested lucubrations ; moreover, he
would be all the more likely to look back
with regret in after years upon this extra-

ordinary literary venture, which, for his

sake, we can only wish consigned to im-
mediate oblivion.

Mrs. Alexander's little story. What Gold
Cannot Buy, is very charming ; but the one
weak point in it as regards plot is that,

when the heroine is introduced into the
house of her husband's mother, it is at

once too obvious whom she is. This mother
is a hard, proud, imperious woman, who has
cast off her favourite son because he has
married beneath him, as she thinks. The
husband goes off on active naval service,

and his young wife enters his mother's ser-

vice as companion, gradually winning that
which " gold cannot buy "—her esteem and
affection. The studies of character are
excellent, and the sketch is simply and
naturally written.

Mr. Christie Murray's gifts as a novelist

are too good to be wasted on detective

stories, even were they of the first order.

Having said this, we can admit that the
brief sketches collected under the title of

The Inveitigationt of John Pym are quite up
to the mark to which we have been accus-

1

tomed in similar work by Oonan Doyle,
Dick Donovan, and others. If the phrase
be permissible, Mr. Murray has caught to

a nicety the " patter " of the detective story-

teller. They are nearly all couched in the
same form and style; and when you have
read one you have read all, as regards
literary workmanship. All the rest consists

of the particular nature of the individual

crime, and the particular way in which its

perpetrator is brought to book. " The
Case of Muelvos y Sagra" is a creepy
story, but it is not the first time that the
gigantic Brazilian spider has been used by
a villain to aid him in his murderous intents.

"The Mystery of the Patent Spur" is,

perhaps, the most painfully graphic sketch
in the volume.

The name of the author of The Tree of
Life and the character of his work are in

excellent accord, for a wonderful " medley "

the book is. All the stories are of an ultra-

sensational type. In the first we hear of

mysterious " voices "; and there is a crazy
old fool who believes in the Tree of Life, the

Talisman of Talismans, &c. He astonishes

his son by telling him that, as he has been
kissed on the lips by a woman, and can
therefore never fulfil his occult purposes,

he intends to boil him to death in a pot,

like a cabbage. This " pleasure," however,
he foregoes, and makes him sit down to

write out a journal instead. In the second
story we have a set of Spanish villains who
have sworn to exterminate a certain family.

Two people get roasted alive ; and a beautiful
young girl of high lineage is likewise just

about to be sacrificed, when she is miracu-
lously preserved, and in the end marries
her rescuer. The third story introduces us
to a collection of hardened reprobates, titled

and otherwise. Lastly, "The Land of

Pearls " relates a story that is quite worthy
of the rest, showing how an English
family just on the verge of starvation are
saved by the arrival of a box of pearls from
abroad, which are converted into fabulous
wealth. It is difiicult to say what flights

of imagination Mr. Medley may not attain

to if this farrago of ridiculous improbabilities

be his first effort.

G. Babnett Smith.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Messrs. Stone & Kemball, of Chicago, have
begun the publication of an edition dcfinitif of

the Works of Edgar Allan Poe, newly collected

and edited, with a memoir, critical introduction,

and notes, by Edmund Clarence Stedman and
George Edward Woodberry, the illustrations

by A. E. Sterner. There are to be ten volumes
in all, to contain all Poe's "permanent"
writings, tales, reviews, and poems. The main
object of the editors has been to produce an
authoritative text, according to the latest

revision of the author in his Ufetime. For this

purpose, they have had recourse not only to the

original issues, but also to the MS. notes in the

author's own copies. For the prose, they have
been content to print the final form of the text

that has Poe's authority, without indicating the

divergencies, though they have not been
careful to preserve the original punctuation

;

but for the poems, it is proposed to publish

every variant reading, what the editors term
"a complete variorum." At present, we have

three volumes before us, containing only a
portion of the Tales. The general title is

retained, of "Tales of the Grotesque and
Arabesque"; but the editors have adopted a
sub-classiiioation of their own, and the order
is not the familiar one. So far as we
have noticed, there is only one actual novelty

:

a short piece called "The Elk," descriptive

of American scenery. We are not told from
what source it is taken, though we would not
for a moment doubt its authenticity. But,
generally, there is something to desire in the
matter of bibliog^phical reference. Perhaps
we shall have a complete bibliography of Poe
in the last volume—a thing which is much to

be desired. Each of these three volumes has
a portrait for frontispiece. Two of them are

from daguerreotypes, resemblioK (but not
identical with) the photograph in Mr. John H.
Ingram's edition. The third, which is enf^raved

from a picture in the possession of Mr.
Oriswold, shows Poe apparently younger, and
without the saturnine aspect. There are also

three or four imaginative drawings in each
volume, which we cinnot regard as altogether

successful. Of the two editors, Mr. Stedman
contributes a critical introduction to the Tales

;

while Mr. Woodberry has condensed his Life

of Poe into a brief but sufficient memoir. Mr.
Woodberry's general attitude, as is well known,
is by no means one of unmixed eulogy ; and it

must be admitted that the correspondence
which has recently seen the light tends to

confirm the harsh verdict of Poe's earliest

biographer, E. W. Griswold. Of Poe's moral
character, the less said the better. His work
is but one more example of genius, stimulated,

if finally crushed, by poverty, misery, and
disease. It remains to state that the volumes
are admirably printed, on hand-made paper,

at the University Press, Cambridge, Mass.

The Troubadours and Courts of Love
("Social Science" Series). By J. F. Row-
botham. (Sonnenschein.) This volume in-

augurates a new series, and that auspiciously.

It is indeed admirably adapted to its purpose,

which is to convey instruction blended with
entertainment to ears which are not over sen-

sitive or too fastidious. In part unconsciously,

in part on purpose, Mr. Bowbotham writes

well down to his audience. When required

he pads with the usual stuff about gallant

knights and ladies gay, nor does he disdain an
occasional " topical " allusion. Of course most
of this stuff is poor enough, but somehow it

does not jar : he rambles on so confidently, so

jauntily, and so good-humouredly that be
carries us along without a protest. His
remarks are often bombastic or in bad taste,

and his style at times meretricious; but his

faults are, after all, of the good old conven-

tional kind, and his style is always easy,

intelligible, and equable. In short, it has all

the elements of popularity. The book will

amuse and instruct where a sounder work
would be refused a hearing, and we wish it the

success it deserves. Mr. Eowbotham's industry

and enterprise are prodigious. He has

produced successful books on The Hisiory

of Music and on T/ie Cheat Composers,

and we believe several epics. In fact he is at

present engaged upon an epic which he de-

scribes as not only the most important but the

"longest" of the present century. Clearly

Mr. Bowbotham is something of a literary

enthusiast ; and one hardly likes, though really

one ought, to exhort him to abjure a form of

expression which is so unlikely to ensure an
audience, and to urge him to confine himself to

the sphere for which he is so well fitted. This

volume must implya considerable power of rapid

work. It is no mere bookmaking. Granted

that much, even of the references, is borrowed
straight from standard works, mainly French,

the works have evidently been read and care-
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fully compared. But beyond them the author
has evidently read widely, not only in the old

Bomance poets themselves, but in cognate

subjects. Some of his remarks and notes are

sure evidence, especially where they dis-

play some individual eccentricity of his

own. An immense amount of informa-
tion has been got into the volume. The author
is, however, too versatile and lively to be
critically accurate. A story does not lose in

his telling, nor does he forego his wonted con-

fidence when he touches on subjects of which
he knows little. Thus, in estimating the influence

of the First Crusade on the rude Normans and
English, he seems not to know that the Normans
were not visiting the East for the first time,

and that already they had imbibed a tincture

of Oriental culture. Again, professing to quote
William of Malmesbury, he amplifies and
embellishes the anecdotes about William of

Poitou, describing quite fully the mock nun-
nery of courtesans which he founded at Niort.
Now Malmesbury does not say he founded one
at all, but only that he " talked of" founding
one—in short, a mere sacrilegious joke, which

;

after all the Count very likely never uttered.

If Mr. Kowbotham embroiders a good deal, it

follows that he repeats with gusto the exag-
I gerations and inventions of the old writers :

Buch as the absurd description of the glories of
the Caliph's palace (p. 11), where " a sheaf of
living quicksilver jetted up in a basin of alabas-
ter, and made a brightness too dazzling for the
eye to dwell on." Wiiat force known to the
Arabs could "jet up " so heavy a metal ; and if

it did, would there be anything dazzling about
it ? The old quicksilver lie is very typical.

The writers can only have seen mercury in very
small quantities. It was precious ; its proper-
ties were marvellous. So they multiply it at
will as an appendage of royalty. Hence the
absurd lie gravely repeated down to to-day
about the wonderful bed of the Mogul
emperor, a silk mattress floating on a tank of
quicksilver. The inference was a luxurious
springiness and oscillation from the " quick-
ness" or "life" of the "silver." In reality
it would depend upon the specific gravity of
the great man whether he enjoyed the pleasures
of a plank bed, or whether the treacherous
metal opened and closed over him for ever.

In any case, a few nights of this luxury and
the fumes of the mercury would have salivated
him into his grave. But these myths die hard.
Mr. Rowbotham is, indeed, often inaccurate
in his random allusions. Thus he calls Louis
VII. the Dauphin of France. In his account
of the rise of minstrelsy in England, while
properly ascribing much to Eleanor of Guienne,
he totally ignores the two queens of Henry I.,

who were surely the first and greatest
patronesses of poetry and music. Again,
in throwing doubt on the genuineness of
Robert of Normandy's poem on the chestnut
groves at Cardiff Castle, he does not ask
whether the chestnut was then acclimatised in
Wales. We think it was not. These occasional
dips are, after all, of no great importance, and
are balanced by some very judicious remarks
and reflections here and there. Mr. Eowbotham's
strongest point, perhaps, is his clear distinction
between the terms troubadour and trouvire,
with which we entirely agree. Nor must we
forget to praise the extremely clever, ingenious,
and often felicitous English versions of
troubadour poetry, apparently from Mr. Eow-
botham's own pen, especially the " Be m play "

of Bertrand de Bom, and Amaud Daniels's
tixtine " Lo ferm voler," in which the intense
difficulty and intricacy of rhyme is triumphantly
grappled with.

We hasten to give welcome, in however brief
a form, to Mr. Henry Nevinson's Neitjhbourt of
Ours (Bristol : Arrowsmith). It is probably
the best book in a series that a local publisher

has made already celebrated ; and if we review
it in " Current Literature " at all, it is not
that we think there is denied to it the chances
of an enduring life. Like Mr. Arthur
Morrison's Tales of Mean Streets—which might
have been even better than it is had it owed
nothing to the influence of the abrupt methods
of Mr. Henley's showy journalism

—

Neighbours

of Ours is a book on East-end life. And Mr.
Nevinson, like Mr. Morrison, knows his theme:
nay, Mr. Nevinson knows his theme from the
inside, as intimately as possible, helped thereto

not only by experience, but by an imagination
sympathetic and quick. He is far less sombre
than Mr. Morrison (whom, though we criticise

him, we distinctly admire). He has nothing of

a parti-pris. Bealism does not, with him,
almost shut out humour. He knows that the
poor are helpful, chummy, and that they often

know what it is to have a very good time.

And if he understands East-end character and
oircumstanoe,profoundly, so does he understand
Cockney dialect. What a contrast he is in this

respect to Mr. Eudyard Kipling, who, when he
has introduced the adjective "blooming," and
perhaps another uglier one, seems to consider

he has done all that could reasonably be
expected to bring before us the local colour
of the common Cockney talk. Now Mr.
Nevinson's characters not only talk Cockney
in every line they utter, but think Cockney too,

and in no other talk but Cockney talk could
what they think be expressed. As for the
characters, there are several we shall not
forget. " Old Parky " is perhaps one of them.
An '

' Aristocrat of Labour "is another. '
' Little

Scotty," with his vocation for the music hall,

is a>s true and as funny as may be. His grand-
mother, from over the border—austere, yet
kind—gives Mr. Nevinson an opportunity,
which he takes, of rising once to a fine pathos.
And then the fascinating Lina—Lina whom
most men found so irresistible—she is a
perfectly modern London study ! Were it not
just a little prolix now and again, we should
have no fault to find with this'book either as to
manner or matter. And it is prolix very
seldom. On iheiwhole,'Neighbours of Ours is rich

in observation and thought, full of humanity
and humour and admirable tolerance.

The Art of Chess. By James Mason.
(Horace Cox.) This book may be considered as

supplementary to Mr. Mason's previous work,
in which he impressed upon chess learners the
impolicy of trusting to mere book knowledge,
and the inutility of getting up the openings by
rote, as a means of acquiring chess strength.

His present volume consists of three parts' : on
the end game, the middle game, and the open-
ings. The first consists of interesting positions

culled from well-known authorities, the majority
being examples drawn from the Horwitz and
Kling repertory. The valuable portion of the
book, which Mr. Mason calls Combination,
consists of positions which have all occurred in

actual play during the last thirty or forty

years, in games won by the leading chess
practitioners, and are generally models of

the highest art of attack and defence.

There are above a hundred and fifty

positions selected by Mr. Mason from
actual games, given with short explanatory
notes on the modus operandi, which we are sure
no young player could go through without
sensible improvement to his chess strength.

We think it much to be regretted that Mr.
Mason has not in each instance given the names
of the players. There are about thirty

examples given from Morphy's Games, and,
with this exception, the names of the players
are seldom recorded. Anderssen's name is

attached to a few splendid instances of chess
play, of course well known to every experi-

enced player. In looking through the positions,

we have come across several with which every

student should be familiar, amongst them
being some specimens of Zukertort's genius, to

which, however, his name is not attached. As
all the illustrations of combination are

avowedly taken from actual play, there could
be no reason for concealing the names of the

players ; and it would have added alike

to the interest and authenticity of the book it

the names of both the players and that of

the tournament in which the game was
contested had been given in every instance.

The idea, however, that Mr. Mason has
carried out is an excellent one ; and we know of

nothing that would be more improving for a
young student than to work out thoroughly
these fine specimens of play, and prove to

his own satisfaction that the win obtained in

each instance is absolutely irrefragable. The
section on the openings is the least satisfactory

part of Mr. Mason's book. It is impossible to

give more than the merest sketch of them
within sixty pages of large print ; but the

author is consistent with his own principles,

and modestly states that the different lines of

play he suggests are not proposed as

absolute models, but in order to give the usage,

or, in other words, the latest fashion, of the

players of the present day. So far as a cursory

examination goes, this promise seems to be
fairly carried out.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mb. R. D. Blackmoee has put together some
verse-tales for publication this spring. The titles

areas follow: "Lita of the Nile"; "Kadisha;
or, the First Jealousy ;

" Mount Arafa ; or, the

First Parting "
;
" Pausias and Qlycera ; or, the

First Flower Painter " ;
" Buscombe ; or, a

Michaelmas Goose," &c. The book will be illus-

trated by Mr. Louis Fairfax-Muekley, and there

will also be three illustrations by Mr. James W.
R. Linton. Mr. Elkin Mathews is the publisher.

Sir Edward Braddon's Thirty Years of
Shikar, which Messrs. Blackwood announce for

immediate publication, will have illustrations by
Mr. G. D. Giles, and a map of the Oudh and
Nepal Terai. A special chapter will deal with

sport in Tasmania, of which colony Sir Edward
is now Governor.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. announce Tlie

Great Frozen Land, being the narrative of a

winter journey across the Tundras and a sojourn

among the Samoyeds, by Mr. Frederick G.

Jackson. It has been edited from his journals

by Mr. Arthur Montefiore, and will contain

illustrations and a map.

Messrs. G. P. Putnam's Sons announce for

early publication a work entitled The Armenian
Crisis—The Massacre of 1894 ; its Antecedents

and Significance, with a consideration of some of

the factors that enter into this phase of the

Eastern Qaestion, by Mr. Frederick Davis

Greene. The author is an American, who has

lived for many years at Constantinople and in

the centre of Armenia, during which time he

was especially engaged in work to improve the

condition of Armenian schools. One especial

feature of his book is the presentation of testi-

mony in regard to the late massacre, much of it

entirely new, in the shape of reports from

American residents, who had opportunity of

gathering information at flrat hand. The
volume will contain twenty illustrations from

photographs, and a new map of Asiatic Turkey.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will publish shortly

the fourth volume of Dr. Robert Brown's The

Story of Africa and its Explorers, completing the

work, with about eight hundred original illus-

trations.

Messrs. Longmans have in the press a new

volume of fishing reminiscences by John Bicker-

dyke, to be entitled Days of My Life on Waters
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FreA oiui Salt, with a frontigpiece in photo-

etching and eight fuU-paj^e Ulustrations.

The next volume in the eeriea of "Great

Writers ' will be a Lije of Renan, written by Mr.

Frederic Espinaaee.

Thi new edition of Balzac's novels which

Mr. George Saintsbury is editing for Messrs.

J. M. Dent & Co. is to make a beginning

immediately with "The Wild Ass's Skin" {La

Ptau <U Chagrin). This will be followed at

monthly intervals by "The Chouans," "The
CJountry Doctor," and "At the Cat and
Racquet," each in one volume. The first volume
will contain an etched portrait of Balzac, and a

general introduction in which the editor will

deal with his subject biographically and
critically, while each succeeding story will

have a special introduction. The translation

will be specially executed under Mr. Saints-

bury' s supervision; and Messrs. Constable are

the printers.

Mr. David Nutt will publish, in the course

of the Eummer, Lenends of Florence, collected and
retold by Mr. Charles G. Leland ("Hans
fireitmann ").

Mb, Theodore Wbatislaw will publish at an

early date, through Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein

& Co., a play in rajmed verse, under the title of

The Pity of Love. It deals with the story of

Philip von Kunigsmarck and the Princess Sophia

Dorothea of Hanover, the wife of our George I.

The action is confined to one day, that in which
the gallant soldier met his death at the hands of

the Duke of Celle, in requital for his love of his

high-born mistress.

Canon Bell will publish immediately, through

Mr. Elliot Stock, a volume of essays, entitled :

Some of our English Poets. The same firm an-

nounces The Ihviiie Surreyider, a mystery play,

by Mr. William Wallace.

Mr. Gkoroe Allen announces Huon of

Bordeaux; a Legend of the Time of Charle-

magne, by Mr. Robert Steele, with twenty-four

illustrations by Fred Mason.

Mr. Walter Scott will shortly publish, in

his " Library of Humour," The Humour of Rtissia,

translated by Mr. E. L. Voynich, with an intro-

duction by Stepniak, and numerous illustrations

by Oliver Paque.

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co. announce
parts ii. and iii. of Mr. E. Belfort Bai's Social

Side of the Keformation, dealing with the Peasants'

War and the rise and fall of tne Anabaptists.

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. will publish
immediately Mr. Joseph Hatton's new novel.

The Banishment of Jesiop Blythe, which has
been attracting a great deal of attention in the
locality where the scene is laid, whUe appear-
ing in Tillotson's press syndicate. The author
has taken his heroine from a strange com-
munity of rope-makers, who occupy the
cathedral-like entrance to the great cavern of

the High Peak.

Mr. Max Pemberton's new story, " The
Impregnable City," will shortly be published
by Messrs. Cassell & Company. His recent
story, "The Sea Wolves," which was issued by
the same publishers in the autumn, is already
reprinting.

Mr. Alexander Gardner, of Paisley, will

publish early in May Tayside Songs, and other

Verses, by Mr. Robert Ford, illustrated with a
portrait of the author. In addition to some of

the best poems in the author's former book.
Homespun Lays and Lyrics (which has been out
of print for some time), it will also contain
about fifty new pieces.

Messrs. Ginn & Co., of Boston, will pub-
^8h in April, as the first volume of a new series

Handbook* on the History of Religion,"

The Religion* of India, by Edward Washburn
Hopkins, Professor of Sanskrit in Bryn Mawr
College, giving an account of the religions of

India in the chronological order of their

development. The point of view is chiefly

historical and descriptive, but the causes lead-

ing to the successive phases of religious belief

are kept prominently before the reader. A
new feature of this book, as compared with the

one work that has preceded it on the same
lines. Earth's Religions of India, is the constant

employment of illustrative material, drawn from
the original sources. Copious extracts are

given from Vedic, Brahmanic, Jain, Budd-
histic, and later sectarian literatures. The
volume contains also a full description of the

modem sects of to-day, a chapter on the

religions of the wild tribes, and one on the

relations between the religions of India and
those of the West.

Messrs. W. & R. Chambers have the fol-

lowing books in the press for early publica-

tion : Don, by the author of " Laddie "
; White

Turrelts, by Mrs. Molesworth; The Brother-

hood of the Coast, by D. Lawson Johnstone

;

The Wizard King, by Mr. David Ker ; Eminent
Engineers : being lives of Watt, Stephenson,

Telford, and Brindley.

The second edition of M. Jusserand's contri-

bution to the Life of Comte de Cominges, A
French Ambassador at the Court of Charles II.,

is about to be published by Mr. T. Fisher

Unwin.

The first volume of the " Century Science "

Series wiU be issued by Messrs. Cassell &
Co. in the course of a few days. It wUl be
written by the editor of the series. Sir Henry
Roscoe, and will be entitled " John Dalton and
the Rise of Modem Chemistry."

Messrs. Cassell & Co. have in preparation

an entirely new edition of Colonel Bumaby's
" Ride to Khiva," which Mr. Gordon Browne
will illustrate.

Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co. announce that the

volume which will immediately foUow Mr.
Raymond's " Tryphena in Love " in their new
Iris Library is to be a story by Mr. Guy
Boothby, entitled " A Lost Endeavour," illus-

trated by Mr. Stanley Wood. Then will come
an Irish story, " Maureen's Fairing," by Miss
Jane Barlow ; and that will be followed by a
volume of Yorkshire stories by a new writer,

and a collection of Indian stories by Mrs. F. A.
Steel. Other volumes will be translated from
the Danish, the German, and the Bosnian.

The April part of Chambers's Journal, which
will be ready next week, will include the

continuation of Anthony Hope's " Chronicles of

Count Antonio," a four-chapter story by Mr.
Gilbert Parker, entitled "The Angel of the
Four Comers," besides articles on " Humours
of the House of Commons," " Our Oldest
Colony " (Newfoundland)," Biribi " (an account
of French colonial regiments), "Dockisation
of the River Avon," and "Snake-Taming,"
by Dr. Stradling.

All Prof. Arber's publications, with the ex-

ception of his Transvript of the Stationers' Registers,

have been taken over by Messrs. Archibald Con-
stable & Co., who in future will be their sole

publishers.

A PENSION of ;£10O a year on the Civil List

has been conferred on Mr. William Watson.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tution on Friday next will be delivered by Sir

Wemyss Reid, upon " Emily Bronte."

At the meeting of the Toynbee Hall Shak-
spere Society on March 7 Mrs. C. C. Stopes
read a paper on " Macbeth." In the discus-

sion which followed Dr. Fumivall, Dr. Gregory
Foster, and the Rev. Ronald Bayne took part.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Prof. Francis Gotch has been elected to the
Waynflete chair of physiology at Oxford, vacant
by Prof. Burdon Sanderson's appointment to the
regius professorship of medicine. Prof. Gotch

—

who is a B.Sc. of London and an honorary M.A.
of Oxford—was for several years demonstrator to

Prof. Burdon Sanderson, and now fills the Holt
chair of physiology at University College,

Liverpool.

The University of Cambridge has conferred

the degree of M.A., honoris causa, upon Mr.
Henry James Wolstenholme.

The subject of the Bampton Lectures, which
the Rev. T. B. Strong, of Christ Church, is

now delivering at Oxford, is " Christian

Ethics."

In Congregation at Oxford, on Tuesday of

this week, a new statute was promulgated, in

accordance with which, after 1896, only one
examination a year will be held in mathe-
matical moderations, as is already the case in

all the other honour schools. This examina-
tion will be held in Trinity term. At the same
time, it is proposed to reduce the total

honorarium of each examiner from £40
to £25.

In the Oxford Unioersity Oazette there is

printed the report of a committee of Council,

proposing a scheme for the simplification of the

existing system of pass examinations, which
will also incidentally diminish the number of

examiners. The three principal changes intro-

duced are: (1) The additional subjects in

responsions are made identical with the corres-

ponding subjects in the pass final schools, (2)

the subjects now offered simultaneously in pass

moderations and in the preliminary examina-
tion in jurisprudence may henceforth be offered

separately, and (3) the subjects in pass modera-
tions may be offered at any time after

matriculation. We observe that a candidate

for the new honours school in English, who
has not already obtained honours in some
other school, is required to pass in both Latin

and Greek, and also in either logic or mathe-
matics.

Three public lectures were delivered at

Oxford last week : by the Rev. Dr. C. H. H.
Wright (Grinfield lecturer on the Septuagint),

on "The Times of Antiochus Epiphanes as

portrayed in Daniel xi." ; by Mr. W. R.
Morfill (reader in Slavonic), on "The Malo-
Russians and their Literature "

; and by Dr. J.

Varley Roberts (for the professor of music), on
"Madrigals."

At a meeting held in the Divinity School at

Cambridge, on Monday of this week. Prof.

Armitage Robinson read a paper on " The
Composition of the Early Chapters of Luke's

Gospel."

The following is the speech delivered at Cam-
bridge on March 7 by the Public Orator, Dr.

Sandys, in presenting Prof. Charles Bieu for

the complete degree of M.A., honoris cauta

:

" Viri desideratissimi propter eruditlonem

multiplicem celeberrimi in loco, laetamur nuper,

statuto antiquo in melius mutato, linguae Arabicae

professorem nobis d'gnissimum esse datum. Hodie
vero eundem honoris causa artium magistrum
creamus, nostroque eenatui libenter addimus. Atqui

fluminis Rheni in ripa, in Academia Bonnensi,

annos abhinc quinquaginta propter eximiam
linguarum Orientalium peritlam phllosophiae

doctor olim nuncupatus est. Ibl de poetae cujus-

dam Arabici vita et carminibus commenta-
tionem luculenter conecripsit ; ibi, cum coUega

doctiseimo concociatus, linguae Sanskriticae

tbesaurum copiosissimum edidit. Pottea in Musco
Britannico codicum Orientalium custos nominatus,

per annos quadraginta, ut diplomatis Bonnensis

nuper houorifice renovatl verbis utar, Musei illins

' codicibus Arabicis, Pereicii', Turcicls, summa cum
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cTura eioguJaiiqae docfrina deecriptis, ad vastos

htterarum thesauros omnibus aditum patefecit,

adeontes semper consilio atque opera comiter

adinvit.' 8ati8 caueae dictum esse opinor, Acad-
emici, cur professorem tauta doctrina, tanta

comitate praeditum, ad Academiam nostram
adeuntem ea qua par est comitate accipiamus.

Vir linguarum Orientalium eruditione tam dives,

dignuB certe est qui Horatii verbis appelletur :

' Ijitactis opulentior

Thesauris Arabum et divitiB Indiae.'

"

The total number of candidates for the pre-

liminary examinations in biology at Oxford is

thirty-nine, of whom all but two offer animal
morphology or botany. Prom this, the Oxford
Magazine infers that all the others will take up
physiology for their final subject, and therefore

intend to be medical students. It would seem,
then, that the medical school at Oxford is at

last becoming a reality.

We quote the following from the New York
Nation :

—
" The announcement that the Yale ' Lit.' prize

would not be awarded this year, because not one
of the essays handed in was worthy of such
recognition, must give Eomethlng of a shock to the
older graduates of that institution, coming, too,

BO 600U after the comments made on Yale's un-
interrupted defeats in the debating contests with
Harvard. In the early sixties, a freshman on
entering Yale had pointed out to him as the college
heroes the great debaters of the two old open
societies. To-day even those societies are dead,
and the freshman has pointed out to him the
champion elugger at football, the highest jumper,
and the furthest thrower of the hammer. Even
the champion oarsman takes a second place in
theee da;s of higher athletics."

TRANSLATION.

FOR LORENZO DEAD.
(From the Latin of Folitian.)

Who will grant to my head
Water ? Or who for mine eyes
Will open a fountain of tears ?

So that by night I may weep.
And may weep by day ;

Like as the dove, widow'd, is wont.
Or the swan that dieth ia wont,
Like as the nightingale :

Crying, Woe is for me ! .

Grief, ah, my grief !

Our Tret* by the lightning-shock
Lies cast suddenly down

;

Our Tree full of renown.
Famed where the Muses are,

And famed where the wood nymphs lie !

Tree, whoce clusterful boughs
Lent peace to the songs of Apollo,
And Bweeten'd the sweet of bis voice :

Mute are the voicep, alas !

And alas ! We are deaf that heard.

Who will grant to my head
Water ? Or who for mine eyes
Will open a fountain of tears ?

Bo that by night I may weep.
And may weep by day

;

Like as the dove, widow'd, is wont,
Or the swan that dieth is wont.
Like as the nightingale :

Crying, Woe is for me !

Giief, ah, my grief 1

Matjbice Hewlett.

OBITUARY.
SIR JOHN MACLEAN, F.S.A.

The death of Sir John Maclean at Glasbnry
Houne, Clifton, on March 6, of influenza, has
deprived those of us who are connecied with
the West country of an enthusiastic antiquary
and an attached friend. He was bom at

• This Is, of courte, Lorenzo—the laitritt, laurel-
nc*.

Trehudreth Barton, BHsland, near Bodmin, on
September 17, 1811, his father's name being
then Lean, but he resumed the prefix of Mao
in 1845. Like many other clever youths
from this neighbourhood, he obtained a place
in the War Office, probably through the
interest of the first Lord Vivian, a distinguished
soldier whose family seat was near the town
of Bodmin. From 1855 to 1861 Maclean was
keeper of the records of the Ordnance in the
Tower of London, and from 1865 to 1871 he
served as deputy chief auditor of the army
accounts. At the beginning of that year he
retired from official life, and was knighted at

Osborne on January 14, 1871. He resided for

many years at Pallingswick Lodge, Hammer-
smith, and, being an ardent Churchman, took
an active part in the working of the new
parish of St. John's, Hammersmith. For some
years after his withdrawal from the War Office

he dwelt at Bicknor Court, Coleford, Gloucester-
shire, and latterly at Glasbury House, Clifton.

He married at HeUand, near Bodmin, on
December 5, 1835, Mary, eldest daughter
and co-heiress of Thomas Billing, of Great
Lanke, in St. Breward, an adjoining parish.

She survives with one daughter.
The first works of Sir John Maclean were

connected with the family of Carew. He
edited in 1857, from the original MSS.,
The Life and Times of Sir Peter Garew, a
volume of much interest for an ecclesiastical

student of the Reformation period and for the
history of Devonshire. For the Camden
Society he edited the " JJetters of George, Lord
Carew, to Sir Thomas Boe, Ambassador to the
Court of the Great Mogul, 1615-17 " (1860),
and the " Letters of Sir Eobert Cecil to Sir

George Carew" (1864). His most laborious

work was his History of the Deanery of Trigg
Minor, which came out in parts, and was after-

wards published as three volumes. It con-
tained full descriptions of the churches Eind

manors within the limits of the deanery,
Bodmin being its most important parish, and
was filled with elaborate pedigrees of many of

the leading Cornish families. In 1869 he pub-
lished a limited edition of the Life of Sir
Thomas Seymour, Baron Seymour of Sudeley,

and as only one hundred copies were printed it

has now become a scarce volume. Since the
date of his removal from London he has edited

John Smyth's Lives of the Berkeleys, 1066-1618,
in three volumes; J. F. Marsh's Annals of
ChepsUni) Castle for Six Centuries ; and, in con-
junction with W. C. Heane, The Gloucester-

shire Visitation of 16S3. He was also the
author of innumerable articles in Notes and
Queries, the Journal of the Royal Institution of
Cornwall, the Archaeological Journal, the
Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society, and in several other
periodicals. His work was always of admirable
quality, and he will be much missed.

W. P. C.

THE REV. C. W. BOASE.

Oxford: March 11, 189S.

May I say a few words in the Academy of our
dear old friend, Mr. C. W. Boase, of Exeter
College, whose death follows so quickly and
sadly upon that of Mr. Robinson, of New College.

In him we lose one who was, perhaps, the best

representative of the fast disappearing and older

order of life-fellowp. Taking his degree in 1850,

he had resided for nearly half a century within
the walls of his college, of which there was never
a more loyal son ; for he made it one of the few
objects of his literary ambition to publish its

records. But, though he wrote but little, he was
one of the most learned of men : a Hebraist of no
mean quality, an excellent classical scholar, and
an historian of the verv first order. The late Prof,

Freeman has acknowledged his indtbtedneas to I

hira in this last field of learning; and for
some years he had been Reader in modern his-
tory, only resigning the post a few months ago,

when he felt his health giving way. Indeed, when
one comes to speak of him as a man, and not as

a scholar, it is impossible to communicate to the
outside world the impression which he made on
all who knew him—gentle and kind beyond belief

to everyone who sought his aid, speaking ill of
no one, abstaining from controversy, seeing the
best side of all men and all causes. Such was
his learning that there was no field in which his
well-balanced, luminous judgments were not
aidful, even to specialists ; and his great modesty
was even more remarkable than his learning.

For years he was to be seen every afternoon
pacing the dry stretch of gravel walk in the
University Park. I shall always look back to

my conversations with him when I joined him
on these occasions. No one could talk as he
could, pouring out, in his gentle, kindly manner,
anecdote aft«r anecdote, learning on learning.

And now that familiar figure and voice is lost to
us ; yet I trust not all his quiet enthusiasm for

goodness and truth. Alas ! that he could not
have been spared to us another ten years. In
this age of bustling and ostentation, how must
we miss such an example of profound and un'
assuming culture, of lifelong devotion to academic
duties, understood in the highest, noblest sense !

F. C. CONYBEABE.

DR. GOTTLIEB WEIL.

We regret to have also to record the death of
Dr. Gottlieb Weil, which took place the week
before last, at Milford, Surrey. Dr. Weil studied
at Heidelberg, where he took his degree. He
was long connected with the University of
Cambridge as teacher of the German language
and literature. Among his pupils there were
Colensoand Lightfoot. In 1857 he was appointed
to Queen's College, Harley-street ; he held also
for a considerable time masterships at Welling-
ton College and at the Charterhouse. A scholar
of considerable culture and attainments, he
devoted himself to teaching rather than to
writing, and many of his former pupils hold his
memory in grateful recollection. He passed away
in his eighty-fourth year.

CM,

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
In the March number of the Antiquary, some
of the articles may be of service to the student,
but there is not one which will furnish attrac-
tion to the general reader. Mr. E. Wyndham-
Hulme has a third section of his paper on
" English Glass-Making in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries." Venetian workmen
appear to have fled to England and the Nether-
lands about the middle of the sixteenth cen-
tury ; but it was some time before the better
kind of glass became a home product in this

country. It seems that we owe to Jacob
Verzellini—or Vessalini, as he is sometimes
called—the introduction of the manufacture as
a profitable business. He was bom at Venice
in 1522, and died at Down, in Kent, in 1606.
Brasses to the memory of himself and his

wife, Elizabeth Vanburen, an Antwerp
lady, are still to be seen in the parish
church. In 1574 Verzellini received a
patent for making glass, the more im-
important parts of which have been reproduced
by Mr. Hulme. Mr. J. Lewis Andr^ gives a
good account of East Ruston Church, Norfolk.
The rood screen still exists. The panels on
the northern side contain fifteenth century
paintings of the four Evangelists. On the
south side are given the four Doctors of the
Church. We are glad to hear that these
paintings are still " (airly perfect." Three of
the Evangelists are represented with their
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usnal emUems ; bat Saint Matthew, inatead of

being, a« is commonly the case, attended by an

angd, is portrayed with wings. The Rev. P. H.

Ditchfield ought to have made his ^aper on

the town of Kapallo longer than it is. Few
Englishmen know much of Italy beyond the

groat towns and the other notable things which

are brought under their knowledge by the

guide-books.

ADVANCED STUDY AND RESEARCH
AT CAMBRIDGE.

Whilk Oxford has finally adopted, with some

amendments, a statute for establishing new
degrees for research, Cambridge was to discuss

on Wednesday of this week a revised scheme

drawn up by a special syndicate. We print

below a series of eleven resolutions, embodying

the chief features of that scheme. It will be

observed that it differs from the Oxford scheme

in two important respects : it offers to advanced

students the ordinary B.A. degree, and it admits

them under certain conditions to the Tripos

examinations. The perioil of residence—namely,

two years—is the same in both cases.

"I.—Th»t it is desirable to admit to the univer-

sity under the title of Advanced Students graduates

of other nniversities who have attained the age of

twenty-one years, and whose qualifications for

entering on a course of advanced study or research

have been approved.
" II. That the degree committees of the special

boards of studies should bo empowered to authcrise

in exceptional cases the admission as Advanced

Students of persons who are not graduates of

another uniyersity, provided they give evidence of

special qualifications.
" III,—That every poi son admitted as an Advanced

Student should forthwith matriculate in the usual

manner as a member of the university.

"IV. That Advanced Students should be

entitled undor certain special conditions to proceed

to a degree in the university.
« v.—That the first degree to which Advanced

Students should bo entitled to proceed should bo

the degree of B..\.., and that they should thereafter

be entitled to proceed under the usual conditions to

the degree of IIA. and to other degrees in the

university.
"Vf.—That Advanced Students should be entitled

to be admitted under special conditions to certain of

the Tripos examinations.
" VII.—That an Advanced Student should be

entitled to proceed to his first degree if he have

(1) kept by residence at least six terms, and (2)

attained a speciliod standard in a Tripos examination

to which he has been admittbd.

"VIII.—That a Certificate of Eesearch should

be granted by the university to an Advanced
Student who shall have (1) pursued under super-

vision a course of research in the university, and

(2) submitted a dissertation which shall have been
adjudged to be of distinction as an original contri-

bution to learning or as a record of original

research.

"IX.—That an Advanced Student should be
entitled to proceed to his first degree if he have
(1> kept by residence at least six terms, and (2)

obtained a Certificate of Itcsoarch.

"X.—That a Certificate of Research should be
granted by the university to any graduate of the

university who shall have (1) pursued under super-

vision a course of research, and (2) submitted a
dissertation which shall have been adjudged to be

of distinction a»< an original contribution to learning

or as a record of original research.

"XI.—That the duty of making arrangements

for the supervision of Advanced Students or gradu-
ates engaged in courses of research, and the duty of

awarding the Certificates of Research, should bo
entrusted to the degree committee of that special

board with which the course of research is in each

case most nearly connected."
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vivid recollection of Tennyson, well remem-
bered hia stem schoolmaster, has not long been

in the grave ; and, last of all, Susan Epton
(Mrs. Thompson) passed away on March (J.

This poor blind woman, who was bom May
23, 1807, lived only a mile or two from
Somersby Rectory, and up to within a year or

two ago was always ready to talk of the event-

ful days she spent with Dr. Tennyson and his

family. The Laureate himself counted her as

s friend, and wrote her a touching letter when
she sent her congratulations to him on his

eightieth birthday. " I should like to take his

band again," she was accustomed to say to

visitors who occasionally found their way to

her remote little village home. She recalled

how she and the other servants were in the

habit of listening to Alfred Tennyson when, as

a mere boy, he declaimed a few passages of

poetry to his brothers. Charles Tennyson,

however, was her favourite, and the sightless

eyes of Susan Thompson would moisten at

the mention of his name. She knew Arthur

Hallam, and was in the Eectory when the news
of his death reached the family ; it fell to her

lot, indeed, to minister to his destined bride,

and not in duty but in love to bring what solaco

she could to her mistress. Susan Thompson's
moving story of those days is not, however,

such as may now be. repeated, but must be

regarded as sacred in its intimate and confi-

dential details. The proudest day of her long

life was that on which she received the

Laureate's letter telling her how he valued her

good wishes.

With Susan Thompson's death it is probable

that the last of tho Laureate's Lincolnshire

contemporaries—excluding the surviving mem-
bers of his family—disappears.

GrMiNQ Walters.

CORRESPONDENCE.
LINKS YTITH TENNYSON'S YOUTH.

Handswoith : March 9, 18)6.

It may interest your readers to learn that

some of the last links with the late Lord
Tennyson's youth have recently been severed,

and that there is now scarcely one person remain-

ing in Lincolnshire who knew him in his early

years. The "boy-schoolmaster" of Alfred

and Charles Tennyson (WUliam Clark) died

some months ago ; his brother, Jonathan
Clark, died last month, aged eighty-six ; Mr.
J. William Wilson, one of the old scholars at

Louth Qrammar School, who, if he had no

WOBDSWOETH AND MARTIAL.
Caiiu College, Cambridge : Uaich 10, IBM.

Is there any evidence that Wordsworth was a

reader of Martial, as he certainly was of

Catullus and Virgil ? If there is not, then it

becomes all the more interesting to notice the

parallel, which I do not remember to have

seen noticed elsewhere, between the opening

lines of Wordsworth's Second Sonnet on King's

College, Cambridge

:

" They dreamt not of a perishable home
Who thus could build,"

and Martial's verses addressed to the architect

of Domitian's " domus Palatina " (vii. 56. 1.)

:

" Astra polumque pia cepisti meute, Babiri,

Farihasiam mira qui stiuis arte domum."

W. T. Lendeum.

LUTHER'S BIBLE TRANSLATION.
London : Hatch 11, 1896.

I asked Mr. Merk to meet the arguments,

published by me some years back, that Luther
had only a superficial knowledge of Greek at

the time he is popularly supposed to have

translated the New Testament from tho Greek

within three months. Mr. Merk has not done

80, but he takes the passage quoted by me, and
endeavours to show that Luther is in some
respects nearer to the original Greek than to

the IXth German Bible. Why not? I can

only repeat what I wrote in 1883

:

"He [Luther] most certainly had Erasmus'

Greek Testament with the improved Latin trjns-

latiou and annotations ; but even this did not

preserve him from repeating many errors of tne

Vulgate, which he would have avoided had he
tr<uiBlated independently from the original text."

The main point, that Luther's vocabulary and
his phraseology are almost identical with that

of pre-Lutheran versions, Mr. Merk does not

even attempt to meet. Indeed, he merely
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strengthens my position by citing another pas-

sage from Luke. In order that " the unpreju-

diced reader " may have an opportunity of

judging whether the German Vulgate and the

September-Bibel, " whatever their superficial

likeness, rest on an entirely different basis," I

will again, at the end of this letter, print

another extract and, for comparison, an in-

dependent pre - Lutheran translation. The
reader will see at once that any independent

translator has a widely different vocabulary and

phraseology. The fact is , that there exist several

pre-Lutheran versions, which are largely inde-

pendent, and these differ far more widely both

from each otherand from the " GermanVulgate"
than Luther's version does from the latter. _Mr.

Merk, if he studies the still unpublished codices,

Egerton 855 and 1895-6, or Add. 15,2-13 (an

Apocalypse only), will find that very large

sections of them are entirely independent of the

"German Vulgate," and that it is very far

from inevitable that " two translations, how-
ever independent of one another, should have

very much in common," even in passages of

great simplicity. However, I think the

passages I give below of really independent

translations ought to suffice. Now, let us take

Mr. Merk's evidence of Luther's knowledge of

Greek in John iv. in detail.

(a) Change of tense. Granted, but why not

due to the Vulgate or to Erasmus ? On the

whole, considering the change of tense in v. 10,

there is a good deal to be said for the gram-
matical consistency of the German Vulgate.

(i) The German Vulgate has " Darurnb das

Weib von Samaria sprach," while Luther has
" spricht nil das Samaritisch Weib," "render-

ing neatly the Greek oly by German nun."

Indeed ! Our own Revised Version has

changed " Then saith the woman of Samaria"
of the Jacobean Version back to " The
Samaritan woman there/ore Baiih." Presumably
it was the work of competent Greek scholars who
knew how to render neatly the Greek oly I

(c) The German Vulgate has "In welcher-

weiaz," while Luther has wie. According to Mr.
Merk, the one is obviously a translation of qiw
modo and the other of raj. Indeed ! Then why
does the Leipziger Codex of 1343, admittedly
translating from the Latin, use wie ? There is

more than one German version which has wie

instead of welcherweisz, and yet their authors

had no acquaintance with the original Greek.

{d) Mr. Merk objects to the rendering
" Wann auch der vater suochet solich die yn
aabeeten" of the German Vulgate, and says

that Luther puts correctly " deim der vater

will auch habe die yhn also anbeten." Indeed !

The Revised English Version has "for auch

doth the Father seek to be his worshippers,"

and for an alternative " for such the Father also

seeketh." Presumably it was the work of com-
petent Greek scholars, and it seems to me that

this rendering of theirs is as much removed
from Luther's aa it is from that of the German
Vulgate. The fact is, that Luther's rendering
is just as obscure as that of the German Vulgate,

and probably for the same reason—ignorance
of the Greek. His weak die certainly does not
give the strong reference of the roioirovs to

those referred to in v. 23.

(e) " The clumsy phrase (containing the pro-

vincial ayschen) " writes Mr. Merk. Why is

ayschen provincial ? It is simply one fifteenth

century way of spelling heiechen, which itself

occurs in more than one of the MS8. of the

German Bible. The word will be found in

North, South, and West German of the period,

and, as a matter of fact, is used in the identical

sense of the German Vulgate by both Goethe
and Lessing ! But if Mr. Merk prefers beten

to hiischen he will find it already given in v. 10

of the Leipziger Codex, and yet that Codex
was pre-Lutheran by 180 years! That Luther
polished up the German Vulgate i^ not at issue.

Even he had not the audacity to issue a

verbatim reprint as his own translation.

(/) Lastly, " Gott ist der Gaist" is simply
an error which has crept into some of the

printed versions. The early M8S. are quite

definite, the Tepler Codex has " Gott, der ist

em geist," and the Leipziger Codex "Got ist

ein geist." Thus, to translate the Vulgate by
" ein geist " was already accomplished ; yet,

writes Mr. Merk, the absence of the article in the

Greek vyeVixa i ee6s preserved him [Luther] from
making the mistake." As a matter of fact, the

modem German revision {Probehihel, 1883) has

"Gott ist Geist,"* and probably if Luther had
been the Greek scholar Mr. Merk supposes him,

the September-Bibel would have had the same
rendering.

Thus, not one of the points brought forward

by Mr. Merk really indicates special knowledge
of Greek in Luther. They can nearly all be
found in his predecessors, whom he merely

supplemented by a perxisal of Erasmus' Latin

translation. But positive examples that Luther
did not followthe Greek but the GermanVulgate
are numerous enough. One must suffice here.

Luke xxi. 24 runs in Luther :

" Und sie werden fallen durch des schwerds
mund.' . . .

The Greek is

:

Kal irf(roiJi>Tai ariyLan /laxafpat.

Why in the world, if Luther really knew Greek,

did he translate o-rii/ia ^uoxa'pos by such fourth-

form stuff as schwtrds mund t- The answer
is simply that the German Vulgate has " und
sy fallen in dem mund des schwerts " closely

following the unrevisedt Vulgate, "Et cadunt
in ore gladii" !

Mr. Merk again appeals to authorities,

but he is very unfortunate in asking whether
Jakob Grimm had not "access to the Ger-
man Bible, which was before the Reforma-
tion." Of Scherer, I will not at present say

anything, but of Grimm there is direct evidence

that he did not know the vocabularies of the

pre-Lutheran Bible translations. He never

cites them in the great dictionary—he was not
a man to leave such splendid material unused if

he had known it—and only in the last few
years have the new Editors of Grimm's Wiirler-

buch begun to recognise and use these nigh-

inexhaustible mines of pre-Lutheran German.
I conclude with the passages promised :

Hattiikw i. 20-32.

Lif.her,

ladem er aber
also gedftcbt, syhe
da ersohyn ;hm eyn
Engell des h^rm >m
traum und sprach

;

Joseph du son David
furcht dlch nicht,

Mariam deyn weyb*
zu dyr zunemen,
denn daa yon yhr
geporn iat, das ist

Ton dem heyligen
geyat und sie witt
eyn^n son geperen,
des namen soltu

Jhesus heyss^n, decn
er wlrt seyn volck
selig macben von
yhren sunden.

Oerman Vttlgale,

TJod da er ge-
dacht dise ding,
sett der engel des
berren erscbyn im
in dem echUff,
ssgend. Joseph du
sun davids nicbt
fitrcbt dir zenemen
Hariatn deinen ge-
mabel. Wann das
in ir Ist geborn
das ist Ton dem
heyligen geyst.
Wann sie wiit ge-
beren eicen £un
ondda wirst seine n
namen heyssen
jhesQS. Wanner
wirt hayUam ma-
chen sein Toletc Ton
iren siinden.

* It is of interest to notice that Lather returned to the
Genia/d of the German Vulgate in later editions

!

This is a very simple passage ; but the re-

lation of Luther to the German Vulgate, and
his divergence from the Munich Codex, is

apparent. The odds against this sort of re-

lationship throughout the whole of the New
Testament being purely casual are simply
enormous on the accepted mathematical theory
of chance. Kabl Peabson.

MuiucJi MS., 715.

Do er daz also
gedacbt zu tun,
do erschain im
der tngel gotes
in dem schlaf
und sprach za im :

Joseph, Davidis
chint, furcht dir
nicht za nemmen
Mariam za einer
chonen, wann waz
in ir ist, daz ist

Ton dem hey-
ligen geyst. Sy
schol gepexn einen
sun der schol heyz-
zen Jchesufl, er
schol hailen sein

lewt Ton iten
sunden.

• See also our own Revised Version.

t The levieed Vulgate has acie, and Luther in
later editions Schiirfe.

KILaEOVABE lU.

London : March 13, 1895,

There is one point upon which the Rev. E.
Barry's careful analysis of this inscription

leaves me doubtful ; and, as it is crucial, I write

to ask for a little further information.

Where Father Barry finds an / (in afi) I had
no doubt that I saw five genuine scores. I
ought to have subjected them to as minute an
examination as Father Barry has actually done,
but it did not occur to me to question the
authenticity of any one of them. If I do not
misunderstand Father Barry's remarks upon
this character, he has himself, as a matter of
fact, identified my five scores, but rejected the
first two as " mere scaling." The third and
fifth of these scores are real ; the fourth, though
now " rough and fresh from scaling," must be
regarded as real because flanked by real scores.

The point which still, to my mind, seems to
require further elucidation, may be stated thus

:

are the five apparent scores equidistant ? if so,

are the first two—the fictitious scores—similar

in appearance to the fourth ? if so (putting

aside questions of sense and meaning), does not
the argument drawn from the proximity of the
two unquestionable scores apply equally well
to the first and second as to the fourth ? In
other words, is there not equal justification for

considering the letter to be an n with the first,

second, and fourth scores scaled, as an /, with
the middle score injured, and some random
score-like weathering preceding it ? Unfortu-
nately I have neither squeeze, rubbing, nor
photograph from which to obtain an answer to

these queries, and the sketch and notes which
I made on the spot of course give no help.

I should also be glad to know the position

of the a point relative to the fictitious Ji-scores

(I saw no vowels except the ei between the r

and the/or n). Does it precede them, or lie

at the root of one of them, like the vowel-
point at the root of the b in my Ebrani ?

I do not wish to insist that this letter is an
n ; I am merely stating that I cannot recollect

or find a note of any reason for rejecting the
first two scores any more than the fourth. I
have no doubt that Father Barry, who has seen
the stone much more frequently and more
recently than I have, has excellent reason for

so doing; but should it by any chance turn
out to be an n after all, there would be no
alternative but to accept the m-like scratch

higher up as an actual m, and read downwards.
TMs Protean inscription would then assume the
form, apparently, of Irali maqi Eri !

However, when I revisit Kilgrovane—as I

hope I may at some future date—I shall be
rather pleased than otherwise to find that all

these guesses must give place to Father Barry's
reading. Such an identification as that which
he brings forward is too interesting to be lost

;

Ogham inscriptions which can be grouped
together as memorials of members of the same
family are extremely rare. Out of a total of

292 known to me from various sources, I can
only recollect the two (three ?) Toicac stones at

Dunloe and the Neiasegamonas stones at Ard-
more and Old Island as parallel instances.

Until I read Father Barry's letter, I was
unaware of the existence of such an important
inscription at Sheskinan—the six dilapidated

fragments described by Mr. Brash were the

only inscriptions there of which I had heard.*

I ought, perhaps, to take this opportunity of

explaining that the error into which I fell in

speaking of " Canon Barry" was not altogether

my fault : I was misled by a report of a meeting

of the Society of Antiquaries of Ireland in the

Antiquary (vol. xxiii., p. 82), in which he is so

styled. E. A. S. Macalistek.

• I presume that " Sheskinan "=Mr. Brash's
" Seskinan." It is odd that the same writer always

speaks of " Kilgrovane " as "Kilgrovane."
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THE DKEIVATION OF " TOBXKB."
London : Uuoh 9, UtS.

The interestiDg word " yorker " can only be

done justice to by higtorioal etymologists.

When does "yorker" first appear in our

literature? To the best of my knowledge,
" yorker " does not occur in Nvren, who repre-

sents the language of the close of the last

and the beginning of the present century.

"Yorker" is not in Love's poem, nor, so far

as I remember, in any of the cricketing

writings of the eighteenth century. I think

it will be sought in vain among Miss Mitford's

works and in Mr. Tennison's ; but the lexi-

cographer must read through the old sporting

magazines and Felix on the Bat. Even in

Pycroft's Cricket Field (in early editions at

least) a "yorker" is named a " tioe," I think,

obviously because it "entices" you (or me,

at all events) to treat it as a half-volley.

When I was a boy in Scotland, say in

1860-63, a yorker was called a "tice" or a
" block-pitch." All this makes in favour of

J. S. C.'s theory that the word has recently come
into general use. Thirty years ago it prevailed

in Oxford. Older cricketers may be able to

say how long they have been familiar with the

term. I am inclined (subject to the judgment
of my superiors) to think that a "yorker" is

only a delivery favoured by Yorkshire men.
One would speak of a "yorker," then, as one
speaks of "a Lookerby lick," or as at

Winchester a certain drive is (or was) called " a

Barter." To "york" might be coeval with,

or derived from, " yorker."

From "yerk" = jerk I see no elucidation.

"The ball must be bowled, not driven or
jerked," say these eternal laws of which the
M.C.C. is the «ole and sacred progenitor.

Nor does a " yorker " need, more than any other
delivery, to be " thrown or jerked" ; while it

would most righteously be " no-baUed " if the
bowler acted on the unconsciously improper
goggestion of J. S. C. That '

' yerker '

' could not
become " yorker " is familiar to all students

of Mr. Max Miiller ; but if I am wrong here,

apply to that authority.

For the non-publication of Scott's notes in

the Dryburgh Edition, not I, but the limits of

space, and the dasire of the spirited publishers,

are responsible. It is not I who would leave

them out if tbey could be got in. In references

to the ancient classics of cricket, I am obliged
to trust, my memory, but here, if nowhere else,

I think I can depend on that faculty.

A. Lang.

I hoped that I had anticipated the impu-
tation of regarding " yorker" as a ball that is
" yerked." What I meant to imply was that
it is the batsman who is "yerked" under his
guard, just as lago talks of " yerking " his
enemy under the ribs.

The suppressed h"nks in my argument were
somewhat as follows :—Let it be assumed
that the verb "to yerk" still exists in the
Northern vernacular. A Southern batsman
loses his wicket to a ball that he has been
brought up to call a " tice." The crowd tell

him jeeringly that he has been "yerked."
Not knowing the word, he applies it to the
nationality of the bowler, and says of himself
that he has been " yorked." J. S. C.

I have only jnst discovered the existence of his

Eroblems, and that I have dismissed them and
is book after three-quarters of an hour's con-

sideration. The imputation would be unjust,

were it not ludicrous. Surely Mr. Qrant Allen

cannot imagine himself the first discoverer of

problems old as the Christian world and familiar

to us all.

As to the lines from " The Taming of the

Shrew," I hold them the wisest words yet said

on the matter, though spoken three hundred
years ago; and I still venture to consider

Shakspere a safer authority on human nature

than Mr. Grant Allen.

Peect Addleshaw.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sdxdav, Uarch IT. 4 p.m. Sunday Lsoture : " The Btory

of Aluminium," by Mr. W. M. Heller.

7.39 p.m. Ethical: "Arietotle'e Minor Vlrtuei," by
MrJ. Bryant „. . . , ..^ .

UoxDAY. Maroh 18, 4.80 p.m. Viototi* Institute.
, , . „

8p.m. Aristotelian: "Some DeMderata in I<ogio,"

by Prof. Brough.
8 p.m. Society of Arts : Cmtox Lecture, " Com-

mercial Fibres," by Dr. D. Mortis.

TuBSDAY, Msrch 19, 8 pm. Eoial Iittitution : " The Inter-

nal Framework of Flanta and Animals," X , by Prof. C.

Stewart.
4.48 p m. Statiatioal :

" Chaiges in Ayerage Wsites

in the United Kingdom, between 1660 «nd 1891," by Mr.
Arthur L. Bowley.

8 p.m. Ovil Engineers : Discussion, " The Eiddexpni
Docks, Calcutta." .. , „ ^„ ,

8 p.m. Society of Arts : "Fraoticiil Carpet Design-

ing," by Mr. Alexander Millar.

8.80 p.m. Zoological :" The Structure and Affinities

of some New Species of Molluscs from Borneo." by Mr.
Walter B. CoUinge and Lieut.-Col. H. H. Godwin,
Austen ; " Prelimmary Account of New Species of Earth-

worms belonging to the Hamburg Museum," by Mr. F.

E. Beddatd ; "A Synonymic Catalogue of the Hesperiidae

of Africa and the Adjacent Islands, with Dascrintions of

some apparently New Sptcics," by the Eev. Dr. W. J.

Holland.
WiDNisDAY, March SO, 7 80 p.m. Meteorologioal : "The

Motion of Clouds considered with reference to their Msde
of Formation," by Mr. W. N. Shaw.

8p.m. Geological: "The Bajocian of the Mid-
CotteswoWs," by Mr. S. S. Buckman; " Pluvio.gIaci»l

and Inter-Klacial Deposits in Switzerland," by Dr. C. S.

Du lUche Preller.

8 pm. Microscopical :
*' Patents connected with the

Microscope, from 1886 to 1800." by Mr. W. H. Brown.
8 p.m. Societj of Arts: "The Progress of the

Abattoir System in England," by Mr. H. F. Lester.

Thpbsday, March 21, 8 p.m. Royal Institution ;
" Three

Periods of Seventeenth Century History," III., by Mr.
S. E. Gardiner.

4.80 p.m. Historical.

8 p.m. Linnean: "ObserrationsontheLoranthaceie
of Ceylon," by Mr. F. W. Keeble.

8p.m. Chemical: "StudieainIsomerioChange,in.,
The Ethylbenzenesulphonic Acids." by Dr. Q. J. Moody

;

" Some Oxypjridine Derivatives," by Miss Sedgwick and
Dr. Collie ; " The Colouring Principle of loddalia AcuUata
and Evodia Mdtae/oUa," by A. G. Perkin and T. T.
Hummel.

8.30 p.m. Antiquaiiea.

FaiDAT, March S3, 8 p.m. Civil Engineers : Students' Meet-
ing, " Pipe-Jiphons under the Ouse, at York," by Mr. G

6 p.m. Physical: "The Objective Bealityof Com-
bination Toafs," by Prcf. A. W. Bucherand Mr. Edset;
" Some Acoustical Experiments," by Dr. C. V. Burton ;

and " Ihe Use of an Iodine Voltameter," by Mr. Herroun
9 p.m. Boyal Institution :

" Emily Brontt-," by Sir

Wemysa Beid.
Satukday, Maich 23, 8 p.m. Boyal Institution: "Light

or Sound," IV., by Lord Rayleigh.

3.45 p.m. Botanic : General Fortnightly Meeting.

"THE WOMAN WHO DID."

In answer, to Mr. Grant Allen's complaint in
last week's Academy, I do not wish to discuss
his novel over again, having said all that I
thought necessary in my review. His letter
only leaves mo the more convinced that his
theories will not work, and that their applica-
tion would be ridiculous.

Mr. Grant Allen should not, as a scientific

man, start such groundless hypotheses, as that

SCIENCE.

Epigraphia Indica, and Eecord of the

Archaeological Survey of India. Edited

by E. Hultzsch. Vol. Ill,, Nos. 1-4.

(Calcutta, 1893-4.)

Dr. Hultzscii's continuation of the Upi-

graphia Indiea, which now has been turned

into a Supplement to the Indian Antiquary,

promises to become as important and
interesting as the earlier volumes edited

by Dr. Burgess.

The four numbers which have appeared

contain almost exclusively South Indian
There is only one document

possess an exceptional value. They make
us acquainted with a hitherto unknown
successor of the learned and liberal king
Bhoja of Dhara, whose memory lives to the

present day among the poets and Pandits

of India, and they furnish a terminut ad

quern for the close of that famous Faramara'a

reign. Their date, Saihvat 1112, which
corresponds to a.d. 1055-6, proves that

Bhoja's death or deposition must fall earlier.

Prof. Kielhom is no doubt right in as-

suming that this event had happened not

very long before the inscription was incised.

The oldest among the Southern inscrip-

tions are Mr. Rice's great finds, the

Siddapur versions of A.soka's New Edicts,

re-edited according to fresh impressions pre-

pared under the direction of Dr. Hultzsch.

Next in age come Dr. Fleet's two new inscrip-

tions of 3ie Chalukyas of Bad ami and his

new grant of the Euthor king, Govinda III.

They are accompanied by pedigrees of the

two rival families, which have been cor-

rected in accordance with the facts discovered

since the publication of the Dgnasties of the

Kanareae Districts. Prof. Kielhorn adds

another grant of the same Eathor king,

throwing a new light on the manner in

which the donor's father, Dhruva I., gained

the throne. It appears that he rebelled

against his elder brother, Govinda II., and

that the latter was deposed only after a

prolonged struggle, in which, among others,

the kings of Malva, Vengi, and Kanchi

took part.

Further, there are some valuable additions

to the history of the Eastern and Western
Gaiigas. Dr. Hultzach gives us two new
grants of the former dynasty, which had an

era of its own and seems to have been of

some consequence. Dr. Fleet makes known
a new set of plates, attributed to the

"Western Gauga king Butuga, which he

declares to be spurious, and, in doing so, he

contributes an important discussion of all

the known inscriptions of the dynasty.

The number of undeniable forgeries and of

suspicious documents which refer to the

descendants of the Sacred Eiver is appalling.

But it is satisfactory to learn that there are

at least some grants of the eighth and later

centuries, which even Dr. Fleet considers to

be genuine. If Mr. Eice, who has dis-

covered them as well as the majority of the

spurious or doubtful inscriptions, would

soon publish them with good facsimiles,

that would be the best and surest way to

settle the difficult question of the pedigree

of the Western Gangas.
Finally, there are among the numerous

papers referring to the later dynasties of

Southern India two by Messrs. Krishna

Shastri and Venka^ayya, which will interest

the wider circle of Sanskritists devoted to

Vedic studies. Their analyses of some

new inscriptions of the Vijayanagara or

Vidyanagara Yadavas prove beyond a doubt

that the famous names Madhava and Sayana

do not refer, as Dr. Burnell thought, to

one person, but, as the older opinion

was and Dr. Peterson has asserted also

recently, to two brothers, the eons of

Maya«a and S'rimatl or S'rlmaji. Ma-
dhava, it appears, held office underinscriptions. j.uoiu »«. ""v """ »*«v,.*.i»wi.» uuava, xu a^^j^aaia, uDiu. »/»ii..w ».—.

—

from the North, Prof. Kielhom's Mandhata King Bukka, whose inscriptions are dated

plates, the contents of which, however, | between a.d. 1354 and 1371. First, in
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A.D. 1356, Silyana served Saiiigama IL, the
son of Bukka's elder brother, Kampana,
who ruled independently over portions of
the Nellore and Cuddapah districts, and
later from a.d. 1379, was in the employ of
Bukka's son, Harihara II. A third brother
of the two illustrious scholiasts, Bhoganatha,
whose name Dr. Bumell took for an appel-
lative noun, is called in one inscription a
kavi or poet ; and it is not improbable that
he is the Bhoganatha who composed the
verses of the new grant of Saiiigama II.,

and was the narmasachiva or court jester of
that king.

Ten out of the twenty-six articles in the
four numbers have been written by the
editor, four by Dr. Fleet, three by native
scholars, and eight by Prof. Kielhorn. Dr.
Hnltzsch's editorial work has been done
well and has not been light. It is evident
that he has had a severe fight with the
P. D. of the Government of India Press,
a most dangerous and intractable Eakshasa,
and that he has conquered in the end.
The plates with the facsimiles, all done
by Messrs. W. Griggs, of Peckham, are
excellent.

Though it gives me great pleasure to
acknowledge that the Epigraiyhia has not
deteriorated through the change of editors,
I cannot conclude this notice without an
expression of personal regret that Dr.
Burgess's connexion with epigraphy should
have come to an end. And I feel it my
duty to call attention to the fact that the
progress in Indian epigraphy, effected
during the last twenty-three years, would
have been impossible without my old
friend's untiring zeal and helpful energy.

G. BiiHLER.

On Friday of this week, at 5 p.m., Dr. J. W.
Gregory was to deliver a technical lecture in the
map-room of the Geographical Society, on " The
Age of the Atlantic Ocean."

Corrections.—Owmg to a misunderstanding,
the notice of "Mathematical Books" in the
Academy of last week was unfortunately
printed without the author's corrections. In
col. 1, 1. 4, for " Goursal," read " Goursat "

;

1. 33,for " Mestcharsky," read " Mestchersky ";

1.47, /or "Plond," read "Peano"; h 60, for
"Chersin," read "Chetsin"; 1. 65, for
" Pickard," read " Picard." In col. 2, 1. 26
should run : "it is not stated what | means."

SCIENCE NOTES.
The Council of the British Association have
resolved to nominate Sir Joseph Lister, Bart.,
foreign secretary of the Royal Society, as president
for the meeting which will be held at Liverpool
in 1896.

The Croonian Lecture at the Royal Society
was to be delivered on Thursday of this week
by Prof. Th. W. Engelmann, director of the
Physiological Institute at Utrecht, who has
taken for his subject " The Nature of Muscular
Contraction."

It is announced that Dr. Armand Buffer has
tendered his resignation of the post of director
of the British Institution of Preventive
Medicine.

At the meeting of the Meteorological Society,
on Wednesday next, Mr W. N. Shaw will give a
lecture, illustrated with experiments and dia-
grams, on " The Motion of Clouds, considered
with reference to their Mode of Formation."
The two causes of formation of cloud to be
chiefly dealt with are : mixing of layers of air
at different temperatures, and dynamical cooling.

At the meeting of the Microscopical Society
OT Wednesday next, a paper will be read by Mr.
W. H. Brown on " Patents connected with the
Microscope, from 1666 to 1800."

The current session of the Sunday Lecture
riociety will end on March 17 with a lecture, to
be delivered at St. George's Hall, Langham-
place, by Mr. W. Mayhowe Heller, on " Silver
from Clay : the Remarkable Story of the Metal
Aluminium," with illustrations by the oxy-
hydrogen lantern.

PEILOLOar NOTES.
Db. J. R. Claek Hall's Concise Anglo-
Saxon Dictionary for the Use of Students
(Sonnenschein) is a work of very considerable
merit and usefulness. As the articles do not
average more than three or four lines, the page
being of three columns, and no illustrative
examples are given, the book does not enter
into competition with Mr. Toller's edition of
Bosworth ; but it will entirely supersede both
the abridgment of Bosworth and the very in-
convenient dictionary of Ettmiiller, which have
hitherto been tha only comprehensive Anglo-
Saxon dictionaries of small compass suitable to
the needs of students. The marking of
quantities has been carefully attended to, and
is in general trustworthy ; in the earlier part
of the alphabet the book is in this respect a
much safer guide than Bosworth-Toller. For
beginners, a valuable feature of the work is

the abundance of cross-references, as the
diversity of spelling in different texts is often a
serious difficulty in using a dictionary. It is,

of course, inevitable that many oversights are
discoverable in the first edition of a work of
this kind. Dr. Hall has often fallen into error
through following Wright-Wulker without
having properly studied the criticisms which
have appeared invariousphilological periodicals.
The well-known spurious words " Cansegn, a
banner," "ricen, powerful goddess [i.e.,

Diana)," " ilnetu, ' ciciris ' " (a very transparent
puzzle), "jrerjnen, diligent," will doubtless be
expunged in a future edition. The verb
" hesean, to cook," is evolved out of he sea'S
" he cooked." Under Pac Dr. Hall gives the
sense " medicine," which, as Prof. Napier has
shown in the Academy, has no existence.
Under "wcetig, callida," quoted from Holder's
Prudentius Glosses, the unlucky suggestion is

made that the word stands for witig; it is

obviously a mistake for pcetig. We have noted
some other mistakes of various kinds, and
probably a more minute search would consider-
ably increase the list ; but we are inclined to
think that most persons who are familiar with
the difficulties of lexicographical work will
consider that the degree of accuracy which
Dr. Hall has attained is highly creditable to
his skill and diligence.

The Classical Review ioi March (David Nutt)
is not a particularly interesting number. Prof.
J. B, Mayor contributes a further instalment
of critical notes on the "Stromateia" of
Clement of Alexandria ; Prof. Robinson Ellis,

emendations of the Greek Trogioi ; and Prof.
J. B. Bury, corrections of some passages in the
'ABriiialar noSirda, There is also the follow-
ing ingenious emendation, from M. F. H., of
Horace, Car. IV. ii. 49

:

" Terqiie, dum procedlt, io tliumphe !

Non semel dicemus, io triumphe !
"

Of the reviews we need only mention three.
Mr. P. Giles thus summarises a new theory of
word-forms, which has recently been put
forward by Prof. Streitberg, of Freiburg in
Switzerland

;

causes why original short vowels should be found
lengthened in certain definite groups of instances ?

Dr. S.'s reply is : If a mora has been lost in a
word, an accented short syllable immediately
preceding the last mora is lengthened, while a long
syllable immediately preceding, if it has the acute
accent, changes it to the circumflex."

By way of explanation, Mr. Giles adds

:

" It the rule were to hold good in modem
English, a dissyllable like cdnno'. should be repre-
sented when reduced to a monosyllable by a
syllable containing a long vowel {cant), the two
morae represented by the two short vowels being
now represented by one long vowel."

The other two reviews are both under
Archaeology, where Prof. Christ's theory as to
the Greek stage, in opposition to that of Dr.
Dorpfeld, is criticised by Mr. Capps, of
Chicago ; and Mr. Salomon Reinach's illus-

trated catalogue of the Gaulish bronzes in the
Musee de St. Germain is praised by Miss E.
Sellers.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Cambridge Philolooical Society. — {Thundaij,

I

" The question to be answered is ; What are the

Feb. 21.)

Dr. Postoate, president, in the chair.—Prof. Skeat
read a paper on "Genesis B and the Ileliand, as
illustrated by a MS. recently discovered in the
Vatican Library." The Anglo-Saxon poetical ver-
sion of part of the Book of Gene<ia is found to
consist of two parts, apparently by different aathorp.
The main portion of it is called, for distinction,

Genesis A ; while the other portion, forming an
interpolation, is called Genesis B. The latter por-
tion is contained in lines 235-851, the whole poem
consisting of 2935 lines. By a careful analysis of
Genesis B, Prof. Sievers was enabled to construct a
somewhat startling theorj . He asserted, in 1875,
that Genesis B bore so many marks of resemblance
to the poem of the Heliand (written in the Old
Saxon of the continent) that we are fairly entitled
to infer— (1) that Genesis B is an Anglo-Saxon
version or adaptation of a poem originally written
in the Old- Saxon of the ninth century; and (2)
that we can even go so far as to say that the Old-
Saxon version of Genesis and the poem known as
the Heliand were absolutely written by the same
author. Many scholars have been more or loss

content to accept these results ; but others have
doubted. The question was set at rest last year,
nineteen years after the theory was enunciated. It
can no longer be doubtfed that the theory is correct.
The Vatican MS. No. 1447 contains the required
evidence. The main portion of this MS. consists of
a Latin treatise on astrology ; but it also contains
four fragments of Old-Saxon postry, written on all

the available blank spaces. Of these four frag-
ments, three contain portions of a poem on the Book
of Genesis, whilst the fourth is a fragment of the
Heliand itself, all apparently by the same author.
Of the first three fragments, it so happens that
two lie beyond the part of the story contained in
Genesis B ; but the first lies within its compass, so
that an exact comparison can hero be instituted,
Such a comparison renders it obvious that the Anglo-
Saxon adaptor has followed his Old-Saxon original
very closely, yet with considerable tact and judg-
ment. Somo lines he renders word for word with
the most literal fidelity, while in others he makes
suitable alterations, frequently omitting particles in
order to render his lines more terse and compact.
As an example of exact rendering, we may take the
Old-Saxon phrase—"that wit uualdandas uuord
farbrakun, hebankuningas." This is a portion of
Adam's speech after the Fall, and signifies literally :

"that we-two broke the command [ht. wordj of the
Ruler, the King of heaven." The corresponding
phrase in Genesis B is word for word the same—viz.,

" thast wit waldendes word forbrajcon heofoncyn-
inges." This example of the soundness of a theory
based upon careful inductions from a close study of

texts is an encouragement to philologists to take
pains over verbal criticism.—Mr Nixon read a paper
on " Colour.>fomenclature," to show that the theory
of an actual deficiency of colour sense among the

ancients, such as was suggested in Mr. Gladstone's

Homeric Studies, may still be held, if based not on
an assumption of colour-blindness or of an imperfect
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erolation of the organ of coloar sense, bat on one-

sided development of the use nnd functions of that

organ, and possibly on atrophy or hyportrophv of

its component parts. He pointed out that later

physiological discoveries were decidedly in favour of

such a possibility ; that the analogy of the develop-

ment of other senses also favoured this view ;
and

that the peculiarities of colour-nomenclature,

though in many cases attributable to other causes,

coold not on the whole be satisfactorily accounted

for except on some such theory.

Amolo-Bcssian LmRAKT SociBTT.

—

{Imperial

Iiistilule, Tuesday, March 5.)

E. A. Cazalbt, president, In the chair.—W. J.

Bitkbeck read a paper on the ancient town
of "Vladimir," once the capital of Russia. He
began by pointing out that foreigners interested

in Huesia lost a great deal by neglecting to visit

the ancient cities in the governments immediately

round Moscow. Both historically and archi-

tecturally they were of the highest interest : there

was hardly one of them which had not played a
considerable part in the history of the empire, and
in most caees they retained to this day archi-

tectural monuments which were not only of high
artistic value, but which threw light upon the

events of their past. And in this respect no
provincial town in central Bussia was more
interesting than Vladimir on the Kljazma, the

ancient capital of Bussia, with its Cathedral

of the Assumption, where the Eovereigns of

Bussia were crowned for more than two hundred
years, and where many of them lie buried, in-

cluding some who perished in the defence, not

only of Russian, but of European, civilisation

during the Tartar iavasions. As to the his-

torical place of Vladimir, Bussian history, if

difficult and contused from a chronicler's point

of view, became both interesting and easy to follow

if we realise that the main factors in the growth
and development of the empire, the principal

active causes which have been at work through-

out from the very first to the present day,

are but two in number: namely, her autocratic

monarchy and her Church. From the moment
that, nine centuries ago, the religion of the

Orthodox Greek Church was incorporated into the

monarchy which had been founded a century
earlier by Buric, the germs of the Bussian empire,

as we now see it, were already there ; and the

history of Bussia is nothing more than the record

of their gradual development into what we
now see. To trace this development is all the

more easy from the fact that Bussian history can
be divided into four periods, corresponding with
the four capital cities which have existed at

different times within the empire. The original

capital was at Kieff ; bu'; this was moved to Vladimir
in the twelfth century, to Moscow in the fourteenth,

and to St. Petersburg at the beginning of the

eighteenth century. Each removal marked a fresh

stage in the growth of the autocracy, but not in

roaUty a breach with the past. The capital city,

from the time of the conversion of Russia to

Christianity, had always been an important clement
in the life of the nation. In this respect the early
history of Bufsia pre.sents a marked contrast to

that of the nations of Western Europe. The
Teutonic and Scandinavian monarchies owed
their ideas of centralisation to the traditions

of government which they received through
Christianity from the Boman empire. But
whereas in the West the influence of Boman
ideas was only indirect, for the Western Boman
Empire had then already ceased to exist,

the Scandinavian rulers of Russia received their

Christianity from Constantinople, where the
imperialism of Christian Bome was still a living

realty. Hence the Qrand Dukes set to work to

copy their model ; and within a generation of the
conversion of Bussia we find JaroslaH the Wise
trying to make Kieff into a miniature Constanti-
nople, with its own Cathedral of St. Sophia, and
its own " Golden Gates." The germ of the idea
which eventually led to the coronation of John the
Terrible as first Tzar of Bussia may thus be traced
back to the very beginning of Bussian history

;

and its outward symbol was the importance
attached to the capital city, as the seat of the
Grand Ducal throne. The removal of the capital

from Kieff to Vladimir, in the middle of the

twelfth oentoiy, waa a step deliberately takes in

the interests of autocracy by Andrew Bogollubski,

one of the most far-sighted of the earlier monarchs
of Buesia. This remarlcable man was far in advance

of his age, and attempted many things in the

direction of centralisation which wore not finally

accomplished by the sovereign of Russia until

many generations afterwards. The nature of his

plans could be best illustrated by the great

Cbthedral of the Assumption, which he built for

the image known (even after its removal to

Moscow in 1395) as the "Vladimir Mother of

God," before which every sovereign of Russia

from his day to the present has been crowned.

The " Golden Gates," which he built, and which
also may still be seen, represent the continuance

through Kieff of the Byzmtine tradition. From
an architectural point of view these buildings are

also of the greatest interest ; for they represent the

beginning of a distinctively Bussian style, which,

had its growth not been interrupted by the

Tartar invasions, might have developed into

something very important. Mr. Birkbeck con-

cluded with a description of the storming of

Vladimir by the Tartars under Baty in the

thirteenth century, and drew a graphic picture

of the massacre of the Grand Duke's famUy
in the Cathedral, where they had taken refuge.

This, he said, was an apt illustration of what
Bussia had to undergo, and from what, by her

resistance to the barbarian invaders, she saved the

rising civilisation of the northern nations of

Western Europe.—The Bev. E. Smirnoff, chaplain

at the Bussian Embassy, spoke in flattering terms of

Mr. Birkbeck's knowledge of ecclesiastical matters

and explained the origins of autocracy during the

so-called " Vladimir period" of Russian history.—

A short paper by Mr. Clive PhiUipps-Wolley,

received from British Columbia, was also read. It

raised the practical question of future trade

between British North America and Russia in Asia

by means of the Pacific Ocean and the new Trans-

Siberian Railway.—The president announced that

the Cesarevitch, whose health was re-established,

had joined the society, and that the Grand Duke
Constantino, who had forwarded two volumes

of his poetry and his translation of Shakspere's
" Henry IV.," had also been elected an honorary

member.

ZooiX)OicAl.

—

{Tuesday, March 5.)

Sir W. H. Flower, president, in the chair.—The
secretaryread a report on the additions that had been
made to the society's menagerie during the month
of February, and called special attention to a fine

female Giraffe recently arrived from South Africa.

This was believed to be the first example of the

large, dark-blotched race ever seen alive in Europe,
the Giraffes previously exhibited having belonged

to the smaller and paler form found in Northern
Tropical Africa. The society has also purchased a

pair of Sable Antelopes {Hippotragtis nigcr) and a

pair of Brindled Gnus (Connochaetes taurina), all in

excellent condition.—The secretary exhibited, on
behalf of Mr. Walsey, of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, two Martens' skins which had been received

from two distinct districts widely apart. The
peculiarity in these skins consisted in the fact that

one of the forelegs in each skin was wanting, and
there was nothing to indicate that a limb had ever

existed at that part.—Mr. A. D. Michael read a

paper on a new Freshwater Mite found in Corn-

wall, and belonging to the genus Thyas, of which
only two species were previously known. It is a

veiT handsome species, flattened in form, scarlet

and orange in colour, and with remarkable whorls

of large lanceolate spines tipped with scarlet on the

legs. It was found near the Land's End in a small

stream close to where the rapid water falls into

the sea. It is proposed to call it Thyas petrophilus.

—Mr. G. A. Boulenger read a paper on " The
Nursing Habits of two South-American Frogs,"
and exhibited a specimen of Hyla goeldit with the

eggs on the back. He also made remarks on a

mtde specimen of Fhyllobates trinitatis from Vene-
zuela, carrying its tadpoles on its back, in the

same way as had previously been observed in frogs

of the genus Dendrobales from Surinam and Brazil.

FINE ART.
EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.

THE EXCiVATIONS AT DEIR EL-BAHABI.
Deir el-Baliaii : Feb. 22, 1885.

The clearing of Deir el-Bahari is drawing

towards it end. Not only is the middle plat-

form completely cleared and levelled, but the

retaining wall on the southern side ifl showing

its enormous hawks and traces of the vultures

and asps which have been erased by the

enemies of the worship of Amon. Parallel to

the retaining wall runs an enclosure wall which

did not reach the height of the platform, but

which formed with it a passage ending in a

staircase, now entirely ruined. It seems to

have been the only way to reach the Hathor
shrine.

Among the most interesting discoveries made
lately are those aUuded to in Mr. Hogarth's

letter (Academy, February 9) of fragments of the

famous Punt wall, found scattered here and

there in various parts of the temple. Small as

the fragments often are, they give us important

information as to the nature of the land of Punt.

Its African character comes out more and more
clearly. Although the name of Punt may
have applied also to the coast of South Arabia,

it is certain that the Egyptian boats sent by
the Queen landed in ^Africa. In the newly

discovered fragments we find two kinds of

monkeys climbing up the palm-trees : the dog-

headed baboon, the sacred animal of Thoth ;

and the round-headed monkey. Then we see

bulls with long and twisted horns, like the

animals which, as I have been told, were

brought to Egypt some years ago from the

Abyssinian coast. Two panthers are fighting

together ; a giraffe is showing its head, which

reaches to the top of a tree ; and a hippopotamus

is also sculptured as one of the animals of the

country.

A small fragment speaks of " cutting ebony

in great quantity." And on another we see

the axes of the Egyptians felling large

laranches on one of the dark-stemmed trees

which had not hitherto been identified, but

which are now proved to be ebony. A small

chip shows that the people had two different

kinds of houses, one of which was made of

wickerwork. It is doubtful whether we shall find

much more ; unfortunataly, what we have is

quite insufficient for allowing us to reconstruct

the invaluable Punt sculptures, which have been

most wantonly destroyed in ancient and modem
times.

On February 1 we at last came upon an

untouched mummy-pit in clearing the vestibule

of the Hathor shrine. In a place where the

slabs of the pavement had been broken, we
tried the ground to see if there was anything

underneath, as we have done many times

without success. On this occasion the workmen
soon discovered that there was a pit roughly

hewn in the rock, and filled with what they

call fine rubbish, tourdh koia, which means "un-

touched." When we came to a depth of about

12 feet, we found the bricks and the stones

which dosed the entrance to the side chamber.

I removed them with my own hands, got into

the very narrow opening, and found myself in

a small rock-hewn chamber. It was nearly

filled with three large wooden coffins placed

near each other, of rectangular form, with

arched lids, and a post at each of the four

comers. On the two nearest the entrance were

five wooden hawks, one on each post, and one

about the middle of the body. Every coffin

had at the feet a wooden jackal, with a long

tail hanging along the box. Wreaths of flowers

were laid on them, and at head and feet stood

a box containing a great number of small

porcelain uahabtis.

The opening of the chamber being very small,

it is evident that these large coffins were taken
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into the tomb in pieces, and put together after-

wards. TVe undid the one next to the door,

and found inside it a second coffin in the form
of a mummy, with head and ornaments well

painted, and a line of hieroglyphs well down
to the feet. "We did the same with the two
others, and found that they also contained a

second coffin, which we hauled up through the

opening of the tomb. "When we had stored

them in our house, we opened the second

coffins, and we found in each case a third

inside, brilliantly painted with representations

of gods and scenes from the Book of the Dead.
In this third box was the mummy, very well

wrapped in pink cloth, with a net of beads all

over her body, a scarab with outspread wings,

also made of beads, and the four funereal genii.

We unrolled one of the mummies, and then
found it carefully wrapped in good clothes,

which might be used at the present day as

napkins or even handkerchiefs. Over the body
was a very hard crust of bitumen : we had to

use a chisel to break it. There were no amulets
or ornaments of any kind except the beads.

These three mummies, which required nine
coffins for their burial, are those of a priest of

Menthu, Thotaufankh, his mother and his aunt.

They evidently belong to the Saitio epoch, and
are among the good specimens of that period.

I consider that we were very fortunate in

finding an unrified tomb. It is clear that, after

the XXIInd Dynasty, when the temple was no
longer used as a place of worship, it became
a va?t cemetery. But, when we reflect that
even in the middle of the last century people
had begun to dig here for mummies, it is

astonishing to find that this tomb escaped
in an edifice which has been ransacked during
nearly 150 years.

Edouabd Naville.

I

NOTES ON ART AND ABGHAEOLOGY.
Messbs. Longmans have, in the press a Life of
Joseph Wolf, Artist and Naturalist, written by
Mr. A. H. Palmer, the biographer of his father,

the late Samuel Palmer. It will be illustrated

with a portrait in photogravure, forty full-page

engraving?, and twenty in the text, taken Irom
his finest studies of animals and other works. It

will also contain, in an appendix, a list of the
books illustrated by him.

The April number of the Art Journal will

be devoted exclusively to the Life and Work of
Sir J. Noel Paton, Her Majesty's Limner for
Scotland. The descriptive letterpress is written
by Mr. Alfred Thomas Story, the biographer
of Linnell. The frontispiece will be a photo-
gravure of " VigUate et Orate," which is

now in the Queen's private apartments at
Osborne ; and there will also be full-page
reproductions of the pictures entitled "Via
Dolorosa," " The Empty Cradle," and "The
Adversary."

The exhibitions to open next week include a
collection of pictures by Mr. C. E. Johnson,
and also Meigonnier's "Le Postilion," at the
Carlton Gallery, Pall Mall ; and a collection of
oil-paintings and water-colour drawings of
Tangiers by Mr. Aubrey Hunt, at the Clifford
Galleries, Haymarket.

We may also mention that the spring
exhibition in the Walker Art Gallery at
Liverpool will open next week, consisting
of works in black and white, water-colours,
architecture, decorative art, and photo-
gravure.

Messrs. Makctjs Wabd & Co. offer five
prizes, of the aggregate value of £100, for a
scries of original designs representing the Four
Seasons, which must be sent to them at Belfast
by June 1.

On Tuesday, March 26, Mv. Talfourd Ely
will give a free public lecture, at 8 p.m., in the

South Kensington Museum, on "Ancient Portrai-

ture," illustrated by the oxy-hydrogen lantern.

This lecture will be followed by two demonstra-
tions—on March 29, in the south corridor of the

South Kensington Museum, on " The Real and
the Ideal, as illustrated by Casts from the

Antique " ; and on April 2, in the sculpture

galleries of the British Museum, on " Greek and
Roman Portraiture."

Mr. H. Villiers Stuart writes to the

Secretary of the Egypt Exploration Fund, from
Cairo, under date March 4, as follows :

" A few days ago there were discovered' at

Daehour the graves of two princesses of the Xllth
Dynasty intact. The coffios had mouldered away,
and the mummies lay each with a coronet on her
head, and wearing other jewelry. When an
attempt to move the mummies was made they fell

to fragments. The jewelry is very beautiful. One
of the coronets was, in fact, a wreath of forget-me-
nots, made of precious stones mounted on gold
stems. At interval? occurred Miltese crosses and
precious ttones set in gold. This lovely wreath
was a3 perfect and looked ta fresh as on the day it

was made—a couple o£ centuries before the time of

Abraham ! — more than four thousand years ago.

It illustrates a passage in the poetic epitaph on the

funeral pall of Queen Js-em-Kheb : 'She is

armed with flowers every day.'
" I visited Dashour and saw, in siiu, the sar-

cophagus in which these treasures were found, as

also that of the other piincess. She also had a
lovely coronet, fitted with a socke*; in which was
inserted a spray of various flowers made in jewels,

with gold stems and gold foliage. Besides these,

there are necklaces, bracelets, armlets, anklets,

daggers, chaTms, &c. Those moat interesting

discoveries are due to the energy and sagacity ot

M. de Morgan, Director-General ot Egyptian
Antiquities, ably seconded by Hme. de Morgan,
his gifted wife."

MUSIC.

REGENT CONCERTS.

With the exception of a new Overture by Mr.
Frederic Lamond, the programme of the first

Philharmonic Concert, which took place last

Thursday week at the Queen's Hall, belonged
entirely to the music of the past : indeed, but
for the " Charmant Oiseau," from Felicien

David's " Perle du Bresil," which dates from
1851, and which was cleverly sung by Mme.
Clementine Sapio, the programme might have
been drawn up in the thirties. Some music, like

good wine, improves with age ; Mendelssohn's
pianoforte music spoils. The composer himself

was not satisfied with it. There was a special

reason when Mme. Schumann played the G
minor Concerto in 1882 ; but now none such
exists. It did not even suit M. Sauer; and,

further, it gave him very little opportunity
for displaying his technical powers. He also

performed Weber's " Concertstuok," but not in

his best style. Mr. F. Lamond's Overture is a
clever and interesting work, and deserves a
second hearing. Beethoven's C minor Symphony
was well given under the direction of Sir

Alexander Mackenzie.
Bubinstein's " Russian" Symphony, No. 5, in

G minor, was given at the Crystal Palace on
Saturday afternoon. Nature bestowed many
gifts on the composer, and by hard work and
perseverance be made much of them. But he
lacked the power of self-criticism : he failed to

perceive the inequalities and the lengths in his

music (we refer to movements of large compass).

This Symphony ia in many ways interesting :

the themes are characteristic, the developments
often clever, and the orchestration effective.

When, however, it is over one feels a sense of

rt lief. The two middle movements are the best,

1 and if they were detached from the work

would, we imagine, make a favourable impres-
sion. The suggestion is dangerous, though not
unreasonable. Critics often differ ; and yet, so

far as we are aware, they all agree that a little

of Rubinstein is better than much. The work
was interpreted with the utmost care, under
the direction of Sir A. Mackenzie, Mr. Manns,
to general regret, being still unable to resume his

accustomed post. M. Sauer played Hensolt's

Pianoforte Concerto in F minor (Op. 16), and
here the pianist was quite at home. The
music makes heavier demands on the fingers of

the interpreter than on the intellect of the
listeners ; the structure is clear, and the
melodies are pleasing. The technique is the
thing with which the pianist catches the ear of
the public. Feats of agility attract, whether
they be performed on a tight-rope, trapeze, or
keyboard ; and, if well performed, deserve due
recognition. M. Sauer was in excellent form,
and, as he grappled successfully with the
formidable difficulties which the Concerto pre-
sents, the result was eminently satisfactory.

The concert commenced with Beethoven's
"Leonora," No. 3.

Mdlle. Ilona Eibenschiitz gave a pianoforte
recital at St. James's Hall on Friday afternoon.
It is now some time since we heard this young
lady, and she certainly shows signs of progress.

She never lacked intelligence, and was never
lifeless ; now she plays with greater sympathy
and earnestness. The principal piece in her
programme was the seldom heard Brahms's
Sonata in F minor (Op. 5). It is one of the
early works of the master which excited the
admiration of Schumann, and caused him to
prophesy a great future for the young musician.
The work is full of interest, and takes high
rank among the few Sonatas worthy of mention
since Schumann.
Mr. Ernest Console, a pupil, it is said, of

Sgambati, made his first appearance at the
Popular Concerts on Monday evening. He
played a Lied of Mendelssohn's in a very
un-Mendelssohnian style, Liszt's " Waldesrau-
schen," and a " Gavotte " of Rubinstein's from
a Suite—the two last in a neat though
mechanical manner. Herr Joachim performed
Bach's "Chaconne" for violin alone; but it

was bygno means the finest rendering of the
work that we have heard from him.
Mme. Elise Inverni, a mezzo-soprano of in-

telligence and experience, appeared at a concert
on Monday afternoon. " Kathleen Mavoiir-
neen"was in the programme "by desire"

—

by whose P we wonder. M. E. Sauer played a
Beethoven Sonata and other pieces, but wag
heard at his best in Chopin's A flat Ballade.
A novelty entitled " Fantasies! iicko," for two

violins, viola, and violoncello, by Mr. S. Cole-
ridge Taylor, scholar, was given at the Royal
College Concert on Wednesday evening. The
work, consisting of five movements, is highly
interesting. The music has character, and the
composer's imagination seems to keep even
pace with his skill. The best movements are
undoubtedly the graceful Serenade, the quaint,
lively Humoreske, and the final Dance. The
work was sympathetically interpreted, and fully

deserved the vigorous applause with which it

was received.

J. 8. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.

A WISH having been expressed in several

quarters that one of Bach's organ compositions
should be included in the programme of the
Festival which is to take place at the Queen's
Hall on April 2, •!, and 6, the committee has
been forturate enough to secure the consent of

Sir Walter Qarratt to play the Toccata (Con-
certata) in E major on the Selections' day,
April 1.
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WAY and W. H. D. ROUSE. 128. (id.

Dawes (E.)—The Pronunciation of Greek,
with suggestions for a Reform in Teaching that

Language. Svo, sewed, 2s. net.

The Pronunciation of the Greek
ASPIRATES . Svo, 103 pp., 28. net.

Harper (W. B.) and Weidner (E- J ) —An In-
TRODUCTORY NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
METHOD. (Text and Vocabulary of the Gospel of

John, List of Words and Elcment.s of N.T. Greek
Grammar.) Crown Svo, cloth, 7s. Ctl.

Headlam (W.).-On Editing Aeschylus; a
Criticism. Svo, 1801, 162 pp., 6s.

Homer's Odyssey- Edited with Marginal
References, various Readings, Notes and Appendices

by the Rev. H. HAYMAN, D.D. 3 vols., Svo, cloth.

I. Books I.-VI., 14s i
II. Books VII.-XII., Us.; III.

Books Xtll-XXIV., £1 Is.

Margoliouth (D ).—Analecta Orientalia ad
POETICAM ARISTOTELEAM (Poetica Aiabicc et

Syriace, Poetica Avicennae et Barhebraei). 12mo, 1887,

cloth, lOs. 8d. net.

Schrumpf (G. A.).—A First Aryan Bearer,
consisting of Spcoimciia of the Ayran Languages,
which constitute the basis of Comparative Philology,

viz. : ludic. Eranic, Armenian, Hellenic, AUianian,

Italic, Teutonic, Keltic, Bailie, Slavonic, Continuous

Text with TrHnsliteration, Translation, and Bxplicit

Commentary. 12mo, 1890, 212 pp., 5s.

Taciti Opera omnia ad codicea antiquoB exacia

ct emcndata, conimcntario critico ct oxcgetico illuatrata,

edidit F. HITTER. 1 vols., 8vo, 1838-48, boards, ICs.

Weymouth (B- r-)-On tl;e rendering into
E.NGLI.SH of the GREEK AOKIST and PERFECT.
Svo, 55 ])p., Is.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-
BOOK, A Statistical and Historical Annual of the
States of the Civilized World for the Year 1895. Thirty-
second Annual Publication. Revised after Official

Returns. Edited by J. SOOTT KELTIB, Assistant
Sccretarj' to the Royal Geographical Society. Crown
Svo, 10s. 6d.

THE GREAT DOMINION :

studies of Canada. By GEORGE R. PARKIN, M.A.,
Hon. LL.D., Onir. Now Brunswick. With Maps.
Crown Svo, Os.

BY nUDYARD ITIPLINO.

SOLDIERS THREE. The Story
of the Gadobys. In Black and Wliite. Crown Svo, 68.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE, Under
the Deoclftrs, The Phantom Rickshaw, and other
Stories. Crown 8vo, 08.

A MEMOIR of GEORGE HIGIN-
BOTHAM, an Australian Politician, and Chief Justice

of Victoria. By EDWARD E. MORRIS. Extra
crown Svo, 9s.

COLIN CAMPBELL, LORD
CLYDK. By ARUUfBALD FORUKS. "With Portrait.

Crown Svo, 2s. 6d. lExgi.ish Men of Actiok Series.

LIFE of ADAM SMITH. By
JOHN RAE. Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

TlitE9.—" With singular skill and patience Mr. Rae flll«

in the sketch furnished by Dugald Stewart, and renders it

a finished picture It is not merely a finished portrait of

Adam Smith, but a vivid picture of the social and intel-

lectual world in which he moved Much of the matenal
employed by the biographer has hitherto been unpublished,
and in this respect Mr. Rae's volume possesses exceptional

value."

THE PYGMIES. By A. de
QUATREE.VGES, late Professor of Anthropology at the
Mu.scum of Natural History, Paris. Ttanslateil by
FREDERICK STARR. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s. net.

WOMAN'S SHARE in PRIMI-
TIVK CULTURE. By OTIS TUFTON MASON, A.M.,

Ph.D., Curator of the Department of Ethno'ogy in

the United States National Museum. Edited by
FREDERICK STARR. With numerous Hlustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s. net.

>:A TURE.—" Prof. Mason is one of the foremost workers
in the field ot ethnology understood in its widest sense.

and he is particularly qnalified to trace the story of the part

played by woman in the culture of the world."

FROMaNEW ENGLAND HILL-
SIDE. Notes from Underledge.
POTTS. Pot Svo, 3s.

By WILLIAM

"English Men ofLetters" Series in Mdcmillan't

Three-ani- Sixpenny Lihrary.—^Vol. IV.

WORDSWORTH. By F. W. H.
MYKUS.—SOUTHBY. By EDWARD DOWDEN.—
liANOOB. By SIDNEY COLVIN, M.A. Crown
Svo, 3s. Gd.

COLLECTED PAPERS onSOME
CONTROVBRTED QUESTIONS ot GEOLOGY. By
JOSEPH PRESTWICH, D.C.L. (Oxon.), F.R S.,F.G.S.

Svo, IDs. net.

A TREATISE on BESSEL*
FUNCTIONS and their APPLICATIONS U) PII VSIOS. i

By A. GRAY, M.A., F.R.S.E . and G. B. MATHBWB,"
M.A., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. '^

"

1 Is. net.

LE MALADE IMAGINAIRE.
ComMio en Trois Acica par .Molioro (107:t).

,^'!,'JJ^;J'

with Introduction and Notes, by G. E. FASNACHT.
[FoBBiGif BcHooi. Classics.Pot Svo, Is. Od.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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SAYAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO.
Social jenalanb Scries.—Vol. i.

THE TROUBADOURS and COURTS of
LOVE. By J. F. ROWBOTHAM, M.A. (Oxon.). "With
2 Maps and 13 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 48. 6d.

**A /HOst entdiie and eloquent volume, of which every page betrays

profound and painstaking research beyond all prais«."—Daily
Clironicle. *' The subject is one which will never cense to have its

fascination so long as men interest themselves in the hegimdngs of
poe'ry and in the spirit of art and romance. Mr, liou-holhavi

handles it with special knowledge and sympathy. Well comparted
and well balanced.**—Scotsman, '* Capitally illust/aled, and in

all respects welcome.'^ —Hotes and Queries,

Forthcoming Volumes of the Series will be by
Prof. Cdxxingham, F. W. CORingHf Prof. Viitoge.vuoff,
Geo. G. Chisholm, F. A. Isdeewick, Q.C, Lucy Toulmut
Smith, S. O. Addt, Prof. G. Baldwin Bbowit, Kenelm D.
Cotes (the Editor of the Series), and others.

ANNALS of the BRITISH Pea-
santry. By RUSSELL M. GARNIER, B.A. 4M
pages, lai^e Svo, 10s. 6d.

Br THE Saxtb Autuok.

HISTORY of the ENGLISH LANDED
INTEREST. 2 vol?., large 8vo, 218.

"Has achieved the difficult task of clothing the dry hones of
history with the fiesh and blood of mvtd pictorial descriptions of
rural and domestic life.**—Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society. *' -( re/y'ty brilliant ^'O'l^."— Morning Post.

THE MESSAGE of MAN : a Book of
Ethical Scriptures drawn from, many Sources, and
Arranged ; Pp. 336, te. 6d.

" It is excellent, and cannot fail to proviie instruction of the

hi'jh^st kind. It appeals to the highest and best instincts,*'—Glasgow
Uerald. ** Everywhere the book seeks to shape to fine issues the

moral life ; its outlookon life is wideand generous, and the appeal

of the higf^est motic. is brought In many of these aphorisms to the

service of the lowliest duties. The arrangement of the ivork is

CT'iffiirflWf."^Speaker.

THE GOSPEL of BUDDHA according
to OLD RECORDS. Told by Dr. PAUL CARUS. Cs.

A simple exposition ti tfte words of iht oinginat Gospels (trans-

Itit'd] of the life and doctrines of BudtViGf as they hear upon tht

religious thowjht of the present daif.

LIBRARY OF PHILOSOI'IIY.—New Vols.

(1) NATURAL RIGHTS. By D. G.
RITCHIE. M.A., Professor in the University of St.
Andrews. lOs. 6d.

"A k'^en and searching criticism by a shrewd thinker^ who is

also an acute dial^'ctician. —Times. **A viost valuable and im-

portant addition to the Lil/rary of Philosophy, in which several

hooks of ftrst-tate merit have already appeared."— Glasgow
Herald.

(2) LOGIC. By Prof. 0. Sigwart. Trans-
lated by H. DENDY. 2 vols., 2Is.

*'A storehouse of all topics of logical discussion, A most valn-
nhle contribution to a most valuable seiies, and marks the snccesitful

aceomphshment of another stage in that systematic process of
bringing English nhd German philosophy into line for which
English students nUt'idy owe so murh to the publishers. The
translation is excellently done."—National Observer,

THE GLOBE-TROTTER in INDIA
TWO HUNDRED YEARS AGO, and other INDIAN
STUDIES. By MICHAEL MACMILLAN, B.A. (Oion.),
Fellow of the Bombay University and Professor of
English Literature at Elphinstone College. -Is. 6d.

"A collection of thoughtful and suggestive papers on a variety

of S'tl'Jecis connected with /n/?ja."—Literary World.

i;OJIPLETIOX OK PROF. VINES' BOTANY.
A STUDENT'S BOTANY. Part II.

(completing the Work). 7s. 6d.; or the whole in One
Volume, 8vo, 483 Illustration.'*, Us. Cases for binding
the Two Parte in One Volnme, Is. 6d.

SYSTEMATIC BOTANY: Handbook
of. Bv Prof. K. WAK.MI.NG. Edited by Prof. M. C.
POTTER. With GIO lUaatrations. I03. IThis dau.

THE CELL: its Anatomy and Phy-
siology. By Dr. O. HBRTWIG. ?;dited by U. J.
CAMPBELL, M.D. (of Guy's Hospital). Fully Illus-

trateil. [Shortli/.

HARTMANN von AUE'S "DER ARME
HEI.NItlCli." Edited, with Notes and Glossary, by
JOHN G. ROBERTSON, Ph.D. With Facsimile of
MS. l8. 6d. [Thisdnj.

1S95.—SIXTH ANNUAL ISSUE.—2s. 6d.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS YEAR BOOK
Kilitul by Three Public Hcliool Men (Kton, Ilitrro'.v, uud
WinchOiiLcr;.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN

A COMPLETE EXPOS K Ol'' MODERN XnEOSOFIIY.

MADAME BLAVATSKY and her
THEOSOPHY. By ARTHUR LILLTE, Author of
"Modem Mystics and Modern Magic." 6s.

"A very careful examination of tlif. whole of the so-called

religion or philosophy which at on*, time made so much wtiy in

Western Europe,"—Dmiy Telegraph.

ENGLISH SOCIAL MOVEMENTS.
By ROBERT A. WOODS. Second Edition. Pp. 277,
2s. 6d.

The Labour Movement — Socia'isni— University Se'llemenis—
University Ext^sion—Social Work of the Church— Charity and
Philanthropy—Moral and Educational Progress,

LOCAL TAXATION and FINANCE
By G. II. BLUNDER. Croivn Svo, 2,s. Od.

lSocial Science Skhies.

TOWARDS UTOPIA : Speculations in
Social Evolution. By A FREE LA^'CE. 3s. 6d,

** Its value is in its walth of helpful suggestions for improved
daily living ; in its practical grip of economic facts in their im-
meliate relevancy to a givtn situation ; above all in the revelation

of the author's personality. Every word of thi book is written by
'I living humon being.'*—Economic Re^iew.

SCIENCE and ETHICS: a Social
System. By W. A. MACDONALD. 28. 6d.

**We can Unhesitatingly recommend it to the ntten'ir.n of all

thinking men whose minds are turned oh malt'rs of higher tmpoit-
I'lice than the earning of tO'Vionow's brcid,'* — Brotlford
Observer.

HOW IT CAN BE DONE; or, Con-
structive Socialism. By JOHN RICHARDSON (of

Roby & Co., Lincoln). Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

TRANSPLANTED MANNERS : a
Novel. By ELIZABETH E. EVANS, .'i-s. (id.

" Mrs, Evans has done it iincontnion^y tv^ll, that is, i/' a por-

trait's merit is to be vi'ostired by the photographic fidelity of the

likeness."—Pall Mall Gazette.

THREE NEW AUSTRALIAN NOVELS.

(1.) EUANCONDIT: a Story of Aua
traliaiathe SLsties. By HENRY GOLDSMITH.
38. 6d.

"A rentarkaUy good novel The ivjluence of Dickens is

marked on Mr, Gohlsmith's narrative, and it is a healthy in-

/ufn«."—Glasgow Herald.

(2.) WITH FEET of CLAY.
MARY DALE. 3g. Od.

**Writ(.n with somf spi.it, and zvith skill in delineating the

character iy*i'.''';«if/'."— Scotsman.

(3.) MORTGAGED YEARS : an Aus-
tralian Stoi-y. By R. K. DEE. 2s. Gil.

** The story hinges on n tragetlg^a viiirder,and a sfifficieidly

thrilling one /( is cleverly worked rt"^"—Bookgeller,

NEfF POETRY.
FASCICULUS VERSIOULORUM. By

J. SAXON MILLS. 2.S. 6d.
" Tli'iy are nil clever, and sonic "f' them rf"!hf pnetic,"

Glasgow Herald.

VOX AMORIS DEI. By Francis
OSMASTON. 2s. Od.

" .-1 Kritcr of distinct poUie ability, ami many of his sonnets

cite to MiUonic heights. The poetry is pure, often pawerfal, and
its bright thoughts always suggest thoughts that are stilt l>right''r."

Glasgow Herald.

ANGEIJNE, and other Poems. By
FAREL V. C. SERJEANT. 2s. tlil.

*' ,\hfnjs .sincere in crpresoion, and in point of technical

accnmplishmcnt welt 'lone,'*—ScotJiraau.

VOICES from AUSTRALIA : a Book
of Australian Verse. By PHILIP DALE and CYRIL
HAVILAND. es.

** Desrires a w rd of recognition as genvine, sincere, and spon-

taneons verse,**—Times.

THE ETERNAL, and other Poems.
By JAME.S WALKER. 2s. Od.

POEMS : Allegorical, Lyrical and
NaiTative. liy WALTER INGLISFIELD. 53.

RANDOLPH, LORD DE VERE, and
other Poems. By the Rev. JAMES BOWNES, M.A.,
late of Trin. Coll., Camb., Author of " A Story without
Names," " A Vision of Martyrs," .Vc. 28. (kl.

& 00., Pateenoster Squake.

By Alice

DOWNEY & GO'S
NEW B0OKS._

Crown 8yo, 53., with a Portrait of tli9 Author.

A NEW AND REVISED EDITION OF

THE REMINISCENCES of an OLD
BOHEMIAN. By G. L. M. STRAUSS. [This day.

STEPNIAK'S NEW BOOK.

AT the DAWN of a NEW REIGN.
By STEPNIAK, Author of "Russia under the Tzars."
Crown Svo, 6s. [Shortly.

A JORUM of "PUNCH": with some
Account of Those who Brewed It. By ATHOL MAY-
HEW. Illustrated. [/« April.

•»* The story of the origin and earl.v history of Punch,

with anecdotes of Douglas Jerrold, W. M. Thackera.7,
Henry and Horace Mayhew, Mark L3mon, Gilbert k Beckett,

Albert Smith, Ac.

NEW NOVELS.
THE EVIL GUEST. By J. Sheridan

LE FANU, Author of "The Watcher," &o. With 30
Illustrations by B, S, La Fanu, 68, [This dig.

SCHOLAR'S MATE. By Violet Magee.
Gs. [Shortly.

THE DEGRADATION of GEOFFREY
ALWITH. By MORLEY ROBERTS. Oa.

" An undeniably powerful novel.'*— World,
" Bold in conception and powerful in treatment."

Scotsman.
'* A brilliant study of one of the most tragic conditions of

human life conceivable Distinctly a book to read—indeed
a book to buy—and its power and pathetic realism, are
irresistible The bcok is not only fascinating but con-
vincing,"

—

Court Journal,

A DARK INTRUDER. By Richard
DOWLING. 2 vols., 12s.

"A clever, ingenious, and interesting story Every one
who reads the book will enjoy it."

—

Scotsman,
" Mr, Dowling possesses in a higher degree than most

contemporary novelists the art of creating creepy houses,
in any one of whoso rooms almost anything horrid might
happen,"

—

Daily Chronicle,

THE MAHATMA : a Tale of Modern
Theosophy. Gs.

'* Extremely amusing—indeed at times quite exciting:.'*

Ouardion,
" * The Mahalma ' deals with what may be called the witch-

craft of to da.y. It shows a good deal of grim imagination
in its narration of mystic adventures."

—

Realm,

SECOND EDITION OF

THE CO-RESPONDENT. By G. W.
APPLETON. 2 vols., 128,

" One of the funniest stories of the year."
Daily Telegraph,

SECOND EDITION OF

WORST WOMAN in LONDON, and
other Stories. By F. C. PHILIPS. 6s.

" Light-hearted, easy-going, and thoroughly readable
from end to end."

—

Standard.

SECOND EDITION OF

THE MERCHANT of KILLOGUE. By
F. M. ALLEN. Ga. \_Just ready.

" Every character in the book is put down in words so

subtle and strong that for yourself you know the peo|)le.

There is nothing of the new woman in it, and not a line

concerning the analyses of soul and body. It is just a
picture of Irish life which might have been written in

shorthand as it happened, and written out afterwards in

longhand, so clear and sharp and vital is it. It is an
exciting story, with a thrilling winding up."— FaJiifj/ Fair.

12, YORK STREET, OOVENT GARDEN,
LONDON.
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BllZLlT'B PWXCl HlIXET IHS Navioatoe, by E.

PCKCtlL • • 2*
Daviis'k Tai PtLOdU ow tH» Iirixm, by Gimitt
KiaaiK ,,„„•

BiiKM's FoBTT Yb*m AT THE PosT Ornci, by W. p.

COOITXET »•
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Selected Kukeiox Booes 257

COBBEEFOirDEXCB—
/>r. Smil't'a L'lt of Joalah WedjwMl, by Charles T.

Gatty ; Monmoutkiana, by C. v.. Doble ; The Mirror
ami Shiniohm, by Prof. A. H. Cbnrcli . . • 257

ApfOIXTMEHTS FOB Nf.XT WeEE 250

Pbof. Hivi't's "Sacked Books of tbe Oi.o Tebta-
Mt.ii" 259

CoKKEBPONDEirCE—
Tlu Ardink Lunar Xodlac, by Robert Bro^vn, Jun. . 259

SciEKCE Notes 269
l*niLoi.oGY Notes 260
Rkpokt.^ of Societies 260
LErrER FBOM Egtft, by Pjrof. Sayce , . • . 261
COKBEIiPOKDEIfCE—

t'rof. It. Stnnrt Poole in Amtrico, by the R«Y. Dr. W. C.
Winslow 201

Notes ox Abt and ABcnAEotoOY .... 262
•' The Notobioos Mrs, EuiisurrH/' by W. Daveitpobt
Adaus 262

Stage Notes 263
Receki Coiccebts, by J. 8. SnEDLOCE . . . .233

TYPE-WRITING.
AUTHOES, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
•i^ Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
typowrittcu by Ratnk St Co., Efliiigliam House. Aruudel Street,
HtrHud, W.C. Private room for dictation. Jligheet refercnct*.
TnuKlationa.

TYPEWRITING and LITERARY
AGENCY,

n, GT. RUSSELL STREET.
IIionECT References.

WANTED, TYPE-WRITING by a
LADY.—MSS. and any other Matter. Terms : 2)d. a Sheet, or

Is. per 1,000 wonls.—Miss L Ku iiolsos, 13. Lloyd Stiuare, W.C.

s CIENCE MISTRES 8.—Several
SCIEXCK MI.STKF.SaES WANTED f..ir Pul.lic High School.

Goo<l l>egrp<--8 or e'luivalcut, and experience in teaching. Sahiry
b«!tinniDxat £ioo t«t£i3o, non-resideat~Mis8 Locta.t Bbol'gu, Central
Registry for TeacherB, 25, Craven Street, Charing Cross.

A LADY, experienced in all forms of
pecret.iriaiwark.aud offering the highest references DESIRES

EMl'LUVMENT as tKcreUiry, Amanuensis, or Reader —Address Mrs.
N., Academy Office, 27. Chancery Lane.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PURCHASE
—Viz., PAINTINGS m OIL, by Raelmm. Constable, Crome,

Cotman, Buniniiton, Reynolds, Cainsborouxh, Romncy, Honpiier,
Beechey. Opie, Lawrence, Moriand, Chamljcrs AVheatley, Starii, and
Vincent.— Apply to Slessrs. Dowdkswkll, 160, New Bond Street.

T"~0
INYALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all parts, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS^ giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list

Includes pnvate asylums, &c. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. G. B. Stocreb, 8, I^ancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. " A Medium of

Communication between Authors, Editors, and Publishers." Advises
upon, rerises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by appointment only.
—Adurt'M the StcRKTARv^a, Victoria-street, AV'estmlnsler.

P^
RINTING and PUBLISHINGT— To
AUTHORS.—Special attention given to the a(>ovc. Estimates

free. Accounts vcriflei by Chartere<l Accountant.-Address Manager,
Bozburghe Press, :t, Victoria-street. Westminster.

OOKS—PORTRAITS —CATALOGUE
of lU-(ter-Cla«s SECOND-HAND BOOKS and EN3RAVED

BRITISH POltTKAITS free to CoMcctorB.
Specialities : Anierieiina— Autif(Uarian — Australiaiia- Dramatic-

Early I'rint«i— Fintt Etlitions of Ancient and Mo<lem Writers, Cruik-
•hank, I>eech, Kowlandwjn, Bewick, &c.—Best Library Editions and
Handsomely-Bound Books.
IIaoos Bros., Bookfellcrs, IW, Church Street, Paddington, Landon, W

B

ToLITERARY MEN.—G. S.CUERYER,
Llttrarr Afciit, UNDERTAKES ALL BRANCHES „l

LITERARY UUSINESS. KitoiinCM lo \uthori and Editors. Tviic-
writiag, iDdexini;. aud Reaearcti.—Addrew 4, CoptUall Buildings. e!c.

OYAL SOCIETY of PAINTER-
ETCIIER-I.-The ANNUAL E.XIIIBiTION of llio BocMv is

NOW OI'KN at the BOCIKTY'H UALLEltY. No. 5», I' AT.T. JULL
EA.ST, from 10 till 8.—A. Stewart, Secretary.

THRoirrANDioirGH
.Sorcnc^a aiul dryness, tieklinc: and irritation, inducing

congh and atTectiug tho %'oico. For those symptoms use

BPPS'S GLYOERINE JTTJUBE8.
In contact with the p'^'ids at the moment they are excited
by the act o£ sncking, tho Rlyceriae in these agreeable con-
fections becomes actively healing.

Bold only in 1. ixes, 7Jd., and tins. Is. IJd., Labelled !

J.\IIES BPFS& CO., Ltd., Uomoeopathic Chomistg.Loxsox.

THEATRES.

AVENUE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, DANDY DICK WHITTINGTON.

Ueasrg. John P. Sheridan, Rol«rt Patoman, Henry Wright,
Roland Ounningham, F. VauKhan, A. J. Evelyn, H. M.
Wcnman ; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whaeford, Mande Fisher, Ellen Ooss, Bertha Meyers, and
Miss May Yoh^.

COMEDY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, SOWING THE WIND. Mr.

Brandon Thomas, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. H. B. IrvinR, Mr.
Sydney Brough, Mr. C. W. Garthomo, Mr. Will Dennis,
Mr. Chandler, Mr. J. Byron ; Miss Kate rhillips. Miss Alice
Kiugsley, Mrs. E. 11. Brooke, and Miss Evelyn UilUurd.
At 8, A BREEZY MORNING.

DALY'S THEATRE
THI3 EVENING, at 8.15, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Meedanies Marie Tempest, Letty Lind, Leonora Braham,
Marie Stndholmo, Nina Cadiz, Hetty Ilamer, Sybil Grey,
Louie Pounds, Kate Cannon, .\liee Davis, Nellie Gregory,
Kate Adams, Lettice Fairfax, and Lottie Venne ; Messrs.
C. Hayden Coffin, Eric Lewis, Yorko Stephens, W. Blake*
ley, Lawriince D'Orsay, Maurice Farkoa, Furren Soatar,
E. M. Kobson, Gilljert Porioous, Conway Dixon.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Mesfrs.

Seymuor Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,

Colin Coop, Cairns James, George Mudie, Robert Naiub3*,
Willie Wante,and Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Seymour,
Maria Davis, Kate Cutler, L. Belmore, A. Astor, M. Uoppe,
T. Sinden, and Marie Halton.

GARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Les.see and Manager.

At 8, THE NOTORIOUS MKS. EBBSMITH, by A. W-
Pirero. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes Robertson ; Miss Cal-
houn, Miss Jeffreys, and Mrs. Patrick Campbell.

GLOBE THEATRE.
Lessee, W. S. Penley.

CHARLEY'S AUNT. By Brandon Thomas.
EVKIIY KVK>^ING, at 9. Preceded, at 8, by THE

JOURNEY'S END.
Matin(<e every Saturday, at 3.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.

Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, C. H. Brookfleld, Cosmo
Smart, Stanforrl, Dcane, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles

H. Hawtrov ; Mesdames Fanny Brough, Maude Millett,

Florence West, Vane Featherstone, Helen Forsyth, and
Julia Neilson.

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henry Irving.

THIS EVENING, at B, KING ARTHUR. Mr. Irving,
Miss Ellen Terry, Messrs, Forbes RolKsrtson, Cooper, Tyars,
Hague, llollisli, Licy, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valentine,
Belroure, 1 abb ; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell. Hughes.
Milton.

LYRIC THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, HIS EXCELLENCY, ilea-

dames Alice Bamett, Gertrude Aylward, May Cross, and
Nancy Mcintosh; Messrs. Rutland Barrington, Chu*1ee Ken-
ningham, John Le Hay, ArthurPlayfair, Augustas Cramer,
aud George Grossmith.

PRIKCE OP WALES THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.16, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr, Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
Philn, E. Vernon, E. H. Kelly, E. Thome, P. Ro-iborongh,
and W. H. Denny ; Mesdames Aida Jenonre, Kate Cutler,
Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, E. EUerslie, A. Ford,
Ellas Doe, and Kitty Loftns.

PRINCESS'S THEATRE.
Lessto and Manager, Sir Augustas Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL.
Madame Julia Lennox, Miss Marie Elba, Miss Jeanne
Donate, Miss Edith Miller, Miss Marie du hedat. Miss
Jessie Hadleston, and Mr. Charles Copland.

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.46, THE IMPORTANCE OP

BEING EARNEST. Mr. George Alexander, Messrs.
HerlKjrt Waring, Allan Aynesworth, II. H. Vincent, Arthur
Royston, Frank Dyall, F. Kinsey Peile ; Mesdames Hose
Leclercq, Irene Vanbragh, Evelyn Millard, Elliott Page,
Mrs. George Canninge. At 8.20, IN THE SEASON.

strandtheatre]
Mr. E. F. Bradley, Manager.

TO-NIGHT, at 9, a new farcical comedy, entitled A
LOVING LEGACY. By F. W. Sidney. Mr. William H.
Day, Mr. Oswald Yorke, Mr. Mark Kinghorne, Mr. J. A.
Rosier, and Mr. Alfred Maltby ; Miss May Wliitty, Miss
Nancy Noel, Miss Katie Lee, and Miss Lizzie Henderson,
to. Preceded, at 8.10, by SALT TEARS.

TOOLE'S theatre.
THIS EVENING, at 8.«, THOROUGHBRED. Messrs.

John Billington, Henry Westland, Georirc Shelton, C M.
Lowno, E. A. Coventry, Fitzroy Morgan, F. Arlton ; Misses
Henrietta Watson, F. Fordyoe, Cora Poole, Eliza Johnstone.
At 8, THE SECRET.

Now Eeadt, large crown 8vo, nearly 800 pages, cloth, 6s., post free.

HISTORY OF THE FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND.
FROM THE KEFORMATION TO 1851.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.
With a Continuation to 1891, by CHAS. S. MIALL.

THE LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW.- "It la essential that Dissenters and Methodist Churchmen should know
why they stand apart from the National Establishment, and this knowledge can only come through the study of the

ecclesiastical history of the last SOO years. . . . VVe ought to be specially grateful to Mr. Skeats and Mr. Miall lor the

light which tliey have shed upon the experiences of the Nonconformists of England."

TIME.S.—" As a complete exposition of the history of Dissent, from the Nonconformist point of view, it Is no doabt

certain to retain its repuution."

London: ALEXANDER k SHEPHEARD, 21 and 22, Furnival Street, E.C.

LONSDALE PRINTINa WORKS,
LONSDALE BUILDINGS, 27, CHANCERY LANE.

ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD.
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES,
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS,

And all General and Commercial Work.

Every description of Printing—large or small.

Pi-intera of THE ACADEMY Newspaper.

Authors advised with as to Printing and Publishing.

Estimates and all information furnished.
Contracts entered into.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, CHAPS, AND

CHILBLAINS.

An cfHcaciouB, Bemitary, harmloes cream, la. IJd.

ESTABLISHED 18S1.BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chsncery Lane, London

TWO-AND-AHALFperCENT. INTEREST allowed onDEPOSITS
repaykhle on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimnm

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPAKTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives sroalliumso

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURt'HASE A HOUSE

FOR TffO U1NEA 8 PER MOSTU .

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roR Ely BBiLLincs per mo.htu.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK. «ith full partlcnlar;, po«t fl«

FRAN(;I8 RAVEN8CROFT. M«n««pr.

BRAND'S
MEAT

JUICE.
'

' This 18 a powerful, nouriehing, and stimulating

fluid obtained from prime beef."
Lancel, Jan. 7, 1893.

Full Price Lists of Invalid Preparations free

on application to

BRAND & CO., MAYFAIR, LONDON, W.
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UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW.
CHAIR OF LOGIC.

The University Court of the University of Glasgow will,

in the month of May or at some subsequent date, proceed

to APPOINT a PROFESSOR to occupy the above Chair in

this University, now vacant. The Professor will be re-

quired to enter on hia duties from 1st October next, from

which date tbe appointment will take effect.

The normal salary of the Chair is fixed by Ordinance at

£800. The Chair has an official residence attached to it.

The appointment is made ad vilam nut culpayn, and carries

with it the right to a pension on conditions prescribed by
Ordinance.

Each applicant should lodge with the undersigned,

who will furnish any further information desired, twenty
copies of his application and twenty copies of any
testimonials he may de?ire to submit, on or before

Wednesday, Ut May, 1895.

ALAN E. CLAPPERTON,
Secretary of the Glasgow University Court,

91, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

IJNIVEKSITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL
FRENCH LECTURESHIP.

Salahv, £400 A Year.
APPLICATIONS are inTited for the poet of FRENCH LECTURER

at UDivereitj' College, Liverpool, to be forwarded, with testimonials,
to the College Registrar, not later tlian April 27. The Lecturer will be
required to commence his duties on the Ist of October.
The appointment is (or five years.
For ail particulars, apply to the Rcoistbar.

MUDIE'S
SE EOT

LIBRARY.
T300K8ELLEES,

DOOK EXPORTERS,

"DOOK BINDERS,

AND

T IBRA.EIANS.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
THE ROYAL NAVAL SCHOOL.

TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS (£40 to £201 on
APRIL 8th, 9th, and 10th.—Apply to the Head Master.

CATALOGUES
FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptly sappUed on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on appUoation.

SCLAU t CO., 37, Bono Souake.

CjlNGLTSH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rpHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

lYJ-UDlE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

0^1 BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

SMITH, ELDER & CO.'S
NEW BOOKS.

GENERAL SIR JOHN ADYE'S RECOLLECTIONS.
Ready this day, with Illustrations by the Author,

demy 8vo, 14s. net.

RECOLLECTIONS OF
A MILITARY LIFE.

By General Sir JOHN ADYE, G.C.B., R.A.,
Iiate Governor of Gibraltar.

PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF R. L STEVENSON
NOTICE.—A SECOND EDITION of

"IN STEVENSON'S SAMOA," by
MARIE FBASEB, with Frontispiece,

crown 8to, 2s. 6d., will be ready immediately.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

W I L L I A M S^ & NO R G A T E,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOOUES post /ree on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEION BOOKS£IiI.£B,

«, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Mnseum),

Snppliei all PoEiioir Boois and PKKioDiCiisat the most
moderate prices.

Catalogue on application.

THE NEW REVIEW.
Now EdiM by W. E. HENLEY.

ONK SHILLING MONTHLY.

THE MOST READABLE OF THE MONTHLIES.

Contents, APRIL.

f Of the Man from
1 Cornwall.

E. B. KABBIOT-WATSON
' Z " . . Two Demagognes : a Parallel and a Moral.

OAVID HANNAT . The Manning of the Fleet.— I.

3. H. UIIiLAB .
'

^ The Literature of the Kailyard.

0. F. KEART . India : Impresaions.—XH.-XIV.

AZiBZANDBB 800TT . The Complete Lover : 1557.

A SWEDISH M.P. . . The Case for Sweden.

*. E, BBOWN . . Sir Philip Sidney : a Canserio.

CHABLE8 WHIBLEY . The True Degenerate.

SIB HEEBERT STEPHBV, t Appeal in Criminal
Bart

. . \ c'ases.

. A Gallery of Athletes.

The Time Machine.—IX.-XI.

The Autotype Company, London,
Renowned for the excellence of its proces? of hig^h-class

BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Adopted by the Trustees of the British Musoam, the
Learned Societies, and the leading Publishers. For
specimens, prices, &c., apply to the Manager,

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The Autotype process adapted to Phofcographie Engraving

on copper. Copies of Paintings by F. Brangwyn, H. Draper,
K. Douglas} Holman Hunt, F. Roe, Herbert Schmalz, Haigh
Wood, &c. ; of Portraits by Sir John MiUais, R.A. ; Hon.
Jno. Collier; Sir Geo. Reid, P.R.S.A. ; Holl, R.A. ; Oulese,
RA. ; Pettie, R.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto*
Gravure Reproductions of Photographs from Art Objects
and from Nature can be seen at the Autotype G allery.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebi-ated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Lovivre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including
H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art,
Send for the new Pamphlet, "AUTOTYPK: a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 186 pp.,
free, per post, for Sixpence.

NEW VOLUME OF

"THE DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY."
On March 26th, ISs. net, in cloth ; or in half-morocco,

marbled edges, 20s. net.

VOL. XLII. (O'DUINN—OWEN) OF THE

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

•»• Vol. I. was published on January 1st, 1885, and a furthev
voluvie will he issued quarterly until the completion of the work.

Note.—A Full Prospectus of " The Dictionary of National
Biography," with Specimen Pages, may be had upon
application.

NEW STORY BY HENRY SETON MERRIMAN.
On MARCH 26th (Sixpence) New Series, No. 142.

The CORNHILL MAGAZINE for APRIL,
containing; " The SOWERS," by Hekry Setoit Mereimas-,
Chans. X.-XIL—" CIRCUIT NOTES "—" 8LIGACHAN
and the COOLINS "—" DADDY LONGLEGS and his
JOANNA"—"CHARACTER NOTE: MY LORD"—
"NORMAN BLOOD or OTHERWISE" — " DOCTOR
BUSBY "-and "A FATAL RESERVATION," by H. O.
Prowse, Book v., Chaps. III.-V.

London : Smfth, Elder & Co., 15, Waterloo Place.

BY DE. CAMPBELL BLACK,
Professor ot Physiology in Anderson's College Medical School.

THE URINE in HEA.LTH and DISEASE and
UEINAKY ANALYSIS. Price 7s. 6d. Profusely illustrated.

London Bailli^re, Tindall & Coz.

The FUNCTIONAL DISEASES of the URINARY
and REPRODtrcTIVE ORGANS (in both Sexes). Price 5».

LECTURES on BRIGHT'S DISEASE. Price
28. M.

Ijondon : J. & A Churchill, Xew BurUngton-street.

A FI
-Ci- By

Bart

E. B. OSBOBN
H. O. WELLS

VU.
LoiTDOJf

:

HEINEMANN, 21, Bidtobs 8t«»ki, W.C.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

IX/TESSES. J. C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
iT-L ABT BEPBOSXJOEBS,

14, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Ar« the BoIe representatlTes iu Great Britain of

HERR IIANFSTAENOL. of Miinlob,
the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVORE, now patronised by the
leadint; London Art i'ubli'ihiug Firms. A large Collection of Im-
l>ortant IMatcs always on vit;w.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMSrOND & CO. supply the clieapest and best Prooessefl
in the market, wbich are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Anti'luariaDs, Archaeologists, and those engaged in theinrestigatiou
and publication of I'arochi.il and Diocesan Records.

J. C. DRUMSIOND i CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Art, Original JISS,, Designs,
Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Vievjs, Booh Illustrations,

ArtisticAdvertisements, Catalogues, ikc.,<i;c.,atamoderatecc8t

Specimens and prlee list on Application.

Offices: 14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON
J

Crown 8vo, with 40 Woodcuts, price 3s. (kl.

FEW CHAPTERS in ASTEONOMY.
CLAUDIUS KENNEDY, SI.A.

This gives some ingenious and intelligible explanations of rariouS
well-known phenomena, which are not treated of fully in the usual
text-books."—O&servator]/.
"The idea of this Dook is a very good one....On the whole, this little

work will be found of great assistance to students of mathematical
astronomy, and we can strongly recommend it to their attention."

Philosophical Magazine.

Taylor Jfc Fhascis, Red Lion Court,J'lect Street, London.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.O., desire to call the

at ention of the READING PUBLIC to the excellent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most

fiTourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATALOGUES sent on application.

G?

IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPEE8, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Ac.-KINO. SELL 4 RAILTON, Limited, high-class PElntera

and Publishers, 12. (iough Square, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street. E.C.,

have specially-built Rotary and other fust Machines for printing
and binding illuMtrated or other Publications.^

Advice and aseistance given to anyone wishing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offlces, free. Advertisliig

and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 2759. Telegraph, "Africanism, London."

NEW WORK BY DR. MACLAREN, D.D.

Crown 8vo, clotii boards, price 68., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Rev. ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D,

*' Very frank in tone, and modem in application."

^^^^^ Bookman t

London: Alexaijdbe & Shuphbabd, Farnival Street, E.O
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AT ALL BOOKSELLERS AND RAILWAY
BOOKSTALLS.

Bentley's Favourite Novels.

Each work can be had separately, price Gs.,

of all Booksellers in town or country.

By Rosa N. Carey.—^<ut7 Zyndhunt.
XoHie*B Memories.—Barbara Heathcote's Trial.

—

Hcriot'a Choice.—Mary St. John.—Not Like Other
GirlR.—Only the Governess.—Qaeenie's Whim.—Robert
Ord's Atonement.—Uncle Max.—Wee Wifle,—Wooed
antl Married.—For Liliaa.

—

Lovtr or Friend f

By Rhoda Brousi^ton.—Ms.BUgh,
—Cometh Up as a Flower.—Good-bye, Sweetheart!—
Joan.—Nancy.—Not Wisely, bat Too Well.—Red as a
Rose is She.—Second Thonghts.—Belinda.—Alas!—
"Dr. Clipid."

—

A Beginner.

By Marie Corelli.—A Bomance of
Two Worlds.—Thelma.—Ardath.—Vendetta !—Worm-
wood.—We Soul o/LiliUt.

By Maarten Maartens. — Th^
Orraitr Glori/.—Tho Sin of Joost Avelingb.—An Old
Maid's Love.—*' 'iod's FooL"

By Jessie Fothergili.—From Moor
/sto.—The " First Violin."—Aldyth.—Probation.—Bor-
derland.—Kith and Kin.

By iVIary Choimondeley.—i>«Vina
Tempest.—Sir Charles Danvfrs.

READY ON 26M.

THE GRASSHOPPERS.
BT

MRS. ANDREW DEAN,

Author of "Isaac EUot's Money," "A Splendid

Ooudn," "Mrs. Pinch-Braseey,"

" Leaser's Daughter," &c.

Grown 8to, buckram, price 63.

L. REEVE & CO.'S
NEW WORKS.

By Anthony Troliope.-
Clerks.

-The Three

By iVIary Llnskiii.—Between the
Heather and the Northern Soa.—The Haven nnder the
HiU.—In Exchange for a Seal.—Clavedon.—IVifM of the
Korih Ridinj,

By W. E. Norris.—A Bachelor's
Blunder.—Major and Minor.—Miss Shafto.—The RoRue.

By iVIrs.
Anne.

W. K. Ciifford.—^Mn<

By Heien iViathers.—Coming Thro'
the Rye.

By Florence iVIontsomery.—
Misunderstood.—Thrown Together.—Seaforth.

By J. Sheridan Le Fanu.—Uncle
Silas.-In a Glass Darkly.—The House by the Church-
yard.

By IVIrs. Annie Edwardes.—
Ought We to Visit Her?—Leah: aWoman of Fashion.—
A Girton Girl.—Susan Fielding.

By Hawiey Smart.—Breezie Lang-
ton.

By Mrs. Alexander—The Wooing
o't.—Ucr Dearest Foe.—Which Shall it Be?

By Marcus Clarke.—For the Term
of Hia Natural Life.

NOW HEADY.

Vol. I. or a NEW EDITION of

THE INGENIOUS GENTLEMAN

DON QUIXOTE OF LA
MANCHA.

BY

MIGUEL DE CERVANTES
SAAVEDRA.

Done into English, with Notes Original and
Selected,

By HENRY EDWABD WATTS.
To BE Completed in Fovr Mosthlt Volumes

Large crown 870, cloth, pric} 69. each.

NOW HEADY.

SONGS OF THE SEA

LAYS OF THE LAND.

Now ready. Part TIT.* to be completed inTenParli, royal 4U>, each with
S beautifully Coloured Plaui, price to Bubseriben for the com-
f>let« work ouly, 10s. 6d. n«t, or £4 14*. 8d. (or the complete wotk
( paid fu udvaDoe,

FOREIGN FINCHES IN CAPTIVITY.
HV

ARTHCB G. BUTLER, Ph.D., F.L S., F.Z S., F E 8.

The whole will form a large and handsome volume of between MO
and 4U0 pages, with 60 IMates, beautifully colourod by hand.

Now ready. Vol. II., 121.; Large Edition, with 46 Coloured 1'liite.i, ftSs.

THE LEPIDOPTEBA of the BBITI8H
ISLANDS. Br CMAULI':8 0. BARKETT, F E.8. Vol. I.

(ItllOI>AU>('KRA).l-Js. L-irge Edition. with4(iOoIoun!dPhite«,S3a.
(Publishing in Sloothly Parts, Ss. each.)

Now rt-ady. Part XX.. with 8 Colourwl PlaU-s, 158.

LEPIDOPTEBA INDIOA. By F. Moore,
¥.7.S., F.E.8. Vol. I., with lu Lk)loured Plates, jCU St., cloth;
£9 15s.. half-morocco. ParU XIIL-XIX., JSs. each. Prosrectos
on application,

Now ready. Part V1T., with 4 Coloured Plates, 5«.

THE HYMENOPTEBA ACULEATA of
the BRITISH ISi,A.M)H. Itv KDWARI) SAUNDERS, F.L.8.
Parta I. to A']., with 1 Coloured I'laU's, 63. each.

Now ready, Part II., with 4 Coloured Plates, )«.

THE HEOflPTEBA HOMOPTEBA of the
BRITISH ISLANDS. By JAMES EDWARDS. F.E.S. To be
publiKhc*! in Eight Ports, with Coloarc-d Plates. I^rocjtectus aad
Form for Subscrfbers may be liad on application.

THE HEMIPTEBA HETEBOPTEBA of
the BKITrSH ISLANDS. Ry EDWAIID S.MNDERS. P.L.8.
Compk-t*> in 1 volmnc Small Editi'ni, with a Structural Plat<',

14s. Lirgc Edition, with ai Coloured Plates, 4S3.

THE COLEOFTEBA of the BBITISH
ISLANDS. By the Rer. Canon POWLEB, M.A., P.L.8. Com-
plete in 5 vols. Large Edition, witli 180 Coloured Plates, £14.
Small EiUtion, with 2 Structural Plates, ti.

CATAIiOOUE ofBBITISH COL.EOPTEBA.
DyD, SHARP, M.A.,r.R.8., and Rev. Canon FOWLER, M.A..
P.L.S. Price Is. tki. ; or printed on one side only, for labels, 28. 6d.

THE BXTITEBFLIES of EXTBOPE. De-
Bcril.eJ and I'igured by H. C. LANO. M.D., P.L.S. With 83
Coloured Pliitcs, containing upwards of S'X) Figures, a vols.,£a 18s.

Now ready, Part XX., 78. 6d. ; also Vol. VI., 3*.

FLOBA of BBITISH INDIA. By Sir
J. D. HOOKER, K.C.S.I.. C.B, P.E.8., *c., assisted bv varinns
Botanists. Parts I. to XIII., 10s. 6d. each : XIV. to Xl.X., Os.

each. Vols. 1. to IV., cloth, 32s. each ; Vol. V'.. 38e.

THE PHYSIOLOaY of the INVEBTE-
BRATA. Bv A. I). ORIPPITHS, Ph.D., P.R.8. (Edin.l, F.C.S.

Demy 8vo, with Ml Illustrxtions, 15s. net.

BBITISH FXTNGOLOGY. By the Bev.
M. J. BERKELEY. M.A. . p. L.8. Reissue. With a Supplement
of nearly 4(ki pages by WoRTUINtiTON O. 8MITU, P.L.S.
•2 vols., 21 Coloured Plates, 3!l8.

BBITISH F0KOI, PH7C0MT0ETES and
USTILAGINE.B. By GEORGE MABSEE. 8 Plates. "». ml.

HANDBOOK of the BBITISH FLOBA.
By G. BENTllAM, F.R.S. Sixth Edition. Revised by Sir J. D.
HOOKER, C.E., K.C.S.I., P.B.S. Ids. Od.

IlilstrSTBATIONS of the BBITISH
FLORA. Drawn by W. H. FiUh. F.L.8., and W. O. Smith, F.L.8.

J ,315 AVood Engravings. Third Edition, los. 6d.

By Lady G.
strange Not to be True.

Fullerton. Too

By Mrs. Notley.—Olive Varcoe.

By Mrs, Riddel I.—George Geith of
Fen Coort.—Berna Boyle.

By Baroness Tautphoeus.—The
Initials.—Qoit-s 1

By Mrs. Augfustus Craven.—
A Sister's Story.

By E. Werner.—Fickle Fortune.—
Success: nnd Hour He Won It.

By Jane Austen.—Emma.—Lady
Susan nnd tlie Watsons. - Mansfield Park.— Northanger
Abbey and Persuasion.—Prido and Prejudice.-Sense
and Sensibility.

*,• Kovtla whose titles are in italicti have &«n lateli/ added to

theseriei.

CHARLES GODFREY LELA.ND

(A.uthor of " The Breitmann Ballads ").

With cover specially designed by the Author.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, price 63.

NOW HEADY.

A HISTORY OF
SLAVERY AND

SERFDOM.

British Insects. By E F. Stavelet. 16
Coloured Plates, 1 45.

British Beetles. ByE. 0. Rye New Edition,
Revised and in Part Rewritten by the Rev. Ciuon FOWLER,
M.A , F.L.S. 16 Coloured Plates, los. 6d.
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LITERATURE.
" Hkeoes of the Nations."—Prince Henry

the Navigator, the Hero of Portugal and

of Modern Discovery. With an Account

of Geographical Progress throughout the

Middle Ages as the Preparation for his

Work. By C. E. Beazley. (Putnam.)

To express our disappointment is to compli-

ment the author at the expense of his book.

Opened with the liveliest hopes, it was read

with growing exasperation and closed with

a mournful sigh. At the £rst blush, nothing

could promise better. At last we should

learn something to the purpose about
Henry : a young and enthiisiastic researcher

would no doubt ferret out and piece together

enough details for a genuine life of the

navigator ; nor would it be a waste of time
once more to review the old story of

mediaeval exploration, presented in a new
light and in lively colours. The error was
our own ; the fault is not Mr. Beazley's.

In truth, there is nothing new to say
about Henry : the very little there ever

was to say has been said long ago,

and has been made the very most of by
Wappaus, de Weer, and, in English, by
Major, whose Life of the Navigator is per-

haps all we need. No scrap of obscure

evidence is likely to have escaped the

vigilance of Herculano and his followers in

their researches into the national history

;

yet Henry still remains a shadowy, in-

tangible figure, however picturesque and
impressive. Charged with the task of

writing a new Life, what could Mr. Beazley
do but fall back on the previous Lives,

amplify by quotations from Azurara, and
then—pad ? Even so, that was not enough
for a volume. A separate subject, there-

fore, has been chosen to swell the work by
more than a third. This was a sad mistake.
The whole volume might very well have
been devoted to a popular history of geo-
graphical research, theoretical and practical,

from ancient times down to about 1600,
with an appendix summarising the subse-
quent developments. Why stop short with
Henry? And if you do, why prefix this

geographico-historical treatise to his Life ?

It is all very well to call it "the Prepara-
tion for his Work." You can snap the
thread of history pretty much where you
like and persuade yourself—and others too,
if you are persuasive enough—that all that
precedes was a preparation for some par-
ticular hero or event. These heroical half-
way houses are usually fallacious. Granted
that Henry was something of a half-way
house in that he was, so far as we
know—but do not let us be too sure
—the first rich old bachelor who made

exploration his hobby, and did much to

bring it up to the level of Eenaissance

enlightenment and activity which was being

reached in other departments. But how can

we forget that by no means aU, in fact only

a few, of the previous threads of research

are drawn together in him ; that in the story

of some branches of discovery he has no
place at all ; and that the most conspicuous,

the most aggressively glaring feature of his

work is that it was itself purely a " prepara-

tion " for that of da Gama, of Columbus, of

Albuquerque ? Mr. Beazley is much too

clearsighted to be blind to this inconsistency,

and in his preliminary chapters is always
fidgeting about it. As he wanders with

the early pilgrims in Egypt and Asia, as

he explores the White Sea and Labrador
with the Vikings, he thinks himself bound
every now and then to hark back to Henry
with some rhetorical reference to " the

preparation." These remarks were better

away : they do not convince, and only point

to a literary conscience ill at ease.

Deferring our strictures on the main
defect of the book, which is its deplorable

style, we note with pleasure the signs of

sound craftsmanship in its externals and
adjuncts, the clear, businesslike preface with

its lists of authorities for each chapter, and
the full notes on the old maps given as

illustrations. The series was well chosen,

and the reproductions are perhaps better

than nothing, though in every case but
the fourteenth century Portolano from
Nordenskjold, most unsatisfactory. It is

useless to reduce by photographic process

to a few square inches a great mappe-

monde, whose faint coast outlines are

brought out in gold and colours, and
which is studded with miniature draw-
ings and long inscriptions in scrolls and
tablets. In the reproductions before us
nothing but a few of the large uncial names
of countries, &c., can be made out, even
with the help of a lens. Fra Mauro's
celebrated map of 1457 becomes, indeed, a
mere smudge, totally unintelligible : indeed,

it looks like a slab of veined, reticulated,

and clouded marble. The alternative of

larger folded maps was, no doubt, as bad
as these small ones. We may, perhaps,
remark that a bright popular sketch of

mediaeval geographical science from Mr.
Beazley's hand, illustrated by a quarto
atlas, containing unreduced facsimiles of

portions and sections of these quaint old

maps, would probably appeal to a wide
circle of general readers.

The author has taken a good deal of pains
over his facts in the preliminary essay. They
might have been further amplified had he
not, while obviously aiming at brevity, so
frequently yielded to a tendency to repetition

and rhetorical padding. With his general
views we agree : some of his reflections

appear highly pertinent and suggestive.
One omission we may mention, because he
may find it worth working out. Possibly
it has not yet attracted much notice. We
allude to the effect of the migrations
of the barbarians from the third to

the sixth century upon the geographical
knowledge—or perhaps we should say,

traditions and instincts—of Europe. Trace
on the map the route of the Gotha from

Denmark to south-west Eussia and back-
ward to Spain, of theVandals from the Baltic

to Africa, of the Saracens from Syria and
Persia along Africa to the heart of France
—must there not have lingered among these

nations geographical conceptions far wider
and more accurate than those of the average
British farmer of the last century? The
geographic and topographic gift is highly
hereditary. In the Far East, indeed, we
find the ignorance of maps tends to make
geography a professional art : the wander-
ing dervish or merchant, with his vast
knowledge of routes, has somehow in his

mind's eye a more or less accurate map of

Asia. Franghistan of course does not
concern him. Without attempting here to

labour the point, we may suggest that the
maps of the monks and artists of the early

middle ages represent a geographical
decadence : mere armchair travellers, they
supply by invention the loss of forgotten
tradition.

Mr. Beazley's sneers at the impertinent
cosmogony of Cosmas Indicoplenstes are not
quite to our taste ; on the other hand we
cannot go all the way with him in his

defence of the early Christian pilgrims. To
us they seem not only stupidly, culpably
unobservant and credulous, but too often

consciously mendacious. Willibald may
fairly have believed that the Sicilians were
accustomed to instantly stop the eruptions of

Etna by holding up St. Agatha's veil—for he
had not seen it tried ; but when Bishop

'

Arculf and others pretend that they
inspected the " lofty column " at Jerusalem
which cast no shadow at noon, it is obvious,

either that the sun was hidden by a lofty

building on the south, or that Arculf did
see the shadow but thought it a pity to

mention it. To aim at propping up the
truth by lies is of all blasphemies surely

the most presumptuous.
In his sketch of the life and work of

Henry, our author mainly relies upon
Azurara's Conquest of Ceuta and his Dis-

covery and Conquest of Guinea. From the
latter, as from the narratives of Cadamosto
and Diego Gomez, he gives long, and it

must be owned, somewhat tedious passages.

There is nothing wonderful, nothing even
interesting, in the story of Portuguese pro-

gress along the West African coast until

they got to the Cape thirty years after

Henry's death. The narratives are con- •

fused, trivial, and unpicturesque. The
heroes of discovery are not heroes at all,

in spite of Azurara's courtly way of putting

things. It took them many years and many
expeditions to get past Cape Bojador ; and
many fine lies they came back with to their

Prince about this and other trivial head-

lands, which they pretended stretched out

hundreds of miles, guarded by whirlpools

and other horrors. The fact is, most of

them were too lazy and too cowardly to

venture far, and, having invented the slave

trade, preferred to catch their black ivory

and hurry home. A bad business it was,

and Henry was at the bottom of it all, long

before Hawkins, though Burton somewhere

says with one of his whimsical turns, that

Sir John's "name still smells sweet and
blossoms from the dust along the Guinea

coast as the Father of the slave trade."
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Vain for Mr. Beazley to contrast thia

Portuguese villainy witk " the full-blooded

atrocity of the West Indian planters,"

whatever that may mean ! The latter was
at least free from cant. From the very first

the Prince's men began by treacherously

entrapping the natives, murdering the

strong and stealing the weak. From the

first they sold them in open market,

brutally severing husband and wife, mother
and babe. The pretence that it was done
to save their souLs, so far as it was more
than a hypocritical blind, is of a piece with
the arrogant ignorance, the cheap insolence,

the unchristian brutality of Henry and the

rest of the heroes. It is almost time we
began to call things by their right names.

The Navigator and his cousin, the Henry
of Agincourt, are dazzling figures, no doubt

:

perhaps no worse than their age—but they

ought to have been better, for they were
both clever men. If their consciences belied

their ambitions, their speeches, their actions,

they were black hypocrites ; if their con-

sciences were quite easy, they were morally
downright monsters. Yes, it is all of a
piece. The sweeping denunciation of '

' foul

Mahomet "—how much did Henry know, I

wonder, about the Prophet and his teach-

ing ?—the repudiation of every tie of

common humanity ; the " burning zeal to

spread the Faith "— but only in lands

where gold and ivory, black and white, was
plentiful; the stupid, callous, ignoring of

the rights of conscience outside the Church
;

the lust of conquest further degraded by
the greed of profit—were these, then, the
Christian graces ? If the Henrys, the very
pink and flower and final consummation of

Catholic chivalry, strong in their superb
conceit, had no misgivings, no twinges of

conscience, no embarrassing suspicions of the

truth, then was Christianity but a sorry

business. But not so. Those clear-headed
men saw— they must have seen— these

hideous inconsistencies ; theirs were not the
dark ages ; a child, a fool must have seen
them. The Henrys were some of them
cynical sceptics, most of them mouthing
hypocrites, though, after all, the prevalent
hypocrisy of the age, against which the
Beformation and Puritanism were reactions,

was of an easy-going, conventional, skin-

deep description.

Of the Navigator we know only enough
to irritate our curiosity ; of his youth, not a
word. Born in 1394, one of the five brilliant

sons of King John and Philippa, Gaunt's
daughter, he first appears at the disgraceful

attack on Ceuta in 1415. On his return, he
settled down for life at his palace on Cape
St. Vincent, as Grand Master of the Order
of Christ and Governor of the Algarves.
From 1433 to 1441 he returned to political

life, mingling in the intrigues on the deaths
of John and Duarte. Much of the blame
for the wretched Tangiers business rests

upon him. Mr. Beazley ignores the most
dubious episode in his life—namely, his

neutrality in the struggle of 1447-1449,
which amounted to desertion of his brother,

the great Hegent. At Sagres he seems to have
led a quiet, regular, pious life, and to have
made geography, map-making, exploration,
commerce, and money-making his hobbies.
His faithful Azurara gives a short and

fascinating sketch of his character and
occupations (quoted on p. 300), but of

course it may be a flattering panegyric.
Beyond this all is dark. The Navigator
never navigated himself at all ; but he was
alwa3-s sending out ships, with the threefold

objects of commerce, discovery, and mis-
sionary zeal. Which predominated we can-
not tell. Naturally, Mr. Beazley, like

previous biographers, is always exagger-
ating or taking for granted Henry's share
in every enterprise ; but the links of

evidence are usually wanting, even in

the pages of Azarura. So far as existing

evidence goes, Henry's position has been
overestimated. On the other hand, the
reputation he enjoyed in his own day, and
which grew after his death, argues a highly
individual character and a lifework of

marked influence.

Almost every fact of interest or import-
ance in Mr. Beazley's account of Prince
Henry and the African explorations may
be found more tersely, lucidly, and attrac-

tively narrated in two or three chapters of

Prof. Morse Stephens's History of Portugal

(Putnam's "Story of the Nations" series),

where the subsequent course of Portuguese
discovery may also be conveniently studied.

Fortunately little space remains to notice

Mr. Beazley's style, which cannot be wholly
the effect of hurry. The defects are serious,

though so hard to particularise. It is many
years since I met with a book where the

meaning is so hard to follow. Let me take
a passage at random.

"Lastly, the partial activity of commerce and
religion made universal and ' political ' by the
leading Western race—for itself only—is taken
up by all Christendom in the Crusades, bor-
rowed in idea from Spain, but borrowed with
the spirit of the Norse rovers, and made
universal for the Latin world, for the whole
federation of Rome."

What does this mean ? The context does
not help us. Why is " political " in in-

verted commas ? Mr. Beazley frames long
sentences, made up of dependent clauses

and parentheses, amid which the main
clause, the precise point which he wants to

make, is utterly lost. Thus we cannot
identify the actual steps in his argument.
Then, further, the conjunctions which should
link these long sentences together are so

oddly used, that it is often impossible to

guess at the logical sequence of ideas and
argument. This is most apparent in the

earlier chapters. The modicum of fresh

information proved a poor compensation for

the fatigue of gleaning it. Not only has
the book confused my ideas, but I fear left

its contagion, which may likely enough be
traceable in the lines I am now penning.
After two evenings spent in reading and
re-reading, going back again and again in

search of lost threads, I began to fear

cerebral influenza, or " invincible ignor-

ance " on my own part, so as a test I took
up and read right through the debate on
Bi-metallism. To my relief I found Mr.
Everett's thaumaturgic currency quite an
open secret, and was able to follow Mr.
Chaplin in his juggling with the rupees
without once losing sight of the pea under
the wrong thimble. But, alas ! on returning
to the pages of the Navigator, it was as it

were the three- card trick. After that,

perhaps, Mr. Beazley will good-naturedly
allow that his style hardly does him justice.

E. PuaCELL.

The Pilgrim of the Infinite. By William
Davies. (Macmillans.)

A FAMOUS divine, himself well versed in

the arts of the pulpit, was accustomed
to say that nothing in preaching was of

80 little importance as the sermon. There
is a deep yet obvious truth underlying
this apparently cynical remark, and one
may apply it to the class of books of

which Mr. Davies has furnished us with
the latest specimen. From the days of

Marcus Aurelius to those of Mr. Walter
Pater, the world has been honoured by the
help of a small but select class of deep and
earnest thinkers who have pondered long
and patiently, in circumstances the most
diverse, upon the various problems presented
by the spiritual side of man. These were,

as one of their own poets has said, " the
children of the Second Birth, whom the

world could not tame." Taking at random
a few of the names that occur as fit

to be placed upon their list, one finds the

most remarkable divergence in the paths
whichcarried them through life, the doctrines

which they held and taught, the fates which
befell them. Marcus Aurelius and the

Bishop of Hippo, Thomas the Little Ham-
mer and " the halting slave who in Nicopolis

Taught Arrian," the Teutonic Knight to

whom we owe the Theologia Oermanica,

Ralph Waldo Emerson with his American
Unitarian training, and Arnold and Pater
from Oxford, are thinkers whose greatest

common denominator can only be found in

terms of humanity itself. And the aphorism
about preaching that has already beenquoted
is aptly illustrated by the fact that so remark-
able a unity of feeling pervades the Medita-
tions which the best of the Roman Emperors
jotted upon his tablets after a hard day's
fighting on the outskirts of his realm, the

confessions in which Augustine set out the

marrow of his life, the carefully polished

phrases of an Oxford Don, and the dis-

course now " addressed to advanced re-

ligious thinkers on Christian lines" by Mr.
Davies, at whose position in this world one
has no business to make a guess. Here,
too, the sermon is not of the first import-

ance : it is the spirit that breathes through
and informs the words that is likely to

make The Pilgrim of the Infinite a dear

possession to those who hold with its

author, that we were bom into this world
" to find the invisible Deity within us, and
to assimilate ourselves thereto " ; or, as

Marcus Aurelius prefers to put it, con-

tinually to ask, "About what am I now
employing my soul ?

"

It is, of course, a very high compliment
to pay a modern writer to say, as I venture

to do, that his book deserves to find a place

on the same shelf with Marcus Aurelius,

the Imitatio, and the Theologia Oermanica.

Nor, indeed, do I suppose that it will ever

take the same high place in the religious

literature of the modern world that these

books and their few fellows of high col-

lateral glory have long held. Yet it is uot
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going too far to assert that the qualities

which are to be found in this Pilgrim are

just those which one finds in the forerunners

which I have named, and which seem to me
to be the only qualities that can nowadays
give a religious work a really strong hold

on the thinking world. The day of doctrinal

treatises and controversies about creeds is

over for the present with most of us.

The outer world is no longer interested

in the questions " of providence, fore-

knowledge, will, and fate " that still give

as much occupation to the churches as

they once did to a less reputable company.
The more thoughtful part of modern
society has declined any longer to take
seriously the doctrinal part of religion, as

Erasmus and his friends threw the Scotists

from them four centuries ago ; and in conse-

quence a section of it has undertaken to

solve the problem of what remains of

Christianity. This is apparently what Mr.
Davies has in mind when he declares that

hia book is addressed to those

" who are not, or who do not wish to be,

moved by external presentments, who are free

from every form of religious faction, bigotry,
and exolnaivism, who, though they may be
worshipping in churches, are not restricted by
them, regarding them as a means and not an
end."

As he adds, the time has now come
" for such an appeal to be made, in the awaken-
ing sense that ia everywhere manifest of the
inadequacy of all external and imposed systems
to satisfy the inmost desires of the soul."

This sense, indeed, awakens periodically,

alike in the world and in the soul of every
man who has thinking power enough not
to be content to take his spiritual life on
Sundays from his parson, as he takes his
political opinions on week-days from his

morning paper or his coats from his tailor.

In the individual it is usually its own
exceeding gpreat reward; for it leads him to

learn by personal experiment the truth of
the Boman moralist's saying that

"nowhere, either with more quiet or more
freedom from trouble, does a man retire than
into his own soul, particularly when he has
within him such thoughts that by looking into
them he is immediately in perfect tranquility."

1o the world at large the awakening is

perhaps less excellent ; for it produces a
great deal of unnecessary and even harmful
commotion on the part of worthy people
who are either disturbed by the unusual
phenomena which surround them, or who
desire to show, like Correggio, that " they,

too, are painters."

Of all the deep and momentous ques-
tions that stir men's hearts at these times,
it can hardly be said, that the world has yet
succeeded in answering any one of them to
the general satisfaction. Every-day morality
was pretty well settled long before the
Sermon on the Mount, whatever be the
sanction that men choose to find for its pre-
cepts. But when we go a little deeper than
mere matters of practice, we come speedily
to a great void, which is no nearer being
filled for all the philosophers that have
jumped into it since Empedocles. On the
transcendental questions of life, as to its

meaning, its origin, and its end, we are still

" no forrarder " than Eadwine's Ealdorman

was when he likened man's life to a sparrow
flying through the king's hall

:

" The sparrow flies in at one door and tarries

for a moment in the light and heat of the
hearth-fire, and then, flying forth from the
other, vanishes into the wintry darkness
whence it came. So tarries for a moment the
life of men in our sight ; but what is before it,

what after it, we know not."

Yet we cannot refrain from trying to know,
and 80 we have to turn away from many a
freely proffered, but pathetically inadequate
solution. Hence it is that " there lives more
faith in honest doubt . . . than in half
the creeds." The practical answer given by
the only guides whom we can trust or follow
is briefly put by Mr. Davies and an earlier

Pilgrim of the Infinite :

—

"Dare to be true to yourself, to look faithfully

into your own soul. Nobody knows or can teU
you more than you are capable of finding out
for yourself. ' Let the counsel of thine own
heart stand,' says the Preacher ; ' for there is no
man more faithful unto thee than it.'

"

That is as true in the spiritual as it is false

in the intellectual world. Yet the thoughts
of other men on these high subjects have a
perennial interest and value for us when they
are honestly wrought out and adequately
expressed. That is why I can conscientiously

recommend all who care for these things to

acquaint themselves with The Pilgrim of the

Infinite,

Gaebett Fishek.

Forty Years at the Pott Office. By F. E.
Baines. (Bentley.)

The contents of this book range over a
longer period of time than its title implies.

The term of the author's service at the Post
Ofiice commenced not quite forty years ago,

and the limit of comparison of the present
system with the organisation previously in

existence should in strictness not extend to

an earlier date than April 1855. But for

purposes of a more effective contrast, the
narrative of progress at St. Martin's-le-

(Jrand opens with a description of the
coaches running on the way to and from
the North of England through Bamet, the
author's native place, in the days of his

youth, soon after the first Eeform Bill. The
incidents of their journey through this busy
posting town are described with fidelity to

fact and with animation of language.
Such, indeed, are the characteristics of the
entire work. Many an interesting anecdote,

the fruits of wide experience in ofiicial life,

gladdens the reader as he passes through
the various branches of the Post Office.

An abundance of statistical information,

conveyed with ofiicial authority, is presented
on every page for his mental digestion. If

the work suffers at all, it is through an excess
of petty detail. Of statistics which are novel
and curious, though it may be alleged against
them that they are of little relevancy to

the history of the Post Office, the particulars
of the provisions consumed on the voyage
of an Atlantic liner from Liverpool to New
York may be cited. Of anecdotes which
are not new, and are of even less connexion
with the subject, the well-worn and ludicrous
statement, familiar to all readers of Boswell's

Johnsm, and of his Tour to the Sebrides,

that whenever a vessel brought a passenger
to St. Kilda the inhabitants as a con-
sequence were seized with a cold in the
head, is as good an example as need be
quoted. Of insignificant details, to be
obtained from a glance at Bradshaw, take
the passage in vol. ii., p. 187, where,

" once on the main line for Cork, and its head
fairly set due south, the train soon dashes past
the station for the Currjgh of Kildare, past
the Maryborough Junction for Kilkenny and
Waterford, past historic Thurles, through
Limerick Junction in view of the Galtees "

;

or the guide-booky lines on p. 222 of the
same volume, where the steamboats "pass
direct from Orient to Occident; from the
mouths of the Hooghley . . . from hot,

prosperous Hong Kong, from Oeylon and
its pearls, the Persian Gulf and its coral."

Still, when all such deductions are made,
this criticism cannot be gainsaid that Mr.
Baines has produced the most complete
record of the course of official life, ever
broadening in its ramifications, in this

marvellous institution of the Post Office.

Sixteen Postmasters-General have ruled
over the officials of St. Martin's-le-Grand
since that day when Mr. Baines made his
first appearance within its walls, and was
promptly reproved for being ten minutes
after the opening hour of business, with the
result that he did not err again in that

respect for at least ten years. At that date,

and for a good dozen years later, only a
peer of the. realm was for some reason, now
only to be guessed at, eligible for the office

;

and when the Legislature sanctioned an
alteration in the law, the first holder of the
post under the changed system was the heir

to a dukedom. Of the whole of these
dignified politicians the narrator, who writes
throughout in the kindliest vein, has some-
thing good to say. If any one should desire

a different estimate of the character of any
of them he must go elsewhere, say to the
" Recollections and Experiences " of the
late Mr. Edmund Yates. The hero of Mr.
Baines, and of every official at the Post
Office with whom it has been my good
fortune to be acquainted, is naturally Mr.
Fawcett. Such a character could not fail

to impress everyone with whom he came in

contact.

Four especial improvements in the postal

system are connected with the period which
Mr. Baines passes in review. They are :

'

(1) the adoption of penny postage; (2) the

establishment of Post Office Savings Banks
;

(3) the transfer of the telegraphs ; and,
lastly (4), the Parcel Post. Little need be
said of the first of these. In postal matters
it was the great event of the century, and
the struggle for its adoption is written in

history. Suffice it to mention that in the

days of dearpostage 77,000,000 letters passed

through the post in a year, while the total

now has reached the enormous figure of

1,800,000,000; and that in the old times

there were 7,000,000 of frankod communica-
tions, by which the revenue was deprived of

over a million of money, and the influential

were benefited at the expense of their

poorer brethren.

The establishment of Post Office Savings •

Banks was mooted by Mr. Whitbread in tho
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House of Oommons in 1807, but it was not
until their formation was advocated by the

then Mr. Charles W. Sikes that the project

came within the range of practical politics.

Their progress since 18C1 has exceeded the

most sanguine expectations. The controller

of the Savings Bank has, says Mr. Baines,

"£67,000,000 in his strong box, and
knows his way about among lo,000,000
accounts old and new, 113,000,000 de-

posits, and ;3<),000,000 withdrawals."
Through the operations of the recent Act
enlarging the maximum amount that may
be deposited, this branch of the Post
Office has made a vast stride during the
last year, and the jealousy of the local

bankers throughout the United Kingdom
bums with increased fervour. The g^eat
point of consideration for the Chancellor of

the Exchequer now is : whether the time has
not arrived for a reduction of the rate of

interest allowed on current deposits in the
official Savings Bank.
The transfer of the telegraphs is a

question on which Mr. Baines holds strong
views. Nor is it to be wondered at. In
1850, when a very young man, and an
official who had only passed through one
year of babyhood, he drew up a scheme
lor the acquisition of the existing offices,

which, if carried out, would have saved the
country an enormous sum of money. The
telegraphs remained in private hands, de-
veloping and spreading, but with increased
vested interests, until 1868. They were then
transferred to the Post Office under an Act
which was promoted and terms which were
arranged by Mr. Scudamore, an officer of
great ability and energy, who seemed then
likely to dominate over St. Martin's-le-

Grand for many years. The consideration
money which passed was excessive. It

is estimated that the purchase of the tele-

graphs cost the nation over two millions
of money in excess of the sum which should
have been paid, and the profit of their
working is still insufficient to meet the
interest on the outlay. The decline and
fall of Mr. Scudamore was as rapid as his
rise. He left this country for a post at
Constantinople.

The development of the Parcel Post has
been much more rapid. By the Act of 1882
the railway companies are entitled to 55
per cent, of the postage on all parcels
carried over their lines, and such a share is

perhaps excessive. But this has been met
by the energy of the officials in setting on
foot a system of road-coaches for the carry-
ing and distribution of such goods from
London to the provinces. One of the
most entertaining chapters penned by the
author is that entitled " The Eoad Ee-
gained." Nine of these vehicles now start

for Brighton and elsewhere every night, and
the whole of the sum paid for the carriage
of the parcels which they bear comes into
the coffers of the office.

Mr. Baines may justly plume himself on
the composition of a treatise abounding in
facts, the accuracy of which can be relied
on, and which are not readily accessible to

the ordinary reader. These volumes, there-
fore, are not likely to be superseded for
many years.

W. P. Courtney.

A ForgotUn Great Englishman ; or, the Life
and Work of Peter Payne, the Wycliffite.

By James Baker. (Eeligious Tract
Society.)

Mb. Bakeb, no doubt, intends us to consider

his little book on Peter Payne as a kind of

sequel to his remarks upon that indefatig-

able man in his work on JSohemi* with Pett

and Pencil, reviewed a short time ago in the
AcADEsiY. He has made tours in England
with a view to the discovery of facts about
his hero, but has returned unsuccessful,

because in his native country there is really

nothing fresh to learn about Payne. It is

in Bohemia that we must track him, and
there we shall not be wholly unrewarded.
If the land of his birth is mute, and none of

her historians can tell of him, we have
only to go to the fourth volume of Tomek's
History of Prague {Bejepis Prahy), and we
shall find in the index to that volume forty-

three references to him, one of which
extends over two pages.

Mr. Baker describes the journey which
he took to the village of Hough, where
Payne was probably born, but where, of

course, after the lapse of so many centuries

no information awaited the inquirer. Nor
do we feel satisfied that in the Paynes,

whose monumental tablets our author found,

he has come upon any connexions of the

distinguished heretic. The name is far too

common. The second chapter, in which Mr.
Baker describes the lifework of his hero
in Bohemia, really tells us all that can be
known about him. As our author writes in

a readable style, and his information is

correct, his book will be doing a service by
bringing to the notice of Englishmen so

remarkable a man.
Perhaps Mr. Baker is a little hard upon

his predecessors. As the writer of the
present article is twice mentioned in his

work, he may perhaps be allowed to say
that some years ago he made a series of

investigations into the history of Payne,
without, however, visiting the village of

Hough, which did not appear at all likely

to be of service in the inquiry ; and, as

Mr. Baker considers that he first set Oxford
men thinking of their forgotten hero, a
reference may be pardoned to a little book
entitled Slavonic Literature, published in

1883 by the S.P.C.K,, where, on p. 226, a
considerable space is devoted to Payne.
The malignant remarks on Payne by

Gascoigne are alluded to by Mr. Baker in

the third part of his work. Gascoigne. who
appears to have teen naturally a spiteful

and peevish man, of course hated the
reformer on religious grounds. However,
we are indebted to him for pretty nearly
all that we know of the English life of

Payne, and those who came after have
simply copied him. Mr. Baker has visited

the scenes of Pajne's activity in Bohemia,
and his little book is well illustrated with
views of some of the^ more remarkable
places.

Here and there we note a few errors which
perhaps it may be as well for him to correct

if his book goes into a second edition, as

we hope will be the case. Prince Koryhut
should, of course, be Korybut, the name of

a celebrated Polish family which in the

latter part of the seventeenth century

furnished that country with a king. There
never was a Jerome Faulfisch (p. 139). This
supposed surname of the disciple of Hus
has obtained currency owing to Milman
having fallen into the error ; the person
who bore that unpleasing appellation was a

certain Nicholas Faulfisch. Mr. Baker is

saturated with Germanisms, but the most
terrible of all is his Marien-Tein church

(p. 45).

No doubt this little book will cause
Englishmen to take some interest in the

remarkable Oxford scholar who carried the

teachings of Wicliffe to Bohemia, and thus
led the way for the great Hussite movement.
Payne was a bold and energetic man, and
we need pay no attention to the statement

of his enemies that, in order to cause the
doctrines of Wicliffe to have greater in-

fluence, he pretended that the University of

Oxford had affixed its seal to them. Infor-

mation of this kind, coming from such
sources as Gascoigne and Cochlaeus, is

already tainted.

We trust that the publication of this

book will also promote an interest in

Bohemian history, and especially in the
great religious movement of the fifteenth

century, which is too little understood
among us. Since the monumental work of

Palacky, historical studies in Bohemia have
steadily progressed. We have the labours
of Tomek, Gindely, Kalousek, and many
others. The latter published in 1885 three
valuable historical maps to assist the
student, which have since been appended to

the editions of the concise history of Tomek,
Only last year he issued a large historical

map of the country in the fourteenth century.

This was first published by Palacky in 1847,

but has been completed in the present year
by Dr. Kalousek. We dwell particularly

upon this map, because our own experience
has shown us how difficult it is to study the
history of the country with the ordinary
maps at one's disposal, where the names
are frequently confused by their German
forms. As regards the difficulties presented
in the letter of the late Prof. Freeman—in

whom, by the way, the Chekhs have lost an
ardent supporter—we know from experience
that it was a whim of his to write Beme
and similar forms for Bohemia, probably in

imitation of the way of spelling in the old

chronicles. We do not understand on what
authority Mr. Baker says (p. 133) that

Anthony Wood was a Papist. We know
that he was suspected of being one, but it

seems clear from his autobiography that

the suspicion had no real foundation.

W. E. MOEFILI..

" The Novels of Bjornstjerne Bjorxson."—Synnove Solbakken. Given in English
by Julie Sutter. A New Edition, with an
Essay on the Writings of Bjornson, by
Edmund Gosse. (Heinemann.)

" It is Bjornson's most distinguishing

merit," says Mr. Gosse, " that, with an
enchanting freshness, he was the first to

reveal to us the exquisite characteristics of

the peasantry of his native country." And
in this respect M. Ernest Tissot has com-
pared the honde-novelkn, of which Synnuie
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Solhakhen is the first and perhaps the most

charming, to Flaubert's best work

—

"so prodigious is the art by which is repro-

duced, in a concise brevity, the talk of the

peasant, with its apparent aimlessness, its re-

ticence, its pleonasms, its frivoUties, and its

tiresome repetitions. The personages of Bjom-
son have upon their lips, not phrases

_
learnt

out of some comedy, but simple, affectionate,

obvious commonplaces, such as a phonograph
might transmit to us."

But Bjornson sees in the peasant some-

thing beyond " the trunk from which he
draws his nourishment." He remembers
the glorious national inheritance of the

Sagas, and recognises, as Stevenson has so

nobly written, that

" the true realism, always and everywhere, is

that of the poets : to find out where joy resides,

and give it a voice far beyond singing.
" For to miss the joy is to miss all. In the

joy of the actors lies the sense of any action.

That is the explanation, that the excuse . . .

and hence the haunting and truly spectral un-
reality of realistic books. Hence, when we
read the English realists, the incredulous

wonder with which we observe the hero's con-
stancy under the submerging tide of dulness,

and how he bears up with his jibbing sweet-
heart, and endures the chatter of idiot girls,

and stands by his whole unfeatured wilderness
of an existence, instead of seeking relief in drink
or foreign travel. Hence in the French, in

that meat-market of middle-aged sensuality,

the disgusted surprise with which we see the
hero drift sidelong, and practically quite un-
tempted, into every description of misconduct
and dishonour. In each, we miss the personal
poetry, the enchanted atmosphere, that rain-

bow work of fancy which clothes what is naked
and seems to ennoble what is base ; in each,

life falls dead like dough, instead of soaring
away like a balloon into the colours of the sun-
set ; each is true, each inconceivable ; for no
man lives in the external truth, among salts

and acids, but in the warm, phantasmagoric
chamber of his brain, with the painted windows
and the storied walls."

And for this tale there is the Solbakke,

the "sunnyside," where "the snow covered
the ground latest in the autumn, and melted
away sooner than elsewhere in the spring,"
the ideal of which dreams came even to the
headstrong and inarticulate Thorbjom, the
garden of Eden "he had liked to watch
ever since he could remember," and from
which he was able in the end to look back
upon his own old home.
In Synnove Solbakken, moreover, Bjornson

is not " troubled by the desire to preach,
by the instinct as an agitator and a revolu-
tionist," which " disturbs the conduct of his
plays " and later novels, and distinguishes
him, as Mr. Gosse boldly but truthfully
remarks, from " Ibsen, who does not desire
to teach anything, who has no lesson to
convey." This story and Arne " seem to
me to be almost perfect ; they have an en.
chanting lyrical quality, without bitterness
or passion, which I look for elsewhere in
vain in the prose literature of the second
half of the century."
We were disappointed, it must be con-

fessed, at finding that the "new edition"
of this fascinating novel was no more than
a reprint of Miss Julie Sutter's rather in-
different version ; but we believe that the
later volumes of the rnisT which in to

include most of Bjornson's tales, will be

new.
Mr. Gosse's essay on the writings of

Bjornson is fuU of interesting matter, and
contains the first complete estimate, in our

own tongue at least, of the man and the

author. He has drawn for us an attractive

picture of the artist struggling with the

preacher, the "intuitivism" quenched, to

some extent at least, in didacticism, the

fighter who is an invincible optimist.

He has shown us, moreover, the develop-

ment and inter-action of Bjornson's two

periods, of which Synnove Solbakken belongs

so emphatically to the first, and has linked

them in this wise

:

"Many of his apparent inconsistencies are ex-

plained when we recognise in the author of

Sigurd Shmbe and of In Ood's Way the Janus-

glance that looks directlybackwards and directly

forwards at the same moment. Bjornson is a

passionate admirer of the ancient glories of his

country, and has taken the Viking and the

Skald for his models ; in this direction, he is

all for individual heroism, for the antique

virtues, for the local and historical prestige of

Norway, On this side of his character he is an
aristocrat. But there is another side, on which
he throws himself with no less animation into

the problems of the future, is ready to try all

spirits, to risk all political and social experi-

ments, to accept with cheerfulness every form
of revolution. Here he is no lees definitely and
obtrusively a democrat."

But he " was pre-eminently intended by
nature to be an idyllist."

E. Brimley Johnson.

NEW NOVELS,

T/te Tale of C'hloe, and Other Stories. By
George Meredith. (Ward, Lock & Co.)

Beyond the Dreams of Avarice. By Walter
Besant. (Chatto & Windus.)

£arl Lavender. By John Davidson. (Ward
& Downey.)

A London Legend. By Justin Huntly
McCarthy. In 3 vols. (Chatto &
Windus.)

A Free Lance in a Far Land. By Herbert
Compton. (Cassells.)

Kitty's Engagement. By Florence Warden.
(White.)

The Fencing Girl. By Eoof Eoofer. (Gay
& Bird.)

A Bachelor Maid. By Mrs. Burton Harrison,
(Fisher IJnwin.)

It would be very interesting, if it were
possible, to set the recaptured tales of Chloe
and her companions before some not un-
instructed person who had never read any of
Mr. Meredith's larger works, and to obtain
a verdict. Except by the merest chance
this is probably at the time of day im-
possible. And yet it is a pity, because Mr.
Meredith's various veins (with the exception,
perhaps, of his fantastic-poetical one, in
which some like him best) appear here
very well in miniature. The "Tale of
Chloe " is tragically cynical ; the " House
on the Beach," rather farcically ditto ; and
the " Case of General Ople and Lady I

Camper," what it is, we believe, usual to call I

analytic. They are all good, the " House '

on the Beach," which is perhaps the

weakest (for satire on the affection of

Britons for court suits, their devotion to

wealth, and their disposition to cut dis-

reputable acquaintances, is surely a little

stale), redeemed by just being an only too

much-needed, and a well-maintained, attack

on a British crime of far greater reality

and intensity of blackness than any of these

—the habit of giving bad wine. As for the

other two, " Chloe " is perhaps a little too

heartrending for its length. There is

no objection to the rending of hearts

if it be done, as Dandie Dinmont says,
" distinctly." But to do it distinctly a

somewhat fuller acquaintance with the

characters of the story is wanted than even

Mr. Meredith can give us in a hundred
pages largely occupied with matters apart

from the direct tragic interest. We should

have been, so to speak, more " brought up
with " Chloe ; we should have witnessed,

and not merely had recounted to us in brief,

her sacrifices for her worthless lover and the

other trials which preceded the last fiery

one, in order to be harrowed properly by
this last and its result. And the more comic

side of the picture, the " Duchess of Dew-
lap " and the Wells and Beau Beamish,

may not appeal to all readers equally. But
still " The Tale of Chloe " is such as only one

living English novelist except Mr. Meredith
could have written, and even in that other's

hands " it 'ud be different." As for the

General and the Lady, the underbreeding

and the simplicity of " Wilsonople "—there is

nothing which more endears Mr. Meredith to

good men than his condescension to this sort

of thing, and, it may be added, nothing which
more differentiates him from his imitators

—

may be thought exaggerated, and the

aristocratic complexity of his divinity the

same. But then, we lay our account for some
exaggeration in the Meredithian scheme,

and may, on the whole, be well content to

take it as it is.

No subject is more tempting to the

novelist, and few seem, as a rule, to satisfy

his readers better, than that a great fortune

should be suddenly gained, suddenly lost,

fiercely contended for, and the like. There is

not likely soon to be a failure of heirs in the

succession of the Peau de Chagrin and Monte
Cristo, nor, for our part, have we the

slightest wish that there should be. In
Mr. Besant's (the latest) handling of the-

theme the auxiliary, but not constant, motive
of a curse connected with the treasure is

brought in and very well worked. When
Lucian Calvert, a hard-working young
doctor, discovers at the death of his

own father that that father has a
father living, and that this long lost

ancestor, whose name is Burley, is

a millionaire several times over, the dis-

covery is complicated by things less pleasant.

The dying father charges him to have
nothing to do with this gold of Achan, and
entrusts him with documents showing that

it has been obtained by every variety of

disgraceful means, the Burleys having been

for generations " degenerate " enough to

warm the cockles of Herr Nordau's heart.

To siay more about the book would be to

impair its interest ; for though tho lines on
which it proceeds—tho various claim inls
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the infl-and-outa of the Burley fanuly, the

demoralising effect of the treasure, and the

final peripeteia—may be imagined without

much difficulty, the conducting of the story

upon them ia Mr. Besant's own property,

and he ought not to be forestalled in it.

There is all the more reason for this

abstention, that he has, we think, seldom

arranged a story with more care or better

art. We have read books of his in which

we cared more for the characters—it is to

some extent an inevitable drawback of a

theme of this kind that it necessitates a

certain " typifioation " of the characters

which lessens their attraction—but scarcely

one in which the plot was better handled.

The pure fantasy-novel is a difficult thing

;

which proposition we shall allow to be pre-

sented ns a copy-head in any language of

the world without fearing denial of it. It

may be rasher to say, but we shall dare the

rashness of saying it, that it is the absolutely

most difficult kind of all, for the reason that

if the novelist fails to " collar " his reader

at once, or at any time during the story lets

him get loose, failure is certain. The
author of Scaramouch in Naxos should be
about as well equipped as anybody for this

task ; but the best equipped adventurers

sometimes fail. We do not ourselves con-

sider Earl Lavender an absolute failure, but
we cannot call it an absolute success. In
the first place, the motive of flagellation

which is introduced is—not to mince matters

—an exceedingly awkward one to meddle
with ; and though Mr. Davidson has taken
special pains to vindicate himself from the

charge of touching the " scabrous " side of

it, it may be questioned whether, when you
leave the scabrous side out and do not fully

bring the religious-mystical in, there is any
side left for you to avail yourself of. The
satire on Evolution is good, but a very little

belated—Dagon has already had some rude
shakings and does not reign in Ashdod as

he did a few years ago. And though the

adventures in the Fleet-street taverns, and
the Piccadilly Cafe, and Epping Forest, and
elsewhere, have something of the peculiar

charm of The New Arabian Nights, we
now and then feel that they " want that !

"

as the old story goes. But the climax
of the book, with the sentence on Lavender,
" You are a caricature !

" is quite excellent

and of a far-reaching import to-day ; and
we own that a not perfect success in this

difficult, but at its best delightful, kind
seems to us preferable to completer work
in a lower division.

Mr. J. H. McCarthy's London Legend is a
pleasant story of no very out-of-the-way
type, but well written and with an agree-

able touch of mystery, communicated by a
dedication, which we take to be in Romany,
and divers chapter-headings taken from, to

the best of our knowledge, unpublished
bards. The theme is purely romantic, and
only slightly touched with glances at the

actual, which are not carried to the extent

of stares. Brander Swift, an early middle-
aged, or even young, gentleman with an
amiable disposition and much love for

literature and art, and without, so far as
we can see, a blemish on his character,

except certain " Red " leanings iu politics,

and a tendency to wear suits of tawny tweed
in London, meets in the groves of the

British Museum an Egeria, who, behaving
to him in a manner not quite so downright
as Dunstable, but a little franker than our
grandmotherswould have approved, enslaves

him hopelessly. What this young lady,

who calls herself Candida Knox, has to do
with a certain Dorothy Carteret, who is the

soul of an organisation called the Sylphs,

and what Swift has to do with some brother

journalists, a fighting Colonel named
Rockielaw, a snake-charmer, and other

characters, may be read not without satis-

faction in the pages of A London Legend,

Only we must ask Mr. J. H. McCarthy one
question. How did the snake on p. 49 get
" its head into its mouth " ?

Mr. Herbert Compton's A Free Lance in

a Far Land is a creditable attempt in the

newer kind of historical romance dealing

with the crimping practices of the Honour-
able East India Company some hundred
years ago, and with the opportunities which
Hindustan offered to foreign adventurers in

the days between the break up of the Mogul
and the full establishment of the English

Empire. It is a good theme, and Mr.
Compton has handled it not ill ; but with a

little want of ease and breadth, and with

too much preference of elaborate local and
other detail over form and character, and
incident drawing. The popular trick of

making the adventurer recount his adven-

tures himself is very apt, in inexperienced

or only moderately strong hands, to lead to

something of this kind.

Kitty's Engagement is a compound, curious

in itself, but not quite unexpected from its

author, of two very different kinds of story

—the tale of ordinary middle-class life and
the romance of murder, which, though, of

course, not unknown in middle-class house-

holds about Holland Park, can hardly be
said to be so common as bath-rooms, tiled

hearths, and amicable bickerings between
brothers and sisters. We do not ourselves

exactly think that the murder improves the

story ; the gallows is a very large implement
to use for not much purpose other than that

of hoisting an intrusive rival out of the way.
But Miss Warden likes a little melodrama,
and the other matter with which she has

interwound it here is not only easily written

but readable without any difficulty.

We can say nothing for, and it is not worth

while to say much against, the two last books

on our list. To play on real names is

objectionable; but as "Roof Roofer" is

pretty clearly a pseudonym, it cannot be

rude to express a devout hope that we never

may have to read a novel by Roofest The

Fencing Oirl reads as if it were the work of

an exceedingly young American gentleman

who wished to depict " upper circle " life in

London in what he thought to be the style

of Mr. Meredith. This is the result

:

"And," pursued Lord Rilen, "if your

talent proves unique sufficient to make this

peculiar class lionise our good Duke-street

vendor, will your ambition be gratified ?
"

We can only say that, to use Mr. R. Roofer's

delightful lingo, " many a man would walk

blocks out of his way " to avoid such a style

as this.

Mrs. Burton Harrison's Bachelor Maid is

not open to this objection. It is not gro-

tesque, but we regret to say that we have
found it unreadable. This may be partly

due to " stodginess " of type and page, but
we fear that more than page and type in it

is stodgy.

GteoaoB Saintsbubt.

SOME VOLUMES OF VERSE.

The Vale of Arden, and Other Potme, By Alfred

Hayes. (John Lane.)

Songs of the Soil. By Frank L. Stanton.
(Constable.)

The Tongue of the Bells. By George H. Long-
rigg. (Chester: PhiUipson & Golder.)

Evadne, and Other Poems. By Frederic Walter
Fuller. (Kogan Paul & Co.)

Of Mr. Alfred Hayes' new book of poems,
the twelve immediately following the dedication

originally appeared in a*privately issued volume,
entitled A Fellowship in Song, which some
students of modern poetry may have seen. Of
these "The Vale of Arden," from which the

present book takes its title, was oue. Mr.
Hayes' verse is always graceful, his observation

and description of nature are sincere and faith-

ful, his workmanship is seldom faulty and
occasionally exquisite. His thought is clear-

cut and concise, and he never wastes words or

indulges in vain repetitions. In a word, he is

eminently an artist who knows his medium
thoroughly and uses it with taste and dis-

cretion ; and if he lacks the supreme gift of

fire and inspiration, he is never commonplace.
His technique is so good that he seems to

prefer to practise his art under the most difficult

conditions. He chooses metres which give the

writer least freedom, which confine him within

the narrowest limits in which to express his

thought. He loves lines of few syllables and
complex schemes of rhyme, and compresses a

thought into a stanza which the fatal facility

of the latter-day poet is apt to expand into a
dozeu. There are no wildernesses of blank
verse in the volume. Everything is terse,

restrained, defined. Moreover, Mr. Hayes
always writes with a certain distinction. He
is never banal ; and if at times he seems to be
led away by a love of quaintness of phrase or

thought, a love of the unexpected as it were,

the fault is only the exaggeration of a virtue.

At the same time, an occasional "preciousness"

of expression mars some of his lines. "Wailful"
rains seems to me no improvement on "wailing,"

but rather the reverse. In the same poem I

find the splendour of a tree " conserved "

where '
' preserved " is simpler and less artificial

;

and, in another, "senseless" cannot fairly be
made to do duty for " sensationless," if that be
the author's meaning. I have marked one or

two other instances in which Mr. Hayes seems

to me to use a word in a connexion which is in-

admissible. But, on the other hand, to counter-

balance these flaws there are lines which display

a rare felicity of expression. Take, for example,

the last stanza of the poem called " November :

"

" But best to watch—when death-Uke eve

The pensive landscape doth bereave

Of short-lived day—
Thy gieat pathetic sunsets grieve

Their hearts away."

The last two Unes seem to me quite perfect.

Again,
'

' And let me at the last repose
Not where along unlovely ways
The roaring tide of trouble flows,"

contains a magnificent iihrase. I have said

that Mr. Hayes leans towards complexity of

metre, and prefers uncommon measures and
rhythms, altogether unattempted hitherto or
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but rarely employed. I am not sure that this

distaste for the ordinary metrical forms may
not prove somewhat of a snare to him. I will

take as an instance the longest of the poems in

this collection, " The Vale of Arden," and quote

one or two stanzas from it

:

" Not whore the cloud-encumbered brows
Of mountains brood o'er barren dales,

And many a fretful torrent flows

;

Nor where, with elow-retuining sigh.

The sleepless surge eternally bewails
Life's lonely mystery

;

" But where, by moss-grown watermllls

And willowy meadows fringed with reed,

Old Avon creeps beside the hills

That shelter, not seclude, the plain,

And peaceful kino o'er 6unny pastures feed
Refreshed with genial rain.

" There Shakespeare's self was moulded ; there

He wooed his love, he wove his verse

;

There his full eoul grew ripe ; and ere

His song was stilled, on that kind breast,

Contented well to sleep, he laid a curse

On who should break his rest."

ISow in this poem Mr. Hayes seems to me to

save wasted his ingenuity on spoiling a very
charming metre. On such a matter, no doubt,
it is impossible to dogmatise ; for the question
is one of ear, and what offends my ear may not
offend the ear of Mr. Hayes. To me the extra
foot inserted in the fifth line of every stanza in
the poem is a torment. It is like walking
along a path and suddenly striking one's foot
against an obstacle which one must step
over. But I have already given more space
than I ought to this volume and must turn to
the others before me.

Mr. Frank L. Stanton, to whom I now pass,
is a writer of a very different order, and
indeed possesses all, or almost aU, of the
faults which Mr. Hayes conspicuously lacks.

He evidently writes with extraordinary facility,

his standard of achievement is not high, he is

not in the least fastidious, and he prefers to
write in lines of fourteen syllables or so. From
the preface, contributed by Mr. Joel Chandler
Harris, I gather that Mr. Stanton's poems
have many admirers in America, and that he
has neither the time, nor, perhaps, the desire,

to polish or to perfect them.

"They have all been struck off in the heat and
hurry of newspaper work, not as things apart, but
as a matter of course. As one of the writers on the
Atlanta Constitution, he has a department which
he calls ' Just from Georgia.' He has chosen to
preface this department with at least one original
piece of verse every morning. But frequently he
writes four and five poems a day. . . ."

Now one can have no reasonable objection to
Mr. Stanton dashing off fifth-rate verse for the
Atlanta Constitution, which I take to be some
kind of newspaper, even at the rate of " four
and five poems a day"; but what one must pro-
test against is the idea of deeming such poems
worth collecting and republishing in a volume.
Mr. Joel Chandler Harris's vehement denuncia-
tions of all contemporary writers of verse
(except Mr. Stanton) would be amusing if they
were not so absurd, but this kind of thing
would be unpardonable under any circum-
(tances:

"Profound sophistication is the order of the
day. We see it rankly developed in the stories
ttit women are writing. . . . Sham culture
brought to book (to speak literally) confesses that
the beastliness of the primal ape remains pretty
near the sufacoof things. The poets flatter some-
what higher. That which is insipid vulgarity in
prose blossoms into pessimism in verse," Sec,
CO., &c.

It_ is to combat this extraordinary state of
things apparently that Mr. Stanton's verse
IB valuable. To do him justice, I had not
thought it aa bad as that. It seems to me

merely ordinary and commonplace. Some of

it is in dialect, some of it not ; and little, if any,
of it deserves the rather damning encomia of

Mr. Harris. It is not much better than the
average contribution to the "Poet's Comer"
of a provincial newspaper, and it is certainly
not worse. As that is what it was originally
written for, it may be said to have served its

purpose.

Mr. George H. Longrigg's The Tongue of the

Bella is in the nature of a tour de force. He has
collected a number of inscriptions on bells, and
either written poems on them or woven them
into poems. The book is pleasantly illustrated
by the author. It has no other merit.

Mr. Frederic Walter FuUer's little book of
poems consists almost wholly of translations.

They are the work of a man of culture and a
scholar, but hardly of a poet. The title-poem,
" Evadne," is a short idyll in blank verse. It
is poor as a whole, but contains two good
lines

:

" As when a sea-shell whispers in the ear,

Bemurmuting the story of unrest."

Among the translations are several from the
Magyar poet Petofi. The following is one of
the most successful. It is rather reminiscent of
Heine

:

" When my latest breath is spent,
O'er my grave no stone shall rise,

But a lowly wood-cross tell

Where my dust decaying lies.

" Yet if fate to stone should change
Griefs that now my heart consume

Soon a pyramid would rise

High above my lonely tomb."

St. John E. C. Hankin.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Under the title of Chapters in an Adventurous
Life, Messrs. William Blackwood & Son announce
a volume describing the career of Sir Richard
Church, when engaged in suppressing brigandage
and secret societies in Southern Italy during the
third decade of the present century. It is based
upon records which he wrote at the time, now
edited by E. M. Church. The book will be
illustrated.

Messrs. Macmlllan & Co. will publish
shortly a descriptive book on Canada, entitled

The Great Dominion, by Mr. G. E. Parkin, the
well-known advocate of Imperial Federation.
The substance of it appeared in the Times
during last summer. It will now be illustrated

with three maps.

Mr. Bernard Quabitch will shortly pub-
lish, by subscription. The Courtenay Armorial,
containing illustrations of more than two
hundred coats of arms from the original shields

at Powderham Castle, with explanatory notes
by the Lady Courtenay.

It is more than a year since the publication
of A Superfluous Woman ; and now a new novel
in one volume, entitled Transition, by the same
author, is to be published by Mr. Heinemann
on March 25. The book has been written not
as a direct attempt to emulate Mrs. Humphry
Ward's achievement in Marcella, but with the
purpose of giving a more exact and intimate
account of the workings of the minds and
methods of the Socialists. A sketch is

introduced of one of the most rising men in
London in his earlier days, and the individuality

of his character will be easily recognisable.

Messrs. Chatto & Windus will publish next
week an enlarged edition of Mr. E. Walford's
Patient Oriselda, and Other Poems, of which the
first issue last year was subscribed for by the
author's personal friends, with the result that
not a single copy reached the hands of the
public.

Mb. Elliot Stock announces for immediate
publication London Church Staves : with some
notes on their surroundings, by the Misses M.
and C. Thorpe. It will be illustrated with eighty
drawings by the authors, and will have a
Preface by Mr. Edwin Freshfield.

Messes. Cassell & Co. will publish early

next month a fairy tale, entitled A World
Beneath the Waters ; or, Merman's Land, by the
Eev. G. W. Bancks, illustrated from original

drawings by " Crow."

Messrs. Frederick Warne & Co. will

shortly add to their series of " Albion Poets"
the complete works of Eliza Cook, includingsome
pieces hitherto unpublished or which have only
appeared in the Oddfellows Magazine, together
with a memoir ; and also a new edition of Mrs.
Hemans's poems.

The same publishers announce a portfolio

of twenty-four coloured plates and upwards
of one hundred illustrations in black and
white, reproduced from dra^wings made by Mr.
W. W. Lloyd during a voyage to South Africa

on board the " Union " steamship Scot.

Messrs. S'wan Sonnensohein & Co. an-
nounce for publication this spring two country
books : Rambles in Alpine Valleys, by Mr. J. W.
Tutt ; and In Orouseland, by Mr. E. G.
Mackenzie.

Messrs. Eemington & Co. will begin, early

in April, the publication of a new series of

foreign classics, edited by Mr. Sonley John-
stone. The first issue will be vol. i. of Molitre's

Comedies, to be followed, at monthly intervals,

by La Eochefoucauld's Maxims, Corneille,

Boileau, Voltaire, Eacine, &c. Each volume
will contain a short history of the author's life

and work.

Mr. Walter Scott proposes to issue at

monthly intervals, in his " New England
Library," three volumes of Thoreau, each illus-

trated with a photogravure for frontispiece.

Messrs. HuTcniNSON & Co. will shortly

publish Benie, a story of Nottingham life, by a

local author, Mr. James Prior.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. announce for

immediate publication the first three volumes
of a new series of cheap novels : A Orey
Romance, by Mrs. W. K. Clifford, with other

stories by Frederick Greenwood, Gilbert Parker,

and Frank E. Stockton ; The Harlequin Opal,

by Fergus Hume; and Absolutely True, by
Irving Montagu, with illustrations by the

author,

Messrs. Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier
announce the following : A third series of

Bunyan Characters, being lectures on the

municipal and military characters of the " Holy
War," by the Eev. Dr. Alex. Whyte ; Chapters

from the History of the Free Church of Scotland,

being the Chalmers Lectures for 1894, by the

Eev. Dr. Norman L. Walker; Marjorie

Dudingstoune, a tale of Old St. Andrews, by
Dr. W. F. Collier ; A History of the Worship of

the Presbyterian Church, by the Eev. Alex"

Wright; Village Sermons, the Lord's Prayer,

by the Eev. George Milligan ; Silver Wings,

and other Addresses to Children, by the Eev.

Andrew G. Fleming ; Grizzly's Little Pard, by
Elizabeth M. Comfort.

A POPULAR edition of Mr. H. Speight's

work on North-West Yorkshire will shortly be

published by Mr. Elliot Stock, under the title

of Tramps and Drives in the Craven Highlands.

It will contain a good deal of new matter, and

will be fully illustrated.

All of Mr. George Barlow's works will in

the future be issued by the Eoxburghe Press.

Second editions of The Crucifixion of Man,

From Dawn to Sunset, and A Lost Mother, and a

third edition of The Pageant of Life, are in
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preparatioii, and will he published almost
immediately,

A NEW novel by Mrs. Oliphant, entitled " Old
Mr. Tredgold," will be commenced in the May
number of Longman's Maijazine.

The publications of the Church Pastoral Aid
Society—namely, Church and People and the
I'ounij Worker's Paper—will in future be issued
from Home Words Publishing Office, 7, Pater-
noster-square, commencing with April.

Mr. Frederick Wedmore, who is staying
in the South of France for the sake of his
health, will remain at Cannes or Grasse, we
believe, xmtil about the beginning of May.

Tub Koyal Irish Academy, at its stated
meeting on March 16, elected the following
honorary members : In the section of science :

Karl Weierstrass, of Berlin ; Emil Heinrich Du
Bois Bcymond, of Berlin ; Eduard Suess, of
Vienna, In the section of polite literature
and antiquities: Adolph Erman, of Berlin;
Eduard Zeller, of Berlin; Lieut.-General
H. L, F. Pitt-Rivera ; Samuel Rawaon Gardiner.

Peof, Victor Housley and Prof, Villiers
Stanford have been elected by the committee
to be members of the Athenaeum Club.

At a meeting of the Colonial Institute, on
Wednesday next, Mr. James Bonwick will read
a paper on "The Writing of Colonial History,"
in which he will describe the difficulties be has
had to encounter in obtaining information from
the Government of New South Wales in com-
piling the Official History of the Colony, and
will give details relating to the records of early
settlements in the various Australasian colonies.

The two great libraries of New York, which
take their names from Mr. Astor and Mr.
Lenox, are to be placed under a common board
of trustees, who will also have the administration
of the capital sum of about two million dollars
(£400,000), which the late Mr. Tilden bequeathed
to found a public library in New York.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Peof. York Powell proposes to deliver his
inaugural lecture as regius professor of modern
history at Oxford on May 1. He will also
give two courses of lectures next term, on
"The Social History of England," and on
" Authorities for English Early and Mediaeval
History."

Prof. A. A. Bevan has been appointed to
lecture during next term at Cambridge as
deputy for Prof. Eieu.

A DISCOVERY of some interest to those
engaged in the study of the Greek theological
writers is reported from Oxford. Mr. C. H.
Hoole, one of the Students of Christ Church,
who is already known from his investigation
of the date and authorship of the Codex
Alexandrinus, has discovered in the library
of his college two missing MSS. of the
work of St. Symeon Metaphrastes, containing
six treatises not known to Migne, nor included
in his Patrologia. There are also in the
same library thirty-two sermons by St.
Symeon Metaphrastes which have never been
printed ; and an addition of some importance is
thus made to the remains of this writer, the
bulk of whose works were first published by
Migne in 18G4, from MSS. in the Paris Library.

The council of the Senate at Cambridge
recommend that an important change shall be
made in the conditions of the Burney Prize,
Since its foundation in 184", this has been
offered annually for " the best English essay on
some moral or metaphysical subject, on the

existence, nature, and attributes of God, or on
the truth and evidence of the Christian
religion." As a matter of fact, during the
fourteen years ending 1893, it remained
awarded on no less than seven occasions. The
value is limited to £105; whereas the income of
the fund now amounts to £155, and is steadily
increasing. It is proposed to substitute for the
prize a studentship of £120 a year, to be
awarded without competition, the holder
of which shall devote himself to advanced
study or research in theology, or in moral and
metaphysical philosophy, especially as viewed
in relation to theologfy. The balance of the
income may be applied in grants to assist such
study.

Dr. W. S. L^VZAEus-Barlow, of Downing,
has been appointed demonstrator in pathology
at Cambridge, in succession to Dr. J. Lorrain
Smith.

The Isaac Newton studentship at Cambridge,
for the encouragement of study and research
in astronomy, has been awarded to Mr. S. S.

Hough, of St. John's.

Mr. R. W. T. Gunther, of Magdalen, has
been elected to the geographical studentship at
Oxford for the present year.

The curators of the Bodleian Library have
been authorised by a decree of Convocation to
lend to the university library at Utrecht two
sixteenth century Greek MSS. of Origen's
Dialogue against the Marcionites, &o., for the
use of Dr. Bakhuyzen,

On Thursday next, at 3 p.m., a meeting will
be held in the Old Hall of Lincoln's Inn, to
consider proposals for a memorial to the late

Alfred Robinson, of New College, Oxford.
The warden will take the chair, and all past
and present members of the college are invited
to attend.

Mr. Henry Simon, of Manchester, has given
£5000 for tho endowment of a chair of
German language and literature at Owens
College.

At a meeting of the London Society for the
Extension of University Teaching, held at the
Mansion House last Saturday, Sir John
Lubbock was formally elected president, in
succession to Mr. Goschen, who has filled the
office for many years ; and the Rev, Dr. Butler
(master of Trinity College, Cambridge)
delivered an address on " Some Gleanings from
Burke,"

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Theologisch Tijdachrift for March con-
tains articles of varied interest. Students of
Church history will welcome the continuation
of Dr, Klap's monograph on Agobard of Lyons,
while Biblical scholars will not fail to notice
the revolution which continues to gain ground
among critics relative to the history of the
Jews after 536. Dr. Eardmans discusses the
historical background of Zech. i. 8, and adds
considerable strength to one portion of Prof.
Roster's argument for postponing the arrival
of the Gola from Babylon to tho time of Ezra.
Prof. Oort reviews Marti's recast of Kuyon's
useful work on the Theology of the Old
Testament. M. Chavannes is strict in his
criticism of a somewhat imagiaative work
by G. FuUiquet, Protestant pastor at Lyons,
called La pensee rcligieuse dans le Nouveaii
Testament. Dr. Hellema gives an instructive
notice of a Dutch work on the Jewish back-
ground of the Epistle to the Romans, by J. C.
van Leeuwen, Shorter notices of works on
Teutonic folk-lore and other subjects—mainly
archaeological or historical — complete the
number.

THE OENNADIUS LIBRARY.
On Thursday next, Messrs. Sotheby will begin
the sale of the library of M. John Gennadius,
late Greek minister at the court of St. James's,
The number of lots may be inferred from the
fact that the sale will continue for eleven days
in all. Not for many years has a collection
come under the hammer which so fully exhibits
the individual tastes of the owner, who is

known to have devoted himself to acquiring a
representative series of books relating to Greek
literature, of all dates, and in the finest con-
dition. It is impossible not to sympathise with
his feelings in being compelled to part with
what he always hoped would ultimately find a
home in the National Library at Athens, which
his own father founded on the morrow of the
liberation of Greece, The catalogue is rendered
more interesting than usual by a lengthy
introduction, in which M, Gennadius enumer-
ates and describes some of his most valued
treasures.

"With the solitary excsption of the editit

princeps of Homer, tho firat and rarest editions of
all the Greek Classics are here represented by
copies of unusual merit. Bach are Alopa's
Anthologxa, Apolloniut Shodius, Euripides, and
Onomae : the second in a contemporary binding of
great beauty, and the third absolutely un^ut. In
no less flue a condition ia the copy of Aldus' first

typographical venture, the Mtuacus, and the Xonnut
from the same press. Equally choice and large
are the copies of the excessively rare Zenohiua and
Orpheiit of the Juntae, and of the Epictetiu of
SaWo, this last carrying with it recollec-
tions from the libraries of Dr. Williams,
Drury, Syston Park, and the Earl of Crawford.
Coming to a comparatively later date, we
meet with tho tnro rarest productions of the Greek
press ot B^aAw'i—Euripides' Elcctra and the fwtuj
of 1545. Of a much more recent date, but ot
equal rarity, U the first edition of Cebes. The
extremely rare cditio prinaps of Lueian is here in
a matchless copy, supplemented by the later Aldine
issue in a no less desirable ttate.
" I think I am not wrong in stating that the

whole range ot the Greek editions of Aldus,
Stephanus, and the other early printers is repre-
sented by superb espies of rare merit and value.
Witneas GieArislolle, the Ammonius, the Athenaeus,
the Itocrates, the Sioscorides, the Dionysiiu, the
rtolemaeus, the Theocritus, the Rhclorcs the Oralores,
the Episiolae, and the Foelae Christiani ; of which
last no other complete copy has appeared for very
many years past.
" The Marmcnopitiloi on vellum ia practically a

unique copy for the collector, the only other such
being in the Bibliothfeque Nationale. Still greater
value must be set on hallowed books, such as
Racine's copy of Tlutarch, replete with his MS.
notes, to which ho must often have referred when
composing his immortal dramas ; Stephanus'
Aldine Thucydides, on the title-page of which he
has lovingly written an epigram in Greek; the
cditio princeps of Demosthenes, with Melanchthon's
MS. emendations ; the Stephanus Byzantiiis, with
the notes of Jaquea do Ventimille of Rhodes ; and
a later edition of the same geographer, annotated
by E. Miller.
" The variety and multiplicity of the rare

editions collected is equally noteworthy. The
Homeric literature in this catalogue extends
over 130 lots, and comprises exceptionally fine
copies of all three ot the Aldine editions. There
are forty Anacreons, nearly sixty editions of
Longua (all exemplaires de choix), some fifty of
Theocritus, &c.
" Greek grammarians are also fully represented.

Very fine copies of tho Etymologiciim Magnum, uid
of the Dictionaria, and of the Thesauri s of Aldus
will be found here, along with the Erotemata of
Chalcondylas and the Orammatica of Theodorus
Gaza—both books of the greatest rarity, especially
in 60 matchlces a condition ; of the Erotemata of
Ohrjsoloras, and ot the Grammars of Gaza and
Latcaris, all the rarest editions are available.
" Among the later editions of the Greek classics,

those of Bodoni and of Foulis are present in rare
states and coverings. The Oxford editions are,
without any exception, on large paper and in
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Bumptuons bindings, including Hutchinson's

Xenophon on largest paper. Of that rarest of the

series, the Xenophon of Wells, I succeeded in

securing a superb copy only after many
endeavours."

Space fails us to dwell upon the becks which

are rendered valuable because of their bindings

or their bookplates. Not a few -were exhibited

at the Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1891.

We must, however, not omit mention of the

Byroniana, which number 154 lots. Several

are in sets, uniformly bound ; some are

presentation copies ; and there is a volume
containing the original MS. of "English Bards

and Scotch Eeviewers," as well as some un-

published additions to other poems.

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.
GENERAL LITERATURE.

Beitbaeoi zaz Kniutgesohichtf. Nene Folffe XXII. Das
Kotische BteioiQetzzeidhea. Ton W. C. F/an. Leipzig

:

Seemann. 3 M. 50.

Bebgebet et Feagosabo. Jonmal inC-dit d'tm Voyage en
Italie (1773-74). Paria : May & Motteroz. 7 fr. 60.

Bbandes, O. 'William Shakesjeare. 1. Lfg. Leipzig:
Laogen. 1 M. 76.

DiscHASEL, Paul. La Decentralisation. Paiis: Bergei-
Levranlt. 3 fr.

DiF^rsKBACn. K. W. E. Beitrag zar Geschichte der zeit-

geniistischen Eunstpflege. 1. Bd. Leipzig : Lit. Anstalt.
2V. 40.

Fbopbiet?^. La: origine et (''volution. Tlidse communiate,
par Paul Lafatque ; Rt^'fatation par Yres Guyot. Palis

:

Delagrave. 3 Ir. 60.

BiDDOBHOPP. K. Sophie v. La Roche, die Schiileria Richard-
Bons n. Boosseaus. OAttiniren : FeppmilUer. 3 M.

SEIDLIT2, W. V. Kritiscbes Verzeichnis der Radierangen
Bemcrandts. Leipzig: Seemann. 10 If.

HISTORY. ETC.

Ekboib, Klie. Hiitnire de Blanche de Castille, Beine de
France. Paris : Thorin. H fr.

Fbahkliiv, Alfred. La Vie privee d'autrefois. L'Eofant

:

La Naismnce, le Bapt<'-me. 3 fr. 60. Les Magasins de
Nouveaut.'.!. 2' Partie. 3 fr. 60. Par;8 : Plon.

Usb;c, W. Die Redit£<iaellen d. Kantons Argan. I. Tl.
1. Bd. 1^43—1626. Aarsu: Baaerllioder. 4 11.

Plantrt, Eag. Correapondance des Beys de Tunis et des
fonauls de France avec la Cour. T. He (1700-1770).
Paris : Alcan. 20 fr.

B«ai8'Ets d'Alexandre IV. (1254—1261). Faw. ler, p.p. Ch.
de la Ronciire. Paris : Thotio. 9 fr. 60.

Baixt-Bihom. Mt'moires de, p.p. A. de Boislisle. T. XI.
Palis : Hachette. 7 fr. 60.

UiLEicn, P. W. Die Anflinge der Universilat Leipzig. I.

Penonalverzeichnis Ton 14C9b bis I4l9a. Leipzig:
Spirgati.o. 10 M.

ZoELLXEB, A. Chronik der Stadt Harelberg. Hayelberg

:

Zxlaei. 8 K.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, ETC.

Paris:Allisb. Baonl. La Fhilosophie d'Ecnest Benan,
Alcin. 2 fr. 60.

BiBLioTHtCA ge^graphiea. 1. Bd. 1891—93. Berlin : Euhl.
10 M.

Ebibhabd, V. Die Ghrandgebilde der ebenen Qeometrie.
1. Bd. Leipzig : Teubner. 14 M.

Bbosbkissb der In dem Atlantiscben Ocean von Mitte Juli
bts Anfanfr NoTbr. 1889 au^gefiibrttn Flankton.Ezpedi-
tloa der Humbold^Stiftusg. 4. Bd. Kiel : Lipsius.
88 M.

OuvDBLPiNGBB. S. Vorlesungen aos der analytiscben
Geometrie der K«gelschnicte. Laipzig: T.mbn^. 13 M.

Hi;mr, D, Treatise on Human Nature. 1. Tl. Uebers. v.

E. KOttgcn. Hamburg : Voss. 6 H.
Uarciilewski L. Die Cbemiedes Chlorophjlls. Hamburg;

Voss. 211.
]fiCHAKL9Ri(, W. Zur Kenntnis der Oligochaeten. Ham-

bnrg : Fiiedricbsen. 3 M. 40.
Faiklrvk. p. Le<;onB »ar rintr-gration des ^•quations

Olff/Ttntiellea de U m^-canique et applications. Paris:
A Hermann. 14 fr.

Briikr, R. Lose Bliitter aus Kants Nachliss. 2. Hft.
K'JQixsberg : Beyer. 8 H.

BcBULBRBG, A. Carl Semper. Wiesbaden : Kreldel. S M.

PHILOLOGY, ETC.

DlLiTzson, F. Assjiisches Hand nof letbnoh. 9. Tl. Leip-
zig: Hinrlobs. 91f.

dcuois opera omnia. VoL Vir. Optica, ed. I. L. Heibirg.
6 U.

OiHBixG, A. Index Homericns. Appendix, bymnoium
vocaljula C3ntinen4. Leipzig : Teubner. 6 M.

Kaisili.'jo, F. Ueb. den Gebranch der Tempora u. Modi in
des AriBtoteles Polilica u. in der Athenlensium Politia.
Eriaugen : Blaening. 2 M.

LiBBLKiv, J. lye livre egyptien : Qoe mon'nom flenrlsse.
Leipzig : Hinricln. 13 M.

FLUfARi « M'ralia, recognorit G. N. Beinadikii. Vol. VI.
Lripzig : Teubner. 4 M.

VEBjRKi'K.vTi.iciii NGEx, wirsenschaftliche. des Vereins f.
Rrdknnde zii Leipzig. 2. Bd. Liipzig : Duncker &
Humblot. 14 H.

WiLAMowiT/. -Moi!i.i.RNr<OBfr. U. T. Commentuiolum
|I«tri«amI, Outtingen: Qietetich. 60 Ff.

GOBRESPONBENCE.

DR. SMILES'S LIFE OF JOSIAH -WEDaWOOD.

Gibraltar : March 12, 1895.

The breakdown ofmy health and a lengthened
journey to South Europe have prevented me
from writing sooner respecting Mr. Godfrey
Wedgwood's communication to the Academy
of February 16.

The papers which I unearthed at the works
of Messrs. Wedgwood were lent to me about
thirteen years ago to write a Life of Josiah
Wedgwood. I was to wade through the mass,
extract the important and return the useless.

This I did at rare intervals, as I had leisure

;

nor is there among Mr. Godfrey Wedgwood's
letters to me any request for the return of the
whole collection of papers. No motive what-
ever but the hope of some day getting leisure

to write the Life ever entered my mind ; and
the commercial notion of my retaining some
MSS., while pretending to return all, and so
'

' taking advantage " of Mr. GodfreyWedgwood,
is solely his own uncharitable invention.

In 1893 I was told that Dr. Smiles had
nearly completed the Life which I had hoped
to write. I went straight to him and offered

him a sight of the papers which I had. I

frankly admit that I ought to have first

consulted Mr. Wedgwood ; but at the moment
I was anxiously preparing for a very serious

election libel suit, and it did not occur to me
that the Wedgwood family would wish to with-
hold from Dr. Smiles the necessary materials

for a biography of their illustrious ancestor.

On tho contrary, I found in Dr. Smiles a
gentleman specially chosen by Mr. Godfrey
Wedgwood himself for this work. I found
that, on March 28, 1891, Mr. Wedgwood had
invited Dr. Smiles to write the Life. I found
that, on April 2, 1891, Mr. Wedgwood had
expressed his " very great regret " that Dr.
Smiles should abandon the project, adding the
compliment, " Allow me to say that a Life of

Josiah Wedgwood by Mr. Smiles is one thing,

and by anybody else quite another ! " Mr.
Wedgwood writes to you now to disclaim all

connexion with Dr. Smiles's work ; but it was
not ever thus.

Directly I knew that Messrs. Wedgwood
wished to withhold these papers from Dr.
Smiles, and when Mr. Godfrey Wedgwood
wrote to me as to the " money value" in his

MSS. which I had disclosed, I offered to pay
compensation for my error.

Also, to tell the truth, I did not think that

the Wedgwood family had a very keen interest

in their papers. The largest and most
important section of them were sold as waste
paper out of the manufactory to Mrs. Mayer,
of Liverpool. The remainder I myself un-
earthed at Etruria out of the dirt and neglect

of half a century. So little did the family
know of these that I have now Mr. Godfrey
Wedgwood's letters detailing his discoveries

among them and asking for mine. On March
28th, 1891, Mr. Godfrey Wedgwood wrote to

Dr. Smiles about these papers, " I am sorry to

say that I have found very little fresh matter
for a Life of Wedgwood." This attitude of

the family towards their own archives did not
lead me to suspect that any reasonable and
good use of them would be objected to.

After all, if I had shown these papers for the
sake of gain, or out of spite, there might be
some justification for Mr. Godfrey Wedgwood
saying that I had " taken advantage " of him

;

but I have never received one shilling of remun-
eration for anything connected with the Life or
Works of Josiah Wedgwood, though I believe

I have bestowed more labour upon them than
anyone else now alive. Over the biography I

had only one ambition, which was that the
writer should know all there was to be known

;

and little did I realise that Josiah Wedgwood's

own descendants would wish to conceal from hia

biographer all that there was to be concealed,
Charles T. Gatty.

MONMOUTniANA.
Oxford : March 9, 1896.

The following letters and documents relating

to the Duke of Monmouth and his expedition

do not appear to have been hitherto printed.

Thomas Tye, the writer of the first, who describes

himself as a nephew of Archbishop Sancroft, was
known to have gone on board the Duke's
frigate off Lyme Eegis on the morning of the

landing, and to have been detained (Roberts's

Life of Monmouth, i. 221 sj.). He here relates

the sequel of his perilous adventure, and gives

us a curious glimpse of Lyme on the morrow
of Sedgemoor.

The next letters show what manner of man
was Jerome Nipho (or Nepho), secretary to Mary
of Modena, Queen of James II. To the queen,

who seems to have had no scruples as to the

odious trafiB.c, Nipho was no doubt indebted
for the " grant " of a hundred rebels. He is

mentioned among the grantees by Mr. Roberta
(ii. 242), by Mr. A. C. Ewald {Studies Be-
studied, p. 305), and by Mr. Inderwick {Side

Lights on the Stuarts, p. 392). The intimate

connexion between him and George Penne

—

so long confused with the founder of Penn-
sylvania—is shown by the extracts from the
Relation of the Great Sufferings of Henry
Pitman which were printed in my letter to the
Academy of April 15, 1893 (pp. 327 sq.). In
1662 " Mons'' Nipho " was secretary of the

languages to H.H, the Duke of York, with
a salary of 100 li. per annum (Hist. MSS.
Comm,, VIII., i. 278). Little more is known
of Jerome Nipho, whose death is recorded by
Luttrell {Brief Relation, i. 453), writing

on July 31, 1688, as having happened
"lately." Luttrell describes him as "queen
dowager's secretary." Is it possible that

he was a descendant of Fabian a Nipho,
who was created M.D. at Oxford in

1582, and, being "suspected of Popery,"
retired to Leyden, where he published a book
in 1599 (Wood's Athenae Oxon., ed. 1721, i. 300;
Register of the University of Oxford, ed. Clark,

II. i. 150, 347, 380) ?

The last document here printed brings before

us a very different Monmouth from the fugi-

tive of Sedgemoor and Eingwood. The enter-

tainment for which these " Masquerading
Cloaths " were provided (on credit) was no
doubt similar to those mentioned by Evelyn in

his Diary, December 15, 1674, and to that
so charmingly described by him in his Life of
Mrs, Godolphin (ed. 1847, p. 93) as graced by
the presence of Margaret Blagge. Defoe
pictures in Roxana a fictitious masquerade
of the same period. Monmouth touched
many for the King's evil ; but he seems to have
made but one knight. Lord Pembroke writes,

immediately after Sedgemoor (Hist. MSS.
Comm. IX. iii. 5b): "There are four Dutch
officers, but j° principal amongst them is one
J. Kid. He calls himself S' John Kid (the first

and only Knight y" King of Taunton made).
He was Mr. Thin's keeper."

C. E. Doble.

[ THOMAS TYE TO BANCROFT.

{Tanner MSS. 31, 130.)]

"Lyme: July 8* 1685.

" May it please yo"' Grace,

—

" I BuppoBC you have heard of my being taken
by the Rebells about three Leagues at Sea of this

Port where I was kept prisoner 17 days and landed
at St. Ives, but before wo came on shore it was
determined by a Oouncell of Warr that had any of

the Kings men of Warr attacked us we should
have been stab'd & thrown over board, but
thanks be to God we met with none. Onz usage
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amongst them was indiSerent & I had my health

pretty well, but since I came home I have been so

much indisposed that I could not possibly give

yo*^ Grace a sooner account : Their Shipp had 70

men : & 32 Qunns mounted & stood off into the Sea

at our deptirturo. Yesterday I was on Board the

Oenturiou Admirall Herbert before this Fort who
had w"' him the Fanfan & the Qarland, who
had an Expresse the night before from my U
Feversham of the totall defeat of the Uebella.

The Adm" is eailed to the West, the Fanfan lies

before Bridport, & the Garland before this port.

All care is taken hero to hinder all Sbipps &
Boats, having taken off all the Sailes from their

yards & secured them to obstruct the Enemy's
EEcape who we thinko to be in a very desperate
condition. Oollonell Poole is in Towno with about
SMH) men of the Traiue Bands & we expect a Troop
of Horse as this day. Vast companys of the
Kebella of this Towne & the adjacent parts llock

hither daily with as much confidence as if they
hod served his Maj'>' faithfully all the time. We
are informed that OoUou" Venner has left them.
& >' one Major Parsons ran away w'*" 100". I am
confident 40 men might have preserved this Towne
but ou' Mayo"^ Capt. Allford* immediately ran
away, neither had he provided any pouder,
or incouraged any men. Wo are extreamly
harrased here w"' Watches & Allarmes. I am iust

now going on board the Garland to invite the
Capt. on shore so canuot enlarge at pri-sent, but
shall give yo^ Grace a particular account of all

transactions speedily which w'-'' my humble duty
to yo"" Grace & love & service to all my Relations
& Friends

" I remaine
" Yoi^ Graces most obedient Nephew

" Tho : Tyb."

[rawi,. 0. 172, 37.]

" Carolits, 4c.—Omnibus ad quos praesentes
Literae pervenerint Salatem. (Jum Kobilis et

rHectus Vir Hieronimus Nypho e Flandria
oriundus, qui per plures Annos summa cum fide

et diligentia liebus Nostris etiam Afflictissimis

inseruijt, jam dcmum patriam meditatur,
abeuDtem utique Praesentibus pro meritis hone-
standum duximus, id porro rogantes, quorum-
cunque Principum, Statuum, Berum publicarum
Amicorum Nostrorum et Foederatorum Magis-
tratuB, Offlciales et Subditos quorum id interetit

(id quod Nostris ubivis loci tirmiter injungimus)
nt dicto Hieronyroo Nypho una cum Servis
Sarcinis non solum liberum tutumque transitum
pcrmittant, quin et ubi opus fuerit inter eundum
redeundumque benignt pro communi Foederis
Amicitiaeque Nexu adeese velint et Auxiliari

:

Quo tclant ee pergratum Nobis facturos. 30
Novemb. 1661."

[aAWL. 0. 421, 158 ]

" Whitehall, 17. October, 1G85.

" &>,—There having been delivered to you One
hundred of the Rebells to be transported to Some
of his Ma')* Plantations in America according to
the condition of your Eecognizance. You are to
cend me the names of the said peisons, and to
What Island or Plantation you have caused them
to be transported, that, pursuant to his Ma'>'
Orders upon their Atrivall there they may be
obliged to remaine in Servitude for the Spacj of
ten Years For which your Security t is to be
Answerable,

" I am k'
" Your most Humble Serv'

:

" William Blathwayt. J
" To Jerome Nipho, E«q' ,

" Secretary to Her Ma'^.,
" Leicester Fields."

• Gregory Alford promptly retired to Honiton,
whence he wrote to the King an account of the
landing (Roberts, i. 2.57). Tye's estimate of him is

no doubt just. In Secret Services of Charks II. and
Jamef II. (Oamden Society), p. 106, is an entry,
" To Anthony Thorold and Samuel Dassell, that
came from Lyme in Doraetshire to bring tidings
that the Duke of Monmouth was there landed in
hostile mann'', each of them 20" free guift."

t Cf. Jeaffreson's Young Squire, ii. 124.

t fc*ignaturo only by Ulathwayt (8ccretary-at-
War). Endoricmeut by SancrofC.

" TO OILBS diBtX, BSa'., AT BIS OHAXBIH IN LTOKB
ras. [dbaft.]

" M' OtiEK,—yr Letter to M' Hejwood j»
young*'' (w<''' I received from You by M'' GrifQth)
I took care to deliver into his own hands, &
suppose he hath ere this time given you an Answer
there-nnto ; & I hope you will be as carefuU
(during my absence at present in attendence upon
their Ma"" at Windsor) to give M^ Griffith some
satisfactory Accompt for me (as Y'ou promised) of

what eight Oonvicts I may receive, k where, A:

by what application, to make up j" like number
taken out of >° hundred allotted to,

" S', Y"' ready Friend to serve you
" J : KiPHO.

" 26 May 1686."

[Endorsed by Bancroft: " L"" for Mr. Jerome
Nipho, 26th May, 1686."]

[/*. 192—DRAIT.]

"For the Right Hon*"!"
" Laurence Earl of Rochester

" L<i High Treasurer of England.

" May it please ><" L^ip,—
" I humbly desire j"' Hono' to be pleased (during

my absence at present in attendence on their

Ma""' at Windsor) to give order for dispatch of j»
Warrant Dormant upon Dr. Clenches Privy-Seal
it being j" onely & near concern of, my L""

" ¥<"• most humble, falthfull,
" & obedient Serv'

" Jerome Nipho.
"Y" 26 of May 1686."

" For y= Hon'''" Henry Guy Esq' Sec/ to j«

Right Hon"" j" L'' High Troasuf^'" of England."
[Draft.]

" I have desired my Friend M^ Griffith to attend

J
or Hono'' herewith (during my present attendance
on their Ma''"*" at Windsor) humbly requesting
you to inmind my L'' Treas. ab' j"* dispatch of the
Warrant Dormant on Dr. Clenche's* Privy-Seal
fer y" concern & on the behalf of,

" S'', y"'' most humble & ready Serv'
" Jbkoub Nivho."

[rawl. C, 421, 187.]

" May it please y"'' MaW.
" To have in j"'' gracious remembrance y""' Late

Secretary peer Nipho, & to intercede t)j"King
for him, y' if His Maty shall think good to make
any alteration amongst j" Com" or other Officers
of His Customs or Excise, He would please to have
in consideration his long & faithfull Service at
home k abroad to his Ma'J' himself & the
Crown, & to grant to him or some sufficient

Person in his behalf, some such Place or Employ
there or else-where, as may be a Subsistence for
him and his Family in his declining age after
thirty years Service : And your Ma""" moat
humble Supplicant (as in Duty bound) shall ever
Pray, &"."

[Endorsed by Bancroft "Memoir of Jerome
Nipho Esqf to her Ma'y 24Ui June 1686."]

[rawl. 0. 421, 156.]

" May it please yC : most Excellent Ma'y,

—

" In consideration of >>^ Long & faithfull Service
of Jerome Nipho to grant unto him & his Partner
Thomas Brodrick of Loudon Merchant y" Place or
OfHoe of Register of all Bargains & Sales of Ships
& other Vessels, Navigated for Trade, and all

Parts and Portions thereof, if j" Bill for preventing
Frauds in such Bargains & Sales shall pass both
Houses, & Yof Ma')' shall think fitt to give yo"'

Royal Assent there-unto at yC next Sessions of
Parliament."

[Date, according to endorsement, Xmas, 1636 ]

[bawl. 0. 421, 155.]

" Masquerading Cloaths made by William
Watts, deceased, by his Majesties order, and his
Majestic also ordered the Duke of Monmouth to
bespeake them. Aprill, 1673.

* Was this Dr. Andrew Clench, murdered in
11192, as recorded by Evelyn (see Diet, of Nat.

Mr. Sands ...

Mr. Hazzard
Mr. Isaac ...

Mr. Preist ...

Mr. Laine ...

Mr. Isaac ...

Mr. Preist...

Mr. Laine ...

Mr. Hazzard
Mr. Heughs
Mr. Jenkins
Mr. Osbum

Mr. Jarrat ...

Mr. Jenkins
Mr. Osbum

A rich flowerd Vene-
tian suite laced with
silver lace with all

furnitures
for one bask habitt

with all furnitiuea ...

iThe
like in all particu-

lars, for four bosk
habits more at 11 lib. :

lis. pe,- peice

A rich fiowerd Vene-
tian suite with all fur-

nitures

A Spanish habitt

A conjurers habitt ...

The like for another
habitt
For a Diveils shape ...

The like for three

shapes more at 51ib

:

5s. 6d. per each
For a shepheards habit

( with all furnitures ...

( The like for two shep-

\ beards habits more ...

lib. 88. d.

59: 17:00

11:00

46 : 04 : 08

28 : 17 : 06

08;

14:

14:

05;

06 : 02
17:02

17:02

05:06

15:16:06

JSO;

jeo;

07:10

15:08

In all 296 : 16 : 02

"These are to certifye that by his Majesties
order I signifyed to Mr. Watts his Majesties
pleasure that the habitts above-mentioned should
be prepared for the persons named in the margent,
which waa accordingly done. lu wittuesa where-
of I have signed these presents att London this 18
day of March 16fS.

" Monmouth.
" This is the true copy of the bill signed by the

Duke of Monmouth."

THE MIRBOR AND SHINToISM.

Eew Gatdens : ICatch 18, 1896.

Dr. W. E. Griffis, in his Religions of Japan,
tells us that inside Shinto temples
'

' one often sees a mirror in which foreigners with
lively imaginations read a great deal that is only
tho ahadow of their own mind, but which probibly
waa never kuown in Shinto temples until after

Buddhist limes."

Then, again, Prof. B. H, Chambsrlaia in his

Things Japanese, quoting from Satow and
Hawes's "Hiudbook for Japan," informs ua
that

" the mirror which is seen in not a few temples
was borrowed from the Buddhists of tho Shingon
sect, during the period of the predominance of
Buddhism, and has nothing to do with Shinto.
It is in no way derived from the mirror hidden in
the recesses of the temple, as the emblem of a
deity."

In fact, all competent recent authorities are
unanimous in denying the existence of an open
OT exposed mirror among the ritual apparatus
or furniture of a pure Shinto temple. The
opposite opinion, so frequently formed by
foreigners visiting Japan, is partly due to tho
presence of mirrors in the temples of Ityubu
Shinto, the " twofold divine doctrine," and tj
the reverence paid to the hidden sacred
mirror, the emblem of Ama-terasu, the
Sun -Goddess. This mirror is preserved
in the famous Shinto temple called Naikii, close

to the town of Yamada in the Province of
Ise. But in the great purification of 1870 the
intruded Buddhist mirrors were removed from
many of the Shinto edifices, along with the
gorgeous decorations and paraphernalia which
the Buddhist priests had introduced into the
excessively simple structures devoted to the

native worship. Students of the various

religious systems prevalent in Japan will, it is to

ba hoped, appraise at its true worth such a
description of the part played by the mirror in

Shinto worship as the following, which I quote
from the second of a series of papers, entitled
" Bambles in Japan," by Canon Tristram. In
this paper {Leisure Hour, Feb. 1895, p. [230)
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we are told that the Shinto worship is in some
respects

" analogous to the old Persian fiie worship, the
mirror representing the eun, who himself Is the
representaiive of the invisible deity, while
the Mikado is the human representative
of the 6un, and therefore, in some degree,
a partaker of the divine nature. Nor is

this all the meaning of the mirror, the great
feature of Shinto wordhip. In it man is supposed
to see his own heart mirrored, and comparing it

with the purity of tne white paper by its side, to
see wherein he fails, and correct it."

A. H. Church,

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
EcsDAV, March 24, 7.36 p.m. Ethical : "The TraiuiUon from

IndoBtiial War to IndustiiU Peace," by Hisa Edith
Bead.

HoKDiv, March S6, 8 p.m. Society of Arts : Cantor Lecture,
" Commercial Fibrfs," IT., by Dr. B. Morris.

8.30 p.m. Geoj^raphicaj : "Chitral, Honza, and the
Hindu Kush," by Capt. F. E. Younghusband.

TussDAV, March 26, 3 pm. Boial lostitution :
' The Inter-

nal Framework of Planta and Animals," XI , by Prof. C.
Stewait.

4.30 p.m. Colonial Institute: "The Writing of
Colonial History," by Mr. James Banwick.

8 pm. Civil Engineers :
" Steam Engine Economy-

Condensing EDgincs," by Mr. H. Davey.
Wedsesdav, March 27, 3 p.m. Chez.ic.'tl : Anniversary

Meeting.
8 p.m. Society of Arte :

" Modem Photogravure
Methods," by Mr. Horace Wilmer.

8 p.m. Irish Literary Society ;
" Irish Music," by

Dr. P. W. Joyce.
TntjB.sDAT, March 28, 8 pm. Boyal Inatitation ; "Ani-

mism," I., by Dr. E. B. Tylor.
4.30 p.m. Society of Arts : " Cbitral and the States

cf the Hindu Kuth," by Capt. F. B. Ycunghusband.
8 p.m. Electrical Eogineers: " The Umployment of

the Klectrio Light for Railway Purposes," by Mr. W. B.
Langdon.

8 30 p m. Antiquaiies.
PaiDAY, March 29,9 p.m. Boyal Institution : "The Struc-

ture of the Sugars :and their Aitifldal Production," by
Prof. H. f:. Armstrong.

Batusoav. Match 30, 3 p.m. Boyal lutitation: "Light
or aonnd," V., by Lord Bayleigh.

was, from the nature of the case, more necessary
in Samuel than in Leviticus ; and Prof. Budde's
previous work on this Book justified us in
expecting that he would not only give us the
average opinions of scholars of to-day, but
forecast for us some at least of the conclusions
of the scholars of to-morrow. In the notes,
the editor makes frequent references to his
predecessors, but shows himself scarcely inferior
in acumen to any of them, and has made the
subject as interesting as possible to students
who have had some preliminary training, and
know better than to talk of German " subjec-
tivity." The lay-public, however, for which
this series of " Sacred Books of the Old Testa-
ment" was originally designed, has still

ground for complaint that the English section
of the work, showing how criticism affects the
traditional Bible, has not yet begun to appear.
We trust that those who believe in free inquiry
will give this section an appropriate welcome.

' Orook-tail," a name of the sign

CORRESPONDENCE.

SCIENCE.

OFPROF. HAVPT'S "SACRED BOOKS
THE OLD TESTAMENT."

Two more parts of the Hebrew section of the
series called " Sacred Books of the Old Testa-
ment " (David Nutt) have appeared, in all the
glory of printing and " polychrome." Sieg-
fried's edition of Job was published last year,
and this season brings us Leviticus by Driver and
H. A. "White, and the Books of Samuel by
Budde. Certainly each is a marvellous three
shillings' worth ; and we have nothing, on a
first examination, but praise alike for the
general editor and his contributors.

" The Hebrew text," says the proi'pectus, "shall
be the exact counterpart of the English transla-
tion. If a translation is based on a departure
from the Masoretic text, thia deviation must
appear in the Hebrew text. If a transposition has
been made in the translation it must also be made
in the Hebrew text. The latter shall represent the
reconstructed text from which the translator has
mad3 his translation, the emendations appearing
in the text, and the Masoretic reading in the
notes appended."

The editor, as our readers know, is the pro-
feuor of Semitic languages in the Johns
Hopkins University at Baltimore, U.S.A. ; and
among the contributors are no less than fourteen
English scholars, with nine American, twelve
German, and one Australian (if Prof. Andrew
Harper does not rather elect to be called
English). The only Dutch contributor, A.
Kuenen, has unhappily died ; and a successor to
him has been found in the eminent Assyri-
ologist, Dr. M. Jastrow, jun., of the University
of Philadelphia. Prof. Driver's annotations on
Leviticus display the learning and judgment
that might be expected of him, and his treat-
ment of the sources of Leviticus is cautiously
progressive. Prof. Budde's work, on the other
hand, is conspicuous by its bold criticism. Tliis

THE ARCHAIC LUNAR ZODIAC.

Earton-on-Humber : March 4, 189S.

Speaking of the lunar zodiac, and writing
prior to 1878, Prof. Weber says, "To me the
most probable view is that these lunar mansions
are of Chaldaean origin, and that from the
Chaldaeans they passed to the Hindus as well
as to the Chinese " {Hist, of Indian Lit, Eng.
edit,, 1878, p. 248). Prof. Whitney agrees,
remarking that, so far as the Hindus are con-
cerned, his " suspicion " as to the Babylonian
origin of the lunar zodiac " rises to the dignity
of apersuasion" {Oriental and Linguistic Studies,
2nd series, 1893, p. 418) ; but positive evidence
was still wanting. Probably all students of
the Indian, Chinese, and Arab schemes of the
lunar mansions agree with Prof. Norman
Lockyer, that "they are undoubtedly buUt
upon a common model " {Nature, December 18,
1893, p, 203); and, in the words of Prof.
Whitney, are " three derivative forms of the
same original." What that was, has been one
of the most perplexing questions in the history
of archaic astronomy. Let me further illus-

trate {vide " Fortuna Maior," in the Academy,
January 12, 1895, p. 39) the Euphratean deriva-
tion, not merely of these three well-known
schemes, but also of the other four less -known
lists of lunar mansions—the Persian, Sogdian,
Khorasmian, and Coptic—from the instance of
the lunar Scorpion. The numbers are those of
the respective lunar mansions.

Tablet of the Thirty Stars, Asterism No.
xxvii., GIRTAD (the

'

" Scorpion," lit. the
" Striker and Seizer") = 9, t, k, a, v Scorpionis.
The Scorpion, like the Sea-goat, is a figure
which appears both in the solar and in the
lunar zodiac; the solar Scorpion, at times
called Oir-anna (the " Scorpion-of-Heaven "),

being the constellation as we know it. The
derivatives are as follows :

Persitin 20. Vanant (= 9, i, «, A, u Scorpionis.
The stars at the end of the tail, including
Lesath, the "Sting"), the " Stinger" (Avestic
van, "to strike"). "Vanant means 'who
smites'" (Darmesteter). "T^q Vanant Tasht
is a prayer addressed to the star Vanant, by
which the Dasturs understand the Milky Way "

(Haug, Essays, p. 217). The basis of this
error, which illustrates the location of the
asterism, is that the Milky Way runs through
Scorpio and Oirtab. Vanant, the " Chieftain
of the West," is one of the four chief asterisms
in the Persian stellar scheme, an illustration of
the great importance of Oirtab, which is so
frfquently referred to in the cuneiform tablets,

Sogdian 22. Vanand (=8ame stars), the
" Stinger."

Khorasmian 22. Khachman (= same stars),

the " Carved " (Persian Imzh, " curved "
;

Kazh-dum,
Scorpio).

Indian 19. (1) Vikritan (= t, f, f, n, *, ', «, A, u

Scorpionis), the "Destroyer." Also called (2)
M^(.la (the "Root"). If this be the original

meaning of the name, the reference is probably
to the asterism as the "tail" or "basis" of

Scorpio ; but it is quite possible that here, as

in an instance in the Chinese scheme, we have
the Babylonian Mid ("star"), i.e., "the (im-
portant) Asterism."

Chinese 19. Wei, ancient Mi, Vi (= e> h^
Scorpionis), the " Tail "—of the Chinese " Blue
Dragon " in the later astronomy, but also pro-
bably originally referring to Oirtab.

Arabic 19. Aah-Shaulah {= a, v Scorpionis),

the " Sting."
Coptic 20. Mamref {

= same stars), the
" Sting " (Coptic mamref, reduplicated form of
meref, " sting," I am indebted to Mr. Eenouf
for this explanation).

We may next notice in this connexion the
influence of Babylonia upon Mithraic sym-
bolical art. We find that "when a sheep is

slaughtered . . . the testes are for the star

Vanand" {Shdyast Lii-Shayast, xi. 4, ap. E. W.
West). Now, turning to the familiar repre-
sentations of the slaughter of the Bull by
Mithra, we see at once a combination of
Euphratean figures (I am not speaking of ideas),

namely :

(1) The Bull = Euphratean Out-anna (the
" BuU-of-Heaven "). (2) The Scorpion =
Vatiant = Euphratean Oirtab, constantly de-
picted, in harmony with the above quotation,
as seizing the testes of the Bull. (3) The
Ears of corn at the end of the Bull's tail =
the Ear of com and Bull as represented
together on an unpublished tablet in the Berlin
Museum {vide Robert Brown, Jun., The Celestial

Equator of Aratos, fig. 7). (4) The Serpent
below the Bull = the long Serpent of the
Euphratean monuments. (5) The Lion = the
zodiacal Leo. (6) The Raven = the Euphratean
asterism Ugaga (the " Raven ") = the con-
stellation Corvus. (7) The Dog salient, leaping
up to drink the Bull's blood = the Euphratean
Canis Major, whose altitude has been pre-
served in our star-maps of to-day. In some
Mithraic groups a Goblet (= Crater) is shown
beneath the Bull. In one instance (De Hammer,
Mithriaca, pi. iii.) the Raven is on the ground
with the other southern signs, while a Winged-
Horse (Pegasus), a Swan (Olor), and an Eagle
(Aquila) are in the upper part of the field, i.e.,

as north of the zodiac.

The Euphratean " Dragon of the Deep " (=
Cetus) and the "Serpent of Darkness" or
" Strong Serpent of the Sea," which latter is

many-headed C= Hydra) are equally connected
with the Western three-headed or many-headed
Dragon of Lerna, and with the Avestic Azi-
Dahitka (the "Fiendish-Snake"), "a three-
headed dragon " (Darmesteter), who used to

"

live "in his accursed palace" {Ram Tast, 19)

" in the land of Bawri " {Abcin Yast, 29), i.e.,

Babylon, a region which will be found to have
supplied the world with a lunar, as well as

with a solar, zodiac.

Robert Brown, Jun.

SCIENCE NOTES.
The anniversary meeting of the Chemical
Society, for the election of officers and council,

will be held on Wednesday next, at 3 p.m., at

Burlington House. The anniversary dinner,

with Prof. Armstrong (president) in the chair,

will take place the same evening at the Hotel
Metropole. The council has resolved to confer

the Faraday medal upon Lord Rayleigh, in

recognition of his researches which have led to

the discovery of argon. Previous recipients of

the Faraday medal have been Dumas, Canizzaro,

Wiirtz, Helmholtz, and Mendeleeff,
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At the Royal Institation, on Thursday next,

Dr. E. B. Tylor, reader in anthropology at

Oxford, will begin a course of two lectures on
" Animism, as shown in the Religions of the

Lower Kaces." The evening disoourse on
Friday next will be delivered by Prof. H. E.

Armstrong, president of the Chemical Society,

on "The Structure of the Sugars and their

Artificial Production."

At the meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society on Monday next. Captain P. R.
Younghusband, C.I.E., will read a paper on
" Chi&al, Ilunza, and the Hindu Kush,"

Prof. Charles Stewart is delivering a
course of six free lectures at the Royal College
of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, on " The
Internal Framework of PJants and Animals."

We quote the following from the l^imes

:

" M. Berthelot, perpetual Kecretary of the
Acad6m{e des Sciences, eupplies the first bit of

solid information concerning the chemical proper-
ties of argon. In experimenting with a small
quantity of that substance furnished by Prof.
Uamsay, he has found that under the influence of

the silent electric discharge it combines with
various organic compounds, and notably with
benzene. It is decidedly interesting to discover
that argon, which was supposed to be totally inert,

and has been vainly subjected to all the most
patent agencies at the command of the chemist, is

all the time capable of forming a variety of

combinations under conditions which ^ways
exist in the atmosphere. Great interest also

attaches to M. Berthelot's communication in con-
nexion with the obscurity which hangs over the
chemical nature and relationships of the new sub-
stance. For he pointed out years ago that
nitrogen combines, under the inflaence of the
silent discharge, with hydrocarbons like benzene,
with carbohydrates such as go to build up the
tissues of plants, and even with tertiary products,
such as ether. A bit of moist filter-paper, for
example, exposed to the silent discharge in
presence of nitrogen, whether alone or mixed with
oxygen, absorbs a considerable amount, producing
a nitrogenized compound which, on heating with
soda-lime, glres oft abundance of ammonia. As
argon seems to be absorbed in the same way, it

would be very interesting to learn whether its

compound alto yields ammonia on heating, or if

not ammonia, then what ? M. Berthelot promises
further details next week ; and meanwhile we may
congratulate ourselves upon having obtained an
introduction to this very shy and retiring substance,
which, so far as the acquaintance goes, seems to
bear a remarkable resemblance to nitrogen."

so far as had been expected, because Dr. Atkin-
son, the editor, has suffered from weakness of the
eyes, which has been caused in part by constant
occupation on the Brehon texts. Thi^ has greatly
limited the labours at night on which he had
previously largely relied, much of liis day hours
being necessarily spent in the discharge of his
professorial duties In the University of Dublin.
Still, much progrecs has been mttde, and the
Commissioners are confident tsat Dr. Atkinson
wlU do all In his power to bring the work to a
termlaation as soon as possible, consistently with
its satlrfactory execution. From the nature of a
glossary, the printing of it cannot be commenced
until the whole has been completed in MS. ;

but, on the other hand, when it is bo completed,
the printing will go on without laterruption or
delay."

PHILOLOar NOTES.
Mk. p. Giles, the University reader in com-
parative philology at Cambridge, has just
completed a short Manual of Comparative
Philology for Classical Students, which will ba
published by Messrs. Macmillan & Co. soon
after Easter. The book, which is intended to
take the place covered in former years by Dr.
Peile's Introduction to Greek and Latin Ety-
mology, i% divided into three parts: the first
containing an account of the general prin-
ciples and history of the science; the second
the history of the Greek and Latin sounds

;

the third the history of the noun and verb
forms.

In the forthcoming number of the Asiatic
Quarterly Rtview will be found, under " Orient-
alia," two papers by Mr. C. H. Tawney,
Librarian of the India Office, on " The
Sankhya Philosophy" and " The Migration of
Tales "

; and a review of Palmer's translation
of the Qun'm, as included in "The Sacred
Books of the East," by Dr. M. S. Howell.

We quote the following from the Times

:

"According to a report just presented to the
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland by the Brehon Law
Commissioners, the preparation of a glossary to the
•ntire body of the Brehon Laws has not advanced

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Asiatic.—{Monday, March 11.)

LoED Rbay, president, In the chair.—Mr. Robert
Sewell read a paper on " Some Buddhist
Relics." Mr. Sewell was requested by the
Secretary of State for India to prepare a memoir
on certain bronzss, many of wideh are of great
artistic merit. The first find of these remains
was about 1870, when the late Mr. J. Boswell,
then collector of Klstna district, sent a report, and
investigations had since been extensirely carried

on. Among them were three images of Buddha,
one seated under a triple umbrella, and two
standing with a head surrounded by a wheel or

circle. Besides these were a number of copper
images of Buddhist saints. These were beauti-

fully executed, and worthy of comparison for

symmetry and design with Greek and Roman
sculpture. Mr. Sewell himself, when stationed
at Bfzvada from 1875 to 1879, found ssveral
baskets of heads, arms, feet, bases, and other
fragments, which he brought to England, and
which had since been deposited at the India
Office. Among these was a base bearing an in-

scription In Sanskrit, which had been explained,
and as far as possible translated, by Dr. Biihler,

of Vienna. "The probable interpretation was

—

" Victorious is that Tayamati who conquers the on-
slaught of misfortune ; Tinasenasena who bows to

her caused to be made a most excellent image
of that deity." The date of the inscription Dr.
Biihler believed to be between 900 and 1000 a d.

For the bulk of the bronze and other remains
themselves no earlier date, Mr. Sewell thought,
could positively be assigned than a.d. 650. Treat-
ing next of the Bhattiprolu stupa and Mr. Rea's
recent discovery of its relic-caskets with the relics

iutact, Mr. Sewell obserred that these massive and
pplendld Buddhist stupas were always erected over
important relics either of Buddha himself or of the
saints. The splendour of the structures and the
lavish wealth of adornment sufficiently attested the
belief of the people in the genuineness of the relics.

The construction of relic stupas, begun by King
Asoka, who projected the erection of no fewer
than 81,000, was continued by his successors of

the Mauryan dynasty, and after them by the
sovereigns of tho Andhra race, who for 500 years
were the overlords of the great tract of country
on the banks of the Kistna. The Amaravati tops
was the richest of all, but the Bhattiprolu was pro-
bably the largest and one of the oldeit. Dr. Bargees
fixed the date limits of the Amaravati tope between
B 0. 200 and a d. 200 ; but Dr. Biihler declared the
inscriptions at Bhattiprolu to be not later than n c.

200. From the centre of the latter stupa, which had
been sadly ruined, Mr. Ilea in 1892 extracted three

caskets (there were originally four) ; and among the
inscriptions found was one, in characters not later

than 250 years after the Nirvana— »«., about 200
B.C. or earlier—which runs thus :

" By the father

of Kura, the mother of Kura, Kura himself and
Siva, the preparation of a casket and a box of

crystal In order to deposit some relics of Buddha.
By Kura, the son of Bitnava, assciciated with his

father [has been given] the casket." Inside wm
a globe-shaped black stone casket, and inside that
a crystal casket containing a small fragment of

bone. Among the jewels was a large hexagonal
crystal bead, with an Inscription in characters
similar to the first, stating that it had been the
gift of women from a certain village and of a

number of religious mendicants. Below this first

casket was found a second, somewhat similar.

There was a large black stone casket outside with
inscriptions on it, one of which mentioned relics of

the body of Buddha and another that the casket
had been given by certain persons, chief of whom
was King Khubiraka. It was curious, however,
that in this case no relics were found. There was
no inner casket as described, and the crystal phial

was lying open with Its two portions separated.

In the outer stone casket were found a large

number of gold fiowera and other objects, 177 InaU,
a number of jewels, and anlnscrip'ion on atwisted
silver leaf. Beneath lay a heavy stone casket,

bearing an iaecription, which mentioned King
Khubiraka. Thore then emerged a tiny casket,

consisting of a single beryl bored In the centre and
shaped like a relic casket, Iiaving within it three

small pieces of bone. As usual, there were found
surrounding it a number of small jewels and
flowers made of gold leaf. Mr. Sewell observed
that the tradition of the collection of relics from
Buddha's funeral pjpro was one of high antiquity,

mentioned in the oldest of tho Buddhist scriptures.

During his lifetime the Buddha had collected

round him a large body of devoted adherents, who
were attracted by his noble birth, his long years

of devoted self-sacrifice, and his gentle and loving

character. There was nothing, therefore, a ^rieri

Improbable in the widely spread belief that after

his cremation his bones were carefully collected

and preserved. As to their preservation so far

south of the scenes of his labours as the banks of

the Kistna, the argument was necessarily con-
jectural. But, in view of these large and costly

monuments, there was no reason to doubt the

genuineness of some, at least, of tho fragments.

Certain it was that so far back as ».c. 200 the

authenticity of the Bhattiprolu relics was passion-

ately accepted by the people. There was as strong

ground for believing in these relics as we had, for

example, in accepting relics of our own Charles I.

as genuine. The monastic system instituted by
Buddha, followed oit so devotedly after his death
with all its attendant religious establishments

and observances, synods, councils, cchools,

monasteries, tended to foster and encourage
the careful preservation of relics and saci^d

writings, especially when it was remembered
that the adoration of relics was a form of

religious devotion especially encouraged by the

priesthood. It would be Incredulity carried to the

extreme to hold that all the relics scattered over

India were spurious. If any were to be accepted,

the literary records extaut regarding Asoka, who
deliberately divided and distributed them through-

out India, supported those discovered at Bhat-
tiprolu. In favour of those found by Mr. Rea,
everything pointed to the conclusion that this great

stupa had never been disturbed since its erection.

The monument was of the most elaborate con-
struction. First, foundations were dug deep In the

soil, and a great circular base built of solid brick

148 ft. in diameter. Above ground was a solid

superstructure 5 ft. high, of large bricks ; and in the

exact centre of this was left a small cylindrical

hollow, and the relic caskets were placed one above
tho other firmly built into the brickwork, the hollow

being only about 9 in. in diameter. The outer

caskets measured 2 ft. 11 in. by 2ft. 6 in., and
2 ft. 10 in. by 2 ft. 3 in. respectively, so that it was
abundantly clear that they could not at any time

have been lifted out of the hollow. Above all

this was constructed a dome, also of solid brick,

having a base of 132 ft. diameter, roimd which
was a procession path of 8 ft. broad. The whole
of the outside surface was encased in marble slabs,

so as to present a pure white glittering surface

visible from a great distance. It was thus

abundantly evident that the relics were securely

interred from the beginning. Though in process

of centuries, during twelve of which the religion of

this tract was Brahminlcal and not Buddhist, this

great edifice had been sorely injured, the marbles

being partially pulled down and a quantity of the

encloted brickwork pulled to pieces by the villagers, i

probably for house-building, it remained till a few
years ago in a confused but generally clrctilar mass
30 ft. or 40 ft. high, ruined at the top. At that

period a zealous officer of the Public Works
Department utilised a quantity of the bricks for

road-making, and most of the marble for the floor

and walls of a small sluice in the canal close by.
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He dag so deep that the topmost lelic casket was
found, and this led to the subsequent discoveries.

In spite of all this, the remains stood, when Mr.
Sewell first saw them, about 14 feet or 15 feet above
ground ; and they were stiU in this condition when
Mr. Rea began his excavations. Mr. Rea found
the circular courses of the portion which remained
entirely untouched; the small central 9 -inch
well in its original integrity, with eight large bricks
radiating from it, and another ring of sixteen
wedge-shaped bricks, each placed with the apex
pointing to the centre. The little well went
down with its sides straight for a depth of 5 ft.

9 in. from the (then) surface. Below that the
courses were stepped, having alternate diameters
of 9J in. and 1 ft. 3 in. Below all this were the
caskets, one above the other, the outer ones in
each case bsing so large that they could never have
been disturbed. If any additional proof be de-
manded that the caskets had never been disturbed
during the 2000 years and more they had lain
there, it was to be found in the fact that the
gold flowers and coins and precious stones
were ttill iutact Dr. Burgess conjectures (Epi-
graphi% Indiea, vol. ii., Preface) that the dia-
tarbance of the inner caskets had probably been
caused by the accidental shaking of the whole by
the workmen. The relics are now carefully pre-
served in a glass case in the Government Central
Museum at Madras.—Prof. Ehys Davids expressed
his general concurrence with the conclusions ex-
pressed in Mr. Sewell's paper. The cremation of
the Buddha might be regarded as an historical
facb^ There was no doubt of the religions zeal
of King Aaoka, and the inscription was in a tongue
which was only used between about 450 b.c. and
the time of Chtist.

FINE ART.
LETTER FROM EGYPT.

AssuAN has ceased to be the quiet resting-
place at the end of a dababiyeh voyage that it

used to be, and hag become as fashionable and
noisy as Luxor. What with dahabiyehs and
steamers innumerable and a hotel full of ninety
guests, one can almost fancy oneself in Cairo.
Even the desert solitudes have been invaded by
riding parties, picnics, and excursions of all
kinds. It is, however, still possible to find
some sequestered nook untrodden by the
tourist, but where an ancient Egyptian has
left a memorial of his name.
One morning Capt. Lyons and myself took a

long walk along the old road to the oasis of
Eonkiir, which breaks the gleaming range of
limestone cliffs to the west. But we found
nothing, except possibly the remains of a
Boman milestone. On our way back, how-
ever, by the edge of the river, we came across
some previously unnoticed hieroglyphic inscrip-

Ltions, one of them explaining two of the
Iquarry-marks frequently used at Silsilis and
lelsewhere, another giving the ancient name of
rthe district, and a third being the record of a
[certain " pilot " who lived in the time of the Old
I
Empire.
Capt. Lyons afterwards started on an explor-

|U)g expedition in Nubia, where he has since
I discovered between Kalabsheh and Tafa an
inscription of five lines, dated in the nineteenth
year of Tirhakah. I accompanied him the
first two or three miles of his way, as far as the
inscription of the fifth year of Mer-n-Ka of the
Vlth Dynasty, which I discovered two years
ago, and which commemorates the homage
paid to the Pharaoh by the Nubian chiefs in
the island of Bigeh. The favourable morning
light enabled me to revise my previous copy of
the text, and revealed the day of the month on
which the monument was engraved. It was
the 2Tth of Payni. The name of the district
immediately south of the First Cataract, where
the monument was erected, I had given doubt-
fully B.S Eanefer—a name which had not been
met with before, and was therefore open to
question; but I now find that my readine was
correct.

I

On the island of Hesseh, south of Bigeh
and Philae, Lord Amherst of Hackney and
myself made a discovery of some interest. On
the western side of the island is a hieroglyphic
stele, inscribed with the words: "Pe-Hor,
governor of the land of the Temple," from
which it may be inferred that a temple once
existed there. Tombs of the Boman period
also exist on the western side of the island, as
well as at its southern end, where the natives
have disinterred a stone sarcophagus. Those
on the west are excavated in the rock in the
form of square chambers, the mummies of the
dead being buried in them in sarcophagi, some-
times of stone, sometimes of terra-cotta. A
libation table supported on obelisks of stone
was placed by the side of it. The tombs,
however, were afterwards re-used by the Copts,
a number of corpses being crammed into a
single tomb. In one of them Mr. Newman
picked up a fragment of a Demotic inscription

;

in another Lord Amherst found part of a
libation-table in honour of the son of the
Nubian " chief " Mesta-Khnum, who died at
an early age.

Lord Amherst took me to see the tombs, and
we then explored the northern end of the
island. Here we found more tombs, this time
of vaulted brick on stone basements, and
below them, not far from the " bab " of the
Cataract, was the site of a temple which had
subsequently been converted into a Coptic
church. The altar of the church had been
supported on an upturned granite pedestal, on
one side of which were cavities for the feet of
three statues, whUe on another I found a
Greek and a Demotic inscription. The Greek
reads :

—

(1) BA2IAEA nrOAEMAION KAI BA2IAI52AN
KAEOnATPAN.

(2) eEOTS *IAOMHTOPA2 KAI HTOAEMAION
TON TION ATTON.

Then come three erased lines, over which has
been engraved in large letters : I2I2 KAI nP02.
Next follow two lines of Demotic, the second
of which has been erased, and the first (which
is a translation of the Greek) ends with the
names of " Isis and Horns."

Here, then, we have a memorial of the ill-

starred Ptolemy Eupator, who must have
been a boy at the time the monument was
made, as the cavity in which his statue stood,
between those of his father and mother, is of
relatively small size.

Bases of royal statues with Greek inscriptions
are rare in Egypt : indeed, I know of only one
other, which is now in the Museum of
Alexandria. Curiously enough, this also is

dedicated to Philometor (though not to his son
and wife), while there are traces of erased lines,

in place of which the names of Isis and Horus
have been engraved. Could this monument
have originally come from Hesseh? At all

events it would appear that the temple of
Hesseh was dedicated to Isis and Horus.
Three or four miles below Assuan, at the

back of a hiU of sandstone which overlooks the
village of Waresab, I found a rock-out tomb,
filled with sand almost to the roof, and near it

two hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Old
Empire. The rock on which they are engraved
had fallen subsequently to the period when
they were inscribed, and the characters of one
of them are now upside down. At Kom Ombo
the «eiah is being rapidly carried away from
the town on the north side of the temple, and
two monuments of the past have been brought
to light. One of them is a partially painted
sandstone sarcophagus in a perfect state of
preservation; the other is a block of granite
on which Thothmes I. is represented adoring
Sebek. Between the two figures is the inscrip-
tion: "The good god Thothmes I., beloved
of Sebek, lord of Ambos." Thothmes I.,

therefore, must have baea one of the builders
of the temple of Ombo.
At Silsilis I succeeded at last in making out

the Greek inscription at the southern corner
of the Specs of Hor-m-hib, which has so long
baffled decipherment. It is a record of a
Boman soldier, Marius Fabius, who belonged
to the Third Legion.

I have spent several days with Mr. Somers
Clarke and Mr. Moore at El-Kab, where the
excavations have brought to light another
cartouche, that of Seti I., who must therefore
be added to the list of the temple builders of
Eileithyias. The fragments of a libation table
have also been found, as well as an interesting
statue in black stone of a "superintendent of
the prophets of all the gods of Aa-ma-atur
(Shekh Musa at Gebelen) and chief prophet of
Montu of Erment," who lived at El-Kab, where
he was " superintendent of the workmen in the
temple of Nekheb." His name was Maia, and
his mother was one of the " chantresses " of
Sebek of Ombos. On the last day of the
excavations two small fragments of Demotic
ostraka turned up.
On the north side of the greatrook, covered with

graffiti of the Vlth Dynasty, which lies on the
way to the temple of Amenophis III., is an
ancient well with steps cut in the rook leading
down into it. Here I found traces of a building

;

and a little to the west, immediately under the
cliff, I found a platform of rock which had
baen cut for the foundations of a chapel of
some size. I also came across a good many
new inscriptions of the Old Empire, including
one of exceptional interest, as it gives the names
of two of the temples which existed on the
spot in the days of King Pepi. One of them
took its name from the Kenb set, or " corner of
the mountain." But the inscriptions are so
numerous, and so- few, comparatively, have
been copied, that several weeks of steady
labour are required in order to make a complete
collection of them.
A week before my arrival at Esneh a

curious discovery had been made by the
fellahin about a mile west of the Moham-
medan tombs which stand on the edge of the
desert behind the town. They found there two
subterranean Coptic churches, and what was
apparently the house of the priest, also sub-
terranean, and all, of course, now buried under
the sand. Such subterranean buildings must
be of early date, as they imply that the
Christians had to conceal themselves from
persecution. Mr. Dienisch took me to see
them ; and he found that, since his previous
visit, six days before, Mohammedan fanaticism
had already defaced or destroyed most of the
saints' heads whichcovered the east wallof oneof
the churches. Fortunately, Mr. Mallet, who has
nearly accomplished his arduous task of copying
the hieroglyphic texts in the temple of Esneh,
accompanied Mr. Dienisch on his first visit and

'

copied the Coptic inscriptions. The paintings
which remain are stUl as fresh as when they
were first made, and are excellent specimens of
Byzantine work. One representing the Virgin
and Child is especially good, though it will
probably have been destroyed by the Moham-
medan iconoclasts before this letter reaches
England. One of the churches seems to have
been dedicated to St. Menas, and in the east
wall of the priest's house is an oratory. Some
four miles further west in the desert we came
across a large number of tombs in the shape of
huge cairns of unwrought stones, which must
have been brought from a considerable distance.

I shall have something to say about these
extraordinary monuments in another letter,

and will now only add that a little to the north
of the Mohammedan tombs a cemetery of the
sacred latua fish has been discovered, and
scores of mummied fish are lying there on the
ground. The cemetery is not more than a
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qaarter of » mQe from the spot where, accord-
ing to the French map, the northern temple of

Esneh formerly stood.

A. H. Sayce.

CORRESPONDENCE.

PROF. E. 8TCART POOLK IN AMEEICA.
Boatin, n.8 A. : Uaioh 4, 1895.

In all the tributes to the memory of this

eminent scholar and good man from your
leading journals, none refer to the academic
esteem in which he was held in the United
States. One of our oldest colleges, Dart-
mouth, bestowed the degree of LL.D. upon
him ; and at the suggestion of the Hon.
Kobert C. Winthrop and others, the University
of the South, the only Episcopal university in

the land, also made him D.C.L. Had Prof.

Poole been able to accept the invitation to

lecture before the Lowell Institute in Boston,
there is little doubt that our own Cambridge
(Harvard) would gladly have followed the
example of your Cambridge. I know of but
comparatively few honorary degrees conferred
on Englishmen by our reputable colleges or
universities.

Many an American recalls Dr. Poole's

courtesies at the British Museum and else-

where. Scores have told me of his kind offices,

and of the great benefit received through his

advice. We mourn with you the passing of

such a man.
William Copley Wdtslow.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOY.
The exhibitions to open next week are—the
Boyal Society of British Artists, in Suffolk-
street, Pall Mall ; and a collection of pictures
and studies by M. E. Van Marcke, the French
cattle-painter, at the Goupil Gallery, Begent-
street.

The latest additions to the National Gallery
are : A picture representing the Mystic
Marriage of St. Catherine, by Gheeraert David,
and a small portrait of a lady, of the Flemish
school of the fifteenth century—both bequeathed
by the late Mrs. Lyne-Stephens ; and a por-
trait of Colonel Bryce M'Murdo, painted by Sir

HenryRaebum—bequeathed bythe late General
Sir Montagu M'Murdo.

It was stated in the House of Commons on
Tuesday, that the transfer of the pictures from
Bethnal Green to the new building of the
National Portrait Gallery would probably be
completed by June ; and that the services of
Sir George Soharf as curator had been extended
for an additional period of six months.

As already stated in the Academy, the late

Sir Charles Newton bequeathed to the archae-
ological department at Oxford his drawings
and photographs. We now learn that, with
the help of Mr. and Mrs. Fumeaux and other
friends, a plan has been matured for the further
acquisition of part of his library.

The King of the Belgians has conferred the
order of Leopold, with the rank of officer, upon
Sir John MiUais and Sir John Linton.

The late Hyman Montagu, the well-known
numismatist, has bequeathed to the British
Museum his gold series of Becker's imitations
of Koman coins; and to the Numismatic
Society, a legacy of £50.

At the last meeting; of the Academic des
Beaux-Arts, M. Charles Yriarte exhibited photo-
grapha of a series of hitherto unknown frescoes

by Correggio, which he discovered at Mantua.
The frescoes consist of medallions round the
painted cupola in the studio of Gibrielle d'Este,

Dachess ot Mantua, which is situated in the

fourteenth-century fortress, and has long been
used as a repository for the city archives.

A MOXtTMENTAL stone, with an inscription,

has just been placed in Peterborough
Cathedral, on the north side ot the chancel,
over the spot where the remains of Queen
Katherine of Arragon were buried.

From the annual report of the curators of

the University Galleries at Oxford, we learn
that, in addition to the great bequest of Prao-
Raphaelite pictures by Mrs. Combe, the follow-
ing purchases were made at the sale of her
effects : two portraits in pencil, by MiUais and
C. Collins—each of the other; a drawing of
" Convent Thoughts," by C. Collins; a study
for " After-Glow in Egypt," etched by Holman
Hunt; some small pen-and-ink sketches by
Holman Hunt and others ; and a design in

water-colour for a bas-relief over the chief

entrance to the University Museum, by
Woolner. Among the gifts received during the

year were : from Prof. Herkomer, thirty-two
choice impressions of his second series of

etchings ; from Sir Henry Acland, a fine

drawing of the porch originally designed for

the Museum ; and from Mr. Arthur Hughes, a
permanent photograph from a portrait of D. G.
Rossetti, by himself.

We regret to record the death, during the

past week, of two water-colour painters, each
a prominent and valued member of the body to

which he belonged : Mr. H. G. Hine, vice-

president of the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water-Colours, who could reproduce as none
other the atmosphere of his native South
Downs, even at the advanced age of more than
eighty years; and Mr. Alfred D. Fripp, the
energetic secretary of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water-Colours, himself not the least

capable of an artistic family.

THE STAGE.
"THE NOTORIOUS MRi. EBBSMITH."
Mb. Pinebo's new play is well written ; that
is all, or almost all, that one can say un-
reservedly in its favour. The piece has
rhetorical merit: the dialogue is smooth,
vigorous, delicate, or sparkling, as the occasion
may require. And yet, broadly speaking, the
work is dull. It is too wordy : there is an in-

tolerable dea 1 of talk to but a pennyworth of

action. In the first two acts there is scarcely

any movement—hardly anything but "psycho-
logical analysis," and that analysis, unhappily,
confined virtually to two people, the "hero"
and the " heroine." The first half of the play
is almost wholly devoted to a series of duets or
trios, in which Lucas Cleeve, Agnes Ebbsmith,
and the Duke of St. Olpherts are concerned.
The interposition of the clergyman and his

sister creates now and then a little diversion,

but not enough to relieve to any appreciable
extent the general monotony.
Unhappily, "The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith "

is not only thin, slow, and verbose—it is un-
convincing. The personae, for the most part,

will not bear examination. The most lifelike is

the " hero," Cleeve, whose vanity and weakness
are sufficiently true to nature. This is just the
sort of man who would be flattered by being
placed on the pedestal to which Mrs. Ebbsmith
has relegated him. His deserted wife has seen
through his shallow soul and intellect, and
has declined to flatter him: Mrs. Ebbsmith
supplies the incense and the stimulus he re-

quires. He has not, however, the strength of
mind to cling to Mrs. Ebbsmith and be touo to

her ; and when it is proposed to him that he
shall go back to his vrife and his " career,"

cohabiting nominally with his spouse, but free

if he likes to retain Mrs. Ebbsmith as his

mistress, he is inclined to jump at the ignoble

proposition. He is just the sort of man who
would so jump. But how can we believe that
BO poor a creature has in store for him the
"career " of which we hear so much, or that he
could ever have been regarded in the political

world as a " coming man" ? It is difficult, if

not impossible, to conceive that so feckless a
fellow, so absolutely without backbone, could
ever have made a mark, however slight and
feeble, upon public affairs.

The amiable young clergyman who seeks to

withdraw Mrs. Ebbsmith from association with
Cleeve is no doubt a fair representative of a
type ; it cannot, however, be said that his

sister—a widow who, like Mrs. Ebbsmith, has
been unhappy in her married life—has as much
vraisemblance. She is a little too proud of her
" virtue " ; methmks the lady doth protest too
much. The Duke, with his open and polished
cynicism, belongs less to the actual world
than to stage-land. He is an effective

figure; he "tells"; he interests, more or
less, and he amuses; but nevertheless he is

somewhat of an abstraction. As for Cleeve's
wife, she, surely, is a libel upon her sex.
Though outwardly cold, she is represented
as loving Cleeve and desiring to have lum again
within the sphere of her influence. No doubt
she hopes to win him back to her arms ; but,
for the sake of inducing him to live once more
under her roof, would she be willing to suggest
that he should at the same time maintain his

connexion with Mrs. Ebbsmith? She might
be disposed, as a woman of the world, to wink
at such an arrangement, in the hope of upset-
ting it before long ; but would she travel from
London to Venice in order personally to implore
her rival to consent to so degrading a compro-
mise? One likes to think that such self-abase-

ment would be impossible. Mrs. Cleeve does, in
truth, withdraw the suggestion almost as soon
as she has submitted it to Mrs. Ebbsmith ; but
that she should make it at all is next door to
incredible.

And what about Mrs. Ebbsmith herself ?

Where is Mr. Pinero's " psychology " in this

instance also ? Surely the lady is a bundle of
inconsistencies. She has been brought up as a
freethinker ; she has had a loveless married
life ; she has been a Socialist orator ; she has
joined Cleeve in what she intends shall be a
crusade against the restrictions of society.

Yet when the aforesaid clergyman and his sister

press upon her at a distressing juncture the
gift of a Bible, she first of all throws the book
into the fire, and then hysterically snatches it

from the fiames and clasps it to her uncovered
breast. The pit and gallery, at the first

performance, roared in approbation at this

incident, which brings the curtain down
upon act iii. It is an effective incident

:

it shows Mr. Pinero's keen sense of the
theatrical. But is it, as a truly psycho-
logical moment, conceivable? That Mrs.
Ebbsmith, with her emotions screwed up
to concert-pitch by the situation in which
she fiads herself, should, in an excess of passion

and irritation, cast the Bible into the open
stove is quite imaginable ; that she should ex-
perience so sudden a revulsion of feeling, and
act upon it, is not to be beUeved. We see here

the art, not of the dramatist, but of the
playwright who wants to end an act with
a sensation. Equally difficult of acceptance

is Mrs. Ebbsmith's determination, when she
thinks Cleeve is being alienated from her by ihe
Duke and his family, to appeal to the sensual

side of his character. The woman who has

been urging that they should extrude passion

from their compact suddenly arrays herself in

a costume intended to be alluring, and frankly

surrenders herself to the man's physical desires.

Not only that : rather than allow Cleeve to be
seduced from her, she is prepared, at first, to

agree to the proposal that she shall be installed
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in London, more or less openly, as the mistress

of the man with whom, some little while before,

she had hoped to pose as a pure-minded reformer
of Society. Finally, this convinced freethinker,

this platform propagandist, this apostle of the
severely intellectual, is left (apparently) on the

point of finding " repose " within the four
comers of a country vicarage.

Of course "The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith"
wUl attract large audiences, and many of them.
Everybody will want to make acquaintance
with the latest effort of the author of " The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray." And the public

will witness some fine acting at the Qarrick.

It^will see both Mr. Hare and Mr. Forbes
Robertson at their best—Mr. Forbes Eobertson,
with praiseworthy self-abnegation, exerting
all his powers, so earnest and so winning, in

the portrayal of cne of the most contemptible
of "heroes," and Mr. Hare lavishing all the
resources of his consummate art upon a figure

which, if familiar, is also, in the main, accept-
able. Mr. Hare is admirably suited ; Mr.
Bobertson must surely find his loyalty as an
srtist conflictiug sadly with his instincts as a
man. Miss Ellis Jeffreys, too, can hardly be
quite happy in her part (that of the clergy-
man's sister), which is too much in the vein of

the domestic drama for a lady whose gifts are
those of a comedian. Mr. Aubrey Smith, on
the other hand, seems very much at home as

the kind-hearted, if simple, young cleric ; and
rumour describes Mrs. Patrick Campbell as
"delighted" with her role. That she is so is

quite credible. Mr. Pinero may have had her
and her capabilities in his mind when he
sketched the character and clothed it in words
and " business." It is well within her means.
She realises it perfectly, both on its attractive
side and in its inconsistencies. She is the Mrs.
Ebbsmith of Mr. Pinero. To the height of the
melodramatic close of act iii. she rises quite
easily, but she is even more satisfying in the
calmer, more natural, and more difficult

passages. Her appearance interests ; her voice,

which, though not i)owerful, is skUfuUy used,
falls pleasantly upon the ear. She has,

unquestionably, much personal magnetism

;

and she grows daily in the mastery of histrionic

technique,

W, Davenpobt Adams.

STAGE NOTES.

Two actors, or " entertainers," of peculiar
merit have died very lately, within a fortnight
of each other. We refer, of course, to the
well-known partners in the Gallery of Illustra-

tion at St. George's Hall—Mr, Alfred Reed
and Mr. Comey Grain. Mr. Reed's fame, if

by that word his reputation may be distin-

guished, was gained wholly in connexion with
the entertainment offered in public, which Mr.
and Mrs. German Reed had long ago estab-
lished. He was an excellent comic actor, wont
to appear to advantage among his fellows, and
never, we think, beheld without their support.
Mr. Comey Grain, on the other hand, was seen
best when seen alone : not, indeed, because the
performances of other actors would have put
nig to the blush, but because the form of the
monologue was the most appropriate vehicle
for the exhibition of his talent. Like John
Parry of old time, and "like Mr. Grossmith in
our own day, he carried it to perfection ; and
infinite were his resources in portraying the
amusing side of West End and suburban social
life. At afternoon and evening parties Mr.
Grain's talent was constantly called into re-
quisition. His satire was exhibited oftenest in
the very centres from which he drew the
materials for his work. He was not a great
artist, perhaii.s, but his art was ever genial,
agreeable, and comprehensible.

The last piece of literary work completed by
the late Mr. Comey Grain was his short
reminiscences, which appeared in the January
number of the Minater. This article was illus-

trated with what are now the last portraits of

the popular entertainer, for which he gave
special sittings. Mr. Corney Grain had pro-
mised a further article to the same magazine,
but none of it was committed to paper.

Theee representations of the " Alcestis " of

Euripides in the original Greek will be given in

the open-air Greek theatre at Bradfield College
during the second week of June. The accom-
panying music has been written in Greek
"modes "by Mr. C. F. Abdy Williams; and
reproductions will be used of the ancient flute

and citliara. The actors will all be boys,
except that three masters will be included in

the orchestra.

Me. Justin Huntly M'Carthy will con-
tribute to the forthcoming number of the
Century Magazine an article on Mdlle. Rejane.

A READING of " Romeo and Juliet " will be
given at the Steinway Hall, on Friday next,

by members of the Shakspere Reading Society,

assisted by Miss Bateman (Mrs. Crowe). As
on former occasions, the play has been arranged
and rehearsed under the direction of Mr.
William Poel.

MUSIC.

RECENT CONCERTS.
A NEW Symphony by Mr. Emanuel Mo6r,
entitled "In Memoriam Ludwig Kossuth,"
was produced at Mr. Henschel's ninth London
Symphony Concert, on Thursday, March 14.

It is programme- music of the right sort: it

merely expresses states of feeling ; there is no
attempt to illustrate particular events con-
nected with the Hungarian patriot—there is

not even a funeral march. The composer has
written a work full of earnestness, vigour, and
skill ; and yet there are features in it which
mar the total effect. There is too much storm
and stress. Kossuth's career, it is true, was
one of almost continual agitation ; but in art

strong contrasts are essential. Then, again,

the influence of certain masters is unduly felt,

and it is therefore difficult to determine the
degree of originality in the music. And once
more, all the movements, with exception of the

Scherzo, are too long. Notwithstanding all

these shortcomings, the Symphony shows an
advance on Mr. Moor's first one, produced at

a concert given a few seasons ago by M.
Schonberger; and, since practice is said to

make perfect, it points to still higher things in

the future. The work was exceedingly well

performed under the direction of Mr. Henschel.
Herr Willy Burmeister, a violinist who has

already been styled Paganini redivivua by
foreign critics, made his first appearance in

England, and played a Paganini Concerto, also

variations for violin solo by the same composer.
To perform Paganini's music at all shows
technical gifts of a high order; to interpret

it with apparent ease, with full, rich tone, and
with the utmost brilliancy, is little short of a
marvel. Spohr speaks in his autobiography of

Paganini's "never-failing intonation": that
of Herr Burmeister's was at times not perfect

;

Excitement, or nervousness, or the Phil-

harmonic pitch, or all three combined, may
accotmt for this. At his next appearance,
which, surely, cannot be far distant, he may
show that he can rival his great predecessor,

even in the matter of intonation. Phenomenal
technique may interest for a time ; but if an
artist is to be considered truly great,

he must show that he can interpret the
works of the great masters with under-

standing and feeling. Rubinstein, on the

pianoforte, was a virtuoso of the first rank
—nothing seemed impossible to him ; and, at

times, he made use of his virtuosity merely

to attract and astonish the public. But one

could not only forgive, but even enjoy, these

technical tours de force ; for, as a rule, when
Rubinstein was engaged on some great work of

Bach, or Beethoven, or Schumann, there were

no longer any tricks or surprises—he was
_
a

high priest of art. Herr Burmeister has still

to reveal his qualities as a serious artist.

Herr Emil Sauer played on Monday evening
at the Popular Concert. He took part in

Rubinstein's Quartet in C (Op. 66), the only

work of the kind written by the composer.

The opening movement is most unequal. The
principal theme has character, which, however,

is revealed more particularly in the recapitu-

lation section and coda ; but the middle
developments are dry and formal. The
Allegro scherzando is a bright, brisk, and
thoroughly clever movement. The Andante
opens with impressive, almost solemn, preludial

matter, and the mysterious principal theme
comes near to being great ; but soon after-

wards there is a falling off in the quality of the

music. An interesting coda, too, is spoilt by its

length. Life and energy are the chief charac-

teristics of the Finale. The work was admirably
interpreted. Herr Sauer gave as his solo

Beethoven's Sonata in G (Op. 31, No. 1). The
playing was neat, but cold. The pianist

frequently takes his finger off the last note of

a melodic phrase in a spasmodic uianner. In
soft, delicate passages, this produces a jerky

effect, and often makes the music sound
flippant. He was most successful in the

Rondo. For an encore he played Chopin's

Impromptu in F sharp; but the performance

lacked poetry, and in the matter of technique

was not free from reproach. Does Herr Sauer

see only scales, no melody, in the latter portion

of the piece ? Up to now his readings of

Chopin have in large measure satisfied us. Dr.

Joachim led the Mendelssohn Quintet in A in

his best manner, and Mr. Bispham was
heard to advantage in songs by Brahms and
Schubert.
The programme-book, by the way, contained

some curious remarks respecting the Sonata in

G, and its two companions, in D minor and
E flat major. We were informed that Nageli
brought them out "full of engraver's errors,

which exasperated Beethoven beyond measure.
'

'

Only Nos. 1 and 2 were at first printed by
Nageli, and it was the proof-sheets of these

two that exasperated the master. No. 3 did

not appear imtil 180-1, and separately. Later
on the three were published together. Then
the Opus number is discussed ; and Liszt, Lenz,

and Thayer are said to be most probably
correct in giving 31 as the right number. They
are certainly right. Beethoven himself has
told us what his Op. 29 was. Once more the

writer in the programme-book gives us the

strange information that the three Sonatas are

dedicated to the Comtesse de Browne. We
believe we know the source whence that infor-

mation was derived — one by no means
authentic. These matters may be of compara-
tively small importance ; but as the writer

vouchsafed to give certain explanations, they

should have been quite correct and, in the

matter of the dedication, fuller.

J. S. Shedlock.
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Chinese Characteristics, by J. E. BuDOETr Msakin 377
Sblectbd Foreign Books 278
cobbespondenck—
Shak»pere and liacon, by W. G. Thorpe ; Americanisms
Again ; by F. H. ; Th*, Sf^plnagint versus The Hebrew
Text nf the Bible, by Stanley A. Cook ; Lever^Loovei-y
by Dr. F. Chance 278

Appointments fob Nest Week 280
The Book of the Rose, by the Rev. M. G. Watkins . 260
C'fREBBPONDENCE—

Thf Sarrnl Books o/lh^ Old Testanunt, by D. Nutt , 281
Science Notes 281

Philologt Notes ..•....• 281
Reports of Societies 281
The Mitchell Collbctioit op WooDcrrs, by
Campbell Dodcson , . 282

Obituary: Mb. H. G. Hine. by P. W. ; Ac. , , 2S3
Notes on Art and Abchasologt . . * • 283
Stage Notes 283
Music Notes 283

TYPE-WRITING.
UTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.Â̂
Scieotlflc. blterary, ari'l Me<b'cal MSS. carefully and promptly

typewritten by Ratxk St Co., ERin^hara Hoost^, Arundel Street,
Straud. W.C
TrftDfilationH.

Priv8.t« room for dictation. HigheBt references.

TYPEWRITING and LITERARY
AOEXt'Y,

41. OT. RCSSELl STREET.
UiGBEST BEFEKEHCE8.

WANTED, TYPE-WRITING by a
LA DV.—1188. an.l any otlier Matter. Terms : .*ld- a Sheet, or

Ib. per I,*"*') WL.rils.— llisB L. Nilholson, 13, Lloyd Square, W.C.

TYPE-WRITING.—A Lady, experienced,
is tlnsiroas of Extending Tier Connexion. Novels, Plays, and

ail H89. accurately and promptly Copiol. Excellent testimonialti
from weU-known authon.—Addresd. Z., Academy Office, 27, Clianccry
Lane. W.C.

D ICKEN8.—WANTED.—FIRST
EDITIONS, CNCDT, and IN PARTS, a» Imuea.-Particnlani

aB to condition, illtmrations, &c, C , 2. Viotoria UroTe. North Fiucliley,
I/judon. N.

RARE and CHOICE BOOKS.— RE-
QUntKIi the SERVICES of a thoroughly experienced and

eomp.tciit MAN, c^iiKibte nf managing a high-clags Loudou business.
}Ii(tae.st ivfert^ncos reipiireil. Halary vo commence £300 per annam,
with quick lidvuucemeut to a soiUble man.—Apply N., Acadkmy
Ctfice.

A LADY, experienced in all forms of
ecrptflri.al work, and offiTing the highest references. DESIRES

EUPLOYJrIKNT a^ Secretary. Amanuensis, or Reader-—Address Mrs.
N., ACADKUY Office, l7. Chancery Lane.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PURCHASE
—rii., I'AINTINOS in OIL. by Raebum. Constable, Crome,

(Vitman, Boninirton, Reynoldn, (Jainsborougli, Romucy, Hoiipncr,
Reechey, Opie. Lawrence, Uorland, Chambers Wheatley, Stark, and
Vincent.—Apply to Uc^srs- Dowdeswell, ISO, New Bond Street.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all tmrU. willing to RECEIVE RESIPENT

PATIENTS, giving full partionlars and terms, sent gratis. The lint

Inclndes private asylums, Ac.; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. O. B. st.«;k bb, 8, I>ancast«r Place, Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Lftemry Syndicate and Press Agfiicr. ** A Mr:dhtiii of

C'nmmunication rwtwecn Autliors. E^iitoro, and I'ublisherp." Atlvitti-s

ii|".n. v vi-<H, and negotiates MSn, lut'-iviews by aiiiM/intmcut only.
— A.Mr. ••. thr HF.rRKTART.S, Vicu^ria-stnct, WestinlnBter.

i:)RlNTrNfi and PUBLISHING. — To
L ,\i:TII'»i:,'* -M;.;.:i:ilnttrnti<iii given t^' tlio above. E^tiiiwites

fre**. A<'.T"iMit- v.i-tfi- 1 by Chartered Accf>»nt.'int.—Address Ma.'<aoeu,
Roiburgli*! I'rfi-*. .'.. \'ioloria-strect, WestraiiiBt'.T.

ELTHAM COLLEGE, KENT.
THE ROTAI, NAVAL SCHOOL.

TWELVE OPEN ENTRANCE HCHOLARSHIPS (£4U. to 120) on
APRIL 8tli, Dill, auJ lOtb.—AiM'ly to the Ucau >U>i».

pAENAEVONSHIEE INTERMEDIATE
\J EDUCATION SCHEME.

BOTTWNO:* (DUAL) SCHOOL.
A HEADMASTER will shortlybe appointeil by the County Oovem-

ing Botly of Carnarvonshire under the Welsh Intermediate Lducation
Act.
Salary, estimated for the first year, .CUOJ (viz., £l:;o, and Capitation

Fees).

Previous experience in teaching essential. Ta commence duties as
soon as possible .ifter Easter. -The School is a Day School (Dual). The
lesidence now used by the Headmaster will be available for his suc-
cessor.

The Sclieme antioi|>ates that there will be 35 Boys and 25 Girls.

Scholarships and Bursaries are given to promising Boys and Girls
from Elementary Schools,
Applicat'-ons and Testimonials (40 printed copies cf each) should be

received by the undersigned on or before the 11th April, 18it5.

Canvassing strictly proliibited.
Bottwnog is a rural part of Caniarvonshire. The School was ati

.ancient Endowed Free Grammar School, but has l>een includetl as a
dual County School in the Camarvoubhire Scheme foL" Intermediate
Education.
The district is purely agricultural, anil teachiug will be expected,

either by the Headmaster or As^isUint, such as will be useful to

scholars intending to become f;iTmers, or as regards Girls, in Dairy
Work.

J. U. BODVEL-RODKRTS,
Clerk to the County Governing Body.

Caraarron, 27th March, 18tf5.

nAENAEYONSHIRE INTERMEDIATEV EDUC.\TION SCHEME.

PWLLHELI (DUAL) SCHOOL.
A HEADMASTER will shortly be appointed by the County

Governing Body of Carnarvonshire under the Welsh Intennediate
Education Act.
Salary, estimated for the first year, £250 (viz., jElSO, and Capitation

Fees).
Previous experience in teaching essential.
To commeuco duties early in Aueust, 1S!I5.

The School will be a Day (Dual) School.
There will be no residence attache<i thereto.
The Scheme anticipates that there will be "O Boys and 3.5 Girls.
Tbe School will be started in hired sclioul buihiiugy, but new build-

ings will be soon erected.
It in inuet-i.:iin bow ni;mv sc^holam there will be at firsJ.
Sch'

I

will 1m} given to promising Boys'and Girls
from 1.1

ApiiL .ills (4'J printed copies of each) should be
receivcl ..j i,,-- u.iu':ijii;in.-d on or l>efoic April 2')th. Canvassing
strictly prohibiUid.

J. H. BonvEt,-RoijKitT8,
Clerk lo the County Governing Body.

Camarron, S7th March. 18fl5.

TJNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LIVERPOOL
FRENCH LECTURESHIP.

S.\LARr, £403 A Yeail

APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of FRENCH LECTURER
at University Colleijo, Liverpool, to be forwarded, with testimonials,
to the College Registrar, not lat«r tlian April 27. The Lecturer will be
required to commence his duties on the Ist of October.
The appointment is for five years,
For all particulars, apply to the Registrar.

'pHE UNIVERSITY oFsT. ANDREWS
-L OBAKTS THE

DIPLOMA and TITLE of L.L.A. to WOMEN.
The Subjects of Examination may be selected from any seven out of

thirty difTereut subjects, the standard* being the same .as that for the
M.A. Degree- The centres of examination are Ht. Andrews. Abenlceii,
Bedford, Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Cork,
Diblin, Dumfries, Etlinburgh, InvcmcBs, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool,
Liudon, Loughborough, Manclioster, Newcastlc-on-Tyue, Paisley,
Truro, <c.
For Prosp3ctuB, ic, apply to the Secretart, L.L.A. Scheme, the

UniTeraity. St. Andrews, N.B

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An EXAMI-
NATION for filling up about TWO VACANCIES on the

Foundation will be held on th^aith AI'RIL NEXT—For information
apply to the Bursar, 6t. Paul's School. West Kensington.

NEW WORK BY DB. MACLARBN, D.D.
Crown Svo, cloth hoard?, price 58,, post fieo.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons. By Hev. ALKXANDEB MiCLAUE.V, D.D.

London : AiiEXASOEB k SnEPnEABD, Fiimivul Etrcet, E.C

B IRK EHTABLISIIEl) IMl.BECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancer; Lane, London

TWO-iND-AIIALPperOENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
repav&>)lo on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balaDcefl. when not drawn hclow £IO'J.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIKS purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPAKTMENT.
For the encountgfmcnt of Thrift the Bank receives smallsumson

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
now TO rUKClUSE A nOD.SE

FOE TWO OUINFASTKR UOKTH .

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
now TO PUKCIIASE A PLOT OF LAND

JOE rivg smi.LiNos pga hontu.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particularr. post free
FRANCIS RAVENSOROFT, Managtt.

CATALOGUES
J^OREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
t- promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

DULAIT & CO., 37, Bono Squabs.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FEEDERICK STBEET, EDINBURGH,

AND

7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.
CATALOGUES post frte on applicalian.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOREIOIT BOOKSEIiLER)

45, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite tbe British Museum),

Supplies all Foreign Books and Pihiodicals at the most
moderate prices.

Catalogues on application,

JUST PUBLISHED.

FOREIGN BOOK CIRCULAR, No. 116.

A liist of New Books on THEOLOOY,
CLASSICS, BUROPEAN and OBIENTAL
LANGUAGES, GERMAN and FRENCH
LITERATURE.

Will ht aeut post free on application.

WiLLiAus & NoEOATE, 14, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London
and 20, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh ; and

7, Broad Street, Oxford.

SOTHERAN'S PRICE CURRENT of
LITERATURE, Ko. 5i2, just published, contains the first

IJortion of an interesting collection of ivorks in Genealogy and Family

History, lleraUlry, and kindred subjects ; with a Supplement of Mis-

cellaneous Literature.—Post free on application to II. Souiepan & Co.

Booksellers, HO, Strand, W.C, or a7, riocaililly, W., LouJon.

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY.
-OOOKSBLLEBS,

T300K EXPORTERS,

riOOK BINDEBS,

AND

IBRAEIANS.

I^NGLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

TIHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

lyrUDIE'S SKLECT LIBRARY, Limited.

•DA TO 34, NEW OXFORD BTIIEET,

n BROMPTON ROAD, 8.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON]

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTBR.
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THEATRES.^

AVENUE THEATRE.
Les«ee and MBnaRor. Mr. William Oreot.

^

THIS EVK?iIN". ats.ir.. PANUV DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. John K. Sbcridan, Kolwrt Patoman, Honry ^V riKhl,

Koland CunninKliam, F. VaiiRhan, A. J. Kvol5-n, H. M.

Weiunan ; MIkscs Kihcl Ilaj-.lou, Florence Levey, Gracio

Whilefonl, Matulo Fisher, Kllon Uoss, Bertha Meycre, ami
"

> May yoh<!.

COMEDY THEATRE.
I.essec and Manairer, Mr. .1. Comyns Carr.

THIS KVKNING, at ».»\ SOWINf. TIIK WIND. Mr.

Brandon Thomas, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. H. B. Irvin;, Mr.

Sydney Brousrh, Mr. C. W. Garthome, Mr. Will Dennis,

Mr. Chandler, Mr. J. Byron ; Miss Kale I'billips, Miss Alice

Kinirelev, Mrs. K. H. Brooke, and Miss Evelyn Millard.

At 8, A BBKEZY MORNING.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVEKINO, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mosdaniett Mario Tempest, Lctty Lind, K. Uodson, Marie

Studholmo, Cadiz, Hamer, S. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
Gregory, and L. Vennei Messrs. C. Haydou CotUn, Lewis,

Blakcley, D'Orsay, Soutar, Robaon, Farkoa, Portoons, and
Y. Stephens. At 8, DINNBR FOR TWO.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jnn.,

Colin Coop, Cairns James, George Mudie. Robert Nainby,
WilUe Wanlo, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Lillio Belmore,

Maria Davis, Eva Moore, Maud Hill, M. Sherman, H. Lee,
TopsySinden, and Katie Seymour.

QARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Ijessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at B, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-
SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes-Rolwrtson ; Messrs.

Ian Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du Maurier, C'ani-

voglia ; Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Hal.sey, Groves, and
Patrick Campbell.

GLOBE THEATRE.
Lessee, W. S. Pcnley.

THIS E\TSNING, at 9, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley, Messrs. W. Everatd, S. Paxton, Seymour, C. Thorn-
bury, and Reevea-Smith ; Misses Ada Branson, Emmie
Merrick, Graves, R. Kddare, and Mal)el Lane. At 8, THE
JOURNEY'S END.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
Managers, Mr. Waller and Mr. Morell.

THIS EVENING, at 8.10, AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Messrs.
Lewis Waller, Alfred Bishop, Charles Brooklicld, Cosmo
Stuart, Stanford, Dcano, Meyrick, Goodhart, and Charles
H. Hawtrey ; Mesdamcs Maude Millett, Florence West,
Vane Featherston, Helen Forsyth, Spencer Brunton, and
Julia Neilson. At 10.46, FORTUNE'S FOOL

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henrj' Irving.

THIS EVENING, at 8, KING ARTHUR. Mr. Irving,

Miss Ellen Terrj', Messrs. Ben Webster, Coojier, Tyars,
Hague, Mellish, Lacy, Buckley, Knight, Harvey, Valentine,
Belmore, Tabb ; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell, Hughes,
Milton.

LYKIC THEATRE.
LcRsee, Mr. Horace Sedger.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HIS EXCELLENCY. Mes-
dames Jessie Bond, Ellaline Terriss, Alice Banielt, Gertrude
Aj'lward, May Cn ss, and Nancy Mcintosh: Messrs. Rut-
land Barrington, Charles Kenningh.iin, John Le Hay,
ArthnrPlayfair, Augustus Cramer, and George Grossmith.

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE.
Mr. Arthur Roberts' Season.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLEMAN JOK (The
Bansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
Philp, E. Verncin, E. H. Kelly, E. Thome, P. Roxborough,
and W. H. Denny ; Uncle Bones ; Mesdames A'ida Jeuoure,
Kate Cutler, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
Ellerslie, A. Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus. Preceded,
at7.«, by THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

PRINCESS'S THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 0, HANSEL AND GRETEL.
Madame Julia Lennox, Miss Marie Elbn, Mies Jeanne
Douste, Miss PMith Miller, Miss Marie du i'edat. Miss
Jesaie Hudlctton, and Mr. Charles Copland.^

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
Sole LeFsec and ilanapcr, Mr. (Jeorge Alexander.

THIS EVENI.VG, at S), THE IMPORTANCE OF
BEING EARNEST. Mr. George Alexander, Jlessrs.
Herbert Warintr, Allan Ayncsworth, II. II. Vincent, Arthur
Koyston, Frank Dyall, F. Kinsey Peile ; Mcsdames Rose
Lcclercq, Violet Lyster, Elliott Page, Mrs. George Can-
ninge, and Miss I. Vanbrugh. At 8.30, IN THE SEASON.

S-riuND 'rilBATRET
Mr. E, F, Bradley, Manager,

THIS EVENING, at 0, A LOVING LEGACY. Mes.sr...

William II- Day, Oswald Yorkc, Mark Kiughornc, J. A.
Rosier, R. B. Tecsrialo, and Alfred Maltby ; Me.'^damcN Mny
Wbitty, Nancy Noel, Katie Lee, Ettic Williams and Li/zie
Henderson. At h, SALTJI'EARS.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
Proprietor and Manager, Mr. Edward Terry.

THIS EVENING, at », THE BLUE BOAR. Messrs.
Edward Terry, Iliircourt Bcatty, George Belmore, Leslie
Kenj'on ; Mosdnni' . Alexes Leighton, Madge Mcintosh, and
Fanny lirough. I'rcceded, at S.iO, by KEEP YOUR OWN
COUNSEL.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display of Copies of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
BeprodactioDfi of the moat important Paintings in (he

following Collections :
—

HATIOIfAI. GALLERY, LOKBOJT,

BCCKINGHAM P.VLICS,

WINDSOR CASTLE.
VVriZI, I'LORENCf:,

Pnri, TLOBKNCE,
ACADEMY OP FIKB AKTSj

t'LOKESCB,
AU9TBKDAU,
THE. HAGL'S,

LOUVBE, r.vuis,

LUXEUBOtHtG, PABIS,

KOYAL OALLEBY, DBEBDEH,
nSKMITAGP, BT. PETKK8-
BCBG,

PKADO, HADBID,
VATICAH, BOUE,
HAARLBU,
TBANKFORT,

kVD

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LARGE COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of MODERN

FRENCH and ENGLISH ART in SELECTED FRAMES
suitable for HALL, LIBRARY, DRAWING-ROOM
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine -Art Catalogue, ff

184 pages, with Illustrated Supplement, containing

68 Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, poFt

free, Oxe SniLi.iJfO.

AUTOTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL AUT.

New Pamphlet—Fbkk on AppLiciTio-f.

THE ATTTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

l\/rE8SRS. J. C. DllUMMOND & CO.,
iV± ART BEPHODUCERS,

U, HENRIKTTA STREKT. COVENT OARDEN, W.C,
Are tlie sole represeuutivea iu Great Bntam of

HERE UANF8TAENGI,, of Munich,
thewell-known Artist in I'HOTOORAVDRE, nowpatromsedlry the

leadiw LoDilou Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant riatea always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMONU i 1 0. supplj the cheapest ami liesl Processes

in the market, which are specially adapte<l to meet the wants of

Antiquarians, An^hieoloRists. and lliosc engaged in the investigation

and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J . C. DRUMMOND & CO. invite attention to their

Improved Bapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction o/ Works o/ Art, Original J/S.S., Designs,

Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, iic.,<tc., at a moderate ccst

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offices: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW LIST.

In handdome crown 8vo, Art Linen, price 84.

SouiP ofour English Poets,
Ity Rev. c'uAS. D. BELL, D.D.

BRAND'S
ESSENCE

OF BEEF
FOR INVALIDS.

This article, which is made fn.rn ENGLISH BEEF
onlj-, has been in use for nearly half a century, and is

constantly prescribed by the most Eminent Physicians all

over the world.

Full Price liists of Invalid Preparations free

on application to

BRAND & 00,, MAYFAIR, L0ND0N1 W.

BREAKFAST OR SUPPER.

E P P S'S
GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.COCOA

BOILING WATER CR MILK.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, CHAPS, AND

CHILBLAINS.

An efUcaciouB, sanitary, haimlees cream, Is. IJd.

Co'tUints,

I

Si« W*i.T«« Scott.
SmCEL TaTLOK Colxiidge.
WlLlUH WoKDaWOSTB.

Thomis GRtV.
Olivci Goldsmith.
WiLLika Cowrsa.

In tasteful 8v.i, cloth, price 68.

The Teachimj of Tennyson
l)y JOHN 0ATE3.

^ ^ , ,

"Many thanVs for your volume. I have alrca^ly read

Home of it with much interest, and I think it will be useful

in loading readers to a closer study of my father's works.

I'he reverential tone ihrouRhout your i«ge8 cannot fail to

bave a good effect."—Loan Tbnutsok.

In tasteful crown 8vo, cloth, price 2a. 6d.

A Fisliermaiis Fancies.
Bv F B. DOVETON, Author of " Snatches of Song,"

Ac. DEDI'JATUD TO It. D. Bf-AOKilOlie, SHQ.

In tasteful crown 8vo, price 3s. M.

The Divine Surrender.

A Mystery Play.
By WILLIAM WALLACE.

NEW VOLUMES OF VERSE.
In ta.steful crown 8vo, cloth, price ii. Od.

Eeligio Clerici,

and Other Poems
By ALFRED STAEKEY.

In tasteful fcap. 8vo, price Zs. Bd.

French Gems.

With English Reflec-

tions in Verse.
A Frfnch-Englith Souvenir. By J. G.

In tasteful 16mo, price Ss. 6d.

The llwmner,
and Other Poems.

By HEKRY GAELYN.

Tastefully printed and bound in cloth, price 3s. 6d.

ScintillcG Carmenis :

a Volume of Verse
By FERCIVAL H. W. ALMY.

In crown 8vo, tastefully printed and bound, price 33. Bd.

Sita, and other

Poems for Recitation.
By Mrs. AYLMBR GOWING (Emilia Aylmer Blake).

In tasteful small 4to, price 2s. 6d.

Dante Vignettes. By
NORLEY CHESTER,

" Twenty-live tuneful poems written with every care

no unlitting tribute to the work of the great poet......ilr.

Chester is not a mere rhymester and veiwflcr he has

true iioetio fire, com!)ined with gracefulne.ss of expres.

.sion Uis opening lines are powerful and telling."
fulAic Opinion.

In tasteful crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s.

Treasures of the Deep,
and Other Poems. l!y the late ROBINSON ELLIOTT.

" In 'Treasure." of thci)ccp' and other Poems, one dis-

covers anew jKiet of the Lake school. Accinaiutance with

Worilsworlh and Coleridge and Southey gives one no dis-

taste for tTic simpler, yet seemingly iiuito as bcanfeli,

rhymes of their prosent-ilay successor. The writer has

evidently a rich store of lake and fell legend and tradition

at command."— /.tierpooJ Daily Post,

London :

ELLIOT STOCK, 62, 1'aternostek Row.
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CONTENTS OF THE MAGAZINES.

cassellT'magazine|THE PORTFOLIO
Monographs on Artistic Subjects.

For APRIL, contaimng—

BENCH and BAR. A Stroll tliroa?h tho Courts. By W. E. Obet.

niustnited by T. Walter Wilson. R.I.

ANNER A West Country Tninedy. By Helen Dalzei.1,.

Illustrated by Juhn H. Bacon.

BEAUTIFIED HOUSE-LINEN. By Heles T. M.^stehs.

Illustrated from Photograplis of Specimens.

TUB VOICE of the CHARMER. By L. T. Meade.
Illustrated by Wal Paget.

A NOVELISTS TRAINING A Talk with Mr. S. R. Crockett. By
W. E. Garrett-Fisuek. Illustrated.

ENGLISH COMMON SENSE. By Arsold White.

THE MYSTERIOUS HOUSE at COPINGTON. By Scott Grauasi.
Illustrated by E. F. Brei> tnall, R.W.S.

AN OLD RO.MAN'S BILL of FARE. By Haks Cassau

THE LARK NOW LEAVES his WATRY NEST. A New Song.
By F. W. Adsti.v.

IN A SLEDGE through FAMISHED RUSSIA. By E. W. Cares
Brooke. Illustrated.

CECCA-S CHOICE. By Graiit Alles. lUustrateJ byS. Nicolet.

CHIT-CHAT on DRESS. Illustrated.

THE GATHERER.
GARDENING in APRIL.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY, PRICE 2s. 6d.

WHITEHALL

THE
Now Ready, pnce Is. 4d.

MAGAZINE OF
Fur APRIL, contaiiiiug—

ART
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with her subject."—ZJai/y Telegraph,

" Beautifully illaatrated."- Morning Post.

Feb. No. W. Q. ORCHARDSON
WALTER ARMSTRONG.

" A book of decided value.'*—2?ai7y Chronicle,

*' The illustrations are admirable and con-
spicuously excellent."

—

Liverpool F03t,

Mar.No. CLAUDE LORRAIN
GEORGE GRAHAME.

"Mr. Grabame has gone with keenest
appreciation into his work."— ITorW,
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THE STRANGE ADVENTURE of PARSON TRUSSBIT. By R
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VI. THE OPEN EYE.
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Just published, crown 8vo, price One Shilling.

THE FAITH OF REASON.
By A MAN OP THE WOULD.

Showing, by the exorcise of Reason, as well as from
Revelation, tlie life o£ men in the world to come ; that
the affections of this world survive there, and that the
departed see us still in this world.

London : Simpkin, Mabshali,, Hamilton, Kbnt & Co., Ltd.

EDWARD STANFORD'S
PUBLICATIONS.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
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AUSTRALASIA. Vol. II. MALAYSIA
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Demy 8vo, cloth extra, IO3. 6d.

A ROUND TRIP in NORTH AMERICA
By LADY THEODORA GUEST. With m Page Illuatrationa,
principally from tho Author's Sketches.

''Well worth reading."

—

Saturdiy Review.
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THE STANDARD MAP OF AFRICA.

STANFORD'S LIBRARY MAP of
AFRICA. New and Revised Edition, embodying the Results of
the most Recent Explorations, and giving the Latest Alterations
of Political Bouudariwa. Four Sheets, GO in. by 58 in, ; 94J miles to
an inch (1 : 5,977,382). Prices : Coloured Sheets, Ms. ; mounted on
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FOUR NEW NOVELS.
Each in 1 vol., crown S?e, Ga.

"THE MERMAID, by L DOUGALL,
U a romance o{ Triuce Kdwatd's leland, and it is

a boldly, thoroughly romantic atoiy. The begin-

ning is tragic, and there is a tone in the whole of

the story which is purely fanciful, and cut of the

botten tracks of either the oldor the new fiction. The
leading personage in this strange conceit is made
lifelibo and interesting in fpite of circumstances
and surroundings which do not belong to reality,

and the love tale is very touching and pretty. It

ends well, too, which is all as it should be."
World.

" That dever Canadian writer, Hiss L.
DOUGALL, it steadily improving. Her la'est

novel THE MERMAID is hoth more spon-
taneous and more artistic than the book that pre-
ceded it. The tafk which the :>utbor has set

herself is to display the development of a man's
soul through the medium of his love for a very
noblewoman The story of Caius and his mer-
maid is a pretty idyl that will linger long in the
memory of its readers."

—

Manchester Guardian.

" One begins a new book by Mits L. DOUGALL
with pleasant expectations, and THE MER-
MAID certainly opens «ith considerable fantastic

beauty."— Woman.

"In THE MODEL OF CHRISTIAN
GAY Mr. V.\OHELL gives m what he terms
' A Study of Certain Phafcs of Life in California,'

and what we may justly pronounce a remarkably
entertaining and well-constructed story. The
theme of an ill-assorted marriage, even where the
wife is a naive and interesting 'child of nature,'
and the husband never kicks her, but ' only slaps
her face when he is full,' is rather a stock one ; but
the treatment, and mainly and principally the
local colouring, the exciting tituaUons and develop-
ments, and as the author puts it the phases of
Oalifomian life, redeem it Irom the level of the
commonplace."

—

Literary World.

"A PARSON AT BAY, by Mr.
HAEOLD VALLINGS, is a very interesting and
lifelike story. Its hero, Claud Brockenhart, is an
excellently natural portrait of a faulty, lovable,
unselfish character. Claud inspires respect and
afEection, and the reader's sympathy travels with
him from first page to last—which is a positively
refreshing state of things. This parson is standing
at bay against an army of troubles b'g and little

;

and there is a patheiic truth about his passionate
self-defence in the unequal strife."— ff/oif^.

"A PARSON AT BAY, by Mr.
HAEOLD VALLINGS, is one of the best,
although one of the most pathetic, novels we have
read this season. Mr. Vallings, in this his latest
work, shows a distinct advance both in conception
and execution on ' The Transgresaon of Terence
Clancy.' His characterisation is original and true
to nature, his dialogue crisp and well sustained,
while the evolution of plot fr^m inception to
denoument is nattiral and symmetrical. Parson
Brockenhart Is a personage we will all lovingly
treasure as a distinctively new creation of manly
Christian patience, and a welcome addition to the
gallery of characters of romance."—iiJeru?.

NEXT WEEK

TODDLE ISLAND.
BEING THE DIARY OF LORD BOTTSFORD

OF ENGLAND.
In 1 vol., crown 8ra, ds.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS' LIST.

THE ARMENIAN CRISIS.
The Massacre of IHW; its Antecedents and SiKuiflcance,
tocether with Bomo of the factors which enter into the
solution of this phaso of the Eastern Qnestion.

By FREDERICK D. GREENE, M.A.
Witli IC Illustrations and 1 Map.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 28. ; paper, Is. 6d.

HEROES OF THE NATIONS" SERIES.
Illastmted with nnmorous Full-page Plates and Maps.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. ; roxburgh, Os.

NEW VOLUME.

PRINCE HENRY THE NAVIGATOR
The Hero of Portugal and of KTodern

Discovery.
By C. RAYMOND BEAZLEY, M.A., F.BG.S.,

Fellow of Merton College, Oxford.

IN THE PRESS.

JULIAN the PHILOSOPHER, and
the Last Struggle of Pagauisiu axiiiiist Christianity.
By ALICE GARDNER, Lecturer and Assoc, at Newn-
ham College, Cambridge.

LOUIS XIV., and the ZENITH of the
FRENCH MONARCHY. By ARTHUR HASSALL,
M.A., Student of Christ Church, Oxford.

Previously issued

:

Nelson — Oustavus Adolphus — Pericles —
Theodoric — Sir Philip Sidney— Julius
Caesar—John Wyclif-Napoleon—Henry
of Navarre—Cicero -Lincoln-

THIRD EDITION.

THE EGYPTIAN BOOK of the DEAD.
The most Ancient and the most Important of the Extant
Religious Texts of Ancient Egypt. Edited, with Intro-
duction, a complete Translation, and various Chapters
on its History, Symbolism, &o., by CHARLES H. S.
DAVIS, M.D., Ph.D. With 09 Full-page Illustrations
from the Turin and the Louvre Papyri, and 25 Designs
representing the Egyptum Gods. Large 4to, cloth,
£1 lOs. net.

LORENZO LOTTO : an Essay in Con-
structive Art. By BERNHARD BERENSON, Author
of " The Veyietian Painters of the Renaissance. Large
Hvo, with 30 Illustrations in Heliotype, cloth extra,
158. net.

THE STORY of the CIVIL WAR.
A Concise Account of the War in the United States of
America between 1881 and 1885. By J. C. ROPES,
F.R.H.S., Author of " Campaign of Waterloo," &c. To
be completed in 3 vols. Vol. I —NiuniTiTK of Bveuts
TO THE OPKNIMG OF THB CaMPAIGIT OP 1863. With 6
Maps. 8vo, cloth, es. YaX.ll. {inprepamlioH).

TINTORETTO. The Life and Genius
of Jacopo Robusti, called Tintoretto. By FRANK P.
STEARNS, Author of the Real and Ideal in Literature,"
&c. With Heliotype Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth
gilt, 9s. net.

IN the HEART of the BITTER ROOT
MOUNTAINS: the Storv of the " Carl in Hunting
Party." By " HECLAWA." With 28 Illustrations,
12mo, cloth extra, 6». net.

KiOHABD Bkntlet& SoN, New Burlington Street
Fabliahets in denary to Her Uijesty (he tt'iesn.

THIRD EDITION, ENLARGED.

JOINT-METALLISM. A Plan by
which Gold and Silver together, at Ratios always based

- upon their Relative Market value, may be made the
Metallic Basis of a Sound, Honest, Sclf-Regnlating and
permanent Currency without freciuent recoinings, and
without danger of one metal drivnig out the other. By
ANSON PHELPS STOKES. Crown 8vo, cloth, 38. 6d.

NEW EDITION.

HISTORY of POLITICAL ECONOMY
in EUROPE. By JEROME AUOLPHE BLANQUI.
Translated by EMILy J. LEONARD, with an Intro-
duction by the Hon. DAVID A. WELLS. 8vo. cloth.
12s. ed.

LONDON AND NEW YOEK.

GEORGE ALLEN'S
LIST.

SPENSER'S
"FAERIE QUEENE."
With over 90 Full-piKo Illustrations, tmides £0 Con'o

Headings, with Initials, and 60 Tail-pieces by
WAtTEE Cbanb.
New Edition (limited), hand-printed on Arnold's Un-

bleached Hand-made Paper, large post 4to. In Nineteen
Monthly Parts, price lOs. Od. net each I'art. No odd Parts
supplied.

The 25 Coitiis printed in r«l and Hack on Japanese vellum
are alt taken up.

The Text has been collated from Four Editions, including
that of 1590, and Edited by THOMAS J. WISE.

The FISST BOOK (256 pp.1, with UFull.pDgo Designs
and 33 Canto Headings and Tail-piece", 31s. ed.

Part IV. (80 pp.), with 5 FuU-page Designs, 5 Canto
Headings, and i Tail-pieces. INok iradij.

Part v. (88 pp.), with 6 Full-page Designs, 4 Canto
Headings, and 2 Tail-pieces. [A'ow reaig.

Part VI., compleling the Second Book, will consist of
112 pp., with 8 Full-page Illustrations, 4 Canto Head-
ings, and 3 Tail-picccs. [In Jpril.

Each Book witt contain about the samenunlter of Itlustratitme.

A NEW WORK ON THE IRISH QUESTION.

By JUDGE O'CONNOR MORRIS

MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS
OF A LIFE.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. Cd., 400 pp., with Photogravure
I'ortrait.

Timfs.—" Whether wo agree or not with Judge O'Connor
Mon-is's criticisms on the present defects of Irish adminis-
tration and fcng-estious for their amendment, bis remarks
are well worth reading."

tScotstntn.—" A» to the land question and local govern-
ment, Judge O'Connor Morris has a good deal to say, which
is worthy of consideration as reflecting the matured viewB
of one who is himself practically interested in the soil."

A NEW WORK by Mrs COMYNS CARR.

A MODEL WIFE,
AjVS other STOniES.

Crown 8yo, cloth, 38. 6d.

" Mrs. Carr's short stories, though slight in texture, are
wrought with delicacy and marked by an artistic control in
dealing with dramatic situations."—5«rMrrfff^ Iteview.

WILL BE BEADY AT EXD OF APBU..

A NEW EDITION OF

MARMONTEL'S
MORAL TALES.

The Text Revised, with Introduction and Notes, by
GEORGSE SAINTSBURY.

And 4a Illustrations by Chris Hammond,
About 430 pp., crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

WILL BE ISSUED AT END OF APItlL.

By JOHN RUSKIN.

THE HARBOURS
OF ENGLAND.

With the 12 Illustrations made exprcs-sly for the Work
by the late J. M. W. Turner, R.A. The Plates used in
this Edition have lieen reproduced in Phologra%'uro
from specially selected impressions of the Engravings
in the first issue. Crown Hvo, cloth, 78. 6d.

There will be 250 Largo Paper Copies on Hand-mode
Paper, with India Proctfs of the Plates, large post Svo, 15s.

The Work, which has been out of print since 1877, will
contain an lutroductiou by T, J. Wise.

Buskin House, Chaxing Gross Bead,
London.
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No. a95, New Series.

The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writer) of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^•«., may he addressed to the Publishes,

and not to the Editor.

LITERATURE.
THE FIRST ENGLISH COMMENTABY ON THE

" REPUBLIC " OF PLATO.

Plato's Repiillic. The Greek Text edited

with Notes and Essays by the late

B. Jowett and Lewis Campbell. In 3

vols. (Oxford : Clarendon Press.)

Of the books to which one returns again
and again for the pure pleasure of reading
them, as well as for their solid value, few
hold a more honoured place than the

Republic of Plato. If it lays hold of a
man at all, it fills him with a kind of

religious reverence. He does not like to

hear it lightly spoken of or to see it care-

lessly handled. At all stages of his life he
feels that it has something to tell him, and
no luxury of editing, no completeness of

commentary, can be too good for it. Its

great Oxford rival, the Ethics, is by com-
parison a tangled and a thorny thing—like

the brake in which Socrates looked for

Justice : we may go to it as often as we
will and be sure of finding something, but
that something is acquired with pain and
trouble. To the Jiepublic we go with
pleasure. We know, as we take it up, that

our love of philosophy is going to be relit

like the sun of Heraclitus ; its moral teach-

ing comes more home to us the longer we
live ; we enjoy the literary art of the com-
position ; and the extraordinary grace and
charm of the whole thing carry us over
irregularities in the Ckeek and some in-

consistencies of view.

Not many tasks, therefore, could be more
welcome than that of re-reading such a
book with a commentary which is, if we
mistake not, the first complete commentary
published in English. Lovers of the
Republic will find in the edition now given
to the world by the late Prof. Jowett and
Prof. Campbell much to be thankful for.

A very handsome and trustworthy text, a
careful study of the Greek of Plato, a
commentary containing far more matter
than could be found elsewhere—these things
are what the edition has to offer.

At the same time, we cannot say that the
edition is complete. Though it runs to

three volumes, yet the student will not find

in those three alone all the assistance which
he has a right to look for. A fourth stout
volume, also published by the Clarendon
Press {The Republic of Plato, translated into

Engliih tcith Introdtcction, Analysis, and Index,
by B. Jowett, 3rd ed., 1888), is necessary
before he can say that he has all the help
which the editors are able to furnish.
Moreover, the commentary, though excel-
lent in quality, by no means takes up every
point on which we might fairly look for a

note ; and the verbal index to the text

neither contains all terms of importance (as

dioXoyia and irXiov ex'tv) nor gives all

important references for what words it does

contain (as <j>p6yrj<Ti<i or Xoyia-nKov). We
cannot discover on what principle the selec-

tion for this index was made.
Vol. i. contains the text. For the con-

servative spirit which has here presided

there can be nothing but praise. The later

Zurich editions have been easier to translate

than the earlier ones, at the expense—it is

to be feared—of fidelity to the MSS. ; and it

is satisfactory to find a text which returns

to more solid readings. Moreover, Prof.

Campbell inserts in vol. ii. his own
careful collation of his text with " the

chief MS., Paris. 1807 (Bekker's A)." It

is well to return to the MSS ; but when they

give a lectio difficilior, the di£B.culty should

be pointed out and, if possible, explained.

This the present editors have not always
done. For instance, in 50IB they read

TO ev Tols avdpwitoi'i in preference to o, k.t.X.,

and have nothing to say about the apparent

asyndeton which results. On 556E, where
the MSS. are abandoned in favour of

Baiter's conjecture £icri *Trap ohZiv, there is

no note as to the best way of dealing with

the reading so introduced.

Vol. ii., " Essays," contains papers

written separately by the two editors. Prof.

Jowett's first paper on " The Text of Greek
Authors and especially of Plato " expresses

with almost cruel force his well-known dis-

taste for conjectural emendation :
,

" An art or^ind of knowledge which is attrac-

tive and, at the same time, wanting in certain

tests of truth is always liable to fall into the

hands of projectors and inventors. It may be
cultivated by many generations of scholars,

without their once making the discovery that

they have been wasting their lives in a frivolous

and unmeaning pursuit. From being subor-

dinate and necessary, it may come to be thought
the crowning accomplishment of the scholar."

Prof. Campbell enforces the same line of

thought by adroit use of the new papyrus
fragments of Demosthenes and Plato. The
other " essays " attributed in this volume to

Prof. Jowett are such extraordinarily meagre
notes that (unless he left explicit directions

on the subject) they should hardly have
been published. Prof. Campbell's essays

are: (1) "On the Structure of Plato's

Republic and its Relations to other Dia-

logues "; (2) " On the Text of this Edition "

(this contains a very useful survey of the

causes and classes of errors in ancient texts,

illustrated from the work before us)
; (3)

"On Plato's Use of Language : part 1, on
Style and Syntax; part 2, Platonic Diction."

Herein is included an explanation of many
of the technical or scientific terms of the
Republic. But neither here nor in the notes

do we find an account of the word TrpojiX-qfrnTo.

as used in Bk. vii. On the other hand, here
or elsewhere in the work, we find ourselves

introduced successfully to some of the secrets

of Plato's workshop. Prof. Campbell's eye
for style is a sure one ; and the notes are
very instructive as to the linking together
of parts of the Republic by the threads of

direct allusion, playful reference, or con-

tinued metaphor. We do not, however,
notice that anything is said of a matter I

irritating to modern taste—Plato's trick of

mixing his metaphors. We should have
been glad also to hear the judgment of two
ripe Platonic scholars on the question,

how far Plato is to be taken literally in

assertions and held to what he says. Some
general decision on that point seems neces-

sary as an antecedent to a verdict on more
than one vexed question about his meaning.
It would help us to make up our minds as

to the condition of the lower orders in the
ideal state. This topic is dismissed too

summarily in a note on 465B :

"The question which is raised in the Politics

has no answer. Did he mean the communism
of the higher orders to extend to the lower P

There is certainly no proof that he did."

We think that there is some evidence that

he did ; but, unhappily, there is also some
evidence on the other side.

It will be seen that the kind of essay on
the topics of the Republic, of which the late

Mr. E. L. Nettleship's essay on the educa-
tion was a brilliant example, is absent ; and
there are many large subjects of which we
find no full handling. They were too big
for the commentary, and they do not occur

in the Essays. Such are the value and
method of the education, the famous divisions

of the line and their implications, the theory

of art, Plato's view of the Godhead, Plato's

treatment of the degenerate political consti-

tutions. We cannot for a moment accept

the statement that " none of the [political]

descriptions of Plato are to be verified by
history ; the pictures of the oligarch,

democrat, tyrant are all caricatures." On
the contrary, we may take his picture of the

rise and conduct of the tyrant, and verify

it point by point from the Greek tyrants of

whom we have records. As to infanticide,

treated of in a note to 4600, the presumption
that Plato admitted the practice may
perhaps be strengthened by the tone of

410A.
The commentary in vol. iii. (pp. 1-484)

contains a great deal of illustration, expla-

nation, and suggestion which cannot fail to

be new to all readers; but its practice is

not uniform. Sometimes an irregularity is

detected, sometimes it is not. Difiiculties

are sometimes grappled with, sometimes
ignored. In the latter case the desired

explanation may occasionally, not always,

be found in the essay on " Plato's Use of

Language" ; but there is no system of refer-

ences to that essay. " The cruel and merci-

less philosopher " (as De Quincey called him
on other grounds) wrote Greek which refuses

to be always reduced to our rules. It is not

useless that his redundancies and anomalies

should be invariably pointed out ; because

familiarity with that branch of the style

and an almost statistical knowledge of how
frequently such things occur may help us in

deciding on the probability of an explana-

tion which leans on the assumption of an

irregularity of language. Kg., in 518D, is

auTw =T(p iypyavw (J. & C.) or is it = T^ i/'V^jj ?

In G20D does ra piv aSiKa—Ttt 8k StKaia

really refer to animals, Orjpla? It may be

so, yet bow can there be aSiKa Orjpia ? Is

not Plato rather talking about souls, which

go 6K Twv aXXoJl' Brj Or]pL<iH> ? If 80, the

feminine which should belong to ij/vxa's

has been confusedly attracted into the
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neuter. At all events Prof. Campbell

seems to be mistaken in saying that dUata

is used as an attribute of OripU in 496D.

The whole of the vision of Er, in which the

former passage occurs, deserves a more

systematic working out than it gets. What
are Sirens doing there ? and why did the

soul of Agamemnon choose the life of an

eagle? (Has anyone compared here the

place taken by the eagle in the symbolic

language of Aeschylus' " Agamemnon " ?)

In p. 460B there is room for difference

of opinion about the exact force of uL/xa.

Successful warriors, Plato says, are to have

more freedom of intercouse with the women,
'ya Kol afia /xtra rrpofjidcraoi o)S TrXcttrTot rwy

TraiSort' tK Toil' TOiovTiay (TTTdpiDVTat, The
editors say, " i.e., while we honour bravery

we also reap an advantage." We would

suggest that u/;ia refers to the other arrange-

ment, that of the xX^poi KOfi^oL. Plato is

planning that the most expedient kind of

unions may take place under this colourable

excuse, the irpo^ao-K, as well as by the

cunning drawing of lots. On 597E we
cannot feel satisfied with the editors' ex-

planation of why the rpaycoStOTrotos is TptTOs

Tis a-rro /Sao-tXtws. " God," they say {siipra

D), " is here represented as a king." But
why ? Nothing leads up to such a repre-

sentation . The king appears rather abruptly,

upon any explanation ; but is it not simpler

to remember that there are few Greek
tragedies without a king, and to understand

that the tragic writer who introduces kings

is yet three times removed from the real

king ? (There may be also some reference

to the fact that tragic writers, and especially

Euripides, praised tyranny, that very bad
counterpart of kingship, p. 568B).

There are many other passages on which
we should like to compare views with Prof.

Campbell; but space fails us. We leave

the new edition now, if not completely

satisfied, yet with a grateful feeling for

editors who have placed their stores of

learning at our disposal, and have un-
doubtedly done a great deal for the text

and explanation of their author.

Franklin T. Eichaeds.

TA« Lift and Correspondence of Sir Bartle

Frere, Bart., O.C.B., F.R.S., Sfc. By
John Marticeau. (John Murray.)

George Wither, himself a poet, gently
derided the reciprocal admiration of minor
versifiers who, in those days also, were
wont to " crown each other's heada with
bays." The biography of an eminent
Anglo-Indian, by a writer belonging to the
same class, is always open to the objection
that it may convey the prejudice of a
limited coterie rather than the judgment of
a wider public opinion. On the other hand,
we must expect to find occasional errors
and misapprehensions when the biographer
is unequipped with local knowledge ; and such
blemishes are not entirely absent from that

Sortion of Mr. Martineau's work which
eaJs with Sir Bartle Frere's career in India.
Some of his mistakes, of course, do not
greatly matter, as, for instance, when he talks
of " tall, handsome, fair-haired Afghans,"
or dilates on the disadvantages arising from
the fact that there are " comparatively few

dependable arteries of communication

"

—meaning roads—in India, so that the
cultivator is " without the means of carry-

ing manure to his fields except on his back."
Fair-haired Afghans are rather scarce ; nor
does the idea of a ryot walking about with
a load of manure seem altogether a plausible

one, considering that this particular point

of husbandry is systematically neglected in

the East. Ilowever, these are small matters.

What is of more consequence is the bio-

grapher's habit of calmly setting aside the

opinions and censuring the acts of every
authority with whom Sir Bartle Frere did

not happen to agree.

Sir Bartle was often right in his views.

He combined with wide experience and un-
deniable sagacity, a clear perception of what
was practicable. But he was indubitably

in the wrong sometimes ; and his biographer,

had he known more of Indian affairs, would
have seen this. When Chief Commissioner
in Scinde, Sir Bartle Frere was always
finding fault with the Punjab system of

frontier management, quite regardless of

the circumstance that there is a marked
distinction between Fathan and Biluch,

and that methods which proved successful

enough in the South were quite inapplicable

to the case of Waziris, Jowakis, and Afridis

in the North. There are few Anglo-Indian
administrators of the modern school who
would not at once acknowledge the dis-

tinction. It does not seem to occur to Sir

Bartle Frere's biographer.

Mr. Martineau, indeed, admires his hero

fof objecting to the cautious policy of John
Lawrence in dealing with the Afghans, and
adds :

'
' Frere was by nature and creed

incapable of accepting as proved a general

and sweeping indictment for faithlessness

and incapacity against any people or race

on earth." Lawrence knew perfectly well

what he was about when he declined to put
faith in Afghan promises ; and had Sir

Bartle Frere seen as much of Afghan
politics as Lawrence had, he would have
been equally distrustful. Curiously enough,
Mr. Martineau omits to blame General
Jacob for saying that both Afghans and
Baluchis were " absolutely faithless and un-
trustworthy ; never to be depended upon
in war, and quarrelsome, unruly, and mur-
derous in peace."

Besides disagreeing ioto eaelo with Law-
rence, Sir Bartle Frere elso shared the pro-

found distrust of Dalhousie as a statesman,

which, as he told Sir John Kaye, was
generally felt on the Bombay side. He
was not less ready to find fault with Lord
Lytton's Afghan policy ; and Mr. Martineau
would have us believe that, if only Sir

Bartle had been sent to India as viceroy in

1876, the rupture with Shore Ali would
have been avoided. He writes

:

" Had Frere gone to India as Viceroy in 1876,

bis tact and faculty for gaining the confidence

and respect of semi-barbarous chieftains, his

intimate knowledge of the qualities and capa-
bilities of the foremost British officers, civil and
military, of all schools, and the enthusiastic

service which the best of them would have
placed at his disposal, would in all human
probability have enabled him, without recourse

to arms, to have convinced Shere Ali that his

best course lay in a return to the policy of

Dost Mahomed and a cordial alliance with the

British power, and would thus have availed to
extricate the Government from the difficulties

and danger in which a long period of supine-
ness had involved it, and placed our frontier
relations on a safe and peaceful basis—such as

has only now at length been attained after a
war, costly in blood and treasure, followed by
so many years of imcertainty, vacillation, and
unrest."

This prodigious sentence, by the by, will

also serve as a specimen of the author's

style, which, strange to say, has been
warmly approved by most of his critics.

Some people might prefer a less elaborate

and more lucid simplicity. Not content with
suggesting that Sir Bartle Frere was far

wiser than Lord Lytton, Mr. Martineau also

thinks that he would have done better than
Lord Mayo. But speculations of this kind
are not very profitable. Might not bio-

graphers be content with a narration of

what their subject achieved, without super-

adding conjectures as to what would have
happened under conditions that are purely

imaginary ?

The late Sir Bartle Frere achieved suffi-

cient distinction to make it needless to

indulge in these futile reflections. In Scinde

he showed himself a most capable adminis-

trator ; and although, as Governor of Bom-
bay, he was blamed for the ruinous effects

of a financial crisis which might possibly

have been averted, he left his mark on the

western Presidency, and the magnificence of

the Indian Venice is standing proof of

his enterprise and public spirit. His policy

in Africa may also be vindicated by time
;

though it would be wiser, perhaps, to wait

another generation before hastily deciding,

as Mr. Martineau does, that every act of

Sir Bartle Frere was dictated by consum-
mate wisdom and foresight.

It may occur to the reader that these two
bulky volumes might easily have been com-
pressed. A good deal of the book is mere
padding ; as, for example, the lengthy

account of Gen. Jacob's dealings with the

Baluch frontier tribes, or the spun out

descriptions of the everyday life of Indian
officials. On the other hand, the extracts

from Sir Bartle Frere's private and official

correspondence are always interesting, and
not seldom full of weighty suggestions

which are worthy of most careful considera-

tion. What he said about education in

India has a special significance at the

present time.

"It seems to me," he wrote, "an enormous
error to lay it down as any part of the duty of

any conceivable government of India, English
or Russian, Moslem or "Hindu, in this year

1859, or even in this century, to educate its

subjects generally. You have no money, no
plan, nor are your great parties agreed as to

any possible plan for such an undertaking,

which no other great government in the world
has ever attempted with success."

Again, he did not believe in the selection of

Indian Civil Servants by means of a literary

examination. Nothing could be truer than

the following

:

" You must not suppose I imdervalue intellec-

tual acquirement ; but it is a fact that some of

our most useless aud unpopular men among the

. natives are the very men whose intellectual

I

powers are of a very superior order, their tm-

I popularity proceeding from their conceit and
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the nitliless manner in which they follow out a
favourite theory when they get the power. . . .

You find your doctrinaire philosophers in

London ride a hobby to death. But in London
they are kept in order by checks and opposition
in a . thousand forms. Imagine how the same
men would ride their hobbies, when invested
with despotic power over a million or two of

Indian peasants. It is such men who upset
native tenures, turn native society topsy-turvy,
and with the best intentions drive a whole
population to mad revolt."

This also was written just after the
Mutinies, and we can see to-day how well-

founded was Sir Bartle Frere's apprehension.
His biographer is most successful in the

delineation of Frere's private character.

Even those who know little of his public
career will be able to understand the un-
alterable esteem in which his memory is

held by all who enjoyed the privilege of his

friendship. As a statesman he was at times
unfortunate, in his judgments he may
occasionally have been misinformed ; but
even if this eulogy of his public career is in
some degree exaggerated, no one will gain-
say Mr. Martineau's estimate of his virtues
as a man and a citizen.

Stephen Wheeler.

Poems and Carolt. By Selwyn Image.
(Elkin Mathews.)

No one with a true feeling for poetry can
fail to recognise and to applaud the singular
excellencies of this little boob, its curious
and careful workmanship, its delicate and
exquisite sentiment. It leaves its reader
with that rare impression, the impression of
a very definite personality perfectly ex-
pressed : and that is success in art. Mr.
Image writes of common, ancient things,

love and religion and simple aspects of life,

with no violence or emphatic novelty in
thought or speech ; but each poem, in its

just and happy accomplishment, does what
it would with a complete charm, and does
no more. It is artist's work, clean, distinct,

finished : work wrought, as Mr. Patmore
chaunts of Cardinal Newman, "without
Buperfluousness, without defect." Its dainti-

ness and brevity by no means exclude it

from the category of greatness : a lyric of
Herrick is great, though not with Milton's
greatness. These poems, few in number,
familiar of theme, upon a miniature scale,

are triumphs in a certain mood and manner
which need not appeal to all, but which
must please all who take a book for what
it is and professes to be, not for what it

does not claim nor aim at. The " profane "

or " secular " poems have a graceful, courtly
gravity, in which lightness and ease go
hand in hand with a sincerity of emotion,
as though Suckling, or Sedley, or Eochester
were composing somewhat more earnestly,
yet not less charmingly, than their wont

;

sometimes Herrick is of the inspiring,
attendant company.
These lines have, I know not what cunning

magic of style and sentiment, lighter fancies
and weightier thoughts harmonised and
fused together perfectly : " Her Confirma-
tion."

" When my Clorinda walks In white
Unto her Confirmation rite,

What smless dove can show to heaven
A purer sight ?

" Beneath a lawn, translucent, crown
Her lovely curia conceal their brown ;

Her wanton eyes are fastened, even,
Demurely down.

" Ahd that delicious mouth of rose

Xo word', no smile, may'discompose :

All of her feels the approaching awe,
And eilent grows.

" Come, then, Thou noiseless Spirit, and rest

Here, where she waits Thee for her Quest

:

Pass not, but sweetly onward draw.
Till heaven's possessed !

"

In an airier tone, here are two opening
stanzas of a poem which laughs with a
lovable malice in the very manner of the

seventeenth century : " Amantium Irae."

" White Chloe lay sleeping

Under a beechen shade

;

Worn with bitter weeping
For Saphuls, who had strayed
To woo another maid.

" White Chloe fell dreaming
Of hours that once had been :

She felt the sunlight streaming
Across the forest green.

The dappl d leaves between."

But the conclusion tells of redintegratio : for

" ' Oh ! Chloe dear, my Chloe !

'

'Twas nothing else he cried :

But straight the flung her snowy
Soft arms about him, sighed.
And— so, the trouble died !

"

La Rose du Bal; how many poets, down to

Mr. Austin Dobson, have sung its elegy?
Yet Mr. Image plays upon the theme with
a fresh, individual touch, closing gently,

thus

:

" Dropped amid the dancing feet

!

Saved to turn a verse like Ihis

!

Lay It gently, with a kiss,

'Mid the fire's absorbing heat

:

" In'o elemental dust
Watch it purely bum away.
Julia, when we've had our day.

Chastely so we'll pass, I trust !

"

And there is surely a very powerful beauty
in these linked triplets, where a lover's

passion pours rapidly over from line to line

in the eagerness of adoration :
" Suavis et

Decora."

" Like a willow, like a reed,
Is my love's grace
And her face

" Like a soft, pale-petalled rose

:

And her bieast,

Like the rest

" Of a snowdrift, calm and white

:

And to kisa there !

Ah ! what compare

" Can I find in ihyme for that

;

Where is Love's own
.Jewelled throne ?

"

Many of the other poems have a like delicate

beauty : one or two dwell pleasantly upon
town and country, their allurements and
good gifts, though with an humane, urbane
leaning towards the busy, living town, in

the spirit of Lamb.
The " divine " poems are mainly carols,

and that in the more ancient sense ; they
are less hymns and spiritual songs than vivid

pictures and narratives. Like old woodcuts
and etchings, they show us the appealing
elements of the Christmas scene and season :

the stars glitter from the black night, the
snows lie still and cold, icicles hang from
the thatch eaves of the stable : here run or
kneel the shepherds, there the heavenly
host breaks into song and glory.

" Deep and hard the snow lay

;

Deep was the ice on the water-way
;

Deus miseiicordiae !

On their frozen fingers the shepherds blew,
And the wolf-tkina tighter round them drew.
God, how the wind cut ! huddled low,
Herdsmen and herds lay ehelt'ring so.

Deus miseiicordiae !

Venti furorem reprime,

Ne pereamua frigore.

" Suddenly, haik ! what sound breaks ?

And the hearen's aglow with golden flakes,

Archaugelorum Domine

!

As the quiv'ring tongues of a mighty fire ;

From the midst whereof, in choir on choir.

What Sons of the Lord of heaven and earth,

Are these, that herald a God's birth P

Archangelorum Domine

!

Mortalium quia intime
Spectabit, lux tremenda, te

!

"

This piece, "for a drawing by Flaxman,"
is full of a " tender grace " and simplicity

:

" In what low estate

Lies the God of all

!

Cattle in their stall

Round about Him wait.

And His sweet Mother.

" Who are these that come
;

Kneel, and bow the head,
Bound His rude bed P

Earth, or Heaven, their home P

Say, sweet Mother

!

" Child or angel P "Who
On this blessed night
Is it, till the light

Shareth watch with you
Quietly, sweet Mother P

" What is left unsaid.

Ask not. Spirits pure
Only may endure

Watch at this Child's bed
With His sweet Mother.

" Grant us, Child, Thy grace,
Wiih child's or angel's heart
How to do our part

!

Grant ua here a place

With Thy sweet Mother !

"

The finest of the devout poems, perhaps
the finest thing in the book, is a Canticum

to the honour of the Blessed Virgin, which
rings with a wonderful chaunting melody :

" Mother of God on high !

We kneel at thy feet, dear Maid and Mother,
Who hast borne us God for our very Brother.

" Mother and Maid ! we lie

Here at thy feet, who cry to thee, love thee :

Praieing none but the Lord above thee.

" Mother of God's own Child !

We, who are called by His Name, belong to

thee

;

We, thy children, chaunting our song to thee.

" How may we pais alive

Through the desert woild, but with thee, the
Rose of it ?

By thy fragrance stayed, till the dim, parched,
close of it."

But it is almost unpardonable to mutilate

so lovely a poem by partial quotation. In
all these poems there is an excellent

courtesy of air, a restraint amid the rapture,

a severity above the passion, a kind of classic

sobriety controlling all quaintnessof conceit

and fervour of emotion. Arresting as they

are, they do not arrest us by sharp, single

felicities and audacities, but by the chaste

composure of the whole : a fundamental

seriousness and gravity, even in the lighter

pieces. In a word, it is a book full of " a

fine, old-fashioned grace," achieved through
" art's delays "

: it is artist's work, and of a

rare quality.

Lionel Johnson.
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In SUventon's Samoa. By Marie Fraser.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)

Stevenson's life in Samoa, ending with his

burial on the high peak of Yala, will cer-

tainly inspire a sort of literature of its own.
The cireer of a famous man—author,

soldier, or statesman—is always tempting
material ; but unfortunately very indifferent

writers have no hesitation in making use
of it. One takes up such volumes with a
melancholy dread, nor does the reading, as

a rule, go far to better one's ill-humour.

A great name on the title-page is supposed
to shield the bungler, to cover incompetence
with a most laudable excuse. Enthusiasm
is but seldom the parent of veneration

:

only his equals hesitate to write about a
notable contemporary lately dead, for they
alone can fathom the depth of the loss.

Miss Fraser, however, has written a very
bright and pleasant little book, though
judged by ordinary critical standards it is,

perhaps, not literature. Yet it would be hard
to suggest a better method than the one she
has adopted. Each chapter has about it the
unstudied charm of a gay, tender, witty
letter, written by a cultured and observant
gentlewoman, describing the strange scenes
and peoples that surround her in her new
home. The book is delightfully discursive,

full of high spirits, of slang kept within
bounds. Miss Fraser treats the public as
though it were a personal friend, and the
public ought to be, and will be, grateful
exceedingly. Quite apart from ite other
merits, the book teaches the taciturn
English traveller a wholesome lesson. The
aumoress never speaks superciliously of the
natives, never laughs at them except good-
humouredly, never resents being chaffed
in return, and is enthusiastic about their

courtesy, hospitality, and kindness of heart.

As a consequence, she got to know the
islanders well, to number many of them
among her intimate friends. The novelists,

even Stevenson himself for the most part, give
us only descriptions of the life where native
and trader meet. The stories, though in-

teresting, are somewhat shameful reading.
Not the least fascinating pages of In
Stevenson's Samoa have nothing to do with
Tusitala, but tell us of Monkey and her hus-
band from the Solomon Islands, of Mafulu
placidly thinking over his wife's deser-
tion, of Mafulu's fifteen-year-old "father,"
" imcle," brother," the incomparable cook
Tuvale.

The Stevenson chapters are delightful,
too, and give us a capital portrait of the
exiled novelist. His kindly courtesy to the
natives, his care not to offend their pre-
judices, his generosity, are revealed in story
after story ; and their devotion to him was
magnificent. Here is one characteristic
story, never before told, I fancy. An old
warrior chief, Avau, accompanied by his
son Lefau, and his retainers, sought Vai-
lima, bearing offerings to Stevenson and
his wife.

" The old chief lived many miles sway, but tho
fame of the wonders of Vailima, and the great
esteem in which the writer of tales was held
by the natives, had penetrated to his remote
village, so that morning he had landed from
his boat at Mulinuu Point, and had then pro-

ceeded on foot to pay his respects to the great
man of Vailima. The baskets of fniit were
a kind of peace-offering, and then, after the
kava had been served, the old chief revealed

the object of his visit, which was to request
that his son Lefau might be taken into the

service of his host for a short time, as a little

experience of that kind was all that was neces-

sary to render his education complete. It was
a patriarchal scene altogether—the dignified

old chief, the retainers with presents, and the
handsome son looking eagerly to Tusitala to

grant his request."

There had been some trouble in the Ste-

venson household owing to the laundress

not being well-born, and therefore offensive

to the house-boys. So,
'

' after some demurring and a ^ood deal of
talk, it was decided, to the g^eat joy of Avau
and Lefau, to take the latter for a short time on
trial ; and the father took leave of his son with
many objurgations that he should behave in

every way befitting a youth of good family,

and prove a credit and an honour to the illus-

trious Tusitala, who had been good enough to

receive him."

Stevenson's birthdayandChristmas parties

seem to have been almost royal functions,

and were attended by the noblest of the
islanders. There is a touching incident

recorded of him at the last Christmas
gathering held at Vailima. A pink Cupid
at the top of the Christmas-tree was the

success of the entertainment ; and when the

guests had gone he remarked, " Now, look
here ! let us remember to have Cupids to go
all round among our people next year."

I dare not quote more because Miss
Eraser's book is so short, far too short.

But it will be cherished by all lovers of

Stevenson's works, and find a place beside

them on many a bookshelf. Some day,

perhaps, Tamaitai and Matalanumoana wUI
revisit the islands of the Pacific and gather
for us a handful of fresh delights. For
what we have abeady received hearty thanks
are due to the clever lady who was once
toasted by a great chief as " the fair young
stranger with blue eyes from over the

seas."

Pbbcy Addleshaw.

Si. PauVs Conception of Christianity. By
Alexander Balmain Bruce. (Edinburgh

:

T. & T. Clark.)

Although of books on Paul and Paulinism
the name be legion, this thoughtful and
scholarly work by Dr. A. B. Bruce, intended

as a companion volume to his work on The
Kingdom of God, should not be allowed to

pass without notice. Dr. Bruce, it is

perhaps unnecessary to say, does not write

to support a dogmatic system, but as an
independent critic ; and although his results

are evangelical and Pauline, it does not
follow that they are always conformed to a
stereotyped orthodoxy.

At the outset Dr. Bruce is confronted
by a question of great interest, which has
g^ven rise to very different opinions among
Pauline students : namely, to what extent

was there any growth in the mind of Paul
in reference to Christianity. The theory of

development maintained by Sabatier and
others, so far as it is based upon the

doctrinal character of the Epistles to tho

Thessalonians, is easily shown to be incon-

sistent both with the chronology of the Acts

and with the autobiographical notices of the

Epistle to the Galatians ; and accordingly

the opposite view is taken by Dr. Bruce,

that the full meaning of Christianity, as

destructive of Jewish legalism, was realised

by Paul at the moment of his conversion.

Dr. Bruce, however, is evidently not one of

those who, in order to make more in-

dispensable the supernatural element in

Paul's conversion, would undervalue the

influence of circumstances in preparing his

mind for the great change ; and Paul's

religious history is traced with a thorough
appreciation of the psychological and other

conditions which gave to the vision of

the Damascus journey the full meaning
which it possessed for, the future apostle.

That the vision itself grew out of these con-

ditions is not indeed the opinion of Dr.

Bruce ; but even those who are most strenu-

ous in upholding the supernatural will

hardly object to the statement that

"while the objective character of Christ's

appearance to St. Paul is by all means to be
maintained, it is legitimate to assume that

there was a subjective state answering to the
objective phenomenon."

Why it should be necessary to maintain
the objective character of a vision which,

of several persons who werejpresent, nobody
saw but one. Dr. Bruce does not condescend
to say ; but it is certainly a striking view
that whatever development took place in

Paul's conception of Christianity belongs to

the period previous to his conversion, and
that " before Christ appeared to him on the

way to Damascus He had been revealed in

him, not yet as an object of faith, but as

an object of earnest thought." Yet it may
be suggested that the retirement in Arabia
and the three years' interval before the first

journey to Jerusalem afforded opportunity

for a large expansion of thought, without

resorting to the hypothesis that Paul started

on his missionary work with only a rudi-

mentary gospel.

For the sources of Patilinism Dr. Bruce
relies exclusively on the four great con-

troversial Epistles, not because he rejects

the remaining nine, or perhaps has any
doubt of their authenticity, but because

he considers this limitation due to the

present state of critical opinion. If this

means that the later Epistles add nothing

to the Christology of the earlier ones,

exception might well be taken to the

assumption from more than one point of

view ; but there are undoubted advantages

in the limitation. In Dr. Bruce's admirably

clear and logical exposition of the Pauline

system as thus defined, there are naturally

many points at which he comes into conflict

with other Pauline students; but his own
views are generally so reasonable in them-
selves and so persuasively urged, that they

are not likely to rouse serious opposition in

an unprejudiced mind. Certainly it is easy

to agree with him that " the true key to

the Pauline theology is that [Paul's] per-

sonality as revealed in a remarkable reli-

gious experience " ; but this might bo
admitted without perhaps rejecting so sum.
marily as Dr. Bruce does the influence of

Hellenism on Paul's thought. It is here,
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however, that we find also the key to Dr.

Bruce's interpretation. To him Paul ia

essentially still " a Hebrew of the Hebrews,"
one who had been " as touching the law a

Pharisee"; and it is in accordance with

Hebrew, not Hellenic, ideas that his ex-

pressions concerning the crdp^ and the a-mfia

are to be explained. On this point Dr,

Bruce's reasoning, if not absolutely conclu-

sive, is thoroughly deserving of considera-

tion. In his chapter on the doctrine of sin

Dr. Bruce, it seems to me, blows away
whole clouds of controversy as to the mean-
ing of Eomans vii., by the pregnant, and
surely true, remark that

"the ego that speaks ia not the individual ego
of St. i?atd, but the ego of the human race. It

ia idle, therefore," he adds, " to inquire whether
he refers to the period antecedent to his con-
version or to the post-conversion period."

But when he goes on to say of Paul's im-
plied doctrine—that it is impossible to attain

to righteousness by personal effort—that
" it is a fact that the noblest of men in all

ages have accepted his verdict," I find my-
self compelled to put in a demurrer. Prom
Zeno and Marcus Aurelius down to Em'erson
in our own time, a whole host of men, who
are as much entitled to be called noble
as Augustine or Luther have maintained
the opposite. It may be that there is a
point where the two views coalesce ; but
assuredly the evangelical doctrine cannot
claim a monopoly, if even a majority, of
the votes of the better part of the human
race.

In his chapter on the death of Christ, Dr.
Bruce probably comes as close to the thought
of the apostle as any previous writer, though
I cannot but think it a very forced con-
struction to put on Eom. i. 18, to say that
the revelation of God's wrath there spoken
of was nothing else than the death of Christ
itself. That God should show His wrath
against sin by the slaughter of an innocent
victim, however contrary to natural ethics,

may not have been an un-Paidine notion
;

but if Paul had meant this, would he not
have expressed himself more plainly, or
would he have left it to the Gentiles to

discover for themselves a meaning so far
from obvious that it has taken nineteen
centuries to arrive at it ? Dr. Bruce's
reply to Prof. Everett's ingenious theory,
noticed by me in the Academy (Oct. 21,
1893), seems to me as conclusive as it is

courteous.

Dr. Bruce has reserved to an advanced
stage in his exposition the important
question of the Person of Christ; and
with a remark on this point I must con-
clude this notice. Founding on the words
of 1 Cor. XV. 47, ITie Man from Heaven, he
seems to say that " Christ, as Patil con-
ceived Him, was human even in the pre-
existent state, so that while on earth He
was the Man who had been in heaven, and
whose destination it was to return thither
again." "Human," but in what sense?
Not, it may be presumed, as being yet incar-
nated in a human body. Are we to suppose,
then, that the hypostatic union of the two
natures—the divine and the human—took
place in the pre-mundane ages, or even
from all eternity ? Dr. Bruce does not say
that he himself takes this view; but if Paul

held that Christ was man before he put on
flesh in the Virgin's womb, it surely does

not " follow," but, on the contrary, makes
it all the more difficult to believe, " that he
would have no hesitation in calling Christ

God." In reference to this point Dr. Bruce
discusses briefly, but with the fairness and
candour which mark his whole work, the

famous text Bom. ix. 5. I must confess

for myself that I feel very strongly the
grammatical difficulty of the Unitarian
interpretation ; but, on the other hand, the
improbability of Paul attributing not only
deity, but supreme deity (eirl iTavTwv ©cos)

to Christ, seems to me so great as to out-

weigh all other considerations. Certainly,

we must all agree in lamenting the absence
of punctuation from the Greek of Paul's

time.

Of course, it is not likely that Dr. Bruce's
exposition of the Pauline system will be
accepted as final ; but written as it is in a
calmly judicial spirit (though not without
some fervent passages), and with a thorough
appreciation of the views of other scholars,

it cannot fail to take a high place in the

literature of Paulinism.
EOBERT B. DrUMMOND,

NEW NOVELS.

By Eolf Boldre-

In Haste and at Leisure. By Mrs. Lynn
Linton. In 3 vols. (Heinemann.)

The Minor Chord. By J. Mitchell Chappie.
(Chatto & Windus.)

The Wrong of Fate. By Lillias LobenhofEer.
(Digby, Long & Co.)

Bead Leaves. By M. L. Leone. (Digby,
Long & Co.)

The Hispaniola Plate. By John Bloundelle-
Burton. (Cassells.)

A Malicious Threat. By S. B. Miller.

(Alexander Gardner.)

The Mahatma. (Downey.)

The Sphinx of Eaglehawh

wood. (Macmillans.)

The most extraordinary feature of In Haste
and at Leisure, over the three stout volumes
of which Mrs. Lynn Linton spreads the
passionate indignation against the Wild
Woman which has already done duty in in-

numerable magazine articles, is the difficulty

experienced by Mrs. Phoebe Barrington-
Surtees in keeping any dress upon her
back. In the end, being foolish enough to

fall in love with her husband, she gives up
painting, smoking, and undressing, and
appears in clothes which Mrs. Lynn Linton
describes as "decent"— and then ceases to

be interesting. There is, of course, a great
deal of cleverness in these volumes. The
Eomeo-and-Juliet marriage of Phoebe and
her lover Barrington in the beginning is

very prettily told ; and there is a good deal

of genuine—and, truth to tell, conventional

—

pathos in the close of the story. But as a
whole, and even when regarded as a
pamphlet against Wild Women, In Haste
and at Leisure is not a success. It is fuU
of strain and violence. One is quite certain

that the Excelsiorites—Phoebe and her father, her mother, and the doctor are

female allies— are grotesque caricatures.
[ involved. The author has written, how-

Is there any reason why " emancipated "
| ever, mainly to show by her portraits of tbo

femininity should be associated with horsey
vulgarity and the arts of the importunate
courtesan ? Phoebe, for nine-tenths of the
story, appears to be but playing a part.

She is herself in the beginning when
she delights openly in her runaway mar-
riage ; and in the end, when having dis-

covered that her lover and ally in the
Excelsior crusade is a scoundrel as well as
a journalistic cad of the lowest type, she
seeks to do her duty by her husband,
although she sees that he has ceased to

care for her. Of the male characters in
the story Barrington is the best. But he
takes his Wild wife a little too seriously.

The Minor Chord is a delightful story in

its way. Although rather too long-drawn
out, it is a very palatable mixture of sim-
plicity and superstition, music, misery, and
laughter. The earlier struggles of the
future Madame Helvina and her parents in
Iowa, having for their object nothing
more heroic than the keeping of the wolf
from the door, are admirably told. Minza's
marriage with Bob Burnette is the blot upon
the story, even although it introduces the
reader to a kind of American journalism
of which little has been heard since the

earlier of Mark Twain's works. It is

unreal from the beginning, and becomes
farcical when Bob turns mad and goes up in

a balloon. One gets a little tired, too, of the

Minor Chord, which is always struck by
way of signal for some disaster. Speaking
generally, what is personal to the prima
donna in the story, in the way more
especially of a love affair, is unsatisfactory

:

what is impersonal, or but the record of

business experiences, is excellent. Such
realism as the book possesses is irreproach-

able. If it be a first effort, it is eminently

to the author's credit.

The Wrong of Fate is a story of the

rather familiar "domestic melodrama"
type, written, however, in a manner which
is quite unconventional. A certain weakly
sentimental girl marries first one of her
lovers, Ealph Fairlie, and then another,

Dr. Seytoun. Unfortunately, however, she
does not make it quite certain that her first

husband is dead before she takes a second

to herself. Ealph Fairlie is, indeed, not

only supposed to be dead, but has actually

been buried. Nevertheless, he turns up
in due course, in the married life of the

Seytouns as a broken-down, half-imbecila

creature, of the name of Cash. Dr. Sey-

toun, after a busy time as a village

reformer in England, dies in blissful

ignorance of the fact that he has been
living in a state which is not that of wed-
lock. Cash, however, has made known the

interesting but appalling fact that he ia

Ealph Fairlie to the doctor's strong-minded

sister, Miss Elizabeth Seytoun ; and she

manages to bring about a thrilling inter-

view between her sister-in-law and the true

and only husband. This is practically the

plot of The Wrong of Fate ; for although

Ethel, one of Ealph's children, has a rather

interesting story of her own, it is quite

subordinate to the tangle in which her
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sisters Sejtoun that she can draw Scotch

maiden ladies. These ladies—especially

the younger Miss Elizabeth, who rules her

brother and his wife—are a trifle too noisy

and eruptive, and their dialect is sometimes

decidedly wild. But they are not without

genuine Scotch character and rough-tongued
kindliness.

It may at least be claimed for Bead
Leaves that the melancholy woman who
figures in it

—" heroines," of course, are

now out of fashion—is quite up-to-date.

She is a woman with a past, and enters with
her eyes open, but quite inevitably, upon a

melancholy future. Let there be no mistake
about the Principessa Laura Montecco,
of whom two comparatively sane men

—

Clarence Ashton and Guiliano Solano

—

write endlessly and idiotically in their

diaries. When Solario meets her, she is

smoking a cigarette, and declares that

"vulgarity" is "part of her programme."
She is a widow. Her husband was a kind,

commonplace Italian. But she preferred to

him one Bichard Morland, an English mer-
chant, whom he had invited to his villa.

The liaison that follows does not end in the

marriage of the Principessa to Morland,
even although Laura's husband dies at

what appears a convenient time. She writes

out her story, places it before both Clarence
and Guiliano, and then, being poor, marries
Clarence, who is rich.

The Sispaniola Plate suggests Treasure

Island; and Mr. Bloundelle-Burton woiild

probably not object to be styled a disciple

of the late Mr. E. L. Stevenson in style as
well as in choice of subject and plot. All
the same, he has written a strong and
fascinating story ; and in making 1893 the
sequel to 1693, and giving us a second
Crafer and a second Alderly, has proved
that he is by no means lacking in in-

ventive power. But the masterful Phips
who figures in the first treasure-hunt is,

indeed, a hero after Stevenson's own
b eart, although without blackguardism. He
revels in difficulties ; and when it falls to

him, as it does twice within this book, to

quell a mutiny, he literally rises to the
occasion in a manner which shows that he
had the making, if not of a Nelson,
certainly of a Benbow, in him. It must be
admitted, however, that the treasure-hunting
" business " in the latter part of the book,
when the second Crafer, the descendant of
Phips's comrade in arms, appears on the
scene, is artificial and melodramatic ; that
the death by the teeth of sharks of the
second Joseph Alderly—though being a
murderer and a drunkard he richly deserves
such a fate—is lamentably conventional ; and
that the " In Arcady " passages between the
younger Crafer and the sister of Joseph
Alderly lack inspiration of the Lucy Des-
borough sort. Mr. Bloundelle-Burton, how-
ever, has created Phips, and that is a
sufficient achievement for one book.

The author of A Malicious Theft informs
us that he has been enabled to pen this

book through " an enforced retiral from
commercial work, on account of feeble
health," and there is undoubtedly an air of
amateurishness in his writing. But he has
a warm love for the West of Scotland, and

has here produced a story of middle-class

life in Glasgow, with a background of

Clyde scenery, which is more readable than
most books of the kind. The plot is rather

conventional, it is true. The malicious

theft, which causes a good number of tears

before the book is ended, is of a very
familiar sort, and is committed to satisfy a
very familiar and petty malignity. Arthur
and Gladys Fairhe, too, are obviously also

the typical young couple who triumph over
all dimculties, including the machinations
of their enemies, whose goodness Mrs.
Burnett Smith has rendered almost classical

and heroic. But their author likes them so

much, and is so hearty all throughout his

book, that one hesitates to find fault with
him.

Is the author of The Mahatma a believer

in Theosophy or not ? It is impossible to

get an answer to the question from the

book itself. On the one side there is the

undoubted swindling done in the name of

Theosophy by the impostor of a Countess

and her accomplice, Mrs. Fleeting Mont-
gomery, who are found out by Daphne
St. Royal and her friend Mr. Gray. On
the other side there is Morial, who, although
he is represented chiefly in the light of a
Mephistopheles, is nevertheless a very mar-
vellous fellow, and has the powers of a
(real) Mahatma. He is beaten in the long
run, it is true, by the Spirit of Good ; but
even in his final discomfiture he is able to

do his disciple and victim, Julian Arundel,

to death. Until this question is answered,
it is impossible to say anything more of

The Mahatma than that it is a rather dreary
story, written in a commonplace style,

relieved here and there by purple patches.

The best thing in it is the escape of

Julian Arundel from certain terrible prosing
" murderers," with the help of Morial and
his horse. The Countess and Mrs. Fleeting

Montgomery are also fair examples of the

female trickster, who in these days takes

to "spooks" as formerly she took to

husband-hunting.

Eolf Boldrewood always writes well;

The Sphinx of Eaglehatch proves that he is

more successful in a short story than in a
long one. Even his best three-volume
books—such as a ^ Modern Biiccaneer—illus-

trate his great weakness for dissertations, as

well as his gpreat strength : his capacity for

the patient delineation of characters that

have something more than a basis of reality.

Above all things, this short story justifies

its name; for the girl who plays the

title-rd^, and who is a divinely beautiful and
virtuous barmaid, is in every respect what a
heroine ought to be. She suggests repose,

dignity, and a self-respect which even the

rudeness of a wild Australian mining com-
munity cannot impair. Then she has a lover

who is really worthy of her, and above all

things is si^ciently mysterious. Perhaps
the villain, Juan Montana, is rather too

familiar a combination of sensuality, vul-

garity, and unscrupulousness ; but he has
also resolution enough to keep his purposes
to himself, and for this reason he exerts

a sort of eerie fascination on the reader
who is not too curious to inquire into his

motives. But, by way of foil to Montana,

we have a wonderful—an almost too Scotch

—Scotchman, who plays the part of a very
uncouth guardian angel to the divine bar-

maid. The Sphinx of Eaglehawk will, how-
ever, be found especially delightful on
account of the movement of the story

generally, the well-kept murder mystery,

and the accuracy—as of good landscape

photography—of the various scenes of Aus-
tralian life. This story, in fact, recalls the

best of the old " Maga " tales.

William Wallace.

THREE BOOKS ON NORTHERN
ENGLAND.

Household Tales, with other Traditional Remains,
Collected in the Counties of York, Derby,
Nottingham, and Lincoln. By Sidney Oldall
Addy. (Sheffield : Pdwson ; Liondon : David
Nutt.) No collector of English popular tales

will ever be able to reap a harvest comparable
to that garnered by the brothers Grimm in

their immortal Kinder- und Hausmiirchen. A
century ago, perhaps, this would have been
possible ; but there can be no doubt that the
spread of education and the diffusion of cheap
literature have had a powerful effect in ac-
celerating the disappearance of the traditional

lore which was once current in rural England.
It is greatly to the credit of Mr. Addy's
diligence that he has been able to record,

chiefly from actual hearing, as many as fifty-

two "household tales" still surviving in the

north Midlands. That they are, for the most
part, deplorably dull is not the collector's

fault : indeed, we are disposed to count this to

him for righteousness, as it shows that he has
resisted the temptation to render his stories

attractive by picturesque or humorous touches
of his own. The " household tales," however,
are not the most important part of the volume
with regard to either bulk or interest. Mr. Addy
has brought together a large number of details

relating to popular superstitions, customs, and
sentiments, collected in South Yorkshire and
the adjoining counties. Some of these are

extremely interesting. On the borders of

Yorkshire and Derbyshire, for instance, it is

believed that just before a death there is some-
times seen an apparition of three tall, thin

women, each bearing an hour-glass, accom-
panied by a man with a scythe, and by another
man three yards high, carrying an oak-tree,

young or old according to the age of the
doomed person. Some specimens of traditional

ballads and songs, with Uie tunes to which they
are sung, also deserve attention. We cannot
always accept the ingenious mythological
theories put forth in the Introduction ; but the

author's comparisons give evidence of wide
reading, and are often worth consideration. If

Mr. Addy is here and there too fanciful for

our taste, he does not appear to have allowed
his favourite hypotheses to distort his re-

presentation of facts. We cordially recom-
mend this interesting book to all students of

folk-lore.

The Wonderful Wapentake. By " A Son of

the Soil." (John LaneJ The "Wonderful
Wapentake " is the Yorkshire Wapentake
of Osgoldcross, whose locality is best in-

dicated by Baying that within its boundaries
lie the two important towns of Pontefraot and
Goole. With these centres of busy life, how-
ever, Mr. Fletcher coucems himself not at all,

save when a passing memory of the "three
hundred thousand men a few miles off" serves

to heighten, by contrast, the calm of the

nature he loves. It is not for often-painted
landscapes or world-famous antiquities that

Osgoldcross Wapentake is "wonderful"; its
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wonder and beauty lie rather in the common-
place things of everyday, revealing themselves

to the close and loving observer, Mr. Fletcher

divides his essays into three groups—"Men
and Women "—hard-handed toilers, with the

simple pathos of elementary passions and
sorrows; " The Mighty Mother," with descrip-

tions of shy vrild creatures and of the changeful

drama of day and night, spring and autumn ;

and lastly, "Highway and Byway"—vivid

pictures of harvest-fields and woodland paths

and wayside inns, or of the Great North-road,

both as it was formerly, when alive with the

bustle of coach and chaise, and as it is now,
deserted, except for market-going farmer or

wandering tramp. Some of these graceful

prose poems, such as "The Land by Moon-
light" and "The "Woodman Abroad," are

worthy of the pen of Richard Jefferies ; while in

others, notably " In Places where they Sing,"

the Yorkshire villagers may take a place beside

the inhabitants of Dr. Jessopp's East Anglian
Arcady. The author is, however, less success-

ful when he attempts imaginary conversations

of animals and birds. To render this sort of

thing endurable, the light touch and dramatic
insight of a Hans Andersen or a Eudyard
Kipling are needed; and it must be con-

fessed that we feel inclined to yawn over

Mr. Fletcher's fin de aiecle robins and sheep-

dogs, who criticise "Wordsworth and discuss

philosophy. Again, there is too much sugges-
tion of rustic comedy in such papers as

"little Pink Toes" or "Going into the

House." "We seem to smell the oil of the foot-

lamps and to hear the rustle of the descending
curtain. Nevertheless, there is genuine pathos
in the description of the old couple about to

leave their cottage home for the chilly

hospitality of the workhouse, all their children

being d^d except the youngest, and " He
were rather a wild 'un, were Tom ; and, ye see,

he went oif at last, and we niver seen or heard
on him sin' then. I expect he's dead long
since." Here we at once resign ourselves to

the advent of the inevitable " black-bearded
sailor," who knocks at the door three pages
further on. But it ironld be ungracious to find

further fault, where there is so little that calls

for anything but praise ; for it may be truly

said that the worst thing about the book is its

title. Neither should we conclude without
a mention of the engravings, which greatly

enhance the charm of Mr. Fletcher's attractive

volume.

Flamlorough Village and Headland. (Simp-
kin, Marshall & Co.) All who have visited

Filey or Bridlington are familiar with the bold
outline of Flamborough Head ; and the head-
land itself, with its fine view and wonderful
sea caves, well repays a visit. This pretty

volume, well printed and illustrated, will be
found a handy and excellent guide-book to the
village and neighbourhood. The chapters are

contributed by various writers, among the
most interesting being that upon " The
Antiquities," which contains a description of

the so-called Danes' Dike. This mighty earth-
work of some prehistoric people, extending
across the neck of the hea4land, must have
made the promontory into an almost impreg-
nable fortress or burh. In the chapter, " How
Flamborough was Peopled," by the Eev.
"W. H. Abraham, there are some unsatis-

factory guesses as to the etymology of the
name of Flamborough, though the untenable
theory that it was the " beacon " or Flame
burh is rightly rejected. The Domesday form
being Flaneburg, the derivation may possibly
be from the O.N. personal name Pleini, but more
probably from the A.fi.fldn, genitivefltine, mean-
ing an arrow or dart, and hence an obelisk. This
etymology would be explained by the con-
spicuous needles of chalk, called The Stacks
(stakes}, which stand out in the sea at the

extremity of Flamborough Head, like the
Needles off the lale of "Wight. In the same
chapter Mr. Abraham takes the opportunity of
giving a general account of the early North-
umbrian kings, where we find the following
curious piece of logic. He observes, that

" eleven churches in the diocese of York are
dedicated to St. Oswald . . . among these
is the church at Flamborough. It is probable,
therefore, that it was in or about Oswald's time
that the Flamborough fisher-folk received the
Gospel."

Perhaps so, but Mr. Abraham does not seem
to have considered the startling conclusions to
which he would be led if he applied the same
argument to St. Moise at Venice, or even
to the Madeleine or St. Paul's. The various
chapters on the local birds, plants, seaweeds,
shells, and geology are written by competent
authorities, and will prove of interest to

visitors, though it cannot be said that either

the collection of folk-lore tales or that of

epitaphs from Flamborough churchyard con-
tain anything very striking. The volume
closes with some curious poetical effusions,

where doubtful etymologies jostle marvellous
metaphors, as in a sonnet where we are told
that " wondering tides clap hands of awe," a
phenomenon hitherto unrecorded on other
parts of the coast.

NOTES AND NMWS.

"We are glad to hear that Messrs. Macmillan
& Co. have in the press a collection of Miscel-

laneous Studies, by the late Walter Pater. Like

the recent volume of Oreek Studies, it will be

edited by his friend, Mr. C. L. ShadweU.

Messrs. Longmans announce that they will

issue in the summer a new monthly devoted to

sports and pastimes, to be called the Badminton
Magazine, under the editorship of Mr. Alfred

E. T. Watson. It will be based on the same
lines as the "Badminton Library," paying

close attention to current events ; and it is

also proposed to include sporting fiction. Each
number will contain 1-14 pages of letterpress,

and will be fully illustrated.

Me. Mackenzie Bell is writing a book on
Christina Rossetti, which will be largely a

critical study based on a detailed survey of her

work. The opening chapter will contain some
biographical information and personal remi-

niscences ; while subsequent chapters will be
devoted respectively to her general poems,

her religious poems, her books for children,

and her religious prose volumes. In the

concluding chapter an attempt will be made
to estimate her place as a writer. As showing
the development of her genius, special attention

will be given to the volume of Verses privately

printed by her grandfather in 1847, when
she was sixteen years old, and to her contri-

butions to The Oerm. Mr. Bell's intention is

to make his book popular enough to become
to some readers an introduction to Christina

Rossetti both as poet and prose writer.

Mr. George Allen has in the press, for

publication at the end of April, an edition of

Marmontel's Conies Moraux, selected and re-

translated by Mr. George Saintsbury, with a

biographical introduction and critical review of

the whole of the tales. Mr. Saintsbury bases

the interest in Marmontel as a writer on his

great wit, his acute reasoning faculty, his

imagination, and his possession of lore con-

siderable for his time. He was among the first

to hit the mood which was so prominent in the

last quarter of the eighteenth century—a mood
which made up its ideal of human life out of a
curious blend of sceptical curiosity, human
kindness, especially in the matter of family

affections, enjoyment of society, admiration of

liberty and progress, a sort of rather vague and
undogmatical rehgion, and a great adoration of

"virtue." This edition of the Oontes Moraux
will be illustrated by Miss Chris Hammond.
Mr. Elliot Stock announces for early pub-

lication The World's own Book ; or, the Treasury

of a Kempis, by Mr. Percy Fitzgerald. The
work incidentally gives an account of the chief

editions of the Imitatio, with an analysis of its

methods, and is illustrated with several fac-

similes of pages from M8S. and early printed
editions.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin is issuing this week
Reminiscences of Richard Cobden, by Mrs. Sails

Schwabe, with a preface by Lord Farrer, and a
photogravure portrait. The book, which
appeared in French in 1879, contains public

speeches and addresses, besides much interesting

correspondence now published for the first time
in England.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. will publish on
Monday next The Life of Prince Bismarck, by
Mr. Charles Lowe, with a portrait, being the

second volume of the " Statesmen " series.

The Religious Tract Society will publish

immediately Madagascar of To-Day, by the

Rev, W, E. Cousins, who has been an agent of

the London Missionary Society in the island

for more than thirty years.

The Society for Promoting Christian Know-
ledge will publish shortly two additional

volumes of the "Chief Ancient Philosophies"
series : Platonism, by the Rev, T, B. Strong, of

Christ Church, Oxford ; and Neo-Platonism, by
the Rev, Dr, Charles Bigg, The society has
also in the press for early issue an addition to

the "Dawn of European Literature" series.

The Oreek Epic, by Prof, Warr, of King's

College ; The Religion of the Crescent : its

Origin, Strength, Weakness, and Influence, by
the Rev. W. St. Clair Tisdall, who is a student

of Mohammedan literature ; Some Notable Arch-
bishops of Canterbury, by the Rev, Montague
Fowler; and The City of the Living God, by
the Rev, Dr. Eagar ; also a series of fourteen

small books, entitled '
' Helpful Hints for Hard

Times," each of which has been written by an
expert, and is intended to enable those who
live on the soil to obtain more out of it.

The second library edition of A Drama in

Dutch, by " Z. Z.," having been exhausted, Mr,
Wm, Heinemann is issuing a popular edition in

one volume, which will be ready about April 2,

Although it has now leaked out that the initials

" Z, Z." were adopied^by Mr, Louis Zangwillto

prevent prejudiced comparisons with the work
of his brother, Mr, I, Zangwill, still the author

will publish his next book—an ambitious

psychological novel due in the autumn—under

the same initials, as the only way to combat a

confusion which has already begun between •

himself and the author of "Children of the

Ghetto,"

The first of Messrs, Hutchinson & Co's new
series of short novels in one volume will be

ready in about a fortnight. It is by the

author of "Beggars All," and its title. The

Zeit-Oeist, has been adopted as that by
which the series is to be known. The volumes

of the " Zeit-Geist Library " will be issued at

a cheap price and convenient for the pocket,

and will be in most cases by well-known

writers. Among future volumes will be a

translation of "IGyp's" popular story, Le Mar-

riage de Chiffon, and new works by Mr. Prank-

fort Moore and the author of "A Yellow

Aster."

John Strange Winter's new story. The

Major's Favourite, and The Plaything ofan Hour,

and Other Stories, by Mrs. Edward Kennard,

will be published next month by Messrs. F. V,

White & Co,
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Mbssrs. Fkedkriok Warnb & Co. announce

the followiug novels for publication this

epring : Undtr Fire, by Captain Charles King
;

A Crutl Dilemma, by Mary H. Tennyson;
Paul Jleriot's Pictarea, by Alison McLean ; and
Doctor Dick, and Other Stories, by Silas K.
Hooking.

A NEW story by " Gem," entitled A Fatal

So/a, dealing with life in India, will shortly

be published by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin.

MKSSR3. Oliphant, Andbrson, & Ferrier
will issue this week a new volume of their

"Golden Nails" series, entitled Silver Wings,

and Other Addrea»e» to Children, by the Rsv.
Andrew G. Fleming, editor of the Children's

Magazine of the United Presbyterian Church.

The Qovernor'a Guide to Windsor Castle, by
the Marqais of Lome, already announced in

the AcADEMT, will be issued by Messrs. Cassell

& Co. before Easter.

Mb. Hexry Norman's new book. The
Peoples and Politics of the Far East, published
early in the week by Mr. Fisher Unwin, has
already run through its first edition of a
thousand copies, and a second edition is to be
issued shortly.

The new edition of Mr, P. Hay Hunter's
James Inwick, Ploughman and Elder, to be
published shortly by Messrs. Oliphant, Ander-
son, & Ferrier will include a glossary, which
the author is now preparing.

Most of the best-known publishers of ele-

mentary school-books have signed a memorial,
addressed to the Vice-President of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education, complaining
of the serious loss that will be entailed on
them, and also on the public, by the changes
in the history-syllabus of the Code for the
present year.

Mrs. Edmonds, who will be known to
readers of the Acadbmy by her contribntions
on Modem Greek literature, has been elected
an honorary member of the Pamassos, the
chief literary and philological society at

Athens.

At the meeting of the Ethical Society, to be
held at Essex Hall, Strand, on Sunday next,
Mr. Leslie Stephen will read " Notes on the
Life of Robert Owen."
At the meeting of the Anglo-Russian

Literary Society, to be held at the Imperial
Institute on Tuesday next, Mr. W. F. Kirby
will read a paper on " Petichism in Finland
and Esthonia.'' Members of the Folk-Lore
Society are invited to be present.

We have received the thirteenth annual report
of the American Dante Society (Boston : Ginn),
of which Prof. C. B. Norton is president.
Among the members, who are not very
numerous, we notice the names of five residents
in England ; while of the five honorary mem-
bers, two are English. Attention is called to
Prof. WUlard Fiske's recent gift to Cornell
University of one of the most important col-
lections in the world of books on Dante. This,
with the Society's own collection, in the
Harvard College Library, gives American
scholars unsurpassed opportunities for the
prosecution of their studies. The society
hopes to take more active measures in the
matter of publication. A good deal has already
been 'accomplished by members towards com-
piling a Concordance to the lesser Italian
works of Dante, similar in plan to Dr. Fay's
Concordance to the Divina Commedia ; and it

ia proposed, in the near future, to undertake a
Concordance to the Latin works. Other pro-
jects suggested are : the systematic publication,
with English translations, of the vision-litera-
ture of the middle ages; the publication of
extracts from the works of the Schoolmen and
Chroniclers illustrative of Dante; and a

revision of Blanc's Vocabolario Dantesco. The
present report is rendered permanently valuable
by the addition of an index of proper names in

the prose works and Canzoniere of Dante,
compiled by Mr. Paget Toynbee, which fiUs

twenty-eight pages. It will be remembered
that Mr. Toynbee also contributed an index of

proper names and important subjects to Dr.

Moore's Oxford edition of all Dante's works.
Both these indexes may be regarded as intro-

ductory to the Dante Dictionary, which he is

engaged upon for the Clarendon Press.

In the April number of the Leisure Hour,

J. M. has a short article on " Happy Quota-
tions in Parliament." Referring to Walpole's

historic blunder of " nuUae pallescere culpae,"

he dwells upon the importance of knowing
Latin and quoting it accurately ; and then, on
the same page, he puts into the mouth of Sir

Robert Peel the " well-known " line from
Horace:
" Hanc veniam damus petimusque vicissim."

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

The senate of Glasgow University has

resolved to confer the degree of LL.D upon
(among others) Mr. J. G. Eraser, Mr. W. E. H.
Lecky, Prof T. E. Thorpe, and Surgeon-Major
L. E. Waddell; and also the degree of D.D.
upon the Rev. G. W. Lawes, of British New
Guinea.

At the first meeting of Congregation to be

held at Oxford next term, a statute will be
promulgated establishing a professorship of

anthropology, to be held by Dr. B. B. Tylor

during the tenure of his readership. The
stipend remains the same ; but the regulations

as to lecturing are modified, to the extent that

he will henceforth be required to lecture only

in two of the three terms of the academical

year.

The council at Cambridge recommend the

addition of a clause to the university statutes

which will empower the Senate to deprive of

his degree and of all his privileges any
graduate who has been sentenced to penal

servitude or imprisonment for a crime which
renders him unfit to be a member of the

university.

The delegates of the common university fund
at Oxford have re-appointed Mr. R. "W. Macan
to be reader in ancient history, and Mr. F.

Madan to be lecturer in mediaeval palaeo-

graphy.

Me. Thomas RALEian has been nominated
a delegate of the Clarendon Press, in the place

of Bishop Stabbs, who has been elected a per-

petual delegate.

Abstracts of the accoimts of the several

colleges have been published in the Cambridge
University Reporter. As was the case last year,

we observe that Downing is again unable to

provide anything for its head or its fellows,

and only £200 for its scholars. Yet the income
from estates amounted to about £3237, out of

which no less than £1422 was devoted to

repairs, management rates, and taxes. Out of

the total corporate income, £55G was expended
"on establishment, £357 on college servants, and
only £250 on college officers. In contrast to

this, take Trinity, which receives from its

estates just £51,000, but required to transfer

£1400 from a reserve fund, in order to

balance its accounts. Among the items on the

expenditure side, we notice £2789 for aug-
mentation of benefices and £2118 for chapel, as

compared with only £1467 for library. We
also observe that Trinity has neither lands nor
houses on beneficial lease, and only £188 from
copyholds ; while exactly half the total income

\^is derived from tithe rent-charges.

We quote the following from the annual
report of the Fitzwilliam Museum Syndicate at

Cambridge :

—

"Among the gifts made to the museum the
following may be specially mentioned : Two
pictures, an "Entombment" by an artist of the
Spanish school, and a " Portrait " by an artist of

the school of Holbein. Theee were presented by
the family of the late Dean Butler, of Lincoln.

Seven medals, three of gold, two of silver, and
two of bronze, presented, together with an album
of sketches, by the late Prof. Oayley. A crucifix

in bronze, ebony, and tortoiseshell, of the echool

of John of Bologna, presented by the Kev. D.
Nicols. A MS. copy of the Statutes of the

Order of the Garter, written for Toomas H lies,

Duke of Newcastle, sometime Chauoellor of the

University, presented by the Earl of Chichester.

"The principal purchases have been the

following: Two MS. Psalters of German work,
purchased at the Howell Wills sale. A collec-

tion of Oriental coins, glass^ weights, inscrip-

tions, and miscellaneous antiquities, purchased
from the executors of the late Prof. W. Bobartson
Smith. An Egyptian scarab of lapis lazuli,

purchased from Mr. Robert Day.
"The Syndicate desire to express once more

their daep sense of the generosity shown to the

museum by Mr. Pendlebury, who has during the

year presented to the library 93 volumes of music
and -15 pieces of unbound music.

" The Syndicate are unwilling to close this part

of their report without placing on record an ex-

pression of their gratitude to the memory of the

late Mr. Samuel Sandars, who died on June 15,

1894. He wa? a most constant and liberal

benefactor ; and his gifts, which include pictures,

MS3., printed books, antiquities, and cjsts

of sculpture, are an indication of the warm
interest which he took ia every department of the

museum."

We quote the following from the Report of

the Lincoln and Mertou Professor of Classical

Archaeology at Oxford

:

"On the completion of the ground-floor
galleries of the new Ashmolean building, the

whole collection of casts from the antique,

including many fresh acquisitions, was transferred

thither, mounted on pedestals and shelves, and
entirely rearranged under six periods : (1) archaic

period, dovm to b c. 480
; (2) tranritional period,

480-450
; (3) early fine period, 450-400

; (4) late

fine period, 400-300 ; (5) Hellenistic age, 300-100

;

(6) Roman age, b.c. 106 onwards.
"The ground-floor room of the University

Galleries was thus left free; and Convocation

having voted the sum of £150 for the purpose, the

Arundel, Pomfret and other marbles (not in-

cluding inscriptions) were arranged and mounted
in it.

" The collection of sculpture has been enriched

by the transfer from the KadclifEe reading-room
of two large Roman candelabra, found iu the

Villa of Hadrian at Tivoli, and presented to the

University by Sir Roger Newdigate. These
candelabra have t)een carefully repaired and
cleaned. Several reliefs and inscriptions from the

basement of the old Ashmolean building have also

been incorporated.

"The foUovring sculptures have been pre-

sented : A beautiful head of Artemis from a
relief, procured at Sunium by the Rev. R F.

Acland-Hood, and given by him in exchange for

antiquities provided by Prof. Gardner and Mr.
A. J. Evans. An interesting fragment from
Sardes, bearing a representation of the Moon-god
on horseback, presented by the Provost of Queen's
College.
" For the enlargement of the casts collection

the Professor had at his disposal not only the

annual grant of £150, but also a special grant of

£300 made by the delegates of the Oommon
University Fund for the purchase of casts from
Athens."

Dr. J. Rendel Harris, of Cambridge, has

been delivering two lectures at Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, on "A
Journey to the Convent of St. Katherine on
Mount Sinai," and " The New Syriao Gospels

,
from Mount Sinai."
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ORIGINAL VERSE.

GIFTS,

It was not for your heart I eought,

But you, dear foolish maid, have brought
Only your heart to me.
Ah, that 60 rare a gift should be

The gift I wanted not

!

I asked a momentary thing,

But 'tis eternity you bring
;

And, with ingenuous eyes.

You offer, as the lesser prize,

This priceless offering.

Oh what, in Love's name, shall I do,

Who have both lost and captured you ?

You will but love me : so.

Since I too cannot let you go,

I can bnt love you too.

Abthtjh Symoks.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The March number of the Economic Journal
(filacmillan), which begins the fifth year of
publication, is not quite so interesting as usual.

With reference to the facsimile of the " Tableau
Economique " of Quesnay, which has recently
been issued by the British Economic Associa-
tion, Herr S. Bauer—the discoverer of the
original among the Mirabean MSS. in the
Archives Nationales at Paris—gives a summary
of the chief doctrines of the physiocrats, and
also prints two unpublished letters of Qaesnay
to Mirabeau. Then follow two statistical

papers : Mr. E. Cannan exhibits by tables the
inequality of local rates throughout England,
and attempts to discover some economic
justification for this inequality ; and Mr. W.
Smart explains the municipal work and finance
of Glasgow, not omitting the "common
good." The final article, which is the joint
contribution of Mr. C. G. Crump and Mr. A.
Hughes, would have been equally appropriate
to the English Historical Review. It is an
elaborate examination of the English currency
under Edward I, ; and its conclusion is that,

daring the thirty-five years of his reign, the
stock of silver in the country increased (by
importation) from about £400,000 to about
£1,600,000. Among the Notes and Memoranda,
we may mention a summary of the results of

M. de Foville's statistical inquiry into rural
dwellings in France (which has been already
noticed in the Ac^vdemy) ; a full report of last

year's commission in Germany upon the silver

question, which becomes of importance in view
of the recent vote in the Beichstag; an
analysis of Mr. N. Q, Pierson's views as
to the alleged scarcity of gold ; a notice of
some recent applications of mathematical
methods to political economy; a comparison
of the position of capitalists and landowners in
Italy ; and a survey of the study of political

economy in Switzerland.

CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS.*
NankiDg: Jan. 19, 1R9$.

At a time when the Western mind is engaged
in an attempt to understand the policy and
feelings of the Chinese Empire, this volume of
well-written sketches is of special value. Many
books we have on China, many works of real
worth; but by the general public, which prefers
a personal acquaintance with the Chinese to all

the compilations of historians or students, such
a_volume as this cannot fail to be highly appre-
ciated, and wo hope that it may ere long find
an English publisher. Already it has stood

• Ohineae Characteristics. By Arthur H. Smith.
(New York : Fleming H. Revell.)

the test of publication, first in the columns of

a local journal in China, and now in book
form at Shanghai, where at least it could be
judged upon its merits.

As to the writer's qualifications for his task,

the result will speak for itself, even to the

absolute stranger to China; but to one who
reads the volume as I do now, surrounded by
repeated evidences of its truthfulness, no
European voice but my own within reach, it

is beyond question that he has rendered most
effective service to the student of this country,

at home or abroad. Mr. Smith himself can
afford to make light of his qualifications

:

" The circumstance that a person has lived twenty-

two years in China is no more a guarantee that he is

competent to write of the characteristics of the

Chinese, than the fact that another man has for

twenty-two years been baried in a silver mine is a

proof that he is a fit person to write a treatise on
metallurgy or bi-metallism."

Indeed, this is the case more often than we
realise, especially with regard to mercantile

and diplomatic residents in Oriental countries,

who seldom come in contact with natives,

except their servants, unless through an
intermediary, and whose relations with those

they do meet are rarely of a nature to assist

impartiality of judgment. Only last week I

heard of an Englishman whose boast was that

during twenty-five years spent in a treaty port
he had never once entered the native city which
the foreign settlement adjoined. Such an
instance is but one of many ; and in China, if

anywhere, this is excusable. For my own part,

considerable experience in many foreign coun-
tries has led me to the conclusion that few
foreigners resident in the East have any trust-

worthy knowledge of the people among whom
they dwell except the missionaries, and of

them only those who adopt the native costume.

Very few civilians in China could have com-
piled such a collection of moving silhouettes as

these, described by their author as

" merely a notation of the impression which has
been made upon ouii observer by a few out of

many Chinese chare cterlstics. They are not meant
as a portrait of the Chi ese people, but rather as

mere outline sketches in charcoal of some features

of the Chinese people, as they have been seen by
that one observer."

The characteristics of which note is taken and
examples are given are: "Face"— facbly

translatable as honour in the French sense of

the word—economy, industry, politeness, dis-

regard of time, inaccuracy, a talent for mis-

understanding and indirection, " flexible in-

flexibility," intellectual turbidity, absence of

nerves, contempt for foreigners, absence of

public spirit, conservatism, indifference to com-
fort and convenience—as judged by We.stem
standards—physical vitality, patience and per-

severance, content and cheerfulness, '

' filial

piety " — a quality essentially peculiar to

the Chinese, which embraces both conduct
and principles, and includes a wide range of

social duties—benevolence yet absence of sym-
pathy, mutual suspicion and lack of sincerity

—

with which is coupled mutual responsibility

and respect for law.
Of the qualities which need an explanation

to the stranger the first-named is not the least

important ; for it is to his fear of losing
" face," and not to any abstract ideas of

honesty, that the Chinese owes his good name
for trustworthiness in business transactions, a
virtue which in the eyes of the European
merchant places him far ahead of the Japanese,
if not considered to bs his only redeeming
quality.

"To understand, however imperfectly, what is

meant by ' face ' we must take account of the fact

that as a race the Chinese have a strongly dramatic

instinct. . . . Upon very slight provocation any
Chinese regards himself in the light of an actor m
a drama. ... A Chinese thinks in theatrical terms.

... If his troubles are adjusted he speaks of him-

self as having ' got off the stage ' with credit, and
if they are not adjusted he finds no way to ' retire

from the stage.' . . . The question is never of facts,

but always of form. . . . The principles which regu-

late ' face ' and its attainment are often wholly

beyond the intellectual apprehension of the Occi-

dental, who is constantly forgetting the theatrical

element, and wandering off into the irrelevant

regions of fact. . . . Once rightly apprehended,
' face ' wUl bo found to be in itself a key to the

combination-lock of many of the most important

characteristics of the Chinese."

In view of possible complications with China

as a result of this present war, the following

sentences are of interest

:

" The whole history of foreign intercourse with
China is a history of suspicion and prevarication

on the part of the Chinese, while it doubtless has

not been free from grave faults on the side of

foreigners. . ." (p. 2G3). "The whole subject of

the entrance of foreigners into China is beyond
the Chinese intellect in its present state of develop-

ment" (p. 260). " Foreign intercourse with China
for the century preceding 1860 was one long illus-

tration of the Chinese talent for misunderstanding,

and the succeeding years have not exhausted the

talent. The history of foreign diplomacy with

China is largely a history of attempted explana-

tions of matters which have been deliberately mis-

understood" (p. 61). " The real reason for any-

thing is hardly ever to be expected, and even when
it has been given, one cannot ba sure of this

fact."

As to her present requirements, the writer

states

:

" China has many needs, among which her leading

statesmen place armies, navies, and arsenals. To
her foreign well-wishers it is plain that she needs

a currency, railways, and scientific instruction.

But does not a deeper diagnosis of the conditions

of the Empire indicate that one of her profoundest

needs is more human sympathy?" (p. 215).
" What China needs is righteousness ; and in order

to attain it, it is absolutely necessary that she have

a knowledge of God and a new conception of man,
as well as of the relation of man to God " (p. 230).

Of the general qualities of the Chinese—our
author objects to the vulgar compound " China-
man " —Mr. Smith remarks :

"He is what he calls 'heaven-endowed' with a
talent for industry, for peace, and for social

order. He is gifted with a matchless patience,

and with xmparalleled forbearance under ills the

causes of which are perceived to be beyond his

reach. As a rule he has a happy temperament,
no nervous system to speak of, and a digettion

like that of an ostrich."

Of the abundance of good tales illustrative

of this or that peculiar quality, none is more

.

typical than one under theheading " Economy,"
which tells of an old woman hobbling painfully

to the home of a relative a long way off to die

there and save the expense of cofiin-bearers so

far ! Indeed, there is not a page but is full of

incident ; and if the chapter on " Eeligious

China " is a trifle heavy as compared with the

rest, it is none the less valuable. In speaking

as highly as I do, I have the unreserved

approval of a score of good judges on the spot

who, with one voice, have answered my
inquiries by praising the work. This is the

class of book wo greatly need on every foreign

country.
A careful study of such a volume is a bettor

qualification for judging of Chinese questions as

they arise than the perusal of a dozen ordinary

works, or even a few months' residence in the

country. With this book and Williams's Middle

Kingdom the English reader may become at

home in China.
J. E. BUDQETT MEAKIN.
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Paris : Quillaumin. 3 fr. 60.

BianxAxx, A. Oeschicbte der Oberlausitzer Becbs^tadt
LSbau bia zur Teilong Bacbsess 1815. Liibau: Oliva.
IM. 60.

CAnaoL. le Dr. Le Hart^cbal de Beiat-imaud en Crlm^e.
Paris : Treise. 7 fr. 50.

Casdikal V, WiDDSBH, Q. Deutscb-fraiziiaiscber Krieg
1870-71. 8. Tbl. 1. Bd. Berlin : Eieensobmidt. 6 U.

CoioaaT, Ifme. C. Catheiine de MMicis et Frar^ois de
Chiise. Pari* : Fiaclibacher. 8 fr. 50.

D'AvasEL, le Vicomte G. La Fortune privi''* i traverssept
si(>2leB. Paris : Calin, 4 fr.

LaRL^xo, W. B^cite de ma Vie, d'Avanturoa «t da NarJga-
ticn. Par's: Flos. 7 fr. 60.

Uabtinst, Andri'. Le Prince impt'rial (1858-1879). Paris

:

ChaiUty. 7 fr. 60.

IfAACHKK, B. Das Eigentbum im Civil- n. Strafreobie.
Berlin : Waltenbach. 7 M. 60.

Okrtmahn, p. Der Vergleich im gemeinen Civilreeht.
Berlin : Heymann. 7 H.

PnBLiKATioNBw der Geaellschaft f. rheiniache Ge£cbichl8-
kunde. XL 1. Bd. Dataeldorf. 15 M.

Bxv.s8, Bod. L'Alsace pendant la B^rolntian fraifaisr. 11.

Palis: Fiachba(ber. 8 fr.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY.

Fiiitsi, B. Die Bienen Eoropa's. 1. Till. Scbmarolzer-
bienen. Berlin : Friedliindtr. 9 U.

Uetee. a. B. Zwei neue ParadiesTugel, Berlin: Fried-
lUnder. 8 M.

ficiiELi.yriK», R. Der Geiat der neueren Pbilosopbie. 1. Tbl.
Leipzig : Janssen. 2 M. 40.

ZaiTficiiBiF I, deutsche entomologiscbe. Jahig. 1895. 1. Hit.
Berlin: Kicjlai. 12 H.

PHILOLOGY, ETC.

BRBoAiaNK, A. Qusrante hymnes du Big Veda, traduits et
commeotC'j. Paris : Bouillcn. 6 fr.

Caisb, P. Orundfragen der Homerkritik. Leipzig: Hirzel.
6 AC

Cliemoxt-Oaxskac, O. Etudes d'aichc'ologie orientale.
T. 1. 2« Fartle. Paris: Bouillon. 8 fr.

GaioBB, W., n. E. Krnx. Orundrisa der iianischen Pbilo-
logie. J. Bd. I. Bft. Strasibuig : Triibner. 8 H.

Plauti AmphibTo. Edidlt L. Haret. Paris: Bouillon.
8fr.

Sammloko der griechiscbtn Dialekt-Inaduiften. 8. Bd.
4. Hft , 2. H.ilfte. Die lascbriften v. Kaljmna u. Kos,
beitb. T. P. UUIleasiefen u. F. Becbtel, Giittingen-
Vandenboeoli. 8 M. 20.

WiiiT»BF£LD, P. v. De BuH Feati Avieni metaphrasi
Aratromm recensencla et emendanda. Berlin : Haver
& Mailer. lU.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

SHAKSPEBE AND BACON.
Ludon : Uaroh 23, io45.

The Oazetteer of December 31, 1766, contains
in its last column the following

:

"W. wishes some of our critical correspondents
would give their opinion of the resemblance
between a passage in Shakspere and one in

AnaoreoD. The passage from Shakspere reads
thus:

' The sun's a thief, and with his great attraction
Bobs the vast sea. The moon's an arrant robber,
And her pale fire she snatches from the sun.
The sea's a thief, whose liquid surge resolves
The moon into salt tears.'

{Timon, act iv., so. 7.)

" The passage in Anacreon, ode xiz., reads

:

' wivd 9d\airaa S' atlpas

"O 5' ^Aiof 0i\affariy

rhv i' {jAiof ffeX^n).'
"

Here our querist stops, and he seems to have
got no answer till the Variorum edition of

1803, and Mr. Staunton later on, confirm the

resemblance, though the former quotes a ver-

sion by Bonsard of 1597. No English transla-

tion was extant in iSbakspere's time.

This ode of the Pseudo-Anacreon suggests
inquiry ; and, as a preliminary, I give my own
rough version, wherein I sacrifice everything
to literalness and metre, condensing even seven'

lines into six

:

" Deeply drinks the dark-brown field,

Drinks of it the tree-clad weald,
Drinks the tun from ocean streams.

Drink of him the pale moon beams,
Drinks the eea from showers of sky :

If they drink, mates, why not If"

It is a perfect drinking song, and found much
favour with roystering classical topers in those
drinking days of theirs, which lasted certainly

down to Person's o6re tcJSc otfre TiiAAo.

Now Mr. Halliwell-Phillips opines {Outlines,

i. 97) that Shakspere's classical learning was
picked up during the period from 1587 to 1592
from the society he kept of Gray's Inn and
Temple men, whose masques and pageants he
mounted for them. Such a song as Anacreon
xix. must have been in favour at those hard-
drinking symposia, at which I have elsewhere
established the sodality of Shakspere and the
two Bacons, Francis and Anthony.

Shakspere's head was strong enough to carry
off these carouses ; though a later one even-
tually killed him ; but the two brothers got
frightfully upset, as is plain from Lady Ann
Bacon's letter to Francis of August 20, 1594
(Spedding's Life, i. 313) :

"Let this letter be unseen. Look very well to
your health. Sup not nor sit up late. Surely I
think your diioking to bedwatds hindreth your
and your brother's digestion very much. I never
knew any but sickly that used it : besides bad for

head and eyes. Observe well yet in time."

We know also from one of Anthony's letter

(Spedding, i. 322) that Francis was even then,

at thirty-four, troubled with stone.

Here, then, was an opportunity for Shaks-
pere to pick up the ode which he so magnifi-
cently expanded in " Timon."
And may not the intimacy between Shakspere

and Bacon have had other results equally ready
to hand ? Is it not probable that the money-
making actor-manager and " Jack Factotum "

would avail himself of the staff of scriveners

which Bacon kept for public use at his

Twickenham Lodge—especially when we re-

member the large money transactions for

mounting masques, &c., that passed between
the two during twenty years (1593-1613) ?

No one appears to have noticed that Bacon
<i!id keep this scrivener's shop, had many clerks,

whom he found it hard work to keep going,
and even "sweated" them in his desperate
endeavour to extricate himself from his em-
barrassments. The proof is in a letter from
Francis to Anthony Bacon (Spedding, i. 349).

" I have here an idle pen or two, especially one
that was cozened, thinking to have got Eome
money this term. I pray send me somewhst elee

for them to write out, besides your Irish collection,

which is almost done.
" There is a collection of Dr. James, of foreign

states, largeliest of Flanders, which though it be

no great matter, yet I would be glad to have it.^
From my lodge at Twickenham, this 25 of Jany.,
1594."

Is it going too far to suggest that we may
here find the solution of the vexed problems :

who wrote out, and who kept, the original

MSB. of the plays ?

W. G. Thoefe.

AMEBICANISMS AGAIN.

Uarle3foTd, Wlokham Market : Marcb 21, 1895.

Mr. A. Lang lost no time in doing by me
much after the fashion of the Shanghai editor

to whose shrewd manoeuvre I referred in my
recent discussion of acientitt.

'
' He deems it

natural that the very word ylmeri'cantJnw should

annoy his countrymen.
'

' Tliis delirious opinion

he affirms that I entertain. That I do anything
of the kind is wholly a figment of his own
forging.

I quoted somebody as writing, "It u, per-
haps, impossible to discover why the mere
words an Americanism do so drive a few
American critics beyond their patience," and
subjoined, in precise detail, the solution, which
I characterized as an obvious one. The exist-

ence, here and there, of such supersensitive

unfortunates I tacitly accepted as a fact ; but,

as my context shows with perfect distinctness,

I implied that it is solely when the expression

an Americanism comes from an Englishman,
and with certain adjuncts, that their deficient

equanimity collapses. Very often, too, I
went on to say, what discomposes those

unfortunates so sorely does not conduce,

with Americans in general, to their self-

complacency. The reason why it is so then
followed. It is, in substance, that no one finds

pleasure in having it hinted, however round-
aboutly, that he is something pitiful, or

odious, or still worse ; and everybody is aware
of the proneness of Englishmen, when they
advert to Americanisms, to insinuate that style

of thing about their perpetrators. I might
have, additionjdly, glanced at the boredom
inevitable from hearing, coupled with the

mention of Americanisms, perpetual dissonant

descants on Mr. Euskin'a memorable avowal,
" I hate republicans, as I do all manner of

fools." The time has arrived, I should
suppose, for Englishmen, when reprobating the

peculiarities of the American dialect, to lay

aside their bad old habit of—to put it John-
sonesely—acerbating the urbanity of literary

criticism by an infusion of political amaritude.

By none of his barbarisms of speech, though ever

so outrageous, does an American do despite to

Mr. Bml's dignity, or grope his pockets
feloniously ; and, on the other side of the

Atlantic, as on this side of it, to solecize is

hardly to be gallowsworthy. Only as a scanty
family circle would the elect make any figure,

if one's admission to Paradise depended on the

flawlessness of one's English.

In the very paragraph of mine on which
Mr. Lang comments, it is observable that I

make use of the word Americanisms ; a circum-

stance which ought, in consistency, to have
elicited from him an expression of surprise at

my having chosen to give offence ; inasmuch
as, according to him, I esteem it natural that

the word should annoy my countrymen. That
circumstance, however, he ignores. Since,

then, he knows that I had no intention of

giving offence by using the word, and since he
blinks all the conditions under which I say

that it is unwelcome, nothing is more palpable

than that the attributing of stark lunacy

to Americans with which he credits mo is

entirely of his own invention. For some
reason or other, complete misrepresentation

is, to his thinking, the best treatment I deserve.

Being pleased, apparently, to assume that I

date from the purlieus of Hanwell, he writes,
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in connexion with what he romances about my
view of the term Americanisms: "Will your
American correspondent, F. H., kindly tell us

what we are to call them ? . . . If F. H.
will only give us a Eoothing term for them, he

will find us grateful. . . . Perhaps we
may say ' isms ' ? " Construing me as he

does, if I were to platitudinize that decent folk

object to profane cursing and swearing, he

would needs have it that I impute to them, as

natural, an objection, on any and all occasions,

to the name of their Maker, and would query

whether "Mumbo Jumbo," for instance, in its

stead, would be likely to meet with approba-

tion.

The interest which Americans of the better

sort take in the subject of Americanisms is

attested by their books devoted to them, and
notably by the dictionaries of Mr. Bartlett

and Prof. De Vere. Unhappily, however,
among those for whose benefit they were in-

tended, there are three classes, out of four, for

whom they have been compiled either to no
purpose or to very little. One of these three

classes, which embraces a large portion of the

enormous mob connected with the despicable

and detestable newspaper-press, while chiefly

originating Americanisms, actually revels in

them. Another class, including an overwhelm-
ing majority of the population, regards them
with absolute indifference. The third class, in

which come, with others, the generality of

professional authors, cares to eschew only such
of them as are tabooed by tolerably refined

society. Far otherwise, the members of the
fourth class, comparatively a very small one,

strive industriously to acquire passable Knglish

;

and, if due allowance is made for their unavoid-
ably hearing and reading the most abominable
jargon every day of their lives, it may be
acknowledged that their efforts to express
themselves like civihzed beings are rewarded
with as much success as could be expected.
Such persons, if corrected, one by another, for

Americanizing unnecessarily, are alwajs very
thankful. And they are, certainly, quite as

thankful, if the same service is done them,
with ordinary courtesy, by an Knglishman.
That it should be done by him, as so often

happens, with the contumely and invidious

reflections which are hardly earned except by
filching a purse or spheterizing a neighbour's
spoons, seems, however, to an American, dis-

proportionate. To not a few of my fellow-

citizens gratuitous or inexpedient American-
isms, when pointed out as being of that

character, become, like American vulgarisms
and slang, objects of pronounced dislike.

Those who employ them they would, also,

gladly see reformed. Transgressors of this

stamp too many Englishmen, one might
almost imagine, uncaring for their amendment,
would, to euphemize, see somewhere ill at

ease. Yet why not, benevol ently , rather wish to

gee them—companioned by Cockneys, Scotch-
men, and all other linguistic miscreants

—

penitpnt, regenerate, and, in the end, snug in

Abraham's bosom ?

Respecting Americanisms Mr. Lang writes

:

" We do not observe them in Hawthorne,
Prescott, Poe, Longfellow, nor, I think, in

Emerson." On noticing this, I took down
from my bookshelves the first and the last

of the authors named, and opened them at

random. Within five minutes I found, in Haw-
thorne: "Some years before, he had named
hi* two children, one /or Her Majesty and the
other for Prince Albert." Have we not here
an Americanism of the truest ring ? And then
I turned to Emerson, in the opening page of

whose Essay on Tiehaviour I came upon .

" Nature tells every secret once. Yes ; but, in

man, she tells it all the time, by form, attitude,

gegtnre, mien, face, and parts of the face, and
Of the whole action of the machine." And

" every stripe of absurdity " occurs three pages
farther on. Indeed, I could easily produce
proof that the writers whose English Mr. Lang
accounts pure of Americanisms lapse into them
by no means unfrequently.

Like the Daily News, Mr. Lang seems to

look upon hack of as " peculiarly American."
He would alter his opinion, if he were to visit

Ireland. Back of, for hack from, hehind, was
known there as long ago as 1732, as I have
shown in the New York Nation. Moreover,
Mr. Heslop, in his Northnmherland Words, notes
it as a dialectal shortening of aladc of; as in:

"He wis hack o' the engine-hoose at the time."

For creditable success in his researches on
Americanisms Mr. Lang may, not impossibly,

by and by come to be entitled to congratula-

tion. Hitherto, in discussing them, he has
merely distinguished himself by exemplifying
the readiness to dogmatize and hastily jump
to conclusions which denotes a self-sufficient

novice.

P. H.

This letter I have been delayed by illness

from writing sooner. I may add that my
article on scientist, owing to miscarriage of

the revise, is not what I could wish to see it.

In its penultimate paragraph I, of course,

changed classifiable to classahle.

THE 8BFIU4GINT VERSUS THE HEBREW lEXT
OP THE BIBLE.

Leicestei : March 12, U95.

The usefulness of the Septus gint in eluci-

dating the Massoretio Text of the Old Testa-
ment in many places cannot be denied ; never-

theless, great care and discrimination must be
exercised in dealing with it. One must not
assume that, in every instance where the Sep-
tuagint differs from the Hebrew, it jjresupposes

a various reading ; or, even if that be the case,

that the reading of the Septuagint is superior

to that of the Hebrew. Variations may arise

from several causes : e.g., the ignorance of the

translators, their dogmatism, or their desire to

paraphrase. Compare, for example. Exodus
xxiv., V. 10: the Hebrew has, "and they saw
the God of Israel "; the LXX, has, " and they

saw the place where the God of Israel stood."

This rendering does not imply a various reading,

but is merely to avoid the anthropomorphism.
Such variations as are due to a difference of the

text in the MS. (or MSS.) used by the trans-

lator must be carefully studied, in order to

determine whether the Hebrew or Greek has

the superior text. In many cases the Hebrew
is superior to the Greek ; and, again, in many
cases the Greek is superior to the Hebrew, as

Sir Henry Howorth has shown ; yet it not

unfrequently happens that corruptions are to

be found in both texts. In that case they must
be of great antiquity, and can only be dealt

with by conjectural emendation.

Apart from these considerations, one must
bear in mind that both the texts as we have
them now have passed through the hands of

many editors, who have had no scruples in

inserting foreign matter. It is by studying

such a book as Wellhausen's Text of the Books of
Samuel, and following his methods, that one
can learn the best way of making a discrimin-

ating use of the ancient Versions for purposes

of textual criticism (see especially his remarks

on 1 Samuel xiv., vv, 25, 20, and 2 Samuel xiii.,

V. 39).

In turning to the Book of Judges, we see that

it comprises one large section (chap, ii., ver. 6,

to chap. xvi. inclusive), consisting of various

older and independent narratives of the Judges
(who, in fact, were merely "local heroes")

which have been framed by a later editor, who
was strongly imbued with the spirit of Deuter-

onomy (see Prof. Driver's Introduction to the

Old Testament, p, 154). The opening portion

(i. 1-ii. 5) forms a separate part, probably con-
sisting of '

' excerpts from what was once a
detailed survey of the conquest of Canaan."
The closing chapters (xvii.-xxi.) form an
appendix, which could never have been em-
bodied in the main portion (chaps, ii.-xvi.).

According to Ewald, these chapters bear a very
decided resemblance to certain fragments of

Samuel (namely, 1 Sam. xiii., xiv., xxx. 26-31

and 2 Sam. viii.). The frequently occurring

phrase, "no king in Israel" (xvii. 6, xviii. 1,

xix. 1, xxi. 25), connects the two narratives of

the appendix together.

"This from its character must certainly be pre-

exilic, and stamps the narratives of which it forms
a part as pre -exilic likewise. In chaps, xlx.-xxi.

the phrase belongs to that part of the narrative

which there are independent reasons for suppoeing
to be earlier than the rest" (Driver, op. eit.,

p 161).

Finally, we notice that the appendix, as well

as the introduction i. 1-ii. 6, bears no trace of

any Deuteronomic redaction ; hence both must
have been added to the main portion some time
after the latter had received its present shape.

With regard to Euth, was it originally

"an integral part of Judges" ? The number
of Books in the Hebrew Canon was fixed at
twenty-four during the Talmudio era, third to

fifth century a.d. (see the Baba Bathra 14'').

The division of the Canon into twenty-two
Books was merely artificial, and does not seem
to have had any established place in Palestinian

tradition. Now, it is to be noticed that, when
the number of the Books in the Canon was set

at twenty-two, Euth had to be reckoned along
with Judges, and Lamentations with Jeremiah ;

but if, on the other hand, Euth was separated

from Judges, the number of Books would have
been raised.

Most critics consider Euth to be exilic or

even post-exilic (Wellhausen) : this is, however,
doubtful. From the fact that it is found in

the Hagiographa it must be of late origin

(perhaps an old narrative which had been found
after the closing of the second division of Books).

Euth belongs to an epoch when the tradition

of the Scribes was in full force. It is untouched
by Deuteronomic editing. It is quite natural

that the Book should have been taken from its

position in the Hagiographa, and placed

between Judges and Samuel ; but there is no
motive for its being removed to the Hagio-
grapha, if the Book originally occupied the

position which it does in the Septuagint. If

the Book had been previously known, say, to

the editor of the history Judges-Kings, it could

hardly have been excluded by him (see Eobert-

son Smith's article '
' Euth " in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica). ,

With respect to in 7 (i- 13), the one word

which it is most difficult to reconcile with an
early date (it occurs in the Biblical Aramaic of

Daniel, chap, iv., v. 24), the clause lU?"^:

n3~iSC?n is rendered by the LXX. laii airobs
T :

•• - :
'

irpoaSiitaBe, i.e., £307, " should ye wait for

them f " The genealogy (chap, iv., vv. 18-22)

is looked upon by Eobertson Smith as an addi-

tion, because from the standpoint of iv. 5, 10

it is incorrect. From its use of the phrase

nnbin nbs, " these are the generations [lit.

begettings] of . . .," and T'bin instead of

lb"' it resembles the style of the Priestly Code.

In the case of Judges there are, as Sir Henry
Howorth remarks, fewer important cases of

divergence between the two texts than in most
of the other Books. We may, however, notice

the following renderings of the Septuagint. In

chap, i., vv. 14, 15, the LXX. reads rtiTP"!!,

" and he instigated her," which is preferable to

the Hebrew reading innip^ni (" and she in-

stigated him"), and to Ewald's suggestion
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!in"1"'pri1 ("and she took him into the secret! ").

n3!{, both here and Josh. xv. 18, has been
taken as p2?2 or ni!J, the LXX. render here

the clause lionn bVQ n3"ril by Kal iyoyyiC*"

Kol Ixpaifr iwh toB tiwo^vytou. In V. 15 •''^vS,

"wells," was misread nbS2

—

Kvrpit,!, and a

doublet also occurs : xat ISaiicty avr^ XoXijS xaTik

r)>r Kaptiay aur^j reading 3^3 and n27S.
In chap, ii., v. 3, the YxX. read' Q'l",

" adyersaries," for C??, which most probably

means " snares " (compare the Assyrian saihlu,

"trap or snare," and mddu ina pat kiHiritii,

"a trap placed at the edge of the forest"
{W. A. /. iv. 2(i, No. 2).

In chap, iii., vv. 22, 2;!, the Hebrew has

T A : : • - ' Tl ; : — >

the LXX. has (v. 2;5) ico! i(,r)K6(v' A.iai rhv TtpiTtaXa,

Kal 4^7i\6tv -Toxfs SiaTfTayn^vovs, Probably one is

but the explanation of the other.

Chap, ix., V. 28, LXX. reads CDa?"]3 ""a,

" who is the son of Shecem," for the Hebrew,
" who is Shechem." V. 31, nQ-iPa, rendered

* T : T .

by the LXX. iv xpvip^. Euenen is, however,

right in reading nSSIISD, In Arumah (e/. v. 4
1 ).

Chap, xiv., V. 18, the clause Wn^ Q':;!???

i^?"''!"!' presents some difficulty ; here, how-
ever, the LXX. does not help us. It has been

suggested to read for the last word n~l"inn,

i.e., before he went into the chamber ; and the
word in the Peshitta, with but a very slight
alteration, supports this.

With regard to chap, xvi., w. 13, 14, it is

best to translate in''2 37pnm as " she tapped
(or made a signal) with the pin "; and, in v. 14,
one must omit 7n'"n as a gloss (see Driver's
Tfines, § 191, Obs. i.).

In chap, xviii., v. 7, the Hebrew is difficult,

and the LXX. gives us no help on the snhjent.
It presupposes other readings ; but they, unfor-
tunately, do not seem to make the verse clearer.
In V. 30 it is noteworthy that the ancient

Petersburg MS. reads )^^S^ mb2 ni''3 in-

stead of V"''Wn mba DV2, " the day of the
captivity of the arh."
The LXX. in chap, xix., v. 18, has an in-

structive rendering: instead of "the house of
Yahveh" [mn"i n"'3] it has "my house"
[T\"'3]. It can hardly be a "lie to gain
sympathy "; more probably it is a proof that
abbreviations were made use of in the old MSS.
We may compare a very similar example in
Jonah i. 9, where the LXX. read mn"' 135?
or """la:? (see also Dr. Driver's Introduction to

Notes on Samuel, p. Ixx., note 2).
In chap. XX., v. 33, 3?2a mvnD is obscure;

LXX. (a) read 2-1370)3, " from the west of
Qibeab." Tliis chapter presents many diffi-

culties: portions of it bear a strong resemblance
to the account of the taking of Ai (Joshua,
chap. viii.). The description in parts seems to
be in duplicate (cf., e.g., v. 32'' with 39'', the
corruption is probably very deep). It is notice-
able, however, that w. 33^, 30^ 37, 38, 40,
and 48, seem to follow one another pretty
closely in forming a separate narrative.

Finally, with regard to the Books of Samuel,
one can hardly grant that the text has.
been "tampered with for polemical reasons."
Robertson Smith states that the obscurities in
the Hebrew text " can only be explained as
due to faulty transmission "; and he gives as his
reason for this the following

:

"8u3h books as Samuel had little place in the
synagogue eerTice, while the interest of the narra-
tive caused them to be largely read in piivate.
But private ttudy gave no mch guarantee against
the iatroductiou of various readings as wasafTorded
by use in public worship. ... a student might
not hesitate to make en his own copy notes or small

addltiona to facilitate the sense, oi even add a
paragraph which he had derived from another
source. Under such circumstances, and in the
absence of oflioial supervision, the multiplication
of copies opened an easy door to the multiplication
of errors, which might, no doubt, have been
eliminated by a criticd coUat on,* but uiight very
easily become permanent when a single copy,
without critical revision, acquired the poaition of

the standard MS."

In conclusion, I may notice Dr. Driver's
remark on 1 Sam. ii., v. 23. The Hebrew has

nbs nsn-bs nsa ; for which "DVn-bD nsn
ntn is elsewhere uniformly found." Most
probably it stood so, in this passage, and was
corrupted afterwards to mn"" UVn (just as

we find in 2 Sam. ii. 5, t^ ?Aeos t oC fl«oC for

ntn IDnn); later on, D'"nbH was substituted

for mn^, and still later this became corrupted

to nbw. Stanley A. Cook.

LBVER= LOOVER.
London: Much 24, 1E95.

Sir James Bamsay, in the Academy for

December 22, 1894, p. 537, gives " lever-

boarding "=" lufiFer-boarding." I was glad
to see that this form, lever = luffer (= loover),

exists in English, because I had already noticed

that Godefroy, a.v. lovier, gives also lover, luver,

and levier in the same sense of " lucame."
And if I did not give this form levier in my long
note which precedes Sir James Bamsay's, it was
because I saw that levitr had nothing to do
etymologically with the other three words given
with it, and because at that time I failed to see

how a loover could also have been called a lever.

Now, however, I am inclined to think that I

have discovered the reason, and I will give it.

A lever, when in use, forms with the plane sur-

face against which it is pressed an angle very
much resembling the angle formed by an open
skylight. It is, of course, true that a loover has
nothing whatever to do with leverage, and that
a lever has nothing whatever to do with the
passage of light. Still, there is an undeniable
outward resemblance between the two things
under the conditions named, especially when
they are looked at sideways ; and this re-

semblance has, it would seem, sufficed for the
application of two such utterly dissimilar terms
to one and the same object.

F. Chance.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
Elsday, March 81, 7.30 p.m. Schical : "Notei on the Life

of Robert Owen," by Mr. L°8lie Stephen.
UovDAV, Aptil 1, 4.80 p.m. Victoria . lostitation : *' Evo-

lution."
6 p.m. Rojral lastitation: Ountril Honthly

Meeting.
7.80 p.m. Ratljle :

" The Ethica of Empire," by
Mr. H. F. Wjat.

8 p.m. S wietT of Arts : Cantor Lectare, ** Com-
mercial Fibrfs," Iir., by Dr. D. Morris.

8 p.m. Aristotelian: Sympsaium, *'Doea Law in
Natara require the tiuppositiiju of Previsioa?" by
Messrs. A. Bsutwoodand C. J. C. Webb.

TuBSD.w. April 3, 3 p m- Botal I iktltution :
** The Internal

Framewotk of Plants anl Acimal?," XII. , by Prof . C.
Stewait

8 p.m. An|!lo-Hus»ian : "Fetichism in Finland and
Esthonia," by Mr. W. F. Kitby.

Sp.m. Civil Engineers :
'* Torpe'o-Boat Destroyers,"

by Messrs. J. I. Thorny croft and aydney "W. Bamaby.
8 pm. Biblical Archaeology ; "The Fre-Mosaic Cul-

ture of the Hebrew?," It., by the Rev. Dr. A. Lilwy.
8 p.oi. Sccietv of Atts: "My Recent Voyage in

Siberia," by Ciot. Wiggins.
8,30 p.m. /.ijological : 'The Bansory Canal System

of Fishes," by Mr. Walter E. Collinge ;
" A Synonymic

Catalogue of the Hciperiidae of Africa and the A(Sj»oent
Islands, with Desciiptions of soms apparently, New
Species," by Rev. Dr.;W. J. Holland.

8.30 p.m. Antiquaries.
Wkdkbhday, AnriL 3, 8 p.m. Qeological ; "Physical Geo-

grsphy and Qealogy of Mauritius," by Major H. deHaga
Hiig; 'A Comparison of the Permian Freshwater
Lamellibranchiata from UuREtia with those from the
Knroo System of Africa." by Prof. Wladtmir Amalitsky

;

'•Ice-plough Furrows of a Olaoial Period in Leicester-
>hiie," by Mr. W. 8. Greeley.

* For a specimen of Jewish critical methods,
sec the Tractate SopherUn, vi. 4.

8p.m. Bodatrof Art*: •EandBlartFloeeaMS,"br
Mr. John J. Hdltmpffel.

Spin. BUzabttbaa: " The Stage of the Blizabethan
and BeatonUon Daya." by Mr. J. E. Baker.

Thubsoav, April 4. 8 p.m. Royal InititaUon: "Ani-
miim," n , by Dr. E. B.Tjlor.

4. 30 p.m. Hiatorieal.
8 pm Uauan: " OyrtandnueM of the Malay

Peninsula," bv Mr. H. K. Bidley.
8 p.m. Bleetiioal oRlncats.
8 p.m. Matlienutieal : "A Theorem in Proba-

bility." by the Ber. T. 0. Simmons: "The Abelian
BjBtem of Differential EquaUoiu and their national and
Integral Algebraic Integcala, with a Discussion of ths
Periodicity of Abelian Functions," by the Rev, W. B. W.
Babeit«.

8.80 p.m. Antiquariee.
FniDAv, April 6,8 pjB. Philological: "Report on thePri-

greM of the New English Dictionary," by Dr. J. A. H.
Murray.

8 p.m. Odologists* Association: "The Rocks and
Scenery of Western Norway," by Mr. Wintour F.
Owinnell.

8 p.m. Civil Engineers: Students' Meeting, "The
New Seuth Pier. Simd<BrUnd," by Mr. Henry Home.

8 30 p.m. Viking Club: "A Bamble in IceUnd,"
by Dr. J. 8, Pheufi.

9 p.m. Royal Institution: "Argon," by Lord
Bayleigh.

Satuboay. April 6, 3 p.m. Royal Institution: "Light or
Sound," TL, by Lord Bayleigh.

SCIENCE.
The Booh of the Rote. By Eev. A. Foster-

Melliar. (Macmillaiis.)

If the rose, owing to the regular, delicate,

and enthusiastic culture which it needs, is

the flower best suited for rectory gardens,
80—to name no more—Dean Hole and Mr.
Foster-Melliar prove that it is also the
flower upon which clergymen can write with
peculiar authority. The former's well-known
book, with its good stories, its sparkling

wit, and overflowing good-humour, resem-
bles the exquisitely scented tints of a tea

rose, Catharine Mermet, say, or Niphetos
;

whereas The Booh of th« Rose reminds the

rose lover rather of the robust nature of

the H.P. rose, such as Louis van Houtte
or Captain Christy, owing to the sterling

good sense and solid experience of his

cultured hints and directions. Wisely
making no pretence to wit or humour, Mr.
Foster-Melliar's book is the very thing
needed to excite and nurse the budding
amateur ; while his precepts, carefully fol-

lowed, ought to give him the height of his

ambition, cups and medals from the National
Rose Society and the Crystal Palace Show.
The exquisite shape of many roses is well
portrayed in the illustrations of this book.
Uncoloured illustrations cannot, of course,

catch their delicate tints and gradations.

Even colour can only do this in the con-

summate paintings of such artists as

De Heem or Van Huysum.
Every rosarian has his own nostrums

on manuring his favourites. Mr. Foster-
Melliar's views run mainly towards liquid

manures. Brewers' grains, which have ere

now been most successfully used, he merely
names and passes on. There is no doubt that

success with roses is mainly due to the enrich-

ment of the soil around them, and the author
highly recommends soapsuds and soot. Well-
rotted stable manure will not, however,
easily be surpassed. Those who like arti-

ficial manures will And a recipe, the
excellence of which is strongly vouched,
in these pages. In all that relates to situa-

tion, soils, planting, and pruning, judicious
directions are here given. A good deal of

useful information succeeds on the pests of

roses, which are so numerous that it is as
well to destroy all creeping things found
upon them. A chapter treats of roses under
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glass, and anotherinforms the young aspirant

for honours how best to show and arrange

his roses. The book is brought quite up to

date, and is altogether a work of such

general usefulness that in the most literal

sense it might be called a handbook for the

rose-garden. There is a good deal of

learning, too, on rose-stocks, and on briar

and Manetti cuttings and briar seedlings,

which is indispensable for those who practise

that delightful art of budding their own
roses.

The transition from earth and manure
and bare rose-stocks to the second part of

this book resembles nothing so much as

quitting Petticoat-lane on a dismal wintry
' day for the light and warmth of a Drawing
Room at Buckingham Palace. The author
treats here of the finest modern roses.

Many of them are illustrated, and even in

black and white these are sufficiently beauti-

ful without the charms of colour and frag-

rance. Here are Eclair, Jean Soupert,

Marguerite Boudet, Mrs. John Laing, The
Bride, Madame Casin, stately and elegant,

with Mart'chal Niel and the Duke of

Wellington ia attendance, and others with
whom most rose-lovers have at least a
bowing acquaintance. Mr. Foster-Melliar

contributes notes oa the habits and bloom-
ing customs of these separately, states

which abhor the pruning-knife, which
can scarcely be too vigorously cut

back, and— better than ,even these

wrinkles drawn from a long experience

—

frequently gives the philosophical reasons
for the variations. The chapter on
exhibiting roses is full of useful hints.

People constantly ask rose-growers, " Tell
me the best dozen of tea-roses " ; here
selections are made, and that by one who
has carried off honours in the dainty occu-

pation of rose growing.
Golfers are veritable madmen when the

fever of their game first overwhelms them
;

but for strength of seizure and the con-

tinuous engrossing character of the mania,
there is no hobby like rose growing. Unless
they would joiu the madmen, Mr. Foster-
Melliar's charming book ought to be kept
out of the hands of all who are developing
a taste for the rose. As for the enthusiast
who from early morn to late eve spends his

time among long lines of the most lovely
flowers in the world, petting, pruning,
sheltering, and comparing with an eager
desire of carrying off honours at some
forthcoming show, " Nescio an Anticyram
ratio illis destinet omnem." But let The
Book of the Rose go there with him for a
comfort among the wastes of hellebore.

M. G. Watkins.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"THE SACBED BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT."

London : Hatch 29. 1896.

In your liindly notice of Prof. Haupt's
"Sacred Books of the Old Testament" you
speak of Prof. Budde's Samuel as a marvellous
three shillingsworth. The price of this part is

Os. ('A. Even if this great undertaking received
the support it deserves from all students of the
Old Testament, it is doubtful if over 100 pages
quarto, printed in eight different colours, on
specially manufactured paper, would be pro-
duced for 'is, David Nutt.

SCIENCE NOTES.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion on Friday next, which is the last before
Easter, will be on "Argon," by Lord
Rayleigh.

Sir Jonx Evans has been elected foreign
secretary to the Geological Society, in the room
of the late Mr. Hulke; and Prof. Bonney and
Mr. Horace T. Brown have been elected
members of the council.

At the meeting of the Geologists' Associa-
tion, to be held at University College on Friday
next, Mr. Wintour F. Gwinnell will read a
paper on " The Rocks and Scenery of Western
Norway," illustrated by the lantern. The
Eister excursion of the association will be to
the Isle of Wight, to stuiy the tertiary beds
as exposed along the coast. The directors are
Messrs. R. S. Herries and H. W. Monckton

;

and the headquarters will bo at Sindown. The
Whitsuntide excursion will be to Banbury

;

and the "long " excursion at the time of the
autumn Bank holiday will be to c-ounty Antrim,
ia co-operation with the Belfast Naturalists'
Field Club.

Messrs. Frederick Warne & Co. announce
the following for publication this spring : the
fifth volume of MammnUa. by Richard
Lydekker, ia the "Royal Natural Library,"
containing altogether thirty coloured plates
and 200 woodcuts ; The Sheep Doctor : a guide
to the British and colonial flook-master in the
treatment and prevenlion of disease, by Mr.
George Armitage, with siitem full-page
plates and 150 practical and anatomioul illus-

trations ; and Wayside and Woodland Blossoms :

a pocket-gui le to British wildfljwers, by Mr.
Edward Step, containing descriptions of 600
species, wi'h 128 coloured plates and twenty-
eight woodcuts.

Mr, Horace Cox is about to publish a
volume on Thi florae Tribe and its Hybrids by
Messrs. Tegetmeier and Sutherland. It will

bs profusely illustrated, and will include
a demonstration of the advantages arising

from the utilisation of mules in almost all

countries excepting England.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. announce for

publication early next week a third and revised

edition of Practical Microscopy, by Mr. G. E.
Davis, with 310 illustrations and a coloured
frontispiece.

We quote the following from the Times, in

supplement to our quotation of last week :
—

" M. Bcrthelot has communicated to the Acadomie
des Sciences the fuller details which he promised
concerning his experiments upon argon. TowaTds
the end of February he received from Prof.

Ramsay thirty-seven cubic centimcJtres of the gas,

with which small quantity he has obtained positive

results of the greatest interest. Following the

process by which he formerly effected the direct

combination of nitrogen with various organic oom-
pounds, he finds that argon is equally absorbed by
these bodies, though apparently with somewhat
less facility. The action of the silent discharge
upon a mixture of argon and benzene vapour
is accompanied by a feeble violet luminosity
visible in the dark. In one of five experiments
he found that a fluorefcent substance was pro-
duced, which developed a magnificent greenish
light and a peculiar spectrum. M. Berthelot
took 100 volumes of Prof. Ramsay's gas,

added a drop or two of the hydrocarbon, and
exposed the mixture to the silent discharge at
moderate tension for about fen hours. The excess
of benzene vapour being removed in the usual way,
the mixture was found to have been reduced to

eighty-nine volumes. More benzene was then
added, and the experiment was repeated with
higher tension, which in three hours produced a
reduction of volume equal to 2.5 per cent. On
again submitting the gaseous residue with benzene
to very high tension discharge, he found the final

result to be thirty-two volumes. Analysis showed
this residue to contain only seventeen volumes of
argon, the other fifteen volumes being hydrogen,
free or combined, and benzene vapour. In
other words, M. Berthelot has effected the com-
bination of 83 per cent, of the argon under ex-
periment, and was prevented only by the
dimensions of bis apparatus from carrying
the condensation yet further. The quant i'y

at his disposal was too small to permit of
complete \ exumination of its products ; but
he is able to say that they resemble those pro-
duced when nitrogen mixed with benzene U
submitted to the silent di.charge : that is to say,
they consist of a yellow resinous matter condensed
on the surface of the glass tubes employed. This
matter on being heated decomposes, forming
volatile products and a carbonaceous residue.
The volatile products restore the colour of reddened
litmus paptr, proving the production of a)kali by
the decomposition, though the quantity of matter
at command was too small to allow of its nature
being demonstrated. In any case, M. Berthelot
concludes, the conditions in which argon is

condensed by hydrocarbons tend to assimi-
late it yet more closely to nitrogen. He adds
that, if it were permitted to assume forty-two
instead of forty as the molecular weight of argon

—

an assumption which the limits of error in the
experiments hitherto made do not, in his opinion,
exclude—this weight would represent one and a
half times that of nitrogen : iu other words, argon
would stand to ni rogen iu the same relation as
ozone to oxygen. There is, however, the funda-
mental difference that argon and nitrogen are not
transformable into one another, any more tlnn the
isomeric or polymeric metals. Without insisting
upon points which are still conjectural, M.
Berthelot observes that in any case he has demon-
strated that the inactivity of argon disappears in
the conditions ho describes. When the gas can be
obtained in considerable quantities, he says it will

be easy by ordinary chemical methods to take these
primary combinations, or their analogues obtain-
able with oxygen, hydrogen, or water, as a point
of departure for the preparation of the normal
series of more simple compounds."

PHILOLOGY NOTES.
At the meeting of the Philological Society,
to be held at University College on Friday
next, Dr. J. A. H. Murray will submit a report
on the progress of the Ntio Enijlish Dic-
tionary, dealing specially with the letter D.

In pursuance of the new plan of issuing the
New English Dictionary in quarterly sections,

the Clarendon Press will have ready on April 1

a second section of Mr. Henry Bradley's
volume, from Fang to Fee. According to the
editor's note, this section is remarkable for the
almost complete absence of terms of modem
science or other words of recent formation, and
for the unusually large proportion of words
that have a long history : that is, have either
come down from the Old English period or
were introduced from French not later than
the fourteenth century. In many of these the
development of senses, now for the first time
duly exhibited, will be found of considerable
interest. Among the words of which the
etymology is more fully or correctly given
than in former dictionaries may be mentioned :

"farther," "farce," " fathom," " favel," and
" fee." In the case of the last, it is shown that
the word now surviving in various senses is of
Romanic origin, the native word of similar

sound being wholly obsolete.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Elizabethan.— I jrc*i««(?ay, March 6)

Fredbbick Rooers, Esq., in the chair.—Mr. John
M. Robertson read a paper, entitled " Is ' Hamlet

'

a Consistent Creation?" The argument wag a
rostatement, with special reference to the discus-

sions of Biimeliu and Hebler, of the gist of a
former pseudonymous essay by the author of the
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paper. On the qaesUon m to the amonnt of pre-
tihaksperean matter in the tragedy of " Hamlet"
aa it stands, Mr. Robertson avowedlj took for
granted the positions laid do«m hj Messrs. Olark
and Wright in their Clarendon I'rcss edition of

the play, and tlso the view of Dr. Latham, that
the old German play, in which Poloniua figures
as Oorambis, represents so far as it goes the text
of the pre-Shakesperean tragedy. He cantended,
however, that even on the simple basis of the old
prose " Hystoiie of Hamblet," translated from
iielloforest, the fundamental and inevitable incon-
sistency of Shakspere's tragedy was demon-trable,
seeing that he made his liighly iutellcctualised
prince commit fome of the most charactetietic
actions of the semi-barbarian. Several o( the ad-
mittei diffluuliies of the play, chronological and
ethical, he traced to the final impassibility of fitting

a highly reflective nature into the primitive plot,
whicti itself, to begin with, 8how;;d the sophisti-
citions of a narrative based on a p.imeval myth.
Applying his thciis by way of a solution to the
conflicting verdicts of the 'aesthetic" critics,

Mr. Bob?rtsou argued that there could be no
reasonable answer in eit' er the affirmative or
the negative to the question, " Was Hamlet
madP" The true answer was that Hamlet was
variously represented in the play. Pfesumably he
was made to say to Laertes that he had killed
Polonius in real madness because that view of his
act was needed to give fiaal worthinets to his
character on the plane of Shakspere's cieition,
though it was not necessary i i the old story, or in
the iutcrmedi-ite play. While thus arguing that
the pliy is fundtmentally incohereat, Mr. Robert-
son repudiated the auti-IShaksiiereau attitude
taken up ou this basis by soma of the German
critics—who, he meutiouel, had been divided by
Heblcr into groups of anti-Shaksperemaniac3 atd
aoti Shakspere-maniac3. The very recognition of
the manner of Shakepere's transmutation of the
play, so far as it was tarried, he considered to be
the greatest help to the appreciation of the wonder-
fulness of the poet's genius. There was nothing
in literature to compare with the process and the
performance, despite the essential impossibility of
a consistent creative result. As regarded the
(Jerman critics, Mr. Robertson paid tribute to the
industry aud enirgy with which they had com-
pared notes and discussed problems, but disputed
the value of their judgments, and noted that many
of their dicta had been anticipated by English
writer.", though here left unrecognised by reason
of our inferior provision for systematic research.
The main clues as to the pre- Shaksperean play
had been detected and followed in England.—In
the discussion which followed, the majority of the
speakers expressed substantiul agreement with the
reasoning of the paper, the chairman, Mr. Rogers,
remarking that he found himself much less

in opposition than he had expected to be.
Considerable doubt, however, was expressed
as to whether — apart from questions of
chronology— Shakspere had left his "Hamlet"
finally an incongruous creation.—Mr. Jenkinson
argued that none of the brutalities attributed to
him were incompatible with the civilisation of
Blizibethan England, pointing to episodes in the
life of Sidney as showing how much of ferocity and
culture could then co-exiat in one personality. The
barbarity of the Saga Uamlct was not necessarily
incompatible with the life of Shakespere's own
time.—Mr. Robertson, in replying, repeated his
admission that Shakspere had carried the correla-
tion of the new character with the old plot to a
wonderful extent, but laid stress on such points as
Hamlet's treatment of Polonius' corpse as repre-
centing an amount of adherence to the old plot
which was irreconcilable with the presentment of
a refined nature, swerving from brutal action.

—

The discussion was lengthy, but amicable. The
point of Shakf'pero's pos.-iblo infusion of some of
bis own nature aud experience into Hamlet, and
the question of Shakspere's possession of the
"historic sense," were touched on, among ottiers.

FINE ART.
THE MITCHELL COLLECTION OF

WOODCUTS.
TnE Print Boom of the British Museum has
lately been enriched, through the munificence
of Mr. William Mitchell, by the gift of a
valuable collection of early woodcuts, about
thirteen hundred in number, principally of the
German school.

As might be expected, a considerable pro-
portion of these are already represented in the
national collection ; but the new specimens are
in the vast majority of cases so first-rate in

quality as to supersede the old, for Mr.
Mitchell had been rigorous in admitting none
but early impressions iu the best state of

preservation to a place in his portfolios. Any-
one who knows the difference in aesthetic value
between an impression taken on fine, white
paper, while the lines on the block were still

sharp and intact, and a late impression from a
blunt and worn-out block, will appreciate the
merits of such exclusivecess.

The collection of Diirer's work on wood, in

particular, is probably unrivalled in excellence

of quality, besides being nearly complete.
It includes, in addition to a fine series of

ordinary impressions, a few early proofs of

the greatest rarity. The trial proof of

the Emperor Maximilian on the triumphal
car is unique. There are also proofs of the
titles of the Life of the Virgin and of the
Great Passion, printed on one sheet

;
proofs,

before the text, of the title and five other sub-
jects of the Apocalypse; and a proof of the
small circular Virgin and Child, with a land-
scipe engraved on the same block. All the
famous series of sacred subjects are represented
by superb examples. Of the Apocalypse, in

addition to the early proofs already mentioned,
there are two fine copies in book form, with
German and Latin text respectively. The Life
of the Virgin is in both states, the Great Passion
also in bsth states ; there is a brilliant impres-
sion of the Little Passion without the text. Of
the miscellaneous woodcuts by Diirer, which
are without exception admirable examples, we
may mention, as particularly good impressions,
the Samson, the Holy Family sitting under a
Tree, the St. Christopher of 1525, the Mass
of St. Gregory, the Bath, the large portrait of

Maximilian I., the portrait of Ulrioh Varn-
buler, the three broadsheets with German
verses, and the Virgin with the Carthusian
monks.

Diirer's position ns the central figure in

German art is well emphasised by the im^
portant place assigned to his work in this

collection. Of his immediate forerunners,
Wolgemut is not represented at all ; Schon-
gauer, though not a draughtsman on wood, is

indirectly represented by a curious adaptation
by some artist at Basle from one of his en-
gravings, the Virgin and Child standing on a
crescent. To Diirer's obscure predecessors, the
nameless designers of religious subjects for

woodcuts rudely coloured by hand, who
abounded in the fifteenth century, are due a
number of curious and primitive specimens of

the incunabula of the art, many of which,
unknown to the earlier writers, are described in

W. L. Sohreiber's Maniiel de VAmaiettr.
There are also some specimens of the
block-books, three pages of an early edition of

the Biblia Paxtperum, and one of the Apocalypse.
From the host of illustrated books which
issued from the presses of Maintz, Frankfurt,
Strassburg, Niirnberg, Wittenberg, &c., during
the few decades before and after 1500, come a
large number of title-pages, anonymous, signed
with unknown monograms, or attributed with
more or less certainty to some artist connected
with the place of printing. The earliest, and
one of the finest of these, is the frontispiece of

Breidenbach's Travels (Maintz: E. Kewich'
I'lSG). A considerable number of them are

from books written by Luther or his opponents ;

aud there are many other pieces in the collec-

tion, generally of a satirical or allegorical

character, illustrative of the Reformation.
Most interesting, perhaps, among the illustra-

tions of the popular religion of the time, on the

Catholic side, is the large woodcut by O^ten-
dorfer, which represents the pilgrimage to the

old wooden church of the Beautiful Virgin of

Regensburg in 1519, which is said to have
been attended by an extraordinary display of

religious fervour. The devotions of the adoring

crowd of pilgrims are represented with g^eat

detail and realistic energy. The same year was
marked by an outbreak of persecuting zeal

against the Jews of Regensburg—their syna-
gogue was destroyed ; and another large

woodcut, by Ostendorfer, represents the new
Church of the Virgin, which was erected in

its place. Another historic il print of great

interest is an exceedingly picturesque, though
conventional, view of the battle of Pavia,

signed with a Gothic b, which has been ex-
plained in various ways.

Passing on to the better known designers

of the first half of the sixteenth century, we
find good series of the woodcuts of Altdorfer,

Cranach, Burgkmair, H. 8. Beham, Hans
Baldung, the Niirnberg artists Scbiiufelein

and Springinklee, and, las'.ly, Holbein, with

Urs Graf and some minor Swiss artists.

Especially remarkable are some fine specimens

of the "chiaroscuro" cuts, printed in colours

from several blocks, by the method of which
Jost de Negker, a Flemish engraver, who
settled at Augsburg and entered the service of

Maximilian I. in 1510, was tlie greatest master.

From his hand are three brilliant examples
designed by Burgkmair: the equestrian portrait

of Maximilian, the very rare portrait of

Baumgartner, and the wonderful "Lovers
surprised by Death," which combines the Ger-
man love of grim and forcible allegory with an
instinct for beautiful line completely dominated
by the spirit of the Italian renaissance.

Ajiother fine print in colours, attributed to

Burgkmair, is the arms of Cardinal Lang,
Archbishop of Salzburg, the eminent patron
of art and letters. There are three

good specimens of the " chiaroscuro" prints of

Wechllin ; though, in this case, the old collec-

tion is considerably richer than the new.
Then there is a brilliant impression of the

weird cut of Baldung, the " Witches'

Kitchen "
; and among Cranach's works three

occur in '

' chiaroscuro " : namely, St. Christopher,

Venus and Cupid in the rare first state, and,

most remarkable of all, a "St. George,"
printed in gold on a dark blue ground, in a

style of which only one other example is

known. The whole series of forty prints by
Cranach, and that of sixty by Altdorfer, are

of excellent quality. The smaller collection of

Beham's work includes some rare pieces

:

the set of the planets, influenced by the

well-known Florentine series, an early

Virgin and Child, of which no other

example has been described, and the large

Village Fair. The Holbein collection, in-

cluding some 270 pieces, besides many more
of doubtful authenticity, contains thirty-two

proofs of the Dance of Death series, numerous
sets of initial letters, which illustrate his

marvelloua power of drawing on the minutest

scale, and a good set of the title-pages.

There are a few early French woodcuts of

the school of Geoffioi Tory ; of the Dutch
school, there are fifteen woodcuts by Lucas van
Leyden, several of which are new acquisitions ;

and of the seventsenth century wood-engravers,

there is Livens' superb 'portrait of a Cardinal,

and a wonderfully beautiful impression of the

Holy Face by Dirk de Bray.
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The collection of the Italian school is more
numerous, amounting to about a hundred
specimens, of which sixty are "chiaroscuro"
prints, many of them extremely fine

examples. Of fifteenth century work there

is little, with the exception of one very

notable print : a large Madonna and Child,

with four saints, of North Italian design,

coloured chiefly in red and blue. An example
of the first state of Jacopo de' Barbari's huge
bird's-eye view of Venice, showing the

Campanile of St. Mark still unfinished ; a good
set of woodcuts by the master known as
" I. B. with the bird"; and some cuts from a

chronicle of Milan by B. Curio (1503), may be
mentioned among the earlier uncoloured prints.

Among the "chiaroscuro" engravings, some
of the most noteworthy are the very fine set of

the Triumph of Caesar, by Andreani, after

Mantegna; Andreani's Virgin and Child,

after Ligozzi, in a very rich shade of red ; the

rare " Aretino singing his Poem, ' The Siren,'

"

and a large undescribed print of a sea-

monster, by Girolamo Bianchini, of Perugia,

a place not usually associated with this

branch of art. There are some good specimens
of the earlier prints of Ugo da Carpi after

Eaphael, Parmegiano, and Peruzzi ; but here,

and, indeed, in the " chiaroscuro " woodcuts
generally, the existing collection will not have
been supplemented to so important a degree as

in some other branches,
Eaough has been said to convey some idea

of the excellence and completeness of the
collection formed by Mr. Mitchell, and
generously presented by him to the nation.

The difficulty of classifying and distributing so

large a mass of prints necessarily causes some
delay in incorporating thpm with the existing

collection ; it is hoped, however, that before
very long they may be made available to

students. Campbell Dodgson.

OBITUARY.
MR. H. O, HINE.

Strangely little notice, considering the artistic

importance of the subject, has been taken of

the death of Mr. Hine, the eminent artist in

water-colours, vice-president of the Institute,

who died a fortnight ago, aged eighty-three
years. The explanation, I fear, of the scanty
comment his deith has evoked is to be sought
in the fact that the mass of that public which
concerns itself with art at all is occupied chiefly

with such art as exhibits an easy piquancy of

treatment or an obvious interest of subject.

Mr. Hine's did neither ; yet the best-equipped
critics have long done justice to the steady
perfection with which Mr. Hine dealt with

i those themes of serene weather upon "the
billows of the Downs," which—superlatively
though they were executed by him—he, with a
hankering sometimes after other compositions
and other eff'ects, declined to consider his

speciality. Yet a speciality, of course, they
1
were : those visions of tiu-quoise or of opal sky,

' and of grey gold or of embrowned gold
turf, with their long, restful sweeps
and subtle curves, their luminous shadows,
their points or spaces of light, with the shep-
herd and his flock on the ascending hill side,

with the ancient thorn tree bent by the west
' wind of many an autumn. Singularly unlike the
work of strange refinement and unsurpassed
subtlety which it was his wont to produce, was
Mr. nine himself, with his sturdy and sailor-
like personality. Yet the character of the man
was, in truth, not less admirable than the
artistic finesse of his work. He found his true
path somewhat late in life. His genius came
to him almost as tardily, but then, perhaps,
almost as powerfully, as did David Cox's. He
was long past fifty when—with a charm of com-
position not 1(83 certain thsn Copley Fielding's,

and with the genius of a far finer and fuller

colourist—he began to do justice to the Downs,
amid whose generally unconsidered scenery it

had been his fortune to be born.
F. W.

We have also to record the death of Mr.
Robert Bell, the veteran sculptor, who has died
at Kensington in his eighty-fifth year. He was
the author of the Wellington Memorial in the
Guildhall, of the Guards' Memorial in Waterloo-
place, and of the group emblematic of America
that forms part of the Albert Memorial.

NOTES ON AST AND AROHAEOLOOy.
The exhibitions to open next week include

:

the thirty-first annual exhibition of cabinet

pictures by British and foreign artists, at Mr.
Thomas McLean's Gallery ; the annual spring
exhibition of English and continental pictures

(including Mr. Peter Graham's " Moorland and
Mist "), at Messrs. Arthur Tooth & Sons'
Galleries—^both in the Haymarket ; and two
collections at the Fine Art Society's in New
Bond-street—some of Sir John Tenniel's draw-
ings for his Punch cartoons; and sketches in

Tunis, Algeria, and Tangiers, by Mr. Ernest
George.

The fifteenth Eastei exhibition at the St.

Jude's Schools, Whiteohapel, will be opened
on Tuesday next, at 4.30 p.m., with an address
by Mr. A. J. Mundella ; and will remain open
until April 21, Sundays included. The collec-

tion comprises a Munkacsy which is believed
never to have been exhibited in England, and
Eossetti's "Mariana," besides examples of Sir

Frederick Leighton, Mr. G. F. Watts, Mr.
Alma Tadema, Prof. H. Herkomer, Mr. Briton
Riviere, Fred Walker, &c.

On the recommendation of the Acadcmie
des Inscriptions, the Abbe Duchesne has been
appointed to succeed M. Geflfroy as director of

the French School at Rome.

We have recently received the fourth quarterly
report of the American Journal of Archaeology
for 1S94 (Kegan Paul & Co.), which contains
several articles of importance. Mr. Richard
Norton describes, with the help of a plate, a
silver mirror-case, inlaid with gold, which is

preserved in the National Museum at Athens.
The whole central portion is filled with very
graceful geometric patterns; while round the
rim are represented the Labours of Hercules
and a Bacchanalian scene. From various in-

dications, Mr, Norton concludes that it was
made by an artist working in Egypt under
strong Hellenic influence a century or so before

our era. The second article—on "The Possi-

bility of assigning a Date to the Santorini

Vases "—may be commended to the notice of

Mr. Cecil Torr. It is written by Mr. Henry S.

Washington, who describes himself as "a
geologist who has spent considerable time
during the last few years in Greece in con-
nexion with the American School of Classical

Studies." As is well-known, the peculiar

pottery found at Santorin or Thera has been
usually assigned to about 2000 B.C., on the

strength of certain geological arguments
brought forward by M. Fouque [Santorin et sea

Eruptions, Paris, 1879). Mr. Washington here
subjects these arguments to a very minute
examination, with the object of showing that

nothing whatever can be inferred with regard
to the date of the great volcanic eruption,

nor again with regard to the subsequent
elevation of the surface. He goes so far as

to maintain that geology is at present totally

unable to solve the problems that are in-

volved. On the other hand, he admits
the validity of M. Fouque's reasoning, from
microscopical analysis, that the pottery must
have been made in Santorin itself. Next

follows an article by Prof, Allan Marquand, of

Princeton, in which he argues, as against

Semper and others, that no certain evidence

for the chronological sequence of Greek temples

can be derived solely from a study of their

architectural proportions. In particular, he
examines the so-called " norms " of the series

of five hexastyle Doric temples at Selinous,

according to the measurements recorded by
Hittorff. Mr. Myron E. Sanford has a paper
on the Faun or Satyr of the Praxitelean type,

which was discovered at Rome a year or two
ago in the course of excavations on the
Quirinal. He gives three photographs of it,

and (for comparison) one of the Lucullus Faun
in the Vatican. Among the minor articles, we
may mention Prof. Halbherr's report of his

archaeological expedition to Crete, under the
auspices of the American Institute, during the
summer of 1894 ; an obituary notice of the
Commendatore G. B. de Rossi, by Prof. A. L.
Frothingham, who knew him well ; an account
of the foundation of an American school of

architecture at Rome, under the charge of Mr.
Austin W. Lord ; and the fullest summary
that we have read in English of the results of

the French excavations at Delphi. We may
add that this part completes the ninth annual
volume of the Journal.

THE STAG E.
Mr. Bernard Shaw's "Candida," a domestic
play in three acts—which is shortly to be
produced by Mr. Eichard Mansfield at the
Fifth Avenue Theatre, New York—was to be
performed, for copyright purposes, at South
Shields on Saturday of this week by members
of the "Arms and the Man " company.

Mr. Charles Hannan's play, " A Frag-
ment," in which Mr. H. B. Irving appeared
upon its production at Glasgow last December,
will be publisLuil shortly by Messrs. iSamuel
French.

MUSIC.
Mr. Henschel's " StabatJ Mater," written
for the last Birmingham Festival, was per-
formed for the first time in London at the
Albert Hall last Thursday week, under the
direction of Sir J. Bamby. The solo parts

were efiiciently rendered by Mrs. Henschel,
Miss Hilda Wilson, Mr. E. Lloyd, and the
composer himself. The music is scholarly, and
often highly effective. Mr, Henschel's skill in

writing and experience in singing will always
ensure a good work from his pen ; but it is not
in mortals to command inspiration.

Herr Emil 8AT7ER was again pianist at

the Monday Popular Concert. He performed
Schubert's Fantasia in C (Op. 15), and dis- •

played, as usual, wonderful command of the
keyboard. The reading of the music, however,
was cold, and the coldness arose from his

bravura style of rendering. It is impossible
to interpret a great work worthily with the
effect on the public before one's eyes ; and from
the latter Herr Sauer seems seldom, if ever,

free. The Brahms' Trio in B (Op. 8, revised

version) was interpreted by Messrs. Sauer,

Joachim, and P. Ludwig. The pianoforte

playing was fine, but often too loud. Mile.

Sylvia Rita sang some light songs : her voice

is of good quality, and her style excellent.

Herr Joachim played several short solos.

A CONCISE dictionary devoted to British

musicians is being prepared for issue by Messrs.

Jarrold & Sons, under the editorship of Mr.
Frederick J. Crowest. It is intended to include

the birth, native place, branch of art, training,

appointments, compositions, itc, of all who
have served the cautse of native art.
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BLISS, SANDS & FOSTER announce that the

New Work hy S. R. CROCKETT,
entitled " BOG-MYRTLE and PEAT: Tales

chiefly of Galloway, gathered from the Years

1889 to 1895," can he had this day of all

Book Vendors in the United Kingdom, m

1 vol, large cr. Svo, cloth, gilt top, price Qs.

London: BLISS, SANDS & FOSTER, 15, Cuaven Street, Straxd.

UNIFORM AND COMPLETE EDITION
01-

THOMAS HARDY'S WORKS.

MACMILLAN & CO/S ^

NEW BOOKS.

THE STATESMAN'S YEAR
UUOIC : Ststiiiticnl and Uuitorical Annual of tUe Btatos

of tho World for the Year 1895. Edited by J. SOOTT
KEIiTIB, Aasistanl Secretary to tho Royal Goograiihical

Bociety, with tho Afsistance of I. I'. A. RBNWIOK,
M.A., liL.B. Thirty-second Annual I'ub'ioation. B«-

vised after Official Returns. Crown Svo, 10s. 61.

r/JfAJ.—" The old features may be taken forRranted—

the orderly arran^mcnt, tho concise and precise repre-

sentation of fact*, the economy of space -since they arc

known to all who have at any time had occasion to consult

tho work.*'

BY BXTDYABD KIPLING.

SOLDIERS THREE. The Story
of the Gadsbys. In Black and White. Crowo 8ro, 6a.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE,
UNDER the DEODARS, THE PHANTOM 'KICK.

SHAW, and other Stories. Crown Svo, 6*.

J^HE first volume of the Series, " Tess of the D'Urhervilles,''^ will he

published on April 4. It conlalnn Two Etchings by H. Macbeth-

Baeburn, one of tvhich is a Portrait of the Author, and a j\lap, drawn

hy the Author. The subsequent volumes will he 2>Mished Monthly, je^di

containing on Etched Frontisjricce, and the 3Iap.
.

The Author is revising his works specially for this edition, and will add

a preface to each volume.

Mr. Hardy''s New Novel will he included in this Series upon its first

publication in hook form in the Autumn.

Large crown Svo, handsomely hound, cloth extra, gilt tops, Os. each.

Prospectuses post free on application.

LoNDCv: OSGOOD, McTLVAINE & CO., 45, Albemarle Street, W.

REDUCED TO £2 28.

CERVANTES' DON QUIXOTE,
H. E. WATTS' Translation of CERVANTES' DON QUIXOTE.

Best Library Edition, printed on hand-made paper, in 5 volumes, small 4to, 1887-89,

Subscription price, £4.

This Ii considered by all competent critics to be the best of all tho Eaglbh translations of the
great Spanish romauco. Tho life of Cervantes by Mr. Watts, which forms tho first volume, is a
masterpiece, based throughout upon sound historical research. The Index, which terminates the work,
is most exhaustive, and is the only complete Tndex ever added to any English edition of Don Quixote.

Very few copiei remain ; immediate application is needed to secure a copy,

BERNARD QUARirCH, 15, PiccAniLLY, Londo.n.

A MEMOIR of GEORGE HIGIN-
BOTHAM, an Australiin Politician, and Chief Justice

of Victoria. By EDWARD E. MORRIS. E.itra crown

Svo, 9s.

OBSERVER—"A. painstaking tribate to a man of high

character and considerable talent."

A TREATISE on BESSEL
FUNCTIONS aud their APPLICATIONS to PHYSIC.^.

By A. GRAY, M.A., F.B.S.E., and G. B. MATHEW.S,
M.A., Fellow of St. John's CoUeffe, Cambridge, hvo,

lis. net.

THE PYGMIES. By A. de
QUATREFAGES, Lite Professor of Anthropology iit

the Museum of Natural History, Paris. Translatetl by

FREDERICK STARR. With numerous Illustration'!.

Crown 8vD, 6e. net.

TIMES.—"A translatioa of tho late.?t monograpli, in

which this interesting s'ibject is treated both historically

and anthropulogically by one of the most distinguished of

French anthroiwlogists.'*

COLLECTED PAPERS onSOME
CONTROVERTED QUESTIONS of GEOLOGY, lly

JOSEPH PRESTWICH, D.C L. (Oxon.), F.R S.,F.G.S.

Svo, lOa. net.

TIMES.—" A series of collected papers by tho dis-

tinffuished man of science who has so fre<iuently displayed

his rare capacity for dealing with the higher problems of

geology."
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MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S LIST.
Second Edition, in demy 8to, buckram, piice 2l8.

THE PEOPLES AND POLITICS OF THE FAR EAST.
Travels and Studies in the British, French, Spanish, and Portuguese Colonies, China, Japan, Korea, Siam,

and Malaya.

By HENRY NORMAN.
Over 60 Illustrations from Photogwplis by the Author, Coloured Frontispiece from a Drawing by a Chinese Arlist, aud 4 Maps.

*#* The First Edition of 1,000 copies ivas exhausted tcilhin a week of pKhUcation. A Second Edition is now read//.

The NATIONAL OBSEnVEff.
" Mr. Norman's journey Ihrough parts of Slalaja unvisited by Europeans was most

romantic." The S00T3MAS.
"The volume can be rle.soril)e(l as oue of the freshest and most illuminative coritribu-

tions that haw lately bccu made to our knowledcc of what is gninjr on in the coi.i^tncs of

Eastern Asiawbich have recently been, and still are, the theatre of war and critical political

nej^'otintions, and which mny at no remote period attract still more powerfully the notice of

Europe and America."
Tk6 GLASGOW UFnALV,

*' There is material in this portly volnme for a dozen books, each one of them of living

and sustained interest Mr. Norman i-i always rational, always lucitl, and always
eminently interesting. The work, which iis profusely illustrated, is iu every respect a
notable one."

Tk^. SPECTATOR (Leading Auticf.e).

" Most instructive and ioteresting."

Tlie TIMES.

"The Far East is truly, as Mr. Henry Norman says, 'the seed-bed of a multitude of
new political issues.' All who desire to know something of the nature of the soil aud the
probable character of the crop now maturing; will find much to interest, attract, and
instruct them in Mr. Norman's volume. Hib chapters are vivid in description, shrewd in
f^bsorvation, painstaking in investigation, pleasant in tone and tcmiier, aud full of lively
imprct^rtion^ of travel The whole volume is thoroughly readable, and con.stitutes a
valuable and timely contribution to the study of contemporary life pnd politics in a region
which srems destined in the near future to engage more and more of AVestcrn attention
and concern."

TJte ATBESAEU.U.
** It is to be hoped that those who arc talking of an alliance with Russia to impose terms

on Japan in the interest of China, or of European trade in China, will read Mr. Norman' .s

powerful argimient upon the other side We conclude by once more commending without
reserve Mr. Nonu.in's book."

By the same Author, THE REAL JAPAN. Fourth Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d.

J. J. JUSSEHAND'S NEW WORK.

A LITERARY HISTORY of the ENGLISH PEOPLE : from the Origins to the
Etnaistauce. By J. J. JU8SEKAND, Author of *' English Wayfaring Life," &c. Frontispiece. Cloth, 12a. 6d. net.

rift*' r«"wr,-*.—'*M. Jusscrond has many advantage.s over Tainc. Hiij learning and hi> industry arc certainly not Ics; conspicuous, his critical mntluid i^ loss n;;id and mechanical,
hid English (-ympathies are stronger and based on a much more familiar kxiowledge of English habits and English modes of thought; at tJie same time, like Taine, he ia independent of
purely Entrlish prt judices, and his literary jadgments are tkose of a citizen of the great republic of letters, which knows nothing of notional or political boundaries. Altogether the
work i» full of a rare attraction."

Now ready, demy 8vo, cloth, IGs.

REMINISCENCES ol RICHARD COBDEN. By Mrs. Salis Schwabe. Preface
by Lord FAKRER, and a Pbotogravuro P. rtrait.

" Wc [iO!ceive in every pago bis wide survey and immoDso knowlodj^e o£ the field of international commeroe aud politics."— TAs Daily Chronicle.

NEW VOLUME OP THE "CAMEO SERIES." Second Edition, now rcailr.

THE SON of DON JUAN. By Don Jose THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND : a Story
Ki'HEOAIl.VY. Trnnslalcd, with Biographical Inlrodnction, by JAME3 GRAUAM. of the Wild North-Wost. By JOHN MACKIE. Cloth, 63.

" A delightful st ry holding the reader brcathlciis from page to X'fi;^o,'*—Spcal:i:r.

By Bv THE SAME AUTHOR. Just ready.

Lfdothlvtlsf-
'"'• "-" '"• '- «*CHTLEBEN. Numerous Ulustration.. Crown

, glNNERS TWAIN. By JohU MaCkiO,
" BriRht, clever, and nnaffccted."— .Fco/jmon, I

Author of "The Devil's Playground." Crown 8vo, clo h, G,«.

Portrait. Half-parchment, 3». Bd. net.

ACROSS ASIA on a BICYCLE.

The New Volume of
THE
PSEUDONYM
LIBRARY.

UNDER the CHILTERNS:
A Story of English Peasant Life.

By BOSEMARY.
Paper, Is. M. ; cloth, 2s.

The New Volume of

THE
AUTONYM
LIBRARY.

MISERRIMA.
By a. W. T. OMOND.
Paper, la. 6d. ; cloth, la.

\:Apriia.

LOGIC, and OTHER NONSENSE. By
J. D. McCROSSAN. Crown 8vo, cloth, Ss.

ST.
HALF-YEABLY VOLUMES OF

NICHOLAS FOR YOUNG FOLKS.
KOV., lo!)l—APBIL, 1895.

Sumiitnoui-ly l.cu!;d In red cloth, gilt, prico, 6s.

" Tho most delightful of all magoiiuea for young folks."—jDoiVj; Seas.

A NEW TWO-VOLtTME NOVEt.

A LATE SPRINGTIME. By Lily Perks.
2 vols., crown 8vo, 12s,

THE HALF-YEARLY VOLUMES OF

The century ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY MAGAZINE
NOV., 1891—APIilL, 1893.

El'jgantly bound in green cloth, prico 6s,

"The priuco of magazines."—/«« Mall Mtijn-:int,

London: T. FISHER UNWIN, Patfkn' steb Squahe, P:.C
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^ AI'TIIOR-S.—Sneclal attention given to the atjove. Estimates
fr©e. Account* rerified by Chartered Accountant.—Address Manaoek,
Roxbarshe Press, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

TO LITERARY MEN.—G. S.CURRYER'
I.ilcrary .\ecnt. UNDERTAKES ALL BRANCHES oLITERARY 1IDS1NE8H. R»fiTeiico» to *ulliore anil Editors. Tvpo

vntiuB, Indexing, i>nd Risiarcli.—Addrew 4, Coiithall Buildings, E.U

rnRAN8L.\TI0N. ^ASSISTANCE RE-
, ..r.v'y'T'I'fi.l. i" ,'P','''"J'

TRANSLATIONS from CREEK and
LATIN CLA^SIts. Only those having spare time and access to large
libraries need apply.—Uatcuau>8, 187, Piccadilly.

AGENCY FOR AJItUICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and BOOKSELLERS, o( 57 and 28 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the
"tteutlon of the READINU I'UBLIC to the cxc.llent facilities
preianted by their Branch House in London for ailing, on the most
fAtourahle terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATAMUUES sent on application.

IMPORTANT.—PEINTINO AND PUBLISIIIKa

'XTEWSPAPERS. :^^AGAZINES, BOOKS,
r:j D Jf.T'^''''"'

" '^''' * " * ' ''""N. Limitcil, high-class Ptiatersand Publishers, 12. Oougli 8'|u ar.;, 4, Bolt Court, Elect Street, EC,
JVV?'"' ?;'"'"' Kolarr »"'l other fast Maobines for priutiug

and binding Illustrated or other Publieationl.
AdTlce and assistance given to anyone wiaUng to commence New

journals.

Ji"S'.hrg''}!'.;!;rjsl"n*i'c''o'n^u'c's3»'''"''"-''*'-
*<"«""«

Telephone rsa. Tdejiaph, "Africanism, LondoD.''

UNIVEHSITY of GLASGOW.
CHAIR OK LOGIC.

The Cnivoniity Court of the University of Glasgow will,

in the month of Mayor at Fome subsequent date, proceed
to APPOINT a PROFESSOR to occupy the above Chair in

this University, now vacant. The Professor will bo re-

• t'.iired to enter on his duties from Ist October next, from
which date the ap))ointment will take effect.

I'be normal salary of the Chair is fixed by Ordinance at
i:-4». The Chair lias an oflicial resi.lcnoe attached to it.

The appointment is made ad rifim <iui vufpam^ and carries

with it the right to a pension on coni'itions prescribed by
Ordinance.

Each api)Ucant should lodgo wi:li the undersigned,
who will furui:jh any further informat-ou desired, twenty
copies of his application and twei.ty copies of any
teatimonials he may desire to subrrit, on or before

Wednesday, Ist Mny, 1893.

ALAN E. OLAPPERTON.
Secretary of the Glasgow University Court,

91. West Rc!?ent Street, Glasgow.

nAIiNARVONSHIRE INTERMEDIATE
\J EDUCATION SCHEME.

BOTTWNoa (DUAL) SCHOOL.
A 1IF:.\DMASTER win shortly be .ippointed by the CountvOovem-

tng Boily uf Carnarvonshire under the Welsh Intennediatc Education
Act.
Salary, estimated for tho first year, £'200 (viz , £12'^, a:id Capitation

Fees).
I'reviong experience ia teachinff essential. To comnii>nc« duties as

man as i>osdble after Easter. Tltc -School is a Day Scbotd I Dual). Tlie
ie«idcncc now used by the Headnnster will I>e availuLlt: f^-r his suc-
cessor.

The Sclicmo anticipates thiit there will be STi Il.iys ar.d -.5 Girls.
ScholariihipB and Bursaries are yiven to promising B o's and (Jlrls

frnm Elementary Schools.
Applications aud Testimonials (4o jirinted c >pie8 cf caebl should be

rurcivtd h^ the undersigned rn or iHrfwrc the 11th April. ISifo.

('auvHssmg strictly prohibited.
Bottwnog is a rural part of Cancirvoushiiv. The School was an

ancient Endowed Frrv (Jrammar School, but has Ijeen includ(.'d as a
dual C(»uuty School ii: i!ie Carnarvonshire Scheme for Intermediate
Education.
The district i« purely agricnUura!, and teaching will be expected,

eithttr by tht iIj dmaster or Assistant, such as will be useful to
scholars mteD'liiig to become farmers, or as regards GirU, in Dairy
Work.

J. H. BoDVEU-HOHKKTS,
Clerk to the County OoTcmiog Body.

Carasrvon, g7th March, 1885.

nAHNAEVONSHIRE 1NTERMEDIA.TE
\J EDUCATION SCHEME.

PWLLHELI (DUAL) SCHOOL.
A 11EADMA8TEK will shortly b« appointed by the County

(''•verning Bwty of Carnarvonshire under the Welsh Intermediate
Education Act.
Salary, estimated for the first year, £350 (viz., £120, and Capitation

Fees).
Previous experience in teaching essential.
To commence duties early in August, 1895.
The School will Imj a Day (Dual) School.
There will ho no residence attached thereto.
The Scheme anticipates t)iat there will be 70 Bovs and tio Girls.
The School will be started in hired tclioul buihlings, but new build-

ings will be soon erected.
It is uncertain how many scholars there will be at first.

Scholarships aud Bnrsiiries will be given to promising Bjys'and Girls
from Elementary Schools
Applicitions and testimonials (40 printed cnpies of each) should bu

received by the undersigned on or before April liOth. Canvassing
strictly prohibited.

J. II. BonvKt,-TlouKUT(<,
Clerk lo the County Governing Body.

Carnarvon, 27th ^larch, let).'?. _____

|JNIVERSlTYCOlZmE,l.IVERP00L
PKENCU LECTURESHIP.

8.»LAny, £40Ci A YK.*n.

APPLICATIONS arc invited for the p.«t of FRENCH LECTURER
at University College, Liverpool, to be forwMrded, with testimonials,
to the College Registrar, not later than April 27. The Lecturer will be
rcijuired to commence his duties on the 1st of October.
The appointment is for five years.
For all particulars, apply to the Reqistrah.

ROYAL LITERARY
TUE DUKE OF

FUND.
11.R.H. TUE DUKE OF YOllK, K.G,,

Will take the Clu>ir at the l'p.-,th ANNIVEIiSARY DI.NNKR, tolw
held at the WHITEHALL BOOMS, HOTEL .METROI'OLE, S.W.,
on WEDNESDAY, lUr e, at 7 for 7.30 p.m. i.rcsiiiely.

i'cntlemen witling to act as Stewards are re'iueiited to communicate
with the ScereUry, ^ Ll.Evi blv» Robekis.

7, Adclphi Terrace, W.C.

CTr ED WARD'S SCHOOL, nearO OXFORD.—Public School, founded ISW. to |)rovide Educ.Uion
for Gentlemen's Sons In Preparation for Univernities, Army. &o., on
definite Church principles. Fees: £iiU i»er auniiiu (Sons of Clergy-
nvTi, £)jfl) ; Day Boys, '_'l guineas. Claasicul and Mmlern tides.
Schoiarslnpa, £4o to £ai. July 30th.—Rev. T. F, Hohsqw. M.A., Warden.

J^ETHESDA COUNTY SCHOOL.
WANTED, a MISTRESS qualified to earn grant* under the Scionco

and Art Department In some, at leasf, of the followiug subjects :—
I'hvsiology and Hvglenc, Cookery, Laundry, Dressmaking, House-

hohl Manngemont, Botany, Drawing.
A Degree or equivalent (lualification dceirable.
Sjilary £VJO.

itpHcatious, together with recent testimonials, to be sent before
A,^yf

T>AVii» GtiifriTH Davies. Solicitor, Bethesda.

PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An EXAMI-
-ATION for aillni! up alwut TWO VACANCIES on the

Foundation viUbe held on the 24th APRIL NEXT —For Information
appljr to the Bi'RUB, St. Faul's Bebool, Weet Keuaiugtou.

ST.
N.

The Aatotype Company, London,
Renowned for the excellence of its proceed of h'^h-c'ais

BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Adopted by t*:e Trustees of the British Musuitm, the
Leariii'd Sitietics', and t'.ic leading Publishers. For
Bpecimins, prijcs, &c., apt* y to the iUNAOEK.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The Autotype procetw a(li[>tcil to I'liotojn^pliic Kngraving

on copper. Copies of Paint itigB by F. HmugwiTi, H. Draper,
K. DonfclaA) Holmnn Uiint, F. Ruo. Herbert Schuialz, Ilaif^U

Wood, ic.i of Portraits ly Sir John Millnis, B.A. ; Hon.
Jno. Collier; Sir Goo. Rci(i, P 11.S.A. ; lloU, K.A. ; Ouleae,
R A. ; Pettie, R.A. ; Prins.p, U.A. ; also examples of Aulo-
Gntvure Reproductions of I'hutORraphs from Art Objects
and from Nature can be »c<.u at the Autotype Gallery.

TUE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFOED STREET, LONDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, llermituKe, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, liolland, ami London, includiut?
II.M. Collections at Uuckinj^ham I'aloce and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided*
are easily looked over, and of f^reat intercut to lovers of Art-
Send for the new Pamphlet, "AUTOTYPK: a Decorative
and Educational Art," per iwst to any address.

The AUTOTYPK FINE AET CATALOGUE. 188 pp.,
free, i)er post, for Sixpence,

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

MESSRS. J. C. DllUMMOND & CO.,
ABT KEPRODUCERS,

14. HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN. W.C,
Are the sole representatives in Great Britain of

HERR HANFSTAENGIi. of Munich.
the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
leading London Art Publishing Firms. A targe Collection of Xm-
portaut Plates always ou view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMON D & CO. eui>idy the cUeapebt and best ProcesceS
m the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Anti'iuarians, Archaeologists, and those engaged in theinvestigation
and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J.CDRUMMOND 4 CO. invite .ittention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Heproduction of Works of Art^ Original MSS.^ Designs^
Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views^ Booh Illustrations^

Artistic Advertisementa, Catalogues, t!tc.fdc.,ata moderateecit

Specimens and price list on Application.

OfflcBS: 14. HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEy LONDON

CATALOGUES
FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

DULAU i CO., 37, Bono Sqdare.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS& NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, UENIUETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDKRIGK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOGUES post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEION BOOKSELLER,

45, GREAT RUSSELL S T R K E T
(Opposite the British Museum),

Sapplie> all Foreign Bookh and I'ikiodicilshI the n;oi>t

moderate prices.

Cntalogua on application.

B8TABLIS1IBI) IMl.

BI 11 K IJ E C K BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London .

TWO-AND-AILVLKparOENT. INTEREST allowed ou DEPOSITS
repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, oo CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minlmu

monthly balances, when not drawn l-alow £100.

STOCKS, SllAREa, and ANNUITIES purchased and Bold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Fortheenoouragemeut of Thrift the Bank receives smalUumson

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £,1

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A HOCSE

FOR TffO QflWEAS TEB MOKTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOB riVE gHILLlWQS PER HOKTB.

Tbo BIRKBECK .\LJ1ANACK, with full partlcul«r», po«t fro

FBANCIS RAVENSOKOrr, Muioger.
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MACMILLAN & CO/S NEW BOOKS

SIR SAMUEL BAKER: a Memoir
By T. DOUGLAa MUERAY, F.R.G.S., Executor to the

late Sir bamael Baker, and A. S. SILVA WHITE,
Honorary F.R.S.G.S., Author o£ " The Development of

Africa," &c. With Illustrations, Maps, and Portraits,

svo, 21s.

THE CAMBRIDGE NATURAL HIS-
TORY. Edited by S. F. HABMEH, M.A., and A. E.

SHIPLEY, M.A. Volnmo III., MOLLUSCS and
BRACUIOPODS. By Rev. A. H. Cookb, M.A., Fellow
of King's College, Cambridge ; A. E. Shipdet, M.A.,
Fellow of Christ's Collet, Cambridge ; and F. R. 0.
Rbed, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Illastrated.

Medium 8vo, 173. net.
7"//^^*.—" Altogether, to judge from this first volnme,

* The Cambridge Natural History ' promises to fulfil all the
expectations that its prospectus holds out."

SHORT STUDIES in NATURE KNOW-
LEDGK. An Introduction to the Science of Physio-
graphy. By WILLEAM GEE, Certificated Teacher of
the Education Department, and of the Science and Art
Department, Assistant Lecturer Manchester Field
Naturalists' Society. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

HURST& BLACKETT'S
THREE-AND-SIXPENNY SERIES.

Crown 8vo, uniformly bound, bevelled boards. Each 33. 6d

THE EVOLUTION of INDUSTRY.
By HENRY DYER, C.E.. M.A., D.Sc, Honorary
Principal, Imperial College of Engineering, Japan ; Life
Governor of Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical
College; Member of the Institution of Naval Architocts,
&c.,&c. 8vo, 10s. net.

BY BTJDYAIID KIPLING.
SOLDIERS THREE. The Story of

the Gadsbys. In Black and White. Crown 8vo, 68.

WEE WILLIE WINKIE, UNDER the
DEODARS, THE PUANTOM ' RICKSHAW, and other
Stories. Crown 8vo, G-t.

A TREATISE onBESSEL FUNCTIONS
and their APPLICATIONS to PHYSICS. By A. GRAY,
M.A.. F.R.8.E., and G. B. MATHEWS, M.A., Fellow of
St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo, 14e. net.

MACMILLAK & CO., LONDON.

PIC,
WILL SHORTLY APPEAR.

THE HUMAN E
By J. F. ROWBOTIIAM. 58.

THE BPIO POEU OF HUKANITy.
Subscribers' names to be sent to J. F. RowBornw, AcofUmij (Office.

EENE8T ENGLAND ; or, a Soul Laid
Bare : a Drama for the aoeet. By J. A. PARKER, late Editor

ftf "The Indian iJaily News." Lokdom : The LeadeDhatI Press, Ltd.,
" ' " '"

(Seven-and-Siipence.

THE AWAKENING of MARY FENWICK.
By BEATRICE WHITBY.

" Mary Fenwick and her husband hve and move and make us beheve
in them in a way which few but the great masters of fiction have been
able to compass. '

—

AthentvMm.

TWO ENGLISH GIRLS. By Mabel Hart.
" Tliis story is distinguished by its pure and elegant English, and the

refinement of its style and thought. . . .will recommend the story to all
cultivated readers. —5|wc(rt/or.

HIS LITTLE MOTHER, and other Tales.
By the AUTHOR of "JOHN HALIFAX. GENTLEMAN."

"The book is rittenwith all Mrs, Craik's grace of style, the chief
charm of which, after all, is its simplicity."—GTaspoio Herald.

MISTRESS BEATRICE COPE ; or. Passages
in the Life of a Jacobite's daughter. By M. E. LE CLERC.

"It is a good story well and dramatically told, which gives a lifelike
picture of the end of the most stirring and heroic period of our
national history."— ^wen.

A MARCH in the RANKS. By Jessie
FOTHERGILL.

"The Interest awakened by the opening of the tale never declincB
until the close, but rather, as is fitting, becomes richer ami deei>er."

Academij.

NINETTE. By the Author of "Vera,"
" Blue Roses," &c.

" 'Ninette ' is evidently based on long and intimate acrjuaintancc
with French rural districts, is excellently written, and cannot fail to
please."—Scots Hiaii

.

A CROOKED PATH. By Mrs- Alexander.
" * A Crooked Path ' is. to say the least, as good a novel as the best of

the many good novels which Mrs. Alesaudcr has written."— tfj-ap.'tic.

ONE REASON WHY- By Beatrice Whitby.
"Every jtago of 'One Reason Why' shows the mark of a frcsli.

vigorous mind. The style is good—in Bome parts excellent. It is clear,
expressive, and often rhythmic."

—

Scotsman.

MAHME NOUSIE. By G. ManviUe Fenn.
" Mr. ManviUe Feun has the gift of not only seeing truth, but of

dramng it picturesquely. His portrait of Mahme Nouaie is faithful
as well as touching."— aa(«rd«tf Heview.

THE IDES of MARCH. By G. M. Robins
'"The Ides of March' is a capital book."—Lifernry WorUl.

PART of the PROPERTY. By Beatrice
WHITBY.

" It is refreshing to read a novel iu which there is not a trace of slij).

shod work."—Spectator.

DAVID NUTT, 270-271, Strand.

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.
Vol. IX. APRIL, 1895. No. 3, Is. 6d.

Contents,

J. DONOVAN. On Greek Jnssives.

W. E. HEITLAND. Notes on the Text of Lucan.

R. G. BURY. Two Passages in Lncretins and in Varro.

REVIEWS :—
Hilberg on the Ovidlan Pentameter. R. ELLIS.
Editions ot Olaudian by Birt and by Koch. J. P.

POSTGATE.
Hanvette on Herodotus. EVELYN ABBOTT.
Hadley's Edition of the " Hecuba." E. B. ENGLAND.
Kock'sBditionoftlie "Clouds." P. A. HIRTZEL.
Sihler's Edition of the " ProtaRoras." J. A. TOWLE.
De Mirmont's " ApoUonios et Virgile. R. C. BEATON.
Crusius on the Delphic Hymns. 0. TORB,

J. P. POSTGATE. On the M8S. of Propertius (A Reply).

ARCHAEOLOGY :—
SchilliDK on the Legions I. Minervia and XXK. Ulpia.

L. C. PURSER.
Baudrillart on the Goddess of Victory.

HARRISON.
JANE B.

MONTHLY RBCORD.-SUMMABIES of PERIODICALS.
—ALFRED GUDEMAN. Notice of Dr. A. C. MER-
RIAM.—BIBLIOGRAPHY.

DAUGHTER. By

, Leadenhall Street, E.C.

MUDIE'S
SE L E C T

T. I B R A B, Y.

B
B
B

00K8ELLKBS,

OOK EXPORTERS,

OOK BINDERS,

AND

T IBRARIAN8.

CASPAR BROOKE'S
ADELINE SEROEANT.

•"Caspar Brooke's Daughter' is as good as other stories from the
same hand—perhaps better."— .4 (Aenaetim

JANET. By Mrs Oliphant.
"

' Janet ' is one of the ablest of the author's recent novels ; pprhapg
the ablest book of the kind that she has produced since the Car^ngford
series."—Manchester Examiner.

A RAINBOW at NIGHT.
of " Mistress Beatrice Cope."

"Thanks to an interestinji plot and a graphic as well us refined
manner, *A Rainbow at NiRiit," when oncu commenced, will not
readily l>e laid aside."— J*onu»£J Po6t.

of

By the Author

LE MORTE D'ARTHUR. By Syr
THOMAS MALORY. Edited from the Original Edition
(1485) ot William Caxtou by H. O. BOMMBR. 3 vols.,
4to, £2 10s. net, in stiiT printed wrappers ; or £3, Rox-
burghe.

•,* As is well known, Dr. Sommer's Edition of th«
"ilorte D'Arthur is in Three Volumes. Vol. I., Text, S7i
pages. Vol. II., Bibliographical Introduction, Various
Readings, List of Names and Places, Glossary, 238 pages.
Vol. III., Introductory Essay by Andrew Lang ; Studies on
the Sources of Le Morte D'Arthur, 36-1 pages.

A larger number of copies of Vol. I, having been
printed than of either Vol. II. or Vol. HI,, the pub-
lisher has decided to oifer these extra copies, stitched
in plain wrappers, in 2 Farts, at 7s. 6d. cash (postage
and carriage extra). It is hoped that this offer will

be acceptable to many students of English who wish
to have a faithful transcript of the Fifteenth Century
original.

Purchasers who desire at any subseq uent time to com-
plete the edition may do so on the following terms, but as
the remaining stock of Vols. II. and III. is a small one, the
prices cannot be kept open indefinitely.

Vol. II. £1 5s. net.

Vol. in. STUDY on the SOURCES
MALORY. £1 Is. net.

of

her YOUTH. By

rpNGLTSH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

M
30

241.

UDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

48 ^^^^^ E.G.,VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANOHESTEB.

IN the SUNTIME
BEATllICE WH ITBY.

" A sense of fairness iterviules the book which is rarely found in tlie

work of a lady. There is interest in it from first to last, and its pathos
is relievc^l hy touolies of true humour."— t Umtmtid Loiidon Aeiyj.

MISS BOUVERIE By Mrs Molesworth.
" It is no exaggeration to sav that this is one of the prettiest stories

which has appeared for years. —JfomiJW Fost.

FROM HARVEST to HAYTIME- By the
Author of *' Two English (iirls."

"The accomplished author of 'Two English Girls' has produced
auother novel of considerable merit."—ScoteiiMn.

THE WINNING of MAY. B5 the Author
of "Dr. Editli Romney."

" The book lias this merit—the first merit of a novel—that the reader
is intcrcsteil in the people rather than the plot, and that he watches the
development of character rather than that of event."—Literari/ World.

SIR ANTHONY. By Adeline Sergeant.
"The plot is gootl and thoroughly sustained from first to last."

..-t cademy.

THITNDEEBOLT
MACDONALD.

"'Thunderbolt' is an Australian rival of Claude Duval, and llr.
^facdonald records hit daring feats with unflagging verve."

Morning Post.

MARY PENWIOK'S DAUGHTER By
BEATRICE WHITBY.

" This is one of the most delightful novels we have read for a long
time."—fitocA and White.

Dr. Sommeh's Study on the Sources of Malory is the only
work which allows the Fifteenth Century compilation to be
made use of by Students of the Arthurian cycle.

Dr. Sommek's Edition is handsomely printed on good
paper. It is hoped that the exceptionally low price now set
upon the Text will place it within the reach of all who wish
to possess a beautiful and scholarly edition of one of the
noblest masterpieces of English literature.

By the Rev. J. Middleton

ROBERT CARROLL.
*' Jlistreas Beatrice Cupe,"

By the Anthor of
ice »-upe,

" ' Robert Carroll,' though by no means a noteworthy novel, has a
winning tenderness, and it is certainly worthy of the pen that wrote
the story of ' JUistress Beatrice Cope." '—Sp&ctaior.

London : HURST & BLACKETT, Limitbr.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES of the
Noble GRECIANS and ROMANS. EngUshed by Sir
THOMAS NORTH, anno 1579. With an Introduction
by GEORGE WYNDHAM, M.P. To be completed iu
6 vols., averaging i32 pages. Will be issued in three in-

stalments of two volumes each, between the 15th May
and the 15tJi Becember of the present year.

(i.) The subscription price is fixed at £3 12s. net, ex-
clusive of carriage or postage, payable by instalments
of 248. before or on delivery of each instalment.

(ii.) Suhscnhera toko pay for the lakole in advincs hefore

the isaue—on the 16th May—o/ Vols. I., II. ^ will he charged

£3. But it must be distinctly understood that this price

is for cash before publication, and that if subscribers

do not take advantage of the present offer they will be
charged at the rate of 12s. per volume.

Any copies that may remain unsold after completion
of the issue will at once be raised in price. No single

volume will under any circumstances be sold.

I\tU Prospectus on application.

Just out.

WAIFS and STRAYS of CELTIC
TRADITION. Vol. V. CLAN TEADITIONS and
POPULAE TALKS o£ tho WESTEKN HIGHLANDS
and ISLANDS. I3y the lato Key. J. G. CAMPBELL.
With Memoir and Portrait of Autlior. Demy 8vo,

cloth, 5s. Gd.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.
Now ready, price One ShilUnft.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
or APBIL, 1805, which contains, among other Articles

of interest:—THE CREMATION of COLONEL CAL-

VERLY (Conclaaion).— LETTERS of EDWARD
nrZGKRALD to FANNY KEMBLB, 1871-1883.—

"MADAME." — "TOM—'E-KNOW'D." — THE
WITCHKRY of the QUANTOCKS.-A MANCHESTER
MAN of LETTERS.—A C.URO SCANDAL (Con-

cluaion).-4c.

NEW EDITIONS.

NOW RKADY.

The HISTORY of the FRENCH
RBVOLirnON (17891800). By LOUIS ADOLPHE
THIERS. Translated by FREDERICK SHOBERL.
New Edition, with 60 Illustrations on Steel. In 6 vols,,

demy 8to, 458.

NOW READY.

THE HISTORY of ROME. By
THEODOR MOMMSEN. Translated by WILLIAM
PDRDIE DICKSON, D.D., LL.D. A New and Cheaper
Edition, Berised. In 6 vols., crown 870, 378. 6d.

NEW SIX-8HILLINQ VOLUMES.

TEIS DAY.

TODDLE ISLAND.
BEING THE DIARY OF LORD BOTTSFORD

OF ENGLAND.
In one vol., croum Svo, 6«.

NOW BEADY.

THE MODEL of CHRISTIAN
GAY. By HORACE ANNESLEY VACHEL.

"A very well-written and interesting story, in which one
is glad to find no touch of psychological nastiness. The
phases of Califomian life which Mr. Vachel chooses to

depict are, indeed, much concerned with human nature's

seamy side ; but the author's handling shows discretion

and restraint."

—

Gtohe.
" An excellent story of life in Califomin. The author is

exceedingly successful in dealingwith character. The book
is full of interesting, often exciting, situations, from
lynching to a fight with a bear, " ^—' "

- Yorkshire Post.

NOW READY.

THE TRAGEDY OF
FOTHERINGAY

:

Founded on the recently published Jonmal of

D. Bonrgolng, Fbyalcian to Haiy, Queen of Scots.

BY TUB

Hon. Mrs. MAXWELL SCOTT,
of Abbottford.

With FbotograTore Frontiepiece of the Blair

Portrait, and other Six lUaetrations.

Square 8to, price lit. 61. net.

NOW READY.

THE MERMAID. A Love Tale
By L. DOUGALL, Author of " Beggars All," &c.

*' That clover Canadian writer, Miss L. Dougall, is

steadily improving. Her latest novel is both more spon-
taneons and more artistic than the book that preceded it,

The story of Cains and his mermaid is a pretty idyl

that will linger long in the memory of its readers."
Manchester Qiutrdian.

THE NEW ISSUE OF

THE NOVELS OF MRS. HENRY WOOD.

THE

JIEADY ON APRIL 9.

INTRODUCTION TO
THE BOOK OF ISAIAH.

BY THB

Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D.,

Oriel Professor of the Interpretation of Holy

Scripture at Oxford, and formerly

Fellow of Balliol College, Canon of Rochester.

Demy 8vo, price 249.

NOW READY.

A HISTORY OF
SLAVERY AND SERFDOM.

BY

JOHN KELLS INGRAM, LL.D.
Crown 8to, cloth, price 63.

NOW READY.

HAUNTED BY POSTERITY.
By W. EARL HODGSON.

Crown 8vo, price 63.

GASSELL & COMPANY'S
ANNOUNCEMBNTS.

NOW READY, complete in 8 Tolg , 93. each.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION OP

Cassell's History

of England.
WITH NEARLY 2,000 ILLUSTRATIONS.

Sxpretaly Executedfor Ihii Edition by Leadiny

Artists of the Day.
" The most interesting, instructive, and entertaining

hi-tory of our country which has yet seen the light is
' Cassell's History of England.' "Standard.

*»* A Protpeetut giving all particulars forwarded free

on application.

NOW READY, complete in 4 vols , 7s. 6d. each.

The Story of Africa and
its Explorers.

By Dr. ROBERT BEOWxV, M.A ,

F L.S., F.R.G.S., & f.

With absut 800 Original Illustrations
from Authentic Sources.

"Every page is full of valuable info mation One
might almost forget that this is a learned work, so esciting
are the adventures which it contains."

—

stan-ianl.

NOTICE.—The SECOND EDITION of Mr. gala's

Autobiography is nearly exhausted, and a THIRD
EDITION is in preparation.

In 2 vols., demy 8vo, 323.

THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

George Augustus Sala.
Written by HIMSELF.

" Very interesting and entertaining."—Ks I'imes.
" Delightful reminiscences."

—

Pnnch.

THE FOURTH VOLUME.

SHADOW
OF ASHLYDYAT

(53,000rd Thousand)

is Just Ready, a« follows :—

In i«d cloth, gold lettered on side, similar to the Ss. 6d.
Edition, price 2s. 6d.

In green cloth, gold lettered on back, bnt with a plainer
binding, price 28.

To be followed at regular monthly inter^'alg by the other
Storiea in the Series.

NOW READY.

THE GRASSHOPPERS.
By Mrs. ANDREW DEAN.

Crown 8ro, buckram, price Cj.

NOW READY.

SONGS OF THE SEA
AND LAYS OF THE LAND.

BY

CHARLES GODFREY LELAND.
Large crown 8to, cloth, price 63.

NOW READY.

Vols. I. aud II. of a NEW EDITION oi

THE INGENIOUS GENTLEMAN

DON QUIXOTE OF LA
MANCHA.

By MIGUEL DE CERVANTES
SAAVEDRA.

Done into English, with Notes Original and
Selected,

By HENEY EDWAED WATTS.
To BB COMPLETBD IS FoUR MoNTMLT VOLUMES.

Large crown 8ro, cloth, price 63. each.

Unifonn tcith Stanley Weyman's " Man in Slack."

The Avenger of Blood.
By J. MAOLAREN COBBAN,

Author of " The Red Sultan," &c.

224 piges, crown 8vo, cloth gilt, price S-". 6d.

i^Ready shortly.

New Work by Author of " The Iron Urate," " The

Sea Wolves," %c.

Ready shortly, piioe 6j.

The Impregnable City.
By MAX PEMBERTON.

*,• " The Iron Pirate" (Ss.) and " The Sea Wolves"

(6s.), by the same Author, have both been reprinted

to ineet the large and contimwun demand.

Third Edition Nearly Exhausted. Fourth Edition in

Preparation.

A King's Diary.
By PERCY WHITE,

Author of "MR. BAILEy-MARTlN."

Price Is. 4d.

The Liurary World says :
" One is absolutely staggered

with the strong ending.'

KiCHABD Bkntley& 80N, New Burlington Street
Pnbliahers in Orlinsty to Hei Hajeaty the Queen. A. & C. BLA.CK, SoHo Squaeb, London.

Beady in a few days.

The Governor's Guide to

Windsor Castle.
By the Most Noble the MARQUIS of LORNE, K.T.

Profusely Illustrated.

Limp cloth. Is., cloth gilt, gilt edges, 23.

The Governor of Windsor Castle furnishes in this

Gtii le a book equally acceptable to vititors to the

Castle and to those who desire an authoritative

historical and descriptive handbook to Her

Majesty's principal residence.

OASSELL & COMPANY, Limitbd,

London ; Pabib and MELBOvaxB.
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The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all lusiness

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^•c, may he addressed to the Publisheb,

and not to the Editor.

LITERATURE.

THE HI3T0BY OF WILLIAM THE MARSHAL.

Z'Sistoire de Guillaume le Marechal, Comte

de Striguil et de Pembroke. Edited by
Paul Meyer. Vol. II. (Paris : Societe

de I'Histoire de France.)

The present volume contains the second

instalment of the great poem discovered by
M. Paul Meyer some years ago among the

MSS. in the library of the late Sir Thomas
Phillipps at Cheltenham. M. Meyer now,
after an interval of three years, presents us

with the remainder of the text of the poem,
consisting of some 9000 lines (vv. 101.53 to

19214), together with a detailed glossary

of the whole poem, which occupies nearly

sixty octavo pages. A third volume will

contain an abridged translation of the com-
plete work, with an analytical table, and
introductory essay dealing with the various

literary and historical questions connected

with the poem.
WMle no less interesting than the first

portion from a literary point of view, this

second halt is perhaps even more important

as a historical document. Among other

valuable contributions to the history of the

period is a long and detailed account,

running to nearly a thousand lines, of the

battle of Lincoln and of the various opera-

tions in connexion with it. On this subject

M. Paul Meyer will doubtless have some-
thing to say in his forthcoming essay.

We get one or two interesting glimpses
of Eichard Coour-de-Lion. There is an
entertaining account of an interview between
him and Cardinal Peter of Capua, who was
sent by the Pope at the instance of the
crafty Philip-Augustus to attempt a media-
tion between the two kings. The interview
begins peaceably enough. The Cardinal,

who is described as being " yellower than a
kite's foot " :

" Plus fu jaunes que pie d'eeconfle "

—

comes in and salutes the king " as a good
on of holy mother Church," and begins his

harangue thinking he is going to have it

all his own way. But Eichard will not
hear of peace unless the French king gives

back everything he has taken ; and on the
Cardinal hinting that that is more than can
be expected, Eichard bids him tell Philip
that in that case he will never make peace
80 long as he can mount a horse

:

" ' Aliz done a Seu ! ' diet li leis,

' Quer ja autremeut n'avendra
Ne ja en pais ne la tendra

^
Tant com pnisee en cbeval monter

;

Ifant li poez bien center.'

"

(Vt. 11494-8.)

The Cardinal then tries another tack, and
appeals to Eichard as a crusader

:

" ' Ha ! sire,' dist li chardonalB,
' Tant est ceet granz pechiez et mals

Qu'entre vos deus a si grant guerre !

Perdue en iert la seinte terre

De Jerusalem, se itsi dure.' "

(Vv. 11499-503.)

But Eichard retorts that if his own
dominions had been left undisturbed by the

king of France he might have remained in

Syria and have made a clean sweep of the

Saracens

:

" Se Torn m'eiist laissie

Ma terre en pais quite tenir,

Qu'il ne m'en eateiist venir,

Tote la terra as Sul'iens

Fust nete et quite des paiens."
(Vv. 11512-16.)

Having failed in his efforts to induce

Eichard to make peace or even consent to a

truce on the terms proposed, the Cardinal

proceeds to demand, on behalf of the Pope,

the surrender of the Bishop of Beauvais,

who had been taken prisoner while in arms
against the English king—" it is not right,

he says, " to keep the holy man in prison "
:

" Si est toiz de tenir tel homme
Qui est et enoinz et saorez."

At this demand Eichard breaks out into

fury : the bishop, he cries, was not taken

prisoner as bishop, but as an armed knight

;

and as to the Pope, who had turned a deaf

ear to all his appeals when he was himself

a prisoner, he had half a mind to send him
back his Cardinal in such a plight as would
serve to remind him of the King of England :

'
'

' Par mon chief ! eins est dessacrez,'

Dist li reis, ' e faus crestiens !

Ke Tous creirei i mha de riena.

Ne fu pas comma ayetque piis

M ts comme chevalier de pris,

Toz aimez, le hielme laciez.'
• • • • •

' Certas, s'os ne fuasiez messaiges,

Ja garant ne tos i fust Bomme
Que vos n'en portissiez tel somme
Qu'os mostriseiez a I'apostoire

Por aveir mee faiz en memoire !
'
"

(Vv. 11590 foil.)

Finally losing all self-control, he drives the

Cardinal out with a torrent of abuse, warning
him never to let him set eyes on him again

:

" Fuiez de ci, dant traitor,

Mentieres, trichieres a fala

E d'iglises simonials !

Qaidez que en champ ne an veie

Jamea devant mei na vos veie !

"

(Vv. 11618-22.)

Then half beside himself with rage Eichard

goes out and shuts himself up in his room,

fuming and furious "like a wounded wild-

boar "
; while the Cardinal returns to the-

king of France and complains of Eichard's

violence, describing how, when he demanded
the release of the bishop, Eichard glared at

him and turned fiery red with fury, so that

he expected every minute the king would
fiy at him

!

" Li legaz s'en parti ilors,

Quer tart li fa que il fust hors.
• • • • *

Al rei dist :
' N'est p>Bt dabonaire

Cist reis ou vos avez afaire,

N'eet pas aigneals, bien le veons,

Eins est plus tiers que una lions . . .

Quant de I'aveEque le requis

l)e Bealveis . . .

m'asgaida m sorcillaut

Et rogi plus que fu ardant.
Si que ge no gardoa Tore
Ne mais que il me corust sore !

"

(Vv. 11623 foU.)

We get a picture of another kind in the

description of the knighting and coronation

of the young king Henry III. After John's

death it became a question of getting his

successor crowned with as little delay as

possible. At a council held at Gloucester it

was decided that the young Henry should

receive knighthood at the hands of the

Marshal, and be crowned by the Pope's

Legate ; and we have the picture of the

small boy knight, dressed in his miniature

royal robes, being carried into the Minster,

and after the ceremony being carried out

again immediately to have his robes of state

taken oS lest he should get over-tired :

—

" Et il li ourent tote veie

Vestuz ses petiz dras realz.

Ohivalier fu patiz et bealz.

Li halt borne qui laianz erent

Entre els al mostier le porterent.
« • « • •

Quant il fu enoinz a sacrez

E li serviEas fu flnez.

Si ne se voldrent pas atendre

A I'enfant qui trop esteit tendra

Li chevalier, einz le porterent

En lor braz oil qui laienz erent . . .

Des qu'en la chambre le porterent.

Ses reals dras la li osterent

Qui trop peserent, e bien firent

:

D'autres carnemenz le vestirent."

(Vv. 15322 foU.)

A great deal of space is devoted to the

warlike operations of Louis in England.

The French seemed to think they were

going to make an easy conquest of the

country, and boasted that England was
theirs, and that they intended to drive out

the English and use the land for their own
purposes. But their boasting availed them
little, says the poet. "I myself," he con-

tinues, " saw a hundred of their slain being

eaten by dogs between Winchester and
Eomsey."
The shiftiness and meanness of John's

character are well brought out, and stand

in sharp contrast to the nobility of the old

Marshal, who remains loyal to the king in

spite of all the provocation he has received

at his hands.

The closing scene, the aged Marshal on

his death-bed, is described at some length.

Being told by one of his attendant knights

that the clergy held no one could be saved

who did not restore what he had taken, the

grim old warrior retorts that the clergy

were too much given to close-shearing :

" Trop nos vunt baibiunt de ptes ;

"

as for himself, he had taken prisoner in his

time five hundred knights, whose arms and
chargers he had kept ; and if on that

account he was to be denied the Kingdom
of Heaven, then there was no help for it,

for he could not give them back. Later on

the old man— he was nearly eighty

—

astonishes his attendant by expressing a

strong desire to sing : he had not felt such

a longing to sing for years past, he sajs, as

he had been feeling for the last three days.

His companion encourages him to indulge

his fancy, in the hope (apparently) that it

might bring back his appetite.

" Sire chantez,

Por amor Deu, si vos i)oez

En ce metre peine na cure.

Si se confortereit nature

Dedenz vos ; ca sarreit bien f&t

:

Si vos en lavendieit lo h5t.

Se Deu pleist, ce serreit mestier

;

S'aviiez talent de mangier."
(Vv. 18539-46.)
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With the capridousness of a sick

however, the old earl declines, for

those around him should think he had taken

leave of his senses. He makes one of his

daughters sing to him instead, and when
sheoreaks down he rates her and prompts

her with the words. The very simplicity of

the description enhances the vividness of

the scene. In the following passage we get

another glimpse into the sickroom just

before the end of all : the old man is lying

motionless with his face to the wall ; his son

enters and, thinking him asleep, hushes the

attendants, but the Marshal rouses himself

and asks who is there, and complains that

he cannot sleep ; then he turns over once

more and the death-agony begins

:

" Quant 11 fllz et les autres genz
Enticrent devant lai leienz,

8i s'ert 11 cuens si atomc
Que devere le mur s'ert tome.
En p(3 se geeeit queiement.
II quiderent veraiement,
For le repos, qu'il se dormist

;

E li geuTles Haiecbd dist

:

' For Deu ! tesiez tos de parler,

Leseiez mon seignoi reposer.'

Je no eai si lea enteudi,

U^s nepoiquaut il s'espeti,

Lois si demands :
' Cites mei

Qui est cbaienz ': '—
' Go sui, par fei

;

Jobans d'Erlea sui,' dist il.

• Est ce Johans ?'— ' Bel sire, oil.'

II diat :
' Ne me puis endormir, . .

.'

For totner sei lors s'estendi.

Dementres qu'a ce enteudi
Lots le pristreut sanz nul resort

Xes grani! espointes de la moit."
(Vv. 18803 foil.)

Now that we are in possession of the com-
plete text of the poem of William the

Marshal, we are enabled to appreciate fully

the great value of the discovery made by
M. Paul Meyer. The editor himself ranks
the work very high, setting it above every

composition of a similar character, whether
in verse or prose, anterior to Froissart.

Whether we agree with this estimate or

not, there can be no question that the poem
is a document of the first importance, whether
from a literary or an historical point of

view. No future historian of the period

can safely afford to neglect such a store-

house of information concerning not only

the great events, but also the manners and
customs, even to their minutest details, of

the seventy-eight years (1141 to 1219) em-
braced by this remarkable work.
We offer our hearty congratulations to

M. Paul Meyer on the completion of his

task. Thanks to his untiring zeal and in-

dustry, the precious poem which he had the

good fortune to rescue from oblivion, and
which, it must be remembered, exists in one
MS. only, is now placed beyond the reach of

accident, and is given to the world in an
edition which is a monument of his patience
and critical ability. A glance at the fac-

simile page of the MS. prefixed to the
present volume will give some idea of the
difficulties of the task which M. Meyer has
so successfully accomplished. Not the least

puzzling part of it must have been the
identification of some of the place names.
Thus Torksey appears in the MS. as eortetie

(v. 16238) ; Newark as Ne vuerce (v. 16201)

;

Kingston as Quingettone (v. 17702) ; Beading
as Radiguen (v. 1 7943) and Radigne (v. 1 89 1 2)

;

Caversham as Cavressati (v. 18428); and so

on. Occasionally the scribe has substituted

the wrong name altogether ; thus he g^ves

Winchester {Wincedre) as the place of

King John's burial instead of Worcester

(
Wirecesire), while Lautron is substituted

for Chulus {Choilus) in the account of King
Eichard's death.

Before concluding this notice, a word or

two must be said about the glossary, which
is of the highest value, not only as a help

towards the understanding of the poem
itself, but also as a contribution to the study

of the Langiu rf' Oil in its, to us perhaps on
this side the Channel, most interesting form.

M. Paul Meyer has spared no pains over

this part of his work, as is evident from a
cursory glance at such articles as A, which
occupies a page to itself, or Hdre. We
ought to mention that a good deal of matter

is included besides the glossary proper,

there being lists of proverbs, peculiar oaths,

and so on, as well as discussions as to the

meaning of various phrases that occur in

the poem. Some of the latter are exceed-

ingly curious, and are met with here for

the first time. We notice several references

to the New English Dictionary, to which, as

Dr. Murray can testify, M, Paul Meyer is a
valued contributor.

Paget Toymbee.

Life of Adam Smith. By John Eae.
(Macmillans.)

Many Lives of Adam Smith have been
written since that philosopher passed away
in 1790 ; but this is the first that leaves

the reader with any sense of completeness.

When we reach the last page we feel that

we have been brought by this biographer,

as nearly as may be, to the end of attainable

knowledge on the subject. A stray letter

may yet be found, some items of family his-

tory ascertained,* and a coincidence or two
pointed out ; but the bulk of letters and
notices, facts, myths, and falsehoods con-

cerning Adam Smith as a person would
seem to be bound safe together in this

volume for all time.

The biographer presents the results of his

long and exhaustive researches without any
trappings or rhetoric ; and, though sometimes
drawn into an argument by the needs of the

case, he keeps rigidly within his limits ; he
is biographer, not commentator. He begins

with the birth and ends with the death of

his hero. He gives few or no general

estimates, leaving, as he may rightfully do,

every reader of his hero's books to make his

own estimates for himself.

Adam Smith was born in 1776 in the
" lang toon " of Kirkcaldy in Pifeshire ; and,

after attending the grammar school there,

soon to be associated with Garlyle and
Irving, went to Glasgow College, and thence

to Oxford, with a Snell exhibition at Balliol.

At Oxford he remained six years, 1740 to

1746 ; and Mr. Eae is the first to give ns a
clear idea of his life there. He stayed up
even in the long vacation, because the journey
to Scotland was long and costly. He learned
little from Oxford teachers. Every one
knows his emphatic condemnation of them.

• See the correspondence printed in the SeoUman
for March 20, 21, and 22.

Yet he seems to have taken his bachelor's

degree ; and his long residence in term
and out of term enabled him to follow his

own lines of reading

:

" Balliol was not then a readiug college, as it

is now. A claim is set up in behalf of some of

the other Oxford colleges that they kept the
lamp of learning lit even in the darkest (lays

of last century ; but Balliol is not one of them.
It was chiefly known in that age for the
violence of its Jacobite opinions " (p. 22),

reduced to practice in occasional riots.

But the Balliol library was more accessible

than the Bodleian ; and Adam Smith used
it freely, to advance his knowledge of

classical literature in particular. He had
laid aside for the time the preference he
had shown in Glasgow for mathematics.

" Except for the great resource of study,

his life at Oxford," writes his biographer,
" seems not to have been a very happy
one" (p. 24). The hard study and the

Oxford climate injured his health. Bishop
Berkeley's tar water was tried in vain for

lassitude and scurvy. But this iUness was
only one of his miseries at Oxford. Balliol

was then an injiista naverca to her Scotch
undergraduates. la a letter to the Glasgow
Senatus in 1744 the SneU exhibitioners

petitioned for redress of grievances. A few
years later the Master of Balliol, Dr. Leigh,

professed to discover that they wanted to be
transferred to some other college because
they had " a total dislike to Balliol." Balliol

in 1776 proposed to transfer them to Hert-
ford ; but the proposal was declined. It is

significant that Adam Smith made no lasting

friendship at Oxford, except with Douglas,
afterwards Bishop of Salisbury.

On the next stages of his life his bio-

grapher throws all the newest lights. If

David Laing is right, Adam Smith's first

published work was an edition (in 1748) of

the Poems of Hamilton of Bangour, author
of "The Braes of Yarrow." It has, of

course, been long known that his first

lectures were on literature, and were de-

livered in Edinburgh (1748-9); but in this

connexion Mr. Eae is able to bring out,

more skilfully than had been done
before, the proofs that Adam Smith was
neither plagiarist nor in fear of plagiarists

(pp. 33, 203, 215, &c.). The philosopher

was no poet himself, though he once wrote
verses; and as a critic he is not always
admirable. We can hardly, however, feel

quite sure that he was guilty of the extra-

ordinary dicta on poetry and poets reported

in the Bee Magazine of 1791 (see Eae,
chapter xxv.).

Adam Smith became professor at Glasgow
in 1751, and remained there till 1763. No
one could have been more diligent in the

business of the chair and of the college.

Mr. Eae brings the whole scene excellently

before the mind's eye. He shows us how
Adam Smith played his part as a citizen of

a rising city : how he learned from the West
India merchants and the manufacturers, how
he helped Poulis and James Watt, in how
many debating clubs of Edinburgh and Glas-

gow he was indispensable. Adam Smith was
"quaestor" or treasurer of the college, and
did more than his share of work for it. But
he found time to write the Moral Sentiment

( 1 759),andmadehimself known to the greater

4
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world. Charles Townshend tempted him
awayfrom the university in 1 703 to go abroad
as tutor to the young Buccleuch, with £300
salary for the two and a half years of travel
and £300 of pension for life thereafter. His
mcome at Glasgow had been less than £200.
Though notoriously absent-minded, he seems
to have proved an excellent " guide, phil-
osopher, and friend " to the young man. For
tis own part he saw the world under excellent
auspices, made many useful acquaintances
in Paris and elsewhere, and bent his
thoughts all the better to the writing of his
TTealeh of Natiom. Begun in France, the
book was finished, after about twelve years'
labour, in 1776. His contemporaries were
not certain that his earlier book was not the
better

;
but the world has long ago made

up its mind on the question, and but for
the Wealth of Nations there would have
been no call for a Life of Adam Smith
on the scale of the biography before
us. Mr. Eae gives good reasons (pp. 294
and 320, 321) for thinking that Lord
North borrowed four new taxes (on man-
servants goods sold by auction, houses,
and malt) from Adam Smith's book, and
suggests that in all probability the author
owed to that minister his appointment to a
Oommissionership of Customs in Edinburgh
at £600 a year (January, 1778). The ap-
pointment was no sinecure ; and the philoso-
pher, whose health was already failing
found neither strength nor leisure to write
anymore books, though, in his own pathetic
words, he " meant to have done more," and
hoped against hope for the strength and the
leisure. In this respect his friend Hume
was a contrast. Hume said on his death-bed
that he found it hard to give Charon any
good reason for refusing to step into his
boat, having done all that he could reason-
ably have wished to do.
Adam Smith made Hume the burner of

his manuscripts
; Hume tritd to make Adam

^5mith the publisher of his, or, at least, of
one which he justly ranked among his
best, the Dialogues on Natural Religion
Ihe persistent refusal of Adam Smith
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French. He was a strong character, making:
up his own mind, known to be wise as well
as learned, and consulted by students, pupils,
colleagues, friends, philanthropists, and
statesmen. He put his heart as weir as
his head into his work. He was devoted to
his mother and to his friends, especially
to Hume. His pleasures were simple, but
He was no hermit. He was true to himself
and thorough in his work. He was candid
and just and generous. Such is the impres-
sion we get from his latest biographer; and
we may accept it the more confidently
because Mr. Eae has a full share of the
candour and impartiality of his author.

James Bonar.

to have anything to do with the
L>ialogufs is ascribed by Mr. Eae partly
to worldly prudence. But it may be sup-
posed that Adam Smith disliked tho task
because he disagreed with the conclusions of
the book, and yet was debarred by the cir-
cumstances from refutation of them. One
of the very iew criticisms that occur to a
reader on Mr. Eae's treatment of his mate-
rials relates to the correspondence of Smith
*? ,o 1"^®- '' '^ ^*''<^ *" see why the letter
of 12th Dec, 1763, is not given complete
as It IS by MacOull„ch in the facsimile
attached to his separate Life of Adam Smith
llie omitted ponion throws some lio-ht on
his relation to French writers.

°

The want of a portrait is a more serious
matter. But it is fortunately not beyond
remedy, as new editions may bo surely ex-
pected. The book will reap the gratitude
of all who have ever tried to realise to
themselves the living per.ionality of
one who persuaded one generation and
governed the next. Adam Smith wasan independent thinker : he owed most to

V!^
"".t'^o teachers, and the foundations

on which he built were Scotch and not

Poems Dramatic and Lyrical. By Lord De
Tabley. Second Series. (John Lane.)

L-f the same pretty binding, diapered with
rose petals, gold on green, which formed so
appropriate a coat to the first series of Lord
de Tabley's Poems Dramatic and Lyrical,
the poet now presents us with another
volume, which is full of verse as majestic
and finely coloured as any he has published
before. There is no sign of falling off in
the power of his fancy, or in his command
of an unusually rich vocabulary ; his themes
are as high and his treatment of them as
lofty as ever ; nor is there any change in
other things. Enthusiastic still in his devo-
tion to classic pong, keen as ever in his
observation of nature, comparatively ill at
ease and infelicitous when he sings of more
common and daily matters, his work from
first to last bears the impress of a refined
and original mind, which follows its own
ideal without regard to the shifting tastes
and fashions of the day.
One only of these pieces has been pub-

lished before—" Orpheus in Hades "—now
reprinted from the Fortnightly Ru-iew, and
one of the finest he has written; but
besides this there are two others, which, if
not quite so good, at least deserve a placa
on the same line. These are " Circe" and

I'

The Death of Phaethon." Though the
" Circe " is more lyrical in measure, being
irregular and broken like a chorus, '

' Orpheus
in Hades " is perhaps more remarkable as
a mere feat of song. It is in blank
verse which keeps a stateliness throughout,
but is so varied in cadence, swells and falls
so flexibly in response to the inner emotion,
and is sustained at so high a pitch of passion'
that one is scarcely conscious of any metrical
limit. Nothing in the poem is finer than
the opening of the invocation to Proserpine.
" Queen, thou shalt hearken hj the breath and

iragrasce
Of those old lawns at Euna : by the galea
That woke the drooping sitter-violets,
And mingled all the sward with musky thyme •

By the trembling Iri^ by the speckled eye-bright.
By the zoned orchis like a purple bee,
By the rich mountain-tulip's splendid wings
Dropt like a ilame-tuft on the ehelving crag •

By the grey headland o'er the cres; ent bay •

By the famt ripple of the island foim :

By the saUs that swept so proudly up the sea,By the stern galleys, pulsing golden oars,
By every tuneful wind and wasted wave,
By virgia innocence and vestal tears,

^u'^i}'^
*l>hie own immortal maidenhood :—

Ah, by reraembrancs of those asphodels—
rhe lily of the Klytian heroes' rest—
The a<phodch fling groundward in dismay

From thy famt trembling hands and fingers pure,
What time the sudden chariot and wUd steeds
Kolled as a whirlwind, rushing up behind,
While on thy bare and ivoried shoulder came
Their breathing like the bellows of a forge—
And he, the demon lover, from the car
Stept as a cloud cf gloom, and in his folds
Wrapt thee, and night closed on thy radiant

eyes."

In •' Circe " there is more exuberance of
fancy, more of that rich confusion of
jewelly colour, caught perhaps from Keats,
but made his own in many well-remembered
passages of former poems. The whole poem
18 almost cloyed with deadly sweets

; and it
is difficult to tell which is the finest, the
description of the witch herself—

" Lovelier than all paradise,A drop of God's own dew.
Distilled into a rainbow from blue ice
Where falcon never flew"

—

or of her shrine of Love—" a charnol
masked with rose "—where

" Beneath the altar floors
The poisoned adder waits.
Behind the agate doors
And round the burnished gates
The mighty pythons coil " :

or of her dead lovers

—

" Beyond thy tway
Into a deeper day,
Past, unremembered wrecks of vain desire,
And broken lutes of passion's golden lyre :

Thy might is ended where the grave begins,
And thy irmocuous spells
Fa'l by the margin of the sea of sins,
Done with as empty shells."

The word " lutes " seems to be a misprint.
Such extracts, however, give but an im-
perfect notion of the beauty of the poem as
a whole, and " The Death of Phaethon " is
perhaps still harder to quote from than
" Circe." This poem, perhaps all of them,
might be strengthened by judicious curtail-
ment

; but it is very strong as it is, and the
fury of the wild ride and the shock of the
catastrophe are well balanced by the lovely
lament for the hapless charioteer with which
it concludes :

" Be merciful, ye flowers, and cover him

:

Be silent, birds and bees : gray fountains weep •

Let his fair sieters come with wild lament,
And in their fresh hands bring the cypress bouoh
And let the dirge begin. Thou shalt be mournid.
More than Idalia mourned her shepherd lost
And softly on thy arm shall fall the tear
Of kindred maidens. They shall wrap thy limbs
In costly cerements, as a monarch's sou
Andbide thy ashes in a marble tomb '

And give thee yearly rites and garlands due
As, in the train of each revolving spring.
The sad day lives again ; and men shall tell
Thy story through the never-ending years "

These are perhaps the simplest lines in
the volume, but they are also some of the
most beautiful, and serve to show that the
charm of Lord de Tabley's muse is inde-
pendent of those rich ornaments with which
he loves to decorate her.

Next, if not in its different way equal to
these fine semi-lyrical narratives, is the
closing poem of " The Wine of Life." In
this we find the poet's creed and inspiration.
His heart, at least his literary heart, is not
in the century in which he lives. There he
finds little to sing about except disappoint-
ment, the falseness of love, the uncertainty
of fate ; only in the beauty of Nature does
the present day seem to afford pleasure or
solace to bis muse. From the " rabble
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din " of the preeent his spirit fliee for rest

to that "rich tract" of classical literature

where he can still hear the dute of Pan

—

see heroes "stride mist-like through the
asphodel."
" A brood cup brimmed with mighty red

Theee silent years to ua assign
;

From old tslemian vineyards shed.
The Roman sends the Teuton wine.

Old Fauns hare breathed against the grapes,
Old-world aromas haunt tba bowl

;

Still music of forgotten shapes.
Dim pathos of a Pagan soul.

Then from those dark and glimmering lands,
From altars decked with Ivy trail,

Old Flaccus reaches out ^hia hands
And bids the mild barbarian hail."

If this were Lord de Tabley's first volume,
some of the smaller lyrics would deserve
attention ; but, with the exception perhaps
of the fine sonnet on " Eoland at Eonces-
yalles," there is little which rises near to
the level of the poems already dealt with.
In the crowd of the young poete of the day
there are many who can excel Lord de
Tabley in the nimbler dexterities of versi-
fication

; but he may well be content, for he
is one of the very few who still can build
the lofty line.

Cosmo Monkhoxtse.

7%* Btftnct of Pkvna. By William V.
Herbert. (Longmans.)

Those who believe in the "pride, pomp,
and circumstance of glorious war " sTiould
read this book. Special correspondents too
often see only the ornamental fringe of a
campaign; Mr. Herbert, being an actual
combatant, has beheld enough of horrors to
be a peace-man for life. He entirely agrees
with Lowell

:

" ITz fer war, I call it murder-
There you hev it plain and flat

;

I don't want to go no furder
Than my Tes^ment fer that."

That he was not singular in regarding
emperors, courtiers, and politicians as
responsible for the unspeakable atrocities
of the Eusso-Turkish campaign, there is

abundant evidence in his book. After the
third battle of Plevna one mutilation too
ghasdy for words made a German surgeon
exclaim :

" Such a sight one ought to show
to the kin^ and emperors !

" And, again,
the scene m the streets of Plevna on the
night of September 12 :

'< What a babel of
tongues ! Men praying, lamenting, cursing
their rulers for having laid them low, in
Eussian, Eoumanian, Turkish, Arabic, Cir-
cassian, snatches of Bulgarian, French, un-
known dialects." After thirty hours of
continual slaughter— the third battle of
Plevna—Ghazi Osman Pasha inflicted on
the Eussians the severest defeat they have
sustained since Frederick the Great's victory
at Zorndorf

.

It is impossible to praise too highly
Osman Pasha's genius for war. With his
single corps he held in check for four and
a half months one of the largest armies the
world has ever seen. He surrendered at
length, but only to hunger.

In round numbers, the Eussians invested
Plevna with 250,000 men (inclusive of
Eoumanians) and 700 guns, while Osman
Pasha defended Plevna with 60,000 men
and 100 guns. The faking of Plevna

(according to Mr. Herbert) could not have
cost the Eussians less than 55,000, the
Eoumanians 10,000, and the Turks 30,000.
Including the non-combatants, the total
cost of the fight for Plevna did not fall

far short of 100,000 men. The defence
lasted 143 days, and, to quote an impartial
authority (Alexander II.), was " one of the
finest tlungs in military history."

It is more than doubtful whether the
genius of Todleben would have saved the
Eussians, had it not been for the timely aid
of the Eoumanians. " Come to our aid.

Cross the Danube when you like, how you
like, under what conditions you like, but
come quickly to our aid. The Turks are
annihilating us. The Christian cause is

lost." Such was the telegram despatched
by the Eussian commander-in-chief, the
Grand Duke Nicholas, to Prince Charles of
Eoumania after the second battle of Plevna
(July 30.)

Mr. Herbert tells us much that is new
about the great Turkish commander—of his
violent dislike of foreigners, of his humanity
to the Bulgarians, of his intense devotion
to the Mahommedan religion, of his ob-
stinate refusal to recognise the possibility

of defeat, of his reluctance to take
physical exercise himself, of his familiarity
with no language but Turkish, of his
eloquence, notably shown in his letter to the
Grand Duke Nicholas of November 12.

Osman, like another great commander,
while trusting in God and in the Prophet,
kept his powder dry ; unfortunately he had
to struggle not only against overwhelming
odds, but against Petticoat-Pasha super-
vision at Stamboul. We have a sketch of
him on the night before the final sortie, with
features drawn and careworn, the cheeks
hollow, and deep lines on the forehead. He
responded to Mr. Herbert's salute with
" that peculiar nod of his which was more a
frown than a greeting." The Turkish
residents of Plevna were determined to

accompany Osman in his retreat. Osman at
first peremptorily refused to accede to this

request. He saw that this would be forgiog
a chain for his fighting men. Finally,

however, his feelings as a man and a co-

reb'gionist got the better of his judgment
as a general. He consented to hampering
his army with a train of at least 500
families.

"What a hideous mockery it is that to obey
the dictates of humanity should constitute an
offence against an exact science [I'.e., strategy],
which was undoubtedly the case in this instance

;

for had not the army been fettered by that
cumbersome burden, it is quite possible that
the sortie might have succeeded."

The badly wounded he had to leave behind.
Calling together the priests and the elders

of the Bidgarian community, the Mushir
(,'Osman) took their oaths on the Bible and
the crucifix that no outrage should be com-
mitted on the inmates of the hospital. The
oath was taken and violated. After the
surrender almost all the Turkish sick and
wounded were butchered by the Bulgarians.

This is a most valuable book. Of the
488 pages of which it consists we could ill

dispense with any, certainly not with those

devoted to the author's " ideals of perfect

womanhood," the Jewess of nineteen of

Widdin, and the Turkish girl of seventeen
of Plevna. Of the fate of the Jewess
the author is ignorant. His farewell
interview with the fair Turk is described
with a graphic touch that reminds us
of Fanity Fair, "Amelia was praying
for George, who was lying on his face,

dead, with a bullet through his heart."
In this case it was not the captain, but his

sweetheart, whom a Eussian shell sent to

her last account. But to return to our
muttons, for this is neither a work of fiction

nor a Pepys' Diary. Mr. Herbert gives us
an immense amount of detail, which we
not only have seen nowhere else, but which
probably none but he could have told us.

He feels nothing but admiration for the
regular troops of the Ottoman Army. From
the first battle on July 20 to the last awful
sortie their behaviour was " beyond praise."
Of the Circassians his opinion is very
difEerent. He wishes they had never formed
part of the Turkish Army, " associating, as
they did, brave, honest, and disciplined

soldiers with a name that stinks in the
nostrils of newspaper readers ; for it was
they who gave rise to the Bashi-Bazouk
canards"
Mr. Herbert is a transparently truthful

witness. He is also a good-natured critic.

His references to the free and independent
Bulgaria, the outcome of the Fall of Plevna,
are kindly and sensible. His allusions to

his Eoumanian opponents and their king
are invariably sympathetic. His judgments
on the Eussian commanders, notably those
great contrasts Todleben and SkobelefE,

are generous and appreciative. On all

points relating to the defence of Plevna—
whether on the marvellous quick-firing of

the Turks or on their civil administration
of the town during the siege—we accept
his evidence without any reservation. Mr.
Herbert is a fair-minded soldier, who records

without exaggeration or venom the course
of events in which he played so honourable a
part. But when Mr. Herbert travels beyond
the circle of the investing armies, he no
longer speaks with the weight of aa eye-

witness. His Notes are always interesting,

and sometimes valuable ; but they must be
treated rather as oliter dicta than as con-

sidered j udgments. We refer especially to

his far too favourable estimate of Suleiman
Pasha.
Whenever Mr. Herbert refers to this now

discredited person he refers to him as an
honourable man. He writes of his " heroic

onslaughts on the Shipka Pass," and of

his " magnificent, useless bravery." For
Mehemet Ali he makes no such escuses;

Mehemet is only a " cunctator " in its worst

meaning—a mere sluggard. It would be
out of place to discuss here Mehemet Ali's

campaign on the Lom; suffice it to say

that we differ from Mr. Herbert in the

comparison he draws between Mehemet Ali

and Suleiman. On the close of the war
Suleiman was tried by court-martial and
found guilty after a fair and patient hear-

ing. Mr. Herbert will pardon us if we
elect to stand by the finding of the court-

martial. That Suleiman Pasha was per-

sonally brave no one denies, but that he
was a corrupt and designing traitor few
(but Mr. Herbert) would deny. We appre-
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ciate 80 highly Mr. Herbert's judgment on
things Turkish that we do not think it right

to pass over in silence his attempt to white-

wash Suleiman Pasha.
We have said enough to show that Mr.

Herbert's Defence of Plevna can be highly
recommended, and on many grounds : it has
valuable plans. No library dealing with
Bussian, Roumanian, or Turkish history

will be complete without it.

J. G. 0. MiNCHIN.

Memoirs ofan Author, By Percy Fitzgerald.

(Bentley.)

Nobody, as readers of Piclcivick will remem-
ber, is " fat or old in Ba-ath." But in less

favoured localities I fear it must be owned
that many persons—setting obesity aside

—

are no longer young; and to us oldsters

this book of Memoirs is of undeniable
interest. For Mr. Fitzgerald, living the
literary life during upwards of forty years,

and writing apace the while, has mingled,
more or less familiarly, with many men of
note, and especially with men who, without
being of note for all time, yet had their
little day of fame or notoriety. Of these,
the great men and the lesser men, he has
something, if not always much, to say

—

something, at least, that brings back to
the memory figures once known, incidents
well-nigh forgotten, page upon page from
the lesser literary chronicles of the last half
of this century. So as one reads, if only
one is old enough, the book seems like a
sort of evocation of the past. Theresa
Telverton and her wrongs, the Counts
d'Albanie, with their Stuart features and
shadowy claims to royalty, Mrs. Boucicault
winning all hearts in her fresh young
beauty as the Colleen Bawu—I felt, turning
over the pages of this book, as if I were
among ghosts.

Is it a book that can have an equal
interest for those who, fortunately perhaps
for themselves, have not lived long enough
to gather a hoard of personal memories?
That may, perhaps, be doubted.

"This book," says Mr. Fitzgerald, "I think
will be found to differ from others of the same
pattern, which usually supply anecdotes, recol-
lections, ' good stories,' &c., of well-known
personages. I have always thought that ' im-
pressions,' as they may be called—that is, the
general idea of a person or situation which has
been left on our minds—are more effective than
mere description of incidents and details."

So Mr. Fitzgerald gives us his "impressions "

of the men and women with whom he has
rubbed shoulders during his busy life, tells

us what he thought of them, how they
treated him : sketches them, as one may
say, from his own personal point of view^

—

magnifying Dickens, belittling Thackeray,
dwelliLg lingeringly and affectionately on
the portrait of that "harbitrary cove,"
John Forster, and so down the scale to the
lesser persons who may interest because we
knew tliem, or knew of them, but whose
interest has'passed with their own genera-
tion. Of course portrait work of this kind
may rise, under the hand of a master like
Carlyle, to the dignity of great art. Mr.
Fitzgerald's art is at least kindly and
genial. He is pleasantly satisfied with

himself and his craft ; and as the world, in
his view, has treated him, so in turn does
he treat the world of the past.

Perhaps he is happiest in his references

to the stage. " Don't you like the play ?

"

said Thackeray to a friend. " I like a good
play," was the dubious reply. " Oh, get
out !

" rejoined Thackeray. *' You don't even
understand what I mean !

" Mr. Fitzgerald
would have answered the question without
any doubt at all. He clearly loves the play.

"Speaking for myself," he says, "I must
confess that no compartment of the memory
supplies such fruitful and enjoyable images as
that in which recollections of the old players
are stored away. As I walk the streets I find

myself often smiling with sympathy as I call up
Buckstone and Compton, with their most ex-
pressive faces, and in some droll situation.

Without them the past would have been but
half complete. . . . Here, for the pleasure of the
thing, I am tempted to supply a few sketches

—

well coloured as I may consider them, because
they are drawn with sympathy and fondness

—

of these merry pleasant caterers for public
enjoyment. There is many an old playgoer
who will read them with pleasure, because sug-
gesting some welcome forgotten association."

Aye, so it is. As Mr. Fitzgerald names
them, the old figures rise once more, strut

again their little hour upon the boards.
How well one remembers Miss Lee and her
admirable impersonation of Dickens' Joe;
and Miss Litton, I can see her as EosaUnd
now. Are they alive and acting at the
present moment, I wonder, or gone with
the snows of yester year? To Eobsou,
whose art was of a peculiarly daring and
original kind, Mr. Fitzgerald, in my humble
opinion, does scant justice. But in the
parallel he draws between M. Got and
Charles Mathews I can follow him most
pleasurably. How admirably the great
Frenchman impersonated Balzac's Mercadet;
how superb he was in the scene with his

future son-in-law when deliverance flashes

in upon his ruin ! I saw Charles Mathews
in the same part, the Affable Hawk of
" The Game of Speculation "— a sad
performance, in some sense, for the actor

was evidently a wreck of his former
self; and yet, through physical decay, a
great artist still. To the same year as
M. Got's performance of Mercadet, the
disastrous war year of 1870, belong the
performances in London of the brilliant old

Mme. Dejazet. Most true it is, as Mr.
Fitzgerald says, that she impersonated the
gay youth of the old regime with '

' extra-

ordinary spirit and vivacity." But some-
thing more delicate and infinitely touching,
something to take away as a dainty memory,
something with the inimitable quality of a
piece of rare china—was the old woman's
singing of the Lisette of Beranger.

Naturally there are opinions of Mr. Fitz-

gerald which one might dispute. To Eobson,
for instance, as Ihave already said, he scarce,

in my judgment, does sufficient honour.
So again I should hesitate to endorse the
view that Frank HoU's art would " scarcely
go down now," and that his pictures were
"hard and uninteresting," or that " Millais,

Fildes, and others now famous "—including,
I suppose. Walker and Pinwell—when
" illustrating magazine stories," did so " not
with very brilliant results " ; or that the

" cartoon in Punch " is the " weak place in
that lively periodical." These, however,
are mere matters of opinion ; but in matters
of fact Mr. Fitzgerald's memory also, now
and again, plays him false. Thus, one can
scarcely say with truth that " it was not
until Thackeray had launched the Cornhill

Magazine that he [Anthony Tro]lope] found
he possessed his mother's gift of story-
telling, and obtained a genuine success with
FranSy Parsonage.^'' TroUope had written
sever^ novels — The Warden, Barchester
Towers, TJie Three Clerks, and more—before
he wrote for Thackeray, and these novels
had won a considerable measure of success.

Is it true, again, to say that " there is some
lack of skill in character-drawing on the
part of our [modern] dramatists owing to

their profuse and systematic borrowing
from the French ripertoire " ? But there
is one point on which I would utter a
word of more serious remonstrance. Mr.
Fitzgerald has written a book on Pickwick :

nay, he occasionally essays to bend the bow
of Ulysses, and wing a Pickwickian shaft
himself. But when, ah ! when did Sam
WeUer so far deviate into the commonplace,
as to say to the Bath footman, " Sir, I
think you're very pretty company " ? Can
it be that Mr. Fitzgerald is thinking of the
occasion when Sam remarked to the young
man in blue : "I like your conwersation
much. I think it's wery pretty ?

"

Fkank T. Marzials.

NEW NOVELS.

Under Sealed Orders. By Grant Allen. In
3 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

The Majesty of Man, By "Alien." (Hutchin-
son.)

The Grey Monk. By T. W. Speight. In
3 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

A Parson at Bay. By Harold Vallings.

(Bentley.)

Young Ofeg's Ditties. By Ola Hansson.
Translated from the Swedish by George
Egerton. (John Lane.)

Castle Sombras, By H. Greenhough Smith.
(Newnes.)

A King's Diary. By Percy White. "Cassell's
Pocket Library." (Cassells.)

Old Brown's Cottages. By John Smith.
(Fisher Unwin.)

It must be confessed that th« opening
chapters of Mr. Grant Allen's tale do not
arouse any particular interest. The reader
feels that he is under the dominion of a
practised hand, though that hand is here
dealing without enthusiasm or special "call

"

with certain of its familiar characters, among
them being a talented g^rl who paints, a
somewhat childish younger brother, an
ordinary elderly woman (who in some of

Mr. Allen's books appears as a mother and
in others as an aunt), and an interesting

man of mystery, who is other than he
seems. Presently more young men and
women come on the scene, and severally fall

in love, the reader not being quite able to

see why. But suddenly, when this point is

reached, a startling incident opens. The
chapters in which the man of mystery, Mr,
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Hayward, alitu various other names, and the

younger brother, Owen Cazalet, alias Sergius

Selistoff, fish for each other in the swirling

whirlpool are read with breathless interest

;

and thenceforward to the end there is

plenty of excitement. As a tale of Russia

and Russians written by an Englishman,

the story is wonderfully realistic. Less

realistic are Mr. Grant Allen's pictures of

women. The three girls, Sacha, lone, and
Blackbird, intended evidently for an ex-

haustive display of English girlhood, are

too palpably objective. Mme. 'Mireff is

better ; but then she, as a Nihilist and a

woman of fashion, is more suited to con-

ventional treatment and more satisfactory

under it.

There is much power as well as much
originality in ITie Majtdt/ ofMan. The writer

set herself the difficult task of weighing the

purely spiritual life against the natural

fife, and of indicating where the most per-

fect existence lay. It is the condition

represented by Browning's ideal :
" Nor

soul helps flesh more now than flesh helps

soul." Two women stand as types—Sister

LUian, as the woman who has renounced
all personal and merely bodily joys, and
believes in celibacy and the yielding up of

self to the service of others ; and Dora, as

the natural woman, full of personal human
love, yet with mind and soul as pure and
sweet as a child's. Between these two, as

in life between the two forces, stands the

man, Bret Montgomery, who has loved and
married and lost the one, and has after-

wards joined his life, as a brother's, with the

other. Years pass, and the beautiful, loving

wife turns up again, whereupon a fierce

struggle takes place between the desire of

the man's heart and the cold faith he has
forced on himself. A freshness beyond the

freshness of conception and treatment is

given to the story by its Antipodean back-

ground. This also makes possible the

delightful figure of Jim Smith, of the saw-
mills in Pine Forest, whose heart was of

purest gold, and who owned with a blush

to having " heard the Bible read."

Tht Grey Monk is an ordinary story made
up on a good old recipe. Take from a
county family-tree one baronet, one wild
son, one opportune ghost; take also an
Italian beauty of plebeian birth, an ad-
venturer, a maiden fair and young, a poor
but honest lover, and a benevolently
scheming, old lady ; mix after your own
fashion, and servo in three volumes. You
no sooner read in the first few pages that

the baronet is proud of his family honour
and prestige than you know that both are
threatened. The wild son and the Italian

beauty are, of course, the workers of mischief

.

Then comes the turn of the adventurer ; but
through the timely addition of the lover,

honest though poor, the maiden fair, and
the benevolent old lady, all in the end goes
well. Mr. Speight arouses a real interest

in his characters, and, of its kind, the story

js a good one.

In a former book which the x'resent

writer had the pleasure of reviewing, Mr.
Harold Yallings showed that he had the
hand of a novelist. A Parson at Bay is

another proof of the fact. Hia Parson

Brockenhart—or Parson Brokenheart, as

his people by and by called him—is a very

pathetic figure, with his sanguine tempera-

ment and breadth of hopefulness. He had
need of his natural advantages; for fate

dealt him as second wife, and second mother
to his small fairy Oharmian, a very brilliant,

unsatisfactory little person, with whom
another man was in love, and an aunt-in-

law who set her whole heart on taking away
from him that same golden-haired mite of

four, Charmian. There are events in the

book, of course, but for the most part it is

a study of character : the parson's simple,

hopeful, infinitely loving nature is pitted

against the cleverness, shallowness, and
social scheming of his wife. The secondary

plot, which concerns Capt. Ulick Aubrey
and the fisher-folk of Marsh-under-Cliff, is

not exactly necessary or novel.

The translator of Young Ofeg's Ditties

would have done better if she had allowed

the " ditties " to speak for themselves in

her excellent translation. The perfervid

introduction, in which she commends them
to the English public, far overshoots the

mark of English taste. We are told that

Ola Hansson has " plumbed greater depths

in the mysteries of human lite than even

the Ibsen, Bjornson, or Strindberg problem-

plays had led one to believe possible "

;

that '
' as poet, psychological novelist,

masterly essayist, and individual critic, he
is one of the most striking literary phen-

omena of the age—he is the incarnation of

the nervous life of to-day"; that "he
writes by the light of some inner illumina-

tion, feels with delicate antennae uncommon
to ordinary humanity "

; and so on. Few
readers, however, will let this hyperbole

prevent them from judging for themselves

of the merits of the work thus introduced.

It consists of a number of brief, and for the

most part all too brief, allegorical sketches

in poetic prose, which are highly imagina-

tive, mystic, occasionally profound, and
sometimes grote8C[ue. The writer is doubt-

less a close student of human nature and of

philosophical and spiritual problems, and

he has a felicitous gift of expression ; but

this is far from saying that he is all that

the accomplished author of "Keynotes"
describes him to be.

Not content with opening his story " on
a certain autumn evening in the year 1524,"

Mr. Greenhough Smith makes Sergeant

Philip needlessly particularise the reigning

sovereign: "Our King—King Henry the

Eighth, Heaven save him ! "—so that we
may be quite sure exactly where we are.

But except for this fault of over-explana-

toriness, and the distinctly modern conver-

sation, enlivened only by an occasional

inevitable " Ha !
" Castle Sombras is a very

thrilling story. There are moments, as, for

instance, when the cover is taken off the

Devil's Well, and during the midnight

wedding and the blindfold duel, when the

reader barely draws breath for fear of what
may happen. A calculating reader will, of

course, be aware that in healthy stories of

this kind the hero is always safe, but here

time is hardly allowed him to consider,

added to which Captain Hilary Dare, who
fills the part of ^•-'o. is always in such

imminent peril that the excitement continues

to the very last page.

A King's Diary ushers in yet another
"Library," in yet another new and charm-
ing binding. The editor's foreword tells us

that " it is with the humanity of the human
heart," and with " whatever is truly fresh

in the life and thought—nay, even in the

humour of the moment," that this collection

of stories will deal. One rejoices to hear

that " the library will cast no sidelights

upon things best left in darkness "—which
is as good news from a literary point of

view as one could hear at this time. Mr.
Percy White's story opens the series in a

charmingly simple, direct, and human way.
The fortunes and misfortunes of a young man
of good family, though poor, and his wife, the

beautiful and lovable daughter of rich pur-

venus, are the theme. The young husband
teUs the story; and seldom has anythiog
more realistic in its own way been written

than the chapter in which he tells of the

dazed, blind, intoxicated happiness of his

wedding morning and his honeymoon. The
catastrophe which finally overtakes him is

an artistic misfit, since it is the result of a
mere accident, and is not in any way the

consequence of anything in the story.

The latest volume of the Pseudonym
Library, Old Brown's Cottages, is a quiet

and restrained attempt to reproduce the

lives of various poor people in the West of

England. The stories are all connected by
the link of the district visitor, who is in the

secret of all the inhabitants. Their narrow
lives, with their relatively wide thoughts,

the strong contrast of the thrifty and un-

thrifty, and above all the terrible influence

of drink, are the leading themes.
George Cotterell.

THREE BOOKS ON POET-LOBE.

Studies, in Folk-song and Popular Pottry.

By Alfred M. Williams. With a Prefatory

Note by Edward Clodd. (Elliot Stock.)

The Aims of Literary Study. By Hiram
Corson. (Macmillans.)

Some of our English Poets. By the Rev.
Charles D. Bell, LL.D. (Elliot Stock.)

Mr. Williams's book covers a wide range of

critical study in the popular poetry of many
lands. The writer succeeds best when he deals

with the literature of countries other than his

own. In the essays upon American songs,

national pride is just a little obtrusive.

English readers may be "astonished" to hear

that their literature is singularly deficient in

sea-songs ; nor will the astonishment be much
allayed by the explanation that, though there

are many "good songs about ships and sea-

fights, they were not written by sailors." In
"English and Scotch Ballads " there is some
well-reasoned criticism upon the ballad. I

cannot, however, agree with Mr. Williams in

his opinion that Scott was unable to produce a

popular ballad, or that Coleridge's " Ancient

Mariner" appeals to the literary rather

than to the popular imagination. The
power of evoking sympathy in the mind
of a reader is quite as spontaneous in such

modem ballads as "Lord UUin's Daughter,"
" The Hermit," or " The Luck of Eden Hall,"

as in any of more ancient date. All must
agree, however, in the statement that "the
element of poetry of the highest kind in these

ballads [the ancient Eaglish and Scottish]
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t1ie strength as well as the simplicity of passion

interpreted in language of naked directness

and dramatic power." Several well-chosen

examples of these qualities are given, including

the weird and sorrowful story of "Edward,"
which culminates in the stanza so terrible in

its lugged directness of agony :

"'And what wull je leave to your ain mithtr,

dejr,

Edward, EdivaidP
And whit wull yc leave to your ain mither, deir,

My deir son, now tell me, f
'

' The curse of hell frae me sail ye beir,

Mithtr, mither.

The curse frae hell frae me sail ye beir,

Sie counEcils jo gave to me, O.'
"

After an admii-able essay on Lady Nairne, whose
'' Land o' the Leal" is, indeed, worthy of aplace
in any anthology of sweet song, we are given a
sympathetic survey of Celtic poetry—a branch
of literature until lately too much neglected.
Mr. Williams is, however, at his best in the
five last essays on his book : those upon the folk-

songs of Lower Brittany, of Poitou, of Portugal,
of Hungaria, and of Eoumania. "We have many
examples of such simple melodies, as recall to

our minds the refreshing sights and sounds and
sweet odours of the country : the songs run
in unison, as it were, to the singing of birds,

and the melody of streams and fountains.

Old-fashioned lovers make love in the old way,
without any self- torture about heredity and
moral problems. Love is here, what it ever
should be, a sweet dream.

" I dream my shepherd is a dove,
I dream my shepherd is a dove,
And my fond heart bis cage of love.
Afk me not to tell you more."

The songs of Boumania, in the beautiful Eng-
lish of Carmen Sjlva and Alma Strettel,
deeply impress us with their undercurrent of
refined sadness. This is very apparent in the
ballad " I am content," where the dead soldier
in his grave hears the laughter of lovers as they
pass over him.

" Then he hearelh the lovers pats.
And the soldier asks once more

:

• Are these the voices of them that love,
That love and remember me ?

'

• Not 80, ray hero,' the lovers say :

' We aie those that remember not

;

For the Fpiing has come, and the earth has
tmilfd.

And the dead must be forgot,'
Then the soldier spake from the deep, dark

grave:
'1 am content.' "

In conclusion, I would warmly recommend
the book to all lovers of literature : it is full of
merit and marred by but few faults. The
author's besetting sin as a critic is an extra-
ordinary desire, njjon almost every occasion, to
draw comparisons. Few will agree with the
statement, for example, that only the un-
educated poets are capable of producing simple
melody, and that the result of Dante Gabriel
Rossetti's " Sister Helen" is " simply artificial
and bizarre."

Prof. Corson's dainty little volume contains
just the sort of wise admonition which literary
teachers and learners of the day most require.
Literature, and more especially poetry, never
can be taught by scientific methods ; for
literary taste is a thing of instinct and not of
intellect, and belongs, as the writer points out,
to the great sphere of "unconsciousness"

—

•" enb-consciousness " would, perhaps, have been
the better term—which lies " l»ok of our con-
scious and active powers." As an example of
the mental attitude most suitable for those
who would learn wisdom of the poets, a phrase
i« quoted from Wordsworth—" a wise passive-

•' Th9 eye—it cannot choose but eeo
;

We cannot bid the ear be still

;

Our bodies feel, where'er they be,
Against, or with our wUl.

" Sot less I deem that there are powars
Which of themselves our minds impres j

;

That we can feed this mind of ours.
In a wise passiveness."

" ' The eye, it cannot choose but see
' ; but it sees

according to what we are ; it is in the service of
our essential selves. ' We cannot bid the ear be
still ' ; but it hears according to what we an ; it

is in the service of our essential selves ; and
according as our essential selves are shapely or
unshapely, the eye and the ear report of the
shapely or the unshapely."

Thoroughness in literary study is in our days
rendered more and more difficult, and the
mind of the student is cramped and confined by
what are falsely called "aids to study." To
read and appreciate, for example, one of Shaks-
pere's plays is an easy matter for a person of
ordinary intelligence and liberal education: it

is, however, often quite a difficult matter to
make up the notes in a volume of Shakspere
" for the use of schools," wherein the text of

the author occupies, relatively, no greater
space than the text of a long sermon.
Eead sympathetically the works of a great
writer—that is Prof. Corson's advice to the
student. Of De Quincey he says, "A good
education in the language, as a living organism,
could be got through his writings alone." True
scholarship is the cultivation of a sympathetic
understanding between writer and reader. On
the contrary,

" what is understood by scholarship in these days
may be, often ie, a great obstacle to the truest and
highest literary culture. German literary and
philological scholarship has certainly been a very
great obstacle."

The collection of essays upon English poets,
which appears third on our list, cannot be said
to be exactly brilliant or original; but it is

readable and instructive. It is somewhat
startling to be told that Dr. Samuel Johnson
was the author of the Tatter, and somewhat
unnecessary to be informed that he wrote a
dictionary. The paper on William Cowper is

a well-written appreciation of a poet whose
works are too much neglected by cultured
readers at the present time. Credit is due to the
publishers for the delightful manner in which
this book has been produced.

George Newcomen.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Longmans will publish on April 21
the two courses of lectures which the late Prof.
Fronde delivered at Oxford during the summer
terms of 1893 and 1894 on Erujlish Seamen in
the Sixteenth Century.

Miss Margaret Stokes has in the press,
for publication with Messrs. George Bell &
Son, a companion volume to her " Six Months
in the Apennines." It will be entitled Three
Months in the Furesti of France, a pilgrimage
in search of vestiges of the Irish Saints ; and it

will contain numerous illustrations of the
architecture, sculptures, paintings, and personal
relics connected with them.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish next
week a monograph on Thackeray, by Mr.
Adolphus Jack, scholar of Peterhouse, which
was favourably mentioned for the Members'
Prize at Cambridge. It is based on a careful
study of the great novelist's works.

Messrs. A. & C. Black announce for early
publication Prof. Cheyne's new work, entitled
Introductibn to the Book oj Isaiah ; and also
Passages of the liihh, chosen for their Literary
Beautij and Interest, bv Mr. J. G. Frazer, author
of " The Golden Bough."

Messrs. Williams & Norgate have nearly
ready a continuation of Hausrath's " New
Testament Times." This is called The Times
of the Apostles, and has been translated by Mr.
Leonard Huxley, and will contain a Preface
by Mrs. Humphry Ward, in which she gives a
short sketch of the character and influence of
St. Paul as represented to the mind of the
appreciative reader of Hausrath's book.

Messes. George Bell announce a new
series of "Royal Naval Handbooks," to be
edited by Commander C. N. Robinson, author
of " The British Fleet," recently issued by the
same publishers. The following volumes are
in preparation :

—

Naval Administration and
Organisation, by Admiral Sir Vesey Hamilton

;

Naval Strategy, by Prof. Laughton; The
Internal Economy of a Warship, by Capt. C.
Campbell; Naval Oannery, by Capt. H. G.
Girbett; The Entry and Training of Officers

and Men, by Lieut. J. Allen; Torpedoes,
Torpedo Boats, and Torpedo Warfare, by Lieut.
J. Armstrong; Steam in the Navy: the
Machinery Used on Board a Warship, by Fleet-
Engineer E. 0. Oldknow ; Naval Architecture

:

the Designing and Construction of a Warship,
by Mr. J. J. Welch.

The next issue in Mr. David Nutt's series of
" Tudor Translations " will be Plutarch's Lives

of the Noble Grecians and Romans, Englished
by Sir Thomas North from the French of Bishop
Amyot, the translator of " Daphnis and Chloe,"
with an introduction by Mr. George Wyndham.
It will form six volumes in all, two of which
will be published in May, and the rest before
the end of the year. Other issues already
arranged for are : Holland's Suetonius, Fenton'a
Bandello, Shelton's Don Quixote, and Holland's
Livy.

Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. will publish
this month a Scottish novel by Mr. Eyre-Todd,
called Anne of Argyle ; or, Cavalier and
Covenant. It is based on a romantic incident
in the secret history of the northern kingdom
during the short sojourn there of the young
Prince Charles before his defeat at the battle
of Worcester in 1651.

Mr. Guy Boothby's story of the Pacific,

entitled A Lost Endeivour, will shortly be
issued by Messrs. J. M. Dent & Co., in their

"Iris" Library, with illustrations by Mr.
Stanley L. Wood.

Messrs. Remington & Co. will publish in a
few days a work of fiction, entitled The Infant,
by Mr. Frederick Wicks, author of " The
Veiled Hand."

Messrs. Digby, Long & Co. will publish
immediately a new novel by Miss Alice Maud
Meadows, entitled When the Heart is Young.

The next issues of the " Aldine Poets " will

be Falconer, edited by the Rev. J. Mitford ;

and Cowper, in three volumes, edited by Mr.
John Bruce.

Arrangements have been made for a
German translation of As Others Saiu Him: A
Retrospect, 5//. A.D., recently published by M--,

Heinemann.

Messrs. Williams & Norgate will shortly

publish the fifth edition of the Rev. Thomas
Allin's Universalism Asserted on the Authority

of Reason, the Fathers, and Holy Scripture,

with a preface by Edna Lyall.

Me. Elliot Stock announces a second
edition of the Rev. C. L. Marson's The Psalms
at ]Vork ; and a revised edition of The Blessed

Dead in Paradise, by Mr. J. E. Walker, with

an introduction by Canon Bell.

We have authority for stating that Mr.
P. H. Perry Coste is the author of Towardi
Utojjia, The Cry of the Children, &o., which
have been given to the world under the nom
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Mr. Coste'sde gtterre of " A Free Lanoe,

first production, a pamphlet on The Organisation

of Science, cauaed some stif in scientific circles,

especially by its vigorous attack upon the

Koyal Society; and the leading idew put

forward therein have since been officially

adopted from the chair of the Chemical

Society. Wo may add that the American

rights in Towards Utopia, -which is published

by Messrs. Sonnenschein, have been acquired

by Messrs. Appleton of New York.

Since " John Oliver Hobbes " resolved him-
self into Mrs. Craigie, reviewers have been

suspicious of masculine noma de guerre; and
when "John Smith" reproduced a district

visitor's impressions of Old Brown's Cottages,

he was informed that he was "a lady of

humour." As a matter of fact, however, John
Smith belongs to the sterner sex. He has

even written a sporting manual for a series

edited by a certain noble duke. It is not
impossible, however, that he has enjoyed the

advice of "a lady of humour" at his elbow
while writing his contribution to the " Pseu-

donym Library."

The businesses of David Bryoe & Son and
Thomas Murray & Son, both booksellers and
stationers in Buchanan-street, Glasgow, are

being amalgamated under the name of Bryce
& Murray, Limited, in the premises of the

first-named firm, 129, Buchanan-street. Mr.
David Bryce is to be managing director.

Messrs. David Bryce & Son's publishing

department will be carried on as a separate

concern, under the old firm's name, at 133,

West Campbell-street, Qlasgow.

We understand that the National Observer

will appear this week in an enlarged form, and
that several prominent members of the former
staff of the Saturday Review have now joined

the former paper.

Circulars have been issued appealing for

£5000 to erect some permanent memorial to Miss
F. M. Buss in the schools concerned, and to

found a travelling studentship for teachers.

£1300 has already been subscribed, including

£50 from the Brewers' Company. The Cloth-

workers' Company have voted 200 guineas for

a stained- glass window in their hall at the

North London Collegiate School. Subscrip-

tions should be sent to the treasurer. Miss
M. E. Elford, North London Collegiate School,

Camden-road, N.W., or to Mr. Edward
Pinches, 1, Nevem-road, South Kensington.

Sir Charles Gavan Duffy has presented
to the Irish Literary Society a valuable

collection of autographs, portraits, and relics

connected with Irish history, to be sold for

the benefit of the colportage fund, which
has been established to promote the circulation

of the volumes of the " New Irish Library."
We may mention that the members of the
society now number 450.

The Isaak Walton memorial window, in the

church of St. Dunstan-in-the-West, was to be
unveiled on Friday of this week at 5 p m., by
Mr. W. Baily, master of the Ironmongers'
Company, of which Walton was himself once a
member; and a marble tablet, giving some
particulars about Walton, will be fixed on the
outside wall of the church, facing Fleet-street.

Ok Wednesday next, [Messrs. Sotheby will

be selling autograph letters and historical

documents from several different collections.

We may specially mention the orginal MS. of

Voltaire's well-known encomium of Pope, and
interesting examples of Shelley, Keats, Jane
Austen, and Carlyle. There is also a copy of

Dr. W. H. Russell's History of the Crimean
War, extended to five volumes by the inclusion

of autograph letters of celebrities mentioned
therein, including the Queen, Florence Night-
ingale, and Omar Pasha.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINQS.

The university accounts have been published as

a supplement to the Cambridge University

Reporter. There are three main headings

—

university chest, common university fund, and
trust accounts—besides miscellaneous itemsJ

The total income of the chest was just £40,000,

while the expenditure was £900 in excess. Of
the receipts, £11,924 was derived from degree

fees, £11,067 from capitation tax, £9528 from
examination fees, and £2074 from rents and
dividends. The actual net income from

corporate property is much less than this last

figure would indicate. Apart from a few
houses in the town of Cambridge, the landed

property of the university consists of one farm

and one tithe rent- charge. The g^oss rent of

the farm is entered at £200 ; but against this

has to be set £50 for abatement of rent, £92
for repairs, and £69 for tithes, showing a loss

for the year of £30, not including agency

charges. The apportioned value of the tithe

rent-charge is £1659, but during the year

only £1196 was received. The charges to be

set against this apparently include £450 for

vicar and curate, £130 for rates and taxes, £61

for collection, and £45 for schools and charities,

showing a net income of about £510. Among
the general receipts, we notice a curious item of

£8 33. 6d. from the paymaster-general, for

the commemoration of King Henry VIU. The
common university fund amounts to £15,375,

derived from an assessment on the colleges, and
applied to the payment of professors, &c. This

fund also pays off a building loan, and con-

tributes £1000 to the library and to the

engineering laboratory. Finally, we must not

omit all mention of about £13,700 derived from

fees for local examinations, and £5800 from
local lectures, both of which are, of course,

carried to separate accounts. It is,
_
however,

noteworthy that, while the examinations of the

ui;iveraity cost £4412, local examinations cost

£9940, or more than double.

The senatus of Aberdeen University have

resolved to confer the degree of LL.D, upon
Miss Jane Harrison, the writer on Gbeek

archaeology. It will be remembered that

Miss Amelia B. Edwards received an honorary

degree from America ; but this is, we believe,

the first case of a honorary degree conferred

upon a woman by any British university.

Dr. Sheerinoton, of Caius College, Cam-
bridge—at present superintendent of the

Brown Institution, in connexion with the

University of London—has been appointed to

the George Holt chair of physiology at Liver-

pool, vacant by the transfer of Prof. Qotch to

Oxford.

Mr. Theodore T. Groom, of St. John's

College, Cambridge, has been appointed to the

chair of natural history at the Koyal Agricul-

tural College, Cirencester, vacant by the death

of Prof. Harker.

The Radcliffe travelling fellowship in medi-

cine at Oxford has been awarded to Mr. A. C.

Latham, of Balliol.

At the meeting of members of New
College, held last week in the old hall of

Lincoln's Inn, a committee was appointed to

collect subscriptions for a memorial to the late

Alfred Robinson ; and it was also resolved

:

" That it be an instruction to the committee to

make eome visible memorial a first charge upon the

funds collected, and to devote the balance to some
purpofe, structural, educational, or other, for the

benefit of New College."

Prof. Raleioh, as Quain Lecturer at Uni-

versity College, proposes to deliver a course of

twelve lectures at Lincoln's Inn on " Compara-
tive Law," his special object being to compare
the rules of English law with those of other

systems administered iu the British empire.

ORiaiNAL VERSE.

the fibst of spring.

Crocus with heart of gold,

Crocus brown-Btoled

!

Leaping in jubilant fltime,

All in a morning ] ou came
Out of the mculd.

Like to tbe sudden word,
Just over beard,

Of a cuckoo in Apiil's tree ;

— Oh, the dear melody.
His minor third !

—
Like to the quick replies

Of my love's eyes

;

Like to all tbiugs that are
ISudden aud twift and rare,

In earth or skies.

Edmund K. Chambers.

OBITUARY.
DEAN PAYNE SMITH.

The death of the Dean of Canterbury must
not be allowed to pass without some record in

the Academy. He was not a great Orientalist,

in the modem sense of the word ; nor was he
an influential divine and active man of letters,

like his predecessor in the deanery. But his

name will always be associated with one of

those lexicographical enterprises which have
been Oxford's chief contribution to learning in

this latter half of the nineteenth century.

Robert Payne Smith was born at Ctiipping

Camden, in Gloucestershire, in November,
1819. At the age of seventeen he was elected

to a scholarship at Pembroke College, Oxford,

and he graduated in 1841, with a second class

in classics. In the previous year he had gained

the Boden scholarship for Sanskrit, which
on many subsequent occasions has proved

a stepping-stone to Semitic studies ; and two
years later he also won the Pusey and
Ellerton scholarship for Hebrew. He never

obtained a fellowship, but took orders at

once and became a schoolmaster. For some
years he was head master of the grammar
school in Kensington-square, then a flourishing

institution, but now (we believe) extinct. In
1857 he returned to Oxford as sub-librarian at

the Bodleian, to devote the remainder of his

life to Syriac. His first publication in that

language was an edition (with translation) of

Cyril's Commentary on Luke (3 vols. 1888 and
1859). This was quickly followed by an Eng-
lish translation of the Ecclesiastical History of

John, Bishop of Ephesus (1860), the Syriac

original of which had previously been published

by Cureton. Meanwhile he was engaged in

oompiling a Catalogue of the Syriac, Carshunic,

and Mendean MSS, in the Bodleian, then 205 in

number, which appeared in 1864, with several

facsimiles ; and he had already begun to work
at his Syriac Lexicon, for which the delegates

of the Clarendon Press purchased in 1862 the

collections that had been made by Bernstein.

The first fasciculus of this great work appeared

in 1860; and we understand that the last was
practically finished just before his death. The
whole consists—or will consist —of ten fasciculi,

or two small-folio volumes ; and on the title-

page appear (with his own) the names of his

forerunners—Qaatremere, Bernstein, Lorsbaoh,

Arnoldi, Agrell, Field, and Roediger. Latterly,

we believe, he received considerable assistance

from his daughter, who has herself compiled

an abridgment of the Syriac Lexicon, on the

plan of the school edition of Liddell and Soott.

In 1865, Dr. Payne Smith was appointed

regius professor of divinity at Oxford, m suc-

cession to Jacobson, his place at the Bodleian

being taken (for a time) by Prof. Max Muller.

In 1871 he was promoted by Mr. Gladstone

to the deanery of Canterbury, on the death

of Alford. Trinity College, Dublin, conferred
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upon him the honorary degree of D.D., on the

occasion of her tercentenary in 1892.

We have also to record the death of Gen.

Sir George Chesney, author of that famous
anonymous brochure, The Battle of Dorldvg

(1871), as well as of a valuable treatise on
Indian Polity (1868), of which a third edition,

almost entirfly re-written, appeared a few
months ago ; and of John Saunders, a coadjutor
of Charles Knight in the first half of the cen-

tury in the publication of sound literature,

whose popular adaptation of Chaucer's " Can-
terbury Tales " is still read.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Expositor for April opens with a

learned article on the speeches in Chronicles, in

which Dr. Driver pulverises an imprudent
theologian who had entered on the slippery paths
of philological criticism. Prof. W, M. llamsay, in

ashort paper on the " rulers of the synagogue,"
gives a case in support of his statement, that in

the Bezan text we sometimes find ourselves in

the secoud century rather than in the first.

Prof. Lindsay compares the doctrine of Scrip-
ture held by the Princeton school of theology
with that of the Reformers, and, as he believes,

of the late W. Robertson Smith. Dr. Stalker
continues his elcquent papers on Jtremiah ; and
Mr. Selby and Mr. Whitefoord write well on
Self-possession in relation to Service, and on
the Open Eye respectively. Dr. Dods notices

gome booke.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

"TROILUS and CBISEYDE" in PROP, skeat's
EDITION.

Oxford.

Prof. Skeat's edition of " Troilus and
Criseyde," in the second volume of his Chaucer,
is an excellent piece of work, for which all

readers should be grateful. No text of this

charming and characteristic poem has pre-
viously been published which is constructed on
sufficiently sound critical principles to inspire
confidence in its correctness ; and as for com-
mentary, it cannot be said that there has been
any at all in existence, though materials
for ono have been accumulating f'-r some
time in the hands of the Chaucer Society.
The best ext hitherto published, that of
Morris, was founded upon a MS. less good
probably than either of the two which Prof.
Skeat has taken as the basis of his text, and
the sources of the corrections which the editor
introduced were not named. Prof. Skeat
claims th»t his edition is founded on two M8S.,
"neither of which have been previously made
use of, though they are the two best." As regards
the excellence of the Corpus MS. we have most
of us to trust the judgment of Prof. Skeat, for,

unfortunately, he has not given us a full

collation of it, relying perhaps upon the promise
o< the Chaucer Society to print it ; but on the
whole the claim may be allowed to be probably
just.

Prof. Skeat, in fact, has broken new ground
in several directions ; and for that very reason
it is unlikely that his edition can be the defini-

tive or final one—at least until it has had the
benefit of criticism. The following notes have
necessarily the general character of " adver-
saria"; but it ought to be clearly understood
that such criticisms as will be made concern for

the most part only points of minor importance,
and do not in the least detract from the general
merits of the work which has baen done by
Prof. Skeat.

I.

To take matteis in the order in which they
are dealt with by Prof. Skfat, a word must
first be said about " LoUius." Two things are
perfectly clear ; first, that Chaucer represents

that the writer whom he mainly follows in this
poem is called Lollius ; and, secondly, that he
wishes us to take Lollius for a Latin author
who lived a thousand years before. Lollius is

mentioned by name in Bk. i. 394 as " myn
autour called Lollius," and again in v. 1653,
" as telleth Lollius "; while in the Proem to the
second book the poet distinctly says that he is

translating from a Latin book, and implies that
he is translating pretty closely :

" Disblameth me, if any word be lame,
For as myn auctor eeyde, so eeye I,"

adding at the same time that some things in
the poem may seem strange, because in a
thousand years the form of speech may be
expected to alter ; and, again, in iii. 91,
he refers to "bokes olde" as his authority.
Now if all this does not mean that the poem
is translated or imitated from the work of an
ancient Latin author, it means nothing at all.

In fact, however, as we know, it is not taken
from an ancient author, but from a quite
modern one—from Boccaccio, to whom Chaucer
was more indebted than to any other writer,

but whom he never once names ; and it is

evident that the references to Lollius and to
ancient Latin authorities are a mere mystifica-
tion, intended to make the reader believe that
the story has the sanction of antiquity. The
Trojan War was a matter of too serious his-

torical importance, especially for the dwellers
in " Brutes Albioun," to be made the subject
of a purely fictitious narrative. What was
related of it must have at least the semblance
of historical truth ; and hence the perpetual
citing of Dares and Dictys by persons who
had never read them, but who supposed them
to be grave contemporary authorities. As is

remarked by the editor of Benoit de Sainte-

More

—

"Nous Savons comma, au moyen-age, le poete
en langue vulgaire. pour couquerir la conUance de
(on public, aime ii ce mettre sous la protection
d'un texte latin" (Joly, Benoit de Sain'e More,
vol. i., p. 212).

Boccaccio, it is true, who was already
shaking the dust of the middle ages
from his feet, could afford to dispense
with any such support and rely simply on the
literary merit of his story ; but not so Chaucer,
whose public is at least a century behind. He
might be satisfied himself to translate the
"Filostrato" and ask no questions; but for

the sake of his readers he is obliged to cite

something of more respectable antiquity, and
he gives tLem Lollius, as good a name as any
tther. Where he found it is a question of
little importance. It is perhaps a pity that Prof.
Skeat should have revived the notion that it was
derived from a mistranslation of Hcrace : not
that Chaucer was incapable of the blunder,
but fcimply because he was not in the. least

likely to have ever come across the Epistle to
Lollius either in tho works of Horace (with
which he was probably quite unacquainted) or
in any book of extracts.

Prom what has been said, it follows that we
must reject Prof. Skeat's explanation of ii. 14,

that "Latin seems in this case to mean
Italian," while at the same time it may be well
to state that in both the references to Lollius

Chaucer must have had Boccaccio really in his

mind. Prof. Skeat says that in i. 394 "Myn
autour called Lollius" really means Petrarch

;

but if we read the rather obscurely expressed
passage carefully, we shall see that what the
poet says is this; "Of the song of Troilus I

shall give not only the general substance, as

my author Lollius gives it, but every word as

he sang it " ; and then he proceeds to give the
song, in four stanzas imitated from Petrarch.

It is clear that if "Lollius" here refers to

anyone in particular it is to Boccaccio, who
says simply that Troilus sang, without giving
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the words of his song. The subsequent
mention of Lollius by Chaucer in the " House
of Fame," in company with other authors who
bear up the fame of Troy, was merely in order

to give additional colour to the fiction ; and
Lydgate no doubt accepted Lollius as an
author on the Trojan War on the authority of

Chaucer. Meanwhile, as to the real source of
" Troilus and Criseyde," Lydgate seems to have
had some genuine information, perhaps com-
municated by Chaucer himself to his brother
poet. He calls it, as we know,

'
' a tnmslacioun

Of a bobe which called is Trophe
In Lumbarde tongue,"

showing that he knew it to be taken from a
modem Italian book, though the name of it,

which he had probably heard mentioned, had,
in part, escaped his memory. This " Trophe,"
which is given as the name of a book, has
apparently no connexion with the " Trophee,"
which is cited by Chaucer in the "Monkes Tale"
as an author. lu any case. Prof. Skeat's rather
confident suggestion that the person meant is

Quido delle Colonne must be rejected, unless it

can be shown that the name had some actuiil

application to him. It is idle to suggest that
he "may have been connected with Tropea on
the west coast of Calabria," unless some evi-

dence can ba adduced that he was so.

But as regards Guido there is a more im-
portant question involved, on which it is

necessary to challenge the statements of Prof.
Skeat in the most direct manner. It becomes
necessary to ask the question, whether there is

any real evidence that Chaucer in writing
"Troilus and Criseyde" used Guido at all.

Prof. Skeat admits, at the last moment as if

were—that is, chiefly in the list of Errata and
Addenda—that Chaucer drew something from
Banoit de Sain te-More; but he still maintaius
that Guido was the chief authority after

Boccaccio, and he backs his opinion by some
four pages of quotations, more than sufii-

cient to convince a reader who looks no
further. And yet it is as nearly possible to
demonstrate that Chaucer drew nothing from
Guido for this poem, as it can ever be to

dfraonstrate a proposition of such a kind.
Guide's " Hisforia Troiana " is admitiedly a
Latin prose abridgment of the French metrical
"Roman de Troie," by Benoit de Sainte-More.
Now, if it can be conclusively shown that
Chancer had Benoit before him, and if every
one of the things which are supposed to have
been drawn frum Guido might equally well,

and in most cases much better, have been taken
from Benoit, it may be reasonably concluded
that Guido was not consulted at all. Chaucer,
no doubt, used Guido afterwards, in the
" Legend of Good Women," for example, where
Prof. Skeathas very happily restored the reading
"Guydo" for " Ovide "

; but is there any
evidence that he had the " Historia Troiana "

before him when he wrote " Troilus" ?

First, then, for theevidencethatChaucerused
Benoit. Prof. Skeat admits this in regard to
tho presents interchanged between Criseyde
and Diomede, the horse, the " broche," and the
" ponsel " (the " broche " by the way, is taken
from Boccaccio), and he adds, "I doubt if

there is much more." There is, however,
certainly a great deal more. For example, the-
circumstances of the death of Hector
("Troilus," V. 1558-1560), are undoubtedly
taken, not from Guido, as Prof. Skeat sup-
poses, but from Benoit. Chaucer says

:

" For a? ho droagh a king by thaventayle,
Unwar of this, Achilles thioogh the mayle
And through the body g»n him for to ryve.'

'

For this Guido has :

"Hector uero int<)rim in qutndam Orfcorum
Tcgem irrneiat, ipsum ceparut et ciptum ona-
batur ipsum a turmis ostrahero," &c.

;

and Benoit {Rom. de Troie, 10166 ff.)

:

" Hector a un reiabatu,

Prendre le volt et retenir,

Et as lor par force tolir

:

Far la ventaillt le teneit," &c.

It is obvious here that the source is Benoit
rather than Guido.

Take, again, the description of Criseyde
(v. S06-826), which Prof. Skeat sets down in
his notes as Chaucer's own. This is dearly
from Benoit, who says

:

" Briseida ert avcnanz,
N'ert Irop petite, ne trop granz.
Plus esteit bele et bloie et blanche
Que flor de 11', ne neis eur branche :

]U es li sorcil qui li giseient,

Auquetes li mesavcneient

;

Biaz ielz avoit de grant manidre,
Et molt esteit bele parli<^re.

Molt fu de buen affetement,
Et de tage contcnemcnt.
Molt fu amoe et molt ameit,
Mes sis corages 11 changeit,
Et si esteit molt amorose,
Simple et almosniuro et pitose."

{Roman de Troie, 5257-52T0.)

Every point of this is reproduced by Chaucor,
who adds, of course, also something of his

own :

" Crisojde mene u-as of hir stature,

Ttereto of ehap, of face, and eek of chere,

Ttier mighte been no fairer creature.

Aiid save hir broicea ioyncden y-ferc.

There icas no lak, in ought I can espyen
;

She sobre was, etk simple, and wys withal,
Th9 beste y-norisshed eek that mighte be,

Add goodly of hir speche in general.

Charitable, eatatliche, lusty, and free
;

Ne never-mo ne lakkede Mr pitee ;

Tendre-hearted, tlydinge of corage."

And note that M. Joly explains the expres-
sion "qui li giseient" to mean "qui se

rejoignaient," and, indeed, one MS. has the
reading " li joignoient," so that it is not
necessary to suppose that Chaucer was
acquainted with Dares, whose description, not
much followed by Benoit in other features,

contains tho expression " superciliis iunctig."

These instances, combined with the incident

of the " pensel," which is not found elsewhere,

"la destre manche de fon brsz
Hone et fretche de ciclaton

Li done en leu de gonfanon." (11. 15102 fE.),

compartid with " Troilus," v. 1043, are amply
sufBciei.t to prove that Chaucer drew directly

from Benoit. And when we examine the
passages alleged to be borrowed from Guido, wo
shall Bud that there is not one which might
not have been taken from the Roman de

Troie ; and generally the form of expression
used by Chaucer suggests Benoit rather than
Guido. For example, with tho description of

Troilus iu v. 827 ff., compare Roman de Troie,

5405 ff.

:

" Grant iert ; mes bien li couveneit
A la taille que bone aveit.

(lie ne quit or ti vaillant home,
Jusque la oCi la terre atsomme," &o.

No single expression in Chaucer's description

suggests Guido in the least, and the phrase
" Ector the seoounde," iu an earlier part of tho
pDora (ii. 158), can hardly be said to be
sufficient of itself to prove imitation of Guido's
expression hero, " uel fuit alius Hector uel

sccundus ab ipso."

The description of Diomede by Chaucer is not
very characteristic, but it resembles Benoit
rather than Guido; and the incident of the
glove, which Prof. Skeat says is "obviously
from Guido," is found equally in Benoit. The
same may be said in general of tho wooing of

Criseyde by Diomede, compare " Troilus," v.

1000 ff., with Rcmari de Troie, 13641-13646; and

Prof. Skeat has admitted that the reflections of
Criseyde on finally accepting Diomede are duo
originally to Benoit, 11. 20227 ff.

It appears, then, that for this poem
Chaucer drew from Benoit de Sainte-More
and not from Quido.

Q. C. Macaulay.

TEINCTIXl'S "M0N8TEK," CALIBAN.

L-mfon : Harcli 28, 1995.

As I have not seen the following passage
quoted, which connects a Monster with Ber-
muda, I think attention should be called to it.

" When we came to the height * of Bermuda, we
ditcouered a monster in the sea, who shewed bim-
selfe three times vnto vs, from the middle vpwards,
in which parts hee was proportioned like a man,
of the complecticu of a Mulato or tawny Indian.
The Gcncrall did commaund one uf his clearks to

put it in writing, and bee C3iti&;d the King and
his Nobles thereof."

The side -note is, "A sea-monster in the shape of
a man." This was printed by Hakluy t in 1600, in
" The Third and Last Volume of the Voyages,
Navigations, Traffiques, and Discoueries of
the English Nation," &c. (p. 493), in "The
trauailes of lob Hortop, which Sir lohn
Hawkins set on land within the Bay of Mexico,
after his departure from the Hauen of 8. lohn
de Velna in Nueua Espanna, the 8 of October,
1568." And although Hortop's general, Diego
Flores de Valdes, was a Spaniard, and the
description of the Monster was sent to the
Spanish king and court, yet Hortop's account
attracted attention in England, for Purchas
in his Pilgrimage, speaking of Bermuda, says

:

" It is also called the Hand of Eiuels, which they
Euppoce inhabite there ; and the Inchanted Hand :

but these are inchanted conceits. lob Hortop
[ap. Hik.] relateth, that in the he'ght o{ Bermuda
they had sight of a Sea-monster, which three
times shewed himselfe from the middle vpwaids,
in shape like a man, of the complexion ojC a Mulal^o
or tawuie Indian " (ed. 2, 161 1;.

As the Monster did not escape Purchaa's eye,

we may fairly assume that it caught Shak-
spere's, and was in his mind when he wrote

:

" Triimilo. What have we here? a Man? or a
Fieh? dead, or alive? A Fi^h 1 hee smil.n like a
Fish. ... A strange Fish! . . . L'gd like a
Man, and his Finnes like Armo.^ \ . . .

" Stephana. Tbis is EOme MouBler uf tho Isle,

with foure legs. . . ." (Tempest, II. H 24 63)

Let us hope that Job Hortop—" pouder-
maker, borno at Bourne, a towiie in Lincoln-
shire, . . . prest to go on the third voyage to

the West Indies, with the right worshpful Sir

lohn Hawkins"—lived to see the "Tempest,"
and the Bermudan Monster, or Caliban, after his

return to Euglamd on Decciiiber 2, 1590.

P, J, FURNIVALL,

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
EiKDAV. Apiil 7, 7. so p.m. Ethioul : " The Future of Uie

Woman QaesUoa," bv Miss Orirc
4p.m Asiitic: "Ma Huaa's Aocoint of Bengal,"

by Kr. Q. Fnilllps.

MonDAT, April 8, 4 80 p.m. Tio'orii Injtitate : 'Ttco-
»''P''T-" , ...

8 p.m Library AssodaU.n: "L »« Bs ItaraeJ at

the Annutl C^nUttistia," by Mr. 8. 8o,ith.

8.S0 p m. Geogrsphicil :
" A Journey to Uount

Euwetz ri and South to L«l e rangaoyina," by Mr.
O. F. Ecjtt-Elliut.

Tlbsdav. Arril 9.8pm C ! mial Institute : " Sone 8: cial

Forces a'. Work in Bouth Afiici," by the BUhop of

Grabamatairo.
8 p.m. nvil Eogineera : Dijcuwijn, "Xurps^o-Bjat

Deatroyerf."
8.30 pm. Atth'noIogicO :

" F"ur as a Saoted
Number," by Misi A. W. Bjtklmil ;

•• A. M' dern Greek
Morality." by Mr. J. L. Myre* ;

' vVrcinonifS obattved
by iha Kandyars in Padfly CSi'iv.ti n," b/ Mr. T. B.
Pohath K-heJpannala ; 'L' x 13 abiroromof ihe D»g»ie«-

tan," by Prof. Klaxime Kov8lev.'kv.

Satirday April 1 <, 8 45 p m. 1) unic : General FdrtnJghtly

Me liug.

• Latituie.
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SCIENCE.

"The Paiilavi
Nirangistdn :

Text Seeies."—Vol I.

Photo - zincographed

Eacsimile of one MS., with an Introdue

tion and a Collation of another. Edited

by Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana.

(Bombay : Trustees of the Paraee Pun-
chayet.)

When the late Prof. James Darmesteter

was in Bombay, he delivered a lecture to

the Parsi community upon their religion

and sacred books, on February 2, 1887,

in which he earnestly advised them to raise

a fund among themselves for the publication

of a few important Pahlavi texts which
existed only in rare or unique MSS. He
further suggested that a Victoria Jubilee

Pahlavi Text Fund would be a suitable

Parsi memorial of the jubilee of the Queen-
Empress which was then rapidly approach-

ing. The fund was raised and a committee
was appointed to arrange for the publication

of three such texts, one of which, edited by
their secretary, a son of their high priest,

has now appeared.

So far as is yet known, the Nirangistan

consists of two or more fragments of the

Huspuram Naak, one of the law-books of

the Zoroastrian religion in Sasanian times :

and it was probably copied in Persia about
A.D. 1471, or earlier, from the remains of an
old MS. long since lost. The copy of 1471,
or an early"descendant of it, was taken to

India by a Persian priest in 1720, where it

was copied by Jamasp Asa, the best Pahlavi
Echolar of his time, in 1727; and it is his

copy, now belonging to Dastur Hushang of

Poona, that has been photographed for

this edition, the copy brought from Persia

having disappeared. The editor has also

printed the text of some defective and
missing folios, with a collation of the

remainder, from an independent MS.
obtained by Ervad Tahmuras from Persia

some twenty years ago. This MS. is

certainly older than Jamasp Asa's copy, and
is more complete at the beginniog ; but it

has lost about sixteen folios at the end, and
a few others are damaged. If these defects

had not existed, it would have been the

better MS. to have photographed. As it

contains the text of three folios missing in

the Indian copy, it must be descended from
an earlier copy of the old MS. in Persia,

written before that MS. had lost those three

folios ; and its text is generally more
intelligible than that of the Indian copy.

Like the Vendidad with Pahlavi, the

Kirangistan contains an Avesta text alter-

nating with its Pahlavi translation, but
interspersed with much longer Pahlavi com-
mentaries, BO that the proportion of Pahlavi
to Avesta text is nine to one, instead of the

Vendidad proportion of rather more than
two to one. The Avesta text has been
extracted and translated, with the assistance

of the Pahlavi, by Darmesteter in his French
translation of the Zend-Avesta (vol. iii.,

pp. 78-148), and he has shown that it forms
as connected a treatise as most parts of the
Vendidad. An English translation of the
same will accompany the second edition of

his Vendidad in the " Sacred Books of the
East."

Although Ildug quoted pas8ag<8 f'om

'

the Nirangistan in the Zend-Pahlavi Glossary

(pp. 70, 77, 126) in 1867, and gave some
account of the contents of the Nirangistan
section of the Hiisparam Nask in the
Pahlavi-Pdzand Glossary (p. 130) in 1870,
he did not attempt to identify the two texts.

This identity seems to have been first sug-
gested in the second edition of his essays

on the Parsis (p. 99), in 1878. But it was
not until the epitome of the Nasks, con-

tained in the Dtnkard, was translated in

1892 in the "Sacred Books of the East"
(vol. xxxvii.) that the identity of the last

seven-eighths of the Nirangistan MS. with
the first three-fifths of the Nirangistan
section of the Husparam Nask became fully

evident; while the beginning of the Ms.
was found to agree with the beginning of

the Aerpatistan section of the same Nask.
The Aerpatistan, or priest-code, contained
the laws and regulations affecting the
rights and duties of the Zoroastrian priest-

hood, and it preceded the Nirangistan, or
ritual-code, which regulated the details of

many religious ceremonies. There can be
no doubt that these laws, collected and
commented on in Sasanian times, will be of

much interest to the Parsi priesthood when
fully translated, while such of them as

have become obsolete may afford a wide
field for polemical dispute. To the laity,

however, who are eminently practical,

religious commentaries are only entertain-

ing as records of old customs.

The facsimile of 195 octavo folios has
been well executed by the Bombay Govern-
ment Photo-zincographic Department ; and
the editor's collation of the Iranian MS.
seems to have been carefully made. In his

new edition of the Pahlavi Vendidad, which
is well advanced, he will have a better

opportunity of displaying his abilities as an
editor of texts. It should be noticed that

the first folio of the facsimile commences
with a short Nirang, or rite, for the pre-

paration of the Vars, or filaments of hair,

supposed to symbolise the ancient hair-

sieve for filtering the Hom-juice prepared
and tasted during the ceremonies. This
Nirang is followed by a Persian-Pahlavi
colophon dated a.t. 840 (the last of the
three ciphers being unfortunately erased
from the photograph) ; and the colophon
states that the Nirang was found by the

writer of that date (a.d. 1471) in the

position he has copied it. It forms, hoW'
ever, no part of the Nirangistan.

E. W. West.

DR. FITZEDWARD HALL.
We quote the following from the New York
Nation of March 21 :

" If the German fasliiou prevailed with ue,

telegrams of congratulation would, on this

eeventieth birthday of Dr. Fitzedward Hall, be
pouring in to Matleeford, England, where this

American echolar has his home. His name is not
unlmown to our readers, who have for years
enjoyed his expositions of English verbal usage,
such as no other man living could produce. But
he has expetienced the usual fate of an absentee, in

being overloolced by his countrymen, and in beiog
accordingly without his proper honour here. That
he is even a Harvard graduate—a member of the
class of 1846, and classmate of Profs. Child, Lane,
and Norton—is little suspected by the great

majority of the alumni of that institutioo, to

which he has given miiiy vahn'rlc Oriental

books, and recently some five hundred Oriental
MSS., many of the greatest rarity. Those,
again, who read Dr. Murray's recurring
acljnowledgments of Dr. Hall's mvaluable and
incomparable services in supplementirg the readers
for and the proof readers of the New English
Dictionary— acknowledgments which, to be ade-
quate, would seem exaggerated—do not think of
Dr. Hall as an Orientalist who spent sixteen years
in India. His career there, whote beginning was
made memorable by a shipwreck in the treacherous
river Hooghly, was the honou'able one of public
usefaluees as superintendent of cchools, and as
professor of Sanskrit at the sacred city of Benares,
the very centie of Hindu learning. In India he
familiarised himself with divers Eastern languages,
was the first American to publish a Sanskiit text,
and has, in the Journal of The Asiatic Society {i.e

,

of Bengal) and in Indian magazines and printed
volumes, lieen a most prolific writer and editor on
Oriental subjects, as the British Museum Catalogue
will testify. Of his achievements in the various
fields of Hindu antiquity, we may mention his
books and essays on the philosophical systems,
especially the Sankhya, on dramaturgy, astronomy,
andepgraphy; although published for the most
part three or four decades ago, they are still of
great and almost undiminished value and authority.
His wonderful BeUaenheit—which competent
authorities pronounce to be as admirable in San-
skrit as we Icnow that it is in English—was brought
to bear not only upon the annotation of texts,
but also upon some of the intricate problems of
Hindu literary chronology, with extraordinary
acuteness and tuccess. Since 1862 he has been
constantly employed by the British Civil Service
Commissioners as examiner in Sanskrit, Hindu-
stani, Hindi, Bengali, or English. All this time
has been going on che note-making on points of
Englieh which, as he lately wrote to the Chicago
Dial, he began in 1838, or when he was but
thirteen years of age, and which has borne fruit
not only in the present help to Dr. Murray's
international enterprise, but in claEsical works
like his -Recent Exemplifications of False Philology

(1872), Modern English {IS'3}, On English Adjeciivet
ill -able (1877), and others more controversial. An
intense American, it has been Dr. Hall's lot to
dwell among EBglishmen for more than three-
fifths of his life. His profound learning won for
him, as long ago as 1860, the highest recognition
from the University of Oxford—the degree of
D.O.L.— just as also his modest and unfailing
kindness and public spirit have won him a recog-
nition (perhaps even dearer to him) in the little

hamlet in Suffolk that has so long been his home.
But it ought not to happen that hia seventieth
birthday should pass without a word of cordial
and admiring remembrance from his native land.'

'

SCIENCE NOTES.

The first soiree of the Eoyal Society will be
held on Wednesday, May 1.

Prof. Miall's book on The Natural History
of Aquatic Insects will be published by Messrs.
MacmilHan & Co. immediately after Baster.
It is intended to assist the naturalist, and
especially the young naturalist, in the study of
the very interesting insects which abound in

our ponds and rivers. The volume will be
illustrated with drawings specially made under
the author's direction.

Messrs. W, H. Allen & Co. will publish
on Monday next a new volume of their

"Naturalist's Library," being part i. of The
Carnivora— cats, civets, and mungooses—by
Mr. E. Lydekker, illustrated with thirty-two
coloured plates and numerous woodcuts.

The late William Bolitho has bequeathed
£500 to the Geological Society of Cornwall, the

income of which sum is to be applied each year
in "the production of a gold or richly gilded

silver medal, to be presented to the member of

the Society whose attainments, labours, or dis-

coveries in geological or mineralogical science

are found most doserving."
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Mb. PBEnEKirK Webb has presented £1,000
to the Medioal School of SK George's Hopital,

to found an annual prize in bacteriologfy.

The Institution of Civil Engineers stUl con-
tinues to increase in numbers, although not at

the same rate as in former years. The list

corrected to April 1 shows that there are now
on the books 6737 members of all classes,

against 6057 at the corresponding period in

1894.

Ax a recent meeting of the Academie des
Sciences, a bronze medal was presented to M.
Joseph Bertrand, perpetual secretary, bearing
the following legend :

" In honour of fifty

years' devotion to science and education, from
his pupils, admirers, and friends."

We quote the following statement by Prof.
Ramsay concerning argon from Nature :

" I have been trying for clues to compounds of
argon. Mr. Miera, of the British Museum, called
my attention to Hillebrand's paper on Cleveite, a
rare Norwegian miucral, which Hillebrand eaid
gave off 2 per cent, of nitrogen on warming with
weak Bulphuiie acid. Cleveite contists chitlly of

urauate of lead, with rare earths. My idea was,
if the so-called nitrogen turned out to be argon,
to try it uranium could be induced to combine
with argon.
"The gas, on spatkiug with oxygen in presence

of soda loses a trace of nitrogen, probably intro-
duced during its extraction ; the residue consists
of a mixture of argon and helium ! The brilliant
yellow line, of which Mr. Crookes makes the wave-
length 587 19 is identical with the helium line. I
am collecting the gas, and shall shortly publish
regarding its properties."

The following, on the same subject, likewise
comes from Nature :

" Dr. B. Brauncr, professor of chemistry in the
Bohemian University, Prague, suggests to us
that argon possibly exists in nebulae. He points
out that a stroug argon line, measured by
Mr. Crookes, has practically the same wave-length
as the chief nebula line, and thinks that the line
at A 3729 8 in the 'blue' spectrum of the new sub-
stance represents the line at A 3730, found in the
spectra of nebulae and white stars."

PHILOLOar NOTES.
At the meeting of the Eoyal Asiatic Society
on Monday next, Mr. G. Phillips, late of the
China Consular Service, will read a paper on
" Ma Huan's Account of Bengal (1410 a.d.)."

TuE Academie des Inseriptions has recom-
mended M. Kubens Duval for the vacant chair
of Aramaic at the College de France.

The latest addition to the publications of
the Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes is a
Bibliography of Corea, containing a list of all
the works published in that country down to
1890, with a description and summary of the
principal ones. The author is M, Maurice
Courant, interpreter to the French Legation at
Tokio.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ViKDio Club —[Fridat/, March 15.)

Pkop. W. Watson Cueynb, president, in the
chair.—Dr. J. G. Garson, vice-president of tlje
Anthropological Institute, read a paper on "The
History of the Early Inhabitants of Orkney." He
began by saying that, although the connexion of
Orkney with Norway probably dated back only to
the close of the eighth century, the Norse element
is undoubtedly more strongly predominant there
than iu other parts of Britain formerly occupied
by the Norsemen. But in earlier and prehistoric
timoj the inhabitants appear to have been ethno-
logicilly the same as elsewhere in Britain. He
then briefly ^ketch3d the way in which, by means
of ancient bariah, the anthropologist is enabled to
gather information about races of whom no other
record rcmiina, and he appealed aga'nst the super-

stition and vandalism which too often led to such
remains when discovered beiug destroyed. Orkney,
however, was comparatively rich in ancient burial-
places and other remains. Man's early history in
Britain might be divided into four periods— >.<., the
palaeolithic, the neolithic, the bronze, and the
historic. These represent various stages of culture,

which may often overlap in different parts of the
same country. Man in palaeolithic times came
iuto Britain by laud, as in late pleistocene times
the land extended over the greater part of what
is now the bed of the North Sea as far as Shetland
and iuto the Atlantic beyond the Hebrides. But
iu this age man apparently did not pass north of

a line drawn from the Bristol Channel to the
Wash. His implements at this time were of Hint,

unpolished, wood and bone, and he was skilful in

carving. His skeleton shows a long, narrow head,
strongly developed frontal ridges, low forehead
and receding chm, his last lower molar tooth being
larger than the others, contrary to what we find

subsequently in Europe. His stature was a little

over five feet. In neolithic times the distribution

of sea aud land was almost as at the present day,
but the climate was more continental and moister,

and the land was covered with forest as far as the

Orkneys. Man had made great strides in civilisa-

tion and lived iu fixed habitations, his stone
implements also are better formed, those charactr-
istic of the period being beautifully ground and
polished. The flint usedformaking them wasquarried
from below the surface of the ground. There also

seems to hBve been some commerce in implements,
as even in Orkney jadite or nephrite axes have
been found which probably came from Central
Europe. Their burials took place in long oval

barrows. The stature of the nee at this time
was about 5ft. 5in. ; the skull is large and
well formed, long and proportionately narrow in

shape, with feebly developed brow and other
ridges, cheek-bones not prominent, well-formed
chin and straight features. The people of the
bronze period succeeded those of the previous age,

and at the time of the Roman invasion, which may
be regarded as the dawn of history iu these
islands, were in fuU possession of tho coimtry.
They came over from Belgium and France, and
are the so-called Kelts. Their use of bronze shows
a marked advance in civilisation The lake-dwel-
lings and beehive houses of Ireland belong to thi?

period, and perhaps the Picts' Houses of Scotland
;

but some authorities think these last ueolithic.

In the early part of this age the dead were buried
in circular barrows and sometimes in the upper
part of the older long barrows. Later on crema-
tion became fashionable, and the cremated
ashes were then buried in the round barrows.
The skull is now large, broader and rounder
than in neolithic man, brow ridges large

and strongly developed, lidges for the attachment
of muscles large and well marked, cheek-bones
prominent, jaw large, and upper jaw somewhat
prominent and chin well-formed. In stature the

race is tall, averaging 5ft. 9in. Palaeolithic man is

not found in Orkney ; but neolithic man undoubt-
edly dwelt there, as we know from imple-
ments and skeletons found. Besides these, the
circular burghs are probably ueolithic, though
mwy consider them to be of the bronze age ; tor

at Oxtro stone cists coutainiag cremated inter-

ments of the bronze ago and bronze ornaments
were found, below which were discovered the
remains of a circular burgh with walls still 3ft. to

Oft. high. Only stone and bono relics were foimd in

thii, the bronze remains being confined to the

upper strata. The Picts' Houses, such as that at

Skalle, Sandwick, probably belong to the end of

the neolithic period, or beginning of the bronze
age, though no metal remains have been found in

them ; while the megalithic stones and stone

circles, such as Stennia, have hitherto been ascribed

to the bronze age, but there is a growing
tendency now to put them back to the earlier age.

Typical neolithic skeletons have been found iu

Orkney, some of wbich are now in the museum at

Cambridge. Many remains of the bronze period
are found in Orkney, such as round barrows con-
taining skeletons and cremated remains, and
weapons and utensils of various kinds. A typical

skull found at Newbiggin is preserved in iho

museum of the College of Surgeons. The neolithic

and bronze people existed side by side, and are

found interred together ; but the bronze were the

preponderating and probably the conquering race,

and they were doubtless tho principal part of tho
population down to the time of the Norse invasion.

The lecture was illustrated with magic-lantern
views, showing the various types of skuUs, imple-
ments, &c.—Mr. F. T. Norris said that ho had
been most interested in Br. Garsou's paper, but
he must join issue with the conclusion he came to,

that these skulls and stone implements described

were all Keltic. This appeared to him to beg the

whole question, as it is very doubtful whether
some of the reputed neolithic skulls are not
Teutonic. There was probably a Teutonic immi-
gration into tho islands earlier than the Scandi-
navian in 872. Tacitus speaks of a Tentonic
race dwelling in Caledonia in his day, when
many of the German tribes ueod only stone imple-
ments ; and there can be very little doubt that in

very early times the whole of the north and east

coasts of Britain were infested by sea-rovers of

Teutonic origin, who had formed settlements

there, as during the Boman ccjupation an ofQcer

was appointed, styled " the Coant of the Saxon
shore," to repress their incursions Probably there

was a large Teutonic element iu North Britain in

the stone age, aud these would supply t leir quota
to burials attributed by the lecturer to ths Keltic

stone age. With regard to the primitive papula-
tion of Britain, there was still a question to be
decided as to who were the Silurcs and other tribes

mentioned, who were strongly differentiated from
the Kelts, and also who were the Kets themselves ;

as, according to historical data, they were, as to

o e halt, Teutonic, and, as to the other, Gaulish.

Mr. Norris would be glad to know the authority

for the existence of a race in the bronze period

averaging 5ft. 9in. in height, as he had
not met with any evidence of such a race at that

period. He considered that, save in exceptional

cases, the evidence sought to be deduced from the

three divisions of stone, bronze, and iron was in-

conclusive for chronological purposes, unlets

supported by other evidence.—Dr. Jon Stefans-

son eaid that the western part of Iceland had
been very largely peopled by a mixed Nor-
wegian and Keltic popiUation from the Orkneys,

as the story of And, among others, showed. She
was the wife of one of tho Norse kings of Dublin,

and on her husband's death she migrated first to

Orkney, then to Iceland, where she finally settled.

There had for a long time been constant inter-

course between Orkney and Iceland, but very

little trace of this appeared to be left now. A
young Faroese philologist, Mr. Jakobsen, was ati

the present time investigating this question iu the

Orkneys and Shetland ; and he found tliat, though
the old Icelandic had disappeared from the coinmon
dialect, very many of the old words were still to

be foimd In the dialect used by the fishermen

at sea. It is a superstition with them that it is

unlucky when at sea to mention various objects

under the ordinary names given them on land, and
various old Norse words have been preserved for

use in this way. Several hundreds of such words
had already been collected from the fishermen's

speech. The Keltic influence in Iceland had not

yet been satiefactarily traced. The differentiation

of the Icelandic people from that of Norway was,

in a large measure, owing to Keltic admixture.

—Mr. A. F. Major, hon. sec , said there was one
question as to the early inhabitants of the Orkneys
that he should like to raise. Sir George Dosent-,

iu the Introduction to his translation of the

Orkneyinga Saga, recently published in the

Rolls Series, said that it seemed probable that the

early inhabitants of Orkney, who d*relt in weems
and burghs descrit>ed iu the lecture, had passed

away from the islands before the time of the Norse
immigration, aud that at that time the islands were
only inhabited by a few Papal anchorites of the

Irish Church. This supposition was quite con-

trary to the views taken by Mr. Joteph Anderson
in his Introduction to the earlier translation of the

Saga, in support of which he adduces passages

from Nenuiua and from Irish Annals. It is some-
what surprising to find thess statements over-

looked in the litest authority on the subject pub-
lished under Government ausinces. The Sagas, it

is true, give no account of the conquest of the

islands, but they only take up their history when
they were already occupied by the Northmen.—
Dr. Karl Blind proposed a vote of thanks to Dr.

Garson for his valuable paper. In speaking of the
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early history of the Orkneys, he said wa should
not forget Pytheas, of Masfilia, whn had voyaged
up the English Csianasl and vi ited the Gsrman
Ocean and the Biltic, ar.d sailed as far as Thule in

the high North. This Thule has by some learned

writers been identiSed with Orkney. The works
of Pytheaa are unforiuuately lost, but fragments
are quoted by other ancient authors. A passage
In Solinus, rather corrupt in its Latin, runs thus :

"Thule Urga et diutiaa pomona copiosa est."

Bessell has stirted the hypothesis that

poinona does not mean "fruit," or the

goddes? of garden culture in this passage, but
refers to the name Pomona, given to the mainland
of Orkney. The word sounds like a Latin one';

but its termination, "a," Dr. Blind thought,
might be the Germanic "a," " aa," or "ey"

—

that is, " island.' ' He agreed with almost all that

had been said by previous speakers, and held it to

be most probable that there had been a Norte
immigration into these islands in prehistoric

times, and that the historic invasion into the
Orkneys was only a second wave. The races

mentioned by T«citus as inhabiting Britain are the
Caledonians, who, according to the Roman his-

torian's a; serl ion, represent a Germanic element

;

the Kelts, who came from Gaul ; and the Silures,

who, halting from Spain, are the Iberian sub-
stratum which can be traced in the population of

Wales. When, therefore, it is said that the
earliest inhabitants of the Orkneys were the same
as those of Britain at large, the fact must be kept
in mind that there were three races in this country
even then. Caesar, speaking of Gaul aa also

divided into three parts—Belgian, Aquitaniao, and
Galli J— says that they differ in language, institu-

tions, and laws. From his description it i) clear

that, in hn time, Central Gaul was peopled by
Kelts ; the South-west by an Ibetian race, kindred
to the Basques of the present day and to the
Iberian immigrants into Wales. Aa to the Belgian
part of Caesar's Gaul, we must remember that he
declared he had found out that most of the
Belgians were of German origin, even as
they are to this day. The evidence for

an early Teutonic immigration into Britain
from various sides U thus manifest. The Picts,

who appear in the place of the Caledonians,
have been varioufly attributed to the Teutonic,
the Keltic, and even to the Turanian stock. He
himself inclined to the first-named view. Dr.
James Feiguseon and many others have declared
for a Norwegian origin of the " brochs." With
regard to the peculiar fishermen's language at sea
in the Faroes, there is a similar kind of hieratic

fishermen's speech in Shetland and the North o(
Scotland. From Shetland many such words had
some years ago been sent to him. Some are
eridemly pure Norse or Teutonic, and had thus
snrvived from the more ancient speech of the
country.— Dr. A. Wallace hoped as a visitor that
he might be allowed to say a word or two, as he
thought the previous speakers had somewhat mis-
apprehended the drift of Er Garson's lecture
The lecturer, as he understood, did not undertake
the investigation of the historic period at all,

although he had incidentally referred to the
coming of the Northmen to the eastern shores of
Britain in bis introductory remarks ; but, baring
divided his subject into the four periods, he only
ditcuffcd the three first. The evidences he had
described were all prehistoric, and he confined
his survey to the prehistoric remains alone. Dr.
Wallace expreseed the Interest he took in the
investigation, and referred to his visit to Kent's
Cavern, and his examination of the remains
collected from it by the late Mr. Pengelly. He
there taw eridences of man's existence, alongside
of the polar bear, probably at a period as
remote as sixty thousand years ago. The evidences
collected in Orkney of prehistoric man were,
cf course, meagre ; but when examined by such
aathorities as thelecturer, theywere found toposft ss

similar characteristics to those found further south
and thiis they bear out the idea that prehistoric
man bad inhabited these northern pirts, as
evidenced by the human remains and implements
characteristic of the three periods found in the
places of burial, thus establishing the lecturer's
thesis.—Dr. Garson, in reply, said that the remarks
of Dr. Wallace in the course of the discussion
answered tbe most important questions asked.
Almost all those who had spoken misunderstood

the period he dealt with. He went back Into

geological times ; and, although he did not like to
state any fixed number of years, or even centuries,

ha might mention that the bronzj age is con-
jectured to have been at its height in this country
about 500 Bc, while the polished stone age was
long before that. The ancient Ibarians have been
usually considered to be of the same rac3 as the
people of the neolithic period, who probably ex-
tended over the greater part of Western Europe.
The people of the bronzj period were probably the
first people speaking an Aryan tongue to enter
Britain. The osteologioal characters of the people
of these two periods are very definite and distinct.

The earliest skulls found in Scandinavia are
Turanian or Mongoloid. "Gaulish," or sa-ciUed
Keltic, immigrants into Britain of the bronza
period had undoubtedly a stature of 5ft 9in.

This he could say without any hesitation
after numerous observations. Also he ould afBrm
that remains of the neolithic race had been found
iu Orkney. He had searched the accounts of the
people of Britain given by the early classical

writers, not only Roman but Greek also ; a d he
found them so indefinite iu their descriptions and
use of names aa to be almost useless for anthropo-
logical purposes. Aa regards the Si'.ures, no
accounts are given of their characteristics by which
it is possible to recogni-e them ; but most likely

they were the remains of the long-headed neolitbio

people, as we know from the eiploriitions of
General Pitt-Rivera near Rushmere that they
lived iu ihe wcfctern parts of England even iu

Roman times, separate and distinct from the
other races forming the population.

Meteorological —[Wednesday, March .10.)

Mr. W. N. Shaw delivered a lecture on " The
Motion of Clouds considered with reference to

their Mode of Formation," which was illustrated

by experiments. Tfie question propased for con-
sideration was how far the apparent motion of

cloud was a satisfactory indication of the motion
of the air in which the cloud is formed. Tbe
mountain cloud rap was cited as an instauco of a
stationary cloud formed in air moving sometimes
with great rapidity

;
ground fog, thunder clouds,

and cumulus clouds were also referred to in this

connexion. The two causes of formation of cloud
were next considered : namely, (1) the mix'ng of
masses of air at different temperatures, and (2) the
dynamical cooling of air by the reduction of its

pressure without supplying heat from the out^ide.

The two methods of formation were illustrited by
experiments. A sketch of tbe supposed motion of

air near the centre of a cyclone showed the prob-
ability of the clouds formed by the mixing of air

being carried along with the air after they were
formed ; while when cloud is being formed by
expansion circumstances connected with the for-

mation of drops of water on the nuclei to be found
in the air, and the maintenance of the particles in

a state of suspension, make it probable that the
apparent motion of such a cloud is a bad indication

of the motion of the air. After describing some
f^pecial cases, Mr. Shaw referred to the meteoro-
logical effects of the thermal disturbance which
must be introduced by the condensation of water
vapour, and he attributed the violent atmospheiio
disturbances accompanying tropical rains to this

cause. The difference in the character of nuclti

for the deposit of water drops was also pointed out
and illustrated by the exhibition of coloured halos

formed under special conditions when the dtops
were sufficiently uniform in size.

FINE ART.
THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM.

Wk quote the following from the annual report

of the visitors of the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford :

" The year 1894 will be memorable in the annals
of the Ashmolean, owing to the completi ju of

the new Museum buildings contiguous to the
University Galleries and the transference thither

of the collections. The moving of the objects

from their cases began on August 22 ; and, owing
to tbe care that had to be taken in the case of the

more delicate specimens, the transport was not
completed till November 17. The Keeper, how-

ever, is glad to be able to report that the trans-
ference took place without loss or breakage.
"The re-arranging of the specimens in the new

rooms has been necescarily a graaual process ; bat
the landing at the top of tno stairs, containing
' Tradescants' Ark,' the Mediaeval and Oxford
collections, and the room containing the Renais-
sance Bronzes and Majolica given and deposited
by Dr. Fortnum, were provisionally arranged by
the end of the year. The lecture-room has been
fitted up and a part of the library. In the lower
rooms of the Sluseum have been arranged the
classical casta and the larger Egyptian monu-
menta.
"The year has also been marked by valuable

additions to the collections. The Egyptian
department has been enriched by the chief results
of Prof. Flindera Petrie's excavations at Koptos,
including fragments of archaic sculpture and
terra-cotta which are apparently anterior to tho
historic period of Egyp*, and are the first obj cts

of tho kind yet known. Among the sculptures of
this claRS presented by Mr. Petrie and his colleague
Mr. Martyn Kennard. may be mentioned a colossal

head of a bird, a head of a lion, and the head of
the god Min, the rest of whose statue is to follow.
To the same source, as well as to the j )int

liberality of Mr. Jesse Haworth, are also due some
reliefs from the Temple of Antef V. belonging to
the Xtth Dynasty, a do r jamb of Usertefen It.,

a Bamesside stela and a Ptolemiio wall with finely
executed reliefs

.

" Capt. H. G. Lyons, RE., his also presented a
series of Xllth Djnisty stelae fro n tbe Northern
Temple a"; Wady Haifa, and t • o hieratic stelao
from the village of Mat in the Dakhla oasis, whici
are of great interest as referring to the artesian
wells of the oasis, tho registers of water, and other
matters connected with its supply.
" Dr. Fortnum has deposited, together with

scarabs and other Egyptian relics, a very fine

blue-glazed libation vase, with inscriptions showing
that it was to be used for libations of wine and
milk for the Osiris priest of Ameu Ra at Thebes.
A series of scarabs and other small Egyptian relics

was procured by the Keeper during a visit to
Lower Egypt.
"A very interesting addi ion to the Oriental

collection of the Museum has been made in the in-
scribed weight from Samaria presented by Dr T.
Chaplin. As the controversy regarding the
Hebrew inscription that it bears on either sido is

not yet settled, it is premature to give any definite

interpretation.

"Through Mr. D. G Hogarth's kindness, the
Hittite coUec'ion receive! an iaiportaut acces'ion
of seals and stone implements prjcured by hiTi a";

Ain Tab in Cilicia. Among thoe is a bead-seal
wit;h a Hittite prince on either side surrounded by
hier.iglyphs, which is certainly the finest known
example of its class. Other ptimi ivo seals from
this site were contributed by Lord Encombe. A
Babylonian cylinder partly recut by a Hittite
engraver must also be mentioned among the
purchases of the Museum.
" The development of the part of our coUecti )n3

devoted to primitive Greece and tho Islands has
made considerable progress in the course of the
'a^t year. Mr. J. L. Myrea has presented to the
Museum a collection of Cypriote antiquities, the
result of his recent excavations, including terra-
cotta figures from a votive depo>i! near Larnaca,
and a series of early tomb-groups, some of them
of special chronological value from the association
of imported Mycenaean vatea with indigenous
fabrics. Other Cypriote antiquities from Amathus
have been given by the Trustees of the British

Museiun.
"As the result of hia explorations in Crete, the

Keeper has been able to add to the Museum a
variety of objects which throw a new light on the
early culture of the Aegean peoples. Among these
are a selection of early seal-stoufs, together with
casts of similar objects taken in Crete, inscribed

vases, and other relics, which evidence the exist-

ence in the island of both a pictographic and a
linear system of writing in pre-Phcenician times.

Others display decorative features derived from
Xllth Dynasty motives, and carry back the con-
iiexion of the Aegean peoples with tho Nile valley

to tho middle of the third millennium h c. This
contact is further illustrated by a series of stone

vessels of primitive forms from early Cretan graves.
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Other nuuUe tmmIb of the Mime date from KaxoB
have beeupieaented by Mr. J. I<. My res.

" The Keeper hM alao been able to secure some
interaatiog finds of bronze figures and weapons of

Mycenaean data from votivd deposits in Cretan

cares, together with vases and other objects of the

same period. Among the votive figures may be
mentioned tbe third and finest exim jJc yet known
of a broBi!} statuette of a Mycenaean warrior in a
peaked helmet. The two others werd found at

Tiryns and Mycenae respectively. From Mycenae
itself the Museum has acquired a set of gold
pendants of characteristic forms.
"Among the cUsjlcil antiquities obtained

during the last year may be mentioned an archiic
bronzd figure of Herakloa iu marriage costume,
from the site of Gala iu Sicily, an early terra-cotta

relief of a Sphinx from near Kritsa in Crete, and a
fourth-century red-figured krater from Capua,
with a very beautiful design, perhaps representing
the rape ot Persephone. The Branteghem Cup, of
Thebin wire, no doubt from the temple of the
Cabaiti, bai alto been purchased for the collec'ion.

It bsard comic representations of Odysseus and
Circe, and of Boreas blowing the hero over the sea
in a boat consisting of two amphorae. Br. Fort-
num has also deposited with the other objects of

his collection two red-figured hydriaa in most per-
fect condition, one representing a lady with two
handmaidens, the other Apollo holding his lyre
betwren two female flute-player?.

" From Athens were obtained a series of flue

specimens of Dipylon vases, and from Argos and
Olympia bronzj figures of the same period, two re-
presenting horics, and the other a Urge beetle of
remarkable type. These specimens of the geome-
trical period help to fill wbat has hitherto been a
serious lacuna in the Museum.

" Dr. Fortnum has supplemented hia former
munificence by the depoat on loan of almost the
whole of the rest of bis collection of Bronzes and
MijoUca, together with specimens of sculpture,
glass, and other objects. The whole of this mag-
nificent serifs is now arranged with the part of his
collection already presented by him in the
Renaissance Room.
"Among the Bronzes are some of unique im-

portance. Several of these works belong to the
end of the fifteenth or the early years of the six-

teenth century, including such masterpieces as the
inkstand attributed to Riccio of Padua ; another of
Florentine work, in the form of a nude boy hold-
ing two cornucopias ; and a North Ital'an figure of

Hercules striking with his club. A candlestick of
North Italian fabric {circa 1470) is probably
unequalled (or the combined delicacy and boldness
of tne reliefs with which it is adorned. An intc-

stand iu the form of a sea-monster is attributed to

Cellini, and two pieces— a recumbent Latona with
her children, and a saltcellar supported by a
kneeling male figure—to Guglielmo della Porta,
a pupil ot Michel Angelo. A figure of Venus is by
Giovanni di Bologna, and there is another after
Francia. Among the reliefs is a reposition, per-
haps a study by Donatello himself for the terra-
cotta relief in the Ohiuch of St. Antonio at Padua.
There Ij also a German inkstand of great impor-
tance, signed by Peter Vischer, of Nuremberg.
"Among the Majolica now deposited by Dr.

Fortium are some brilliant specimens of Italian
lu!:tred ware by Maestio Giorgio, and two early
Gubbio dishec, richly lustred in ruby and gold,
one representing a scene from one of Aesop's
Fables, after a woodcut of 1485. There are some
choice examples of Faenzj and OaSaggiolo plates
{ci'ca 1520), and specimens of Dinita, Castel
Durante, Urbino, and other fabrics, a Siculo-
Moresque ewer, and a beautiful series of Persian
and RbodianDamasctis wares. The glass includes
a sixteenth-century enamelled jug, Venetian
tazzas, and specimens of German, Flemish, and
other work.
"Dr. Fortnum has also deposited two fine

reliefs by Andrea della Robbia. One of these,
representing the Last Sacrament of Santa Maria
Egittiaca, Is a contemporary replica of one of the
panels of Andrea's large altarptece in the cathedral
of Arczzo ; the other is a tabernacle with the
Virgin and Child executed by Andrea, in Luca's
manner, 1 170.
" The late Mr. Bentinck Hawkins, formerly of

Exeter College, left to his brother Dr. Biaset
Hawkins, with the desire that they should be

presented to the University of Oxford, a valuable
collection of miniatures end other objects. This
collection, which was presented by Dr. Bisset

Hawkins (since himself dcceaeedj iu his brother's

name, and is to be known as the 'Bentinck
Hawkins Collection,' has been temporarily
deposited in the cases of the Athmolean strong
room. The miniatures will, no doubt, eventually
find their places in the picture galleries ; but Mr.
Hawkins's donation has added to the Aehmoleau
collectiou a beautiful series of clocks and clock-

watches, some of them adorned with silver reliefs

of fine Flemish workmanship."

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Lord Savile has purchased and presented to

the National Gallery a large picture by Velas-
quez, representing "A Betrothal." The pic-

ture, which is a boldly executed and masterly

sketch rather than a finished work, was at one
time the property of Sir Edwin Landseer.

Messrs. Geoege Bell & Sons have in the

press Picture Posters, a handbook on the history

of the illustrated placard, by Mr. C. T. J.

Hiatt, with numerous reproductions of the

most artistic examples of all countries.

The exhibitions to open next week include :

the New English Art Club, at the Dudley
Gallery, Piccadilly ; the forty-second annual
exhibition of pictures by British and foreign

artists (including Turner's "St. Mark's Place,

Venice "), at the French Gallery, Pall Mall; and
some water-colour drawings made in the Basses

Pyrenees, by Mr. Moflfat Lindner, at the

Bembrandt Head Gallery, Vigo-street.

We may also mention that about seventy

drawings aud sketches of the late Sir Oswald
Brierley, marine painter to the Queen, are now
on view at Messrs. Elliott and Fry's Talbotype
Gallery, in Baker-street, with a view to their sale

on behalf of his surviving children. Tlie exhibi-

tion includes his painting of " The Jubilee Naval
Review, 1887," which has been graciously lent

by her Majesty. A few pictures by other

hands, belonging to Sir Oswald—among which
are examples of Wilson, Prout, and Girtin, and
a portrait of a lady by Gainsborough—are also

offered for sale.

Ma. E. M, WiMPERis has been elected vice-

president of the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water Colours, in succession to the late H, G.

Hine.

Dr. E. B. Tylor, curator of the Museum at

Oxford, has been added to the committee of the

Egypt Exploration Fund.

Sir F. Setmour Haden, president of the

Royal Society of Painter-Etchers, has issued

invitations for an "at home" in the Gallery,

Pall Mall East, for Friday of this week, at

8.30 p.m., when he will give an illustrated

explanation of certain points in connexion with
the etched work of Rembrandt which have only

recently been noticed. He has also circulated

the following summary of his lecture :

"Rembrandt having, in the course of his

thirty years' practice, executed about 200 or

perhaps 250 etchings, and employed in their

production three distinct processes, the object of

this lecture is to describe these processes, and to

suggest that the arrangement according to subject

now universally adopted in our own and other

European museums is fatal to the comprehensive
study of such works, and might with advantage be
discarded for the more rational order of date of

production; that an arbitrary method by which
works of the latest are mixed up with works of the

earliest period confuses the sense, perverts the

judgment, and renders critical examination and
comparison impossible ; and gtuerally, that such

a system, though it may satisfy the cataloguer, is

unworthy of the historian and useless to the

student. The art work of a lifetime, it will be
contended, should not bo looked at as a scries of

disjointed efforts, but as the continuous expression

of a prolonged chain of logical sequences depend-
ing tor their coherence on a due maintenance of

the order of their proluctiou, which cin only
be understood when studied in that order ; aul
finally it will propose -and tbat with tolerable

confidence—that i( this unintelligent and in-

coherent classification be given up, and a mora
consecutive method of arrangement substituted for

it, netr matter yet unsuspected in regard to the
etched work of Kenbrandt may be brought to

light, and grave errors of attribution as to some
of the plates executed in his studi'} be both
proved and rectified."

Messrs. Sotheby will sell next Mmday a
valuable collection of Greek, Roman, and
Byzantine coins, which hsts been formed by
Mr. H. A. Green during a long residence in

Greece. Some of the rarest and finest specimens
are illustrated in an autotype plate, appended
to the catalogue.

THE STAGE.
Mr. Sidney Lee has promised to preside at

a meeting of the Shakspere Reading So'jii-t;,

to be held at Burlington Hal), Savile-row, on
Friday of this week, when Mr. William Poel

was to deliver a lecture on '
' Shakspere and the

Modern Stage : a Plea for an Elizibethan Play-
house," illustrated with lantern slides, and a

model of the interior of the old Fortune
Theatre. With a view to giving practical

effect to the Elizabethan acting of Shakspere,

it is proposed to form a committee, who would
consider the possibility of having a building

constructed upon the plan[of the old playhouses,

for occasional performances of iShakspere's

plays in accordance with his original designs.

Those interested are invited to communicate
with Mr. Arthur Dillon, author of The Stage of
the Sixteenth Century, at 52, Talgarth-road,

West Kensington.

MUSIC.
TEE RACE FESTIVAL.

There is great diversity of taste in matters

relating to the flue arts—especially music. Up
to a certain point it is well that it should b9 so

;

for uniformity would soon become monotonous.
One man may prefer the earlier works of

Beethoven to the later ones : he may see in the

former fuller manifestations of genius. Again,

according to temperament and training, the

one may pay special homage to Mendelssohn,

the other to Schumann. Wagner, too, is still

a vexed question. But amid such differences

of opinion, there is one matter on which all

musicians worthy of the name are agreed: that

is, the supreme greatness of J. S. Bach—his

Matthew Passion and B minor Mass are accepted

as masterpieces which will live as long as the

art of music itself. In presence of these works
feuds cease ; even the enthusiastic Mendels-

sohnite and the rabid Wagnerite can dwell

together in unity. The institution of a Bach
Festival in London is a matter for congratula-

tion. We had a Bach Society from 1854 to 1870,

which did much to make Imown the master's

music. Sir Stemdale Bennett introduced the

Matthew Passion in 1854. Then in 1875 the

Bach Choir was established; and in the

following year, Mr. Otto Goldschmidt con-

ducted the first performance of the B minor
Mass in London. And now. Dr. C. V.
Stanford, the present conductor, has planned

a Festival lasting three days, after the

style of the Handel Festival, though not

on the same great scale ; for that, indeed,

Bach's music is scarcely suitable. The success

of the opening night (Tuesday) was great ; and
with the interesting Selection and B minor

Mass, success is pretty safe to continue to

the end. In speaking of success wo refer to

the large aud appreciative audience. On

i
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Tuesday there was no applause to mar the

solemnity of the performance ; but the general

demeanour of those present showed clearly the

impression that was made.
Mr. Robert Kaufmann, who was coming

specially to London to sing the part of

the Evangelist, was, unfortunately, detained

on the continent by a severe cold. Mr.
Shakespeare, though himself unwell, undertook,

at twenty-four hours' notice, to sing the tenor

part in German. There were signs of hasty

preparation ; but everyone, of course, felt

thankful to the singer for helping the society,

at the eleventh hour, out of their difficulty.

An apology was made for Miss Hilda Wilson :

she, however, sang with intelligence and
earnestness. Miss Fillinger is scarcely at her

best in Bach's music. Mr. David Bispham
Eang, or rather declaimed, the words of Jesus

with emphasis and becoming reverence. Mr.
Andrew Black also deserves high praise for his

rendering of " Gebt mir meinen Jesum wieder."

The singing of the Bach Choir, reinforced by
choristers from St. Mary Abbots, Kensington,
was exceedingly good : the quality of tone
in the chorales was most impressive. Dr.
Joachim played—a labour, evidently, of love

—

the violin obligato to the contralto aria

"Erbarme dich," and to the bass aria, "Gebt
mir"; and clever Miss H61«ne Dolmetsch, the

Viola da Gamba obligato to the aria, " Komm,
siisses Kreuz."
A Bach Festival leads naturally to the ques-

tion of additional accompaniments, and it is one
of very great importance. The Bach Society

tries to reproduce the orchestration of the time
of Bach ; with the best intentions, however, it

can only do this in a very imperfect manner.
But even if the effects as conceived by Bach
could be exactly reproduced, we should still

contend that for modem ears, accustomed to

Beethoven and Wagner, and with the large

concert halls of the present day, there
ought to be a corresponding change in the
orchestration. Handel has been improved.
Wliy should not the same be done for Bach,
whose music is more modem in spirit than that
of his great rival ? J. 8. Suedlock.

RECENT aONCERTH.
Miss Florence May gave the last of a seiies

of pianoforte recitals at the small Qaeen's Hall
on Friday afternoon (March ^9). She was heard
to good advantage in some interesting pieces
from the "Virginal" book, a Prestissimo of
Scarlatti, and some clever Valses of her own.
In Schumann's " Cameval " she was over-
weighted, though perhaps at the end of a long
programme she was unable to do herself jus-
tice. Miss May is intelligent, and has well-
trained fingers.

A pianoforte Quintet by Christian Sinding
was performed for the first time at the Popular
Concert on Saturday afternoon. The composer

Xorwegian by birth, and has written various
imber works, also a pianoforte Concerto.

,
ito studied at Leipzig, Mvmich, and Berlin.

' The Quintet, probably an early work, is one of
great interest and, one may add, of great
promise. The composer, when he wrote it, was

' evidently in his storm and stress period ; t me
I and experience must ere now have ripened
I
his thoughts and mode of development, and

I taught him moderation. It is in the first and
I

last movements of the Quintet that one feels

I
immaturity ; the Andante and Intermezzo are

I

two clever and delightfully fresh movements.
It must not be supposed that because we

' qualify our praise of sume of Mr. Sindicg's
music that it is dull or uninteresting. He has
too much to say ever to be dull : it is the

,
manner in which he says or oversays it that

!

An s not always command approval. The music
is full of healthy life. The composer belongs

to the new school, and, though he has received
German training, shows traces of Scandinavian
influence, especially of his great contemporary,
Greig. The so-called romantic school still

makes use of classical forms ; and in such a
work as the Quintet, form seems at times to be
hampering rather than unfolding the contents.

Mr. Emil Sauer gave an exceedingly vigorous
rendering of the pianoforte part—so vigorous
indeed that his associates, MM. Arbos, Eies,

Gibson, and Becker, were here and there
scarcely audible. Mr. Sauer might at least

have had the lid of the pianoforte closed. He
afterwards played Chopin's Ballade in G minor,
but not in his best manner. Mr. Arbos per-
formed Svensden's Romance in G with success.

Mme. Sapio was the vocalist.

On Monday Dr. Joachim, who was in splendid
form, led Mendelssohn's Quiotet in B flat, and
gave as solo Tartini's " II Trillo del Diavolo."
Mr. Isidor Cohn, the pianist, played six of

Chopin's Preludes from Op. 28 with neat
technique and admirable refinement. It may
be open to question whether Chopin intended
these short pieces to be played thus in groups.
They seem preludes in the strict sense of the
word, and, moreover, specially suitable to

Chopin pieces. Miss Fillunger sang charmingly
songs by Schubert and Mendelssohn.
The programme of the third Philharmonic

Concert opened with Beethoven's " Leonora "

Overture (No. 3), of which Dr. Mackenzie gave
an energetic performance. The tenderness and
pathos of some of the music was, however, not
fully revealed. Two pieces, an Allegretto and
Vivace, from a series entitled "From the

North," by Dr. Mackenzie, were heard for the

first time ; they were originally written for

pianoforte and violin. The music is quaint,

and the old airs of Scottish origin are pleasingly

developed ; the scoring is excellent. No. 2 is

perhaps too long for the subject-matter. They
were interpreted to perfection by the band.
Miss E. Eibenschutz gave a brilliant rendering
of Schumann's pianoforte Concerto. At times
she was too impulsive ; but impulsiveness may
be termed a good fault : many pianists would
be the better for possessing it. Mme. Adelina
Patti sang "Una Voce" from "II Barbiere,"

and "Voiche sapcte" by way of encore. A
gold medal, the "Beethoven" medal of the

Philharmonic Society, was presented to her by
Mr. Cummings, after which she sang "Home,
sweet Home." Mme. Patti's wonderful voice

and style of singing deserve, perhaps, golden
recognition ; yet a " Beethoven " medal seemed
scarcely appropriate. The great vocalist, so

far as we are aware, has devoted little of her
time or gifts to the composer of " Fidelio."

MUSIC NOTES.
Messrs. Digisy, Long & Co. will ijublish

immediately Borodin and Liszt, translated from
the French of Habets by Mrs. Newmarch.
The book will be in two sections: "Life and
Work of a Russian Composer" and "Liszt as

Sketched in the Letters of Borodin." The
translator has added a preface, dealing with
the development and present characteristics of

Russian music.

The National Sunday League have made
arrangements for a series of free orchestral

concerts during April, to be given in Queen's
Hall, at 7 p.m., under the direction of Mr.
Randegger, with Mr. J. T. Carrodus as leader

of the orchestra.

The last of the Sunday evening concerts for

this season at the South-place Institute, to

take place to-morrow evening, will be entirely

devoted to the works of Beethoven. This will

be preceded, in the afternoon, by a lecture on
Beethoven, to bn delivered by Miss Josephine
Troup, with luut-icul illiislrations.

CHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE of Fiction,
Baited by OSWALD CRAWFUBD. A New Monthly

Magazine. Price Sixpence.

TyfTESSRS. CHAPMAN & HALL wiU
*"* bring out on May 1 a non-illustrated Mapfazine,
intended by them to be the counterpart, as to size, shape,
and quality, in, fiction, of what their Fortnightly Review is in
essay writing.

CHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE wiU con-
^^ tain Contributions from the following Novel Writers,
among many others. The order of nam08 is alphabetical.

Grant Allen Anthony Hope Gilbert Parker
E. F. Benson E. R. Hornung James Payn
AValter Besant Violet Hunt Eden Phillpotts
Mrs. Clifford Henry James Richard Pryce
S. R. Crockett J. K. Jerome W. Clark Russell
Mrs. Croker Rudyard Kipling Mr.s, Flora Annie
George Gissing Mrs, Lynn Linton Steele
Hamilton-Aide Ian Maclaren Florence "Warden
Thomas Hardy Frankfort Moore Marriott Watson
Beatrice Harraden George' Moore Stanley Weyman
Bret Hartc W. E. Norria I. Zangwill,
John Oliver Hobbcs Barry Pain

CHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE. Contents
of No. I.—

Beet Hahte : First Part of a Serial Novel.
Anthont Hope ; a Set of Dialogues.
James Payn : a Short Humorous Stor^'.

Stanlbt Wktman : a Romantic Drama.
Inspectoi: Battli; (of the Criminal Investigation De-

partment) : His Experiences—Part I.

Frankfort Moore : a Story of London Life,
j

VioLBT Hunt : First Part of a Serial Novel.
John Davidsok: a New Ballad in 49 quatrains.

nHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE repre-
^^ sents a fresh departure in Novel production, for the
Publishers are offering to the public, at the price of Sixpence,
a monthly volume of fiction, by the first authors of Great
Britain and America, equivalent in amount of reading
matter to an ordinary 6e. novel.

CHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE. Subscrip-
tion for one year, Gs., or by post in the United King-

dom, !)s., paid in advance to the l^uijlishers.

CHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE can be
obtained at all Stationer?, Newsagents, and Book-

stalls in the United Kingdom.

CHAPMAN & HALL, Limited,
11, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Now ready, larRe cr. 8vo, nearly 800 pp., clotii, 63., post free

HISTORY
OF TItE

FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND
FliO.M THE UEFOltMATIOX TO lSr,l.

By HERBERT S, SKKATS.
"With a Continuation to 1891, by Chas. S. Miall.
" A monument of painstaking and skilful work, which no

one probably could have undertaken with so many advan-
tages as Mr. Miall, or have accomplished with greater
success,"—/./^irrtr^ World.

*' The leading members of all denominations will do well
to get hold of this publication."

—

South Wales Daib/ News.
" Evidently the result of most laborious research and re-

markable skill in the management of facts a useful work
of reference and an interesting memorial of men and eventts

that have left their mark on our national history."
Brad/onl Observer*

London: ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD.
21 AND 23, FuRKivAL Stbeet, E.G.

Just out.

HIMALAYA ALBUM. Twenty Photo-
graphs of tlic Iinliun Alps taken by Dr. K. IJOECK.

liuliogiaphic I'rinta rcproduiwl by means of Copiiei-l'hitcs.
Ill a hnmlsoaie I'ortfyfio, £1 los. iiet.

A J. CoMiiniDaE & (.'o., 131, Newgate Street, London ; and at Borabay.

THROAT *ND COUGH
Soreness and dryness, tickling and irritation, inducing

cough and affecting the voice. For these symptoms use

BPPS'S GliYCEKINE JUJUBES.
In contact with the glands at the moment they are excited

by the act of sucking, the glycerine in these agreeable con-

fections becomes actively healing.

Sold only in boxes, 7id., and tins, Is. ISd., Labelled :

JAMBS BPFd& CO., Ltd., Horaccopathic Chemists, Londos.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, BURNING,

ROUGHNESS.

An effloacioue, panitary, harmlees cream,
1b. IJd. pi r box.
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MESSRS. HUTCHINSON & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

FRANKFORT MOOHE'S New Novel (of 2,.vol. length), entiiled

THEY CALL IT LOVE, «'» 1 vol., cloth gill, 6s., is ready this day.

ADELINE SKROEANT'S NEW NOVEL.

THE MISTRESS of QUEST. In 3 vols., 18s. [/-«.i.^,.

Now rcndv, 3 voIb. in 1, 69 , .lOSEPH llATTON'S Now Novel.

THE BA1«ISHM£NT of JESSOP BLYTHE.
FIRST NOTICK, SCOTSMAS, March 18.

" There is almost a Shnkospcnrean lonch in tlio nctiou ami ilialogiie by which nil tho characters, minor asd BOper-
numcrary, as well as leading?, are individualised and made ti) live Jessop'H daughter Adscr is the heroine, first of a
charming idyll, and then of a <)rama in which terror, tnmedy, and heroic action show a human grandeur worthy of the

wild and romantic scenery Tho deecriptivo charm of the book is more than et)nalled by its dramatic force and reality."

MRS. J. 1(. NKKDKLL'S NHW NdVKL.

THE VENGEANCE of JAMES VANSITTART. By the Author
of " Stephen EUicott's Danght«r," "Philip Methuen," &c. In 1 vol., crown 8vo, cloth gilt, Os. [Immediateli/.

T11I3 DAY, AT ALL LIBRARIES, ADA CAMBRIDGE'S KEW NOVEL.

FIDELIS. In 3 vols., 18s.

The htrtie First Edition being nearly exhausted, a SECOND EDITION will be ready next week

of the New AnonyinoiD Novel.

PASSION'S PUPPETS. In cloth gilt, 6s.
DAILY TEI,KGnAl'H.—"T\\c h".ok i* one of which auy of oiir ablest living romanciste might be justly and even

cxultiutly i»roud, and we venture to predict that every oiio who shall peruse it will experience a perfectly natural
cariosity with regard to the personality ct its writer. This singularly forcible and fascinating story—this delightrnl

novel."

MR.S. PAUL KING'S NEW NOVEL.

LORD GOLTHO, an Apostle of Whiteness. By the Author of
* fciisin Cinderella.** In 3 vol-s., isa. {At all Librarieg.

GKOUGK PASTO>"S NKW NOVEL.

A STUDY in PREJUDICES, is issued simultaneously in London
and New York this day, iu cloth gilt, Gs.

CHEAP EDITION.

MEMOIRS TO SERVE FOR

THE HISTORY of NAPOLEON I. From 1802 to 1815. By his
Private Secretary, IJ.Hron CL.\UDE FRAXroiS DE M KNEVAL. The work completed by the addition of hitherto

Unpublished Documents. Translated and fully Annotated by P.OBERT II. SHERARD. In 3 vols , demy 8vo,

cloth gilt and gilt top {about 1,100 pp.), with Autograph Letters and Photogravure Portraits, 78. 6d. per Volume.

The TIMi:3, in a review of nearly eight columns, speaks of the work as being both valuable and important, and
extremely interesting.

AT ALL LIBRARIES, MRS. HUGH BELL'S NEW NOVEL.

THE STORY of URSULA. In 3 vols.

A NEW NOVEL BY A NEW AUTHOR.

RENIE. By James Prior. In cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.
FIRST REVIEW.

GLASGOW //£/;.H/).—" There is much merit in this story, considerable power of ohavaoterisation, and a humonr
Thich ho represses more severely than we could wish."

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF " A DAUGHTER OP THE KING."

THE MAJESTY of MAN, is ready this day, in linen, gilt, 6s,

FIRST REVIEW.
RCOT.IHAX.-

to fsscination."

' Tho iMok is not without remarkable fentnres, and ii certainly not withont interest amonnting almost

FIFTH AND CHEAP EDITION.

[Thh i'^j.A NEW NOTE: a Novel. In cloth gilt, 6s.
.V.I 'SCUV.STKIl G VA ItO/.t .V.—'* Uh merits arc far^»bove the averafrc, tl'O cliarActors arc admirably drawn, they ai'O

living people, and stand ont in BoUd relief umid tlio shadowy, unflabstar.tial Itosts that people tbo pages of most modem
fiction. The authoress has knowledge of tho human heart. There ia much cleverness and power in tho book."

•,• Tliia Kovel has passed through Four Editions in Two-volume form.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
i'nvnslated by V. CRISPE. With Map

nillMISGlIAil i:AXKTTF. (\&<uiQr) says; " The verses are truly interesting not unworthy to rank beside manv
of the bfantiful expref sioiia found in tho New Testament. M. Notovitch's remarkable (liscovcry. That he has made ii

Kenniiit; discovery, and that he presents it to us in Kood faith, wo do not for one moment doubt, after reading the detailed

of CHRIST. By Nicolas Notovitch.
, Portraits, a:;'". I'-'ii^trations. In crown 8vo, cloth ;,'ilt, os.

A FOURTH EDITION NEXT WEEK.

"The book will undoubtedly rank high
amoDgst the notable novels of 1895."

Speaker.

INTO THE HIGHWAYS
AND HEDGES.

By F. F. MONTRKSOR.
In cloth gilt, 68.

A FEW OF MANY FAVOURABLE
EEVIEWS.

WOULD,
***lnto the Highways and Uedgos' would have been -.x

remarkable work of fiction at anytime : it i« phenomena! v.r

this, for it is neither trivial, eccentric, coarse, nor pretention
,

hut the opposite of all these, and a very fine and lofty en !-

ccption. The man is wonderfully drawn, realised with •

masterly corapletonesK, and the woman is worthy of hi;;.
The whole of the story ia admirably conceived and saataincJ.
A wonderful book."

DAILY NEWS,
"It is safe to predict a brilliant fnture to the author ' f

* Into the Highways and Hcdjyes.' Tho book is one not < t

promise only, but of high nchicvemcut. It is orijpnn!.
powerfal, artistic, humorous. It placiis the author at i;

bound in the rank of those artists to whom we look for i ! c
skilful presentation of strong iwrsonal impressions of 1 fc

and character,"
ATHEXAEVyr.

" Whoever wrote "Into the Tlijs'hways and Hedges* wn' c

no common novel. Atouchof idealism, of nobility of thon;'la
and purpose, mingled with an air of reality and v.-cll-ch<i>cn

expression, are the most notable features of a book that hii.-

not the ordinary defects of such (niahties. With allits ele-

vation of utterance and siiiritualit^i, of outlook and insight it

is wonderfully free from overstrained or exaggerated matter,
and it has glimpses of humour, ilo&t of the characters are
vivid, yet there is restraint and sobriety in their treatment
and almost all are carefully and consistently cvijlvod,"

ACADESIW
*' The story is strong and original, elu]>orated with excep-

tional skill. This l>ook is so admirably conceived and
written that Mr. Montri'-sor's next ventDra most excite
unusual interest."

TIME^,
" Original and striking in conception, careffil and lifelike j

studies tliroughout, tho author evincen a shrewd faculty ofJ
observation."

DAILY TELECUAPn,
" This excoptionally noble and stirring bmk. Tho falmg-'i

glcs, victories, and defeats of this truly remarkable personage!
are recounted with unflagging verve and vigour. Wc uiihesl^
tatingly tay that it has hardly a dull or enportluoas pige.*

GLASGOW HETtALD,
** This is a very remarkable and powerful book, wbicli ia?

likely to leave a strong improssinn of itself upon every intel*^

ligeut reader, and is one of tho most interestinif novels Uiaf

one has seen for some time."

MAKCHESTEIi G UA RDIA X.
" A book Htanding out distinctly from the rjnks. Th«

current of the story gathers strength and volume ns it llow^,
Tho characters are conceived strongly. Since tl-.c days of
Dinah Morris there has not, perhnps, been (luitc «n tnccci<8-

ful a portrait of a man or woman consumed by the pus'^ion
of humanity ; Barnabas Thorpe is a strong man, with a su'-

ficiency of the old Adam left in him to render liim an un-
usually interesting figure. All the subsidiary churoclors ara
well drawn—some of tho country folk, and la»^t, but ni't

least, George Saul.s, the Jew, and hi.-^ mother, one of tho
most delightful mothers in fiction. The diak)gue thrmigU-
out the book is excellent."

SPEAKEi:.

"Theauthormustlxjcongratulateil Ujiou having ao'.i>>. t

a very brilliant succeso. This strikingly powerful ^

The book will undoubtedly rank high amongst the noLalie
novels of 1895. Told witn exquisite sympathy and i-cline-

ment of touch, the book has humoiu*, pathos, and keon o»)-

servation. There is, indeed, so much solid merit in 'Into

the Highways and Hedges,' that wo advise our readers lO

become acquainted with this strong and beautiful story."

SIANCriESTSIi COUniEli.
** It would be a striking lx)ok iu any case ; as a first Ixwk

it is somewhat remarkable. With great art each incident ia

made to serve its purpose in tho development ; aud altliough

the story is along one, occupying nearly 500 clusoty printed

pages, there is always a feeling that wo nv^ -.mviiKr,

Barnabas*a struggles are finely described, and
scenes arc masterly. The minor characLers li

same lifelike quality as the chief f.crures. Mr. il......

next book will be eagerly awaited by .ill those who make i h-i

acquaintance of his first, for a more .-strikingly original u; .\

stronger novel has not appeared for .jomo time,"

London: HUTCHINSON & CO., Paternoster Row.
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TYPE-WRITING.
AUTHOES, PUBLISHERS, &c.-
^-*- ScientiflcLiterary.andMedical MSS. carefully and i>romntly
typewritten by R»tsb ft Co., Effingham lloust-, Aruu.U-l Street.
Htrand, W.C. Trivate room lor dictation. Uigliest references.
1 rauslatioDs.

TYPEWRITING and LITERARY
AGENCY,

41, GT. KCSSEUj street.
lIlGUKST BErEREXCKH.

rpYPE-WRITING.—A Lady, experienced,
J- is dcsirnugof Extending hrr Connexion. Novels, Plays, and
all M38, accurately and promptly Copied. Excellent testimonials
from well-kuowu autliors.—Addrcfca, Z., Acadkhv Office, 27, Clianccrv
lialu-. W.f.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PUECHA8E
—viz., PAINTINGS in OIL, by Raebum, ConetaWc, dome,

Totman, Boninston, Bejnolds, Cainsborough, Roroney, Honpner,
Beechey, Opie, Lanr^ice, Horland, Chambers Wlieatley, StarK, and
Vincent.—Apply to Hesgn-DowDESVEtL, ISO, New Bond Street.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all parts, willing to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms. Bent gratia. The list
Incluiles private asylums, ftc. ; schools al«o recommended.—Address
Mr. ti. B. Stockkr, 8, lyancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

THE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. "

.A. Medium of
Communicntiou between Authors, E^litors, and rublishers." Adviaes
up'Mi, revises, and negotiates SISS. Interviews by aptKiintment only.
— Addri-8i- the St.cHKT* rv, .^ Vjctoria-street, 'Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
.ViJTHORS.—Hpecial attention given to the atjove. Estimates

free. Accounts verlfi*; I by Chartered Accountant.—Address Mahaoeh,
Roxburghc Press, J, Victoria-street. Westminster,

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

ri P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLI8HEES
^J' • and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 2» West 23rd Street, New
Yjrk, aud -.U. BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the
tteDtion of tbo READINQ PUBLIC to -the excellent facilities

ptewnted by their Branch House in L<jndon for filling, on the most
fAToonble terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA
TI0N8. and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS-
CATALOGUES sent on application.

FRENCH GALLERY, 120, Pall MaU.—
«„,_ The 42nd Annual SPRIXri EXHIBITION' of PICTURES bv
BRITISH and FOREIGN AKTIHTS, including "St. M.irk'a I'lac',
Venice." I.y J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., U NuW ol'EN. Admig;
non, l.-i.

J^ YAL LITERARY FUND.
n.R.U. THE DUKE OF YOIIK, K.G.,

y.'! '?''.'l"'fl•I-?''^iI.?.'.'.^''
!'"'"' ANNIVEIISARY PINNEB, tol,o

oo WEDNESDAY, Mat 8, at 7 for 7.3" p.m. precisely.
i;entlemen willing lu act as SlewariU are re'iuMted to communicate

witn ine Secretary, , » „
7, A<iclpm Terrace, W.C

SATURDAYyAPRIL 13, 1895. .)k
Price Zd.

\_Begistered as a Newipaper,

THE LEYS SCHOOL,
CAMBBIDGS.

SUIIMEE TERM COMMENCES

WEDNESDAY, Mat Ist.

^NIVERSITY of LONDON.
i.5'i'T,',*'^P.i,^;.'WES^ GIVEN, that the NEXT IIAI.P-YEAKLYEXAMINATION for MATRICIJlaTION in this University Mill
commence on MONDAY, the loth of Jl-sk, 18!«.-In adilition to the
E.xamination at the Unversity, Provincial Examinations will be held
at Univenety College, Abert/sliritft ; University College, Jianoor; The
JDxlem School, Jied/ord; Mason College. Birmingham; Univci'fity
t oUege. Bristol : Dumfries College (for University College), CardiH ;The Ladles' College, CheU"nh<im {for Ladies only); St. Gregory's
College, Downside; New College. EastbounK; The llerriot-Watt Col-
lege, Bdmburgh; The Royal Medical College, Hpiom; The Yorkshire
(-ollege, Leeds; St. Edward's College, Liveriw>l; University College,
l.iiierpool; The Owens College, Manchester; Rutherford Colloje.
yewcastle-on-Ti/ne ; University College, j)iottinoham; The Public
School, Plymouth ; Convent of the Sacred Heart, Roelulmiil<,n ; Firth
College, *'At/ffieW ; Slonyhurst Ck)llege; St. Cuthhcrt's College, Ushaw;
and St. Edmund s College, H'arc.
Every Candi<U\te is required to apidy to the Recistbar (University of

London, Burhngton Gardens, London, W.I for a Form of Entry wtt
less than live V!eeks before the commencement of the E.\amination.
April 9th, I8yo. Artuur Mm m.vw, M.A., LL.D., Registrar.

QWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTEE.
HENRY SIMON PROFESSORSHIP OF GERMAN LANGUAGE

AND LITERATURE.
APPL[C,V,TloNS, accompanied by testimonials or references, should

Ijc sent not later than May 6th, to the REmsinAR, from whom further
information may be obtained. H. W. Holder, Uegistrar.

SOUTH-WEST LONDON POLY-
TECHNIC, MANRESA ROAD. S.W.

The GOVERNORS arc prepared to receive APPLK ATIONS for the
appointment of HEAD MASTER of tlio ART DEPARTMENT.
Tlie Kilary has been fixed at £.2'*) per annum, aud the duties and
stipeuil will commence on September ].

In the meauwhile aiTangements will be made with the candidate
app'iintc'l to enable him to confer with tlic Governor and Principal
respecting the equipment of his Department.
Applications must be made on or before April 29, on forms which

will Be supplied on application to the Seceetauy.

QT. EDWARD'S SCHOOL, near
k^ OXFORD.—Public School, founded I8t;;j, to provide Education
for Gentlemen's Sons in I'reparatiou for Universities. Army. Ac, on
definite Church principles. Fees: £66 per annum (Sons of Clergy,
men, £«o) ; Day Boys, 21 guineas. Classical and Modem sides
ScholarshipB, £4(i to £2U, July 30th.—Rev. T. F. Hobson, M.A., Warden"

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An EXAML
NATION for filling up about TWO VACANCIES on the

Foundation will be held on the 24th APRIL NEXT.- For information
apply to the Bursas, St. Paul's School, West Kensington.

URTON'S ARABIAN NIGHTS, in
perfect condition. What offers ?—E.xecltor, Park Cottage,

Hampton Wick.

F
CATALOGUES

OREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on appUcation.

DCLAU & CO., 37, BoHO SnuAiil.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTU FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATAf-DdUES post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEIGN BOOKSELIiER,

io, GREAT R U S S E L J. H T 1! K E T
(Opposite the British Museum),

SappUea all FosEieir Books and Periodicals at theaoet
moderate prices.

Cataloguea on application.

EDWARD STANFORD'S
PUBLICATIONS.

NEW ISSUE OF .STANFORD'S COMPENDIUM OF GEoGRAPHT
AND TRAVEL, RE-WRITTEN, AND WITH NEW

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Juat ready, large crown 8vo, doth, 1.5s.

AFRICA. Vol. I. NORTH AFRICA.
By A. JI. KEANE, F.R.G.S., Author of "Asia," in Same Series,
" Eastern Geograpliy," &c. With D Maps aud 77 Illustrations.

THE VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED ARE-

AUSTRALASIA. Vol. I. AUSTRALIA
and NEW ZEALAND. By A. R. WALLiCE, LL.D., F.R.S.
19s.

AUSTRALASIA. Vol. II. MALAYSIA
and the PACIFIC ARCHIPELAGOES.
MARD, M.D. 158.

By F. H. H. GUILLE-

"Dr. Guillemard's volume is certainly the most interesting and
accurate account e3:taut on the tropical portion of tlie Eastern
Archipelago."—iVa(u)u

Demy 8vo, cloth e.\lra, IDs. Cd.

A ROUND TRIP in NORTH AMERICA
By LADY' THEODORA GUEST. With It; Page Illustrations,
principally from the Author's Sketches.

"Well worth reading."—Saiwrt/'iy Iteview.
"She wields a skilful pencil as well as a pleasant pen."

—

Scotsman,
" Written in a bright, breezy style, aud is eminently readable."

Manchester Guardian.
" The book ia always very readable."— Queen.

THE STANDARD MAP OF AFRICA.

STANFORD'S LIBRARY MAP of
AFRICA. New and Rcvi-scd Edition, embodying the Results of
the most lieceut E.xplumti'juB. aud giving the Latest Alterations
of Political Bouudaries. Four Sheets, (jr> in. by 5S iu. ; 9Ji miles to
an inch (1 : 5,977,382). Prices : Coloured Sheets, a5s. ; mounted on
rollera and varnished, 45s, ; mounted to fold in case, 6lW.; mouuted
on epring roller, j65. _

A NEW LARGE-SCALE MAP OF LONDON.

STANFORD'S NEW MAP of the
COUNTY of LONDON, on the Scale of Four Inches to One Mile,
iu Twenty Sheets. Size when mounted as one Map, 81 in by 57 in.

Prices: Coloured Sheets, IDs. ; tlat in portfolio, Itfs. j mounted to
fold in case in five divisions, 45s. ; mounted on spring roller, jUi.

The Slieets are also bold separately. Is. each. Prospectus, with
Index Map, sent free on application.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD,
26 AND 27, CocKSPUR Street, S.W.

Oeographer to Her Majesty the Queen.
.

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
"DOOKSELLEBS,

-DOCK EXP0RTEB8,

DOCK BINDERS,

AND
T IBRARIANS.

T^NQLTSH, FRENCH. ITALIAN, GERMAN^ AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

IVrUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, limited.

OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

I.) i
I

BBOMPTON ROAD, 8.W., and

^O QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON

;

And lO to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.
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REGENT POPULAR NOVELS.
Each in 1 vol., croTiii bvo, 6s.

1. TODDLE ISLAND. Being
the Diary of Lord Botuford.

2. THE MERMAID. A Love
T«le. By L. DOUGALIi, Author of "Boggarg
All," 4c.

3. THE MODEL of CHRISTIAN
GAY. By HORACE ANNESLEY VACIIEL.

4. A PARSON at BAY. By
HAHOLD VALLINGS, Author of " Tbo TranB-
(jrcBi-ion of Terence Clancy," Ac.

5. THE INTENDED.
DE VKRE STACPOOLE.

By H.

6 THE ADVENTURESS. By
Mrs. ANNIE BDWARDES, Author of "Ought
Wc to Visit Her ? " 4c.

7. THE GREATER GLORY.
By MAARTEN MAARTENS, Author o£ " An Old
Maid's Love," 4c.

8. DIANA TEMPEST. ?yMARY CHOLMONDELEY, Author of "Sir
Charles Danrers," &e.

9. A BEGINNER. By Rhoda
BROUGHTON, Author of " Nancy," &c.

10. FROM MOOR ISLES. By
JESSIE FOTHERGILT7, Author of "The Firet
Violin," &c.

IL BASIL LYNDHURST.
ROSA N. CAREY, Author of
Memories,*' &c.

By
' Nellie's

12. GOD'S FOOL. By Maabten
MAARTENS, Author of "Tue Sin of Joost
Avelingh," &c.

13. TALES of the NORTH
RIDING. By MARY LIN8KILL, Author of
•' Cleveden," Ac.

14.

15.

16.

THE SOUL of LILITH.
By MARIE CORELLl, Author of "Thelma," 4c.

MRS. BLIGH. By Rhoda
BROUGHTON, Author of "Cometh Up as a
KloTrer," 4c.

LOVER or FRIEND. By
ROSA N. CAREY, Author of " Heriot's Choice,"
4c.

17. AUNT ANNE. By Mrs.
W. K. CLIFEORD, Author of "Mrs. Keith'.-
Cjime," &c.

18. CLEVEDEN. By Mary Lix-
SKILL, Author of " In Exchange for a Soul," &c.

19. TIIELMA. By Makie Co-
RELLI, Author of " Wormwood," &c.

20. AN OLD MAID'S LOVE.
By MAARTEN MAARTENS, Author of "Goirs
Fool," 4c.

ElOHAED Bbntlet & SoN, New Burlington Street
foUiahers in Ordinary to Hex Uajaitr the Queen.

[Apeil 13, 1895.—No, ligt.

J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,

Hvt IReprobucevs.

«« QUOD PETIS HIC B8T.»

IT will be in the recollection of our numerous clients, and tLe public

generally, that for a long period a widely felt want was experienced

amongst Artists, Authors, Publishers, and Printers alike, in the way
of obtaining easily accessible and reliablo information as to the best and
cheapest methods—consistent with high-class work— of Reproduction,

as applied to Oil Paintings, Water-Colour Drawings, Pen and Ink

Sketchep, Photographs, MSS., &c., &c.

The marked success which has attended our effoits to meet this

want induces us to make more widely known the lines on which our

House was established.

For maii}^ years we had made a special study of the vaiious pro-

cesses adopted, both at Home and Abroad, for the Reproduction of

Works of Art in Monochrome and Colours ; and our House being the

fii'st to enter the field to supply so necessary a desideratum, we had the

good fortune, in our interviews with the vai-ious Continental Firms, to

secure valuable concessions from many of the leading houses in France,

Bavaria, Germany, and Austria, and in some cases to obtain exclusive

rigi.ts for Great Britain and Ireland.

Tliese various concessions have proved to be highly advantageous,

alike to nianufactui-cr and client—to the manufacturer from a Avidely

increased and rapidly extending business, and to client from excellence

of results, combined with the lowest remunerative charges.

We are thus enabled to supply the highest possible class of work,

and at the same time to advise as to the best method of reproduction

according to the nature of the original. We are not committed to any one

process, and are perfectly unbiassed in giving advice to our clients, who
may in all cases rely upon safe guidance as to the methods best suited

to their varied requirements. This is a specialfeature of our business.

For many years past we have been entrusted with commissions from
most of the principal Fine Art Publishers, who have on every occasion

expressed themselves in terms of high approval of our various processes.

The well-known house of HerrFiUNZ Hanfstaengl, of Munich, gave
us the sole right for Great Britain and Ireland to supjjly their Photo-

gravure, Block and Collotype processes. This house bears a world-wide
reputation for artistic finish. In all their methods of Art Reproduction
it is unsurpassed by any European establishment, while as regards their

Photogravure Process, many of our leading artists consider that it stands

without a rival.

Herr Hanfstaengl's Studios arc of the most elaborate and extensive

cjiaracter, and the liberal support we have received on his behalf from
our chief London Publishing Houses is a ]>roof of their appreciation of

the value and importance of his Avork. We have constantly on view
many costly and important plates from paintings by artists of high
repute, and a visit to our offices will confirm the high encomiums we
have received on all hands as to the excellence and quality of the work
that has already emanated from om' firm in all its bi-anches.

Offices : 14, HENEIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
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No. H97, New Seriei.

The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^•c, may he addressed to the PuBLisnEE,

and not to the Editob.

LITERATURE.
W. J. Linton. (LawrenceMemories. By

& Bullen.)

Afiee reading Mr, Linton's book, we feel

strongly disposed to follow a famous prece-
dent and ask for more. But, whereas poor
Oliver asked for more of a kind of diet

neither nutritious nor appetising, merely to

relieve the extreme pangs of hunger, we, in

the midst of literary plenty, ask for more
because Mr. Linton has tantalised our
appetite by making this instalment of a
dainty thing too small. Mr. Linton's
memories begin with the tolling of the
great bell of St. Paul's Cathedral to

announce that George III. was dead, and
they include many important events and
many famous persons. He could, if he
would, have told us much about both—some
things, indeed, which no other living person
can tell. He has, however, contented him-
self with telling us very little. He spreads
before us, not, indeed, a Barmecide's feast,

but a table crowded with delicacies, in
samples so small that they stimulate rather
than satisfy desire. His book contains
merely an outline of what his memory must
contain ; it forms the headings of a great
work which, now, we suppose, will never be
written.

Of Mazzini, for instance, we would gladly
know much more than Mr. Linton chooses
to tell us. He was Mazzini's friend, helper,

and disciple, and knew him intimately.
He calls him " the greatest man in this

nineteenth century, none greater in the
years of Time—the Prophet of the Fature."
Of him, Mr. Linton adds, " there is little

need to speak. His great career, his genius,
his deeds, and his worth, are written on the
BcroU of history in characters which even
the inventive pen of detraction cannot now
belittle." Yet surely there is a better reason
for writing about a great man than merely
to defend him from slander. The world
needs to know, not that he was not bad, but
in what way he was positively good. In
saying there is little need to speak of
Mazzini, Mr. Linton is entirely wrong.
There is great neid for whoever can speak,
to speak—more need in his case than in
most others. For, to persons who did not
know him personally, Mazzini is something
of a vague, flitting figure, seen as through
a mis! : not by any means a flesh and blood
personage in history, but a promising sub-
ject for myth and tradition. We cannot
afford to give him up in this way. He was
so great that we want to realise him to our-
•elves. His deeds are indeed " written on
the scroll of history "• but his worth, his
genius, and, in any sufficient way, his grreat

career, are not written there. Much has

been written about him, but the living man,
in his daily walk and conversation, still

eludes us ; and it is greatly to be regretted

that Mr. Linton, who could have done so

much to remedy this, has failed to see that

it was his duty to do so. Nevertheless, he
does give us a few life-like touches among
his dainty samples ; this, for instance :

" His [Mazzini's] greeting wag invariably warm
and cheerful, his manner that of an affectionate

friend, whether in general company, in his own
chamber, or in my house among my children.

Of children he was fond. Well I recollect

leaving with him his Italian school at Greville-

street, Hatton-garden, when he Ufted in his

arms the tired child of an Italian workman,
and carried the boy as he would a friend's son.

Not merely a leader, even of the great cause

of Italian freedom, his heart was tender toward
all sufferers, his disposition compassionate, the

disposition of a man who loved. He came to

me once with tears in his eyes, telling me of his

friend Stolzman, whom he had found starving,

because the old soldier would not, even of him,

ask help, knowing the many claims upon him
of his Italians. He was a man who had not
only the faculty of loving, but also the faculty

of inspiring love " (p. 152).

The adequate " life " of Mazzini, the nature

of which is suggested by this brief personal

record, is assuredly still unwritten.

The estimate which Mr. Linton gives of

other men and women whom he has met
are seldom uncharitable, and rarely entirely

beside the mark ; but they are not always
adequate. His sympathies are deep rather

than wide. He cannot easily understand
a character which is greatly different from
his own. The case of Eobert Owen illus-

trates this. The best he has to say of him
is that " there was no magnetic influence

from him : a man of one idea, unpoetic,

without a spark of imagination, very
wearisome in his singular capacity for

iteration." It is quite obvious that Mr.
Linton did not understand Eobert Owen
in the least. Doubtless he was too much
bored by Owen's talk—which must occasion-

ally have been wearisome, as some of his

writings also are—to appreciate the sterling

quality of the man. To say that the founder
and sustainer of New Lanark was without

imagination is surely a blunder. His weak-
ness arose out of a superabundance rather

than any want of imagination, or out of

an imagination insufficiently balanced by
practical considerations. If he was a man of

one idea, that idea of his was wide and far-

reaching, and has developed—not, indeed,

in the way he expected, but in other ways
of a highly practical kind. Again, Mx.
Linton's estimate of Alcott, while true, is

far from complete : "A strange, mystical,

gentle old phUosopher, very gracious, very
wordy, rather incomprehensible." In another
place a certain Francis Bennoch is mentioned
as " something of a minor Scottish poet,"

it being added that he and his partner
Twentyman " were liberal men, and at their

daily luncheon in the house artists wera
specially welcome." Who would suppose
the man thus cursorily disposed of was the
very Francis Bennoch who figures so largely

and nobly in the English life of Nathaniel
Hawthorne, to whom, in acknowledgment of

his disinterested friendship, Mrs. Hawthorne
d'^dicated the English Note-Books ?

Mr. Linton once crossed the Atlantic with
Mr. Herbert Spencer, and his characterisa-

tion of the great philosopher is excellent so
far as it goes

:

"I had pleasant talks with him—rather from
him—when he was well enough to be on deck.
He appeared to me a very full man, full of
knowledge and sure of it, and not anxious for

more from me, even if I had had it at his

command, but I had not, even on wood en-
graving."

Some people Mr. Linton certainly does not
like. One of these is Charles Dickens.
While admitting his genius as a novelist,

he has "always thought that his real

vocation was as an actor of low comedy."
He described him as " warm-hearted and
sentimental, but not unselfish ; he was not
a gentleman. There was no grace of man-
ner, no soul of nobility in him." This sounds
harsh, and is certainly a sweeping con-
demnation of a man who succeeded in
winning the cordial affection of an immense
public, and who was not without attached
and faithful private friends, who must have
seen in him something which evidently

Mr. Linton did not see. If Mr. Linton
had been harsh in his judgment of

Carlyle, he might have been excused;
for Oarlyle's judgment of him, contained
in a letter to Sir Charles Gavan Duffy,
was drastic and unfair. " Do not much
mind Linton," he wrote, " who is a well
enough meaning, but I fear extremely
windy, creature of the Louis Blanc, George
Sand, &c., species." Mr. Linton mildly
notes " this and other hasty and misleading
judgments" of Carlyle, notwithstanding
which he still regards

" admiringly the author of Sartor Eesartua, of
Past and Present, and of Hero-Worshlp, books
which did immense good, coming at a time in
which they were expressly wanted, stirring

young soiils with higher aims than were
deducible from sociaUstic materialisms, or from
the Manchester morality of a generation of
Whig utilitarians. Very great, I take it, was
the service done by Carlyle' s earlier books to
the yoimg men of that day, giving to them an
enjiobling gospel, for which England may well
hold the Sage of Chelsea in continued rever-
ence" (p. 114).

Another just and kindly judgment is that

pronounced by Mr. Linton on Leigh Hunt,
of whom he says

" he went on in his quiet, pleasurable way,
uever outraging Mrs. Grundy in his private
life, not unconcerned at world-wrongs, speak-
ing honestly, but with kindness of all men, and
fairly earning his reputation as ' the gentlest of
the wise.'

"

He relates that Leigh Hunt and Sheridan
Knowles, both seeking appointments for

their sons, met on the steps of theGovernment
Office, when Hunt made way for Knowles to

enter first, lest there might be only one place

to be filled. Equally pleasant and more ex-

tended is the account of Ebenezer Jones,

who, for a number of years, was Mr.
Linton's intimate friend and comrade, and
to the memorial volume of whose poems he,

long since (1879), contributed a memoir,
part of which is repeated here. He knew
Maraton the playwright, father of the blind

poet, and Gilchrist, upon the illustrations

of whose Ifi/e of Blake he worked. One
Sunday Gilchrist took him to see Linnall,
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uith whom Blake's last days were spent.

He describes Linnell as

"a strange, dry, withered, old man . . . .

quaint in speech, with strange utterance of

strange opinions, a man who might have

admired Blake as much for his literaiy in-

coherences as for his artistic imagination."

Linnell " had built himself a house on a high

ridge of the Surrey country, overlooking an

extensive weald." The site, says Mr. Linton,

was so commanding that, at a time when
a French invasion was talked of, someone

suggested that the house would certainly

be taken as the headquarters of the

French General. "They can't do it, sir,"

answered Linnell; "they can't do it: it's

against the law."

Since 1866, until very lately, Mr. Linton

has lived in America. He went there '
' with

no fixed intention of remaining," but

Frank Leslie induced him to remain to

work for his Illustrated News. Among the

many Americans he met, one, of course, was
Walt Whitman, whom he describes as " a

fine-natured, good-hearted, big fellow ... a

true poet who could not write poetry, much
of wilfulness accounting for his neglect of

form, perhaps as fatal a mistake in a poet

as in a painter." His description of Mme.
Blavatsky is less complimentary, one sight

of whom, he says, was enough: "a fat,

vulgar-looking woman, not, one could not

help thinking, at all likely to be mistaken

for a prophetess ; no sybil, but a veritable

old witch, with nothing venerable about

her."

Mr. Linton's work in connexion with

wood engraving, both as an engraver and
as its historian, has g^ven him merited

fame in the sphere of art. With not less

earnestness of purpose—if more obscurely

—

he has worked for social and political liberty

wherever help was needed. In this con-

nexion, he gives an interesting account of

the blasphemy prosecutions of 1841 under-

taken by the government of that day, not

in the interests of religion, but as a weapon
against their opponents. Hetherington,

being indicted, promptly proceeded to re-

taliate by proceeding against Moxon—

a

publisher of imquestioned respectability

—

for " having published or exposed for sale

the blasphemous and seditious" works of

Shelley. It was a clever move. Of course,

there was no real ill-will against Moxon,
and no desire to suppress Queen Mah. The
aim was to make an absurd and hypocritical

prosecution impossible ; and it was effectual.

Moxon was found guilty ; but the prose-

cutors did not follow up the matter, and no
sentence was pronounced, while the other

prosecutions were allowed to lapse. " I

think," says Mr. Linton, " there has since

been only one ' prosecution for blasphemy

'

with foolish wilfulness provoked for the

sake of personal notoriety." Mr. Linton
forgets the serious attempt to convict Mr.
Bradlaugh, the motive in this case being, as

in 1841, political.

Just ten years later (1851), some 250
Polish refugees arrived in Liverpool, and
Mr. Linton busied himself in their behalf.

They were destitute, and an appeal to

such prominent Liverpool men as James
Martineau and Robertson Gladstone had no

effect. One Liverpool man there was, how-
ever, the friend of Mazzini and of all noble

causes, who came to their rescue. This was
Mr. Peter Stewart, a merchant of the town.

He provided them with shelter, food, and
money. Someone else brought straw, while

poor women in the street fetched them
water. One incident is worth quoting. As
a supply of biscuit was being uncarted, says

Mr. Linton,

" I noticed two villainous looking fellows

hanging about, evidently with intent to steal

anything in their way. I asked them what
they were there for, and had, of course, a rough
and saucy answer. I told them in a few words
who and what the refugees were, and how,
unable to speak English, they were in a worse
condition than any Englishmen could be ; and
my two villains replied that I need not be
afraid of them, and walked down the street

with me to ask farther questions."

Is there no lesson here for judges and
magistrates who fancy that the ruffianly

treatment of roughs is the only safe or

suitable treatment ?

It was in the same year that Mr. Linton
began The English Republic, which had a

chequered career of four or five years. He
issued it from Brantwood, at that time his

home, afterwards, as everybody knows, the

residence of Mr. Euskin, who bought it

from Mr. Linton. Mr. Gerald Massey, too,

was at one time a tenant of the place ; but,

curiously enough, Mr. Linton does not

mention the fact. It is hardly necessary

to say that The English Republic, advocating

the views it did, and issued under such con-

ditions, had a small circulation ; but, like

many other obscure periodicals of this cen-

tury, it contained some of the best writings

of its authors. It is more valued now than
it was in 1851-5, not only because it has

become a prize for book-hunters, but for

the sake of its contents. Mr. Linton wrote

most of it himself ; but, turning over the

pages of the three and a-half volumes, we
find original works by Walter Savage
Landor, Mazzini, and Alexander Herzen,

as well as many well-chosen reprints of

speeches and writings. There are several

portraits, engraved of course by Mr. Linton,

and the "Eepublican flag"—a not very

agreeable blending of blue, white, and
green—adorns the title-pages. Not the

least interesting article is one on Mary
WoUstonecraft, which commences thus :

"Out of the dead level of our modem fine-

ladyism, every now and then a woman rises

like a goddess, standing above the rest : a woman
of fair proportions and unmutilated nature, a

woman of strength, will, intellect, and courage,

practically asserting by her own life the truth

of her equality with man, and boldly claiming

as her right also an equal share in the privileges

hitherto reserved for himself alone."

The article was printed in 1854, and signed

E. L. I wonder what Mrs. Lynn Linton, in

1895, thinks of its boldly expressed admira-

tion of a woman who assuredly did not

conform to the conventional code of women's
morals.

Walter Lbwdt,

FLUrrE S BATAK TALES.

Bataksehe Verttllingen. Verzameld door 0. M.
Pleyte. (Utrecht: Honig.)

The Bataks, or, to use the more familiar

English spelling, Battas, of the north-

central region of Sumatra, are a people the

study of whose past and present life raises

important but by no means easy problems

in civilisation. They are patriarchal agricul-

turists representing an old-fashioned Malay
type, though hardly so primitive as that

which may still be found among the matri-

archal families of the Padang Highlands.

But on this old ethnic ground there has

been implanted through Hindu and Moslem
invasion much art, custom, and religion of

Asia. The Bataks have their own written

characters, derived fromlndia, and belonging

to the Pali group of alphabets. In this script

are written their curious Pustahas or books

(Sanskrit ^M«<fli-fl)—long slips of bark folded

in Chinese manner, and bound with end

flaps of the solid wood. On the magical

religious formulas of divination and sorcery

contained in these books much of the con-

duct of Batak life still turns.

Dr. Neubronner van der Tuuk, the eminent

philologist in Malayan languages, on whose

Batak Dictionary and Lectionary scholars

have in large measure to depend, died

last year. Mr. Pleyte, of Amsterdam, one

of the few Orientalists who are at home in

this unfamiliar literary region, now publishes

a translation of Batak fo&-lore, with an im-

portant introduction on the religious ideas

embodied in it ; and he has had the happy
thought of ornamenting the cover of his

little volume with copies taken from the

magic books themselves of the portentous

spirit-creatures painted in red and black

—

jackals, crocodiles, centipedes — whose

forms fill the native mind with fear and

hope. The huge Pane serpent climbing up
in pursuit of the rhinoceros-bird is no earthly

snake, but a spirit in the sky, so potent

that in war it is the business of the Datu,

or priest, to discover whereabouts he is at

the moment of attack, and to judge of

victory or defeat accordingly. The pictures

themselves act as serious charms, so that if

drawn on leaves or bits of wood, and pro-

vided with souls by means of a Mintora, or

charm (Sanskrit mantra), theymay be thrown

into an enemy's village or buried at his

door with disastrous result. Yet one of

the stories here told—that of Siboru

dagang—is a protest against the baleful

influence of magic in Batak life. Two
rival rajas of neighbouring villages,

both in love with the fair " maid from

abroad," call in the services of two

sorcerers, who contend with potions and

spells till one lover plunges into the

lake after the reflection of the Manuk-
manuk, the magic cock which he mis-

takes for his beloved. He is drowned,

and the other lover marries the maiden.

But amid the wedding festivities he forgets

to pay his wizard's fee. So the two

magicians take counsel together, and, dis-

carding their supernatural craft now that

there is real business in hand, they simply

waylay and murder him. The bride rushes

home, and, clasping the mutilated body,

will not be parted from it. Then Debata,
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the Supreme Deity, touched by such, tender-

ness, carried the faithful pair up into the

sky, and they became the moon. To one

of the murderers the Deity appeared in

a dream, saying, " Ye are great scoundrels,

seeking your own advantage instead of

bringing your cause before the elders as

should be done. Therefore I have taken
up your victims to the moon, for I am the

protector against wrong." Thus it is that

IBataks when in trouble look up to the

moon and trust that Debata still watches
over them.

This story not only brings into view a
Sapreme Deity among the Bataks, but his

name, Debata (Sanskrit devata = " deity "),

is proof that they learnt the belief in him
from India. He has below him a triad of

gods likewise framed on a Hindu model, the
first person being Batara-guru, whose name
is now interpreted as Bhattara-guru, Lord
Teacher, an epithet of Siva. A whole list

of imported names of Hindu deities, such
as Borma, Bisnu, Kala, retain their places
in magic, and the zodiac still corresponds to

our own, though corrupted since it reached
the Malay region from India ; a Batak calls

the Eam and Lion the goat and the tiger,

but agrees that the Fish is the last sign.

The Batak system of the imiverse is the
Hindu Triloka or threefold world with the
planetary divisions into seven layers ; and
the earth is borne up by the world-snake
Naga - padoha, in whom we recognise
Vishnu's thousand-headed Naga. In like

manner, since Mohammedanism overspread
Sumatra, Arabic words have established
themselves in perverted forms in Batak
religion and magic. The interesting ques-
tion here arises : have these foreign ele-

ments brought the Bataks to the level of
Hindu or Arab culture, or merely coated
their primitive barbarism with an Asiatic
varnish? In this respect, our author's
remarks as to their religion are very
instructive. They recite formulas from the
Koran, believing them powerful charms
just because they are not intelligible, while
also they worship Brahma or Vishnu by
name, though hardly recogjnising them
otherwise than as spirits of their own more
primitive animistic type, such as they
believed in before the foreigners invaded
their land. Now is it from the depths of
ancient barbaric life that the Bataks
retain the cannibalism which gives them
their hideous reputation ? It is part
of their customary law, the extreme
penalty of enemies and criminals being
to eat them alive, cutting bits off them
to be half broiled and devoured with
salt and red pepper. An explanation of
these horrible feasts has been attempted
by Junghuhn, that they arose in late times
out of the ferocity of tribal war. But
tradition runs of the punishment of marry-
ing within the clan being to eat the
offenders

; at any rate, there is evidence of
such a law, pointing back to a past period
of severe exogamy. It is even related, on
the respectable authority of a letter from
Dr. Marsden to Sir Stamford Eaffles, how
the old Batak grandfathers and grand-
mothers held on by the hands to a branch
while the family party sang around them
"When the fruit ia ripe it will fall"-

when they fell they were eaten. The
reader of these tales will not encounter
such horrors; but perhaps we may look
to Mr. Pleyte, anxious as he is to use
folk-lore as a channel of real history, to

ascertain whether it does not convey more
record of the most conspicuous of Batak
customs than even the careful industry of

Wilken could discover.

The problem of tracing the birthplace of

a story, and thereby gaining light as to the
intercourse of the people among whom it

is current, finds much illustration in Mr.
Pleyte's book. On one tale he has written

a separate essay, in an album of contribu-
tions in honour of the eightieth birthday of

the venerable Prof. Veth. It is a version
of the swan-coat story, one of the most
widespread myths in the world. Malin
Deman catches a great fish and finds inside

it the ornaments of the daughter of Batara
Guru, which the monster had swallowedwhen
the heavenly princess came down to earth
to bathe. Naturally Malin Deman, before
even seeing the owner, falls in love with
her, and sets out in quest. A certain female
spirit tells him that the heavenly maiden is

sure to come down again soon to bathe and
make herself a wreaSi of flowers ; and when
she comes, her human lover, hidden in the rice

basket, springs out and seizes her winged
jacket, so that she cannot fly back to

heaven. She becomes his wife, and bears
him a son ; but afterwards being offended , she
recovers her jacket and flies back to heaven,
whence, aftervarious adventures, herhusband
brings her back. It has been argued that
this story reached the Bataks from India,
and that the winged maiden is one of the
Vidyadhari of Indra's heaven. Our author
dissents, and cites stories of the kind from
other islands to prove by their distribution
that they go back to times before Indian
influence. He argues that we have the tale

in its oldest form in the New Hebrides,
citing a version from Dr. Codrington's
Melane»ians, where the now wingless wife
is a kind of fruit goddess, whose touch
ripens the yams and bananas. It will

probably be admitted by most readers that
our author is right in not considering the dif-

fusion of the tale satisfactorily accounted for
by supposing the Hindus to have brought it

over. But as to assigning the ultimate
origin of the picturesque episode of the
swan-coat, belonging to the old Teutonic
and Scandinavian mythology, appearing in
the Thousand and One Nights, and to be
traced through Indonesia, Melanesia, and
Polynesia as far as New Zealand, this is

a problem which it seems premature to
decide without further evidence. Another
of the stories bears on the question, how
far Malay influence may be traced into
Polynesian religion. It is a Batak creation-
myth beginning with a hen that sat on
three eggs as big as cooking-pots. No
wonder she was in trouble to hatch them,
but the heavenly swallow brought her word
from the Ghreat Origin of the World that
the eggs were his and he would care for
them. It is obvious that these were the
three eggs out of which were bom the
three great gods of Batak religion ; but in
this story they produce two boys and a
girl, who are taken up to heaven. The

girl is set to weave cloth, but drops her
spool out of the sky, and is told by her
divine father (who is the afore-mentioned

Debata) to climb down the thread. Where
earth now is, she finds only a waste of

waters, and at last disconsolate sits down
to rest on the flower of a water-plant. But
the heavenly swallow comes again to help,

and goes up to the Great Origin for a clod

of earth, which his daughter kneads and
spreads till it is as large as a buffalo hide.

Then comes a contest with the world-snake
below, ending with his being chained up
and the earth made, on which the divine

daughter dwells with her two brothers, and
they were the first of the human race. This
tale, which takes other forms on Malay
ground, has its especial interest from reach-

ing out into the Pacific to the Samoan group,

where Tangaloa the Creator sends down his

daughter Tuli in the form of a snipe, but
she finds only water and no place of rest

till her father above throws her down a

stone, which becomes the island of Savaii.

Edwakd B. Tylob,

Ballads, and Other Verse. By A. H. Beesly.

(Longmans.)

Me. Beesly is not one of the singing birds

that cheep and twitter in the gardens of the

Bodley Head. He brings an austerer and
a deeper note into the pleasance of the

modem Muse. He has listened to the

thunder of the mountain torrent and the roar

of refluent ocean, and the echo of each
mighty voice has moulded his temper and
fashioned his music. He has caught the

glad inspiration of the heyday of the

century, when Wordsworth was still unfor-

gotten, and men were putting on their

armour to do battle for righteousness.

Indeed, there is a noise of battles, actual

and spiritual, all through the book. Mr.
Beesly has the heart of a Tyrtaeus, of a
Fletcher of Saltoun. It is something to

have written the ballad of " Sir Christopher
Mings," a rousing lyric of patriotism, worthy
to have a place in some future Lyra Heroica

beside the swinging rhythms of Drayton and
Macaulay and Tennyson. Sir Christopher
Mings, shoemaker and admiral, was surely

the twin brother of Sir Eichard Grenville :

" He swept the channel from end to end.
From chalky Dover to flat Ostend,
And never a Dutch dog of them all

Durst yelp while he was Admiral

:

He had such a whip
To make them skip,

If ever they ventured athwart his ship !

" But worth must wither with kings like Charles,
And the hands that kinged him were Albemarle's,
' A shoemaker's son ! Odd's fish ! it is plain

'Twould anger the Stuart and Oastlemaine.'

So Iiondon may fume,
And the Fleet be in gloom,

But Rupert and Albemarle rule in his room."

There follows a fine description of a sea-

fight, when

—

" the sun rose up, and the sunset fell,

And the calm stars shone on the raging hell."

And when Sir Christopher is betrayed by
Eupert, and falls in the hour of defeat,

" They came to the Court, and old Rowley heard.

And, a while, old Rowley spake no word,

But his eye for a moment looked like a King's

As it filled with a tear for Sir Christopher Mings,
The stoutest in fight,

The loyallest knight,

That ever drew sword for his land's birthright."
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Here, and in the almost equally delightful

ballads of Dumas and of Lieut. MacMunn,
it is the physical fighter that Mr. Beesly

celebrates. Glearly he loves " a tall man
of his hands." But you will not find in

him that worship of sheer strength, divorced

from justice or pity, which certain decadent

men of letters of our day affect. Mr.
Beesly has borne his sword in the service

of humanity, and the echoes of the conflict

ring through his verse

:

" Sad the Lenten news, John Bright

:

Lost at last your one lost fight

!

And to me by your death-bed
Half of fifty years seem dead."

The lovers of poetry are a peaceful folk

nowadays, and most often get imder the

wall with Plato's philosopher when any
social or political questions arise. Yet
some of Mr. Beesly's strains have power to

rouse the slumbering ardours of youth and
the joy of battles long ago. I want to get

up and be a Nihilist when I read the sombre
stanzas of "The Nihilist's Suicide," with
its grave indictment of the ear that hears
not and the hand that delays to strike

:

" We come to Thy tribunal, Lord,
Thy justice to arraign.

Because so long Thy lingering sword
Within its sheath has lain.

Because Thine eyes have ceaeed to see.

Because Thy hands are numb.
Because Thou hearkenest not, to Thee
We come, O God, we como."

Even more touching is the treatment of a
similar theme in "General Kukushka." That
is the Bussian name for the cuckoo, whose
note is taken as a sign that the spring is at

hand, and "that an escaped convict can
once more live in the forest." Mr. Beesly
draws a picture of the chain-gang stumbling
over the snowy steppes, and singing their

pitiful little " begging-song "
:

" Euku9hka calls, but not to all

Gomes comfort at EukAshka's call.

" ' We are driven from the city

To the wilderness

:

Little Father, have compassion
On our gore distress.

" ' Wo are footsore, we are weary.
We have come from far

:

We are broken by the anger
Of our Lord the Czar.'

" In vain, O bird of mellow throat,

For these thy resurrection-note

:

As ashes on the coffin fall,

So sounds for them Kuki'ishka's call."

I have not given an idea of the variety of

Mr. Beesly's achievement. A decade or

two ago, he published an admirable transla-

tion of the Ilecuha of Euripides. Graceless
lads that we were, I remember how, when I
was at Marlborough, we used it for a crib,

and found it barely literal enough. The
prologue and epilogue from this, together

with some renderings of the choruses, are
reprinted in the present volume. There
are also some meditative poems, informed
by a strenuous, though by no means an
optimistic, philosophy of lUe ; and, as one
might expect from a lover of Wordsworth,
some poems of the joy of earth. Mr. Beesly
rejoices in his garden, and especially in his

spring crocuses ; he rejoices in the brave,

immovable hills; he rejoices in the clear

streams of his " dear land of Devon "
:

" Where long mosses sway
Far down in the cool

Sudden depth of the pool

!

And the whitethorn has made
Its own precinct of shade
For the bank's mimic bay,
The whitethorn—and in it

Is liltinj the linnet.

Unstayed, unafraid,
All the midsummer day,
Till sunset's gleam Hushes
The points of the rushes."

I cannot resist one more quotation. Mr.
Beesly is not curious about metrical artifices,

as our deciduous singers are. The simple
rhythm and the broad sweep are in his

manner, and from these he extracts asonorous
music. The audacity of the refrain, how-
ever, in the following little poem, called

"lona," appears to me to be exceedingly
felicitous

:

" The tombs of Maclean and Macleod,
Of Macleod and Maclean,
They lie in the mist and the rain

And the gloom of the grey sea-shroud,
*

Hard by the torn eea-shore.

Where the summer silence awakes
To the babble the fool-mob makes,
And the insolent engine's roar

;

But what care Macleod and Maclean
For the raiu and the cloud.
The cloud and the rain ?

lona has gathered their dust to her breast.

They were weary, they sleep, were wayworn, and
rest.

" The tombs of the forty Kings

—

Kings of the Kyles,
Lords of the Isles,

By sea-waves white as a sea-gull's wings
Which broke in fury and revel, or ceased
At the out-stretched hand of the praying priest.

While the sea-snakes settled in noiseless rings

To the depths of the green sea-lane

—

As a show they are to an idle crowd
With the tombs of Macleod and Maclean,
But what care Maclean and Macleod P

lona has gathered their dust to her breast.

They were weary, they sleep, were wayworn, and
rest."

This is a pleasant and refreshing, as well

as an inspiriting, volume.
Edmund K. Chambers.

Primogeniture.

Murray.)
By Evelyn Cecil. (John

The discoverer of a new subject in con-

stitutional law or legal history or social

economics, under whichever term primogeni-
ture should be classed, is a lucky man indeed.

If he were also to dispose of it praise-

worthily in all its aspects, legal, historical,

practical, theoretical, and even climatic, in a
comely treatise of about 200 pages, he would
be luckier still. The first, it seems, is Mr.
Cecil's lot ; but not altogether the second.

Countless books have dealt with his subject,

yet no man before him has put all their

information together. By ranging a library

you might learn, if you wished, all that was
known about primogeniture in the dark
ages and the middle ages and the "so-
called nineteenth century," in England,
Scotland, Ireland, Spain, Italy, France,

Germany, and among the Elamites and the

dwellers in Mesopotamia. By research you
might even ascertain what Mr. Mill had to

say about it and how it is affected by the
Settled Land Act ; but till now these things
were not to be found within the compass of

one book. Here was a rich field, and the
labourers were few. Mr. Cecil has entered
it, and industriously gleaned the information
and composed this book. In spite of

excusable errors and less pardonable
absurdities, the result is a useful and not
luattractive treatise.

There is a modest list at the beginning of

the " editions of books more particularly

referred to," which, however, leaves un-
touched the numerous authorities less par-
ticularly referred to. It occupies about
seven pages, and contains one hundred and
fifty-five entries. Some of the works cited

are in Latin, some in French, some in

German, some in Spanish. In the footnotes

there are also quotations from the Greek
and references to the Italian. The reader
at first gazes with awe at such erudition,

and checks a slight disappointment at the
absence of the Hebrew, the Dutch, the
Chaldee, and the Telugu languages. But
familiarity dispels these feelings. Some of

the works quoted seem fairly common, and
some of the apparatus of notes exceedingly
superfluous. Mr. Cecil might have trusted
his readers more, and have condescended less

loftily from his own knowledge to others'

ignorance. For example, he could have
safely referred to the parable of the prodigal
son without adding "Luke xii. 13," and
have spoken of " that last infirmity of noble
mind " without hastening to add footnote 8,

" Milton, Lycidas, 71." So with the list of

authorities. It is satisfactory to learn, no
doubt, that Mr. Cecil has " more particularly

referred " to Joshua Williams' " Principles

of the Law of Real Property," and ditto,

ditto of " Personal Property," to Smith's
" Dictionary of the Bible " and Mill's

"Political Economy," to Stubbs's "Select
Charters " and Gibbon's " Decline and
Fall " (in Bohn's Classical Library)

;

but one really ventures to think that

his proud consciousness of learning or his

punctilious horror of plagiarism is possibly

excessive, and to wonder that under the
circumstances he should have failed to

include Colenso's Arithmetic and the Eton
Latin Grammar. There is a plentiful lack of

a sense of humour, too, in these pages, which
raises some doubt of the author's critical

judgment. In a discussion of the attitude

of the different British colonies and depen-
dencies towards primogeniture we read, with
stifled laughter—" British Honduras also

lends its weight to this side of the scale ";

and, in a note about Spain, " the review of

Spanish ecclesiastical history, from which
this passage is extracted, is specially valu-

able, as it is the translation of a Spanish
account." Occasionally, indeed, one cannot
help feeling that the mode in which the

materials for the book seem to have been
got together has dispensed its author from
much more critical effort than the trouble

of arranging them.
It is, however, as a stylist that Mr. Cecil

most fascinates the reader's attention. An
inconceivable wantonness of mixed meta-
phors flourishes in his pages, though the

sense sometimes lurks undetected in their

ripe luxuriance, and in the tangle, not to
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say jungle, of his flowers of speech. Here
are a few posies culled at random

:

" [The eldest son's] power had been found so
serviceable, and he had become such an institu-

iion, that his cast was left embedded in the
hardening mould of civilised society. It was
shorn of many of its unenviable attributes, but
it remained there conspicuous upon the pinnacle
upon which the cooling breeze had crystallised

it" (p. 25). "He took care that the rule of

primogeniture should developunder his pilotage,

although there was no one moment at which
the feudal system, which so well sheathed it,

can be said to have been introduced wholesale
upon an unwilling country" (p. 30). "The
Isle of Man probably imbibed primogeniture
from Ibe overshadowing example of Eng-
land " (p. 65). " Primogeniture in like

manner, we have seen, laid its first founda-
tion in the Carlovlngian empire ; from there
it meandered through France ; . . . till at
length it found a secure resting-place in the
recesses of the Isle of Man " (p. 66). " All our
colonised colonies have necessarily started under
the overshadowing aegis of primogeniture, for
the law of inheritance is one of those arteries
of the English system of which not even a
colonist can divest himself when he migrates
abroad to found a new settlement " (p. 69).
"Circumstances threatened to unveil the same
deadlock as was at one time the curse of Soot-
land " (p. 75). " France, in truth, has now
little enough in common with royalty ; maybe,
bad it possessed something of the ballast of
its influence, the disastrous species of evils

exemplified two or three years ago by the
Panama scandals would be more readily staved
off and sapped at the root " (p. 78).

No one who appreciates the joyousness of
this sort of thing would wish to make too
much of what has brought him so much
innocent delight where he looked only for
instruction. But, when one further reads
on p. 7 :

" In savage, and especially Oriental
communities, unlike in these days of re-

dundant population, it was of vital im-
portance . . ." and, on p. 126, " Eeligion
was now invoked in the opposite sense to
what it had been previously," one recalls

with dismay that the author is proclaimed
to be a member of the London School Board
on tho title-page and a linguistic scholar in
the footnotes. Eeally, before learning to
read so many foreign tongues and publish-
ing the fact, Mr. Cecil might at least have
been at the pains to learn to write his own.
The most interesting parts of the book

ate not those which describe the conjectural
origin of modern primogeniture and its

development in England—these do not add
much to the stock of human knowledge

—

but the account of the way in which Germany
has from time to time treated the question
of primogeniture. There the changes have
been great and frequent. The indivisibility
of the lands of feudal lords and their descent
to tho eldest son, which had become the
recognised practice in Germany in the
thirteenth century, were abandoned in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in favour
of a general and indeed extreme division of
inheritances. Gradually the practice re-
turned to the former rule, till, by the middle
of the seventeenth century, primogeniture
was again all but universal. Now neither
compulsory Rubdivision nor general indi-
visibility alone prevails ; but in different
states and different districts a variety of
more or less eyperimental syetems exist,

designed, not without some success, to

produce a compromise between excessive

partition of small estates or excessive aggre-
gation of large ones. It is to be wished
that Mr. Cecil had developed this part of

his subject, with which he seems to be well
acquainted and on which he has written
well.

Two things strike the reader with
regard to the practical bearings of

primogeniture in England. The first is,

that a singular moderation has always
characterised the English as compared with
continental systems ; the second, that thanks
to this moderation, the question is not now
one of pressing importance. Primogeniture
with us is, after all, only a matter afCecting

intestates ; and, except in rare cases, no one
need die intestate, unless he wishes to do
so. Settlements, no doubt, follow the
general example of primogeniture ; but they
are matters of voluntary compact, the chief

evils of which have been sufiiciently

mitigated by the Settled Land Act, and
other similar legislation. With the fall in

agricultural value, the fiction of a great and
unsatisfied land-hunger in the breast of the
labouring classes has fallen also : the object

of politicians now is to coax people to stay

in the country, rather than to remove the
barriers which were supposed to lock them
up in towns. No one in England seriously

proposes the compulsory subdivision of all

property among a testator's children. It is

not suited to our habits, and it has not been
too beneficial in France. Some day, perhaps,
when Parliament has a little time to

spare, primogeniture may be abolished;
and when it goes, it will probably go
in a parenthesis, no one much troubling
to defend it. But as it is, anyone may
abolish it for himself, and family settle-

ments are not the bugbears that land
reformers made of them a generation ago.

Primogeniture, indeed, is now for practical

purposes but few degrees more important
than gavelkind or borough English. Cir-

cumstances have distracted both its assailants

and its supporters, and thus it may have
before it a long and harmless life ; but its

destiny is probably to perish presently by
the quiet agreement of a Lord Chancellor
and an ex-Lord Chancellor in an acquies-

cent House of Lords, and with an indifferent

House of Commons.
J. A. Hamilton.

NEW NOVELS.

In the Bay of Battle. By John A. Steuart.

In 3 vols. (Sampson Low.)

The Secret of the Court. By Frankfort
Moore. (Hutchinson.)

The Wee Widowh Cruise in Quiet Waters.

By Edith E. Cuthell. (Ward & Downey.)

Silvia Craven. By M. Gordon Holmes.
(EUiot Stock.)

M'Clellan of M'Clellan. By Helen P.
Eedden. (Bliss, Sands, & Foster.)

Prince Zaleshi. By M. P. Shiel. (John
Lane.)

The Degradation of Geoffrey Alicith, By
Morley Eoberts. (Downey.)

I CONFESS to entertaining a strong feeling

of disappointment in regard to Mr. John
A. Steuart. His novel begins so well

—

even brilliantly, I may go so far as to say

—

that one is by no means prepared to accept

unmurmuringly the lamentable falling-ofE

which, first showing itself in the fifth

chapter of the first volume, is demonstrated
throughout the remainder of the book. One
goes on reading the tiresome story of adven-
ture in the vain hope that the author will

rally and extricate himself from corsairs,

Arabs, fights, shipwrecks, marvellous en-

counters of all kinds, with the usual con-
comitants of beautiful princesses to be
rescued, and stand once more on the firm

groimd from which he started. For really

those early chapters show Mr. Steuart to

be an extremely capable writer. He is

fluent to a degree, his style is excellent.

He is at once himiorous, picturesque,

and refreshingly spirited. His analysis of

character is executed with rare skill and
finesse. His dialogue has point and dis-

tinction. Pictures of men and places follow

each other, the last as good as the first.

We get a loving view of Edinburgh, while
the interior of a Perth inn and the cronies

assembled there is sketched nearly as vividly

as the " Maypole " in the early chapters of

Bamaby Rudge. Angus Glenrae and Peter
Clephane are at college together at Edin-
burgh. Peter is a confirmed bully ; and
Angus, whose fortunes are at a low ebb, is

systematically victimised by him. Peter's

father is an attorney, who holds the elder

Glenrae between his finger and thumb.
Thomas Glenrae's personality is so admir-
ably presented that one feels in reading this

part of the book that one has encountered
a master. In an evil moment the author
deports his hero, Angus, to the Persian Gulf
and Mecca, where he performs all kinds of

heroic feats, becoming a mere lay-figure in-

stead of a man. Earely have we seenso sorry

an exhibition as this. Here is an author
capable of writing a really brilliant work
of fiction in which science and fact are
respected and art is made subservient to

both. From this high naturalistic and
dignified ground he suddenly plunges into

the deep and murky waters of so-called

romance, which in Mr. Steuart's case means
the spinning of ridiculous yarns. Of course
what he writes is well enough in its way; but,

coming from a man who has shown that he
is capable of much higher work, it is

irritating, to say the least of it. We take
up a book, and find in the earlier chapters
excellent nutriment for trained minds ; but,

as soon as we are buckling to the work
before us, we are treated to a yarn which
would scarcely satisfy the taste of the

ordinary schoolboy. Mr. Steuart can do
splendid work. Let him do it.

Mr. Frankfort Moore, who proved in

I Forlid the Banns that he was able to treat

his art seriously, has taken the plunge, and
descended to an impossible story ; but The

Secret of the Court is too ingenious, too

cleverly written, to permit us to be greatly

annoyed. Eodney Sefton has devoted his

life to the task of unearthing the buried

ruins of ancient cities. Ho has discovered

certain hieroglyphs, and assigned the date

5200 B.C. to an inscription of historic import.

He is living in the caves near the site of
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thia discovery. A friend of his has been
robbed and nearly murdered. He has
suffered, too, in another way : his afHanced
bride leaves him for his brother, but she

dies soon afterwards. Sefton introduces his

friend to the Courts of Life—temples under
the earth where a race of priests have lived

for thousands of years. Here the girl is

restored to life ; but she has only achieved
a physical resurrection, the soul has sped
never to return. In this conceit Mr. Moore
somewhat boldly inverts time - honoured
conventions. It is usually the spirit which
returnp, with only the semblance of the
body ; here the body remains, with only the
semblance of the soul. I am afraid I have
treated this book with less consideration
than it deserves. It is skilful, racy, and
coherent; that it does not make much
impression on the present writer is, perhaps
not its author's fault.

It is much more difficult to be charitable
to Mrs. Cuthell's wholesome and prettily

told little story, because, while it bores
exceedingly, it does not inspire respect.

A widow, and a maiden named Dickie,
go for a cruise in the Speck, their crew
consistirg of one " John." They visit

some interesting country, which is well
enough described ; and in the end the wee
widow marries the man of her heart, and
Dickie pairs off with a worthy young
officer. The absence of plot and charac-
terisation are atoned for by a certain

directness of style. Idle and unexacting
readers will spend a pleasant hour or so in
Mrs. Cuthell's company.

In Silria Craven we encounter a brother
and sister, Arthur and Silvia Craven, who,
having lost their parents and property, have
to make their own living, which they
proceed to do in a very sedate and
proper manner : Silvia becomes a governess,
Arthur a curate. Silvia is a very charming
girl, and her character is attractively

portrayed. She has a genius for sympathy
and for succouring the distressed. To her
brother she is little short of an angel. At
the age of twenty-three she falls a victim to
her altruism, but Arthur marries happily.
The author succeeds admirably in showing
what a good and unselfish woman can
accomplish, and describes the charm of a
country life feelingly and thoroughly ; and
so fulfils the somewhat modest aim which
she set before her.

Any story of the moorlands of Scotland
must be poor indeed if it altogether lacks
intertst. Nevertheless, it cannot be main-
tained of Miss Eedden's book that there is

a suparabundance of any one quality which
may be held to justify its enormous propor-
tions. A homely little story of this kind
should be told in twenty thousand words.
A man and a maid love, but are under the
imprtssion that they are not loved. The
hero, who is a foundling, turns out to be a
laird

; the girl becomes a successful painter,
and all goes as merrily as possibly. Of the
plot or characterisation there is little to bo
said, but the author has some descriptive
power. The illustrations are feeble.

Mr. M. P. Saiel's stories have at least one
uiKommoa virtue : they improve as they go

on. "TheBaceof Orven" is better than
" The Stone of the Edmundsbury Monks,"
and "The S.8." is in advance of either.

As to the first, it is so crudely written that

it reads like the effusion of a precocious

schoolboy. We must confess, too, to being
heartily tired of the weird in fiction : the

taint in the blood, the stain on the floor,

with the accessories of hanging lamps and
Oriental draperies. Prince Zaleski is the

conventional sphinx-like Muscovite. "We
aro introduced to him reclining on a couch
" from which the draping of cloth-of-silver

rolled torrent over the floor." He is en-

vironed by the usual assortment of bric-d-

brae—Graeco-Etruscan vases, Memphitic
mummies, Hindu gods—an old curiosity

shop, in fact. With much that is " sloppj,"

and more that is inflated, there are certain

lucid flashes. The Prince's idea that the

individual intelligence and culture of man
can never pass on to a higher plane until

the sum of intelligence and culture has
moved upward, is convincingly and ably

put forth. But, as a whole, the book is

morbid, strained, and distinctly superfluous.

If Mr. Shiel is morbid, what are we to

say of Mr. Morley Eoberts ? He introduces

us to a man of strong passions which he
has held under control, biding the time
when he can claim the woman he loves.

To this end he devotes himself to his

art with a singleness of purpose which
would be entirely admirable were it not

just a little too indecent. The attitude

of the man suggests the beast of prey lurk-

ing for its victim. He is as economical in

expending the fruits of his labours as he is

lavish in the expenditure of his vital forces

upon his work. At length the wretched
specimen of womanhood for whom this man
slaves consents to be his wife. On the

morrow he discovers that he has fallen a
victim to an incurable and quickly slaying

disease. The situation is a finely dramatic
one. Which of us when on the eve of

realising some long-waited-for boon, for

which he has laboured and toiled unceas-

ingly, has not experienced the sickening

dread that the finger of fate was upon him,
that the prize was not to be his after all ?

Happily, in most such cases the fear is born
of the imagination, slightly perverted by the

tension of delay. But when, as in this poor
painter's instance, the fear is confirmed by
the highest medical authority, what can ex-

ceed the misery of the victim? Alwith,

whose nature is licentious, though it is

controlled by a single-minded passion,

rushes into every excess. In his degradation

he is ministered to by a woman who had
been his model and loved him from afar, but
who is now among the outcasts of society.

The book is extremely powerful, artistic,

ftnd dramatic. But the time has come when
we must beseech writers of this kind of

fiction to stay their hand.
Jas. Stanley Little.

SOME BOOKS ON THE COLONIES.

The Story of the Expansion of Southern

Africa. By the Hon. A. Wilmot. (Fisher

Unwin.) Without discussing the propriety of

its title, we think Mr. Wilmot's story a useful,

nncl, on the whole, a wcll-writ*-en book. He

takes a fair and reasonable view of those events

which have caused the greatest amount of dis-

pute and heart-burning. Of Lord Wolselcy's

ridiculous attempt at settlement in Zululand
he says, "as might have been expected, thia

plan resulted in disorganisation, dissatisfaction,

and danger." He does full justice to Sir

Bartle Frere. And he justly styles Lord
Carnarvon's annexation of the Transvaal a
blunder. Mr. Wilmot recognises to some
extent only the danger already arisen, and
certain to increase, from the rapid growth of

the native population in British territory ,now
that the causes which formerly kept it down
are removed. He proposes his remedy in very

general terms

:

"Our European brethren must help us. They
have congested populations panting for eixploy-

ment, f\ill ot enterprise, in mauy cases battling

even for food. In the vast regions whoEC history

we are recording there is ample loom, in all

descriptions of healthful country, for that human
energy which is dashing itsdt in old countries

against the bars of restriction."

He should have gone into the subject a little

mora closely, and inquired if these congested
populations bom and bred in large towns
would be of the slightest use, or be at all

capable of helping themselves if transported to

Matabeleland ; and, moreover, whether it is

not more than probable that the bulk of white
men would disdain manual labour, when there

was an ever-increasing population of blacks

ready and anxious to undertake it for the most
trifling remuneration. It is a pity that both
the author and publisher did not look through
the book with a little more care before

issuing it. There is a long list of errata

;

yet the misprint of Sir Henry Bnrhly
for Sir Henry Barkly is not noticed,

and we are told that the Bailli de Suffren had
hoisted the tricolor. Wo shall indeed be sur-

prised to learn that the Bailli, who was killed

in 1788, sailed under that flag!

The Story of Australian Exploration. By
E. Thynne. (Fisher Unwin.) We must object

to Mr. Thynne's method of telling the story of
Australian exploration. That story is suffi-

ciently thrilling and exciting to bear repeating,

even in the most matter-of-fact way. Mr,
Thynne, however, thinks it necessary to intro-

duce an element of fiction, and has chosen to

invent an imaginary personage, one Boffin, into

whose mouth he puts the narrative of the

explorer. He is represented as taking part in

several of the most important of the Australian

expeditions of discovery, and says of himself

that no leader of an Australian expedition ever

thought his party complete unless he had Billy

Boffin somewhere on his list. He is supposed
to have accompanied Captain Stuit in

the expedition of 1828, which resulted

in the discovery of the Murray. Then
as escorting flocks and herds from the

settled districts to the new country discovered

by Sturt. Afterwards he is attached to the

expedition of Mr. Eyre, whom he is repre-

sented as accompanying, till he was rescued by
the French whaler the Mississippi. Now here

we have a remarkable proof of the mistake of

Mr. Thynne's method. All who have read Mr.
Eyre's narrative will remember his terrible

journey after the murder of Baxter, with no
companion except the black boy Wylie, till he
was taken on board the Mississippi by Captain
Eossiter. The horror and pathos of this

journey disappear under the ridiculous system
of Mr. Thynne, which represents Eyre as

accompanied by the experienced traveller

BoflSn. How different would have born Eyre's

position had he had the comfaniocship of a

trusted white man in addition to the black boy
Wylie ! No mention is made of Eyre's

further journey in cold and rain to Albany ; and
perhaps this is as well, for it was equally
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undertaken alone with the black boy Wylie,
and we do not want the intrusion of the
imaginary Boffia. We need not touch on the

part Boffin is represented as taking in the
travels of Sir George Grey and of Burke and
"Wills; but we recommend anyone who is

desirous of reading the story of Australian
exploration to go to the fountain-head rather

than to the narrative of Billy Boffin.

South Sea Tarns. By Basil Thomson. With
Illustrations. (Blaokwoods.) These yarns are
put into the mouths of both natives and whites,
and are well told, some sufficiently gruesome
for any taste. One thing may be gathered
from them all, and that is that the advent of

Europeans has been an unmitigated curse to the
South Sea Islanders. We English may derive
this comfort—that the most loathsome of the
whites who figure in Mr. Basil Thomson's
pages are not English, but Germans.

CURRENT TEEOLOar.
The Oriijin of the Canon of the Old Testament

:

an Historico-Critical Enquiry. By Dr. G.
Wildeboer. Translated by B. W. Bacon, D.D.
Edited, with Preface, by Prof. G. F. Moore.
(Luzac.) This excellent work deserves to ba
introduced to English, as it has already been
introduced to German, readers. The author is

a professor at Groningen, and has, since the
publication of the Dutch edition of this work,
enriched critical literature with a most useful
volume on the origin of the books of the Old
Testament, which has been quite recently
translated into German. The two works
supplement each other ; but the present volume
may perhaps find admission where its com-
panion, which is avowedly based on the results

of the higher criticism, would be viewed with
disapproval. It is intended, not only for
university students, but for those who are
immersed in practical life, and can only rescue
an occasional hour for critical study. Even for
such, as the author remarks, it is possible to
study a brief and comprehensive work like this

;

and " a good insight into the way in which the
Books of the Old Testament were brought
together ii a solid basis for a sound idea of
the Bible." The method adopted is that of
historical investigation : the student is thus
enabled to see how the results of critical

inquiry have been obtained. They are not
forced upon him : he accompanies a guide who
is familiar with the way which leads to them.

Studies in Biblical Archaeology. By Joseph
Jacobs. (David Nutt.) Mr. Jacobs is unlike
his ancestors. When in a strange land they
hanged their harps upon the trees by the
water-side and declined to exercise their
talents for the benefit of the GentQes. But
he, having plucked fruit from that tree of
knowledge whose roots are watered by the
streams of Biblical archaeology, spreads for
us an excellent repast. But we must find
fault at once. The book reminds us somewhat
of one of those short fat fish to be seen at
the Aquarium, with solid heads and plump
shoulders—if fish have shoulders—which sud-
denly narrow down and end up with an
insignificant tail. His introduction is in his
best style, though we think he misinterprets
both Mr. Gomme and Mr. Higgens in saying
that the former assumes that the Aryans, and
thelatter the Hebrews, had no superstitions of
their own. The first four essays, which deal
with "Archaeological Besearches," "Compara-
tive Religion," " Junior-right," and " Totem
Clans," are well and ably written, and put the
author's views very clearly. Mr. Jacobs is not
afraid to strike out into new paths, and some
of his conclusions wiU therefore, no doubt, be
disputed. But scattered here and there will

even be found crumbs of comfort for the ultra-
orthodox, for he says :

" There is a marked retrogression, if I may call
it so, to the position which assigns a certain
amount of uniqueness to the religion of the
Hebrews. After all our incursions into the faiths
of the world, we come back to the sacred records
of the Hebrews, having failed to find their
feUow."

When we come to the penultimate essay, on
the Indian origin of Proverbs xxx., we find it

short and unconvincing. There is certainly a
similarity in verse 15, but not enough to prove
the hypothesis. The last essay, on the Old
Testament Eevision, is reprinted from the
Athenaeum. The author himself does not
appear to love it, but seems to reprint it

because it was the first review on the Old
Testament Eevision which appeared—the first-

born in fact. Without, however, accepting
unreservedly Mr. Jacobs's theory of " Junior-
right in Genesis," we may say tiat some of the
younger please us better. But all students of
Biblical archaeology will welcome the re-publi-
cation of these essays in such a convenient
form.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Chapman & Hall have in the press
The Crimea in 1854 "'I'td 1894., by General Sir
Evelyn Wood, with numerous illustrations
from sketches made during the campaign by
Colonel the Hon. W. J. Colville, and portraits
and plans. This is not merely a reprint of the
articles which have been appearing in the
Fortnightly Review : the whole has been entirely
re-written and considerably enlarged.

The Hon. J. W. Foetescue has, at the
request of the colonel and officers of the 17th
Lancers, written a history of that famous
regiment. It is about to ba published by
Messrs. MacmUlan & Co. in a single volume,
illustrated with coloured plates of uniforms
and accoutrements. It is au interesting fact
that the raising of the regiment was intrusted
by George II. to Colonel John Hale, who had
fought under Wolfe at Quebec and was chosen
to bring to England the despatches which con-
tained the news at once of the victory and of
the death of his commander. The badge of
the regiment—a death's head with the motto
" Or Glory"—may be regarded as a perpetual
commemoration of the death of Wolfe.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will publish in a few
days My Last Will and Testament, by
Hyacinthe Loyson (Pere Hyacinthe), with an
introduction by Archdeacon Farrar. The work
is being translated into several European
languages.

Messrs. George Bell & Sons propose to
add to " Bohn's Library " an illustrated edition
of Motley's History of the Rise of the Dutch
Republic, with an introduction by Moncure D.
Conway; and Comte's Positive Philosophy, as
translated and condensed by Harriet Martineau,
with an introduction by Mr. Frederic Harrison.
Each of these will be in three volumes.

Messrs. A. & C. Black will publish this
spring a series of entirely new editions of their
guide-books. The volumes on Devonshire,
Cornwall, and the Isle of Wight have been
revised by Mr. A. R. Hope-Moncreiff; and
those on the English Lakes, Derbyshire, and
the Isle of Man, by Mr. M. J. B. Baddeley.
There will also be separate volumes on parts of
Ireland : such as Dublin and County Wicklow,
Belfast and the Giant's Causeway, and
Killamey.

Messrs. Longmans & Co. announce, as
the two next volumes in their series of " Public
School Text-Books of Beligious Instruction,"
The Pentateuch, by the late Lord A. C. Hfrvty,

Bishop of Bath and Wells ; and The Gospel of
St. Mark, by the Hon. and Eev. B. Lyttelton,
headmaster of Haileybviry. Other volumes are
in preparation.

Messrs. Henry & Co. will issue John
Oliver Hobbes' new novel, entitled The Oods,
Some Mortals, and Lord Wichenham, after the
Easter holidays. The same firm will publish
shortly afterwards Boconnoc, by Mr. Herbert
Vivian, and Susannah, by the author of "In
Summer Shade "

: both novels are of three-
volume length, but will be issued in the one-
volume form.

Mr. Horace Cox will publish, in a few
days, In Market Overt, by Mr. James Payn.

The translation of "Gyp's" Chiffon's Mar-
riage, which will shortly appear in the " Zeit-
Geist Library," has been made by Mrs.
Patchett Martin. The volume will contain a
portrait and a facsimile letter of the authoress.

The following novels will be published by
Mr. Elliot Stock immediately : Aa Cold in the
Furnace, by Mary Cross; Gladys Woodley, or
Amiel's Wife; and Runic Rocks, a North Sea
Idyll, by Welhelm Jansen, with a preface by
Prof. George Fiedler.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. will publish on
April 17 the following novels : The Knife that
Killed Po Haneyate, by Frank E. Stockton;
War Times, and In the Cannon's Mouth, by
Sarah Tytler; The Fortunes of Albert Travers,
a Tale of the Eighteenth Century, by B. S.
Berrington.

Mr. H. K. Allenson announces the follow-
ing for early publication : The Dominion of
Christ, being addresses on foreign missions
as viewed in the light of the past hundred
years, by the Eev. William Pierce; and The
Kingdom, without Observation, a memorial
volume of sermons by the late John Davies,
of Brighton, edited by his daughter.

We are requested to state that F. P.
Montresor, the author of Into the Highways and
Hedges, is not a man but a woman, being a
daughter of the late Admiral P. B. Montresor.

Messrs. Dodd, Mead & Co., of Boston,
intend to publish an American edition of
Book Prices Current,

The South-place Ethical Society propose to
issue a monthly magazine, to the first number
of which Mr. Moncure D. Conway will con-
tribute an article, entitled "Two Historical
South-place Editors : William Johnson Fox and
Leigh Hunt."

It is announced that the diary kept by the
Archduke Franz Ferdinand d'Este on his
voyage round the world two years ago will
shortly be published. The Archduke at first

intended to have a few copies of the diary,
which extends to about 2000 closely written
quarto pages, printed for presentation to mem-
bars of the Imperial family and private friends.
Yielding, however, to numerous requests,, he
has decided to make the work public. The
first volume, to appear soon after Easter,
will include descriptions of Ceylon, India,
Singapore, Java, and Thursday Island. The
second volvune may be expected in the course
of the summer.

The following have been elected by the
committee to be members of the Athaenaeum
Club : Prof. Lewis Campbell, of St. Andrews ;

Mr. H. Eider Haggard, and Prof. Arthur
Palmer, of Dublin.

The following are the lecture arrangements
at the Eoyal Institution after Easter :—Prof.
George Forbes, three lectures on "Alternating
and Interrupted Electric Currents "; Prof. E.
Eay Lankester, four lectures on "Thirty Years'
Progress in Biological Science "; Prof. Dewar,
four lectures on " The Liquefaction of Gasee ";
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Dr. 'William Hoggins, three lectures on " The
InitTBmenta and Methods of Spectroscopic

Astronomy" (the Tyndall Lectures); Mr.
Arnold Dolinetsch, three lectures on " Music and
Musical Instruments of the Sixteenth, Seven-

teenth, and Eighteenth Centuries, English,

French, and Italian" (with illustrations upon
original instruments); Mr. Seymour Lucas,

two lectures on "Picture Making"; Prof.

Edward Dowden, two lectures on "Elizabethan
Literature: The Pastoral and the Masque."
The Friday evening meetings will be resumed
on April 26, when a discourse will be given by
Dr. John Hopkinson, on "The Effects of

Electric Currents in Iron on its Magnetisation ";

succeeding discourses will probably be given
by the Earl of Kosse, Veterinary Captain
Frederick Smith, the Hon. G. N. Curzon, Mr.
Walter Raleigh, Mr. J. Viriamu Jones, Prof.

Alfred Cornu, and others.

The late William Bolitho, of Ponsandane,
has bequeathed £500 to the Penzance Library,
of which he was president, the income of which
is to be applied to the purchase of standard
work in English or in foreign^ languages, at
the cost of not less than £2 lO-i. for each
complete work.

The tercentenary of the death of Tasso,
which occurs on April 25, will be celebrated
by the publication of three important books

:

the Life, on which Signor Angelo Solerti has
been long engaged (in three volumes, Turin

:

Loescher) ; a critical edition of the Oeriualemme,
with commentary, under the general editor-
ship of Signor Solerti (Florence : Barbera) ; and
a third volume of the Opere minori, containing
the plays, with a preface by Signor Carducci
(Bologna : Zanichelli).

Messrs. J. Peaeson & Co., of Pall Mall-
place, have sent us a catalogue of their
autograph letters and manuscripts. We may
specially mention some historieal documents of
the sixteenth century, sigjned by Cardinal Pole,
Cranmer, Sir Christopher Hatton, and Sir
Edward Coke ; long letters of Byron, Shelley,
Blake, and Coleridge ; a collection of letters

and poems of Tasso, which were (we think) .

sold at Sotheby's a year or so ago ; and what
is described as the unpublished MS. of the first

known literary production of Tennyson, en-
titled "Mungo; The American," which the
son proposes to print in full in his forthcoming
life of his father.

The Copyright Association of Canada have
issued a formal statement of their case, in
support of the Canadiem copyright bUl, which
was passed by the Dominion legislature as
long ago as 1889, but which is understood to be
still under consideration by the Secretary of
State in England. On the general question we
do not feel called upon to express an opinion,
beyond stating that there seems much to be
said for the Canadian point of view, and
regretting the strong language which has
been used in some quarters in this country.
This, however, we may suggest, without
offence: that, if Canadian printers wish to
obtain the (local) monopoly ofbooks by English
authors, they should first learn to spell the
word " analogous," which appears three times
in this document as " analagoug."

Correction.—In the review of Mr. Bae's Life
of Adam Smith, in the Academy of last week,
the date of Adam Smith's birth was accidentally
printed as 1776, instead of 1723.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.
The House of Lords on Monday unanimously
reversed the judgment of a majority of the
Court of Session, in the case affecting the
affiliation of University Ccllege, Dundee, to St.
Andrews University. It Jias now been authori-

tatively decided that the Scottish Universities
Commissioners had no power to make the
affiliation in the manner they did : that is, by a
mere order, on the consent of the two bodies.

They could act only by an ordinance, which is

open to be petitioned against by any persons
directly affected, and also requires to be laid

before Parliament. In the present case, the
appellants were individual members of the
University Court and Senatus Academicus of

St. Andrews, who could have petitioned against
an ordinance, but who had no opportunity of
being heard against the order in question.

We have received the report of the com-
mittee of Manchester College, Oxford, presented
to the annual meeting of the trustees, which is

still held at Manchester. The total income
for the past year was £3356, of which £2143
was derived from endowmenta and £1088 from
subscriptions. The building account is now
closed, with a balance in hand of £826, which
will form the nucleus of a repair and renewal
fund. The total number of students is four-
teen, of whom nine are graduates. Prof.

F. Max Miiller has been appointed to the office

of visitor. Mr. A. L. Smith, of Balliol, has
been delivering a special course of lectures on
" Political and Social Problems." Several
promises of stained glass windows for the

chapel having been received, the committee
have made arrangements for a comprehensive
scheme of religious designs, to be executed by
Mr. William Morris, after cartoons by Sir

E. Bume Jones. For example, the west
window, over the communion table, given by
Mr. and Mrs. F. Nettlefold, will be fiUed with
ten figures, representing Christ, Joseph, Mary
the Mother, Mary Magdalene, St. Peter, St.

Paul, and the Four Evangelists ; while three

double windows on the north side will have for

subject the Six Days of Creation.

The inaugural lecture which Dr. J. B.
Bradbury delivered last October, as Downing
professor of medicine, has been published in

pamphlet form (Cambridge : Macmillan &
Bowes). The subject is " Pharmacology and
Therapeutics," treated largely from the histori-

cal point of view, though with fall recogni-
tion of the recent results of chemical research.

The professor expresses a hope that, with the
help of an assistant, an active school of phar-
macological research, with special reference to
therapeutics, may grow up in the imiversity,

not unworthy of the existing schools of

physiology and pathology.

The last number of the Felicmn Record
(Oxford: Blackwell) prints in full—what we
believe was referred to in a former issue—the

only extant poem of the great Dr. Arnold. It

is an ode, written to be sung at the anniversary
meeting of the junior common room, on
November 20, 1812, when he was a scholar of

Corpus, only fifteen years of age. His son,

Matthew Arnold, is reported to have applauded
with enthusiasm when it was recited to him
in the president's study on the occasion of his

last visit to Oxford. We will only observe that

it introduces the slang term "codger," now
almost obsolete. Another interesting contribu-

tion is a notice of the relations and connexions of

Jane Austen, who were fellows of Corpus ; but
there is no record that the lady ever visited

them in their college rooms. A notable feature

of this little magazine is the fact that

books by Corpus men are impartially reviewed
by other members of the college.

The subject of the Newmarch Lectures, to
be given at University College next term by
Mr. L. L. Price, is " The Measurement and
Effects of Changes in Prices." Three out of

the six lectures will be occupied with the
movement of prices in England during the
present century.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

EASTER-TIDE.

When earth casts off the chains of Diiath's long
sleep

—

When through her olay-oold heart new life doth
creep,

And dawns a smile, faint, fleeting on her face
To see and (eel the undreamed tender grace
Wherewith sweet Spring her handmaid decks her

fair

In wondrous robes, she who had nought to wear,
For such a weary while, but Winter's ehroud
What time in Death's dark cell her limbs wera

bowed.
There comes, and with earth's waking doth agree,
The reMon showing yet more mystery,
How Death, whom earth defies, was overthrown
By man, and henceforth not as King is known

But as Life's messenger, sent forth to free
Poor prisoners fettered by Mortality.

Doha Cats.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The third quarterly part (July-September) of

the AltpreusBische Monatsschri/t for 1894 brings
three papers dealing with literary and educa-
tional history in the province of Prussia.
These are : (1) on an old Konigsberg
scholar, Michael Schreiber, theologian (1662-
1712), by L. Stieda; (2) the "catalogue" of
the parish school of Georgenburg for 1766,
giving some account of its rules and pupils,

by G. Froelich
; (3) some mathematical notes,

by M. Curtze, referring to the life of Kheticus.
The other chief article is one (following up
earlier contributions) by A. Treichel, on folk-

lore from the plant .world, especially for West
Prussia. In the fourth quarterly part (October-
December) of the magazine this subject is con-
tinued. The two papers together deal with
the plant names lying between Fagopyrum and
Ruta, the notes on flax, pine, and pepper
being exceptionally long. A short paper by
P. Tschackert gives (after S. A. Kahler) some
account of ecclesiastical conditions in the old
district of Prussia from 1830 to 1870. The
longest article in this part, however, is a
further instalment by the editor (Dr. Beicke) of

his most scholarly and valuable Dublication of
Kant's loose notes, this time from the bundle
calendared as F by Schubert. Both parts con-
tain the usual reviews and the Konigsberg
University chronicle.
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that my discovery was partlv due to the
I

suggestion of my friend Mr. Jenkinson, the
, University Librarian, who had himself pre-
j

sented the book to the library.

O. C. Macatjlay.
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CORREaPONDENCE.
THE LOST FBENCH WOEK OF OOWEE.

Oxford
: April 8, 1895.

,
Some of your readers will doubtless be

interested to hear that I have discovered in theCambndge University Library what seems to
be almost certainly a copy of the lost Frenchwork of Gower, known as "SpeculumHommis or " Speculum Meditantis."

It proves to be a poem of about 29,000
octosyUabic Imes, in stanzjs of twelve lines
each, which rhyme aabaabbbnbba. TheMB. which appears to be of the four-
teenth century, has at present 152 leaves
including one that is glued down to the
binding at the beginning. After this first leaf
on which we have the title "Mirour delomme and a table of the ten parts of the
poem, four leaves have been out out, and sevenmore are missing in other parts of the book
bewdes some—it is uncertain how many—at the
end. Thus the beginning and the end of thepoem are both wanting; and the object of mv
description is partly to direct attention to the
title and form of the book, in order that aperfect copy may be found, if it anywhere
exists. Probably not much is lost at the endfor the poem seems to be nearing its con-clusion when the MS. breaks ofiP.

^ "" "'^

thJ^\-^'^'^''°°! ^y 7^'"^ '' ™ay be proved

*mds fi™; "^W *• "'.\r««'>g ^ork is ?f twomds. first, that which is derived from theexact correspondence of the title, divisions

^^tntn'°' «'j\l'.°°kwith the'descripUon

Zr„.? ?°''^'' °11»« poem; and, secondly,
that which may be drawn from the vervmarked characteristics of style and thenumerous close parallels which may be foundm tUis poem with passages of the "Vox
Clamantis " and " CoS^fessif AmantL." Someof these are very remarkable, and the poem^eludes at least two of the stories which ar^found also m the " Confessio "

r.lpfi'°?f t^°^^l[ *^ ^l *^^« *° 'J™^ "P a com-

^^u"^ *° J';**'^y ™y assertions. At present

THE 8YEIAC GOSPELS AND THE
LIBEAEY.

Wady Nasb: ITaroh 17, 189S.

I have made a further transcription of the
Syriao Gospels from the Sinai palimpsest,
amounting to about twelve hundred lines ; and
1 have also filled up neariy a thousand lines
nitherto incomplete.
During a stay of more than a month at the

Convent, my sister, Mrs. Gibson, and I have
read over most of the published t ext with the
MS., and we have cleared up not a few obscure
passages. We were fortunately able to include

I

"'ose recently noticed by Dr. Wellhausen in
Ver bynsclie Evavgelien Palimpsett vom Sinai,
which a kmd friend sent after us. To take afew specimens : the manu •ami K of Luke i. 43
becomes wwjiu -bad li ; Paran, the name of the
Mount of Precipitation (Luke iv. 29), is Paras
(with a aemkath) in the MS.

; panat in John xi.
^0 becomes pashat ; thumana in Mark xii. 42
becomes ruba'a

; yad yamina in Luke v. 1
should be yad yamtha ; lem in John iv. 27 be-
comes gam, thereby adding an interesting
touch to our Lord's interview with the
Samaritan woman. The hwa at the foot of
page 174 (f. 122 v.) should be deleted. It is
only fair to the eminent scholars who tran-
scribed these passages to say that we could not
have seen them without the re-agent. Indeedwe were impressed by the care and skill with
which the work has beendone ; and, considering
the difficulty of the task, it is no detraction t%
say that many slight changes will have to bemade m any future edition. I have also

distinct. I cannot see why any doubt should
have been cast upon the former. I obtained
the permission of Archbishop Porphyries to
number the leaves with a light pencil, and I
found that the tables in the published volume
are perfectly correct.
The date at the end of the martyrology has

become clearer, probably owing to my having
washed it with the re-agent in 1898. The first
line in my copy is correct ; but in the second
hne, the lam before Makedonia should be
deleted, as it belongs to the Greek under-
writing. The word Philippus is quite distinct,
and the two last lines should be

:

" rehuun Ic hhatita daktat Jcetla hana
giaa da min yamina, an wa amen wa amen."

the scribe of Cureton's MS. are absent from the
isinai one.
The first point which we ascertained is that

there IS no title, or that the title has been
entirely erased. The appearances which de-
deceived us and others in my photograph of
f. 82 are due to both writings on the reverse
side appearing through the vellum. On this
reverse side the Gospel text is most distinct,
so there can be no mistake about Matt i. 16.
Mrs. Gibson examined carefully all the

points raised in the transcribers' notes ; and
the text 18 now practically complete, with the
exception of what was on torn margins, what
lies under blots, and what was on surfaces
completely erased ; also what was on the seven-
teen missing leaves, for which I made a fresh,
but fruitless, search.

I have found a few more interesting read-
ings, such as one which illustrates the con-
ventional name of our Lord in John vi. 42.

The column which follows the final colophon

i?
^' }^^ ^' *°^ which we suppose to contain

the date, appears to me by no means so in-
tractable as I thought it in 1893. Osrnig,
perhaps, to the afteraction of the re-agent
with which I then washed it three times, a few
words and letters are appearing. I have
washed it a fourth time, and perhaps, after the
lapse of a few years, clever eyes will make
something out of it.

Mrs. Gibson copied several pages of the
Greek sloping uncials which underlie the upper-
writing of the last twelve leaves. They appear
to be part of a sermon on the Day of Judg-
ment; but as no single line of her copy can be
made to fit into the line beneath it, we conclude
that John the Becluse cut short the sermon in
the year a.d. 778, by trimming its leaves to suit
those of the Syriac Gospels. It is a matter for
thankfulness that this summary process was
not reversed.

A great change has taken place in the Con-
vent since our last visit. A new Library has been
made, under the personal superintendence of
the Archbishop, partly by building, and partlyaTiai.' '""""^ euiiion. 1 nave also i-ue -a-rcnoisnop, partly by building, and partlvoetected two places in which errors made by by throwing down the partitions betweenthe scribe of Cureton's MS. are absent from the various dark closets. A snecial sunnv rnnm

" And they said, Is not this Jesus Bar-Joseph,
whose father we know, how saith he, I come do'Wfrom heaven ?

'•

the word " mother " is omitted (c/. John i. 25).
There is another in Matt, xviii. 19, which reads
like a satire upon some of the forms into which
Chnstiamty has crystallised. It is our Lord's
promise :

" Again, verily, I say unto you [it] ye shall
agree upon earth about everything, ye ehall havewhat ye ask from my Father which is in heaven."
I give this with some hesitation, because the
wordaft ("if ") is only partly visible, and I have
a suspicion that the words which represent
two of you' may have dropped out by a

clerical oversight. Yet there is no room for
thTOi, and no sign of any attempt to insert them

I will only add"tha?W Ma was^'pSsed Rendel S!?^ ^^nH;'
°^'^''

*^T>*''i' "J
Mr. I promised to facilitate the task by "supplyrng

-ome few years ago at the HaiUtone Sale^nd Umd Mr Stt ar« K^f?'^ °SF'°^;
^ensly the proper materials, and I shall therefore bf»uu I, ana mr. uurkitt, are both equally clear and | grateful if the few scholars who have any

various dark closets. A special sunny room
has also been built, in the best part of the
Convent, for the use of students. Old boxes
and baskets are for ever abolished, the only
one spared being that in which the Syriac
Gospels and Palestinian Lectionaries lay so long,
and this I have secured as a memento. The
Semitic books are arranged on shelves
according to the numbers in our catalogues,
and the Greek books according to the
numbers in the monks' catalogue, which was
epitomised by Gardhausen. A MS. may now
be obtained a few minutes after it is asked for,
whereas, formerly, the search has been known
to occupy two days. A whitewash brush has
passed over the entire Convent, and order
now reigns in place of slovenliness. All this
has been done at the sole expense of the monks,
no help having been obtained from the sub-
scription for this purpose which I began in 1893,
but afterwards withdrew at the Archbishop's
special request. It is needless to say that no
M8S. can now be taken into the garden. Our
party in 1893 enjoyed this privilege only
through the great kindness of the late en-
lightened Hegoumenos, Father Galaktion,
whose loss is sincerely mourned both by his
brethren and by the Bedouins. The new
arrangements make this concession to foreign
scholars quite unnecessary.
The most pressing question connected with

the palimpsest is one which his Grace and the
monks have decided to face immediately—that
of binding. The old cover is dropping away
piecemeal, and the first page, the only one
not a palimpsest, is quite unprotected. The
operation will have to be performed either at
Sinai or in Cairo, as the owners will never
consent to send the MS. further away. I have
promised to facilitate the task by supplying
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experience in binding very ancient MS8. will

give me their advice privately (to Cagtle-

DTM, Cambridge). All who have seen the book
this leaaon are convinced that the leaves will

never stand the insertion of a needle, and the

upper writing comes very close indeed co the

inner edge of the page.
I must conclude by saying that nothing

could exceed the kindness and attention with
which both the Archbishop (who has been in

residence at Sinai for nearly a year) and the
monks have responded to our every wish.

AONES S. Lewis.

A SURVIVAL OF BACON 8 TWICKENHAM
8CRIVENERY.

LonAon : April IC^ 1885.

Referring to my letter in the AcjVDEMT of

March 30, in which I evidenced tbe existence

of this hitherto unnoticed phase in Bacon's life,

I may be reasonably asked if any book pro-
duced there is still in existence? I shall

submit that at least one such has survived, and
is in my possession.

I copy its short history from Dr. E. A.
Abbott s Bacon and Essex (p. 165).

" In the spring of 1600, after Bacon's temporary
reconciliation with Essex, for the purpose of con-
ciliating Essex with the Queen, Francis Bacon,
who was supposed to know better than other
people what would please the Queen, volunteered
to draw up for Essex a letter to Anthony Bacon
which Essex might copy out in his owu handwrit-
ing, and send htm ; and then Francis would show
it to the Qaeeu as a proof of Essex's contrition and
loyalty. To make the thing more natural and
deceptive, Francis would also dress up in Anthony's
name a letter to Essex, which was to elicit in
answer the letter above-mentioned. The tiro

letters might naturally be supposed to be shoirn
by Anthony to his brother Francis, and Francis
ndght then show them to the Queen."

The letters thus " faked up " were admirable
imitations of the several styles of the supposed
writers — catching the quaint, humorous,
cumbersome language of Anthony, as also the
abrupt, incisive, and passionately rhetorical
phrasing of the EmI (Abbott, p. 185). It is

our first instance of Bacon's writing in the
name and style of other people.

Essex was much under the influence of
Anthony, and Chamberlain writes to Carleton,
on June 28, 1599, that he proposed to g^ve him
Essex House. Both Essex on his trial and
Bacon in his Apology (Abbott, App., p. 17)
allege all these facts ; and the passages need
not be quoted, but for one important sentence
to be alluded to later on.
The title of our pamphlet is, "To Maister

Anthonie Bacon, An Apologie of the Earle of
Essex against those which falsely and
maliciously taxe him to be the only hinderer
of the Peace and quiet."
My copy is post octavo, of about 100 pp., and

contains five documents: (1) The Apologie,
dated at foot, April 8, 1600. (2) Reasons for
the peace with Spain in 1598. (3) Reasons
against the peace with Spain in 1598. Dated at
foot, April 15, 1600. (4) A morning prayer
agreeable to the Lord's Prayer. (6) A prayer
at night going to bed. (6) A prayer for the
Sabaoth.
The book is beautifully written, " without

a, blot," and is clearly contemporary with the
inception of the idea, when Essex had been
a close prisoner for eight months, and was to
continue so for three more. It contains the
first of the " Apologie," a document addressed
to the future ; two out-of-date historical docu-
ments which had lost their interest save to
Essex alone, and for which he would have an
author's affection ; and three prayers suited for
a man who had been perilously near the
gates of death, and was iu great temporal

distress as well. In fact. Bacon, in his own
Apology, casts up against Essex his '

' carrying on
a show of religion "—a weakness, by the way,
to which Bacon did not yield.

Can this book have been written for any
one but Essex's own use, and to his order ? It
contains his hope for the future, his memories
of a brilliant past, his consolation for the
present hour of sickness and disgrace ; and it is

contemporary with the scheme for his restora-

tion to the Queen's favour.

The book had subsequently public interest.

Five transcripts, mixed up with other miscel-
laneous documents up to as late as 1616, exist

in the British Museum—one of them in French.
There is another in the Record Office, not
dated ; two (of the " Apologie " alone) were in
the recent Phillipps' sale—that which belonged
first to Sir Julius Caesar, and afterwards to
Horace Walpole (4to size), fetched £5 10s.

My own seems to have been annotated by Dr.
Grosart ; and one would like to know if the
Bodleian and other great libraries have not
also copies, and whether they contain any
documents personal to Essex. If not, I submit
that my pamphlet is an early copy written for,

and by order of, the unhappy favourite of

Elizabeth.

But how do we connect it with tbe newly dis-

covered Twickenham copying shop ? Firstly,

the date is contemporaneous with an idea
admittedly originated and secretly carried out
by Bacon ; it was a State document, and he
would not have it " faired out " anywhere else.

Secondly, a slip in Bacon's own Apology
(quoted Abbott, App. p. 17) shows that he
kept control over its issue. The passage runs :

" which letters [i.e., Anthony to Essex and
this " Apologie "J cannot now be retracted
or altered by reason of my brother or his

lordship's servants' delivery long since comen
into other hands."
A liar's evidence is good against himself.

Anthony and Essex were in this matter mere
puppets of Francis from the very first, and the
" delivery " or putting into circulation, which
he himself speaks of, would be under his own
control. Till the Queen had seen it, no issue,

save this to Essex himself, would be permis-
sible ; and we know the Queen did not receive
it until she dined with him in the summer at
Twickenham, when he tells us, with an author's
whimsical vanity, that he presented her with a
sonnet which was commended by those who
saw it. The poet Bacon !

May I somewhat expand the reasons why
Shakspere should employ the Twickenham
scrivenery for his MSS. and theatre copying ?

In 1596 Bacon was absolutely shackled with
debt on all sides. He had " rooked" (there is

no other word for it) his cousin Robert Bacon
into making over to him £600 a year, on the
assurance that he would stand Robert's friend
with the Lord-Keeper in a suit to which Robert
was a party—Francis never did anything of

the kind, as Robert piteously bewails. He had
ruined his creditor Trott, as that victim com-
plained to Anthony with tearful eyes. He had
stripped Anthony of everything, so that he had
to contemplate alienating Gorhambury. He
pestered everybody (save his mother) for loans.

"Would he not apply to Shakspere ? Could
the manager refuse the Master of Gray's Inn
Revels, when there were four other theatre
companies ready to step into his shoes ? More-
over, Shakspere was flush of cash, and had to
employ other capitalists, in order to put out
his spare money.

Shakspere's difficulty was, "How am I to

get it back from Bacon ? " He was a keen man
of business, and sued at least three of his

debtors, and their sureties ; he was not afraid
of looking after his money, even from a fellow-

townsman. His only way was to " take it out
in work" at Twickenham, and he m»y even

have suggested to Bacon an idea so foreign to
all that Queen's Counsel's experience.

Shakspere could not write his name five times
alike. Twickenham would provide the amanu-
ensis to write from his dictation, would copy
out the MSS. themselves, and the aotors' and
prompters' parts without a blot—as Heminge
and Coudell tell us ; would have them all in
order for reference or copying at the moment,
and the cost would be put down to "my
account with you."

I must leave it to others to say if this sug-
gestion does not fit all the curves of the
equation : if it is not probable, reasonable,
and hard to get out of.

" Si quid novisti rectius . .
."

W. G. Thorpe.

THE "quarterly REVIEW" OX ERASMUS.

Osfotd.

Tho writer of the article on Erasmus in the
Quarterly Review for January charges Mr.
Froude with so many inaccuracies, and prose-
cutes his attack with so carping a criticism,

that perhaps one may be pardoned for turning
his own weapons against himself. Many of

the inaccuracies cited are undeniably glaring,
and he proves them up to the hilt. Were tlus

all, there would be little fault to find with
what he has written. He claims to present in

his article " the outlines of the true character
and work " of Erasmus ; and though tbe scope
of a series of lectures is, of course, larger than
that of a review, it may be doubted whether
Mr. Froude would have asserted any wider
aim. It is at least open to question how far

extreme accuracy of detail is essential to such
a purpose. Desirable it undoubtedly is; but
where the avowed object is to stimulate and
inspire an audience to study the writings of

a great author for themselves, to present a
picture rather than a photograph, some
laxity in detail might be condoned. In these
days of promiscuous reviewing the same
license would be freely extended to the writer
of the artide above mentioned, were it not for

the unmeasured terms in which he stigmatises

Mr. Froude. It might surely have been hoped
that, in criticising so severely, he would at

least have been careful to make his own
armour secure against similar attacks.

The following weak points may be
exposed

:

I. On p. 7 the Reviewer says

:

" Mr. Charles Reade, possibly out of considera-
tion for the feeliURS of the British public, thought
well to represent thefc lovers as 6e:;retly married.
And Mr. Froude, whose motive we cannot even
conjecture, hints that they perhaps were so."

The Compendium Vitae Erasmi says on the
subject, "Is [Gerardusl clam habuit rem cum
dicta Margareta, spe conjugii. Et sunt tjui

dicant intercessisse verha " — surely sufficient

ground for Mr. Froude's hint, and even for Mr.
Reade's elaborate description of the solemn
betrothal of the lovers : the civil marriage,
which was only prevented from becoming
religious as well by the interposition of

enemies.
II. On p. 1,fin,., the Reviewer's statement,

" the usual account is that they had an elder

son Peter," seems to question the existence of

Erasmus' elder brother. Apart from what
Erasmus himself says on the matter, the fact

that his intimate friend, William Hermann, in

the Sylva Odarum (Paris: Mercator, 1497).

addresses an ode, "ad Petrum GirarduTu
Rotterdilmensem Herasmi Germanum : virum
turn perhumanum tum eruditissimum," is

conclusive.

III. On p. 9, fin., the Reviewer says that

Erasmus came to Cambrai in 1491, remained
there five years, and was then sent by the
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Bishop to Paris University. But Erasmus was
certainly in Paris in 1495. (Jaguin's history de

origine et gestis Frnncorum, published on
September 30, 1495 (the first edition—Paris :

Peter le Dru—has wrongly 1499 for 1495)
contains a letter from Erasmus praising

the work (Ep. App. ccccxxxvii. in the Leyden
edition, which is referred to throughout) ; and
in Gaguin's Eputolae (Paris : Gerler [1498] ),

Ko. 62 is addressed to Herasmus, and gives an
account of Charles VIII. 's expedition into

Italy, of his victory at Fomovo (July C, 1495),

and bis subsequent return to Turin. This
letter has no date, but it cannot be placed
later than November, 1495. It is almost in-

conceivable that Erasmus, an unknown secre-

tary, should have become acquainted with
Gbgnin except in Paris.

IV. On p. 12, init, the Reviewer says, "In
December, 1499, Erasmus quitted England,"
and on p. 15, quoting from Ep. xcii., " These
words were written in 1500." This letter,

which is dated January 27, 1500, contains the
following sentence (p. 84 c.) :

" Succurrit
. . . hunc ipsum solem iam anniversarium
illuxisse quod in Britannico littore pecuniola
raea . . . naufragium fecit," referring to
the money taken from Erasmus at Dover, when
he was leaving England. In the date of this

letter, the year assigned is probably wrong,
but there is no reason to question the day and
month. So that Erasmus left England on
January 27. As to the year, the first edition

of the Adages was published probably in 1500,
certainly not before, since it contains a letter

from. Faustus Andrelinus to Erasmus, dated
June 15, 1500. The publication followed
immediately on Erasmus' discomfited return to
Paris, after being plundered at Dover; and
thus Ep. xcii., written on the anniversary of
the mishap, cannot be dated earlier than
January 27, 150r, to which form the error is

easily traceable. The statements quoted above
are therefore not only contradictory, but both
incorrect.

V. On p. 12 the Reviewer says that Erasmus
prefixed to the first edition of the Adages
" some verses in eulogy of the Prince of Wales,
afterwards Henry VIII., to whom he had
been presented during his visit to England."
At the end of the first edition are printed some
verses in praise.of the English Royal Family,
addressed to Prince Henry, who was after-
wards Henry VIII. Erasmus had been intro-

duced to him at the royal nursery at Eltham,
just before he left England, Arthur, Prince of
Wales, not being present (Ep. to Botzem,
Catalogus Lucuhrationum). The verses were
composed immediately after this occasion, in
response to a challenge from the young piince.

VI. Oa p. 13 the Reviewer says, " In 1502
Erasmus published . . . the Enchiridion
Militia Chriaiiani." The first edition of this
book (according to the Ghent Bibliography) is

in Eraami lucubratiunculae aliquot (Antv. Th.
Martin, February xv, 1503).

VII. On p. 16, fin., the Reviewer says, " At
Bologna, Erasmus was much occupied in
preparing a second edition of his Adages."
The book was five times reprinted at Paris in
the yea rs 1 505 - 7, and one of these re-issues bears
on the title-page, " Adagia . . . rursus ab
eodem [Erasmo] recognita atque aucta."
VIII. On p. 20, fin. , the Reviewer says that

the Moriae Encomium was published in 1512,
correcting in a footnote a greater inaccuracy
committed by Mr. Froude. The first dated
edition appeared in August, 1511(Argentorati,
M. Schurer) ; and the Lucuhrationum Erasiiii
Index (Bas. Froben 1519) says that the Moriae
Encomium was " saepius excusum, primum
Lntetiao per Gormontium, deinde Argentorati
per Sohurerium." For this first edition the
Ghent Bibliography gives circa 1509, as the
flate. But we know from the Ep. to Botzem,

and from an unpublished letter of Stephen
Gardiner, at that time Erasmus' servant, that
when the Moria appeared Erasmus was himself
in Paris. This visit was probably in 1511, and
as it is unlikely that two years would have
elapsed between the first and second edition of
so witty a production, 1511 may perhaps be
accepted as.the date of the first issue. The date
1508 affixed to the preface in later editions is

obviously absurd.
IX. On p. 23, in a footnote, the Reviewer

reads into Mr. Froude's statement about
Ignatius Loyola an unjustifiable inference. It
requires a remarkably ingenious reader to
suppose that, because Mr. Froude says that
Loyola found Erasmus' New Testament un-
devotional, he therefore meant that Loyola
was making his "first, perhaps sole, acquaint-
ance with the New Testament."
X. On p. 27, fin., the Reviewer emphasises

the phrase " Lutheran tragedy," as though it

specially expressed Erasmus' attitude to the
affair. But to Erasmus anything disagreeable
was a tragedy. It was a tragedy when he was
ill, when he had an uncomfortable journey, or
when other people misbehaved ; and the word
has really no special significance in the phrase
quoted.
XI. On p. 32, init., the Reviewer says that

Erasmus reached Freiburg " at the end of
April or the beginning of May, 1529." From
a comparison of Ep. mix. with No. 53, in a
collection of letters from Erasmus to Boniface
Amerbach (Basle. 1779.), it is plain that
Erasmus left Basle on April 13, and reached
Freiburg after possibly one day's journey
[Ep. mlxix). P. 8. A.

WHO WAS THE SPANISH TBANSLATOR OF
JOHN OWEN ?

Sue, BaisM V^t(ti.6ie, Fiance : Mttoh S8, 1695.

In the Revista Contemporanea for February 28
and March 15 Adalmiro Montero discusses a
question which touches partly on English
literature: "Who was the Spanish translator

of John Owen ?
"

John Owen, the epigramatist (1560-1622),
who wrote chiefly in Latin, and was called the
"British Martial," is one of those writers
whose works, like " Ossian," and Young's
Night Thoughts, obtained a higher reputation
on the continent than in their native land. He
had the honour of two Elzevir editions in

Amsterdam ; Didot published in Paris the best
edition of his works in 1794 ; a French transla-

tion appeared in 1709, and another at Lyons
as late as 1819. A Spanish translation was
put forth in 1682, by Don Francisco de la

Torre. Who was this Francisco de la Torre ?

Revilla, one of the best Spanish critics, and
the editors of Rivodeneyra's Siblioteca, put him
down as the Bachiller Fr. de la Torre, whose
works were first collected and published by
Quevedo. But here again is a question on
which Spanish critics have been long divided.

Was this Bachiller Fr. de la Forre only a
pseudonym of Quevedo himself, or had he an
independent existence ? After much hesitation

the current of opinion seems now tending to
the conclusion that the Bachiller Fr. de la

Torre really lived, about fifty years before
Quevedo published his poems in 1630. If this

date were established, cadit quaeatio ; the
translator of Owen must have been living in

the second half of the seventeenth century. The
other Francisco de la Torre, a knight of Cala-
trava, died shortly before 1682 ; the translation

bears on the title " Obra posthama "
; and it

is here maintained that he, and not Quevedo's
Bachiller, was the translator of Owen.
Our author rests his conclusion not on ex-

ternal grounds alone, but by a comparison of

the verses of the two Franciscos he shows that
the style of the later one only agrees with that

of the translation of the epigrams ; the style of
the Bachiller shows an earlier period of the
language. And thus a double literary problem
seems at length to be resolved.

Wentworth Webster.

AMERICANISMS AND ARCHAISMS.
Dublin : April 1, 1S96.

The Englishman, who, to quote your corre-
spondent, F. H., uses the expression, "An
Americanism, with certain adjuncts," is

probably a person whose opinions are worth
very little consideration.

My own experience is, that most so-called
Americanisms, and, indeed, Irishisms also, are
in reality archaisms of the English language,
which have a habit of surviving where one
would least expect to find them. Many per-
sons will tell you that the phrase "to let

slide" is an Americanism, but students of
English literature will call to mind the follow-
ing stanza from Chaucer's " Clerkes Tale "

:

" I blame^him not that he considered nought
In time coming what might him betide,
But on his lust present was all his thought

,

And for to hauke and hunt on every side ;

Well neigh all other cures let he slide,

And eke he n'old (and that was worst of all)

Wedden no wif for ought that might befall."

Several other illustrations of so-called

Americanisms which occur in Chaucer may be
given. As, for example, " I guess !

" which is

frequently to be met with.

" With him ther was his sone, a younge tquier,

A lover and a lusty bacheler,
With lockes cruU as they were laide in presse.
Of twenty year of age he was I geise."

(Prologue, Canterbury Tales.)

"Bight" is often used by Chaucer, as the
modem American uses it in the phrase " Right
away "

:

" And al were it so that she right now were dede."
(The Tale of Melibeus)

Many quaint words are commonly used in

America, as " pitcher " for " jug "
;
" freshet

"

for " brook "
;

" fall " for " autumn."
"Homely "is invariably used to express the
absence of beauty—as "a homely girl" for
" a plain girl." An example of such usage
may be found in Shakspere :

" Upon a homely object love can wink."
[Two Gentlemen of Verona, ii. 4.)

In conclusion, I would sincerely express a
hope that Americans may hold fast to all
" -isms " which are not vulgarisms. Life
would be unbearable if everyone talked like

a book. It Is far better to use " -isms "

than, in the words of an illustrious Irishman,
"to hide one's nationality under a cloak of
personal affectation."

George Newcomen.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
Wkdnkbdat, April 17, 7.30 p.m. Keteorolo^cal : *Tto

Frofct of January and February, 1895, over the British
Isles," by Merars. F. Campbell Bayard and William
Mariiott; "Some Hints on Pbotrgraphing Cloudi," by
Mr. Birt Acres.

Tbubsdat, April 18, 8 p.m. Linnean : " Obserratlons on
the Lorantbaceae of Ceylon," by Mr. F. W. Keeble.

SCIENCE.
SOME BOOKS ON EVOLUTION.

From the Oreeks to Darwin : an Outline of
the Development of the Evolution Idea. By
H. F. Osbom, ScD., Da Costa Professor of

Biology in Columbia College. (Macmillans
)

This is the first volume of a series of biological

memoirs to be issued by the Columbia Uni-
versity under the editorship of Dr. Osbom, who,
consequently, in the capacity of author on the

present occasion, takes a dual position. The
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evolation idea hM an andent pedigree, being

the product of slow and often arrested

development through twenty-four centuries.

Aa in nught else that moves the modem world,

the ioipotus to its origin came from the Ionian

philosophers. Playing the part of "Old
Mortality " in restoring many an obscured

name, Dr. Osbom essays—and with considerable

skill, remembering how crowded the foreground

becomes—"to estimate each author from his

thought as a whole before placing him in the

scales with his predecessors, contemporaries,

and successors." As early as the sixth century

j).c., the doctrine of evolution was so clearly

enunciated by Heraclitus that the modem
terms in which it is formulated would have
been intelligible to him. But although he was
among the first to escape from the influence of

the old mytholog^c cosmogonies. Dr. Osbom
accords to Empedocles the title of " father of

the evolution idea," as grasping the fact of a

gradual progress in the changing order. The
most distinguished of his intellectual offspring

is Aristotle, whose equipment, methods, and
far-seeing anticipation of the fruits of modern
biology are admirably summarised. The
genend result of this survey of the early stages

of the evolution idea, as Dr. Osbom remarks,

is to show that

" the Oreeks left the later world face to face with

the problem of causation in three forms : first,

whetber intelligent debigu ia constantly operating

in nature ; second, whethtr nature is under the

operation of natural c%u8es oiigiually implanted

by intelligent design ; and, third, whether nature

ia under the operation of natural causes, due from
the l>egiuning to the laws of chance, and contain-

ing no evidences of design, even in their origin."

The author then passes in rapid review the

long eclipse of the spirit of inquiry (except

among the Arabs) in the Middle Ages, and its

reappearance, followed by the rise of a fantas-

tic pseudo-science, born of attempted recon-

ciliation between assumed revelation and
empirical theory. The difficulty in a book of

this kind is the observance of due proportion

;

and, on the whole, Dr. Osbom has skilfully

surmounted this, although we think that more
prominence should have been given to

Descartes. Buffon's waverings puzzle him, as

they have puzzled others ; but the real ideas of

that naturalist admit of little doubt. Timidity

caused ^im to affect a judicial attitude which
the irony of his style barely disguises. At the

conclusion of his survey Dr. Osbom pays a
well-merited tribute to Lamarck, the sound-

ness or unsoundness of whoso theory of the

causes of variation does not affect the debt

which science owes to him as one who showed
the way, if hb missed the goal. The book is

fairly free from errors. Mr. Leslie Stephen is

given a final " s," and the authorship of the

Vestiges of Creation is said to have remained un-
avowed, whereas the name of Robert Chambers
appears on the title-page of the most recent

edition. A well-selected bibliography adds to

the value of Dr. Oeborn's volume.

Lectures on the Darwinian Theory. Delivered

by the late Arthur Milnes Marshall, F.E.8., &c.,

Professor of Zoology in Owens College. Edited
by C. F. Marshall, M.D. (David Nutt.) The
earlier pages of this book march in line with
Dr. Osborn's ; but as they take us per saltum

from Aristotle to Linnaeus, they do not long
compete with his useful conspectus. Manuals
of Darwinism have become common enough to

require justification for another of their kind
being added ; and as the editor only modestly
hopes that, " in spite of the shortcomings of the

book it may form a useful contribution to the

literature of the subject," we may regard its

issue as the discharge of what has been felt as

a pious duty to the memory of an able man
whose promising career was untowardly cut

short. The arrangement of the matter, which
is based upon Extension Lecture Notes, is clear

and consecutive; due stress is laid upon the
importance of the evidence of palaeontology
and embryology as two chief buttresses of

org^anic evolution ; and the current objections
to the theory of natural selection answered
briefly, but not the less cogently. The dis-

cussion between the physicists and geologists
as to the time-estimate of the earth's life period
is touched upon ; but, in view of Prof. Perry's
recent revision of the data on which Lord
Kelvin cut down the demands of the geologists,

that question must be considered as still open.

A Theory of Development and Heredity. By
Henry B. Orr, Ph.D., Professor at the Tulane
University of Louisiana. (Macmillans.) This
book is another outcome of the discussion
raised by Weismann's arguments against the
loDg-uncballenged theory of the transmission
of acquired characters. The rigid form in

which those arguments were first stated has
undergone amendments which make it not
always easy to define Weismann's attitude. He
has abandoned the theory—qualified here and
there in his earlier Essays in Heredity—of

a germ-plasm wholly unaffected by changes in

the body where it is located, and recognises the

action of influences of the general organism on
the germ-plasm as causes of variation. In
overlooking this modification of the old

position, and in speaking of the germ-plasm
as assumed to be isolated in a sort of
" hermetically-sealed vial," Dr. Orr's criticism

is misdirected. Nevertheless, Weismann re-

mains no less anti-Lamarckian, and it is the
Lamarckian position that is here upheld.

" All changes in shape, and all changes in the
method of activity, must have been the result of

additional force from without. Therefore, if wo
are to account for the various forces displayed by
living organisms, either in their individual activity

and growth, or in their racial development, and,
at the same time, regard the law of the conserva-
tion of energy, then wo must believe that those

forces have theit origin in the environment."

Herein Dr. Orr echoes a pious opinion, leaving
unanswered the challenge of the newer school

to produce the evidence in its support. It is

this omission which the Neo-Lamarckians
should seek to repair, and the absence of

which renders the whole discussion barren.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BASQUE BOOKS OLD AND NEW.
Cucassocne, Aade : March 81, 1895.

Mr. W. J. Van Eys has very truly said, in

his recent article under the above heading in

the Academy, that it is not easy to find out
what exists in Basque. In spite of Vinson's

Bibliography, I have been able to compile a
supplement thereto, consisting of forty-three

pages, in La Revue des Bibliotheques (1892 and
1893), and shall shortly be able to augment it

by about twelve pages more. Mr. Van Eys is

to be congratulated on having discovered, at

Berne in 1891, and at Leipzig in 1894, two
more copies of the best Basque book, Lei9ar-

raga's New Testament of 1571, and also, last

summer, a collection of more than 500 proverbs

in Guipuzkoan, printed in 1596, than which no
older book in Spanish Basque is known to

exist, since the two copies of Ostolaza's

Catechism in Biscayan were so culpably lost a

few years ago. Let us hope that his edition of

this new-found treasure will very soon be pub-
lished, freer than most Basque books are of

printers' blunders. The first Basque book has

been reprinted thrice : by Brunet in 1847, with
a sham translation ; by Vinson in 1874, with a

false arrangement of the pages and many
misprints ; by Stempf in 1893, very admirably.

My own reprint began in the Etudes Historiques

et Relitjieuset du Diocese de Bayonne, at Pan in

1892; but it has not yet been finished, and,

owing to religious scruples on the part of tho

editor of the Etudes, will end where the chapter

headed Amorosen gaztiguya begins. I had
intended to prolong it to the end of that

section, as in reality the religious part only

ends where the heading Emazten fauore occurii.

I shall thus lose my opportunity of giving a

new reading of the line Erioa dauguinian eguia

^ogueridate, which has been too faithfully

copied in all the editions, though r^ugueri

appears to have no meaning at all. It is plain

that the author must have meant to sajaguerico

date. The line would then mean, "When
death arrives the truth will appear." This

reading suits both the political measure
of Dechepare's Bimes, and the sense of

the immediate context. Aguerico date is,

of course, the double future, a mere synonym
of the single future, and differing from that

only in the form. Lei^arraga occasionally

uses this double future : for instance, thrice in

the Epistles of St. John. See The Basque Verb

Found and Defined (Alen^on, 1893). The
simple future is formed by the present tense of

the indicative mood of the verb linked to the

genitival or future form of the verbal radical,

in this case agueri, " appears "
; thus, agueri-co

da, " he, she, or it is to appear, will appear."

The double future is made by the same
genitival or future radical added to the future

instead of the present of the indicative of the

verb, in this case date. One finds aguerico da
elsewhere in Dechepare, and also date as the

verb substantive meaning " he, she, or it will

be." Mr. Stempf considers liaritudic, haritudu,

haritunu, haritu as misprints for hartudic,

hartudu, hartunu, hartu. One sometimes finds,

it is true, a serious misprint many times

repeated in one book : for instsmce, in the

Orammaire Caraibe, composee par le E. P. Eay-
mond Breton, Ac. : A Auxerre M.D.C.LXVII.
the word feminin in all its many occur-

rences appears as feminim. But I think I

have found in other old Basque books the

word haritu as a synonym of hartu. One
must beware of hasty generalisations.

The grammarians who have written on
Dechepare have not mentioned another inter-

esting feature in his language, to which I

should likewise have called attention in a note,

had my edition traversed the frontier of

Amorosen gaztiguya. In the line Amorosac
nahi nuque honat veha valite, one has a case of

the prefix va, ba ("if"), used instead of the

conjunctional suffix la. The same thing occurs

three times in Capanaga's book ; and it is to

be noted that in these four cases, as, indeed, in

later writers, the ruling verb expresses a desire,

nahi, gura, diseetan. Of course, logically, "I
wish that they would look " is the equivalent

of " I should desire it if they would look."

Bai and bait are also sometimes used in the

same way, and these prefixes perhaps some- ^

times mean "if." But this solution of the

problem does not suffice in all cases.

Achtter, " surgeon, physician," is one of

Dechepare's words for which no etymon has

been proposed. May it come from old French
archiatre, which Littre discusses? or is it of

the family of aizlcor, aichtu, aitzur, and other

words which refer to stone knives, axes,

hatchets, and adzes ?

Mr. Stempf, in his edition of the Supplement

des Proverbcs Basques rtcueiUis par Arnauld
Oihenart, has reprinted in proverb 579 the

senseless word Kocinta, which is the apparent

reading in the copy of the original in the

Bibliothequo Nationale. But, as was pointed

out two years ago in the Eushara (of

Berlin) in the list of corrigenda for the Bayonne
edition of 1892, the copy existing in the

National Library at Madrid presents clearly
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the reading Koeinta, a transcription of Castilian
cuenta,

Mr. Wentworth Webster, in his interesting
broohvtre, entitled De Quelques Travaux sur le

Basque fails par des Mrangera pendant les

annees, 1802-04" (Bayonne, 1S9-1), states that
he has been unable to find out who was the
author of the articles on Iztueta in the Foreign
Review and Continental Miscellany, 1828. The
specimens of Basque poetry which he quotes
from it are incorrectly printed, and the trans-
lation by their side is not worthy of the name

—

scarcely a paraphrase. The first two Zortzikos
are not given by Mr. Stempf in his Textea des
Ana'ennes Dames Basques Chantees recueillies par
J. I. de Iztueta (Janvier, 1894), and his tran-
scription of the rest differs here and there from
that which Mr. Webster presents. The second
of these Zortzikos is stated by Iztueta in his
Ouipuzcoaco Provinciaren Oondaira (p. 469) to
be a specimen of the Basque poetry of Domingo
Meagher, a Jesuit theologian of Valladolid,
who also wrote poetry in Castilian. Mr.
Stempf gives us another bit of Euskarian poetry
by this author, at the end of the last-named of
his brochures. It appears, from the Lives of
Eminent Jesuits, by the Eev. J. I. de Arana,
that Meagher was born of Irish parents at
San Sebastian : hence his knowledge of Spanish
and Basque. Hence also the question : may
not he have been the author of the articles in
the Foreign Review about Iztueta, who wrote
about him? Who was the author of the
Basque verses quoted by George Borrow in his
Bihle in Spain ?

Mr. Webster, in his brochure, says, in-
correctly, on p. 14, that I am the author of a
Basque version of part of the Chanson de
Roland, and, on p. 15, that I am the copyist
who furnishes St. John's Gospel according to
Lei^arraga to the Fuskara. This copyist was
Mr. W. J. Van Eys.

I take this opportunity of announcing a
rather important discovery which I made at
Madrid in October of last year. It is an
edition of the Tresor des Trois Langues, by Vol-
toire, differing from any mentioned under No.
1 2 in Prof. Vinson's Bibliography. It is complete
all but the title-page ; and there is no means of
determining its date, unless it be by discover-
ing the dates of the life of D. Fermin de
Ezpeleta y Amatxiayn, a Spanish Basque,
whose name, as the owner [Es de), is written on
on the last page. The handwriting appears to
be of about 1700. The volume is in good con-
dition, but the text, as in the other editions,

spoiled by bad grammar and misprints. On
p. 5 Corcho and Liege are translated Tor-
tit^a. In the edition in the Bibliotheque
Nationale the word is Tirtotcha. On p. 9
Claveles and Clous de girofle are rendered by
Bitdoac. The dictionaries known to me ignore
these words.
The Basques of Los Angeles in California

have maintained since July 15, 1893, a news-
paper called Califomiako Euakal-Herria—that
is, " The Bacqueland of California"—published
every Saturday, and entirely in Basque, except
ome advertisements.

E. 8. DODGSON.

College of Surgeons, to fill the'' vacancy
caused by .the death of Mr. J. W. Hulke.

Mr. J. C. Sttmneb, of the Royal College of
Science, has been appointed curator of the
Port Erin biological station.

At a meeting of the Meteorological Society,
to be held on Wednesday next in the rooms
of the Surveyors' Institution, 12, Great
George-street, a paper will be read on '

' The
Great Frost of 1895," illustrated with photo-
graphs and lantern slides.

TuE cable connecting Mull with the main-
land, not far from Oban, having been broken,
the Post Office authorities during the break-
down transmitted public messages across the
Sound of Mull by Mr. Preece's system of
induction. This is the first time that this

method has been used for actual practical
working.

We quote from Nature the following com-
munication regarding a new gas, which was
made by Prof, flamsay at the anniversary
meeting of the Chemical Society

:

" In seeking a clue to compounds of argon, I
was led to repeat experiments of Hillebrand on
cleveite, which, as is known, when boiled with weak
sulphuric acid,gives off a gashithetto supposed to be
nitrogen. This gas proved to be almost free from
nitrogen, its spectrum in a Pilucker's tube showed
all the prominent argon lines, and, in addition, a
brilliant line close to, but not coinciding with, the
D lines of sodium. There are, moreover, a number
of other lines, of which one in the green-blue is

especially prominent. Atmospheric argon shows,
besides, three lines in the violet which are not to
be seen, or, if present, are excessively feeble, in

the spectrum of the gas from cleveite. This
Buggests that atmospheric argon contains, besides
argon, some other gas which has as yet not been
separated, and which may possibly account for the
anomalous position of argon in its numerical
relations with other elements. Kot having a
spectroscope with which accurate measurements
can be made, I sent a tube of the gas to Mr.
Crookes, who has identified the yellow line with
that of the solar element to which the name
' helium ' has been given. He has kindly under-
taken to make an exhaustive study of its spectrum.
I have obtained a considerable quantity of this

mixture, and hope soon to be able to report con-
cerning its properties. A determination of its

density promises to be of great interest."

PHILOLOGY NOTES.

Review
Latin

SCIENCE NOTES.
On Tuesday of this week the Prince of Wales
formally presented to Sir Joseph Lister the
Albert medal of the Society of Arts for

"the discovery and establishment of the anti-
wptic method of treating wounds and injuries, by
which not only has the art of surgery been greatly
prt mottd and human life saved in all parts of the
world, but extensive indu.stries have also been
created for the supply of materials required for
carrjirg the treatment into effect."

Mk. CnRisTOPHin Heatu, of University
College, has been elected president of the Royal

The April number of the Classical

(David Nutt) is largely devoted to
poetry. Prof. Postgate himself, the editor of

the new " Corpus Poetarum Latinorum," con-
tributes two articles, which together fill no less

than twenty-nine columns. One of these is

a reply to Mr. Housman's paper in a former
number on the MSS. of Propertius—a subject
which, it might be thought, would not have
aroused so much animosity. We quote Prof.

Postgate's conclusion

:

"The examination of Mr. Housman's polemic
has shown, then, that it fails throughout : that his

adjustment of the claims of L was not more needed
than his murderous defence of F, and that, as I

laid, the former must be added to the MS. sources
of Propertius, and that, as I said, we cannot trust

the latter's witness unconfirmed ; that, so far from
proving against me the charges of spite against A
and partiality to N which he has strewn about his

pages, he has failed in his own attempts to wtiite-

wash A and bespatter N, the latter still remaining
—what everyone believed it to be until Baehrens
and Mr. Housman arose—the best MS. of Proper-
tius, owing nothing that we know of to DV, and
in honesty much their superior."

Prof. Postgate's other contribution is a review
of Birt's " monumental " work on Claudian and
of the Teubner edition of the same poet by
Koch. Here, we are glad to find, no question
arises of the moral character of MSS. But we

have a full and interesting account of questions
connected with the life of Claudian and his
works. Yet more interesting is the elaborate
examination, by Prof. Robinson Ellis, of

Hilberg's attempt to subject to rigid rules the
arrangement of words in the Ovidian penta-
meter. He contends (1) that the admitted
exceptions are too numerous to allow of the
recognition of a rule, especially in the face

of MS. evidence ; and (2) that sufficient account
is not taken of the difference in metrical
regularity shown by the later poems. On this

point he says

:

" In the Amorei and Ara Amatoria the order of
words in the pentameter is, speaking generally, as
nearly the natural order as metrical considerations
permit. In the Iftroides this is not so : the penta-
meters are more compUx in construction, and the
arrangement of the words less direct and simple.
This is, as might be expected, equally, perhaps
more, true of the Triatia and Pontic Epiatlea. On
the other hand, the Fasli show a return to the
plainer and more direct order of the Amores."

The next longest article is the continuation of
Mr. W. E. Heitland's notes on the text of
Luoan; and in j this connexion we may lastly

mention a review of a French work on the
influence of Apollonius Rhodius upon Vergil.
Of the papers not concerned with Latin poetry,
we must be content to notice two. Mr. J.

Donovan, with an abundance of statistical

citation, undertakes to refute the received
theory with regard to Greek jussives. He
maintains that, in the best Attic writers, the
present is used just as freely as the aorist of
particular, individual, definite, and transient
actions, where the tenor of the order given can
by no means be said to be general or habitual.

' I have baen at the pains to make a calcu-
ation of the numbsr of times the present
s used of particular and definite commands
—intended to be executed hie et nunc—in a
few Greek dramas, a book of Plato, and the
Speeches of Thucydides. The following are
the results in round numbers, always below the
actual figures. The present, then, is used in the
manner described in Ar. Fg. 60 times, in the Fax
70 times, Medea 36 times. Plat. Rep. ix. 16 fltnes,

Thucyd. Speeches 50 times."

Finally, Dr. Gudeman, of Philadelphia, writes
a sympathetic obituary of Prof. A. C. Merriam,
of Columbia College, New York, a prominent
member of the American Institute of Archae-
ology.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Cambridoe Philological Society.—(Thuraday,
March 7 )

Da. PosTOATB, president, in the chair.—Dr. Jackson
read a note upon Plato Philebus 66 b. 2. Th to.Vui'

Tp'iTov, i)S 7) ifiii /iiavTela, vovv leal (ppiiir)inv xiflels oiiK

hv fieya rt t^j a\r)$elas irapt^fhSois. 11. 'l<rais.

S. Ap' oZv oil Terapra, & rrja ^vxv^ aitTTJs fOffiev,

itria-r-tjuas t6 koI rex^os Kal SS^as op6ht K(x^'^<""i
TavT* flvat TO vphs to*t rptirl Tfrapra, tfirtp rov
iyaOou 4(ttI fiaWov ttjs tj^ovtjs ^vyytfri ; IT. Tt^x* ^*'.

That there is something amiss with the words
ou Tiiapra, is clear : and accordiogly Badham
brackets them. Bather, in place of ^Ap' oZv ol

TtTopTo, read ''Ap' oZv oi5* : for as the scribe
knew that the word rtrapra must necessarily
occur, he might easily mistake any S for that
ordinal. The words necessary to complete the
elliptical question thus obtained— hv niya n
rfii iX-iiBilas irapeiixeois TiBfis — occur ready
to hand in Socrates' preceding sentence.

—

Mr. G. P. Bidder read a paper on " The Menea
Ponderaria of Pompeii." At Prof. B. 8. Conway's
suggestion Mr. Bidder measured the nine cavities

of the Fompeiau market-standard—a block of

limestone in the Naples Museum, 222 5 cm. long
by 55'2 cm. broad (8x2 Oscan feet), with defaced
Oscan names to the five larger cavities. A Latin
inscription naming the duoviri who rectified the

measures, Prof. Conway dates not later than b.o.

14. If we write pieasurements iu cubic centi-
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inetiM, two oavities repremnt the k*mina [290].

and two the lexlariut [590] ; these four in baa
condition : the larger measures eire the aeinodiiu

[(590-5 X 8) + 47], the iiuxHm [(590-5 x 16) - 66],
the uma [(5905 x 24) + 644], the half-mttrtUs

[(590 5 X 38) + 67], and the amphora [(590-5 x 48)

+ 6]. The uma has the slots for an ancient
djostment to correct its Tolume (apparently a
aextarlus had been miscounted) ; in no other vessel

does tho error exceed a wineglassful. The
common measure is a sextarius of 590 5 c.c. + '5

o.c, more prudently 593 c.c. + 3 c.c, quite

certainly 591-5 c.c. + 75 c.c. The 590 5 gives

a pound of 353 5 grammes ; the tabia was there-

fore constructed with the "Italic mina" of

349 grammes (in the Herculaneum talent

357), and not from the Roman pounds of 321 and
327. Com was not measured directly in this stone,
but in a black stone (much injured, t» titu at
Pompeii), added as an upper storey ; and contain-
ing three cavities with sliding bottoms, apparently
modita, congiua (or possibly seHtodius), and | tnodiua.

Copper rods on the Museum stone supported two
shelves to carry vessels which received tho measured
com. Hypothetical restoration of the llueeum
stone sugKOsts the original Oscan cavities : : 30 :

28 : 16 : 3^ : 2 (query : J metietes, uma, modius,

i modius, choenix ?).—Dr. Postgate read notes upon
the text of the following places of Lucretius.

I 288 sq. dat souitu magno stragem uoluitque
sub undis

|
grandia saza riiit qua quidquid fluctibus

obstat. riiitque (Lach.) seems necessary ; but ut

would appear to be better than his ita. ut quicquid
= " ut quidque " («/. Munro's note).

453 sq. Keeping 454 (with Brieger) we may
obtain the necessary datives in 453 by reading
'
' ponduB ut i saxis, color igni, liquor aquae <atat> ."

751 Eq. conicere nt possis ex hoc, quae cemeio
non qnis, | extremum quod habent, minimum con-
s'stere . The mi8^iDg foot would be better
supplied by "el i«i»" = etiamillis than by Munro's
in illis, Journal of Claasical and Sacred Philology,

I p. 28 and Epicurus there quoted.
866. tanie for the more logical uenia eeems to

have been suggested by the division of food (864)
into dry correepouding to oasa and mnii, and moist
corresponding to aaniea and sangiien.

1000. infem«que suppcditantur seems required.
II 193. subifcta (sc. " flammamm corpora") is

right, ef. Verg. G. iv 385.
422. omnis enim sensus quae mulcet cumqne

\t [mss uidetiu]. Add Uhi res ;
" qnaeque

inuat rca " Bneger.
887. For tho corrupt "sensus " read fetus from

the imitation iu CatuUus 65. 3 eq.

1072. Assuming the loss of a line after 1071
with Brieger, read in 1072 " Isqiie {se seminibos)
eadem natura manet " rather than " sique " Br.

1160, 1161. Transpose "conflcimua " and "con-
terimua."

Clifton Shaksphre Society.—{Saturday, Jtareh 23 )

Miss M. Catharine Smith in the chair.—Mies
Louisa Mary Davies, iu a paper entitled "A Pair of
Friends," said that the strong heart of Shakspere
indited illustrations of Love iu all its relationships
as no other has done, sounding its every depth and
not unwitting of its shallower reaches. But the
portrayal of an ideal friendship In its dual inter-
existence eeems wanting to his gallery of Human
Nature. We mits the friendship which p e-
suppoees an approximate similarity in social posi-
tion, in tasto, m education—the mutual give and
take—each an equal delight—the instructive com-
prehension of mood, the electric gTa<>p of a half-
suggested thought

—

" When each by turns was guide to each,
And Fancy light from Fancy caught.
And Thought leapt out to wed with Thought

Ere Thought could wed itself with Speech."

It would seem from the scanty records of Shak-
spere's life that the perfect satisfaction of a mind
and heart answering note for note to hia own was
missing in his personal experience. His literary
comrades often showed themselves his j ealous rivals

:

and the one man on whom he poured the crimson
and gold of his great heart's love betrayed him in the
hour of temptation for the sake of a worthless
girl's idle iaacj.. The friendship of Antonio and
Bassanio is, as it stands, a very beautiful picture
of a friendship of a secondary type. Up to the

trial-scene Bassanio may have been an ideal lover,

but as a friend he has cut a very shabby figure
indeed ; but by this ordeal he is purified and
strengthened ; and if the story of these two lives

could have been written further, it may be they
would have formed an instance of a perfect friend-
ship.—Mr. Arthur S. Way,inapaperon" Basfanio,"
said that to describe him, as had been often done,
as a mere man of fashion, a type of the votary of
pleasure, with all his extravagance, selflehness, and
aimlessness, was to misconceive his character and to

underrate Shakspere's dramatic sense of propriety;
for an artistic error would have been committed in

interesting us iu the fortuues of a woman of intel-

lect, goodnessand beauty, only to mock us by mating
her with a clown, a sordid egotist, or an empty
fop. We should consider in what light Bassanio's
conduct would appear to the noblemen and gentle-
men of Shakspere's day, to those who could best
appreciate his environment. It was an age of dis-

play in architecture, in style of living, and in

dress; and in mtJtitudes of cases the attendant
lavish expense was incurred with a purpose—as a
species oi investment, in fact ; and it was even more
so iu Venice than in England. We may picture to

ourselves Bassanio moving as an ec^ual among
princes and great captains, who, like him, are

waiting through the piping times of peace till there

is need of their valcur and cunning There is in

him something of the bom leader of men, for the
young Venetian gallants look up to him with
respect and deference ; and he is regarded with an
almost worshipping affection by the grave world-
wom merchant Antonio—a keen, far-sighted man
of busines?, by no means the limp, unenterprising

creature, with a good heart but a weak head, that

some have strangely represented him, but a daring
and judicious speculator whose commercial enter-

prises were on a vast scale, whose ships were
magnificent in size and equipment, and whose
merchandise went to the uttermost parts of the
earth. Yet this man lay so under the spell of

Bassanio's fascination that his affection is more
than romantic, it is heroic : he confronts death itself

with a quiet cheerfulness, knowing that it is for

his friend's sake, and finding comfort in the
thought that he will be enshrined in that friend's

loving memory. What manner of man, then, is this

Bassanio who wins so readily, and who holds so

securely, "the homage of a thousand hearts, the

fond, deep love of one ? " Shakspere does not for-

get that he is portraying a man of gentle birth and
breeding as well as a soldier, and it is interesting

to note how the features of these two characters

are blended in him. His sense of honour, his un-
selfishness, his frankness, his courtesy, his for-

bearance, his loyalty in friendship, his sincerity in

love, recall to us a knight of the days of chivalry.

Many such gallant yoiuig Englishmen Shakspere
knew, graceful in all courtesies of the palace, fear-

less in all perils of the field, men such aj Baleigh
and Sidney and Grenville, who made the name of

England glorious, and who died for Queen and
Country "with a joyful and a quiet mind"—as

doubtless Bassanio did likewise when his hour came
in the day of his country's need. Bearing in mind
that he is described as a scholar and a soldier, it

requires no great efiort of the imagination to

picture Bassanio as a leader of the Venetians
against the Turks, then the overflowing scourge of

the mainland and the isles of Eastern Europe, and
that thus engaged he fell as a hero and patriot

would wish to fall before the banner of hia father-

laud was cast in the dust, before her sons drew
back from the soil they guarded for her while yet

her name was glorious and her scutcheon without
a stain. And we may be sure that from beneath
his cloven corslet and rent doublet there gleamed
a braid of Portia's sunny hair, crimson-flecked

with his heart's blood.

Victoria Institute.— (JlfoMrfay, April!.)

Sir Qborob Stokbb, Bart., in the chair.—Papers
by Sir J. W. Dawson, Profs. E. Hull, Parker, and
Duns, the Rev. G. Whidborne and Mr. J. Slater

were read upon the questions as to natural selec-

tion and evolution treated by Prof. Huxley in his

recent address on "The Past and Present." It

was pointed out that, as regards the Darwinian
hypothesis of evolution, all naturalists admitted

that it was as yet insnfilcient to account for man's
place in natnie—in fact, was only a working

hypothesis; and, although one might recognise
how magnificent, in such master hands as those of

Prof. Huxley, had been the results of scientific

methods, yet even he confessed to have met with
mutual contradictions and intrinsic weaknesses in

the hypothesis.

A.VOLO-RCBSIAK IirrBRART SoCIBTT.

—

(TiUDday, April 2.)

E. A. Oazalet, Etcj., president, in the chair.—Mr.
W. F. Kirby, corresponding member of the Finnish
Literary Society, read a paper on " Fetishism in

FiuUnd and Esthonia." He began by saying that

he believed that four different stages of relinoui
belief might be traced in the tales and ballads of

these countries—fetisiiism, nature-worship, transi-

tional period, and mediaeval Christianity ; and it

was with the first of these that he proposed to

deal. A fetish differed from an idol in being, not
an image or a symbol, but an object supposed to

possess mysterious powers of its own. In the songs
and tales with which we are dealing, we find that

various animals, such as the elk, the wolf, and the

adder, were created by the gods and demons from
inanimate objects. We also find sorcerers creat-

ing birds and even armed warriors out of a
handful of feathers. Again, in the Kalevala,

we find Kulleroo threatening, when repudiated

by his relatives, to make himself better ones

out of sticks and stones. Tiiat this threat

was meant in earnest is shown by its analogy
with other passages, as well as with tho

Oriental story of a girl who was carved out of

wood, dressed, ornamented, and animated, when
all those who had constructed her fell iu love with

her. There is also an Esthonian story of a farmer
who manufactured a fauniliar demon of various

materials ; but he lacked courage to control it, and
it brought Iiim to a bad end. These stories are

not only interesting in themselves as showing a
survival of almost pure fetishism in modem
Europe, but as likely to throw much light on the

ideas of African and other tribes who have not yet

advanced beyond the rudimentary religious ideas

involved in fetishism.

FINE ART.
" British Museum Coin Cataxogue."—

Aeolis, Froat, and Leibot. By Warwick
Wroth. (Printed for the Trustees.)

The new part of the British Museum Cata-

logue of Greek Coins covers the western

coast-districts of Mysia. They would natur-

ally have been included in the same volume
as the coins of the Mysian inland and the

shores of the Propontis ; but this logical

union could not be carried out, as the book
would have been swelled to unwieldly

dimensions.

This necessary separation has the un-

fortunate result of putting together in the

present part three districts which had little

to do with each other in things numismatic.

Mr. Wroth has therefore been unable to

write any general introduction to the whole
volume, and has had to keep its three parts

separate.

Troas and Aeolis have one point in

common—the curious, and at first sight

inexplicable, dearth of coins of the seventh

and sixth centuries which both regions dis-

play. The only pieces which are both of

undoubted attribution and of very early

date are those issued by Cyme, the greatest

of the Aeolian cities : the quaint Aeginetic

staters with the half-horse and the two

incuse squares, of which such a quantity

were discovered in the famous Santorin find.

We should ourselves be inclined to add one

other set of archaic coins to this volume of

the Catalogue : the electrum and silver pieces

with the two cocks, a cock and a hen, and ^
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cock's head, which, probably, belong to

Dardanus. Not feeling sure about their

attribution, Mr. Wroth relegates them to a

footnote in his Introduction. But there is

no other town in the north-western Aegean
which used the cock as its chief symbol,

except Selymbria, and the early Selymbrian
coins are of Persic weight, while the pieces

in question are Aeginetan didrachms in silver

and Phoenician staters in electrum, of a

fabric very dissimilar to anything that can

be found among the Thracian neighbours

of Selymbria. About the other sixth

century coins which might be given to the

Troad—the pieces with chimaera, eagle, and
ram's head respectively, which some attri-

bute to Zeleia, Abydos, andOebren—we are

not so sure. They may possibly belong to

other cities of the Aegean.
The curious dearth of early money, alike

in Aeolis and the Troad, must be, we
suppose, the result of the popularity in

those districts of the currency struck by some
of their prosperous neighbours, where coin-

age commenced in the seventh century. Just

as the want of early coins at Argos and Elis

is explained by the great vogue of the

Aeginetan stater, which circulated in-

differently all over the Peloponnesus, so the

wants of early issues at Abydos, Myrina,
or Aegae must be due to the overflow of

the money of their flourishing commercial
neighbours at Cyzicus, Phocaea, Chios, and
Mitylene. It was not till the fifth century
was drawing towards its second quarter
that most of the towns of the Mysian
shore beg^n to appear as the possessors of

mints. Even from this date downwards
they were not very prolific coiners. Prob-
ably the main part of the circulating

medium of the district was at first Cyzicene
staters, and afterwards Lesbian hektes. It

is only by supposing that these last-named
pieces ranged far and wide over the north-

western Aegean, that we can understand
the enormous variety of their types, and the
number of hoards of them which from time
to time are turned up.

Pieces important either for artistic beauty
or for historic interest are not very numerous
either in Troas or in Aeolis. First and
foremost among the few that can be named
is the noble gold stater of Abydos, dating
from somewhere about the end of the Pelo-
ponnesian War. It combines with the
Abydenian eagle a splendid figure of Nike
sacrificing a ram. This beautiful coin
should be compared with the gold stater of
LampsacuB, where Nike in a similar attitude

is slaying a bull. The two coins must
belong to exactly the same date, and very
possibly were made by the hand of the
same artist. Equal in beauty on the
obverse, there is no doubt that on the
reverse the Lampsacene sea-horse is a finer

type than the Abydenian eagle. A second
gold stater of Abydos exists, with a figure
of Artemis riding on a stag. Unfortunately
no specimen of it belongs to the British
Museum, and it is not, therefore, illustrated

in Mr. Wroth's volume. We could wish
that it might have been given in an appendix
plate, after the system adopted for coins
not in the Museum in Prof. Gardner's
description of the Seleucid coinage.

There is an astonishing lack of large

silver coins in Aeolis and Troas during the
whole of the fine period of Greek art. No
town save Abydos and Tenedos seems to

show anything larger than a drachm. Some
of the small pieces, however, are graceful
enough. We may name, for example, the
full-faced Hektor type at Ophrynium, and
the drachms of Lamponia and Sigeum.
Probably the little electrum hektes of

Lesbos circulated on the, mainland opposite,

and played the part which the silver tetra-

drachm took in other parts of Asia Minor.
The only large silver of Aeolis and Troas are
the broad thin pieces coined after the
Eomans had driven Antiochus III. out of

Asia Minor and given a nominal autonomy
to its cities. Some of the earlier of these
tetradrachms are handsome coins for their

late period—those of Cyme are particularly

pleasing. Others are hideous and even
barbaric : it is hard to say whether those of

Abydos or those of Ilium take the palm for

general unseemliness and bad drawing.
We are glad to see that the Museum owns
a specimen of the pretty and extremely rare
tetradrachm of Aegae, the scarcest of all

these late issues.

When we cross the narrow strait from
Aeolis to Lesbos we find ourselves in a
district whose numismatic history is entirely

different from that of the neighbouring
mainland. The Lesbian cities in the sixth

century differed from all their contemporaries
in issuing a lavish coinage of billon (base

silver) at this early epoch. Of the causes
which led to the issue of what must have
been a mere token currency at that remote
date we know nothing. It may perhaps
have been an experiment at Methymna of

the powerful tyrants of Mitylene. But the

billon coins are succeeded by handsome
archaic didrachms somewhere about the

year 510, while Mitylene foUows suit some
fifty years later.

But the glory of the coinage of Lesbos is

the series of exquisitely pretty electrum

hektes which were issued by Mitylene, and
apparently by Methymna also, from aboiit

B.C. 480 to B.C. G;>0. Their enormous num-
ber, and the variety of their types, indicate

that they must, as we have suggested above,

have circulated far beyond the bounds of

the island—a deduction supported by the

well-known monetary convention of Phocaea
and Mitylene. It is curious that only a

single stater is known of this electrum

series ; the unique specimen is fortunately

in the hands of the British Museum : it shows

a very pleasing head of Apollo, with the

inscription myti. But the fractions of the

stater are fortunately among the most
common, as they are among the most
beautiful, of the whole series of monuments
of Greek numismatic art.

Under the head of Methymna we note

that Mr. Wroth has followed the attribu-

tion by which Mr. Montague in the

Numismatie Chronicle for 1892 gave to that

city the drachms with a kneeling warrior

and a galloping horseman, which had been

attributed to Tarsus hitherto. The change

is an improvement, even if the habitat of the

pieces is not yet decisively settled.

Mr. Wroth is to be congratulated on
having kept, in this volume, the high stan-

dard of sober accuracy and steady research

which his predecessors have set in this

monumental series of publications.

0. Omait.

EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.
TUB EXCAVATIONS AT DEIB EL BAHARI.

The clearing of the Temple of Deir el Babari is

practically finished. This great work has
extended over nearly throe winters, and has
occupied 215 working days. The Temple of

Hatshepsu, as it can be seen from the village

of Luxor, now presents a striking sight to the
traveller coming from Goomah along the old
avenue, or sidewise from the Ramessenm. The
proto-Doric columns give one the impression
of a Greek temple ; and the white limestone of

which they are made, though by no means to

be compared to white marble, contributes to
that illusion.

The very last days of the excavation have
been productive of interesting results. In the

sanctuary a heavy lintel, thrown down by
mummy diggers, nearly closed the entrance
from the first chamber to the second. This
liutul has been raised, and the door rebuilt. I
was thus enabled to clear the first hall of the
sanctuary down to the pavement, as well as the
two next chambers. In doing so I discovered

an interesting piece of sculpture, a great part
of which has unfortunately been destroyed by
the Copts. It shows the garden of the temple,

the ponds of water in the neighbourhood, and
the fishes, birds, and water-plants living in

them. Curiously, these ponds—of which there

are four—are called " the ponds of milk, which
are on both sides of this god [Amon] when he
rests in his temple," One may wonder how it

was possible to have ponds and a garden in

such a desolate place as Deir el Bahari, at a
mile distance from the nearest well in the
cultivated land. I have not found any traces

of the ponds, but I have proofs that vegetation
was artificially sustained. On the lower plat-

form there are several round pits sunk into the
rock to a depth of about ten feet. They are

full of Nile mud, hardened by the watering of

the palm-trees or the vines planted in them.
Several of the stumps were found in situ. The
natives told me that there are a great number
of these pits, which they call sagyiehs, along the
avenue where the Sphinxes stood. It is not
impossible that in old times the Sphinxes
couched under the shade of palm-trees and
tamarisks, like the rams in front of the Pylons
of the temples at Karnak.
An interesting work, which will have to be

done next winter, now that the clearing is

finished, is the sorting of the inscribed and
sculptured stones, and, if possible, replacing them
in their original positions. Coptic walls will

have to be taken down, as the inhabitants of

the convent have made the most barbarous use

of interesting and fine sculptures. In the first

year of the work I discovered a block belonging
to a representation, at present unique, of an
obelisk being transported on a large boat. Its

forepart only could be seen. Later on I found
the rudder of the boat, but the middle part

was still missing. It has now been found.

The obelisk is seen nearly in its whole length

;

it is tied to its sledge by a long parallel

rope, and at regular intervals by cross-ropes

over each of the wedges on which the heavy
monument rests. Another sculpture, the blocks

which have been found in the basement of the

Coptic tower, shows a sitting colossus on a
boat towed along the river by two barges with
many rowers. As we know where this

sculpture belongs, it will be easy to put it back
again.

Where was the tomb of Hatshepsu ? is a
question that has often been asked. I am now
able to point to a place, of which I shall not yet
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venture to uy more than that it U not

improbftUe that it was her tomb. In the

pMMm between the retaining wall of the

middle platform %nd the enclosure we came

upon an inclined plane, cut in the rook and

leading to the entrance of a large tomb. The

robbun was untouched; the slope had

evidently been made for a large stone

coffin. Everything seemed most promising;

but when we had passed the entrance, we
got into a long sloping shaft reaching

nearly under the Hathor shrine. The shaft

ended in a large chamber, in the middle of

which lay a quite plain wooden rectangular

coffin, containing bones, and bearing only a

few hieratic signs. Evidently this tomb had
not been made for so poor a burial ; and as there

were no signs of plundering, the natural con-

clusion is,that the corpse foriwhich it was destined
never was put into it. If we remember the

hatred with which Thothmes III. pursued his

aunt's memory—his efforts not only to wipe
away the record of her life, but even to anni-

hilate her ka, her "double," in the other

world—can we suppose that he would have
allowed her body to be buried sumptuously in

the tomb which she had prepared ? Would
he not rather have destroyed her body or

deprived her of burial ? It is, therefore, not
impoesible that this tomb, discovered in the

puaage close to the Hathor shrine, was that

which Hatshepsu had prepared for herself.

The day before the date I had fixed for

dosing the work—while completing the clear-

ing of the same passage—quite unexpectedly
the workmen came upon a large founda-
tion deposit in a small rock-cut pit, about three

feet deep. The pit was covered with mats,
under which lay first a few pots of common
earthenware ; afterwards, about fifty wooden
objects, the models of an implement, the use
of which I do not understand, and which we
will call for the present winnowers. Each one
of them bears the inscription :

" the good god
Ramaka, the worshipper of Amon el Teren
(Deir el Bahari)"; then we took out fifty

wooden hoes, four bronze slabs, a hatchet, a
knife, eight wooden models of adzes, and eight
larger adzes with bronze blades ; at the
bottom ten little pots of alabaster, and also

ten little baskets, which I regard as moulds for

bread. All the wooden or bronze objects,

and also the alabaster pots, bear the same
inscription. These things have no artistic

beauty ; there is no precious metal or stone
amon^ them; but they are interesting as
historical evidence. They are very similar to a
set of deposits of Thothmes III., discovered by
Mariette at Kamak, and now exhibited in the
Qhizeh Museum.
The principal work of next winter will con-

sist in repairing and propping up walls which
would go to ruin, and also in putting in their
places all the inscriptions which we may be
able to reconstitute. Hitherto travellers
have often left Deir el Bahari nnvisited ; it is

now one of the most interesting sites on the
west of Thebes.

EDO0ARD NaVILLB.

NOTES ON ART AND ARGHAEOLOQY.
Mr. Lionel H. Oust, one of the assistants
in the print-room of the British Museum, has
been appointed director of the National
Portrait Qallery, in succession to Sir George
Scharf , who retires by reason of age and at the
same time becomes one of the trustees. We
understand that, to fill the vacancy thus
created in the print-room, Mr. R, L. Binyon (of
Trinity College, Oxford) will be transferred
from the department of printed books, to
which he was first appointed a year or two
ago.

It is announced that Sir Frederic Leighton
will be absent from the Koyal Academy banquet
in May, having been ordered abroad for his

health ; and that his place will be taken by
Sir J. £. Millais.

TnE King of the Belgians has appointed

Sir Frederic Leighton to be a " commandeur "

of the order of Leopold. It will be remem-
bered that Sir J. E. Millais and Sir John
Linton were recently made "officiers" of the

same order.

Messrs. George Bell & Soxs will publish

after Easter, as a volume of their " Ex Libris
"

series. Alphabets, by Mr. Edward F. Strange,

with more than two hundred illustrations.

This is intended to be a handbook of lettering,

for the use of artists, designers, handicrafts-

men, and students, with complete historical and

Eractical descriptions. It will be followed,

iter on, by Modern Book Illuatration, by Mr.
Joseph Fennell,

Messrs. Mitchell & Hughes, of the

Wardour Press, propose to publish from time

to time, in a very limited issue, a series of

armorial book-plates, printed with plate-mark

shown. The first volume, to be issued immedi-
ately, will contain one hundred examples of

the book-plates of baronets, from the collection

of Dr. J. J. Howard, Maltravers Herald, with
short genealogical notices referring to each

plate.

The following associates have been elected

fellows of the Eoyal Society of Painter-

Etchers :— Messrs. D. Q. Cameron, J. Finnie,

Oliver Hall, J. Enight, and A. Legros.

O'S'S. of the principal artistic events of the

Paris season will be the sale on April 26, at

the Hotel Druot, of the water-colours and
drawings of the late Alexandre Bida. Besides

a number of sketches for his illustrations of

the Gospels and of the works of Shakspere and
Moliere, the sale will include the whole series

of his sketches and jottings during his sojourn

in the East. His art has never combined more
finely the sincerity of a direct impression with
the intensity of a concentrated sentiment.

There is now on view in the Gallery of Art,

New Bond Street, an exhibition of a consider-

able number of pictures by Mr. Ernest Normand
and his wife, who is best known under her
maiden name as Henrietta Bae.

The new part of Archaeologia Aeliana, pub-
lished by the Society of Antiquaries of New-
castle-upon-Tyne (Andrew Reid) prints the

report of the committee, which undertook last

year the excavation of Aesica, or Great
Chesters, on the Roman Wall. Plans and other

illustrations are given, to explain the work
accomplished. Apart from the find of scale-

armour, which has already been recorded in the

Academy, by far the most interesting dis-

covery was that of a small parcel of fibulae,

rings, silver necklet, &o., including an Abraxas
ring, with device of a figure with head of a

cock and two serpents for legs, holding in one
hand a scourge and in the other a shield.

" The fibulae are probably unique in the world
of Eomano- British archaeology, and are ascribed

by Mr. A. J. Evans to the end of the second cen-

tury and the age of Severus. They are of Celtic

character, and undoubtedly represent a con-
temporary Caledonian art. They are of extra-

ordinary size ; and one of them, which had been
gilt, is covered with an exquisite flamboyant
relief of Celtic design, and was probably the most
beautiful object of the kind ever found. The
largest of the fibulae was of purely Celtic pedigree,

starting from a form which seemed to have
originated in South-east Europe, and which had
found its way into Britain already bafore the

Roman conquest. The ucaroat approach to the
Aesica form was a typo fouud in Northunborland,
which from the find could bo fiX'jd to tlio age of

Antoninus Pins. The other fibula is a highly
original adaptation of a Gallo-Boman type with
a median (Use, which from a Bheni-h lucuu-
mont was shown to have been prevalent at the end
of the first century. The Celtic ornamentation
answered to that of a series of late Celtic armlets
found in Scotland, for the most part north o{ the
Firth of Forth."

A list is given of fourteen coins found, in-

cluding a denarius of Mark Antony—one of

those republican silver coins which remained in

circulation during the empire, owing to the

goodness of their metal.

The Artist for April contains some repro-

ductions from a sketch-book of Constable's,

and also a well-illustrated article on Eoglish
market crosses, by Mr. Alexander Austed.

MUSIC.

THE BACH FESTIVAL.
The progrramme of the second night included

three Church Cantatas. The first, " Wachet
auf," had already been given by the Bach
Choir, but it is a work that will well bear

repetition. It is based upon a Chorale familiar

to English ears from the fact that Mendelssohn
introduced it into his "St. Paul." Mrs.

Hutchinson and Mr. Shakespeare were the

soloists, but neither was in good form. The
second Cantata, " O Ewigkeit du Donnerwort,"
was new. In it occurs a wonderful recitative,

in which the terrors of fear are answered by a
" Voice from Heaven." The latter was repre-

sented by Mr. Bispham, who sang from the

organ loft, and to wonderfully solemn and
pathetic music, the words, " Blessed are the

dead," &c. Miss Marian McKenzie, who sang

well, and Mr. Shakespeare were the other

vocalists. The third Cantata, consisting of

one eight-part chorus, was the " Now shall the

grace," jusfly described by Spitha as an " im-
perishable monument of German art." The
number of Church Cantatas written by Bach
is well-nigh legion, but we do not think

that a better selection could have been

made. The first shows us that Bach's

religion was a joy and a comfort to

him. And so, too, does the second ; only

there the mood is deeper, and the music

more subjective. Some day, perhaps, the Bach
Choir will give us the other "O Ewigkeit"
Cantata, with its majestic opening chorus and
fine solos and duets. Mr. Bispham sang a

beautiful solo, " Gute Nacht," from another

Cantata, " Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein Ende."
Dr. Joachim played the Concerto in A nunor,

and the Sonata, for violin alone, in G minor

;

and he was, of course, received with great

enthusiasm. Sir Walter Parratt performed a

Toccata iu E ; it was, however, a pity that so

skilled an organist did not select one of the

master's grand Fugues. Bach never wrote any-

thing bad; yet every work of his was not

addressed to posterity. The Concerto in C, for

three claviers with accompaniment of strings,

was played by Miss Agnes Zimmermann, Miss

Fanny Davies, and Mr. Leonard Berwick. The
three English pianists acquitted themselves

thoroughly well. The music is intoresting, clever,

and noble: the master wrote it probably to

play with his sons.

The last night of the Festival was devoted to

the B minor Mass, with Mrs. Hutchinson, Miss

Marian McKenzie, Mr. Shakespeare, and Mr.

Bispham as the soloists. The choir sang its

best, although, at times, there were signs

that they hsS worked hard during the week.

Dr. Joachim played the violin obbligatos. It

is no use to waste words in trying to describe

the greatness of the music. It is now close

on twenty years since this Mass_ was first

produced in London, and each hearing (it has

i been given in all eighteen times) increases one's
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admiration of the work. The tardy recognition
of Bach's genius is one of the most curious
facts in musical history; though first, he is

practically last. All the great composers who
followed Bach, so far as they were acquainted
with his music, and that was not very far,

admired him ; but practically the musical world
has taken little heed of him. The " Wohltem-
perirtes Clavier," or some part of it, represents
about the sum and substance of many persons'
knowledge of Bach's music. We hope that this

Bach Festival, now brought to a successful
close, will lead to fresh study of the master,
and to still more frequent performances of his
works by the Bach Choir. It has done much,
for which one must be thankful

; yet one
cannot forget that there are still many master-
pieces which await a hearing. We have a
triennial festival devoted to Bach's great con-
temporary; and if we are not mistaken, the
Bach Choir will inaugurate a yearly Bach
Festival. Should it be so, true musicians ivill

indeed be grateful. The kindly co-operation of
Dr. Joachim last week was a welcome feature :

the homage he pays to Bach is of no recent
date. Dr. Stanford deserves praise for his
careful and intelligent conducting (though we
did not always agree with him in the matter
of tempi) ; but especially for having, as we
aesume, proposed and planned the Festiv^.

J. S. Shedlock.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE -ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display of Copies of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the most important Paintings in the

following Collections :—

MUSIC NOTES.

TuE last Monday Popular Concert of the
season drew an immense audience. Dr. Joachim
played magnificently. In Brahms' Sextet in B
flat (Op. 18), he was ably supported by Messrs.
Eies, Gibson, Hobday, Ludwig, and Becker.
The Scherzo went particularly well. MUe.
Eibenschiitz and Mr. Leonard Borwick gave a
brilliant rendering of Saint-Satins' clever
Variations on a Theme by Beethoven, for two
pianofortes ; and Miss Fanny Davies and Mr.
H. Becker performed Mendelssohn's not very
exciting Theme with Variations in D (Op. 17).
Dr. Joachim and Miss Eibenschiitz won two
encores for their Brahms-Joachim Hungarian
Dances. Mr. Bispham gave highly poetical
renderings of songs by Brahms, Schubert, and
Schumann. The programme concluded with
Schumann's Quartet in E flat (Op. 47), with
Mr. Borwick at the pianoforte.

AGENCIES.

London Agents, Messrs. W. H. Sinm & Son,
18G, Strand.

Copies of the Academy can be obtained every

Saturday Morning in Edinbubgh of Mr.
Menzies

; in Dublin of Messrs. Eason &
Son, 40, Sackville-street ; in Manchester
of Mr. J. Hetwood. Ten days after date

of publication, in New York, of Messrs.

G. P. Putnam's Sons.
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THEATRES.

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LARGE COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of MODERN

FRENCH and ENGLISH ART in SELECTED FRAMES
suitable for HALL, LIBRARY, DRAWING-ROOM,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine -Art Catalogue, of

181 pages, with Illustrated Supplement, containing

63 Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, post

free, Oxe Shilliitg.

AUTOTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.

New Pamphlet—Fkee on Application.

THE autotype COMPANY. LONDON
.

IVfESSES. J. 0. DRUMMOND & CO.,
-'-'-A ABT BBPBODXJCEBS,

H, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Are the sole repreaentatives in Great Britain ol

HERR HANFSTAENGL, ot Munich,
tbewell-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
eading London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMONI> & CO. supply the cheapest and best Processes
in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Arch^ologists, and those engaged in the investigation
and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

3. C. DRUMMOND i CO. invite .iltenlion to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Art^ Original MSS.y Designs,
Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, fS:c.,d:c.,ata moderateccsl
Bpecimens and price list on Application.

Offlcel: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

READY THIS D.li' AT ALL BOOKSELLBRS.
NEW NOVEL BY TOLSTOI.ASTER AND MAN.

By COUNT LEO TOLSTOI.
Price One Hhilling.

CuArifAx & Hali., Ltd.. London.

AVENUE THEATRE,
THIS EVENING, at 8.16, DANDY DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Roljert Fateman, Henry Wright,
Roland Cunningham, F. VauRhan, A. J. Evelyn, H. M.
Wenman ; MLsses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whiteford, Maude Fisher, Ellen Goss, Berlha Meyers, and
Miss May Yoh^.

DALY'S THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mesdames Marie Tempest, Lotty Lind, K, Hodson, Marie
Studholrae, Cadiz, Hamer, S. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
Gregory, and L. Vcnne ; Messrs, C, Hayden Coffin, Lewis,
Blakeley, D'Orsay, Soutar, Robson, Farkoa, Porteous, and
Y. Stephens. At 8, DINNER FOR TWO.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL, Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,
Colin Coop, Cairns James, George Mudie, Robert Nainby,
Willie Warde, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Lillie Belmore,
Maria Davis, Eva Moore, Maud Hill, M. Sherman, H. Lee,
Topsy Sinden, and Katie Seymour.

GARBICK THEATBE.
Mr, John Hare, Lessee and Manager,

THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-
SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes-Robertson ; Messrs.
Inn Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du Manrier, Cara-
voglia; Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Halsey, Groves, and
Patrick Campbell,

GLOBE THEATBE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley, Messrs. W. Everard, S. Pa:iton, Seymour, C. Thorn-
bury, and Reeves-Smith; Misses Ada Branson, Emmie
Merrick, Graves, R. Kildare, and Mabel Lane. At 8, THE
JOURNEY'S END.

PBINCE OF WALES' THEATBE.
Mr. Arthur Roberts* Seayon.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLEMAN JOE (The
Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
Philp, E. Vernon, B. H. Kelly, E, Thorne, P. Eoxborough,
and W. H, Denny ; Uncle Bones ; Mesdames Aida Jenoure,
Kate Cutler, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
EUerslie, A. Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus, Preceded,
at7.«, by THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

M
IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHING.

VTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
-L 1 Ac.-KINO. SELL A RAILTON, Limited, high-clasB PrinterB
and Publishers, 12. (Jougli Siuare, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C.,
have special Iv-built Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other Publications.

Advioo and assistance given to anyone wishing to corimcnce Now
Jouraalfl-

Facilities upon the premfsea for Editorial Offices, free. Advertising
and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 759. Telegraph, "Africanism, London."

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, BURNING,

ROUGHNESS.

An efficacious, sanitaiy, harmless cieaui,

Is. l}d, per box.

PBINCESS'S THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Sir Augustus Harris.

THIS EVENING, at 9, HANSEL AND GRETEL.
Madame Julia Lennox, Misa Marie Elba, Miss Jeanne
Douste, Miss Edith Miller, Miss Marie du Eedat, Miss
Jessie Hudleston, and Mr, Charles Copland.

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE IMPORTANCE OF

BEING EARNEST. Mr. George Alexander, Messrs.
Herbert Warin?, Allan Aynesworth, H. H. Vincent, Arthur
Royston, Frank Dyall, F. Kinsoy Peile ; Mesdames Rose
Leelercq, Violet Lyster, Elliott Page, Mrs. George Can-
ninge, and Miss I. Vanbrugh. At

8.J0,
IN THE SEASON.

STRAND THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0, A LOVING LEGACY. Messrs.

William H. Day, Oswald Yorke, Mark Kinghome, J. A.
Rosier, R. B. Teesdale, and Alfred Maltby ; Mesdames May
Whitty, Nancy Noel, Katie Lee, Ettie Williams and Lizzie
Henderson, At 8, SALT TEARS.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
Proprietor and Manager, Mr. Edward Terry.

THIS EVENING, at 0, THE BLUB BOAR. Messrs.
Edward Terry, Harcourl Beatty, George Belmore, Leslie
Kenyon ; Mesdames Alexos Leighton, Madge Mcintosh, and
Fanny Brough. Preceded, at 8.20, by KEEP YOUR OWN
COUNSEL.

ESTABLISHED 1851.BIEKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, Loudon

.

TWO-XND-A.HALFperCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn helow £100.
STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT,
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives smallflumsou

deposit, and allows Interest monthly on each completed £1 *

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PUKCHASB A HODSE

rOR TffO Q UISEAS PER MONTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOR nVB SHILLIWOS PER MONTH,

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post frea
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager.

Invested Funds
Paid in Claims

For Mutual

£4,700.000

£9,000,000

Death Duties provided for by
Life Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PROFITS.—Tbc whole are divided amonggt llic Assnred. Alrendr divided, ie4,600,000.

At the division in 1H;>3 tbero were nearly ci^bt hundred Policies in respect of which not only wore the Preiniuma
entirely extlsgtlished, but al»o Annuities were granted or Cash Honuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies the
oriKinal «nms assured are now more than doubled by the Bonus Additions. Applications for Agencies invited.

48, Qraceclmxch Street, London, E,0. AKTHITB SMITaEB, AcUmy and Secretary.

Life Assurance.
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THREE CENTURIES OF NONCONFORMITY.

Now ElADT, lurge crown 8to, nearly 800 pagM, dutb, 6e., post free.

I^ I S T O I^ ""ST

OF THE

FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND
FROM THE REFORMATION TO 1851.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.

•^^iTiEa: -A. co3srTi3srxj-A.Ti03sr to isei.
By CHARLES S. MIALL

THE GUARDIAN.—" It Is certainly a convenience to have the history of Dissent in England presented in a connocteil

form, and from a Dissenter's point of view. And for these purposes we can recommend this, which gives the history

in a handy and convenient form."

TIMF.s.—" As a complete exposition of the history of Dissent, from the Noncontormist point of view, It is no doubt
certain to retain its reputation."

PALL MALL GAZETTE.—" Beaden will find here in a clear and attracUre form much information which cannot
readily lie found anywhere else.

"

THE I.0NDO.V QUARTERLY REVIEW.-" It is essential that Dissenters and Methmlist Churchmen should know
vhy they ftand apart frum the National Establishment, and this knowledge can only come through the study of the
ecclesiastical history of the last 300 years. . . . We ought to be specially grateful to Mr. Skeats and Mr. Miall lur the
light which they have shed upon the experiences of the Nonconformists of England."

HISTORICAL and BIOGRAPHICAL MANUALS
Edited by GEORGE P. GOULU, M.A.

Manual No. 1. Crown 8to, with Maps and
Ulastrations.

Paper cover, la. dd. : cloth, 28.

ANABAPTISM:
From its Bise at Zvrickau to its Fall at

Munster, 1521-1536.

By EICHARD HEATH,
Author of "The English Via Doloroja," &c.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 5s. each, post free.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons. By Alexander Maclaren, DD.,
.Viitlior of •' The lldly of Uolles," " The Unch.iiiging Christ," &C., Ac.

" l>r. Miu'lart-ii is our ideal preacher."

—

Brpotii'tnry Times,
" ila«t<;ily, lieautifiil, inspiring." —.VcfAoifiW Rcronler.
" Kelicitons expi.sitlun, rugge<l, intense elmiuencc, and beautiful lllustralion."—IKord and Work.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other Sermons.
"They show the same wonderful fertility of apt and beautiful illustrations, the same exquisite use of language,

and the same direct heart-scarchin); power which wc are accustomtd to find in all Dr. Maclaron's works."
Christian World Pulpil.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
" For more thun a iinnrtcr of a centuiy he hn« held almost an unchallenged position a.s the prince of pulpit oratom

The back pews of Dr. .Muclaren's church are In the nooks and corners of the earth."—J/cfftcifisf Times.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other Sermons.
" open the iKWk wherever we may, the temptation to read on and on is very great. Hie volume is invaluable.''

Sunday School Chronicle.

THE HOLY of HOLIES : a Series of Sermons on the 14th, 15th, and 16th
Chapters of the Gospel hy John.

'• Kvery sermon glows with tmction, and shows Intense power."—Jtfc(Aodt#( Recorder.

THE UNCHANGING CHRIST, and other Sermons.
" few preachers combine so many elements of effective pulpit aiiiesa:'—Independent.

Just published, post 8to, cloth boards, price

3). 6d.

THE TRAGEDY OF MORANT
BAY.

A Narrative of the DIstnrlmnees la Ibc Inlana of

Jamaica In the Year 18SS.

By EDWARD BEAN UNDEBHILL, LL.D.

PERSONAL JtEGOLLECTIOSS TESTED AXD SUP-

rORTED BY ItBFEBESCB TO PU/IT.IO DOCl'JIEXTS.

AN EASTER GIFT BOOK.
Price Is. net (Postage Ijd.).

THREE DIVINE SISTERS.
Thoughts on the Trinity of «irace.i.

By KOBERT TUCK, B.A.,

Author or " Bevclation by Character," &c.

" A dainty little booklet—designed at an Easter

gift book, and as such is admitable."

—

Independent,

LoNuox
: ALEXANDER k SHEPHKARD, Publishkiis, 21 akd 22, Fctbnival Stueit, E.C.

SECOND EDITION, price 2s. 6cl., post free.

THE AMBASSADORIAL NUMBER OF
U Wdt ^alott 11

64 pp., demy folio, consisting of Original Matter, Illustrations, Music, &c., enclosed in

an elegant Dlumined Wrapper with the Royal Arms of each Nation.

The OriiiV says:
" The Salon't < Ambaaeadorial Number' is as.sumptuous as its name. Portraits of the ambassadors

and mtaUtersto the Court of St. James's, with biographical notices, adorn its highly glazed pages, and
the music of his national anthem. It is a publication that -vrill certainly be

each reprceentative faces the ,.^ „» ^^ ut
added to the musical library in many homes."

The DAILY TEfBGUAVS wys:

«# i'.K''!i^?''**f-'!?'"''
Number of the Salm-t, sumptuously illustrated periodical- contains portraits

< , V^«
'^'Pl?raatist8 accredited by the Court of St. James's from every quarter of the world. By the

' f the pictiires are given the national airs of the countries represented, and these alone make the
uiuaber a ralunile j/ossession."

"SALON" OFFICES, 21, FiasnAi Stbbbt, Londox, EC.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3b., post free.

ON THE BOOK OF JONAH
A Honograph.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE EVIDENCE Ob' ITS
HISTORIC TRUTH.

By JOHN KENNEDY, M.A., D 1).

"Dr. Kennedy maintains his poiition witli a

breadth of knowledge, a clearness of insight, and

a force of logic it is difficult to resist."

Baptisl Magazine.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price :h. 6d. post free.

JAMES ARCHER SPURGEON,
D.D., LL.D.,

Preacher, Philanthropist, and «'o-Paslor with

C. II. Spiirgeon at the .Metropolitan Tabernacle.

By tt. HOLDEN PIKE,
Author of " The Life and Work of Charles Qaddon

Spurgeon," &c.

With a Preliminary Statement by ARTHCB T. PIEUSON,
D.D.

The Uritish Wcchhj says :
" It is one of the best

specimens of Mr. Pike's literary work we have seen.

We venture to make a few extracts, but the whole

ehould be read."

Foap. 8to, cloth, price 2j. 6d.

BRITISH POLICY FROM
SOCIAL, HOME, AND

IMPERIAL POINTS of VIEW.
By Colonel the Hon. ARTHUR PARNELL,

Ilclired List of the Corps of Royal Engineers,

Author of "The War of the Succession in Spain," "Th»
Defences of the Kingdom," <S;c.

CoNTBNTs; Social Defects—Home Questions-

Colonial and Foreign Relations—Our Eastern

Empire—Defence Administration—Gibraltar and

Spain.

London : ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD,
21 AND 22, FUKMIVAL Strbbi, E.C.
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valesceuts at Swanley). Students may reside in the College within
the Hospital walls, subject to the collegiate regulation.
Scholarships and Prizes of the aggregate value of over £.f>m are
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A Handbook forwarded on application.

S^
BARTHOLOMEW'S

and COLLEGE.
HOSPITAL

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS AND EXHIBITIONS.
An EXAMINATION will be held on SEPTEMBER 25th, 1895, and

succeeding days, for the awarding of the followiui; :

—

L A Scholarship of £75 for one year to the best candidate in

Chemistry and Physics who is under twenty-five years of agt^
2. A Scholarship of £7.5 tor one year to the best candidate in Biology

(Animal and Vegetable) and Physiology who is under twciity-fivc years
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Candidate? for these two Scholarships must not have entered to the
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Surgical Practice at any Medical School.
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with any one of the Languages—Greek, i'rench, and German. (Classical

books as in Matriculation of Univ. of London, June, ISM ) Candidates
must not have entered at any Medical School.
The successful candidates in all cases will be re<iuired to enter to the

full course at St. Bartholomew's Hospital iu the October succeeding
the Examination.
For full narticulars apply to T>r. T. W. Siioke, Warden of the College,

St. Bartholomew*! Hospital, £.C.

UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW.
CHAIR OF LOGIC.

The University Court of the University of Glasgow will,

in the month of May or at eomc subsequent date, proceed

to APPOINT a PROFESSOR to occupy the above Chair in

this University, now vacant. Thu Professor will bo re-

(juired to enter on his duties from 1st October next, from
which date the appointment will take effect.

The normal salary of the Chair is fi.xed by Ordinance at

£800. The Chair has an oflicial residence attached to it.

The appointment is made ml vitam nui cnfp'wi, and carries

with it the right to a pension on conditions jircscribcd by
Ordinance.

Each applicant should lodge with the undcrsipned,

who will furnish any further information desired, twenty

copies of his application and twenty copies of any
testimonials he may de«ire to submi^, on or before

Wednesday, let May, 1895.

ALAN E. CLAPPERTON,
Secretary of the Glasgow University Court,

91, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

R^^^pR
INSTITUTION of GREAT

BRITAIN, AlljLm.iric Street. Piccidilly, W.

TUESliAY NEXT (Arnii. ».3), at 3 o'clock- PROFESSOR OEORC.E
FORBES, SI.A, F.R..S.—FIRST of THREE LECTURES on
" ALTERNATINd and INTERRUPTED ELECTRIC CURRENTS,"
U;ilf-a-Ouine!i tlie Course,
THURSDAY (Arioi. 251, at 3 o'clock -PROFESSOR DEH'AR,

M,A.. LL.I)., F.R.S.. FviUerian Professor of chemirtrv, R. I.—FIRST
of FOUR LECTURES on "THB LIQUEFACTION of OASES."
Ihilf-a-fiuinea.
SATt'RIlAY (ArniL 27), at 3 o'.ilock -ARXOLI) POI'VIETSCH,

E«(|.-FIIIST of THREE LECTURES on ".'UUSlCand MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS of tlio iBTii, irtii, and isrii CENTURIES."
1. Engli.«(1i. 2. French. 3. Italian. tWith Illustrations upon
Original Instruments.) Half-a-Ouinca.
Kutwi riiition to all the Courses in the Season. Two Ouineaa,
FRIDAY (Aran. :iil. at 9 o'ch.ck.- JOHN HOI'KINSON. T.ni ,

M.A., ILSo., F.R.S.-"TIIE F.FKECTS of ELECTRIC CURRENTS
in IRON on its MAONETISA I ION."
To the Friday Eveniuz Meetings, MemWrs and their Friends only

are admitted.

UNIVERSITY COLI.EGE, LONDON.
-Prof. SULLY mill give an INTHOHUCTORY' COURSE of

LECTURES on "yESTHETICH," These Lectures will he given on
MONDAYS, at 5 o'clock, beginning on APRIL '.lath. Fee for the
Course, £1 Is. j j[ HonsniKou, M.A., Secretary.

sOUTH-WEST LONDON POLY-
TECHNIC, MANRE8A KOAI>, S.W.

The GOVERNORS are prepared to receive APPLU'ATIONS for the
apiiointmeiit of HKAIf MASTKR of the ART IHM'AllTMKNT.
lite salary has l>ceu fixed at £L'no per anuun>, and the duties and
stipend will ccimnu-ncc ou September J.

In the meanwhile airangemeuts will bo m.ade with the candidate
appointed tn enable Iiim to confer with tlie Governor and rrinoipal
rcBiiecting the equipment of )iis Department.
Applications muMt be marie on or liefore April :iO, on forma which

uill be supplied ou application to the StcRKTAiir.

MONDA Y, April 29.

Th6 Optical Stock of Mr. II. J. WOOD,
late of 105, Oxford Street^ who is retiiing from husincas.

ME. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his GREAT UOOMR, 38, KING STREET,

COVENT GARDEN, on MONDAY, Aphil 21), at half-past Ti ./clock

precisely, the STOCK, comprislnjj expensive Model Locomotives-
Vertical, Horizontal, and other EnRinea—Model Steamers—Barometers
—Mathematical Instruments— Pitcket Compasses -Eye-glasses —Model
Guns—Telescopes—Opera Glasses—Show-cases, Glass fchades, &c.

On view the Saturday prior 12 till 4 and moruiag of Sale, and Cata-
loguea had.

PALL-MALL -•A collection of choice Modern Pictures and Water-
colour Dra}cin;/s, the prop'r'y of a gentleman.

MESSRS. FOSTER respectfully announce
for SALE by AUCTION, at the GALLERY, .54, PALL 5IALL.

on WEDNESDAY, the 24th A euir., at 1 o'clock precisely, a PRIVATE
COLLECTION, including PICl'URES by

Rougereau, AV. Dever, A. Huldin. E. Seignac, C.

Boughton, G. II. Galtriel. P. Le Jeune. H. Seller. C.

Breling, 11. Keffuer, K. Munthe, L. Weber, Th.

Water-colour Drawings by

Beavis, R. Foster, Birket Roberts, D. Simoneau, O."

Rriglit, II. Leitoh, W. E. Philp, G. Stone, Marcus
Duncan, E. Mole, J. H. Prout, S. Turner, J. M. VT.

May be viewe<l Monday next and following day, when Catiilogues

may bs had 51. PaU M ill.

PALL-ilALL.—Sei'n'al snmV. coUfcttons of Mod:in VicUtris

and Waie'-^olour DrawtnyB,

MESSRS. FOSTER respectfully announce
that they will include in the above AUCHON PlcrUllES

ArmGeld, G. Griiveland Parlon. E. Stefano. N.
Bellange Hulk, W. F. Schonton, P. U. Thor8.J.
Beavis, R. Meyerheim, F. Sant, J. Wtibsr
Carolus, J. Meyer, C. 11. Stevens, A. And others,

\Vj,ter-colour Drawings by

AUingham.Mr. Earn. H. Leitoh, W. L.

Birket Foster Fielding, Copley Jiackenzie. Kenneth
Carmichael (ioodal, E. A. PilBbury, Wilmot
Davidson Harrison, Miss M. Poynter, E. J., R.A.

And others.

May Ije viewed Monday next and following day. Catalogues may
be had -54, Pall Mall.

PALL-MALL.—A collection of Modern Pictures and. Drawings^

the prope-ty of Messrs. S. HUldetheimer it <7o., L('i., mostly

painted /'or purpos's of Illustration by that firm.

IX/TESSRS FOSTER respectfully announoi
XVJL for «AIiE bv AUCTION, at the ABLERY,5i, PALL MALL,
on AVEDNESDAV, the Ist May, at 1 o'clock precisely, ORIGINAL
PICTURES and WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS, iucludiug works
bv H.R.II. the Emjircsa Frederick of Germany, Clicvalier de Jlartino,

Marine Painter to llcr Majesty, Briton lliviferc, U.A.,aad

Stanley Berkeley R. Gallon. Yeend King
V, Corcos A. A. Glendcnnins A. Lobuchon
Isaac Cullen Maude Goodman Paul de Longpie.

A. J. Elslcy G. A. Holmes E. Muuier
And others.

May be viewed two days prior to the Auction, when Catalogues

may be had.—54, Pall Slall.

PALL-MALL.—The Cookes Hei-loomi.—A collection of old

Dutch and Itali%n Pictures^ early English Portraits, and Works
hij Thomas, Beyaniin, and Joseph Barker, principally formed
during the 18//i Century hy Sir Williim Cookes and Sir Thomas
Cookes {his son) ; also hy Sir Henry Wviford, of Glasshampton^

Worcestershire.

IVTESSES. FOSTER respectfully announce
1.VJL for SALE by AUCTION, at the GALLERY, 54, PALL MALL,
on WEDNESDAY, the 8th day of May, at 1 o'clock precisely, the col-

lection of PICTURES comprised in the Cookes heirlooms, including

works ascribed to

Albano Lingelbook Rosa, S. Van Aalat
Bourgonone Lely. Sir P. Swanevelat Vanderbent
Berghara Le I>uc Sohalken Wouvermana
Bassano Maratti. C. .Spacnoletti Wynants
Correggio Moore, Sir A. Snyders Wcstall, B.

De Volterra Mieris Tiutoretti ^/J'''^,,

Fyt Parmegiano Tempcita /org M.
Giordano, L. Rembrandt Titian Ziicchero

Holbein Romano, G. Vandevchlo And others.

Kneller, Sir it. Reynolds, Sir J. Van Dj'ck

Also several Landscapes by Tliomas Barker and Benjamin Barker,

and some Historical Woika by Jgseph Barker. ^ . ,

May be viewed two days prior tii the Auction, when Catalc^ucs may
l>c ha<l of Jlessrs. Ivens& Morton, Solicitors, Kidderminster; and of

Messrs. Foster, 54, Pall Mall.

s T. EDWARD'S SCHOOL, near
— OXFORD.—Public Scliool, founded 186;}. to provide Education

for Gentlemen's Sons in Preparation for Universities. Army. 4c., oa
definite Church principles- Fees: £66 per annum (Sons of Clergy-

men, £,m); Day Boys, *JI guineas. Classical and Modern sides,

Scholarshipa, £4'l to £20, July 3(>th.—Rev. T. F. Hohson, M. A., Warden

BIEBEEK OOLLEGE, UITENHAGE.
CAPE COLONY.-WANTBD, a LADY ai TEACHER of

CLASSICS and LITERATURE. Salary, £150 Brstyear; fl6U8M;onl

year; £16.5 third and following years. — For further details apply

J. H. Vanes, Eso., The Drive, Gravelly Hill. Birmingham.

Applications to be sent to Professor LAMUtar, M A., Royal- Naval

College, GreenwicU,
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THEATRES.

ADELPHI THEATRK.
Bole rmprieton and Usnaftorn, A. i 8. Gatil.

THIS KVKxfNG. M 8.0. THK GIIU, 1 LKFl' IlKHISD
IIE. Mr. William Terriw, and Misa Millwanl, Mewrj.
r. U. Mnrklin. W. h. Abinjfdaii, K. \V. Cin-iliiier, Charles
Fullon, lUi-hnnI I'urdon. Julian C'roM, O. W. Cockbnm,
Ackonuiin May i

Moadamea Uo|>o Dudley, Mary Alluotree,

Marie Montrow.

JUST PVBLI8BED.

AVENUE THEATRE.
I.e«»<o and Manoscr, Mr. William Greet

THIS EVK.VISn, at 8.1:., PANDV DICK WIIITTINGTON.
Meaira. Jobii F. Sheridan, Itobort I'atoman, Henry Wrixbl,
Jaincn I^vorell, K. Vani^lian, A. J. Evelyn, U. M. WcQ-
man ; Misaea Ktbel Ilaydon, Florence I.evey, Gracie
Wbitefonl, Lily Mclntyro, Ellen Oo3b, Bertha Meyera, and
Miaa May Yoh^.

"comedy THEATRE.
Leasee and Manaf^r, Mr. J. Comyns Carr.

THIS KVKNING, at 8.15, DELIA HARD;N(i. Mr.
Fred Terr}-, Mr. I'yril Maude, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. G. Far.
qabar. Mr. Dennis, Mr. Klakiston, Mr. Lyle Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Byron ; Mif>H Koee Leclerc(|, Misa Dorothy Dorr, Mrs.
E. H. Brooke, Misa Williams, Hiss Norton, and Miss
Marion Terry.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVKNING, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mosdanica Marie Tempest, Irfity Liod, K. Hodsnn, Marie
Stu'lbolme, Cadir., Hamer, 8. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
and Gregory ; Messrs. C. Hayden CoBln, Lewis, Blakeley,
D'Orsay, Soutar, Robson, Farkoa, Porteoua, Dixon, and
T.Steptens. At 8, DINNER FOR TWO.

GAIETY theatre!
^

THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Mestrs.
Arthur Williams, Frank Wheeler, Genrgc Grotsmith, jnn.,
Colin Coop, Cairus James, Willie Wardc, GcorRO Mudie,
Robert Nainby, and Seymoor Hicks; Misses Knlio Sey-
mour, Lillie Bolmfirc, Maud Hill, Maria Divis, H. Lee,
Topsy Sinden, and Ellaline Te-rifs.

THE

LoxDON

:

8E0OND EDITION, BEVISEI) AND ENL^RaED.

PARTITION OF AFRICA.
By J. SCOTT KELTIE,

AEBbtant-Secretary to the toyal Geographical Society,

Editor of •' The Stateaman's Year-Book."

With 24 Maps.

Large poet 8ro, doth, 16j.

EDWARD STANFORD, 26 and 27, CooKSPCa Stekbt, 8.W.
Cleojrifher to Her .Vnjtttg tht Qaten,

»».

OPERA COIKQUE.
THIS EVENING, at 0. A LOVING LEGACY. Messrs.

James Welch, Oswald Yorkc, Mark KinRhorno, J. A. Rosier,
and Alfied Maliliy ; MesdamcsOlga Garland, Ai'nes Verity,
and Lizzie Henderson. Preceded, at 8.0 by BEFORE THE
DAWN. Miss Katie Lee, Misa Ettie Williams, Mr. H. B.
Teeslale. and M r. Matthew Bmdie,

PRINCE OF WALES' THEATUEr
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Banaom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roljcrts, Messrs. William
Philn^ E. Veraon, E. H. Kelly, E. Thorac, P. Hoxborongh,
and W, H. Denny; Uncle Bones; Me^dames Aida Jcnoure,
L. Scarle, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
BUeralie, A. Ford, Ellaa Dee, and Kitty LoftDs. Preceded.
»t7.»0, by A WOMAN'S CAPRICE.

SAVOY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL i

Mesdames Jeanne Donate, Marie Elba, Julia Lennox, Edith
Mill"r, Marie dn Bedat, Jessie Hudleston, and Mr. Charles
Copland. Conductor, Signor Arditi.

STRAND THEATRE.
Mr. J. L. Shrine's Season.

THIS EVENING, at 1), FANNY : Messrs. John L. Shrine,
W. H. Day, Robb Harwood, T. P. Haynes, Owen Harris,
Ac. ; Misses May Whitty, Lydia Cowell, and Alma Stanley
I'receded, at 8.30, by THE BACKSLIDER.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE BLUE BOAR. Messrs.

Edward Terry, Harcourt Beatty, George Bclmore, Leslie
Kenyon

; Mesdames Aleies LeiKhton.Madce Mcintosh, and
Fanny Broagh. P receded, at 8.30, by KEEP YOUEOWN
COUNSEL.

toolb's^heatoe;
THIS EVENING, at 8.46, THOROUGH-BRED : Messrs.

John Billington, H. Wcstland, George Shelton, C. M.
Lowne, E. A. Coventry, Fitzroy Morgan, F. Arlton ; Misses

?.®?!^*Ii?.1J'\' w?^£i,''"""'j'"='''
*^°™ 'O"'^' '^''»» Johnstone.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at I), THE LADIES' IDOL- Mr

Wecdon Grossmiih, Messrs. J. Bcauchnmp, C. P. Little
H. Warden, F. Volpe, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A. Hol-
moro: Mesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Homtrey, Helen
Forrcra, EsmC Beringer, A. Beet. Preceded, at 8 15 bv
HAL, TfiB HIGHWAYMAN. <- o

,
ai o.io, uy

AG8NCY POR AHEKIC'AN BOOKg!

r\ P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLI8HEES
VJ • ,nd BOOKSELLERS, ot J7 snd 50 Wett Mrd Street, New
York, and 54, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, de.ire looall llic
•ttmtlon of the READING fnBLIC to the eioellent facllitif,
prnentcd \ij llieir Braucli IIouu In Loudun fir aillnir, on the mot
f iTourilile t«rm>, ordcri tor their ovD STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, sad for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and FEKI0DICAL8 -
OATAI/HiUES Knt on ippllsatlon.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, BURNING,

ROUGHNESS.
An cfflciclous, nanitaiy, harmlets crea-ji,

1«. IJd. per box.

PALESTINE EXPLORATION FOND.

THE "QUARTEKLY STATEMENT
a Journal of I'alcstiae llesearch and Disoorery, forAl'RIL.

now ready, ss. litl.

CoNTrNTs.—Dr. lUiRs's Fourth Report of the Exoavattons at Jeru- i

Balcin—Herr Von ISchfck ou Various DiwoTcries Id the City— Iter. W.
j

Ewlog's Journey ill the Itaurau with (treek ami other luxcriiitions— t

Major Condcr, U.K., on the AshyriaiiA in Hyria—Hamuel Ber(tneim on
the IdeiitifitJitioii of thi'City of David—The Meteorological Ubseiva- I

(ions at JfrusaU'U), hy Jaiiies (il.iiithcr, F-It.S.— He|kort« froinfialllec -

Notes oil Insch|>tionB: un Beth-Hejau; on the ilicmatite Weight,
St. Cuthhert'H Crow, Ac.
List of Books, Maps, Casts.&u., puhlished by Uie Society, post free.

TuK SecRKTART, 'i4, Ilanovor S<|uarc, W. ; or

A. P . AVatts k Sox . Norfolk Street, London, W.U.

The Autotype Coaipany, London,
Reno^vned for tlio excellence of its process? of hiQ^h-class

BOOK ILLUSTRATION
AOopted bj' the Trustees of the British Muiwamr the
Learned. Societies, and the leading I'ablishers. For
specimens, pri:e8, &c., apply to the Managee.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The AutotyiK! jirocess adapted to Photographic Engraving

on copper. Copies of raintiii^'s by F. Brangwyn, H. Draper,
K. Douglaei Holman Hunt, F. Roe, llerlwrt Schmalz, Haigh
Wood. ic.

i
ot Portraits by Sir John Millais, R.A.; Hon.

Jno. Collier; Sir Geo. Reid, P R.S.A. ; Holl, R.A. ; Ouless,
R A. ; Pettie, U.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto-
Gravare Reproductions of Photographs from Art Objects
and from Natare can be seen at the Autotype Gallery.

THE

AUTOTYPE PINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

is reirarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including
H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art,
Scud for the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE : a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 188 pp.,
free, per post, for Sixpence.

MUDIB'S
SB L E C T

LIBRARY.
-D00K8ELLER8,

OOOK EXPORTERS,

DOCK BINDERS,

AND
r IBEARIANS.

ENGLISH, FRENCH. ITALIAK, GERMAN'
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

TIHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

jl/rUDlE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

aj^l BROMPTON EOAD, 8.W., and

48 ^^^^"^ VICTORIA STREET, B.C.,

THE AUTOTyPE COMPANY, LONDON.

MESSES. J. C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
AKT REFBODUCERS,

14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.O.,
Are the sole represcntatiTea iu Great Britain of

HERR IIANFSTAENGL, of Munieb,
the well-kno>n Artist in PlIUTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
leadinit LotKlou Art PublishiDs Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant I'latcs always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. I>RU JI.MUND * UU. supply the cheapest unrl best rrocesses
in the market, which are spccL-illy adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Archteologists, and those eufiaxed iu the iuvestigation
aud publication of I'arocliial and Diocesan Records.

J.C. DllUMMONU A CO. invite attention to their

Improved Bapid Photo-Mechanical Process
^OT the Reproduction of Works o/ Art, Original 3188., Designs,
Lace ifami/actures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,
Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, tic,, tie., atamoderateccst

Specimens and price list on Application.

Ofleet: 14. HENRIETTA STREET. COVEST OARDEW LONDON
IMPORTANT-PRINTING AND PUBUSHING.

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Ic.-KING, SELL i RAILTON, Limited, high-class Pdntera

and Pntdishers, 13. Googh Square, 4, Bolt t^ourt. Fleet Street, E.C.,
nave speciallV'butlt Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other Publications.
Advice and assistance given to anyone wishing to commence New

Journals.

FacilUies upon the premises for Editorial Offices, free. Advertlsiogand Publishing Vepartmenta conducted.
Telephone 37»l). Telegraph, "Africanism don

LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

CATALOGUES
fpOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
*- promptly supplied on moderate terms.

CATALOGUES on application.

DULAU & CO.. 37, Bono Sqcaai.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDEUICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

OATALOa USS post free onapplicatim,

TH. WOHLLEBENi
FOREIGN BOOKS£LL£B,

46, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum],

Supplies all Foksiok Book.'! and PiuosicALsat tfaeicost
moderate prices.

Catalogues on appUcatitm.

B IRK ESTABLISHED IMl.BECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chsnoery Lane, London

TWG..!.M)A.IIAl.FperCENT. INTEREST allowed an DEPOSITS
repavhble ou demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn l^Iow I loti.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the cncounigcmeut of Thrift tbo Bank reccireo Btnallcamson

deposit, ftud allows lutorcst monthly ou uoob completed £1

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,
BOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOE TWO QUlhKAS PKB MOMTII .

BIBKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

roB nvg sMiLLiwos rga uontb.

The BIBKBECK ALMA^ACK^ with fullA*ACK. with full particulars, i>osl free
1 BANCIS RAVEN8CR0FT. Uauager
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THE QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. 381, will be published on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2-lth, 1S95.

COSTEJfTS.

I. THE BIBLE at HOME and ABROAD.
II. KOBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
III. THE CONCIERliERIE.
rv. A CENTURY of SCIENCE.
V. PEKISn AGRICULTURE!
VI. THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.
VII. JEANNE D'ARC.

VIII. MR. BALFOUR'S FOUNDATIONS of BELIEF.
IX. THE POETRY of CHAUCER.
X. THE CONSERVATISM of TO-DAY.

The I.vDEX NcHBEBS, No3. 361 and 36C, will be published shortly.

John Mcbrat, Albemarle Street.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.
Edited by WILLIAM QRAHAM.

No. I. 3IAr, 1895. Price ffalf-a-Crowti.

CONTENTS.
1.—The Empire ot the Risen Sun. By A. DIOST.
2.—Acqnitted on Grounds of Insanity. By L. 8. FORBES

WINSLOW, M.D., D.C.L., 4c.
3.—The Armenian Question. By Dr. ANATOLIUS

MABKOFF.
4. Morocco and tb9 Moors. By Captain CHARLES

ROLLESTON.
6.—The Jew as Colonizer. By Colonel ALBERT GOLD-

SMID.
a—The Decadence of Yonth. By the EDITOR.
7.—The King's Friend (Poem). By COUNTESS ZICHY.
8.—An Old Bachelor (Story). By X.
9.—Women as they are. By Mrs. KtNGSCOTE.
10.—The Agricultural Crisis. By LORD BYRON.
11.—Literature. By H. D. TRAILL.
13.—The Drama. By J. F. NISBET.
13.-The Indian Upanishads. By Sir EDWIN ARNOLD,

K.O.I.E., C.S.I., 4o.
14.—A Triad of Sonnets. By Miss MAUD V^SE.

Readft firxt week in Man .

OmCE : i, ADAM STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

M
rjHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE of Fiction,
^^ Edited by OSWALD CRAWFUBD. A New Monthly
Maf^zme. Price Sixpence.

ESSRS. CHAPMAN & HALL wiU
bring' out on May 1 a non-illustrated Mapjazine,

intended by them to be the counterpart, as to size, shape,
and qoftlity, in fiction, of what their Fortnighily lieview is in
essay writing.

nHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE wiU con-
^^ tain Contributions from tlie following Novel Writers,
among many others. The order of names is alphabetical.

Grant Allen Anthony Hope Gilbert Parker
E. F. Benson E. R. Homung James Payn
Walter Besant Violet Hunt Eden Phillpotts
Mrs. Clifford Henry James Richard Pryce
S. R. Crockett J. K. Jerome W. Clark Russell
Mrs. Croker Rudyard Kipling Mrs. Flora Annie
George Gissin^ Mrs. Lynn Linton Steele
Hamilton-Aide Ian Maclaren Florence Warden
Thomas Hardy Frankfort Moore Marriott Watson
Beatrice Harraden George Moore Stanley Weyman
Bret Harto W. E. Norris I. Zangivill.
John Oliver Hi)l>bc8 Barry Pain

PHAPMAN'S MAGAZINE. Contents
^^ of No. I.—
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LITERATURE.
Christianity and Agnosticism. By Honry
Wace, D.D. (Blackwoods.)

In September, 1888, Dr. Wace read a paper
at the Manchester Church Congress on
Agnosticism, in which he maintained that
persons professing to have no knowledge of
God instead of being called agnostics
ought to be called infidels, explaining the
latter word to mean those who do not
believe the statements that Jesus Christ
made about himself. The paper drew
forth an answer from Prof. Huxley, who,
aa the creator of the term Agnosticism,
justly considered himself entitled to re-

pudiate the rather ofEensive construc-
tion put upon it by the self-constituted
champion of Christianity. Incidentally cer-
tain questions of New Testament criticism

were raised, and the whole controversy
gradually sank into a discussion of the
credibility attaching to the story of the
Gadarene pigs. Prof. Huxley has since
then republished the whole series of articles

presenting his own side of the case, and has
incorporated them with the complete edition
of his works. Dr. Wace now follows suit,

throwing in as a makeweight sundry
polemical articles of his which originally
appeared in the Quarterly Review. The
result is a volume not particularly calculated
to raise the reputation of its author either
as a candid critic or as an accurate scholar.
As Dr. Wace does not seem to know the

true reason why agnostics and other persons
who disbelieve in the supernatural object to
be called infiJels, and why the term in-

fidelity has dropped out of controversies
conducted by gentlemen, perhaps I may be
allowed to state what in my opinion it is.

In the older usages of language this word
served to denote either want of faith or
unfaithfulness : the rejection of certain
theological propositions or a criminal breach
of trust. Now, just in proportion aa we all

of us have come to distinguish between
intellectual and moral aberrations, has this
ambiguity become a matter of regret.
Theologiana of the old school might
rejoice to confound their opponents
under a common denomination with the
adulterer and the fraudulent trustee.
Their more civilised successors of the
present day should avoid even the appear-
ance of so unwarranted a libel. At any
rate, they cannot expect that rationalists
will regard the name "infidel" as other
than an insult, or that they will suffer their
negations to be called "infidelity "just
after it has been publicly associated with
drunkenness and prostitution by a dignitary
9l the Anglican Church,

But apart from the question of urbanity,
Dr. Wace is quite mistaken in his ety-

mology. "Infidelity" has always been
understood to mean disbelief in an historical

revelation of any kind, not disbelief in

the declarations of Jesus about himself.

Otherwise Jews and Turks would be called

"infidels," whereas they are distinguished
from them in the Good Friday collect.

Otherwise those persons who go the
length of denying the very existence of

Jesus could not properly be called " in-

fidels." Now, it is notorious that there
have been such persona, and one of them,
a certain Loman, is mentioned by name in

a passage cited from Dr. Salmon by Dr.
Wace himself (p. 127) ; and I am not aware
that they are thereby disqualified from
being treated like Prof. Huxley and his
followers.

But if the unpleasant appellation is again
to be used, and used in the sense attached
to it by Dr. Wace, then I fear that the
very first name to be inscribed on the lists

of the new infidelity will be the name of

the reverend Principal himself. For when he
asks, " Why do we believe that Jesus Christ
redeemed all mankind ? " and answers,
" Because he said so," this is not consistent

with the express and repeated declarations
of Jesua himself, as reported in a Gospel
whose authenticity Dr. Wace at least is

bound to support. " If I glorify myself,"
says the Johannine Jesus, " my glory is

nothing. If I do not the works of my
Father, believe me not. The works that I
do in my Father'a name, these bear witness
of me. Believe me for the very works' sake.
If I had not done among them the worka
which none other did, they had not had
sin." In fact, all through the Fourth
Gospel the mighty works or miracles are
the ultimate reasons given for believing in
the Divine mission of Jesus ; and, similarly,

in the First and Third Gospels they are
offered to the Baptist's disciples as the
paramount reason for believing that Jesua
is the Messiah. An agnostic who finds the
historical evidence of the Gospel miracles
insufficient is exonerated by the Evangelists
themselves from all moral responsibility for
his unbelief in the authority of Jesus.

Prof. Huxley asserted " that we know
absolutely nothing of the originator or
originators of the narratives in the first

three Gospels " (Wace, p. 48) ; and the late

Sir J. F. Stephen—an expert on the subject
of evidence—has recorded his opinion that
" it is wholly uncertain who were the authors
of the Gospels and when they were written "

(ib., p. 270). Dr. Wace repliea by appealing
to what he is pleased to call the "ad-
missions " of Henan. Now, Renan may be
quoted as a scholar, but certainly not as a
"sceptical" or "hostile witness." Like
most Frenchmen, he was rather credulous
and conservative, his views on Old Testa-
ment criticism being notoriously more re-

actionary than those of some English
clergymen. In regard to the Gospels, he
certainly did make one important con-
cession and surrender

; but that was when,
after a long struggle, he gave up the
apostolic authorship of the Fourth Gospel,
and on that point Dr. Wace, inconsistently
enough, attaches no value to his testimony,

Prof. Huxley referred, among otherp,

to Eeuss as having made important con-
tributions to Biblical criticism. There-
upon Dr. Wace proceeds to quote Beuss aa
saying that " we have the whole Third
Gospel in its primitive form, as it was
written by St. Luke " ; and that " our
present Gospel of St. Mark was," with
some trifling exceptions, "written by Mark,
St. Peter's disciple " (p. 53). The statement
so confidentlymade, and apparentlyborne out
by long extracts from Eeuss, is—I say this

deliberately and knowing the weight of my
words—not true. Dr. Wace has either not
read through the Strassburg professor's

Introduction to the Synoptics, or he has
forgotten it. What he quotes is section x.

Had he gone on to section xii. he would
have found that the names Mark and Luke
were only used " provisoirement "

: that, in
the opinion of Eeuss, we have no means of

proving that the author of the Second
Gospel—even supposing him to have been
named Mark, which is not certain—was
identical with the disciple of St. Peter.
" On pourrait dire que la question [of

authorship] reste entiere" (Eeuss, p. 99).

Finally, he would have found the whole
question of the authorship of the Third
Gospel postponed to the Introduction to

Acts ; and on referring to that quarter he
would have found that Eeuss, after giving
all the arguments for and against the
identification of St. Paul's companion on
his last voyage with the compiler of the
Third Gospel and of its sequel, the Acts,

refuses here also to commit himself to a
definite opinion. We must, of course,

acquit Dr. Wace of intentional misrepre-
sentation—if only for the excellent reason
that in the presence of such a redoubtable
antagonist aa Prof. Huxley he would not
have dared to commit it. And here I
may take the opportunity of pointing out
how worthless is the argument from " the
admissions of an opponent "; for, aa it

happens. Prof. Huxley did actually allow
these garbled quotations from Eeuaa to paas
unchallenged, nor up to the preaent moment
have they presumably been exposed in any
critical organ, or Dr. Wace would have been
informed of the rebuke. Thus an incautious

reader might easily have accepted the Prin-
cipal's appeal as "practically" made good.
But to return : it is a sufficiently serious

fault that Dr. Wace should have got up his

authority so careleaaly, and that at a time
when due diligence waa particularly obli-

gatory, because the effect of his quotationa,

had they been accurate, waa to disarm and
discredit an opponent. Prof. Huxley is

entirely justified when he warns his readers
" against any reliance upon Dr. Wace's
statements as to the results arrived at by
modem criticism " ; while both he and
Fitzjames Stephen are borne out by a first-

rate authority in their sceptical attitude aa

regards the Gospels.

In an earlier article on the Speaker's

Commentary, our reviewer endorses Canon
Cook's statement, that the authorship of the

Third Gospel and Acts by a companion of

St. Paul is a point " now generally received

both in Germany and France," adding that
" the names of Oredner and Bleek in Ger-

many, and of Eenan in France, are sufficient
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to bear it out" (p. 312). In other words,

where twenty namea would hardly have

sufficed to prove the drift of German opinior

,

we are offered two, and what a pair !
Bleek

died in 1859, Credner died in 1857, and

Dr. Wace was writing in 1881 1 Nor is

this all. Bleek did not think that the

autobiographical portions of Acta were

written by the compiler of the whole book,

so that his authority tells against, not for,

Df. Wace's favourite contention. Against

it also may be quoted the names of Gfrurer,

Baur, Zeller, Volkmar, Overbeck, Hilgen-

feld, Hansrath, Sohurer, Ziegler, Holtz-

mann, and since 1881 Otto Pfleiderer and
Weisziicker. Dr. Wace ought to know this

perfectly well ; for in another of his re-

published articles he reviews Holtzmann's

Einhitung, where the above list, all but the

last two names, may be found. In the

paper referred to Holtzmann is—how shall

I say it?—well, misleadingly described as
" a disciple" of the Tubingen school (p. 158),

which he neither is nor ever has been. The
object of this particular misstatement is

to represent Holtzmann's departures from
Baur's views as so many " concessions " to

the conservative side. Now it is true that

Holtzmann does make certain '
' concessions "

;

but, unfortunately for Dr. Wace, they

point in a direction diametrically opposite

to that suggested by him, being, in fact,

made to the radical critics. They may be
found enumerated on p. 339 of the first

edition. The most important are that
" Matthew " was written not before but
after 70, and "Luke" not before but
after 100 ad. As for the Acts, it is not

true that Holtzmann considers a " great

part " of it to be " contemporary with St.

Paul" (p. 158). According to his analysis

{ut tupra, p. 385), little more than one-

tenth of the whole comes under that

denomination. Now it fortunately happens
that Dr. Wace has elsewhere, in an un-
guarded moment, given us his estimate of

ten per cent. Between the promulgation
of the Copemican system and Q^Ueo's
abjuration there elapsed a period of ninety
years. Dr. Wace, in the preface to this

volume, calls it " nearly one hundred years "

(p. xix). One-tenth is, then, a negligeable
quantity, or rather, it varies between that
and a great part, according to the varying
exigencies of controversy.

One more specimen of Quarterly review-
ing and I have done. In an article on
2%} Service of Man Dr. Wace charges
Cotter Morison with quoting the Eighteenth
Article "as saying or implying that a
good man is saved in spite of the
obstacle presented by his virtue," and
describes this as "a degree of misrepre-
sentation of which it is difficult to speak
with patience" (p. 224). The misrepre-
sentation is Dr. Wace's. Cotter Morison, as
here quoted (p. 223), says that according to
theArticIe "the most exemplaryand virtuous
life, if unaccompaniedby true faith in Christ '

'

is an obstacle to salvation. He does not say
that it is an obstacle if so accompanied.
But is he right in his interpretation of the
Article ? I think he is if we read it in the
light of the Thirteenth Article, which declares
that " works done before the g^ace of
Christ " undoubtedly " have the nature of

sin." As such, however seemingly virtuous,

they may well be " an obstacle to salvation."

But my patience, like Dr. Wace's, is getting

exhausted, and space fails me sooner than
the misrepresentations I had marked for

exposure. Alfbed W. Benn.

The Story of the Civil War. By John
Codman Bopes. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

Mb. Hopes has already made his mark as a
military historian of no mean order. His
account of the Campaign of 1815, if some-
what deficient in breadth of view, is learned,

impartial, and thoroughly well conceived. It

puts to shame writers who, if distinguished

soldiers, have been lately repeating the
absurd paradoxes that Wellington made
no mistakes in this great passage of arms

;

that, as a general, he was at least Napo-
leon's equal; and that Grouchy is in no
sense responsible for the defeat of Waterloo.
The volume before us is the first instalment

of a History of the Great Civil War between
the North and South waged in 1861-5

;

and excellent as are the works on that

gigantic contest, it should be in the hands
of all true students of war. It is the

promise of a book of real value when com-
plete. It is characterised byJJ exhaustive

research, and by conscientious reflection and
care; it keeps closely to the subject at

hand; so far as it has gone it describes

events in a well-arranged and compendious
narrative ; and it is written in an extremely
just and truly candid spirit. Some of its

military conclusions might be questioned

;

but they are well worked out, and deserve

attention, and they reveal considerable

knowledge of war. The style, if not
brilliant, is lucid and plain : without pre-

tension and yet pleasing, it is well adapted
to a military work. We wish, however,
that Mr. Eopes would not use the term
" pikes " and " turnpikes " for roads and
main roads. We do not know if this is a
phrase of his countrymen, but it is a blot on
the present work, and on that on Waterloo.

This volume extends only from the pre-

lude to the war to the beginning of the
campaign of 1862. Mr. Bopes takes care

not to dwell upon the socisd and political

causes which placed the South in antagonism
to the North—the differences in the types of

their life, and especially in the slavery that
prevailed in the South : this, he thinks, is

outside the scope of his work. He begins
with a great and undoubted fact, that the
conception of the Constitution of the United
States was not reconcilable in the North
and the South : the North thought the
Union was the American nation, the South
believed each State a nation in itself. This
opposition could not be adjusted : it was
the direct cause of the Oi\al War ; and it

was an opposition springing from conflicting

principles possessing a stronghold in the
hearts of men. To the European observer
the circumstance proves the inherent vice

of a federal union made up of a series of

separate states: the idea of the rights of
the central power is at odds with uie idea
of the rights of each state ; the head and
the members cannot agree ; and the result
is weakness, confusion, and often bloody
discord. This has been witnessed from the

days of the Achaian League to those
of the modern Swiss Cantons. It should
be a warning to Englishmen who are
invited to break up Great Britain and
Ireland into a federation of states. Nothing
is more remarkable, Mr. Bopes has
pointed out, than how hazy the ideas were
of American statesmen on this subject.

Buchanan, while he upheld the Union,
thought he had no "right to coerce a State"
—in other words, to put down rebellion.

Many American thinkers sincerely believed
that each State was a sovereign power. Mr.
Bopes describes very fairly the first scenes
of the dispute, which ultimately led to the
great secession from the Union of no less

than eleven States, and made a tremendous
civil war follow. These were, in a certain
sense, creditable to the moderation and
spirit of compromise, and especially to the
desire to avoid bloodshed, dharacteristic of

the Anglo-Saxon race; but the strife was
too deep-seated to make peace possible. We
agree with Mr. Eopes that the South was
responsible for the rupture by the attack
on Fort Sumter. This was a reckless and
singularly unwise proceeding. The North
rushed to arms after the attack on Sumter

;

the South sternlyreplied to the challenge.

It was not a case of mere rebellion, Mr.
Bopes points out ; both sides were upheld
by most inspiring principles.

Mr. Bopes dwells at some length,

and describes very well, the resources

and prospects of the belligerents, and
how the success of the North was so
long retarded. In population, wealth, and
material strength the North had a pro-
digious advantage; it possessed, besides,

the command of the sea, which ultimately
was to prove decisive in the scale of
fortune. But the South was the more mar-
tial and soldierly race; its generals were
better, as a rule, than their foes—Lee, in

truth, was a captain of the first order. The
South, too, numbered more than five

millions of freemen ; and, contrary to
expectation, the masses of its slaves did not
prove a source of weakness and peril. Nor
was it a light thing to subdue a people like

this standing on the defensive, and to be
assailed only at enormous distances from
the centres of war in the North, and in a
theatre ill-opened and, in the main, in-

tricate. Besides, the North had really no
army at first : it had to depend on crowds
of rude levies, and forces like these can
seldom operate on the offensive with a good
hope of success. The brief campaign of

1861 was closed by the defeat of the North
at Bull Bun, the Edge Hill, as it has been
called, of this great Civil War. Mr. Bopes
describes the engagement, and what occurred
before it, with characteristic good sense and
insight ; but we can do little more than refer

to his narrative. The battle x^robably should
not have been fought, for the Northern
troops were untrained and raw. In this, as
in many other instances, democratic impul-
siveness made a g^ave mistake. The strategy

of McDowell has been admired ; but we
entirely agree with Mr. Bopes that it was
too ambitious, and, at best, questionable

:

his march on Sudley Springs was not
only, perhaps, too great an effort for his

immature men, but might have given
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Beauregard a favourable chance of fall-

ing on his communications with disastrous

effect. The tactics of the North and the South
alike were such as were to be expected from
young chiefs and levies ; but in this, as in

all cases of the kind, the assailants were at

a marked disadvantage.

Glreat exertions were made on both sides

to increase their military strength in the

following winter. Lincoln seems to have
had a tolerably clear notion how great and
far-reaching the contest would prove ; but
he had no knowledge whatever of war

:

Davis in this respect was superior to him.
Mr. Eopes begins his account of the cam-

paign of 1862 by a review of the operations

in the West, to become hereafter of great
importance. Neither Lincoln nor McClellan,
the commander-in-chief, seem to have been
aware of the real nature of the war in this

immense region. Their plans for the cam-
paign were at odds with the facts ; and the
forces of the North, besides, were largely
divided and placed under generals who
held conflicting views. Years were to elapse
before the hosts of the North were to capture
Vicksburg and to make their way to Chatta-
nooga, the portal of the South; for the
present their offensive movements were
feeble. Meanwhile McClellan—the idol of

the day in the eyes of the democracy of the
the North—was preparing the celebrated
advance on Richmond, which was to prove
such a calamitous failure. McCleUan was
one of those men who, in Napoleon's lan-
guage, possess more esprit than character, are
clearsighted but want depth and strength

;

yet we incline to think that, from a strategic
point of view, his plan of operations was
not without merit. Undoubtedly he did not
leave a su£B.cient force to protect Washing-
ton, as Lincoln insisted ; and certainly his
advance should have been on Urbanna, as
he originally intended, and not much lower
down. But the idea of making use of the
base of the sea, and placing an army on the
coast within easy reach of Eichmond,
appears to us to have been well conceived.
This operation might well have proved suc-
cessful

; it might have spared the Northern
armies the terrible marches across Virginia
in after years, which cost hundreds of
thousands of lives. We reserve our judg-
ment, however, on this point until Mr.
Eopes proceeds with his narrative : all that
is certain is that in this offensive movement
McClellan was out-generalled, baffled, and
beaten by two great soldiers, Stonewall
Jackson and Lee.

William O'Connor Moekis.

Edward Harold Browne, D.D., Lord Bishop
of Winchester and Prelate of the Most Noble
Order of the Garter: a Memoir. By
G. W. Kitchin. D.D., Dean of Durham.
(John Murray.)

When Lord Campbell published his Lives
of the Lord Chancellors, and promised to
continue the series, a fellow judge remarked
that he had " added a new terror to death."
A similar expression may have escaped
episcopal lips at the bare suggestion made
by this volume that in future deans are to
be the biographers of their bishops. It is
true that in most cases the too partial por-

traiture which filial piety is tempted to

present would be avoided ; but we might
get in its stead a delineation that would
err in the opposite direction. For, what-
ever may be the cause, the sympathy between
the palace and the deanery is apt to be
feeble : nay, there are instances in which
an unconcealed antipathy between " Eight
Reverend " and " Very Eeverend " has pre-

vailed, and absolutely divided them. But,
in the execution of this memoir of his some-
time Diocesan Dean Kitchin displays that

good taste and perfect fairness of mind
which have always distinguished him. He
is incapable of dealing ungenerously even
with an opponent ; and the relations that

existed between Dr. Harold Browne and
himself were uniformly and in the highest
degree friendly. Moreover, at an early

period—when at Ely—the Bishop had ^^ad

some experience of the unsatisfactory results

of interfering with "those difficult digni-

taries " who claim an independent juris-

diction in their cathedrals. He was not
likely to reopen a controversy which, though
it had not led to personal estrangement
between Dr. Goodwin and himself, proved
for awhile a source of much annoyance.
Indeed, the irritation roused by the check
which his plans of organisation received at

Ely, and the disappointment which at a
later period he felt at not having been
offered the primacy, reveal little weaknesses
of character which must necessarily affect

our estimate of Bishop Harold Browne.
Pious, learned, amiable, industrious, and,

above all, moderate he certainly was

;

great we cannot call him. His life is

as free from incident as are the lives of

most modern prelates in England. Born
in 1811, in a home of happiness and afflu-

ence, educated at Eton, where shyness of

manner and delicacy of health prevented
him enjoying school lite, he made his first

mark at Cambridge, which he entered in

1827. His description of college life is

not without interest

:

" Emmanuel, like Eton, was then a very idle

though a very gentlemanlike college. I am
ashamed to say that, notwithstanding all the
good impressions of Postford and Albany, the
idle habits of Eton came back upon me at
Cambridge. Nothwithstanding my idleness,

I had always been very fond of literature and
of literary society, and felt great interest in
mathematics. My tutor assured me I could be
Senior Wrangler if I would read ; but I could
not bring myself to read steadily, and cared
more to pull stroke of our college boat and to
have been successful in the boatraces, than to
take a distinguished degree."

The result of this easygoing life was much
popularity in college, along with a reputa-
tion for latent powers of a high order, but
a poor place in the Class List. He came
out 24th Wrangler, and did not improve
matters by going in for the Classical Tripos
and obtaining only a Third Class. How-
ever, these failures seem to have had rather

a stimulating than a depressing effect.

Turning his attention to theology in good
earnest he quickly achieved distinction,

winning two important scholarships and the
Norrisian essay prize. For awhile Cam-
bridge retained his services as a college

tutor ; but with the change in his llieological

views from old-fashioned Evangelicalism to

moderate Anglicanism there came the deaire

to take parish work. This was strengthened
by his engagement to be married ; and so in

due course he undertook the charge of a
district at Stroud, and soon afterwards
accepted an incumbency in Exeter. His
pastoral work was characterised by energy
and judgment. It attracted the atten-

tion of the bishop (Dr. Phillpotts), and
thenceforth his upward career was un-
checked. The only question that came up
for decision was whether it should be within
the walls of the University or outside them.
His election to the Norrisian professorship

in 1853 seemed likely to settle it in favour
of Cambridge, and, indeed, the eleven years
spent there were not the least fruitful in a
life of abundant labour? His lectures were
widely appreciated—Mr. Burnand, of all

^men in the world, expresses his obligations

to them !—and his pen was constantly em-
ployed in defence of the faith or the
exposition of Church doctrine. As this

period was one in which the spirit of con-

troversy was conspicuous, the Professor's

writings were necessarily influenced by it.

Of much that was then published in refuta-

tion of Bishop Colenso and in condemnation
of Essays and Reviews we have lived to be
almost ashamed. But Dr. Harold Browne's
writings are free from all bitterness, panic,

and personal rancour. If not convincingupon
every debatable point, they are never other-

wise than learned, courteous, and charitable.

It was almost by popular vote that Prof.

Browne was made Bishop of Ely in 1864.

His opinions in Church matters were not
those which swayed Lord Palmerston ; but
it would have been impossible to hava
ignored his claims k) promotion, and, for

ence, no dissentient voice was heard from
any section of the Church. At the very
outset Bishop Browne thus defined his

position in a letter to a prominent layman
in his diocese :

"The National Church ought to be com-
prehensive and tolerant, giving fair scope to
that diversity of feeling and opinion which has
prevailed, and in this world probably always
will prevail among those who worship the same
God and trust in the same Saviour ; and I
never will be a party to narrowing the bounds
of the Church so far as to reduce it to the
proportions of a sect."

From this position the Bishop never receded
;

and his consistency and wise tolerance

secured for him a measure of respect and
affection, both in Ely and Winchester
dioceses, which has rarely been exceeded.

But with all his conservatism, and his

intense appreciation of the blessings of a
National Church, he had the courage to

address his clergy at a critical moment in

the following terms

:

"No one would really gain by disestablish-

ment so much as a bishop. If my feelings were
only for the aggrandisement of my order, I

should work for disestablishment to-morrow.

. . . But, as I am a loyal subject to my
sovereign, and as I believe in the liberty of an
English citizen, I do not wish to see the

English Church cease to be a part of the

English Constitution. I am prepared, if Provi-

dence so orders it, to accept a Eepublican

Government and a disestablished Church. I

think the Church politically would then be far

stronger than it is now ; but I don't think the
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nation wonid bo happier . . . the extreme
schools who wish for all this would be far less

likely to find toleration."

What view he would have taken of the

present proposal to disestablish the Church
in Wales is easy enough to gather, for in

a letter, entitled "A Speech not Spoken,"
addressed to Lord Chancellor Ilatherley

when the Irish Church Bill was under dis-

cussion, he makes no secret of his opinions.

While admitting, with characteristic honesty,
the many points in favour of the BiU, and
the wrongs that Ireland had sufEered at the

hands of the " predominant partner " both
in Church and State, he rests his opposition

to disestablishment and disendowment on
two grounds : first, the unbroken apostoli-

cal succession of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in Ireland ; and next, the union of

the two countries, which involved the union
of the two Churches. " It was obvious
that the minority must yield to the majority,
though unfortunately the great body of the
dissentients were separated from the great
body of the conformists by seventy miles of

sea." Neither argument would, we think,
have much weight with political partisans.

Dr. Kitchin has drawn with a delicate

and sympathetic hand the portrait of one of

the most excellent bishops of our time—one,

moreover, who represented very thoroughly
that reasonable and moderate tone of
thought which after all is the distinctive

note of the Church of England.
Charles J. Bobinson.

A History of Spain, from the Earliest Times
to the Death of Ferdinand the Catholic.

By Ulick E. Burke. In 2 vols. (Long-
mans.)

This is perhaps the most serious attempt to

write in English a consecutive history of
Spain from the earliest times to the death
of Ferdinand which has been made since
the time of Dunham. The work is no mere
compilations the authorities have all been
consulted in the original. Mr. Burke takes
a comprehensive view ,of history ; he does
not confine his task to a mere chronicle of
wars and of the doings of the court, of the
lives of sovereigns, or of political life only.
He endeavours to embrace all the manifesta-
tions of national life. He has chapters on
literature, on the universities, on architec-
ture, on commerce, on money, on music, on
the Icquisition, and even on the bull-fight.

Sometimes we think that he has tried to
include too much ; a detailed list of musical
instruments, and an appendix on Saint
George, might have been left for more
special writers. And we regret it the more
because Mr. Burke has thereby been obliged
to compress unduly the reigns of some of
the mediaeval sovereigns.
The author has evidently taken great-

pains with this work ; his industry and
reading have been very great ; he has gone
to good authorities, and has sought the
assistance of specialists on purely technical
matters ; and by the full references which
he gives he affords us the means of testing
his statements. He appreciates the good
qualities of the Spanish people: there is

none of that foolish disdain which so vexes
us in the writings of many Englishmen in

the beginning of this century. He admits
freely the religious tolerance of mediaeval
times, even while in later chapters on the

Inquisition he almost exaggerates the
opposite quality. He tells of the early

constitutional liberties of the kingdoms of

Northern Spain, without depreciating them
in comparison with those of England. In
all this he is singularly fair and good. If

we have some reserves to make, they are

chiefly on minor points and on matters of

opinion, but especially on a peculiar care-

lessness which characterises some portion of

these volumes,

To examine more particularly. Mr. Burke's
sketch of the earlier history of Spain and of

Yisigothic rule is generally excellent : as

good, perhaps, as it could be made from the

earlier written authorities. He sees, more-
over, that the account, even as he has written

it, cannot be the full truth : that, as known at

present, Yisigothic rule in Spain is almost

an enigma in history. There is need of

some explanation not yet given. It is from
archaeology, prehistoric and historic, from
the yet unwritten history of early institu-

tions, and of their survivals in Spain to

almost the present day, that the light is

slowly ceming. It is the spade, rather than
the pen, which will enable us to rewrite

the earliest history of Spain. The classical

and the early mediaeval writers, and
especially the legal codes, read by the light

of archaeological discovery, give quite a new
interpretation to the old texts. In one half

of Spain, indeed, the Arab rule, with diiier-

ence of language and religion, and with at

first a higher civilisation, has been potent

enough to break the cDntinuity of the earlier

institutions ; but it is otherwise in the north,

where in many cases we can still trace out

what may have been the institutions and
customs anterior to Yisigothic and Eoman
times, and still subsisting during and
beyond those times. In vol. i., p. 199, Mr.
Burke asks doubtfully whether Alfonso YI.
of Castillo bore the title of Emperor of

Spain. The fact is that all the sovereigns

of Castillo and Leon used this title occa-

sionally from the time of Ferdinand I., and
it is found in Arabic as well as in Spanish
writers. Of more importance is the fact

that Garcia Sanchez of Navarre in 929 took

the title of " King of the Spains." It is

these several Spains which give a clue to

many of the difficulties of Spanish history,

even to the present day. So long as Mr.
Burke has Dozy for his guide his narrative

is generally correct. This portion of his

work, and that of Ferdinand and Isabella,

in vol. ii., are very good ; but the reigns of

some of the mediaeval kings are cut very
short, and the importance of certain of the

events reported is hardly sufficiently in-

dicated. Pedro the Cruel is represented

as a monster, whose hideous crimes were
perpetrated fcom mere love of cruelty. Here
our author follows almost entirely the

Chronicles, forgetting that these were
written under the reign and influence of

the successful riv^l, Henry of Trastamare.
If Pedro, as ho asserted before Cortes, and
to the Court of Aragon, was previously

married to Maria de Padilla, his treatment
of (iueen Blanche, though unjustifiable, is

no longer inexplicable. Savage as he

was, maddened by mistrust, we should
not overlook the almost unexampled
treason which created that mistrust ; and
his legislation in Cortes shows him in quite

a different light. The chapter on Constitu-

tional History is written almost entirely

from Hallam and Marina, both excellent

authorities at their date ; but no one should

write on this subject now without a study of

Colmeiro's " Introduccion " to the CorUi
de los antigoi reinoi de Leon y Costilla, and
Cardenas' Ensayo tobre la Jlistoria de la

Propiedad Territorial en Espana is almost as

indispensable. In his second volume Mr.
Burke exaggerates, I think, the ignorance
of Queen Isabella, especially on p. 1 38 :

" she
was entirely incapable of understanding his

[Columbus'] speculations." He forgets the

curious mixture of mysticism and science

in these speculations, although on pp. 201-2

he records the Biblical studies of Columbus
in his last years. It was probably this

mixture which made Columbus so hard to

get on with practically ; but on the mystic

side Isabella would be in full sympathy
with him : the likeness in style between
her letters and those of Santa Teresa has
been more than once remarked by Spanish
critics. In the history of the movements
after Isabella's death, Mr. Burke does not

seem to see that the supreme necessity of

the moment was to maintain the union
between Castillo and Aragon, and the

almost certain separation of them under a
weak ruler. Joanna's rule would have been
almost a duplicate of that of her grandfather,

Henry lY. : too much reliance has been
placed on Bergenroth in this part of the

work. In the question between Moorish
and Spanish civilisation in Spain, and the

decay of the former, the explanation seems
to lie in the fact that at the back of Moorish
civilisation in Spain was the ever-increasing

barbarism of Northern Africa ; behind
Spanish civilisation was the continually

progressive civilisation of Europe. With
regard to the tolerance and chivalrous feeling

towards tho Moors before their expulsion,

compared with the opposite feeling after-

wards, this was the result of the fear and
suspicion of a secret intestine foe, compared
with an open and declared enemy, which
marks all such situations. The downfall of

constitutional liberty in Spain was inevit-

able under the conditions after the fall of

Granada ; to throw so much stress on the

Inquisition is a mistake—it was one only of

the factors of the downfall.

All this, however, may be matter of

opinion ; and had it not been for the singular

contradictions and other slips, occasioned

either by want of memory or by carelessness

in revising, I should have praised these

volumes much more unreservedly. I mark
here sufficient only to justify this criticism :

Vol. i., p. 6, note 4 : The beauty of the

Celtiberian coins is rightly praised. " But it

is more than doubtful whether they were
acquainted with the use of money."

l". 77 :
" In two centuries [u.c. 208-31 c. 19]

the native Barbarian of Spain had become a
loyal Roman citizen by the influenee of the

empire." The empire in B.C. 208-b.o. 19 (?).

P. 131 : The building of the Mosque of Cor-

dova is rightly dated in the eighth century. In

vol. ii. 17: "It was constructed in the tenth

century."
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p. 330: Clavijo'8 Travels, "May, 1403 to

March, 1406, which forms the earliest of the

books of mediaeval travel," on the next page
" Marco Polo, who preceded him by over a

hundred years (1272-1294)," and "Sir John
Mandeville (1322-1355) " are mentioned.

P. 353: St. Vincent Ferrer (1357-1419) is

called " the last of the titular Saints Vincent."

What of St. Vincent de Paul (1576-1660) ?

Vol. ii., p. 24, note, and vol. i., p. 243, and
elsewhere, there is confusion between Aragon
as the title of the kingdom and Aragon as

a geographical province, and also as to its

language. There is no Aragonese language
distinct from Spanish, as Catalan is. The
Aragonese is only a sub-dialect of Spanish,

scarcely more peculiar than is Andalusian.

P. 53 : It is rightly stated that Isabella was
a year older than her husband ; but on pp.
52-54 the same phrase, "had just completed
his (her) eighteenth year," is used of both at

the same time.

P. 59 : The birth of Joanna is given as in

1481 ; on p. 177 as in 1479.

Of simple mistakes wo can give only a
few specimens.

Vol. i., p. 200 : Bordeaux should be Bayonne ;

p. 284, for Martin IV. read Nicholas IV. ; p.
285, three lines from bottom, for James read
Fadrique Vol. i., p. 348, and ii., p. 80: The
Ouardias Civiles have nothing to do with the
Santa Hermandad, they were formed by Nar-
vaez in 1845 on the model of the French
gendarmerie. Vol. ii., p. 144, note: 1424 is a
palpably wrong date for the command of
Bartholomew Columbus ; p. 162 : the name of
Alexander VI. was not Eoderic Lenzaoli or
Llancol, this was his brother-in-law's name.
Alexander was a Borja on both sides ; his full

Spanish title Don Eodrigo Borja y Borja. In
the genealogical tables at the end of vol. i.

Pedro II., 1193-1213, is omitted among the
kings of Aragon.

There are many more such blunders,

which I mention with reluctance ; but such
things can be corrected in another edition,

and they do not affect the value of the work
as the most serious attempt lately made to

write the history of this period from original

authorities. With a little revision, it might
easily be made the standard work in Eng-
lish on the subject for the general reader.

WENTWoRTn Webstek.

NEW NOVELS.

The Story of Urmia. By Mrs. Hugh Bell.

In 3 vols. (Hutchinson.)

Tandem. By W. B. Woodgate. In 2 vols.

(Hurst & Blackett.)

•A Blameless Woman, By John Strange
Winter. (White.)

The Grasshoppers. By Mrs. Andrew Dean.
(A. & C. Black.)

Uuancondit. By Henry Goldsmith. (8on-
nenschein.)

Thirteen Doctors. By Mrs. J. K. Spender.
(Innes.)

Banovitch, and Other Tales. By W. B. Harris.
(Blackwoods.)

Station Stories. By Murray Cator. (Bristol

:

Arrowsmith.)

A Street in Suburbia. By Edwin W. Pugh.
(Heinemann.)

EvEKYTHiNO proceods satisfactorily in The
Story of Ursula until about the middle of

the third volume. Ursula Vane, English

by birth, but French by training and educa-

tion, finds herself governess, at two and
twenty, to the Mariners, an English family,

whose eldest son, Dick, is surprised by his

mother in the act of kissing his sisters'

governess in the dining-room, whither a
fortuitous combination of circumstances has
led the trio at the rather mysterious hour
of 1.30 a.m. The immediate consequences

are obvious ; and in the next act Ursula
appears in Talbot-square, Hyde Park, as

governess to Ealph, only son of a widower,
Colonel Anstruther, who had been the bosom
friend of Ursula's father in India up to

the death of the latter,^ who had in his

last moments confided his daughter to

Anstruther's care. The only other occu-

pant of the house in Talbot-square is Jane
Anstruther, the Colonel's sister, a virgin of

eminently prim and conventional methods,
who regards suspiciously from the first the

introduction of this impulsive and somewhat
harebrained young foreigner into the

house, and is overwhelmed with virtuous

horror as well as jealous indignation when
the aged widower persuades the young girl

to marry him. But the marriage proves a
success, and neither in the matter nor the

manner of the novel thus far can any
serious fault be found. Mrs. Bell writes in

an educated and pleasing style. She is

especially happy in her portraiture of Mrs.
Mariner and Jane Anstruther, tjie two
elderly women of the story ; and she has the
gift of enlivening by graphic touches which
relieve the smallest incident from dulness.

But her method of concluding the narrative

is startling rather than pleasant. Little

Ealph loses his life by an accident while in

Ursula's charge ; and the young wife, passing
from her former gaiety to an exaggerated
depression of spirits, leaves her home, under
the impression that she has forfeited her
husband's love, and repairs for consolation

to Leila Wetherell, a married woman of her
acquaintance, who just then h^s left town
for Dover. In following her by train Ursula
meets with her old sometime lover, Dick
Mariner, whom she scarcely remembers but
as a shadow of the past. However, when
they arrive at Dover and fail to find Leila,

the fugitive wife in her clinging helpless-

ness beseeches Dick not to leave her.

Dick's old flame reviving under the process,

they actually spend a night together at a
Dover hotel ; after which Leila comes upon
Ursula, and promptly conveys her back to

her husband, while Dick departs for America,
In the fulness of time a child is born to

Colonel Anstruther, which as it grows up
displays every resemblance to the Mariner
family, greatly to the disquietude of its

mother. But the truth is never disclosed to

the putative parent until twelve years later,

when, after many hours of agonised inde-

cision, he at length resolves to pardon his

wife for her sin of long ago, and the curtain

falls upon a family group for whom an un-
pleasant future is inevitable. This story

might have finished in half a dozen ways

;

and there is no need to indicate the influence

which has guided the author in her choice

of so nauseous an ending. These peculiar

physiological possibilities have frequently
appeared of late years in the plots of a

certain class of novelists ; and, though no
doubt acceptable to a section of advanced
readers, it may be hoped that to the majority
the custom will appear to be one more
honoured in the breach than in the obser-

vance.

No such unhealthy taint as that indicated

above attaches to Tandem, a novel which,
whatever its shortcomings, will at all events

be certain to commend itself to one portion

of its readers, namely, the Oxford men of
" the sixties," to whom the author's name
was familiar as a household word as one of

the heroes of that decade of triumphs by
water. It would be an injustice to Mr.
Woodgate to spoil sport by disclosing the

adventures of his heroines. Pink and Pansy,
or to attempt any comparative estimate of

his claims to celebrity with the pen and the

oar respectively. He has given us a straight-

forward and attractive tale, of exactly the
kind which might be expected from a
sportsman and a man of the world, with
spices of classical allusion, always to the
point, without being wearisome ; and, if

some of the crusted old jokes of thirty years

ago are occasionally laid under contribution

for the amusement of the rising generation

—as, indeed, why should they not be?

—

there is no one who will be disposed to

quarrel with the author on this account.

Whether the startling surprise which Mr.
Woodgate provides at the end of the book
be justifiable under any known conditions of

human probability, is a problem which his

readers must decide for themselves ; at all

events, he has given us a tale which is very
amusing and pleasant reading.

A book from the pen of John Strange
Winter may almost be reviewed unread.

The chief male characters are pretty sure to

be army men ; most of the interest will

centre in what we may call the leading
lady, who is equally sure to be a fascinating

and delightful woman ; one or two women
at least of a totally different and highly

disagreeable type will be introduced for the

purpose of creating mischief ; and nothing
but the actual plot remains to be learnt

before we can marshal these characters into

the places they are to occupy in what will

inevitably turn out to be a delightful story.

None of the above conditions are wanting
in A Blameless Woman, except that the most
important man of the story is a Russian,

Prince Dolgouroff, who persuades Margaret
North to elope with him and, after going
through a ceremony of marriage, live with
him for two years in Berlin. As soon as

Margaret ascertains that her supposed
husband has long possessed a wife, who
lives—separated from him, of course—in

St. Petersburg, she returns in indignation

to her guardian in England, whom she has
all along deceived by pretending that she

is studying the German language under the

care of her old governess, Erau Bergem, of

Posen. As would naturally be the case,

she is considerably upset at the results of

her escapade ; but, after a course of brain

fever and subsequent convalescence, she

marries Captain Stewart, and proceeds to

have afamily. Adisagreeable youngwoman,
whom, contrary to all advice of relatives,

she had adopted as a companion, ferrets out
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her secret, however, and communicatee it to

the Captain, who at once applies, succesB-

fully, for a divorce. Upon what possible

ground the divorce was obtained is not

clear, but we are informed on p. 310 that
" nothing is impossible to a British jury.

In real life even less evidence has sufHced

a petitioner—notably in a recent case."

Ditticulties of this sort overcome, the tale

reads agreeably enough ; and if we can let

pass Margaret North's sustained deception

of her friends in England during two whole
years, and her inconceivable folly in con-

senting to a secret marriage with a man
against whom none of her relations could

have raised the smallest objection, provided

that he was free to marry, we may, perhaps,

agree with the author in calling her " a
blameless woman."

In Tfu OrMshoppers Mrs. Sidgwick tells a
thoroughly good story of the troubles that

beset a mother and her two daughters,

accustomed to fashionable London society,

when thrown penniless on the world by the

pecuniary failure and subsequent death of

the husband and father. Tales of pinching
poverty are invariably distressing in their

details, and the present narrative aSords no
exception to the rule. As a compensation,

we have some charming studies of character

in Mrs. Frere and her younger daughter,
Nelly, who are utterly unable to face

poverty or to comprehend the nature of such
a virtue as thrift ; while Hilary, the elder

daughter, a g^l of precisely opposite char-

acter and qualities, is perforce carried along
with them, and lives in a state of daily pro-

test and distress at the sight of the foolish

imprudence and extravagance of her mother
and sister. The picture is completed by
some entertaining touches of German life.

The connexion between the name of the
book and its subject-matter is indicated by
a quotation on the title-page.

Stories of Australian life are apt to

partake of the monotony attaching to a
country which in itself presents so little

variety of natural aspect. It is creditable,

therefore, to the author of JSuancondit that
he has fairly steered clear of this defect, and
introduced a pleasurable amount of variety
into his narrative of the fortunes of Dick
Chomley and Sid Procter, gold-diggers in
the old days, whcta fortunes were to be
made at the business with comparatively
little trouble. The episode of Euancondit,
a native name given to the daughter of an
English settler, who, with her little brother,
was lost for three days in the bush, agree-
ably relieves the main story ; and a comic
element is supplied in the nefarious devices
of Professor Majendie, chevalier d^industrie,

Christian preacher, and temperance orator.
The tale works smoothly throughout, and is

not encumbered with the usual abundance
of local or technical words and phrases.

No less than three collections of short
stories appear for review this week. Mrs.
J. K. Spender publishes Thirteen Doctors, a
book purporting tocontain incidents recorded
by as many medical men. Except for a
certain identity of style inseparable from
the circumstance of all the anecdotes having
been worked into their present shape by the
same hand, besides their being all connected

with the same class of experiences, there is

BufKcient variety here to constitute a read-

able volume. The opening tale, " A Fuss
about Nothing," is of an amusing character

;

" An Experiment in Hypnotism," " An
Uncanny Experience," and " Meddling with
the Miraculous," deal with topics somewhat
outside the range of literary criticism ; the
subject-matter of the rest is for the most
part well within the limits of probability,

and possesses all the fascination attach-

ing to narratives descriptive of subtle and
mysterious phases of disease.

Every author has an undoubted right to

make his tales end as he pleases, and it is

scarcely a reviewer's task to volunteer
opinions as to how such and such a story

ought to have concluded. For all that, it

is provoking to come across a writer who
every now and then brings his story to an
abrupt and melancholy end for no apparent
reason whatever

;
just as the spectators

would feel justly indignant if, in the middle
of an exciting cricket or football match, the

captain of one side should withdraw his

men from the field and let the game go by
default, without assigning any grounds for

his action. In Danovitch, and Other Stories,

Mr. Harris brings everything to a melan-
choly conclusion, sometimes, as in "A Tale
of the Bull King," quite needlessly so.

Apart from their gruesomeness, his tales are
carefully and dramatically written.

Station Stories, reprinted mostly from the
Madras Mail, are exclusively descriptive of

Anglo-Indian life. They are, as a rule, short,

and of the lightest possible texture, but, in

general, pleasant reading enough. The
pages are plentifully besprinkled with native

words and residential slang, without any
hint being given to the reader in the early

part of the book that he will find a glossary
at the end.

A Street in Suburbia is an amusing con-
tribution to " The Pioneer Series," written
somewhat in the style of the late C. H.
Eoss's " Brown Papers," the subject of the
narrative being in this case six male friends,

inhabitants of Marsh-street, in an outlying
district of London. It is rippling over from
end to end with fun and humour.

JouN Babrow Allen.

SOME VOLUMES OF VERSE.

The White Book of the Muses. By G. F.
Reynolds Anderson. (Edinburgh: George P.
Johnston.) A few weeks ago Mr. Andrew Lang
was complaining, and with the utmost justice,

that there is a bad habit in vogue of spreading
the critical butter too thick upon the bread of
the younger poots. It was high time that some-
one in authority should give utterance to a
warning, for the papers were supplying us
with stripling Brownings, Crashaws, Words-
worths (not to mention such outsiders as Milton
and Shakspero} at a far too rapid rate. Super-
latives have been so freely bestowed upon the
immature lyrics of the young versifiers that
there are no extravagant terms left for the
possible new-comer of supreme genius. We
think we may say without fear of contra-
diction that the minor poets are not pleased by
the thickness of the butter. They have read
the books of the mighty dead, and they under-

stand how unworthy their efforts are when
compared with the best work of their fore-

runners. It is popularly beUeved that the new
rhymer goes about seeking a reviewer whom he
may persuade to a panegyric; but this is

unkind as well as untrue. We live in an age
of labels. Every writer must be pigeon-holed
as the modem this, that, and the other ; and
it may be said in passing that the public does
not suffer more than the writer from this

passion for applying a trademark. It has been
put in our mind to make these comments
because The White Book of the Muses is the

ne plus ultra of the adulatory style. Mr.
Reynolds Anderson has selected a hundred
poets as the recipients of his superlatives.

Some are of yesterday; some are of to-day;
all are treated very handsomely. Mr. Lang is

"a smooth mouthpiece for the clarionet";
Mr. Francis Thompson is addressed as
" Thou bowl " and " Thou crucifix "

; and Lord
de Tabley comes very near to being praised in

the following verses

:

" Monarchically throned, angust
As God embodied in the heavenly blue,

You, sideloug glancing downward on the dust.

May know my verees yearn to you.
May see the soul's Hwae yearning through,

And god me with your gaze's noble trust.

" The imperial purple of your verse,

The potent pauses and the kingly heights
Of some pure passage terrible and terse.

The dignity of days and nights
Sphering alternate glooms and lights

—

Hard glooms and lights no glooms might e'or

asperse

—

" These make you holy like the sun,
Robs you with planetary righteousness,

Eneilver all your fame with gleams that run
From earth's auroral loveliness.

While your soul's fragrance comes to bless—
A world of roses glorified to one.

" Great Caesar of the Borne of Art
Eternity your toga, and the years
Your yellow slaves, I, taking my small part

In loving what Love's self reveres,

Am corporate with the singing spheres.

And die a life-throb in Creation's heart."

In the alphabetical index we find Mr. Edmund
Gosse dividing Goethe and Gray, while Mr.
Arthur Symons is gloriously sandwiched
between Suckling and Swinburne. There is

not much to be said of Mr. Anderson's metrical

workmanship. His volubility surprises more
than his art.

In a Garden, and Other Poems. By. H. C.
Beeching. (John Lane.) In these days, when
men seem less and less inclined to be voices

for flowers and birds, it is a great pleasure to

come upon the wholesome verses of Mr.
Beeching, for it is plain that he has no
sympathy with those writers who very nearly
make a religion of rouge. For him it is joy
enough to be a simple child of Nature : obser-

vant, reverent, thankful. Moved to sing, his

worship must needs be full of bis delight in

the open air, and he would not change his

bed of pansies for all the manufactured glories

of Drury Lane. It is good that such a man
shoidd be able to translate his emotions into

poetry ; for as a preacher of the'.'iovelinesses

which have been scattered upon this earth

with both hands he cannot fail to have a fine

efi'ect upon many whose understanding is

duller, and whose comprehension slower. Mr.
Beeching's volume comes at an opportune
moment. It is the hour of revolt against the

verse of scents and short skirts, so that now is

the time to push the claims of the wild violet.

For the most part the verses under considera-

tion are wrought in a masterly manner, though
there are occasions when we feel that more
care should have been bestowed. We do not
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like this plan for obtaining a rhyme to

" scythe "

:

" In the eaves a swallow cri'th "
;

and the first stanza of " Barbara " is spoiled

for ns for two reasons :

" The breeze of Spring is not so blithe,

The sea-gull not so free,

No Mlver fish so light and lithe

To wind in the green sea.

Nor e'er did subtle alchemist

Compound such wondrous dyes

Of sapphire sky and emerald mist

As the hue of Barbara's eyes."

In the second and third lines the ear is hurt by

li-li-wi coming so close together, and the

double use of "mist" in lines five and seven

adds to our dissatisfaction. As Mr. Beeching's

masterpiece we quote " Prayers " :

" God who created me
Nimble and light of limb.

In three elements free.

To run, to ride, to swim

:

Not when the sense is dim.

But now from the heart of joy,

I would remember Him

:

Take the thanks of a boy.

" Jeiu, King, and Lord,
Whose are my foes to fight.

Gird me with Thy sword,
Swift and pharp and bright.

Thee would I serve if I might

;

And conquer if I can.

From day-dawn till night,

Take the strength of a man.

" Spirit of Love and Truth,
Breathing in grosser clay.

The light and flame of youth.

Delight of men in the fray,

Wisdom in strength's decay ;

From pain, strife, wrong to be free,

This best g f1 1 pray.

Take my spirit to "Thee."

Could there be a finer recommendation for a
hesitating pxirchaser ?

Pamies. ByMayProbyn. (Elkin Mathews.)
Quaint, old-fashioned carols, angular pictures

of the Madonna, stained-glass windows,
b«llads of the middle ages—those are the things

to which our mind runs after a perusal of Mtty
Probyn's Pansies ; for, indeed, the flavour of

her book is not of to-day. In keeping with

this suggestion of the angularities of times

gone past, it is to be noted that some of the

poems in this book move stifiiy, so that the

want of easy movement is greatly to be desired.

Beyond this there is little room for blame, if

we except the fact that several of the triolets

and rondeaus are anything but successful. The
rondeau form best suits some gay subject, for

it is slight and tinkling ; but Miss Probyn has

overloaded it with gravity, with the conse-

quence that the result is not particularly

pleasant. The remainder of the volume is

fdelightfol : more than this, it is packed full of

a quite peculiar refreshment which, so far as

we know, has no counterpart in modern verse.

It may be said with confidence that Pansiea

makes a righteous claim to a place on the

helves of every lover of poetry. Though
many of Miss Probyn's pieces are devotional,

the religious matter is often not openly con-
veyed to the reader, but he is required to

provide an interpretation. "Is it nothing to

tyou

? " is a good instance of this :

" We were playing on the green together,

My sweetheart and I

—

Oh ! BO heedless in the gay June weather.
When the word went forth that we must die.

Oh ! eo merrily the balls of amber
And of Ivory tossed we to the sky.

While the word went forth iu the King's
chamber

That we both must die.

" Oh ! so idly, straying through the pleasaunce,
Plucked we here and there

Fruit and bud, while in the royal presence

'The King's son was casting from his hair

Glory of the wreathen gold that crowned it.

And uugirdling all his garment fair,

Flinging by the jewelled clasp that bound it,

With his feet made bare.

" Down the myrtled stairway of the palace.

Ashes on his head.
Came he, through the rose and citron alleys

In rough sark of sackcloth habited,

And a hempen halter—oh ! we jested

Lightly, and we laughed as he was led

To the torture, while the bloom we breasted

Where the grapes grew red.

" Oh ! so sweet the birds, when he was dying,
Piped to her and me—

Is no room this glad June day for sighing

—

He is dead, and she and I go free !

When the sun shall set on all our pleasure

We vrill mourn him—What, so you decree

We are heartless—Nay, but in what measure
Do you more than we ?

"

There are only thirty-one poems in this pretty

little book, but if they are few they are fine.

There should be a word of thanks spoken for

the elegant title-page.

Madonna's Child. By Alfred Austin. (Mao-
millans.) It is now nearly a quarter of a
century since Mr. Alfred Austin issued

Madonna's Child as a poem complete in itself.

Following the prompting of an after-thought

the author later included it in the "The
Human Tragedy," so that as an independent
poem it has long been inaccessible. However,
all are now given the opportunity of reaching
the story which Mr. Austin has so tenderly

told, and his admirers will not be slow to seek

after the poem in this handy form. To our
thinking Mr. Austin is always at his best in

his lyrics of the joy of nature, for by reason of

their brevity he has no time for flagging. In
Madonna's Child there are certainly some un-
important stanzas, though these are not
numerous enough to spoil the poem as a
whole.

Philocfetes, and Other Poems. By J. E.
Nesmith. (Cambridge, U.S.A. : The Eiverside

Press.) When a poet deliberately fills his book
with sonnets he runs a great risk of boring his

critics. This has been said in so many quarters

that we wonder that the statement has not

reached the ears of Mr, Nesmith, the author
of Philodeies. What goblin of mischief is it

that pricks versifier after versifier on to the

adventure of penning scores and scores of

sonnets ? How many years is it since an
immortal sonnet was added to the hundred or

so of which England is proud ? But think of

the tens of thousands that have been written,

printed, and forgotten ! There are not many
indications in Philocfetes that Mr. Nesmith has

any peculiar aptitude in the use of the lyre,

but he might have moved us more had he been
less devoted to the building of sonnets. There
are both vigour and skill in " Shifting Freight

at Midnight," and we are inclined to believe

that its author has chosen to work in the form
which suits him less well than any other. We
quote " The First Thaw in Spring "

:

" Beneath the south wind and the sun's warm ray
Earth slowly uncongeals ; the aged snow
In dissolution falls ; the loud brooks How
Thro' hoUow'd ice caves pitted with decay

;

A dripping moisture wraps the humid day
;

The once white fields their dusky lining show.
In dreary spots. How large looks yonder crow
Upon the elm tree ere he flits away.
The rainy lights shine thro' the naked trees,

The cold damp woods soak'd by the thawing
breeze

;

Along the miry road the wheel-ruts gleam.
And slushy pools ; the shallow wayside stream
Sings in its muddy channel, and on high
The clouds float lazily across the sky."

It is easy, but not judicious, to write fourteen

lines of this sort and christen them a sonnet.

Norman Gale.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mr. Heinemann will publish almost imme-
diately a book entitled With the Zhob Field

Force, by Capt. Crawford McFall, of the King's
Own York Light Infantry. It gives a detailed

account of a punitory expedition into a pre-

viously unknown region on the North-West
frontier of India, which was undertaken in

1890, under the command of Sir George White,
the present commander-in-chief, against certain

recalcitrant Pathan tribes. It will be illus-

trated with reproductions of more than a
hundred drawings, made by the author on the

spot.

Messes. Hutchinson & Co. will issue next
week a translation of General Count Philippe de
Segur's An Aide-de-Camp of Napoleon I. The
author was the first of the young Legitimist

nobles who rallied to the Empire, and, after

serving with distinction under Macdonald and
Moreau, became Napoleon's aide-de-camp. He
was in personal attendance upon him at the
battlefields of Ulm, Austerlitz, and Jena.

Mmb. Olga Novikoff will shortly publish,

through Messrs. Williams & Norgate, a
pamphlet, entitled Christ or Moses, Which ?

Some years ago Mme. Novikoff's attention was
called to the conception of the immortality of

the soul expressed in the writings of the Old
Testament. The present pamphlet is a reprint,

with additions, of one which she circulated

among the leading theological professors of

Europe at that time, in order to elicit their

opinions on the subject. The pamphlet will

also contain a letter from Mr. Gladstone to

Mme. Novikoff.

Messbs. Smith, Elder, & Co. have in the

press a book by Canon Browne, of St. Paul's,

the new suffragan bishop for East London. It

will be entitled 0/ the Mill.

Messrs.MacmillAN & Co.will shortly publish

a cheap edition of Prof. Fowler's Progressive

Morality. Some passages, as, for instance,

those on the comparison of the dift'erent kinds

of pleasure, have been re-written, and there

are a few additional paragraphs, mainly bear-

ing on the important subjeot of the relation of

morality to religion.

Mr. D. P. Menzies, of St. Vincent-street,

Glasgow, will shortly issue by subscription The
Red and White Booh of Menzies, being an
historical sketch of the clan from the earliest

times, based mainly upon authentic documents.

Special attention has been given to the associa-

tions of Mary Stuart with Castle Menzies, and
to the origin of the "Black Watch," or 42nd
Highlanders. The book will be illustrated

with 46 full-page plates, mostly in collotype,

reproducing portraits, historic reUcs, tartans in

colour, &c. There will also be 41 engraving}

in the text of seals, armorial bearings, crosiers,

claymores, &c. A special chapter will describe

the first visit of the Queen and Prince Albert

to the Highlands in 1842, with a reproduction

of the picture (painted on that occasion) of the

guard of honour formed from the clan

Menzies.

The collected poems of Mr. Ernest Radford,

to be published shortly under the title of Old

and New, will have for frontispiece a portrait

of the author, reproduced in photogravure from

a pencil drawing by Miss Beatrice Parsons.

Mr. Selwyn Image also contributes a decorative

title-page and cover.

Mr. Zanowill's new novel. The Master, will

be published by Mr. Heinemann on April 2S.
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Mb. T. Fisher TInwin will publish next

week a novel by a new writer, Mr. Joseph

Conrad, entitled AJonayer'i Folly. The scene is

laid on a river in Borneo ; and the author has

combined the psychological study of a sensitive

European living alone among semi-hostile tribes

with the >-ivid incidents attaching to the life of

pirates and smugglers.

Messks. Hutchinson & Co. will shortly

publish a novel in three volumes, entitled The
Holt/ Eitate : a Study in Morals, of which Mr.
W. H. Wilkins, one of the authors of The
Oreen Bay Tree, has written three-fourths, and
Captain Frank Thatcher, an officer in the

Ghiides, the remainder. The scenes are laid in

India, Baden, and London, and many society

sketches are introduced.

Messrs. A. & C. Black will publish next
week two new novels, each in a single volume :

A Japanese Marriage, by Mr. Douglas Sladen ;

and Haunted by Potterity, by Mr. W. Earl

Hodgson.

The new "Pseudonym" to be published
immediately is entitled Every Day's News, by
E. E. Francis. The leading idea is that a man
with a past is apt to find it unreasonably
reasserting itself when he supposes it to be
buried and done with.

The delegates of the Clarendon Press are

about to issue vol. xiiL of Prof. Buchheim's
" German Classics," consisting of Schiller's

tragedy, Maria Stuart. The text will be pro-
vided with a complete commentary, and pre-
ceded by historical and critical inh'oductions.

The distingpiishing features of this edition

consists in the fact that the drama is annotated
strictly in accordance with the English, French,
and Latin sources consulted by Schiller, and
that several of his sources have been traced for

the first time by the editor.

Canon Spareow Simpson is about to publish,

through Mr. Elliot Stock, two tractates

:

Tragicomedia de Sando Vedasto, and Carmina
Vedattina. Both will contain historical notes
and reproductions of contemporary illustra-

tions.

Messrs. William Andrews & Co., of Hull,
will issue in a few days an illustrated volume,
entitled Bygone Southwark, by Mrs. Edmund
Boger, whose husband was for many years
head master of St. Saviour's Grammar School.
The book deals with the history of South-
wark, ecclesiastical and secular , London
Bridge ; the Church of St. Mary Overie, now
St. Saviour's ; Bankside, its palaces and theatres

;

acd the Borough, with its inns and prisons and
various celebrities.

The publication of Messrs. Blackie's "War-
wick Library of English Literature," which
Prof. Herford, of Aberystwyth, is editing, has
been delayed until the autumn. Arrangements
have been made for the following volumes:
Pastoral Poetry, by Mr. E. K. Chambers;
Literary Caitieism, by Prof. C. E. Vaughan

;

Letter-Writers, by Prof. W. Ealeigh; and
Tales in Verse, by the editor.

Messrs. Dean 4 Son have in the press a
book on Cricket, by Mr. Robert Abel, of the
Surrey Eleven, which will be published at the
end of April.

The now volume of the " Abbotsford " series,
which is almost ready, will be an anthology of
the Scottish poetry of the seventeenth century,
dealing with the work of Sir William Alexander,
Drummond of Hawthomden, the Marquis of
Montrose, &o. It will be dedicated to the
representative of the Royalist general and poet,
the present Duke of Montrose.

At the meeting of the Irish Literary Society,
to be held on Wednesday next, at 8 p.m., at
the Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Mr. E.

Ashe King will read a paper on " Irish Humour,
Classical and Colloquial."

At the meeting of the Ethical Society, to be
held on Sunday next, at 7.30 p.m., at Essex
Hal), Strand, Mr. J. A. Hobson will read a
paper on " George Meredith's Novels."

The meetings of the Statistical Society for

the rest of the current session will bs held in

the lecture theatre of the Royal United Service

Institution, Whitehall, at 5 p.m.

DuRmo next week Messrs. Sotheby will be
engaged in selling several libraries, which
(under a single catalogue) comprise a most
unusual number of rarities. Most interest, of

course, attaches to the autograph MS. of

Gilbert White's Natural History of Selborne—or

rather, of the original letters forming that

work, which have remained in the hands of the
family down to the present time. They are

said to contain several passages that have never
been printed. We must briefly mention also

—

all the four folios of Shakspcre ; Milton's Poems
(lG4d) ; first editions of Hudihras, of both
Tristram Shandy and the Sentimental Journey,

of Robinson Crusoe, and of The Cenci ; Grolier's

copy of the Aldine Catullus, &c. ; a number of

coloured illustrations by Cruikshank; Charles

Lamb's Satan in Search of a Wife ; Tenny-
soniana belonging to the Hon. Lady Simeon ;

and some of the rarest pieces of Thackeray and
Dickens.

The Year-Book of Australia for 1895 con-
tains its usual review of literature during the

preceding year. The list of books given is

almost entirely confined to official and technical

publications. Of those that do not belong to

this class we may mention : The Art of Living

in Australia, by Dr. Philip E. Muskett ; Capital,

Labour, and Taxation, by C. McKay Smith;
and an Illustrated Catalogue of the National
Gallery of Victoria. In fiction, we notice only
two items ; but an illustrated sixpenny maga-
zine, entitled Cosmos, has been appearing at

Sydney since last September, which is described

as "the first successful pioneer of magazine
enterprise in Australia."

Correction.—In the poem entitled " Easter-
tide," printed in the Academy of last week,
1. 10, /or "reason," read "Season."

THE FORTHCOMING MAGAZINES.
At least three new magazines are to make
their first appearance in the month of May.

First, we must mention Chapman's Magazine,
to be published by Messrs. Chapman & Hall,
under the editorship of Mr. Oswald Crawfurd,
who is now the manager of that firm. It

marks a new departure—which is something in
these days—by announcing that it will confine
itself to fiction, and will not be illustrated.

Each monthly number will give for sixpence
about as much matter as an ordinary single-

volume novel. To quote the long list of

authors who have already promised to con-
tribute would be superfluous. It is enough to
say that the first issue is to contain the opening
chapters of two serials—by Mr. Bret Harte and
Miss Violet Hunt ; complete short stories by
Mr. James Payn, Mrs. Clifford, Mr. Frankfort
Moore, and Anthony Hope ; a romantic drama
by Mr. Stanley Weyman ; a detective adventure
by a writer who caUs himself George Ira Brett

;

and a ballad of 49 quatrains by Mr. John
Davidson. The format of Chapman's is to be
the same as that of the Fortnightly.

The Twentieth Century, edited by Mr. William
Graham, is apparently to be of the familiar

half-crown type, except that it will include
monthly reviews of literature and the stage

—

the former by Mr. H. D. Traill, and the latter

by Mr. J. T. Nisbet. Among the other con-

tributors to the first number are Sir Edwin
Arnold, Lord Byron, and Dr. Forbes Winslow.
For the most psurt the articles will be signed.

The third new monthly is the Catholic

Magazine, of which Lady Amabel Kerr will be
editor. At the price of sixpence, it promises
to supply both fiction and illustrations, as well

as papers on literary and religious subjects.

Among the contributors, we notice the names
of Lady Burton, the Rev. Dr. Barry, Mr. C.
Kegan Paul, Mrs. Gilbert (Rosa MulhoUand),
Mrs. Hinkson (Katharine Tynan), and Mr.
Lionel Johnson. The publishers are the Catholic
Truth Society.

Mrs. Humphry Ward's new tale, "The
Story of Bessie Costrell," will be published in

the May, June, and July numbers of Scribner'i

Magazine.

A new serial story by Rhoda Broughton will

commence in an early number of Temple Bar.

Cassell's Magazine for May will contain short
complete stories by W. L. .AJden, G. B. Burgin,
C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne, and E. Chapman, a new
song by Gerard F. Cobb, and Miss C. Everett
Green's experiences as a lady bicyclist.

Archdeacon Farrar will contribute a paper
on " The Religious Training of the Public
School-Boy " to the Quiver for May, which will

also contain papers by Dean Lefroy (of

Norwich), the Rev. Dr. G. S. Barrett, and the
Rev. Charles Courtenay.

Miss Lilian Quiller Couch will contribute

a story, entitled " Jane Anne's Substitute," to

Little Folks for May.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.
We hear that Prof. H. Morse Stephens has
been confirmed in the chair of modem history

at Cornell University, to which he was
temporarily appointed last autumn. He has
also been requested to undertake the editorship

of an Historical Magazine, to be published at
Cornell, in co-operation with other universities.

Prof. G. A. Smith, of Glasgow, has accepted
an invitation to deliver a course of lectures

next year at Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, on the Percy Tumbull foundation.
The subject of the lectures will be " Hebrew
Postry." The lectures which Prof. Tyrrell, of

Dublin, gave last year on " Latin Poetry "

have just been published in America by Messrs.
Houghton, Mifflin & Co. ; and we understand
that the volume will shortly be issued in this

country also by Messrs. Macmillan.

English psychologists already owe to Dr.
E. B. Titchener, assistant professor of psycho-
logy and direstor of the Psychological
Laboratory in Cornell University, an English
translation of Wundt's Lectures on Human
and Animal Psychology, published last year;
and their indebtedness will shortly be increased

by a version, from the same hand, of Prof. O.
Kulpe's Orundriss der Psychologic, the latest and
best aepresentative of the research of the
German experimental school. Messrs. Swan
Sonnenschein & Co. announce the book for

next autumn.

Dr. William Lyon Phelps, of Yale, is

editing a volume of Chapman's Plays, for the
" Mermaid " series, to be published by Mr.
Fisher Unwinin the autumn.

The last issue (No. 50) of Bibliographical

Contributions, issued by the Library of Harvard
University, consists of an analysis of the early
records of Harvard, from 163C to 1750, by
Mr. Andrew McFarland Davis. One of the
books here analysed contains contemporary
memoranda of expenses incurred in finishicg

the rooms of the first college building, with
subsequent entries of matters connected with
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property, eleemosynary funds, discipline, &c.

;

the other, of later date, is mainly a transcript,

beginning about 1684, of corporation meetings
and other college business, with a list at the
end of honorary degrees, &c. Among the
terms found, which are now either obsolete or
unusual at Harvard, we notice the following :

Act, bevers = lunch, Commencer, cue-cups,
Discontinuers, exhibition, Inceptor, tomoderate,
Probationer, Qaestionist, sizing =^ a portion,
ungirt ^ dissolute, wearth = wear and tear.

OifE of the recent issues of " Old South
Leaflets," published by the directors of the
Old South Meeting House at Boston, consists

of the reprint of a pamphlet entitled "New
England's First Fruits in respect to the
Progress of Learning in the College at Cam-
bridge, in Massachusetts Bay " (London, 1643).
This is the oldest printed document that
clearly recognises the existence of Harvard.
It gives a brief account of the building, the
constitution, the discipline, the studies, the
proceedings at the first Commencement in

1642, when nine members of the first Classis
graduated in Arts, and the subjects of their
theses in grammar, rhetoric, logic, ethics, and
physics. We observe that one of the theses in
grammar is :

" Lingua Graeca est ad accentus
pronuntianda."

With reference to a notice in the New York
Nation (reprinted in the Academy of April 6),
concerning Dr. Fitzedward Hall's benefactions
to the Library of Harvard, Mr. Charles Rock-
well Lamman calls attention to the fact that
one of the books given—"The Seasons: A
Descriptive Poem, by Calidas, in the original
Sanskrit. Calcutta: si.dcc.xcii. "—is not only
the first book ever printed in Sanskrit, bat can
also be proved to be the identical copy that
was given by Sir William Jones to Charles
Wilkins, whose autograph it bears. The former
writing to the latter in January, 1793, says :

"I am 80 busy at this season that I have only
lime to request your acceptance of a little Sans-
krit poem, which Morris has printed, and which
you are the only man in Europe who can read and
understand."

Some little while ago the Faculty of Harvard
Universitf'—which we take to be identical with
the teaching staff—adopted a resolution, re-
questing the committee on athletics to put a
Btop to inter-collegiate football. The com-
mittee, on the other hand, recommended that
the games should be continued, if played only
on college grounds, and subject to other restric-
tions. But the Faculty have now voted by
a considerable majority that they "remain of
the opinion that no student under their charge
should be permitted to take part in inter-
collegiate football matches." This resolution,
which receives the warm approval of the Nation,
will hardly surprise those who have read Dr.
Birkbeck Hill's Harvard College by an Oxonian.

TRANSLATION.
THE POET TO HIS HEAKT.

(Leopardi.)

Kow thou shalt rest for ever, weary heart

!

Gone .'— the supreme illusion—gone ! that dream
That I bcliered eternal ! Never beam
Of hope outlives the wifih, its counterpart.
I feel no wish. Bett ! Weary as thou art,
Thou'tt throbbed enough. Not worth one beat, I
deem,

Of thine, or eigh from me, is earth's vain gleam.
Bitter is life, and weary from the start,

And dirt the world. Be this despair's last hour !

Fate to mankiad vouchsafes one boon—one '—
death!

Take then tbia couneel given with failing breath :

Scorn self, flout nature and that ruthless power
That rules to general hurt this terrene ball,
And Ecape the hideous voidness of it all

!

R. M'LlNTOCK.

IN MEMOBIAM.
EUGEIfE PLON.

By the death of M. Eugene Plon, announced
recently, the world of literature and art has
sustained a severe loss. Descended from a
family which, from 1550, for no less than ten
generations had furnished a series of eminent
typographers and publishers, he succeeded his

father, Henri Plon, as head of the great firm
of Plon Freres in 1872 ; and, well known as

the firm then was throughout France, he gave
it in a few years a European, nay, a world-wide
reputation.

Himself a deep historic student, he was the
first to give a new impulse to its " side-lights "

by the publication of a series of private
memoirs of extreme interest, such as those of
Marbot, Macdonald, Thibaut, which cover the
greater part of the Napoleonic era.

But, independent of this, Eugene Plon
occupied a unique position among the pub-
lishers of the day, being himself a recognised
critic and author, whose opinion was sought
for by those most qualified to appreciate it.

These qusilities are enshrined in his works on
Thorwaldsen; Leone and Pompeo Leoni ; and,
above all, his Benoenuio Cellini, one of the
most exquisite productions, both in style, typo-
g^raphy, and perfection of illustration, that has
ever issued from any press.

He was, moreover, a laborious worker in
many departments. He took an active part
with Camille Duncet, Count Walewski, and
others in the first Congress on Copyright, and
again in the one at Berne.
"Laureate" of the Academie, member of

many learned bodies, and officer of the Legion
d'Honneur, his merit was recognised by decora-
tions from Austria, Italy, Spain, Denmark, &c,

,

and by his election as president of the principal
societies and corporations connected with his

profession in his own land. Strikingly modest
and retiring, highly cultivated, universally
well-read, a friend of the foremost representa-
tives of intellectual culture in Prance, he was
everywhere the welcome guest, whose conversa-
tion was always brilliant and attractive, with
an under-current of Rabelais, tempered by his

own peculiarly sweet and amiable disposition.

Deeply will he be mourned by those who
had the privilege of his friendship.

THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY.
We quote from the annual report of the
Librarian Curators of the Bodleian Library at
Oxford :—

" The following is a summary of the number of
printed and manuscript items received during the
year:— (1) by gift or exchange, 9198; (2) under
the Copyright Act, 44,583

; (3) new purchases,
6429; (4) second-hand purchases, 577; total,

60,787.
"This Is the largest total yet reached. The new

purchases were slightly above those of any previous
year, but the unusually heavy receipts under the
Copyright Act were the main factor in the increase.
" Donations.—liady Shelley has added the follow-

ing to her previous gift :—(!) A portrait of Mary
WoUstonecraft Shelley by Reginald Euston, from
a bust modelled from a cast taken after her death

;

(2) a locket containing pieces of Shelley's and
Mary's hair

; (3) Shelley's watch and chain, with
five seals belonging to him or Mary.
" Among the MS3. given the following are of

special curiosity :

—

"By the Persian Zoroastrian Amelioration
Society, Bombay : An almost unique copy,
brought from Persia, and in the modern Persian
character, of the Desatir, a Parsi work written in
a singular compound dialect. This was presented
through the Bev. Dr. L. H. Mills.
"By Mr. R. W. Baper : A black stone paper-

weight, In form of a book, the broad sides
engraved with P^alm cxxx. in Arabic.

" By the Rev. S. Baionian : twenty-three Ar-
menian and one Aethiopic fragment.

" By Prof. Bywater : A roll, signed ' Johannes,
of Latin and English verses for the 1039 anniver-
sary of Gunpowder Plot.
" Numerous gifts of printed books were received

from Prof. Bywater, the Bev. Andrew Olark, the
Rev. Dr. S. 0. Malan (Oriental), the Bev. E.
Marshall, Prof. F. Max MilUer (partly Oriental),

Prof. Sir P. Pollock (Oriental), and the Librarian
of Oriel College. The Spenser Society gave Ncs.
3-47 of the Society's first series; and 20 vols,

relating to New South Wales were received from
the Government of that colony through the Society
of Arts.
" The late Miss Elizabeth Harriot Hudson, the

biographer of Louisa, Queen of Prussia, be-
queathed a miniature of that queen enclosed in a
gold and turquoise bracelet, given to her by the
German Emperor Wilhelm I., with a letter from
the German Ambassador conveying the gift. The
miniature is exhibited in a case below the portrait
of Napoleon.
" The Marquis of Huntly presented a cast, which

is exhibited in the picture-gallery, of the sculptured
Pictish march-stone, bearing an inscription in the
ogam alphabet, which stands in his park at Aboyne
—one of a small number of inscribed stones which
throw light on the early history of land-tenure in
North l^itain.
" Manuscripts.—The following is a numerical

record of the volumes of MSS. bought :—English,
11 ; Latin, 1 ; Latino-Greek, 1 ; Arabic, 1 ; Hebrew,
5 ; Burmese, 1 ; Siamese, 1 ; Chinese, 1 ; total, 22.

" Among them the following may be particularly

noted :

—

" The municipal register of Aberconwy (Conway)
tempp. Hen. 8—Jas. 1.

" Corporis Ohristi OoUegii 'EvxapKrrla Reverendo
in Ohrieto Patri lacobo Winton. Episcopo ac huius
Oollegii Patrono—the presentation-copy of Latin
verses by members of C. 0. C. Oxon to the Bishop,
illuminated with his aims, &c.
" Collections in verse of Thomas, Lord Fairfax.
" An Arabic magical roll of the extraordinary

length of seventeen yards.
"A unique Hebrew commentary on Aboth R.

Nathan.
"A Burmese MS. entitled Eaza Needee (Duty of

Kings), written in white letters on a black ground,
with illuminated frontispiece, and accompanied by
an English translation.
" A collection of Chinese paintings executed by

Tcing Koh in the year 1568.

"A number of papyrus fragments from Egypt,
including fragments of the Iliad and Odyssey and
of the Old Testament. Among the latter was the
greater part of a leaf of a papyrus book, containing
most of Ezek. v. 12—vi. 3 in the LXX. verfion,

with the Origenian diacritical marks. The hand
is of the fourth, or conceivably even of the late

thjrd, century ; and the earliest MS. hitherto
known possessing such marks is some centuries

later.
" With these were acquired vellum fragments of

Zech. xii. 10, 11, xlii. 3-5, written in the ilfth

century, parts of Mark viii. 17, 18, 27-29, written
in the sixth century, and others which at the time
of purchase had not been identified, but of which
the Librarian's examination has yielded the
following results :

—

"A fragment (early sixth century?) of parts of
viU. 2, 3 and ix. 1, 2 of the Protevangelion, much
earlier than any knovn MS. of the work, and con-
taiiiing readings not found in Tischendorf's
edition. The fragment consists of the inner sides

of two leaves (the leaves containing one column
each), the ftill length of a page being only 3J in ,

and the letters ina full line never exceedingthirteen.
The library possesses no very ancient work In

book-form of so small a size as this.
" The only known fragment (sixth century) of a

lost Greek original of the Apocalypse of Paul,

corresponding to parts of cc. 45, 46 of the early

Latin translation published by Mr. M. R. James
in his ' Anecdota Apocrypha.' The Tischendorflan

text is merely a late Greek recasting of this lost

original. The identification of the fragment was
due to the fact that it had come into contact with
another page of the same work while the latter was
damp, and had consequently had the word lo^Ac

nnd others ' set off ' on its margin.
" A fragment (probably fifth century) containing
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part of a theological oontrororay with a penon
whose name is aDDteviatod as B. This may per-

haps be from Agrippa Castor's lost refutation of

Baaaetdes.
"A fragment (eiith century) apparently de-

acrtbing the torments of idolaters, and possibly

belonging to the missing part of the psoudo-Petriue

Apocalypse.
" la addition to the above may be mentioned a

set of twelve rolls of the Oxford Taylors' Company
—a company of which the existence was almost

unknown. I'hey run from 1576 to 1712.
" Prof. Sanjana, the donor of the Zend MS.

mentioned iu the Report of May 10, 1892, not
being satir&ed with the reproduction given to him
in exchange, has resumed possession of the original

and returned the reproduction—a decree of Con-
vocation of June 7, 1893, having given him the

option of so doing. The reproduction for critical

purposes is practically equivalent to the original.

"The vamablo Zend collection has also been
increased by the acquisition, through the Rev. Dr.
Mills, of a platiuotype copy of Dr. Jamaspji
Hinocheheiji's M3. known as J9, which contains

Zend texts in a character nowhere else found.
" TfiiiUd Hooks.—^The year has been mainly

remarkable for purchases of ancient Armenian
literature, and of American books of the Colonial

period. Among the single books which possess

some special curiosity or interest may be men-
tioned the following :

—
" ' Clavdii Galeni Pergameni de motv mvscvlorvm

libri dvo Nicolao Leouioeno interprete,' ' Londini
in u-dibus Pynfonianis,' 1522, sm. 4'.

" ' Qaleni Pergameni de pvUruil ufuTho. Linacro
Anglo interprete,' ' Londini in a>ilibu8pinfoniaui8,'

n.d., sm. 4'.

" ' The Statutes or ordinaunces concomyngo
Artificers, 8eniauntes, and Labourers, Journeymi!
and Prentircs, drawcn out of the csmmon lawes of

this realme, fith the tyme of Edwarde the fyrfr,

nntyll the thyrd and fourth yeare ot ... Edwarde
the . vi. ... 4f J'np'yi^)^ "^ London, by John
Tyfdale ... 1562,' sm. 8°.

"
' Mattbio) Lej Germani Regin:o PeovnfcB

liber I,' n. pi. 1623, em. 8°. This contains both
Latin and English verses relating to England and
London, and is supposed to have been printed at

London.
" ' Observations to be followed, for the making

of fltjroomes, to keepe Silk-wormes in: As a) To,

for the best manner of planting Mulbery trees, to
feed thorn. Pvblished by authority for the benefit
ot the Noble Plantation in Virginia. At Loudon
. . . 1620,' sm. V.
"'Pallas armata, or Militarie InrMuctions for

the Leamtd. . . . The first part. Containing
the Exercire of lofanterie . . .' [by sir Thomas
Kellie], Edinb., 1627, A\
" ' 'Ihe French tutour. . . . The fecond edition.

... By Robert Sherwood, Lond., 1631, Ki'.

"'The manner of visiting the monasteries of
discalccd nuns,' n. pi., 1('>6'J, sm. 4°.

" ' Guldene AepfEel in silbcrn Sehalen,' EphratA,
1745, sm. S". The first book printed at Ephrata,
'a settlement of a German sect called Tunckers,'
in Penaeylvania.
" ' Views in Orkney and on the North-Eastern

coast of Scotland ; taken in MDCCCV and etched
MDCOCVII;' by the Marchioness of StafCord,
n. pi. or d., fol. Privately printed etchings by
* the Countess-Duchess ' of Sutherland.
"A volume containing 'The Braec Nose Gar-

lande,' 1811 ;
' The Epigrammatique Qarlande,'

1818; and ' Brasonose Ale,' 1880, 1881, and 1886.
The first of these is unique in being printed on one
side only of the paper, and only nineteen other
copies were prin^d at all. Of the Epigram-
matique Garlande only twelve copies were printed,
and only seven preserved entire.
" ' Testamenta Lambethana, being a compleat

list of all the wills and testaments recorded in the
archiepiscopal registers at Lambeth, from a.d. 1312
to A.D. 1636, extracted by Dr. Ducarel, F.R. and
A.8. . . . Typis Medio-Montanis, 1854,' fol.

Fewer than twenty copies were printed.
"Drawing! and PHnU. — Under the special

doiution from a member of All Souls' the arrange-
ment of the Monta^ prints was undertaken, and
the entire collection of portraits was got into a
preliminary order by Mr. E. W. Johnson, and
Mr. U. D. Hughes. A large number of Montagu
prints lllustratmg La Fontaine and other French

authors were also arranged by the Librarian, and
catalogued and bound uudcr his direction.

" Tht ulect Library at the Itaicliffe Camera.—It
having been found necessarv to take precautions
for the greater security of the books in the
reading-room of the Radcliite Camera, the late

Vice- Chancellor addressed a circular letter in
January, 1894, to the authorities of the collegeii

and halls, expressing the Curators' hops that recom-
mendations would not bo given to [students who
could not confidently be trusted, or to whom ad-
mission was notreally necessary for thei: studies.

The Librarian, however, continued to report cases of

loss and damage, and in May informed the Board
that, failing any suggestion from them, he should
feel it his duty to lock up the lelect cases as far

as possible. The Curators at ihe same time
appointed a committee to consider what steps were
advisable, and the committee recommended that
all books in the reading-room of the Camera be
put as soon as possible under lock and key.
Wherever it was possible, the cases have accord-
ingly been locked ; the rest of the collection will

be traneferred to closed cases as soon as an exten-
sion of the space available for storing books allows

this to be done. The books, however, will remain
within readers' view, and can be ordered on
special slips which have been placed at each deck,
l^eaders are also allowed to order on these slips all

other books of which the shelfmark is known to

them, instead of having to go to the catalogue-
stand for the purpose.

Coins.—The Corporation of London presented
medals struck by them to commemorate the visits

paid to the City by the King of Denmark and the
Duke and Duchess of York. Mme. Taine gave a
medal struck in remembrance of her lite husband.
And Miss Emma Swann gave eighteen English
medals of the reigns of George III. and
George IV.
" In addition to the usual consignment oi British

and colonial coins from the mint, the chief pur-
chases were a gold piece of an ancient British

king, and silver pieces of Ecgberht, Aethelwulf

(3), Aethelbearht, Aethelred II., Harold Barefoot,
and Harthacnut (2). The collection of war-medals
was increased by the addition of the Hazara medal,
out of the grant from the Common University
Fund.
"Mr. Oman finished the draft of the catalogue

of Anglo-Saxon coins, the printing of which was
begim. Prof. Gardner most kindly gave his

services for the identification of a considerable
number of specially difficult Greek coins."

SELECTED FOREION BOOKS.
GENERAL LITERATUEE.

Abkl, L. Der gute 0<athmack. Aeithetische Ewiya.
Wini : Hirlleben. 8 M.

CiiABBAUx, G. 0. La Cite- chn^tieone. Paris : Firmin-Didot.
7fr.

CoFPicB, Frascois. Mon fianc parl«r. S' Sc^rie. Faria:
Lemtr/e. 3 fr. 60.

E.\i'ERT, H. Les Maitres mnalcien) de la Banaiatance
1iti<;iiae. 1'° Lirr. Orlande de Lusus. Ire fast, dea
UcsUn^ea. Parii: Ledac. 12 tr.

Havakd, II. La France artistiqne et monumentale. Paris

:

Lib. lUmrtrC'e. 25 fr.

LKirsomcii, F. Ka'Alog der Hindschriften der k. Bibliothek
zu Bamberg. 1. Bd. 1. Abth. 1. Lfg. (Bibelband-
Bcbriften.) Bunberg : Buchner. 4 M.

L'Fsoot'flk: roman d'aventure, public pour la cremidre foij

par H. Michelant ot P. Meyer. Paris: Fiimin-Cidat.
15 fr.

NoTnviTCH, N. Uvre d'ot ik la mi^maire d'Alexandre III.
Paila : Nileaon. 6 fr.

THBOLOaY, BTC.

Paul, L. Die VorttJlongea vom Hesslas a. vom Qotteareich
bii dtn Synoptikerii. Boon : Cohen. 2 H. 40.

HISTOBY, ETC.

OiMBXL, K. Tafeln zar E^tvieUungsgesohiohte der Sshntz-
u. Trutz raff*^ in Boropa m. Auflachluas der FeuerwalFen
vom VIII- XVir.Jahih. Baden-Baden: Sijies. SOM.

QuKLLKN zur Qeschichte der Stadt Wien. 1. Abth. Eeg^sten
ana in- a. aualiind. Arcbiven m, Ausaahme dea Archives
der Stadt Wien. 1. Bd. Wien: Konegin. 'iOM.

Vjs de Flanat de la Faye. ofilicier d'ordonnance de Nap^lt'on
ler. Paris : Ollendorff. 7 fr. 60.

PHILOLOQY, ETC.

AL-KHOWABizn. Liber Malatih Al-O.Am, esplicans
vooabnla technica acientiaram tam Arabum qnam pere-
grinorum. Ed. 0. van Tloten. Leiden: Biill. 9 M.

EesEivA, P.. carminam libri IX. Freiburg (Schweiz)

:

Univcrsitutebucbhandlong. 6 U.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"TU01LU3 AKD CEESSIDA " IN PKOF. SKEAT'S

EDITION.

II.

Osfotd.

We pass on to Prof. Skeat's text, and here
there are fewer faultH to find. He has doubt-
less done right in selecting the Campsall MS.
as Lis chief guide, notwithstanding its frequent
aberrations ; and he may be right in estimating
that the Corpus copy stands second, but he has
hardly given his readers suffioient information
to enable them to form a judgment of its

merits. Probably he would say that any judg-
ment formed by a person who bad not had the
MS. iu his hands was likely to be of little

value. The real criticism that must be made
is, that be has hardly taken enough pains to
acquaint himself and bis readers with the value
of some authorities for the text which have not
been printed by the Chaucer Society and are
not to be found at Cambridge. Wo shall not
quarrel with him seriously for not making use
of the Caxton edition of "Troilus," for, as it

happens, it is printed from a MS. of no
particular value, and it abounds in mistakes,
transpositions of lines, and so forth ; but, never-
theless, it might be considered to be part of
an editor's duty to say something of the first

printed edition. Prof. Skeat appears not to
have examined it at all ; for he says that the
only early editions accessible to him have been
Thynne's, "of which there is a copy in the
Cambridge University Library," and two
others which he possesses himself. And yet he
knows that there are two copies of Caxton's
edition in the British Museum, and one at St.
John's College, Oxford; and a few hours' work
at either of these libraries would have enabled
him to tell his readers what was the character
of the text. At present they are left uncertain
whether it is an authority of high value, like

Thynne's edition of " Troilus,
'

' and like Caxton's
print of some of the Minor Poems, or whether it

may safely be neglected. It has, as a matter of
fact, some good readings, as " Nay, nay " in
iv. 198, and it coiTectly marks the end of the
third book and the Proem of the fourth ; but on
the whole it is of little value.

"The same cannot be said ot another copy, to
which Prof Skeat Las given less attention than
he ought. This is the Bodleian MS. Arch.
Seld, B. 24, which wo may denote by the letter

A. It is a book with part of which Prof.
Skeat is very well acquainted, for it is that
which contains the unique copy of " The Kingis
Quair," excellently edited by Prof. Skeat for
the Scottish Text Society, and he Las also
collated the copy of the "Legend ot Good
Women" which it contains. The greater part
of the book, however {S. 1-118), is occupied by
a copy of "Troilus and Criseyde," which
Prof. Skeat has evidently not very closely
examined, though he has perceived that it

contains some good readings. TLs MS. is

dated 1472, and written in a cursive hand. No
doubt Prof. Skeat, having at his command
several copies ot a much earlier date, readily
assumed that it would not be worth the labour
ot collation. But, as it happens, it is one of
the very best existing copies, made by an
intelligent and careful scribe from an excellent

MS. It we admit the claims of the Campsall
and Corpus MSS. to stand first, this will

certainly rank next after them, in company
with tLe Harleian MS. 2280, wLicL it resem-
bles in many of its readings. It was written
in Scotland, and contains ScottisL peculiarities

of spelling ; but, setting tLese aside, tLere are
probably fewer corruptions of the text tLan in

any existing MS. of " Troilus."

These assertions naturally demand some
proof ; and as no account of this copy has
hitherto been published, I propose to give
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particulars which will, to some extent at least,

justify what has been said. The peculiarities

of spelling above mentioned consist in the

regular use of such forms as quhile, quhan,
quhele, tham, thair, foolis, lastith, lytill, &o.,

and, of course, there are also many cases of the

omission of final e. These points, then, will

not be taken into account in comparing the

text with that of other M8S. ; but with the

exception of such as these the following state-

ment includes all the variations.

Taking, then, the first 600 lines of the fourth

book as a test passage of sufficient length, we
find that the text of the Campsall MS. (Gl.)

dififers from that of A. in about 131 instances.

In no less than 63 of these the Campsall copy
diffeii distinctly for the worse, while in 42 the
reading of CI. is the better of the two, and in the

remaining 26 it may fairly be doubted which
of the two is to be preferred. In the same
passage the Harleian MS. 2280 (H.) differs

from A. in about 113 cases, in 55 of which the
reading of H. is the worse, in 44 it is the
better, and 14 are doubtful. As to the other
two texts which have been printed by the
Chaucer Society, the Harleian 3943 (H. 2)
differs for the worse from A. in at least 120
instances, and the Cambridge MS. (Cm.) in

more than 150.

It cannot be denied that these are remark-
able results ; and making every allowance for

the delusive character of statistics in a matter
of this kind, we cannot fail to perceive that
A. is a copy which deserves careful attention.

It is not pretended that a trustworthy opinion
as to the merits of the MS. can be formed
from statements of this kind ; but they may be
useful as a summary method of tabulating
results, and they certainly seem to establish the
fact that the text of A. is singularly free from
downright blunders. Before attempting, how-
ever, to depose the Campsallcopy from its position
of pre-eminence in favour of so late a MS. as A.,
we have to remind ourselves of two considera-
tions : first, that in the matter of spelling and
grammatical inflexions CL, which was written
within a few years of Chaucer's death, is incon-
testably the superior ; and, secondly, that many
of the mistakes which it contains are blunders
of a tolerably obvious kind, which may be
easily corrected. Of such mistakes as these A.
has hardly any ; but this is by no means its

only claim to attention. It gives us also many
excellent readings, which in some cases will be
found to supply MS. authority for corrections
made by Prof. Skeat, and in others will suggest
or support good readings which he has not
adopted. The following may be taken as
specimens of its readings

:

Bk. i.—145. A. (with CI. alone) Troiane
| 150.

nolde.
161. Palladiones

|
645. o lore.

Bk. ii.—555. me allone
| 734 f. A. agrees with

CI. Cp. H., and so, it may be added,
do two more Bodleian M8S., Digby
181 and Eawlinson Poet. 163. Why
has Prof. Skeat here abandoned his
main authorities without assigning
any reason ?

884. Prof. Skeat here conjectures "syte"
as an emendation, but does not venture
to put it into his text for want of MB.
authority. It will interest him to
know that the scribe of A. in revising
his work underlined the work " sike

"

and set a note in the margin, " I trow
it suld be red syte."

791. A. has the gloss, " Acriores in prin-
cipio franguntur in fine."

Bk. iii.—49. A. has " gladnes," but this is not so
rare a reading as Prof. Skeat supposes.
It is found, for example, in Caxton's
edition.

859. y-falle | 1033. pietee
| 1342. nere

|

1444. pietonse ] 1573. smytith.

Thynne's edition has " smyteth," but
all Prof. Skeat's M8S. give " smyten"
or " smyte."

1675. eke
|
1718. A. alone has" festeyingis"

i
1767. cerclen

| A. alone of the M8S.
has "explicit liber tercius " in the
proper place.

Bk. iv,—A. alone has ' Incipit prohemium quarti
libri," and after four stanzas, " Ex-
plicit prohemium quarti libri—Incipit

liber quartus."

Inl. 80., given by Prof. Skeat:

" Ye have er this wel herd it me devyse,"

A. has "me yow "for "it me," better
sense and better rhythm.

103. A. with Cp. only, gives " amonges,"
which is necessary to the verse.

124. A. has " leamydoun," the other MSS.
give "lameadoun" or "lameadon,"
Thynne's ed. " Lamedoun." Chaucer
found "Laomedon" in his authorities—e.g., Benoit.

128, A. agrees withH, in giving " Humble
in his speche," which is an improve-
ment to the metre.

138. A,, with Thynne's ed., has " Thoas,"
the form found in Benoit.

168. A. has " bother."
246, " His eyen two, for pitee of his herte,"

so Prof. Skeat, following CI. ; but H.
and Cm. have " for pite (pete) of

herte," and H.2, "for piety of the
herte." I have little doubt that A.
rightly gives " for pietee of hert(e),"

which is the translation of Boccaccio's
"per pieta del cuore"

—

i.e., "for
piteousness of heart."

264, A., with Thynne's ed. only, has the
excellent reading " the " for " thus "

:

" What have I the a-gilt ?
"

318. A., with Thynne's ed., has "thy."
Prof. Skeat gives "the" in the text,
following CL, Cp., and H., but corrects
in the Errata to " my."

438. To traisse a wight | 459. wolde
| 468.

passiones
|

498. A. with H.2, has " Nay, nay."
599. A., again with H.2, has "to."
708-714. A. has this stanza, and in a nearly

correct form.
1021. necessaire

|
1147. for-shright | 1399.

blende
1490. Troianis |

1587. By patience.

Bk. V.—A. alone correctly marks the Proem of
the fifth book.

" Incipit prohemium quinti libri,"

and after two stanzas :

" Incipit liber quintus."

This division is doubtless right,

for the fifth book of the Filoatrato

begins with "Quel giomo istesso vi

fu Diomede," &o., answering to the
third stanza of Chaucer's fifth book.

9. A. has " shene." This reading is

given by H.2 and also by Bawlinson
Poet. 163.

122. troianis
|
329. worthen

|
451. pietus

455. A. alone has " festeying "
|
550. lisse

|

584, werreyed
|

670. tho 1 752. on
|
784. For he that

nought nassayeth nought nacheneth

I
834. y-founde |

837-840. durring,

durre
| 970. and. . . . and

|

1006. O Troylus and troye toun : not a
good reading, but given by CI. and
Thynne, while H. has " Troilns
toun." One is tempted to suggest
the omission of " gan to syke and."

(

1036. reftehir of [
1081. myght I | 1125.

Twinnen
|

1098. His
I

1235. welk
|
1386. commeve

yow
I
1598. pietee

|

1769, Off his loving I haue seide as J can.

These examples—gleaned from a single read-
ing of the MS., in which, as will be seen,

closer attention was given to the later books

—

will serve as specimens of its text. In some
instances, as we have said, it confirms Prof.

Skeat's text, and in others it may suggest
amendments ; but on the whole his text is so

soundly constructed that it does not admit of

any very important improvements.

III.

The notes are for the most part as excellent

as might have been expected ; but there are

some places in which the ordinary reader would
be grateful for more assistance than is given,

and it is impossible not to take exception to

some of the explanations. For example, ii,

1735, "in the vertue of corounes tweyne" is

supposed by Prof. Skeat to be an allusion to the

two garlands mentioned in the " Lyf of Saint

Cecile," surely a most improbable explanation.

With all his anachronisms, Chaucer does not
forget that the folk of Troy were pagans. A
better solution would be to suppose that the

poet had in his mind the passage of the
" Filostrato," occurring just before this point

(bk. ii. st. 184), where Qriseida says :

" Che la corona dell' onesta mia
Per partito niun non vo donarli "

;

and Pandaro answers

:

" queata corona
Lodano i preti," &c.

Probably Chaucer is here putting into the

mouth of Pandare a similar metaphor, and
means the two crowns of love and of mercy.
Again, in " Troilus," iv. 505 :

" Wel wote I, whyl my lyf was in quiete,

Et thou me slowe, I wolde have yeven hjre "
;

it is next to impossible that the note should be
right: "Troilus speaks as if dead already.
' Well wot I, whilst I lived in peace, before

thou didst slay mS, I would have given (thee)

hire'; i.e., a bribe, not to attack n:e." The
meaning really is, " Well wot I that when I
lived in peace, before I was thus tormented by
the trials of love, I would have given thee hire,

before thou shouldest have slain me "—that is,

to prevent thee from slaying me, "slowe"
being subjunctive.

In V. 1790 f., where Chaucer, addressing his

book, bids it

" kis the steppes, wher-as thou seest pace
Virgile, Ovyde, Omer, Lucan, and Stace,"

it is evident that the list of poets has no im-
portance as indicating the sources whence
" Troilus and Criseyde " is derived. It is a list

of the most famous poets of antiquity, to whom
the book, as subject to all poesy, must do
homage.

Finally, we may ask why Prof. Skeat sup-
poses that the " philosophical Strode," to
whom, with Gower, the poem is dedicated,
is any other than that " N. Strode," 'who is

mentioned as tutor to Chaucer's little son
Lowys at Oxford, in the Explicit to the
" Treatise of the Astrolabe." The expression
used is " sub tutela illius nobilissimi philosophi
Mag. N. Strode "

; and surely we need go no
further in search. Whether this is the same as

the Balph Strode of Merton, to whom Leland's

notice refers, is another question.

G. C. Macaulat.

THE ETTMOLOaY OF " CORMORANT.
Donley WooS, Buinliam, Bucks.

In the New English Dictionary the word
"cormorant" is said to be derived from a
supposed O.F. corp-marin = Lat. corvua-

marinua (which occurs in the Keiohenau Glosses

of the eighth century as the explanation of

mergulus) ; and it is further stated that " the

endipg is identified by Hat^feld and Thomas
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[in their Didionnaire gin^ral de la Langue

frnwiaitti] with that in /aucon moran, which

they thiiuc to be a derirotiTe of Breton mor, sea,

and BO = marin."

It may be aa well to point out that

M. Thomsa now aces good reason to abandon

thia identification, inasmuch as he has dis-

Otxrered the word moran to be what he calls a
" ooquillo lexicographique," or what Prof.

Bkeat would term a "ghost-word." It

appears that " faucon moran " (or moren) which

it registered by La Gume de Sainte-Falaye,

and was copied from him by Qodefroy, is due
to a misreading of the MSS., the actual reading

beiog " fauoon moien," i.e., a falcon of middling
size.

M. Thomas now holds {Romania, xxiy., 117-

119) that cormoran is a recent alteration of

cormaran, which stands for cormorant ; this he
refers back to Merovingian or Carlovingian

Latin corvum maringum, through tho inter-

mediate forms corp marenc, carp maranc.
The earliest English form of the word,

according to the N.E.D., is corrmrant {circa

1320). Chaucer uses the form cormeraunt.

The earliest recorded instance in English of the

modem form (with o) is in 138S {cormoraunt). In
French, the earliest instance apparently occurs

in the sixteenth century, the form cormorant
being employed by K. Estienne. The word
occurs three times in Wright's Old English
y^ocabularies, all three instances belonging to

the fifteenth century. In one of these

Vocabularies (No. XV. in Wiilckor's edition)

cormeraunt is given as the English equivalent

both of a3pergo and of mergus ; in another
(No. XX., ed. Wiilcker) cormerawni is given an

the rendering of aijicrgo.

Paget Toynuee.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
"George Meredith's

"VeUtion and

FuvDAY, April SI. 7.30 p.m. Ethlctl
M^vela," by Kr. J. A. Hobaoo.

HoxDAV, April n, 8 p.m. Ariitotelian
Attention," by Mi. A. F. Bhand.

8 p.m. Boeiety of Ari« : Cantor Lecture, " Rtcent
American MeChoda and Appliances Employed in the
UetaUoigy of Oopp«i, I«ad, Gold, and Silver," I., by
Mr. Jamet Dontrlaa.

TiTKSDAV, April 23, 2 p.m. Antiquaries: Anniveisary
Meeting.

8 pm. Boyal Institution :
" Alternating and Inter-

rupted Hectric CunentB," I., by Prof G. Farbss.
6 p.m. Statiatiaal :

" Friendly Societies," by Mr.
B. W. Brabrook and the Bev. J. Prome Wilkinson.

8p.m. Society of Arts : "Art of Casting Bronz) in
Japan," by Mr. William Gowland.

WiDKasDAV. April 24, 8 pm. Geological: ' The Shingle
Beds of Eastern East Anglia," by Sir H. H. Hovorth

;

"An Experiment to Illustrate the Mode of Flow cf a
Vitcotu Sluid." by Pnf . W. J. Sollas : " The Systetaatie
Foaitian of the Trilobitss," by Mr. H. M. Bcmiid.

8 p.m. Irish Literary Societ; : " Irish Humour,
Ohuaioal and Colloquial," by Mr. B. Ashe King.

8 p.m. Society of Arts :
" The Use of Electricity for

CooUsg and Healing," by Mr. E E. Crompton.
TBoasOAT, April 25, 3 p.m. Royal Institution: "The

Liquefaction of Oases," I., by Pruf Dewar.
4S0pm. Society of Arts: "The Coming Hailwaye

of India, and Their Prospects," by Mr. J. W. Parry.
8p.m. ChemicU

:

• The icUon of Nitro.^yl Obl)iide
on Amidee." by l-tof . TUden and Dr. M. O. Forster

:

"The Action of Nitroejl Chloride on Asparagine and
Aspartic Acid-Lievo-retatofy Chlorosaecinic Acid," by
Prof. TUden and Mr. H. J. Marshall ; "A Property of
the Non-Luminous Atmospheric Coal Gas Flame," by
Mr. L. T. Wright ;

" A Conatituent of Persian Berri«."
by Messrs. A. O. Ferkin and J. Qeldard: "Potassium
Nit»osulph»t«," by Messrs. E. Divtrs and T. Haga •

" Dlortho-BubH'.ituted Bsozoic Adds," by l)r. J. J. Sud-
bnough; "HydrolTsii of Aromatic Nitrlles and Acida-
midea," and "Action of Sodium Ethylate on Dioxy-
bsnz )in," by Dr. J. J. Sndb trough.

8 p.m. Electrical Engineers :" A Magnetic Teat^
^r tfeanuing HyatereaiB in Sheet Iron," by Prof J. A.

Fbioat, April 26. 6 pm. Physical: "A The;ry of ihe
Bynohmaons Motor," by Mr. W. O. Ebodwell " A
Simpto Qrapbic Interpretstion of the Determinantal
Belatioa of Dynamics." by Mr. G. H. Bryan.

8 p.m. Tikiog Club : Annual Qeaersl Meeting.
8 p.m. Civil Engiweis : Btudents' Meeting, " firiae

Pumping," by Mr. Bernard Godfrey.
9 pm. Boyal lastitntion :" The Eifrcts of Electric

Curr»nta in Iron on ica Magnetisation," by Dr. John
Hopkiaaon.

Batirdav. April 27. 3 p.m. Boyal Inat-'tution : "English
Music and Musical Instriunenta of the Sixteenth, Seven-
teenth, and Eighteenth Oeaturiaa," I , by Mr. Arnold
Uolmetseh.

8.45 p.m. Botaiiic : Fortnightly Ge^fnl Meitiag.

SCIENCE.
The Pygmitt. By A. De (iuatre£ages. Trans-

lated by Frederick Starr. (Blacmilians.)

Tuis translation of Les Pygmees will be
welcomed by all English-speaking students

of anthropology who havo a natural prefer-

ence for their mother-tongue. But, viewed
as a translation, it has many faults. As
this edition is primarily intended for

American readers, perhaps one is not en-

titled to resent the rendering of Erench
hid by "homely" (pp. 10 and 190), since, in

the United States, the latter word bears the

restricted meaning of " ugly," having thus

lost a not unkindly application which it,

happily, yet retains on this side of the

Atlantic. Nor would a British writer have
rendered " Duradawan protendait qu'on lui

avait donne en mariage la mere et la fille
"

by "Duradawan claimed that mother and
daughter had been given to him in marriage"

(p. 99). But the chief fault is a want of

ease in translating and a too close adherence

to the French idioms. In the opening pages,

for example, and occasionally in other parts

of the book, the French on is slavishly

rendered into English " one," where a

different form of expression would be

more graceful and more correct, " On
peut afflrmer qu'il n'y a pas cru :

voici comment il s'exprime " is not happily

Englished by " One may say that he did

not believe in it : behold how he expresses

himself " (p. 2). And this crude " behold "

occurs twice afterwards (pp. 109 and 186)

as the equivalent of voici. Then, again,

one finds A translated " at " where it ought
to be "in"; thus, " at Borneo " (p. 48«.),

"at Malacca" (p. 68). " Le chamanisme
grossier" signifies "gross," not "coarse"

(p. 140) Shamanism. The explanatory foot-

note (p. 204) beginning "Tribe of negro

origin" (" tribu d'origine negre") ought,

of course, to begin " A tribe," &c. Con-

versely, there is an unnecessary "the" in

"The Father la Gironiere" (p. 157».);

which, indeed, might well have been left as
" Pere la Gironiere." "As Max Miiller, as

Alfred Maury, he seeks," &c., is clearly,

word for word, a translation of " Comme
M. M., comme A. M., il cherche," «&c. ; but

it is not English. That the titles of various

works by i)e Quatrefages, referred to in

footnotes (pp. 47, 85, 90, and 142) are

neither italicised nor placed within quota-

tion marks, indicates nothing worse than a

want of precision on the part of the trans-

lator ; and " Les Polynesirtns," in one of

these instances, is obviously a printer's

error.

In the spelling of proper names there

are also several errors. The Salt Eange of

the Upper Indus is hardly recognisable as
" the Saloes Mountains " (p. 55), a partial

translation of " les Montagnes-Salces "
;

and " Soliman," on the same page, is not

to be preferred to " Swlitnan." In an
English translation, such names as liatoua,

Brahoui, Biloutchi, and Rajpoute ought to give

place to " Batwa," " Brahui," " Beluchi,"
and "Eajput"; but Mr. Starr adheres to

the French form in the two first instances,

and the others he sometimes compromises
with Belutcki and Rajpout, and sometimes
spells in the Eoglish fashion. His " Jakout"

(pp. 139 and 143) is neither the " Yakoute"
of De Quatrefages nor the English '

' Yakut "
;

but he is careful to reject " Papoua " for
" Papua." At p. 06 the translator thrice

repeats his author's " Macines " for the
name of Major Macinnes.

Style and orthography are not, however,
of vital importance in a work of this kind,
whether it be translated or not ; and Mr.
Starr has done good service in making De
Quatrefages' valuable book intelligible to

every reader of English. He has also

enriched his version with three appendices :

one giving full references to the books
mentioned in the text ; another containing
a list of works " relative to the little

races " which have appeared since Do
Quatrefages wrote ; and a third consisting

of the details of measurement of the African
pygmies encountered by Stanley. The
supplementary bibliographical list is not so

full as it might be. For example, De
Quatrefages' omission of all reference to

American dwarf races might be rectified by
some mention of those reported to Father
Cristoval de Acuiia in 1639 as inhabiting

the neighbourhood bf the delta of the river

Madeira, and of those said to live on the

banks of the river Jurua, of whom a speci-

men was seen by Von Spix when he visited

Para in 1820. The Arctic voyager Foxe
also reports a race in North America,
having a maximum height of four feet.

But to do justice to this part of the question

would require a new and enlarged edition

of Les Pygmeet ; whereas Mr. Starr's work
professes to be primarily a translation, and
as such it serves its purpose very well.

David MacEitcuie.

SUIENCE NOTES.

Messrs. Pawson & Brailsford, of ShefiBeld,

propose to issue a new work on the eggs
of British birds, containing coloured illus-

trations, with letter-press by Mr. Henry
Seebohm, who has undertaken to give, in less

than a page devoted to each bird, the following

facts: extent of breeding range, date of

nesting season, situation in wMch nest is

placed, size and shape and materials of nest,

number of eggs, variations of eggs in size and
colour, way to distinguish them from eggs that

resemble them most closely. The object of the

work is to present, in one volume and at a com-
paratively moderate price, reproductions in the

best style of modem chromo-lithography of

the eggs—not only of the birds which breed

withiu the British Isles—but of the 400 species

which are recognised as British.

At the Eoyal Institution Prof. George
Forbes will deliver, on Tuesday next, the

first of a course of three lectures on " Alter-

nating and Interrupted Electric Currents " ;

and Prof. Dewar, FuUerian professor of

chemistry, will begin on Thursday a course of

four lectures on " The Liquefaction of Gases."

The Friday evening meetings will be resumed
on April 26, when Dr. John Hopkinson will

deliver a lecture on "The Effects of Electric

Currents in Iron on its Magnetisation."

At the meeting of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, to be held on Thursday
next in the rooms of the Society of Arts, Prof.

J. A. Ewing, of Cambridge, will read a papt-r

on " A Magnetic Tester for measuring

Hysteresis in Sheet Iron." The two meetings

in May of the society will also be held at the

same place.
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The London Geological Field Class mil
begin their series of Saturday afternoon ex-
cursions, under the direction of Prof. H. G,
Seeley, on April 27, when they will visit

Oxford, and Eynesford in Kent. Particulars

can be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr,
E. Herbert Bentley, 31, Adolphus-road,
Brownswood Park, N.

Dr. K. de Kbotistchoff, of St. Peters-

burg, has been elected a foreign correspondent
of the Geological Society.

In connexion with the Goldsmiths' Company's
grant for researches on the anti-toxin treat-

ment, a committee of the Boyal College of

Surgeons have recommended a grant of £100
to Dr. Sidney Martin, for the purpose of work-
ing out the action of the anti-toxic serum,
when used to counteract the effects of various
poisons separated by him from the membrane,
and from the spleen, in cases of diphtheria.

AccoEDiJTG to a Renter's telegram from
Pittsburg, Prof. Keeler, of the Alleghany
Observatory, claims to have made an important
discovery. He asserts that the rings round
Saturn are composed of innumerable small
bodies or satellites, which do not revolve at the
same speed about the planet.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Maschestek Goethb Society.— {Thursday,

April 4-)

Thb Bev, F. F. Cornish, president, in the chair.

—

On the motion of Dr. Ward, seconded by Mr.
Fieieioger, it was resolved, "That this meeting
wishes to express its senee o{ the great loss which
the society has sustained in the death of Dr.
Hager, one of its founders, its first secretary and
one of its vice-presidents ; and that the secretary
be requested to convey this resolution to Mrs.
Hager with the deep sympathy of the society."

—

The president read a paper on " Dido," a tragedy
by Frau von Stein, written about 1794, and first

printed by Diintzer in 18G7. He pointed out how
Goethe, after his return from Italy—thanks to his

ceaseless employment, his new interests, and the
society of hie artistic friends from Borne, Lips and
Meyer, as well as his union with Gbristiane—no
longer felt the want of Charlotte's society, while
she had nothing to take the place of his. In the
narrow Weimar world they were bound to meat

;

and it was only by degrees that the common
interest In her son Fitz, and, later, the arrival of
Schiller and his wife, brought them slowly
together again. The tragedy dates from the days
of her bitterness. Dido is the well-known Queen
of Carthage, who has vowed eternal widowhood,
but, like Iphigenia, is sought in marriage by
larbes, King of Getulia. She has a confidential
friend—Elisea — who is the Frau von Stein

;

and at her court are three savants — Ogon
the poet ; Dodus the philosopher ; and Aratus the
historian, who intrigue against her, and give the
authoress the opportunity of satirising Knebel
for his views on the French Revolution, and Goethe
for his assumed moral weaknesses, his deterioration
in character, and even his personal appearance.
Albicerio, the high priest, supports Dido; butwhen,
after vainly attempting to fly from Carthage, she
sees no alternative but to marry larbes, she pro-
claims a eacriflce and plunges the knife into her
own bosom. The play won high praise from
Schiller, who could hardly have seen the eatire it

contained, as be proposed to get it printed by
Colta. Mr. Cornish read a translation of some of
the scenes. He then read part of a letter recently
published from Knebel to Goethe, in which he
expresRed his indignation at the pressure which
the Weimar Isidies put upon him to marry
Luiee Rudor'', the late singer to the court, and
Goethe's very cautious reply. In time these
differences were composed, and the most favour-
able account of Gocthe'.s wife comes from Frau
von Knebel, a translation of which was read.

—

Mr. S. E. Bally read a paper on a now metrical
French translation of Goethe's " Faust, Part I.,"
by M. Georges Pradez (Lausanne : Benda).
After referring to the difficulty of translating

certain passages owing to the differences in the
genius of the French and German languages, the
essayist gave a brief account of the most important
of the twenty-two or twenty-three earlier French
versions of Goethe's " Faust." He sketched the
circumstances tmder which M. Pradez came to

translate " Faust," and told how, finally, the
translator was induced by his friends to publish
his work thirty years after its completion. The
merit of the new translation was indicated by
masterly imitation of the German rhythms, and
successful rendering of the lyrical passages, as
well as by the absence of those amusing but
xmfortunate blunders which have marked several

of the earlier French translations of the same
poem. — Both papers were followed by a dis-

cussion.—A photographic reproduction was also

exhibited of Herr Jordan's recent picture of

Goethe's house at Weimar.

Phuoiooioal,- {Diciionary Evening, Friday,

April 5.)

E. L. BEAnnaETH, Esq , in the chair.—Dr. Murray
made his yearly report on the progress of the
society's New English Dictionary, which he and
Mr. Bradley edit. 233 pages were finished last

year, and 152 of D and 128 of F have been printed
off beyond the parts already issued. 360 pages
will be ready by July. Three and a half parts
have been prepared this year by Dr. Murray and
his staff, and two and a half parts by Mr. Bradley,
whose staff is still incomplete. As regards sub-
editing, only fragments of the letters I, N, 0, P,
W remain to be done, though very many new slips

have to be worked into all the letters. Messrs.
Anderson, Bartlett, Bousfield, Brandreth, Brown,
Nesbitt, Smallpeice and Wilson, and Mies Brown
have returned sub-edited work during the year,

and are still going on. Four sub-editors have
failed to return anything. 40,000 new quotations
have come in during the year from Messrs. Mynn,
Matthews (6250), Dormer (4700), Fumivall, Brush-
field, Joicey, Grey, Beesley, Henderson, Talbot,
Boyd, Bell, Paterson, Dixon, Duncan, Robinson
Ellis, Fowler, Garrison, Hooper, Peacock, Wilson,
and the Misses Thompson, Mrs. Grey, &c. There
are 5,000,000 slips in the Scriptorium, about one-
fourth of which have been or will be printed

;
yet

for every word a systematic search for earlier in-

stances has to made by the Dictionary assistants.

The early history of modern scientific words givas

much trouble. The great need of the Dictionary
now is a staff of special paid sub-editors in every
branch of Ecience, to save the general editors from
having to give time to the definition and history of

scientific words and getting quotations for them.
The Century and other modem Dictionaries have
all had such staffs, and the Oxford Dictionary
cannot get on at a proper pace without one.

Proofs have been read by Dr. Fitzedward Hall—
whose services continue to be invaluable—Messrs.
H. H. Gibbs, Johnstone, Fowler, Amours, Bunby,
Sykes, and Dormer ; and the Rev. C. B. Mount
and Mrs. Walkley have greatly helped. The death
of Mr. Mitchell in Wales last autumn, the leaving

of Mr. Worrall, and the coming of now assistants

have delayed progress ; but more has been done
than might have been expected. Most of the De-
words are foreign, and not of much interest. The
gh of Delight is wrongly taken from light; the
earlier and better spelling is delite. Demarcation

was the line laid down by the Pope dividing the
New World between the Spanish and Portuguese.
Demean was : 1. to behave ; 2. (a.d. 1601) to bemean,
lower, debase. Demesne is, like domain, from Lat.
dominicum, and meant : 1. possession, to hold in

demesne; 2. the demesne of the Cr^wn, its terri-

tory ; then the private estate. Demi-John is Fr.

Dame Jeanne, Ltdy Jane, a bottle with a pro-

tuberant body. Denghy fever is a Swaheli word.
Detritus was : 1. the action of wearing away, and
was then used by geologists, innocent of Latin, for

detritum, the result of detritus. Detice is the lowest
throw on the dice, and so anything worthless, an
evil being. Devil occupies fourteen columns in the
Dictionary ;

" printer's devil" occurs in 1683, and
the devil was sometimes a woman. In " a 20-devil

way," a is the preposition on. H was put into

some d words to give them an Eastern look : dhow
was dow till 1823 ; dhurrie is the Indian dari.

Dicker was a set of ten hides, for tents, &c. The
old Germans paid their tribute in skins, and also

sold them to the Romans, who adopted dicker.

In America, " to dicker " is : 1. to trade in skins ;

2. to trade generally. Dick, in "you're talking j

Dick," is Dictionary—at least to Dictionary men—
"up to Dick," up to the proper standard, cute.

Many bogus words occur in D. Johnson's Depeo-

table, tough, clammy, from Lat. deptctere, to comb
down, is a miscopying of Bacon's depertable.

Johnson's quotations are often untrustworthy, and
must have been made from memory. Dearthspine,

attributed to Burton of the Anatomy, is his Barth-
spine. Johnson's Delapsation is delassaiion, weari-

ness. Phillips's David's stasia Capt. Davis's staff;

he has " Davis's quadrant" right.—Dr. Murray
was warmly thanked for his report and his great
services to the Dictionary.

Asiatic—[Tuesday, April 9.)

Mr. Gboroe Phillips, late of H.M. China Con-
sular Service, read a paper on "Ma Huan'a
Account of Bengal (1410 a.d )." Ma Huan was
an interpreter who accompanied Chingho on an
expedition to the kingdoms of India, Arabia, and
Persia sent by the Chinese Emperor Yung to,

and who wrote the story of his travels under the
title of "Yung - ya - sheng - Ian "—"A General
Account of the Shores of the Ocean." Mr.
Phillips prefaced his paper with a short account of

the early navigation of the Eastern seas by the
Persians, Indians, and Arabs; and also of early

Chinese navigation in these regions, and of the
ports in China from which the navigators sailed.

Attention was directed to certain maps to be found
in the " Wu-pei-chih," a Chinese work treating of
war and military matters generally. The great

,

value of these maps is, that they are said to have
been drawn up by the mariners of the expedition

,

above referred to, and conEequently date from the
very commencement of the fifteenth century.
All the mediaeval geographical names in Marco
Polo aie to be found on these charts, and possibly
a chart of this description was in existence
in Marco Polo's day. Mr. Phillips i)aid a just
tribute to the late president of this society. Sir

Henry Yule, who, in elucidating the travels of

Batuta in Bengal by the small sketch m ip he had
given iu hii Cathay, and the Way Thither, had,
at the same time, illustrated the work of the
Chinese traveller. Ma Huan, who went over the
same ground sixty or seventy years later. In the
account of Bengal some of the Chinese names
given to the muslins made there were happily
identified. The productions of the country were
fully described, as also many of its institutions,

its system of government, and its army. The
commander-in-chief was called by our Chinese
traveller Pa-tsu-la-nih, his rendering of the Indian
word SipahSelar. An account was also given of ;

the Indian musicians and jugglers, and the feat

of a man wrestliog with a tiger in the streets

was described. With an account of two similar

embassies from Bengal to China an interesting

paper was brought to a close.

FINE ART.
TEE EOrPTIAN RESEARCH ACCOUNT.
The work of this new enterprise, which is still

on a humble scale, has resulted this season in

filling the greatest blank in Egyptian history,

and doing so in the most unexpected manner.
To write of a new race in Egypt, and of towns
and cemeteries in the heart of the country filled

with objects entirely non-Egyptian, might
have seemed absurd six months ago ; yet that

is the present result. Mr. Quibell's work for

the Research Account has so closely interwoven
in subject with my own work in the same
district, that most of the results are common
to both parties ; but in the essential matter of

dating, all the honours have fallen to him, and
but for the Research work we should still be
groping in the dark as to the age of this new
people. I will now briefly summarise the joint

results.

A new race has been found, which had not

any object or manufacture like the Egyptians:

their pottery, their statuettes, their beads, their

mode of burial are all unlike any other in

Z1
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Egypt; and not a single nsual Egyptian

scarab, or hieroglyph, or carving, or amulet,

or bead, or vase has been found in the whole

of the remains in question. That we are dealing

with something entirely different from any age

of Egyptian civilisation yet known, is therefore

cert^. That this was not a merely local

variety is also certain, as these strange remains

are found over more than a hundred miles of

country, from Abydos to Qebelen: our own
work was near the middle of this district,

between Ballas and Negada. In this area, and
indeed side by side with these strange remains,

are Egyptian towns and tombs with pottery,

beads, and scarabs of the IVth, Xllth, XVIIIth.
and XlXth Dynasties, exactly like those found
similarly dated in Northern Egypt. The strata

of Egyptian civilisation were therefore uniform

over the whole country, so far as we are con-

cerned. No local differences can account for

the novelties. The age of the new race is fixed by
the juxtaposition of their burials with those of

the IVth and the Xllth Dynasties, and of their

towns with burials of the Xllth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. These evidences prove that they
belong to the age between the IVth and
Xllth Dynasties; and theknown history further

limits the date to between the Yllth and IXth
Dynasties, or about 3000 B.C.

The race was very tall and powerful, with
strong features : a hooked nose, long-pointed

bearoT and brown, wavy hair are shown by
their carvings and bodily remains. There was
no trace of the negro t}pe apparent, and in

general they seem closely akin to the allied

races of the Libyans and Amorites. Their

burials are always with the body contracted,

and not mummified, lying with head to south

and face to west, just the reverse of the con-
tracted bodies at Medum. Although most of

the graves have been disturbed, yet sufficient

examples remain untouched among the 2000
graves opened by us to show that the bodies

were generally mutilated before burial. One
large and important tomb showed four skulls

placed between stone vases on the fioor, a
separate heap of loose bones of several bodies

together, and around the sides human bones
broken open at the ends and scooped out. Such
treatment certainly points to ceremonial anthro-
pophagy. Other graves are found with all the

bones separated and sorted in classes. The
type of the graves is like that of those in the
arole at Mykenae : open square pits, roofed
over with beams of wood. They are always by
preference in shoals of watercourses ; showing
that the race came from a rocky country,
where excavation could not be made except in

alluvium. The great development of the legs

points to their having come from bills, and not
from a coast or valley. The frequency of
forked hunting lances shows their habit of

chasing the gazelle.

Metal and flint were both in use by these
people. CJopper adzes show that the wood was
wrought, and finely carved bulls' legs to a couch
illustrate the work. Copper harpoons were
imitated from the form in bone. Copper needles
indicate the use of sewn garments, and the
multitude of spindle-wheels in the town proves
how common weaving must have been. Flint
was magnificently worked, far more elaborately
than by the Egyptians of any age : the splendid
examples in the Ashmolean and Pitt-Bivers
Museums at Oxford are now seen to belong to
this people. Both knives and forked lances
are found. Stone vases of all material, from
alabaster to granite, were favourite possessions:

they are beautifully wrought, but entirely

made by hand, without any turning or lathe

work. A very puzzling class of objects long
known in Egrypt are the slate figures of birds

and animals, niombi, squares, &c. These now
prove to be the toilet palettes for grinding
malachite, probably for painting the eyes, as

among Egyptians of the IVth Dynasty.
Beads were favourite ornaments, and were
made of cornelian, lazuli, transparent serpen-
tine, and glazed stone.

Pottery was the favourite art of these new
people : the variety, the fineness, and the
quantity of it is surprising. Few graves are
without ten or a dozen vases, sometimes even
as many as eighty. Most of these are of the

coarser kinds, merely used for containing the
ashes of the great funereal fire ; for though the
bodies were never burned, a great burning was
made at each funeral, the ashes of which were
carefully gathered and preserved, sometimes as
many as twenty or thirty large jars full. (See the
probably Amorite custom in 2 Chron. xvi. 14,

xxi. 19; Jer. xxxiv. 6.) The varieties of

pottery are the polished red haematite facing,

the red with black tops (due to deoxidation
in the ashes), and the light brown with wavy
handles, like the Amorite pottery. A later

stage of pottery was of coarser brown and of

much altered forms, copying somewhat from
Egyptian types of the Old Kingdom. Tho
wavy-handle jars went through a series of

changes, forming a continuous scale by which
their relative ages can bs seen. Animal-
shaped vases and many curious sports are

found in the red-faced pottery. Besides these

forms, three kinds of pottery seem to

have been imported : buff vases imitat-

ing stone, with red spirals and figures

of animals and men ; red polished vases

with figures of animals and patterns in white

;

and black bowls with incised patterns, most
like the earliest Italic pottery. Besides these

designs, a great variety of marks are scratched

on the local pottery; but not a single hiero-

glyph, or sign derived from Egyptian writing,

has been found. Another fact showing the

isolation of these people from the Eg^tians is,

that all of this fine pottery is hand-made : the
wheel was unknown.
The source of this new race cannot be dis-

cussed until the hundreds of skulls and
skeletons which we have obtained are brought
over and studied. Though some objects point

strongly to an Amorite connexion, others

indicate a western source ; and it must be
remembered that probably the Amorites were
a branch of the fair Libyan race. The
geographical position is all in favour of the

race having come into Egypt through the

western and great Oases; for the Vllth and
Vlllth Egyptian Dynasties were still living at

Memphis, showing that no people had thrust

themselves up the Nile Valley.

The other work of the season has been also

of interest. A large number of tombs of the

IVth Dynasty, with staircases, were found by
Mr. Quibell. The Egyptian town of Nubt
was found, from which Set was called Set-

Nubti, and some fine sculptures of Set were
unearthed. This name Nubt was doubtless

transformed into Ombos, like the greater Nubt
= Ombos up the river ; and this explains

Juvenal's account of the Tentyrites and
Ombites being neighbours. On the top of the

great plateau, 1400 feet over the Nile, I found
the untouched home of palaeolithic man,
strewn with wrought flints, some of which are

the finest of such work yet known. A later

style of flints were also found embedded in the

gravel of the old high Nile, thus extending

the discovery of General Pitt-Rivers in the

Theban gravels.

An English school of archaeology has been a

working reality this season in Egypt. Besides

Mr. Quibell on the Besearch Account, I have
had Mr. Grenfell, Mr. Price, and Mr. Duncan
actively engaged with me, in addition to others

who have come for a shorter stay. But for

such full help it would have been impossible

to do so much in the time.

W. M. Flihdees Peteie.

CORRESPONDENCE.

. THE TOMB OF SKNMTJT: HATSHEPSU'S
ARCHTTECr.

Drib AbVl Nrgga, Upper Egrpt : April 1, 1886.

It may interest readers of the Academy
to know that Prof. Steindorff and I discovered

a few days ago the tomb of Senmut, the

celebrated architect employed by Queen
Hatshepsu to plan and superintend the building

of her beautiful temple at Bi-r el Bahaii. The
tomb is situated in the uppermost stratum of

the Qebel Sheikh Abd el Oumeh, and consists

of three chambers, all of which were elaborately

painted.

Unfortunately, it is now in a very bad state

of preservation, but I have j ust finished copying
all that remains of the inscriptions and
paintings. A full account of the tomb will be
published in an early number of the

Zeitschrift fitr dgyptische Sprache und Alter-

thumskunde by Prof. Steindorff and myself.

Percy E. Newberry.

DISCOVERY OF A ROMAN ALTAR AT SOUTH
SHIELDS.

Baaih Shield) : Aptil 10, 1886. :

On Monday last (April 8) a Roman altar

was discovered in this town at the comer of

Baring and Trajan-streets, about 100 yards

due south of the south-west angle of the

Bomau station. The ground was being pre-

pared for building purposes. The stone is

2 ft. 10 in. high, 16 in. wide top and bottom,

and 13 in. from back to front. On one side

is & prae/ericulum, on the other a patera, while

on the back is a bird ; on the top are the focus

and horns. On the face, in a moulded panel,

is the inscription in five lines

:

DEAE • BR[i]

QANTIAE •

SACRVM
cokgekn[i]c
CVS • V • S • L • M

The letters in the first line are 2 in. long, in

the last line IJ in., in the others 1| in.

One comer of the altar has been knocked off,

and the last letter of the first line has been

broken away ; with these exceptions the altar is

perfect. The owner of the land on which the

object was found has presented it to the

museum of the Public Library at South Shields,

where it can be seen.

The only other record in this island of the

Dea Briganfta is on an altar discovered at

Birrens, near Middleby, in Dumfriesshire, about

a hundred years ago. Tliis is now in the Anti-

quarian Museum at Edinburgh : it is No. 1062

of the Corpus Jmc, Lat,, vol. vii.

RoBT. Blaib.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOQY.

A QUITE exceptional number of exhibitions will

open next week : (1) the summer exhibition of

the Royal Society of Painters in 'Water-Colours,

in Pall Mall East; (2) the loan collection of

pictures at the Art Gallery, Guildhall—to be

formally opened to-day fSaturday), at 2.30 p.m.,

by the Lord Mayor ; (3) a collection of pictures

in oil of the early British school, at the Dowdes-
well Galleries; (4) sketches and drawings of

birds, by Mr. H. Stacy Marks, at the Fine Art

Society's—both in New Bond- street; (o) a col-

lection of oil paintings by the late Charles

Jones, R.C.A., at the Graves' Galleries, Pall

Mall ; and (6) a number of pictures and por-

traits by Mr. H. J. Thaddeus— including
" Christ before Caiaphas " and a full-length

portrait of Mr. Gladstone—at Messrs. Weedon's

Gallery, in Old Bond-street.
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An arrangeinent has been come to between
the trustees of the National Gallery and the

authorities of the South Kensington Museum,
by which certain pictures by the old masters

of various schools which were imperfectly

seen in the South Kensington Museum
will be lent to the National Gallery, the

National Gallery lending in return a collection

of water-colour drawings by De Wint and
Cattermole, and some sketches by Turner. The
pictures lent from South Kensington include a
large fresco by Pietro Perugino, and a head
of St. Peter Martyr, by Giovanni Bellini.

The anniversary meeting of the Society of

Antiquaries will be held at Burlington House
on Tuesday next, at 2 p.m.

The " Pall Mall Pictures" for 189.5 will, in

consequence of an arrangement made with the
proprietor of the Pall Mail Gazette, be pub-
lished by Messrs. Virtue & Co. early in May.

We quote the following Beater's telegram
from Athens :

"The excavations b/ the Ametican School at
the Heraion of Argos, under the direction of Prof.
Waldetein, which were resumed this tpiiag, have
been very tuccessful. Two hundred and fifty men
have bee 1 employed on the work. Besides the two
temples and five other buildings previously dis-

covered, a large well-pretetved colonnade forty-
flro metres long has now been found twenty-five
feet below the surface, south of the second temple.
Tbe discoveries Include parts of metopes, two
maible beads of the bett Greek period, a hundred
objects in bronze and gold, gems, vases, and terra
cottas of the Homeric period, as well as numerous
scarabs, Ecveral Mjcenean tombs, with Argive in-

icriptions on bronza, probably of a religious
character. The excavations, which are now in the
fourth season, will be completed this year."

THE STAGE.
THE " ANTIOONE" AT EDINBURGH.

A tRODUCTiONof the " Antigone" of Sophocles
in the original Greek was given on April 5 and
6, in the hall of the Edinburgh Academy, by
present and former pupils and masters. The
performances were in aid of the completion of

the purchase of a collection of portraits,

engravings, &c., illustrations of classical times,

which has been got together by the archaeo-
logical enthusiasm of Dr. Gardiner, one of the
senior classical masters. The stage arrange-
ments were as nearly as possible those of an
ancient Greek theatre. The shallow proscenium
or actor's stage, representing the front of
Creou's palace, had the conventional three
doors, and the exits towards country and town
to right and left. The Chorus, which was com-
posed of sixteen boys and masters, and a
Coryphaeus, was accommodated upon an
orchestra raised above the level of the floor, but
about four feet lower than that of the stage.
When the stage was empty, the Chorus rose,
sang their music, and performed their evolu-
tions round the Altar of Bacchus, which was
decked with flowers and fruit ; but when the
action of the play was proceeding, they reclined
in picturesque attitudes round the Altar and
upon the steps which conducted from the
orchestra to the right and left portions of the
proscenium.
The performance was attended with the

greatest interest by a number of scholars and
lovers of art in Edinburgh. The part of Anti-
gone was representtd by Mr. E. B. Black, who
was a couple of 'years ago a member of the^school.
His treatment of the part was masterly and
interesting, although it has provoked a good
deal of criticism. Differing from the common
conception of the part, he represented Antigone
not as a hard and defiant woman, a bit of a

shrew in fact, but as a saint and martyr of the
heroic age. The line—

oiroi (rvv4xSeii>, iWtk irv/i<pi\e7v (<pvv

may be taken as the key of his interpretation.

In the famous farewell scenes he was at his

very best, and left in the minds of the reflec-

tive spectator an impression of religious purity
and beauty which cannot readily be forgotten.
Mr. Laming, who played Creon, was, in con-
ception, gesture, and bearing, admirable ; but
he somewhat lacked clearness of enunciation,
except in the last scene. This, according to

the version selected, ended with a most effective

tableau, in which the heart-broken monarch
was seen kneeling between the corpse of his

son, which lay on a bier to the left of the
stage, and the self-slain body of his wife, which
was disclosed within the palace, lying at the

steps of the domestic altar. The part of the
Guard was played with great spirit by J. G.
Jameson; but the comic element, which it is

impossible entirely to ignore, was perhaps a
little overdone. Mr. Malcolm, in his cuirass

of fish-scales and leopard-skin mantle,
looked the part of Prince Haemon to

perfection, and the gradual transition

from respectful pleading to furious in-

dianation was admirably rendered. The
Teiresias of Mr. Henry Johnstone, one of the

masters, was dignified and powerful : whUe,
from a declamatory point of view, Mr. A. S.

Pringle's rendering of the famous speech of the
First Messenger of evil tidings left little to be
desired. The effect of the action was height-
ened by the gestures of horror or indignation
made by the Chorus of Theban Elders at the
various crises of the play ; and there can be no
doubt that the charm of the representation was
greatly increased by the spirit and precision

with which the beautiful, but exacting, music
of Mendelssohn was rendered.

The principal dresses were designed by Mr.
Laming, to whose exceptional theatrical know-
ledge and skill as translator, stage constructor,

stage manager, trainer, and even scene painter,

the success of the production was largely due.
The light was most successfully managed, so

that the Chorus showed mysteriously against
the brilliant background of the proscenium.

Altogether, the performance can probably
compare with anything else of the kind yet
produced, and we hope that it is a prophecy
of other successful revivals from the Greek
drama in time to come.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCEUTS.

Me. August Manns, whom we must con-
gratulate on his recovery and return to

active work, conducted, at the Palace Concert
last Saturday, a Pianoforte Concerto in E
(Op. 12) by Mr. Eugen d'Albert, who is now
regarded, and justly, as one of the best pianists

of Germany. He was trained in London ; and
already, in 1881, a Pianoforte Concerto of his

was produced here at a Eichter Concert, a
work which excited great hopes. The young
composer soon afterwards went to Germany,
and there made the discovery that he had
learnt nothing in his native country. That,
however, was a point on which he was,
probably, not the best judge. Since he left us
he has certainly learnt much—much of Brahms,
Dvorak, Grieg, Liszt, and also Wagner. All

these composers have strongly influenced him,
and especially Liszt, both in form and contents.

All this is right enough : it shows an im-
pressionable, artistic nature. But what one
looks for in a composer is originality, and of

that quality the traces in the Concerto are not
strong. Mr. d'Albert is, however, a skilful

writer, his orchestration excellent, and his style

of writing for the solo instrument brilliant

:

thus the work is interesting and eifective. It

was admirably interpreted by MissEthel Sharpe.
The programme contained also Stemdale
Bennett's graceful Symphony in G minor, and
Liszt's symphonic poem, " Fest-Klange."
Miss Adelina de Lara gave an interesting

recital at the Steinway Hall last week. The
programme included three concerted pieces

:

Brahms' Pianoforte Quartet in A, Dvorak's
" Dumky " Trio, and Schumann's Andante and
Variations for two pianofortes, two violoncellos,

and horn. Schumann afterwards arranged
this piece for only two pianofortes, and it is

usually given in that form. It was, of course,

interesting to hear the earlier version ; but the
change made by the composer was certainly for

the better. The two pianists, who played
well, were the concert-giver and Miss Sybil
Palisser.

There was plenty of music on Good Friday.
There were fine performances of the " Messiah "

at the Albert Hall, and of the " Eedemption "

at Queen's Hall. At a miscellaneous evening
concert in the latter hall, Mr. Bispham sang
some of the Good Friday music from
" Parsifal," with organ accompaniment. The
effect with organ was not altogether good ; but
the selection was certainly not hackneyed, and
the appearance of Wagner's name in a pro-,
gramme of sacred music was a novelty.

Mascagni's name, though with far less right,

was also introduced. Miss Beatrice Frost, a
young vocalist whose debut we noticed last

year, sang at Mr. Austin's concert at St.

James's Hall. She had a good voice, but the
" From thy Love" from the "Eedemption"
scarcely suited her : she was heard to greater
advantage in an air from Massenet's " St. Marie
Magdeleine."

J. S. Shedlock.

MUSIG NOTES.

On Saturday next, at the Eoyal Institution,

Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch will begin a course of
three lectures upon " Music and Musical In-
struments of the Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and
Eighteenth Centuries," dealing respectively
with England, France, and Italy. The lectures
vrill be illustrated with pieces played on
original instruments.

AQENOIBS.

London Agents, Messrs. W. H. Smith & Son,

186, Strand.

Copies of the Academy can he obtained every

Saturday Morning in EDiXBURon of Mr.

Menzies ; in Dublin of Messrs. Eason &
Son, 40, Sackville-street ; in Manchester

of Mr. J. Heywood. Ten days after date

of publication, in New York, of Messrs.

G. P. Putnam's Sons.

TEEMS OF SUBSCEIPTIONS
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THE ACADEMY.
(PAYABLE IX ADVANCE.)
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of France, Oermany, India,
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Special attention t» called to the following selection from the

LEXICOGRAPHICAL WORKS PUBLISHED AT THE CLARENDON PRESS.
THE OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY ON HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES.
Founded mainly on the Materials collected by the Philological Society.

PRESENT STATE OF THE WORK.

Vol. !•
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Eklited by Dr. Mprkay
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{To be Edited by Mr. Heh.y B.«l«.
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i To be Edited by Dr. Mukray.
' Thismonomontal work Never before bas tbe Englixli language been treated lexicographically in a manner so tmly comprehensive and scientific, and rarely has Ibo Unirersity

of Oxford lent the resources of its celebrated Press to a work more worthy of its ancient renown."—rAe Tme$.

AN ANGLO SAXON DICTIONARY. By Joseph A CONCORDANCE to the SEPTUAGINT and
BOSWORTH, D.D., IhU? Professor of AnRlo-Saxon, Oxford. A Now Edition. Com-
nlote<l by T. N. TOLLER, M.A. 4to. ParU I.—III., each ISs. Part IV., § I.. 83. Cd.
§ 2., in thf prf!tl,

AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of the
BSGLISH LANGUAGE. By WALTER W. SKBAT, Litt.D. Second lEdition.
«o, cloth, *I K

A MIDDLE-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, containing
Words uwiU by English Writers from Iho Twelfth to the Fiftcorth Century. By
FRANCIS HENRY STRATMANN. A New Edition, Re-arranged, Revised, and
Enlarged by HENRY BR.\DLEY, M.A. SmalUto, £1 lis. 6d.

A CONCISE DICTIONARY of MIDDLE
KNGLISU, i.D. 1150—1580. By A. L. MAYUEW, M.A., and W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D.
Crown 8vo, 7». 6d.

A CONCISE ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of
llio KSm.I.SU LANCiCAGK. By W. W. SKKAT, Litt.D. Fourth Edition. Crown
Nro, 6s. 6(1.

AN ICELANDIC - ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Based on the MS. Collections of the late RICHARD CLEASBY. Enlarged and
Complete<l by the late Dr. VIGFUSSON. With an Introduction, and Life of Richard
Cleasby, by G. WEBBK DASENT, D.C.L. Ito, cloth, £3 7s.

A GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON. By Henry
GEORGK LIDDELL, D.D., and ROBERT SCOTT, D.D. Seventh Edition, Revised
and Augmented throughout, -ito, cloth, £1 IBs.

the other GREEK VERSIONS of the OLD TESTAMENT (including the Apocryphal
Books). By the late EDWIN HATCH, M.A., and H. A. REDPATH, M.A.

Parts I.—IV. A—MTPENKIKO'S. Imperial 4(o, each 2l8. Part V. in (*«;>«•».

*,* Unlit lh< puhliaitum of Parl'V., but not a/Urwarda, SiibKriptioits nai/ be paid in advance,

at £4 4f. /or tte Six ParU.

A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Ety-
mologically and rhilologicully arrjinged, with specmt rpforencc lo Greok, Latin,

Gothic, German, Anglo-Saxon, and other cognate Indo-European Languages. By
Sir M. MONIER-WILLIAMS, D.C.L.,< Boden Professor of Sanskrit. 4to, cloth,

£1 14s M.

THESAURUS SYRIACUS: collegerunt Quatm-
mere, Bernstein, Ix)r8bach, Amoldi, Agrell, Field, Roediger ; anxit digessit expoSuil

cditit B. PAYNE SMITH, S.T.P. Small folio. Pasc. I.—VI., each £1 Is. Kaso,

VII., £1 Us. 6d. Fiisc. VIII., £1 16s. Fasc. IX., tl Ss. Vol. I., containing

Fasc. I.—v., cloth £.3 5s.

A HEBREW and ENGLISH LEXICON of the
OLD TESTAMENT, with an Appendix containing the Biblical Aramaic, based on

the Thesaurus and Lexicon of GESENIUS, by FRANCIS BROWN, D.D., 8. R
DRIVER, D.D., and C. A. BRIGGS, D.D. Parts I.—III. Small 4to, 2s. 6d. each.

INDEX KEWENSIS : an Enumeration of the
Genera and Species of Flowering Plants from the time of Linna'us to the year 1885

inclusive. Edited by Sir J. D. HOOKER and B. D. JACKSON. Parts I.—Ill
4to. Price to Subscribers, £1 28. each net.

*,* T/}e Work will be computed in Four /'ar.'.'-, /o he istmed to Snl'srribt^ra at Eitjht Guineas net.

FOSSILS of the BRITISH ISLANDS, Strati
graphically and Zoologically Arranged. Part I., PALAEOZOIC. By R
ETHERIDGE, F.K.SS. (Lond. and Edin.), F.G.S. 4to, £1 lOs.

In 1 vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 78. 6.1.

THE STUDENT'S CHAUCER. Being a Complete
Edition of his Works, fidited from numerous Manuscripts, with Inlroiluctioii and
Glossary, by the Rev. W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D., Editor of the " Oxford Chaucer."
6 vols., £* 16s. ; and " Piers the Plowman," £1 Us. 6d.

"If the Library Edition of Professor Skeat's 'Chaucer' is one which no gentleman's
library should be without, the Student's Edition is one which every lover of literature
sliould acquire."

—

national Observer.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 18s,

THE EARLY OXFORD PRESS, 1463-1640: a
Biography of I'rintjiiK and Publishing at Oxford. With Notes, Appendices, and
Illnstrations. By FALCO.NE R MADAN, M.A., Fellow of Brascnoso College, Oxford.

*, The present biblioi/raphj/ fossrss-s, if is believed, four features o/ novellij : the Utter repre-
sentation 0/ He title-page bn the use of Soman and Italic capitals as well as ordinarii Ifpe ; the
mention of the chi'f tgpe used tn each book; the fumi-hing of th» first words of certain pages, to
fatilitnle the idenlijicalion of imperfect copies ; and the insertion of actual pages of books printed at
Oxford, selectedfttm vorks which are cheap and comm'. n.

Just published. Now Edition, royal 8vo, cloth, SOs.

VOL. II.—THE WORKS OF MENCIUS.
THE CHINESE CLASSICS: with a Translation,

Critical and Exogetical Notes, Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes. By JAMES
LEGGE, D.D., LL.D. In Eight Volumes. RoyalSvo.

Also Publihhkd.
Vol. I., ei 10s. Vol. IV., in Two Parts, £1 lOs. each.
VoL UI., in Two Parts, £1 10s. each. Vol. V., in Two Parts, £1 lOs. each.

FASC. IV., EUANaELIUM SECUNDUM JOHANNEM.
Just published, 4to, stiff pajier covcrp, ins. Gd.

NOUUM TESTAMENTUM DOMINI NOSTRI
lESU CHRISTI LATINE, secundum Editionem Saudi Hieronynii. Ad Codicum
ManuBcriptonim fidem rcccnsuit lOHAKNES WORDSWORTH, S.T.P., Episcoput

Sarisburionsis ; in operis societatem adsumto HENRICO lULIANO WHITE, A.M..

Socielatis 3. Andreae, Collegii Theologici Sarisburiensis Uicc-Principali.

Already published.

FASC. I. EUANOELIUM SECUNDUM MATTHEUM. 12s. 6d

FASC. II. EUANGELIUM SECUNDUM MARCUM. 7s. 6d.

FASC. ni. EUAN&ELIUM SECUNDUM LUCAM. 12s. 6d.

The Guardian says of Fasc. III.

" England may be proud of this edition of the Vulgate. There is a distinct flavon

aljout it, a flavour of old-world learning, of Benedictine folios, and time-honoured classic*

editions from the days when learning had but a single language."

Just published, demy 8vo, cloth, lis.

PHILO about the CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE ; oi
The Fourth Book of the Treatise concerning Virtues. Critically Edited, with

Defence of its Genuineness, by FRED. C. CONYBBARE, M.A., Uite Fellow -

University College, Oxford. With a Facsimile.

BERKELEY.—THE WORKS of GEORGE BERKELEY, HEGEL'S PHILOSOPHY of MIND. Translated from th
li.l)., formerly Uishnp of f'loync. Including many of his Writiugt liitbcrto Un- Encydopiwlia of tho I'liilosophiciil .Scionces. With Five Intruduclory Essays; I

published. With I 'rcfaces, Annotations, and an Account of his Life and Philosophy, '" " °"'

by A. CAMPBELL FRASER, lion. D.C.L. and LL.D. 4 vols., 8vo, £2 18s.

THE LIFE, LETTERS, &c., separately, 16s. A
SELECTIONS. With Introduction and Notes. For

the Use of Student? in the Universities. By the Sams Editob. Fourth Edition. I

Crown 8vo, Ss. 8d. I

WILLIAM WALLACE, j1..\., LL.D. Crown 8vo, 10s. Od.

HISTORY of FRANCE. With numerous Map
Plans, and Tables. By G. W. KITCHIN, D.D. In 3 vols., crown »

Vol I., to 14S3. Third Edition. Vol. II., 14.53—1624. Second Edition.

Vol. III., 1624—1793. Third Edition.

rC'LL ClAHEA'Doy ritESS CATALOaUES WILL BE SENT POST FREE ON ATPLICATtON.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Clarendon Pbess Waeeiiousc, Amen Corner, E.G.
_^
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SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO.
SOCIAL ENGLAND SER\ES -Volume i.

THE TROUBADOURS and COURTS of LOVE.
By J. F. ROWBOTHAM, M.A. (Oxon.)- With 2 Maps and 13 Illustrations. Crown
6vo, Js. 6d,

*'A most erudite and eloqnent volume, of which evert/ page betrays profuiind and painstaking re-

search beyond all prais'."—Daily Chronicle, " The iubject is one whicJt will never cease to have
itsfascination so long as men interest themselves in the beginnings of pae'.ry and in the spirit of art
and romance. Mr. Itoichotham handles it with special knowledge and sympathy* Well compacted
and well h'llaneed."—Scotsman. ** Capitally illustrated , and in all respects welcome,'^—Notes
and Qaeries.

Forthcoming- Volumes of the Series wi31 be by
Trof. CcsNiXGnAM, F. W. Cokxish, Prof. YiwoGHiDOFP, Gbobge G. Chisholm,

F. A. Ikdkbwick, Q.C, Lucy Toclmix Smith, S. O. Addt, Prof. G. Baldwin Brown,
W. Laird Clowks, Kenf.lm D. Cotbs (the Editor of the Series), and others.

CONSTITUTIONAL ANTIQUITIES of SPARTA
and ATHENS. By Dr. G. GILBERT. Translated bvE. J. BROOKS, M.A., Fellow
of St. John's Coll., and T. NICKLIN. M.A., late Scholar of St. John's CoU. With
an Introductory Note by J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D., PubUc Orator in the University of
Cambridge. Pp. lii.—483, 8vo. 10s. 6d.

** One of the vry best handbooks of Greek Constitutional Antiquities, litis important volume,
the vnlue. of which has been considerably improved in this second edition. Not only has it been
thoroughly revised by the light of recent reiearch, but it has been further tn ricked by the results of the
ditcovery of Aristotle's ' ConstUutifn of Athens.* Fully deserves to be warmly weicomed by every
English student of Gietk history, and to be extensively usai in schools and colleges,"—Dr. Samdis,

ANNALS OF
Pp. .\vi.- 460, 8vo, 10s. Cd.

THE BRITISH PEASANTRY.
By RUSSELL M. GAUNIBR, li.A.

" J/r. Oarnler, avtltor of ihn excellent * Hhtory of the English Landed Interest,^ has followed up

those instructive studies in our economical and social history by a not less instructive study in the

history of rural labour.^*—Times,

CHAPTER HEADINGS.—Origin of the Employer—OriRiQ of the Labourer—MediajVal
Local Government-Conflicting Interests on the Waste— Origin of the Labour Laws-
Mediaeval Peasant Life—Theft of the Sick Funds—The Uehellion oE Kett—The State's Re-

cognition of Poverty—The Labourer at his Work and at his Play—The Scottish Peasant
Ijetore and after the Time of the Union—The Cottage as a Factory—The Cottage Larder—
The Means of Poor Relief—The Ways of Poor Relief—When Parishes were Prisons—The
Degradation of the Labourer—The Pauper at the Tribunal of Public Opinion—The Final

Blow to British Beggary—The Parish as a Home-The Enfranchisement of Labour—The
Social Elevation of the Labourer—The Intellectual Elevation of the Labourer—The Moral
Elevation of the Labourer-The Golden Age of Labour—The Apotheosis of Labour-Index
of Authorities—General Index.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

HISTORY of the ENGLISH LANDED INTEREST.
2 vols., large 8vo, 21a.

*' I/as achieved the difficult task of clothing the dry bones of history with the fiesh and blood

of vivid pictorial descriptions of rural and domestic life.**—Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society. " A really brilliant Soo*."—Morning Post.

LIBRARY OF PHILOSOPHY.
New Volumes.

1. NATURAL EIGHTS. By D. O. Eitchie.
M.A., Professor in the Dniversity of St, Andrews.
lOe. 6d.

"A keen and searching criticism by a shrewd thinker, who is

ilso an acute dialectician'*—Times. "^ most valuable and im-
portant addition to the Library of Philosophy, in which several

books of Jirst-iate merit have already appeared,"^ Gi&Bgow
Herald.

2 LOaiO. By Prof C. Sigwart. Translated
by H. DENDY. 2vol8., 2l8.

"A stonhouse of oil topics of logical discussion. A mo^i vnht-

able contribution to a most valuable series, and marks the successful
accompl s/iment of another stage in that systematic process of
bringing English aid German philosophy into line for which
English students nfrtady owe so much to the publishers. JTie

translation is excellently done**—National Observer,

HUMAN and ANIMAL PSYOHOLOQY.
By Prof. W. WUNDT. 8vo, I5s.

•' On« of the best exvting expositions of experimental psy-
chology."—'SnXuro, "English readers will be grateful for this

excellent translation We can cordially recommend this valuable
contribution to menial scimce.*'—Westminster Review, *^ As
Sachs is to botany so is Wttndt to psychology .^*—'SdXMVtiX Science.

THE MESSAGE of MAN: a Book of
Kthical Sciiptureri drawn from many Sources, and
Arranged. Pp. 336, 48. 6d. \_Second Edition ready.

" It it fxcfJlent, and cannot fail to provide instruction of the

highest kind. It appeals to the highest and best instincts."—Glasgow
Uenild. *' Everywhere the book seeks to shapi to fine issues the

moral life; its outlook on life is wide and generous, and the appeal

of the highatt motiv: is brought in many of these aphorisms to the

services of the touUeitt duties. The arrangement of the work is

admirable.**—S peaker,

THE GOSPEL of BUDDHA according to
OLD RECORDS. Told by Dr. PAUL CARUS. 6s.

A simple expo.-iiiion in the words of the original Gospels {trans-

lafd) of Ihi life and doctrines of Buddha, as they btar upon the

religious thought tfthe present day.

THE GLOBE-TROTTER in INDIA TWO
HUNDRKi; VKAUS A'iO, anrl other INDIAN'
STUDIKS. IlyillCUAEL MACMILLAN. B.A. (Oxon.),
Fellow of the Uoinbny University, and Professor of
Kugliub Literature at Elphinstone College, is. 6di

"A collection of thoughtful and suggestive papers on a variety

of subjects connected wih India,**—Literary World.

A COMPLETE EXPOSf; OF MODERN THE030PIIY,

MADAME BLAVATSKY and her THEO-
SOPHV. By ARTHUR LILLIE. Author of "Modern
Mystics and Modem Magic.'* Os.

"A very C'ireful eramination of the whole of the sO'Called

religion or philn.tophy which at one time made so much wag in

Western Europe,*'—Daily Telegraph.

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERIES.
(1) LOCAL TAXATION and FINANCE By

G. H. RLUNDEN. . 6d.
" It gives in handy form a brief historical sketch of local taxa-

tion, a description of the existing system, and successively treats

of viluation and assessment. Treasury subventions and allocated
tixet, the incidence of rates, the basis of local taxation, the question

of division beiiveen owners and occupiers, the tnxition of ground
values, and the subject of &«««rmeH(."—Glasgow Herald.

(2) ENGLISH SOCIAL MOVEMENTS- By
ROBERT A. WOODS. Second Edition. 2s. 6d.
The Labour Movement — Socialism — University
Settlements—Univertiity Extension — Social Work
of the Church—Charity and Philanthropy—Moral
and Educational Proxresa.

(3

)

A HANDBOOK of SOCIALISM. By
W. D. P. BLISS. 2s. Oil. [Shortly.

(4

)

THE SOCIAL CONTEACT. By J. J.
ROUSSEAU. Translated and Edited, with a
lengthy Study of the Work, by H. J. TOZER, M.A.
With a Preface by Dr. B. BOSANQUET. 2s. 6d.

[Shortly.

(5.) LABOUE upon the LAND. A Series
of Papers by various Experts. Edited by J. A.
HOBSON, M.A. 2s. 6d.

(6 ) FEEILS to BEITISH TEADE : how to
Avert Them. By EDWIN BURGIS. Js. (id.

TOWAEDS UTOPIA : Speculations in Social
Evolution. By a FREE LANCE. 38. 6d.

" lis vtilue is in its wealth of helpful suggestions for improved
daily living ; in its practical grip of economic facts in their im-
mtliate relevancy to a yivin sitnotion ; above all in the revelation

of the autfior^s personality. Every word of the book is written by
a living human being."—Economic Review.

HOW CAN IT BE DONE? or, Constructive
Socialism. By JOHN RICHARDSON (of Rjby & Co.,
Lincoln). Crown 8vo, 2s. Gd.

** An interesting little book. Mr. JHchardson writes plctsanthj

and thoughtfullf/'."—Briiitol Time.-s,

THREE NEW AUSTRALIAN NOVELS.

(1 ) EUANCONDIT : a Story of Australia
in the Si.^ties. By HENRY GOLDSMITH. Sa. 6d.

"A remnrknh/y good novel The injlmtnre of Dickens is

mtrked on Mr. Oold^m>(h*s narrative, ni,d it is a hCfiUhy in-

fiuence,"—Glas^jow Herald.

(2.) WITH FEET of CLAY. By Alice Mary
DALE. 3ri. tfd,

** Writetn with some spirit, and with skill in delineating the

character of women.**—Scotsman.

(3.) MOETQAOED YEAES : an Australian
Story. By K. K. DEE. 2s. «d.

*^ The story hinges on a tragedy, a murder^and a snjficienily

thrilling one It is cleverly worked out.**—Bookseller.

NEW ONE.VOLUMB NOVEL.
TEANSPLANTED MANNEES : a Novel.

By ELIZABETH E. EVANS. 3s. Od.
*' Mrs. Evans has done it unconinionty well^ that is, \f a por'

trait's merit is to be m'asurcd by the photographic jideUty of the

likeness.*'—Pall Mall Gazette. ** The fascination of the whole

is not to be resisted."—Notts Guardian.

COMPLETION OF PROP. VINES' BOTANY.
A STUDENT'S BOTANY. Part IL (com-

pletinfftho Work). 7s. Od. ; or the whole in One Volume,
8vo, -183 lUustrationB, 15s. ; Cases for binding the Two
Parts in One Volume, la. 6d.

SYSTEMATIC BOTANY: Handbook of.
By Prof. E. WARMING. With a Revision oE the
" FunRi," by Dr. E. KNOBLAUCH. Eiited by Prof.
M.C.POTTER. With 610 Illustrations. 16s.

THE CELL : its Anatomy and Physiology.
By Dr. O. HERTWIG. Edited by H. J. CAMPBELL,
M.D. (of Guy's Hospital). Fully Illustrated. [Shortly.

HAETMANN von 'AUE'S "DEE AEME
HEINRICH." Edited, with Notes and Glossary, by
JOHN G. ROBERTSON, Ph.D. With Facsimile of MS.
43. 6d.

189.1.—SIXTH ANNUAL ISSUE.—2s. ed.

THE PUBLIC SOHOOLS YEAE-BOOK-
Edited by Throe Public School Men (Eton, Harrow,
and Winchester).

NEW POETRY.
FASCICULUS .VEESICULOEUM.

SA.XON MILLS. 2s. Od.
** Th'fy ore all clever, and sonic of them r

VOX AMOEIS DEI.

By J.

'Hi/ pne.tic.'*

Glasgow Herald.

By Francis Osmaston.
2s. 6d.

*' A writer of distinct poetic ability, and many of his sonnets

rite to Miltonic heights. The poetiy is pure, often powerful, and
its bright thoughts always suggest thoughts that are sttH brighter."

Gln.sETOw Herald.

ANGELINR and other Poems- By Farel
V. C. SERJEANT. 2s. 6d.

" Always sincere in expression, and in point of technical

accomplishment well dune.'*—Scotsman.

VOICES from AUSTEALIA : a Book of
Australian Verso. By PHILIP DALK and CICRLL
HAVILAND. 5s.

" Deserves a W'.rd of recognition as genuine, sincere, and spon.

taaeous verse.*'—Times.

THE ETEENAL,
JAMES WALKER.

and
2s. Od.

other Poems. By

POEMS, Allegorical, Lyrical, and Narrative.
I

By WALTER INGLISFIKLD. .'is.

"JIny be heartily rfcommenrffi."—Literary World.

EANDOLPH, LOED DE VEEE, and oth^r
Poems. By the Rev. JAMES BOWNRS, M.4., Uto ot

Trin. Coll., Camb., Author of " A Slory without
Names," " A Vision of Martyrs," &c. 2s. (id.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO., Patekkosteb Squaee, Londox.
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TABLB OF OONTBNTS. now
TBI LirK or 8ii Bamvil I1»«««, bv Prof. A. H. Kbui» SW
Fort Ui»« Boon, by lliBuK. DK»Tii«iK«LiirQ . 351)

I'lUMITITI Mttuh \SD TUEIK APOliLTPtlO AmiCi-
Tiox, by I'n>f. C'BiTiii . . •,„•„• • • ??1

Oviic's Hi»TO»T Of KsoLtxD, bv W. B. DrfFiiio . S5J

"T«« Dimok" or L«K«o!CTOF», by W. R. Mo«nLL . SS3

D». PoL« o» T«« EToi.irrio<c or Wni»r, by J. I.

Ulicaix „ • • • • JS
Miw NoTiu, by James Aiaoorr Nobli . . . 35J

Two BlOOlAFHUS . 2**
MOTUI IHD N«wi • ' • Jio
The PoKTncoviiro MAaixtnu . • . • • om
UmiriisiTY JortiHos 356

Oiicixii. VEiiSK ;
" Rest," by C. M. A. . . .357

Maoaeixes asd Reviews 3b7

De. MaETIHEAc's NlVETtCTB BlETBOAT • . . 357

BiLECTED FOEEIOV BOOES 357

CoEEESrOltDEUCE—
" Artmk," by Dr. F. Chance ; Sautt Dommic ami

yapolroii, bv E. 8. Dodgson j A Skakspm AlliuioH,

1(153, by II.'LiUledikle ; The Sgriac Ootpct; by Prof.

C.B. Turner; " En'rj/ Da/t Newt," by T. Fisbor
Uuwin 35S

ArroiirTMESTS ro» Neit Week 359
BiSDH, Beaets, aitd Fishes or the Bkoads, by the

Rev. M. G. WATIIS8 350
C0KEEl«r0KDESCE—
The Asokt PUVtr in thi Terai, by Prof. Biihlor . . SGO

BciEBCE Notes 301

Philologt Note.i 3!il

REroETs or Societies 3U1

The Beoxzi Age ix Ufpie Batabu, by ABiacB J.
Etabs 36j

Notes ok Ait add Aichaiologt . . . .363
ifcsical publicatiobs 363
Mdsio Nons 383

TYPE-WRITINQ.
AUTHORS, PUBLISHEE8, &c.-

Bcientifle, Lttenrr. And Medical MHS. ciu-efutlT and promptly
tjrpewiitt«n by Ratni i Co., Effingham Hon»«, Arundel Street,
Strand, W.O. Prirate room lor dictation. Highest refereaces.
Traaalation*.

TYPEWRITING and LITERARY
AGENCV.

<1, OT. RUSSELL STREET.
Highest RcrEKEKCKs.

PICTURES.—WANTED to PURCHASE
—Tix.. PAINTINOS in OIL. by Kacbtim, Constable. Cromp.

Cotman, B»juiu«t<ju, Reynolds. (ainBb*.«ruufib, Roinuey, llotipuer.
Ba«cfaer, Opie. Lawrruoe, MorUnd, Chambers Wht-atley, Stark, aud
Vineent.—Apply to MeMri. Powdkswill, 160, New Bond Street.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
HEN in all partu, vllUns to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giriDS full particuUrs and t«rnit>, sont gratis. TheliBt
Includes pnrate aaylums, Ac. ; itohools aUo recommuuded.—Addreu
Ur. O. B. Btockcr, 8, Tianca»t«r Place, Stnnd. W.C.

THE AUTHORS' BURE.iU, Limited.—
A Lltorarr Syndicate and Preea Agency. " A Sledium of

Commnnioation betveen Anthont, Editorti. and Publishers." Advises
npon, rerises, and n^otiate* MSb. Interviews by appointment only.
•~.\ddre«« the Seckrtahy, 3, Victort.1-street. Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AUTHORS.—Special attention given to the above. Estimates

free. Accounts verified by (.'bartered Accountant.—Adtlress MAM&aER,
llo»bnrtfie Prcg8« 3. Victoria-Btreet. Westminster.

FRENCH GALLERY, 120, Pall MaU.—
Tlie 4imd Annnul SPRIN(i EXHIBITION of 1'ieTURE.S bv

RRITIBU and FOREIGN ARTISTS, including "St. Mark's Placi-,
Venice," by J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., is NOW OPEN. Admis-
Eiop, is.

BOYAL SOCIETY of PAINTERS in
WATER-COLOlIRa-Tlip SUMMER EXIIIDITION is NOW

OPEN, at 5a. pall MALL EAST, <rora 10 till 6. Ailmisaiou, 1b.
Calalt>gae. Is.

PARIS.—THE BEURDELEY SALE
(on Account of dratlil in the O. PETIT GALLERY, 8. RUE DE

8E7.E, PARIS, PIRST SALE on MAY 6, 7. 8, »n.i il. 18!15. at
So'cluckin the afternoon, WOKKS of ART mid rich FURNITURE
nauu in the workshop, and under the direction of JI. A. Beuideley.
SECOND SALE from MAY 27 W JUNE 1. !*.«, at 2 o'clock. ART
OBJEITS, GLASS WARE, and FURNITURE of the Seventeenth
and l.lshtci-utli ('..-nturiesand stvlf.
THIRD .-iALE at the HOTEL DROUOT, Room No. r,, on 5. 6, and

7 of JUNH iwrt, at : )>.in., AR f olU i:<'TS and CURIOSITIES of the
Pift4.enth, SiAtot--uth, aud .SfvtiUccnth Cf"ntnries.
N.Ii.—yie» l«fore eacli Sale. M. 1'. C'iii!v.ii.ui;il, Auctioneer,

I«. roe da la OranBC Rateliiro, Paris; M. Cu. Makxheih. exnert.
7. rue 8t George's, Paris.

AETISTS' GENERAL BENEVOLENT^^ INSTITUTION,
For the Relief of Dislresxd Artists, their Widows and Orphans.
Hie ANNIVERSARY DINNER will take place at the WHITE-HALL ROOMS. HOTEL METRoPOLE, on SATURDAY. Mat II,

at half-past ft o'clock.

Uis (irace the DUKE of FIFE, K.T.. P.C, In the Clialr.

Dinner Tirkets. including Wines, One Oainea.
DONATIONS will !« received, and thankfully ackuowleilgcd, by

81r JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS, Dart ,R.A., Hon. Secretary.
ALFRED WATERU0U8E, R.A., Trwuurer,
DOUGLAS GORDON, Secretary.

1». Bl. Jam-Vs Street. 8.W.

POPULAR EDI'nON, WITH POBTnAlT.
Large 4to, price Od.

JOSEPH MAZZINI: a Memoir by E. A. V ,
with Two Essays by MAZZINI: "THOUUHTS on
DEilOCBACY" and "THE DUTIES of MAN."

London: Alixaideb & SKirHBABs, Fomiral 8tr««t,E.C.

MXJDIB'S
SELECT

LIBRARY.
T300K8ELLEBS,

TDOOK EXPORTERS,

DOOK BINDEBS,

AND
r IBRARIAN8.

TpXQLlSH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN

T
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

UE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

-I\/rUDIE*S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

94^1 BBOMPTON ROAD, 8.W., and

48 Q^^EJi^ VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON

i

And 10 to la, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

CATALOGUES
rfOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
^ promptly supplietl on moderate terms.

1ATAL00UE8 on application.
11 D L A D^ *„*^_?j_'_ '?' Bono Squaie.

AEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detaileil Catalogue sent iiost free on application.
DULAU A CO.. S7, Souo Sul-abe, Loxpox, W.

B
FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

OATALOaVES pott free on nppUcalitm.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
.FOREIGN BOOESEIsIiER,

45, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museam).

Supplies all Fokeiov Books and Periodicals at the most
moderate prices.

Catalogues on application.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

\TEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
1> 4c.—KING. SEIilj & RAILTON, Limited, hiffh-cl.tss Pdnters
and Publisliers, 12. Oougb Square, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.,

have speciallv-built Rotary and othrr fast Machines for printing
and binding ilhistrated or oth«r Publications.

Advice aud assistance given to anj-oue wishing to commence New
Journals.

PaoilitioB upon the promises for Editorial Offices, free. Advertising
and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 3799. Telegraph, "Africanism, Iiondon."

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and S<,BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C. desire to call the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the eloeUent facilities

icesentedliy their Branch House in London for filling, on the most
fivonrable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

-

CATAIKKiUES sent on applieatlon.

THEATRES.
ADELPHI THEATRE.

Sole Proprietors and Manajrcrs, A. 4 S. Gatti.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE GIRL I LKFl" BEHIND

ME. Mr. William Terriss, and Miss Milltvard, Messrs.
F. H. Mncklin, W. L. Abingdon, E. W. Ga-'diner, Charles
Fulton, Richard Pnrdon, Julian Cross, Ci. W. Cockbum,
Ackornmn May ; Mcsdamcs HojK! Dudley, Mary Allestree,
Marie Montmsc. _ ___^_^

AVENUE THEATRE.
Lessee and ManaKcr, Mr. William Greet.

THIS KVENINO, at 8.16, DANDY DICK WHITTINGTON.
Maasrs. John K. Sheridan, Roliert Pateman, Henry Wright,
James Lererett, F. VauRhan, A. J. Evelyn, U. M. Wen-
man; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whitefonl, Lily Mclntyre, Ellen Goss, Bertha Meyers, and
Misa May Yohl.

COURT THEATRE.
Manager, Mr. Arthur Chudleifrh.

A Caricature in Three Acts, by G. W. Godfrey, entitled
VANITY FAIR, iu which Mrs. JOHN W(«)D, Mr.
ARTHUR CECIL, Mr. G. W. ANSON, Mr. CHARLES
SUGDEN, and powerful ooroimny will appear.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, AN AR'HSrS MODEL.

Mesdamcs Mnrie Tempest, Letty Lind, K. Hodson, Marie
Studholrae, Cadiz, Hamer, S. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
and Gregory; Messrs. C. Haydon CoUin, Lewis, Blakeley,
D'Orsay, Soutar, Robson, Fiirkoa, Porteous, Dixon, and
Y. Stephena. At 8, DINNER FOR TWO.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Mesrrg.

Arthur Williams, Frank Wheeler, Geor)?o Grossmith, Jan.,
Colin Coop, Cairns James, Willie Wardo, George Mndio,
Robert Nainby, and Seymour Hicks ; Misses Katie Sey-
mour, Lillie Belmore, Maud Hill, Maria Davis, H. Lee,
Topsy Sinden, and Ellaline Torriss.

GARRICK THEATRE.
Mr, John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-
SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Foibos-Bobcrtson ; Messrs.
Ian Robertson, A. Smith, (!?arne, Thome, Du Manrier, Cara-
vogliu ; Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Halsey, Groves, and
Patrick Campbell.

LYCEXm THEATRE.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. Henry Irving.

THIS EVENING, at 8, KING ARTHUR. Mr. Irving,
Miss Ellen Tcrrj', Messrs. Ben Webster, Cooper, Tyars,
Hague, Mellish, Lacy, Buckley, Knight, Uarvey, Valentine,
Belmore, 'i'abb ; Misses Genevieve Ward, Ashwell, Hnghea,
Milton.

STRAND THEATRE.
Mr. J. L. Shine's Season.

THIS EVENING, at 0, FANNY : Messrs. John L. Shine.
W. H. Day, Robb Harwood, T, P. Haynes, Owen Harris,
Ac. ; MisfiBB May Whitty, Lvdia Cowell, and Alma Stanley.
Preceded, at 8, by BKFORE THE DAWN.

TRAFALGAR THEATRE.
At 8.30, BARON GOLOSH, Adapted from Messrs. Orden-

neau and Audran's " L'Oncle C^lestin." Mr. Frai.k Wyatt,
Mr. Harry Paulton, Mr. Scott Russell, Mr. Geo. Humpherey,
Mr. E. J. Lonnen ; Miss Violet Melnotte, Miss Alice Leth-
bridge, Miss Florence Perry, Miss M. A. Victor, Miss Sylvia
Grey, At 7.60, A HAPPY THOUGHf. ^^

TOOLE'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at B.45, THOROUGH-BRED: Messrs.

John BiUington, 11. Westland, George Shelton, C. M.
Lowne, E. A. Coventry, Fitzroy Morgan, F. Arlton ; Misses
Henrietta Watson, F. Fordyce, Cora Poole, Eliza Johnstone.
At 8.0, THE SECRET.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, THE LADIES' IDOL: Mr.

Weedon Grossmith, Messrs. J. Bcauchamp, C. P. Little,

S. Worden, F. Volpe, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A. Hel-
more: Mesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Homfrey, Helen
Ferrers, Esmf Beringer, A. Beet. Preceded, at 8.15, by
HAT,, THE HIGHWAYMAN.

VINOLIA
ALLAYS ITCHING, BURNING,

ROUGHNESS.

An efficacious, Banitory, hannlMS crea'ji.

Is. l^d. per box.

Invested Fnnds
Paid in Claims

For Mutual

Life Assurance.

£4,700,000

£9,000,000

Death Duties provided for by
Life Assurance.

NATIONAL
PROVIDENT

INSTITUTION.
PBOFITS.—Tbc -Whole are divided amongst tlic Assnrcd. Already divided, £4,600,000.

At the division in 1893 there were nearly eight hnndicd Policies in respect of which not only were the Premiums
entirely eztlngolSlied, but also Annuities wore granted or Cash Bonuses paid, whilst in the case of many Policies the
original sums assured are now more th&n doubled by the Bon'as Additions, Applications for Agencies invited,

48, QraoBChurcli Street, Loudon, B.C. ARTBI'B SHITHEB, Actuary and Secretarg,
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S^
BA.ETHOLOMEW'8

anil COLLEGE.
HOSPITAL

S'

The SUMMER SESSION will begin onWEIJNESDAV. May UL 1S9

The Hospital conUios a service of 750 beds (includinK -5 for Con-

valescents at Swauley). Studeuts may reside in the CoUeso withm
tbe Hospital walls, subject t-i the colK-giatc regulation- -

Scholarships ami Prizes of the aggregate value of over £SOi) are

awarded anuaally. and Students entering in May can compete for the

Entrance Scholarshipa in September. ol n
For full particulars apply to tbe Wahdes of the College, St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, E.C.
A Handbook forwarded on application.

T. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL
and COLLEGE.

ENTRANCE SCHOL.IKSHIPS AND EXHTBITrONS.

An EXAMINATION will be held on SEPTEMBER 25th, 1895, and
BUcceeding days, for the awarding of the following :—

1. A Scholarship of £75 for one year to the best candidate in
Chemistry and Physics who is under twenty-five years of age.

2. A Scholarship of £75 for one year to the best candidate in Biology
(Animal and Vegetable) and Physiology who is under twenty-five years
of age.
Candidatea for the^e two .Scholarships must not have entered to the

Medical or Surgical Practice of any London Medical School.
3. A Scholarship of £150 and the Preliminary Scientific Exhibition

ol £80 each, tenable for one year, in Physics, Cliemistry, Vegetable
Biology, and Animal Biology. Candidates for these mast be under
twenty years of age. and must not have entered to the MeUical or
Surgical Practice at any Medical School.

4. JeafTresou Exhibition of £21 for one year in Latin and Mathematics,
with any one of the Languages—Greek. French, and German. (Classical

books as in Matriculation of Univ. of London, June, 1835.) Candidates
mast not have entered at &ny Medical School.
The sQCcesfiful candidates in all cases will be required to enter to the

full course at St. Bartholomew's Hospital in the October succeeding
the £.\amination.
For full particulars apply to Dr. T. W. Shore, Warden of the College,

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, £.C.

sOUTH-WEST LONDON POLY-
TECHNIC, MANRESA ROAD, S.W.

The GOVERNORS are propared to receive APPLICATIONS for the
lippolntment of HEAD MASTER of the ART DEPARTMENT.
The salary has been fi.\ed at £250 per annum, and the duties and
stipend will commence on September 1.

In the meanwhile arrangements will be made with the candidate
appointed to enable him to confer with the Governor and Principal
respecting the e<|uipment of his Department.
Applications must be made on or l>efore April 29, on forms which

will be supplied on application to the Secretary.

uNIYERSITY COLLEGE of SOUTH
WALES and MONMOUTHSHIRE,

CARDIFF.
APPLICATIONS are invited for the post of ASSISTANT

LECTURER in the DEPARTMENTS for the TRAINING of
WOMEN TEACHERS (Elementary and Secondary).
Csadidates must be Graduates of some British University, or be

poMCMed of eqaivalent qualifications. They must also be trained or
experienced Teachers.
Applications are to be sent, on or before May 31st, 1895, to the

Bkoistrab, from whom further information may ne obtained.
J. A. Jhkims, B. a., Registrar.

u NIYERSITY of GLASGOW.
LECTURESHIP ON ENGLISH AT QUEEN MARGARET

COLLEGE.
The University Court of the University of Glasgow will, .at an early

date, proceed to the APPOINTMENT of a LECTURER on English
to conduct the Classes for Women Students in that subject at Queen
Maivaret College. The Salary attached to the Lectureship has been
fixed at £200 per annum, and the api>ointment will be made from
Ist October next. Th^ L^^cturer will, in the first instance, Vie required
to deliver during each winter session a Cuurse of not less than 10)
Lectures, and may also I>e required lo deliver further lectures, if

desired by the Court.
Twent;r printed copies of applications and testimonials should be

lodged witn the undersigned on or before Slat May next.

Alah E. Clappertos,
Secretary of tbe Glasgow University Court,

81, West Regent Street, Glasgow.

jyjANCHESTER COLLEGE, OXFORD.
The College adheres to its original principle of freely imparting

Thet^ogical knowledge without insisting on the adoption of particular
Theological doctrines ___

Rev. JAMES DRUMMOND, M.A , LL D., D.Litt., Principal.

The Trustees offer to Students for the Ministry EXTERNAL
EXHIBITIONS of £75 and £50. tenable for the ordinary under-
graduate period, at any approved British or Irish University ; also
EXHIBITIONS of £50, tenable at the College.
For further iiarticuIarB apply to the Prixcipal, or to

BeT. H. Enfield Dowsom, B.A , \

A.H^'^S?S.?/„'irBA.. SeoreUrie..

I, St. James's Square, Manchester,

'

T. EDWAED'8 SCHOOL, near
OXFORD.—Public School, founded 1863, to provide Education

for Gentl«?meD'8 Sons in Preparation for Uoiversitics, Army, tc., on
definite Church principles- Fees: £6« per annum (Sons of Clergy-
men, £,W) ; Day Boys, 21 guineas. Classical and Motlem sides.
BoboUrahips. £40 to £20, July 30th.—Rev. T. F. Honsoif , M.A., Warden

THE BRITISH RECORD SOCIETY,
LIMITED.

The ANNUAL MEETING will take place on THURSDAY, May 2.
ftt 4 p.m., at Mr. Atbill's Cliarabera, Heralds' College, LondoD, to
receive tbe Annual Report and Accoanti and to elect Officers f3T the
year. The MARQUESS of BUTE is expected to preside.

172, Edmund Street, Blnningham. E. A. Fir, Hon. Sec.

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Jait published with Portrait of Edward Gibbon, 4to, price 38. 6d.

PKOOEEBINaS OF THE
GIBBON COMMEMORATION.
Contents .-—Report of the Honorary Stcrotarj-—Balance Sheet-List

of Members—Proceedings of the Meeting on NovemlKir 15, l8i»l— In-
troductory Speech of Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, and Address by Mr.
rndcric UarrisoD -Catal'>gue of the Kxliibi tion at the British Museum.

London : Lqxoujins, Greek ft Co.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 955. MAY, 1895.— 25. 6d.

CONTENTS:—TsovOKta on iMPEUtiL DEtEKOE, by

Major H. d'Arch Breton. TEiDEs and Faces, by

Louis Robinson, M.D. The Sutheelakd Book. A
Foeeiokee, Chaps, xxvi.—xxii. The Civir, Wae in

Ameeica, by General Sir Archibald Alison, Bart., G.CB.

A Kekias Spy. OoR Neighboues' Vineyaebs.-

MoNsiEuE LK CoMTE, LiNKKD LivES, by Dora Cavc.

Buemesb Women. HiontjND Coceting, by the Marquis

of Lome, K.T. Me. Worth. The Localising oh ihe

Ieish Police. Sanitaey Inspectohs : a Tale foe

County Councillors. Ministerialists and Unionists.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD ft SONS, Edinbcrqh akd LoNDolf.

THE
ENGLISH HISTORICAL REVIEW,

No. 38.

Articles. Contents.

EDMUND, EARL of LANCASTER. By Walter E. Kbodes.
Part II.

VANINI in ENGLAND. By Richard Copley Christie.

THE "MEMOIRS'of Sir RICHARD BULSTRODE. By C. H.
Firth.

THE PERMANENT SETTLEMENT of BENGAL. By B. H.
Badsn-Powell.

iVoles and Documsnls.-THE POPE WHO DEPOSED HIMSELF.
B7 Sir Frederick Pollock. Bart., IL.D.-The MURDER of HENRY
CLEMENT (12,151. Bv Prof. Maitland, LI,.I).-A BIOGRAPHI-
CAL NOTICE of DANTE in the U9J EDITION of the " SPECU-
LUM HI-TOBIALE." By PagctToynbi-c.-The AS-fAS-SINATION
of the GUISES as described by the VENETIAN A5IBAgSAD0R.
By Horatio Brown.-HERALDRY of 0-XPORI) COLLEGES. By
tbe Rev. Andrew Clark.-SIB EYRE COOTE and the "DIC-
TIONARY of NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY." By Frederick Dixon.

RevieiDB 0/ hoolc9.—Corre9pondenee.—Peri'yiiical Noticea.^List of Recent
HiMtorictU P*MbUcaticM.

London: Longmans, Green & Co.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.
No. 372.—Contests.

I. THE PROGRESS of CANADA.
It. THE CLASSICAL STUDIES of DANTE.

III. LIFE and LETTERS of MRS. CRAVEN.
IV. SOMERSETSHIRE.
V. ' ALTER FRITZ."

VI. THE SUTHERLAND BOOK.
VII. MEMOIRS of GENER.AL TUIEBAULT.
VIII. ST. SOPHIA and BYZ.VNTINE BUILDING.
IX. MR. STOPFORD BROOKE on TENNYSON.
.X. WEATHER PREVISION.

London: Lohohaks, Green & Co.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
MAY.

THE FUTURE of IRISH POLITICS.
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LITERATURE.

Sir Samuel BaJeer. A Memoir. By T.

Douglas Murray and A. Silva White.

(Macmillans.)

Not one of the African worthies who have

passed from the scene in recent years stood

higher in the public esteem than the subject

of this memoir. The discovery of Lake
Albert Nyanza, his one brilliant achieve-

ment as a pioneer explorer, may not entitle

him to rank on the same level as some of

his great precursors and contemporaries,

such as Livingstone, Barth, Speke, or

Junker. But Sir Samuel Baker was not

merely an explorer, but a man of many
parts, whose commission to crush the slave

trade in the Upper Nile basin, and to extend

the Khedival domain from Khartum to the

equatorial lake region, gave him the oppor-

tunity of proving himself an energetic

administrator, and a ruler of men surpassed

by none in our times. Apar( , also, from
such lesser claims to fame as mere travel

and love of sport, he displayed literary

talent of no mean order in a series of works
of travel, sport, and even fiction, all of

which have passed through several editions,

and will, doubtless, long retain their popu-

larity. But what specially endeared him to

his fellow-countrymen was the possession of

those sterling qualities of frankness, inde-

pendence, and fearless patriotism, which
are of the essence of the typical English

gentleman, and which were unostentatiously

manifested -amid an almost general eclipse

of the civic virtues. Such a man, wise in

council, firm in action, was certainly entitled

to some permanent record embodying for

the instruction of future generations the

more salient features of an exceptionally

honourable and useful career.

How far can the present memoir claim to

have fulfilled this function ? In the re-

grettable absence of a preface, it is as diffi-

cult to say what the writers had mainly in

view as it is to apportion to each their

several shares in the preparation of the

work. As might be expected from Mr.
Silva White's extensive knowledge of

African affairs. Baker's doings in the Nile

Valley, both as an independent explorer and
as a Khedival official, receive full and
adequate treatment. The same remark
applies to his preparatory work in Ceylon,
where the English settlement founded
by him on the southern uplands still

nourishes, and generally to his public
career and to his views and sentiments
on current political topics. Thus, we
have his opinions duly set forth on the

Bastem Question, on the Egyptian im-

broglio, on the rival Mahdist and Senussi

Mohammedan parties, on the relations of

China and Japan, even on Irish Home Rule.

Indeed, about half of the whole book is

occupied with these matters, which are

unquestionably useful in themselves and
made specially interesting by the introduc-

tion of several original documents, for which

the reader has doubtless to thank Mr.
Douglas Murray, executor to Sir Samuel
Baker. But for some inexplicable reason

the strictly personal element, which is

naturally looked for in a "memoir," and
which in the case of strong individualities

is usually so instructive, has been largely

eliminated. There is a sufficiently full

account of the Baker " family tree," of

his childhood and early years down to his

first marriage (with Miss Henrietta B.

Martin, a daughter of the Eev. Charles

Martin, rector of Maisemore), besides some
pleasant glimpses of his private life at

Sandford Orleigh, his picturesque Devon-

shire home by the Teign estuary. But with

these exceptions, scarcely any attention is

paid to personal incidents, regarding which

much valuable information might doubtless

have been gleaned from the family records

placed at the disposal of the executor. No
mention is even made of Sir Samuel's

second marriage, with the heroic German
lady, but for whose rare tact, pluck, and
endurance the expedition to the equatorial

regions would probably have ended in

disaster. Lady Baker's "resourceful co-

operation," however, throughout thisperilous

campaign, and especially during the famous
retreat from Unyoro, receives full recog-

nition. From a document written by Baker
in reference to this event a passage is

quoted, in which it is stated that

"for 130 miles she marched on foot. For
seventy-eight miles, sometimes marching sixteen

miles in one stretch through gigantic grasses

and tangled forest, she was always close behind
me, carrying ammunition in the midst of con-

stant fighting, lances sometimes almost grazing

her. ... On arrival at Fatiko she was in a

storm of bullets. . . . She has always been my
prime minister, to give good counsel in moments
of difBculty and danger."

In all other respects the authors have
acquitted themselves of their task in a

highly creditable and satisfactory manner.

In the present transitional state of affairs

in Egypt, the Eastern Sudan, and Uganda,
real importancemay be claimed for the copious
extracts from Baker's private correspon-

dence, in which his independent position

enabled him to give his views on current

topics in outspoken language, free from all

diplomatic reservations. Nobody saw more
clearly than he did the necessity for the

masters of Egypt not only of keeping a firm

hold of the lacustrine reservoirs of the Nile

about the equator, but also of eventually re-

occupying the intervening region of Eastern

Sudan now held by the Mahdisis. In a
letter addressed so recently as May 1, 1893,

to Mr. Moberly Bell, he points out that

"if we are in alliance with Uganda, we must
extend our influence and ' treaties ' to Unyoro ;

and we must re-occupy the Albert Nyanza,
and all the country which I annexed to Egypt,
even to Lado, now said to be in possession of

the Belgian expedition (by what right I cannot
conceive !) The whole of the Central African

Question should depend upon our policy in

Egypt. If we settle down at the head waters

of the Nile, we command Egypt ; and a barrage

at a narrow pass, where the Nile cuts through

a rocky defile only eighty yards in width, below

the exit from the Albert Nyanza, would raise

the level of the great reservoir of the Nile by
fifty feet, and entirely control the watej, supply

of Egypt."

At the time Sir Samuel was unaware that

the Belgian expedition was inspired by
French chauvinism ; nor did he live to see

it followed by another expedition, equipped

by the spoilers of Turkey in Tunis for the

ostensible purpose of safeguarding Turkish

interests in Central Africa, but in reality

for the purpose of harrassiug the English

and preventing an imperial British policy

from being carried out in that region. As
the editors of this correspondence aptly

remark

:

" It would be folly to deny the fact that the

Sudan cannot long remain a No-Man's Land.

Sooner or later, in defiance of treaties or by
reason of such documents, the Sudan, if left

unoccupied by Egypt, will be annexed by one

or other of the European Powers. What, then,

would be the position of Egypt ?
"

Its position would be such as to satisfy

the cravings of French ambition for univer-

sal dominion, and the yearnings of Little

Englanders for the " dismemberment of the

British empire," the eclipse of British power

and influence throughout the world, and

the reorganisation of Great Britain as a

French arrondissement, or perhaps a Eegier-

ungsbezirk attached to some province of

the German empire. The best cure for such

yearnings is a serious study of Sir Samuel

Baker's political correspondence, extending

over a period of about thirty years, which

has been most opportunely edited with a

running commentary by the authors of this

excellent Memoir. The work is furnished

with a copious index, several useful maps,

and two fine portraits of Sir Samuel.
A. H. Kbane.

FOTJR lEISH BOOKS.

A Rook of Irish Verse : Selected from

Modern Writers. By W. B. Yeats.

(Methuen.)

Dublin Verses. By Members of Trinity

College. Edited by H. A. Hinkson.

(Elkin Mathews.)

" New Irish Library."—The Irish Song-

Rook. Edited by A. P. Graves. The

Story of Early Gaelic Literat-ure, By
Douglas Hyde. (Fisher Unwin.)

" This book," says the editor of A Rook of

Irish Verse : Selected from Modern Writers,
" is founded upon its editor's likes and dis-

likes, and everything it contains has given

him pleasure." This is, at all events, frank,

and it suggests a reflection on taste. The
Mexicans as a nation have a liking for

pulque ; and an European who describes this

beverage as " milky, sour, and evil-smelling,

and strikingly recalling the flavour of rotten

eggs," adds, "yet even Europeans soon

find it agreeable and refreshing." Mr.

Yeats has cultivated a taste for such versified

pulque as the " Dirge of O'Sullivan Bear,"

and it may seem not impossible to some

that what has come to please a palate
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80 dainty sa ia his may in time be found
by others to be agreeable and refreshing.

Two stanzas shall be cited from this dirge,

which takes the form of a series of execra-

tions. The first is curious from a pronominal
point, the line " You had all could delight

thee " being especially wonderful, while the

second is remarkable on the ethical side

:

" Soullr, thou falce one,
Yoa bttsely betrayed him,
In bis strong hour of need.
When thy right hand should aid him ;

Ho fed thee, ho clad thee

—

You bad ail could delight thee

:

You left him, jou sold him

—

Hay heaven requite thee I

Long may the cune
Of bis people pursue them

;

Scully that sold him.
The soldier that slew him !

One glimpse of heaven's light

Ifay be sec never

;

May the hearth-stone of Hell
Be their best bed for ever !

"

That a writer of poetry so subtle in feeling

and so distinguished in expression as is that
of Mr. Yeats should take "pleasure" in

this nonsense culminating in a shriek will

astonish many. This being said, let it be
added at once that much in the book will

give pleasure to all lovers of poetry, more
especially lovers of poetry strongly marked
by a national—and by national is here
meant "racial"—character. The book is

redolent of Ireland's soil, which is in
this respect singular among British lands,
that in it the arbutus takes root as kindly
as in its native South—a fact which all

rational persons would do well to follow out
to its logical sequence.

How much variety amid much resem-
blance there is in the poems here gathered
together by Mr. Yeats may perhaps best be
shown by passing in review some of the
most striking among them. Placed first in
the book is Goldsmith's yearning, home-
sick, and very Irish outburst—" In all my
wanderings round this world of care."
Attention is next claimed by Beynold's
tender lament for " Kathleen O'More."
Of the two poems chosen from Thomas
Moore one shows the editor at his best, and
no one will disapprove of the place given
by him to the strong and gentle elegy which
niakes the all of fame that belongs to
Charles Wolfe. One swallow does not make
a summer ; but he is not to be reckoned
with who, seeing only one swallow in air,

denies that it shows fine power of flight.

Lover's " Whistlin' Thief " is not omitted
from this truly representative collection

;

Mangan's "Woman of Three Cows" is

here, and also his "Siberia." Of these
two poems the first is perhaps the most
naive of Irish utterances in poetry, and
the second is assuredly the most terrible.

Between them will be found an interest-
ing translation entitled " Prince Alfred's
Itinerary through Ireland." Passing on
we come to some poems by Edward Walsh,
who is as little to be forgiven for writing
" has drank " in a serious poem—this being
only one of his many tumbles sheer down
Parnassus—as Mr. Yeats is to be forgiven
for making his book of Irish verse include
so much by Edward Walsh. It is delight-
ing, having turned the page, to come upon

Lady DuSerin's "Lament for the Irish

Emigrant " ; and no one will grieve at the
many pages g^ven up to Fergfuson's

"Welshmen of Tirawley," though some
dogs may bark when Mr. Yeats, in his

character of Sir Oracle, thus speaks : " His
[Ferguson's] 'Vengeance of the Welshmen
of Tirawley ' is the best Irish ballad." It

isn't. " The Little Black Bose " some will

think best among four good things that are
given by Aubrey de Vere ; and no one pre-
sumably will cavil at the selection made
from the poems of Thomas Davis, who is

here seen, by turns, as he was, in angerful,
in tender, and in witty vein. Mr. Yeats
apologises for his spirited act in making
this collection contain poems by Emily
Bronte. His apology is characteristic, and
shall be quoted

:

"Thomas Davis had an Irish father and a
Welsh mother, and Emily Bronte an Irish father
and a Cornish mother, and there seems no reason
for including the first and excluding the second.
I find, perhaps fancifully, an Irish vehemence
in ' Remembrance.' Several of the Irish poets
have been of mixed Irish-Celtic and British-

Celtic blood. William Blake has been recently
claimed as of Irish descent, upon the evidence
of Dr. Carter Blake ; and if, in the course of
years, that claim becomes generally accepted,
he shovdd be included also in Irish anthologies."

Some of us will not be displeased if Mr.
Yeats will take the initiative, and include

William Blake in this anthology in its next
edition.

The brave Irish question, " Who fears to

speak of Ninety-Eight ? " as put by T. K.
Ingram, follows the poems of E. Bronte,
and in turn is followed by a series of poems
by William Allingham, among them the
exquisite fairy-song, " Up the Airy Moun-
tain," and the little thing, perfect in seven
lines, called " Four Ducks on a Pond."
The strength of John Todhunter is seen in

"The Banshee" and "Aghadoe," and
Mr. A. P. Graves's merry-voiced " Father
O'Flynn" is not wanting. Mr. T. W.
Rolleston will, one likes to think, yet do
better work than " The Lament of Queen
Maev " and " The Spell-Struck "; meanwhile
he has done good work in these. It is not
with the same pleasure that one reads the
poems which follow next. They are metric-
ally of high interest, and are so good in

other respects that one asks somewhat
testily, "Why was not their beauty per-
fected?" One of them, "I shall not die

for thee," misses by but a little being a
very notable production. Mrs. Tynan Hink-
son is as a poet almost a bird ; and her
theme is never chosen so fitly as when it

is other birds. Among the poems by her
here given is her " St. Francis to the
Birds," which is of the things exquisite

that have been done by women. Accord-
ing to Mr. Yeats, "it is too soon to

measure the height and depth of Mr.
Johnson's impassioned eloquence"; and it

will be well for these words to be borne in

mind by readers of the four poems signed
Lionel Johnson in this anthology, which
closes characteristically with a poem of
great promise by Dora Sigerson. In an
appendix are given some ballads (anony-
mous), chosen with judgment. Marked less

by judgment than by some other qualities
is the editor's Introduction, which is very

good reading. His notes, it should be added,
are helpful, though he is not always in the
right. " Shan van vocht " does not mean
"uttle old woman": it means "poor old
woman."

Mr. Hinkson, sometime scholar of Trinity
College, Dublin, edits the dainty book
called JDublin Ver»«s : by Members of Trinity
College. A fine " Ode to the Daffodil," by
Aubrey de Vere, is placed first in this book.
Next one notices Prof. Edward Dowden's
masterpiece, called " The Corn-crake (Heard
at Night)." When the notable bird-poems
in the English language are collected, a
prominent place should be given to this
ode. It is impossible to do justice to it in
the space here at command ; but as a
sample of its direct truthfulness, combined
with singular aptness of phrasing, may bo
cited this outburst, evoked by the corn-
crake's cry

:

" Harsh iteration ! note untuneable !

Which sheers the breathing quiet with a blade
Of ragged edge. ..."

"Nicey, Icy, and Splicey" is the rather
foolish name of a rather foolish composition
signed Edwin Hamilton, upon which follows
the tender song, " The Snowy-Breasted
Peari," by Sir Stephen de Vere. Mr.
Standish O'Grady contributes his grave and
good " I give my heart to thee "; and after
this poem is placed one of striking beauty,
" The Memorial Garden," by Mr. Arthur
Cecil Hillier. "Vae Victis," by Mr. W.
Macneile Dixon, has the " mists of morn-
ing " about it, but one reads it twice and
determines to read it again when time and
the hour accord. With nothing at all of
mist about it, being very clear and to the
point, is Prof. J. K. Ingpram's sonnet on the
death of Sir George CoUey at Majuba
Hill. This is a hit out from the
shoulder, and is very good as such,
though perhaps not quite so good as
poetry. When it is added that " A Greek
Epitaph " is Englished in masterly wise by
Mr. T. W. Eolleston, and that four lines in
" The Cuckoo," by Mr. A. Smythe Palmer
are good, almost all is said of this book that
can be said in detail within the limits of a
brief review. Bating some poems, not
above touched on, by Edward Dowden, A.
P. Graves, Douglas Hyde, T. W. Eolleston,

John Todhunter, and Aubrey de Vere

—

most of which are well known, and all of
which are worthy of the writers of them

—

the contents cannot be said to be of strikingly
good quality ; and one predicts mournfully
that they will leave with readers of them the
impression that the Muse upon occasions

visits Trinity College in the form of the
bird which Dowden heard siog at night,

and which naturalists describe to us as
gifted with very great running powers, but
as rather heavy on the wing. It is, how-
ever, perhaps ungracious to speak of bad
and indifferent where there is so much that

is good.

Of the two new books of the " New Irish

Library," the first, T/ie Irish Song-Book,
with Original Irish Airs, is a piece of work
" masterly done," which Irish and English
will alike welcome ; while The Story of Early
Gaelic Literature as told by Douglas Hyde
should be potent—if anything could now
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bo this—to re-animate the Clann-na-n'Grael

and make it gladden the world again
with its " songs, ballads, poems, folk-lore,

romances and literature." Why, those

among us who are students of Gaelic will

ask, is this book not furnished with a full,

alphabetical index ? It would then not be
a book for one reading only, but a most
valuable work of reference.

Elsa d'Estkree-Keeling.

GUNKEL ON PEIMITIVE MYTHS AJTD THEIB
APOCALYPTIC APPLICATION.

Schiipfung und Chaos in Uneit und Endzeit.

Eine religionsgeschiehtliche Untersuchung
iiber Gen. i. und Ap. Joh. xii, von Her-
mann Gunkel. Mit Beitiagenvon Heinrich
Zimmem. (Gottingen : Vandenhoeck und
Euprecht.)

There are many points in which I could

wish this book other than it is. It is

aggressive ; it is not fully just to pre-

decessors ; and the author rides his hobby-
horse too hard. But it is a brilliant and,
on the whole, solid piece of work, and the
author's want of geniality has some com-
pensating advantages. For it must be
owned that both theologians and Semitists

in Germany have been somewhat slow in

recognising the value to themselves of

Assyriology, and that Old Testament critics

have contented themselves with too external

and fragmentary an acquaintance with the
new learning ; also that even so-called

historical theologians have treated the
religious ideas of the Israelites too much
apart from those of other nations. Prof.

Gunkel wishes to see all this altered ; and if

sometimes he hits too hard, remembering
his own large indebtedness to the scholars

whom he attacks, he, at any rate, ensures
attention for his message. He must not,

however, be supposed to sympathise with
Prof. Sayce. His book is entirely free from
" apologetic " colouring ; though even he
thinks it necessary to declare that he does
not deny a "special" divine revelation in

the Old Testament, and he recognises,

though not emphatically enough, the services

of the older literary criticism. Indeed, he
could not well do otherwise than recognise
them. For he first became widely known
in 1893 by an essay on the first chapter of

Nahum, which shows much ability for
detecting late passages in comparatively
early documents.
The first half of the work relates to

the mythic or semi-mythic narrative of a
primeval creation in Gen. i, ; the second
to the fundamentally mythic story of the
future new creation which the author finds

in Eev. xii. In the first portion, of course,
the author has predecessors, who have
indeed been less thoroughgoing than him-
self, but who have detected a good deal of
the Hebrew mythology underlying narra-
tives and allusions, and have had their own
historical theories. Almost since the present
writer began to be a critic he has made the
mythical element in the Old Testament a
special subject of investigation in a succes-
sion of works. When not only Eiehm, but
even Hommel, Zimmem, and G. A. Barton
are recognised, he is justified in complaining

that the quantity and character of his own
work is utterly ignored (a note on p. 58 is

quite wrong). Whether all the points in

which Prof. Gunkel differs from the theories
oifered previously by his reviewer are sound,
may be questioned. That there are in the
later Old Testament books abundant traces

of a Hebrew myth of a supernatural dragon,
the enemy of light and of the God of light,

and of a primeval ocean, dangerous to

organised life, and subdued by Yahw^, is

admitted. But can any passage of un-
doubtedly early date be cited ? The only
one in Prof. Gunkel's long list is Amos
ix. 3, where a supernatural sea-serpent, who
has to do Yahwe's bidding, is mentioned.
There is, indeed, no reason, since the Tell el-

Amarna discoveries, to doubt that religious

myths of Babylonian origin found their way
into Canaan long before the entrance of the
Israelites {Nineteenth Century, December
1891, p. 964), and were adopted by the
Israelitish conquerors ; but it may be reason-

ably held (1) that the creation-myth in that
early age was less developed than that which
lies at the root of Gen. i.

; (2) that some of

its elements had lost much of their life by
the time of Amos

; (3) that renewed inter-

course with Assyria and Babylonia resulted

in the revival of the old myth, perhaps
with new elements ; and (4) that religious

teachers in Judah adopted and adapted this

and other myths. The cosmogony in Gen. i.

is, of course, in its present form, late, but
it is based on older mythic narratives ; as
long ago as 1877 I ventured to point out
what very archaic elements it contained.

Prof. Gunkel, however, after collecting the
numerous allusions (not all equally certain)

to the chaos-dragon and the primeval ocean,
concludes that they pre-suppose a long,

continuous, and pretty complete mythic
tradition, derived from Canaanitish-Baby-
lonian sources. This seems to me to be
put forward as proved much too confidently.

Incidentally the author proposes many
linguistic and exegetical theories, which
deserve attention apart from the main thesis.

He thinks, for instance, that the writer of

the great poem in Isaiah xiv. compares the
king of Babylon to a mighty giant of

mythology named Helal ben Shahar, who
strove to reach the heaven of 'Elyon, but
was hurled down to the under-world—

a

historicised version of a nature-myth of the
morning star. That no such morning star

myth can be pointed to in Babylonia is

admitted ; but if not of Babylonian, the
Helal myth may, it is suggested, be of

Phoenician origin. But why this new view ?

If Jesus Christ can be both the " root and
offspring of David," and the " bright and
morning star" (Eev. xxii. 16), why cannot
the king of Babylon be similarly described ?

Would it not be more profitable to infer

from Isaiah xiv. 12-14, compared with Ezek.
xxviii. 13-17, that there were myths of the
expulsion of semi-divine heroes from the
paradise of the gods ? The story of Adapa
(pp. 420-422) suggests that such myths may
have existed in Babylonia.
The second part of the work is at once

more novel and, in my opinion, sounder.
Prof. Percy Gardner has already expressed
the opinion {Contemporary Review, March,
1895) with a suavity which Prof. Gunkel

might well copy, that historical theologians

do not sufB.ciently consider the varied mytho-
logical influences to which early Christianity

was exposed. The suggestion is one which
applies in no slight degree to students of

the Apocalypse and of the Apocalyptic allu-

sions in 2 Thess. ii. 3-12. Prof. Gunkel treats

these writings in connexion with the vision

in Dan. vii., and takes occasion to attack
the commentators on Daniel en paisant

(unaware of the mythologising suggestions

of two English scholars, sympathetic on this

one point alone, Eobertson Smith and J. M.
Fuller). The general result is that, to ex-

plain Apocalyptic writings, except to a
limited extent, from contemporary history, is

a mistake. They present the " codifications
"

and applications of an tiralt tradition—the
tradition which Prof. Gunkel thinks he has
completely proved for the older period, and
which, at any rate—as all students, in pro-

portion to their acquaintance with the docu-

ments, must admit—is a certainty for the
later ages. Very much in this part of the

book is new, and a real contribution to

knowledge. The author has not, it is

true, been led to make a special study
of Zoroastrianism. But his position is

not far off from my own, and we
both stand or fall by the same verdict.

That Babylonian and Persian influences

worked together he fully admits, though as

yet he has only studied the Babylonian.
He will, no doubt, come in time to see that

the devil of the Apocalypse is not merely of

Babylonian but also of Persian origin.

Here, too, I am painfully struck by the
needlessly aggressive tone of the work. He
is far too eager to dub his older colleagues
" Literarkritiker," though he could, I am
sure, bo brought to admit that he has been
led by controversy into great exaggeration.
The remark (p. 209) that " the results of

literary (?) criticism are in general only
secure when placed in the framework of the
history of religion," is a truism, and, if said

at all, should be coupled with an expression

of thanks to the man who, more than any
one else, has made it a truism—Abraham
Kuenen. For Prof. Gunkel will hardly
venture to deny that Kuenen was acquainted
with and practised the "religionsgeschieht-

liche Methode." It is pleasant, however,
that Prof. Gunkel admits a few points of

afiinity between himself and Prof. Spitta,

who recognises, though in a meagre way,
traditional material at the root of the
Apocalypse

( Offenlarung, p. 434). It is true

that, according to the latter, the tradition

was handed on, not so much orally, as by
writings, one writer borrowing from another

(p. 301).

I wish that in the interests of progress

Prof. Gunkel had minimised, instead of ex-

aggerating, the differences between himself

and other critics. It would have been both
a kinder and a truer course. After all, it

is partly accident that places Prof. Gunkel
in the van of critics of the semi-mythological

parts of the Bible. For the " other critics
"

the truest course is, no doubt, to accept

with cordiality the new light now thrown
upon the Apocalypse. Contemporary his-

tory must be applied to much less seldom
for a key to difficulties, nor must one rest

content with illustrations from other apoca-
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lyptio works. Often a late apocalypse con-

tains statements whicli are more archaic

than those in an earlier writing. I am sure

that Prof. Spitta will to a great extent

recognise this. He will be gratified at

Prof. Ounkel's vigoroiis argument against

the theory that Rev. xii. is " of Christian

origin "; and, though another section bears

the emphatic heading, " Ap. Joh. zii. not

of Jewish origin," tms is not intended as

a denial that Rev. xii. comes from a Jewish
writer or arranger. The material may be
for the most part ultimately of Babylonian
mythic origin, but some of the details and
the interpretation put upon the old myth
are Jewisn.

In this part, too, there are many incidental

contributions to criticism and exegesis.

But again, the author is not fully aware of

the work of his predecessors. Prof. Toy's
remark on Enoch liy. 8 well deserved atten-

tidn {Judaitm and Christianity, 1890, p. 162).
Nor can I be debarred from alluding to the
fact that a complete Assyriological and
exegetical explanation of the Jonah story
was offered by me in 1877 (cf. Founders,

pp. 314-319), though on Esther I admit my
indebtedness to Jensen and Zimmem, and
now to Gunkel (pp. 309-314).

It would be a pleasure to me to mention
other points in which the author of Schopf-
ung und Chaos has shown a striking capacity
for criticism, and a willingness to incur the
risk of making mistakes. Hearty thanks,
also, to Prof. Zimmem for the valuable
translations in the appendix ; they inspire
us with fresh confidence in Assyriolog^.

T. K. Ohkyne.

A Sittory of Utuland. By Oharles Oman.
(Edward Arnold.)

No one who possesses any knowledge of

pass examinations will be disposed to

quarrel with Mr. Oman's statement in his
preface that, in spite of the many Histories
of England already in existence, there was
still room for " a single volimie history of
moderate compass, which neither cramps
the earlier annals of our island into a few
pages, nor expands the last two centuries
mto unmanageable bulk."

Although fully acquiescing in this view,
and knowing Mr. Oman's competence for
the task, we must confess to having opened
this book with some misgivings. The
efforts in this particular line of history-
writing with which we are acquainted have
been quite enough to demonstrate that very
slight errors in judgment may make such a
History almost useless for the particular pur-
pose in view. If the author goes too far in
one direction, he becomes a mere compiler of
facts and dates; and il he oversteps the
line ever so little in the other, then his
book is apt to lack precision on those points
which are so essential for pass examinations
as at present constituted. The latter class
of "short histoiy" is preferable to the
former, because it is better to excite the
interest of the learner than to cram him
with facts for a particular and temporary
purpose; but the pursuit of the "pic-
turesque " is apt to lead to the abandonment
of accuracy. Mr. Oman has avoided both
these pitfalls, and on putting down this

volume we find our forebodings agreeably
dispelled.

This book will probably be largely used
where its author tells us he intends it to be.

It does not compete with Bright'a " History
of England" as a compilation of names,
facts, and dates, most invaluable for its own
purpose ; nor with Green's " Short History,"

up to the present time unapproached as a
brilliant and stimulating study of our
national development. But, not omitting to

take into accoimt Mr. S. E. Gardiner's ex-
cellent little book, we think the work before
us distinctly fills a void, in supplying an
accurate sketch of our history recorded in

an interesting way.
It is not quite easy to decide the question

how far Mr. Oman was wise in carrying
this History up to 1886 ; no examiner would
be likely to set questions on political matters
which may still be considered well within
controversial range. In a work of this class

the author is obliged to indulge in sweeping
statements, he has not the space to weigh
out pros and cons before the student ; and
exception might be taken to the estimate
made by Mr. Oman of the aims and policy

of some modern statesmen, though we are
far from implying that misrepresentation
in any form can be charged against him.
Perhaps it may be better that the history

of recent times should not be a blank to the
pupil ; but, although Mr. Oman tells us he
will not " launch into the party politics of

the day," it is not diflGlnult, from one or
two slight touches, to perceive his politics,

though he walks delicately on that danger-
ous ground.
The style in which the book is written

improves as it proceeds. We much prefer
the way in which Mr. Oman writes of the
Tudors, the Stuarts, and the Georges to

that in which he narrates the exploits of

Dunstan and William the Conqueror. We
feared at first that we were doomed to the
" picturesque," but the author soon showed
that he can be simple in style as well as
forcible and interesting. His account of the
feudal system under the Normans seems to us
remarkably clear, and a model of con-
densation, conveying an accurate impres-
sion where it is impossible, through want
of space, to give a full and satisfactory

account. On the whole, too, his sketch of

the constitution of society in Saxon times is,

for its purpose, well done. We note with
relief the absence of " Eadward " and
"iElfred," but why "iEthelbert" and
" Eadwine " ?

It must be a matter of the greatest

difficulty to preserve an even balance in

such a book as this between the events

that should be fully dealt with, and those
which deserve but scant notice : indeed, in

the attempt to avoid vagueness, and to in-

clude everything worthy of attention, it is

almost impossible to help falling into dis-

favour with some critic, who will think a
particular individual or question has escaped
due meed of notice. 1hough fully cognisant
of this impediment in the author's path, we
think he should have told us more about
the domestic policy and organisation of

Henry II. The account given of him here
will hardly leave a pupil with so powerful
an impression of the greatness of that

monarch as he ought to receive. On the
other hand, the sketch of Edward I. is

admirable ; so is that of Richard U. Mr.
Oman has a very poor opinion of Henry
VIII. ; but his account of the breach with
Rome is told at some length, and appears
to us as clear and accurate as it is possible

to make the sketch of a very complicated
series of causes converging towards one
end in a book intended as a compendium
for elementary students. But is it quite
accurate to say that Cranmer hesitated to

go farther than he did from his "love of
conservatism "

(p. 309) ? Cranmer would
probably have gone much farther had he
not been afraid of the conservatism of his

compatriots. To notice another very small
point in connexion with this period, it

might be more accurate to speak of

Alexander VI. (p. 289) as the "infamous "

rather than the " celebrated " Rodrigo
Borgia. The few remarks, too, which Mx,
Oman devotes to Henri IV. (p. 340) will

hardly leave in the mind of the elementary
student a sympathetic impression of the

greatest sovereign that ever ruled over
France : we confess that we should gather
from them that the author held him to

be a mere time-serving cynic. There is

only one other point in which we should
feel at all disposed to quarrel with Mr.
Oman, and that also is a very trifling

one ; but we much doubt if it is not mis-
leading to say, as he does (on p. 441), that
the charge against the Seven Bishops was
"pressed in a half-hearted way." It is

quite true that the Attorney and Solicitor-

General of the day were overmatched by
the forensic ability employed for the
defendants ; but only one judge out of four
had the courage to state his true opinion of

the nature of me prosecution, though public

feeling sufliciently overawed the bench to

prevent the display of partiality usual at

the time. Every effort was made to secure

a conviction by the Government : Blathwayt,
a clerk of the Privy Council, proved the

signatures, and Sunderland himself came
down to prove the publication.

The blemishes we have noted are, after

all, very slight ones, and do not detract

from a work which is one of g^eat merit.

We would particularly notice the clear and
interesting narrative of the events between
1815 and 1837. It would be hard to find

any book containing a record of the time

more full and accurate for the strict limits

within which it is confined. Attention

should also be called to the account of the

Spanish Armada and of Villeneuve's tactics

in 1805 as a model of brief and graphic

narration, being at the same time correct,

according to the most recent researches.

The maps and plans embodied in the text

will be most useful to the student. Mr.

Oman is right in leaving larger coloured

maps to be supplied by the Atlas ; in a

work of this size they would add to the

expense of publication without being large

enough to be clear. An excellent Index is

to be found at the end of the book.

Mr. Oman has carried out with success

the task he set himself. Anyone acquainted

with the difficulties of satisfying the re-

quirements of education and examination

alike will know that it is no easy one ; but
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we have no hesitation in saying that he has
reconciled these demands so far as our
present system will allow.

W. B. DUFFIEIJ).

The Demon of Lermontoff. Translated from
the Eufisian by Francis Storr. (Eiving-

ton & Percival.)

" The Demon " of Lermontoff is, in the
original language, a charming poem, full

of grace and melody. Its many beauties,
including the rich Oriental colouring which
pervades it, will keep it popular, even
though it belongs to the Byronic school,
which is no longer in vogue among us.

Besides Byron, there is also something in
it which reminds us of Moore, whose works
became known in Eussia partly through the
translation of " Paradise and the Peri " by
Zhukovski.
Let us see how the poem of LermontofE

fares in the hands of Mr. Storr. In the
first place, during the greater part of his
version he deserts the original metre, which
is something like that of " Christabel," and
substitutes for it the heroic, as employed
by Pope. It is always to be regretted when
the metre of an author is changed. Much
of the character of his poem goes with it

:

it clings to it as ambition (to quote the
simile of Bacon) does to the brave man ; to
deprive him of it is to take off his spurs.
And thus, in the third section of the poem,
where we have the famous description of
Georgia, something seems to be lost. In
the translation of "The Demon," which
Sir A. Condie Stephen published in 1875,
the metre was well preserved. The only
fault of that version is that its extreme
literalness gives it a stiff and awkward air.

With the exception, then, of this change
of metre, we are willing to admit that Mr.
Storr has produced a pleasing version. His
language is graceful and poetical ; on the
other hand, he considerably expands his
original, and sometimes while doing so
allows himself to introduce ideas out of
harmony with Georgian and Eussian tradi-
tions. In 1. 646 we have " an agate ring "

introduced, about which there is nothing in
Lermontoff, nor about (1. 647) " champak "

odours either. The latter expression is, of
course, taken from Shelley's exquisite lyric

;

but we had always thought it was a word
which no one had satisfactorily made out,
although various guesses have been tried.
The following lines are certainly very musi-
cal

; we only wish they were more faithful

body of such heroes. The original has
only " stories terrible to children." More-
over, Russians would never call the spider
" a grey friar," because they are unfamiliar
with such persons. The one order of monks
among them is clothed in black. The
original word is otshelnik, " hermit." Lastly,
we do not see why Mr. Storr has used such
an awkward word as Grusien (1. 38) when
Cfruzia, the Russian for Georgia, would have
suited the metre just as well, and have been
more accurate.

W. E. MOBFILL.

" In thy ears
Shall sound the music of the spheres.
I'll build thee many a lofty chamber
Of turkia, amethyst, and amber

;

Bille the unplumbed ocean's floor,

Beyond the empyrean soar,
Scour earth, air, sea, and heaven above

;

All, all, for thee, if thou wilt love !

"

With the phraseology a little more archaic,
this might pass for an English seventeenth
century lyric. Again, 11. 748-49 are not
in the original, and do not convey an
idea familiar to the Eussian mind, Mr.
Storr speaks of the murdered knight ; but
Slavonic tradition does not know of any
knights, although some writers have tried
to make the druzhina of Vladii^ir into a

Tht Evolution of Whist. By Dr. Pole, F.E.S.
(Longmans.)

WiTHOTTT wishing to be severe, it is impos-
sible to speak otherwise of this work than
to describe it as an attempt to employ
scientific jargon on a subject where it is

quite out of place. In the course of nearly
two centuries, during which Whist has been
played, the practice of the game has
naturally improved, though it is doubtful
whether the most scientific players of the
present day are superior to Hoyle or
Matthews, or the Frenchman Deschapelles,
all of whom flourished before what Dr.
Pole calls " Philosophical Whist " was
introduced. The real difference in the
practice of the present day and of former
times is caused solely by the change from
Long to Short Whist, the result of a happy
accident without which all the modem
developments of which Dr. Pole makes so
much woidd have been non-existent. Given
the introduction of Short Whist, and every
change followed naturally, while improved
practice became easy under the teaching of
the immortal James Clay, the numerous
writings of Cavendish, and the practical
criticisms of such writers as Dr. Hewby and
General Drayson. These authors have
made modern Whist; and what Dr. Pole
calls American developments are all founded
on the teaching of General Drayson, who
was the first to lay down that in all long
suits of five or more cards the proper card
to lead was the fourth best of the suit, and
this, according to our author, is an import-
ant link in the chain of Whist evolution.

Dr. Pole informs us that he is entitled to
a leading place, as a founder of such evolu-
tion, only secondary to Cavendish, as the
author of two works. The Theory of Whist
and the Philosophy of Whist, which have
apparently enjoyed a large sale both in
America and England. For practical teach-
ing both these works seem to me worthless,
and also liable to lead the young player
hopelessly astray. They are examples of
the dangers of theory run wild; and any
practitioner who blindly followed them
would soon discover, at least in England,
that scientific Whist was a very expensive
amusement. The devoted follower of Dr.
Pole who insisted on leading from his
five-card suit headed by a seven would find
that he had established the suit for the
satisfaction of throwing it away to his
opponents' winning cards, while the more
rational followers of Dr. Hewby (Pembridge)
and Gen. Drayson might sometimes save
their partner from disappointment at the
cost of a theoretical triumph.

The only interesting portion of Dr. Pole's
present work is his account of American
Whist, which he considers a development
of his own " Philosophical Whist." Until
quite recently card-players in America were
devoted to Poker, which is one of the most
gambling games ever invented. Strange to
say, since the Americans have taken to
Whist they cultivate it as a purely scientific

game, and do not even play for stakes.
They do not count Honours, and the game,
which is seven up, is scored by tricks alone.
Of course, this is a totally different game to
English Short Whist, and one which is not
likely to be taken up in English clubs. It
gives too great an advantage to skill to
induce ordinary persons to play it for a
stake ; and on such conditions it is possible
that Dr. Pole's scientific Whist might be
played to all eternity, with as many develop-
ments as it may please the ingenious votary
to discover.

James Innes MiNonnr,

NEW novels.

Cancelled Bonds. By Henry Cresswell. In
3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

The Mermaid. A Love Tale. By L. Dougall.
(Bentley.)

Tryphena in Zove. By Walter Baymond.
(Dent.)

False Pretences. By Annie Thomas (Mrs.
Pender Oudlip). (Digby, Long & Co.)

On the Cards; or, The Return of the Princess,
By M. AUen. (Jarrold.)

The Secret of Wardale Court, and Other Stories.

By Andree Hope. (Wilsons & Milne.)

Two in the Bush, and Others Elsewhere. By
F. Frankfort Moore. (Innes.)

Thebe are in Cancelled Bonds a few pages
of effective melodrama, and a good many
pages of narrative which is dramatic with-
out the prefix that always carries with
it some suggestion of disparagement.
Indeed, what there is of melodrama inheres
rather in the structure than in the treat-
ment of the story ; and, as is usual in
Mr. Cresswell's books, it is characterised by
considerable freshness of invention. Mr.
Peyton, country gentleman, who naturally
desires an heir, is childless for some years
following his marriage, but onhisreturn after
six months' absence from England, he finds
that during his stay abroad twin children,
a boy and a girl, have been born to him.
The appearance of the children and his
wife's manner, both to them and to himself,

gradually lead him to doubt his paternity
;

but he suspects his wife's fidelity and has
no inkling of the real truth—that she has
foisted upon him the posthumous offspring of
thenotoriousChevalierwhohasbeen executed
for the murder of Peyton's neighbour,
Mr. Forres, whose son has become the inti-

mate friend of the boy twin. Here is a good
opening for complications, and Mr. Cresswell

takes discreet advantage of it. The interest

centres in the girl Eosamond, who has in-

herited her father's tendency to fits of mur-
derous passion. Having stabbed her lover in

a moment of unreasoning jealousy, she flies

for protection to the woman who has once
befriended her, but whom she does not
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know to be her grandmother ; and the most

striking Bituation in the book is Eosamond's

taking from the hand of Mrs. Chevalier

what she believes to be a poisonous draught

whidi will place her in a few hours beyond

reach of pursuit. As one reads on, one

sees that this crisis has been somewhat

clumsily managed, for when the old lady so

solemnly administers the harmless opiate

she knows that Bosamond is safe ; but the

incident in itself is powerfully treated.

Mr. Gresswell has been producing fiction for

a long time. It must be fifteen years, or

thereabouts, since the present writer read

and reviewed—though not in these columns

—his striking story Incognita ; but to this

day he remembers it well, and he has often

wondered why its author's work is not

better known. He is certainly among the

strongest living novelists of the second

rank, and his books only lack that final

finiah which coufers distinction.

Miss Dougall's stories always leave an
impression of originality, without that im-

pression of strain which is its frequent

concomitant. This impression is no doubt
partially due to the fact that their mere sub-

stance consists of narrative material which
has (at any rate for English readers) the

freshness of unfamiliarity ; but to familiar

as well as to unfamiliar things Miss Dougall
is able to give that attraction only con-

ferred by marked individuality of vision

and rendering. Indeed, in the pages of

The Mermaid I think she is most successful

when she stands on the common ground of

character and emotion, and that her success

is much less assured when she strays into

a region of somewhat fantastic invention.

The early chapters, in which Josephine Le
Mattre, while masquerading in the disguise

of a mermaid, wins the love of Gains Simp-
son, have much of the charm which belongs
to the combination of grace, beauty, and
strangeness; but they puzzle rather than
convince, and the reappearance of the

masquerading element in a later portion of

the book is more bewildering than interest-

ing. As a mere narrative. The Mermaid is

certainly less successful than either Beggars
All or What Necessity Knows ; but in the
impressive rendering of single scenes and
situations it yields to neither of them. The
fateful journey of Oaius to the plague-
stricken Cloud Island, at the summons of
the mysterious Mme. Le Maitre, is a wonder-
fully vivid piece of descriptive work, and the
story of the growing intimacy of relation-

ship between the young doctor and the
woman whose call he has obeyed is instinct
with delicate truth and tenderness. Of The
Mermaid it must be said that the parts are

freater than the whole. The entire volume
oes not represent its author at her best,

yet there are passages in it which touch her
high-water mark.

Tryphena in Love, like all its predecessors,
has both a poetical and a pictorial charm.
It is at once a lovely idyll and a delightful
series of perfect cabinet pictures, idyll and
pictures alike being suffused with a tender
sentiment that never becomes sentimental
by losing touch of pleasant reality. Stories
of country life have of late been for the
Bioflt part such dismal and depressing affairs

that it is an unspeakable relief to come
across a little rural study in which the sun
is really shining, and through which the
breezes blow fresh and sweet. True, every
now and then a cloud drifts across the blue

;

but it only serves to give a pleasant April
feeling, and does nothing to mar the general

eSect of brightness. The crippled boy who
lies on his back all day in the panelled
chamber where they hid the king, dreaming
of Portia at Belmont, and Eosalind in Arden,
and Miranda on her island, is a vei^
graceful and pathetic figure ; but the great

triumph of the book is not he, but the
much less obviously poetical Tryphena,
who, becaiise she cannot speak, is supposed
not to be able to feel. The dumb rustic

reticence which is her burden is rendered
with sympathetic truthfulness ; and though
her story might easily have had a sorrowful

ending, there is no imaginative injustice in

the final happy page. How delightful to

have still once and again a story that is

as pleasant as it is artistic

!

Even a network of mysteries which is

found to enclose a couple of oddly mixed
bigamies, and the presence of a feminine
schemer whose benevolent business it is to

make everybody in the story suspicious of

everybody else, do not serve to make False

Pretences anything but very dull, heavy
reading. Mrs. Fender Cudlip, to do her
justice, has never made any pretence, either

true or false, to produce work which can be
seriously appraised as literature ; and so, if

her stories do not entertain, it is di£B.cult to

find a reason for their existence. The critic

who tries to find any reason for the existence

of her latest novel has a hard task.

A gipsy says to the heroine of On the

Cards, "Eoyalty itself shall sue at your
feet." It is well known that the predictions

of gipsies—at any rate in fiction—are
always verified ; and so Helen Harwood is

followed to the draper's shop at which she
is employed by an Egyptian prince, who
calls next day and proposes marriage. Of
course, as it is " on the cards," Helen cannot
do anything but accept him, so they are
married, and Helen lives very unhappily
ever afterwards, at least until Prince Hafiz
is considerate enough to die. The book
has apparently been written for ends of

edification ; and it certainly is as edifying as

it could be made by good intentions, crudity
of manner, and absurdity of matter.

The stories contained in the volume
entitled The Secret of Wardale Court are
remarkable—if remarkable at all—for the
very uncomfortable nature of their narra-
tive material. In one of them we are
introduced to a gentle and venerable lady,

who is apparently a dear old creature,

but really a homicidal maniac, whose
weakness it is to strangle small children

and throw them into a well. As one
of her victims is a helpless little blind
g^l, the story can hardly be commended
to lovers of cheerfulness, though it is

not quite so sickening as another tale in

which a Bussian aristocrat amuses himself
by burning to death an affectionate pet dog
whose mistress has angered him, and is, at

the end of the story, subjected to the
lex talionis at the hands of his insurgent

serfs. " Lady Loraine," in which a widow
gives up her lover to her daughter—the
lover making a very ineffective protest
against the transfer—is terribly uncon-
vincing; but " Beneath the Dark Shadow,"
which deals with our old friends the
Nihilists, is not wanting in interest, though
one reader has found it somewhat unintel-

ligible. On the whole, one can hardly class

Andree Hope among the successful pro-
ducers of short stories.

Nor is Mr. Frankfort Moore quite so
successful in the conte as in the three-

volume novel. Perhaps, to quote a classical

criticism, he would have done better had he
taken more pains ; for the covers of Two in the

Bush, and Others Elsewhere, contain little but
the easily produced pot-boilers of a clever

and vivacious writer whose work is always
readable, even when it is as thin as it is in

most of these tales. The best thing in the
book is the description of Faganini's violin-

playing in the story, "A Colourable Imita-
tion " ; but the manner of its introduction

will strike most readers as being very far-

fetched. The fact is, that "Two in the
Bush " and its companions are fair maga-
zine stories, but little, if anything, more.

James Ashoroft Noble,

TWO BIOORAPHIES.

John MacGregor ("Rob Boy"). By Edwin
Hodder. (Hodder.) Mr. Hodder tells us in
his preface that wherever possible he has left

John MacGregor to speak for himself. In his

diary for 1873 occurs the following entry

:

" Dinner to Tyndall and Hurst, Athenaeum ;

present also Spottiswoode, Busk, Bev. FuUen,
Herbert Spencer, self, Huxley in the chair.

This was a success, but one felt in partibus

infidelium." But why in partibus infidelium i

Surely the division of the sheep from the goats
is to be made by no fallible judge, and, happily
for us, the finaJ word will not be spoken by a
man. A certain degree of nitrrowness—we will

not call it by the harsh name of sanctimouions-
ness—was the only defect in this manly
character. We can scarcely wonder at it, when
we remember that strength can no more be
found without narrowness than substance
without shadow. There is another even more
unpleasing trait in some excellent philanthro-

pists of which we can find no trace in " Bob
Boy " MacGregor. We refer to their love of

applause. Mr. Hodder quotes, apparently
with commendation, a remark of Lord Shaftes-

bury—"Applause is the daily bread of the
philanthropist." It is difficult to find any-
thing to praise in this obiter dictum except its

honesty. John MacGregor states the case for

his favourite hobby in a note written after his

first voyage in the Bob Boy canoe

:

" It cannot be concealed that continuous physical

enjoyment, such as this tour presonted, is

dangerous luxury, il it be not properly used.

When I thought of the hospitals of Loudon, of

the herds of squalid poor in fetid alleys, of the
pale-faced ragged boys, and the vice, sadness, pain,

and poverty we are sent to do battle with, if we
be true Christian soldiers, I could not help asking,
' Am I right in thus enjoying such comfort, such
scenery, and such health ?

' Certainly not right,

unless to get vigour of thought and hand, and
renewed energy of mind, and larger thankfulness,
and wider love, and so, with all the powers
recruited, to enter the field more eager, and able

to be useful."

We will only quote one other extract from '

' Bob
Roy's " diary. In April, 1S66, he was asked
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to meet Mr. Gladstone at dinner, and made the

following entry

:

" Hid most intensely interesting confab with
Chancellor of Exchequer on following subjects

among others — shoeblacks; crossing-sweepers;

Eefuge Field Lane ; translation of Bible ; Syria and
Palestine Fond ; return of the Jews : iron, brass,

and stone age ; copper ore, Canada ; bridges in

streets ; arching over whole Thames ; ventilation of

London; Ecce Soma ; Gladstone's letter to author
and his reply in clerk's hand to keep unknown

;

speculation as to his being a young man who wrote
it ; language of sound at Society of Arts ; Dr.
WolfE's travels ; Vambery and his travels ; poster

with Reform resolutions at Norwich ; use of the
word 'unscrupulously' ; mirginal notes on Scrip-

ture. Took leave deeply impressed with the talent,

courtesy, and boundless suppleness of Gladstone's

intellect, and of hia deep reverence for Gad and
the Bible and firm hold of Christ."

A note like this makes ns regret that John
MacGregor had nothing of a Boswell about
him. If there was nothing of Boswell in " Rob
Eoy," there was much of Dr. Johnson. Like
that sturdy moralist, John MacGregor had
learnt the difficult art of standing alone.

Thousands of instances of his moral courage
could be given. We must content ourselves
with one

:

" We were a number of oiiicera assembled
together. Mr. MacGregor joined us. Some of
the men were indulging in very loose conversation.
At once Mr. MacGregor said—' Gentlemen, we are
met here to serve our Queen : let us not dishonour
our King of Kings.' He then left the group.
An ofBcer asked afterwards, ' Who is he ?

' and the
reply given by some one was :

' John MacGregor,
one of the finest men that treads God's earth !

'

Captain W. then added :
' I can tell you that no

one dared after that to indulge in loose language
in his presence. The cry went forth, " Here's
John MacGregor," and all unseemly lang^ge
immediately ceased.'

"

It says something for our human nature, weak
at the best, that so stern a censor morum as
John MacGregor should have enjoyed such
widespread popularity. The founder of the
Lawyers' Prayer Union and of the Volunteers'
Prayer Union was not only a friend of Lord
Shaftesbury and of the present Bishop of
Exeter, but of Prof. Tyndall and Laurence
Oliphant. Both intellecttiaUy as well as
physically he was a splendid all-round man.
It was impossible not to like him, whatever
might be your personal views on religion.
As Mr. Holyoake wrote to Mr. Hodder : "I
thought Mr. MacGhregor the pleasantest-
minded Christian controversialist, and what
is even more complimentary from one who is

himself so skilful a controversialist: "he was
at once inquirer and advocate—in my experi-
ence a rare combination." John MacGregor
was not only a controversialist of singular
pertinacity and skill; he was also an
organiser of the first order. He was the
founder and first chairman of the Shoeblack
Brigade, one of the most useful and successful
movements of this century. If to be in earnest
ia to be extreme, the first honorary secretary
of the Protestant Alliance was an extremist

;

but even in his controversy with Roman
Catholics his contentions lay with their system,
not with individuals. His views on this
question, expressed forty years ago, did not
differ much from those which you can hear
now from thoughtful members of the
Republican party in the United States, who
regard the Roman Catholic Church as the
growing shadow in their land. The chasm
that separates thousands on both sides of the
Atlantic from Rome is not merely one of
dogma. John MacGregor was fortunate in
his parents, his wife and his friends ; he has
also been fortunate in his biographer. Mr.
Hodder is to be congratulated on having done
hia work well and thoroughly. In this book

we have a picture of a many-sided man who
loyally used all his powers—and they were
neither few nor slight—for the advancement of
his poorer and less fortunate fellow-men.

Prince Bismarck. By Charles Lowe. (W. H.
Allen.) Prince Bismarck is one of those
striking figures whose features are equally well
defined whether cut in the granite or in the
cherry-stone. In this little book they are cut
in the cherry-stone, and well cut. Mr. Lowe
is an enthusiast for German unity, and there-
fore an enthusiast for her maker. German
Radicals before the Austro-Prussian War set
greater store by liberty than by unity, as if

liberty were possible in a divided Germany; but
the overwhelming majority by which the
Indemnity Bill was passed in 1866 by the
Prussian Lower House was a proof that all

things were forgiven to one who had made out
of chaos a united Germany. In the English
press you find the question whether German
imity was won by means that Goethe would
have sanctioned. This perfectly idle question
is not often asked in German papers ; for all

Germans know that the vmity and the freedom
which could spring only from a united Germany
had to be won and maintained on the battlefield

by needle gims, and not in the closet by
students. Besides, Germans know what most
Englishman have forgotten, if they ever knew,
that when Germany was being throttled by
France at Jena, Goethe wm burying himself
in Chinese literature. Even a Goethe cannot
escape from the influence of his environment,
and a small German court has never been the
fostering home of German patriotism. If

Bismarck had died immediately after Sadowa,
his life's task would have been but half done ;

but the half of his task was such as few men in
this world's history have ever done. With the
solitary exception of Joseph II., the House of
Hapsburg have been a stumbling-block to all

who wished to leave Germany, politically,

religiously, or socially, a little better than they
found her. To cast forth Austria and to
exclude her for ever from all part or lot in
Germany, was the initial step to a better state
of things. Prince Bismarck took that step

;

and for that grand measure of progress, if

for no other, Germany will rank him with
Luther as one of her greatest sons. The
war with Denmark is often cast in Bismarck's
teeth. It would be ludicrous even to attempt to
discuss that intricate question in a brief notice.

Suffice it to say that Bismarck has never
apologised for his share in that campaign.
" When I was made a Prince," said Bismarck,
" the king insisted on putting Alsace-Lorraine
into my coat of arms. But I would much
rather have had Schleswig-Holstein, for that
is the campaign, politically speaking, of which
I am proudest." This concise biography can
be recommended, especially to those who are
unable to enjoy Bismarck's letters in their
nervous German.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Longmans & Co. have nearly ready
for publication a new book by Mr. Frederic
Seebohm, of Hitchin, author of " The English
Village Community." It wiU be entitled The
Tribal Sj/atem in Wales, being part of an
inquiry into the structure and methods of
tribal society.

Messes. Smith, Elder & Co. have in pre-
paration for early issue a new series of short
novels by well-known writers, to be issued each
in a single volume, at a popular price.

Three new volumes of "The Badminton
Library," to be published in the course of this
summer, will be: Dancing, by Mrs. Lilly
Grove, one of the few ladies who were elected

the other day into the Royal Geographical
Society ; Billiards, by Major W. Broadfoot, the
biographer of his kinsman, George Broadfoot,
one of the heroes of the first Afghan War ; and
Modern Sea Fishing, by John Bickerdyke, with
contributions on foreign fish by W. Senior,
Sir H. Gore Booth, and A. C. Harmsworth.
All will be abundantly illustrated, the last

from drawings by C. Napier Hemy and R. T.
Pritchett.

Mr. John Murray will shortly publish the
Life and Correspondence of Thomas Valpy
French, scholar and missionary, first bishop of
Lahore, by the Rev. Herbert Birks. It will be
in two volumes, with a portrait and other
illustrations.

Messrs. G. P. Putnam's Sons will publish
next week Miss Alice Gardner's contribution to
the "Heroes of the Nations" series, entitled
Julian, Philosopher and Emperor : and the Last
Struggle of Paganism against Christianity,
The volume is profusely illustrated, depicting
the surroundings in which Julian and his con-
temporaries lived, their appearance and dress,

the most striking places where they dwelt, and
the scenes in which they habitually moved.

The Buskin Beader, which Mr. George Allen
will have ready for publication at the begin-
ning of May, has been chiefly compiled from
Modern Painters, The Seven Lamps of Archi-
tecture, and The Stones of Venice; and in the
arrangement of the extracts some attempt has
been made at giving the main lines of Mr.
Ruskin's teaching and the chief characteristics

of his style.

The third edition of Mr. Sala's Autobio-
graphy, to be issued by Messrs. Cassell & Co.
next week, will contain a new preface by
the author, in which he relates some remark-
able experiences respecting his recent illness in

Rome.

Mr. Walter Headlam, of King's College,

Cambridge, has in hand a prose version of the
plays of Aeschylus, in six small volumes, for

Bell's series of " Classical Translations."

Messes. Chapman & Hall announce for

early publication Angling Travels in Norway,
by Mr. Fraser Sandeman, with numerous illus-

trations from drawings and photographs by the
author, and coloured plates of salmon flies.

Mr. Heinemann wUl shortly publish a new
work by Mr. Frank Vincent, furnishing a sur-

vey of the entire continent of Africa, which the
author circumnavigated, in addition to making
numerous journeys into the interior. The book
will contain one hundred full-page illustrations.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin wiU publish imme-
diately two books of travel

—

A Yachting Cruise

to Norway, by the Parson and the Lawyer,
with frontispiece; and Algerian Memories: a
Bicycle Tour through Algeria, by Fanny and
William Workman, with twenty-three illus-

trations.

Mb. Stewabt Culin, director of the museum
of archaeology inthe university of Pennsylvania,

proposes to issue a work on Korean Games, with
notes on the corresponding games of China and
Japan, by Mr. Frank Hamilton Gushing, of the

bureau of ethnology at Washington. It will be
illustrated with twenty-two full-page coloured

plates from Korean paintings.

Messrs. Diqby, LoNa, & Co will publish

shortly a new novel by Miss Arabella Kenealy,

entitled The Honourable Mrs. Spoor, which
deals with a new phase of woman's life. Miss

Kenealy—who is, we believe, a duly qualified

medical practitioner—intends to devote herself

henceforth entirely to literature.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin will publish imme-
diately a novel by Mr. Damel Woodroffe,

entitled Eer Celestial Husband, The story deals
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with the niArrukge of an Knglinh lady with a

Chinaman, and i«, to a certain extent, founded

on fact.

Mmbbs. William Blackwood & Sons

announce Kathleen Clare : Her Book, 1637-1641,

edited by Dora Greenwell M'Ohesney, with a

frontJBpieoe.

Mk. T. Wilkik, of the parliamentary prew

falleries, has compiled an important work on

he JRepreienUUioH of ScotlaTul. Its main obiect

is to exhibit all the elections that have taken

place sinoe 1832, in the alphabetical order of

oonstituenoies, giving all the relevant statistics.

It will also contain a statement of Scotland's

share of representation in the House of

Commons at dififerent periods, from the Union
downwards; a summary of the political

results of each general election ; and a list of

members who have sat for, or contested, more
than one constituency. The book is to be issued

to subscribers through Mr. Andrew WiUrie, of

Paisley.

Mr. Alfred Klngston, author of Hertford-

shire during the Oreat Civil War and the Long
Parliament, is now engaged upon a larger

work, which will tell the story of the Fenmen
during the Civil War, of <3ie rising of the

Ironsides under Cromwell, in Cambridgeshire,

Huntingdonshire, and the famous Eastern
Counties Association. The author will be
grateful for any communications (addressed to

Viiin at Royston, Herts] respecting personal or

local incidents and associations which are not
likely to have foimd a place in general histories

of this period.

Mb. Elliot Stock announces The Bite and
Orotvth of the English Nation, with special

reference to Epochs and Crises, by Dr. W. H. 8.

Aubrey. The work will be completed in three

volumes, the first to appear early in May and
the rest at short intervals.

The new volume in Messrs. Wells Gardner,
Darton & Co.'s " National Churches " series will

be The History of the Church in America, by
Dr. Leighton Coleman, Bishop of Delaware. It

will be published simultaneously in England
and America in the course of the next fortnight.

Mr. H. E. Allenson will publish im-
mediately a new edition of Sunday Morn-
ings at Norwood, by the Bev. S. A. Tipple,

augmented by two new sermons.

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. announce that

they have been obliged to delay the publication

of Tlie Zeit-Oeist by Miss DougaU, which will

be the first volume in the " Zeit-Geist Library,"
until the second edition can be got ready, the
first edition having been largely over sub-
scribed.

The proprietors of the " Waterloo " series

and other educational works, hitherto published
by Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co., have decided to
open their own publishing office at 4, Adam-
Street, Strand, where they will carry on busi-
ness under the name of Abbott, Jones & Co.,
Limited.

The general meeting of the Camden Society
will be held on Thursday next at 4.30 p.m.

At a meeting of the Archaeological Institute,

to be held at 20, Hanover-square, on Wednes-
day, Mr. Chancellor Ferguson will read a paper
on "A Collection of Chap-books in TiiUie

House, Carlisle."

At the meeting of the Elizabethan Literary
Society, to be held at Toynbee Hall on Wednes-
d^ ,next, Mr. G. Turner will read a paper on
" The Spirit of Elizabethan Legislation."

TuE meeting of the Irish Literary Society,

announced in the Academy of last week for

Wednesday, has been postponed until to-day
(April 27), when Mr. Ashe King will read his

paper on "Irish Homour through English

Glasses " in the rooms of the Society of Arts,

Adelphi.

On Monday and Tuesday of next week,

Messrs. Sotheby will be selling a portion of

the library of Sir George Webbe Dasent, which,

as might be expected, contains a good number
of learned rarities. We notice Captain John
Smith's " Virginia " and "True Travels," bound
in one volume, with the arms of Charles I. on

the sides, but unfortunately in bad condition
;

a quarto volume containing fifteen original

issues of the poems of Hans Sachs, the Shoe-

maker of Nuremberg ; the first Icelandic Bible,

printed by Bishop Thorlaksson at his private

press at Holar in 1584 ; Ben Jonson's copy of

Terentianus Maurus, the Latin grammarian

;

and several historical MS8. On Wednesday
will follow the sale of the library of the late

Robert Pinkney, of Piccadilly, which is rich

in Bewicks, Cruikshanks, first editions of the

modems, large paper copies, limited issues, and
extra-illustrated books.

From the annual report of the Birmingham
Free Public Library, we learn that the

Shakspere collection now consists of nearly

ten thousand volumes. Classified accordingto

languages, there are 5934 volumes in_ English

(those printed in America not being dis-

tinguished), 2262 in German, 557 in French,

176 in Italian, 102 in Dutch, 66 in Russian, 56

in Swedish, 47 in Hungarian, 36 in Danish, 33

in Spanish, 24 in Polish, 22 in Bohemian, and
17 in Greek. Of more recondite languages,

there are separate plays in Bengali, Croatian,

Finnish, Flemish, Frisian, Hebrew, Icelandic,

Latin, Norwegian, Portuguese, Roumanian,
Serbian, Wallachian, and Welsh.

Mb. Edward Stanford has just issued—to

illustrate the Chitral expedition—a new edition

of his sketch map of the North-West Frontier

of India, from Peshawar to the Pamirs. It

differs from the former edition, in that the

moimtains are indicated by colour, which
renders it far more intelligible to the ordinary

person. The political boundaries are also

coloured, though in this case the gain is less

conspicuous; for, as a matter of fact, the

political boundaries through a great part of

this region are still undelmed. For example,

no attempt has been made to mark the

boundary between independent Pathan tribes

and British jurisdiction in the Punjab, though

the line is clearly recognised in practice. For
all that, the map has evidently been most care-

fully compiled from official materials, and is

excellently printed.

THE FOBTHCOMING MAGAZINES.

fET a fourth new magazine is announced to

appear next month, to be devoted, like Chap-

man's, entirely to fiction. The title chosen is

the Looking-Olass Magazine of Fiction, the

publisher Mr. Henry J. Drane, and the pnce
threepence. The first number will contain a

complete story by Miss Annie Thomas, called
" Blue Eyes," filling ninety-six pages of

readable type. Apart from other illustrations,

the cover of eachnumber will bear the portrait,

in colours, of some celebrity.

Mb. MABBicrr Watson opens the May
number of The New Review with a short story,
" The Lady's Chamber," a further episode in

the life of Dick Ryder, highwayman. Mr.
Pasfield Oliver's article on "The French in

Madagascar," suggests the question : Will

there be a disaster P In " A Poet's Comer,"
Mr. Vernon Blackburn discusses the pretensions

of Richard Le GaUienne, John Davidson, Arthur
Symons, Norman Gale, and William Watson,
to be ranked with the Immortals. Miss Tynan

contribute poems, Mr.

Mr. W. 8. Lilly writes upon the coming general

election, imder the title " The New Divine

Right."

In addition to the opening chapters of Mrs.

Humphry Ward's short serial story—which
depicts life among farm-labourers—the May
number of Scribner's Magazine will contain a

paper on the French Impressionists, by M.
Raffaelli, who ranks as one of the founders of

the school ; an article on art-posters in France,

with illustrations of the work of Cheret,

WUlette, and others; and an account of golf

in America, illustrated by Mr. A. B. Frost,

who is himiself an enthusiastic player of the

game.

The May number of the Minster will contain

a special account, with numerous illustrations,

of the home life of the young Queen of the

Netherlands.

The next number of the Humanitarian will

contain a symposium, in which the following

will discuss the question: Should social pro-

blems be fully dealt with in the drama?

—

Robert Buchanan, Sydney Grundy, Dorothy
Leighton (hon. director of the Independent

Theatre), Louis N. Parker, G. Bernard Shaw,
Arthur Shirley, Charles E. W. Ward, and
Malcolm Watson.

The Paris Mode atid Woman's Household

Journal, published by Messrs. CasseU & Co.,

will be enlarged witii the number issued on
May 1.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Full term has now begun at both the uni-

versities : at Cambridge (as usual), at the very

beginning of the week ; at Oxford, at the

very end.

Prof. F. York Powell will deliver his

inaugural lecture, as regius professor of modem
history at Oxford, on Wednesday next ; and
will aiso give two courses of lectures during

the term. Lord Acton has not yet signified his

intention of lecturing at Cambridge.

We regret to hear that Prof. Skeat will be
unable to lecture at Cambridge this term, on
account of illness. He has been unable to

shake off the complications following on a

severe attack of influenza.

We aiao hear that Canon Heurtley, the vener-

able Margaret professor of divinity at Oxford,

remains in a very infirm state. He is, we
believe, the oldest resident in the university,

having taken his degree as long ago as 1827,

four years before Mr. Gladstone.

Sir Raymond West, formerly judge of the

High Court at Bombay, and one of the highest

authorities on Hindu jurisprudence, hasaccepted

the appointment of lecturer on Indian law- to

the board of Indian civil service studies at

Cambridge.

Prof. Swete, regius professor of divinity at

Cambridge and the editor of the Septuagint,

announces a course of five lectures this term

on " The History of the Greek Versions of the

Old Testament."

Prof. Edward Dowden, of Dublin, pro-

poses to deliver a course of six lectures on
" Elizabethan Literature" at Cambridge during

the present term as Clark lecturer at Trinity

College. The subjects of the several lectures

will be : dramatic originals of plays by Shak-

spere, some pseudo-Shaksperian plays, Richard

Hooker, Elizabethan criticism of literature, the

moral and imaginative work of Bacon, and

Elizabethan lyrics.

At a meeting of the Cambridge Philo-

sophical Society on Monday next. Prof.

Macalister will read a paper on " Crania ofand Mr. W. S. Senior contribute poems, -..». . .iu.ov,»ixouoi ..»" ..v^x* - i,_r~
Hannay continues bis articles on the Fleet, and I Native Tribes of the Punjab."
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We have to record the death, from com-
plications following influenza," of Prof. H. C.

Qoodhart, who was appointed to the chair

of Latin at Edinburgh only four years ago,

in succession to SeUar. He had been a King's

scholar at Eton, and a fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge.

A COXTESE of twelve lectures on Dante's
Paradieo will be delivered in Italian by Prof.

A. Farinelli at University College, Qower-street,

on Tuesdays and Fridays, at 8.30 p.m., for

six consecutive weeks, beginning on May 3.

Miss Lilian M. Faithtull, vice-principal

of the Ladies' Department of King's College,

in Kensington-square, will deliver during this

term a special course of eight lectures on '

' The
Treatment of Nature in English Poetry."

We may mention here that the Bev. Andrew
Clark contributes to the new number of the
English Historical Review a severe criticism of

some statements in " Notes on the Heraldry
of the Oxford Colleges," which appeared a
little while ago in Archaeologia Oxoniensis, and
were noticed in the ACADEltY at the time. In
particular—with reference to the claim of the
University to exemption from the Heralds'
jurisdiction—he draws attention to documents,
existing both at Oxford and in the College of

Arms, which attest a visitation by Kichard
Lee, Portcullis Pursuivant, in 1574. From
these documents he also argues that the arms
of Archbishop Rotherham, impaled on the
shield of Lincoln College, were probably " vert,

three stags trippant or," and not "vert, three
stags trippant argent, attirant or " ; and he
further contests the assertion that Jesus College
annexed this coat from Lincoln about 1590,
" without authority."

ORIGINAL VERSE.
BEST.

Bbst to the toilwom brain,

Best to the hands and feet,

Beet from life's struggle and strain,

Best from its fever and heat.

Best in some quiet country lane,

Far from the loud city street,

With its wretchedness, squalor and pain
;

There with calm Nature to meet,
From her lips, fresh with dew or with rain,

Alone in her cacred retreat,

The secret of rest thus to gain.
Such rest—ah ! how sweet

!

After labour comes rest,

After the day cometh night.

Peace to the troubled breast,

Joy to the sad and opprest.
And to the darkened night,

Out of the distant west,

At eventide, cometh light.

So when the weary fight

Of life has been fought and won,
To the captive soul cometh flight

To regions beyond the sun.

Brodick: Easter Sunday.
C. M. A.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Boletin of the Eeal Academia de la

Historia for March opens with a highly favour-
able review, by Fr. Codera, of Dr. van Vloten's
"Becherches sur la Domination Arabe, le

Chiisme, et les Croyances Messianiques sous le

Kbalifat des Omayades." Next we have a
report, by Simon y Nieto, on the fifteenth
century archives of the municipality of Palencia

:

they present a sharp struggle between the
bishop and the king for iniiuenco in the council.
Mention is made of payment of deputies to
Cortes, of a Hermandad formed with twenty-
five other towns in favour of the king, and of
a nublero to conjure'] away storms in summer.

Manuel DanvUla prints a sensible letter of

Carlos III. to his son on his palace intrigues

;

Gomez de Arteche analyses Rabio y Lluch's
interesting work, "Los Navarros en Grecia y
el Ducado Catalan de Atenas en la epoca de su
Invasion," one of the most curious episodes of

the mediaeval Latin domination in the East

;

Pedro de Madrazo strongly advises that the
monastery of Santa Maria la Eeal de Najera
should be handed over to Franciscan monks for its

preservation ; andPadre Fita prints, with critical

commentary, the text and Spanish translation
of the singular testamentary deed of gift by
Garcia of Navarre and his Queen in 1052, and
defends the king from the aspersions of the
Chroniclers ; he also gives us an inedited Bull
of Clement II. of 1057, confirming the inde-
pendence of the Monastery of Oiia from all

Spanish bishops and its dependence on the
Pope alone.

We have received the first number (March)
of the Revista Critica de Historia y Literatura
Eapauolas. It proposes to give a monthly
account of the whole field of Spanish literature

and history, and of all that is written upon
it at home and abroad. If it performs this

promise, the review will be an immense boon
to all students of Spanish. It opens with a
favourable notice, by Dr. B. Hiibner, of

Joaquin Costa's " Estudios Ibericos," which are
little known out of Spain. The editors have
got together an excellent staff, and we con-
gratulate them heartily on their first number.

DR. MARTINEAVS NINETIETH
BIRTHDAY.

We quote the following from the Times :

" Yesterday [Tuesday] afternoon a deputation
from Manchester College, Oxford, attended Dr.
Martiaeau at his residence, 35, Gordon-square,
and presented him with au address, in which they
congratulated him upon the ninetieth anniversary
of his birth. With regard to his connexion with
the college, the address said :

' We recognise the
dignity and honour conferred on the college by
your connexion with it as professor, principal, and
president, associating its name with your high
service to religious philosophy. And to the spirit

Infused into the life of the college by your stead-

fastness always to the free teaching and the free

learning of theology, it largely owes its constant
fidelity to this fundamental principle.'
" The presentation was made by Mr. George

Holt, of Liverpool, president of the college ; and
the secretary, the Eov. H. EnfieldDowson, who read
the address, said that among others Prof. Max
Miiller, visitor to the college, had expressed regret

at inability to attend. Mr. Harry Bawson, the
Bev. 8. A. Steinthal, and Prof. J. E. Odgers also

addressed Dr. Martineau on behalf of various
sections of his admirers and co-workers.
"Dr. Martineau, in reply, said that he found

himself unable to express at all adequately his

sense of the kind and generous words that had
been said to him. He found himself, in looking
back over the many years of his connexion with
the college, chiefly dwelling upon one or two facts

associated with his work as a teacher of philosophy.
Other branches of study be had, indeed, been
necessarily interested in, but this had chiefly

engrossed his attention. He had to confess—and
whether he must be regarded as too inconsistent

must be decided after considering the inevitable

growth of a mind—that his system of philosophy
had not been the same from the first. He bad
been brought up in the ' associational ' school of

Hartley and the materialism and neces;arianism
of Priestley, and at first his lectures were based
upon their principles. But two things had had
great influence upon his mind. One was the
literature which had come to this country from
the United States, chiefly from the pen of Dr.
Chanuing. He remembered when Dr. Ohanning's
teachings were regarded by some of the older men
with disfavour amounting even to bitterness ; but
he himself. In common with many of the younger

men in his day, had been greatly touched by the
deep spiritual humility and search after personal
holiness which characterised that great man's
preaching. Another influence was that of the
Evangelical literature associated with the name of

Wilberforce, of which he became aware only by
accident. Hannah More's work on Fractical Piety

and a book of devotional extracts by Shepherd of

Frome seemed to open up a new field of thought
and feeling within him. He began to realise new
meanings in personality. The old necessarian
doctrne made, it became clear, no sufficient

provision for the immense differences between
holiness and guilt, and to explain the
sense associated with these terms a new
explanation of the operation of the Divine
Spirit and of the freedom af the human spirit was
needed. So his earlier courses of lectures, when
they came up for revision, had to be entirely re-

written ; and the new view of the world thus
arrived at it had been his aim ever since to make
clearer. He could not too much insist on the
necessity for keeping the teachers of reUgion in

touch with the highest thought of their time, and
for giving them an insight into the rival systems
which too often take hold of the public mind
through an inability on the part of people
generally to compare one method with another.
He had always insisted upon a course of logic as

necessary before entering upon the discussion of

religious philosophy ; and he was pleased to note
that one of his former students, now professor at

Calcutta, Mr. Frosanna Boy, had written
an elementary book on logic, which was
not only used in the Hindu schools, but
had gone into four editions in this country
already. He felt that the importance of religious

philosophy would be recognised more and more,
as it was seen how inevitably the basis of Christian

teaching would have to be sought less and less in

the letter of Scripture. The Bible and New
Testament would have to be regarded as litera-

ture, and the mind must be trained so as to fasten

securely upon the abiding elements among its

varied constituents, while the religious seme must
be cultivated if we would hope to rescue the im-
perishable from what was sure to go, and to find

the way clear to the one central Divine personality

of Jesus. As to the many kind words that had
been said to him, he could make no reply to their

touching personal allusions ; but his friends would
believe that they sank deeply into his heart, and
they would brighten and cheer the declining
years of his life."

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.

GBNEEAL LITERATURE.

BoBHK, F. U. VaUsthumUche lieder der Biutschen im IS.

a. 19. Jabrh. 1. Lfg. Leipzig : fiteitkopf. 1 M.
CoKTE, E. Espagne ec Fiovence. Faiis: Calmann I>Ty.

S fr. 60.

Daudit, H. Un Amooi de Barras. Paris: OUendoiff.
8 fr. 60.

DuMAZET, A. L'AmK^e et la Flott9 enlS9i. Faiis: Bergei-
Levrault, 6 fr.

Fauin, Le Ckimmandant P. Au Tonkin et sot la frontl&te
du Kwang-3i. Patia : Challamel. 7 fr. 60.

Gayet, A1. L'Art p«r8an. Paris : May & Motteroz. 3 fr. 60.
Jahbhuch Aes kaiserl. deutschen aicbaeologischen Institute.

JSrgiinzangsliaft III. Berlin : R«imer. 20 H.'
Hazzini, Joseph, Lcttres istimes de, p p. D. Melegati.

Paris : Diaiei. 8 fi. 60.

Beydel, M. Arthur Schopenhaners Hetaphysik der Musik.
Leipzig : Breitkoof . 2 U. 60.

SoLXBTi, A. Vita dl Torqnato Taeio. Torino : Loescher.
85 fr.

ZwEYUEBT, E. Luthers Btellung zur humanietieohen Bchule
n. Wiasenschaft. Leipzig : Fock. I U. 20.

HISTORY. LAW, ETC.

Beeb, a. Die Staatachulden n. die Ordnnng d. Btaatshaas-
halts unter Uari<i Thereeii. L Leipzig : Freytag. 3 U.

Bbixfx u. Aotes zur Geechiohte d. SOjuhrigen Krieges. 8.

Bd. Tom Reichstag 16C8 bis znr Griindun? der Liga.
Beaib. V. F. Stieve. Munchen: Rieger. 20 M.

HopFEir, O. B. Kaiser Maxtmilian II. u. der Kompromias-
katholizismus. Milncben : Rieger. 12 M.

Hekadieb, J. Deutsche Uilnzen. 8. Bd. Berlin : Weyl.
8M.

Beoebta episcoporum Constantlensium. I. Bd. 617-1298.

6. Lfg. Beaib. T. P. Ladevig u. Th. MUller. Inncbruek

:

Wagner. 4 M.
BoussET, Le Commandant. Histoire gCnC'iale de la Qaene

franco-allemande (1870-1871). T. 1. L'Anni<e Imperials.

I. J aiis : Lib. IllustrC^e. 7 fr. 60.

Schmidt, O. Becbtegeschichte Liv, B>t- u. Cutlands,

Dorpat: Earow. 6M.
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Snsnuir.B. HoUnieh ZwteRU. Bdn I*baB n. 'l^kep,
-.»i. icB Qa«ll«n dwgwteUt. 1. Hallbd. Bud:
SofanW. 4 11.93.

PHTBICAL BCMNCB AHD PHILOSOPHY.

BtUTLnT, J. J. nn. BAnenU de parobologie hnaulne.

hita : Alcaa. 8 (r.

ajiaai»Anm,U Dto Hafer t. MitMeuropa. 1.80. Wten:
Oaold'aBohii. to U.

Basouct, W. OI* DMlithiMha Station t. BntoUi bd
BanltTO ia Boa^ea. Amgnbongeu im J. 1893. Wien

:

IfiililiiiiuMi MIL
WsiDKasAiiM, O. TTab. NezTencantnn an dea G«t>iitornsen

d«i Vonl, BtptOien n. Amphibien. Doipat : Kaiow.
tV. SO.

PHn/)LOOY.

Avista, kng. T. K. F. O«ldiio. 8. L(g. Stuttgart : Kohl-
haDUiwr. 18 M.

OomuTX, K. D« eanniae, qnod legitnr in Aeaebyli Oboopb.
T. Utt-IM (DIndotf), eommentatia eritica et exegetiea.

Ow Stwhllti : WUpat. 1 M.
HoLTZXAn, A. Das Hal iiblarata u. seine Tbeilf. 4. Bd.

Ki«l : HMNler. 13 K. 80.

Ldbdiis, H. Die Ty&sa-t^ikati, bcsonders in ibiem Vei-
UHdIs znm Taittblra-Piativiikbra. Kiel: Haeeeler.
sicea

MiYia, 0. Neogilecbiscbe Btudien. III. Die lateinlaohen

Lebnworte un Nengriecbiseben. Leipzig: Fieytag.
1 H. :o.

PAaix, Oaston. LaPot^tiednHojea Axe: lei;anB et leotnna.
So S<'-ile. Paris : Haobette. 3 fr. 50.

Shdxwav, D. B. Das ablantende Vetbum bei Hans Sacbs.
Quttingtn : Vandenboeok. 3 IL 60.

CORRESPONDENCE.
" ABSENIC."

Bjdenbam-bill : April 10, 189S.

The Greek form of Arsenic is 'Ap7fiiiK6i> ; and
as this apparently comes from 'Apcnjy= "male,"
it has been taken to mean "male" also =
AfiptyiK6i> (from 'A(5(5)ji' = 'Apiri)^), which really
is fotmd — " male," and is also given in the
sense of " arsenic " (Liddell and Scott), though
apparently bnt little used in this meaning. In
the N. E. D. no explanation is given of this

strange term " male ; but in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica (ninth edition) we are told that
" the name ipatyiKiy was applied by Dioscorides
to the yellow sulphide of arsenic, orpiment, on
account of its very potent properties." Prof.
Skeat, however, prefers to attribute the name
" to the extraordinary alchemical fancy that
some metals were of different sexes": gold, for
instance, being masculine, and silver feminine.
May be : but these metals have, notwithstanding,
preserved their own real names, and lost their
fancy titles, while we are asked to believe that
arsenic preserved its fancy title " male " and
lost its own real name ; for, unless it was dis-

covered by Dioscorides (which is not likely), it

must before his time have been known by some
other name. I have my doubts, therefore,
about this word ipcrtnKiy, and am inclined to
think that Dioscorides (if he was the first to
use it) found in some Eastern language a word
meaning arsenic (or rather orpiment), with some
sort of resemblance to i.p(rti/tK6y, and transmuted
the word into this thoroughly Greek form.

I was led to this opinion by meeting with the
irost-Biblioal Hebrew word 'TT'3'iT (zarni/c*),

which will be found in Levy's Neuhebr. u.
Chald. Wiirterbuch. He compares the Syr.
and "the Ters. zam%," and gives as the
meaning, " Arsenik, wahrsch. dergelbe Arsenik,
auripigmentum.'l He might have added the
Arabic form, which Bichardson points zamik'
and GoliuszirntX-.* Bichardson has also theforms
zarnah and zarni. But these are really, aU of
them, Persian words, and not Arabic; for in
every Arabic dictionary I have consulted it is

stated that the word is Persian, and in Palmer's
Persian Dictionary the word is also marked
P. = Persian.

Now, that there is some connexion between
this word zamik and ipatyiKiy is pretty evident.
It occurred to me directly I saw the former
word and knew its meaning ; and Richardson

• In the Heb., Syr., and Pers. or Arab, word
the final letter Is aspirate, and eo might more cor-
rectly be trausliterated kh

; but I have preferred to
use k, so as to compare better with the * in the
Or. ^wMiy and the hard c in the Eng. artmk.

certainly had the same opinion when, after

translating his forms, zamik, &o,," arsenicum,"
he added " consonans illi nomen." But it may
be urged that zamik has been borrowed from
ipatytKiy, and not this from that. Well : if

zamik had first appeared in Arabic and subse-
quently in Persian, &o., I might have subscribed
to this view, for, as " the arsenic " in Arabic
would be azzamik, an Arab might well have
regarded the a of ip<ityiH6y as the article, and
have made up his zamik out of the rest of the
word by transposing the <rt and the p. But, if

zamik is Persian, it could not well have been
borrowed from ipo-fymiiv, because there is no
definite article in Persian, and so there would
have been no reason, or, at any rate, not this

reason, for dropping the initial a. I incline,

therefore, to the belief that iptrcviKiiK was made
up out of one of the forms of zamik, possibly

out of the Arab, azzamik (which is sufficiently

like it), by transposing the z and the r. His-
tory, in this case, supplies no clue. I know
nothing about the date of the Persian, Syriac,

and Arabic forms. ^KpatyMSv seems to belong
to the first century after Christ, for that was
when Dioscorides lived, while the Neo-Hebrew
zamik may be older, of the same age, or

younger, for it is found in the Babylonian
Talmud (Tr. ChuUin) ; and though this Talmud
was not completed till, perhaps, about a.d. 500,

the materials for it had been floating about for

centuries.

Another arg^ument in favour of ip(T(ytK6v being
a borrowed word may be found in the con-
sideration of the Gr. aaviapiKj). This word,
properly speaking, denotes the " red sulphuret

of arsenic, realgar " (Liddell and Scott), while
lip<r(VM6v (as I have already said) is "the yellow
sulphuret or orpiment." But, as in English
the one word arsenic has been used of both
these sulphurets (see K. E. D.), so this differ-

ence of meaning can scarcely be said to exclude
the idea of an etymological connexion between
aayiapdKri and ipjtyLKov—an idea which probably
I am the first to entertain. SaytapdKtt is much
the older word, for Aristotle (fourth century
B.C.) uses it, and Herodotus (fifth century u.c.)

makes use of the adj. a-avSapcddvos, and this

word probably presupposes the existence of
aaviapiKTj.

At first sight the resemblance between
aaniapiiii] and apcrfHK6y can scarcely be said to
be strong ; but if we remove the S from the
former, and consider the consonants only, we
have s-n-r-k, which are the consonants also

of ap<rfyiK6y ; viz., r-8-n-k, only in different

order. But why suppress the S of aayiapiicri,

it may be asked ! WeU, in Greek, as in many
other languages, the concurrence of n and r,

when the n precedes the r, is avoided. Compare
ayfpos &niaySp6t (the latter much more common),
in which the S appears to have been introduced
for the reason I have named (see Matthiae's
Greek Grammar, 1835, § 40). In French, an
intrusive d of this sort is very common (com-
pare cendre, tendre, &o. In German, compare
Fiihnrich and FUhndrich. My notion is, there-
fore, that (TayiapiKi), which has by no means the
appearance of a Greek word, was borrowed
from a foreign original, of which the con-
sonants may have been either s-n-r-k or
s-r-n-k, in which latter case the Greeks would
have transposed the n and the r. But if

t It will be noticed that there is ir in Greek and
e in the other languages quoted ; but the Greeks
sometimes transliterated the z of another language
by ir : at any rate, they have sometimea done this
in transliterating Hebrew. Thus, in the Septuagint
f^T is transliterated (a$4S (1 Ohron. ii. 36), but

SaBdr in xi. 41 ; and W'}\ is 2<iaipa in Esth. v. 14,

&c. But it is fail to say that the t is usually trans-
literated ( in the Septuagint, while 2, which is

commonly z in the A. V., is nearly always o- in
the Septuagint (see " Dictionary of the Bible,"

\under Z).

B-r-n-k represents the word, why, with the
unimportant change of z into s, about which
I have already spoken in note f, these are

the very consonants of the Persian, Arabic,

Syriac, and N. Hebrew zamik, viz., z-r-n-k!

To sum up, then, my view is about as follows.

The Greeks, as early as the fifth century before

Christ, borrowed, perhaps from Persian, a word
to which they gave the form of raySapiKti, and
used it of the red sulphuret of arsenic or realgar.

In the first century after Christ, Dioscorides

—

wishing, perhaps, to find another word for the

yellow sulphuret of arsenic or orpiment (which
had, possibly, up to that time been included in

the term aaySapiKri), and finding in some other

language, perhaps Arabic, a word with this

meaning, viz., zamik (or azzamik), in which
he discovered some resemblance to ipirfyiKiy =
" male " (as a form of i^^ei'iKdi')—boldly adopted
this latter word, and gave it a new meaning.
The curious part of the matter is that, if this

view is correct, aayiapdicr) and ipatyMiy would
both have been taken from the same Oriental

word, modified, it may be, somewhat both in

form and in signification in the course of cen-

turies, and in its passage from one Eastern

language to another. F. Chance.

SAINT DOMINIC AND NAPOLBON.
Bags^Tes-de-Bigone ( Hantes.Pyi^ndes]

:

April 16, 18?5.

The early history of the name Napoleon and
of the Napoleon family is, of course, an inter-

esting subject. I venture to offer a description

of a rare laook which wiU, I trust, not be over-

looked in the Catalan Bibliography which M.
Pierre Yidal, Bibliothecaire de Ferpignan, is

preparing for publication, and to quote there-

from a reference to a miracle performed by St.

Dominic in favour of a Napoleon, perhaps a
member of the famous family, in the thirteenth

century.

The volume is entitled

" LiH&E Frihkk
I
Dbls MinACLBS Qcb | Lo

Senyor Ha OnRATS Pbr | medi de la canctissima
Beliquia | del gloriossanct lea | Baptista. | Com-
post per lo Fare Prisentat Fra Michel Llot del

|

orde de S. Domingo, Doctor y Cathedratich de |

Theohgia en la Vniuersitat de \
Ferpinya. Dirigit

ale lUustres y fideliasims Consols, do la
|
mateixa

fideliesima vila. [A woodcut representing St.

John the Baptist standing by a tree—the rebus
of Arbus—holding a pole in his right hand, and
pointing ^-ith the other to the Agnua Dei. Above
and below the woodcut are the words '£!coe

Agnus Dei,' and on either side ' Ecce qui tollit

peccata mundi.'] £n Ferpinya en casa de Samptt
Arbus.

I

"

The book consists of two parts : the first

containing viii. and 264 pages,* and the second
203 and a page of Erradea, It is evident from
the Taula that both parts were published

together, and from the various prefaces and
imprimaturs that the whole book was printed

in 1 590, after the month of April. The title-

page of the second part differs from the other

only by bearing the word "Segon" instead

of "Primer," and having below the last line

the words "Estamper Any 158 [sic]." _My
copy is complete, all but part of the first title-

page, which has been worn away, and some one
has mended it so as to make it difficult to read

what remains of the commendatory letter in

Latin on the back, which is signed " Frater

loannes Loazes Prior
|

provincialis."

The historical allusions in the volume are

interesting. On p. 132 (part 1), one is told that

under the high altar of the Dominican church

in Perpignan lie buried a Duke and Duchess of

Clarence.

" Frimo lo molt alt mousenyoi el infant en

As a matter of fact, there are 274 pages, those

from 110 onwards being wrongly numbered. The
last bears an engraving of the Madona.
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Ferrando Duch de Clarensa, fill del molt alt

princep en Xanxo Key de Mallorca, e pare del

molt alt Bey on laume de Malloicha lo darrer Hoy.
Item hi iau Madona Gonstansa Buqueea de
Clarensa, muller del dit en Ferrando e mare del

molt alt Key en laume, darrer Rey de Mallorcha."

On p. 154 (part 2) we learn that, while St.

Vincent Ferrer was converting the Jews of

Perpignan by his sermons in 1415, the Emperor
Sigiemund and King Ferdinand of Aragon,
with many distinguished personages who had
been at the Council of Constanz, assembled
there; among others, "los embaixadors del

Eey de Inglaterra lo Bisbe de Vncestre, y dos
doctors famosos." Was the Bishop of Winton
with two famous doctors at Perpignan in

1415?
The reader is informed (part 1, p. 99) that

the Baptist was imprisoned at Macaruntha

;

that, after beheadal, his tongue was transfixed
with a needle by Herodias (pp. 100, 102)—

a

marginal note gives " Jansenins in Concordiam
Euangelicam, c. 56," as the authority for this

statement, which is repeated in a novena in the
Saint's honour published in Basque at Tolosa
in 1892, though there the instrument is called

a hair-pin or comb ; that Herod was banished
to Lyon, and "mori de pura tristesa a mala
mort " (p. 123) ; that the daughter of Herodias
fell into a frozen river, and remained a prisoner
in the solid ice, with her head only above it,

till she died (p. 124).

On p. 135, St. Dominic and St. Francis are
said to have passed through Perpignan together
in 1219, on their way to Spain.
On p. 07 of the first part begins the story

about Napoleon. I hope the following transla-
tion will be found fwthful enough

;

"To the same purport I could mention innumer-
able examples, by way of confirmation of the
present truth ; but that will suffice which the
Lord did for the honour and glory ol the Patriarch
and glorious father, Saint Domingo, founder of
the most illustrious and most holy reUgious order
of Preachers in Bome, in the monastery of Saint
Sixtus, in the year 1219, on the 28th of February.
In the which being assembled Hugolino de Hostia
Cardinal, and the Cardinal Nicholas, Bishop of
Tufculano, and the Cardinal Stephen of Fossanova,
acd the glorious father S. Doim'ngo, to whom
the Sovran PontifE had committed the business of
the reformation of the nuns of the monastery of
8. Sixtus, it happened that the Cardinals, with
the company of the glorious saint, being occupied
within the monastery in doing that which was
nfceesary for the said reformation, a youth named
Napoleon, nephew of Cardinal Stephen of Fos-
sanova, lunning a horse on the road before the
monastery, fell in such a manner that, breaking
bis bead in many parts, his arms and other parts,
he died incontinent. For the which death great
mourning was made, not only on the part of
the Cardinal uncle of the young man defunct, but
also by many other private persons, by reason of
the particular affection and goodwill that they
bad towards the Cardinal, with whose trouble
and affliction they condoled. Moved with
compassion, the glorious Patriarch S. Domingo
ordered bia companion, named Tranoedo,
to apparel the altar, in the church of the
aforesaid monastery, because he had to say
Mass and pray to the Lord for a remedy for the
accident which had just before happened in the
person of Napoleon. The which the glorious eaint
did celebrate in the presence of the Cardinals,
and much other folk, with so great devotion and
feeling that he moved all those standing around to
the greatest astonishment. By cause. In the
lifting up of the consecrated Host, the saint was
visibly elevated two palms above the ground.
And, the Mass ended, St. Domingo went in
company of the Cardinals, and the rest of the
people, to the place where the dead man lay, and
putting in order (concertadea) the hands, the arms,
and the head, end the other parts broken, in the
body of the deceased, he fell into a most pro-
found orison, the glorious Patriarch, so full of
most lively faith and hope in the Lord, as was
necessary in being about to do a work so extra-

ordinary in its nature (or for nature). While all

those present were standing in great silence and
attention, watching what he was about to perform,
S. Domingo set himself where the head of the
dead lay, and, making the signal of the Cross over
the dead, said with a loud voice, ' Napoleon, in the
name and virtue of the Lord Jesu Christ raise

thyself at once.' And incontinent the young
man arose and spoke ; having been dead since

the morning, until three o'clock in the afternoon."

(p. 71).

One wonders whether the chasuble worn by
the saint on this occasion was that still pre-
served in the crypt of the Basilica of St.

Semin at Toulouse, which is said to have been
his. All over it are embroidered peacocks
with outspread tails, and the symbol of charity
known to archaeologists as "the pelican in her
piety ": that is, standing over a brood of young
ones and pecking her breast till the blood flows
over them. The peacocks are each accom-
panied by the Italian word pavonb, written
backwards. The pelicans are honoured by an
inscription which I was told in 1891, by the
Italian priest who was then the keeper of the
crypt, that no one could read. I then
suggested that, read in the common way, it

might be Dedi et da ; which would well describe

the Charity of Christ, proposed for the imita-
tion of the Christian. The first two letters in

dedi are amalgamated, as is often the case in

the inscriptions of Portugal and Spain. The et

is the well-known medieval and Renaissance
contraction, an L turned backwards. The d in

da is barred like the first in dedi. This may
however be a blunder on the part of the
sempstress, though repeated all over the vest-

ment. The Abbe Sabatier, now in charge of

the crypt, thinks that, read backwards, one can
make Phenice out of it, taking my .i4 to be a
P blended with H, This interpretation does
not seem to me possible.

E. S. DODGSON.

P.S.—In my letter on "Basque Books Old
and New," printed in the Academy of April
13, for "agueri, 'appears'" read " agueri,

'appear' "
; and for " diseetan" TB&i " deseetan,"

E. 8. D.

A SHAKSPERE ALLUSION, 1653.

BsToda, India.

In the Letters of Dorothy Osborne (ed. Parry,
1888, p. 113), the following undoubted allusion

to Shakspere's "Eichard III.," act v., sc. 3.,

occurs. Dorothy's brother has been urging
her, as tisual, to marry. She writes to Temple
about it

:

"The Emperor [Sir Justinian Isham] and hia

proposals began it ; I talked merrily on't till I

saw my brother put on his sober face, and could
hardly then believe he was in earnest. It seems
he wa^, for when I had spoke freely my meaning,
it wrought so with him as to fetch up all that lay
on his stomach. All the people that I had ever
in my life refused were brought agaiu upon the
stage, like Bichard Ill.'s ghosts, to reproach me
withal," &c. (1653).

The Centurie of Prayse (second ed., 1879)
naturally has not got this passage in it. I
may add a note upon p. 435 of the Centurie,

that the passage " attributed to Shakspere, but
not identified," from England's Parnassus,

p. 109—"Like as the gentle heart itselfe

bewraies "—is from the Faerie Queene (VI.,
vii. 1). H, LiTTLEDALE.

THE SYKIAC GOSPELS.

St. FeterBborg : April 17, 1895.

Mrs. Lewis, in the Academy of April 13,
among other interesting readings of the Sinai
palimpsest, quotes Matt, xviii. 19: "Again,
verily, I say unto you, if ye shall agree upon
earth about everything, ye shall have what ye
ask from my Father which is in heaven."

It is, to say the least, interesting to notice

that Count Tolstoi, in his work on the Gospels,

translates the same verse as follows :
" Again,

ye know well {i^l^)•'), that if two or three of you
shall agree on earth in all things, when they
shall ask, their prayer shall be fulfilled to them
before my Father in heaven."

0. E. TtJKNEB.

"EYERY day's NEWS."
London : April 28, 189G.

Permit me to correct a flight error in the
wording of a note about a forthcoming
"Pseudonym" which appeared in the last

number of the Academy. The indication of

the plot there given was correct as applied to a
" Pseudonym " volume which is not yet ready,

but it did not apply to Mvery Day's Neivs. This
is a story of literary people closely connected,
yet placed in an antagonistic relation with one
another, by their art. It contains nothing
about a "past unreasonably reasserting itself."

That is another story.

T. Fisher Unwin.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
EuxDAY, April 28, 7.30 p.m. " Stoicism," by Mr. J. H.

Huirbead.
MoNDAV, April 29, 8 p.m. Society of Arts : Cantor

Lecture, 'Recent American Methods and Appliances
employed in the Metallurgy of Copper, Lead, Gold, and
Silver," 11.. by Mr. James Douglas.

TuasDAY, April 30, S p.m. Royal Institution :
" Alternat-

ing and Interrupted Electric Currents," II., by Prof. Q.
Furbes.

8 p.m. Colonial Inetilute : "New Zealand in 1S95,"
by Mr. J. Q. Ward.

Wkdnksday, May 1,4 p.m. Archaeological Institute: "The
atmcture of the Castle at Lincoln," by Mr. T. J. Will-
san ; "A Collection of Chapbooks in TuUie House,
Carlisle," by Chancellor Ferguson.

8 p.m. Society of Arts :
" Deviations of the

Compass," by Prof. A. W. Reinold.
8 pm. Elizabethan: "The Spirit of Elizabethan

Legislation," by Mr. G. Turner.
Tbubhday, May 2, 3 p.m. Royal Institution: "The

Liquefaction of Gases," II., by I^of. Dewar.
4.80 p.m. Camden Society : General Meetirg.
8 p.m. Linnean: "The Distribution of Plants on

the Southern Side of the Alps," by the late Jclm Ball,
with an Introduction by Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer.

8 p.m. Civil Enginet rs : James Forrest Lecture,
"The Development of the Experimental Study of Heat-
Motors," by Prof. W. 0. Unwin.

8 30 p.m. Antiquaries.
Fbiday, May 3, 8 p.m. Philological: Armiversary Meeting,

" The Verbal System of the Saltair na Hann," by Prof.
Strachao.

9 p.m. Boyal Institution; "The Structure and
Function of the Horse's Foot," by Vet. Captain F.
Smith.

Saturday, May 4, 8 p ra. Royal Inst-'tution :
" French

Music and Mueical Inetiuments of the Sixteenth, Seven-
teenth, and Eighteenth Centuries," II , by Mr. Arnold
Dolmetsch.

SCIENCE.
Birds, Beasts, and Fishes of the Norfolk

Broadland. By P. H. Emerson. (David
Nutt.)

Although E^st Anglia is deficient in the
romantic beauty of hanging woods, deep
lanes, and varied prospects, it possesses an
austere and melancholy attraction of its own.
This has been glorified by Tennyson in

poetry and by the brush of De Wint, and
largely consists of farspread views, lit up
by wastes of water and canopied with wide
encircling skies. The Broads, with their

low scheme of colour from reed and sedge

and wild flower in late autumn, boast a
peculiar loveliness and find many admirers.

It is this watery district of Eastern England
which Mr. Emerson delights to celebrate

;

and from men and nature in former books
he turns now to the birds and animals

which, in a naturalist's eyes, give it a dis-

tinctive colouring. He looks at Nature and
the creatures which it cherishes largely
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from a deooratiTe point of view, and over
and over again sighs for the pencil of a
Hokusai to delineate their singular charms.

A spray of willow arching against the sun-

set sends him into raptures. April, " borne
on mild yellowish wings," entrances him.

Thus he appears to owe something of

a gfrudge to birds, whose brightness or

merry character seem out of harmony with
the landscape, and particularly dislikes the
goldfinch. It "is dear to the Philistine

who loves variegated colours " ;
" in a cage

you find him ill-shapen, restless, bad-
tempered," and much more. Again, the
rook is " vulgar, greedy, and common-
place : a thief from little birds, a coward
before fighters." Even the harmless chaf-

finch oomes in for Mr. Emerson's disapproval.

But, after he has painted a background of

typical Norfolk scenery (which he generally
does at the beginning of every chapter), a
bird which suits it is welcomed. Thus " the
irises are high in the dykes when the fly-

catchers come over the seas to build their

mossy nests in the thick ivy climbing round
the old elm trees surrounding the fenman's
garden." Then the flycatcher is "serious-
looking and sober "

; sings " a sweet wren-
like song " ; his "speckled little bosom flits

about the elm branches," and the like.

This style of writing may suit the aestheti-

oism of the day, but it is scarcely science.

Yet Mr. Emerson ruthlessly disposes of a
good many scientific naturalists. Gilbert

White, forsooth, is "overrated"; "poor
Richard Jefiries" {tie) "did not know
summer from spring " ; the son of the
marshes is " superficial " ; even Mr. Steven-
son is flouted. He is hard, too, on Yarrell
and Saunders's illustrations of birds ; nay,
" there is not a trustworthy and well-drawn
set of birds to be found in any publication
issued in this country." It might be
thought that Lord Lilford's exquisite plates

would satisfy Mr. Emerson. His own
illustrations evidently are largely drawn
from stuffed birds, and some of them, such
as the short-eared owl and the sand-martins,
are not commendable. On the other hand,
the vignettes are frequently excellent. Un-
Mudging praise may be given to Mr.
Cotton's " sunset on Salhouse Broad," and
to several views of fishing huts and the like.

For a pleasant chatty book on the birds of
Norfolk within certain limits the author's
volume can be praised. It can in no sense
be regarded as an authoritative account of
birds which are some of them very rare
while others are fast dying out. Mr. Emerson
describes, but does not state if he has ever
seen, an avocet. Many would like to have
known further particulars about the breed-
ing of the ruff and reeve. The author
states that young ones were seen in 1892,
and eggs taken in 1890. "In Norfolk,"
says Mr. H. Saunders, "it is possible that
a pair or two may still nest."

To a dweller outside the Fens the use of
the local names for birds, with no scientific

Latin terms, is at times most puzzling.
What, for instance, are " dow fulfers,"
"herring spinks," "goolers," or "cadders"?
Most readers will turn to the account of
one of the most interesting of Norfolk
birds, the bearded tit, Calamophilut hiarviicm.
Neither of these names appears, but under

" reed pheasant " particulars are given
of a bird which is presumably C. biarmieut.

Nothing is so pleasant in a book of

this kind as local colour ; but who save
a fenman knows what " gladen," "loke,"
" rond," " chate," are ? It seems they are
vegetation of some kind, but the ordinary
reader is quite at sea. What is a " rock-
staff " ? Probably a proverb. When the
wagtail is said to utter its plaintive notes,
" if disturbed by meak or crome that drags
forth the lamb's tail," the irritated and
baffled peruser is tempted to fling the book
down in despair.

And yet this would be a great mistake,
for Mr. Emerson has gathered together a
good many facts. Would that he had added
a glossary, to enable much of the book to be
interpreted! He has a keen appreciation
of the subtle beauties of Fenland, and loves

it at nightfall, or when the soft yellow
shades of coming autumn dapple the reed-

beds. His book affords, too, a fair sum-
mary of the bird-life to be found in the

Broads, although recourse must be had to

more scientific works for particulars about
their distribution and abundance. No more
delightful book could be chosen with which
to dally among the reed-beds in the coming
summer, and Mr. Emerson paints many a
bewitching picture to lead his readers
thither

:

" The landscape is like unto a delicate pastel
when the cuckoo appears in the Broadlands

—

soft masses of blue atmosphere, delicate patches
of bursting leaves, long sweeps of tender green
grass, a pale blue sky overhead, and the music
of the warm breezes sighing over the face of
the land."

Or, once more

:

"On May-day, when the sallows are covered
with leaves, and fresh green islets of covert
rise from the grassy seas, an unmated male
marsh-harrier with cream-coloured head may
appear and be seen beating to leeward over the
soft marshes, rich with soft rushes, sedge, and
scattered reed."

An ornithologist will quarrel with him for
making song-thrushes in spring delight in
fighting until they may be seen rolling over
and over by the roadside. Nor has a field-

fare's nest with eggs ever been seen in
England. The illustrations of many of the
birds deserve a word of commendation,
especially that of the curlews; but the
scenery in which the birds are set is not
always that of the Broads. Although we
have criticised freely, we must thank Mr.
Emerson, on the whole, for a characteristic

book. M. G. Watkins.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ASOKA PILLAB IN THK TERAI.
Vienna : April 16, 1896.

At last Dr. A. Fiihrer, to whom Indian
epigraphists are indebted for many valuable
documents, has been able to look up the Asoka
Pillar in the Terai, the discovery of which was
announced some years ago. He found it near
the tank of the Kepalese village of Kiglivs,

about thirty-seven miles north-west of Uska
Station, on the North Bengal Railway. It is

broken into two pieces. The lower one, which
is still fixed in situ, bears the inscriptions.

Unfortunately a portion of the letters are in-

accessible for the present, as the shaft has sunk

into the gronnd, and the local Nepalese ofScial

refused permission for a special excavation

without authority from Katmandu. So Dr.
Fiihrer was compelled to content himself with
taking an impression of the lines visible above
ground. These are four in number, and contain

an entirely new Edict, possessing considerable

interest. According to the impression which
Dr. A. Fiihrer has kindly forwarded to me, the

slightly mutilated text runs as follows :

" 1. Devdnam piyena Fiyadatina Idjina coiasavaMhi-
[sitena]

2. Budhata Kondkamancua thuhe dutiyam vaiAik
3. . . . t&hhititena ea atana dyaea maKiyiU
i pApit'lV

TaANBLATIOK.

" When the god-beloved king Plyadasi had
bsen anointed fourteen years, he increased the
Stiipaot Buddha Koudkamana {or the second time ;

and when he had been anointed . . . years, he
himself came and worshipped it, (nnd) he caused
it to obtain "

The chief point of interest which the inscrip-

tion offers is the mention of the Buddha Kona-
kamana, who, of course, is the same as the
Eonagamana of the Ceylonese Buddhists, the

twenty-third mythical predecessor of the his-

torical founder of Buddhism. The Edict proves

that Prof. Kern was right when he declared

{Der Buddhiamm, vol. i., p. 411), on the

strength of the evidence of the relievos at

Bharahut, that the portion of the Buddhist
mythology referring to the previous Buddhas
was settled in the third century B.C. Perhaps
it teaches even a little more. First, the state-

ment of Asoka that " he increased " the Stupa
"for the second time " probably means that he
twice restored it, adding to its size. Hence the

monument must have been older than his time,

and it must have possessed considerable fame
and sanctity, as is also apparent from the fact

that Asoka personally visited and worshipped
it. Secondly, according to the Baddliavatnsa,

xxiii. 29, Konfigamana reached Nirvana in the
Pabbatfirfima, the Mountain Garden or Monas-
tery. The discovery of this Pillar, near which,

according to Dr. Fiihrer, the ruins of the Stupa
are still traceable, in the hills of the Tend
suggests the conjecture that we have to look

here for the supposed place of Konagamana's
Nirviina.

Such results are by no means without value

for the student of Buddhism. As the Buddhists
worshipped STikyamuni's mythical predecessors

in the beginning of the third century B.C., or

even earlier, and erected Stiipas in memory of

their Nirviina, the time when their religion was
founded must fall much earlier. Thus, the

date 477 B.C. for the Nirvana gains greater

probability, and the attempts to reduce the

distance between Buddha's death and the

accession of Asoka, against the Ceylonese tradi-

tion, become more difficult. In addition, the

new inscription gives us an historical fact for

the fifteenth year of Asoka's reign, which date

is not mentioned in the other Edicts ; and it

shows that Asoka's rule extended in the north-

east as far as the hiU frontier of Nepal. Per-

haps the Nepalese tradition is right when it

asserts that the valley, too, belonged to the

Maurya empire. The letters of the new Edict

are exactly like those of the eastern Pillars of

Mathia, Radhia, and Rampurva. The language

is the Magadbi of the third century. The new
form dgaca in the phrase atana Cigdca corre-

sponds to the Pali Cu/acca, and the two words

are equivalent to Sanskrit Citmand Cigatya.

In the letter accompanying the impression,

Dr. Fiihrer states that the Nepalese Government
has been applied to for permission to conduct

excavations round the Pillar. Perhaps he will

be able soon to make a further addition to our

knowledge of Asoka's history.

a. BiJHLE^.
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SCIENCE NOTES.

The Bakerian Lecture will be delivered before
the Soyal Society on Thursday, May 9. The
research upon which the lecture is to be based
has been conducted by Messrs. A. Vernon
Harcourt and WiUiam Esson ; and the title is

announced as " The Laws of Connexion between
the Conditions of a Chemical Change and its

Amount."

The third James Forrest Lecture at the
Institution of Civil Engineers wUl bs delivered
on May 2, at the United Service Institution,
Whitehall, by Prof. W. C. Unwin, who pro-
poses to take for his subject "{The Development
of the Experimental Study of Heat-Motors."

At the meeting of the Linnean Society, to
be held at Burlington House on Thursday next,
a paper will be road from the late John Ball
on the "Distribution of Plants on the Southern
Side of the Alps," with an introduction by Mr.
W. T. Thiselton Dyer.

At the meeting of the Society of Arts on
Wednesday next, Prof. A. W. Eeinold, of the
Eoyal College of Science, will read a paper on
"Deviations of the Compass."

_
The evening discoui-se at the Eoyal Institu-

tion next Friday will be delivered by Vet.
Captain F. Smith, on "The Structure and
Function of the Horse's Foot."

We quote the following from the Journal of
the Eoyal Asiatic Society for April

:

Dr. G. S. Buchanan has been appointed to
the office of medical inspector at the Local
Government Board.

The Provincial Legislative Assembly of
Ontario has authorised a grant of 7500 dollars
(£IoOO) towards defraying the expenses of a
meeting of the British Association at Toronto
in 1897, should the Association decide to accept
the invitation that has already been received
from Toronto.

" Mr. N. Don Martino de Zilva Wickremasinghe,
assistant librarian of the Museum at Colombo,
after studying Indian philology and archaeology at
the UniTersities of Erlangen, Munich, and Berlin
for two years, has recently coire to England for a
short time, and is now working in the British
Museum. He has been awarded Dr. Muir's prize
at Beilia University for diligence and progress in
Oriental studies, and ho hopes to return to
Germany to finish his course and to compete for
the degree of Ph.D. For two years before leaving
Ceylon, at the request of the Archaeological Oom-
miseioner, and on account of his special knowledge
of Sinhalese literature and history, and of his
skill in deciphering ancient inscriptions, he was
seconded to serve on the Archaeological Survey at
Amuradhapura. He is the editor of the Nikaya
Sangraha, a history of the Buddhist Churc'i in
Ceylon, which was published at the Ceylon
Government Press in 1890. Mr. Wickremasinghe
is the first Sinhalese scholar who has ever come to
Europe to psrfect himself as an Orientalist."

PHILOLOOr NOTES.
The anniversary meeting of the Philological
Society is to be held at University College,
Gower-street, on Friday next, when Prof.
Strachan, of Liverpool, has promised to read a
paper on "The Verbal System of the Saltair
na Ittnn."

The appeal issued last year for help in
collecting and arranging the materials for the
English Dialect Dictionary has been so far
successful that it is now proposed to begin
printing immediately, provided that a sufficient
number of subscribers come forward. The
mode of publication decided upon is in half-
yearly parts, of at least 144 quarto pages each,
two of which will be given in return for an
annual subscription of one guinea. It is hoped
that part 1 may be ready in July 1896; but
the work will be abandoned altogether if the
number of subscribers does not reach one
thousand. Persons interested should, there-
fore, address themselves at once either to the
editor. Prof. Joseph Wright, 6, Norham-road,
Oxford, or to the treasurer, Prof. Skeat, 2,
Salisbury-villas, Cambridge. These two names
are a guarantee that the work will be conducted
on strictly scientific principles ; and we believe
ttiat the printing will be done by the Clarendon
Press. It is also good news that the American
Dialect Society has appointed a committee to
co-operate in the undertaking. In recognition
of their assistance, it has been resolved to
include m the Dictionary all American dialect
words which are still in use in Great Britain
or Ireland, or which are to be found in early
printed dialect books and glossaries. We may
further add that it is proposed to issue with
part 1 a bibliography and a list of workers.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

ViKiNO Club. — (Friday, April 5.)

SuROBON-CoioNEL BoBBRTs in the chair.—Dr.
Phene read a paper on " A Ramble in Iceland."
After an account of the preliminaries which led to
bis visiting that country, and of events on the
voyage thither, he described how he left Reykjavik,
with one companion and two months' provisions for
himself and attendants, in an eight-oared open boat
on a coasting journey which lasted upwards of
three days and nights, suffering much discomfort
from damp, and the impossibility of lying down,
fill he reached the farmhouse of Huitarviillum.
This house was built near to one said to stand on
the site of an old Norweigian Viking's summer
residence. The owner had found relics in bronze
which he had sent to the Museum at Reykjavik.
A number of depressions indicated fire pits, being
filled entirely with charcoal. These, the reader
suggested, might be the sites of fires which had
been made to take possession of the land by the
old ceremony of hallowing it with iire. There
was a large mound near the farmhouse,
traditionally said to have been a rock cut
into the form of a ship. Tradition also
asserted that a female Viking had once lived
on this spot, and that she secreted her treasures
in this mound. The owner wishing to preserve
the mound, Dr. Phene, by probing it with an
iron rod, in carefully measured distances, found
that it consisted of rock, covered with a thin layer
of earth, thus ascertaining thut the covered rock
was in the form of, and agreed with, the external
earth which was symmetrically like an inverted
boat in shape. There were remains of a long
serpentine construction east of the mound, and
many traces of old dwellings which enclosed the
mound and serpentine form in the centre of a
primitive village. Such serpentine construction
was not improbably an emblem of the Midgard
Serpent, as the Vikings called their ships serpents

;

and an invocation to it would be an effectual pro-
tection to the lady Viking's secreted treasure, the
libation in the dedication to which might still be
traced in the modem custom of christening a
vessel. From the owner of the farm he got ponies
and a guide, though, as they might part company,
he allowed his companion the firjt clioioe of these,
and had to be content with a lad who had never left

home before. After many excursions, he pro-
ceeded to Beykholt and some time after to Lundr.
Here he excavated two more mounds which stood
exactly south-east and south-west of an old Hof,
or temple, which had bjen erected in heathen times.
He found them to conta'n the burnt and charred
bones of sheep and oxen, lying in repeated and
regular layers, but separated by varying thicknesses
of soil. From many indications described, these
seemed to be the remains of Baalistic sacrilices in
heathen times; and, judging from the irregular
intervals at which they appeared, from the
differing thicknesses of earth between them, had
probably been made to celebrate the successive
deaths or accessions of a priest to the temple.
Sir Richard Burton considered that these Baaliatic

sacrifices had not yet entirely died out in Orkney,
and a recent instance in a remote glen in the
Highlands of Scotland was referred to. The
offioo of priest was at this time generally in the
hands of the chief of a district, who built, or
succeeded to, the temple. On parting with his
companion, Dr. Phene travelled for several weeks
in the little known parts north and east of Lang
Jokull and Hofs JUkull, principally by his compass
and maps, as the young guide could only inquire
each day for a pUco of rest. He described the
scenery and geological features of the interior. In
his route ho opened several other tumuli, and
examined some kitchen middens. In the course of
his journey southwards Dr. Phene ascended
Hekla, and visited the Qeysirs, Thingvellir, the
sulphur-pits at Krisuvick, and many of the water-
falls, or fosses. He stopped generally at the
houses of the priests, and spoke warmly of the
kindness and attention he had received from them
and their wives. His experience entirely contra-
dicted the charges of intemperance which many
travellers have brought against Icelandic priests.
These charges Dr. Phene believed to be most
exaggerated, if not altogether unfounded. Ha
had been able to acquire many valuable specimens
of the old gold and silver ornaments which were
heirlooms in their families, in return for personal
remembrances and packets of English tea which he
gave the ladies on parting, tea being, at the time
he spoke of, an almost unknown luxury in the
island. On his return he stayed some time at
Reykjavik, studjiog Old Norse at the University.

—

Prof. T. Rupert Jones said that, never having
visited Iceland, he might talk on the subject with
great freedom, as he would only have to draw on
his imagination and the recollection of what ho
had learned from books and travellers. He could
well realise the lecturer's description of the grand
and weird aspect of the scarred and riven lava-
rocks. Dr. Phene had had some exciting escapes
from morasses and other difficulties in crossing the
country. The speaker remembered an adventure
which had befallen two stulents, one of whom he
knew (now an eminent scientist), who were
travelling there. Making their way across
country on foot they came to a wide and deep
fissure or crevasse in the lava. There seemed to
be no way of crossing. It was impossible for
them to retrace their steps, as they were a long
way from their bise and without provisions. One
of them, first throwing his knapsack across,
boldly sprang after it and just cleared the gulf.
Then, Ijing down on the brink, as his comrade
leaped and just fell short, he caught his hands and
pulled him up safely. The speaker had greatly
enjoyed Dr. Phene's account of his voyage and
travels. It must add greatly to his enjoy-
ment when travelling abroad that, being
observant of the works of nature and art, as
well as of men and manners, he always
found something fo investigite wherever he
was, whether the elephant-mounds of America,
the serpent-mounds of Scotland, the dragon-
mounds of Italy, the ship-mounds of Scandinavia,
or others. He could not sit down without express-
ing his high sense of the great services Dr. Phene
had rendered to archaeology by his investigations
into the origin of thete mounds, and their prob-
able relationship to sun-worship, serpent-worship,
and possibly to other cults ; and, though all do not
yet understand the points and bearings of his
observations, the speaker trusted that in time they
would, and that Dr. Phene's long life would be
happily extended with the satisfaction of his con-
clusions being received at last.—Mr. R. Wright
Taylor said that he remembered his visit to Iceland
well, and it had struck him as a country of unique
interest. He had been most impressed by the
spectacle thera presented of a brave and kind-
hearted people engaged in an impotent struggle
with the forces of Nature. Cultivation and popula-
tion alike seemed to be fast disappearing before
the floods of lava and the volcanic powers
at work. The primitive character of the people
had also been another striking feature. There
were only two policemen in the island, and they
acted also as Custom House officers. A prison had
been built at Reykjavik, but for want of occupants
it had then been turned into a public library.

There was no carriage in the island and he believed

no garden ; and he thought he was correct in

statbig that the woods had disappeared, till there
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was now only one tieo remainiug in the whole

country. Ho had vlaited the Fiskivotn, or Fish

Lake*, abounding in fish, but remarkable for

gnati. He had found bis usual quarters in a tent

;

Eat had aim been lodged in the churches, which

were comfortable wooden structures with benches
apparently intended for the accommodation of

tiaTellers.—Miss 0. A. Bridgman inquired in what
sense the lecturer bad nsed the term " Baalistic."

—Mr. Anuesley Owen asked for some further ex-

planation of the illustrations of animal-shaped
mounds, which the lecturer give.—Mr. A. F.

Major, hon. sec.. In reply to a request from Dr.
Fhen6 for any historical light on subjects men-
tioned in his paper, said that the custom of

bddng possession of unoccupied land by the

ceremony of flro-hallowing occurred in several

Sagas. A very interesting instance would
be found In "The Story of Herr Thorlr,"
translated in Tol. i. of the Saga Library, wheie
Blundketill, an Icelandic chieftain, was attacked
and burnt to death in his house. His son sough''.

help from a neighbour named Odd ; but when Odd
reached the scene, he took a blazing rafter from
the house, and ran round the house with it,

saying that be took the land for himself, as he
law no house inhabited there. So he snatched the

dead man's landed properly from his heirs. The
introduction to the volume quotes other instances

and details of the custom in varying forms.—Dr.
Phem', in reply, offered his best thanks to Prof.

J nes, whote words were valued by all who knew
him, for the sympathy he had expressed with hii

studies. He had been cheered by many marks of

sympathy from unexpected quarters in his

labours in elucidating early mythology. He
was obliged also to Mr. Taylor for his remarks
about the country. There were evidences
that it had previously been much more wooded
than at preecnt. In reply to the question asked
by Mi.°8 Bridgman, he, of course, only used the
word " Baalistic " in a symbolical sense, as a way
of indicating eua-worship that would ba generally
understood. Burton uses " Baalistic " in the same
way in connexion with Orkney. Dr. Phecc then
exhibited some specimens of Icelandic native
costume, calling specif attention to the gold
embroidery used in its adornment. He also

showed some of the ornaments mentioned in his

lecture, and an Arabic talisman mide of jet which
he had discovered in Iceland.

FINE ART.
THE BRONZE AGE IN TTPPER BAVARIA.

DU Bronzezeit in Oherhayern. By Dr. Julius
Nauo. (Munich, 1894.)

The high plateaux that lie between the
Warmsee, the Ammersee, and the smaller
StaHelsee in Upper Bavaria were from very
early times the abode of an industrious agri-
cultural population, whose remains throw a
welcome light on the prehistoric culture of
that European region. The undulating
slopes of these uplands are zoned at regular
intervals by the narrow terraces formed in
remote ages by the action of the plough

;

and, sometimes set on these elongated plots,
sometimes on the neighbouring kaoUs, are
still to be seen the gravemounds of the race
that brought these high-levels into cultiva-
tion in the clearings of what was then, no
doubt, for the most part primaeval forest.

In a previous volume Dr. Naue has given
us an exhaustive study of the later pre-
historic remains of this district belonging
to the "Hallstatt" Period. His present
important work deals with the result of his
prolonged diggings in the earlier barrows
of the same hiU-country, and supplies for
the first time, and with a singular wealth
of comparative illustration, a comprehensive
view of the " Bronze Age " as it exbted in
Upper Bavaria during the second, and the

early part of the first, millennium before

our era. The work is accompanied by an
atlas, of not too unwieldly a size, containing

fifty plates of excellent drawings from Dr.
Naue's own hand, illustrating all the prin-

cipal finds and types.

The general characteristics of the Bronze
Age remains of the region thus revealed to

us answer, as might be expected, to the
geographical conditions of this part of

Upper Bavaria. On the one hand, we are
reminded of the proximity of the g^eat
trunk-line of intercourse between Central

Europe and Italy over the Brenner Pass,

and by the valleys of the Inn and Adige

;

on the other hand, we are not allowed to

forget that we are still within the tributary

system of the Uppar Danube. In the later

Bronze Age graves, at any rate, some articles

of Italian importation, such as certain forms
of daggers and palstaves, undoubtedly occur,

though the parallelism between the bronze
pins and some earlier daggers, and those

of the Italian terremare, may possibly be
accounted for by a common radiation from
the South-Eist. The prototype of the

characteristic race of bronze pins which
play such an important part in the sepul-

chral inventory of these graves seems in

fact, as Dr. Naue himself observes, to go
back to an early Cypriote form.
In some of its leading features the Bronze

Age culture of Upper Bavaria is common to

Baden, Elsass, and Franche Comte ; but its

most primitive elements point rather to

Hungary and the Lower Danube, though
the absence of the terremare types of

fibula, such as are found in Hun-
gary as well as North Italy, indicates

early detachment from the parent stem.

But fresh waves of influence were con-
tinually coming from this side, and it is

from this source that the adoption of the
spiral motive as a feature of the indigenous
bronze decoration is undoubtedly due. The
best specimens of this ornamentation are

found in some bronze belts from women's
graves, and especially in a female breast-

plate, the design on which shows some
points of resemblance to that on one of

the roundels from the first Akropolis grave
at Mycenae. Dr. Naue has in this connexion
instituted a careful comparison with the

spiraliform motives as used in the Bronze
Age decoration of Hungary and Northern
Europe on the one side, and of the

Mycenaeans on the other, and appositely

refers to the parallel decoration of Egyptian
scarabs from the IVth Dynasty onwards,
examples of which had been supplied him
by Prof. Petrie.

In some respects, however, I find myself
unable to agree with Dr. Naue's conclusions

on this head ; and as the diffusion of the

spiral motive is of first-rate importance in

the history and chronology of the primitive

European culture, a few remarks may not
bo out of place. Dr. Naue suggests that

foreign merchants may have introduced this

decorative motive into the Upper Bavarian
region from the South—that is, over sea
from Egypt—laying stress on the occurrence
of a single glass bead in one of the graves

;

and he seems to imply that these foreigners

may have been Phoenicians. He considers

that the Northern traders from the mouth

of the Elbe, to whom was due the amber so

plentiful in these Bavarian graves, may
have here exchanged their native product
for Mediterranean wares, and that in this

way the spiral ornament found its way to

North Germany and Scandinavia. But the

answer to this is, that the Bronze Age culture

and ornament of this northern province

stands in a much more intimate relation

with that of Hungary, and that the arrival

of the spiral ornament over the Brenner
Pass would involve its early occurrence in

Northern Italy, where it is as non-existent

in Bronze Age remains as i Gaul and
Britain.

Further, Dr. Naue brings down the first

introduction of the spiral motive in Greece

to the fifteenth century b.c, "probably
through Phoenician agency." But the truth

is, that this motive, as it first appears in

Mycenaean art, is the direct outgrowth of a
simpler spiral system that was already im-

planted in the Aegean lands, perhaps a
thousand years before that date. We have
evidence of this on the stone seals and
caskets of what may be called the '

' Amor-
gan period " of Aegean culture : and my
own recent researches in Crete have now
enabled me to supply " the missing link,"

which fits on this early Aegean system to

that of Xllth Dynasty Egypt. In Cretan
deposits of pre-Mycenaean date there are

found—in fact, side by side with Xtlth
Dynasty scarabs, on which this motive
attained its greatest development—native

imitations of Egyptian spiraliform designs

going back to the middle of the third

millennium before our era. These early

Aegean spirals—like their Egyptian pro-

totypes, always executed on stone, and
only later transferred to metal—may well

have begun to leave their mark on the

Thracian lands of the Lower Danube before

the days of Mycenaean influence. There
are certain clay stamps found in Hungary,
and certain early pots with spiraliform

bosses, which seem to betray their origin

from the steatite prototypes of the Aegean
shores. So, too, the primitive Aegean
"idols" extend as far afield as Transyl-

vania. Later came the more fully developed

Mycenaean contact, the evidences of which,

from Belgrade to the Black Sea shores and
even beyond the Carpathians, have been
supplied by a series of recent discoveries.

Whether through the earlier or the later

agency, there seems, then, every reason for

believing that the spiral motive was intro-

duced into the Danubian basin from the

Aegean side, and replenished from the same
quarter.

An important feature of Dr. Naue's book
is his development series of bronze pins and
armlets, showing, by a succession of tjpes,

the gradual development of ornament in

high relief from what were originally mere
engraved lines. The study of Italian fibulae

belonging to the Bronze and Early Iron

Age shows some interesting parallels to this

evolution of profile. In the case of the

characteristic perforated pins, the author

might have availed himself of the chrono-

logical evidence afforded by a parallel form

,

approaching type of Dr. Naue's series

and possibly of Cypriote origin, found

by Prof. Petrie at Gurob in deposits
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dating from about 1400 to 1200 B.C. The
gradual evolution of relief observable
on these Bavarian pins and armlets shows,
as Bi. Naue justly observes, that the
native Bronze Age must have covered a
period of many centuries' duration. The
approximate chronology suggested by him
is 1400 to 1150 B.C. for the Earlier Bronze
Age of Upper Bavaria—which he divides,
like the Later, into two periods—and 1150
to 900 or 950 B.C. for the Later Bronze Age.
This, perhaps, calls for two observations.
There seems to be good warrant for believing
that the central point of Mycenaean culture
belongs to the fourteenth or fifteenth century
B.C. But it is upon the fabrics of the
Later Bronze Age of this Bavarian region
that the characteristic spiral decoration of
Mycenae first appears; and it might
naturally be supposed that this influence
made itself felt at a date nearer to the
fourteenth than the twelfth century before
our era. On the other hand, there are in-
dications that the Later Bronze Age here
came down somewhat later than the date
that he suggests. The combination of the
pince-nez-like double spiral bronze ornament
and the wheel, as found in a Later Bronze
Age grave at Eiegsee, recurs in the case of
the Hungarian bronze hoard of Eima-
Szombat, in company with a shield ornament
of the Greek "Dipylon " form. More than
this, the engraved ornament on the bracelet
from a barrow at Huglfing (pi. xxxiii. 5)
reproduces, in a different technique, but
almost

_
line for line, the characteristic

engraving on a bracelet from a Boeotian
tomb {E<t>Tf]iJ.(pli apxaioXoyiKij, 1893, pi. 11. 4)
belonging to the same geometrical period of
Greek art. This latter parallel, at any rate,
is too close to allow of any great chrono-
logical discrepancy between the Greek and
Bavarian examples, and tends to bring down
the close of the Bronze Age in Upper
Bavaria to at least as lute as 800 b c.

Aethub J. Evans.

NOTES ON ART AND ARGHAEOLOOY.
The exhibitions to open next week include the
foUowing

: the collection of a well-known con-
noisseur, at the Goupil Gallery, Regent-street
—consisting of paintings and drawings by Sir
E. Burne Jones, Mr. O. F. Watts, Mr. J. McN.
Whistler, M. Alphonee Legros, D. G. Eossetti,
and Albert Moore, besides Tanagra figures,
Japanese bronzes, Greek vases, and Persian
ware; the ninth exhibition of pictures by
members of the Kidley Art Club, at the
Conduit- street Galleries—to remain on view
for one week only ; and a collection of pictures
by Mr. Dendy Sadler, including his new
coaching picture of "London to York," at
Mr. Lefevre's Gallery, King-street, St. James's.

The issue of "Royal Academy Pictures,
189o, ' part 1, of which will be published by
Messrs. Cassell & Co. on May 7, will mark a
f/esh advance in the art of reproduction,
iixpenmenta have been successfully carried out

i? V?
Preparation of the negatives from which

the blocks are produced, with the result that
the clearness of definition and the correct
rendering of the tones of the paintings will be
greatly enhanced. The frontispiece to part 1
will bo Mr. Alma Tadema's " Spring," which
Messrs. CasseU & Co. have secured the exclusive
right to publish. Other representative pictures
of the year will appear in this work only.

SiE E. Btjene Jones has been appointed a
member of the Dresden Academy of Pine Arts.

Dtteing the winter months, when excavation
becomes difficult or impassible at Jerusalem,
Dr. Bliss received the sanction of the committee
of the Palestine Exploration Fund to under-
take a journey to the Land of Moab, including
the examination of Medeba, Kerak, and other
places of historical interest beyond the Dead
Sea. Dr. Bliss had the special advantage of a
letter of recommendation from Hamdy Bey,
director of the Museum of Constantinople. He
was received most cordially by the governor of

Kerak, and was afforded the fullest permission
to measure and make plans of buildings, to
copy inscriptions, &c. Among other things, he
discovered a previously unknown Roman fort,

and a walled town with towers and gates like

the interesting town of M'Shita. After a
journey of very great interest he got back to

Jerusalem on April 2, and at once resumed
the work of excavation. The committee have
appointed Mr. Archibald Campbell Dickie, a
trained architect, to assist Dr. Bliss in this

work, especially in drawing plans, sections, &c.
He has already arrived in Jerusalem.

We quote the following from the New York
Nation :

" The Boston Museum of Fine Arts has recently
acquired what is beyond comparison the most
important collection of Greek vases ever brought
to this country. It comprises fifty-three specimens

;

and those who are familiar with Greek ceramics
will appreciate their value from the fact that they
include signed examples of such masters as
Euphronios, Hieron, Hermogenes, Kachrylion,
Duris, Brygos, Pamphaios, Nikosthenes, and
Xenokles. A number of them contain interesting
iuecriptions besides the makers' names ; but the
most remarkable feature of the collection is ils

intrinsic beauty. Every specimen is a master-
piece of the type to which it belongs, both in shape
and in the quality of the drawing upon it, and
will appeal to the artist no less than to the archae-
ologist. ... It is pleasant to learn that the
museum was able to make this purchase out of its

own funds, it having received several important
bequests lately for the purchase of works of art of
various periods."

We regret to record the death of Sir George
Soharf , whose name will always be associated
with the formation of the National Portrait
Gallery. On its first institution in 1857, he
was appointed secretary to the trustees, and
afterward director—a post which he was com-
pelled to vacate, owing to the infirmities of old
age, a few weeks ago. He has not lived to see
the collection of pictures, which were all

acquired under his supervision and long
banished to Bethnal-green, opened to the
public in the handsome buildings that have
been provided by private munificence near the
National Gallery. Scharf also deserves to be
remembered for his spirited illustrations to
Maoaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome (1847), and
bis drawings of classical masterpieces in Mil-
man's Horace (1849), now a scarce and valuable
book. He was in his seventy-fifth year.

MUSIC.

MUSICAL PUBLICATIONS.
Hints on Singinrj, By Manuel Garcia. (Ascher-
berg.) The author of this concise volume is so
well known that vocalists, at any rate, are
certain to study itwithout any recommendation

;

and they will find that study pleasant as well
as profitable. Manuel Garcia published his
L'Art du Chant at Paris fifty-five years ago

;

and in the following year (1841) Jenny Lind
placed herself under him as the teacher of
singing of the highest reputation. More than
half a century's "additional experience" has

dissipated pre-existing doubts, and suggested

fresh ideas. Hence this new work on an old

subject. The convenient form of question and
answer is adopted. The vocal apparatus and
the various kinds of voices are briefly described,

and "finished drawings from my rough
sketches," by Dr. S. G. Shattock, are added.

Useful exercises are also given, interspersed

with many sound and practical hints. This

work has been translated from the French by
Beata Garcia. The author, it may be_ men-
tioned, still halo and hearty, is now in his

ninety-first year.

Souvenir de Dresde. Six Morceaux de Piano.

Par Rubinstein. (Novello.) The Russian
composer in these six pieces gave his last

remembrance of the fair city on the Elbe ; for

pianists, however, they will stand as a last

remembrance of Rubinstein himself. The
music is full of charming melody and clever

workmanship. In long works Rubinstein was
apt to become dififuse, but in short pieces such
as these he was spared that danger. The
pianoforte writing, though far from easy, is

within the range of ordinary players. The
technical diSiculties must be conquered before

the interpreter can form a proper opinion of

the music ; so long as they exist, the virtuoso

element, a natural one in Rubinstein's case,

assumes undue importance. No. 1, "Sim-
plicitas," has a graceful, yet plaintive theme;
No. 2, " Appassionata," is of bold character,

and interest throughout is well sustained ; No.
3, " Novellette," displays both skill and charm

;

No. 4, " Caprice," of light structure, is showy ;

No. 5, "Nocturne," the easiest of the set to

play, answers well to its title; No. 6,

"Polonaise"—dedicated, by the way, to his

clever pupil, Josef HofiFmann—is the last, but
not the strongest of the series.

MUSIC NOTES.

Mme. Albani gave a concert at the Queen's
Hall on Saturday, April 20. In the first part
of the programme she sang two songs of
widely different character: "Elizabeth's
Greeting," from " Tannhauser," and the
"Souvenirs," with violin obbligato, from the
" Pre aux Clercs." She was more successful
with the second ; for her reading of the first

was not quite Wagnerian, and the pianoforte
accompaniment was far from good. Miss
Butt was successful in Saint-Saens' graceful
" Printemps qui commence." Mr. E. Lloyd
was in splendid voice, and sang Gounod's
"Lend me your aid" with unusual fervour.
Miss Davies and Miss B. Langley gave a
ladylike reading of Grieg's Sonata for piano-
forte and violin in F (Op. 8). Miss Davies
played in a neat, expressive manner some solos
by Schumann ; of these the best was the
Romance in F sharp.

Dr. Otto Neitzel commenced a series of
pianoforte recitals at the Steinway Hall last

Monday afternoon. The pianist, a man of con-
siderable culture and the author of a " Guide
to the Opera," in three volumes, is well
known and highly esteemed in Germany. At
his first recital he played Bach's Toccata and
Fugue in D minor, arranged {sic) by Tausig,
with breadth and vigour. He also gave two
of Beethoven's pianoforte Sonatas, one in B
minor (Op. 90) and the other in C minor (Op.
111). The reading of the first, if not altogether
satisfactory, was often interesting; in the
second, there was too much passion and too
little poetry. His playing of Schumann's
Romance in F sharp was simple and pleasing,

but Chopin's Impromptu in the same key was
given in a rough manner. Dr. Neitzel will

perform during the series works of various
schools ; his repertoire \s wide and eclectic.
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NOTICE:

SEE THE "CORNHILL MAGAZINE"
For MAY for

MRS. HUMPHRY WARD'S NEW STORY.
SCENES I. to III.

AND

THE BACKWATER of LIFE. By James Payn.

contaming :
—

Now ready (Sixpence), New Series, No. 143.

THE CORNHILL MAGAZINE for may
"THE STOBY of BESSIE COSrEELL," by Mrs. HUMrHRY WARD,
Scenes I.-IIL—"THE BATTLE of TRAFALGAR "—" ST. NICHOLAS in

ENGLAND "—" THE SOWERS," by HENRY 8ET0N MERRIMAN, Chaps.

XIII.-XVI.—" THE BACKWATER of lilFE," by JAMES PAYN—" MOON-
LIGHT," by A SON of the MARSHES-and " A FATAL RESERVATION,"
by E. 0. PROWSE. Book V., Chaps. VI.-IX.

LoxDox: SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Watbeloo Place.

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE POISON OF ASPS."

REABY THI8 DAY. Crown 8yo, 6s.

FATAL RESERVATION.
By R. 0. PROWSE,

Author of "Tlio Polaon of Asps," &c.

London: SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, Waterloo Place.

JOHN LANE begs to announce for publication on

Tuesday, April SOth,

THE YELLOW BOOK,
VOLUME V.

Smal/ 4to, 317 pp., 14 FuU-paga lllusirations, and a new Cover Design, 5s. net.

The LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS by William Watson, H. D. Tbaill, Richard
Le Gallienne, Ella D'Aucy, Rosamund Marriott-Watsox, Kenneth Grahame,
Henry Harland, Dauphin Meuniee, Mrs. Murray Hickson, Edmund Gosse,

Charles Kennett Burrow, Leila Macdonald, Hubert Crackanthoepe, Ernest
Wentworth, C. S., G. S. Street, Nora Hopper, James Ashcroft Noble, B. Paul
Neuman, Evelyn Sharp, W. A. Mackenzie, Mrs. Ernest Leveeson, Richard
Garnett, LL.D., C.B., Maurice Baring, Norman Gale, Anatole France, and
John Davidson.

The ART CONTRIBUTIONS by E. A. Walton, E. Anning Bell, Alfred Thornton,
F. G. CoTMAN, P. Wilson Steer, A. S. Hahtrick, Robert Halls, Walter Sickert,

Constantin Guys, Sydney Adamson, and Patten WilsOn.

Volumes /., //., III., and IV. are still to he had at all Libraries, Booktellers' , and Railway
Bookstalls, price 5s. net per volume.

Just published.— Vol. IX. in the Keynotes Series.

WOMEN'S TRAGEDIES. By H. D. Lowry.
Crown 8vo, 33. 6d. net.

THE BODLEY HE.\.DrVIGO STREET, LONDON, W.

AT ALL LIBRARIES.

JARROLD & SONS' NEW NOVELS
One vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 38. Oil. eiich.

BY A NEW author.
B7 ORDER of the BROTHERHOOD.

By LE VOLEUR. A Thrilling Slory of Russian
Nihilistic Intrigue.

" Keallj a v«ry BtrJDX itory of myfltery. vtreDtun, mod intiinie.
Tlieru Ih much that la Irtish as well as iaterosttiis. The itorjrwill b«
eajoycX by all whu like HtruDt; tales i>f iacident aad adventure.'*

BY MIUS. I.KITH .\ll.\MS.

THE PEYTON ROMANCE. By Mrs.
LEITH ADAMS (Mrs. De Ooibcy Lafus), Author of
" Coloor SorKcant, No. 1 Company," " Bonnie Kato,"
"Gooflrcy Stirling," 4c.

" Thy Blory i. uuKrowiiigly fasciuntiiiii tliroughout."—Z-ireiTOol Pott-

BY HELEN MATHRRS.
CHERRY RIPE ! By Helen Mathers.

New Uniform Cheap Edition.
"Miss IK-Ieii Mathen** 'Cbeiry Ripe* bu jiut been re-ivuvJ in

poixiliir fonn by JuroM A Soni. Thic maka the ointli editiou luto
which thiK (iivoarite novel has pawed.**—Zfe«<l« Mtrcnrg.

IIY FEHOUS HUME.
THE LONE INN: a Mystery. By

FERGUS HUME, Author of "Tho Myatory of a Han-
som Cab," Ac. Second Edition,

" Sir. ]liime*« clever story fully stutains bis rcpauition (ororii{lii»lity

iin<l sustained interests. The mystery is roost cleverly nuUn'a'iieu
throughout "—Thi Idler.

IJY SCOTT CRAIfAM.

THE GOLDEN MILESTONE. By
SUOTT GEAUAM. Third iiud Llieap Edition.

*' Au interesting ami well^rantrivetl tale, which lire«eula a fnMhacM
of thought aud iucideut that secures atteutioii."—Xtailjr ChnmieU

BY CURTIS YOnKE.

A RECORD of DISCORDS. By Curtis
VOUKE, Author of "Dudley," "Hush," " Once," Ac.
Second Edition.

"The situations iu the book are intensely dramatic without being in

the least straineti, and the stylo is marked with effective reprowion.
Star.

BY IZA nUFFUS HARDY.
A NEW OTHELLO. By Iza Duffus

HARDY. Second Edition.
" The rea<ler will at once perceive tliat 'A New Othello' is coDstmctod

with re:il skill, aud told with vigour and direotneM."—Spertator.

BY MISS E. M. DAVY.

A PRINCE of CO MO. By Miss E. M.
DAVY, Author of " Under the Rose," "A Daughter of

Earth," &c.
"The plot is a strong one; and tho story of the heroine as told by

herself has not a dull page in it. It most certainly deserves consider-

ahlc amount of notice. —A'diwi«(tj VTetkl;/ Chronicle.

London: Jabbold&Son8.10& U, Warwick Line, E.G.
And all Booksillers.

NATIONAL PROTEST
Against the Torture and Masjacre ol

CHRISTIANS IN ARMENIA.

PUBLIC MEETING,
ST. JAMES'S HALL, LONDON, S.W., on

TUESDAY, MAY 7th, at 8 p.m.

His Grace the DUKE ofARGYLL, K.G., K.T.,

/.V THE ClIAIli.

To protest against tho flondisli atrocities in Turkieli

Armenia, and to insist upon the speedy fulfllmcnl or

the 8l8t Article of tho lierlin Treaty and of the Anglo-

Turkish Con%-cntion of 1878.
'

PLATFORM TICKETS, 28. Bd. ; NUMBERED SEATS
2s. ; REbEllVEl) SEATS, iB. ; from the Uox. b8C.

Anglo-Anneninn Association, 3, Essex Court, Temple, K.C.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown 8vo, cloth Iwanls, price 5s. each, post free.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons. By Alexander Maclaren, D.D.,
Author of " Tho Holy <if Holii-H,'* *' The Uiichiiiiginjc Christ," Ac, Ac.

''Felicitous exposition, rugged, intense clfMiuence, and Vwatitiful lUustralion."—JTord ond Work.

PAUL'S PRAYE;RS, and other Sermons.
"For more than aniiarter of aocntaryhe has held almost an unchallenged position as the prince of pvtlplt orators

The Itack pews of Dr. Maclaren's church are in the nooks and corners of the earth."

—

Methodist Times.

London : ALEXANDER k SHEPHEAKD, PuuLisiiKiui, 21 and 22, Fubnival Street, E.G.

THSEB CENTURIES OF NONCONFOBMITY.

Now ready, large cr. 8vo, nearly 80O pp. , cloth, as., iwst fraa

HISTORY
FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND!

fI!O.V TUK BEFOItil.iTIOX TO ISSl.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.

With a Continuation to 1891, by Chas. S. MiaiX.

" A raomiraenl of painstaking and skilful work, which no

one nrobably could have undertaken with so many advan-

tages as Mr. Miall, or have accomplished with greater

success."

—

Liumrii World.
" The loading mcmlrers of all denominations will do wet

to gel hold of this puhlication."—.sv."(* W"'" n"i'l/ A'"".

•'Evidently tho result of most laborious research amli?

markablc skill in the management of facta a useful wen
of reference and an interesting memorial of men and eveoH

that have left their mark on our national history.
Bi'ctdjoid Ooserver*

Lokdok: ALEXANDER S SHEPHEAUD,
21 ASD 22, FtfRHivAi. Stbef.i, E.C.

Printed by ALEXANDER 4 BHEPHEARD, Lonsdale Printing Works, Chancery Lano; Published by the Proprietor, HENKY VILLBRS, 57, Chancery Lane. W,C.
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S2i»i'SHS!""!*>?iP.P'*''?»"™ '"» UiilTer>ltlc«, Army.io., oudaonlta Cbanh priiwiplM. rra: «* per annum (Sons o( Clergy.

£S!j.f2ii.%;.%i! ?, «^"»_ <S<«loal una 'Alodern .kfel.MMUnhlpi, ti> to m, Joly 90Ui.-B«t.T. F. Uobiok, M.A., Waidon

TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE of SOUTH
V-J WALES and MONMODTHSIURE.

CARDIFF.
APPLICATIONS are inrited for the irait of ASSISTANT

LECTURER in the DEPARTMENTS for the TRAINING of
WOMEN TEACHERS (Elementaiy and Secondary).
Candidates must be Uraduates of some British University, or be

possessed of equivalent qualifications. They must also be trained or
exi>crienced Teachers.
Applications are to be sent, on or before Mav 31st, 1899, to the

HEOisTn.ih, from whom further information may i>e obtained.
J. A. jKKKixs, B. A., Registrar.

XJNIVEESITY of GLASGOW.
LECTXTRESHIP ON ENGLISH AT QUEEN MARGARET

COLLEGE.
The Univei-Bity Court of the UnWergity of Glasgow will, at an early

date, proceed to the APPOINTMENT of a LECTUHEH on English
to conduct the Classes for Women Students in that eubject at Queen
Margaret College. The Salary attached to the Lectureship has been
fixed at £200 per annum, and the appointment will bo made from
l8t October next. The Lecturer will, in the first instance, be required
to deliver during each winter session a Course of not less than 100
Lectures, and may also 1>e required to deliver further lectures, if
desired by the Court.
Twentjf printed copies of applications and testimonials should be

lodged with the undersigned on or before SIst May next.

Alax E. Clappertos,
Secretary of the Glasgow University Court,

DI. West Regent Street, Glasgow.

H.R.H. THE DUKE OP YORK, K.G.,
Will PRESIDE atthel"5tb ANNIVERSARY DINNER, to be held
at the AVillTEHALL ROOMS, UOTEL MKTROPOLE, fi.W.. oO
^VEDNESDAY NEXT. May 8tb, at 7 for 7.30 precisely. Dinnar
Tickets One Guinea each. Gentlemen wishing to attend are xcqaettod
to communicate with the Secretary at once.

A. Llewelts Robebts, Secretary.
No. 7. Adelph i Terrace , W.C.

ARTISTS' GENERAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION,

For the Relief of Distres^d Artists, their Widows and Orphans.

>laae at the WBITE-
lATimDAY, Mai U,

The ANNIVERSARY DINNER wiU take
HALL ROOMS, HOTEL METROPOLE, on
at half-past 6 o'clock.

His Grace the DUKE of FIFE, K.T.. P.C., in the Chair.

Dinner Tickets, including Wines, One tiuinea.

DONATIONS will be received, and thankfully acknowledged, by

Sir JOHN EVERETT MILLAIS, Bart ,R.A., Hon. SeoretlUT.

ALFRED WATERHOUSE, R.A., Treasurer.

DOUGLAS GORDON, Secretary.

19. S t. James's Street, S.W.

FRENCH GALLERY, 120, Pall MaU.—
The 42nd Annual SPRING EXHIBITION of PICTURES br

BRITISH and FOREIGN ARTISTS, including "St. Mark's Place.
Venice," by J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., is NuW OPEN. Admi^
sion. Is.

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTERS in
WATER-COLOURS.-The SUMMER EXHIBITION Is NOW

OPEN, at 6a, PALL MALL EAST, from 10 till «. Admission. Is.

Catalogue, Is.

]y[ANCHESTER COLLEGE, OXFORD,
Tlic College adheres to its original principle of freely imjiarting

Theological knowledge without inslsling on the adoption of particular
Theological doctrines.

Rev. JAMES DRUMMOND, M.A , LL !>.. ]).Litt., Principal.

The Tnistees offer to Students for the Ministry EXTERNAL
EXUIIJITIONS of £75 and £50. tenable for the onlinary undcr-
grattuato period, at any approved British or Irish Vniyersity; also
EXHIBITIONS of £50. tenable at the College.
Por fuitber particulars apply to the Pbikcipal, or to

Rev. H. Emfibld Dowkos, B.A , \

Gee Cross, Hyde

;

( «««„*„-/—
A. U. WoBTHi50TO((. B A.. \

SwroUrief.

l,Bt. James's Square, MauoUost«r,'

R, DICKSEE'S ACADEMY PICTURE
of "AN OLD LOVE STORY."—Tliis Piotnn' will sliorti; Ijo

publislie<l by the Fine Art Society. Mr. ALMA TADEMA'8
*' SPRING." Subecrintions are also being received for this forthcoming

M
Mr. ALMA TADE:

iptionBarealsobdngt-.-l -
" -'

—

publication.—Particulars on application to 148, New Boud Street.

" T^HE CHANT d'AMOUR," by Sir E.
J- BURNE .TONES. This renowned Picture is now being

Etched by Mr R. MACBETH. A.R.A.. and will be issued this seaaon

on the same conditions as " Venua's Minor."—Prospectoaee may b«
obtained of the Publiihors, Tm Pi»« A«i Socim, 148, New Bond
Street.

.^

Li^GYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY. — SIX
1-^ LECTl'KES on RECENT PTSCOVKRIE9, 4c., will be given by
Prof. i'LIMiERS PETltlE, at IXIVERSITV COLLEGE, LONDOIV,
on THURSDAYS, Mat 'J;t to June 27, at 3 p.m.

A CLASS for the LANGUAGE will bo held by Mr. F. L.
GRIFFITH, on THURSDAYS, Mav 2 to Jlse 13, at 4.30 p.m. Fee
for the Term, f1 Is. _^^^
THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GAR-

DENS, Regent's Park, are OPEN DAILY (eioept Sundays),
from 9 a.m. to sunset. Admission Is, on Mondays 6d.. children 6d.

Amongst the latest additions are a Giraffe, a pair of Brindled Gnus,
utd a pair of liable Antelopes,
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MR. MURRAY'S LIST.
NEW WOBKS.

NOW READY, crown 8vo, Cs.

THE aUA-RTERLY REVIEW, No. 360.
CONTEMTri.

1. THE BIBIiB at HOME and ABROAD.
2. ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.
3. THE CONCIERGERIE.
i. A CENTURY of SCIENCE.
5. PERISH AGRICULTURE!

6. THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.
7. JEANNE D'ARC.
8. MR. BALFOUR'S FOUNDATIONS of BELIEF.

0. THE POETRY of CHAUCER.
10. THE CONSERVATISM of TO-DAY.

MURRAY'S EUROPEAN
HANDBOOKS.

NORTHERN EUROPE.
18 Maps

Crowu 870, 66.

SUNSHINE and HAAR. Some further Glimpses into
Life at BarncraiK. By GABRIEL SETOUN, Author of " Bai-ncraig."

" A eecond book from the author of ' Baruoraig' should convince thoso left uuijerriuaded by tbc earlier volume— if any
Bnch there Ije—that a new writer has come among us with a notable gift of sympathy and insight into the hearts and
lives of homely yeoplo."—Scotsman.

** A combination of the tragic, the pathetic, and the humorous, surpassing aught compassed by two or three of his

contemporaries who have attained far greater popularity.*'— .B^acA; and White.

Words and Music, crown 8vo, 9s.

I

A SELECTION of the SONGS of LADY DUFFERIN
(0OUNTE38 GIFFORD). Set to Music by Herself and Others. A Companion Volume to " Souis, Poems, and
Verses.**

" It will be welcomed by many, especially by thos3 to whom ' the Songs,' with their music, are already familiar."
Globe.

Small crown 8vo, Bs.

PROGRESSIVE REVELATION; or, Through Nature
to God. By E. M. CAILLARD, Author of '* Eleclricity," *' The Invisible Powers of Nature," Ac. [Just out.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

A HISTORY of RELIGION. A Sketch of Primitive
Religious Beliefs and Practices, and of the Origin and Character of the Great Systems. By ALLAN MENZIES,
D.D. IJml out.

*,* This Book is sold both as a Library Book and as one o£ the Series of " University Extension Manaala," Edited by
Professor KNIGHT, of St Andrews University.

FIFTH THOUSAND, 32mo, roan, 3s. Gd. ; morocco, 5s.

The PSALTER : according to the Prayer-Book Version.
With a Concordance and other Matter compiled by the Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P.

" The arrangement of the book as a manual of devotion could hardly be improved upon. Its size, too, is in its

favour, and it is most clearly printed upon excellent paper."

—

Times.
*' The little volume will becoma an object of strong affection to a multitude of readers, and a curious bond Ijetween

the veteran statesman and a multitude of those otherwise excellent people who have been always accustomed to regard
him with abhorrence.'*

—

Sji'dJcer.

With many; Illustrations, 8vo, 21s.

THE EVIL EYE : an Account of this Ancient and
Widespread Suijerstition. By FREDERICK THOMAS ELWORTHY.

"As Mr. Elworthy jastly observes, the origin of the Ijelicf in the Evil Eye is lost in the obscurity of prehistoric ages,
and it must be set down as one of the hereditary and instinctive convictions of mankind. His admirable work on the
subject, the interest of which is enhanced by nearly two hundred cvcellent engravings, should flgnrc in every public and
private library in the three kingdoms."—Dxi/./ I'elegraph.

"A mine of f|uaint facts and illustrative anecdotes so rich that it is impossible to open the book without lighting
npon some suggestive passage, or on some instance of those persistent traces of a rude faith which we aptly term
superstitions.*'— ^ianrf'irt?.

With Illustrations, crown 8vo, "s. Gd.

THE HOUSE of the HIDDEN PLACES: a Clue to
the L'reed of Early Egypt from Egyptian Sources. By W. MARSHAM ADAMS, Author of "The Drama of
Empire," So., sometime Fellow of New College, Oxford.

" Within the last few weeks one of the most plausible and cleverly workedout of all the Pyramid theories has been
propounded. We refer to the book entitled ' The House of the Hidden Places," in which Mr. Marsham Adams, already
known as a, devoted labourer m eortam fields of Egyptologj-, describes and supports as a solution of the fascinating i.ro-
blem the '"tunato correspondence, lu he regards it, totween the design of the Pyramid and the writings which arc
commonly entitled The Book of the Dead.' "—.Vorning Post

jyHAJRLT READY.
_

Crown Svo.

THE CRIMEAN WAR, from First to Last. Extracts
from the Private Letters and Journals of General Sir DANIKL LYSONS, G.C.B., Constable of the Tower. With
lUustrations from the Author s own Drawings and Plans.

Crown 9\-o.

DAY DREAMS : being Thoughts from the Note-Book
of a Cripple. By Major GAMBIER PARRY.

Crown Svo.

THE SAPPHIRE RING: a New Novel. By Charles
GRAN /JLLK, Author of "' Sir Hector's Watch," " The Broken HLirnii> Lt-atlier," &c.

Crown Svo.

A VAGABOND in SPAIN : an Account of a Journey
on Foot. Kv f! R T.rTD'lrM A x'x- •^on Foot. By C. B. LUFFMANN,

HOLLAND and BELGIUM.
and Plans. Gs.

The RHINE and NORTH GERMANY,
The Black Forest, The Hartz, Thuriogerwald, Saxon
Switzerli^nd, Rugcu, The Giant Mountains, Taunus,
Odenwald, Elsass, and LothrinKcn. 82 Maps and
rtaus. 10s.

DENMARK and ICELAND, Schleswig,
Holstein, Copenhagen, Jutland, and Iceland. Maps
and Plans. 7s. 6d.

SWEDEN, Stockholm, Upsala, Gothen-
burg, The Shores of the Baltic, &c. Maps and Plan. (is.

NORWAY, Christiania, Bergen,
Trondhjem, The Fjelds and Fjords. With Special
Infoi-mation for Fishermen and Cyclists. By T.
MICHKLL, C.B., H.D.M. Consul-General for Norway.
Maps and Plans. 7s. 6d.

RUSSIA, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Fin-
land, Crimea, Caucasus, &c. Edited by T. MICFEJ^-
C.B., H.B.M. Consul-General for Norwy. Maps and
Plans. 18s.

FRANCE, Part I. : Normandy, Brittany.
The Seine and Loire, Touraine, Bordeaux, The Garonne,
Lhiiousin, the Pyrenees, &c. 30 Maps and Plans. 7s. 6d.

FRANCE, Fart II.: Central France,
Auvergne, The Cevennes, Burgundy, The Rhone and
Saoue, Provence, Nimes, Aries, Marseilles, The Frencli

Alps, Alsace-Lon*aine, Champagne, &c, 23 Maps and
Plans. 7s. 6d.

CENTRAL EUROPE.
SOUTH GERMANY, AUSTRIA. Tyrol,

\Viirtemberg, lia\ aria, Sal/.burn;, Styria, Hungary, and
The Danube from Uiiii to the Black Sea. Two Parts.
31 Maps and I'lans. Part 1., 7s. ed. ; Part II., 6s.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy and
Piedmont, Italian Lakes, and Part of Dauphin<5. Maps.
Two Parts.

Part I. The Bernese Oberland, Geneva, Lucerne, Enga-
dine, &c. Os.

Part II. The Alps of Savoy and Piedmont, Italian Lakes,
and Part of Dauphini.^. Os.

SOUTHERN EUROPE.
SPAIN, Madrid, The Castilies, The

linsquo Provinces, Leon, The Aslurias, Galicia, EstrO-

madura, Auclalusia, Ronda, Granada, Murcin, Valencia.
Catalonia, Aragon, Navarre, The Balearic Islands, &c.
In Two Parts. 20s.

PORTUGAL, Lisbon, Oporto, Cintra,
Mnfni, with an Account of Madeira, the Azores, and
Canary Islands. Map and Plana. 12s.

THE RIVIERA, &c. From Marseilles
to Pisa. With Outlines of the Routes thither, and some
Introductory Information on the Climate and the
Choice of Winter Stations tor Invalids. With 16 Maps
and I'lans of Towns. 63.

NORTH ITALY and VENICE, Turin,
Milan, The Italian Lakes, Verona. Padua, Venice,
Bologna, Ravenna, Parma, Modena, Genoa, &c. Edited
by H. W. PULLKN, M.A., Author of " Dame Europa'a
School." With 3i Maps and Plans. 10s.

CENTRAL ITALY and FLORENCE.
Tuscany, Umbria, The Marches, &c. Edited by H. W.
PULLEN, M.A. With 21 Maps and Plans. 63.

ROME and its ENVIRONS. Re-
arranged under the Editorship of the Re7. H. W.
PULLEN. Cia.iiical Archaeology by Prof. RODOLFO
LANCIANI. Sculpture Galleries by A. B. MURRAY,
LL.D. Picture Galleries by the Right Hon. Su' A.

HENRY LAYARU, G.C.B. , D.C.L. With numerous
Maps and Plans. Post Svo, 10a.

SOUTH ITALY, Naples, Pompeii;
Sorrento, &o. ; Capri, &o. ; Amalfl, Pa'Stum, Taranto,

Ban. EcUted by H. W. PULLKS, M.A. W:th 20 Maps
and Plans. Os.

SICILY, Palermo, Syracuse, &c. Edited
by H. W. PULLEN, M.A. With Maps. es.

GREECE, The Ionian Islands, The
Islands of the .Eacan Sea, Albania, Thessaly, and Mace-
donia. In Two Parts. Maps and Plans. 21s,

JOHN MURRAY, Albemahle Street.
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ON MAT 7 WltL BK PTJBLISHBD,

PABT I., price U., of

ROYAL ACADEMY PICTURES,
1896.

T© b« compIeKKi In fiv« PmW, U. ; or One Volume, tandaomely bound in cloth, 7». 6d.

The public are inritod to note the foUowinR facts :

—

1 -Thl» Uthe ONLY Pablication dovotcl excluiuvely to the Royal Academy Exhibition.

'-The Pictures are SUFFICIENTLY LARGE to give an excellent idea of the orginals.

3 -The BeprodncUons this year will be superior to those in any previous issue.

4.-The Work will contain Reproductions of ImiiorUnt Academy Pictures that will appear

in NO OTHER PUBLICATION.

».-The Work WILL NOT BE REPRINTED,

The MAT Nmnber (piioe 1«. 4d.) of the

MAGAZINE OF ART
IS or EXTRAOSDINAHY INTEREST, AND CONTAINS TEE

rOLlOWINO SPECIAL PLATES :—

The FrontUpieoe U a PHOTOaBAVTTBE of Sir 7. LBIQH TON'S

" Greek Qirls Playing: at BaU."

The Second Plate la an ETOHINa of Monaleur BAIL'S pictnre,

"After the Day'* Work "

• • Ordere for "BOTAL AOADBMY PICrTTBB3" should at once be

re^Btered at the Bookgellera and the BooketalU

And In addition to these there Is a facsimile reproduction of A STUDY

by Kr. P. DIOKSEB, B A., ^ven as a separate plate.

CA.S3ELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludqatb Hnx, Londok.

The Autotype Company, London,

Banowned for the excellence of its proce?! of hi^h'Class

BOOK ILLUSTRATION
Adopted by the Trustees of the British Musoam, the

•Esar^ Societies, and the leading Publishers. For

specimens, p-ices, Sec, apply to the Misaoh,

AUTO-QRAVURE,
The Autotype process adapted to PhotoRraphic EnRTaving

tmcopper. Coplea of Paintings by F. Brangwyn, H. D«per,

S Dooglas; Holman Hunt, F. Roc, Herbert Schmalz, Haigh

WoodTSo.! of PortraiU by Sir John Millais, R.A. ;
Hon.

Jno^UieV; Sir Geo. Reid, P R.S.A. ; Holl, R.A. ;
Oulo.,.,

R.A. ; Pettie, R.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of A; to.

Oravnre Reproductions of Photographs froni Art Objcots

and from Nature can be seen at the Autotype Gallery.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFOKD STREET, LOXDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National

Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including

H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor

Castle.

Albums of reference to the %arious Galleries are provided,

are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.

Bend for the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE : a Decorative

and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 186 pp.,
free, per post, for Sixpence.

Mtr DIE'S
SELECT

L I B R A R T,

O00K8ELLEBS,

BOOK EXPORTEBS,

AND

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

IVTESSES. J. 0. DEUMMOND & CO.,
-I^tJL abt bepbodttobbs,

1*. HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Ar« tbe sole repreeentatiTes iu Great Britain of

UERR HA>FSTAENOL, ot Munich,

the well-known Artlit in I'HUTOUKAVURE, nowpatroniicdby the
laadlDg LoQdoD Art Publishing Firmi. A large Collection of Im-
portant Platei aiwayt on new.

Process Blocks for tlie purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Meun.DRUUMOND&CO.iupply tlieobeapeet and best ProoeeeeK
In the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Antiiuarian*. Archaiologitts. and those enRa«ed in theiarestigatloD
and pabUomtlon of Paroobial and Diocesan Records.

J.C.DRDUMOND * CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mecliaiiical Process
For the Rtproduetion of Works o/ Art, Orighial .V,y,9., Designs,
Lace 3£anu/aetures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations

Artistic Advertissments, Catalogues, dtc,,&c.,ata moderaleccs t

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offiees: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

TO LITEEAEY MEN.—G.8.CURRYER,
Literarr Aient, DMDEBTAKKS ALL BRANCHES ofLiteranr Agent. DMDEBTAKKS ALI

LITERARY HC8IHES8. Beferenoes t« Authors and Kdltors. Type-
writing, Indexing, and Beaeanb.—Addms 4, Copthall Buildings, E.C.

IMPORTANT.—PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Ac.-KINO. SELL * RAILTON, Limited, high-class Ptinteis

and Publishers, 13. Uough Square, 4, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C.,
liare speciallT.built Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other Publications.
Adriee and assistance given to anyone wishing to commence New

Journals.

^*'A''C??PO° the premises for Editorial Offleel, free. Adrertising
and Fablisbing DepartmenU conducted.

Telephone «K. Telempb, "AtriMui>m, London."

-OOOK BINDERS,

T IBRARIAN8.

-piNGLISH, FREKCH, ITALIAN, GERMAK'

AND SPANISH BOOKS.

mHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

TVrUDlE'S SELECT LIBEARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

QA^ BROMPTON ROAD, 8.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the eiccllent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most

fiTonrable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATAIX)QUE8 sent on application.

B
ESTABLISHED 1851.lEKBECK BANK,

Southampton Buildfnge, Chancery Lane. London

.

TWO-AND-A-HALF perOENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
reDayable on demand,
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimnm

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOOKB, SHARKS, and ANNUITIES imrchaaed and old.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Fortheenoour^geraeiit of Thrift the Bank receives BmallBumB on

d«po«it,and allows Int«reBt monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

FOR TWO qpiWKAg raa hoitth.

-BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR riVE smi.nHQS raa moittb.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free

FBAnAiS RAVENBCB^yT, Manager

VINoYlA
ALLAYS ITCHING, BURNING,

ROUGHNESS.

An efilcacioug, sanitary, harmlees cieaui.

Is. lid. per box.

THE NEW IRELAND REVIEW.
Vol. III. No. 3 -MAT, 1895. Price «d.

I, "CATHOLIC BANKS.' Bj Hijat W. WoLrr.

II. THE TRAGEDY of HAMLET. By GaOBsa Niwcoiira.

HI. THE TOUKIST in IRELAND. By O. Hall.

IV. ODR IDEALS and METHODS. By Max 8. Gaxu.

V. THE DUBLIN of a HUNDRED TEARS AGO. By L. U
Brinoley.

VL A MATERIALIST DOCTOR on ART and LITEBATCBS.
By M. T. Ul-gga>- (Education Office).

VII. WITH the IRISH in GREAT BRITAIN.

VHL FROM the STUDY CHAIR-
One View of Another Question.
Dr. Twlhunter's Study of Shelley.

O'Clery's Making of Italy.

Dnblln : Nrw Ikelasd Rniiw OmcES, 18, Lower Sackrtlle Street;

London : Burns ft Oatbs.

"HEROES OF THE NATIONS" SERIES.

EDITED BY

EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A.,

Fellow of BalUol College, Oxford.

Crown 8to, cloth, 68. ; roiburgh, 6ii, Kow Vol. (No. Xul.).

JULIAN
Philosopher and Emperor, and the Last Struggle of

Paganism against Christianity.

By ALICE GARDNEE,
Lecturer anil Assoc, of Newnham Coll., Cambridge.

Profusely Illustrated with Full-petge Plates, Maps, Coins, 4o

.

Full Prctpectus on Application,

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, 24, Bedford Street, Strand,

London; and New Tork.

WORKS BY DR. MAOLAREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price Ss., post free.

CHBIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons.
By ALEXANDER MACLARKN, D.D., Author ot "The
Holy of Holies," " The UnchauRing Christ," &c., &0.

" Dr. Maclaren is onr ideal pieacher."—£xpotitorg Tima.
" Masterly, beautiful, inspiring."—if«(Ao(f<«l Becordtr.

Crown Svo, clotli boards, price 5s., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other

Sermons.

"Thov show the same wonderful fertiUty of apt and

beautiful illustrations, the same exquisite use of langoag^

aS the same direct hearVsearching power which we are

accustomed to find in all Dr. Maclar^n^s works,;^^_^
^^^,^

Crown 8to, cloth boards, price Bs., post free.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
" For more than a quarter ot a century he 1ms held almost

an unchallenged position as the prince ot pulpit orators......

The toek pews o^ Dr. Maclaren's church are in the nooks

and comers of the earth."—-VelAodisl Tvms.

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 5s., i)0st free.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

" Open the book wherever we may, tho temptation to

read on and on is very great. The volume is iny^uable.reau uu o"u u J n
Sunday School Ohronicle.

LOKDOK: ALEXANDER 4 SIIEPHEARD, PPBHSHIKS

21 AHD 22, Kbrkital Stkbit, E,C.
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ELLIOT STOCK'S
NEW LIST.

In landsomo imperial 8vo, appropriately bound in art

canvas boards, price lOs. 6d.

London Church Staves :

With tome No'es on their Surroundings.
By MART and CHARLOTTE THORPE. With a
Preface byKDWIN FRESHFIELD, JuDr.,M.A.,F.S.A.

NEW VOLTTME OF THE BOOK-I.OYRR'3 LIBRARY.

In foolscap 8vo, tastefully printed on antique paper, and
boond in olive cloth, ^It lettered, price 43. 6d. ; hand-
made paper, Roxburgh binding, 7b. 6d. net ; large paper,
Roxburgh binding, 2l3. net.

Books Fatal to

their Authors.
By P. H. DITCHFIELD. M,A., F.S.A., Author of " The
Chorchin the Netherlands," " Our English Villages," &c.

Contents ;—Te eologt.—Fa.:^atics and Freethiitkkes.—
ASTBOLOGT, AlCHBMT, ASD MiGIC.— SciElTCE AlTD PHILO-
SOPHY.—HiSTORT.—POLITICS AJTD Statbshawship.—Satire.
FORTBT.—DrAKA AKD EoMANCE.—BOOKSBLLIRS AITD PcB-
LisHEEfl.—Some Literary Martyrs,

*' In ' Books Fatal to their Authors ' we have a capital idea
capitally carried out, and Mr. Ditchfield has compiled for
HB a remarkable list of authors who were either partial or
complete martyrs because of the works of their quillg."

Literary World.

In handsome foolflcap 4to, artistically bound, price 7s. 6d.

The World's Own Book;
or, the Treasury of Thomas a Kempis,

By PERCY FITZGERALD, M.A., F.S.A. With lUus-
trations and Facsimiles.

Here there will be found many (juaint aud piquant
bibliosrraphical details as to the editions, translations,
and the like ; with also some notes on the author's per<
scuality and character, as it is found revealed in the
various chapters.

Secosd EnrTioy. Rkvisep. In handsome crown 8vo, cloth,

price 6s,

The Psalms at Work

:

being the English Church Psalter, with a few
Short Notes about the use of the Psalms.
Gathered together by Rev. CHARLES L. MAR80N,
Curate of St. Mary's, Soho.

" We heartily recommend this delightful and original
little book to all who wish to form a real acquaintance with
that unexampled treasury of poetry and devotion, the book
of Psalms. A welcome gift, a faithful and pleasant com-
panion."

—

Daily Chronicle.

NEW NOVEL AT ALL LIBRARIES.
In handsome crown 8vo, cloth, price 6s.

Sylvia Craven;
or, the Sins of the Fathers,

By GORDON-HOLMES.
"A pleasant, readable tale,"

—

Athenaeum.
*' Pretty, and very well writen.''—Z>ai7y TeUgraph,
*' A delightfully interesting story."

—

Sonthporl Visitor,

Cbkaper EpiTioy. In handsome crown 8vo, tastefully

printed and appropriately bound, price 'is. 6d.

The Comedy of Dante
Alighieri^ rendered into

English Prose.
By Sir EDWARD SITLLIVAy, Bart. Vart I.—Hstt.

" Sir Edward Sullivan has succeeded—and this in itself
is no mean achievement—in producing a translation of
Dante that can be read with pleasure. Hence we hope that
it may not be long before Sir E. Sullivan completes his
task, by offering to English readers a version of the rema in-
ing section of Dante's epic as clear, 8uccinc% and spirited
as the one before us."

—

Literary World.

In tasteful demy 8vo, cloth, price 2s. 6d.

A Future Roman Empire.
A Possible Result and Solution of some
Modern Political and Economic Problems.
By GEORGE EDWARD TARNBR, Author of " Un-
popular Politics."

"Mr. Tamer sets forth his views with much vigour and
confidence, ard with an evidently comprehensive knowledge
of international problema."—^fiiriMn Joi/ntal.

LOMDCN

:

ELLIOT STOCK, 82, Pateknostek Row.

EDWARD STANFORD'S LIST.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

THE PARTITION of AFRICA. By
J. SCCTT KELTIE, Assistant Secretary to the Royal
Geographical Society, Editorof" The Statesman's Year-
Book." With 24 Maps. Large post 8vo, cloth, 16s.

*' Those readers who concern themeelTes with the future development
of Africa will do well to place themselves under Mr. Keltic's guidance,
and study a book in which the question is recited in lucid and temperate
narrative. The work is liheraily furnished with mnps."—Daily A'evoa

NEW ISSUE OF STANFORD'S COMPENDIUM OP
GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL, RE-WRITTEN,

AND WITH NEW ILLUSTRATIONS.
Just ready, large crown 8vo, cloth, 16s.

AFRICA. Vol. I. NORTH AFRICA.
By A. H. KEANE, F.R.G.S., Author of "Asia," in the
same series, " Eastern Geography," &c. With 9 Maps
and 77 Illaatrations.

"The preparation of the book must have involved immense and
original labour, for the volume in the former series by the late Keith
John-ton has been entirely Ruperaeded. Mr. Keane is to be compli-
mented OD the minner in which he has discharged hi« task."

Glatffow Herald.

THE VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED ARE-
AUSTRALASIA. Vol. I. AUSTRALIA

and NEW ZEALAND. By A. R. WALLACE, LL.D..
F.R.S. 156.

*' A remarkably useful work, wliioh exemplifies in a striking degree
the much higher ideal and wider range of information aimed at by
modem geographers as compared with their predecesaors of thirty or
forty years ngo.^ —Timet.

AUSTRALASIA. Vol. II. MALAYSIA
and the PACIFIO ARCHIPELAGOES. By F. H. H.
GUILLEMARD, M.D. 168.

"Dr. Guillemard's relume is certainly the moat interesting and
.iccurate account estant on the tropioal portion of the Eastern
Archipelago."— AVadtre.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

STANFORD'S LIBRARY MAP of
AFRICA, embodying the Results of the most Recent
Explorations, and giving the latest Alterations of Poli-

tical Boundaries. Foiar sheets, 65 in. by 58 in. ; 94^
miles to an inch (1 : 5,977,382). Prices :—Coloured,
sheets, 35s. ; mounted on rollers and varnished, 45s.;

mooutcd to fold in case, 608. ; on spring roller, £S.

STANFORD'S TWO-SHILLING SERIES OF
TOURISTS' GUIDES.

Fcap. 8vo, limp clotb, with Maps, &c.

BEDFORDSHIRE.
BERKSHIRE.
CAMBRIDGE8HIEE.
CHA-^'NEL ISLANDS.
CORNWALL.
DERBYSHIRE.
DEV^ON (NORTH).
DEVON (SOUTH).
DORSETSHIRE.
ENGLISH LAKES.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
HAMPSHIRE.
HERTFORDSHIRE.
KENT.

LONDON (ROUND),
NORFOLK.
80MER8ETSHIRB.
SUFFOLK.
8URREY.
SUSSEX.
WARWICKSHIRE.
WILTSHIRE.
WORCESTERSHIRE.
WYE (The).
YORKSHIRE, EAST

NORTH.
YORKSHIRE, WEST.

and

" For the pedestrian, horseman, and bicyclist a handy pocket guide
is almost indispcns.tble. Mr. Stanford lias estimated the situation
correctly, and. as faras we can judge, has made most creditable pro-
TisioD. Notbing c^n be more convenient than the Tolumee of this
little tiro.shilIiDg county series ; the type, though closely printed, is

clear, and they are nearly aa light and twice as portable as a fairly
filled cigar case."—6'«(«)'(fai/ iZerieie.

JENEINSON'S PRACTICAL GUIDES
Fcap. 8vo, clotb, with Maps, &c.

The English Lakes. Ninth Edition. With
8 Maps. lis.

The Isle of Wight. Fifth Edition. With
2 Maps. *JS. *kl.

North Wales. Fourth Edition.
6s. 9d.

North Wales. Smaller Guide.
With 3 Maps. 38. M.

The Isle of Man. Third Edition. With Map. 5g.

Carlisle, Gilsland, The Boman Wall, &c.
WitliMap. 58.

"The special merit of these handliooks is their trustworthiness. Mr.
Jenkinson has visitni every place desciibed, and travelleil by every
route suggested, and has tlirougbout viewed things as a practical guide
should view them. His directious to the pedestrian are so minute and
clear, that it is banlty poseible to go wrong, and his advice as to what
to see and what to avoid is always worth attention."—.4ca<f«ntv.

With 2 Mape.

Third Edition.

ENGLISH CATHEDRALS. By the
Rev. W. J. LOFTIE, B.A. With 29 Plans, limp cloth, 6s.

NORWAY. Willson's Handy Guide.
Tliird Edition, with Corrections. 7 Maps, limp cloth, 6s.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD,
26 AND 27, CoCKBPtlK SiBEET, OhABINO OkoSS, S,W.

Qtographtr to Btr Maj»$ty tke Que*H.

SEVENTH EDITION.

Completing 40,000.

BESIDE
THE Bound in art linen,

gilt top,

BONNIE 6s.

IAN BlvIEll

MACLAREN. BUSH

Of

AULD

Air EDITION- DE LUXE

LIGHT
IDYLLS.

By J. M. BABRIE.
With 18 Etchings by William Hole,

E.S.A. Handsomely printed by Messrs.

E. & E. Clark, of Edinburgh, on English

Hand-made Paper. Large post 4to, 31s. 6d.

%* A few copies at £3 3s., sii/ned by
Author and Artist, with Etchings
Printed on Japanese Paper.

MR. BARRIE'S WORKS.
Bound in buckram, gilt top, crown 8vo, 6s.

A WINDOW IN THRUMS.
(THIRTEENTH EDITION.)

AULD LIGHT IDYLLS.
(NINTH EDITION.)

MY LADY NICOTINE.
(SIXTH EDITION.)

WHEN A MAN'S SINGLE.
(EIGHTH EDITION.)

JUST PUBLISHED,

The Armenian Crisis
AND THK

Rule of the Turk.
By F. D. GEEENE, M.A.

With 20 Illustrations and a Map.

cloth, 2s.

Crown 8W

London: HODDER & STOUGHTON,
27, Paternoster Row.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

LIST.

Now nady, price One BhillinK.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
Fo> MAY, 1896,

WUoh contains, among other articles of interest :—

yOITNG LOVE. By L. Dougall. — A HEROINE ot

PRANCE. By Mrs. Andrew Crosse.— LETTERS of

EDWARD FITZGERALD to FANNY KEMBLE, 1871-

1883.—THE PROOF of the PUDDING.—A MANCHESTER
MAN. Part n.— SPRING in NEW YORK. By Walter

Frith.—OUR VILLAGE. By Mr. Froderio Harrison.—

THE HOUR of HER LIFE.- " SUNDOWNERS " and

other BUSH TYPES.—A MAN of PROMISE. Chaps.

i-m.

NOW READY.

TUB TWO NEW VOLUMES IN

The HISTORY of the SECOND
QUEEN'S ROYAL REGIMENT.

By Colonel JOHN DAVIS, F.S.A.

Vol n. From 1681 to 1711. With a Portrait of Catharine

of Braganza and 18 Illustrations and Maps, In

royal 8to, Ha.

Vol. 111. From 17U to 1799. With a Portrait of H.R.H. the

Doke of Kent and 21 Illustrations and Maps. In

royal 8yo, 248. ^_____
VoL L From IMl to ISSt, vilh a Portrait of Her Mijesty tho Queen

and M Illnitnitioiu and Maps, miy ttiU be obtained, in

royal 8to, 24a.

NOW READY.

A NEW EDITION, BEING THE SEVENTH.

SOUTH SEA BUBBLES.
By the BABL and the DOCTOR.

In one vol., crown 8ro, 6s.

NEW S/X-SHILL/NO VOLUMES.

NOW READY,

TODDLE ISLAND.
Being the Diary of Iiord Bottsford,

In one vol., crown 8to, Ss.

"Written evidently by one who has keen powers of
observation, a wide linowlodgo of the world, and a ready
faculty of analysing, or rather dissecting, * shams and
shoddies,* it declares war against superstition wherever
found; and, though it hits hard at, some of our 'social
anotities,' there is no denying that the book is exceedingly
clever, and a brilliant satire &om first to last."

The Liberal.

NOW READY.

CHERRYFIELD HALL.
An Episode in the Career of an Adventuress

By F. H. BALFOUR (Ross Geoboi DKaiiro),

Anther of "Dr. Mirabel's Theory," 4c.

In one vol., crown 8vo, 8«.

TWO NOVELS.

HADNTED BY POSTERITY
BY

W. EARL HODGSON.
Crown 8vo, price 68.

VANirr FAIR.

" Mr. Earl Hodgsou has written a very clever

book, and—which is far more important during the

Eresent
reign of dulnees in fiction—a very amusing

ook. The author is not a man of one world

only—sport, politics, love-making, society, meta-
physics, physical research, guidtjuii ajfuni homineB

d<emone>que—with all these different matters is the

book concerned, and of all these matters is Mr.
Hodgson competent to treat. But even as in the

stale old story about the wood which cotild not be

seen for the trees, this very cleverness and versa-

tility of hifl renders it difficult to survey his work
as a whole. The characters have no lack of vitality.

The introduction of one of these personalities, a

millionaire from the Ciolonies, who bays an evening

paper, stock, lock, and barrel, as another man
might buy a musical-box to see if it will amuse
him, gives rise to some of the best-conceived and
moat original scenes in the book. The description

of the doings in the office of the newspaper is

admirably done. This part of the book especially

is full of wit and humour. The sketches of deer-

stalking and salmon-fishing in the Highlands, too,

show that Mr. Hodgson possesses other qualities

which, it he chose to devote himself to that pro^

fltable but neglected branch of fiction, would put
him in the first rank as a writer of sporting novels.

Mr. Hodgson may be congratulated on having

made a successful debut."

SATURDAY REVIEW.
'

' Oontains an amazingly good idea one really

magnificent idea."

THE GRASSHOPPERS.
BY

MRS. ANDREW DEAN,
Author of "A Splendid Cousin," &c.

Crown 8vo, price 6s.

NOW READY.

THE MERMAID. A Love Tale.
By L. DOUGALL, Anthor of " Beggars All," 4c. In
one vol., crown 8vo, Bs.

" That clever Canadian writer. Miss L. Dougall, is

steadily improving. Her latest novel i» both more spon-
taneona and more artistic than tho book that preceded it,

The story of Cains and his mermaid is a pretty idyl
that will llDKer long in tho memory of its readers,"

Mancheeter Guardian.

KiOHARD Bentley & SoN, New Burlington Street
Publishers in Ordinary to Ber Majesty the ttttMn.

GASSELL & COMPANY'S
AXNOUNCEMENTS.

THIBD EDITION, with New Preface, now ready,

in 2 vols., demy 8vo, 32s.

THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF

George Augustus Sala.

Written by HIMSELF.
" Very Interesting and entertaining."

—

Timu.

" Delightful reminiscencaa are these of George
Augustus Sala."—PmhcA.

" Air. Sala has folfllled his purpose with Inl-

mitable aaa^"—Dinly TeUgraph.

WORKS BY MAX PEMBERTON.

TEE ATSENAEUM.
" ' The Grasshoppers ' is another study of the

manners of mixed nationalities in which the
many admirable qualities displayed in ' Lesser's

Daughter ' are set forth to even greater advantage.
Laughter goes hand in hand with tears, and the
diedogue, which is invariably crisp and natural,

abounds in unexpected humour. Mrs. Sidgwick
can appreciate the critical attitude of the German
visitor to England as well as that of the English
visitor to Germany. She has both ' detachment

'

and wit, and may be congratulated on having
tamed these qualities to brilliant effect in this

original and engrossing novel."

WHITESALL REVIEW.

"The struggles of the Frere family, plunge 1

suddenly from affluence to poverty, which con-
stitute the chief interest of the tale, are narrated
with unusual power. The sketch of life at Ham-
burg, which occupies a considerable space in the
book, is exceedingly clever, and reminds one of

Zangwill at his best."

Just ready, price 63.

THE IMPREGNABLE CITY.

THE IRON PIRATE. With
Sixteen Full-page Illustration s. Third

Edition. Ss.

THE SEA WOLVES. With
Nine Illustrations, Second Edition. 6j.

NEW EDITION now ready, with Portrait of

Author, and Seven Illustrations, price Ss. 6d.

Burnaby's Ride to Khiva.
TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES IN

CENTRAL ASIA.

This mw Edition of Colonel Burnahy's

famoui work has been reset in char, readable

type, andfurnished with Original Illustrations.

" Many people," says the ffLOBE, " will be griad

to hear of tho New Edition of BXJBNABY'S
BIDE TO KHIVA, Some to renew old ac-
quaintance, and aome to make acqaaintanca
for the first time. The popularity of the
original edition made Oolonel Burnaby's name
known wherever Eagrlish is spoken."

*0* The Nttc Edition, with Original HUutratiom, U
now on tale, 3s. 6d.

Uniform with Stanley Weyman^s "Man in

Black."

NOW READY, price 38. Gd.

The Avenger of Blood.
BY

J. MACLABEN COBBAN,
Authoi of " The Bed Sultan."

A. & C. BLA.OK, SoHo Squabe, Lonsok.

My Last Will and Testa-
ment. By HYACIITTHE LOTSOST
(Pere Hyacinths). Translated by
FABIAN WARE, B.-i:S.-Sc. Univ.
Gall. With an Introduction by
the Very Itev. F. W. FABBAB,
D.D,, F.B.S., Dean of Canterbury,
will be issued in a few days.
Paper covers, Is, ; cloth, Is. 6d.

OASSELL & COMPANY, Likited,

liOMnoN ; Pabis akd Mblbovkni.
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No. i200, New Series.

The Editor cannot undertake to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

tnanuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

Sfc, may be addressed to the Publisher,

and not to the Editor.

LITERATURE.
Memories and Thoughts of a Life. By William
O'Connor Morris. (George Allen.)

Speaking of biography in one of his Idler

papers, Dr. Johnson remarks that '
' those

relations are commonly of most value in

which the writer tells his own story."

Judge O'Connor Morris has told his own
story in "relations" of unquestionable
value and many excellences. But, much as
there is to praise in this goodly and attrac-

tive volume, honesty compels a recognition
of its banal side as viewed from the literary

standpoint. This lies in an aggressive
warmth of political tone and colouring, a
recurring insistence of political views and
theories in reference to certain present-day ' The writer goes on to assert that the conceit

to the England of coaches and the old

poor-law." To the experiences of an
Irish landlord, lawyer, and judge, he adds
those of a successful man of letters; and
he is, therefore, able to relate, in a style

of easy grace and dignity, much that is fresh

and interesting. From the garrison town
of Kilkenny, where the prevailing military

garb and accoutrement provided him with
"something like a dream of enchantment,"
he made as a boy two journeys to Brighton,
to visit his aunt, Lady Desart. Among the

Brighton experiences was the following :

"A notable incident occurred one day. A
royal carriage stopped as we were on the
Parade, and two ladies—I rather think they
were the late Princess Augusta and Mrs. Fitz-

herbert, the last held in honour by William IV.
—asked who my cousin and myself were. A
card came in due course commanding our
presence at one of the children's parties which
Queen Adelaide liked to get together at the
Pavilion, and we set off arrayed in our best.

I well remember the appearance of the Sailor

King—a kind old gentleman, wearing the star

of the Garter, and dressed in a blue coat and
nankeen trousers, who went fussing about and
patting our young heads ; but the Queen stood
aloof on a kind of dais, a figure arrayed in white,
and with a head of hair to be seen only on
German ladies."

questions, which impresses the reader with
a sense of disproportion, a lack of just per-
spective in the record of a life that stretches

back through seventy years. Thus, no
sooner have we commenced the story of the
author's childhood and schooldays on p. 25,
than we are referred to the example of

Charles I., in the matter of Home Rule, as
" the true prototype of Mr. Gladstone,"
the difference between the two being that
" the King lost his head for his conduct,
while the Minister has only wrecked his

party." For some readers such strenuous-
ness of partisanship will of course impart
an added flavour to an otherwise agreeable
dish. And it may be granted that the writer's

motives are transparently patriotic. He has
spent the greater part of his life in his native
country, and has there mingled largely in
both Catholic and Protestant society ; as a
resident Irish landlord he has had unusual
facilities for familiarity with Irish troubles,
and has made a careful study at first hand
of the land question, upon which he writes
with a knowledge and suggestiveness well
worthy of attention. All this has undoubt-
edly its value, apart from the author's
political deductions. But the limits of this

review hardly provide for the assessment
of that value or for the criticism of such
deductions. Of the chapters, therefore,
which deal with the Irish Church, the Land
League, the National League, the questions
of the Union, of Irish land, and of Local
Government, I shall say nothing beyond
observing that—as Abraham Lincoln once
remarked of a book which he could not
praise, and did not wish to condemn—for
those who care for this sort of thing nothing
could be better adapted.
Born in 1824, in the city of Kilkenny,

Judge Morris's reminiscences " go back to
the Brighton of William IV., to the great
world of London of the first days of Victoria,
to the Oxford of the Tractarian movement,

engendered by this " white day " in his

youthful calendar was taken out of him
years afterwards on reading in the Oreville

Memoirs " how the King and Queen had
a kind of craze to assemble ' the children
of the riffraff of Brighton ' to gatherings at

the Pavilion at night."

One of the merits of these Memories is

that spirit of frankness which constitutes

the salt of autobiographical writing. Take,
for example, the following engaging revela-

tion of the author's early schooldays at
Epsom :

" A young ladies' school was not far from
our own, and some of us had our Rosalinds and
Violas. ' Boy, disdain not sweet love,' says
philosophic Horace, that prince of men of the
world poets. My choice was of a different type.
I dropped a rosebud one Sunday into the pew
of a very pretty girl, a butcher's daughter,
and, spite of the terror of the father's cleaver,

we became acquainted, and often took walks
together. But ' Honi soit qui malypense';
it was an innocent and skin-deep flirtation.

Many years afterwards I was glad to find the
fancy of my teens a great blowsy matron,
plying the maternal trade amidst a troop of
children."

Judge Morris went to Oxford in 1843,
and left five years later. His college was
Oriel, and he speaks gratefully of Provost
Hawkins, from whom he received much
kindness. It is a pity that the record at
this juncture is not fuller; for what is told
is excellently told, and those were the gpreat

days of the Tractarians. The Common
Room of Oriel contained " men who have
had a profound influence on the highest
thought of the last sixty years, and
have even affected the course of English
history.'' Newman was immersing himself
in his Littlemore retreat, but " his authority
at Oriel remained immense, especially over
the younger Fellows." Then there were
Charles Marriott, Arthur Hugh Clough,
li. W. Church, Chase, Buckle, and Fraser,

afterwards Bishop of Manchester. The
author tells how he " was much struck by
the modest bearing and absolute simple-

mindedness of these learned men." We are
particularly glad to get some glimpses
of Fraser, who became perhaps the most
popular Church dignitary the North of

England has ever seen, but who " was then
a quiet and retiring young man," whose
" exquisite scholarship was admired by all."

At Oxford Judge Morris wrote a good deal,

"little essays modelled on the Spectator,"

and continued that study of war which was
to form his chief bent as an author, and
eventually raise him to the rank of an
acknowledged specialist on military sub-
jects. Fraser was his college- tutor, and
occasionally sent his pupil's essays to be
read before the Provost and Fellows in Hall—" a college distinction worth recording,

for the ' Oriel style ' of English had been
long famous." Fraser once told him that

he would " be just fit to write for the
Edinburgh Review and the Times," and would
" never understand what pure English is."

" I do not know," adds Judge Morris, " if

the last remark is correct ; the first, cer*

tainly, has been amply verified." The
intellectual conflicts of the time are briefly

referred to ; but the writer confesses that he
has in truth " never weighed the confusing
dust of systems and creeds," and that in
theology he has never got beyond Pope.
Though lightly done, the Oxford chapter is

vivid and interesting.

Some pithy sketches are given of the
Young Ireland movement and its leaders.

Of Smith O'Brien, whose acquaintance the
author came to make, he writes that " his

foible was weak and palpable vanity."
Another celebrity, of a different sort, who
is likewise credited with "intense vanity,"
is Archbishop Whately, whose manner is

described as "abrupt and rough," and his

conversation as " clever but not striking,

that of an able, but not a great man ; of a
chop-logic, not of a sage." The Judge's
reminiscences of his legal career, and his

connexion with the Irish Bench and Bar,
are among the most readable in the book.
He declares of O'Connell that " there never
was a more consummate advocate, if the
winning of verdicts is to bo a test of merit,
and his power as a cross-examiner has
perhaps never been equalled." Estimates
are given of such legal luminaries as Ball,
Lefroy, and Monahan, and some good
stories are told of the last-mentioned, who
seems to have particularly impressed the
author. On one occasion a certain baronet
was foolish enough to send a haunch of
venison, which his keeper had shot and his

cook prepared, to the judge who was to

hear a suit in which he was personally
interested.

" The judge, conscientious almost to a fault,

sent the bonne bouche back, with an indignant
message. . . . The story was afterwards
discussed on circuit ; the comments of Monahan
were characteristic. ' My dear fellow,' the
Chief Justice said, ' you should have taken the
damned scoundrel's haunch, eaten it, and sent
him to jail for contempt of court.'

"

Judge Morris's literary career is modestly
and attractively related. To the famous
Oxford Ussays of 1850 he contributed one
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OB " The Land System of Ireland, and

his acquaintance with the editor of ttie

Edinburgh Review led to a connexion with

that organ, which haa lasted for newly

forty years. During this period he has

published some forty essays in its pages "on

Bubjects within a wide range—historical,

legal, social, political." He has contributed

also to the Etuyclopaedia Britannica, to the

Quarterhj, Eittorical, North British, Con-

temporary, Fortnightly, and Saturday reviews,

as well as to the present journal and many
others. Once only was he treated with

editorial rudeness, by a "personage" on

whom he here takes revenge in the remark

that his object " seems to be to obtain the

names of ' people of quality ' for his review,

and some of these contributions are despic-

able stufE." The author speaks with special

enthusiasm of his connexion with the Times,

for which he wrote largely during some

twenty-two years. Delane he regards as

being "perhaps the greatest editor who

ever lived." Not all the Judge's literary

work has been anonymous. His Great

Commanders of Modern Times, his Study on

Moltke, and his Napoleon, in the " Heroes

of the Nations " series, are all more

or less well known. It is fortunately no

part of my task to appraise Judge Morris's

military views, or to discuss with him the

relative merits of Wellington and Napoleon,

of Moltke and Ohanzy. Readers of the

Academy need no reminding of the doughty

skill with which he can treat of subjects

which, like these, come within his own
familiar purview. Perhaps fuller recollec-

tions of such men as Francis Newman and

J. A. Froude, of whom at one time the

author saw a good detil, would have been

welcome. The essential qualities of the

book as a whole, however, are certainly

more deserving of friendly recognition than

critical censure: it exhibits in a marked

degree the Carlylean virtues of insight and

veracity.
Hiram Tattersall.

SOME BOOKS OF TUEOLOOY.

Th» Four Gospels as Historical Records.

(Williams & Norgate.)

Mtrrdlity and Religion. By Eev. James Kidd,

B.D. (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark.)

A Confession of Faith. By An Unorthodox
Believer. (Macmillans.)

Thoughts on Religion. By the late G. J.

Bomanes, F.B.S. Edited by Charles

Gore. (Longmans.)

The Sacred Heart, and Other Sermons. By
the Rev. Alfred Fawkes. (Bums &
Gates.)

The Four Gospels as Historical Records is

an anonymous work, based partly on Super-

natural Religion, hiJs obligations to which

the author freely acknowledges, and to a

much greater extent on Strauss's first Life

of Jesus, which, so far as I have noticed, he

does not even name. Perhaps the present

generation needs reminding that Strauss

made good some points beyond the possi-

bility of refutation. He showed that the

Synoptics are irreconcilable with the

Fourth Gospel, that the narratives of

the Infancy in the first and third Sy-

noptics are hopelessly at variance with one

another, that the discrepancies between

some other narratives of the same alleged

occurrences are such as gravely to discredit

them all. Since his time it has also been

shown that various narratives in the Acts

are contradicted by the authentic Epistles of

St. Paul. These results are quite inde-

pendent of our acceptance or rejection of

the supernatural as an abstract possibility
;

and, as the present author frequently points

out, they are also quite iadependent of the

mythical theory. Like Strauss in his first

Life, he also maintains that the eternal

substance of Christianity remains unaffected

by the demolition of its historical basis

;

only the interpretation he gives to Catholic

dogma is, in accordance with English taste,

moral rather than metaphysical. In claim-

ing for English clergymen liberty to dis-

believe the whole Gospel history, he seems

to confound the limits of legal with those of

moral obligation. Matthew Arnold admitted

that for a young man holding the views set

forth in Literature and Dogma to take orders

would be rather strong. It would be

equally strong for a clergyman who felt

himself convinced by the anonymous critic

of the Gospels to continue to read them out

as if he believed them, or to continue

officiating in a parish where his disbelief in

them was known. The rector in Trilby

throws off the mask as soon as he can afford

it. As Plato says, a man should begin to

practise virtue when he becomes rich, and
perhaps even a little before.

Mr. James Kidd's Kerr Lectures on

Morality and Religion are a very thorough

piece of work, and may be expected to win

for their author a high place among Scottish

theologians. But the book is adapted rather

for the Scottish than for the English taste, for

theological rather than for literary readers.

The analysis, distinction, and connexion of

ideas occupies a space excessive as compared

with that given to facts and illustrations

;

and the threads of abstract reasoning are

spun out to a tenuity that fatigues, and to

a length that exhausts the attention. Mr.

Kidd is a U.P. minister, and, as might

be expected, holds that morality implies

religion, while religion issues in morality.

So an absolutist statesman might maintain

that civil order implies loyalty to a

monarch or to a dynasty, and that loyalty

issues in law-abiding conduct and patriotic

devotion.

An " Unorthodox Believer," starting with

the naturalism that Mr. Arthur Balfour de-

nounces, somehow satisfies himself that he

can evolve from it a creed not differing

very greatly from Mr. Balfour's own. He
" believes that Nature is all in all, and that

there is nothing above it or beyond it" (p. 3).

But Nature has a " spiritual pole," whatever

that may mean, and this pole is personal,

because the believer is a person, and he has

a faith in his own immortality based on

certain " deep-seated instincts and pre-

judices" (p. 167).

"It is possible that we shall some day know
that the soul outlives the body .... and the

only thing that can be certainly known about

the next world is that, if it exist at all, it is

shrouded in impenetrable mystery," although
" it would be folly to ignore the evidence that is

gradually being accumulated and sifted by the

votaries of psychical research " (pp. 168 and
170). " The man who tells me that the happi-

ness of others is his first concern is either

deceiving himself or trying to deceive me

"

(p. 155), and " Love, as the triumph of self-

sacrifice, is the supreme end of existence

"

(p. 183).

A few more exercises in this style will

probably enable the " Believer " to write

himself down orthodox, and join audibly in

the Athanasian Creed.

With the late George Romanes the evolu-

tion from agnosticism to Anglican ortho-

doxy was complete. When a young man
that eminent naturalist and charming writer

published anonymously what he called "A
Candid Examination of Theism," in which
the ordinary arguments for the existence of

a God were analysed and rejected from a
purely sceptical point of view. As a Dar-

winian Romanes occupied himself chiefly

with the old teleological proof, the weakness

of which, in the light of modern science, he
fully exposed. Subsequently he felt his

way towards the higher teleology advocated

by Baden Powell, which sees in the order

of nature itself evidence of a creative or

immanent Mind. But he thought that such

a Mind was too remote for intelligibility,

much more for worship and love. Religion

as he conceived it, at any rate religion

under the form of Christianity, could only

rest on intuition. Conscious of possessing

no such intuition himself, he fancied that no

charge of partiality towards it could be

brought against him. The very reverse

was true. Not possessing the religious in-

tuition, he immensely overestimated its value

and diffusion. He did not consider that the

multitudes of men, and still more of women,
whom he credited with it were really

guided by authority or suggestion ; and

that the few genuine mystics have ar-

rived at such discordant results that

their teaching is valueless as a revelation

of objective truth. In metaphysical reason-

ing he very soon got out of his depth ;

and his notions about the historical basis of

Christianity may be judged by the state-

ment that "the dates of the Gospelslhave

been fixed within the first century," and

that " there is no longer any question as to

historical facts save the miraculous." Mr.

Gore has done well to print the notes for

" A Candid Examination of Religion," on

which his friend was engaged during the

last months of his life, and which represent

part at least of the process that resulted in

his complete conversion shortly before death.

But their only value is to furnish an object

lesson in the real effect of the "wish to

believe."

According to Prof. Mivart " the consistent

evolutionist ought to go to Mass." The
duty would be easier to fulfil were the

ceremony more often followed by a sermon

like those of Father Fawkes, bright,

scholarly, thoughtful, and redolent of the

modern spirit. The preacher seems to address

himself over the heads of his immediate

congregation to two very different classes

—

to the reactionists within the Church ot

Rome, and to the progressives outside it.
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He warns the former that " we are weary
of the incessant harking back to dead
centuries; the cry of the living fills our

ears" (p. 84). He reminds the latter, or

rather he reminds both, that the Church,

speaking through her Head, has expressed

the fidlest sympathy with the course of

social reform, and that there is nothing

new about this concession to the spirit

of the age, the Benaissance and the

Aufklarung found representatives in the

papal chair. But it may be doubted
whether an influx of rather unreasoning
religious passion will help us much towards
a solution of the social question. The habit

of making bold assumptions and sweeping
statements is a dangerous preparation for

the study of political economy. "Is it not
true," asks Father Fawkes, that " the

advance of industry means that the few are

richer, and the poor proportionately poorer,

because more successfully exploited, than of

old?" (p. 22). I thought Mr. Giffen had
proved the contrary. Again, " the political

Liberalism of the first half of our century "

with which the Church, it is admitted, had
" scant sympathy," is charged with having
given us,

" after a hundred years of power [sic], an in-

dustrial society based on capitalism : a society

so intolerable that its destruction seems the one
remedy for its evils, and yet so rotten that it

seems crumbling to pieces before our eyes "

(p. 90).

I think a careful study of Arnold Toynbee's
Industrial devolution would lead Father
Fawkes to moderate this rather violent lan-

guage, and to set a juster value on that
political Liberalism which was the indis-

fensable preparation for his own social

liberalism, and may yet prove its corrective.

Alfbed W. Benn.

Bante Vignettei. By Norley Chester. (Elliot

Stock.)

A BOOK appeared of late, the subject whereof
was Poets on Poets. That was not the

name of the book, the precise title of which,

amid the mass of new publications, we
are criminal enough to have forgotten ; nor
can a busy man read everything. But we
will vouch for it, this was the idea, and a
very good idea it was. Our "literature,"

as Dr. Johnson has it, is limited ; but we
will venture, by way of illustration, to draw
up a list for ourselves. 'Tis a random lot

:

Horace on Valgius, Juvenal on Tully ("At
si sic omnia," &c.), Spenser on Chaucer,
Ben Jonson on Shakspere, Keats on Homer,
and Byron on James Blackett.

A name for such effusions seems a desidera-

tum ; let us call them poems of appreciation.

But a poet may be appreciated in whole
or in part: in other words, expressions of

admiration may be called forth by the broad
characteristics of his work, or by the force

and appeal of certain passages. A good
instance of the latter is Coleridge's apos-
trophe to Schiller, extorted by the dungeon-
scene in "The Robbers"; and similar in
kind, but never so vehement, are Norley
Chester's Bante Vignettes.

Norley Chester is known to us as a lady
who has already done good service in popu-
larising Dante. Apart from this con-

sideration, wo hold it ungracious and well-

nigh unpardonable, in an older writer, to

deal with a first volume of verse in a severe,

censorious, and forbidding temper, unless,

indeed, the verse be of such quality as to

preclude all hope of ultimate success. We
have read this little book with care, and
have come to the conclusion that its contents

do not call for a harsh verdict. Quite other-

wise ; there is so much that is good, and
more that is promising, in her work that we
are sorry, for Norley Chester's sake, she did

notj before taking the final plunge, submit
her proofs to some competent adviser, who
might have anticipated the aid of this

friendly criticism.

Speaking of the work as a whole, the

subjects are well chosen ; the phrasing is

expressive and artistic; the rhymes are

generally perfect ; and of every, or nearly

every, piece it may be said, that it possesses

the charm of sweet and satisfying melody.
The thought, though never very deep, is

adequate ; and in relation to the great

visionary and his divine imaginings, the

writer exhibits sympathy and a true spirit

of discipleship. That the work should open
with an address to Dante is therefore the

acme of propriety. With reference to this

much-tried son of song, it is said he " culled

from thorns the roses of his rhyme"—

a

very pretty and maidenly conceit.

Among the more obvious topics of the
Commedia we naturally place the episode

of Francesca, concerning which Carlyle,

spite of cynicism, discourses so pathetically.

As might be expected, Norley Chester has

been attracted to this fascinating theme

;

and though this particular sonnet is not

perhaps the best of the batch, the fact of

the story being the common property of

educated people forms a good reason why it

should be picked out as a specimen

:

" Borne by the breath of passion to their doom,
In that dark realm unlit by ray of sun
Dante beheld two lovers, clasped as one,

Come hastening to him through the muiky
gloom

;

And Hell for once gives tender pity room.
And tears in streams from eyes of sternness

run
At hearing how on earth they were undone.

How cruel fate had nipped their life's young
bloom.

" For, ah '. that fatal kiss, all stained with sin,

Life's fairest noonday tinged with Hell's mid-
night,

Which let the ilood of fiercest passion in.

And brought at once their torment and delight

!

Is there no hope ? May one tear Heaven win,

And must one kiss so hard a doom requite ?
"

'Tis easy to point to the blemish in these

lines—the lax use of the relative in the

sextain ; but this fault is more than atoned
for by the happy juxtaposing of those

emblems of human emotion, tears and kisses,

or, more particularly, the tear, lagrimetta,

" little tear " of Dante's comrade-in-arms
and the tremulous salute of Messer Polo
Malatesta. Upon the substance of the

question (by the way, a wide problem)
Dante was ruthless, but Norley Chester,

with Tennyson, evidently leans to the side

of mercy.
One of the sonnets has for title " Pic-

carda's Contentment," and for motto the

word's "ogni dove in cielo e Paradiso."

Very good ; the lesson is one we may all

take to heart. We desire, however, a word
with Norley Chester on an idiomatic

error, which, if not corrected, might easily

become a mannerism. The second quatrain

runs

:

" Dost never crave of Heaven more blessed boon ?

Art still content in lower sphere to stay

Than where the full-voiced choir their praises

pay?
Hast never longed for Heaven's fuU-glorious

noon?

"

These are imaginary questions addressed
by Dante (by the mouth of Norley
Chester) to Piccarda, for whom, though not
of the first order of saints, yet as a saint,

the poet must be conceived to have enter-

tained some measure of reverence. In
omitting the pronoun Norley Chester

doubtless supposes she follows Elizabethan
precedent—and she is right. In Shakspere,
not to go too far afield, the usage is

extremely common, but, when invoked,

conveys the notion of familiarity or con-

tempt. Take, for example, " King Lear,"

ii. 1, 91, " How dost, my lord? " and iv. 1,

31, "Fellow, where goest?" or again,
" Hamlet," i. 5, 161, " Well said, old mole

!

canst work i' the earth so fast?" These
instances show, if nothing more, the

tendency of the locution. On the other

hand, it is but fair to point out, as a matter
not of archaeology but of art, that this

brevity and compression is in keeping with
the nature of the sonnet as a literary mode.
The point may be safely left for Norley
Chester's consideration. Personally, wo
confess, our taste is not much offended by
this mote ; but it may offend others more.

We pass to a far graver fault.

In the sonnet "Beatrice's Farewell"
occurs the line

:

" The glories of Empyrean appear."

This is, in a double sense, impossible. The
accentuation is wrong; and "empyrean"
is not a proper noun, but an adjective. In
Dante it always appears in company with
" cielo." For instance. Inferno ii. 21 :

" Nell' empireo ciel per padre eletto,"

where the scansion might have instructed

our author in the true pronunciation. Milton
has " the empyrean ";* and this, we suspect,

is the genesis of the mistake, though, of

course, it furnishes no sort of justification

for it. It is, indeed, a sad blot. The
blunder, however, is such as any young
writer might commit in an unguarded
moment, and does not afEect our general

estimate.

Let Norley Chester take heart. She has

made vocal and coherent ideas which occur

to Dante-lovers in their journey, pilgrim-

wise, through the Commedia ; and to those

who are not Dante-lovers this dainty little

book may well serve as a lure. For the

rest, the peak of Parnassus is seldom won
at a bound. F. J. Snell.

* So also Tennyson, in his experimental Alcaics

on Milton

:

" Whose titan angels, Gabriel, Abdiel,

Starred from Jehovah's gorgeous armouries,

Tower, till the deep-dom'd empyrean
Rings to the roar of an angel onset."

We quote from memory,—Eln. AcAninty.
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Stcr*t Memoiri of tht Court of Louit XIV.
and of th* Rtgency: Extracted from the

German Correspondence of the Duchess

of Orleans, Mother of the Eegent, pre-

ceded by a Notice of this Princess, and
accompanied with Notes. (Nichols.)

The Duchess of Orleans, mother of the

Begent, was no flatterer. In the first place,

she did not flatter herself

:

"I am, ucquestionably, very ugly," she says;
" my eyes are small, my nose is short and
thick, my lips long and flat. ... I have great,

hanging cheeks, and a large face ; my stature

is short and stout ; my body and my thighs

are too short ; and, upon the whole, I am truly

a very ugly little object. . . . Hands more ugly
than mine are not perhaps to be found in the
whole world."

And, having thus painted her own portrait,

she feels no scruple in charging her palette

with sombre colours when painting the
portraits of her contemporaries—including

her own kith and kin.

In truth they were a strange set, and she
herself by no means the least original.

Bom at Heidelberg, in lCo2, she carried

to her French home, to the courtly circle

of Versailles, her German virtues of frank-
ness and loyalty, but also, it must be
said, her German coarseness. Saint-Simon
—whom she had snubbed on a notable
occasion, but who was drawn to her
doubtless by their common hatred for

Louis XIV.'s legitimated offspring—while
doing justice to her good qualities, does not
disguise the bad. She was, he declares,

"frank, straightforward, good, helpful,

noble, and great in all her ways," and
" capable of tender and unalterable friend-

ship "; but, on the other hand, " more like

a man than a woman," with "the figure and
the boorishness of a porter," " ungracious,"
"hard, harsh, and easily moved to aversion,"

and " always shut up at her writing."

She wrote interminably. Though she had
come to France to marry Monsieur, the
king's brother, at the age of nineteen, her
heart turned always back to her German
home, to her German kin and friends.

"I never bad anything like French manners,"
she says, " and I never could assume them,
because I always considered it an honour to be
bom a German, and always cherished the
maxims of my own country, which are seldom
in favour here."

And, again, " I am German in all my
habits" — even to the forswearing of
chocolate, coffee, tea, and "other foreign
drugs"—"and like nothing in eating or
drinking which is not conformable to our
old customs." So with her love of things
Teutonic, her yearning for her friends, she
sat at her desk, hour after hour, inditing
the most interminable epistles in racy,
colloquial, erratically spelt German.
" On Sunday I write to my aunt, the dear

Electrees of Hanover, and to Lorraine ; on
Monday to Savoy and to the Queen of Spain

;

on Tuesday to Lorraine; on Wednesday to
Modena ; on Thursday to Hanover again ; on
Friday to Lorraine ; and on Saturday I bring
up the arrears of the week. Sometimes, after
having written in the course of a day twenty
sheets to the Princess of Wales, ten or twelve
to my daughter, and twenty to the Queen of
Sicily, I am so tired that I can hardly set one
foot before the other."

For the benefit of these correspondents,

she described and re-described the people
about her, collecting facts, scandal, his-

torical material of the most undoubted
value, and tittle-tattle that can have no
value except as an indication of contem-
porary thought and opinion. Into the

inner circles of politics she was clearly

never admitted. Louis XIV. liked her,

seems to have had a genuine respect for

her blunt, comparative honesty in an in-

triguing and hypocritical court. Her son,

the Regent, had for her, no doubt, a son's

affection, and even listened, on occasions, to

her sermonising on his malpractices—and
heaven knows that her remonstrances were
not uncalled for ! But neither Louis XIV.
nor the Begent cared to consult her on
affairs of State. So she was in some sense

an outsider, albeit an outsider who by her
position was in daily contact with the people

who were making the history of her time.

And these people she paints for us, not

always fairly, for when she hated—as she

hated Mme. de Maintenon—she hated

terribly, but in strong, coarse, living

colours. With scant charm, and no deli-

cacy at all, her work is vital, and keeps
an intense interest.

The volume before me, it may be well

to state for the benefit of those who like to

know the genesis of a book, is a transla-

tion, very slightly abridged in certain parts,

of a volume of extracts from the Duchess's
letters which appeared in 1823. These
extracts are arranged, as in the earlier

volumes of extracts which appeared in

1788, not chronologically, according to the

date of the letters—an arrangement adopted
in the later collections of extracts published
by M. Brunet and M. Jaegle—but accord-

ing to subject, the extracts relating to any
particular person being grouped together.

Probably for the purpose of the general

reader this is the best arrangement, and
no valid objection can be taken to it.

But I think a word of objection may,
in all kindliness, be spoken with regard
to the " Advertisement by the Editor,"

and " Biographical Notice of the Duchess
of Orleans," prefixed to the volume.
These also are taken from the edition of

1823, the notice signed " D—g " being by
a certain M. Depping, and are, in truth,

not "up to date." For since 1823 the

Duchess's letters have been published m
extenso, and with German thoroughness, in

Germany, and there have been at least two
French editions of extracts ; while as to

the " Biographical Notice," M. Depping
naturally knew no more of his subject

than was known in 1823 ; but since then
additional light has been thrown on the

history of the reigns of Louis XIV.
and XV. Thus M. Depping assumed
that the Duke of Orleans' first wife, the

sister of our Charles II., the "Madame"
of Bossuet's superb funeral oration, had
been poisoned. In this he but followed

the Duchess herself, who in these letters,

while exonerating her husband, names
the Chevalier de Lorraine, her husband's
worthless favourite, as the murderer

—

indeed, M. Depping but followed a very
general opinion, almost accepted by Sainte-

Beuve as late as 1852. Nor is it to be

wondered at that doubt should have pre-

vailed from the beginning as to the real

cause of Madame's death ; for the circum-
stances were undoubtedly suspicious, and
the medical science of her time—which
babbled of cholera-morbus—had evidently

been quite baffled. But in 1867, M. Littr6,

with his usual care andpatience, re-diagnosed
the case, and has left no reasonable doubt
that death was due to natural causes—to a
perforation of the intestines.

However, it is with no word of objection

that one should leave a volume which, in

M. Zola's phrase, is so essentially as this,

" a human document."
Frank T. Mabzialb.

A Mutory of the Parith of Leyton, Euex.
With Maps and other Illustrations. By
the Rev. John Kennedy. (Leyton : Phelp
Brothers.)

Leyton is a place with no history, in the
dignified acceptation of that term. Indeed,
its name scarcely emerges in English annaU,
except that John Strype, the antiquary, was
parson for nearly seventy years, and the
ubiquitous Pepys once got a bad dinner
there, at the manor house of Sir William
Hickes. Yet Mr. Kennedy, the vicar of

one of the districts that have recently been
carved out of the mother parish, has been
able to fill a substantial volume of more
than 400 pages with a collection of local

documents, not one of which we could wish
away.

Until about forty years ago, Leyton re-

mained a rural village, much affected as a
convenient place of residence by City mag-
nates. It lies on the Essex bank of the
Lea, connected with Hackney by what must
always have been one of the main lines of

communication into the Eastern counties,

still known as Lea Bridge. Along the river

extend marshes, which have g^ven to this

tract the name of Low Leyton ; while a con-

siderable area was formerly part of the pur-
lieus of Epping Forest, now sadly diminished.
But the monstrous growth of " greater

London " has altogether changed the char-

acter of this once pleasant suburb. So far as

we have discovered, the latest census given
in this volume is that of 1841, when the

inhabitants numbered only 3258. At the

present time, the population (as we have
been given to understand) exceeds 70,000.

In fact, Leyton has now become an annexe
of that great industrial hive which centres

round Stratford, and which has grown more
rapidly during the last twenty years than

any other comer of England. The borough
of West Ham and the county divisions of

Walthamstow (which includes Leyton) and
Romford are—taking them together—the

three most populous parliamentary consti-

tuencies in the United Kingdom.
The flourishing period of the history of

Leyton was the first half of the present

century. Opulent families connected with

the Corporation of London, the East India

Company, the Bank of England, and the

Trinity House, lived in comfortable houses,

embowered among old trees. Both houses

and trees have now mostly disappeared.

The home of the great-grandfather of

the present writer still stands, as the
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Leyton Constitutional Club

—

quod ait per-

petua .' Perhaps the oldest of these Leyton

families was that of Bosanquet ; but with

them must be mentioned the Lanes, the

Mastermans, the Wigrams, the Copelands,

and the Barclays. Li 1847, Leyton could

boast of three Conservative members of

parliament, while we happen to know of

one other resident who had declined the

honour.
The chief interest of Mr. Kennedy's

book is that it enables us, to a considerable

extent, to restore the Leyton of eighty years

ago. Our patriotism is stirred by the story

of the Loyal Leyton Volunteer Corps of 100

men,5which was raised in 1803 :

" 'Twaa when his banners at Boulogne
Aim'd in our island every freeman."

The small parish of Leyton contributed in

subscriptions no less than £925 ; and when
the corps was disbanded in 1813, nearly

£200 remained in hand, to be distributed in

plate to the officers, money to the sergeants,

and a dinner to the men. (In 1854, we
regret to say, the subscriptions to the

Patriotic Fund amounted to no more than

£107.) Again, a little later (in 1822),

when the accommodation of the church was
found inadequate, and it was necessary to

expend £4521, only £1217 of this was levied

by a church-rate, the balance being provided

from subscriptions—the oldest parishioner

giving anonymously £1000, "part of a

bequest he has unexpectedly received from
a friend." At about the same time (1821),

the inhabitants of the parish, in public

meeting . assembled, resolved to establish

patrols, at the cost of a ninepenny rate,
" for the protection of the churchyard and
of the inhabitants during the winter season."

The doings of these patrols on two occasions

are worthy of record :

" At half-past 2 o'clock found Mr. Watson, the

landlord of the King's Head, hanging oat of

his window naked. He was calling out for

Blchard Brand, and was taken down from the
window by Brockway and Bantrip, to whom
he said that some persons were in the house,
and were then murdering his grandfather. It

appears that he dream't so.

" Brockway and Morphett found Mr.
Pritchard, the deputy-inspector of the Bow
Street horse patrol, lying on the road, having
fallen from his horse."

So late as 1833 we find an entry :
" Three

men came to watch Mrs. Bush's daughter's
grave to-night."

It would be easy to fill columns of our
space with curious extracts from the church-
wardens' accounts, which are complete since

1651, and from the other parochial records

which our author has laboriously tran-

scribed. On one point only have we caught
him tripping. In chronological order, under
the date of 1867, he enters :

" This year
the following tradesman's token was istued."

Whether " issued " is a mistake for " dis-

covered" we know not; but of course the
token in question is one of the seventeenth
century. It will be duly found in William-
son's edition of Boyne's Trade Tokens issued

in the Seventeenth Century (i. 225), together
with a second Leytonstone token dated
1668. But, on the whole, Mr. Kennedy's
work has been admirably performed ; and
we cannot conclude without a word of com-

pliment to the local printers for the excellent

style in which they have turned out the

book. Jas. S. Cotton.

On the Cars and Off: being the Journal of

a Pilgrimage along the Queen's Highway
to the East, from Halifax, in Nova Scotia,

to Victoria, in Vancouver's Island. By
Douglas Sladen, (Ward, Lock, &
Bowden.)

Mb. Douglas Sladen's travels in British

North America are both amusing and in-

teresting. He is a capital traveller, always
in high spirits, ready and anxious to

admire, and making the best of everything.

He must have been a genial and accom-
modating fellow-traveller. He tells us that

his work

:

"does not pretend to be a historical, or
statistical, or, in any way, an authoritative

book. It is simply designed to show the
British and American reader what a beautiful,

romantic, easy, and interesting country Canada
is to visit, and how full of promise in her
future."

This it does most effectively. But the

author is unnecessarily modest in his dis-

claimer : what he gives us of the history of

Canada is good, and his statistics are

generally of value.

Mr. Sladen's admiration for Canada is

unbounded. He compares it favourably

with other parts of the world

:

" From one end to the other the scenery of

mountain or prairie, forest, lake, and river, is

magnificent. From one end to the other there

is shooting and fishing that cannot be surpassed.

Canada is Scotland on the scale of a continent,

and with the summer and autumn climate of an
earthly Paradise. In winter it is, in its frozen

East, a land of sunshine and blue skies, and the
cold never passes the battlemented rampart of

the Eocky Mountains."

Perhaps his admiration sometimes carries

him away, and he is not free from exaggera-
tion, as when he calls the great glacier of

the Selkirks the largest in the world. Quebec
is undoubtedly the most picturesque town in

North America, though its picturesqueness is

much diministied by the wanton destruction

of its gates, wherebyAmericahas lost, accord-

ing to Mr. Sladen, her principal architectural

curiosities ; nor has any subsequent increase

in the business of Quebec in any way war-
ranted this act of vandalism.

The four provinces of Manitoba, Assini-

boia, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, comprising
about 440,000 square miles, are called the

Peasant's Paradise. This was the country

for hard-working farmers, and Mr. Sladen
gives some remarkable instances of English
and Scotch labourers whose industry has
been crowned with success. We say this

teas the country for hardworking farmers,

because from accounts that have come to

our notice from Manitoba since Mr. Sladen's

visit it seems that the universal fall of

prices has invaded that province, and it

is now next to impossible to make a
living. Mr, Sladen writes of wheat at

75 cents, per bushel. The price last

autumn in Manitoba was 38 cents. Beef
was 2 cents, a pound, and pork 4 cents.

The only men who make anything are the

middlemen, who go round, buy up the wheat

at the lowest figure, and ship at a good
profit to Liverpool. Nevertheless, Mani-
toba has its advantages. It is, according

to Mr. Sladen, one of the healthiest countries

on the globe for man and beast. He men-
tions a sneering saying common in Australia

" that if a gentleman settles in Canada, his

children will very likely become peasants ; and
that if a peasant settles in Australia, his

children will very likely become gentlemen."

The influx of settlers from Iceland is so

great that our author asserts there are
more Icelanders in Canada than there are

in Iceland,

Mr, Sladen's experience of laws designed
to prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquor

is most diverting

:

"When I was there, Nova Scotia rejoiced in
the funniest of legal fictions—the Scott Act,
prohibiting the sale of spirituous liquors. It

was opeiJy disregarded. In the larger towns
hotels sold liquor as if the Act did not exist

;

and in the smaller ones it was merely a case of

finding out whether the milkman, or the mil-
liner, or the fancy stationer would oblige you.
Nova Scotia differs to this extent from Ver-
mont, where in prohibitionist towns every shop
is said to sell spirituous liquors. At Annapolis
I did have to pay 25 cents for a biscuit, and
got a bottle of beer thrown in ; but it was quite
unusual to go through this farce. I inquired of
Prof, Roberts how they managed things so
comfortably, ' Oh, juries won't convict, so it's

no good prosecuting,' At Windsor the farce

was at its height,"

The book is profusely and on the whole
extremely well illustrated, and begins with
a charming letter from Lord DufEerin and
Ava in reply to Mr. Sladen's dedication to

him. We have only one faxilt to find, and
that is the physical weight of the book it-

self : no one who takes it up in an idle

moment can hold it long,

Wm, Wickham,

NEW NOVELS.

A Great Responsihility , By Marguerite
Bryant, In 3 vols, (Hurst & Blackett,)

Lucilla : An Experiment. By Alice Spinner.

In 2 vols. (Kegan Paul & Co.)

A Maid of the Manse, By E, Kentoul Esler,

(Sampson Low,)

The Model of Christian Oay, By Horace
Annesley Vachell, (Bentley,)

The Laird and His Friends. (Skeffington.)

A Deal with the Devil. By Eden Phillpotts,

(Bliss, Sands & Foster,)

The Heir of Fairmount Orange. By Agnes
Maule Machar. (Digby, Long & Co.)

A Great Responsibility is excellent; but
it woiild have been more excellent still had
it been in two volumes instead of three.

When everybody foresees the inevitable

from the first, there is no use in prolonging

the agony. When that very original young
lady, Cecil Lestrange, receives suitor after

suitor, to make them go down before

her like ninepins, we know as well as

possible that it is only because she is

reserved for her youthful guardian, Arthur
Treconner, otherwise Lestrange, They
appear to be at cross purposes all through,

and fail to perceive what is perfectly patent
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to all obserren, that they are hopelessly in

love with each other. Treconner regards

his harum-scarum but delightful ward as
" a great responsibility," while she believes

that he is utterly indifferent to her. There

are many mixed passages of life to go

through before the light mutually dawns
upon them at last. It had been the object

of Sir Cecil Lestrange to train up his

daughter to the sense of a man's responsi-

bilities with regard to his name and estates

;

but, in spite of her hoydenish ways, she

never lost her womanliness. Her London
experiences, in which she shocks more
prudish, yet less virtuous, society ladies,

are related with genuine humour. In spite

of being a little too perfect for this everyday
world, Treconner is a fairly adequate hero.

His mother is well drawn, too, and we feel

no little sympathy for Lord Huntly, and
also for Walter Tressaly and his unsophis-

ticated little wife Joso. Other characters

supply the seamy side of life. As a whole,

the novel is decidedly successful ; the very
last thing that could be said of it would be
that it was dull.

We cannot congratulate Miss Alice Spinner
on Lucilla from a literary point of view, nor
indeed is there a great deal to be said for

it from any aspect. As a story it strikes

one as being incomplete and imperfect. Its

general aim seems to be to emphasise the
evils arising from mixed marriages between
English people and Creoles. Some of the

descriptions of scenery and climate in the

West Indies are well done ; but beyond this

there is really nothing to say. Lucilla St.

John is a handsome English girl, who goes
out to teach music and the French language
at Grove Hill College, in the island of Saa
Joso. She falls a victim to the wiles of a
rich Creole named Da Costa, and marries
him, only to discover in an incredibly short

time what a sensual villain he is. The
reverse of the medal is shown in the
machinations of an English blackleg, Capt.

Despard, to "capture" a wealthy Creole
girl, named Liris Morales, who is both
cultivated and refined. She is saved from
the marriage by another Creole lady, who
convinces her that no good ever has come,
or ever can come, from such ill-assorted

marriages. The elder Alexander Dumas,
who was himself of Creole blood, summed
up the whole West Indian question in the
phrase, " The mulatto is one who hates his

father and despises his mother."

There is no more careful writer among
lady novelists than Miss Esler. All her
studies of character are finished with a
clearness and minuteness which remind one
of the Dutch painters ; and A Maid of the

Manse is no exception to the rule. It is a
healthy, though somewhat sad, story. The
scene is laid in the North of Ireland, and
the incidents deal with the trials and
troubles in the daily life of two ministerial
families. Our sympathies go out to both
heroines, Madge Hamilton and Eosie Wed-
derbum ; for there is a great deal that is

touching in connexion with both. But
perhaps the episodes which move us most
are those which relate the experiences of
the Eev. Dr. Hamilton. A man of refined
intellect, his straitened means and large

family have kept him down in the world
;

and when, late in life, he receives a call to a
larger sphere, he feels compelled to decline

it horn conscientious reasons. His old wife
turns against him for his unworldly wisdom;
the son upon whom he had built all his

hopes dashes them to the ground by his

heterodox opinions ; and it is not too much
to say that the noble-hearted if somewhat
Quixotic minister dies prematurely of a
broken heart. It is long since we have
read anything more pathetic in the fiction

of the day. It is only matched by the
heroic self-sacrifice of little Bosie for her
lover's sake.

A powerful study of certain phases of

life in California is presented in The Model

of Chriitian Oay. The style is a little rugged
and unfinished, perhaps, but there is no
mistaking the author's grasp over character

and incident. The "model," Virginia Smith,

is a beautiful and graceful creature, married
to a desperado who attacks mail coaches

and commits other crimes, and who finds

himself in gaol at last, only to break out
again by an almost impossible feat. Vir-

ginia's striking beauty has come from her
Spanishorigin ; and Christian,whohasstudied
art in Europe and made a great reputation,

has never seen anything to equal it. He is

allowed to paint her ; but while he has been
completely enthralled by her loveliness, he
remains loyal to the trust reposed in him
by her husband. Not so his scapegrace

brother, Sylvester Gay, a tenor singer cele-

brated under the name of "Eobin Hood."
He makes fierce love to Virginia ; and when
he is bearing her away from Valley Springs

in hope of triumphing over her he is shot

dead by a rival, who mistakes kim for his

brother. Christian Gay is a fine fellow,

but seems almost too good for this world.

After the flight of Virginia he seeks her out,

and restores her to her husband, though at

a word she would have followed him through
life. The episode of Dr. Lowly, a man of

an originally fine nature, who had become
degraded throtigh the betrayal of his

daughter, but who afterwards recovers

himself by Christian's aid, is very sad and
touching. The force and vigour displayed

in this study of Californian life are ex-

ceptional.

We are rather puzzled in our estimate of

The Laird and Mil Friends. The work is

anonymous. If by a new writer, it reveals

unquestionable promise ; but if it is by a

practised hand, who has had experience in

the developments of Scottish theology, then

it is less remarkable. Some of the chapters,

however, dealing with the unsophisticated

aspects of human nature, are very naturally

written ; and indeed the whole volume is

-pleasant to read. The aged laird, Sir George
Seaforth, is an excellent study. He is

attached to the old order, and it is almost

touching to read how he implores his

protege, Henry Allen, to cling to it. The
latter nevertheless belongs to the younger
day of culture, and soon leaves his old

patron behind. The consequence is, that

without knowing it, the laird helps to con-

demn and drive out of the Kirk the very

man whom he relied upon to sustain it by
hia ability and eloquence. Allen's sister

Margaret is a charming creature, and round
her and her lover, Norman Herbert, a good
deal of the interest of the story centres. It

would be unfair to the author to unravel
the few innocent intricacies of plot, but
they are evolved with considerable skill,

and the interest of the reader never slackens
while tracing them.

Mr. Eden Fhillpotts writes an amusing
though farcical little sketch in A Deal with
the Devil. The central idiot—for more than
one character would come under that defini-

tion—is old Daniel Dolphin, who enters into

a strange compact with the devil on the eve
of completing his hundredth year. His
Satanic Majesty agrees to let Daniel have
ten more years of life—a thing he can only
do for " old customers "—on condition that
with every year there is a backwardation of

ten years of his life. The upshot of this, of

course, would be that by the time he became
one hundred and ten he would really have
got back to the time of his birth as an
infant. Dolphin lives with a granddaughter,
who is about sixty at the time the process

of rejuvenation begins. As the spell works
on from year to year, Satan's recruit plays

some mad pranks, and gets into many diffi-

culties, matrimonial and other, so that he
and his companion have to fly from place to

place. At one time he is sowing his wild

oats, and fulfils his threat to " paint the

town red "
; at another he goes out to Monte

Carlo with a friend, fortified by "a system
that will knock the stuffing out of the

strongest bank that ever robbed innocents."

Breaches of promise and offences against

the law are very common with old Dolphin
all the time he is growing younger. His
granddaughter has to pose during his

chequered career in the various relation-

ships of daughter, wife, mother, and grand-

mother. What happens when the agree-

ment comes to an end, and Satan finds he
has been overreached by a flaw in the

document, the reader must discover for him-
self. The sketch will evoke many a hearty

laugh, as the idea is carried through in a

very lively fashion.

One good thing, and the only good thing

so far as we have been able to discover,

in The Heir of Fairmount Grange is its

description of the scenery of the St.

Lawrence and the environs of Quebec. All

this is obviously done with a loving and

experienced eye. But the story, as a whole,

is of the most commonplace description.

The heroine, Ethel Howard—who loses a

fine English estate, only to recover it again

under better conditions when the legitimate,

but drunken, heir has run his earthly course

—is the best drawn of the characters. Edgar

Fane, her early lover, who abandons her

when she loses the property, and goes out

to Canada to endeavour to " recapture " her

when she comes into it again, is a con-

temptible creature. All the others are

without backbone, except Norman Stuart;

and as he rescues the heroine from a watery

grave he is fairly entitled to her hand,

according to all the rules of romance

—especially as his own volatile sweetheart

has already thrown him over. The book

abounds in gross misprints.

G. Bahnetx Smith.
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Selections from Thoreau. Edited, with an
Introduction, by Henry S. Salt. (Macmillans.)
As much talent is required to make a good
selection from an author's works as to write a
good story of his life. In either case, the same
clear appreciation of characteristics and the
same critical discernment are needed. Mr
Salt has proved himself equal to both tasks. His
biography of Thoreau, which, at the time of its
appearance, was deservedly praised, has a fitting
supplement in the prese nt volume. Of course
readers already familiar with Thoreau's works
may be disappointed that their own private
preferences are not always gratified. In my
oira case, after assuring myself that the
'Natural History of Massachusetts" was in-
cluded I looked for the paper on " Autumnal
Tints and failed to find it. It contains some
Of Ihoreau 8 finest prose passages, and expressesweU the author's heart and mind in its
enticing invitation to " Consider the beauty of
the forest and not merely a few impounded
herbs. Yet, what other paper it should have
replaced is a question not readily answered.
Not, certainly, that on " Walking" from the
same volume. The chapter on " The Wellfleet
Oysterman" could have beon better spared,
for neither in humour nor descriptive power is
It up to Thoreau's usual level. But, as the
editor says, these selections are " typical ofThoreau m almost all his moods and aspects "
and this representative character of the work
IS too important a merit to be disturbed. So
that, although "much would have more," theshrewd publisher has doubtless fixed certain
lumta

;
and it is not easy to see how, under the

orcumstances, Mr. Salt could have done betterthan he has done. Yet it is a matter for
regret, if not for complaint, that the scheme ofthe book could not be made to include passagesfrom the Journals, several volumes ofwhich have been published under the

^^^r^^^ sympathetic editorship of Mr.H. G. O. Blake. The writings which Thoreau
elaborated for the press may possess anadded grace of style, but there is some
loss of freshness and force. In the message ofthe apostle of nature, even a suggest!^ of
artifice seems out of place. At anv rate innone of Thoreau's Citings is thVe such

m^ taT !li*°,
*°"«",«» ^^ hi« Journals.

Z,.: 4 ^"'^'les to the mutual influ-
ence Thoreau and Emerson exercised on each
other. Emerson's influence on Thoreau is

f^nr- ?,.°"^'' '° '°™« P"*^ of this volume,
notablymthe essay on "Friendship,"portions ofwhich are simp y an echo of Emerson's study
of the same subject. It is on his own ground,
of close observation of natural fact and of wiseand significant inference, that Thoreau is athis best; and here he has had many imitatorsbut as yet no rival. Because these selecS
are so representative, we see in them the re^
Thoreau-tnie-hearted and afFectionate, instead

W« .
'*^ misanthrope which some personshave conceived bim to be. A hater of mencou^d not have put forward that eloquentPlea for Captain John Brown." Thoreauwas filled with the humanitarian splrCtXH

hater only of sham and pretence and meanviews of life and duty. So ardent a lovTro"

hlrnWe Th°"^'*
'"''^^^.'' ^''^ * '^•^^^ol

Z^I^ tit
The man who is careless of "the

Sr"of tanT^^ht^TjuSicT^LaTteT
qnauty of hia character, have come to light

;

but I think aU along those who have read hisown pubhshed writings understandingly must
have discerned it there.

Meditations in Motley. By Walter Black-
burn Harte. (Boston : The Arena Publishing
Co.) The "thing oaUed a book " (to use Car-
lyle 8 phrase) is common enough, but the thing
that IS a. book is rare. EspeciaUy is this true
of books of cntioism. The best literary work
of our time—as weU as much of the worst-
seems to run mostly into fiction ; whUe along
with It, and quite as popular, go things called
books, consisting of light, Uterary confectionsm the shape of criticism and poetry, which
have grace and style to recommend them, butno substance. When any book of good
cntioism comes, it should be welcomed andmade kno^ for the benefit of the few personswho care for such works. The book under
notice 18 one of these. It is, so far as
1 know, the first from the author's pen-
but his writings are well known to the
readers of the excellent Arena, and thosewho read his present book will, with some
eagerness, await its successor. For it is a book
in which wit and bright, if often satirical,
humour are made the vehicle for no flimsy
affectations, but for genuine thought. Mr.Kuskin has afiirmed that the virtue of origin-
ahty IS not newness, but genuineness. All
depends, he says, on "getting to the spring of
things and working out from that. It is the
coolness and clearness and deliciousness of the
water fresh from the fountain-head, opposed to
the thick, hot, and unrefreshing dramage of
other men s meadows." In this true sense Mr.Harte 8 book is original. Here is his own
thought on several topics, pleasantly displayed,
and no mere echo or second-hand production of
the Ideas of others. His attitude and his sense
of responsibility are indicated when he says :

''The Y^garisation of literature as merchandieemade to tickle fools, is complete iu our day'
*•!_ .

°i*l?W8 all thinkers, who recognise thesanctity of wor,^. We must b^ far gone ind^d i^
this barbarism of supply and demand when me^and men who have had every advantage of educa-

t{m««fn «irP"'^'r .^"^ the greatest minds of all

nf fL^w" <=°"«f
'^t« course, with a knowledge

of themyatio grandeur turrounding the creationand evolution of human languag^n tllkSand smile, of selhng mere word,. There are nosuchtbmgs as mere words- except in the diction-anes. Once marshal words in any array and theyare good or evil existences. Thoughts and wordsare sacred thtogs " (pp. 77, 78).

If Mr. Harte continues to act up to this senti-
ment, as he does in the present book, he may
not achieve the triumph of tenth and twentieth
editions; but he will be a power for good—as
every true man of letters is, and must be-in
the world. If it were practicable. I should bemuch disposed to let the author recommend
himself by giving other and copious quotationsfrom these essays. He has, among other
things, something to say about style. Hisown style is good, because it so exceUently
conveys his thought. OccasionaUy, perhaps,

On li
to° l«^'8li with adjectives and adverbsOn the other hand, at his best-that is, in hismost charactenstio and seemingly unconscious

passages-he reminds one of Montaigne : thecharming mconsequence, the egotism free from
arrogance. This is a book I am glad to have
read, not because it is thus done with, butbecause its suggestive ideas linger in the mindand it will bear re-reading.

^^^"^^Ne^Er^land Hilhide : Notes from

?Sf^r ^y William Potts. (Macmillans.)
These "notes," wUch arefifty-niie in numberand range from two to six or seven pages

n.fV"' fo^'*"' ^f^"""^
f'-"'" October 1893 to

the year. But although written in the midst\of country sights and sounds, they are not

whoUy or even chiefly occupied with the

tferr •**
f,?*"^'-

^^«y to^cl^ upTn manythings, from the incubation of eggs to the

CsTZnf^'^^rf^'^^TS"^^- The author

at th«^! f ? predilection for quotations, and,at the outset, pronounces a beatitude on" theman with the time and happy taste to gatherand put before us the choice'^^^s which revealus to ourselves." He quotes constantly andvery nice quotations he gives us, even if they

But wL'^-'^T 'l'^*t''P* ^ ^^« subjelHn haSBut who IS there who has not felt and some-times succumbed to the temptation toTtrod^ce

rear^r^^"''°"?^'*«« ^''«'« there WM noreal caU or necessity for it? At other times

-TciouSf'''°^'* V ^" favoi^te au hors

fh«^ »i ^^ °' example-are so happy thatthey almost compel the reader to renJw hisacquamtancewith the originals. Mr Potts isa discursive and chatty %hilo80phe;. whosehumour 18 h-ght without being frivo oi^ or

who "LT*K°?^ ^r« oppressive" Heta manwho has both thought and felt, and canexpress those thoughts and feelings i^ wordTHis little book-delightfully ha£dy foT the

-wm W " e°<''i/TP,"°^°^ f°^ o"t of doors-wiU bear a good deal of reading and im-

KVal ''''^--*--- -^'^^ iB^aying'a

Waitee Lewin.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Me. John Mtobay announces the Reminis-
cences of Sir Joseph A. Crowe, K.C.M.G.,mcludingthe founding and eariy'days of theDatly iVews, and experiences as war corre-spondent during the campaign on the Danubem 1854, the Crimean war, Bombay during theMutmy, the Franco-Austrian war in 1859, &c.
Messes. Longmans & Co. have ready for

LT tl^^
P^Wication a fifth volume of Papersand Addresses by Lord Brassey, relating toimperial federation and colonisation. Theyhave been arranged and edited by Mr. ArthiiH. Lonng and Mr. E. J. Beadon.

.

Judge O'Connob Morbis is encaged in writ-

wV°'
tl^e "Cambridge Histori?af Series^' a

Kn.t
o?,/"«\-5^i«<ory from I494 to 1868. The

offexTyear^^^'^P''''' "'"'"* *^« ^'^'^'^-^

Messes. Smith, Eldee & Co. have in the

'

E ^ °«^. volume by Vernon Lee, to beentitled Renaissance Studies and Fancies.

A. Life of Lord Randolph Churchill, by Mr.

Lhu:.r V °'^r
'^ announced for immediate

pubhcation by Messrs. Hutchinson. In com-

&hl« L '°.^'*PH' M%Escott has obtained
valuable assistance from Lord Dufi'erin, Lord

S' f/,' wT^ l)rnmmond Wolfl', Sir John

Wn, ' f.
^'"'?'"

P'*'''^^'
**»« Bishop of Peter-borough, and other friends of the late politician.Ske ches of his school and college careers, and

of his entrance into the House of Commons, leadup to the formation of the Fourth Party. From
this point onward his life is treated somewhat
luuy, an intimate personal note marking the suc-
cessive chapters. Mr. Escott's endeavour has
been to present the whole man, not merely his
public career. '

The first white foreigner who lived inside
Uld Japan, and who entered Yedo as an
accredited envoy, was Towneend Morris, American
Consul-General and Minister Resident. He
negotiated the first treaty securing foreign trade
and residence. His journals, which reveal many
thinga stiange and curious in the Japan of 1856-

irm'- *'^V°ob^ published by Messrs. Houghton,

W Fn- fn-^ °^
^u°''°"-

The editor is Mr
W. Elhot Gnflis, author of works on Japan and

^

torea, who also furnishes a biography,
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MB88B8, MAomxAN & CJo. wiU pubbsh

ihortly • History of Newfoundland, by Mr.

D. W. Prowse, Q.C., central diatrict court ludge

of the colony. It will be in one handsome

Tolnme, with illustrations.

Mb. William Heinkjiann will publish, in the

course of thU spring, The Land of the Muskeg,

by Mr. H. Somers Somerset, bein§ the record of

a sporting expedition into the interior of the

Hudson Bay Company's territory, and through

Alberta, Athabasca, and British Columbia. It

will be illustrated with maps and over one

hundred engravings.

The title of Mr. Eric Mackay's new volume,

which Messrs. Methuen are to publish next

month, will be A Song of the Sea, My Lady of

Dreamt, and other Poems.

MZ88KS. Chapman & Hall wiU publish

immediately Dialogues of the Day, edited by

Mr. Oswald Crawfurd, with twenty full-page

illustrations. Among the contributors are

Anthony Hope, Miss Violet Hunt, Miss M.
Hepworth Dixon, and Mrs. Crackanthorpe.

Messrs. Willlam Blackwood & Sons will

publish in a few days two volumes of their new
illustrated edition of the works of John Gait,

consisting of The Annah of the Pariah and

The Ayrshire Legatees, with a general introduc-

tion and a prefatory note by Mr. 8. R.

Crockett. The text has been revised by Mr.

D. Storrar Meldrum ; and the illustrations com-

prise a portrait and photogravures from draw-

ugs by Mr. John Wallace.

Mr. Heinemann will publish during the

present month the fourth volume of the novels

of Ivan Turgenev, entitled Fathers and Children.

Two more mil complete this series, after which

Mr. Heinemann intends to issue, uniform with

them, an English edition of the same author's

short stories, which he hopes to conclude in

about a year.

Annie S. Swan's new book, Elizabeth Olen,

M.B. : the Experiences of a Lady Doctor, will

be published by Messrs. Hutchinson immediately,

witb full-page illustrations by R. Murray Smith

and Richard Todd.

A NOVEL by Mr. Horace Hutchinson, en-

titled Peter Steele, the Cricketer, will be pub-
lished by Mr. Arrowsmith, of Bristol, early

next week.

The next volume in Mr. John Murray's
series of " University Extension Manuals " will

be Shakspere and his Predecessors in the English

Drama, by Mr. P. S. Boas, of Balliol.

A NEW edition of the Christian Traveller's

Handbook to the Continent will be issued by Mr.

Elliot Stock in a few days. It has been revised

throughout, and will contain several fresh features

not found in former years.

The same firm will publish immediately A
Text-book of Anglican Church Music, by Mr.
Atherton Knowles.

Under the title of Indolent Impressions, Messrs.

Digby, Long & Co. will shortly publish a series

of sketches in light and shade, dealing with
present day foibles, by Mr. Fred. W. Waithman.

The Rev. C.Silvester Home's Spirit of Dives :

an Indictment of Indifference, is the first of a
new series of " Tracts for the "Times," which are
being projected by Mr. Allenson. Succeeding
issues include the names of Mr. William Pierce,

of Tollington-park, and Mr. Bernard J. Snell, of

Brixton, among the contributors.

Mb. Leopold Wagner has written for Messrs.

Iliffe & Son a humorous work under the title of

Rwghing it on the Stage. It purports to be a
faithful record of actual expenences, and it is

dedicated to the stagestruck.

The Kelmscott Press has almost ready for

issue a repiint of the romance of Sif Percyvelk

of Oalles, from the Thornton MS. at Lincoln,

with a frontispiece designed by Sir E. Bnme
Jones. The edition is limited to 350 copies.

Arbanqements have been made for a public

discussion of the currency question at the London
Institution. On Wednesday next Mr. Herbert

C. Gibbs will read a paper in favour of bi-

metallism ; on the following Wednesday Mr. J.

Herbert Tritton will read a paper in favour of

mono-metallism ; and on May 22 a discussion of

the two papers will take place, with Mr. Leonard
H. Courtney in the chair.

At a meeting of the Anglo-Russian Literary

Society, to be held at the Imperial Institute on
Tuesday next, at 3 p.m., Lieut-Gen. F. H.
Tyrrell, of the Madras Army, will read a paper
on " Russia and the Armenians.'' Gen. Tyrell,

we may add, was for some years Persian and
Hindustani translator to the Government of

Madras,

The executors of the late Alexander Ireland,

of Manchester, in taking steps to dispose of his

extensive library, find that his collection of

the works of certain authors, of whom he was
a special admirer and student, is so far com-
plete as to be valuable to collectors for that

completeness. They are in each case supple-

mented by collections of magazine articles and
newspaper reviews, which add to their value.

For example, the Leigh Hunt collection con-
sists of 104 volumes, besides many pamphlets,
letters, MSS., and autograph poems—some
unpublished; the Hazlitt collection consists

of eighty-six volumes-, believed to be the most
complete collection of Hazlittiana in existence

;

the Lamb collection consists of thirty-eight

volumes ; the Carlyle collection of eighty-three

volumes, besides many MSS. collected by Mrs.
Ireland for the purpose of her biography of

Jane Welch Carlyle; the Emerson coUection
of forty-eight volumes. Further information

can be obtained from the solicitors to the

exeeutors, Messrs. Blyth, Dutton, & Co., 112,

Gresham -house, London.

We may mention two foreign booksellers

catalogues. One is that of Olschki, of Venice,

to whose Incunables we have before drawn
attention. The present is a miscellaneous list,

mostly of early-printed Italian books, illus-

trated with thirteen facsimiles of title-pages,

and one heliogravure reproduction of a fine

binding. The other is a catalogue of books
printed in Iceland from 1584 to 1844, which is

issued by the Scandinavisk Antiquariat, of

Copenhagen. The books are classified accord-
ing to their place of production—at H61ar,
Skalholt, Hrappsey, Beitistabir, Leirargarbar,
and Vi^ey. They begin with the first Icelandic
Bible, translated by Bishop Thorlaksson, and
printed at his private press at Holar in 1584.

It is a testimony to the interest taken in this

subject in England (and in the United States),

that the catalogue should be in English
throughout.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

The senate at Cambridge last week adopted a
series of eleven resolutions, which were recom-
mended by a special syndicate on advanced
study and research. It will be remembered
that this Cambridge scheme differs from the
Oxford one, chiefly in creating no new degree.

At Oxford, the statute on the subject will come
up again for discussion next Tuesday. The
two most important amendments to be then
proposed are—one attaching the degree in

science to the faculty of natural science and the

degree in letters to the faculty of arts ; and
another permitting residence during vacation

to count. We hear the University of Durham
has also under consideration a scheme for

granting new degrees of bachelor and doctor in

letters—the former after three examinationB,
the latter on submission of an original thesis.

Mb. Holman Hunt has chosen for the subject

of his Romanes Lecture at Oxford, " The Obliga-

tions of the Universities of Enjjland towards
Art." The lecture will be delivered in the
Sheldonian Theatre, on Thursday, May 30th.

The Senatus of Edinburgh University has
appointed Prof. C. P. Tiele, of Leiden, to be
Giffard Lecturer in natural theologv for the '

sessions 1896-7 and 1897-8. Prof. Tide's Out-
lines of the History of Religion (third edition,

1884), and Outlines of the Egyptian Religion

(1882), have been translated into English.

Prof. Cheyne announces a public lecture at

Oxford on Wednesday next upon " Some Gains
from Assyriology to Biblical Criticism."

It is noteworthy that the professors of Latin
and Greek at Oxford are both lecturing this

term upon palaeogpraphy.

Three courses of lectures on archaeology are

being delivered this term at Oxford in the new
Ashmolean Museum. Prof. Percy Gardner is

himself lecturing on " Gh-eek Coins historically

regarded"; Mr. L. R. Famell on "Greek
Sculpture after Alexander " ; and Mr. J. L.
Myres on "The Homeric Age archaeologically

treated."

Mr. D. S. Mabqoliouth, Laudian professor

of Arabic at Oxford, is giving a course of

lectures this term on " Semitic Epigraphy."

The Craven studentship at Cambridge

—

which is now an endowment for advanced
study and research abroad in the languages,
literature, history, archaeology, or art of

ancient Greece or Rome, or the comparative
philology of the Indo-European languages

—

has been awarded to Mr. R. C. Bosanquet, of

Trinity.

The Rev. Dr. William Baker, headmaster of

Merchant Taylors', and the Rev. Herbert A.
James, the new headmaster of Rugby, have been
elected to honorary fellowships at St. John's

College, Cxford, of which botn were formerly

fellows.

An English lady—Miss Grace Chisholm,
daughter of the former Warden of the

Standards—has been permitted to take the

degree of Ph.D. in mathematics at Guttingen,

being the first degree conferred on a b.dy by
any German university. Miss Chisholm had
previously won first-class honours in mathe-
matics at both Cambridge and Oxford.

The Cambridge Antiquarian Society have

organised a loan exhibition of old plate, to be

held in the Fitzwilliam Museum during three

days of next week. Besides ordinary college

plate, there will be examples of ecclesiastical

vessels from college chapels and local churches ;

and Lord Carysfort has promised to lend the

censer and incense boat of Kamsay Abbey, which

were found in Whittlesey Jlere some years ago.

Most of the colleges at Oxford and Cam-
bridge possess collections of portraits, of more
or less interest ; but very little is known about

them, even by the members, and still less has

been published. Three or four years ago, if we
remember aright, the best of these pictures at

Cambridge were brought together for exhibi-

tion in the Fitzwilliam Museum ; and probably

a catalogue was compiled at the time, which we
have not seen. At Oxford, the finest gallery

is, of course, that in the Bodleian, of which
various catalogues have been printed—the

latest in 1847—though none by an expert in

art-criticism. We understand that the Oxford
Historical Society has from the first

_
con-

templated a catalogue of all the portraits in

Oxford ; but ic will not be easy to discover the

duly qualified author. Meanwhile, the piety
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a junior member of Pembroke—a college

always famed for the devotion of its alumni

—

has produced a pamphlet (Oxford : Blackwell),

which leaves little to be desired from the point
of view of historical detail. As Dr. Johnson
is the glory of Pembroke, it is only right that

the common-room should possess one of the
four portraits painted of him by Sir Joshua,
which was presented by Mr. Andrew Spottis-

woode in 1850. The common-roo:n also has
examples of Opie, Sir Thomas Lawrence, Sir

Martin Shee, and Mr. Ouless. The pictures in

the hall seem to possess less merit ; and it is

noteworthy that neither James I. nor the Earl
of Pembroke is represented, though there are

prints of both in the junior common-room.
The pamphlet is made more complete by
appendices, giving lists of (1) worthies con-
nected with the college, (2) principals of Broad-
gates Hall and masters of Pembroke, (3) the
original fellows and scholars in 1624, and (4)
stewards of the junior common-room from
its institution, just one hundred years ago.

The following free lectures are being given
this term, on alternate Sunday afternoons, at

University Hall, Gordon-square :
" Some

Thoughts on a New Life of St. Paul," by
Mrs. Humphry Ward ;

'
' Gospel and Church

in the First Two Christian Centuries," by the
Eev. J. E. Gdgers ; "History and Legend in

relation to Religion," by the Rev. P. H.
Wieksteed; "Some Account of the Ethical
System of the late Prof. T. H. Green," by
Mr. Henry Sturt.

OBiaiNAL VERSE.
HUMUJTAS.

HUHAN cover of a star,

O courtier of the eky,

Envying the swallow flying far

And eagle flying high :

Turn back, you have no wings, retreat

And kiss the outraged earth
;

Perhaps beceath your scotning feet

A violet had birth.

EvELYx M.uiTnrENGO Cesabesco.

MAOAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The Boletin of the Real Academia de la

'

Historia for April opens with an essay by M.
Macanaz on " The Policy of Louis 5CIV. towards
Spain," founded on the diplomatic documents
recently published by Morel-Patio and others.

F. Codera writes briefly on what is being done
for the preservation of the Arabic monuments
at Cairo. Father Fita prints a series of

documents relating to the monastery of Sta.
Maria de Najera, from 1044 to 1155. They are
of interest as preluding the formation of a
Romance idom from the Latin, the grammar of
which is exceedingly corrupt. The toponymy
shows traces of a former Basque occupation

;

the style "Imperator" is assumed by Alfonso
yi. in 1079, and by his successors ; and an
immip^ant French element in the towns is

mentioned. An inedited Diploma of Alfonso
VIII. is published by Romualdo Moro, who
attaches to it a curious account of a Chapter of
the Nuns of San Andres de Arroyo, compelled,
in 1457, to mortgage some of their property
through failure of crops and vintage.

MILTON AND VONDEL.
lii'ge, Belgian.

The question whether the immortal author of
"Paradise Lost" was indebted to his great
Dutch contemporary Vondel is still under dis-
cussion. The fact that a recent Utrecht
academical dissertation* has been written on

• Dr. J. J. Moolhuizen, Vomieh Lmi/er en Miltoni
Vtrkrm Paradiji {'e Gravenhage : M. NijhofE).

this subject affords us an opportunity of

drawing up, so to say, the balance-sheet of

the actual state of research concerning this

problem.
English authors, if I remember right, were

the first to call attention to the existence of

such an influence. In our century of critical

study that idea was in the air. But it was
owing to an interesting book, published in

1887 by Mr. Edmundson, that public interest

was raised in a far wider circle. Instead of

contenting himself with general statements
involving little certitude, Mr. Edmundson
brought us a synthesis, a full parallel between
the English epics and some of Yondel's finest

poems, especially his tragedy of " Lucifer."
From the beginning it appeared that the

author, being naturally proud of his dis-

covery — "a curiosity of literature," as he
called it—had been carried too far in his com-
parisons and deductions. This was so evident

that Mr, Edmundson himself thought fit after-

wards to modify somewhat his original theory.

In 1891 another inquiry into the same
question was made by Dr. Miiller, of

Berlin. The numerous parallels which
Mr. Edmundson thought he had found
were again put to the test ; and, though the
author conceded that Vondel's influence seemed
indisputable in some places, he tried to show
that the source of many passages of " Paradise
Lost" ought to be traced back to the older

English poets and dramatists, such as Spenser,
Giles Fletcher, Sylvester, &c. This learned
essay laid the axe at the root of many of

Mr. Edmundson's proposed equations, or at

least reduced them to their true extent. But
the problem was not solved yet. Exaggerated
affirmations generally provoke exaggerated
contradictions. According to our opinion,

this seems to have been the case here. If Mr.
Edmundson was bent on picking up right and
left Miltonian verses, provided that they
betrayed some analogy with Vondel, Dr.
Miiller, pretty much in the same way,
was always on the lookout for parallels

in the works of Sylvester, &c. There is little

doubt that truth and probability alike

suffered, and we incline to think that supposi-
tions often took the place of other suppositions.

Consequently, the value of the Berlin disserta-

tion lies rather in its negative part than in the
positive results of its investigations.

In one respect, at least, Dr. Miiller got the
better of Mr. Edmunson, for his knowledge of
Dutch was certainly more adequate. It would
be wasting time to point out again that words
had been mixed up which differed widely in

their meanings. But there was another source
of mistakes and inaccuracies : namely, Mr.
Edmunson's too artistic translation of the
Dutch alexandrines into blank verse. What
made matters worse was the perhaps uncon-
scious tendency to use Milton's words and
imagery in the translation. It need not be said

that such a method, although honest, was
likely to increase the number of parallel pas-
sages. After all, it may be affirmed that the
discussion remained stationary up till now. As
many steps had been taken backwards as

forwards. Let us now proceed to examine the
results at which Dr. Moolhuizen has arrived.

After England had put scholars on tho track
and tried to solve the problem by itself, after

Germany had cross-examined the first state-

ments and thrown some more light on them, it

was the turn of a Dutchman to deliver his
opinion. Dr. Moolhuizen limits his investiga-
tions by confining himself exclusively to
Vondel's " Lucifer," the fine tragedy in which
the poet describes the revolt and fall of the
angel. Dr. Miiller's criticism had been directed
only at Mr. Edmunson, whose assertions, to a
certain extent at least, were hardly proof
against 'a new attack. If the latter seemed

to care too little about the context
from which he borrowed his quotations,

the former laid too much stress on this point

;

for we cannot help thinking that verbal

reminiscences, and even conscious imitation,

may occur in a quite different context. If, on
the other hand. Dr. Miiller had evidently been
guided in his researches among the pre-
Miltonic poets by the preconceived idea that
Milton could not be independent in his

description of " Paradise Lost," Dr. Mool-
huizen very wisely leaves that question
alone. But he takes into account, to a much
greater extent than his predecessors, the source
from which both Milton and Vondel necessarily

derived the outlines of their design and many
characteristic features—I mean, of course, the
Bible—and he thus shows a clear and prudent
insight into the matter. There can be, indeed,

no doubt about Milton's and Vondel's thorough
knowledge of the Scriptures, as little as about
their sincere religion. Now, as both poets, who
had in common, besides their high-soaring
poetic genius, the same pious humility
before God,* sang the same grand and holy
events related in the same original, in the
description of which their rich fancy was not
allowed to spread out its wings unless within
certain limits, then it is hardly credible that
the magic circles of their embroidering imagina-
tion should never have met or cut each other.

Vondel himself stated in the preface to his

"Lucifer" that "holy subjects bind and
bridle the dramatist more narrowly than
worldly stories or pagan inventions."

Nevertheless, we should have been glad to
know Dr. Moolhuizen's opinion on the conten-
tions of Dr. Miiller with regard to the real or
accidental influence of Fletcher, Sylvester, &c.,

on Milton. What we now need is a scholar
who is equally well acquainted with both
languages and both literatures.

However, as the problem is a many-sided
one, much more will be required to solve it.

Vondel's " Joannes de Boetgezant," his " Adam
in Ballingschap," must also be taken into con-
sideration. It still remains doubtful whether
it can be proved, without any external evidence,
that Milton knew and imitated his contem-
porary. To succeed in this inquiry a more
than ordinary degree of self-possession and
objectivity is necessary.

Milton was well acquainted with the Dutch
theology of his time. When he was a school-
master, he attached much importance to the
religious instruction of his pupils. Every
Sunday, says Dr. Johnson, was spent upon
theology, of which he dictated a short system,
gathered from the writers then fashionable in
the Dutch universities. There would be
nothing extraordinary in the admission that he
made the acquaintance of Vondel's works while
he was engaged on these theological studies.

It is, indeed, well known that Vondel's poems
more than once raised the anger of the divines,

and that the poet got into trouble on that
account.
However this may be, it appears from Dr.

* The fact, as Dr. Johnson tells us, that Milton
" grew old without any visible worship," that " in
the distribution of his hours there was no hour of

prayer," that he omitted public prayers too, and
that his theological opinions varied, obviously
does not impair our statement. Dr. Johnson
applies to Milton what Baudins said of Erasmus

—

'Magis habuit quod fugeret, quam quod
sequeretur." This may be true, but to paraphrase
Dr. Johnson's words again: Milton's full con-
viction of the truth of Christianity, his profound
veneration for the Holy Scriptures, bis having
been untainted by any heretical peculiarity of

opinion, and his having lired in a confirmed
belief of the immediate and occasional agency of

Providence, and last, not least, his Paradise Lost

itself, would refute victoriously all imputations
against the purity and sincerity of his faith.
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Moolhuizaa'i oritioal reeMurohea th»t, bo far as

the " Lucifer " is concerned, Vondel's inflaenoe

on " Paradise Loet " may be questioned. Both

poams show certain transparent analogies;

^tthese nearly always relate to generalitiee,

and need not be explained by direct influence.

We would add : firstly, that the character of the

two works is a great obstacle to a critical

comparison ; and, secondly, that the last word

cannot be spoken untQ the relation of Milton's

epic to Homer and Virgil, and to Tasso and

Ariosto, has been carefully examined. Only

then will the intricate question of Milton's

originality be fully elucidated. We will not

prejudge the question ; but as Milton was a man
of uncommon and well-assimilated reading,

there always remains the possibility, strongly

supported by the scanty result of research with

regard to the Vondel question, that the real

extent of Milton's dependence upon foreign

writers can never be scientifically demonstrated.

G. DCTFLOU.
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Holmes, D. M. Die m. PrUposttionen zosammengesetzten
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CORRESPONDENCE.

MAEYELL'S poems AND SATIEBS.

London : April 20, 1896.

In my edition of Marvell in the "Muses'

Library," I pointed out that a version of " The
Loyal Scot" not hitherto noticed was to be

found in Qildon's " Poetical Remains of the

Duke of Buckingham, Sir George Etheridge,

Mr. Milton, Mr. Andrew Marvell," &c., pub-

lished in 1698; and I gave various rea(fings

from this volume, either in my text or in the

notes. The same collection contains Marvell 's

"Britannia and Ealeigh," under the title,

"Rawleigh's Ghost in Darkness; or. Truth

covered with a Veil"; and the Latin verses,

"To Christina, Queen of Sweden."

My attention has now been drawn to the fact

that Gildon's volume was first published in

1694, under the title, "Chorus Poetarum; or.

Poems on several Occasions. By the Duke of

Buckingham, . . . Andrew Marvel, Esq
and several other eminent Poets of this Age.

Never before printed." In Malone's copy,

which is in the British Museum, the date is

misprinted "MDCLXIXIV." Upon comparing

this 1694 volume with the 1698 issue, it appears

from certain typographical errors that the book

was not reprinted in 1698, but that the old

sheets that remained were simply bound up

with a new title-page.

Many of the readings in Gildon's version are

plausible, and some of them are better than

those found elsewhere; it wUl therefore, I

think, be of interest to print all the more
important variants here for ready reference. I

should, on further examination, be inclined to

insert several more of them in the text of

Marvell's poems, while others are at least

possibly the true readings. The words which

differ from the ordinary text are printed in

italics. Readings which are evidently corrupt

have been omitted.

" Thb Loyal Scot."

2. Saw Douglas marching through the Elysian

glades.

8. His ready muee, to court their welcome guest.

19. His thadi/ locks curl back themselves to seek.

20'. Nor other courtship know but to his cheek.

22. Hardened with cold those limbs, si soft, so

white.

31. But entertains the while his time, «o short.

48. As the clear amber on the bee does close.

56. As one that huc/t hinuelfin hi» warm bed.

59. Fortunate boy ! if e'er my verse may claim.

GO. That matchless grace to propagate thy name.

65 Shall not a death so generous, now when
told.

66. Unite our difference, fill the breaches old.

71. Mixed iu Ooiintbian metal by thy nobh flame

72. Owrfactiom melting, tby Oolossus frame.

79. Will you the Tweed that sudden bounder call.

82. From Thames, Trent, Humbor, or at least

the Tjne.
86. Whose one side virtue, t'other vice, doth

breed.

88. Up from the stream, continued to the skies.

123. For worht heroic, or heroic crimes.

152. Flours them o'er, till none discern his foes.

156. Pardon, my hero, this my long transport.

157. Thy death more nobly did the same exhort.

162. My difEering crime does more thy virtue raise.

"BUTANKU AND BUBIOH."

6. These would be blessings in this spurious

train.

10. Oh ! mighty queen, why so unseemly dressed.

34. And iania plate a changeling Lewis lay.

35. How oft would I've him to himself restored.

41. Were hurled to hell, by learning tyrant'slom.

43. In lofty notes Tudor's blest reign to sing.

49. Saul's stormy rage, and checked his black

disease.

50. So the learn'd bard, with artful song, r»-

pressed.

54. Then to eonjirm the cure so well begun.

56. How by her people's love pursued from far.

57. Set mounted on a bright triumphant oar.

61. Four flower-de-/M««» on an azure field.

62. Her crest doth bear the ancient Gallic shield.

67. Around her/<r« [and] ravenous curs com-
plain.

68. Pl^ue, Death [and] Slavery fill her pompons
train.

70. And on the ground in spiteful rage it broke.

77. Dastards their hearts, their active hands

control.

82. If not o'erawed by some new holy cheat.

86, To teach your will's the only rule of right.

90. When all the noblei- interest in mankind.

97. Henceforth be deaf to theolA. witch's charms.

99, 'Tis royal game whole kingdoms to devour.

103. Rack nature, till new pleasures she can find.

108. Brought up bt that vile son-in-law of Hyde.

114. To boys and bawds they made me public game.

116. And my sad fate unto his care commend.
119. And like tame spinster in scrnglio elts.

125. Masked James the Irish pagods doth adore

126. His chieftain Teague command oa sea and
shore.

130. And none are left those furies to oast out.

131. Ah ! Vindex come, and purge this poisoned

state.

147. If this imperial isU once taint his blood.

151. Over the whole. Those left of Jesse's line.

154. Eternal laws, by God and mankind made.

157. With her I will the ancients' wisdom read.

163. Watch and preside thou o'er their tender age.

177. When with/r«A ardour their brave breasts do

burn.
180. With me I'll bring to dry my people's tears.

181. Publicsla with healing wings shall pour

182. Balm iu their wounds, and./?««(in^ life restore.

185. As Jove's great son the i«/(ri«rf globs did free.

189. His true Critsados shall at last pull down
190. The Turkish creecent and the Persian crown.

194. No poisonous monarch on thy earth shall live.

Perhaps I may add that two stupid misprints

in "The Loyal Scot" ("sales" for "Sales,"

]. 97, and " kick" for " kirk," 1. 102) crept in

after the proof-sheets left my hands.
GBOEaE A. AlTKEK.

THE KTTMOLOOY OF "CORMORANT."
Sydenham Hill : April 26, 1896.

I am sorry I have not access to vol. xxiv. of

Romania. I have a few odd volumes, but the

work is too large for many private persons to

be able to find room for the whole of it on their

shelves. If this had occurred to Mr. Toynbee,

he would, perhaps, have given a little fuller

account of the view now held by M. Thomas

with regard to this word. So far as I under-

stand Mr. Toynbee, this new view is that the

maran of the older French form cormaran

1 = cormorant) represents "a Merovingian or

Carlovingian Latin maringum " (apparently not

found) which is derived from marinum, through

mariuum { = marignum), by the transposition of

the g and the n in this last, and becomes in

French marenc and Tnaranc, The only fact that

I can find in support of this derivation is that

Godefroy, a. v. marage, tells us that in Brittany,
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Cotes-du-Nord, and Anjou, "pie marange"
is used = pie de mer; while there is so much
conjecture and so much letter-juggling, that I
should say this view is scarcely likely to find

acceptance.
I cannot understand how it is that M. Thomas,

in favour of this new view, completely passes
over the derivation given by Diez before 1870,

adopted by Scheler and more or less by Littre,

and still to be found in the most recent editions

of Diez (1887) and Scheler (1888). According
to this derivation, cormoran is made up of the
Fr. cor (= corvua) prefixed to the Breton name
of the cormorant, viz., mor-vran (from mor,
sea, and bran, crow) ; and Diez compares the
Fr. loup-garoii, in which the Fr. loup is pre-
fixed to garou, a Frenchified form of a Teutonic
word = our werewolf. In each case the name
of the animal or bird is given twice. I must
say that I infinitely prefer this derivation to
M. Thomas's new view. From what I know
of the habits of the bird (and I have seen
numbers of them) I should say there were more
cormorants on the rugged coasts of Brittany
than in all the rest of France put together;
and it is impossible to believe, therefore, that
the Breton word has been made up in imitation
of corvM marinus. The contrary is much more
likely to be the case. In Welsh also the bird
is called by the same name, viz., mor-fran (/is
pronoimced like v in Welsh) ; but I do not find
any similar form in either Cornish, Gaelic, or
Irish. The v between the two r's of the Bret.
mor-vran would inevitably disappear as being
troublesome to pronounce, and the remaining
morran would easily become moran. There is,

at least, much less letter-juggling here.
One objection made to this derivation is

probably that the older Fr. form is cormaran
;

but surely between the Prov. corb-mari{n) (Mis-
tral gives both forms) on the one side, and the
Bret, mor-vran on the other side, it is to be ex-
pected that there would be give and take, and so
we should be likely to get ma instead of mo, and
ran instead of rin, the result being cormaran.
Besides which, cormoraunt is given in the
N. E. D. as early as 1388,* whUe Littre gives no
example of cormaran earlier than the fifteenth
century : so that, as we are supposed to have
borrowed the word from French, it seems
uncertain whether cormaran is really older than
cormoran, unless, indeed, M. Thomas has found
examples of cormaran considerably earlier than
1388.

Another objection is, no doubt, the prefixing
of a French to a Breton word, although, as I
have shown, there is some analogy to be found
for it. This objection is, to my mind, a much
stronger one ; but it may easily be got rid of,
for there surely is no necessity for supposing
that the French cor has really been added to
the Breton word. My own belief is that
nothing more has taken place than an amal-
gamation between the two principal forms
prevalent in France—viz., cor-marin and mor-
vran. The cor of the French form was retained
and the marin was modified into Tnaran and
moran by the Breton word in the way that I
have pointed out above. M. Thomas is not said
by Mr. Toynbee to have offered any explana-
tion of the second o in cormoran. This, at
least, may be explained by the Breton
word.
There may be, however, some people—and

M. Thomas would seem to be among them

—

who think that the Breton mor-vran has nothing
whatever to do with the moran of cormoran.

• I must not conceal, however, that the N. E. D.
gives cormaraunt six years earlier—viz. , in 1382,
and cormerant (in which, however, the vowel in
question is «, and neither a nor o) as far back as
1.520

; but this does not hiteifero with my argu-
ment, which is that an Eng. o form is found earlier
than the a form in French.

If _so,_then, to my mind, a most extraordinary
coincidence of form has taken place.

F. Chance.

P.S.—In my letter on "Arsenic," in the
AcADEirr of April 27, p. 368, col. i., last line
of text, for "Richardson," read " Golius "

;

ibid., col. ii., 1. 2, for " forms, zarnik," &o.,
read "form, zirnik."

"AESENIC."

8, Onsen's Qaideni, Aberdeen;: April 29, 1896.

In reading over Mr. Chance's interesting note
on the origin of the above word, I was much
struck by the writer's opinion that " Dioscorides
found in some Eastern language a word mean-
ing arsenic (or rather orpiment), with some sort
of resemblance to apaiiiiK6i>, and transmuted the
word into this thoroughly Greek form "

; and
also that " iraySapdKv and ip(rtnK6r have both
been taken from the same Oriental word." Mr.
Chance may possibly be interested in his turn
to know that in Chinese the term hsiung huang
(literally "male yellow") — red sulphuret of
arsenic or realgar ; while tz'ii huang (literally
" female yellow ") = yellow sulphtrret of
arsenic or orpiment. These are the only
instances with which I am acquainted of
minerals differentiated in Chinese by gender.

Hebbebt a. Giles.

London : April S6, 1895.

I have read the interesting letter by Mr.
Chance in your current issue. I wish to point
out that the Persian word on which he lays
such stress was itself in use among the
achemists of Western Europe. The handiest
reference in E!nglish is the passage in Ben
Jonson's play, "The Alchemist," where it is

spelt zernich. James Platt, Jun.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
Bpnday, May S, 7.30 p.m. Ethical :

" Self-Saoriflce and its
Limits." by the Eev. Haatings Eashdall.

UoxDiLY, Hay 6, 6 p.m. Soyal Institution : Oeneral Honthly
Meeting.

8 p.m. Society of Arts : Cantor Lecture, " Recent
American Methods and Appliances employed in the
Metallurgy of Copper, Lead, Gold, and BilTer," III., by
Mr. Jamea Douglaa.

8 p.m. Victoria Inititnte: " The Extinct People of
the Canary Islandu," by Sir J. "W. Dawson; "The
Supposed Missing Link," by Prof. Hull.

8p.m. Aristotelian: Symposium, "Has the Herit-
ability or Non-Heritability of Acquired Characteristics
any Direct Bearing on Ethical Theory ? " by Prof. D. Q.
Bitchie and Messrs. B, J. Byle and B. E. Mitcheson.

TuKSDAV, May 7, 3 p.m. Boyal Institution : " Alternating
and Interrupted Electric Currents," III., by Prof. Q.
Forbes.

3p.m. Anglo-Busslan : "Bussla and the Armenians,"
by Lieut -Gen. F. H. Tymll.

4 p.m. Asiatic : Anniversary Meeting :
** The History

of the Jaina Faith," by Mr. Virchand R. Gfandhi.
4 p.m. Society of Arts: " Recent Improvements in

the Designing, Colouring, and Manufacture of British
Bilks," by Mr. T. Wardle.

8 p.m. Biblical Archaeology : " The Testament of
Jacob (Genesis xlix.)," by the Rev. C. J. Ball.

8 30 p.m. Zoological: "Lists and Distribution of
the Land-Mollusca of the Andaman and Nicobat Group
of Islands in the Bay of Bengal, with Descriptions of
some supposed New Species," by Lient.-Cjl. H. H.
Godwin.Austen ; "The Heart of the Alli«ator." by Mr.
F. E. Beddard and Mr. P. Chalmers Mitchell; "The
Anatomy of Ghauna chavaria." by Mr. P. Chalmers
Mitchell; 'A Synonymic Catalogue of the Ilesperiidae
of Africa and the Adjacent Islands, with Descriptions
of some apparently Hew Species," by the Rev. Dr. W. J.
Holland.

Wednebdat, May 8, 6 p.m. London Institution : "Bimetal-
lism," by Mr. Herbert 0. Gibbs.

8 p.m. Society of Arts: "The Extraction of the
Rarer Metals from their Oxides," by Prof. W. 0. Boberti-
Ansten.

8 p.m. Geological; "The Stirling Dolerite," by Mr.
Horace W. Honckton ; "Notes on sime Railway Cuttings
near Keswick," by Mr. J. Postlethwaite ; "The Shelly
Cla}» and Gravels of Aberdeensbire considered in relation
to the Question of Submergence," by Mr. Dugald Bell.

Thdbsdav, May 9, 3 p.m. Royal Institution : " The
Liquefaction of Gases," III., by Prof Dewar.

8 p.m. Electrical Engineers :
" The Recent Develop-

ment of the Single-acting High Speed Engine for Central
Station Work," by Mr. Mark H. Robinson.

8 p.m. Mathemstical :
" Those Orthogonal Sub-

stitutions that can be generated by the Repetition of an
Infinitesimal Orthogonal Substitution," by Dr. H. Taber.

8.30 p.m. Antiquaries.

Fbidat, Kay 10, 6 p.m. Physical : " The Iodine Voltameter,"
by Mr. E. F. Heroun ;

" A N«w Method in Harmonic
Analysis," by Mr, A. Sharp.

8 80 p.m. Viking Club: "Eennings in Icelandio
Poetry," by the Rev. W. C. Green.

9 p.m. Royal Institution :
"A Recent Journey in

Afghanistan," by the Hon. George Curzon.
Satcrdat, May 11, 8 pm. Royal lost-tution : "Kalian

Music and Musical Instiuments of the Sixteenth, Seven-
teenth, and Eighteenth Centuries," by Mr. Arnold
Dolmetsch.

3.46 p.m. Botanic: General Fortnightly Meeting.

SCIENCE.

27u Book of the Dead. The PapyruB of Ani
in the British Museum. The Egyptian
text, with interlinear transliteration and
translation, a running translation, intro-

duction, &c. By E. A. Wallis Budge,
Litt.D., Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian
Antiquities. (Printed by order of the
Trustees.)

Two evening papers containing highly en-
thusiastic notices of Mr. Budge's translation

of the Ani papyrus have been sent to me by
persons who felt sure of the deep interest

I must take in the startling revelations

promised in this publication.

One of the notices, which is anonymous,
gums up its estimate of the book by pro-
phesying that " it will remain a masterpiece
of hieroglyphical scholarship." Writers as
well as readers ought fully to understand
that the number of critics at all qualified

to judge of the merits of "hieroglyphic
scholarship " is extremely limited, and that
not one of them is likely to write anony-
mously. Beputations founded either on
self-assertion or on anonymous pufiling are
till now unknown, to Egyptology.
The other notice, which speaks of Mr.'

Budge's work as " one of the most important
that has been issued in this country," bears
the name of a gentleman known as an
Afisyriologist. But acquaintance with cunei-

form texts is hardly good security for

competence in criticising " hieroglyphic
scholarship." The pious feelings of Mr.
Boscawen are in deep sympathy with certain

Egyptian texts, of which he assumes that
Mr. Budge has given the exact meaning.
If he himselfjknew these texts in the original,

he would be aware that "if thou art a
farmer, labour in that field which God
hath given thee " does not exist in Egyptian.
Mr. Budge gives the Egyptian words, but
takes the meaning of them from a French
"crib." M. Virey, the French trans-

lator, took his version (not quite confi-

dently) from the Latin of the late Prof.
Lauth, who had mistaken the grammatical
construction of the entire sentence. This
error here, indeed, does not affect the use
of the Egyptian word for "god." But
when from the Papyrus Prisse we pass on
to the Pyramid Texts, where Mr. Budge
has used M. Maspero's translation as a
" crib," and talks of the deceased as being
"in heaven, by the side of God," as sitting

on a great tihione " by the side of God,"
or of " those who follow in the train of

God," or when he cites the "Ladder of

God," he not only misrepresents the
theology of the Egyptian texts, but gives
his readers interpretations of them which
M. Maspero never intended to convey.
Neither the Pyramid Texts nor " The Book of

,
the Dead" ever apply theword '

' god" to any
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other than certain mytholopcal personagee,

who have no more pretensions to be the

Qod of monotheiflts or philoaophera than

Mara, Bacchua, or Apollo. Who would

think of quoting " Nee deus intersit " as

evidence of monotheiatic thought ?

The whole of this Introduction is a mere

mass of undigested cram out of the books

(it matters not whether good, bad, or in-

different) which stand upon the shelves of

the Egyptian Department. I do not know
out of which book Mr. Badge has taken

the extraordinary statement that " in the

XVnith Dynasty Queen Hatshapset de-

clared herself to be ' the creator of things

which came into being like Khepera.' "

The great queen never said anything of

the kind ; the translation of her words is

simplymonstrous. The Egyptian verb cheper

is neuter, and never means " create." To
think so is like confounding fieri with fach.

It is on a par with the schoolboy's " Qui fit

Maecenas, ' Who made Maecenas ? '
"

Of the value of the translation given as

that of the Papyrus of Ani, the following

specimens will give a fair notion to any in-

telligent reader

:

1. The vignette of what is called chapter

110 consists of a sort of plan of the Egyptian
elysium, with its islands, streams, cornfields,

inhabitants, and presiding deities. The
names of these objects are written over

them, and one of the inscriptions runs as

follows

:

"Mouth of the canal a thousand leagues in

width, but of untold length," &c.

There is not the least difficulty here. The
sense of the Egyptian word for " canal " is

given in Dr. Birch's Dictionary, and was
well known before. The Coptic hoi " canalis,

aquae ductus " has preserved the meaning.
The word atru (which I call league) is the

well-known greatest Egyptian measure of

length. For proof that the words which I

translate as "width" and "length" are

rightly so translated, as distinguished from
each other, I refer to the texts which give

the dimensions of the temples and their

chambers, such as that quoted by Due-
michen in iho Zeitschri/t of 1873, p. 110.

"Mouth" is certainly an ambiguous ex-

pression in Egyptian when applied to a

stream. It is used in the sense of " surface
"

in the inscriptions of the Xllth Dynasty,
indicating the maximum height of the Nile.

Now let us see Mr. Budge's translation of

this very passage

:

"Chapter of the River-horse. The river is one
thousand [cubits] in its length. Not can be
told its width."

" Chapter of the Eiver-horse "
! written, no

doubt, for the edification or delectation of

the horse-marines ! The word for '
' stream '

'

or " canal " Mr. Budge understands as being
a "river-horse"; the word expressive of

lon^ measure he takes for a " river "; and he
is in consequence obliged to invent and
interpolate into his translation some word of

measure, " cubits," as a noun corresponding
to 1000. But a river only 1000 cubits long,

but of a width which cannot be described,

must be a very extraordinary river, and not
in the least like that represented in the
vignette.

2, In the very same chapter (110) there

is a passage wherein it is said of the god
Thoth

:

" He reconcileth the two warrior gods with each

other. He severeth the mourners from those

who quarrel with them ; be putteth a stop to

them whose hand is violent agfainst those

weaker than themselves ; he keepeth within

bounds the contentions of the Powers."

Mr. Budge's version is

:

" I have pacified the two holy Fighters ; I have
cut off the hairy scalp of their adversaries," &o.

The Turin text has (wrongly) the verb in

the first person, but in what text can any
person who understands the language dis-

cover any allusion to " hairy " or " scalp " ?

And who are the adversaries of the two holy

fighters, who have deserved the fate which
Mr. Budge's words indicate? Here is a
valuable contribution t» Egyptian anthro-

pology.
3. It would, I think, be unnecessary to

quote anything more for the purpose of

satisfying an Egyptologist as to the value

of Mr. Budge's translation, but one need
not be an Egyptologist to see the force of

the point to which I now refer. The forty-

two gods of the Hall of Judgment are

emphatically described as " possessors of

righteousness and void of wrong." Can
any one, whether Egyptologist or not,

believe that a translator is likely to be
right when he makes a suppliant address

one of these gods as "doubly wicked,

coming forth from Ati " ? I suppose
" doubly wicked " is intended by the trans-

lator to be taken in a non-natural and
Pickwickian sense, by a figure of speech

the reverse of euphemism, perhaps as an
instance of what is called Gegensinn, better

understood by our French friends as eon-

tremens.

Now it is not to be wondered at that, after

so artlessly giving such a specimen of his

attainments as the transcription and transla-

tion of the first line of the " Tale of the Two
Brothers " in the book called The Nile, pre-

sented by Messrs. Cook to passengers on
their tourist steamers, Mr. Budge should
boldly undertake a task from which some
of the most eminent scholars have shrunk.
They shrunk from this task, not from
any pusillanimous reason, nor because they
thought themselves inferior in ability or

knowledge to their neighbours, but because

they knew of difficulties of which Mr.
Budge is unconscious, or which he has his

reasons for ignoring. Other people may
waste their time in making out the various

senses of words in the vocabulary or the

niceties of the grammar ; but he uses their

labours as a schoolboy uses his Liddell and
Scott, and if he happens to find a difference

in their results, he sits in judgment and
dogmatically takes the result which he likes

best at the moment, without being able to

assign a reason for his choice. Now, if Mr.
Budge had chosen to publish this work at

his own risk and cost, no one could have
had reason, except on scientific grounds, for

complaint. But the matter is far more
serious as it stands. Who has taken upon
himself the responsibility of advising the

Trustees of the British Museum to print at

the public expense a work of such pretension

and cost. Has any one competent scholar

been consulted on the subject? La the

Principal Librarian under the illusion that
this costly work is comparable in value with
the little " Guide to the Nimroud Central
Saloon," of 1886, which is (or was) sold for

fourpence ?

Can anything, to the scholar, be more idle

and wasteful than the transcription of the
entire text ? It can only serve to excite the
wonder of cockneys and point out to others

the defects of Mr. Budge's scholarship.

Who, but for this unnecessary display of

ignorance, could have guessed that anyone
who had the pretension of being able to

translate " The Book of the Dead" should
transcribe as ienar one of the commonest
and best known words of the language,
signifying " repulse " ? I at first took it for

a misprint, but it occurs too often, and the
nature of the mistake is quite evident. It

is the same kind of mistake as if YI. in

Henry YI, were considered as the final

syllable.

The interlinear translation shows at once
the artless devices by which difficulties are
got over when they are felt ; when they are
not felt, a corrupt or impossible text is as

easy as another. There is a passage
(chap. 147) which in the original says, " I
come to thee, Osiris, whose sap is undefiled."

The word which I render " sap " is generally

translated " emanation," but it is rather

like the Greek Jx<"P which flows in the
bodies of the gods. The vital sap of Osiris is

said to be the source of life to men and gods.
Mr. Budge translates this passage (p. 62),
" I have come to thee, Oairis, pure [from thy]
emanations." And in another place (which
is corrupt in Ani, but most easily corrected

from any other copy), he reads " purified

from thy foul emanations." Who is purified,

the man or the god ? the latter probably.
The translator here does not understand a
very obvious thing. There is no need of

interpolating a preposition "from," which
utterly falsifies the sense. The Egyptian
expression, consisting of an adjective

followed by a noun, must be translated like

our "cold-blooded," "long-legged," "short-

sighted " ; or, if you prefer a Greek word,
there is the a.yv6pvTo<; of Aeschylus ready at

hand, with countless others. Mr. Budge
has more than once rightly translated such
phrases, but that was when others had
already done so before him.

P. LE Page Rknotjf.

BOTANICAL BOOKS.
Text-Book 0/ the Diseases of Trees, By Prof.

E. Hartig. Translated by W. Somerville,

edited by H. Marshall Ward. (MacraiUans.)

Prof. W. Somerville and Dr. Marshall Ward
have done great service to the Eoglish reader

in preparing this edition of a standard German
work, written and edited by experts in the

subject. It treats, in an exhaustive manner,
of the causes of the diseases of trees ; of the

special inj uries inflicted by the different classes

of flowering and flowerless plants ; of the

various kinds of wounds ; of the diseases due
to conditions of soil ; and of the injuries due
to atmospheric icflaences and flre. But little is

said of the inj aries caused by insects and other

animals, which, however, are far more
destructive to herbaceous than to woody plants.

A very large portion of the volume is naturally

devoted to the ravages of fungi ; and this

portion especially is treated with a fulness and
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a practical knowledge which leave nothing to
be desired. The illustrations are numerous and
excellent, and most of them are new to
English readers. This volume will probably-

long be the standard work on the subject in

the Bnglish language.

Prof. F. Dabwin and Mb. E. H. Acton's
Practical Physiology of Plants (Cambridge

:

University Press) is essentially a book for the
laboratory, consisting of a description of
experimental and analytical work required to
follow a practical course of lectures on the
subject. It is divided into two parts, the first

dealing with general physiology, the second
with the chemistry of metabolism (metastasis).

It is illustrated with drawings of the apparatus
required, and a list is appended of the re-

agents and material needed for the second
portion.

Pakts 4-7 of Kerner and Oliver's Natural
History of Plants (Blackie) complete the first

half-volume of this important work. They
fully maintain the high character of the
earlier parts. The subjec'ts here treated of are
transpiration and its connexion with the
structure of the vascular system, the structure
and functions of chlorophyll, the structure and
arrangement of leaves, metabolism or meta-
stasis and the transport of food materials,
respiration, the conditions and mechanics of
growth, the forms of stem structures, the
phenomena of climbing plants, and the forms
of roots. The wealth and excellence of
the illustrations are a great feature of the
work.

The first part of vol. vii. of Cohn's Beitrage
zur Biologic der PJlanzen is entirely occupied
with an important paper by Dr. W. Eothert
on heliotropism. The author distinguishes
between heliotropic sensitiveness (Empfindlich-
keit) and irritability (BeLzbarkeit), and asserts
that they are dependent on two different

properties of protoplasm. Irritation (Reizung)
may be direct or indirect

—

i.e., it may be the
result of a local sensitiveness, or may be trans-
mitted from some other part. The power of
heliotropic curvature is dependent on four
factors—the mechanical structure, the thick-
ness, the intensity of growth, and the helio-
tropic irritability of the organ, or of the
portion of an organ. Heliotropic irritation

may be transmitted from a portion of an
organ which is illuminated on one side only
to other portions which are illuminated either
on both sides or on neither, and the trans-
mission takes place through the fundamental
parenchyme, tie vascular bundles taking no
essential part in it. In opposition to the
statement of Darwin, the author asserts that,
as a rule, the entire region over which the
curvature extends is heliotropic.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A THIRD SYSTEM OF HEBREW POINTS.

8t. John'a Lodge, Cambridge : AptU 29, 1895.

In the current number of the Jewish,

Quarterly Review (p. 564), Dr. M. Priedliinder
calls attention to the discovery of "A Third
System of Symbols for the Hebrew Vowels and
Accents."
Many years ago I extracted from near the

beginning of a Babbinic commentary on Pirke
Aboth a reference to three such sets of symbols,
in these words : "And therefore the Tiberian
pointing is not like our pointing ; and neither
of them is like the pointing of the Land of
Israel."

The passage may now be found in the
" Machsor Vitry," lately edited for the Mekize
Nirdamim. (See p. 462, 1. 6 from the end of
the text.)

Tiberian. The reading varies in different
copies of the commentary; but the best reading
seems to be teth, heth, resh, nun, yod, as in the
Mekize Nirdamim edition.

Pointing, The term nikkud is meant by the
commentator to include the marks for the
accents, to which there is express and detailed
allusion in the context.

C, Taylor.

' BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES OF THE NORFOLK
BROADLAND."

Lowestoft : April 28, 1896.

May I correct some misstatements made by
Mr. Watkins in his kind notice of my book.

I will omit to discuss debatable matters of
taste. Mr. "Watkins has a perfect right to his
opinion that the goldfinch is beautiful ; but I
reserve my right to think the reverse, and
should like Mr. Whistler to judge between us.
Mr. Watkins does not seem to like my remarks
upon the flycatchers ; these observations were
made direct, and I can introduce Mr. Watkins
to the very trees and, probably, the very same
birds.

Mr. Watkins finds fault with my nomen-
clature. He says, "What, for instance, are
' dow-fulfers,' ' herring-spinks,' 'goolers,' or
' cadders ' ? " Why does he ask this when my
book explains it all : " The field-fare or ' dow-
fulfer'" (p. 7); "the herring-spink, as the
North Sea fishermen call that mighty soul in
a little body—the golden-crested wren "

;

"goolers"—illustrated by a plate named
"yellow-hammers"; "cadders"—the essay
is entitled " The Jackdaw," and begins : " The
crafty cadder, as the Broadsmen call the iaok-
daw."
Mr. Watkins resents my not giving the cant

of ornithologists, and their dog-Latin and
doggier Greek. Why should I put G. hiarmicus
under reed-pheasant when I give plates of the
bird, and call it bearded titmouse in the list of
plates ? I suppose this mongrel jargon is science
to some; but, as a scientifically trained man,
Mr, Watkins will pardon me if I consider it

grotesque and mediaeval.
Next we come to objections to several words

which '

' irritate and baffle the peruser, and
tempt him to fling the book down in despair."
I am sorry, I am sure, to have caused Mr.
Watkins such irritability ; but let us examine
these offending words. They are " gladen,"
" loke," " rond," " chate," " rockstaff,"
" meak," " crome," and " lamb's-taU." I have
no good dictionary by me—being in country
lodgings at the moment—but I think I have
seen "gladen," "meak," and "crome" in an
English dictionary ; and " rond," " loke," and
" chate " are as well known in Norfolk as
" bobby," "peeler," or "cockney " inLondon.
And finally Mr. Watkins says :

" An ornithologist will quarrel with him for
making song-thruahes iu spring delight in fight-
ing until they may be seen rolling over and over
by the roadside."

And again,

" Nor has a field-fare's nest with eggs ever been
seen iu England."

To the first I reply, he is a poor creature of
an ornithologist who has not seen these battles

;

to the second objection I reply, " I never said
a field-fare's nest with eggs had been found in
England." What I said was, they AatZ dropped
their eggs here ; and they have done so, as any
"authority" will confirm.
Errors may exist in my book, but I venture

to say quite as many will be found in any
" authoritative " work—such as Mr. Saunders's
Manual, for example. To err is human, even
for a reriewer within the space of two columns

,

P. H. ElfERSON.

SCIENCE NOTES.

The Geologists' Association have arranged
for an excursion to-day (Saturday) to Han-
weU, Dawley, and West Drayton, to examine
some of the sections of high-level river drift,

in which flint implements have been found

—

from the oldest forms, with abraded and
decomposed surfaces, to the sharp flake instru-

ments of palaeolithic times. The director of

the excursion is Mr. J. Allen Brown, who was
to read a paper on the subject on the previous
day.

At the meeting of the Society of Arts on
Wednesday next. Prof. W. Chandler Boberts-
Austen, of the Mint, will read a paper on " The
Extraction of the Barer Metals from their

Oxides."

At the meeting of the Aristotelian Society,

to be held at 22,;Albemarle-street, on Monday
next at 8 p.m., there will be a symposium on
the question : " Has the heritability or non-
heritability of acquired characteristics any
direct bearing on ethical theory ? " in which
Prof. D. G. Bitchie and Messrs. B. J. Byle and
B. E. Mitcheson have promised to take part.

The April number of Science Progress con-
tains two articles of general interest. Prof.

Boy, of Cambridge, writes upon " Mountain
Sickness," with special reference to the observa-
tions and pulse-tracings brought back by Mr.
W. M. Conway from the Karakoram Himalayas.
He has no hesitation in afiirming that the
symtoms of mountain sickness are those of

asphyxia, which may be complicated with
fever ; but he is unable to decide how far heart-
failure is an essential element. With regard to
the question of the highest climable altitude,

his conclusion is as follows :

"During rest at least, even at 23,000 ft., the
curves indicate, on the whole, that muscular
fatigue and distress of the heart were present,
rather than the nearly complete c}llap9e of

muscular power which accompanies well-marked
heart-failure. . . . The curves show that they
were in a condition to go on, and they agree with
Oonway's own feeling that they had not come to
the end of their tether."

Dr. John Beddoe gives a summary of recent
anthropological research in Spain—chiefly by
Oloriz and Aranzadi. Here is a portrait of the
typical Basque, as drawn by the latter from
detailed observation of 250 conscripts :

" The Basque at the military age has a stature of
1640 mm. (64-56 inches), which is superior to that
of the Spaniard of Madrid. His shoulders are
broad and square, his fathom large (about 105), the
back sinuous and hollow, the extremities rather
large, the instep high, the gait straight and
elastic. The complexion is usually fresh and
rather fair, the hair straight, and brown or dark,
not so often black or fair—red and yellow seem to

be rare ; the eyes are usually hazel or greenish-
brown, but blue and green are not uncommon.
The head is mesokephalic, the upper part of the
occiput prominent . . . forehead low and
vertical, narrow in comparison with the head, but
broad compared with the lower part of the face."

PHILOLOGY NOTES.

The anniversary meeting of the Boyal Asiatic

Society -will be held, in Albemarle-street, on
Tuesday next at 4 p.m., when, after -the

presentation of the annual report, Mr. Virchand
B. Gandhi, secretary of the Jain Association of

India, -will read a paper on "The History of

the Jaina Faith."

At the meeting of the Society of Biblica

Archaeology, to be held in Great Eussell-street

on Tuesday next at 8 p.m., the Bev. 0. J. Ball

-will read a paper on " The Testament of Jacob
(Genesis xlix)."
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Dr. M. J. OB Gosjx, ^rofewor of Arabic at

Leiden, has received the high distinction of the

Pmsnan Ordre pour le M€nte.

It has been decided to continue the Baby-

lonian and Oriental Record, under the joint

editorshipof Mr. W. St. Chad Boscawen and
the Rev. Hugh M. Mackenzie. While availing

themselves to a considerable extent of the

MSS. left by the late Terrien de Lacouperie,

the editors are desirous that the new volume
should deal, more than preceding ones, vrith

Assyriolog^y and Egyptology; and it is also

proposed to give more space to reviews. The
first number contains a further instalment of a
paper by Terrien de Lacouperie on " Antique
and Siored Drums of Non-China," which is,

as usual, replete with out-of-the-way informa-

tion, and a notice of the facsimile of the Ani
Papyrus of the "Book of the Dead," which
was recently published by the trustees of the
British Museum. We may add that subscrip-

tions to the review are received by Mr. David
Nntt, and also by Luzac & Co.

We ought to have acknowledged before

Oriental Studies (Boston : Qinn), being a selec-

tion of the papers read before the Oriental

Club of Philadelphia since its foundation in

1888. Two of the papers have to do with
Assyriolog^. Mr. Morris Jastrow, jun., pub-
lishes a Babylonian tablet, now at Philadelphia

in private hands, dealing with the revocation

of an illegal sale, which can be dated to the year

642 B c. ; and Prof. H. V. Hilprecht describes a
fragmentary tablet from Nippur, which con-
tains several Assyrian numerals in phonetic

writing. Another paper we may mention is

ono in which Dr. W. Bias Miiller contends th%t

the Aethiopians of Meroe were of negro race.

Finally, Prof. Paul Haupt suggests a new
rendering of the concluding verses of

Ecclesiastes.

REPORTS OF SOGIETIES,
MsrHoaoLOOiCAL —{Wednuday, AprillH )

HissBS. F. 0. Batabd and W. MARBiorr com-
mviniciited a paper on " The Frost of January and
February, 1895, over the British Isles." The cold
psriod, which commenced on December 30 and
terminated on March 5, was broken by a week's
mild weather from January 11 to 21 ; otherwise

there would have been continuous frost for eizty-

six days. Temperatures below 10'' Fahrenheit,
and in some cases below zero, were recorded in

parts of England and Scotland between January S

and 13, while from January 26 to 31 and from
February 5 to 20 temperatures below 10° occurred
on every day in some part of the British Isles. The
coldest dajs were February 8 to 10. The lowest
temperatures recorded were — 17° at Braemar
and — 11° at Buxton and Drumlanrig. The mean
temperature of the British Isles for January was
about 7", and for February from 11° to 14° below
the average, while the mean temperature for the
period from Janu<iry 2R to February 19 was from
14" to 20" below the average. The distribution of
atmospheric pressure was almost entirely the re-
verse of the normal, the barometer being highest
in the north and lowest in the south, the result
being a continuance of strong northerly and easterly
winds. The effect of the cold on the public health
was very great, especially on young children and
old people. The number of deaths in London due
to diseases of the respiratory organs rapidly iu-
creased from February 2 to March 2, when the.
weekly number was 1418, or 945 above the average.
Bivera and lakes were frozen, the ice being more
than 10 in. thick. The frost will long be remem-
bered for its effect on the water-pipes all over the
country, in miny cases householders being without
water (or more than nine weeks. As the result of
inquiries, the authors find that mains have frozen
which were laid as deep as 3 ft. G in. from the
surface of the ground to the top of the pipe. It

appears, however, that the nature of the soil had
far more to do with the depth to which the frost

penetrated than the intensity of the froet itself.

From a comparison of previous records, the authors

are of opinion that the recent frost was more
severe than any tince 181 1 —Mr. Birt Acres also

read a paper on "Some Hints on Photographing
Clouds."

AatSTOTiLiAN.

—

{Sfonday, April 22.)

Berxabd Bosanqoet, Esq., president, in the chair.

—Mr. A. F. Shand read a paper on "A Study
in Involuntary Action." Through the study of

involuntary action we reach conclusions concern-
ing the will which are more certain and lees

ambiguous than when we study the will directly.

We find convincing evidence that complex volition

cannot be explained as merely the conflict of

opposite ideas resulting in the dominance of one
and its subsequent realisation. In one way or

another the self must be exclusively identified

wi th one idea before it can be said to be willed

:

and the subsequent realisation of that idea is non-
essential to the volition For involuntary as

distingaished from non-voluntary action cm only
be explained through the presence of an abortive

volition in its process.—The piper was fo'lowed by
a discussion.

FoLK-LoBB SociBTY.

—

(Wednttdiiy, ApHlU.)

Edwako Clodd, Esq., president, in the chair.—Mr.
G. Laurence Qomme, tiie late president, was pre-

sented with a silver tea and coffee service as a
mark of personal esteem and in appreciation of his

work in connexion with the society. Mr. Olodd
dwelt upon Mr. Gomme's long association with
the society, the success of which, among modern
ecientiflc bodies, he thought had been unpre-
cedented. Not only had Mr. Gomme acted in the

capacity of hon. secretary, director, and president,

but the very existence of the society was largely

due to his efforts.—Mr. H. B. Whiteley, chairman
of the testimonial committee, then formally made
the presentation on bahalf of the sub-oribers, a
large number of whom were present.—In acknow-
ledging the gift, Mr. Oomme remarked that he
was one of the four persons who started the

society seventeen years ago in the dining room of

the late Mr. Thorns, founder and editor of Notes

and Queriei. Daring those years he had taken
great interest in its work, as hon. secretary,

director, and president ; and now, as vice-president,

he should still be ready to do all he could to assist

it in any way. The society had taken its position,

he felt sure, as representative of the psycho-
logical side of the history of man. With Mr.
Brabrook, president of the Anthropological Society,

and Prof. Haddon working with them, they hoped
as soon as possible to obtain their proper position

at the British Association, and, with their scientific

standing officially recognised, proceed to accom-
plish some of the great work he believed they had
before them. They were not a dilettanti society,

playing with antiquities, but they were taking

part in unravelling some of the great mysteries of

man's nature.—Prof. A. 0. Haddon read a paper,
entitled " Pliotography and Folk-Lore," illastrated

with lantern slides.

HisTOEiCAi..— (rAM«Aiy, April 25.)

Sib Mountstcabt E. Gbant Dufjf, president, in

the chair.—Messrs. J. B. Marsh, T. A. Walker,
and M. Lawden Banks were elected fellows.—

A

paper was read by Mr. M. 8. Giuseppi, of the

Public Record Office, on " Alien Merchants in

England in the Fifteenth Century," in which the

custom of "hostage" wa'j explained, and many
statistics were given from original records

respecting the numbers, nationality, and status of

the alien merchants then resident in England.

Zoological.—{Annivertart/ Meeting, Monday,
April 29

)

Sib William H. Flower, president, in the chair.

—The report of the council stated that the number
of fellows on January 1, 1895, was 2972, a de-

crease of thirteen as compared with the corre-

spondiog date in 1894. The silver medal of the
society tiad been awarded to Mr. Henry H.
Johnston, Commissioner for British Central

Africa, for his distinguished services to all

branches of natural history. The total receipts

of the society for 1891 amouutod ts £25,107, a
decrease of £1110 as compared with the previous

year. This decieaae was attributable to the
falling off in the admissions to the gardens, in
consequence of the unfavourable weather duiiug
the greater part of the year. The expenditure in
189 1 amounted to £23,G16, a decrease of £1661.
Besides this expenditure, the sum of £1000 had
been devoted towards the repayment of the mort-
gage debt on the society's freehold premises,
leaving the sum of only £1000 now remaining due
on this account. The number of animals in the
society's collection on December 31 last was 2563.
of wUch 669 were mammals, 1427 birds, and 467
reptiles. Among the additions made during the
year were two remarkably flue specimens of the
Hamadryad snake, a young white-tailed gnu bom
in the gardens, an eland of the striped form from
the Transvaal, obtained by purchase, two giant
tortoises, a young male Pleasant antelope, two
Somali ostriches of the blne-skluned variety, ten
Surinam water-toads, a Pel's owl, and two tree
kangaroos. About thirty species of mammals,
twelve of birds, and one of reptiles had bred in the
society's garden during the summer of 1894.

FINE ART.
THE REPERTORWM FUR KVNBT-

WISSENSCHAFT.
FiV£ numbers of this learned periodical have
now been issued under the new editorship of
Drs. Thode and Hugo von Tschudi. They
suffice to enable the formation of an estimate
of the probable value of the magazine in future
years. It may be said at once that that
estimate must be favourable. The work covers
more ground than of old, and with far less

verbosity. Notices are shorter and more to the
point. The matter is more interesting and the
treatment no less scholarly.

It is characteristic of the present tendency
of art-history study that so many notices of

Byzantine art should appear. We can now
distinguish with some certainty between the
art of Byzantium and contemporary art styles

in Italy and elsewhere. The actual scope,

therefore, of genuine Byzantine influence begins
to be understood. We have learnt that the
Old Testament mosaics in the porch of S. Mark's
at Venice are copies of fifth-century Byzantine
types ; and we are now beginning to perceive
that there was probably already in existence

by the end of the fourth century, in the great
cities of the East (Alexandria, Antioch, and
Byzantium), a set of types for the representa-

tion of religious subjects, from which all later

types descended.
The attention devoted of late in Germany to

early illuminated MSS. is reflected in the pages
of the Repertoriiim, where Dr. Thode admirably
reviews Beissel's work on miniatures in the

Vatican Library. There are likewise notices of

early German sculpture ; but the most im-
portant articles on sculpture deal with the

Italian schools of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries.

Dr. Thode contributes a short article on the

Weimar Leonardo drawings, the orig^al studies

for the Apostles' heads in the famous Last

Supper. The same artist's " Madonna of the

Rocks" comes up for discussion, apropos of a

recorded appeal of Lionardo and Ambrogio de

Predis to the Duke of Milan against the Con-
fraternity of the Conception, for whose chapel

in S. Francesco they had painted—the one a
Madonna, the other the wrings. The wings by
Predis are now in Casa Melzi : the Madonna is

the "Madonna of the Rocks." It appears

possible that Lionardo was allowed to take back
his original Madonna, and to substitute for it

the panel now in the National Gallery. Other
interesting facts with relation to De Predis are

likewise recorded.

One of the most interesting articles in these

numbers deals with the origin of Italian Gothic

architecture. It was previously believed that

Gothic was introduced into Italy in the wake
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of the Franciscan movement, and possibly by
8. Francis himself. Thode had already shown
that there was a connexion between the earliest

Franciscan churches and the churches of Cis-

tercian abbeys. It is now proved that Cistercian

Gothic churches Were built in the neighbour-
hood of Eome fifty years before the earliest

Franciscan church. The Cistercians, therefore,

not the Franciscans, introduced Gothic in Italy.

The writer (G. Dehio) rightly states that there

are three chief divisions of primitive Gothic in

France—Northern French, Angevin, and Bur-
gundian. Burgundian Gothic was inspired by
the Cistercians, and it is Gothic of this type
that was the foundation of Italian Gothic.
This fact is of great importance.. If the im-
ported Gothic had been of the lie de France
type, the history of Gothic architecture in Italy

would have been other than it was.

THE CHAMPS DE MARS SALON.
The exhibition of the Societe Nationale des
Beaux-Arts deserves to be called a Salon.

Nowhere is more attention paid to the require-

ments of exhibitors, to the proper lighting and
hanging of the pictures and other exhibits ; while
the most re&ned taste is shown in the decoration

of the galleries, as well as in the arrangement of
the various art and crafts exhibition, so inter-

esting in itself.

M. Puvis de Chavannes' decorative panel for

the staircase of the public library at Boston, en-

titled " The Inspired Muses greet the Advent
of Genius, the Bearer of Light," occupies the
place of honour at the top of the grand staircase.

Though rather monotonous in its ensemble, this

picture is a noble specimen of high art, a re-

markable realisation of artistic idealism. Some-
what different is M. Roll's large panel, " Joies de
la Vie." In a landscape glowing with sunshine,
a group of nude nymphs are disporting them-
selves, others are dancing knee deep in the flowery
meadow, around and afar lovers are wandering
in shady groves making the most of the fleeting

hours. The scene is one of sensuous enjoyment
under a Watteau sky in Nature's fairyland. It

is a splendid piece of plein air painting. Yet the
picture is marred by a discordant note : the
presence of three musicians, attired like ordinary
mortals, in black coats and playing the fiddle !

M. Roll may quote precedents to excuse this

touch of realism ; but one cannot help regretting
what may be termed a manque de tact, if not of
taste, on the part of the artist. Another large
canvas is M. Lhermitte's " Les Halles," intended
to decorate the banqueting hall of the Paris
Hotel de Ville. The scene is the busiest quarter
of the great central market, at the time of the
morning arrivals of fish, flesh, fowl, fruit and
vegetables : a chapter of Zola's " Ventre de
Paris " put on canvas—a picture that would have
delighted Oargantua. It is a pity that the
painter did not correct the exaggerated propor-
tions of some of the figures in the foreground.
M. Friant has been more modest in the dimen-
sions and treatment of his " Jours Henreux," two
panels destined to decorate the Hotel de Ville at
Nancy. He has contented himself to depict with
simplicity two rustic scenes. In one, a group of
children are playing in a meadow of daisies

and buttercups. In the other, peasants are rest-

ing after their day's labour under the pleasant
shade of trees, an old woman is preparing la
soupp, while a young mother gazes in rapt
admiration on her sleeping child.

The only important historical picture (a genre
which appears to be monoplised by the Champs
Elysees Salon) is that of a Swiss painter, M.
Bumand, who depicts, with considerable mastery
«f detail, the flight of Charles the Bold after the
battle of Morat. The Duke, clad in armour and
stem in expression, is galloping in hot haste
through a pme forest, his escort follow close after.

evidently hard pressed by the enemy. One
may perhaps be allowed to object to the spot-

less appearance presented by the armour and
trappings of men and horses after a day's hard
fighting.

It is the opinion of some people that the clou

of the Champs de Mars Salon is M. Carri^re's

interior of a " Popular Theatre," as seen by a

person standing near the exit of the first gallery.

The stage is not visible ; the auditorium appears
to be inveloped in a fog, broken here and there

by a faint gleam of dull light. The house seems
peopled by shadows, and the general effect is

ghostly. 'That talent and great technical skill

have been shown in the painting cannot be
denied. The artist even gives us the distinct

perception of the various emotions experienced by
the spectators, as expressed by their gestures,

attitude, and facial expression. But the general
effect is artificial, "rhese phantom spectators,

sitting or standing in a cloud of grey vapour,
have little in common with the audience of any
theatre we have entered.

It is refreshing to turn from this murky paint-

ing to M, Cazin's exquisite landscapes, to bask in

the glorious sunshine of M. Montenard's views of

Provence, or linger besides M. Willaert's " Old
Canal at Ghent," so suggestive of tranquil re-

pose ; and, a little farther on, to stop and gaze
with admiration at M. Thaulow's wonderful
rendering of the swift eddying waters of the
river Arques.

Sir E. Bume-Jones's drawings are much ad-

mired ; but his " Love in the Ruins " has met
with some adverse comment, such as the follow-

ing remarks of a well-known art critic, M.
Geoffrey :

" Devant son 'Amour dans les Euines,' j'entendais
regretter Cabanel. II est impossible de n'avoir pas
de telles pensecs devant ces pauyres arrangements.
Le preraphaelisme a eu Bans doute plus de force et

de savoir, mais il termine ici en maladie de langueur
comme il aboutit a la combinaison parfaitement
ridicule avec les 'Femmea Cygnes' de M, Walter
Crane, qui sont, en verite, de bien piteuses
Tolailles."

M. Besnard contributes some reminiscences of

his visit to Algeria, very startling in colour—par-
ticularly a " Horse Fair," in which figure some
extraordinary Arab horses of a hitherto unknown
hue ; but his " Harbour of Algiers by Twilight

"

is a fine piece of colour painting. M. Duez's
" L'Heure de la Tet^e des Enfants Debiles k la

Maternite '' is a very realistic and rather coarse

rendering of a group of buxom wet-nurses giving
the breast to a set of hungry little wretches,
whose mothers are perhaps dying in the adjacent
wards. Crowds collect round this picture, one
of the curiosities of the Salon. Opposite hangs a
little gem by M. Dagnan-Bouveret : a group of

Breton nuns washing linen in an outhouse : the
sun breaking through the cracked roof and walls

on the water produces a beautiful green light,

which is reflected on the surroundings. I can
only allude to M. Dannat's clever Spanish studies

;

to M. Kuehl's " Interior [of a Beer-hall"; to M.
Vaerstraete's pathetic " Leaving the Cemetery ";

to M. Stewart s pretty scene, "Lunch on board a
Yacht"; to M. Mesle's life-like peasant children
and rustic scenes ; to M. Ary Renan's " La
Phalene," a weird female figure, draped in a sort

of grey muslin, with the long wings of a night
moth, gazing out of darkness through the
window at a brilliantly lighted room.

Several well-known portrait painters, such as

M. Carolns-Duran, Boldini, Qervex, are absent
this year ; but M. Oandara's full-length portrait

of Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, in a white, almost
transparent, satin dress, with wide, slashed
sleeves, is one of the attractions of the Salon.
The actress is seen de trois quarts, and is

at once an admirable portrait and a fine piece of
painting. M. Mathey has contributed a pleasing
portrait of the young pretender, the Duke of

Orleans ; and M. Blanche one of the fashionable

novelist, M. Paul Hervieu. Another interesting

portrait is that of M. Puvis de Chavannes, in his

working suit of white flannel. M. Welden Haw-
kins (" naturalis§ fran^ais," says the Catalogue)
has sent a portrait of Mme. Severine, the lady
journalist, strange of aspect and of still stranger

colour. Among the pastels I noticed a pleasing

portrait of the poet, M. Charles Grandmougin,
by his talented wife : a work of love as well as of

art.

The sculptors will be more numerous at the
Champs Elysees ; but at the Champs de Mars
figure Rodm, St. Marceaux, Dampt, Baffier, and
Bartholome. The " Projet d'un Monument aux
Morts," of the last, is one of the most remark-
able pieces of ensemhle exhibited in late years
The upper part of the monument presents the
appearance of a wall, on which, ia relief,

are a series of men, women, and children, in
various attitudes of grief. In the centre of the
wall is the entrance to the sepulchre ; two nude
figures, those of a man and a woman, are enter-

ing ; the outstretched right hand of the woman
leans for support on her partner's shoulder ; the
attitude of both figures is suggestive of sorrowful
resignation. Below is a sort of niche or cave :

at the entrance are the bodies of a man and
woman side by side, a dead child lying across

them, while from the depth of the cave appears
an angelic figure with outstretched arms,
emblematic of resurrection. The idea and execu-

tion of the monument are remarkable in every
respect.

One of the rooms on the ground floor has been
specially arranged for the exhibition of the
bronzes, vases, and wood carvings of the deceased
sculptor. Carries : a touching tribute on the

Eart of the Soci^taires to the memory of a true

ut ill-fated brother artist.

Another room is devoted to the exhibition of

the numerous water-colour drawings and sketches

done in Samoa and Japan by the American
artist, Mr. de la Farge—interesting as the records

of travel in strange lands.

Space will not allow me to dwell on the
numerous art and craft exhibits which form one
of the most important features of this society's

exhibitions. In fact, to many, the models of

silver goblets and vases of M. Jean Baflier ; the
" gr^s flamblds " of M. Delaherche ; the crystal

work of M. Galle of Nancy ; the fans of M
Guerard ; the enamelled pottery of M. Lachenal

;

the statuettes of M. VaUgren ; the embroidery of

Mme. Duez, and other " objets d'art," are even
more attractive than the picture galleries.

Cecil Nicholson.

LETTER FROM EGYPT.
Oaiio : April 17, 1895.

I concluded my last letter with an account
of the huge cairns of large unwrought stones
which I discovered in the desert, three or four
nules from the edge of the cultivated land
behind Esneh. The stones must have been
brought from the mountains some miles
further to the west. Mr. Floyer has discovered
similar cairns opposite Gebelen, but they seem
to be of smaller size than those of Esneh. It

is difficult to conjecture when and by whom
such cairns were erected. The labour involved
in fetching the stones for them, their great
distance from the cultivated land, as well as

the number and size of them, present a problem
which is at present insoluble. In those opened
by Mr. Floyer, nothing was found except a few
bones, not even some implements. Three years
ago, however, I picked up a spear-head (?) of

black stone, which might be regarded
_
as a

palaeolith, in the neighbourhood of similar

cairns in the desert on the west side of the Nile

opposite El-Kab.
On my way down the river, Mr. Wilbour and

I spent two long days in the Old Empire
tombs of Qaar ea-Sayyad and Beni-Mohammed
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el-Eofiir, copying the insoriptions and paint-

ings. We practically completed our work at

Qmt es-8ayy;id, where, in 1887, a large part

of the finest tomb was blown away by the

French contractor who was supplying stone

for the new canal. Fortunately I had already

copied the inscriptions on the external wall,

but the painted scenes and texts on the in-

ternal wwl are now hopelessly lost. We also

completed our work in the tomb of Zau at

Beni-Mohammed, the principal texts of which
I published in the Ileciteil de Travaux, vol.

xiii., which contains an important article

upon them by Prof. Maspero. Furthermore,
we visited the XlXth Dynasty tomb at

Meshaikh, opposite Girgoh, in company with
Mr. Villiers Stuart, who is preparing a report

on the present condition and prospects of the

fellahin in Upper Egypt. Lord Amherst,
who was at Meshaikh a day or two
later, bought there the fragment of a
statue of black stone with the cartouche of

Amenophis II. on the shoulder. This

Pharaoh, therefore, must be added to those

who were already known to have patronised

the shrine which existed there.

A good many objects have recently been dis-

covered on the other side of the river, at El-
Birbeh, "the Temple," a little to the north of

Girgeh. In the neighbourhood of Duwer,
moreover, south of Siiit, papyri have been
found this winter ; and the tombs discovered by
the Bedawin opposite Siiit, about which I have
poken in an earlier letter, turn out to be of

importance. They arc sunk in the desert

behind 'Arab el-Birg, not far from the Der el-

Gedidiyeh ; and large quantities of objects have
been obtained from them, including scarabs

with the names of Thothmes I., Hatshepsu,
Thothmes III., and Amenophis III. One of the

scarabs of the last-named Pharaoh is a large

green "hunting-scarab," recording the number
of lions slain by the king up to his tenth year.

Two other interesting objects are a pot of blue

paint, and a cheese which was found wrapped
up in a piece of cloth in a jar. There was a
temple in the vicinity of the tombs, called the
temple of the Nebes-tree, in which Horus was
worshipped under [a special name. Near the

DiT is a rock-cut tomb, above the entrance of

which are the figures of the deceased and his

wife, while there are other sculptures and
inscriptions on either side. Not far from
Tueh, again, to the west of Minieh, the
fellahin have hit upon tombs of the Greek
period, and have brought to light a good deal

of blue pottery.

Objects of the Greek and Eoman epoch are

more carefully preserved now than was the
case a few years ago, and several Greek
papyri are said to be in the market. In the
cliffs behind Erment, an early Coptic burial

place is being disinterred, and a number of

tombstones have found their way into the
hands of the Luxor dealers. Along with
these tombstones some curious stelae have been
disinterred, inscribed with hieroglyphs of the
Boman period, and adorned with figures of a
sacred bull, and of a hawk-headed crocodile who
is crowned with the solar disk. At 'Araqa,

south-west of Farshflt, Mykenaean vases
have been found, though, unfortunately, po
record was kept of the other objects that were
with them ; while a tomb at Abydos has yielded

some bronze situlae, along with a large silver

coin of Athens, with the owl and AeE on one
side, and the head of a man on the other.

From Ekhmim has come a strip of wood, with
a number of names on one side, and on the
other the words : S^foi x''P iy«94 "o^t* ypdiiiiara

Kttl (Tilxoy ope6v. At Beni-Mohammed, among
the graffiti in the tomb of Zau I found one
which deserves to be mentioned, as it is a
memorial of the First Praetorian Cohort of

LuaitanianB, which, aa we learn from an inscrip-

tion, was once stationed below. It reads

:

ATK02 1AIA2 POTMAIOT. By way of conclu-
sion, I will add that another visit to the
quarries of the Gebel et-Tiikh has shown me
at last how the mysterious verses I discovered
there some years ago ought really to be inter-

preted. They are as follows

:

IXavtifiov ifvfiipai ^liTiidpu rdiftf llSuKay

\aroiJilai (t/puv t£ Mci'iirfTTio ySfv
'Hk/ko 'Avp^irioi K(\fiaiiatri M»tt/«u 'Pdi^ou

nirpri riiHT^pji Kp-fitniSi Aaoro/ioi/y.

The translation must be

:

'

' The nymphs of Paniomos have granted unto
Isidores, the offspring of Meuipittios, to diecorer

these quarries, when the Aureiiians, by order of

Mettias Rufus, qoariied for our Kreatid father-

land."

Mettius Bufus was prefect of Egypt in th^
reign of Domitian, and the Auresians may have
been Numidians from the Auresian mountains,
now Aur^s above Lerobessa in Algeria.

A. H. Sayce.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
The Koyal Academy will open to the public,

as usual, on the first Monday of May. The
private view is on Friday of this week, and the

banquet (with Sir J. E, Millaisin the chair), on
Saturday.

Other exhibitions to open next week are :

" Fair Children," at the Grafton Galleries ;
" A

Cruise in the Mediterranean," by Mr. Tristram
Ellis, at the Japanese Gallery, New Bond-
street, and " Two Years' Work in the Lands of

Shakspeare and Dante," by Mr. E. Wake
Cook, at Messrs. Vokins' Gallery, Great
Portman-street.

We may also mention that there is now on
view, in the gallery of the Burlington Fine
Arts Club, Savile-row, an exhibition of the art

of ancient Egypt.

Mk. Bernard Quaritch will shortly pub-
lish a Catalogue of all the coins, both silver

and copper, struck by the Achaian League,
compiled by Major-General M. G. Clerk. It

will be illustrated with thirteenJJ copper plates

of 311 coins, and one plate of monograms, 130
in number. The Catalogue will contain
detailed descriptions of 323 silver and 120
copper coins of the League, marking 238
coins mentioned in the Catalogue of Prof. E.
Weil, of Berlin. There will also be the follow-

ing tables : (1) List of towns of the League of

which coins are not known
; (2) list of symbols

found on the League coins, showing towns to

which they are attributed; (3) list of proper
names, showing the towns on coins of which
they are found.

Messrs. Cassell & Co. will shortly publish
The Wild Flmvers Painting Book, by Mr. F. E.
Hulme, in six parts. The work will contain

outlines of the flowers, with blank space for

drawing and instructions for painting.

The second general meeting of the Boyal
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland will be
held next week at Kilkenny and Waterford,
with an excursion to Dungarvan. Among the
papers to be read is one on "The Irish St.

Patrick or 'Floreat Bex' Coinage," by Mr.
W. Frazer, who will give reasons for connect-
ing this coinage with Lord Glamorgan's
attempt to levy troops in Ireland for Charles I.

Dr. Eichard MuTiiER, the author of the

Hiitory of Modern Painting, which Messrs.

Henry & Co. are now publishing, has
resigned his post as keeper of the prints at

the Munich Pinakothek, in order to take up the

chair of art history at the Eoyal University of

Breslau.

An International Art Exhibition was opened
at Venice, on Monday of this week, by

the King and Queen of Italy. The follow-
ing British artists are represented : Sir B.
Bume-Jones, Henry Coleman, the Hon. John
Collier, Henry Davis, Melton Fisher, Arthur
Hughes, Edward Hughes, Prof. Herkomer,
William Hulton, Holman Hunt, Sir Frederic
Laighton, William Logsdail, Sir John Millais,
Miss Clara Montalba, Walter Ouless, Alfred
Parsons, Briton Biviure, Alma Tadema, and
G. F. Watts.

The April number of the Reliijuary and
Illustrated Archaeologist (Bemrose) contains two
interesting papers. Mr. Miller Christy writes
on "Deneholes," with special reference to the
systematic exploration of those in Hangman's
Wood, conducted a few years ago by the
Essex Field Club. As is well known, the
results were negative ; and Mr. Christy has no
theory of his own to offer. This paper is most
instructively illustrated ; as also is the other
one to which we would call attention, on
" Eomano-British Articles recently added to
the Museum at Devizes," by Mr. Edward H.
Goddard. The most curious of these objects are

:

what certainly seems to be the catch of some-
thing like a cross-bow, made of bone ; and a
small iron key—both apparently of Boman
date. Among the smaller notes we may
mention : an account of the recent discovery of
an apse at Durham cathedral ; a pre-Eeforma-
tion chalice in the Isle of Man ; and a highly
decorative key of a church-chest, probably of
the fourteenth century. Finally, we have a
classified bibliography—which leaves something
to be desired—of archaeological publications
issued during the past year.

At a recent meeting of the Academie des
Inscriptions, M. Salomon Eeinach read a paper
upon the representation of female nudity in
Greek and Eastern art. His main object was
to disprove the generally received theory, that
nudity in classic art is ultimately derived from
a Babylonian source, the image of the goddess
Istar. He maintained that there was no nude
divinity in the Babylonian pantheon. Istar,

as a warrior goddess, is represented clothed
and in armour ; if she disrobes herself for her
descent into hell, that is her humiliation. On
the other hand, there have been found, in the
Archipelago and at Troy, dating from about
1200 B.C., statuettes of nude females; and a
very ancient tumulus in Thrace has furnished
a similar example. We know that there
existed at the same period in the Greek islands

statues of women of life-size, one of which is

now preserved at Athens. M. Eeinach sug-
gested that some of these statues might have
been carried up from the coast by a Baby-
lonian conqueror, and then become objects of

worship. In this way he would explain the
presence on cylinders of a nude goddess, who
is sometimes placed upon a pedestal. It was,
then, from prehistoric Greece that the type of
nude divinities penetrated to Babylonia ; the
same type maintained itself in Phoenicia,
whence it passed back to historic Greece, and
so to Eome.

On Monday and Tuesday of next week
Messrs. Sotheby will be engaged in selling the
collection of Greek coins belonging to the
Earl of Ashburnham. Most of them are in
the finest condition ; some ara extremely rare ;

and many have the additional advantage of

possessing a pedigree from historic cabinets.

The catalogue has been prepared with unusual
care, and is illustrated with five autotype
plates. We may specially mention an example
of the Syracusan dekadrachm, of the Euaineto*
type, but with the legend AGAA written large

on the reverse, which was first described from
a new find by Mr. Arthur J. Evans four years

ago. Other pieces believed to be unpublished
or unique are : a didrachm of Velia, a stater of

Croton, a hemidrachm of Leontini and Cataua,
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a Ehodian atater of Philip II., a stater of

Abdera, a trihemiobol of Phalanna, and a

hemidrachm of Neandria. We may also

mention a series of the electmm coinage of

Mytilene.

MUSIC.
RECENT CONCERTS.

The "Wagner Concert at Queen's Hall on
Thursday, April 25, was of special interest,

owing to the first appearance in this country of

Herr Hermann Levi, whose fame as a conductor

is of long standing : he has held his post at

Munich for nearly a quarter of a century. For
years we have recognised in Herr Eichter a
conductor of exceptional skill and power.
Recently, however, Mr. A. Schulz-Curtius

introduced Herr F. Mottl, of Carlsruhe ; and
now he has persuaded Herr Levi to pay us a
visit, and the great merit of both has been
readily acknowledged. But the cordial wel-

come granted to these two conductors does not,

in any way, betoken less esteem for Eichibr.

AU three men wield the baton in an able

manner; but each possesses individuality, and
is, therefore, in his own way interesting.

Mottl and Levi are more demonstrative than
Eichter, but that is entirely a matter of

temperament. (From early recollections of

Wagner as a conductor—not the Wagner of the

Albert Hall in 1877—we believe that Levi most
resembles him.) There will, of course, be differ-

ences of opinion ; some will prefer the one, some
the other. But the English public will never
forget the long steady service rendered by
Eichter in the cause of Wagner. Now the public

takes interest, not always intelligent, in the
master, while his opponents no longer venture to

write about him as they did twenty years ago

;

to plead his cause was therefore not so easy
when Eichter first came among us as it is

now. Mottl and Levi are reaping the fruits

of Eichter's sowing. The performance of the
" Tannhiiuser " Overture under Levi at the
Queen's Hall was highly characteristic ; but the
delicate, picturesque rendering of the "Sieg-
fried " Idyll made a greater impression on us.

The "Parsifal" Prelude was finely played,
yet it was not an ideal performance. The second
part of the programme, after the manner of a
Eichter programme, was devoted to Beethoven,
and the Symphony in A was given with striking

effect : the reading was full of life and enthu-
siasm. Friiulein Temina, who has a powerful
voice and dramatic style, sang " Dich, theuere
Halle" from " Tannhiiuser," and the "Invo-
cation to Hope " from " Fidelio," but was less

successful in the latter. The Philharmonic
pitch was probably the cause of some imperfect
intonation.

Miss Edith Green gave an orchestral concert
at St. James's Hall on Tuesday evening. The
principal feature of the programme was a
Symphony in D, in illustration of a poem from
Swinburne's Songa he/ore Sunrise. The
lady is young and ambitious ; she has imagina-
tion, and a certain feeling for contrast; as yet,
however, she is unable successfully to realise

her good intentions. The work was well given,
under the direction of Mr. Grilbert E. Betjemann.

Miss Prida Scotta gave an excellent perform-
ance ofMax Bruch's Violin Concerto in G minor
at the Philharmonic Concert on Wednesday
evening. The third movement certainly lacked
vigour, but the first was brilliantly played, and
the lovely slow movement was interpreted with
great feeling, yet without a trace of affectation.
Mr. David Bigpham sang well in Lysiart's
scena from Weber's " Euryanthe," though not
with snfBcient dramatic power. The instru-
mental music included Sir A. Sullivan's Overture
to the second part of his Oratorio, " The Light
of the World," and the " Walkiirenritt," of
which rather a coarse reading was given. The

" Symphonie Pantastique," of Berlioz was
heard at the Philharmonic for the first time.

The last movement was the best rendered ; the
" Ball Scene " lacked French grace and
brilliancy; the Scene aux Champs, charm
and delicacy; and the Marche au Supplice,

gradation of movement and tone. Berlioz'

work has its strong and its weak points ; and
if the rendering be not of the finest, the latter

are apt to be first noticed.

Dr. Otto Neitzel played a Sonata in D flat

by F. W. Eust, at his fourth recital at Steinway
Hall, on Thursday afternoon, also movements
from other Sonatas. We alluded a short time
ago to this composer, in connexion with a
pamphlet written by Dr. Erich Prieger of Bonn.
Rust died nine days before Beethoven's first

Sonatas (Op. 2) appeared in print, and his music,
in many ways remarkable, often reminds us of

the Bonn master—so much, indeed, that Dr.
Prieger has described Eust as a "predecessor
of Beethoven." The Beethovenish character
of the middle, slow, movement of the Sonata
played by Dr. Neitzel is marked. Of the other
movements, the "Wehklage" from another
Sonata, is a striking piece of music, one that
seems to belong to the nineteenth, rather than
to the eighteenth century. Dr. Neitzel gave
an intelligent and sympathetic rendering of

this Eust music. J. S. Shedlock.

MR. AUGUST MANNS.
A BECEPTIOX in honour of Mr. August Manns,
to celebrate his seventieth birthday, was held
at the Grafton Galleries on Tuesday evening.

A congratulatory address was presented by Sir

George Grove, calling attention to the splendid
services rendered by Mr. Manns during nearly
forty years. Of these services the catalogue,
just printed, of the principal instrumental
and choral works performed at the Crystal
Palace Concerts, from October 1855 to
May 1895, gives striking evidence. Sir

George referred particularly to the attitude
taken by Mr. Manns towards British music
and British mu^cians. Though German by
birth, Mr. Manns has, in fact, done more for

native art than any other musician, or body of

musicians, in this country. And the encourage-
ment thus given has borne good fruit ; English
musical art now stands higher than ever. This
was a feature in Mr. Manns' long career well
worthy of emphasis ; but allusion was also

made to the "exalted artistic standard"
always maintained at the Palace Concerts, and
to the many important foreign works intro-

duced there for the first time. From an
educational point of view, it would be difficult

to exaggerate the good resulting from Mr.
Manns' efforts. Sir George Grove, " the oldest

friend " of the veteran conductor, was certainly

the best man to present the address. He spoke
of the "honour and benefit of working by his

side for so many years." All possible credit is

due to Mr. Manns for the able manner in which
he has discharged, and still continues to dis-

charge, his duties ; yet the sympathy,
enthusiasm, and assistance of Sir George should
not be forgotten. Union is strength : the one
wielded the baton; the other, the pen. The
valuable analyses contributed by Mr. A. C.
Barry also deserve mention. Mr. Manns' reply
to the address was short, simple, and character-
istic : he was evidently much touched by the
cordial reception given him.
There was a large gathering present, including

nearly all prominent musicians, and many men
eminent in art and literature. The success of

the evening was in great measure due to the
industry and courtesy of the honorary sesretary,

Mr. H. Elein. A programme-book contained
an excellent portrait of Mr. Manns, and a
concise tribute of praise from the pen of Mr.
J, Bennett.

DAVID NUTT,
270-271, Strand.
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Saint John's Eve in the Greek Islands. W. R. Patoit.

FOLK-LORE ITEMS.—From " North Indian Notes and
Queries." FOLK-LORE BIBLIOGRAPHY. ANNUAL
REPORT, STATEMENT of ACCOUNTS, and LIST
of MEMBERS.

JUST OUT.

TALES of the FAIRIES and of the
GHOST WORLD. Collected from Oral Traditions in
South-West Munstor by JEREMIAH CURTIN. Crown
8vo, 212 pages, cloth, uncut, 3s. 6d.

OF ROYAL EDUCATION. A Frag-
mentary Treatise by DANIEL DEFOE. Edited lor the
first time, with Introduction, Notes, and Index by
KARL D. BUELBRING, Professor of EnutUsh Language
and Literature in the University of Groningeu. Demy
Svo, si.-72 pages, 2s. net; 2s. Id. post free.

LOHENGRIN : Fifty Years After. By
ONE ot the FOLK. Crown Svo, 26 pp., 6d, (7d. post
tree).
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Mr. Wm. Heinemann's New Books.

THE LETTERS OP
SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.

Kilite.l I'v Krnkst Haktley coLKuri'i-'.i:. With ifi

Portratt-H uud Ulustratioiia. 2 vola., lietiiy bvn, 323.

Thnen. "Will take an honoured Aiul important place

amlil Coleridge literature, and must always he consulted hy
studcntH. Coleridge . . . wa^ a gcraiiKO iiiterestiitK ftguiv."

Morning /*Mf.— " Dip into them wliere we may, we are

hDix* to Alight on Bome pleoa&nt skutehes, some oriRinal

criticisms. Ihc work is mux; to he widely popular."
Standard. — " The letters conntitute a &ln(;o1ai'ly vivid uud

miiuito life history, told from the inside, of one whose
^.'unliis commands resjwct.'

WITH THE ZHOB FIELD
Canuhi CKAWiMKii McFali,,
with UO Illuatratluns inadt^ on

FORl'B, 1S<K). By
K.O.V.UI. Demy 8vo,

the spot )iy the Author, 186. A frmplifc acoouiit of one
of our last Indiau Frontier £xpe<Htloii9, under the com-
mand of Sir a. S. Whlt«, V.C, K.C.B.

ACTUAL AFRICA : or, The Coraiiij,'

Continent. A Tour of Exploration. By Frank
VISCKST, Autlior of ' llio l.anc( of the White Elephant,

"

itc. Wilh Map ami ever UK) Illustrations. Demy Svo,

Hi.

riKIH EDITIOX. NEARLY READY.

DEGENERATION.
Bj MAX NoRDAv. Demy 8vo., ITs. net.

Skilunlay Jievieic :—'' We rea*! the 000 pages without
finding tne dull, sometimes in reluctant agreement, some*
times with amused content, sometimes with angry Indigna-
tion. There is, and always will Ite, a foolish daque
applauding eacli new eccentricity, unable to distinguish,
among tlie .sensations of the hour, the inspirations of genius.
Kor these Max l<iordau may serve as an excellent tonic, and
BO >)e justified of the reputatlou this English rendering will

certainly bring him."

NEW FICTION.
Daily Teleijraph,-

of tile season."

' Destined to rank nt one of the books

THE MASTER. By I. Zangwill.
In One Volume, with Portrait, price 68,

Daily News.—" \ prose epic, the theme of which is the
progress of a soul through tribulation and temptation,
failure, success, and sin, to mastery over itself. ... A
powerful aud fascinating book, and one in which the author
lias stnick a deeper note than he has yet <lrawn from his
studies of life.'*

Daily TeUnraph.—'' In this powerful story the curious
versatility of its author's talent is displayed with almost
bewildering )»rilliancy. A gift of forcible and pictures^juc
word-painting, hitherto undetected in Mr. Zangwill's viva-
cious writings, reveals itself in many graphic passages of
' Ihe Mjister,' the living, human interest of which is fully
sustained to its very last page."

TRANSITION. By the Author of
" A Superfluous Woman." Crown Svo. 6s,

Dnibj Chronicle—''T)m story is very obviously the work
of a clever woman . . . well informed upon the subjects of
whicli she writes. . . . AU these topics she has treated with
evident earnestness and manifest sincerity . . . with advan-
ta^'es of knowledge, enthusiasm, and literary skill, of which
she lias no small measure."

liecietv of Reviews.—" It Is a fine, strenuous hook."
Daily G'rapAjc—" It is all delightfully free from the

neuroUc touch Tlie picture of Honora's father, a
spiritual old clerg>-man of quite a new type, is admirable."

A PASTORAL PLAYED OUT.
By -\lAKV L. l'£XDKEED. CTown Svo, (is.

Jlorniiiij Pout.—'' We are sure that many readers may
derive real enjoyment from a large proportion of Its pages.
In any case, it Is better written, and shows more imagina-
tion, than the great majority of novels."
Pall J/af(G'ni«(t«.—" Some of the smaller characters . . .

are braiiantly clever and plumb true to life The
dialogue is good —often conspicuously gCKjd. . . . Indeed, the
great merit of JIIss Pondered Is that she can he effective
without being one-sided. . . . Better to read than a dozen
more workmanlike norels.'

The One-Pioneer Series of Orlgrinal
Volume Novels.

Post Svo, in ornamental wrapper, 2s. Od. net ; unifoiTOly
bound in clotli, lis. net.

The NEW VOLUME {Vol. 7), Just published, is—

THE NEW MOON. By C. E.
Rauioni>, Author of "George Mandcville'n Uushand."

Dttity Xem.—" C. E. Raimond gave u» in ' deorge .Mande-
ville's Husband ' a scathing satire on the Xew Woman, ller
latest story, ' The New .Moon,' is a satire on the superstitious
Woman. The spirit of the book is gentler, the plav of light
and shade tenderer. ... It is a moving story, aiid in the
supreme crisis it vibrates with reatralned passion. The
crfsis is all the more impressive that the note of triumph
and piirity rings through Its angcilsh. The author is an
ailcpt in the forms of superstition. A background o( misty
and visionary terron is made to bleed arlistioallr with the
fatal close.

'

London: WM. HEINEMANN,
Street, W.C.

21, Bodford

MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

SIR SAMUEL BAKER : a Memoir. By T. Douglas Murray,
F.lt.c;..S., K.vccutor to the late Sir Samuel Baker, and A. .SILVA WHITE, Honorary I'.K.S.C.S., Author of "The
Development of Africa," ic. With Illustratiomi, Mops, aud I'ortraits. Hvo, 21s.

r/lfS?.—" The appearance of n biofmiphy of Sir Samnel Baker is (leculiarly opportune at a moment when public
nttoution is turned naturally to the Valley of the Nile The Nile from Us Bources to its montli is the true snbiect of the
Memoir, and the account which is given of Sir Samuel Baker's life, carries with it, as it tshonld do. a graphic, moid, aud
valuable preeentmcnt of the questionK involved in Ihe domination of the Valley of the Nile."

SATUIIDA Y IiEVIBW.—" Baker's letters are Uio most valuable part of a very valuable book. They embody tha
experience of a life, and especially when he criticises the Porto and prospocta of reform in the Turkish provlncw, are,
coming as they do from a friend of the Ottoman Empire, weighty, and to the point."

ST. JAUBS'S O.iXETl'E.—" Nothing has occurred during the two years since bin death to diminish, and much hia
occurred to intensifj^, public interest in the questions of burning national importance woven up mth his life, and W6
advise all who have it in their power to possess themselves of these well-written recorila of a typical Englishman's lifis.

to study the excellent maps that adorn the volume, and to form their own opinions, if not alTMdy formod, on the great
problems so clearly i>ut Irefore them,"

ATnEy.iKfW.^^' Tiic authors of this memoir have iwrformed their task with thonjughuess and ability. Not
content with giving an ncco\int of the personal life and public services of their hero, they have fully gone into the aur-
rounding circumstances which influenced and explain his actions. Whilst doing full justice to Baker, they are not men
panegyrist*, and on occasion thes' exercise fully, though in a most coneiderato spirit, the privileges of critioe The
authors have made excellent use of numerous letters and documents not hitherto published."

THE CAMBRIDGE NATURAL BISTORT. Edited by S. F.
HAKIIER, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, Superintendent of the University Museum of Zoology:
and A. K. SHIPLEY, M.A., Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, University Lecturer on the Morphology of
lu vertebrates. Volume III., MOLLUSCS and BRACHIOPODS. By the Rev. A. H. COOKE, M.A., Fellow and
Tutor of King's College, Cambridge; A. E. SHIPLEY, M.A., FcUow of Christ's College, Cambridge; and
F. R. C. REED, M.A., "Trinity College, Cambridge. Illustrated. Medium Svo, 178. net.

DAIl T CBDOyiCLE.—" There is no doubt th:;t if the succeeding volumes are carried out upon the same plan as is

that which we have just receivad, the * Ciimbridge Natural History' will l>e an indispensable work; for it appeals to a
far wider class than works upon natural history generally do It can be read with profit by the zoologist and there is

a vast amount of matter which is interesting to those who like the tit bits of science, but do not care so much for the more
serious aspects of the subject."

By Various Writers.ASPECTS of the SOCIAL PROBLEM.
Edited byBERNARD BOSANQUET. Crown Svo, 28. «d. net.

DAIL y NEWS.—" One of the most important works on the social problem which we have had since the appearance

o£ the Fabian Essays."

LECTURES on PREACHING. Delivered in the Divinity School,
Cambridge, in April and May, I8U*, by the Eight Kev. W. BOYD CARPENTER, D.D., BUhop of Ripon.
Crown Svo, 3s. Bd. net.

EVERSLEY SERIES.
NEW VOLUME.

THE EXPANSION of ENGLAND. Two Courses of Lectures, by
Sir J. R. SEELEY, K.C.M.G., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge,
Fellow of Gonvillo and Caius College, Fellow of the Royal Historical Society, and Honorary Member of the
Historical Society of Massachusetts. Globe Svo, 68.

THE ESSENTIALS of LOGIC. Being Ten Lectures on Judgment
and Inference. By BKU^'ARD BOSANQUET, formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford. L'rown Svo,

38, not.

MACMILLAN'S ENGLISH CLASSICS.
NEW VOLUME.

SELECTIONS from COWPER'S LETTERS. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by W. T. WEBB, M.A., late Professor of English Literature, Presidency College, Calcutta.
Globe Svo, 2s. ed.

ELEMENTARY CLASSICS.
NEW VOLUME.

XENOPHON'S ANABASIS. Book VIL Edited for the Use
of Schools, with Notes. Introductions, Vocabulary, Illastrations, aud Map, by the Rev. G. U. NALL, M.A,,
Assistant Master at Westminster School. Pot Svo, cloth. Is. 6d.

MACMILLAN'S ILLUSTRATED STANDARD NOVELS.
NF,W VOLUME.

TOM CRINGLE'S LOG. By Michael Scott. Illustrated
J. Ayton Symington. With an Introduction by MOWBRAY MORRIS. Crown Svo, 38. 6d.

WBITXHALL i?^r/£ir. — "Messrs. Macmillan are worthily upholding the ropnte of their excellent Eeries at
Illustrated Standard Novels. ' Tom Cringle's Log,' with a spirited introduction by Mowbray Morris, and admirably
illustrated by J. Ayton Symington, is the latest. What is to be most commended in this series is the excellence of the
type and the neatness of the get-up."

by

LATIN POETRY. Lectures delivered
TnrnbiiU Memorial Foundation in the John.s Hopkins University.
Greek in the University of Dublin. Crown Svo, 7b. net.

in 1893 on the Percy
By It. Y. TYRRELL, Regius Professor ol

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
Printed by ALEXANDKB « SHEPHEARD, Lonsdale Priatlng Works, Chancery Lane ; Published by the Proprietor, HENRY VILLEBS, 57, Chancery Lane-, W.C,
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New fully detailed Catalogue sent post free on application.
DUIiAU * CO.. ». Souo Squari, Lokdoj, W.

FOREIQN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & N ORG ATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATAL0OUB8 pott free on application,

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEIOM' BOOKSELLEB,

45, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum),

SnppUes all Fobeigic Books and PsBiODicALsat the most
moderate prices.

Catalogues on application,

ROOKS.—CATALOGUE, No. 38, curious

;h?rB*l='??-S''J',t?fIS^i^.^"^"-"''""
»''<"'^- «"' ^' '"^ •

fi. llEgroR, Bookseller. Birmingham.

ROYAL HISTOEICAL SOCIETY.
(Inoorpormted by Royal Chart«r.)

F>tron-HER MAJF„STT THE QUEEN.
President—The Right Hon. Sir M. E. GRANT DUFF. O C.S.I.

THURSDAT, MAY 1«, at 1.30 p.»., the followlnit Paper will

be read;-" THE TODORI and the CURRENCY." by C. OMAN,
il A PSA.

HcBcaT UaLt, Director and Hon. Seoretary.

Sliisaum of Practical Geology,
Jermyn Street, 8.W.

ROYAL INSTITUTION of GREAT
XV BRITAIN, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W,

TUESriAY NEXT (May 14), at 8 o'clock—Professor E. RAY
I,.\NKE8TER. M.A., Lb.D.. P.A.8.-FIRST of POUR LECTURES
on "THIUTY YEaJiS' PROGRESS in BlOUXilCAL SCIENCE.'
Half.a-Guineft the Course. ,,.^ , . „ .

SATURDAY (May 181, at So'clock—SEYMOUR LUCAS, A.R.A -
FIRST o( TWO LECTURES on •PICTURE UAKUiO.'* UaU.a.

Bttbicrlptlor I all the ConrMS In the Beasoo. Two Onlneas.

QWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.
BISHOP BERKELEY FELLOWSHIPS.

At least Iwo of the vftlne of £100 per annum, to date from Septem-
ber 29th, are OFFEREl> for AWAKIX Evidence must l>e presented of

ability to proseoate some special study or research in one among
Hereral of the chief subjects of the Currioalum in Arts, Science, and
Medioine. _

HONORARY RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS.
A Umit'd numl>er of opiwintments will be made on the same date.

For details as t^ the above Fellowships, applv to th« Rcoistbab, to

whom application should be sent on or before June 7th.

^______ _, _I1L_W. lIoLDEB, Registnu.

T IVEEPOOL COLLEGE.
The Council arc about to ELECT a PRINCIPAL to supply the

vacancy which has been caused by the resignation of the Rev. Fnink
Dyson, M.A. He must l>e a clergyman of the Church of England in

priest's orders, and M.A. at least of the riiiversity of Oxford.

Cambriiige, or of Trinity College. Dublin. His remuneration will

commenceat £800 per annum, with permission to take boarders, but
only pupils attending the College. His duties will l>egiu in September.
Testimonials to be sent on or before the let June, addressed to the
SECRETAHv.towbom :. lication may be made for further information.

Shaw Street, LivcriJ.)oI, Geobge U. Daysos, Secretary.

8th y\ IV

OWITn' r to the resignation of Mr. E. C. J.
Nisoii. M.A. Camb.. the PRINCIPAL MATHEMATICAL

MASTERSHIP of the ROYAL BELFAST ACADEMICAL INSTI-
TUTION will shortly be VACANT.
Applications from candidates to be sent with copies of testimonials

on or before 80th lost, to the Skcretart, from whom particulars of

the appointment can bo obtained.
^

ST. EDWAED'S SCHOOL, near
OXFORD.—Public School, founded 1863, to provide Education

for Gentlemen's Sons in Preparation for Universities, Army. Ac., on
definite Church principles- Fees : £66 per annum (Sons of Clergy-
men, £60) ; Day Boys, SI guineas. Classical and Modem sides.

Seholarships, £40 to £20, J uly 30th.—Rev. T. F. Uobsok, M.A., Warden

TjIEENOH GALLEEY, 120, Pall MaU.—
X" The 42nd Annual SPRING EXHIBITION of PICTURES hy
BRITISH and FOREIGN ARTISTS, including "St. Mark's Place,
Venice," by J. U. W. TDRNER, R.A., is NOW OPEN. Admis-
sion, 18.

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTEES in
WATEB-COI/OURS.-Tho StJlUIER EXHIBITION is NOW

OPEN, at 5A, PALL MALL EAST, from 10 till 6. Admission, Is.

Catalogue. 18.

ijiGYPTIAN AECHAEOLOGY. — SIX
i^ LECTURES on RECENT DISCOVERIES. 4c,, >vill be given by
Prof. FLINDERS PETRIE, at UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON,
on THURSDAYS, Mat 23 to jL-sa 27, at 3 p.m.

A CLASS for the LANGUAGE will be held by Mr. F. L.
GRIFFITH, on THURSDAYS, May 2 to Juki 13, at 4.30 p.m. Pee
for the Term. £1 Is.

THE GEEAT AUK and EGG.—

A

beautiful permanRnt PHOTOGRAPH of the above, half size

to scale, may be bad for a guinea, or suitably framed and mounted a
guinea and a half, of Mr. J. C. Stevens, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden.

The Stock of Books of Mtssrs. ELKIIf MATHEWS and
JOHN LANE, f>f Vigo Street,

IVTESSRS. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON &
XyjL HODCE will SELL by AUCTION, at their HOUSE, No. 1.?,

WELLINtiTON STREET, STKANI"). W.C. on THURSDAY, May 16,

and Following Dav. at 1 o'clock Precisely, the STOCK of BOOKS of
Messrs. ELKIN MATHEWS and JOHN LANE, of Vigo Street, who
have dissolved Partnership, comprising an Extensive Series of the
Novels of George JIere4ith and Tliomas Hardy, chiefly First Editions,
and including the Original MS. of Mr. Hardy s "A Pair of Blue Eyes
—Works relating to America and Australasia— First Editions of the
Writings of Dickens, Thackeray. George Eliot, Browniug, Tennyson,
Andrew Lang, &c-—Books illustrated bv Cruikshank, Leecii. and
others—Large-Pai>er Copies of Scarce Publications—Children's Books
—Biography, Poetry, and Topography—and Works in most Classes of
Literature.

May be viewed two days prior. Catalogues may be had.

PICTUEE8.—WANTED to PURCHASE
—vil., PAINTINGS in OIL. by Raebum, ConsUblc, Cromc.

Cotmstn, Bouington, Reynolds. Gainsborough, Romney, Honpuer,
Beechey, Opie. Lawrence, Morland, Chambers Wheatley, Stark, and
Vinoent—Apply to Messrs- Dowdkbwell, 160, New Bond Street.

IMPORTANT.-PRINTINO AND PUBLISHING.

VTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
Xl Ac.-KING.8ELL 4 RAILTON, Limited, high-class Printers
and Publishers, V2. (i.)»sh Sauan>, 4, Bolt Court. Fleet Street, E.C.,
havs Bpeciallv-built Rotary and other fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other Publications.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wishing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offloes, free. Advertising
and Publishing Departments condnetcd.

T phone 3799. Telegrt;ih, "Africanism, I«oadon."

J. W. ARROWSMITH'S LIST.

BOOKS TO READ.
AXTHON'Y HOPK'S MOST POPULAR NOVKL.

THE PRISONER of ZENDA.
316 p&gcx. Tvrentj-Bccoud Thousand. 38. 6d.

PETER STEELE, the
CRICKETER. By HORACE IJ. HUTCHINSON.
Volume XXI. of Arrowsmith's 38. 6d, Series.

" Crammed full of cricket, and good cricket too. Boys
will devour il with gusto."

—

Birmingham Daily Post,

NEIGHBOURS of OURS.
S3. (Id. By H. W. XEVIN80N.

" This t)ook might be likened to an English version of
Beside the Bonnie Brier Bu»h."—N.B. Vaily Mail.

STATION STORIES. By
MURRAY CATOR. 38. «d.

" Dainty and graceful."—Dailj/ Telegraph,
'* Delightfully brief, crisp and pointed."

Manche$ter Courier,

ARROWSMITH'S BRISTOL LIBRARY SERIES.

THE INDISCRETION of the
DUCHESS. By AN^IHONY HOPE. Author of " The
Prisoner of Zenda." Twenty-flflh Thousand. Paper,
Is. ; cloth. Is. 6d.

ARROWSMITH'S POCKET SERIES, le.

THE DANCE at the FOUR
CORNERS. By G. B. BOBGIN.

' Mr. Burgin is the Bret Harte of Ontario."-
' You dare not miss a page."—TAe Queen.

•Woma»,

Bristol : J. W. AEROWSMITH.
London : SIMPKIN MARSHALL k Co., Liiuited.

And Railway Bookstalls.

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY,
-pOOKSELLEBS,

-DOCK EXPORTERS,

DOCK BINDEBS,

AND
T IBRARIAN8.

"PINGLISH, FBENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD

-]\/rUDIE'8 SELECT LIBRARY, Umitcd.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

OJ^I BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON J

And 10 to 13, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTEEL

AOENCnr FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
• and BOOKSELLERS, of 87 and 29 We«t 23rd Street. New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire tooall the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the exeeUent faeilitiei

presented by their Branch House in London for flllin?, on the moft
fiTourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATALOGUES lent on applleation

.

THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S QAE-
DENS. Ri'gcnfs Park, are OPEN (DAILY (except Sundaya).

from I) a.m. to sunset. Admission ]».. mi Mondays 6d., childrenSd.
Amongst the latest additions are a GirafTe, a pair of Brindled Onus,
and K pair of Sable Antelopes,

^^

VINOLIA SOAP
Is the only Soap of which the analysis has

been published by the makers.

id., 6d., 8d., lOd., and 2s. 6d. per Tablet.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS, digby, long, & co.s
LIST.

SOCIAL EVOLUTION. By Benjamin Kidd. New Edition.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Dr. MARCUS DODDS.—" Competent judges will probably pronounce this to be one of the greatest books wc have

had, since Darwin's * Origin of Species.* "

8PECTA TOR.—" It marks a turning-point in the social controversy which is raging all around us.'*

77J/£^S'.—" ' Social Evolution ' is a book that no serious thinker should neglect, and no reader can study without

recognising it as the work of a singularly penetrating and original mind."

EVERSLEY SERIES.
NEW VOLUME.

THE EXPANSION of ENGLAND. Two Courses of Lectures, by
Sir J. E. SEELEY, K.C.M.G., Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge,

Fellow of Gonville and Cains College, PeUow of the Royal Historical Society, and Honorary Member of the

Historical Society of Massachusetts. Globe 8vo, £s.

THE ESSENTIALS of LOGIC. Being Ten Lectures on Judgment
and Inference. By BERNARD BOSANQUET, formerly Fellow of Unirersity College, Oxford. Crown 8vo,

38. net.

LESSONS in ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. By Balfour Stewart,
M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., late Langworthy Professor of Physics in the Owens College, Manchester, and Professor of

the Victoria University. New and Enlarged Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 48. 6d.

LATIN POETRY. Lectures delivered in 1893 on the Percy
Tumbull Memorial Foundation in the Joliud Hopkins University.

Greek in the University of Dublin. Crown 8vo, 78. net.

By R. Y. TYRRELL, Regius Professor of

LECTURES on PREACHING. Delivered in the Divinity School,
Cambridge, in April and May, 1891, by the Eight Rev. W. BOYD CARPENTER, D.D., Bishop of Ripon.

Crown 8vo, 3s. «d. net.

TIMES.—" These Lectures on Preaching, delivered a year ago in the Divinity School at Cambridge, are an admirable

analysis of the intellectaal, ethical, spiritoal, and rhetoiical characteristics of tho art of preaching. In six lectures the

Bishop deals successively with the preacher and his training, with the sermon and its structure, with the preacher and

his age, and with the aim of the preacher. In each casa he is practical, suggestive, eminently stimulating, and often

eloquent, and not with the mere splendour of rhetoric, but with the happy faculty of saying the right thing in well-

choeen words."

OUTLINES of SOCIAL THEOLOGY. By William De Witt
HYDE, D.D., President of Bowdoin College. Crown 8vo,

iESTHETIC PRINCIPLES. By Henry Rutgers Marshall, MA,,
Author of *' Pain, Pleasure, and .^Esthetics." Crown 8vo, 6s. net.

A HISTORY of ENGLISH POETRY. By W. J. Courthope, M.A.
Vol. I., The Middle Ages • Influence of the Roman Empire -The Eucyclopajdic Education of tho Church—Tho
Feudal System. 8vo, lOs. net.

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD NOVELS.
NEW VOLUME.

ANNALS of the PARISH and the AYRSHIRE LEGATEES.
By JOH.V GALT. Illustrated by Charles E. Brock. With an Introduction by ALFRED AINGER.
Crown 8vo, 3jb. 6d.

THE LIFE and LETTERS of EDWARD A. FREEMAN, D.C.L.,
LL.D. By W. R. W. STEPHENS, li.D., Dean of Winchester, Author of " The Life antl Letters of Dean Hook,"

*o. In 2 vols., extra crown Svo, 178. net.

THACKERAY: a Study, By Adolphus Alfred Jack. Crown
8VO, 38. M.

ST, JAUES'J tiAZhTTE,—" iir, Jack'a Essay on Thackeray la a piece of careful, appreciative, and interesting

work."

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

NEW NOVEL BY DR. ARABELLA.
KENEALY.

THE HONOURABLE
MRS. SPOOR.

By the Author of "Some Men are such
Gentlemen," "Dr. Janet of Harley
Street," &e.

Crown Svo, cloth, 6s.
[Heady May lith.

TWO EDITIONS ALREADY SOLD. THIRD EDITION
THIS DAY.

WHEN the HEART is YOUNG. By
ALICE MAUDE MEADOWS. Aullior of "Tho
Romance of a Madhouse," &c. C'rown Hvo, cloth, <j&

"A brightly written, gossipy novel of real interest and
attraction. The story is one tor which wo would predict a
very large measure of popularity. In recent fiction Iho
novel will assuredly take a ircmincnt x»lace."

Dundee -Irfrcr^tycr (Firtt Review).

NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTFIOR OF "A PLUNGE
INTO SPACE."

THE CRACK of DOO'I. By Robert
CROMIE, Author of *' Fcr Knffhind's Sake," ic.
Crown 8to, cloth. 3s. Cd.

N.B.—The Large Fiist KJitioa lias b^en over-subscribe t.

Second. Edition in rspid preparRtit.iii.

HIS EGYPTIAlTwiFS. By Hilton
HILL. Crown Syo, clo'h, Os. Cd. \Vith Frcntispioce.

,* Published simultaneously in London and New York
•* Written in a racy style. The plot is of absorbinij

interest."— 0?as5'0(y Herald.

SPUNYARN. By N.
Crown Svo, pictorial cloth, 3a. Cd.

J. Preston.
\_Jii-st out.

THE MYSTERY of HAZLEGROVJK.
By GERTRUDE L. WARREN. Crown Svo, clolh, to.

iTUsilau.

A NEW SPORTING STORY.

WITH the BANKSHIRE HOUNDS.
By M. V. U. Crown Svo, clot'.i, Cs. [Shordj.

SOME PASSAGES in PLANTAGENET
PAUL'S LIFE. By HIMSELF. Crown Svo, olotLi,

Cs.

DRIFTING. By
Crown Svo, cloth, Cs.

CONEYCREEK.~
Crown Svo, cloth, Oti.

Marston

By M.

ISIwrtly.

Mooie.
[.S':'ty;V y.

Lawson.
iShortlu.

A NEW AUSTRALIAN NOVEL.

RECOGNITION: A Mystery of the
Coming Colony. By SYDNEY II. WlilGHr. Crown
Svo, cloth, 68. iWiortlu.

NEW BOOK BY THE AUTHOR OP "FRAGMENTS
OF COLOURKD GLASS."

IN MANY QUEER STREETS. Crown
8vo, cloth, Os. [Just out.

FRAGMENTS from VICTOR HUGOS
J>I:GKNDS and LYRICS. By CECILIA ELIZAUETH
SlEKTKERKfa;. Crown Svo, cl;th, 7p. Gd.

"The most admirable rendering of French poetry into
English that has come to ('ur kuowle'lpo eiuco FHtlidv

Front's translation oE ' La Chant d i Cosajue.' "—World.

BORODIN and LISZT. I—Lifo and
Works of a Russian Composer. II.-Lifzt, as sketched
in tho Letters of Borodin. By ALFRKD HABBT8.
Translated, with a Pret.ice, by ROSA NEWMARCH.
With Portraits and Facsimiles. \_Just out.

AGUIDE to BRITISH and AMERICAN
NOVELS. From the I^arliest Period to the end of IS'Jt.

By PERCY RUSSELL, Author of "The Author's
Manual," &o. Crown Svo, cloth. Price 3b. fid. net.

(Second Edition carefully revised.)

Tho Spectator says :—" Mr. Russell's familiarity with
every form of novel is amazing, and his sammaries of

plots and comments thereon are as brief and lucid as they
are various."

DIGBY, LU.NG, i: Co.,

18, Bouviiiac SiiiEisT, LuNUUN E.C.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S

List of Standard Works.

BY DS. MOIUISEN.

THE HISTORY OF ROME. From
Ihii Kjirlic«t Times to tlic Period »{ its Decline. Uy
I'rof. THKOUOtt MOMMSKN. Tmnslalcil by Dr.
W. P. DICKSON. 6 voU., crown 8vo, 378. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF THE ROMAN
PROVINX'ES. From the Time of Ciiaar to that ot
Diocletian. By Profcsaor MOMMSEN. Translated by
Dr. W. P. DICKSON. In i vols., demy 8yo. with 10
IIape,S8s.

THE WAVERLEY NOVELS.

BY PROFESSOR DUNCKKR.

THE HISTORY OF ANTIQUITY.
Prom theGormnn of the late Professor MAX DUNCKER
By EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D., of Balliol College,
Oxford. 6 vols, demy 8to. Kach Volume can !»
obtained separately, 2l8.

BY DR. OUHTIUS.

THE HISTORY OF GREECE. From
the Earliest Times ilown to 33" b.c. From the German
of Dr. EIISST CUKTIUS, Uoclor ot the University of
Berlin. By A. W. WARD, M.A. Demy 8vo. Each
Volome separately, 18s. [ VoU. I. and III. reprinting.

THE
BY DEAN HOOK.

LIVES OF THE ARCH-
llSSSf^ "' t'ANTEKBURY. By the late WALTERFARQUHAR HOOK, Deau of Chichester. ST. AUGUS-
TINE to JUXON. Vi vols., demv 8vo, £0. Each
separately (with the exception of III., IV., VI., and
Vn.), 16s. The New Series begins with Vol. VI. Vol.Xu. is tbe Index.

EDITED BY PETER CUNKINGH.VM.

LETTERS OF HORACE WALPOLE.
FOURTH EARL of ORFORD. Edited by PETERCUNNINGHAM, F.S.A. In 9 vols., demy 8vo with
numerous Portraits on Steel, £5 58.

BY PROFESSOR BROWNE.

THE HISTORY OF ROMAN CLAS
SICAL LITERATURE. By B. W. BROWNE, M.A.
Ph.D., late Prooendary of St. Paul's, and Professor of
Classical Literature in King's College, London. A New
Edition. 1 vol., demy 8yo, 9s.

CONSTABLE'S REPRINT OF THE AUTHOR'S
FAVOURITE EDITION. IN 48 VOLS.,

WITil ALL THE ORIGINAL PLATES AND
VIGNETTES.

Foolscap ?>vo, cloth, paper Mel title, \s. 6(1 net. per Volume.

Also cloth gilt, gilt top, 2s. net per Volume.

And half-leather, gilt, 2s. 6d net per Volume.

READY ON MAY 15.

WAVERLEY, 2 Vols.,
420 pp. each, Is. 6d. net.

WITH ENGRAVINGS AFTER SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, J. STEPH.^NOFF,

AND G. S. NEWTON, A.R.A.

* *
*

BY MB. JAMES.

THE NAVAL HISTORY OF GREAT
BRITAIN. From the Declaration of War by France
in 1793, to the Accession of George rv. By WILLIAM
JAHES. In 6 vols., crown 8vo, 42s.

BY PROFESSOR CREASY.

THE FIFTEEN DECISIVE BAT-
TLE.S OK TIIK WORLD. By Professor CREASY
LIBRARY EDITION, in demy 8vo, 7b. 6d. ; POPULAR
EDITION, in crown 8vo, red cloth, Zs. ; canvas. Is. 4d.

THE HISTORY OFTHE RISE AND
PROGRESS OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION By
Sir EDWARD CREASY, late Chief Justice of CeylonA Popular Account ot the Primary Principles and
Formation and Development of the English Consti-
tution, avoiding aU Party Politics. Fourteenth Edition
Crown 8vo, 68.

BY PRESIDENT THIERS.

THE HISTORY OF THE GREATFRENCH REVOLUTION. From the French of
M. THIERS. By FREDERICK 8U0BERL. With 60
fine Engravings and Portraits of the most Celebrated
Personages referred to in the Work, engraved on Steel
by William Greatbacb. In 6 vols., demy 8to 46s

This Edition is printed on a superbly light, pure

rag paper, and hound so as to open quite flat.

A Novel loUl he issued complete every three

weeks. Full particulars are to he found in the

Prospectus, a copy of which may he obtained of

any bookseller throughout the Kingdom.

ARCHIBALD CONSTABLE & CO.,
U, PABLIAMENT STEEET, WESTMINSTER.

Just published, 3s. 6d., clotb.

BY MR. ROWBOTUAM.

A HISTORY OF MUSIC. To the
Time of the Troubadours. By J. F. ROWBOTHAM. ANow and Revised Edition, in 1 vol., crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

PIONEER LIFE AND WORK IN NEW GUINEA
1877-1894.

By JAMES CHALMERS.
With a Map and 40 Illusiratiom from Original Skelehti and JPholographa.

" Since his visit to England eight years ago, Mr. Chalmers has been energetically pursuiog his missionary work in
New Guinea, along the shores of the Gulf of Papua. Ho has also penetrated much further np the great Fly River than
any other European, and has done so, unlike all hU predecessors, entirely unharmed. Tliis now volume contains tbe
record of his latest and most adventurous joumoyfl, epocially those on the Fly River. As both Jiis previous Ixioks, ' Work
and Adventure in New Guinea ' and * Pioneering in New Guinea * are out of print, the portions of them which possess the
greatest permanent value are incorporated in the present issue."

BY M. GUILLEMIN.

THE HEAVENS. By Amedee Guille-
MIN. In demy 8vo, witli over 200 Illustrations, 128.

BiOHARD Bentlet & SoN, New Burlington Street
Fabtiaheis In Ordinary to Her Majesty the Qneen.

Just published, 2»., cloth.

TO-DAY.MADAGASCAR OF
A Sketch of the Island.

WITS CHAPTERS ON ITS FAST HISTORY AND
By the Eev. W. B. COUSINS, Missionary of the London

With Map and Illmtrationt.

" Its chapters on the eonntry, tbe capital, the people, the government, and the growth of the Hova iMwer, are clearly
and instractively written, and its treatment of tiie existing political situation is temperate and judicious."

—

Tinitt.

THE RELIGIOUS TKACT SOCIETY, 56, Pateejtoster Eow, Londoic,

TRESENT PROGRESS.
Missionary Sociely since 18C2.
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SATURDAY, MAY //, 1895.

No. i201, New Series.

The Editor cannot uncUrtakt to return, or

to correspond with the writers of, rejected

manuscript.

It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,

^c, may he addressed to the Publisher,

and not to the Esitob.

LITERATURE.
Recollections of a Military Life. By General

Sir John Adye. (Smith, Elder & Co.)

I HAVE read this volume with no ordinary
pleasure and profit. Sir John Adye is not
a great soldier, though he has had a
distinguished career in arms ; but he fulfils

the ideal of an excellent British officer. He
is versed in the details of his mighty arm

;

has a true military eye and strong common
sense ; has given proof of skill and resource
in the field ; is utterly devoid of rodomon-
tade and swagger, common faults in the
" beaux sabreurs " of France ; above all,

he has shown, like the warriors of Rome, of
whom Agricoia was the most perfect type,

the faculty of understanding subject races,

of perceiving how they should be ruled and
managed, and of sympathising with their

tendencies and ways, which British soldiers

of note have not always possessed. These
reminiscences extend over more than sixty

years ; they comprise a record of mani-
fold service, with a large experience of
military affairs in the East, and in several

I parts of our empire. The sketches of the
I Crimean War are hardly novel or striking

;

\but they contain particulars that deserve
attention. The account of one or two
Scenes of the great Indian Mutiny is graphic,

Vnd vividly recalls those days ; the same
lay be said of other passages of Indian
rarfare, and especially of the description of

le campaign of Tel el-Kebir, an intelligent

Id well-told narrative. There is also an
teresting chapter on Gibraltar, and on the
lociations relating to the place ; and the
thor's views on the reforms in our army
Jch have taken place in the last twenty-

years, and on the organisation of our
tonal forces, if perhaps questionable in
fl» respects, are instructive, and will

'iy study. What has struck me most,
tfever, in the work is the excellence
oftr John Adye's judgment in the policy

lieivocates for our Indian Empire—his true
potption of the causes of the outbreak of

18fthe soundness of his conclusions as to
thdue modes of government and adminis-
trap in Indian a£Eairs, of ruling the
depHent millions in the great Peninsula.
Hislflections on this subject breathe the
amipirit as those of Wellington in his
Indil Despatches.

Sifohn was born in 1820, and became a
cade^ Woolwich when in his fourteenth
year. He passed his examination with
crediiand is over modest in his remark
"thaibere was fortunately no competition
in th(i days." A passage in his life at
Woolth may appear strange to the
generaon that has since grown up ; but

challenges to fight duels were not wholly

unknown among the youth of these

islands fifty years ago : I well recollect one
myself when a schoolboy.

"The head of my room was the late General
William Gardner, E.A. He was at that time
about twenty-one years of age, and having
quarrelled with another cadet, who was a good
fighter with his fists, a meeting was arranged
in the racquet court I, as junior of the
room, was ordered to prepare the bullets for

the duel These serious preparations led

to some arrangement, and the affair never
came off."

The first years of young Adye's service

were the piping times of the long peace

;

promotion in the Artillery was extremely
slow. Many Peninsula men held commands
in the armywhen the expedition to the Crimea
began ; indeed, Lord Raglan had distin-

guished himself at Waterloo. Adye was a
Brigade-Major at the opening of the cam-
paign: his reminiscences of it are of real

value, for he was a good deal in Lord Raglan's
confidence, and evidently acquitted himself

very well. Kinglake's invectives against

St. Arnaud are unfair. The Marshal was
a prey to cruel disease, but, at the last

moment, he feared the projected descent

:

"Admiral Dundas visited St. Arnaud, who,
at the time, was very ill and in great pain,

and unable to converse. He handed the
Admiral a paper without signature, in which
it was urged that it woxild be too hazardous to
land in the face of a powerful enemy having a
numerous cavalry."

Adye differs from Hamley and the beat

authorities in thinking that the attack at

the Alma was rightly conceived : it appears
probable that had a great effort been made
by the allied left and left centre the

Russians, very inferior in numbers as they
were, would have been driven towards the

sea, under the fire of the allied fleets. Sir

John repeats the old story of line against

column. These formations have become a
thing of the past, but it was the Roman
legion against the Greek phalanx over again

:

the extended, but thin, front prevailed

over the dense mass, but only because it

contained the more steady troops :

" As the Eoglish line approached the
Bussian columns, its formation— straggling
and irregular as it was—enabled it to open
a continuous line of fire. The enemy's forces

could be seen opening out and endeavouring
to deploy; but it was too late—our regiments
were down upon them. Then the Bussian
masses began to shake."

Adye says that Sir John Burgoyne ad-

vised the march to the south of Sebastopol,

leaving the north behind ; this, as I

recollect, has not been stated before. But
it is well known that Burgoyne per-

ceived from the first, with more insight

than the French engineers, that the
Malakoif was the key of the fortress.

Adye dwells at length on the vicissitudes

of the great siege ; but I can only touch on
a few points in the narrative. He rather
blames Nolan for the fate of the heroic Six
Hundred ; he shows clearly how a mistake
of Soimonoff perhaps saved the Allies at

Inkermann, magnificent as were the deeds
of our infantry. He describes the horrors

of the winter of 1854-5 ; but exculpates
Lord Raglan, certainly less to blame than

the faulty military system and improvidence
at home. Lord Baglan felt bitterly the

clamour that hounded him down :
" He

replied, smiling, perhaps rather bitterly,

' Return home ! I shall never return home.
Why, I should be stoned to death before I

could get to Stanhope-street.' "

This volume dwells on the operations

against Sebastopol, but hardly notices the

vigour and skill of the defence. Sir John
scoffs at Louis Napoleon's idea, that the

Russians should have been attacked in the

field, and the siege turned into a mere block-

ade ; but this planwas correct in principle, bad
as plans formed at a distance are. Like
many soldiers, ho rather admires Pelissier

;

but Pelissier made very grave mistakes, as

Lord Raglan very well knew. All that can
be said is, that he clung to Sebastopol
tenaciously, as a hound to its prey ; and
this was better than hesitation in command
due to the Emperor's and Oanrobert's dis-

putes. Sir John tells us some curious

anecdotes about this rugged and plain-

spoken soldier, for which I must refer to his

narrative. Sebastopol was a mere ruin
when it fell at last. Moltke was doubtless

right in observing that had Russia not been
exhausted, the gain was simply nothing.

This, indeed, was admitted by Pelissier

himself.

"The corner occupied by the allied armies
formed a bad base for operations in the field.

Marshal Pelissier, obstinate and determined as

ever, would have none of it, and wrote to Paris

:

' Thank God, it is not difficulties which frighten

me But here the situation is not the
same. I see the obstacles, but I do not perceive
the success, nor even the hope of it.'

"

The siege, in fact, wore out the strength of

Russia, and the power of the Allies at sea

decided the contest ; but their strategy from
first to last is not to be admired. They
might have been discomfited had the Czar
made a g^eat and desperate effort.

Adye was in India from 1857 to 1866,

during the Mutiny and the period that

followed. He was not present at Delhi or

Lucknow. He served under Windham at

Cawnpore, and speaks highly of an officer

at the time maligned. His chief military

occupation in those years was the reorgani-

sation, as supreme director of the artillery

force, of the Indian armies. This required

much discernment and tact, but he acquitted

himself well in a difficult task. His remi-

niscences of India—beside a chapter on
a "little war" along the Afghan frontier,

which cost much treasure and many valuable
lives—are, however, of an interest of a
different kind. Adye belongs to the school

of right-minded Englishmen—the Duke and
the Lawrences were the leaders of these

—

who have always perceived that in our rule

in India a policy of justice and conciliation,

of avoiding shocking feelings of race and
caste, of keeping English arrogance and
oppression down, of making our yoke in

India as easy as possible, should be the

object pursued by our statesmen. All that

he has written on this subject is very good
;

but I can do little more than refer to his

work. The following, on the causes whick

made the Sepoys and large parts of India

disloyal, illustrates the just and intelligent

turn of his mind

:

" Our intentions throughout were, doubtless,
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good. We introduced sound laws for the

people, though not, perhaps, always in accord-

ance with their customs and prejudices. We
also gave them security of life and property,

Buoh as they had not enjoyed for centuries;

and to some extent we promoted education

and commerce and more general prosperity.

These benefits are by no means ignored. But,

on the other hand, in our advance across the

great continent, we had dethroned kings, upset

hereditary princes, and had removed from

positions of authority not only men of high

caste, great possessions, and ancient lineage,

but also men of vast influence, religious and

other, and often of great ability and courage.

These all found themselves pushed aside and

superseded, while the various races of people,

Hmdu and Mohammedan, constantiy perceived

that their ancient leaders were gone, but that

their new governors were aliens in race, re-

ligion, language, and customs."

This passage, too, as what ought to bo

our policy in India at this day, is wise and

enlightened

:

"We have given the people internal peace,

sound laws, and safety of life and property,

such as they have never enjoyed before ; but we
cannot stand still. Enlightenment and the

diffusion of what is called education are gravely

affecting the character of the people ; and it is

not sufficient to guarantee them a mere peaceful

existence : we must look forward to the results

as they develop, and as we commenced by a

bold policy to subjugate avast continent, so we
must equally boldly be prepared to trust the

people, and gradually to elevate ranks and
classes to take part in the political, civil, and
military events as they arise. By consistentiy

and courageously following out such a policy,

we shall present a noble spectacle to the world

of a g^at, prosperous, and, what is more, an
enduring empire established by England in

the East. We have, indeed, but one course to

pursue."

Sir John, on his return to England, was

an able assistant of Mr. Oardwell in the

great questions of reform in our army
arising after the war of 1 870-71 . Mr. Card •

well's views have not been fully carried out

;

in the highest departments of the service

there is much to find fault with.

"The War Office is now divided into two
branches : the one military, with great responsi-

bilities ; the other civil and financial, with great

power. In my judgment, should war occur,

such a system would inevitably break down at

once. . . . Lord Hartington's Commission
consider that the present organisation of the

War Office is defective in principle, and then
go on to recommend that the heads of depart-

ments should be directly associated with the
Minister for War—in short, a board of officers,

such as now exist at the Admiralty."

Adye is a great admirer of short service

and of our present system of military

reserves : he adduces valuable proofs on the

subject. But he does not point out that

our arrangements are a caricature of those

of Germany and France—the base of the

edifice, conscription, being absent. We do'

not obtain the best men as officers, for the

learned professions draw off these ; our
existing military organisation has left us

weaker, compared with other Powers, than

we have been for a century.

Adye was Governor of "Woolwich from
1875 to 1880, when he was made Surveyor-

General of the Ordnance, having previously

devoted much attention to the great question

clung to muzzle loaders to the last. He has
given us an excellent chapter on the Afghan
War of 1878. He examines the subject of

the advance of Bussia towards India, and
Ie convinced that it ought not to cause us

alarm ; and he deprecates meddling and
worrying in Afghan affairs, here again
following the Duke and the Lawrences

:

"Our policy should be one of conciliation

and of subsidies ; and although in dealing with
half- civilised chiefs and tiibes the beneficial

results are achieved slowly, still, year by year,

a patient and forbearing policy will bear good
fruit, and, indeed, is now doing so in a marked
degree. . . . Our principle for years past
has been that Afghanistan should be strong,

friendly, and independent."

Sir John was with Lord Wolseley in the

campaign of Tel el-Kebir, in what capacity

does not exactly appear. His account of

that passage of arms is the best we have
read. Lord Wolseley may not be a great

captain, for he has never been tried in

European warfare ; but on this occasion ho
showed marked ability, first in turning to

accoimt the base of the sea, and in taking

the true stategic line ; and secondly, in

annihilating his defeated enemy, conduct

which explodes the dictum of Moltke, that

operations like these are the mere " thoughts

of novices," such novices, forsooth, as the

conqueror of Jena. Adye was made Governor
of Gibraltar after this campaign. His
account of the fortress is good and in-

structive. He decidedly advocates our
retention of the key of the Mediterranean

:

"On the whole, although the position of

Gibraltar may not be in all respects an ideal

one, its general conditions remain very much
as they always have been ; and to a great naval,

colonial, and commercial nation such as Qreat
Britain, it is of the highest value, not only in

war, but also in peace."

The anecdotes ia this volume are many,
but I can only find space for two. The
following illustrates the distinction between
the temper of the Celt and of the Teuton in

war

:

" One French soldier, looking over the
parapet, said to his comrade, ' Alphonse, etes

vous pret?' ' Oui, mon ami, toujours pret.'
' Et bien ! aliens faire la guerre ; ' they both
jumped up and fired away through the loop-
holes at the Bussians An English
soldier coming on duty was heard to say to

his comrade, ' Well, Jim, what's the orders at

this post ? ' Jim replied, ' Why, the orders is

you're never to leave it till you're killed, and if

you see any other man leaving it, you're to kill

him.'
"

I have outrun my limits, and can only

add that this record of the life and service

of an excellent, modest, and just minded
soldier is rich in interest of many kinds.

William O'Oonnok Mokbis.

Poems. By Lionel Johnson. (Elkin

Mathews.)

These poems, if I mistake not, have been
promised for a year or two, and looked

forward to with great interest by a good
many people : particularly by the widening
circle to whom they are dedicated— the

Wykehamical body. Some of them have
already seen the light : the dedicatory

of modern artillery, as to which he evidently
I poem entitled "Winchester"; the ad

mirable verses (pp. 7-9) called " In Fal-
mouth Harbour "

; the lines on " The
Statue of King Charles at Charing Cross "

(pp. 12, 13) ;
" Oxford Nights" (pp. 87-9)—

these, at ail events, seem to me familiar,

and doubtless some others ought to be so.

But still, most of the book will be new to

every reader of it, and all of it to a great
many ; nor do I think that it will be a
disappointment to any. If I may be allowed
to give a general opinion in a form as little

contentious as possible, I should say that

Mr. Johnson is a better writer of verse than
of prose : the polyglot allusiveness of his

book on Thomas Hardy seems to me a real

fault, to which I find no counterpart in his

verses. But then one must remember that

the art of good prose is subtle and laborious

to almost every one ; while that of verse is,

to certain minds—Mr. Johnson's is one of

them—comparatively easy.

On one point of usage, Mr. Johnson or

any other man may, of course, claim to be
a law to himself. His dedication and the

dedicatory poem that immediately follows

it commend his verses to that fervently

patriotic, but not, perhaps, acutely poetic

community, the past and present members
of an ancient public school. That is well

and touching ; but it is with a sort of

bewilderment that one finds most of the

other poems—there are between eighty and
ninety in all—headed with personal dedica-

tions to various friends. I can well believe

that many, perhaps most, poems have this

personal element about them, and that the
knowledge that it is so may be very accept-

able to a friend. But that such pleasure

can be increased by the communication of

the secret to the outside world, sure to

exercise a languid and futile curiosity upon
it, I find hard to believe. Mr. Johnson
knows all about " the precept of silence "

:

it is di£B.cult to read the exquisite little

poem called by that name (p. 20) without

wishing that the feeling of the last stanz;

had been applied to literature and curbe<

these multifarious dedications

:

" Some players upon plaintive strings

Publish their wiatfulaess abroad :

1 have not spoken of these things,
Sive to one man, and unto God."

In endeavouring to estimate the poP
merit of the volume, I must perforce <

aside the purely theological or devotid
poems interspersed throughout. Such poifl

as that on p. 99, and that on p. 81, d
others resembling them, are naturally,y

the author, judged by an incommunicle
canon. There is much to be said, I tli^i

in favour of collecting poems of this *>e,

rather than interspersing them among oars

of a different note. But here also, live

no doubt, Mr. Johnson will not regar^me

as demurring to his freedom in the m:er,

nor as suffering under a querulous infinzii

of odium theologicum. I take no 8( of

exception to the poems, but only jubt

about their " setting."

That the rest of the poems are every

various merit goes without saying. That

they have beeu thoroughly sifted, heat

from chaff, one feels it hard to l.ieve,

when one finds so poor a piece of wk as
" A Song of Israel " (p. 66) actual side

by side with "The Dark Angel," ipoem
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of quite extraordinary power, describing

the " venomous spirit," the haunting cynical

counterpart of every human fancy and

aspiration, the dark angel with the " aching

lust to rid the world of penitence." It is

too long to quote in its fulness—but the

last two stanzas form a very striking close :

" Dark augel, with thine aching lust

!

Of two defeats, of two despairs,

Lees dread, a change to drifting dust.

Than thine eternity of cares.

Do what thou wilt, thou shalt not so,

Dark angel I triumph over me :

Lonely, unto the Lone 1 go ;

Divine, to the Divinity."

But the extract does not really do it justice;

the power is in the whole poem.
But if I were bidden to choose the most

perfect and enjoyable verses in the book, I

would unhesitatingly vote for "Sertorius"

(p. 112-114). Mr. Johnson has done real

poetic justice to that strangely attractive

figure, to his romantic resolve, and the

curious legend that clings round his memory.
I am sure that readers of the Academy will

be glad to see even fragmentary extracts of

this touching poem

:

" Beyond the striit^ of Hercules,
Behold ! the strange Hesperian teas,

A glittering waste at break of dawn :

High on the westward plunging prow,
What dreams are on thy spine now,
Sertorius of the milk-white fawn ?

" Not sorrow, to have done with home !

The mouminR destinies of Rome
Have exiled Rome's last hope with thee :

Nor dost thou think on thy lost Spain.

What stirs thee on the unknown main f

What wilt thou from the virgin sea ?

" Hailed by the faithless voice of Spain,

The lightning warrior come again,

Where wilt thou seek the flash of swords.
Voyaging toward the set of sun ?

Though Rome the splendid East hath won.
Here thou wilt find no Roman lords ....

" Nay ! this thy secret will must be.

Over the visionary sea,

Thy sails are set for perfect rest

:

Surely thy pure and holy fawn
Hath whispered of an ancient lawn.
Far hidden down the soltmn West.

" A gracious pleasaunce of calm thiugd

;

There rose -leaves fall by rippling springs :

And captains of the older time,

Touched with mild light, or gently sleep.

Or in the orchard shadows keep
Old friendships of the golden prime ....

" Dreams ! for they blew thee : Dreams ! they lured
Thee down to death and doom assured

:

And we were proud to fall with thee.

Now, shadows of the men we were.
Westward indeed we voyage here
Unto the end of all the sea.

" Woe ! for the fatal festal board :

Woe ! for the signal of the sword,
The wine-cup dashed upon the ground :

We are but sad, eternal ghosts,
Passing far off from human coasts,

To the wan land eternal bound."

One or two modern influences show them-
selves in the style of that ; but the vision

is Mr. Johnson's own, and it is surely a
noble one. Here, at all events, and in

one or two other poems, he shakes off the
burden of too much introspection. There
is, perhaps, equal, or even superior, power
in two other and longer poems—" Gwynodd"
and " A Cornish Night " (pp. 22-30)—but,
deeply as I admire them, their subjective
note failfi to fascinate in the same degree as
" Sertoriua " does.

Beyond doubt, Mr. Johnson is a careful

craftsman of his verses ; unless T am mis-

taken, there is hardly a weak rhyme or a

prosy cadence—though there are some few

fantastic ones : this is to serve the Muse
loyally. He will, no doubt, go his own
way, mainly indifferent to uninspired

criticism. But the impression his book

leaves on one reader's mind is this : that

his longer poems are better than his " short

swallow- flights of song" ; that he is at his

best when he is most forgetful of his own
personality. May not this point to a fresh

task for him ? May not dramatic writing

be, what dramatic reading has so often

been, the proper cure for too much " sub-

jectivity," too much pre-occupation with

theology (authorised or unauthorised), too

fretful a consciousness of one's own im-

mortal soul ?

E. D. A. MOESHEAD.

Th Sceptics of the Old Testament : Job,

Koheleth, Agur. By E. J. Dillon.

(Isbister.

)

Db. Dillon seems afraid lest the word
" sceptics " in his title should give offence

;

but we are disposed to doubt whether he
need cherish such an apprehension. It is

quite conceivable that a book entitled " The
Sceptics of the Old Testament " might be
concerned with the history of those whose
doubt or disbelief was followed by dis-

astrous consequences, or with sceptics whose
scepticism was but temporary, like that of

the author of the seventy-third Psalm, and,
according to some interpreters, that of the
author of Ecclesiastes. The word " scepti-

cism," moreover, is not necessarily of sinister

meaning ; and there is no valid reason why
honest doubt and inquiry, or even the

(Tuxftpuiv aTTia-Tia commended by the Greek
poet, should not have as good a claim to a
place in the canon of inspiration as impre-
catory psalms or certain prudential maxims
included in the Book of Proverbs. So far

we make no objection. But when we read,

also on the title-page, with reference to

Job, Ecclesiastes, and the thirtieth chapter
of the Proverbs, that Dr. Dillon presents

us with an " English text translated for

the first time from the primitive Hebrew
as restored on the basis of recent philo-

logical discoveries," the statement is fitted

to excite astonishment. If, as is not
unlikely, the reader desires a closer ac-

quaintance with this " primitive Hebrew,"
we are afraid that he will be disappointed.

At least, we have not met with any indica-

tion of the place where it is to be found

;

and, notwithstanding Dr. Dillon's assertion

that it has been now " translated for the
first time," we are inclined to be " sceptical

"

even as to its existence.

The Contemporary Revieio for February of

last year contained an article by Dr. Dillon
entitled " Ecclesiastes and Buddhism "—in

great measure included in the present work.
Apart from its literary ability, the chief

reason for the attention accorded to that
article was its presentation in English of
Prof. Bickell's theory concerning the manner
in which the text of Ecclesiastes became so
singularly disordered as he alleges it to be.

!

Of this disorder—the existence of which \

some critics do not allow—Dr. Dillon usea

such expressions as " the irrelevancy of

which is suggestive of the ravings of a
delirious fever-patient," " the incoherent

ravings of a disordered mind," " argument
which made Tenterden Steeple the cause of

Goodwin Sands," &c. For this supposed
disorder, which other scholars regard as the

fruit of mere sciolism. Prof. Bickell in-

vented an ingenious hypothetical cause.

He supposed that Ecclesiastes was originally

written in the codex or book-form adopted
in modern times ; that the leaves became
loose and detached ; were then picked up
and put together again without reference to

the original order. Prof. Bickell added

—

and the addition, though subordinate, was
very necessary—that the text had suffered

from interpolations introduced into it at

various times and for various reasons.

Euringer, however, in his treatise on the

text of Ecclesiastes, aptly proposes what may
be regarded as " the previous question ":

Is there any probability that the codex form
would be employed for a literary manuscript
at so early a date as Bickell's theory requires?
To this question he answers, that it is in the
highest degree improbable that any other
than the usual roll-form would be employed.
And he alludes to the fact, without, how-
ever, laying undue stress upon it, that the
place of Ecclesiastes in the Old Testament
is in the section known as '

' The five

rolls." Certainly the codex or modern
book-form had not come into vogue for

literary works even as late as the time of

Martial (towards the end of the first century).
Otherwise it is probable that, for con-
venience sake, this form would have been
adopted in the case of short poems like

Martial's Epigrams. But these we know,
from his express statements, were published
on papyrus rolls with umhilici and frontea
pumicatae. Dr. Dillon gives us neither
proof nor probable evidence as to the
codex form being employed in the case of
Ecclesiastes. We are to be content, it

seems, with Prof. Bickell's worse than
rickety hypothesis, propped up by other
hypotheses equally unreliable, with respect
to additions and interpolations. Yet such,
evidently, are the "recent philological dis-

coveries" on which is based the " primitive
Hebrew " text of Ecclesiastes now " trans-
lated for the first time" into English by
Dr. DiUon.
Of the places where the present text is

said to be disordered, considerations of space
forbid us to notice more than one. Dr.
Dillon says :

" Chap. X. 1 in the present text is wholly
corrupt, owing to the circumstance that several
interpolations were inserted in it at a later date.
Now a little reflection suffices to show that
these additions consist of words taken from
chap, vii. 1."

As to " several interpolations " being in-

serted in X 1, it may be said that in the
two verses cited there are only two identical

words to be found in both. These words
are shemen " oil " or " ointment " and maveth
"death." If "these additions" were re-

moved from X. 1 what remains would be
nonsense. Moreover, the alleged "later
date " of " interpolation " must have been
before the Septuagint trauflation was made.
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And, fioallT, both verses are in their right

places in the present text, notwithstanding

any difliculty which either the one or the

other may present. The dwnage wrought

by creatures 80 small and insignificant as

"dead liies" (x. 1) clearly resembles the

evil spoken of in the previous verse (ix. 18)

as done by " one sinner," who can " destroy

much good."
The seeming want of method in Ecclesl-

astes resembles the language of the book,

in marking an approach to Babbinism. The
author of Eccleeiastes, like the Babbinical

writers, delights in subtleties of connexion

and seemingly sharp transitions. Probably,

as Frof. Cornill observes, he did not even
desire to give a formal system of doctrine,

and it is not for us to try to put him in a
strait jacket {Zwangtjache).

When Dr. Dillon treats of the Buddhism
of Ecclesiastes he apparently leaves the

company of his friend Prof. Bickell. "I
cannot," he says, " divest myself of the

notion that Koheleth was acquainted, and
to some extent imbued, with the doctrines

of Gautama Buddha." Koheleth is sup-

posed to have written in Alexandria, and
there to have imbibed the Buddhist doctrine.

But, in accordaoce with what has just been
said, the affinities of Ecclesiastes are with
Palestinian Rabbinism. The book displays

no impress of Alexandrianism. Whether
Buddhism did or did not at an early

period obtain numerous disciples in Alex-
andria, it is unnecessary to inquire. The
problem of Ecclesiastes, concerned with God
and the moral government of the world, is

not Buddhist. The book has no Nirvana,

no Buddhist hells, no doctrine of trans-

migration, and no trace of the peculiar and
characteristic sentiments of the Buddhists
concerning the lower animals. Pessimism
there is, no doubt {cf. Eocles. iv. 1-3), but
this is not to be identified specially with
Buddhist pessimism.
In his Contemporary article Dr. DUlon took

as his motto (and repeats in the present
work) the verses of Theognis, 'App^^i/ ft.'kv /j^rj

(^vvai €TrixOoviOL(Ti,v apurrov, k.t X , which Frere
translated

:

" Not to be bom—never to see the sun

—

No worldly blessing is a greater one

;

And the uext best ia speedily to die,

And lapt beneath a load of earth to lie."

Dr. Dillon is not the first writer who
has quoted Theognis in connexion with
Ecclesiastes. And, indeed, if one were dis-

posed to search in Theognis for parallels to

Ecclesiastes, a theory might perhaps be de-
vised, not less plausible, probably more so,

than that of Dr. Dillon concerning the con-
nexion of Ecclesiastes with Buddhism. Such
a theory would at least come nearer to the
fact that the book shows clear evidence of

Greek influence. Cornill rightly regards it as
a product of the fermentation which entered
into the Jewish community on the invasion
of Hellenism

; and asserts that, whether the
book does or does not display immediate
knowledge and direct dependence on Greek
philosophy, so much appears certain—that
a Jewish intellect could only have produced
such a work when rendered fruitful by
Greek thought, or at least when under its

influence. Kuenen, in the posthumous
portion of his Onderzoek, takes a similar

view, referring particularly to the calm
philosophical candour which Ecclesiastes

displays.

While, with regard to Ecalesiastes, it may
be maintained on reasonable grounds that

we have the book at least substantially as

it left the writer's hands, the evidence with
respect to the integprity of the text of Job
is not nearly so strong. With regard to

the Ssptuagint version of Job, Dr. Dillon

says extravagantly :
" The extrinsic value of

this work is obvious from the fact that it

enables us to construct a text which is cen-

turies older than that of which all our
Hebrew M8S. are servile copies." On the
other hand, Prof. Margoliouth has said

recently of this translation of the Book, that

it " is for the most part too free to be of

any use for the criticism of the text, and
too ignorant to be of any help in interpreting

it " (Smith's Dictionary, new edition). This
is perhaps a little too strong; but Job is

one of the books with regard to which Sir

Henry Howorth is likely to experience

great difficulty in practically applying the

principles which he has ably set forth in

the Academy.
But before the Septuagint translation

was made, Jewish theologians, according to

Dr, Dillon, had been at work on the text of

Job, expunging somo passages, or toning

dovrn or altering othera, so as to mako Job
an advocate of the doctrine of worldly
retribution. But, if this was the case, it is

manifest that those theologians must have
performed their work very imperfectly.

Nor is this all. It would seem that, ac-

cording to Dr. DiUoD, the epilogue (xlii.

7-17) is more ancient than the poetical part
of tiio book : yet the censors have left

untouched Jehovah's declaration (vv. 7, 8)

that Job had spoken what was right, in

contrast to Eliphaz and his two friends, the
defenders of the divine administration, who
had incurred Jehovah's anger. Here, surely,

,

there must have been a marvellous over-

sight on the part of these theological

censors.

As a specimen of Dr. Dillon's translation,

the first portion of the poetical part (chap.

iii. 1 sqq.) may be given

:

" Would the day had perished wherein I was bora.
And the night whicli said : behold a man child !

Would that God on high had not called for it.

And that light had not shone upon it !

"n.
" Would th%t darkness and gloom had claimed it

for thpir own;
Would that clouds had hovered over it,

Would it never had been joined to the days of

the year,

Nor entered into the number of the mouths !

" Would that that ni^ht had beea barren
And that rejoicing had not come therein.

That they had ciueed it who curse the days,
That the stars of ita twilight had waxed dim 1

"

To comment here in detail is impossible

;

but it must be observed how tame and
frigid is, " Would the day had perished,"

&c., referring to the past. Certainly also

this rendering is inconsistent with the

Hebrew tense employed. Jeremiah's male-
diction (xx. 14) refers more to the past than
Job's. When Job " cursed his day " he
personified it. In his view the days of the

year are conceived of as a company or
chorus dancing, probably hand in hand,
like the Horae of the Greek mythology
',«/". ver. 6). Into this festive company
Job's birthday is not to come.
The lines quoted may suffice to show how

Job has been "put into the strait jacket."
"The entire poem," we are told, "is com-
posed on a regular plan, and consists

exclusively of four-line strophes." But
neither in the Hebrew, nor in the Septua-
gint, does the book readily conform to this
" regular plan." Well, if the theory and
the facts do not agree, " so much the worse
for the facts." Refractory lines or verses
must disappear or change their place. Yet
this is the way in which we are to arrive at
the " primitive Hebrew." Dr. Dillon says
iu one place that the book as we find it is

" a mosaic." This may be admitted, though
in a sense different from that which he
intends. Probably Proverbs, Job, and
Ecclesiastes all owe their origin to the dis-

cussions in the ancient Hebrew academies
or schools of wisdom, though there is,

perhaps, no indubitable trace of these
academies, at least, before the time of Sirach.

Thus Job may be to a great extent "a
mosaic."

Want of space compels us to pass over
the sayings of "Agur the Agnostic," who,
according to Dr. Dillon, had " worried him-
self about God," simply expressing our
inability to accept either this translation or
the conjectural reading from which it is

derived.

It would have been pleasant to speak
more favourably of Dr. Dillon's work Its

daring theories and slashing style may gain
for it some notorie.y, and it may obtain
incresised attention for portions of the Old
Testament which have some special interest

in these days of prevailing pessimism.
Thomas Tylek.

£e Folk-lore de Lesbos. Par G. Georgeakis
et Leon Pineau. (Paris : Maisonneuve.)

This is a very interesting little volume.
Not only do we learn from it that Lesbos,
which was the home of Sappho and Alcaeus,
and the scene of that last flower of Greek
literature, Longus's pastoral romance of
Daphnis and Chloe, still gives birth to poems
and tales ; but for the study of folk-lore,

and for comparison with other collections of

a similar character, its contents are of con-

siderable value. The story of its origin is

as follows. A Greek gentleman from
Mytilene, M. Georgakis, came to France
with the object of learning the French
language, and in the course of an intimacy

which he formed with M. Pineau, who is

already known by his writings on the folk-

lore of Poitou, became interested in the

subject of popular tales and ballads.

Accordingly, when he returned to his native

country, he set to work to collect from the

mouths of the peasants in Losbos their

traditional literature, and this, translated

into French and edited by M. Pineau, forms

the material of the present volume. It is

divided into three sections, which contain

respectively the stories, the songs, and the

folk-lore generally ; and the contents of these

portions are further grouped according to
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their affinities into fairy tales, beast fables,

satirical stories, &c. ; mirsery rhymes, songs

of love and brigandage, and others ; and
proverbs, riddles, and superstitions. Here
and there, especially in the collection of

tales, M. Pineau has noted the resem-

blances that are traceable to similar

stories in other countries ; and a few
other correspondences will be mentioned in

the course of this review. The stories,

perhaps, suffer somewhat from their brevity,

and the songs would have gained by being
metrically rendered, instead of being in

rhythmical lines corresponding to those of

the original : but we must not expect too

much, and, as it is, they are very pleasant

reading in the graceful French version.

Among the familiar subjects which occur

in popular tales, we find here the " Sleeping
Beauty " in the story called Le Miroir de la

Magicienne, only here it is combined with
another fable. No. 8 introduces the man
who understands the language of animals,

and uses this knowledge to his advantage.
The Nereids, who are the fairies of Modem
Glreek mythology, appear in Le Mont des

Cailloux, where a Nereid is caught by a
young man, who steals the robe in which
her power resides—in some stories this is a
feather dress or wings—and persuades her
to marry him ; but afterwards, though she

bears him children, yet when she succeeds

in regaining her dress she deserts him and
disappears. This story of the stealing of

the fairy's dross, and the power thus obtained
over her, is found, not only in von Hahn's
Chriechuche Mrlrchen (No. 83), but in Gonzen-
bach's Sieiliankche Milrchen (vol. i., p. 31)

and Schneller's Mdrchen am Wahchtirol

(p. 73), and even in Bishop Steere's Swahili

Tales, where it is undoubtedly derived from
an Arabian source. Again, the story entitled

Leg Qaarante Frirea turns on the danger of

sleeping by running water or under a solitary

tree, owing to the malevolent spirits which
haunt such spots ; and a similar view of

their uncanny character is found in a Greek
ballad in Passow's Carminu Popularia Graeciae

recentioris (No. 525). The satirical stories in

the present volume are an unwonted feature,

and are not of the usual type of popular
tales. The following, called " The Partridge
and the Tortoise," which is aimed at the
prepossession of parents in favour of their

own offspring, is certainly humorous :

" Once upon a time the birds and the rest of
the animals used to send their children to
school, and at inid-day the mothers used to

bring them their meal. Now, on one occasion,
the partridge had no time to go there ; so, seeing
the tortoise, who was getting ready to start,

she said to her, ' Neighbour, I am more busy
than I can say to-day ; would you mind under-
taking to carry my young people their break-
fast ? As we are neighbours, the time may
come when I shall be able to do the same by
you.' ' Don't mention it,' replied the tortoise,
• I shall bo delighted—only, unfortunately, I
don't know what your children are like.'

'When you enter the school, look round at
them all ; mine are the handsomest among
them.' So the tortoise took the partridge's
provisions and went to the school. When she
entered, she raised her head and looked right
and left, but could discover no children hand-
somer than her own ; so she gave them not only
their own breakfast, but that of the partridge's
children as well. And the others had to go
without,"

Several of the songs which are found in

this volume correspond in an interesting

manner to those which exist in previous

collections. " The Jewish Maiden " (No.

24)—which describes the offer of a Greek
to marry a Jewess on condition of her
embracing Christianity, and her mother's

reply that she would rather she became a
Mohammedan than a Christian—appears as

the " Ebraiopoula " in Passow's collection

(Nos. 588 and 589), which poems are derived

from Crete and Smyrna. '
' The Klepht-

Maiden " (No. 4), who serves against the

Turks in a band of outlaws, and is at last

discovered by her jacket bursting and
displaying her bosom, is " Diamanto " in

Passow (No. 176). It is a study in the

oral transmission of ballads to compare the

different commencement, the resemblances

and variations in the expressions used, and
the exact correspondence of certain lines in

these two poems. The same remark applies

to that entitled " The Cloth-Merchant," in

which a travelling merchant is assailed by
a band of brigands, and is mortally wounded
by one of them, who then discovers that the

dying man is his brother. There are two
ballads on this subject in Passow (Nos. 487,

488), and it also occurs among those which
the present writer obtained from the Greek
colony of Cargese in Corsica, and published

in the Journal of Philology (vol. vi
, p. 201).

The recognition in this story is brought
about by the Klepht's inquiring from the

young merchant about his parents. In
reply, he says that his father came from
Constantinople, but the name which he
assigns to his mother's home is given
differently in different versions. One of

those in Passow reads FaXara

—

i.e., Galata,

the suburb of Pera ; while that from
Corsica—where the Greek settlers have for-

gotten the names of places in Greece and
Turkey, for two centuries have elapsed

since the time of their emigration—gives a
corrupt form VutXiva. The reading in the

Lesbian poem supplies what was no doubt
the original of this, viz., Tcaviva—i.e., the

city of Janina, in Epirus. Another song
which deserves especial notice is headed
"Lemort qui va chercher sa sceur." The
story of this turns on the promise which
a son has made to his mother, as a condition

of her allowing her only daughter to marry
a stranger in a distant land, that he will

fetch her home if anything unforeseen

occurs. The son dies first, and when
calamity arises the mother presents herself

at his grave to claim the fulfilment of his

promise. Then is described the rising of the

spectre, his night ride to fetch his sister,

his return with her, during which at in-

tervals the birds, like the chorus in a Greek
play, comment on the strangely associated

pair, and, finally, their reaching their home,
and the meeting and immediate death of

the mother and daughter. The whole of

this is portrayed with considerable dramatic
effect in the Lesbian song ; but it is far

more beautifully rendered in the poem from
Chios on the same subject (No. 517 in

Passow), which is perhaps the finest of all

the Greek ballads. There are noticeable

points of resemblance between it and the
description of the night ride in Biirger's

poem of " Lenore."

In conclusion, we may add one or two
specimens of the proverbs, riddles, and
superstitions which are collected in the

third part of M. Pineau's volume. As a
proverb the following is worth quoting :

" Though the tongue has no bones, it can
break bones." This is found also among
the modern Greeks of Calabria (see Morosi,

1 dialetti romaici di Bova, p. 94). As a
riddle: "The longer it grows, the shorter

it grows : what is that ? " Answer :
" Life."

As a superstition :
" It is a sign of rain for

a cat to wash its face ; and the wind will

blow from that quarter to which the cat is

turned when it washes its face." Most
Englishmen are familiar with the former

part of this belief, only with us the cat's

paw must pass over the ear, some say the

left ear, in order to bring rain. As to the

latter part, Mr. Bent tells us in his book on
the Cyclades (p. 447) that in the island of

Cythnos for a cat to lick herself with her

face turned towards the north is considered

to be "a sure sign that the wind will soon

blow from that dangerous quarter."

H. F. TozKB.

NEW NOVELS.

Fidelis. By Ada Cambridge. In 3 vols.

(Hutchinson.)

The Curse of Intellect. (Blackwoods.)

On Turnham Green: being the Adventures
of a Gentleman of the Eoad. By C. T. 0.

James. (Bliss, Sands & Foster.)

The Evil Gttetf. By J. Sheridan Le Fanu.
(Downey.)

Passion's Puppets. (Hutchinson.)

The Burden of a Woman, By Richard
Pryce. (Innes.)

A Pastoral Played Out. By Mary L.

Pendered. (Heinemann.)

Under the Chilterns, By Eosemary. (Fisher

Unwin.)

If we said that there are several good
stories in Miss Ada Cambridge's Fidelis,

we might be suspected of a nasty insinuating

trick, as who should say or hint " but the

several are not made one." On the contrary,

we have read the book through from begin-

ning to end with a great deal of pleasure,

and are glad to find the only " three-

decker " in our present fleet so worthy of its

bulk. There are some minor faults : such

as an undue length, not of book, but of

story, with (unless we mistake) some of the

little slips in chronology which only very

cunning and careful hands can avoid in his-

tories of forty years, a few unnecessary

obtrusions of opinion, and so forth; but

tkey are nothing to speak of. A very stern

critic might say that there is one major, if

not "maxim," fault, that the hero, Adam
Drewe, an ugly duckling who only becomes

a swan in genius and goodness, not looks, is

not, strictly speaking, made alive to us.

He is not dead : he is not even fairly to be

called wooden ; but we are not able to re-

gard him with that contented and un-

questioning belief in his actual existence

somewhere in the Paradise of Fiction which
is the novel- reader's highest enjoyment.

Not every day, however, nor every month

—
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perhaps, indeed, not every year—will tiie

reasonable novel-reader expect to feel that

joy. Short of it, we can accept Adam and

bis Eve, Fidelia, and their companions, with

much equanimity; and could, indeed, as

Mrs. Tulliver (was it not?) observed, "do

with an extry bit " of them, or persons like

them, even though we may have our private

opinion of the real merits of Adam's novels.

Indeed, we do not know why we should not

make this opinion public. It is that they

were not so good as Miss Cambridge's.

"Hard,hard,hard,i8 it onlynot to tumble"

in a satire of society carried out both by men
and monkeys, as " Mr. Macchiavelli Oolin

Clout" has elected to carry out The Curse of

Inttllect. We shall not say that he has

not slipped and staggered here and there a

little, but he has certainly not tumbled.

Peacockians will at once observe that

" Power's Beast "—as the monkey is called,

which an eccentric and unamiable Cam-

bridge man has (more out of misanthropy

than anything else) tamed, instructed,

civilised, and provided, if not with a soul,

with an understanding—is in conception a

pessimist replica of Sir Oran Haut-ton. But

if they are just and sensible, they will

acknowledge at once that in the working

out there is no shadow of either corrupt or

unfair following. In fact, there is little or

nothing in common except the starting-point

and general idea, which are almost common
property. "Power's Beast" is not only

much further developed than the gentle

Sir Oran, but he is of quite a different

temper, and exhibits the reverse of gratitude

to his developer, who, indeed, deserves what

he gets. His history is in three parts : the

first and last written by the quaintly named
narrator, who is represented as a cynical

man of the world, the midmost by the

Beast itself. The three together unfold a

distinctly sensational, not to say melo-

dramatic, story, not without love-interest,

detective-interest, and most of the other

interests of the day and all days. Perhaps

some will think that "Colin Clout"
would have done well to work his

story out rather more fully, or else to thin

the interests a little. And it is possible

that his social satire may commend itself

unequally. Indeed, we have ourselves

heard Lady Ohampernowne (the chief repre-

sentative of " society ") extolled as fresh

and keen and witty, and depreciated as a

stock character from the celebrated old

companies of Thackeray, &c. What, how-
ever, is certain is, that the graver satire

—

a thing too much neglected nowadays—is

both true and good, and that the threat

(for it is a threat rather than a promise) of

the title is well made out. It will only be
pooh-poohed by those whose wits are too

dull to feel the lash, or just quick enough
to enable them to affect contempt of it.

And the book, good as it is, gives us the

idea that the author can do something

much better.

Mr. 0. T. C. James has fallen in with the

humour of the moment for stories of old

time, writing a short and not very elaborate,

but singularly bright and well - hit - off,

romance of the road, with taverns, love,

shooting, clanger of being tm. per coll., and

the rest, all ingeniously put together and

well bustled along. In the dialogue—the

most difficult part, of course, by far—he
perhaps comes a little short ; but his story

and incidents are capital, and as the less

said of this sort of story the better, we
shall only add that it very well deserves

reading. Whereof there can be no better

proof than the clamour which was raised

by one reader, who had got hold of an

imperfect copy and was left with the noose

dangling.

The reputation, high in its own peculiar

and rather limited kind, of Sheridan Le
Fanu, will certainly not be raised higher by
The Evil Gttett, though we do not know
that it will be seriously damaged by

the book. Sir Wynston Berkley, who is

a baronet, and, therefore, necessarily bad

(for Sheridan Le Fanu did not live long

enough to see the joyful day of the re-

habilitation of baronets which has now
dawned), comes to see his old friend Bichard

Marston at a lonely Cheshire manor-house.

Marston is a disagreeable man, with a bad
temper, a nice wife, and a skittish French

governess. A servant of the house has

forebodings that something is going to

happen. Sir Winston is very polite to the

governess, and is found murdered in his

bed. Afterwards Marston separates from

his wife and marries the governess, the

murder having been meanwhile put down
to the servant. A good deal more happens

in the way of actual incident, but nothing

that we should tell. We cannot think the

book (which is, by the way, fully and well

illustrated by Mr. Brinsley Le Fanu, the

author's son) very much of a success. The

story is rather commonplace, the characters

are not interesting, and what might (and

in Le Fanu's best stories always does) save

the situation—an artfully diffused sense of

sombre horror—is not, at least to our think-

ing, present. Now, the tale of terror that

is not terrible has no choice but to be

tedious.

Passion's Puppets is a disappointing book.

It opens rather well, if a little after Miss

Rhoda Broughton's earlier fashion. Austin

Knowles, a wishy-washy cosmopolitan of

means, buys, without knowing anything

about it, an estate in the Eastern Counties,

goes down to take possession, and finds that

an enemy possesses a Naboth's vineyard,

lying right in the midst of his property,

and, indeed, just at the end of his garden.

The enemy has a beautiful daughter ; they

meet over the garden wall ; and the reader

naturally supposes himself to be in for a

not very recondite, but possibly interesting,

story, hitherto very well told. According,

however, to a practice which theatrical

critics declare to be usually fatal to plays,

and which (though great novelists have

tried it) we do not think often succeeds in

novels, the interest is shifted entirely away
from Knowles (though he is amorous

enough and his wife is mildly jealous)

towards the middle of the story, and

assumes a tragic tone, conveyed in rather

intricate and heavy narrative. And it ends

with a sudden twist of sanguinary catas-

trophe and confession, which is gratuitous

and rather irritating.

Mr. Richard Pryce is generally crisp and

clever, and he is both in The Burden of a

Woman—not a long book, but, on the whole,

a good one. His Magdalen heroine is old-

fashioned but excellent ; his gossips, Welsh
or Saxon, are sound and good ; and his

dialogue, though we are not able to answer

for the particular locality, possesses what all

critics know as the vital marks of dialogue

—

it reads as if it were right. Personally, we
like his naughty heroine, Hannah Kees or

Davidson, but little.
'

' The physical taint

which evinced itself in the defective rim of

her ear was possibly accompanied by some
moral twist which found expression in per-

verse imaginings." Faugh !
" An ounce

of twist of another kind, good tobacconist !

"

Mr. Pryce is really too clever a man to talk

this kind of Lombrosian jargon. His book,

though, is not penetrated with the cant of

the time ; it only makes a little try at it.

A Padoral Played Out could hardly have

been written except in one of the last

two or three years of un-grace. Gylda

Mariold, a young maid who wished to know
" whether the sweetbriar is crying or laugh-

ing when she throws out those delicious

whiffs," met Conway Etheredge, " a cultured

writer and critic." And what they did and

misdid, and how she finally wrote a " Ballad

of Woman" and confessed a murder (the

first of the two actions was certainly a crime),

and how there was a "scent of sawdust

about the variety girl," and so forth, those

may read who like such matter, and those

who like such matter will doubtless read.

Us it bores much and disgusts a little.

Under the Chilterns also follows a fashion

of the day, but no ill one. It is a plain

study of peasant life, well and solidly

executed. But though we rather like

dialects, we draw the line at those which

require constant dropping of h's. They are

not matter of literature, for reasons which

we could tell an' we would.
George Saintsbuky.

SCOTTISH LIFE AND ROMANCE.
Bog-Myrtle and Peat. By 8. E. Crockett.

(Bliss, Sands, & Foster.)

A Duke of Britain. By Sir Herbert Max-
well. (Blackwoods.)

Sunshine and Hoar. By Gabriel Setoun.

(John Murray.)

In one respect Bog-Myrtle and Peat,
^
which

by most readers, and by not a few critics as

well, will be treated as the sequel to The Stickit

Minister, is the most important book that

Mr. Crockett has published; for it contains

in " Saint Lucy of the Eyes" by far the best

and most promising story that he has yet

written. It is only an incident in the life of

a Scottish tutor, who falls in love with a

Countess in Italy. But the Countess is a real

woman—full of passion, pride, sweet reluctant,

amorous delay, and, above all, the tenderness

that constitutes the supreme qualification for

maternity—and not a mere Galloway hoyden or

"lassock." And then, in spite of the flash of

swords, the war of words, and the subtle

stabs of intrigue, there is nothing heavy,

melodramatic, or even impressionist in

"Saint Lucy of the Eyes." There is plenty

of light Stevensonian movement, but Mr.

Stevenson could not have drawn Lucia. There

are two weak pages in the story :
pages of
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Scottish moralisation on restand love done into
sentences of Emersonian length, and quite as
provoking as Mr. Hall Caine's reflections in
The Manxman after Kate has seduced Philip.
Let Mr. Crockett leave to a Scottish "John
Oliver Hobbes "—if ever we have such—epi-
grams like "A woman's love when she is

true is like a heaven of sabbaths ; a man's at
his best, like a Monday morn when the work of
day and week begins." Above all things let
him abandon the trick of style—for it is a
trick involving no thought—in " Quietness is

rest. Eest is embryonic sleep. Sleep is

death's brother." (Why does Mr. Crockett
depart from the old and incomparably finer
view of sleep as death's half-brother ?) But,
of course, the admirers of The Stickit Minister
will look to Bog-Myrtle and Peat for more of
Galloway. And they will get plenty of it,

rich, reeking, and warm, like a Bumsiau
haggis. There is not perhaps so much pathos
in the new collection of stories as in the old—though there is pathos of the quiet and self-
contained kind, in such very different stories as
"A Cry across Black Water" and "The Last
Anderson of Deeside"— but there is more of
humour and more, I think, of that reality which
needs none of the GaUoway equivalent of rouge
to make it attractive. "The Colleging of
Simeon Gleg," for example, reveals a bit of
dour, strong Scottish nature—moral beauty of
a kind perhaps, but also absolutely unadorned.
Quite as good in their different ways and quite
as real are " Dominie Grier," " The Old Tory,"
" A Finished Young Lady," and " The Court-
ship of Tammock Thakanraip, Ayrshire-
man." It may be objected to the last that
for any woman to say to any man, "Gin ye
think that Tibby o' the Hilltop is gaun to
marry a man wi' his een in his pooch an' a
weather-glass in the sma' o' his back, ye're
maist notoriously mista'en," is distinctly
kailyairdish ; but it is genuinely Scottish all the
same. It goes without saying that there are
plenty of good things in this volume: in all
respects it marks a great artistic progress upon
Mr. Crockett's part. But " Saint Lucy of the
Eyes " is the best omen for his future. Even
Mr. Crockett must exhaust Galloway in time.

Sir Herbert Max well has brought to the work
of writing a romance of Britain, and more
especially of Galloway, at least as much
historical and antiquarian knowledge as Mr.
Whyte Melville brought to the writing of his
Oladiators. But A Duke of Britain is not such
an unequivocal success as was that most enjoy-
able, though not supremely clever, book. And
I can account for this chiefly by the fact that
Sir Herbert is too conscientious an artist, or, at
all events, too much bent on proving that he
is historically correct as a costumier. Why
interrupt the movement of his plot to relate
such details as that Sionach
" was tried, found guilty, and condemned to the
punishment of the fuaiuar'mm, or beating to death
by the soldiers o( the cohort- the only mode of
capital punishment recognised by Roman military
law, aud even more terrible than the fmtigalio " ?

Then, although Sir Herbert Maxwell may have
acted wisely in bringing on the stage Stilicho

—

the Last of the Romans ought to have been
done justice to long before now—and
Claudian, was it quite necessary to trans-
late Quod primum decus est, formae cecidere
capilli? Fastidious carefulness of this kind—it would be altogether unjust to accuse Sir
Herbert of pedantry—merits mention, how-
ever, simply because it retards the movement
of the story. Kenneth, Duke of Britain,
is rather a disappointment. He has a love
affair, and ambitions, and all the rest of it.
But, in truth, he is a bit of a bore, especially
when he is engaged in discussing points of
theology. But, on the other hand, Ninian
p Galloway, and Stilicho and the wretched

Honoring in Italy, are admirable portraits,
while the Boman lieutenant, Julian Varo—he
is the true hero of the story—and his two
Scottish sweethearts, Muriel and Eamhar, are
as natural as, say, Mr. Crockett's Ralph Peden,

j

Winsome Oharteris, and the passionate Cleo-
1 patra of the byre. That is a very stirring
chapter ;in which Eamhar assails with tongue
and almost with knife the sister of whom she
is jealous, not without reason. But was it

necessary for Sir Herbert to add " such a
display of undisciplined passion may seem
impossibly wicked, deplorably undignified ; but
before condemning this child of the wilderness,
remember her race^and religion"? A narrator
should not be an apologist, any more than he
should be a lecturer. A Duke of Britain may
not immediately command an enormous success
—it is hardly "popular" enough to do that—but
it will be warmly appreciated and (in no senti-
mental sense) cherished as the most scholarly of
Scottish historical romances. Why does not
Sir Herbert Maxwell essay the task for which
he appears specially quaUfied—of writing a
novel illustrating Scottish manners of to-day ?

Gabriel Setoun's Sunshine and Hoar is the
sequel to JSarncraij', and marks a decided literary
advance on his part. He has lost none of the
simplicity which was the strength of Barncraig,
and in " LowrieandLinty," which is the second
half of this book, he has demonstrated that he
has a genuine command of genuine pathos.
Th& old order changes, even in a Fifeshire
village ; and I doubt whether a boy with such
" pairts " as Linty would bound his ambition,
or whether even his parents or guardians would
bound his ambition, by the pulpit. In other
words, I should feel inclined to put down Linty
as a Scottish boy of yesterday rather than of to-
day. But, having made thus little limitation,
and having premised also that there is no real
love-making in the book, and that, therefore,
it is quite impossible as yet to say how
Gabriel Setoun would succeed with the most
profitable of emotions, I cannot see how more
cculd have been made out of the fresh literary
materials with which Barncraig has furnished
its chronicler. Occasionally he stumbles into
descriptive passages which, although not want-
ing in sincerity, are yet wanting in strength,
such as "The air was sweet and pure."
Then there is an unwelcome touch of melodrama
in one or two stories—notably in "The
Widows' Kirkin " and " The Return of Big
Wull."

_
Simon BallingaU in the former is rather

too obviously a combination of Holy WUly and
Mr. PlimsoU's favourite ruffian. I venture to
think that a man who so very plainly sent a
ship's crew to be drowned would have been
lynched in a Scottish village. Then Big WuU's
reticence, moroseness, vindictiveness, and
desperate drinking are imported into Scotland
from the backwoods of America or the
Australian bush. There is nothing violent,
much less alien to Scotland, in the quiet
pathos of "Dod,"or the simple, if roughish,
fun of " Tammy's Revenge." But the story of
Lowrie and Linty stands out distinctly as the
fullest of Scottish character at its tenderest
and most effectively humorous, and as one of
the_very best things done in and for Scottish
fiction since the publication of A Window in
Thrums.

William Wallace.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Db, Thomas Hodokin will publish imme-
diately at the Clarendon Press vols. v. and
vi. of Italy and her Invaders, covering the
period from the expulsion of the Goths from
Italy to the death of the Lombard King
Liutprand (ad, 553-744). The author hopes
to complete at no distapt date a sevei^th

volume, which will bring down the history
to its appointed limit—the coronation of
Charles the Great as Emperor of Rome.

Phof. Rylb, Hulsean professor of divinity at
Cambridge, is about to issue, through Messrs.
Macmillan & Co., a work entitled, Philo and
Holy Scripture. It purports to be a collection of
the quotations made by Philo from the Old
Testament, given in extenso, with a few notes on
the text. The introduction discusses Philo's
treatment of Scripture generally.

Messes. Longmans & Co. have nearly ready
for publication The Voyages and Travels of Lord
Brassey, from 1862 to 1894, arranged and edited
by Capt. S. Eardley Wilmot. It will be in two
volumes, with maps and charts, but will be pub-
lished at a low price.

Mr. John Murray announces a book on the
New Forest, by Rose C. de Crespigny and Horace
G. Hutchinson. It will deal with such subjects
as the law of the forest, local names, deer-hunt-
ing, gypsies, charcoal-burners, and poachers, the
fauna and flora, the geological formation, &c.

Messrs. Archibald Constable & Co. have
in the press Mr. Aubyn Trevor-Battye's book,
Icebound on Kolguev, which is the outcome of his
exploration of that island during the summer of
last year. It will contain numerous illustrations
by the author and by Mr. J. T. Nettleship, who
has made drawings from material supplied by
him. In addition to the narrative of his adven-
tures on the island, the author has included in
the volume chapters on the flowers and birds of
Kolguev.

Messrs. Constable have also in preparation
a work on Nicaragua by Mr. Archibald Col-
quhoun, who is at present acting as special
correspondent in that country for a leading
newspaper.

Under the title of Beggars on Horseback,
Messrs. William Blackwood & Son have in the
press an account of a riding tour in North Wales,
written by Martin Ross, with numerous illustra-
tions by E. Somerville.

Captain Lionel Trotter, the historian of
India under Victoria and biographer of Warren
Hastings, is engaged upon a Life of General John
Nicholson, the hero of the Mutiny.

Mr. H. S. Nichols proposes to publish a new
translation into English of the works of Victor
Hugo, illustrated with the etchings, &c., that
appeared in the French "Edition nationale."
The novels alone will fill twenty-eight volumes,
and the plays ten more ; while two volumes
will be devoted to a selection from the poems.
In addition to the illustrations in the text,
there will also be a portfolio containing seventy
plates.

Under the title of "The Adventures of
David Balfour."—vol. i. Kidnapped; vol. ii.

Cain'ona-Messrs. Cassell & Company are about
to publish a new edition of these masterpieces.
Shortly before his death Mr. Stevenson corrected
Kidnapped, and the revised text is here used,
printed in new type. Sixteen fidl-page
pictures have been prepared by Mr. W. Hole to
Dlustrate this edition of Catriona.

Messrs. Ceapmax & Hall announce Be-
collections of Paris, by Captain the Hon. D. A.
Bingham ; and French Men and Manners, by
Mr. Albert D. Vandam.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin has concluded arrange-
ments with several firms in France, Italy,

Switzerland, &o., by which his two cheap series

of fiction, known as the Pseudonym and Autonym
Libraries, will henceforth be on sale at the rail-

way bookstalls on the continent, at a price prac-
tically the same as that at which they are

published in this country.
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Messrs. O. P. Putnam's Sons will publish

next week a volume by the Eev. 8. Humphreys
Qnrteen. entitled Arthuriati Epic: a compara-

tive study of the Cambrian, Breton, and Anglo-

Normau versions of the story, and Tennyson's
" Idylls of the King."

Miss Elizadetii Hodoes will publish imme-
diately, with Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, Some Ancient

English Home* and their Aitociationa, Personal,

Archaeological, and Historic, with thirty-eight

illustrations by Mr. 8. J. Loxton. The book
traces the history, from 8AZ0n times onward,

of some old Gloucestershire and 'Warwickshire

houses, and portrays, by moans of anecdotes,

extraots from contemporary letters and records,

the family and social life of early days.

Messrs. T. & T. Clark, of Edinburgh, an-

nounce for publication towards the end of this

month Prof. Salmnnd's work on The Christian

Doctrine of Immortaiity ; aud also a new edition,

entirely re-written, of Prof. Laidlaw's Bible

Doctrine of Man; or, the Anthropology and

Psychology of Scripture. The latter book has

been out of print for some years.

Me. Elliot Stock announces an illustrated

yolnme of the Works of the late Griffith

Edwards, edited by Mr. Elias Owen. It con-

sists mainly of local Welsh histories, together

with poems in Welsh and English.

Mb. Frank Stockton's new book, entitled

The Adventures of Captain Horn, will be shortly

published by Messrs. Cassell & Co.

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. wUl issue next

week a novel by M. Frederick Breton, entitled

God Forsaken. It is the story of a woman who,
having been induced to renounce her early

religious faith by a scientific husband, decides

that the only standard of truth is inward feeling,

and the highest revelation human love. The
scene is laid partly in England and partly in a

remote district of Norway,

Messrs. Olxphant, Anderson, & Peeeiee
will publish shortly a novel illustrative of

Scottish and Australian life and character,

entitled By Adverse Winds, by Mr. Oliphant

Smeaton, son of Prof. Smeaton, of New
College, Edinburgh, and at present the editor

of the Liberal.

Messrs. Eemington & Co. will shortly

publish a romantic story by Mr. Bichard
Pendarel, entitled A Fleet Street Journalist.

The second volume of Cassell's Pocket
Library, edited by Mr. Max Pemberton, to be
issued in a few days, consists of a story, entitled

A White Baby, by a new vrriter.

Mb. Allenson announces for immediate
publication Castlehill, a Tale of Two Hemi-
spheres, by Mr. James Hebblethwaite, dealing
with the North Country and Tasmania at the
time of the foundation of the colony.

Mb. a. J. Daniels has written a new serial

story for Chums, entitled "Two in a Tangle,"
which will be commenced in next week's
iamie.

We understand that the author of Passion's
Puppets, which has lately appeared anony-
mously, is Mrs. A. M. Diehl, who has
previously published several novels under her
own name.

Me. T. Fishee Unwin will publish next
week a second edition of Mr. W. H. Chesson's
novel. Name this Child, in one volume, revised
by the author.

The first edition of The Crack of Doom, by
Mr. Robert Cromie, having been over-sub-
scribed by the trade, a slight delay will take
place in publication. Messrs. Digby, Long,
& Co. have, however, a second edition in rapid
preparation.

Two editions of Mr. William Le Queux's I

Arab Romance Zoraida, which has been I

delayed to allow simultaneous publication
in America, having been exhausted on the day '

of publication, the Tower Publishing Company
|

has gone to press with another edition. J

Max O'Eell returned to London on Mav 2
;

from America. His fourth Ecason in the United
States and Canada was such a success that

Major Pond has engaged him for a fifth lecture

tour, from November, 1896, to April, 1896.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion on Friday next will be delivered by
Prof. Walter R^eigh, of Liverpool, on " Robert
Louis Stevenson."

The Library Association will meet next
Wednesday afternoon at Hammersmith, where
the members have been invited to visit the
Dove's Bindery of Mr. Cobden-Sanderson and
the Eolmscott Press of Mr. William Morris.
Afterwards, in the public library at Ravens-
court Park, Mr. S. Martin is to read a paper
on the institution under his charge.

At the meeting of the London Ethical Society,

to be held on Sunday next at Essex Hall, Strand,
Mr. F. H. Peters, of University College, Oxford,
will read a paper on " Goethe.''

At the meeting of the Elizabethan Society,

to be held at Toynbee Hall on Wednesday
next, Mr. W. H. Cowham will read a paper on
" Satiromastix."

On Thursday and Friday of next week,
Messrs. Sotheby will be selling the modern
second-hand books that formed the stock of
the late firm of Elkin Mathews and John Lane.
It consists mainly of first editions of novelists

and poets, and also includes a number of works
valued for their illustrations or for being
printed on large paper or in a limited issue.

We may specially notice the original MS. of
" most of " Mr. Thomas Hardy's A Pair of Blue
Eyes, with four autograph letters relating to it.

With reference to a note in the Academy
of last week, we are informed that the whole
of the library of the late Alexander Ireland
has now been privately sold.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

The University of Cambridge has resolved to
confer the honorary degree of D.So. upon Mr.
Francis Galton ; and the honorary degree of
M.A, upon Lord Acton, the new regius
professor of history, who has become a member
of Trinity College.

At Oxford, next Tuesday, it will bo proposed
to confer the degree of M.A. by decree upon
Prof. Gotch, the new Wajnflete professor of

physiology ; and the honorary degree of M.A.
upon His Honour Thomas W. Snagge, judge of
the Oxford county court, who is already a
graduate of Dublin.

The Lady Margaret chair of divinity at

Oxford, vacant by the death of Canon Heurtley,
will be filled up by election on June 19. The
electors are graduates in divinity, and also all

members of Congregation in orders. It is stated

that Prof. W. Sanday and Principal Wace, of

King's College, will be nominated as candidates.

There will be a contest at Oxford next
Thursday for two of the more important offices

rendered vacant by the death of Alfred
Robinson. For the hebdomadal council, Mr.
H. O. Wakeman and Mr. Arthur Sidgwick
have been nominated ; for the delegacy of the
common university fund. Prof. Bywater and
Prof. Case.

The statute establishing degrees for research
at Oxford has now been finally approved by
Congregation. The amendments adopted on

Tuesday were mostly of a technical nature, and
were carried unanimously. That, however,
attaching the new degree in science to the
faculty of natural science was rejected by a
narrow majority of 39 votes to 37. The word
" science," therefore, is to be taken to include
mathematics, natural science, mental and
moral science.

At Cambridge, the syndicate on advanced
study and research recommend the addition of
clauses to the existing statutes, by which
advanced students in arts and also in law shall

keep by residence at least six terms, and may
be inaugurated B.A. or LL.B. when they
have pursued such studies and satisfied such
onditions as may be prescribed by grace.

The two following public lectures yrill be
delivered at Oxford next week : on Wednesday,
" International Law in the Recent War between
China and Japan." by Prof. Holland ; and on
Friday, "The Treatment of Landscape in
Poetry " (continued), by Prof. Palgrave.

The Rev. Dr. E. Moore, principal of St
Edmund Hall, will deliver a course of five

lectures on " Dante's Purgatorio," at Queen's
College, London, on Wednesdays, at 3 p.m.,

beginning on May 15.

It ij worth while to direct our readers'

attention to an article on the late Master of

Balliol, by the Hon. Lionel A. Tollemache,
which is printed as a supplement to the Journal

of Education for the current month. Probably
not one of the many accounts or reminiscences of

Dr. .Jowett give a more vivid portraiture of his

remarkable personality than this.

The Cambridge Antiquarian Society has
issued, with commendable promptitude, a new
number of its Proceedings (Bell), covering the
academical year from October, 1893, to May,
1894. A considerable proportion of the papers
are devoted to recording the results of local

excavations ; but even among these there is

something of general interest. For example;
Prof. Hughes takes occasion to collect the
evidence for a difference between shoes for

right and left feet in mediaeval times—

a

curious question which we do not remember to

have seen discussed elsewhere ; and also refers

to the old custom of strengthening fences with
the cores of ox-horns. Another paper gives
elaborate details about some skeletons which
aro presumably those of Anglians before the
introduction of Christianity. There are two
communications of more direct academical im-
portance. Prof. Darwen describes, with photo-
graphic illustrations, the armorial monuments
of some Cambridge men that are still preserved
in the university of Padua—including William
Harvey, Richard Willoughby (the friend of

Galileo), Sir John Finch (ambassador at Con-
stantinople), and Sir Thomas Baincs (Gresham
professor of music). He also gives a complete
list of the names of one hundred English and
Scotch students, whose monuments have at one
time existed, or still exist, at Padua. The
other paper is a continuation of Mr. J. W.
Clark's labours to elucidate the arrangements
of mediaeval libraries. He here deals with (1)

the library of the Benedictine monastery of

Christ Church, Canterbury, and ^2) the libraries

of the great Cistercian monasteries of Citeaux

and Clairvaux—which he reconstructs from the

documentary evidence available ; and (3) the

still existing library of chained books at

Zutphen, which is known to have been built in

1563. He further refers to another chained

library at Enkhuizen, and states that a third

exists at Edam. This paper is illustrated with

several engravings and photographs. Finally,

we must not omit all mention of a paper by
Mr. K. Bowes on early Cambridge newspapers.

The oldest appeared in 1744, the same year as

at Bristol; and the date is important as
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marking the first infringement of the monopoly
of the university printers.

We learn from a note in the new part of

Arcliaeologia Oxoniensis that four ancient staves

of Esquire Bedels are preserved in the Aahmolean
Museum, and not one only, as has usually been

suppossJ. Mr. W. H. St. John Hope, who is

writing a book on corporation maces, pronounces

them all to be of Elizabethan date, though

features have probably been copied from still

earlier staves. The crowns in the university

arms on the top are of the time of Henry VII.,

their form being tall and the central ornament

a fleur-de-Us. It is also noteworthy that there

are five clasps to the open book, instead of seven

seals.

TBANSLATION.
{From the " Simple Folk " of Oiierra Janqueiro.)

THE LOST SONG.

Breathings of sweet lilac, opal, violet pale,

Purple macerations of agony and woe,
When night draws on and sleep the plains

exhale. . . .

In the dying day a voice sings sad and low

:

" There is one that minds me not
In a land beyond the sea. . . .

Death, if thou would' st bear my life

To him, I would give it thee ! . . .

Death, if thou would' st bear my life

To him, I would give it thee ! . . ."

With the sun's salute upon her corpselike face,

A kiis that touched of Death to icy pallor
wanes,

The moon, sleep-walking, weird, floats up and
dowa in space. . . .

Sweetly sings a voice in melancholy strains :

'

' I have sepulchred my love
On a shore where ocean sways. . . .

Love is dying, sorrow living.

The sun sinks, the moon doth gasse ! . . .

Love is djing, eorow living,

The sun sinks, the moon doth gaze ! . ."

The fluctuating^mist of opal, milky-white,
Dilutes the granite mountains towering to the

sky
Into Riants of dreams ecstatic at the moon's

light

Weakly waila a voice in the boundless lethargy :

" Who is it mourning, nightingale.
There by the ocean side ? . . .

It is my love that in his grave
Weeps through the livelong night ! . . .

It is my love that in his grave
Weeps through the livelong night ! . ,"

The great, calm, silvery moon, slow wheeling to
her goal

From univertial nature substance takes away.
And turning it into fluid, charges it with

soul. . . .

A voice expires iu grief, ending its last lay

:

" .Sleep my love, get thee to sleep.
In the flne sand of the sea,
For, ere shines the morning star,
I will come and lie by thee ! . . .

For, ere shines the morning star,
I will come and lie by thee ! . . ."

Edgab Pbestage.
Ohiltem, Bowdon, May 1, 1895.

novel, Brothers-in-Law, appeared in 1869 ; her
last collection of stories, called Thirteen Doctors,

was reviewed in the Academy of April 23. She
also wrote a good deal for the magazines in

her early days ; and all her life long she was
devoted to the cause of the higher education of

women and the improvement of their economical
condition.

Lilian Spender was bom in 1838, being the

daughter of a London physician, Dr. Edward
Headland. She was educated at Queen's Col-

lege, where she came under the permanent
influence of F. D. Maurice and Dean Plumptre.
In 1858, she was married to Dr. John Kent
Spender, of an old Bath family, and himself

one of the leading physicians in that city.

They had a large family, two of their sons

being well known—at one time at Oxford, and
now in London journalism,

A Nottingham poet died on May 4—Mr.
Samuel CoUinson, the author of Autumn Leaves

and King Richard's Tower. He was born in

HuU, but had resided in Nottingham, where
he died, for fifty years.

OBITUARY.
MRS. J. K. SPENDER,

We regret to record the death of Mrs. J. K.
Spender, which took place at Bath last
Saturday.
Mrs. Spender had been for a considerable time

in ill-health. Indeed, we believe that she had
announced her intention of abandoning novel-
writing, in which she had been actively engaged
for more than twenty years past. Her first

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.

The Expositor for May contains a thought-
ful paper by Prof. Davidson on " Modern
Religion and Old Testament Immortality "

; a
critical study by Dr. E, A. Abbott on the
" Elders " of Papias ; an extremely valuable
survey of criticism on the Book of Habbakuk,
by Prof. Budde, of Strassburg, whom we are
glad to see introduced to English readers ; and
articles by Prof. W. M. Bamsay on the words
denoting missionary travel in Acts. Prof. Orr
discusses the Old Testament question in the
early Church ; Mr. Watson writes eloquently
and thoughtfully on the continuity of life ; and
Dr. Dods gives a few notes on books.

The Theologiscn, Tijdschrrft has also an
excellent bill of fare, but appeals to more
advanced students. It opens, however, with an
article that might equally well have appeared
in the Journal of Ethics, touching, as it does,

on the fimdamental questions which equally
concern ethics and religion, and entitled

"Peace Negotiations," by L. Knappert.
" Relief of the Poor " follows, by Bodel Bien-
fait, a stop-gap artist. W. C. van Manen
gives three papers on Jesus Christ's expecta-
tion of the future, on the original text of

Matt. i. 16 (he agrees that the new Sinaitic

text gives the original reading), and on the
phrase " Son of Man " in Enoch, Dr.
Koms replies to the question — Did Luke
know and use the works of Josephus ? Among
the reviews of books we notice those of Eatten-
bnsch's historical treatise on the Apostle's
Creed, vol. i. ; Stade's essay on Gen. iv. 1-16,

and Jiilicher's compact and useful introduc-
tion to the New Testament; and J, Weiss's
important article on " Pauline Problems."

PROF. YORK POWELL'S INAUGURAL
LECTURE.

We quote from the Oxford Chronicle the follow-

ing condensed report of the inaugural lecture

delivered by Prof. York Powell, as regius
professor of modem history at Oxford, on
May 1

:

" The Professor commenced his address by speak-
ing of the past holders of the chair. Within his
remembrance four men had held it, memorable
figures all, two of whom were dead. He must name
the late Prof. Freeman first : the master who gave
to many of them their first lessons in the science
to which he devoted his life, the politician whose
talents were always at the service of those he
believed to be oppressed, the friend whose loss

those who loved him must long deplore. Of his

successor it was more difficult for him to speak, as
he never knew Prof, Froude ; but he hoped he
could appreciate his careless courage in maintain-
ing his views, the easy skill with which he set

those views before the public, and the steady
devotion he displayed in the duties of his office

among them down to the last. Two, happily,
were still with them : one, Mr. Goldwin Smith,
the Paul Louis Courier of their times and tongue,
self-exiled too long from the spot that knew him
best ; and the other, Dr. Stubbs, whose gigantio
and persistent work ranked with that of Coke, and
recalled the renown of their learned bishops of
old. Another name must occur to them all, and
that was one whom he could not but regret per-
sonally was not addressing them that afternoon

:

Samuel Rawson Gardiner, most patient, most
strenuous, and most unprejudiced of investigators.
But beyond these he could not forbear to name
another who, before his days, held this office for
all too short a space, whom as a Rugbeian he was
more especially bound to honour, Thomas Arnold,
the pupil of Niebuhr, and the teacher to whom
Freeman was proud to turn with gratitude and
admiration alike. This century had seen not a few
of its best minds engaged in history. To try
and mark the present trend of historical work in
which they were chiefly concerned in Oxford might
not be improfitable. First, he put the absolute
need of orderly collection and registration of
facts as acknowledged by all students. They had
hardly done, perhaps, so much in England as might
be done in this direction, though the shelves which
bore the Government series and different societies'

publications, and the long range of that biggest
and most useful of modern English histories, the
Dictionary of National Biography, might plead
eloquently in their favour. But much remained
to be done, and no country was so rich in docu-
ments. Thousands of important papers, dating be-

fore the Reformation, were as yet uncalendered
and unread. Every year the pioneer work of the
Historical Commission discovered further treasures,

and pointed the way for workers. A few years'

skilled labour, and this vast material might be
rendered at least accessible. The publication
of a few cartularies, a case book, and an in-

complete set of year books had largely rendered
possible that fascinating history of English law
which had lately done so much honour to the sister

university. Their economic knowledge of the four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries was largely due to
those sturdy volumes of Oxford Accounts which
they owed to Thorold Rogers. There was no lack
of power among them ; what was wanted was the
opportunity and the organisation. The crying want
at present was that of local archives, worked by
trained scholars, and this the country might justly
be called upon to supply. There was no money
better spent than that devoted to definite scientific

purposes ; and in their science, too, investigations
like those of the Clmllenger and the Beagle might
be trusted to produce worthy results. Another
direction in which they might expect good work
to be done was that of anthropology. The lack of
training in the elements of this important branch
had been a hindrance and obstacle to much that
had been written with regard to the origin of their
island history. The light that men' like Maine,
Lyall, GiU, Codrington, Campbell, had drawn from
the study of the living document, had enabled
scholars to deal profitably with a whole mass of
material that was formerly regarded as the waste
product of the human mind, and to extract from
it precious evidence on the history of their
ancestors that was hitherto denied to them. To
come to understand that in the past there were
people, and that the vast majority of people
living to-day might be classed with them,
whose reasons, when they reasoned, were entirely
different from those that would influence us, was
already to have learned a valuable lesson. The
middle ages were further off from them than the
second century, and the Australian black fellow
was more antique than the Parthenon or even the
Pyramids. To read the records of their own
ancestors, even- in their own handwriting, was
hopeless, unless they tried to understand their
habits of life and mind. Homer and Aristophanes,
the Parthenon and the Mycenae tombs gave them
more knowledge of the Greek mind than they
could get from any historian alone ; and the
papyrus with an ola-folk tale let them see i^tg
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the life of the ancient Egyptians as no chronicle

could. BcowuU travc them more EngUsh history

than Asser's Life of Alfred. The historian could

not afford to nedlcct the smallest facts that the

arohaeologitt could afford him : he must look on

the museum, the ruin, and even a picture gaUery

as much his working ground as a muniment room

or the library. Much of the excellent work done

by those men who began to recover the middle ages

for them in the beginning of this century was

based on sound architectural knowledge. The

history of the Romans in Britain lay entombed

within a few inches of the surface in such places

as Wroxeter. The clan system, under which men
lived less than a century ago in these islands, was
peris-hing before their eyes in various dependencies

of their Empire, and there were few who knew the

facts, and fewer still who cared to record them.

And all this was part of modern history, the life

history of peoples under our flag. There was a

place among the students of modern history for

the traveller and the explorer, as well as for the

book man, the reader of vellums, the haunter of

archives. Another line of research long neglected,

but of great importance, which seemed to be

opening np, was the investigation of the physio-

logical conditions that underlie and explain

human conduct both in the individual and .in the

mass. He next pointed out the great advance

that had been made since the study of economic

history and the history of economics was taken up.

How much history lay in the serried pages of

Charles Booth's tremendous study of modem
London I And the history of the revolution that

brought England from a small country with
agricultural and shipping interests into their

rich and vast empire, based on enormous manu-
factures and the control of foreign markets, was
as yet unwritten. There was no branch of

study with which English history was more
concerned, nor one more useful in its effect on
the public mind. The need of organisation of

local history was pressing, and achievements like

those of Mr. Stevenson and Mrs. Green had shown
the value of local records. As to legal history, the

splendid work of Mr. Bryce was an example. In
spite of work like this, they had left to Dr. Lieber-

mann the history of Uieir earliest law documents.
As to the study of foreign history in England,
they had the example of the Bishop of Peter-

borough, and younger scholars were following

hun. There was great need for historical biblio-

graphy to be worked at in this country, with
France, Germany, and even the United States

ahead of us in this respect. The study of the
history of their dependencies, and especially of

Oriental history, was one which they might hope
workers would take up, for it had been far too

much neglected, in spite of well-known brilliant

examples. As to the educational aspect of history,

what they wanted in children's schools was books
on the lines of Plutarch rather than of Eutropius,
giving the more salient personalities that bad
made England into a United Kingdom and built
up the empire. He could name no better
authority for this opinion than that of General
Gordon and of John Brown of Harper's Ferry.
Of the work done in their School of history
at Oxford he did not mean to speak that
day ; he had too lately borne a part in its

struggles and trials. There was no doubt about
its zeid at aU events, and that the work done by
Oxford men trained in it seemed to contain promise
for the future. There is plenty of room for history.
It is happily getting to be acknowledged that the
task of educating by means of history and the
means of training men to work at history are very
different functions. In conclusion, he said hi
should not like to omit giving a word of gratitude
to his helpers and teachers. To the living be hoped
he had already acknowledged his debt ; but there
were those whom he would fain have thanked that
day, among whom he would name his comrade
Richard Shute, most faithful of critics; his friend,
Jame Sime, ever suggestive and sympathetic ; and
his master, Gudbrand Vigfusson, of whom he
might speak as his disciples spoke of the sage of
old, that of the men he had known he was the
best, the wisest, and the most just—all three alike
in tieir untiring devotion to and zeal for that
truth which, in the words of the Irish proverb,
was the historian's food."
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CORRESPONDENCE.
ST, patbiok's bibthplaoe.

Bodleian Library, Oxford : Hay 6, 1895.

The Eev, F, B, Warren recently mentioned
to me that the place of St, Patrick's birth was
much disputed, and showed me certain

passages in the Tripartite Life of the saint

(Rolls Series), Prom these I quickly formed
a conjecture which appeared to me morally

certain. As I was about to begin this letter,

I learnt from Mr. P. Haverfield that he had
formed the same conjecture some months ago,

and had mentioned it to various of our leading

Oxford scholars. It is right that his priority

should be made known, but all that I am now
about to say is quite independent of anything
which may have occurred to him.

Patrick himself, in his Confessio, says :

" patrem habui Oalpomum diaconum fllium

,

qnendam Fotiti, filii Ooissi presbyteri, qui fuit [in]

nloo Bannsuem Tabemiae. VUlnlam enim piope
habuit, ubi ego capturam dedi, Annorum eiam
tunc fere sedecim."

That is the text as printed {Tripartite Life, ii.

357); it is doubtfiU whether the omission of

[in] is not due to the saint rather than to a
cnbe.
The earliest authority for this passage is the

Book of Armagh,* written in 807, I have
obtained, through the kindness of Prof,

Abbott, the Librarian of Trinity College,

Dublin, a copy of the words, " bannauem
Tabemiae," which stand so written in the MS.

I have no reasonable doubt that the exem-
plar from which this virtually impossible

reading arose was hannauetabrniae, and that it

represented Bannauenta Britanniae. I cannot
be quite sure of the form of the mark of con-
traction in the latter word, because I do not
know what the age of the exemplar was ; but
the mark was in use long before 807, Mr.
Warren plausibly suggests that it went through
the b, and it is even possible that there was no
r at all.

It is only some days after writing the above
words that I referred to the two Bodleian MSS.
of the Confessio, and behold I find that MS.
Fell 3 (twelfth century) has '

' banauem ta b nie "

!

Bannauenta was a place on or near Watling-
Btreet, thricet mentioned in the Itinerary of

Antoninus, Some have identified it with
Weedon Beck, where I believe there are no
Roman remains ; but it is generally held to be
the lofty Borough Hill, near Daventry, on the

summit of which was one of the most extensive

camps in England, "It is certain that the

Borough Camp was an important Roman
station" (Murray's NorthanU, 113), and con-

siderable Roman remains have been found
there.

As no tenable derivation has yet been given

either for Bannauenta or for Daventry, I will

give one, and show the historical connexion

between the two names; for it is not hy
accident that they agree in five coniecutive

letters.

In O. Welsh "pro nd . , . primitive

frequentissima est geminatio nn " (Zeuss,

Oram. Gelt., 147), and Bannauenta represents

Ban-Dauenta. Ban is unquestionably Welsh
(and O, Keltic) ban, " an eminence," What is

Dauenta P

I propose to connect it with Welsh dafim
"to drop, to trickle," and da/n "a drop"
(O, Welsh dafyn). Welsh / is, of course, our v.

And I suggest that Dauent-a (where the -o is

only a Roman termination) is either a collective

or an abstract noun from this stem, and that

the entire name Ban-Dauent-a = Hill of trick-

ling(s). For Borough Hill is "abounding
in springs of remarkable pnrity " (Baker's

Northants, 339).

The variant form Bannauantia leaves us un-

certain whether the Romans have added -ia or

only -a, but at any rate it shows us an -ant

stem. And with these -ent and -ant stems

compare O, Welsh hereynt "friends," carant

"body of friends," porthant "nourishment,"

mwynant " use," heneint " old age," digyoueint
" indignation," and others to be found on pp,

844-5 of Zeuss. He gives carajit as a "collec-

tive," and the next two as examples of abstract

substantives sprung from verbs, while of -eint

he says that it may be from an earlier -ent.X

* "The Book of Armagh Wis transcribed from

a MS. which even in the year 807 was becoming
obscure, and of whose obscurities the transcriber

more than once complains " (i. xciv.).

t In one place there is a various reading,

Isannauantia, but any palaeographer can show how
i was liable to be read Is.

t It would, of course, be easy to take Davanti

(hi Bannauantia) and Davent (in Bannauenta) as

, the earlier and later genitives of a proper name
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As for Daventrei (Domesday Book), Daventre,
or Daventry, it is more than half a mUe from
the Ban or Hill, and consequently is not called

Ban. But it stands between brooks, one at

least of which is fed from the Ban. And Isuggest
that the last syllable of it = Welsh rhe * {rh-

is almost invariably r- in O. Welsh), which as a
Bubstautive means "a swift motion, a run,"

and has a diminutive rhe-an " a streamlet," or

as an adjective means "fleet, speedy." I
prefer to take it in the latter sense and to in-

terpret Daventrei as "swift (rei) running water
{davent)

"

—the qualifying epithet being, as

usual in Keltic languages, put last.

And now observe : first, how well Bannauenta
agrees with what Patrick tells us later on in his

Confessio. He says

:

" Et iterum post paucos annos in Britannis

eram cum parentibus meis " (p. 364)

;

and
" Unde autem [poseem] etsi uoluero amittere

illas, et pergere in tBrittannias ; et libentissime

paratus irem, quaei ad patriam et parentes ?

"

(p. 370).

Note, too, that the emendation "Bannauenta
Britanniae " supplies not only the name of the
place, but of the country ; and that, unless the
place were a well-known one, it would have
been very odd if at the outset he had neglected
to mention the country in which it was.
Next, observe how admirably the place fits

chronological probabilities. Patrick was bom
at earliest in 372, captured and carried to
Ireland at earliest in 388. But in 387 Maximus
had taken the Boman soldiers away, and it

was not till 396 that they returned to drive off

Picts, Scots, Etnd Saxons.
The Picts and Scots probably did not get so

far south as Daventry, though Mr. Church and
Miss Putnam in their story The Count of the

Saxon Shore bring the Picts in 410 to
Winchester, and although there is arguable
groimd for attributing the Silchester Ogams
to a Gael and not a Briton. But for the

their captives direct at different points on the
Irish coast.

This letter might end here but that certain

mediaeval traditions on the subject exist, among
" the least improbable " of which the editor of

the Tripartite Life (i. cxxxvii.) considers the

statement that " Patrick was bom about the
year 373, at Nemptor, an Old Celtic Nemeto-
duron, which may have been the older name
for Ail Cluade (' Eock of Clyde '>). . . .

The valley of the Clyde was then Cymric
territory, the name Nemptor seems to occur as

Nentor in the Welsh poem with which the
Black Book of Carmarthen begins.^

"

Let me first sweep away the quotation from
the Black Book of Carmarthen. It has been
published in facsimile since the Tripartite Life
appeared, and the correct reading is ineutur,

written as a single word, with all the letters

joined.

Secondly, as Alclyde had two Keltic names
already—the second being " Diin Breatan, now
Dumbarton" (ii. 634)—it is very unlikely that

it should have had a third.

The Alclyde tradition doubtless arose from
the fact that in his epistle to the subjects of

Coroticus, said to have been king of Alclyde,

Patrick says that his words are " militibus

mittenda Corotici, non dico ciuibus meis atque
ciuibus sanctorum Bomanorum, sed ciuibus

demoniorum" (ii. 375), and " Et si mei non
cogno8[c]unt, ' propheta in patria sua honorem
non habet '

" (377)—expressions which show
nothing more tban that he and they were bom
fellow-citizens of Bome and children of the

same fatherland of Britain.

There is another way in which the idea may
have arisen. Patrick says in his Confessio that

when he was once again "in Britannis . . .

cum parentibus meis " he seemed to hear in

his mind the voice of those who were " iuxta

siluam Focluti, quae est prope mare occideutale"

(365). Now a moderately careful reader would
see from what goes before that Foclut must be
in Ireland ; but a reader who merely skimmed

Saxons Daventry was within easy striking ^^^ ^^^' ^^ o^® ^^^o ^^w little Latin, might

distance. I do not know whether it be true
that Saxon ships "were long and low in the
water," and that " no river or creek, if it gave
as much as three or four feet of water, was safe

from their attack" {^Count of the Saxon Shore,

26); but Bannauenta is only two miles from
the river Nen and thirteen miles from
Northampton, and "The Nen N. of North-
ampton, is a deep-flowing stream. . . The
course of the Nen was one of the high roads
into the centre of England (Murray's
Northants, 14). " The rivers that traversed the
Lincolnshire and Cambridge Fens had such
depth of water as to facilitate attack. The
Danes sailed up the Witham to Lincoln, and
up the Onse to Ely " (Pearson, Hist. Maps of
England, 3).

In 368 TheodosiuB, landing at London, had
attacked " uagantes hostium uastatorias manus
. . . qui uinctos homines agebant " (Amm. Mar-
cell, xxvii. 8, 6). They were, doubtless, Saxons
who had sailed up the Thames. Doubtless,
also, they were Saxons running up the Nen
who, about 388, captured Patrick ; and they
either sailed northward and sold him to their
allies, the Scots from Ireland, or, raiding round
the southern and western shores, disposed of

Davautos, connected with Or. a-Si/iayTos, just as
Welsh dafad "a slieep " U comiected (Stokes,
JJrkellitcher Sprachaehaiz, 141) with a-Sip.aTO!. But
I cannot find such a Keltic name, and in any case
a derivation from natural features is much the
more likely.

* Is not this from the root given by Stokes
{Urkeltiacher Sprachtchalz, 227) as rei " to flow " ?

fie., Roman Britain, which was divided into B.
prima, B. secunda, Fiauia Oaesariensis, and
Hextma Caecariensis.

possibly suppose it to be in Britain, and might
derive Foclut from the name of the Clyde pre-

ceded by the Gaelic preposition fo. And we
shall find presently what may be curious echoes
of the words " prope mare occidentale " in

connexion with the home of Patrick,

And now for the Nemptor tradition. Un-
likely as it may seem, I shall produce reason to

think that the name so written by the editor of

the Tripartite Life is nothing more than a
corruption of the name of Daventry.
A certain Muirchu wrote memoirs of Patrick,

and says that he wrote them at the command
of a bishop who died in 698 (i. xci.). The leaf

containing what I am about to quote is missing
in the Book of Armagh, but is foimd in a
Brussels MS. of the eleventh or twelfth century.

Muirchu, then, says (ii. 494) that Patrick was
" Brito natione, in Britannis natus," and that

his father or grandfather was " uico Bannauem
Tabumiae, haut procul a mari nostro, quem
uicum oonstanter indubitanterque comperimus
esse Nemtrie, matre etiam conceptus Concessa
nomine."

This is Mr. Stokes's text, but he tells us
that for Taberniae haut the MS. reads thabur
indecha* ut, and that for Nemtrie it reads ventre.

Consequently the evidence of Muirchu, so far

as we know it from an obviously corrupt MS.,
is for Uentre or Ventre,^ and between these and

' " Adamn'du's Petra Cloithe."
* " Roc deu-ur i Nentur y tirran, where Mr. Skene

{Four Ancient Books of Wales, ii. 3), reads Nentur."
* The inde apparently arises out of niae, a tall-

necked a being misread d.

t Said to be apparently altered from venitre, but
query rather from vemtre, pointing to an earlier

uetre.

the Daventrei of Domesday Book there is a veryx
strange likeness.

I shall be told that "haut procul a mari
nostro " does not suit Daventry ; but I suggest
that Muirchu is combining the details furnished

by the " iucertis auctoribus," on whom he says
his work is based (ii. 269), and that the words
may be a mere reminiscence of the Foclut pas-
sage misunderstood.

Probus, assigned by Mr. Stokes to the tenth
century, but whom one suspects to be the
Probus who died in 859, has " de vico Bannaue
Tiburniae regionis, baud procul a mari occiden-
tali " [c/." prope mare occidentale" in the Foclut
passage]. Then comes "quem vicum indubi-
tanter comperimus esse Nentriae prouinciae";
but Colgan, Probos's editor, in his note quotes
the name as Neutriae ! (^Tripartite Life, ii. 494,
referring to Colgan's Trias thaumaturga). So
that here also we have not got Nemptor, but
either Nentria or Neutria—it is uncertain which
—and Probus, endeavouring to explain a
passage which he was copying but did not
understand, has added " prouinciae " as he had
just before added "regionis." What may be
the age of the MS. of Probus, Colgan does not
seem to say.

The name uentre or nentre appears, however,
to have been written compendiously net', and
this to have been misread as nemt^—i.e., nemtur.
Nemtur explained itself to the Irish scribe as

nem "sky" + tur- (mod, Ir, torr) "tower";
and so the author of the anonymous Quarta
Vita, assigned by Dr, Stokes (on what grounds
I know not) to the ninth century, aspirates the

t in accordance vrith the Irish rule in compound
words, writes Nemthor, and says that it means
"turris caelestis " ! And perhaps the sky-
tower suggested the Clyde-rock, But this

writer, at least, does not identify them, and it

is the more important that he does not, because
he is apparently the first to mention the Clyde
in connexion with Patrick. He places Patrick's

parents in the "region" Strath-Clyde, but
does not say a word about Al-Clyde, nor do his

copyists, the writers of the Secunda and Tertia

Vita. It is apparently not till the eleventh
century that we get any identification of

Nemthor with Al-Clyde, or any statement that
Patrick was bom in Al-Clyde. So that the
idea that "Nemptor, an Old Celtic Nemtto-
duron," "may have been the older name for

Ail Cluade (' Bock of Clyde ') " may very safely

be dismissed for ever.

The anonymous writers of the Secunda and
Tertia Vita (assigned, on what grounds I know
not, to the tenth century) follow the Quarta
in the spelling Nemthor (Tertia also has
Nempthor). And in Fiacc's hymn, supposed to

have been written in the eighth century, but
certainly not written by the Fiacc to whom it

is attributed, we get Nemthur. But in no
identifiable authority assigned to the period
before A.d. 1000 do we have anyjuch form;
and in the earliest writer of all, Muirchu, we
have, as I have said, uentre.

I am so pressed for time to finish the book on
Pictish inscriptions which I promised in these

pages a year ago, that I must be excused if I

cannot keep up any controversy on the subject

of this letter.

E. W. B. Nicholson.

P.S.—In the Secunda, Tertia, and Quarta
Vita, and in the Tripartite Life, there is a
legend that when Patrick was baptized in
" Nemthor " the priest had no water.

" So with the infant's hand he made the sign of

the cross over the earth, aud a well of water brake
thereout. ... A church, moreover, was founded
over that well in which Patrick was baptized, and
there stands the well by the altar, and it hath the
form of the croes, as the wite declare" {Trip.

Life, 1. 9).

Is it a mere coincidence that Daventry church
should be called Holy Cross church ?
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THB ABUS OF ABOHBISHOP KOTIIEHIIAJt.

London : Hay 7, 1896.

In the Academy of April 20, under the head

of "University Jottings," reference was made
to a doubt regarding the true blazoning of the

arms of Archbishop Rotherham, the second

founder of Lincoln College, Oxford.

Mr. Perceval Landon, in his "Notes on the

Heraldry of the Oxford Colleges," printed

in Archaedogia Oxonietms, has asserted that

Botherham's arms, as impaled on the shield of

the college, are indisputably: "vert, three

stags trippant argent, attired or." And so

they appear in some notes on the glass formerly

existing in the college windows, taken just

before the Civil War.
The Eev. Andrew Clark, however, in the

current number of the English Historical

Review, contests this blazoning. He argues

that Richard Iiee, Portcullis Pursuivant, in his

visitation of Oxford in 1574, recorded Rother-

ham's coat as :
" vert, three stags trippant or "

—as appears both by his carefully blazoned

certificate left in the college, and by the equally

deliberate copy in the College of Arms. He
further states that the same blazoning is given

in Paber's engraving (? circa 1700) of Rother-

ham's portrait.

Now, it happens that the dispute can be
decisively settled by contemporary evidence.

The original (fifteenth century) statutes of the

college which the Archbishop founded at

Rotherham are preserved in the library of

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge. There, on
the first leaf, Botherham's arms are illuminated

thus: ''vert, three roes argent, two and one."

We quote from the Descriptive Catalogue of

the M8S. in the Library of Sidney Sussex
College, which has just been published by Mr.
Montagu James (Cambridge University Press).

J. S. C.

THE ETYMOLOaY OF " OOEMOEANT."

Doraer Woad, Bomham, Buclu :''.Us7 6, 189S.

Dr. Chance has somewhat misunderstood the

aim of my note on the etymology of cormorant

in the Academy for April 20. My object was
merely to draw the attention of English lexico-

graphers to the fact that the word moran, which
was supposed to be identical with the ending
of cormorant, has been discovered by M. Thomas
to have no existence, so that the proposed
identification falls to the ground. M. Thomas
does not give his reasons for rejecting the
Breton etymology of -moran proposed by Diez,

and accepted by Littre, Scheler, and A.
Darmesteter. He simply says :

" Y voir le

breton murvran . . . c'est se mettre une
bien grosse affaire sur les bras."

Paget Toynbee.

Dablin : Uay 4, 1896.

Dr. Chance, in his letter on " Cormorant " in

the Academy, states that he has not met with
a form such as mor-fran in Irish.

I would point out that, as a matter of

fact, such a form does exist in Irish. I may
refer him, for instance, to Zeuss's Orammatica
Cdtica (ed. Ebel), p. 854, or to Brugmann's
Comparative Grammar (English Trans.), vol.

.

ii., p. 66., where he wUl find the form
muir-bran = "sea-raven."

P. M. MacSweeney.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
Bu>DAr, Vjij 1«, T.SOp.m. Ethical :

" Ooethe," by Ur. F. H.
Petcn.

MoxDAY, May 1 4. 8 p.m. Society of Arti : Oantor Lecture,
" Iiec«»Dt Aiu'-riean BCethoda and Aoplianoaa employed In
the Metallurgy of Copper, L«>d, Oold, and BilTer,'* IV.,
by Mr. Jaoieii Dooglas.

8 p.m. Library Aesoclation :
" The Hammersmith

FubUeLibiary," by Mr. 8. Martin.
Oeographical ^" A Journey on the Upper8.S0p.m.

Xivhnte*," b!bT Mr. O. Q. Hogarth , .„...„,,.
of TfaHMmawttg," by Mr. J. L. Myrea.

'Joumeyi in the

TuxsDAT, Mar M, S p.m. Boyal InttitiitioD : "TUity
Yean* Progren in Biological Boienca," I., by Prof. Bay
Lankeater.

8 p.m. Colonial loatitute: "The Imperial Aipecta
of Bdnc^ition," by the Bar. J. E. 0. Welldoa.

8.au p.m. Anthropologioal :
" Pygmie* in Barope,"

by Prof. J. EoUmaun; "A Bemaikable Barroir at
6«T<iioak*, the Hastinga Kitolien M"***"'. and aome
BpeoiaUsad and DiminatlTe Formi of FUnt Implementa
from HaatiDgB Kitchen Midden and Seveaoaka," by Mr.
W. J. Lewis Abbott ; ' The Book Paintiags and Carringa
of the Auttraliaa Aborigines," by Ml. B. M. Mathews.

WiDsssoAT, May 16, 6 p.m. London Institution :
" Mono-

metalliam," by Mr. J. Herbert Tritton.
7.80 p.m. Metdorologlcai : ''The November Floods

of 18M in the Tnames Vslley," by Messrs. O. J. Symons
and O. Cliatttrton ; " Barometrioal Changes preceding
and accompanying the Heavy Bainfall of Konmber,
1894," by Mr. F. J. Brodie.

8 p.m. Society of Arts: "Means for mitigating
the Fading of Pigment!," by Oapt. W. de W. Ab&ey.

8 p.m. Blizibethan: "Sitiromastiz,"byMr. W.H.
Cowham.

8 p.m. Microscopical: "The Anatomy of Xycto-
tlieaus oealit,' by Ml. W. C. Uoeanquet; "A New
Microtome for Cutting," by Dr. A. Bruce ;

" HomeDetails
of the FiTdt Nuclear Dirision in the Polien-mother-cells
of Lilium martagon,*' &c., by Bilisa Ethel ti&rgant.

TnussDAT, May 16, 3 p.m. Royal Institution :
" The

Liquefaction of Gases," IV., by Prof. Dewar.
4.S0 p.m. Historical.

8 p.m. Chemical :
" Kjeldahl's Process for the

DetermlDation of NitroReD,"byDr. Bernard Djer; •' The
Action of Nitrous Acid on 1 : 4 : 3 DibromuiiUne," by
Prof. Me'.dola and Mr. E. E. Andrews; " Derivatives of
Buccinyl and Fhthalyl Dichiocarbimidee," by Prof. Dixon
and Dr. Doran.

8 30 p.m. Antiqnariea.
Fbiday, May 17, 9 p.m. Boyal Institution: "B. L. Steven-

son," by Prof. Walter Raleigh.
Batukdav, May 18, 3 p m. Royal lost-'tntion : "Picture-

Making," I., by Mr. Seymour Lncaa.

SCIENCE.
THREE BOOKS ON PSYCHOLOGY.

Primer of Psychology. G, T. Ladd. (Long-
mans.)

"Contemporary Science Series." Intro-

duction to Comparative Psychology. By C.

Lloyd Morgan. (Walter Scott.)

Psychology for Teachers. By C. Lloyd
Morgan. (Edward Arnold.)

The psychology of the study and the psycho-
logy of the laboratory is the comparison at

first suggested by the books before us. Prof.

Ladd's treatment of his subject is the more
physiological, more in touch with the German
masters from whom we are accustomed to

derive our psychological pabulum ; while Prof.

Lloyd Morgan seems to have set down the
stream of ideas passing through his own con-
sciousness without much of the filtering and
crystallising which characterises true scientific

writing. Yet this comparison is more or less

superficial; for Prof. Lloyd Morgan is really

an original thinker, while here, as in his

former books. Prof. Ladd gives us a digest of
psychological investigations in American and
Continental laboratories. His abstract is

wrought in such a fashion as to make it

thoroughly interesting. The arrangement of

subjects and use of block-type for headings
is admirable, the only fault being the
omission of an index. The book is

thoroughly to be recommended to elementary
students.

It aims at describing and explaining the
growth of mental life. Psychology is presented
to us as a study of the experiences and doings
of a "subject" or "self." The most familiar

everyday experiences are its subject-matter,
only they are not ordinarily regarded from the
point of view of the

_
psychologist. The

common, practical, view is objective ; here we
deal with the subjective side of the same
experiences. These mental experiences may be
termed generaDy " consciousness," while we
who are conscious of them are the self or mind
of which they are the mental experiences.

Consciousness and attention are thus first to be
considered, and Prof. Ladd's account of the
states, or fields, of consciousness is particularly

lucid. The varying extent, intensity, speed,

character of consciousness in different

individuals is one of the most fruitful

regions of psychology. The physiological
conditions of consciousness and attention are
emphasised. Sensations are the modifications
of consciousness experienced in the use of the
organs of sense. They originate in consciousness,

yet are immediately or ultimately excited from
without. The relations of sensation and
stimulus, as well as the limitations of the
Weber - Pechner Law, are clearly stated.

The physiology of feeling is propounded as a
surplus of nervous energy in the cerebral

centres. Prof. Ladd declares emphatically
against the reduction of all feeling to
"pleasure-pain," although these enter into
almost all other feelings. The physiology of

mental images and ideas is carefully stated.

While certain properties of the brain-substance
furnish the physical conditions of memory-
images and images of fancy, there is no literal

" copy" of any sense-impression'; but there is

a tendency on the part of the molecules of this

substance to re- act in a similar way whenever
they are again similarly excited. The treat-

ment of fusion and association of ideas is

concise and lucid.

The account of perception is somewhat
meagre. It is merely defined as knowledge
through the senses, sight and touch being
separated from the rest as giving direct know-
ledge of the qualities of things. But the
section dealing with visual perception is very
able, and well expresses the relation of the
latter with cerebral judgments. Here, as in
reasoning and knowledge, reasoning is recog-
nised as implicit in all our daily life, even in

those mental acts which seem to be the result

of direct perception by the senses. This
process of reasoning is reduced to the simple
syllogism, where, however, we notice a serious

misprint—Mis P, 8 is M, .^8 is P—not •.• as

in the text.

The emotions are treated physiologically,

and distinguished from less intense feelings by
their resulting bodily developments. " In their

highly emotional form all feelings run, as it

were, a sort of limited physiological career."

They are distinguished from passions as being
less voluntary and habitual, " Women are

more emotional than men, but men are more
passionate than women. Strong emotions are
sources of weakness, but strong passions may
be sources of strength." In desires, again, we
have " the stress of feeling ready to break
over into a definite act of will toward some
particular end." Will and character are the
outcome of "mental life," which manifests
itself to the subject of that life as spontaneous
activity. "To be active" and "to do" are
fundamental terms of our experience. Conation,

"the active aspect of mental life," is physio-
logically reducible to the "automatism" of

the central nervous system, whence the motor
activities evolve upwards into voluntary move-
ment. An act of volition implies a certain

development of will, and of all the connected

conscious powers of the mind. " It may
be defined as a definite conation (or

conscious doing) directed toward realising

some end that is pictured before the

mind, preceded or accompanied by a con-
dition of desire, and usually accompanied or

followed by a feeling of effort." And thus

character becomes a double process of being

stamped and stamping ourselves. Our natural

disposition is moulded, not only by circum-

stances, but also by the way in which wo take,

seize, appropriate, and use the circumstances

by responsive choices, plans, and in general

deeds of will. Finally, temperament, develop-

ment, effect of age and race, are touched upon,
with the proviso that we cannot postulate laws
of mind in the same sense as laws of material

masses and atoms. Four principles of mental

development can, however, be recognised

—
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ooutinoity, relativity, solidarity, and final

purpose ; and the closing words have a ring of

the old Stoic philosophy

:

" The true and higher development is attained only
as matters are mora thoroughly put into our own
hand3. He who kaows himself, who plans his owu
life, who tabes himself in hand to carry out that
plan, and who selects such a plan as wUl worthily
dominate and control all the mental facilities, he
it is who is most entitled to be called a true soul,

or mind. A planless mental lite is scarcely
worthy to bs called a genuine mental life."

It is less easy to digest the work of Prof.

Lloyd Morgan. His careful studies in animal
psychology are valuable, not less for their

positive conclusions than for their well-timed
warning against rash generalisations from the
comparative method of observation.

Apart from these chapters—perhaps the most
permanent (as being the most experimental)
part of the larger book—we may regard
the Psychology for Teachers as an epitome
of the earlier Introduction to Compara-
tive Psychology. In both the complex nature
of consciousness is insisted on. Not merely
" focal " but also "marginal " elements have to

be considered. " The moment of consciousness
embraces a psychical wave, with a summit or

crest of clear consciousness, a short rising slope

of dawning consciousness, and a longer falling

slope of waning consciousness." This wave is

diagrammatically represented. Perception is

more comprthensively treated than in Prof.

Lidd's " Primer," although the definition " per-
ception of relations among sense-phenomena "

really covers the same ground as Ladd's
"reasoning" or "judgment."
As Dr. Fitch tells us in his preface, the Psy-

chology for Teachers is designed to meet a very
real want in pedagogic literature. In order to

Buperintend the formation of character and
understanding in children, some knowledge of

the material it is proposed to work on is essential,

together with the conditions of its develop-
ment and growth. To this end the lectures

before us are very suggestive : yet we
question whether some previous knowledge
of psychology would not be required in

order to appreciate the value of the book.

We miss the terse language and sharp presenta-

tion of Prof. Ladd. It is less difficult, in view
of the scant time and many occupations of the

Board Schoolteacher, to conceive the " mental
grasp of impressions into one field of conscious-

ness, varying with individual variations of

character," than to " analyse our states of con-
sciousness into focus and margin, and to

differentiate the focal from the merely marginal
elements" ; and we doubt if the average mind
will discover in a country walk : (1) the sense-

ideas in the focus of consciousness ; (2) a good
deal of re-presentativa margin forming the

background of ideas
; (3) a certain amount of

presentative margin due to the stimuli which
are affecting our special senses. An elementary
book, moreover, should surely appeal to the

eye as well as to the understanding, and here
again the work of Prof. Ladd mtist take
precedence. Both alike will lead the student
on from the commonplaces of the text-book to

that perception «f life and its relations, to

discover which is the function of true
education.

Fbancks a. Welby.

In July, 1884, Prof. Haupt published a
paper, called " The Language of Nimrod the
Kushite," in the Andover Review, in the course
of which Le states the opinion that TiS3 was
shortened from 27in-3ta. Maraddas, he adds, is

the Kossaean god of hunting. Compare also his
note on p. 91i of the Johns Hopkins University
Circulars, vol, xi,. No. 93 (M*y, 1892).

T. K. Cheyne.

CORRESPONDENCE.
OEIGIN OF NIMROD.

Oxford

:

glad to be informed by
Ua; 6, 1S9S.

I am glad to be informed by Prof. Paul
Haupt that the theory connecting the name of

Nimrod with that of the Kassite King Nazl-
MaraddaH is not the property of Prof. Hilprecht,

from whom Prof. Sayce quoted it in his review
of Hilprecht's Asayriaca, (AcADEilY, March 2).

THE THUNDERBOLT OP THE ASSYRIANS.

Loudon: May 7, 1895.

In the Academy of October 20, 1894, in a
notice of my Flora of the Assyrian Monuments
and its Outcomes, it is stated that

:

" We have epigraphic authority that the god who
carries the thunderbolt is Ramman, the god of the
air, whose weapon was the thunderbolt."

Count Goblet d'Alviella, in his review of the
same book, in the Revue de I'Histoire des Religions
(torn. XXX., No. 1, p. 96), says :

'' J'acoepterai partaitement qu'en fa^onnant le

trident mis entre les mains de Ramman, dieu de
I'air et de I'orage, I'artiste Assyrien ait ete in-

fluence, consciemment ou non, par sa propre fa(;on de
reprcscnter la tige sacree avec des comes sym-
boliques. Mais ce n'est pas une raison pour suivro

M. Bouavia, quand il en deduit que I'attribut du
dieu est une forme reduite de I'arbre sacre—c'est-ii-

dire une tige omeo d'une paire de comes—et que
par suite, le fondre ou trident redouble represent ait

simplement chez les Assyriens une double pairo do
cornes avec la tige sacree au milieu."

In my researches 1 put to myself the question :

Why has the thunderbolt in Ramman's hand
a straight middle prong, while the two aide

prongs are wavy 2

In all the photographs of lightning which I

have seen, the thunderbolt is wavy and never
straight. Whence does the straight middle prong
of the mythological thunderbolt come ?

The only answer that I could find to my
question was that this supposed thunderbolt was
copied from a pair of spiral horns tied to a stick,

horns having been, from the most ancient times,

used as a weapon against the evil eye, and possibly

also against all manner of evil spirits.

In studying the genesis of this form of weapon,
or charm, it became evident to me that the

artist who placed that thunderbolt in Ramman's
hand had seen the same thing somewhere else as

a weapon of some sort, independently of thunder-
bolts : that the figure was so registered in the

convolutions of his brain, and that he uncon-
sciously gave it the same form, when depicting a

god of the tempest. The caduceus in the hand
of Mercury appeared to me to be the same thing
modified into a pretty form by Greek artists.

Mr. Elsworthy, in his recent book on Tlie Evil

Eye, thinks that Mercury carried the caduceus
in his hand as a charm to guard himself, in his

flights, against injuries of the evil eye. And I

do net think that the zigzag caduceus in each

hand of the god (shown on p. 164, fig. 87a, of

my book) has ever been taken for a thunderbolt.

So that in spite of there being epigraphic

authority that the god Ramman is the god of the

air, whose weapon is a thunderbolt, it does not
appear to me to follow that the Assyrian or

Chaldean artist did not copy this form of

thunderbolt from a previous form which had
nothing to do with thunderbolts, but originated

in a pair of spiral horns tied to a straight stick,

and used as a protection against either the evil

eye or connected with some other superstition

regarding evil power. The fact remains that, as

shown by Mr. Elsworthy, both the so-called

"thunderbolt," or double trident, and the so-

called " fleur-de-lys," with many other things,

were used as charms for protection against the

evil eye.

On p. 371 , fig. 1 81 , of n« Evil Eye, Mr. Elsworthy
show.s, among other charms, a double hand and

a trident ; on p. 372, fig. 182, he gives a genuine
thunderbolt, a spear in the s^ape of a fleur-de-

lys, and a lyre, besides other things, all used as

charms. On p. 373, fig. 183, he »ives a double
fleur-de-lys, a trident, a lyre, a double pair of
horns, all having the power, according to the
ancients, of warding ofi' injuries worked through
the evil eye.

It may be of some importance to note that in

those days the doubling of the trident, of the
hand, of the fleur-de-lys, of a pair of horns was
a common practice, as if to render the charm
more powerful.

E. BONAVIA

SCIENCE NOTES.
following fifteen candidatesThe following fifteen candidates have been

selected by the council for election into the Royal
Society : Mr. J. Wolfe Barry, Prof. A. G.
Bourne, Mr. G. H. Bryan, Mr. J. Eliot, Prof. J. R.
Green, Mr. E. H. Griffiths, Mr. C. T. Heycock,
Prof. S. J. Hickson, Major II. C. L. Holden,
Mr. F. M'Clean, Prof. W. MacEwen, Dr. S.

Martin, Prof. G. M. Minchin, Mr. W. H. Power,
and Prof. T. Purdie.

Major Rennell and the Rise of Modern
English Geography, by Clements R. Markham,
will form vol. ii. of the "Century Science"
series, edited by Sir Henry Roscoe, to be
published by Messrs. Cassell & Co. on May 17.

Dr. a. Tille, of Glasgow, author of "Die
Gesohichte der Deutsche Weihnacht," will pub-
lish immediately a philosophical work entitled

Von Darwin nach Nietzsche, in which he traces the
so called Allgemeine Weltanschauung, of which
Nietzsche is the leading representative, to the
scientific doctrines of Darwin.

At the Koyal Institution on Tuesday next
Prof. E. Ray Lankester will begin a course of

four lectures on "Thirty Years' Progress in

Biological Science."

At the meeting of the Anthropological
Institute on Tuesday next, among the papers
to be read are :

" Pygmies in Europe," by
Prof. J. KoUmann ; and "The Rock Paintings
and Carvings of the Australian Aborigines,"
by Mr. R. H. Mathews.

At the meeting of the Royal Meteorological
Society on Wednesday next papers will be read
ou " The November Floods of 1894 in the Thames
Valley," and on " Barometrical Changes preceding
and accompanying the Heavy Rainfall of Novem-
ber, 1894."

Dr. Richard Hanitsch, demonstrator of

zoology at University College, Liverpool, has
been appointed to the curatorship of the Raffles

Museum, at Singapore.

Prof. Wolcott Qibbs, of Harvard, has been
elected president of the National Academy of

Sciences at Washington, for a term of six year.^,

in succession to Prof. Marsh.

Magister Friedrich Schmidt, of St. Peters-

burg, has been elected a foreign memlier of the
Geological Society.

At the general monthly meeting of the Royal
Institution, held last Monday, special thanks
were returned to Mr. George Matthey, for his

donation of £50 to the fund for the promotion
of experimental research at low temperatures.

The issue of Nature for last week prints in full

two papers that were read at a recent meeting of

the Royal Society, dealing with the nature of

the gas from uraninite. One is by Prof. William
Ramsay, on " A Gas showing the Spectrum of

Helium, tlie Reputed Cause of D3, one of the

Lines in the Spectrum of the Sun's Chromo-
sphere" ; the other is by Mr, J. Norman Lockyer,

on "The New Gas obtained from Uraninite."

The latter states, under reserve, that the method
adopted may ultimately provide us with othe
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new gates, the line^ of nhich are also associated

with those of the chromosphere.

MnsRS. DuLAU have issued a catalogue of

the Philotophical Transaction$ of the Boyal
Society, which includes a complete set from

1824 to 1893, and also a very large number of

separate papers. Among them are series by
Sir Humphry Davy, William and Sir F.

Hersohell, Sir E. Sabine, Sir David Brewster,

Faraday, Sir Richard Owen, and Oayley. We
peoially notice Darwin's " Observations on the

Parallel Boads of Glen Roy . . . with an
Attempt to prove that they are of Marine
Origin" (1839).

PHILOLOGY NOTES.

At the anniversary meeting of the Philo-

logical Society, held on May 3, Prof. Straohan's

paper, on " The Verbal System of the Saltair

na Itann," proved of such interest to the

audience that they asked the professor

to treat all the parts of speech as well

as the verb, and also the syntax of the

poems. This he promised to do in his long
vacation, and to print his paper before

Christmas. The Saltair, or Psalter of the
Qaatrains, is a set of 150 ballads on the history

of the world from the Creation, in Old Irish

(a.d. 988). Mr. Whitley Stokes edited it for the
Clarendon Press " Aneodota."

Pkof. GEOBa BtJHLEK, of Vienna, has re-

cently published two papers on the origin of

the Indian Alphabet, in anticipation of his

forthcoming " Grundriss der Indischen Palaeo-
graphie." One of these, in the Siizuneberichte

of the Imperial Academy of Science (Vienna :

Tempsky), deals with the characters known as

Southern, or Indian Pali, to which he prefers

to give the native name of Brahma. The other,

in the Zeitschri/t /. d. Kande d. Morgenl., deals

with the Northern, Arian, or Bactro-Fali,

which similarly he calls Kharosthi. For both
alike he elaborately proves an Aramaean origin,

though at different dates and by different

channels. We hope soon to be able to print a
detailed summary of his arguments and con-
clusions, which are extremely important, not
only from the point of view of palaeography,
but as illuminating the early history of India.

For the present, we must be content to quote
one remarkable passage, which he borrows
from Mr. E. J. Bapson, of the British Museum :

"Dnrinf; the period of Akhaemiuid rule (510-

331 B.C.) Persiem coins circulated in the Punjab.
Qold doable staters were actually etruck in India,
probably in the latter half of the fourth century.
Many of the silver si^loi, moreover, bear counter-
marks 80 similar to the native punch-marks as to

make it seem probable that the two clasees of
coins were in circulation together; and this

probability is increased by the occurrence on aigloi,

recently acquired by the British Museum, of
Brahma and Kharosthi letters."

Prof. Biihler rightly regards this as decisive
corroboration of Dr. Isaac Taylor's theory
that the Kharosthi alphabet is due to the
Akhaemenian conquest and occupation of
north-western India.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Olipton Shaxspebb Societt.—(Saturdaij, April 27.)

Miss Louisa Mabt Davibs in the chair.—" Much
Ado about Nothing '

' was the play for considera-
tion. The evening was principally devoted to the

discussion of the ethical tendoncy in Shakspere's
plays. This was commenced by the reading of a
paper by a member of the Melbourne Shakspere
Society, who combated Shak«pero'H right to the title

of hero in the ordinary sonso of the word, and who
stated that it would be a mistake to make him our
literary ideal or take him as guide, philosopher, and
fnend. His marvellous beauty, wit, wisdom, and

power of expression : lunot bo gainsaid, but there

are absent qualities more important than these. He
exercised no influence on the periods after him ; he
began and ended with himself. Neither our philo-

sophy nor our character has been moulded or

modified in the slightest degree by him. He sets the

world right in no particular. He makes no dis-

covery of the many truths that lie unknown and
unseen round us. He advocates and enforces none of

those known to us. He espouses no cause, but is dis-

tinctly neutral in the great struggle between wisdom
and folly, light and darkness, good and evil, that

makes up life in this world. Mighty as was his

intellect, and mightiest as was his power of speech,

he gave the world no help by sign or sound in its

stumbling, purblind progress. The world owes him
the possession of perhaps its gfreateet intellectual

pleasure ; but that is all, and not suflScient to entitle

him to ibe saintship of England, or to take rank

above many writers who could be named. The poet

—the ideal poet—is the highest figure in literature
;

for poetry is not a branch of literature, but its

highest mode of expression. But no graces of ex-

pression can atone for inferiority in the aim and
subject matter. The difference between Shakspere

and the ideal poet is analogous to that between the

picturesque annalist and the philosophic historian.

The highest praise that can be accorded to Shakspere's

works is that they are things of beauty. Beauty,

certainly, has a use and elevating power of its own
;

but it is a reflective and very subordinate one, and,

Keats notwithstanding, it is the last defence of any
literary work, viewed from its loftiest standpoint.

No one can feel impelled to purity, truth, charity, or

any nobleness of mind by Shakspere's works. The
tone of all his writings does not prove that he was
even a religious pagan. Marvellous as Shakspere's

wisdom is, it is not of the highest kind, it is of the

earth, earthy.—Mr. Arthur S. Way read a paper
which he had prepared in answer. He said that

Shakspere was not a man with a mission, in the

narrow sense of concentrating his powers on the

proclamation of some new principle of thought or

action. He wrote not for an age, but for all time.

The charges wrought against him resolve themselves

into those of moral indifference and moral cowardice.

To infer that, because he shows us men and women
as they really are, he is a mere realist, is to miscon-

ceive that consummate feature in his art without
which he could not be a great moral teacher. If

he depicted men and women who were not of

like passions with ourselves, to whom life's tempta-
tions could not appeal, or placed them amid
surroundings which we knew instinctively to be
unattainable for ourselves, how could we be

instructed or stimulated, or warned by their

example ? Shakspere has, however, plenty of

sermons, but no sermonizing. He veils his teaching

in romance and parable, in music and song. His
men and women pass before our eyes, not mouthing
texts and spinning homilies, but working out their

destinies, choosing good or evil, and receiving the

same—sowing like Falstaff to the flesh, and of the

flesh reaping corruption ; like Macbeth, sowing the

wind and reaping the whirlwind—that men may
know that it is not blind chance or partial saints

that turn or stay the wheels of fate, but that verily

there is a God tbat judgeth in the earth. Clear and
unfaltering as the voice of Holy Writ, peals through
his pages the cry, " Woe unto them that call evil

goo<f and good evil, that put darkness for light

and light for darkness." He speaks encouragement
and inspiration to those who fight against wrong

;

pointing to others who have toiled and suffered as

they, and like whom they too may triumph ; for

the evildoers he lifts up a beacon-light above
rocks that would wreck the drifting soul, and
he never drapes those rooks with roses nor
veils them beneath a smiling sea. And Shakespere,

too, speaks not only nor chiefly of the outward

Eunismnent, which sometimes seems to us to linger,

ut of that inward retribution which does not tarry.

But he tells men these things, not in set speeches,

not in formal phrases of theologians, not in the

dogmatic assertions of exhorters, or tempestuous

ranting* of hot-gospellers, but in the living actions

of men and women, in the spectacle of thoir struggles

and their agonies, of their triumph and their shame,
in revelations of secret hearts, m lightning flashes

that light up abysses of moral gloom, and gleam far

down the gulf of hell. To charge Shakspere with
moral cowardice is to show ignorance of the fitness

of seasons. When Milton launched into the career

of a pamphleteer, the cause of civil and religions

liberty was emphatically the popular cause. Shaks-
pere knew that the time for such writing had not
come. What could it have availed in the days of

the Tudor tyranny, when Elizabeth made even
despotism popular, for a soUtary poet to lift up his

voice against the iniquitous monopoUes, or against

the bridling of free speech, or against rebgions
coercion, when the unit^ voice of Parliament could

scarce win a hearing? Shakspere's aim was not
to rub off the excrescences on the suriace of society,

but to go down to the heart and core of it, to combat
those influences which in individual men and women
were in danger of poisoning the springs of the

nation's life. Shakspere took sides in the struggle

—

not of Parbament against Sovereign, not of Pro-
testant against Papist, not of Nonconformist against

Establishment—antagonisms which are not eternal

—

but of truth against falsehood, of purity against

defilement, of love and charity against hate and
intolerance, of selfless honesty and trustful faith

and rectitude of soul against the lawlessness of

greed and the nightmare of unfaith ; and the
serpent-windings of treachery, and there is no dis-

charge in that war.—Mr. L. M. Griffiths read some
notes on " A Few Obscure Allusions in ' Much Ado
about Nothing.' "

RoVAL IwOTlTunoif.

—

[Annual Meeting, Wedneiday,
May 1.)

SiE JAitES Cbichtok-Beownk, treasurer, in the chair.

—The annual report of the committee of visitors for

1894, testifying to the continued prosperity and
efficient management of the Institution, was read
and adopted. The real and funded property now
amounts to above £102,000, entirely derived from
the contributions and donations of the members, and
of others appreciating the value of the work of the

Institution. Sixty-two new members were elected

iu 1894, and 63 lectures and 19 evening discourses

were delivered. The books and pamphlets presented

in 1894 amounted to about 242 volumes, making,
with 578 volumes purchased by the managers, a
total of 820 volumes added to the library during
the year. The following were elected as officers

for the ensuing year : President, the Duke of

Northumberland ; treasurer. Sir James Criohton-

Browne ; secretary, Sir Frederick Bramwell ; mana-
gers, Sir Frederick Abel, Captain W. de Abney,
Lord Amherst, Mr. William Anderson, Sir Benjamin
Baker, rMessrs. John Birkett, William Crookes,

Edward Frankland, Charles Hawksley, John Hop-
kinson, Alfred Bray Kempe, George Matthey, the

Marquis of Salisbury, Messrs. Joseph William Swan,
Basil Woodd Smith ; visitors, Messrs. John Wolfe
Barry, Dr. Charles Edward Beevor, Arthur Carp-
mael, Carl Haag, Victor Horsley, Hugh Leonani,
Sir Joseph Lister, Messrs. Lachlan Mackintosh Rate,

Alfred Gordon Salamon, Dr. Felix Semon, Henry
Virtue Tebbs, Silvanus P. Thompson, John West-
lake, Judge Frederick Meadows White, and Sir

William H. White.

AMaLO-BusBlAN LiTBEABY SOCIETY.

—

{Taetday,
May 7.)

B. A. Oazalet, Esq., president, in the chair.—
Lieut.-General F. H. Tyrrell read a paper on
" Russia and the Armenians." The history of the

ancient kingdom of Armenia is carried back by its

people to the times of the mythical Kings Aram
and Aral, from whom the name of the country and
of its highest mountain, Ararat, are derived. The
Prophet Jeremiah refers to it as Mini (Har-Mini,

the mountain of Mini), in the eloquent passage in

which he marshals the kings of the Medes and
their vassal kingdoms against the arch-enemy
Babylon. Armenia became successively a Persian

satrapy, and a Macedonian province : in the words
of Sir Mountstuart Grant Duff, " the bridge by
which civilisation passed into Europe, and by
which Hellenic culture returned once more to the

East." A native rising against the rule of the

Graeco-Syrian Seleuoidae make Armenia a national

kingdom once more ; and its fall before the all-

conquering march of the Roman legions is

commemorated by the boastful utterance of

its king, Tigranes, at the sight of the army
of LucuUus: "If they come as ambassadors,

they are too many; if as enemies, too few."

Armenia for long afterwards enjoyed the un-

enviable position of what is called in modern
political jargon a "Buffer State" between the
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hoatile empires and rival civilisations of the West
and the East. A branch of the Arsacide royal

family of Parthia mounted her throne, and arrayed
her forces on the side of the Easterns ; but the
overthrow of the Parthian power by the resurrec-

tion of Persia under the Sassanide dynasty threw
her again into the arms of Eome. The conversion

of Tiridates the Great to Christianity through the

preaching of St. Gregory the Illuminator, finally

cemented the Roman alliance ; and the border
state thenceforward suffered cruelly at the hands
of the Persian Fire worshippers, till the Arab and
Mohammadan conquest in the seventh century
involved oppressor and oppressed in one common
ruin. During the decline of the Saracen empire
Armenia again revived under the dynasty of the
Bagratidae, who professed to trace their pedigree
to David ; and during the Crusades the Christian

kingdom enjoyed a precarious independence,
which was finally extinguished by the Mameluke
Sultans of Egypt, who had just expelled the
Crusaders from the Holy Land. Leo, the last

King of Armenia, died in exile at Paris in 1393.

Since that time the Armenians have been wanderers
in many lands, like the Jews and the Parsis, with
whose national character and condition they pre-

sent many points of resemblance. Armenian com-
munities and congregations are to be found to-day
scattered over the world from Moscow to Madras,
and from Manchester to Batavia ; but a large pro-
portion of the nation has remained an agricultural
people, and continues to cultivate the ancestral
soil. The national existence of this Armenian
nation has been for the past six centuries one long
martyrdom. The strife of Caesar and Sassanide
has been renewed between the Sunni Turk and
the Shiah Persian, who have alternately, through
the changeful fortune of incessant war, become the
masters of the land of Armenia and of the lives

and fortunes of its Christian inhabitants. When
the country was spared the horrors of foreign war,
it was distracted by the perpetual broils of the
Pashas or of the Janissaries with the Porte. At
the best of times the Christian peasantry were
exploited for the benefit of their Mussulman rulers,

and exposed without redress to the capricious
brutality of the ruffianly Turkish soldiery. In
the eighteenth century the success of the Russian
arms in the Caucasus revived hope in Armenian
breasts ; and in the early years of the Tsar Nicholas'
reign all Persian Armenia, north of the river Aras,
or Araxes, was annexed to Russia. After the
Rusao-Turkish War of 1828-29 more than 200,000
Armenians emigrated from Turkish into Russian
Armenia. The late massacres in Armenia are only
a repetition of the atrocities by which the Nestorian
Christians of Chaldea and the "Devil-worshipping "

Yezidis have been all but exterminated within
the present generation by the fanatical Kurdish
tribes. The situation in Armenia has been lately
aggravated by the immigration of many Lazis and
Circassians from the districts lately ceded by
Turkey to Russia. Repeated experience has
proved that the Ottoman Porte is quite unable to
maintain order in its own territories ; and the only
alternative to the total extermination of the
Christians in Armenia is the armed occupation of
the country by a European power. By the sixteenth
article of the Treaty of San Stefano, Russia
made herself responsible for the maintenance
of order in Turkish Armenia ; but by the sixty-first
article of the Treaty of Berlin, the responsibility
was shifted to the great powers of Europe ; and
we all know that what is everybody's business is

nobody's business. The prosperous condition of
Russian Armenia, and the wealth and contentment
of its people, are injitriking contrast to the state of
affairs in the Turkish province. In Russia, many
of the high administrative posts are filled by
Armenians

; and in the Russian army there are
twenty-six generals who are Armenians by birth.
The substitution of Russian for Turkish adminis-
tration throughout the whole of Armenia may be
regarded with e<iuanimity by every friend of
humanity and of progress.—The Rev. A. Thompson
and Mr. E. Delmar Morgan made some remarks.
The president related reminiscences of his travels
in Transcaucasia and of his personal aoqaintince
with Armenians. He said that, by the treaty
which ceded Cyprus, Lord Beaconsfield had pledged
Great Britain to insist that Christians inhabiting
Turkey in Asia should be treated with humanity.

FINE ART.
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

There is more than the usual lack of agree-
ment, both among the critics and with the
public generally, as to whether this is or is

not what is conventionally termed a good
Academy. So much depends on the standpoint
of those who would, without hesitation or mis-
giving, sit in judgment on our great miscel-
laneous gathering of pictures at Burlington
House as a whole. For that larger public
which looks upon the Eoyal Academy mainly
as the biggest summer show, and expects from it

variety of anecdote in painting and canvases of
sensational interest, there may be some dis-

appointment. There is to be noted a partial

renewal of Sir J. E. Millais's art which must
at any rate command the most sympathetic
attention ; but Sir Frederic Leighton, Mr.
Orchardson, Mr. Luke Fildes, Mr. Poynter,
and some other artists of note, belonging to

what may be termed the inner phalanx of the
Academy, are hardly seen at their best. En
revanche, Prof. Herkomer has produced what
is—however we may judge it as a work of art

—the optical sensation of the Academy ; Mr.
J. S. Sargent shows himself as surprisingly

clever, as unconventional, a painter of men as

he is of women; M. Carolus-Duran makes a
welcome re-appearance at Burlington House;
Mr. Alma Tadema outdoes himself in industry
and elaboration ; Mr. W. B. Bichmond brings
forward at least one praiseworthy effort in the
direction of monumental decoration. Apart
from the exceptional works of Mr. Sargent,
and the contribiitions to the year's display of

Sir J, E. Millais and Prof. Herkomer, the chief

interest of the exhibition lies in the insight

which it affords to the observer who cares to go
a little below the surface of things, as to the
direction which British art is now decisively

taking.

"Whether we consider the works of the
moderates in modernity, such as Mr. J. W.
Waterhouse, Mr. J. M. Swan, Mr. Stanhope
Forbes, Mr. David Murray, Mr. Gotch, Mr.
Arthur Hacker, Mr. Solomon J. Solomon, Mr.
Logsdale, or the more extreme band, such as

Mr. George Clausen, Mr. Frank Bramley (in

his new phase), Mr. Henry Tuke, Mr. Frank
Brangwyn, Mr. Cayley Bobinson—to name
only a few of the most prominent innovators
represented on this occasion—we cannot fail to
see that, as regards the younger generation,

the face of English art is already changed.
For good or for evil, modem French technique,
and more or less the modem French standpoint,

now colours the painted work of young Eng-
land, and will, it is pretty safe to surmise,

continue to do so for an indefinite period. We
have taken our fever later, and in a much
milder form, than the Scandinavians or the
Americans— later even than the advanced
brigade of modem German art. Like the first -

named, we shall, it appears, be saved from
absorption, such as the Americans as a school

have suffered, by the strength of the national
temperament, much more than by the waning
traditions of the English school.

To attempt to stem the tide at this advanced
stage would be merely foolish, though one may
well wish—as the most benevolent of our
French critics and admirers do fervently wish
—that the further development of our painters
had been generated from within, and not from
without. Bather let those who possess
authority and influence endeivour to guide the
onrushing stream, and confine it within its

proper banks. In mentioning above a few of

the names of modern artists, we have been
perforce compelled to omit some of the most
interesting, because they are either very im-
perfectly represented or not represented at all.

The Scotch impressionists, though just tolerated

at the Academy, have never made it their

stronghold. They know that they will be
treated with scant fairness, and they accord-

ingly do not take the trouble to put forth

their full strength. To make more than a
casual acquaintance with them out of Glasgow
and Edinburgh, one must seek them out at the

Salon of the Champ de Mars, and at the two
rival exhibitions which are now annually
opposed to each other at Munich.
Among artists of great promise and, indeea,

already of great accomplishment, whom we are

sorry to miss on the present occasion, are Mr.
Charles Furse, Mr. Lorimer, and Mr. Edward
Stott. The last-named painter, who is certainly

one of the most original, one of the most
genuinely progressive, of the English land-
scape-painters, has not—unless rumour speaks
with lying tongue—found favour with the
hanging committee this year.

In England we know Mr. J. S. Sargent
chiefly as a painter of female portraits ; but it

should not be forgotten that one of his first

great successes in Paris was made with the por-
trait of his master, M, Carolus-Duran. He has
twice portrayed here, with a masterly skill

which even those most opposed to his school

and his point of view must admit, Mr.
Coventry Patmore. The time-worn features

of the poet are, perhaps, more sympathetically
depicted in the sketch-portrait (737), with more
absolute vividness and force in the finished

picture (172), the aspect and design of which
slightly, yet notably, vary from that of its pre-

cursor. There must necessarily be—whether
on or below the surface—something more of

sympathy and charm in the personality of the

eminent man of letters than Mr. Sargent has
seen, or chosen to see, in it : something
that Mr. Watts, for instance, would
have been able to suggest, though he might
partially fail in giving the features, the
outward structure of the physical individuality.

From the Anglo - American painter's own
point of view it is difiicult to imagine any-
thing done with a more Hals-like certainty and
breadth, with a more incisive strength and
concision, with a greater felicity in the ex-
pression of physical character. The painter is

in another mood in the singularly original

full-length " W. Graham Bobertson, Esq. "

(503), which must count among the most
successful portraits that he has produced down
to the present time. The idea of painting thus,

with sombre surroimdings, and in lines mainly
perpendicular, a young man of slender figiire

and somewhat unusual type, may possibly have
been suggested by Mr. Whistler's " Comte
Eobert de Montesquiou," which was at the

Champ de Mars last year, but of imitation

there can, of course, be no question between
two artists of this calibre. It is not easy to

explain with mere words how Mr. Sargent has
made out of the simple elements to which he
has restricted himself, and with a tonality

rivalling in unrelieved sombreness that which
characterises the canvases of Velazquez, and of

Mr. Whistler himself, a fascinating picture.

There is an alertness, a momentariness in the

arrested action of the slender figure, an
expression of nerve-force, as distinguished from
muscularity, which make of this portrait,

apart from its purely pictorial qualities, a
perfect expression of the thoroughly modem
individuality placed before us. The only fault

thateven hypercriticism can find with the execu-

tion is that the intense, yet cold, light is con-

centrated almost too strongly upon the finely

modelled head. The execution is not less

remarkable for its reticence than for its force

and directness ; the hand of the master i«i so

assured of its cunning, that he disdains any
longer to indulge in unnecessary Iravura. The
female portraits of this painter are, on the
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preM&t oootuion, less important thau those of

the sterner sex. The half-length " Mrs. Russell

Cooke" has, however, a tremendous power of

df-assertion, which go far to dwarf and ex-

ting^nish its neighbours. It has the almost

brutal frankness in treatment of Frans Hals,

but not his buoyancy or his contagious optimism.

Mr. Sargent's teacher, M. Carolus-Duran, is

kinder this year to the Academy than he is to

the Salon of the Champ de Mars, where, for the
first time, he is unrepresented. His single con-
tribution, " William llobinson, Esq." (350), is a
superbly direct and brilliant piece of painting,

such as we expect from this master of the

brush, especially when his subjects are other
than the aspiring dames of the cosmopolitan
?lutocracy which has its headquarters in

'aris. Its merit, is nevertheless, purely
pictorial: it does not set us thinking, either

about the artist or his model.
Prof. Herkomer's vast, and in its way

exceedingly clever, g^oup, " The Burgo-
master of Landsberg, Bavaiia, with his

Town Council," leaves the spectator in some
doubt as to how he should take it. Seen
from afar—facing as it does the main entrance

opposite the staircase—it produces a sur-

prising effect of the trompe Vceil order ; the

numerous personages thus acquiring the

relief and reality of life, as they do in the

panoramas of the higher and more artistic order.

The council-room of the municipality in Mr.
Herkomer's native town is shown in formal,

carefully worked-out perspective, the worthy
councillors being ranged in oak seats on either

side, while ia the centre the burgomaster and
the town-clerk appear at the table of office,

backed by a blue curtain which veils and
partly shuts out the daylight admitted by a
central window. The casements to the right

and left are opened wide, and reveal the quaint
house-fronts and gables of the Bavarian town.
Startlingly real is undoubtedly the sober and
not precisely interesting scene thus conjured
up before the eyes of the spectator ; but in its

formal repetition of parts it is wanting in thatde-
corative attractiveness which the Netherlanders
of the seventeenth century managed to impart
to their similar groups, even when they depicted

the most stolid and self-conscious burghers.

Mr. Herkomer, in avoiding the pitfall of a too

palpable artificiality, has fallen into another

—

that of a too timid adherence to the mere
outside realities of his subject. There is, let

US hasten to add, much rugged force and
simplicity in the portrayal of the artist's com-
patriots, and an earnestness about the whole
which proves that it has been a labour of love.

The atmospheric envelopment of the fig^es
and of the whole dreary scene is capital ; but
the picture is emphatically one with which one
would not care to live on very intimate
terms. The best of Prof. Herkomer's other
portraits is " The Bight Hon. Cecil Bhodes "

(188). We miss, as one usually does miss in

his work, the finer qualities of the painter

—

harmony and vibration of colour, sublety in

the modelling, inventiveness in the design.
But here is at any rate what most people not
unnaturally look for as the essential quality of
a portrait--a convincing likeness, interpreting
nothing particular, and showing no especial

originality of standpoint, but having in it.

nevertheless, an element of breadth and
strength. It is these qualities, no doubt,
which cause the Anglo-Bavarian artist's popu-
larity with the larger public to rest on so solid

a basis. He is, above all, a safe man when
the portrait of a notability is to be painted

;

and if the greatest happiness of the greatest
number is to be taken into consideration, this

is clearly of importance.
It is very touching to note how, when old

age is approaching. Sir J. E. Millais enters

open a new phase of his art, or rather reverts

to a former style and mode of conception;
quite spontaneously, however, and without any
conscious imitation of his former self. The
picture by the English master of which one is

most reminded by his contributions to this

year's Academy is the beautiful " Eve of St.

Ag^es," though it would be disingenuous
flattery to assert that technically the later

performances are equal to that exquisite, but
even now not very widely appreciated, work.
" St. Stephen" (18) shows the youthful martyr
lying dead in the pale, clear light of an
invisible moon, his brow shattered by a ghastly
wound. The treatment of the moonlight is

unconventional and clever, the handling solid
;

but what charms the beholder most, is the
naive and almost child-like poetry of the
conception. This return to the mode of

thought and feeling of the earlier Fre-
Kaphaelites makes itself felt, too, in another
example, "A Disciple" (166), in which we
may further note the fine quality of the black
mantle which envelops the youthful figure

seated in an attitude of meditation and prayer.

It is, however, in the large canvas, " Speak,
Speak " (251), Sir J.E. Millais's most important
contribution to the year's pictures, that the

renewal of his style and the return to the old

starting-point is most clearly to be traced. We
are in a sombre chamber, lighted on the one
side by the moonlight stealing through a
narrow casement, on the other, by the warmer
radiance projected from a candelabrum of

strange form placed by the side of a vast bed,

shadowed by sombre green curtains. From
this couch starts up, more in passion even
than in affright, a man in the full vigour of

early manhood, who appears to supplicate

ardently a visionary form — the luminous
shadow of the lost one which the intensity

of his longing has evoked. Fine points

might be noted almost everywhere in the

execution. We must admire the quality of

the moonlight which lights up one end of the
dark chamber, the opalescent tones of the

shadowy figure, and the flashing jewels en-

circling her brow and waist, which, almost too

brilliant for the rest, light up the scene. The
execution is throughout of a masculine breadth
and simplicity, the heavy, murky atmosphere
being most convincingly rendered. Where
the master fails, it is by reason of a certain

curious literalness and insistence on the material

side of his conception, which robs it too much of

mystery, because it leaves the imagination with
little or nothing to suggest, to complete for itself.

We admire the pathos, the beauty of the in-

forming idea, yet are not carried away into the

dim borderland between dreaming and waking,
whither the painter would fain transport us.

Of the famous trio of the original Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, this is the one whose genius least

well fits him to be wholly successful in such an
imaginative work as this.

Claude Phillips.

THE CHAMPS ELYSEES SALON.
Whatever may be said in praise of the

Champ de Mara from the aesthetical point of

view, it must be recoguiaed that the Champs
Elysees still remains tne popular Salon. This
ia due, to a certain extent, to the fact that many
familiar names figure on its catalogue, and that

the general character of the exhibits is more
varied than at the Champ de Mars, where a

certain monotony prevails. Then, the historical,

the anecdotic, the genre pictures, so interesting

to the general public, are numerous ; while the

unique situation of the Palais d'lnduatrie and its

pleasant May aurroundings attract both Parisians

and visitors, many of whom oiten hesitate to

venture so far as the Champ de Mars.

Foremost among the attractions of this Salon
stand Mi Detaill^s equestrian portraits of the

Prince of Wales and the Uuke of Connaught in
fall uniform. The expression, the attitude of
the two Princes, their horaes, their military
surroundings, are admirably painted; the details

are correct to a button. This ia a royal picture,

royally piinted, and splendidly framed. But the
popular picture of the exhibition ia M. Brouillet's
' Vacciuation forCroup at the Hospital Trousseau.

"

In one of the children's ward, on the spotless

white bed, lies a curly-headed child, held down
by two nurses. The doctor is in the act of

iojecting the scrum ; round him are grouped the

medical ataff and atadents. The scene is bathed
in au atmoaphcre of white light. The ensemble is

very striking and greatly impresses all who see the
picture. Next in popularity cornea M. Chaperon's
spirited illustration of the following description
of Qcaeral Macard in Marbot's Memoirs :

" Ce sing^lier personnage, veritable colosse d'une
bravoure extraordinaire, ne manquait pas dc s'fcrier

lorsqu'il allait charger h la tcto de ses troupes

:

' Allons, je vals m'habiller en Iwte ! . . .' II

otait alors son habit, sa vesto, sa chemise, et ne
gardait que son chapcau empanachc, sa culotte de
peau et ses grosses buttes : . . . Une fois habillo

en bete, le general Macard se lan^ait k corps perdu,
le sabre au poing sur les cavaliers enemis, en jiuunt
comme un paicu. . . ."

The general is represented riding like a mad-
man in advance of his squadron, ia every respect

the very semblance of a wild beast. M. Roybefs
"Saraband" ia also a very popular picture. Two
quaintly dressed children are dancing to the
tune played on a guitar by their father, while the
mother looks on approvingly. Dresses and sur-

roundings are of the seventeenth century, and
this brilliant pattielie of Flemish art shows that

M. Roybet has studied Rubens and Franz Hals
to advantage.

The Grand Salon is principally devoted to

the exhibition of large canvases, such as M. J.-

Paul Laurens' immense illustration of an episode

of the siege of Toulouse, in 1278—the rebuilding

of the city wall by the inhabitants—an uninterest-

ing picture, scarcely worthy of the painter's

reputation. M. Gervais' representation of Maria
de Padilla atepping out of her bath in the

presence of her royal lover and his courtiers

;

M. Csok's "Elizabeth Bathori" ; M. Chalon's

modernised version of "Salom6 and John the
Baptist "—all make one regret that so much talent,

time, and colour should have been wasted on such
trivial, if not repulsive, subjects. Several inci-

dents of Bonaparte's campaigns in Fgypt and
Italy are the subjects of interesting pictures

which attract the crowd. M. Munkacsy's able

rendering of a workmen's meeting before a
strike is very clever, and quite in touch with
passing events.

It is needless to say that M. Bonnat con-
tributes an official portrait of President Felix

'

Faure, which, though I may be accused of

flattery, is the pleaaantest looking President he
has painted since the advent of the Third Re-
public. M. Bouguereau'a portrait of himself is

lifelike, and aa much may be said of M. Baschet's

Eortrait of M. Ambroise Thomas. M. Jules

lemaltre is portrayed by M. Weber, and M. Fran-

Qoia Copp^e by M. Fournier. Mr. Orchardson's

portrait of Sir James Thornton is greatly admired.

MM. Benjamin - Constant, Cormon, Doucet,

Lefebvre, and other well-known por(ratftsfe«, are,

as usual, brilliantly represented on the Une.

But M. Henner's simple, exquisitely painted

portrait of a widow lady is the pearl of the

Champs Elys^es. Art can go no further than

this.

Mr. Orchardson's " Salon de Mme. Recamier "

is, of course, a great attraction. A really remark-

able work is M. Titto Lessi's "Les Biblio-

philes," which for minuteness of detail and
perfection of finish might almost pass for a

Meissonier. The" Deux Amis "(a dog and friendly

cat) of M. Mahler, a rising animalier, is very

clever, and shows great deUcacy of touch ; for
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how few painters have succeeded in imitating

the fluffy appearance of a cat's fur 1 Mr. Ridge-
wiy-Knight's paysamie gathering hawthorn
blossoms is quite a May picture ; and with
what relief the tired visitor's eye rests on the

landscapes and cattle scenes of Breton, Frangais,

Harpignies, Tanzi, and other familiar names.
M. Geromc's group of worshippers in a mosque
is equal to his best work. But as much
cannot be said of his small picture entitled
" Mendacibus et histrionibus occisa in puteo
jacet alma Veritas," in which he depicts naked
Truth killed by Falsehood, her body ilung into

a well and the mirror after her, from which
flashes of light are cast as it lightens the dark
abyss.

The show of sculpture in the garden is, as

usual, cue of the most interesting features of

the Salon : the exhibits are both numerous
and excellent. M. Bjrrau's life-size statue,

"Suzanne," is a remarkable, if somewhat real-

istic, st'idy of the human form : the modelling is

splendid, the attitude easy ; one almost regrets

that the sculpturer has thought fit to tint

his material, for polychromatic statues are

seldom an improvement on the white purity of

marble. M. Falguiere has sent an elegant and
aristocratic statue ol Henri de Larochejaquelein,

the Vendem hero, and the bust of a pretty

Parisienne. M. Charpentier's marble statue,
" Illusion," is exquisite in form and execution

;

and M. Jean Hugues' "Un Potier" is the life-

like representation of a potter at work. There
are, of course, several Joans of Arc. First, M.
Antorjn Mercie's symbolical group, intended for

the national monument at Domremy, represents
France personified by a tall female figure of

careworn aspect, hajfeur dc lisi mantle falling

from her shoulders ; she leans one hand on the
frail form of the Pucelle, and with the other
points to the horizon upon which the Maid's
gaze is anxiously fixed while she drops the
distaff to seize the sword. M. Lanson shows us
Jean at the battle of Jargean : her helmet has
just been struck off her head, but undaunted,
banner in one hand and sword in the other,

she rushes into the thick of the fray. M. Paul
Dubois, after fourteen years' study and various

essays, has completed the bronze equestrian

statue which is to be erected in front of the
Cathedral of Rheims. It is a beautiful work of

art. Jean is represented in armour on her
charger in a visionary state ; her eyes heaven-
wards, she seems to hear the Voices, while
lifting high her sword she exclaims :

*' Rendez la

place au roi du ciel et au gentil roi Charles et

vons en allez, car autrement il vous arrivera
malheur."

Cecil Nicholson.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Now that the Royal Academy has opened its

doois, the number of minor exhibitions dimin-
ishes. So far as we know, the only one to open
next week is that of a number of military pic-
tures at the Graves Galleries, in Pall Mall.
Among them we may mention: "1815," by
Mr. E. Caton Woodville ; " Saving the Colours
at Inkerman," by Mr. Robert Gibb; and " The
Storming of the Cashmere Gate of Delhi," by
Mr. Vereker M. Hamilton.

Mb. T. Fisuer Uxwin announces for publicar
tion, on May 1.0, the first part of a work, entitled
The Paris Salon, which will consist of four parts
in all, each containing twenty-four plates.

The frontispiece to Part 2 of Messrs.
Cassell'g Rfjya/ Academy Pictures will be a full-
page reproduction of Sir J. E. Millais's " Speak

!

Speak !
" ^

At the Royal Institution, on Saturday next,
Mr. Seymour Lucas will deliver the first of two
lectures on " Picture-making."

At the meeting of the Society of Arts on
Wednesday next, Capt. W. de W. Abney will
read a paper on " Means for mitigating the
Fading of Pigments."

At the meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society, on Monday next, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, of

Magdalen College, Oxford, will read a paper on
his recent journey of archaeological exploration
to the Upper Euphrates ; and Mr. J. L. Myres,
of the same college, will give an account of his
journeys in the peninsula of Halicarnassus.

We hear that the Yorkshire Philosophical
Society is asking for subscriptions, in order to
undertake the removal of some houses which
obstruct the view of the fine old thirteenth
century wall surrounding the precincts of St.

Mary's Abbey.

The centenary of Corot'a birth is to be cele-

brated by an exhibition of his works in Paris,

which will be opened on May 23, and also

by the erection of a monument in the Pare
Monceau.

The Academie des Inscriptions has nominated
M. Chamonard, a former member of the
French School at Athens, for the gold medal
annually awarded by the Societe des Architectes
Frangais.

We quote from the New Vork Nation the
following letter by Prof. Charles Waldstein,
dated Argos, March 28 :

" As I write, I sit on the walls of the second
temple of Hera (of the fifth century B.C.), while
the men are massed on the slope below, to the
south, where, last year, we found the first indica-
tions of a large building between twenty and
thirty feet beneath the foundation walls of the
second temple. As we wished to lose no time this
year, Mr. J. C. Hoppin (Harvard, 1893), together
with our architect, Mr. E. L. Tilton, of New York
city, and Mr. T. W. Heermauce (Yale, 1893), began
excavating a week ago, and carriid on the work
very successfully before my arrival here. The
building below the south slope of the second
temple promises to be one of the finest of the
eleven buildings we have already discovered on
this most favourable site. Of the north wall,
which is of the best Greek masonry, four
courses are standing. We have aUeady followed
it up for more than a hundred feet, and have not
yet come to the end. The pillar bases in the
centre are all iyi situ. On one of these last year a
drum of the column was still standing, and we
have since discovered two others. Here Mr.
Hoppin found some well-preserved large fragments
of the metopes from the second temple, together
with two heads In excellent preservation, one of
which (a warrior with a helmet) tits the neck of a
fragment of a metope with the greater part of the
torso. If our good fortune continues, we shall be
able to present fine specimens of metopes of this
temple, which is second only to the Parthenon in
artistic importance. The grant of the Archaeo-
logical Institute and (above all) the liberality of
Mrs. J. W. Clark, of Pomfret, Conn., enable us to
carry this season's work to a termination without
the worries of cramped means."

THE STAGE.
"A STORY OF WATERLOO " AND "DON

QUIXOTE" AT THE LYCEUM.
Mk. Henkt Ievino has added another to
his long list of striking impersonations. The
profound impression created on the large and
brilliant audience, which assembled at the
Lyceum on Saturday evening, by his perform-
ance of Corporal Gregory Brawsted, in " A
Story of Waterloo," was as natural as it was
deserved. Rarely has so subtle a study of old
age been presented on the stage ; but to such
delineations Mr. Irving has accustomed us.
Perhaps the true secret of his success lay in the
constant suggestion of the old man's ruling
passion no whit weakened by decrepitude or ap-

proaching death. Thereisalways something that
appeals to human nature in the idea of the old
war-horse still snorting and pawing the ground
at the hint of battle, and of this feeling Mr.
Irving knows how to take full advantage.

Dr. Conan Doyle's little play is of course
slight, but even in the hands of less admirable
exponents it would please by its simplicity

and fidelity to nature. The old Corporal is not
idealised ; he remains the soldier to the last,

and no passages were better relished by the
audience of Saturday than those in which the
veteran insists that, of the Bible, "Joshua or
nothing " shall be read to him, and irritably

rejects his grand-niece's suggestion that it will

be all peace in the next world. Not that
an occasional note of beauty and pathos is

wanting. There was something very moving
in the idea of the old straggler left behind
when all his comrades, from colonel to

drummer-boy, had marched on to the muster
above.
Mr. Irving's impersonation of the veteran

left, as we have implied, nothing to be desired.

The garrulity of old age, its constant re-

iterations, its restlessness and querulousness,
yet withal its peace and — if we may
so say—" apartness," were admirably por-
trayed. Not less faithful was the actor's repre-
sentation of the physical aspect of senility

:

in face, gait, gesture, and voice the old man
was before us.

Miss Annie Hughes and Mr. Fuller Mellish
lent Mr. Irving admirable support. Less can
be said for Mr. Ben Webster, who seemed ill-

suited in his part, and, consequently, ill at
ease.

As affording Mr. Irving an opportunity
for the display of very remarkable ver-
satility, the production of the late W. 8,

Wills's " Don Quixote " was, no doubt, well-
timed. Whether the experiment of dramatising
part of Cervantes' story is a successful one
is another question. Those who have learned
to love the Enight of La Mancha in the pages
of Cervantes may be tempted to think that it

is best to leave him there. There are some
characters in literature [that appear to lose in
dramatic representation ; and of these, we
venture to think, Don Quixote is a notable
example. The Knight belongs to the realm of
imagination, and when brought down to strut
his little hour upon the boards seems vulgarised
—nay, even slightly ridiculous. The dreamer
and student, whose love of the old order has
bewitched him into a belief in its actual
existence, appears on the stage a foolish,

crack - brained fellow ; the lovableness and
simple dignity which never abandon Don
Quixote in the novel have somehow evaporated,
and we- hover between amusement and—shall

we say ?—mortification. The episodes selected
for representation are no doubt those most
dramatically telling, but they are also in-
evitably farcical in effect ; and the result to the
spectator is not unmingled satisfaction.

None the less is Mr. Irving's appearance in
the part a notable one. It is always interest-

ing to follow a great actor's reading of
an immortal character, and to certain

features of that character Mr. Irving
gives finished expression. The dreaminess,
the vmconsciousness of ridicule, the simple
good faith and courage, are aU there. But to

place the Don Quixote of Cervantes in worthy
guise upon the stage is a task in which even
Mr. Irving fails. Everything that skill,

knowledge, and eye to dramatic effect could
do has been lavished upon the play. A word
of praise is also due to the humour of Mr.
Jolmson's Sancho Panza.
The first item of the triple bill was

"Bygones," a specimen of Mr. Pinero's early

work, in which Miss Annie Hughes and Mr.
Valentine did good service. E. O.
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MUSIC.

RECEST CONCERTS.

Tm Albert Hill Choral Society closed their

BeMOD last Thnnday week with a performance

of " The Creation." The vocalistg, Mine. Albani

•nd Messrs. Lloyd and Black, were all in good

Toice, and the choir sang splendidly. There was

a Urge audience. To many Haydn's Oratorio

seems old-fashioned, out-of-date ; but one is apt

to forget that in matters of art tastes differ,

and, again, that the majority of the public enjoy

most works with which they have been familiar

from youth upwards. We write as if the con>-

poser was the sole attraction at the Albert Hall

;

the vocalists and Sir J. Barnby's choir, however,

must, of course, also be taken into account.

Mr. Bisphara gave a Brahms' concert on Tues-

day afternoon. May 7, the anniversary of the

composer's birth. He was able not only to fill

his programme with good things, but to present

songs seldom heard. As a song-writer, Brahms
stands by the side of Schubert and Schumann,

the two masters who, from the commencement of

his career, have exercised so strong an influence

over him. Brahms has never sought to escape

from or hide that double influence. It would

indeed be difficult, nay impossible, for him to do

either the one or the other, for he ha? become

what he is by assimilation, and not by imitation.

Like his predecessors, he has contributed much
to song-literature, and, like them, he haa never

wasted his strength on worthless poetry. The
Bongs of Brahms often find their way on to

concert programmes ; but Mr. Bispham, by tliis

anniversary concert, has reminded us that the

mine is far from exhausted. In the first group

of songs, his dramatic rendering of " Verrath

"

deserves special mention. He also sang three

fine numbers from the "Schone Magelone"

series. Mrs. Henschel and Miss Agnes Janson

both took part in the concert. The former was

not in quite her best form. The latter sang

Op. 91, Nos. 1 and 2, with viola accompani-

ment (Serior Arbos). Both numbers are interest-

ing, but two songs off'ering greater contrast

would have been preferable. Two Trios, with

accompaniment of horns and harp, were sung

by the ladies of the Magpie Minstrels. The
Trio in E flat for pianoforte, violin, and harp,

was excellently performed by Miss Davies and
Messrs. Arbos and Paersch. Miss Davies played

solos : the G minor Ballad i was interpreted

with tnergy, and the Intermezzo in A with

delicacy. The pianist was, however, less success-

ful in her rendering of the B minor Capriccio.

The concert concluded with vocal Quartets, sung

by Mrs. Henschel, Miss Janson, and Messrs.

Shakespeare and Bispham. It would be gross

injustice not to mention Mr. Henry Bird. On
the programme he was Ptyled, as usual, an
accompanist, a term which gives a feeble idea

of the important service which he rendered

on the pianoforte. A special word ought to be

coined for men such as Mr. Henschel or Mr.
Bird, who can co-operate with the singer in

revealing the beauties of the Lieder of Schubert,

Schumann, and Brahms.

Herr Willy Burmeeter, whose extraordinary

performance of a Paganini Concerto at a recent

Philharmonic concert created such a sensation,

gave an orchestral concert at St. James's Hall on
Monday. He played Spohr"* seventh Concerto

in an able manner ; the slow movement, especially,

was delivered with much breadth and charm.

It was, however, a pity that he chose that work,

in place of the Mendelssohn Concerto first

announced. Spohr has fine movements, but

he is often dull or trivial. Herr Burmeeter's

rendering of Saint - Saeos' clever ' Rondo
Capriccioso " was good, yet it lacked French
deficacy. In an air by Bach, his tone was rich.

The violinist once again exhibited his technical

powers in an old-fashioned Fautt Fantasia by

Wieniawski, and the Paganini-Burmester " Hex-
entanze," During the evening his intonation was
at times faulty ; but this may oe accounted for by
our pitch, to which he is not yet accustomed. Of
Herr Burmester's great powers as an executant

there is not the slightest question ; but we have
yet to hear what he can do as an interpreter of

bach and Beethoven.

A concert was given by Herr Alfred Ober-
la.nder and Herr Alfred Krasselt at Prince's

Hall on Wednesday evening. The latter, leader

of the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra, is an
able violinist. His performance of Spohr's

Adagio from the nintn Concerto was highly

satisfactory as to both tone and taste ; while in

the " Perpetuura Mobile " of Ries he displayed

technical powers of a high order. A " Romance "

by Svendsen was delicately performed ; but in

Hubay's Csarda-Scenen he seemed somewhat
fatigued. We did not hear his first piece, a

movement from Paganini's Concerto in D. Herr
Oberliinder is a tenor, with a good voice,

though apparently not under perfect control.

He sang the "Spring Song" from "Die
Walkiire," and a pleasing Aria from Berlioz's
" Benvenuto Cellini." Both pieces naturally

suffered through having only a pianoforte

accompaniment. Why cannot vocalists select

songs suitable for a concert-room ? They cannot

plead lack of material. Pianoforte arrangements
of Symphonies, useful enough in their way, are

never played at concerts ; and neither ou^ht
songs, in which the orchestra plays something
more than the part of a big guitar, to be given

with pianoforte accompaniment.

J. S. Shedlock.
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BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOE TWO QtriWEAS PgR UONTH.

BIEKBECK FEEEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOa rt7Z SHILLIHQS Fga MONTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free
FRANCIS RAVENSOBOI'T. Manager

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 5s., post free.

THE aOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

" Open the lx)Ok wherever we may, the temptation to
read on and on is very great. The volume is invaluable."

Sunday School Chronicle,

London: Alezisdbb & Sbbphxud, Fumival Street, E.O

ADELPHI THEATRE.
Sole Proprietors and Managers, A. & S. Gatti.

THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND
ME. Mr. William Terries, and Miss Millward, Messrs.
r. H. Macklin, W. L. Abingdon, E. W. Gardiner, Charles
Fulton, Richard Pnrdon, Julian Cross, G. W. Cockbum,
Ackerman May ; Mesdames Hope Dudley, Mary AUestroe,
Marie Montrose.

AVENUE THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. "William Greet.

THIS EVENING, at 8.16, DANDY DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Robert Pateman, Henry Wright,
James Leverett, F. Vanghan, A. J. Evelyn, H. M. Wen-
man; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whiteford, Lily Mclntyre, Ellen Goss, Bertha Meyers, and
Miss May Yohe.

COMEDY THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. J. Comyns Carr.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, DELIA HARDING. Mr.
Fred Terry, Mr. Cyril Maude, Mr. Macintosh, Mr. G. Far-
quhar, Mr. Dennis, Mr. Blakiston, Mr. Lyie Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Byron ; Miss Rose Leclercq, Miss Dorothy Dorr, Mrs.
E. H. Brooke, Miss WiUiams, Miss Norton, and Miss
Marion Terry.

COTJBT THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.46, VANITY FAIR. Messrs.

Arthur Cecil, Charles Sugden, William Wyes, Nye Chart,
Charles Fawoett, A. Vane Tempest, Wilfred Draycott,
Howard Sturge, W. Cheesman, P. Maodonnell, H. N. Ray
Lane, G. W. Anson; Misses Granville, Helena Dacre,
Nancy Noel, Frances Dillon, Lucy Bertram, and Mrs. John
Wood. Preceded, at 7.46, byA NEAR SHAVE.

DALY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mesdames Marie Tempest, Letty Lind, K. Hodson, Marie
Studholrae, Cadiz, Hamer, S. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
and Gregory ; Messrs. C. Hayden Coflln, Lewis, Blakeley,
D'Orsay, Soutar, Robson, Farkoa, Porteous, Dixon, and
Y. Stephens. At 8, A DRAWN BATTLE.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Arthur Williams, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,
Colin Coop, Cairns James, Willie Warde, George Mudie,
Robert Nainby, and Seymour Hicks ; Misses Katie Sey-
mour, Lillie Behnore, Maud Hill, Maria Davis, H. Lee,
Topsy Sinden, and Ellaline Terries.

GARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-
SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes-Robertson ; Messrs.
Ian Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du Maurier, Cara-
vogliaj Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Halsey, Groves, and
Patrick Campbell.

GLOBE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley, Messrs. W. Everard, S. Paxton, Seymour, C. Thorn-
bury, and Reeves-Smith ; Misses Ada Branson, Emmie
Merrick, Graves, R. Kildare, and Mabel Lane. At 8, THE
JOURNEY'S END.

PRINCE or WALES' THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
Philp, B. Vemon, E. H. Kelly, E. Thorne, P. Roxborough,
and W. H. Denny; Uncle Bones; Mesdames Aida Jenoure,
L. Searle, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
Bllerslie, A. Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus. Preceded,
at 7.60, by A WOMAN'S CAPRICE.

SAVOY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL :

Mesdames Jeanne Douste, Marie Elba, Julia Lennox, Edith
Miller, Marie du Bedat, Jessie Hudleston, and Mr. Charles
Copland. Conductor, Signer Arditi.

ST. JAMES'S theatre]
On SATURDAY NEXT, May 11, will be presented

THE TRIUMPH OF THE PHILISTINES, and how Mr.
Jorgan Preserved the Morals of Market Pewbury under
very Trying Circumstances. An Original Comedy in Three
Acts, by Henry Arthur Jones.

STRAND THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, FANNY : Messrs. John L. Shine,

W. H. Day, Robb Harwood, T. P. Haynes, Owen Harris,
&c. ; Misses May Whitty, Lydia Cowell, and Alma Stanley.
Preceded, at 8, by BEFORE THE DAWN.

TOOLE'S THEATREr
THIS EVENING, at 8.46, THOROUGH-BRED : Messrs.

John Billlngton, H. Westland, George Shelton, C. M.
Lowne, E. A. Coventry, Pitzroy Morgan, F. Arlton ; Misses
Henrietta Watson, F. Fordyce, Cora Poole, Eliza Johnstone.
At 8.0, THE SECRET.

TRAFALGAR THEATRE.
At 8.30, BARON GOLOSH, Adapted from Messrs. Orden-

neau and Audran's " L'Oucle C^lestin." Mr. Frank Wyatt,
Mr. Harry Paulton, Mr. Scott Russell, Mr. Geo. Humpherey,
Mr. E. J. Lonnen ; Miss Violet Melnotte, Miss Alice Letn-
bridge. Miss Florence Perry, Miss M. A. Victor, Miss Sylvia
Grey. At 7.60, A HAPPY THOUGHT.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE LADIES' IDOL: Mr.

Weedon Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauchamp, C. P. Little,

S. Warden, F. Volpe, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A. Hel-
more : Mesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Homfrey, Helen
Ferrers, Esmfi Beringor, A. Beet, Preceded, at 8.16, by
HAL, THE HIGHWAYMAN.
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CLARENDON PRESS LIST.
Just publUbed. Ken Kditiou, Vol. n., £1 We.

THE CHINESE CLASSICS : with a Translation,
Critical bdiI ExcKelical Notes, ProlOKomcna, and Copious Indexcit. By JAMES
LEGGE, D.D., LL.D. In Eight Volames. Royal 8vo.

Vol I., ei 10». Vol. rv., in Two Partu, £1 lOs. each.

Vol. III., in Two Parts, £1 108. each. Vol. V., in Two Parts, £1 10a. each.

Just publisbod, crown 8vo, cloth, 88, 6d. not.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION. By Archibald
MACLARKN. Recdited and Enlarged by WALLACE MACLARBN.il.A., Ph.D.,

of the Oxford Univeraity Gymnasium. lUustrated by 400 Woodcuts drawn from

life.

.Tnst published, crown 8vo, cloth. Us. 6d.

CEYSTALLOGRAPHY : a Treatise on the Mor-
phology of Crystals. By N. STORY-MASKBLYNE, M.A., F.R.S,, Professor of

Mineralogy, Oxford, Honorary Fellow of Wadham College.

Ju.sL pulilishtd. Seventh Edition, Reviseil, 8vo, cloth, lOs. 6d.

THE ELEMENTS of JURISPRUDENCE. By
T. E. HOLLAND, D.C.L., Professor of International Law and Diplomacy, and

Fellow of All SouIb' College, Oxford.

"A book wlUch may fairly be regarded as one of the few triumphs of legal litera-

ture."

—

Atbatiy Law Journal.

** It ia one of his merits that bo puts the reader in possession, not only of the views of

Bentham and Austin, but of those German jurists whose writings are familiar to few

English lawyers Another merit is that he illustrates theory by constant reference to

practice, and esi)ecia1Iy to the rales of English law, to the great increase in the interest and

Tains of the book."—TiaiM.

Just published, demy 8vo, cloth, lis.

PHILO about the CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE ; or,

The Fourth Book of the Treatise concerning Virtues. Critically Edited, with a

Defence of its Genuineness, by FRED. C. CONYBEARE, M.A., late Fellow of

University College, Oxford. With a Facsimile.

•* Mr. Conybeare, in this scholarly edition, states his argument with great force and

1 earning, and snpports it with a vciy erudite edition of and commentary upon the disputed

treatise."— rii«».

Just published, 4to, stiff paper coverp, 10s. ed.

FASC. IV., EUAKGELIUM SECUNDUM JOHANNEM.

NOUUM TESTAMENTUM DOMINI NOSTRI
lESU CllRISTI LATl^'E, secundum Editionem Saucti Hieronymi. Ad Codicum ,

Manuscriptorum fidem rccensuit lOHANNES WORDSWORTH, S.T.P., Episcopns

Sarisburiensis ; in operis societatcm adsumto HENRICO lULIANO WHITE, A.M., I

Bocietatis S. Andreae, CoUegii Theologici Sarisbtuiensis Uice-Frincipali.

In 3 vohi., demy 8to, cloth, ili.

PLATO'S REPUBLIC. The Greek Text. Edited,
with Notes and Essays, by the late Professor B. JOWKTT, M.A., Master of Balliol

College, Oxford, and LE^VIS CAMPBELL, M.A., Emeriins Professor of Greek in

the University of St. Andrews. Vol. 1 , TEXTS. Vol. U., ESSAYS. Vol. UL,
NOTES.

" Such nn edition will appeal not only to all scholars, but to all friends of the late

Master of Balliol. We offer it a cordial welcome, and recognise the sympathetic skill and
the judicious scholarship with which Ftot. Lewis Campbell has executed his share in its

production."— Timu.

Just published, demy 8to, cloth, 8s. 6d.

THUCYDIDES. Book I. Edited, with Intro-
auction, Notes, and Map^^, by W. H. FORBES. M.A., Balliol College, Oxford.

**Tbe first volame of this new edition of •Thucydides* is ft valuable addition to our
clastiieal texts. Ills so thoronghly furnished with all tbi explanatory matter which a
student needs for the iinderstandiiif; of an anthor who prcsentB peculiar difficulties

that it deserves a very hearty we'conie."~-A'orfA British Vdly Mail,

In 1 vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S CHAUCER. Being a Complete
Edition of his Works. Edited from numerous Manuscripts, with Introdacticn and
Glossary, by the Rev. W. W. SKEAT, Litt.D., Editor of the "Oxford Chancer."
6 vols., Bi 16s. ; and " Piers the Plowman," £1 lis. 6d.

" If the Library Edition of Professor Skeat's ' Chaucer ' is one which no gentleman's

hbrary should be without, the Student's Edition is one which every lover of Uterature

should acquire."

—

Kational Observer.

"An edition such as this is in every sense a boon As a book for the student it is to

bo most earnestly recommended," — .Voew and Qiteriea.

Just published, demy 8vo, cloth, ISs.

THE EARLY OXFORD PRESS, 14681640: a
Biography of PrintinR and Publishing at Oxford. With Notes, Appendices, an*"
lUustrations. By FALCONER MADAN, M,A., Fellow of Brasenoao College,

Oxford.

•** The present bibliography possesses^ it is believed, /our features 0/ novelty : the better repre-

sentation of t\e title-page by the use of Soman and Italic capitals as welt as ordinary type; fht

mention of the chi'f type used in each booh ; the furnishing of the first words of certain pages, to

facilitate the identification of imperfect copies ; and the insertion ff actual pages of hooks printed at

Oxford^ selectedfrom works wkich'are cheap and common.

SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST.
Edited by Prof. MAX MULLER.

Vol. XhY.f just published, demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d.

THE GAINA-SUTRAS. Translated from Pakrit
by HERMANN JACOBI. Port II., The UTTARADHYAYANA SUTKA ; and the

6UTRAKRITANGA SUTRA.

Pait I., by the SAME TRANSLATOR, is already published, 10s. ed.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 2l8.

THE LATIN LANGUAGE : an Historical Account;
of Latin Stems, Sounds, and nexions. By \t.'M. LINDSAY, Fellow of Jesns

College, Oxford.

" In this work will be foand the complctcst repertory of philological facts, onil the fullest

statement and discussion of philological principles, that the wide literature of the study of

comparative grammar has prodccod for the last thirty years." - GlaigoK llrraU.

ALSO PUBLISHED BY HENRY FROWDE.

Demy Svo, cloth, 78. 6d. net cash.

NEW SEUIES.-Vol. I., FELLOWS, to the Year 1520,

A REGISTER of the MEMBERS of ST. MARY
MAGDALEN COLLEGE, OXFORD. From the Foundation of the College. By
WILLIAM DUNN MACRAY, M.A., F.S.A., Fellow, Rector of Ducklington, Oion.'.

" Mr. Macray 's work is done with the scholarly exactness which we have learnt to expeot

from the author's lifelong experience. He tells his readers everj-thing that can be dis-

covered about every name, not only from the official records, but from wills and inscrip-

tions on tombstones and windows, and from scattered jottings in various manuscripts in

the college library." - .(4(ArHaflwm.

" The volume is welcome as being satisfactory and substantial earnest tint the excellent

work initiated by Dr. Blo.xam some forty years since, and cairied on for nearly twenty

years, will not lapse for want of an able and energetic successor to the originator of the

enterprise." -iffa/imMy Rtview.

Just published, paper covers. Is. 6<1. net. Part V., with Plate?.

ARCHiEOLOGIA OXONIENSIS.
It contains Articles on—The ARCHITECTDRE of the UODLEIAN LIBRARY and the

OLD SCHOOLS-BRITISH REMAINS near ST. MARY'.y ENTRY, OXFORD-r
TWO MEDI-^VAL CELLARS (in OXFORD—RECENT FINDS in CYPRUS, a

other Interesting Discoveries.

FULL CLAHENDON PRESS CATALOOUES WILL BE SEKT POST FREE ON APPLICATIOK.

London : HENRY FROWDE, Clarendon Press Waeehodse, Amen Coknek, E.G.

gn- - — '

Printed by ALEXANDER 4 BHBPHBARD. Lonsdale Printing Works, Chancery Lane ; Published by the Proprietor, HENRY VILLERS, J7, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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MR. T. FISHER UNWIN'S NEW BOOKS.
tb:je alpine book of the season.

SECOND EDITION {in the press).

MY CLIMBS IN THE ALPS AND CAUCASUS.
By A. F. MUMMERY.

Illustrated with 32 Pictuies, including 11 Full-page Pla'ea and Photogiavures. 1 vol., fcuper-ioyal Svd, cl6th, 2U. net.

\* T/ie First Edition teas entirely sold out prior to publication. !%$ Fine Edition is alio completdy
^
sold out.

TENTH AND ILLUSTRATED EDITION.

THE STICKIT MINISTER.
By S. R. CROCKETT.

THE CRIMINOLOGY SERIES.
Edited by W. DOUGLAS MORRISON, M.A.

Vol. I., now ready.

Tenth and Illu.strated Edition, price 68., uniform in style with "The Raider^i" and THE FEMALE OFFENDER. By PfOI. LOIUDrOSO.
*The Lilac Sunbonnet." This Edition contains a Prefatory Poem, )jy the late R. L Edite'l, and with Introduction, by W. D. MORRISON. With lUuetra'ions and
STEVENSON, reproduced in fac-simile; is Illustrated by Ernest A. Waterlow, A.R.A., I Diadr.ims. Large crown 8vo. cloth Os.

Jo8e[»h Pennell, W. 8. MacGeorj^e, and others, and has specially di*awn initial letters and ' * While sharing the feeling of regret felt by the editor that this wicked world is such as
ornaments, ' '

' .... ., ., _ , ^ ._., _.. ,_....: 1 ^_t_i_ __.

Fpfnker :—" Full oE strength and charm."
iJa^lg A'aos: -"The author is a man of keen observation and considerable powers of

description.**
Ijaili/ Chioiiide :—" Mr. Crockett's handling of the theme has a vigour, a veracity, and a

frfshness.''
liihhh Wetlchj :—" A book of extraordinarj'' merit."

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE RAIDERS. Seventh Edition. Cloth, 6s.
"That highly satisfactory and picturesque romance." -J/r. Atthtw Lamj in "Longman's

llaga/-ine,"

it is, ' o m\\6t congratulate him on the thoroaghnes:* which makes his work a notable cou-
trlbu . .1 to scientific sociology."

—

Si. Jamss's GtiztUt.

SOME ANCIENT ENGLISH HOMES, and their
AS80CIAT1UNS : rersoniil, Arclucolnijicnl. ami UisLuric. Hy B. T. HODGES.
1 lustrations by S. Loxton. Mo, cloth, IDs OU. net. \Ju\t readi/.

works of fiction tha'^havo obtained i)ublicity formally months past."-/'rt;7y Tdegraph,

SECOND AND CHEAPER EDITION, IN ONE VOLUME.

NAME THIS pHILDj a Story of Two. By
THE LILAC SUNBONNET. Fourth EuitiOn.

|

• The novel . ...may safclybsclissea among tlio most 8parkUnKana_entert»inin8
Clctli,(i8. ' " '

' "

' " ~"

•'A charming story charmingly told.''

—

Sptaker.
" Very dainty und tender."—&7. Jameses Oazette.

IN THE AUTONYM LIBRARY.

THE PLAY ACTRESS. Third Edition
Is. OL ; cloth, 2s.

" It impresses while it c\mrmi'.''~Scotsi>ta/t.

MAD SIR UCHTRED. Third Edition.
le. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

" Beyond all dcubt, a book of high merit."

—

Vanilg Fair,

Paper,

Paper,

THE NEW
VOLUME OF
TEE
AUTONYM
LIBRARY.

THE NEW
VOLUME OF
THE
PSEUDONYM
LIBRARY.

THE TWO STRANGERS.
BY

Mrs. OLIPHANT.

Paper, Is. 6d. ; cloth, 2.'.

EVERY DAY'S NEW^.
BY

E. FBAN0I8.

Paper, Is. 63. ; clotb, 2).

THE STORY OF A GALLOWAY PARISH.

CANON JESSOPP'S WORKS.
In uniform cloth binding, 3-i. Cd. each.

ARCADY : For Better, for Worse. Sixth Edition,

THE COMING of the FRIARS. Seventh Edition.

THE TRIALS of a COUNTRY PARSON. VANNA. By Mark McClellan. Map. Cloth,
^ ''" ^ ""

gilt top, :is. Gd. _^___

NEW VOLUME OF THE "CAMEO SERIES."

MARIANA. By Don Jose Echegaray. Trans-
lilted into Kuglirth by Jaubs Gh.^uasi. Photogruvure of a recent Portrait of the
Antbor. Half i)archmeut, 3b, tid. net.

Fourth Edition.

In uniform cloth binding, 78. 6d. each.

RANDOM ROAMING. With Portrait.

STUDIES by a RECLUSE. Second Edition.

HALK-YEAELY VOLUMKS 01' HALF-YKARLY VOLUMKS OF VOL. 1. OP HALF-CROWN NOVELS.

THE CENTURY. ST. N lO HO LAS. A GENDER in SATIN. By Rita. Tastefully
ILLUSTRATED

MONTHir MAGAZINE.
NOVEMBEB, IBftt, to APRIL, 1«95.

tleantifnlly liound in green clotb, bevelled
edges, Gb.

The f'^iitury 3I(if/ii~iti>- in 88 popular to-day
nft it was twenty jPitrii ago, which is a
Martling thing in ttic face of modem
Jouraab-.lic competition.

FOR YOUNG FOLKS.

A Monthly Magazine,
Edited by

Krs. MAB7 SEAPES DDBQE.

The Uiilf-yearly Volume,

NOVKM.BEU, I81)i. to APRIL, ISOo.

llandsomely bound in red cloth, gilt, Ss.

bound in cloth, 26. ed.

SIXTH AKD CHEAPER EDITIOX.

WILD NATURE WON by KINDNESS. By
Mre. BRIGHTWEN. Limp cloth, Ig. M.

SHYLOCK and OTHERS: Eight Studies. By
G. II. RADFORD. 8V0, cloth, S»,

London: T. FISHER UNWIN, Pateknoster Squ^^ee, E.C.
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;
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TYPE-WRITING.
AtTTHORS, PUBLISHEE8, &c.-
^^ Scientific. LItenuT, And Medical MS.S. carefully and promptly
typevritten by Ratnb ft Co., £fl)ng)i»ro House, Aruudel Street,
Bkraod. W.C. Prlrate r<x>m for dictation. Ulgheet referenoes.
TransUUoii*.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN in all part*, williog to RECKIVE RESIDENT

TATIENTS, giving (ull partioularg aud terms, scut gratis. The list

Ineladci private asylums, Ac. ; Bchools alio recommended.—AddreM
Mr. U. B. Stockcr, 8. I>uica8tcr Place, Strand, W.C.

DAVID NT7TT, 270, 271, Btraad, London,W.C.

JUST PUBLISHED.

ECOND-HAND BOOKS:
CATALOGUE, No. XLVI.

INDIA and the FAS EAST
ll,»l Loll),

lodudlagllicUBKAnYof th« Ule Hot. Dr. Ulfll.VUl) MOIIRIS.
E<Ut«jr of tb« I'ali Socioty'i Jounuil

;

Aud an ubaiutiTo COLLECTION of WORKS reUting to

CHINA,
firought together iluriuE thn UH tweuty-flre yvut by aUt« Uemberof

H.B.M. Coiu'jlar Service.

To be Iwd gratis on appliceuion, __ ^

rpOLlTEEAKY MEN.—G, 8.GURRTER,
Agejit, UNDERTAKES ALL BRANCHES of

iicoB to ^utlionand Kditors. Type
AildreH 4. <'optliAll Build inga. £.0-

-- Literary .\gcnt, , .„.. _
LITERARY KOSISESS. Refereucos to ^utlionand hditorj. T;

writing. Indexing, and ReHe&rch.
"

THE AUTH0E8' BUREAU, Limited.—
A Literary S>udicate and Pre« Agency. " A Medium of

Communication I>etween Autliom. Etlitors, and Publishers." Advises
Upon. reTiaec, and aegotiat«8 MSi). Interviews by appointment only.

—Adart« the Skckbtakt, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

PRINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AIJTHORS.—Special attention given to the above. Estimates

free. Accounts verifieJ by Chartered Accountitnt.—Address Manaokk,
Boxburghe Press, 3, Viotoria-stroet. Westminster.

PRIVATE SEORETARYSHIP, or similar
api>oiutment, DESIRED by a comiictent Shortliand-Writer

and Tyiuet. Student of Oriental Arciiaeologr. Excellent Testimonials
aud Press Opinions. Personal Reference to F.R.S. Salary moderate.
—Alpua, Omce of Acadeuv, l7. Chancery Lane.

BRUSSELS.—A comfortable and refiaed
HOME is OFFERED by Three German Ladies (Sisters) to

ENGLISH GIRLlS. French, German, Mubic, and Painting Highest
references.—Apply Mile. Gokdoe, a«. Rue Caroly, Brussels; or to

Jesse Himu, 1^i-> Papplewick Grange, Nottingham.

OATALOQUE8
ITOEEIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

IMl'ORTANT.-l'KINTINO AND PUBLISHINO.

NTEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
i.^ 4c.—KINO, SELL & RAILTON, Limited, hipli-class Printers

And Publishers, 12. Ooogli Sfiuare, 4, Bolt Court. Ffeet Street, E.C.,

have speoially-bnilt lUtary and otlier fast Machines for printing
and binding illustrated or other Publications.

Advice and assistance given to anyone wishing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premises for Editorial Offices, free. AdTcrtisiug

and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephont: U750. Telegraplu ^Africanism, London.^^

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and BOOKSeIlERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, an4 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, deaire toeall the

attention of the READING PCBLIO to the excellent faoilitiee

presented by their Branch Ilouso in London for filling, on the most

fiiourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA.
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS aud PERIODICAM -
CATALOGUES sent on application.

r IV EK~P OOL COLLEGE.
The Council are about to ELECT a PRINCIPAL to supply the

vacancy.whicb has bevn caused by the reniguation of the Rev. Frank
Dys^n. M. A. He must be a ck-rgyman of the Church of Lagland m
priest's onlers, aud M.A, at least of the I'uiverBity of Oxford,

Cambridge, or of Trinity College. Dul)lin. His remuneration will

commence at £*K> t>et annum, with (lurnussion to tike boirders. but

only pupiU attending the College. His duties will begin in September.
Testtmouiala to be sent on or before the let June, addressed to tlie

Sei-KKtARV, to whom application may be made for further information'

Hhaw Street, Liverpool, George H. Davsok, Secretary.

8tb May.
^

T. EDWARD'S SCHOOL, near
~- OXFORD.—Public School, founded 1863, to ^^rovide Education

for Gentlemen's Sons in Preparation for Uuivereities, Army. Ac, on
definite Churdi principles. Fees : £66 per annum (S>on8 of Clen?y-

men SM) ; l>*y Boys, 'Jl guineas. Chissiuil and Mmlern sides.

Soholarshipa, £4") to £20, July 30th.-Rev.T. F Housok, M.A ., Warden.

s

T. PAUL'S SCHOOL^—An EXAMT-
t<J NATION for filling up about TWENTY-TWO VACANCIES
on the Foundation will be held on the loth SEPTEMBER NEXT.-
For information aitply to the Bcbsar, St. Paul.s School, West
KeusingtOD.

S'

TOWER PUBLISHING COMPANY.

WILLIAM LE QUEUX S NEW ROMANOB.

ZORAID A:
A Startliog Story of the Harem and the

Qreat Sahara.

The Author, while presontiuK vivid plctoroB of desert
life, also e.YpoEeE the working of the fnr.reaching but
little knf.'wii Senoisya, the secret s^iciety of Islam, and
deals with au extraordinary scientific discovery in a
manner which renders the Ixmk of abwrbing interest trum
the flra', page to the last.

With 30 lUuntrations by H. Piffard.

Price 68.

lliz First and Second Editions havimj

been exhausted on day of publication,

a THIRD LARGE EDITION is

iwv: in the press and will he ready

shortly.

THE TOWER ROMANCE LIBRARY.
XOW READY, PRICE Oa.

VOLUME ONK.

A TORQUAY MARRIAGE.
ByG EiYLEIGH VICARS and EDITH VICARS.

VOLUilE TWO.

IN aUEST OF A NAME.
By Mrs. HENRY WYLDE.

[Ready May 16.

PRICE es.

THE OUTLAWS OF THE AIR.
By GEORGE GRIFFITH,

Author of " The Angel of the Revolution."

Illustrated by E. S. Hope.
[neaii/ May 21.

TOWER PCBLISHINO CO
'do, MiNOUIES, £.

LmiTBD,

CHARLES DIXON.
THE MIGRATION OF

BRITISH

promptly supplied on modeiate terms.
CATALOGUES on application.

DVLAd i CO., S7, SoBO Squaei.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

KflW fulbr detailed Catalogue sent l>ost free on application.
VOLAC t CO., 97, Suuo Sqcake, Loxdox, W.

FOREIQ¥'bOOKS_AT FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTU FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AXD
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOGUES post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEION' BOOKSELLER,

46, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum),

Baitpliea all Fomioh Books and PiKiomciLsat the most
. moderate prices.

Catatoffites on applioaiion.

00K8.—CATALOGUE, No. 38, curious
MISCELL.VNKOIIS SECOND-HAND BOOKS, sent post free

i

ulurf FUEMH i\T\lAKiVE.
E. UctTOK, Boolcjeller, Ilirminftham.

CATALOGUES of Rare, Curious, Scarce,
and lutercatiug BOUKS, rhoton. Paintiiua, and Eoffravluju

INVITED, with (ull parti«Uan.-AddrvM U. V, aiuicUAin, M. Uill
Bombay, ludia.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY OFFICES,
M. GREAT GEORGE STREET, WESTMINSTER. S.W.

THE DIRECTOR of the NATIONAL
PORTRVIT (lALLERY wislies to Give Notice that by order of

tlietruBteestbe TEMPOKAKV OFFICES at --'O, Great George Street,

will be CLOSED from 5I0NDAY, May 13. inclusive, until further

notice, while the transfer of the pictures, official records, Ac, to the

new buildings in St. Martin's Place, is being cftiried out. No business

or correspondence can be attendeil to that is not of au urgent or purely

otHcial character. Lioskl Ci'st.

ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS.—NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN, That the President and Council will

proceed to ELECT, on TUESDAY. Mx^ 'jeth. ONE COUSINS
ANNUITANT and ONE TURNER ANNUITANT Applicants for

the Cous'iifl Annuity, which is of the value of not more than £*). must
be deserving Artists, Painters in Oil and Water-colours, Sculptors,

Arch i tec's, or Engravers, in need of aid through unavoidable failure of

professional employment or other causes. Applicants for the Turner
Annuity which is of the value of £.V>, must be Artists of repute in

need <rf aid througli the unavoidable failure of personal employment
or other causes —Forma of application can be obtained, by lett..r,

addressed to the Secretakv, Iloyal Academy of Arts. Hccadilly, W.
They must be filled in and returned on or before Saturday, May 25tli.

By onlcr,
Fred, a. Eatun, Secretiry.

FlrnTtuP^andSeats.-SECOND SALE in PARIS, at the C. PETIT
GALLERY', from MONDAY, 'i7t\i May. to SATURDAY, Ist Jlm;,

1895, at 2 p.m. On view on the U5th aud 'itftli May, from 1 p.m. to

* Objects of art and curiosities of the renaissance
Period: Italian, Persiau F.xcu«i. Veuetiau Glass-ware, Limoges
Enamels, Art Brourcs, SUituettes, Cutlery. Keys AVeapous, Irouwork,

Jewel". Hold and Silversmiths' Works, Valuable Stones. Textures,

CariwU,Ta »-8try.-THIRD SALE at the HOTEL DROUOT. Room
S ronWtDNESUAY, .Hh, THU RSDAY, 6tH. aud FRID.Vy. 7th

JuKK at'Jp-m. On view Tucsd.iy. -Ith Juno, isy5, frum l.^o p.m. to

S.Wp.m.—M. p. Chkvalueb, Auctioneer, U). rue Grange Batf-iitre ;

M. Cn. Maxkheim. expert.7,ruo8t. r,eorgL-'n. Paris

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTERS
t\ WATER-COLOCHS.-The SUMMER EXHIBITION is

OPEN, at ISA, PALL MALL EAST,
Catalogue, Is.

in
NOW

from lu till ti. .'Vdmiss'ou, Is.

GEonuE L. RiDoE. Secretary.

TTRENCH GALLERY, 120, Pall Mall.—
X? The «nd Annual SPRING EXHIBITION of PICTURES by

BRITISH and FOREIGN ARTISTS, Including "St. Mark's Place,

vrnice," by J. M- W. TURNER, R.A , is NOW OPEN. Admis-
sion, Is.

BIRDS

:

InchuUng tfieir Post-Glacial Etnigration a.^ Trncal by the

Application ofa yew Law of Disperse'.

Being a Contribution to Migration, Geographical Distribu-
tion, and Insular Faunau.

By CHARLES DIXON.
With 6 Maps. Crown 8vn, "a. 6d,

the DaUif Teleqrapk a&ys- "Aworkof fasoinating Interest Mr.
Dixon's work is sure to awaken coatroversy, and can soaroelyfall in
any case profoundly to moiUfy existing views."

Chafmav & Hall, Ltd., London.

IVTESSRS. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
-L'-L AKT KEPKODUCERS,

U. HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Are the sole representatives in Great Britain of

IIERR IIANP8TAEN0L, of Munich.
the well-known Artist in PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by tha
laading London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im>
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DRUMMO N D & CO. 8upi>ly the clioapi-at nml best Processes
in the market, wliich are spcci.-ill.v adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Arcbxulocists, aud tliose en»;aficd in theinrestigation
aud publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J.C. DRn.MMOND & CO. invito attention to llieir

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of IPork* of Art, Oriyinal MSS.. Designs

Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations

Artistic Advertisements, Catalogues, ite.,£e., atamoderateccst

Specimens and price list on Apidication.

Offices: H, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

ESTABLISHED 1891.BIRKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, Loudon

.

TWCAND-A HALFperCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
ronavable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the mlalmnm

monthly balances, when not drawn below Xiw;.

STOCKS, SHARES, and ANNUITILS purchased and sold.

SAVINOS DEPARTMENT.
For the enconragement of Thrift the Bank receives smallsunjson

dsposit.aud allows Interest monthly on each completed jtl.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY. ^
UOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOR TWO Oi;iSKAS_PKR MOKTH .

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

rOR rlV S SHH.L1XQ3 FER MONTH.

Th.BIBKBBCK ALMANACK, with full particnlarj, i.ost fre*
iaosAnB.i>jsviv »u

j-jij^fi^jg b> VENSCBJIFT, Manager

>.
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NEW VOLUME BY HENRY ARTHUR JONES.
Just Pub/islicd by Messrs. UACUIILAN & CO. Crown %vo. Price 6».

THE RENASCENCE OF THE ENGLISH DRAMA.
Essays, Lectures, and Fragments relating to the Modern English Stage, written and

delivered in the years 1883-94,

By HENRY ARTHUR JONES,
' The Triumph of the Philistines "

; "The Masqueradoi-s "
;
" The Case of Rebellious Susan "

;

"The Tempter "
;
" The Crusaders" ;

" The Middleman "
;
" Judah "

;

" The Dancing Girl ' ;
" Saints and Sinners " ; &c.

Author of

1.

2.

3.

i.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Tlie Theatre and the Mob.
Religion and the Stage.

The First Night Judgment of Plays.
Realism and Truth.

The Science of the Drama.
The Literary Drama.
The Bible on the Stage.

The Future of the English Drama.
Dr. Pearson on the Modern Drama.

11. The Dramatic Outlook.
12. On being Rightly Amused at the Theatre.
13. On Playmaking.
14. Our Jloderu Drama : Is it an Art or an

Amusement ?

15. The Relations of the Drama to Education.
16. Preface to " Saiuts and Sinners."

17. Dedication of "The Case of Rebellious
Susan," to Mrs. Grundy.

18. Fragments and Extracts.A Playwright's Grumble.

PLAYS by the same Author, already published

—

'SAINTS AND SINNERS," 3s. 6d. "JUDAH" and "THE CRUSADERS,"
2s. 6d. each.

The other Plays will be issued as soon as certain stage rights have expired.

MISS BLIND'S NEW FOEUS.
BIRDS OF PASSAGE : Songs of the Orient and the Occident.

By MATHILDE BLIND, Author of " The Ascent of Man," " Dramas in Miniature," &c.

Crown 8vo, decorated linen, 63. net.
'*It is so ffood that, in our judgment, it places her quiie in the front rank of living lyrical poets A richly endowed

pootical natare is here seen at its very best."

—

Vailf/ News.

London: OHATTO & WHCNDUS. 214. Piccadilly, W.

THE LIBRARY OF USEFUL STORIES.
PEIOE ONE SHILLING EACH VOLUME.

I. II.HE THE
STORY OF THE STARS.

BY
STORY OF PRIMITIVE MAN.

G. F. CHAMBERS, F.R.A.S.,
Author of "A Handbook of Astronomy," &c.

With 24 lUustrations.

FOUMTS THOUSAND.

London: GEORGE NEWNE8, Limited.

BY

EDWARD CLODD,
Author of "The Story of Creation," &c.

With 88 Illustrations.

JUST READY.

The Autotype Company, London,
Renowned for the excellence of ita process of h>.^h-clas8

BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
Adopted by the Truateen of the British Huseam, the
Learned Societies, and the leading Publishers. For
Bpecimeng, pricee, &c., apply to the Masager.

AUTO-GRAVURE,
,

The Autotype process adapted to Photographic Engraving
|

on coi>i)er. Copies of Paintings by F. Brangwyn, H. Draper,
E. Douglas; Holman Hunt, P. Iloe, Uerbert Sclmiftlz, Haigh
Wood, ic.

i of Portraits by Sir John Millais, R.A. ; Hon.
Jno. Collier ; Sir Geo. Reid, P.R.S.A. ; HoU, R.A. ; Ouless,
K.A.

; Pettic, R.A. ; Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto-
Gravure Reproductions of Photographs from Art Objects
and from Nature can be seen at the Autotyiw Gallery,

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE ART GALLERY,!
74, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

j

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including
H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums of reference to the various Galleries are provided,
are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.
Send for the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE .- a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address,

The ADTOTYPB FINE ART CATALOGUE, 180 pp., i

free, per post, for Sixpence.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPAlTy, LONDON.;

MUDIE'S
SE L E C T

LIBRARY,

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO,

A READER'S GUIDE to CON.
TEMPORARY LITERATURE. By WM. SWAN SON-
NENSCHEIN. Pp. XO.-776, Ito, cloth, 268. net. The
Authors and Subjects Index occupy pp. i.-lxviii. (each
of four columns).

This Work is a continuation of " THE BEST BOOKS,"
bringing the literature down to last year, its bibliographical
methods (including Clasaiflcation) being the same, though
the Descriptive and Critical side of the Work is very largely
developed.

RAMBLES in ALPINE VALLEYS.
By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S., Author of " Woodside, Bum.
side. Hillside, and Marsh." With Man and 4 Plates.
38. Cd.

IN GROUSELAND, By E. O. Mac-
KENZIE, Author of " The Highland Handbook." With
i Plates. 3s. 6d. Dedicated by peiiniBsion to the Duke
of Sutherland.

CONSTITUTIONAL ANTIQUITIES of
SPARTA and ATHENS. By Dr. G. GILBPIRT.
Translated by E. J. BROOKS, M. A., Fellow of St. John's
Coll., and T. NICKLIN, M. A., late Scholar of St. John's
Coll. With an Introductory Note by J. E. SANDYS,
Litt.D., Public Orator in the University of Cambridge.
Pp. lii.-463, 8vo, 10s. Od.

"One of the very best handhookl of GreeJc OonstitiUional
Antiquities, FitUy deserves to be warmly welcomed by every
English student of Greek history^ and to be extensively used in
schools and colleges."—Dr. Sakdys.

ANNALS of the
PEASANTRY. By RUSSELL
466 pages, large 8vo, 10s. 6d.

BRITISH
M. GARNIER, B.A.

pOOKSELLERS,

T500K EXPORTERS,

TDOOK BINDERS,

AND
r IBRARIANS.

Tj^NGLISH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

nrOE LARGEST STOCK in the "WORLD

]l/rUDlE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

OA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

04^1 BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

^g QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

' LONDON i

And 10 to 13, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

" Mr. Gamier, author of tlte excellent * History of the English
Landed Interest' [2 vols., 2l8.], has followed up those instructive
studies in our economical and social history by a not less in-
structive story of the history of rural labour.**—Times. "A
monument of wide research and patient labour. He combines in
the happiest way historical withpractical knowledge."—Yorkshire
Post.

THE MESSAGE of MAN : a Book of
Ethical Scriptures drawn from many Sources and.
Arranged. Pp. 336, 4s. 6d. [Seco/id Edition ready,

" It is excellent, and cannot fail to provide instruction of the
highestkind. It appeals to the highest and bestinstincts,'*—Glasgow
Herald. " Everywhere the hook seeks to shape to fine issues the
moral life ; its outlook on life is wide and generous, and the appeal
of the highest motive is brought in many of these aphorisms to the
sei-vicea of the lowliest duties. T}i>e arrangement of the work is

otZmimSic."—Speaker. '* Will repay all the trouble taken with
it.'*—Catholic Times.

THE BETTER ADMINISTRATION of
the POOR-LAW. By W. CHANCE, M.A,, Trinity
College, Cambridge, Sec. Cen. Poor-Law Confer. 63.

*' Cmnpiled in the hope that it may serve as a guide to those who
are called upon to administer the Poor-Law. Many guardians
coming new to the work are anxious to learn their duties, but,

there are few books which are of much assistance in showing them
what are the true principles upon which Poor-Law relief should be
administered."—From Preface.

Uniform with the SCHOPENHAUER Volumes.

THE SEXES COMPARED, and other
Essays. By EDUAKD von HARTMANN, Ant' , r of
" The Philosophy of the Unconscious." Translated bv
A. KENNER, M.A. 2s. 6tl.

Contents :—The Sexes Compared - The Vital Question of
the Family—The Comforts of Pessimism—Our Relation to
Anhnals—The Need of Books—The Modern Lust for Fame—
My Relation to Schopenhauer.

SOCIAL ENGLAND SERIES.-^o/ /

THE TROUBADOURS and COURTS
of LOVE. By J. F. ROWBOTHAM, M.A. (O.'ion.).
With 2 Maps and 13 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 48. 6d.

**A most erudite and eloquent volume, of which every page
betrays profound and painstaking research beyond all praise."—
Daily Chronicle, " 2'lte tubject is one which loill never cease to
have its fascination."—Scotsman. " Capitally illustrated, and
in all respects welcome,'*—Notes and Queries.

THE XEXT VOLUME WILL BE
THE KING'S PEACE : a History of

the EngUsh Law Courts, by F. A. INDERWICK, Q.C.

;

and forthcoming Volumes will be by Prof. CUNNING-
HAM, P. W. CORNISH, Prof. VINOGRADOPF,
GEORGE G. CHISHOLM, LUCY TOULMIN SMITH,
S. O. ADDY, Prof. G. BALDWIN BROWN, W. LAIRD
CLOWES, KENELM D. COTES (the Editor of the
Series), and others.

THE PITY of LOVE : a Tragedy. By
THEJODORB WRATISLAW. Antique boards, 38. net.

" His heroics are very far from contemptible; and really the

scene betzceen the Princess and Konigsmarck has considerable

merits."—Manchester Guai*dian, " IVill be welcomed iclovera

of Poetry."^Scotsina.n. " The chief glory of the tragedy is that

it keeps naturally and easily to rhyme thi'0ughout,*'—P&\\ Mall
Gazette.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO., London.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST.

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

-MISUNDERSTOOD."

COLONEL NORTON.
IIT

FLORENCE MONTGOMERY,

AVTHoa or

"THBOWN TOOETHBB," "SEAFOBTH,"
"A VBBT SIUPLB STOBY," &o.,

IS NOW READY AT ALL LIBRARIES.

In 3 vols., crown 8to.

NEW WORKS OF FICTION

NEW NOVELS.

HADNTED BY POSTERITY
BT

W. EARL HODGSON.
Crown 8vo, price 68.

GLOBE.

"Mr. Hodgson U by no means a decadent ;
his

work is strong, manly, and wholesome. His men

and women are of flesh and blood, but of intellect

and energy also. The romance of the lovers,

described with refreshing Hncerity and amiable

sentiment, is pleasant in the extreme ;
while the

scenes in the office of a very novel * Beview,' the

experiments in spiritualism, the sporting incidents,

the poUtical activity, betray the sympathy of the

author with a large variety of mundane matters."

CLARENDON PRESS LIST.

Just publiBhod, Now Edition, Vol. U., £1 16s.

THE CHINESE CLASSICS:
with a Translation, Critical and Eieijetical Xotes,

Prolegomena, and Copiooa Indexes. By JAMES
LEGGE, D.D., LL.D. In Eight Volames. Iloyal 8vo.

Vol. I., £1 10s.

Vol. III., in Two Parts, £1 lOs. each.

Vol. IV., in Two Parte, £1 10s. each.

Vol. v., in Two ParU, £1 lOs. each.

IN ONE VOLUME.

NOW BEADY,

CHERRYFIELD HALL. An

THE GRASSHOPPERS.
BY

Episode in the Career of an Adventuress. By F. H.

BALFOUR (Boss Geosgi Deeijco), Author of "Dr.

Mirabel's Theory," 4c. In crown 8vo, Os.

" Wo cannot too cordially recommend this brilliant book

to general and careful perusal."- Dnil* Teltgraph.

NOW EEADY.

TODDLE ISLAND.
Beiog the Diary of Lord Bottsford

of England.

In crown 8vo, 68.

•' In the author of ' Toddle Inland ' we find a satirist of a

superior order. The stortling diary of Lord Bottsford is,

in one sense, anything but a pleasant book ; for we arc all

• in it.' His types are many and mercilessly drawn, there

will hardly bo any among his readers who will not be

forced to feel that of him the fable is narrated."— ITorM.

NOW READY.

THE MERMAID. A Love Tale.

By L. DOUGALL, Author of " Beggars All," 4c. In

crown 8to, 6s.

"A boldly, thoroughly romantic story. The beginning

is tragic, and there is a tone in llie whole ot the story which

is purely fanciful, ard out ot the beaten tracks of either the

old or the new fiction The love tale is very touching and
pretty. It ends well, too, which is all as it should be.

'

World.

MRS. ANDREW DEAN,
Author of "A Splendid Cousin," &c.

Crown 8vo, price 68.

ATSENAEUM.
" ' The Grasshoppers ' is another study of the

manners of mixed nationalities in which the

many admirable qualities displayed in ' Leaser's

Daughter ' are set forth to even greater advantage.

Laughter goes hand in hand with tears, and the

dialogue, which is invariably crisp and natural,

abounds in unexpected humour. Mrs. Sidgwick

can appreciate the critical attitude of the German

visitor to England as well as that of the English

visitor to Germany. She has both ' detachment

'

and wit, and may be congratulated on having

turned these qualities to brilliant effect in this

original and engrossing novel."

Immediately, demy 8vo, cloth, 36«.

Vol. v., 1 ». 863-600, THE LOMBARD INVASION.

Vol. VI., i.D. 600-744, THE LOMBARD KINGDOM.

ITALY and HER INVADERS.
With Maps and Illustrations. Hy THOMAS
HODGKIN, D.C.L. Oxfonl and Durham, Litt.D.

Dublin, Fellow of University College, London.

Also published.

Vols. I.-II., The Visigothic Invasions -The Hunnish In-

vasion—The Vandal Invasion, and the Uenilian

Mutiny. Second Edition. £i 2s.

Vols. IlI.-IV., The Ostrogothic Invasion—The Imperial

Restoration.

Just published, crown 8vo, cloth, 88. 6d. net.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
By ARCHIBALD MACLAREN. Ee-edited and En-

larged by WALLACE MACLAREN, M.A., Ph.D., of

the Oxford University Gymnasium. Illustrated by

•WO Woodcuts drawn from life.

THE NEW ISSUE OF

THE NOVELS OF MRS. HENRY WOOD.

THE FIFTH VOLUME.

LORD OAKBURN'S
DAUGHTERS

(77th Thousand),

NOW BEADY.

In r«d cloth, gold lettered on side, similar to the 3s. 6d.

Edition, price 2s. 6d.
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LITERATURE.

Zife and Times of William Laud, Archbishop

of Canterbury. By C. H. Simpkinson.

(John Murray.)

Now that the Laud Commemoration has
well gone by, we have leisure to appreciate,

unhampered by the enthusiasm or con-

tradiction of the moment, the value of this

contribution to the history of the great

struggle of the seventeenth century. The
utterances of last January showed, at any
rate, a very different estimate of Laud's
character and career from that expressed in

Macaulay's Edinburgh article of 1 831, or even
in the colder criticism of Hallam :

" Though
not literally destitute of religion, he per-

secuted not from bigotry, but from policy.

. . . He would not have been a good man
in private life." Such is the c[ueer verdict

of the Whig historian, who yet regards

Laud's death as "one of the greatest re-

proaches of the Long Parliament." Mr.
Simpkinson must have been agreeably sur-

prised to find public opinion so well prepared
to receive his "attempt to judge Laud's
acts sympathetically." Lideed, the old

notion of Laud as "a pedant, bigot, and
persecutor" is so far obsolete, that the

apologetic Preface reads a little out of date.

We are somewhat apt to forget that, to

men of that day. Laud's ecclesiastical restora-

tions were really novelties. For we wrongly
regard the Puritans as an energetic but small
minority, and not as an influential party,

which, having narrowly missed ascendancy,

was proportionately exasperated to find itself

in subj ection . The persecution to which Laud
was exposed at the end of his Oxford career,

the sharp contest for the headship of

St. John's, are proofs of the strength of his

opponents. It is true, as Mr. Simpkinson
points out, that in 1611 Laud was the leader
of the rising generation, eager to breathe
freer air. He and they passed on to victory

and to power, but behind them lay a sullen

(though not always silent) mass of opposi-
tion. After the so-called Arminians had
secured " all the best benefices in England,"
their adversaries still watched for an oppor-
tunity to recover the lost ground. The
whirligig of time brought its revenges

;

and when, in 16.33, Laud was archbishop,
the energy of youthful reaction was on the
side of his adversaries. He was fifty-nine,

Prynne little more than half his age, and
Milton ("church-outed by the prelates")
eight years Prynne's junior. The leaven
of resistance—call it rebellion or revolution
—had been at work among Protestants
since the early days of Edward or Mary.
Though repressed, it was still accumulating
its "sweltered venom," like the witches'

toad, and, like that ingredient, would boil

first in the bubbling cauldron. It was
Laud's error and misfortune to add just

that degree of heat that was required.

As a Church reformer. Laud lacked faith in

principles. He was not content to set up his

ideal of the " beauty of holiness," and let

it work. That the ideal did attract, the recep-

tion of Herbert's " Temple " amply showed.
But Laud must always impose a rule where
he failed to direct a choice. His visitation

articles are overburdened with detail. Their
endeavour to grasp all particulars of church
life was doubtless futile. But they afford us
curious glimpses into its daily course. The
observance of the passing-bell, the provision
of " good wine " for the sacrament, the
keeping by Boman Catholics of books and
vestments " for a day, as they call it," were
among the subjects of inquiry. Certain

abuses here specified lingered tUl the days
of Parson Tulliber. Some ministers were
swearers, using " bodily labour not seemly
for their function," as was likely when
many benefices were worth but five pounds.
There were Sunday markets and fairs, and
chaffering by pedlars and butchers in the
churchyard after service. It was well to

try to alter these things ; but it was
not so judicious to ask the churchwardens
about the studies of their parson, in days
when Pocock was tolerated by his people
as " a good man, but no Latiner." Laud
had defined sharply enough his position

with regard to the Roman controversy. His
Puritan opponents admitted that his Con-
ference was the strongest book against the
papal claims, and yet obstinately assailed

him as a papist. That the patron of Chil-

lingworth and of Durie should have been
offered (for the second time) a cardinal's

hat within ten days of his nomination to

Canterbury, is a conclusive proof that
invincible prejudice is of no party, and of
no Church.
Laud attached an exaggerated value to

the obedience he could (for the moment)
secure by his use of the royal power. That
use was, viewed from one side, injudicious

;

viewed from another, Erastian. But it had
secured an immediate and visible result,

and Laud was content.

Equally well-meaning and equally disas-

trous was Laud's civil administration. Mr.
Simpkinson has well vindicated the honesty
of Laud's intentions as to the working of

the revived jurisdiction of the Star Chamber
and High Commission. His aim was to

secure the equality of Englishmen before
the law—which to him meant the sub-
mission of all to the king, as its minister
and interpreter. He tried to accomplish this

purpose in a bureaucratic fashion, sure to

recommend itself to the methodic, decorous,
clerkly soul of Charles.

It will be new to many readers to be told

that the Star Chamber was " designed to be
the protector of the poor and the ignorant."
The nobles and gentry were ordered to their

own counties, there to devote themselves to

the "guidance and protection of the poor
under the jealous supervision" of that
Court, whose equitable procedure was
designed to supplement the ordinary tri-

bunals by its vigorous and discretionary

action. Its members, indeed, seem to have

considered informality as a help to equity.
In the cases recorded by Rushworth,
arbitrary arrangements, rough-and-ready
decisions, indicate the personal and passing
feelings of the judges, untrammelled by
training or precedent. They award odd
and fancy punishments, and in one instance

(mere viJgar abuse of a lord) the penalty
is scandalously severe—the payment of

£2200 and a whipping. So far had the
action of the court swerved from Laud's
benevolent design, that his not checking
these severities was made matter of accusa-

tion against him. He replied that he was
not responsible for what was done by
common consent—" it was their act, not
mine." But the excuse was not allowed

;

indeed, considering Laud's power at the
time, it savours too much of special

pleading.

The example is instructive, as showing
what was the main obstacle to the success

of the Archbishop's plans. The people
with whom he had to reckon cared nothing
for his ideal of equality. His notion of

guiding the nation's energies from above,
of ordering from a secure height the move-
ments of all ranks, led by officers chosen by
the King as supreme, every man equally

amenable to the sovereign will—this notion

was hateful to everybody concerned. The
King was too jealous to allow any minister

(as Strafford said) to make him truly great

;

his prerogative he regarded as inalienably

attached to his person, and not to his ablest

servant would he entrust its use. The
nobles had their own schemes of aggrandise-

ment. Mr. Simpkinson has pointed out (in

his Appendix) how definite and far-reaching

these projects were. They aimed at nothing
less than independence of the King and the

military control of the country, divided into

provinces or counties according to the local

influence of each noble family (the Percies

were to have four counties for their share).

"These men were Jto take the place held by
the semi-independent governors of provinces in

France who had of late years been the chief

danger to French unity, and to the coercion of

whom Richelieu had devoted so much ol his

energy."

In those of less exalted station the same
tendency is visible. Working together with
the political discontent of the time, it gave
to the civil contest a peculiar bitterness.

The question of " gentry " was a factor no
less potent for evil than the ambition of the

great lords. It comes up in various ways,
and very characteristically in the- opposition

to Laud himself. One of the prejudices

against him, industriously kept up by his

opponents who knew its power for mis-

chief, was the imputed lowness of his origin.

The falsehood did all the harm it was meant
to do. Nay, in the circumstances of the

time, the truth would not have served him
much. That he was of respectable parent-

age, that his uncle had been Lord Mayor,
was not likely to make him acceptable to

the country gentry who ruled the Commons,
and meant to rule England. Seated, in

untitled dignity, in the manors held by
their forefathers for centuries past, they had
been irritated and scandalised by the rise of

mere court favourites to high dignities—the

Villiers family had been a conspicuous
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example. They had not all political

ambition, but they all wished to be differ-

enced, formally and visibly, from their

social inferiors. Heraldic distinctions, and
occasional visitations when those arrogating

such distinctions might be authoritatively

proclaimed " no gentlemen," were all very

well ; but they craved something more.

The longing for some recognition of his

order, as a separate caste with peculiar

privileges, was very strong in many a squire

who cared not to make a figure at White-
hall or Westminster. Hence was derived

an extreme jealousy of those who had risen

by trade, or even by learning, ani the

antagonistic eagerness to claim consideration

on the ground of acquired wealth or pro-

fessional eminence. To both classes, there-

fore, "gentry" was a cherished symbol,

whether they possessed or coveted the

position it denoted. The perilous wish to

be outside the law was not peculiar to

Charles. There was danger lest against his

idol of prerogative the kindred idol of

privilege should be set up—privilege, not

of Parliament only. As the nobles emulated
the French provincial governors, so were
the squires hankering after the exemptions
and advantages of the noblesse.

In these circumstances, Laud's treatment
of the libellers was disastrous. Their
offences well deserved punishment—indeed,

(according to the usage of the time) the

very punishment they received. But to

put on one pillory a divine, a lawyer,

and a physician was an insult to the
very sensitive social instincts of that day.
Fuller says :

" It is hard to fix shame on
the professors, and sever it from the pro-

fession." "The ignominy shocked many
well-meaning persons," is the comment of

the nonjuring Collier. Laud had risen in

hia profession by the personal favour of the
King, and had he so far forgotten the pit

whence he was digged as to affix a stigma
on a fellow divine who had been so un-
fortunate as to incur the King's displeasure?
(This aspect of the case was further em-
phasised by the prosecution of Archbishop
Williams.) The explosion of sympathy was
80 formidable that nothing was done to

repress even its repeated expression, and the
triumphant return of the culprits heralded
the ruin of the Archbishop.

That ruin was assured by Laud's associa-

tion with that systematic civil tyranny which
Hyde, a sound Churchman, characterised
(in his speech to the Lords on ship-money)
as an " irregular, extravagant power, like a
torrent." Mr. Simpkinson has traced Laud's
onward progress : stumbling in his difficult

course, having far more work on his hands
than he could fairly attend to, failing in
health and temper, and exhibiting more
and more that weakness—more fatal to him
than crimes have been to other statesmen

—

his utter want of tact.

Laud was a lonely man. Without any
strong family ties, he turned to friendship
to supply the want of that affection he could
ill bear to forego. His intimate friendships
were with Neile, Bishop of Durham, Buck-
ingham, and Strafford. There were those
who, like Windebank, rewarded his kind-
ness by desertion, and others, like Brent,
who helped to ruin their patron. He had

always been industrious in reforms, and but
too heedless of the number of enemies these

reforms made for him. He had, for in-

stance, offended the country gentlemen by
denying them chaplains who were merely
their dependents, the popular lecturers by
not allowing them to sit by the vestry
fire till prayers were over and they could
ascend the pulpit, a good many sciolists

and hypocrites by the prohibition of con-

troversial preaching in favour of prac tical

exhortation and catechizing. He was mis-
understood in his action against the feoffees,

and in his determination to " rescue patron-
age from bodies of trustees who, by their

very existence, are intended to hinder those
modifications in teaching and worship which
the ever-changing condition of society

demands." Bespectable wrong-doers, ex-

posed and punished, loved the Archbishop
no better than did the common lawyers,

who hated the sharp, swift judgments of the
High Commission— a tribunal of Parlia-

mentary origin (as it is very easy to forget)

disposing of " cases of flagrant immorality
among that class which was too great and
powerful to be locally dealt with." The
furnace in which Laud's work was tested

was not kindled wholly from the sacred
fires of piety and patriotism. And his best

work is with us to this day.

The freshness and versatility of Laud's
mind is nowhere better seen than in the
tracts he issued from his prison, against the
fluent and shallow plausibDities of Lord
Say. The fact that (for that generation),

the battle was hopelessly lost did not
cool his courage one jot. He follows up
the absurdities and pretences of the enemy
in a quiet vein of good-natured contempt,
as he pricks the swelling periods and pomp-
ous fallacies of Say's speech. The exposure
is not even now out of date, though it has
long been out of mind.
The struggle was over : Scottish treachery

in the brief northern campaign, English
treachery or blundering at the council-table,

had brought about the supersession of Laud
by Strafford. The Archbishop turned to

account his few remaining days of power by
defining the position of the CQiurch of Eng-
land in a republication of Hall's Defence of
Episcopacy, and by explaining the Scottish

liturgy that had given so much offence.

Laud's forebodings had come true. " The
old wife of Canterbury " had been to him
" a notorious shrew." The thrushes and
nightingales had sung no more at Lambeth
after his first year, " when they came to

take their leave." Other strains than of

earth must be his comfort in that gloomy
house of his pilgrimage, the Tower.

It is the fashion of our day, in the
supposed interest of historical impartiality,

to ignore ethical considerations when re-

viewing the contests of the past. Events
are looked upon rather as the inevitable

result of the play of impersonal forces than
as brought about by responsible agents.

But it is hard to maintain this attitude in

the face of such prolonged and cold-blooded
villainy as the process of Laud's trial.

Prynne's "tampering with the witnesses,

palpable and foul " ; the lords sauntering in

and out as they pleased, so that not one of

these perfunctory judges heard the whole

case ; the victim not daring to assert his
constitutional right as a peer, lest he should
give opportunity for a fresh accusation
against him as an "incendiary between the
Houses," and should incur this obloquy
in vain, since he would nevertheless be
haled to the Commons bar ; the acknow-
ledged le^al sufficiency of his defence avail-

ing nothing against the determination of

the Commons to over-ride it : all combined
to show in one conspicuous example how
right and law and decency (to say nothing
of the traditional English fair-play and
good humour) availed nothing against the

virulent bitterness of religious faction.

The last scene is told with impressive
brevity, yet hardly any of its touching
details are omitted. We feel, as the spec

tators must have felt, that it was (as Laud
said) but a " little darkness upon nature,"

a mere " shadow of death " upon the thres-

hold of the true life.

Mr. Simpkinson has well fulfilled his

promise " to show Laud as he appeared to

himself." He does not conceal the faults

or shortcomings of the man ; but he brings
out clearly the lasting value of Laud's prin-

ciples, triumphant (as Mr. Leslie Stephen
has remarked) through the total abandon-
ment of his methods.

E. C. Browne.

Euripides the Rationalist. By A. W. Yerrall.

(Cambridge : University Press.)

" Yes, dear Van ! that is how you should
behave. Imply things." This is the motto
chosen by Mr. Verrall for one of his

chapters, and they are all devoted to the
proof that Euripides was skilled in the
policy recommended by the Countess de
Saldar. His Attic " wit " was exercised in

undermining orthodoxy by hint and in-

nuendo, by countless niceties of language,
<f}U)i'(uvTa (rw€Toia-i, but wasted no less on the

honest Byzantine scholiast and the ordinary

modern commentator, than on the " yokels,

boys, visitors from Acarnania, and the

like, who listened to the quips of Apollo
without a suspicion that the faith of the

poet was not as naive as their own."
Mr. Verrall, by the way, habitually writes
" Apollo," not Apollo, as a concession to

the rationalism of Euripides. Let us see

why he does so.

First, he will not accept the view of

many modern critics of Euripides, that he
was, in Mr. Swinburne's phrase, "a botcher,"

who carelessly pieced together incoherent

scenes with irrelevant lyrics, and did not

mind if the conclusion of the whole were
lame and impotent. There are weak points

in the plots, it is true, and especially in the

conclusions, on the ordinary interpretation.

But it is only fair to the author, who enjoyed

an immense reputation in ancient times, as

tbe peer at least, if not the superior, of

Aeschylus and Sophocles, to presume that in

such cases we do not understand him. We
may give up the problem, and regard the

plays, with the exception of the " Medea "

and one or two more, as mere storehouses

of Attic idioms, with occasional fine pas-

sages of poetry or rhetoric, to which we
may return with pleasure ; or we may make
a more serious attempt to find a solution.
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FortTine favoursthebold ; and Mr. Verrall's

enterprise has been rewarded with a clue to

the mystery, which affords him complete

satisfaction. He has found a new Euripides,

who delights him, and he would fain per-

suade us that he has re-discovered the old

one. The clue to the discovery is really

very simple, though rather startling. Briefly

stated, it is this

:

" On the Euripidean stage, whatever is said by
a divinity is to be regarded, in general, as ipso

fado discredited. It is in all cases objectionable

from the author's point of view, and almost
always a lie. ' By representing the deities he
persuaded men that they did not exist.'

"

The last quotation is from Aristophanes
{Thesm. 450), and constitutes, with " The
Frogs " {passim) and a passage in Lucian's
"Zeus Tragoedus," the entire sum of the

ancient authorities adduced in support of

this interpretation. It is strengthened, of

course, by what we know of Euripides'

philosophical creed, which was inconsistent

with the popular theology, and involved

him at least once in a prosecution for im-
piety ; whether or no it was the cause of his

final banishment from Athens. But it has
usually been supposed that he bowed in

the house of Eimmon, and conformed to the

demands of orthodoxy at the altar of

Dionysus. That he must have done so

partially, Mr. Verrall indeed admits ; other-

wise he could not have " obtained a chorus,"

the ancient equivalent of the Lord Chamber-
lain's license. But orthodoxy cannot have
been very exacting, if it was content with
the sham prologue and epilogue, spoken by
the stage divinity, as a mere mask, so Mr.
Verrall would have us believe, to the
serious realistic and rationalistic drama,
which employs the interveniag 1200 lines

or so in overt or insidious attacks on
the miracles or the worship of the
God in question. Blunt, outspoken un-
belief would have amounted to legal

impiety, and would not have been tolerated

on the tragic stage ; but there was an
increasing number of philosophic doubters
who would rejoice even in a covert and
satirical attack in the name of intelligence

on the absurdity of a myth. Knowing
Euripides' avowed opinions, they would
have been on the alert, when a new drama
was to be produced, to see how far he
would go, and quick to seize every passage
of dexterouslj-worded ambiguity, every
weak point in the case for "Apollo" or
" Artemis," every suggestion towards a
rationalistic explanation of the miraculous
legend. Nor would the effect of the drama
have stopped short with the actual repre-

sentation. Eager discussion, and comparison
of point with point, as the play was talked
over and read (for the circulation of con-

temporary literature in writing was just

coming into fashion), would have elicited

fresh illustrations of the author's irony,

which might have escaped all but one or
two of the original audience.
The Alexandrian and modern attitude

towards the gods, recognising them as lite-

rary conventions, whose non-existence in

fact^was taken for gfranted, did not prevail
in the fifth century. Still less admissible is

the attitude of the Christian Fathers, who
regarded them as existing beings, but

devils, not gods at all. The Attic audience
was divided into hostile camps by the estab-

lished feud between poetry and philosophy.

The Delphic oracle to them was either the

solemn supernatural utterance of the divinity

or the product of fraudulent priestcraft.

Knowing to which side Euripides inclined,

and in what manner his genius found its

natural expression, we have to regard him
as a philosophic traitor in the camp of the

poets ; and we must not be so blind as to

take his theology, when we come across it,

in good faith.

That is a bare summary of Mr. Verrall's

discourse on the circumstances under which
the Euripidean drama was produced. It is

illustrated by an examination, in great

detail, of the plots of the " Alcestis " and
the " Ion," and two shorter chapters on
the " Iphigenia in Taurica."

In this new reading of "Alcestis," the

centre of gfravity is shifted. The central

situation is not the self-sacrifice of the

heroine, strongly as that must always appeal

to our sympathy ; but the alleged miracle

of her resurrection. "Did Alcestis return

from the dead? " is the question which the

rationalistic playgoer would naturally ask.

Euripides answers it by denying that she

died. Her death was expected by all,

above all by herself ; had not the god fore-

told it ? Like Mr. Bunbury, she placed

such implicit confidence in the advice of her

physicians that when Apollo the healer, the

very head of the profession, gave her up,

she died—to the best of her ability. Un-
fortunately for the credit of the oracle, after

Admetus and his " accomplices," the chorus,

had hurried her off with indecent haste to

the tomb, Heracles, partly sobered after his

carouse, but still capable of getting up a
fight with an imaginary Death, finds

Alcestis just coming round after her trance,

and brings her back. So the play ends in

a fiasco. There can be no attempt to im-

prove the occasion of a return from the

lower world with a becoming solemnity, for

nobody has died after all. Admetus pre-

sumably enjoys the undesirable reputation,

which he had anticipated, and as for Apoilo,

the less said the better. The chorus
merely observes that things have turned
out differently from what was expected

—

and that is all.

One must read the essay in full, to

appreciate the extreme ingenuity with
which Mr. Verrall supports his re-construc-

tion of the plot, and finds an answer to

every conceivable objection. The very
excess of the ingenuity, indeed, rather than
any weak point in the argument, accounts

for any distrust which may remain in

the mind of an imperfect rationalist,

after he has endeavoured to give an un-
prejudiced hearing to the plea. One, at

least, of Mr. Verrall's unconventional
comments is worthy of all praise. The
attempt of Paley and others to redeem
the character of Admetus from utter mean-
ness by pointing to his hospitality deserves
all the scorn which he can spend on it.

The reception of Heracles at such a moment,
placing him in a false position, which no
amount of lying could secure from exposure,
was no act of hospitality, but a vulgar
insult in tho worst possible taste. The

interpretation of the character of Heracles
himself by Browning in " Balaustion's

Adventure " is the matter of a discussion of

considerable, though subordinate, interest.

Prepared by the essay on the " Alcestis,"

we are less startled whenwe are informed that

the intention of the " Ion "is to prove the

Delphic oracle a fraud. "Written at a later

date, the language of this play is more out-

spoken, and allusion is made to discreditable

actions of Apollo in terms of audacious direct-

ness, which it is difficult to reconcile with the

orthodox Delphic theology. But Mr. Verrall

has much more to say than this. He has
quite a new version of the actual story of

the play, in which "Apollo" is "a super-

fluous hypothesis "
; and he is ready with

an ingenious explanation of the manner in

which the priestess contrives to produce the

(false) tokens for the identification of Ion.

The prologue by Hermes is dismissed as a
sham ; the epilogue by Athena shares the

same fate ; and the realistic drama ends
at the point where Ion, perplexed and
horrified, resolves to address a fresh inquiry

to the oracle—which would have resulted,

had it been made, in a complete exposure of

the cheat.

"We are not quite easy about this throw-
ing overboard of prologue and epilogue.

Granting that they are frequently unworthy
of the main part of the play, and that Mr.
Verrall's view that they are false, because
they are spoken by gods, may be correct—on
his main hypothesis this is certainly the

case—that does not make them any the

more an integral part of the play. It would
have been not only simpler, but more in

accordance with tho traditions of tragedy,

to dispense with them entirely. The pro-

logue and epilogue of the " Ion " only mar
the artistic effect of a drama which, for the

rest, on Mr. Verrall's reading, is an impres-

sive drama of human life. We cannot help
thinking that Euripides' conscience as an
artist might have conspired with his want of

conscience as a theologian to encourage him
more frequently to take the step which he
took in the " Heraclidae," and do without
any gods at all.

Our last word shall be an exclamation of

amazement at the allegorical interpretation

of the closing scene of the " Phoenissae,"
regarded as an interpolation by a disciple,

after the death of the master. To get at its

true meaning we are to read for Oedipus,

Euripides in exile ; for Antigone, the m'ise

of Euripidean tragedy ; with Aeschylus in

the background, as the vanquished Sphinx
of obscurity and superstition. "We are ia-

clined to think that Mr. Verrall has paid

the interpolator too great a compliment, in

choosing his spurious wares for this final

exhibition of his own skill as a restorer.

But that need not spoil our enjoyment of

those amusing tragedies, the " New Ion "

and the " New Alcestis."

Campbell Dodgson.

Songs of the Sea and Lays of the Land. By
C. G. Leland. (A. & C. Black.)

When one considers how many years

Mr. Leland has amused and instructed the

world, it is impossible not to be astonished

at the freshness of his latestvolume. Manyan
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original jeat is cracked, and even the veterans

put on new coats for the performance.

There is much (juaint lore, too, lurking in

the pages, for Mr. Leland knows how to

season his folly with a touch of an "old
wisdom by our world forgot." Though he

has done better work than much that appears

in this book, few among us could have been

so successful. He must be an unpleasant

companion who cannot laugh over the read-

ing of these droll songs and rhymes, and I

do not envy his acquaintance.

In a curious preface Mr. Leland tells us

that "as regards the incidents, tales, turns

of speech and idioms, current sayings, and
so on from poetry down to vulgarity," he
has taken much from the mariners of the

sailing ships, a peculiar class now rapidly

passing away. In the first, and much better

half, he has endeavoured to give us a per-

manent picture of the men who haunted the

old " Boy and Barrel " tavern,

" In the north ead cf Boston, long ago."

Sympathy and knowledge are the pilots

that have steered Mr. Leland to success.

There may be a note of vulgarity, as he
declares there is, in some of the songs ; but
there is a much larger allowance of poetry,

and they have the breath and taste of the

sea strong about them. By way of con-

trast, afEording the reader every chance of

putting the author's own verses to a severe

test, three or four traditional sailor songs

are included in the collection. One of them,
" The Mermaid," is certainly the best of

all, but for the most part Mr. Leland's own
work does not suffer by the comparison.

There is a good deal of superstition and
not a little rather grim humour in them
here and there. Among the more striking

is a powerful variant on the story, common
enough among the South Sea traders, of the
ship that is haunted by the ghost of a
murdered mariner. In Mr. Leland's ballad

the murderer grapples with the dead man
" in spite of all our cries

When life and awful anger came in the corpse's
eyes;

It tore him to the taffraU and held him deadly
tight,

All over the Bahama Isles a-ealling by the night.

" And overboard together in a grapple went the
two,

And downward sank before lu into the water
blue;

But in and all around them shone a corposanto
light,

All over the Bahama leles a-sailing by the night.

" But from that very minute the wind blew well
and fair,

And everything went right «ich us when we had
lost the pair

;

Bat I always shall remember while I live that
awfal sight.

All over the Bihama Ides a-sailing by the
night."

Bat it is only on occasion thai the subject-

matter of the songs deal with such ghastly
themes. Often there are rough but gallant
ditties, ending with a cheer for

" the women with jet black curls
Of Spiin or of Portugal

!

And I even fcr the Yankee and English girls,

The prettiest of them all."

The adaptations of Spanish and Italian
songs are very neatly done, particularly
felicitous being the swinging rhythm of

" Los tres Muertos," of which the chorus

goes

—

" There thoy lie alow, low, low.

Nor hear tho cookrel's crow.

When the p>lm trees are a-growiog and the wind
is ever bloniog,

There they lie alow, low, low."

Mr. Leland has a gentler manner at times

:

witness the delightful "Mackerel Song,"

and the admirable paraphrase of the

" Irme quiero, madre,
En aquella galera,

Con el marinero
Por eer mariner*."

The " Lays of the Land " are not nearly

so striking as the sea-songs. Indeed, one

rather resents their appearance in the same
volume. They are often quite witty and

very agreeable reading ; but they are

more familiar in style and not quite up to

the level of old favourites in the same class.

Yet it is ungracious to cavil, for, after all,

a goodly number of them could only be

equalled by Mr. Leland himself. Their

subjects, perhaps, make them less attractive

to English readers, for their interest is

entirely local. The sea-songs, on the other

hand, though made in Boston, are of no
nationality. They belong alike to all sea-

faring nations—Dutch and Yankee, English

and Spanish. Mr. Leland offers to the

landlubber a new sensation, and to all of us

a pleasant memory. He has built a monu-
ment not unworthy of a hard-living, warm-
hearted, and picturesque class of men. The
writers of a younger generation would not

have been able to fulfil so excellent a task

:

the necessary knowledge and enthusiasm is

dying from off the earth with the heroes of

the songs.

" We never should doubt of a mystery,
There are lots of 'em round us still

;

For nobody knows what's down in the eea.

And nobody ever will."

But of the men who sailed over the seas, iu

the days before steamers, Mr. Leland speaks

with authority, and the wiser among us will

be grateful to him for having spoken so

heartily and well.

Peecy Addleshaw.

Aspects of the Social ProMetn. By Various
Writers, edited by Bernard Bosanquet.
(Macmillans.)

This is a thoughtful and instructive volume
of essays, dealing with various branches

of a subject which is rightly felt to be one

of pressing interest, and perhaps more so

now than at any previous period—the con-

dition of the toiling masses and the direc-

tion in which we may look for amelioration.

The writers come before us with good
credentials for the task they have under-

taken. Mr. Bosanquet's qualifications as

an earnest and philosophical student of

social problems are well known, and he tells

us that

"the contributors may claim that they have
all attempted to qualify as social students in

two definite ways. They all possess prolonged
and systematic experience in practical efforts to

improve the condition of the poor, and tbey
have all paid careful attention to the methods
and principles of social reform. Their studies,

written on different occasions, with different

purposes, and drawn from different fields of

observation, appear, when compared together,

to have a single principle at their root. The
writers have seen and felt, as well as reflected,

that the individual member of society is above

all things a character and a will, and that

society as a whole is a structure in which will

and character are the blocks with which we
buUd."

As may be gathered from this extract the

tendency of these essays is to favour indi-

vidualism rather than socialism, at least in

the sense now most generally given to the

latter word. Mr. Bosanquet's own position

on the subject is stated with clearness and

force in his paper on " Socialism and Natural

Selection," which was originally delivered

as a lecture before the London Ethical

Society

:

" I believe in the reality of the general will

and in the consequent right and duty of

civilised society to exercise initiative through

the State with a view to the fullest develop-

ment of the life of its members. But I am
also absolutely convinced that the application

of this initiative to guarantee, without protest,

the existence of all individuals brought into

being, instead of leaving the responsibility to

the uttermost possible extent on the parents

and the individuals themselves, is an abuse

fatal to character and ultimately destructive of

socal life."

Mr. Bosanquet, accordingly, does not believe

with most Socialists that competition is an
evil in itself ; while he admits that the

excess of it may have bad consequences,

which may rightly call for State inter-

ference. He considers the principle of

Natural Selection as applied tohuman society

to be an essentially sound one, and that

attention should be called to " the frightful

dangers that attend any over-riding of what
is relatively natural selection through family

responsibility by the direct interference

of administrative or other philanthropy."

These dangers cannot be denied ; but it is

equally certain that to some extent they

exist under the present system, as our

author admits.

" To some extent inevitably, the Poor
Law encoiurages an element of the population

for whom the family does not exist, or who are

preserved only to hand on to others the defects,

which, but for our elaborate hospitals and in-

firmaries, would have perished with them."

The existence of this class certainly presents

a painful problem ; but we can hardly revert

to the old Pagan method, which would be

effective, if it were rigorously carried out,

of destroying all weakly and deformed

children. We cannot allow these unfortu-

nates to be left to the unmodified effects < f

Natural Selection, and the question is how
wo may best strike at the causes which have

produced them. Socialists would no doubt

contend that these causes are largely to be

sought in the hard conditions of existing

society and in the strain of excessive com-

petition, and that it is by striving to alter

these conditions that we must look for im-

provement.
One of the ablest essays in the book is

the one in which Mr. Bosanquet treats

of "The Eeality of the General Will,"

and submits the various elements of public

opinion to an exhaustive analysis. Peihaps

the reader may think that he is more ^uc-

cessful in telling us what the general will

is not, than in defining precisely what it is.
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It is not " the decision of a community by
vote upon any single issue " ; nor is it

" identical with public opinion, considered
as a set of judgments which form the cur-

leatly expressed reflexion upon the course
of afEairs," and " again, it is not merely the
de facto tendency of all that is done by mem-
bers of the community." All this seems
plain enough ; but it is possible that some
may not clearly apprehend what is meant by
the assertion that " the general will is a
process continuously emerging from the
relatively unconscious into reflective con-
f ciousness." It must be admitted that Mr.
Bosanquet is by no means as much addicted
as are many writers on sociology to the
employment of the bewildering terminology
which Mr. Herbert Spencer first set the
fashion of using, but he does occasionally
fall into the practice.

Of the papers contributed by Mr.
Bosanquet's fellow-labourers one of the
most important is that in which Mr.
H. Dendy deals with the painful problem
of " the industrial residuum," the class of
our population which has been described
as the "submerged tenth." Some may
think that he shows too great a disposition
to classify under this head the great mass
of the unemployed, though he endeavours
to guard against any such assumption.
However, the existence of a large body
marked out, as our essayist says, by an
entire " absence of the economic virtues,"
is unfortunately a patent fact ; and, as he
points out, the character is not confined to
one section of society. There are those
who may be designated

" the wealthy section of the residuum. All that
they need to complete their likeness to their
poorer brethren are the dirty homes and squalid
surroundings, and if they were left for only a
week to their own exertions there can be little

doubt that these also would appear."

Socialists would no doubt take advantage
of this admission as showing that the
principle of Natural Selection does not
work by any means perfectly under exist-

ing conditions, nor always lead to the
survival of the fittest.

Perhaps the most interesting essay in the
book to the general reader will be Mr.
Dendy's account of " The Children of
"Working London." His knowledge of the
subject is evidently minute, and his picture
is, on the whole, not so unfavourable as
might have been anticipated. He asks
the question which has often been put

:

" Is it possible for children to grow up healthy
and strong—mentally and physically—in large
towns, or is it as inevitable as it is true that
the race degenerates with town life until the
third generation dies out from mere want of
vitality ?

"

And he concludes that there is nothing
necessarily involved in city life which must
lead to this deplorable result, which, usual
as it is at present, can be traced t'> evils
which are perfectly avoidable.
Other instructive papers which can only

be referred to are those on " The Position
of Womea in Industry " and on the " Origin
and History of the English Poor Law."

E. SEYilOUB Loxo.

A JESUIT EDUCATIONALIST IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTUEY.

Les Jemites et la Pedagogie au XVI', Steele:

Juan Bonifacio. Par Le P. J. Delbrel.

(Paris : Picard.)

Father Delbrel brings forward once
more the terrible treatment of children by
the sixteenth-century schoolmasters. He
quotes the too familiar passages from
Erasmus, Montaigne, Vives, Vida, Rabelais.
He adds others not so well known, but not
less remarkable. Here is a quotation from
Bavisius Textor, writer of the famous
school book Epitheta

:

"If they fall into any mistake, it they are
convicted of lying ... if they murmur or
complain the least bit in the world, thresh
them soundly {trh fort), and don't stop
threshing ; don't temper the punishment until
their arrogance is melted, and until they
become calmer than oil, and less resisting than
melon-pulp " {Epistolae, xxiii.).

Not less significant is the definition quoted
by Father Delbrel from the Thesaurus of
Robert Stephens (Estienne) of a boy

:

" Puer dicitur a paviendo, quia aetas
puerilis est obpuvianda, id est ferienda,
puaienda." Father Delbrel adds testimony
direct from Spain, to which country
Bonifacio belonged (1538-1606), from the
proverb, "Knowledge goes into the child
in proportion as blood is whipped out of
him." Even in later times, a Biscayan
schoolmaster boasted that he had never had
a scholar pass under his hands " without
having marked him for life."

The indignant protests of Erasmus,
Vivos, Vida, Rabelais, Montaigne, Charron,
have brought to them honour and homage
as the defenders of children. Father
Delbrel claims that we must add to the
honoured list of those who loved children
when the average schoolmaster seemed to

hate them the name of Juan Bonifacio, the
Jesuit.

In one of Bonifacio's books, the Chridiani
Pueri Institutio, the first chapter contains the
following vigorous passage

:

"I have observed, in most minds, a tendency to
imagine the child as capable of every evil. . . .

In ray opinion, this prejudice, which flatters

the conceit of adults, compromises the interests
of childhood, and may be as fatal to society as
to religion. I see scarcely anyone combat this

opinion, and it gains ground all the more
because people not only adopt, but do not
hesitate to propagate it. I have therefore
thought to do a good deed by taking in hand
the cause of the child, even if I must struggle
alone in his defence against the crowd of his

accusers."

This intense feeling of isolation is natural
enough ; but, of course, it is inaccurate.
In England, for instance, Thomas Becon,
Ascham, Kemp, and Mulcaster were child-

lovers, and detested excessive beating. Nor
could Bonifacio have read the beautiful
story of the life of Vittorino da Feltre in
Italy.

Bonifacio's treatment of the subject, as
narrated by Father Delbrel, is charming.
He shows that children have done great
things, and have had marvellous dispositions,

that they are dear to God and to the Virgin
Mary. Moreover, in the opposite extreme,
they are dear to the beasts of the field.

Never, says Pliny (a quotation from whom
is inevitable in the sixteenth-century author),
has a lion been seen to attack a child. In
another passage Bonifacio quotes again from
Pliny :

"An elephant, teased by a troop of urchins,
raises one of them in the end of his trunk ; then,
softened by the cries of the poor little one, and
satisfied by having given him this warning, he
puts him down on the ground with a mother's
care. . . . The sagacious animal seemed to
understand that there is no age more worthy
of pardon and indulgence."

Father Delbrel makes a strong point of
Bonifacio's love of children as the very joy
and life of the family hearth. Montaigne
never maintained that to be without
children would render life less complete and
less happy. It was not part and parcel of
the sixteenth-century thought. Victor Hugo
and Lamartine in France, in England
Wordsworth, and in our own time K. L.
Stevenson and J. H. Shorthouse, and hosts
of others, have glorified childhood. But
Bonifacio delivers eloge after iloge on the
subject, even in the sixteenth century. He
thinks there are no efforts rewarded so
bountifully, with so much U9ury, as those
which are consecrated to the education of
youth. He cites the ca?e of St. Francis
Xavier, who made his first, his most fervent
and most useful proselytes, from children.

Education, he goes on to say, has brought
back again in many a town the primitive
Christian times—the golden age of the
Church.
Education is not an end in itself, it is but

a means to the triumph of the Church.
The teacher does not teach merely to im-
part knowledge, but he teaches to spread
Catholic truth—to confirm the faithful and
to arouse the unbelieving. With grsat
skill of dialectics, Bonifacio points out

:

" Either children must be of profit to us, or we
to them. If they become good, chaste, modest,
trained, our care has been useful and salutary
to them. If they are displeasing, if they
remain ignorant and wicked, they exercise our
patience We have many faults to ex-
piate before entering heaven ; what expiation
surer and more complete is there than martyr-
dom ? . . . Let us bo ready not only to suffer

death for our pupils, but if it is necessary, to
suffer it by them, and at their hands."

Bonifacio, then, wavers between the t^vo

positions: the attractiveness of teactinj
because it is so pleasant, and its equal
attractiveness because it is so unpleasant.
" Education," as Father Delbrel puts Boni-
facio's position, "is a paternity, and
paternity has its pains, and it has its joys."

On the whole, it would seem that Bonifacio
felt the school teacher's task in itself a bore.

In a letter to a teacher, he says :

"To despise the judgments of the crowd, who
only respect what is brilliant, to say adieu in
some degree to all those splendid studies to which
one is addicted, to chatter with children, to
give oneself up, with the intellectual culture

which one has received, to the declining of
nouns and the conjugating of verbs, and that
every day; then to begin again, for everlasting

these same exercises, all that demands efforts,

glorious as they are difHcuU. I can never cast

my eyes on men capable of such a virtue with-
out returning to myself ashamed and unhappy.
. . . . For my pleasure, in my teaching, I

have Ciceronian periods ; I cannot see how you
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can find an attraction in (elementary) instruo-

tion."

Father Delbrel has done a service in

writing this account of Bonifacio. Natur-

aJly enough, he endeavours to improve the

occasion by drawing attention to the work
of the Jesuits in the promotion of education.

He also brings passages to prove the general

kindliness of Jesuit teachers to children.

One of these is an interesting quotation

from a book by Cervantes, the Coloquio ie

lot Perrot.

Bonifacio was born at San Martin del

Castanar, in the diocese of Salamanca, and
entered the novitiate in 1557. For forty

years he taught or directed the teaching in

the colleges, and died at Yillagarcia, May 4,

1606. His books were: Epistolae et Ora-

Uotus ; Hiitoria Virginalis (1605)—a book of

piety for pupils to read and study ; Chridiani

Ptteri Institutio (1576), his chief educational

work ; and De Sapiente Fruduoao. After

Father Delbrel's account of these books no
one will hesitate to agree that Bonifacio is

an educationalist to be counted with, and
of marked importance even in an age
which produced Erasmus, Eamus, Budaeus,
and Sturm. In his own country, Spain, he
is specially significant as a continuator of

the work of educational reform, so ener-

getically begun by Vives.

Foster Watson.

NEW NOVELS.

Evit Rantom. By Q-eorge Gissing. (Law-
rence & Bullen.)

Lord OoUho. By Mrs. Paul King. In
3 vols. ( Hutchinson.)

A Late Springtime. By Lily Perks. In
2 vols. (Fisher Unwin.)

An Unknown Power : a Tale of Mystery.
By C. E. Bellairs. (Digby, Long & Co.)

Mortgaged Years. By E. K. Dee. (Sonnen-
schein.)

The Jewel of Ynys Galon. By Owen
Ehoscomyl. (Longpnans.)

Mount Despair, and Other Stories. By David
Christie Murray. (Chatto & Windus.)

A Question of Colour. By F. C. Philips.

(Archibald Constable.)

Mr. George Gissnro, in EveU Ransom,
writes of sad things without being pathetic,

of mean circumstances without being sordid.
Down in the Black Country, whose lurid
nights and smoky days and barren wastes
Mr. Gissing knows so well, there lives a
young man, Hilliard by name, fettered by
poverty to an occupation he does not like,

and by generosity to his poor and unsup-
ported sister-in-law. A stroke of luck sets

him free for a time, and he goes to London
to " live "—and to meet Eve Madeley, who
alters his whole existence. Earlier in the
book Hilliard rather loudly proclaims to a
more amorous friend that he shall never
love or marry. Ton are notified of no
change in] his sentiments until he suddenly
surprises you by making violent love to
Eve. The story is curiously rather the
history of . events and utterances than a
record of feelings as they lead up to acts.

Eve herself is absolutely objective. You

see her through the eyes of the other

persons : hardly at all do you look at the

world or at herself through her own eyes.

She is at once impalpable and life-like. Her
actions are quite consistent with what you
gather of her character, but the fascination

she has for Hilliard rarely extends to you
who know her so little. The book is ex-

tremely interesting, as being a love-story in

the subdued tones of lower middle- class life,

without any of the misleading glamour of

romance, and as, in its own way, achieving

realism without nastiness.

Lord Goltho holds a very curious position

in Mrs. Paul King's book. He is hardly

the hero, and as villain his villainies have
very little effect on the fortunes of the

other characters, yet to be a sharp thorn in

the side of everybody else is the proper

business of the villain in a novel. But
simply as a study of a well-born evangelical

hypocrite—a rare but existing thing—he

is admirable. His clammy hands, his

sanctimonious face, his sensual thoughts,

his " White Evenings " for the East End,
all these make up a picture of loathsome-

ness at which one shudders, and which no
reader will soon forget. The doctrine of

heredity accounts for the kind of boy we
have in his little son, Felix. Twenty years

ago he would have appeared as a sweet

little victim of the Scripture-quoting mon-
ster. To-day Mrs. Paul King draws him
as a miniature Lord Goltho, with childish

artlessness superadded, and without the

hypocrisy to cover his avarice and ill-nature.

With the exception of Lucy Davenant, the

little hare-brained child-wife, the other per-

sonages are ordinary ; but Lord Goltho and
Lucy, rapidly and effectively sketched as

they are, make the book well worth reading.

The writer of A Late Springtime is

thoroughly in earnest ; and her characters,

in spite of a certain self-consciousness—as

though they knew that they were perform-

ing before you—gradually win upon your
literary affections. By-and-by you take a
real interest in the fortunes of the brave
and beautiful Honor, whose lover has been
wrested from her by a deceitful friend.

This treachery has prolonged the winter of

her life, and spring is only just in sight as

you leave the book. But Miss Perks has
committed one grave mistake. Just as

the interest of the story is at its highest, the

narration suddenly passes into the mouth of

a character sprung upon you for the pur-

pose, who says " all this happened before

I knew Honor," and continues the tale.

The wicked wife is then summarily disposed

of, slaughtered behind the scenes as in

the Greek plays, the way begins to clear

for the lovers—and the book closes. The
note of sincerity in it makes you almost

wish for a few more chapters.

There is a good deal of mystery in An
Unknown Power, not all of it intentional, but
one thing is quite clear—the author per-

sonally vouches for the appearance of a

ghost. More than that, two of his cousins

also saw the apparition. Indeed, there

is a laboured effect of spiritual interference

with mortal affairs throughout the book

—

a prophecy overhangs which you know you
are doomed to see fulfilled : and the whole

story runs to the tune of "Someone sobbing
in the shadow," which the hero heard in a
vision. It is, in fact, an ambitious attempt
to write tragedy in the grand style. But
the tragedy falls rather flat, and the hero's

infatuation for the brown-eyed woman in

brown, whose magnetic attraction for him
is the "unknown power" aforesaid, is

never convincing. Another drawback is,

that you cannot be quite sure whether the

things he is described as seeing and doing

are actual sights and acts, or merely the

visions induced by the brown-eyed woman.

In spite of a certain cleverness there can-

not be said to be much that is attractive about
Mortgaged Years. It opens with the trial of a
beautiful young woman for the murder of

her husband. The junior counsel for the de-

fence is also young and beautiful, and much
agitated to boot. A very little penetration

shows you that this is a case of the Don
Juan order—though, so far as one's recollec-

tion serves, Don Juan never got the length

of murdering any of the husbands. The
woman is acquitted ; but the shadow of his

complicity hangs over Marston's conscience,

and when he afterwards falls passionately

in love with a delightful girl he does not

consider himself fit to marry her. One or

two years pass, and the woman comes back
to tell him that she, and not he, committed
the murder, whereupon his objection to

himself (and his author's objection to him)
as a husband for the delightful and innocent

girl ceases. This sort of thing is neither en-

tertaining nor very pleasant. In Australian

pictures one would like to have something
more specially characteristic, and not so

sadly ordinary and universal. And what
does Mr. Dee mean by " onomatopoetic " ?

Wales as a background for a pirate story—The Jewel of Ynys Galon—is quite a new
departure, and, aided by the quaint forms
of Welsh speech and old Welsh characters,

a very picturesque one. The Jewel, whose
history is one of daring and bloodshed,

belongs by right to the Chief of the sons of

Morgan, and has descended from generation

to generation. When the book opens, in

the beginning of last century, there are two
claimants to the position of Chief, one being
the foster-brother of the schoolboy who tells

the tale, and the other a ferocious pirate

with intervals of chivalry and magnanimity.
Here is an opening for adventure, of which
aplentiful amount follows. Stirring passages

crowd one upon another, and heights of

heroism are reached by the boy Ivor, and
his friends and foes, that make one dizzy to

think on. There is really good stuff in the

book.

Mr. Christie Murray's volume of stories

ranges from undiscovered wilds in Australia

to London, from London to " Californy,"

and thence to India, the home of mysticism.

Several of the stories, indeed, deal more or

less lightly with things mystic, and notably
" The Ghost's Opera," which tells how a
young man quite unconsciously produced
musical compositions that had been written

by his unknown grandfather, and would
have got into trouble thereby had not a

spiritualist friend been able to explain him
to himself. Mr. Christie Murray is always
readable, and his characters are types true
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to human nature ; but perhaps the two best
sketches here are " A Day in the Country,"
where a poet proves to be something more
than a poet, and "The Fleshly Eaiment,"
where a theosophico-spiritualist proves to
be something much less than he pretends
to be.

It is with difficulty that one accepts the
principal situation in A Question of Cohur.
A beautiful youcg girl who has the world
before her, and is engaged to a fine fellow
who adores her, is represented as listening
to the addresses of a negro. It is true that
she did once tell her lover that she was not
at all a nice girl, and that he would some
day be surprised to find how different she
was from what he thought her to be ; but
this avowal makes as little impression on
the reader as it did on him. The situa-
tion once accepted, Mr. Philips has pro-
duced a very telling picture. Jan Umgazi,
though he "could still recall dimly the
naked savages and mud ' kraals ' of his
youth," is thoroughly European in every
feeling, and his anguish of mind, mar-
vellous resignation, and self-control touch
the reader very closely. Otherwise the
characters and incidents are not out of the
common.

Geoege Cotteeell.

SOME COUNTRY BOOKS.
Bird Notes. By the late Jane Mary Hay-
ward. Edited by Emma Hubbard. (Long-
mans.) This little book could not have appeared
at a fitter time. All lovers of birds fed them
during the past cruel winter, and doubtless
made observations more or less formal upon
their habits. Miss Hayward provided a morn-
ing meal for her outdoor pets from about 1868

;

and being of a very sympathetic and artistic
nature, gradually commenced entering in her
note-book the different behaviour and idio-
syncrasies of these garden guests. Her obser-
vations are close and often subtle—perhaps,
when she interprets bird-manners by human
analogies, a little too subtle at times—bat they
are always worth reading, and wiU give much
delight to those who are like-minded. The
garden which afforded these notes is at Sid-
mouth, and many birds which are by no
means common even in that sunny town seem
to have visited Miss Hayward : as, for instance,
cole-tits and nuthatches. She does not notice
(what we have seen) that the hirundinulae stay
at Sidmouth very late in the year. Mr.
Lodge's illustrations are excellent, and greatly
ornament a very pretty and unobtrusive book,
which does honour to the fine perceptions and
warm susceptibilities of a careful student of
nature. No one would deem such tendencies
subversive of the constitution, yet it is amusing
to find that Miss Hayward thinks that "the
raison d'etre of large landed proprietors ceases,"
unless they are attentive to preserve the beauty
of the coimtry, "which is, aa it were, com-
mitted to their careless hands." Such a kindly,
sympathetic volume as these Bird Notes is a
fitting memorial of Jane Mary Hayward.

upon a little uninhabited island, nearly at the
Antipodes, and at once knew it had been pre-
viously visited by a fellow-countryman, for he
found the EngUsh chickweed growing there.

"

The cuts, especially those of scenery, are the
poorest part of the book,

A_ Fisherman's Fancies. By P. B. Doveton.
(Elliot Stock.) In these papers the author
shows that he is endowed with good spirits
and a capacity for enjoyment under every
circumstance ; but his writing is weak and
superficial in thought. The book is divided
into tales and sketches, country articles, and
two lay sermons. In one of these sermons the
author takes it for granted that few men, more
"especially intellectual men," go to church;
and he suggests as a remedy that the clergy
should " draw more practical lessons from the
events of the week." Most people are only too
thankful to escape from newspapers and lead-
ing articles on Sunday. Nor is Mr. Doveton
happy in his distinction of creeds and dogma

—

" Creeds are the crystallisations of our religious
beliefs at one particular time into succinct
formulae, but, as our knowledge widens, creeds
are not fixed or unalterable, but the reverse.
Dogma is an assertion of what must not be
disbelieved in the future." Mr. Doveton's
tales and sketches are neither better nor worse
than multitudes which are published daily.
He is more at home when, rod in hand, he
wanders through Exmoor or by the banks of
the "Wye. There his appreciation of nature is

hearty and genial. The book is throughout
disfigured with poor puns, and with the use of
"barbarous vocables "—as Coleridge would
have called them — such as "reliable,"
"glimpse" (used over and over again as
an active verb), "vestured," " Petasitis,"
"ephemerae," "I do not want to," and the
like; while "scaling a wall, Eemus-like,"
implies some historical haziness. The language,
therefore, will scarcely be the richer for Mr.
Doveton's essays.

The poacher of real life is most frequently a lazy

,

drinking scoundrel, and the squire generally
forgives him for the sake of his wife and family
much oftener than he deserves.

Bi/ Vocal Woods and Wafers. By E. Step.
(Bliss, Sands & Foster.) Under this bizarre
title the author reprints some twenty studies
from nature of varying worth which have
already seen the light in different periodicals.
He has much sympathy with nature and the
common things of a country walk, and does not
gush and overflow with sentiment. A chapter
on the dissemination of weeds is excellent.
' Sir Joseph Hooker," he says, " once landed

Thorough Cultivation. Edited by W.
Sowerby, F.G.8. (Sonnenschein.) Mr. Sowerby
has certainly hit upon one of the secrets of
success in agriculture when he recommends
deep ploughing, so as to admit air into the
land. Doubtless farmers, as a rule, would
gladly take his advice ; but here, as in so many
avenues to agricultural prosperity, the question
of expense bars the way. He faces the
difficulty at the end of his book ; and, while
asserting that this system would pay "if
properly carried out" (what an "if" is this in
the present state of the farming interest I), is
obliged to confess " it will possibly not yield a
very large profit in money when reckless
trading and ruinous competition has brought
down the prices of agricultural produce to an
abnormally low rate." The book consists of
testimonies to the value of Mr. Sowerby's
principle from Jethro TuU, Lord Tweeddale,
Stephens, and others, concluding with a few
pages on the garden-like culture dear to
Japanese and Chinese husbandmen. Mr.
Sowerby's own English is not always what
might be desired, as when he talks of " every
practicable farmer" (meaning "practical"),
and of one course being " aptly as applicable "

as another ; but his pages are meant for men
who_ will not criticise severely if they can
obtain a new idea. Here are two picked out at
random

: there should be no such thing as a
clod in well-farmed land ; and again, permanent
pasture means terrible waste. The prevalent
distress, of course, compels farmers to con-
travene these maxims. It is time to protest,
however, when Mr. Sowerby deems the
poacher "generally one of the most intelligent
and enterprising men in the village, therefore
the squire shipped him off to Botany Bay."
This is in the style of transpontine drama.

Horse-Breeding for Farmers. By A. E. Pease.
(Macmillans.) This is another kindly attempt
to teach the farmer his business. Figures show
that England exports few horses in comparison
to those that she imports, and Mr. Pease urges
the farmer in view of this to breed horses for
himself. The author espouses the Arab pro-
verb—" The greatest wealth is a wise wife or a
fruitful mare"—and lucidly enters into the
whole subject of horse-breeding, adding tables
of cost. Figures, however, will prove anything,
and no allowance is made for the untimely
death of the parents or their progeny. Never-
theless, the book ought to be useful.

In order to give small farmers and gardeners
short and distinct directions in deaSng with
what are perhaps novel subjects to some of
them, the 8.P.C.K. has seasonably issued a
series of little books at the nominal price of a
penny each, under the iitX^, Helpful Hints for
Hard Times. Thus they can be given to
cottagers with ease, while the straightforward
style in which they are written leaves nothing
to be desired. From a dozen lying on the
table, the following may be selected: " Fowls
for Farm and Cottage," " Ducks," " Potatoes,"
"Onions," "Apples and Pear-Growing." These
state the best kinds to be procured (no light
matter when the Eoyal Horticultural Society
issued a list of 616 varieties of pears alone), and
give simple directions which, if implicitly
followed, should do much to help on struggling
farmers. Anentirelynewsubjecttomost of these
is mushroom-growing

; yet for all near large
towns here is a fortune waiting, and the hand-
book of the S.P.C.K. for them is admirable.
8o,too,withwillows and osiers. Miss Matthews's
little book on the dairy and butter is equally
excellent. If the farmer will still follow the
traditional rule of thumb in all these industries
nothing more can be said ; but here is a chance,
for a penny, of completely revolutionising his
procedure on a dozen important subjects, and
certainly making money. One rule should be
added when speaking of apples and pears : do
not plant many sorts, but a few of the best,
and then add many of these.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Longmans & Co. have in the press a
new volume of poems by Sir Edwin Arnold, to
be entitled The Tenth Muse.

Messes. Macmillan & Co. will publish
immediately a History of Newfoundland, in
handsome form, with illustrations, by Mr.
D. W. Prowse, central district court judge.
The author has taken pains to trace the impor-
tance oi the colony in early times, as a nursery
of British seamen, as specially connected with
the Western counties, and as furnishing no
small part of the food supply of New England.
Mr. Edmund Gosse, whose father began his
career as a naturalist in Newfoundland, hag
written a brief introduction.

Messes. Archibald Constable & Co. begin
issuing this week a reprint of the edition of the
" Waverley Novels," in forty-eight small octavo
volumes, originally published by Cadell in
1829, which is said to have been the author's
favourite. The reprint will be so far a fac-
simile as to be identical with the original,

not only in type, but also line for line and page
for page ; but it will differ, in that each novel
will be complete in its own volumes, whether
three, two, or one. The original illustrations,

by such artists as Wilkie, Laudseer, Leslie,

Stanfield, and Bonington, will also be repro-
duced, giving a vignetted title-page and a
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froiititpiece to each volume. The volumes are

to appear at intervals of three weeks, so that

the last will not be out before September of

next year.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. announce for

next Monday a biography of the Queen, by
Mrs. Fawcett, with a portrait selected by the

Princess Christian. This will be the first

volume of a new " Eminent Women" series,

to be followed by monthly volumes.

Me. J. F. HoG.VN, M.P., who spent the late

parliamentary recess in Canada and Australia,

has completed a book of his observations and
experiences, which Messrs. Ward & Downey
are about to publish under the title of The

SisUr Dominiont. In choosing this title Mr.

Hogan indicates his belief in the early accom-
plisnment of Australian federation.

Mr. T. Fisher Uitwin will publish imme-
diately the first of a new half-crown series, which
is designed to include popular stories by well-

known writers. "Rita," who contributed A
Huihand of No Importance to the " Pseudonym
Library," begins this new series with A Oender

in Satin, Mr. Robert Buchanan will also

contribute.

Messrs. Tillgtson & Son, of Bolton,

announce for early publication a new series of

short stories by the Rev. S. R. Crockett,

Miss Marie Corelli, Mr. Grant Allen, and
others. Mr. Crockett's work is entitled " The
Enlistment of a Cameronian," and Miss Corelli's

"The Withering of a Rose." Serial stories by
Mrs. Katharine S. Macquoid, Miss Dora
Russell, Mr. Fitzgerald Molloy, Mr. F. W.
Robinson, and the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, are

also to be published by the same firm.

A NEW novel, by the author of "On Heather
Hills " will be published next week by Messrs.

Hutchinson & Co., under the title of A Family

of Quality.

Messrs. Casskll & Co. are about to pub-
lish a popular edition of Dr. Conan Doyle's

novel. The Doings of Baffles Haw,

The identity of some pseudonymous authors
has been leaking out. In the case of The
Shen'a Piytail it is only a partial revelation ;

but English residents in China will recognise

in "Mr. M " Mr. C. W. Mason, who some
time ago was a familiar figure in their circle.

The author of Lesser's Daughter and A Splendid
Cousin is Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick, the translator

of "Caroline Schlegel." "Mr. Smith," the
author of Old Brown's Cottages, ia not a lady, as
some reviewers imagined, but none other than
Mr. Horace Hutchinson. '

' Oswald Valentine,"
one of the three Cambridge graduates who
produced, under the initials V.O.O.S., The
Passing of a Mood, is Mr. Oswald Sickert, a
younger brother of Mr. Walter Sickert. The
most recent pseudonym, "R. E. Francis,"
covers the identity of Miss Frances Poynter.

At the meeting of the Aristotelian Society,
to be held at 22, Albemarle-street next Monday,
at 8 p.m., Mr. P. C. Conybeare will read a
a paper on " The Philosophical Aspects of the
Doctrine of Divine Incarnation."

The Bronte Museum at Haworth, consisting
of relics, &c., of the three Bronte sisters, was
to be opened to-day (Saturday) by Sir T.
Wemyss Reid. The collection includes a water-
colour portrait of Emily, and Charlotte's copy
of Paradise Lost,

the season of its appearance. The four

numbers, thus definitely contrasted, will seek to

reflect the changing aspects of nature and
human life, as these appear to the artist and
the naturalist, the student of history and the

critic of social things. The contents of the first

number—consisting of essays and stories, lyric

and ballad verse, pictures and decorations-

are grouped into four sections: Spring in

nature. Spring in life, Spring in the world, and
Spring in the north.

Mr. A. E. Fletcher, late editor of the

Daily Chronicle, has undertaken the editorship

of the Neio Age, " a weekly record of Christian

culture, social service, and literary life." He
will have the assistance of the founder and
present editor, Mr. F. A. Atkins, and the whole

of the present staff.

Mr. Karl Blind will have an essay in

the forthcoming number of the Tuientieth

Century on "A Renowned Continental

Scientist," namely, the late professor and
Italian senator, Jacob Molesohott— a fore-

runner of Darwin, Huxley, and Tyndall

—

whose posthumous " The Collections of my
Life" have just been published by his daughter.

To the North American Review Mr. Karl Blind

has been asked to contribute an article on
" The Ideal German Wife," as part of a " sym-
posium " by writers of various nationalities.

Mr. Frederick Dolman has written an

article on "Mr. Chamberlain's Municipal

Career " for the Fortnightly Review.

Mr. Max Pemberton will contribute a

series of true stories, entitled " Rogues under

the Red Ensign : Ocean Mysteries I have

Known," to Cassell's Saturday Journal. The
first of these will appear in next week's

number, which will also contain the opening

chapters of a new serial, entitled " A Woman
at Bay,'' by Miss Marie Zimmermann.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS,
The Bishop of Peterborough, Dr. Mandel
Creighton, has chosen " The Early Renaissance

in England " for the subject of his Rede Lecture

at Cambridge, to be delivered on June 13.

Prof. Sanday has been nominated for the

vacant Lady Margaret chair of divinity at

Oxford by (among others) the Bishops of

Southwell and Peterborough, the President of

Corpus, the Rector of Exeter, the President

of Trinity, and Prof. Cheyne. We understand

that Principal Wace is not a candidate.

Prof. F. York Powell has been appointed
by the hebdomadal council to represent the

university of Oxford at the ceremony of

inaugurating the new university buildings at

Lille.

THE FORTHCOMING MAGAZINES,
Under the title of the New Quarterly, the
first numberof a new organ of literature and art
is about to be issued by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin.
This Spring book will be followed by a Summer,
an Autumn, and a Winter or Christmas Book.
The contents of each will be in harmony with

The syndicate on advanced study and
research at Cambridge have issued a third

report, in which they propose regulations for

courses of study, to be embodied in the ordi-

nances of the university. Applications for

admission as "advanced students" are to be
made to the Registrary. The applicants must
be at least twenty-one years of age, and must,
in the ordinary course, be graduates of some
university, though power is reserved to admit
others who give evidence of special qualifica-

tions. They are required to matriculate in the

usual way, for which a fee of £5 will be
charged ; and the same fee is payable on sub-
mitting a dissertation for the certificate of

research, upon which the degree of B.A. or

LL.6. is granted in the usual way, after six

terms' residence.

In Congregation at Oxford, on Tuesday, a
new statute will be promulgated, adding
anthropology to the list of subjects in the

honour school of natural science. Only last

term astronomy was added ; and this very

term, it will be remembered, the status of Dr.

E. B. Tylor has been raised from that of a

readership to a professorship of anthropology.

The university of Oxford has recently

received the following gifts : a very valuable

library of Oriental books and MSS., presented

by Sir M. Monier-Williams to the Indian

Institute; a copy of the " Phra Tripitaka."

consisting of nineteen volumes written in Pali

but printed in Siamese character, from the

King of Siam ; a bequest of £9D0 and certain

books, from the widow of Henry Borrow
Fielding.

The special subject of Prof. Palg^ave's lecture

this week at Oxford, as professor of poetry, was
"The Treatment of Landscape in Poetry,"

giving examples from Hebrew poetry, Italian

poetry from Dante to Tasso, Welsh and Gaelic

poetry, Anglo-Saxon and Middle - English

poetry to Chaucer.

Prof. C. H. Toy, of Harvard, will deliver a

public lecture on Tuesday next, at Manchester

College, Oxford, on "The Place of the

History of Religions in the Theological Cur-

riculum."

The delegates for supervising the instruction

of selected candidates for the Indian Civil

Service at Oxford state in their report that out

of 149 selected candidates during the past three

years ninety-three have elected to spend their

year of probation at Oxford ; and that seventy-

seven had previously been members of the

university, of whom fifty-three passed all

their examinations for the B.A. degree.

The curators of the Taylor Institution at

Oxford spent last year £318 on the purchase of

books, and £99 on binding.

Ax a meeting of Convocation of London
University, held on Tuesday, a motion adverse

to the scheme for combining a new teaching

university with the existing body was rejected

by 238 votes to 117. At the same time, it was
announced that the result of the voting (by

papers) for a fellow was 1231 votes for Dr.

T. B. Napier (who is a professed opponent of

the scheme) and 733 votes for Mr. Cozens-

Hardy (who is no less prominent as a supporter

of it). Meanwhile, the Government has already

introduced a bill into the House of Lords,

appointing a statutory commission to carry the

scheme into effect.

Prof. William Puhdie Dickson, who is

perhaps best known as the translator of

Mommsen, has resigned the chair of divinity in

the university of Glasgow.

The colleagues and former pupils of Sir

William Turner, professor of anatomy at

Edinburgh, have presented him with his

portrait, as a mark of appreciation of his

services in the cause of science and to the

university.

We have received the catalogue of the loan

collection of plate which was on exhibition at

the Fitzwilliam Museum during three days of

last week (Cambridge: University Press). It

seems to have been compiled with great care,

and gives copious references to Mr. Wilfrid

Cripps and other authorities. The number of

entries is just 200, arranged in chronological

order, under the two headings of secular and
ecclesiastical. Three only are assigned to the

fourteenth century : the enamelled beaker at

Trinity Hall, traditionally said to have been

given by the founder. Bishop Bateman ; the

drinking horn at Corpus ; and the cocoa-nut

cup at Caius. Many other cups possess special

interest as having been given by founders or

other historical personages—notably Arch-

bishop Parker. Some of them have curious

names, such as the Anathema cup at Pembroke,
the cup of the Three Kings at Corpus, and
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the Falcon cup and Poison tankard at Clare.

We may also mention the cup formed of an
ostrich egg, or "gripe's eye" (? eye = egg,
as in cockney) at Clare ; the physician's caduceus
at Caius ; the silver-mounted pipe, attributed
to Dr. Parr, at Emmanuel ; and a crook of

chamois horns, used for pulling a decanter at
Magdalene. Some of these, it will be observed,
come down <o late in the eighteenth century.
The corporation of Cambridge possesses several

fine maces ; but it appears that the rest of its

plate was sold in 1837, for an insignificant

sum. Some of the stoups, &c., then parted
with, which are now in private hands and can
be identified by their inscriptions, were repre-
sented in the exhibition. The ecclesiastical

plate includes the mitre and crozier of Bishop
Wren, the uncle of Sir Christopher, and some-
time master of Peterhouse. But in this class

by far the most interesting objects were the
incense boat and thurible of Ramsay Abbey,
which were found in Whittlesea Mere in 1850,
and are now the property of Lord Carysfort.
It we remember aright, they were sold at
auction in London three or four years ago. The
only other piece of plate which can be assigned
to an English Abbey is said to be the chalice
at Trinity College, Oxford. What stronger
testimony can there be to the destruction that
followed on the Reformation ?

ORIGINAL VERSE.
SYMPATHY.

Clobinda died this day last year

:

And yet once more the sweet flowers blow,
As if in truth they did not kaow

How all that made their beauty dear
With her lies darkling dowu below.

Have they forgotten, then, how well
Clorinda loved to keep in ppiing
Calendar of their blossoming.

From the first primrose of the dell
UntQ the rose in June was king ?

Have they forgotten how she'ld place
Great pansies in her garden plot,

With curious tulips in a knot,
And bid ' he daffodils do grace
Gold-crowned in many a shady spt ?

Yes, they forget, and thou, Earth,
An irretponeive mistrdfs art.

That never for a breaking heart
Sliil'st the mad music of thy mirth,
Nor in our tears hast any put.

Edmund K. Chambers.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The opening article in the current number
of the Jewish Qaarlerly Review (Divid Nutt) is

an enthusiastic estimate of the life and work
of Leopold Zanz, the historian of mediaeval
Jewish literature, contributed by Lektor I. H.
Weiss. Then follows a notice, by Dr. A.
Neubaner, of Alfonso de Zamosa, the Jewish
convert, wLo was one of the chief contributors
to the Complutensian Polyglot Bible, in the
matter relating to the Targum. This notice is

valuable, as supplying a complete list, so far
as ascertainable, of Alfonso's literary produc-
tions, with the Hebrew postscripts. In par-
ticular, we notice a full account of the rare
letter addressed to the Jews at Rome for
controversial purposes, written in Hebrew
with an interlinear Latin translation. Dr. H.
Hirschfeld prints, with translations, some
liturgical documents of mixed Hebrew and
Arabic, in which even Persian and Turkish
worJs are found. Next we have the conclusion
of Mr. B. Lionel Abraham's Arnold essay on
"The Expulsion of the Jews from England in
1290," which we hope will be published
separately. He points out that the expulsion
was not a cruel act, nor prompted by greed. It

wag " a piece of independent royal action,
made necessary by the impossibility of carrying
out the only alternative policy that an honour-
able Christian king could adopt." He also
says that the consequences were of small
importance, alike in English and in Jewish
history. Under the title of " Florilegium
Philonis," Mr. Claude Montefiore fills sixty-six
pages of small type with an analytic summary
of " certain salient thoughts and sentences, in
the great mass of the Philonic writings, which
seem worthy of notice and recollection

"

—originally delivered as a lecture before tha
Jews' College Literary Society. Dr. M.
Fried! iinder—having studied the fragments of
Biblical texts from Egypt, recently acquired by
the Bodleian, to which Dr. Neubauer drew
attention in a former number, as showing a
new kind of Hebrew shorthand—has discovered
that they really contain a hitherto unknown
system of signs for vowels and accents.
Finally, we may mention that Mr. G. H.
Skipwith contributes notes on the two Books
of Isaiah and Jeremiah.

REPRINT OF OaiLSr AND MORGAN'S
MAP OF LONDON, 1677.

Under the able editorship of Mr. Charles
Welch, F.8.A., Guildhall Librarian, the
London and Middlesex Archaeological Society
has just issued a facsimile of Ogilby and
Morgan's Map of London, which first appeared
in 1677. Being on the large scale of one inch
to 100 feet, it clearly shows the ground plan
of every structure ; and it is accompanied by a
facsimile reprint of the curious "Explanation,"
from the unique copy in the British Museum,
which gives a list of every street, court, and
alley, together with the public buildings, inns,

and more important houses. The whole is

made clear by a modem index, and by Mr.
Welch's excellent introduction, from which we
learn that Ogilby was the "King's Cosmo-
grapher and Geographic Printer "; that he and
his wife's grandson, William Morgan, were
appointed by the Corporation " sworn viewers,"
to plot out disputed property after the Great
Fire, the two other surveyors being John
Oliver and Thomas Mills ; and that this map
resulted from the necessity of preparing an
adequate ground-plan of the whole city. We
should add that the actual engraving was done
by Hollar and other artists at present un-
known, and that the map was not published
until after Ogilby's death. Mr. Welch gives a
slight sketch of the career of this industrious
man, and further information will be found in

the forty-second volume of the Dictionary of
National Biography.
The publication is somewhat of a new

departure, for which excellent reasons suggest
themselves. To put it briefly, the society

having done much in various directions to
encourage antiquarian research, now feels that
it can best enlarge its sphere of usefulness by
preserving and making known ancient records
of the city, supplementing this work from time
to time by important original papers printed at
longer intervals than formerly.
An excellent beginning is made by this

reprint of Ogilby's map of the city, which,
although the first professing to give all details,

is the largest and most accurate until we come
to modem ordnance surveys. Two perfect
copies exist in the British Museum ; and there
is a fine example in the Guildhall Library,
slightly defective, but having an additional
sheet. The map shows London when it was
almost, if not quite, rebuilt after the Great Fire,

and part of the suburbs. It is printed on
twenty sheets, and extends to Clerkenwell,
Bunhill Fields, and Shoreditch on the
north, on the south it is bounded by the
mid- stream of the Thames, on the east by

Goodman's Fields and East Smithfleld, and on
the west by Gray's Inn, Lincoln's Inn Fields,

and Somerset House. The plan of the City
had been practically unaltered, as may be
shown by comparison with the maps published
immediately after the Fire, for the opposition
of owners of property prevented the carrying
ont of any comprehensive scheme of recon-
struction, such as those advocated by Wren
and Evelyn.
On turning to the map. itself, one of the first

things that strikes us is the quantity of open
space still existing throughout the City. One
may say that almost every house had some
little ground attached to it, while the im-
portant mansions could boast of considerable
pleasure gardens. As the buildings were much
lower than those erected nowadays, the town
was by no means overcrowded ; and this should
have had a beneficial effect on the health of its

inhabitants, neutralised, no doubt, by their
ignorance of sanitary laws. Let us examine
the details. The City Wall is shown with its

bastions and gates well defined. The Fleet
Ditch appears as a navigable stream up to
Holbom Bridge. North of the Church of St.

Andrew's,Blackfriars,thereis alarge openspace,
and we are told that " the King's Wardrobe
was here." Noblemen are still living within
the sound of Bow Bells. Thus, on College Hill
we find the house and courtyard of " Zimri,"
the second and last Duke of Buckingham of
the Villiers family, who, as Strype tells us,

lived in this street for some time " upon a
particular humour." Alas ! it is on the ueet
side ; the present Newcastle-court more or less

marks the site. I had hoped to have found it

on the east side, as placed by Hatton in his

"New View," and so to have satisfied myself
that the handsome pair of gateways with
carved pediments, still to be seen there, formed
the means of access to this historic dwelling.
Certainly, with the property in rear, they
belonged to the Lethieullier family, and Strype
and Hatton agree that, after the Duke's time.
Sir John Lethieullier occupied his mansion.
In the city also was Thanet House, the home
of the Tuftons, which had then passed into the
hands of Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of
Shaftesbury. The philosopher Locke was
residing there under his protection in 1679.
Many of us have seen it, with its fine pUasters,
said to have been designed by Inigo Jones.
North of Barbican we see Bridgewater House
and garden, the site still marked by Bridge-
water-square. What is now called Devonshire-
square, Bishopsgate, appears as " Devonshire
House Garden." The house in Austin Friars
afterwards bought by Herman Olmius is already
built, with a fine garden behind it considerrably
larger than that destroyed a few years ago.
Crosby-square is not yet laid out, and the
house of Sir John Lawrence, Lord Mayor in
the year of the Great Plague, is marked not far
from the site of the present Jewish synagogue
in Great St. Helen's. This was evidently the
house where he kept his mayoralty, drawn by
Prattent for the European Magazine—not to be
confused with the fine old brick mansion, Nos. 8

and 9, Great St. Helen's, pulled down three
years ago, which Sir John inherited from his

uncle Adam. Great people dwelt outside the
city proper, in what are now most unfashion-
able neighbourhoods. Thus " Berkley House,"
with a spacious garden at the back, is on the
south-west side of St. John's-lane, Clerkenwell,

within a stone's throw of the old gateway. It

must have been destroyed soon afterwards, for

in the London Gazette of August 17, 1685,

appears the following advertisement : " The
Earl of Berkeley's House, with Garden &
Stables, in St. John's Lane, not far from Smith
Field, is to be let or sold for Building. Enquire
of Mr. Prestworth, a com chandler, near the
said house, and you may know further,"
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f Pages might be written on the subject of

this most valuable map. No one can claim

adequate knowledge of London topography who
has not examined it ; and our best thanks are

due to those who have made it so easily

accessible.
Philip Norman.

A DANTE LECTURER9HIP AT OXFORD.
The following Memorial was presented to the

Curators of the Taylor Institution, Oxford, on
Saturday, May 10

:

" The undersigned desire to express to the Vice-
Chancellor and the othtr Curators of the Taj lor

Institution their opinion that it is desirable that

opportunity should be alTard(d in this university

for the systematic study of the works of Dante,
and particularly of the Divinn Commedia.
"They therefore beg refpectfuUy to represent

to the Curators tte expediency of appointing a
Lecturer on Dante for a period of three years,

under the provitions of State, xx , sect, vl., cl. 7.

" They venture to suggest the name of the Rev.
Dr. Moore, Principal of Cit. Edmund Hull, editor

of the Complete Works of Dante, and author of

several works bearing on Dante's history and
writings, as one excellently qaaliSed for such an
appointment."

This Memorial was signed by twenty-eight
members of Congregation : Master of Balliol,

Provost of Oriel, President of Magdalen, Dean
of Christ Church, Master of Pembroke, Warden
of Eeble, Prof. J. Bnrdon-Sanderson, Prof.

W. Wallace, Prof. Kobinson Ellis, Prof. T. K.
Cheyne, F. C. Conybeare, Louis Dyer, J. L.

Straohan-Davidson, John Hawkins, C. L.
Shadwell, A. G. Butler, W. A. Spooner, A. H.
Johnson, W. P. Ker, H. W. Greene, E. T.

Turner (Begistrar), J. A. Stewart, P. A.
Henderson, J. Wells, A. L. Mayhew, C. H.
Daniel, W. Lock, F. W. Spurling.
The Curators have taken the Memorial into

consideration, and have appointed the Princi-

pal of St. Edmund Hall to be Lecturer on
Dante for one year, the course to consist of at

least fifteen lectures.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
AN APPEAL.

London : Hay 16, 1S95.

We confidently appeal to the literary public
on behalf of the widow of the late Prof. Terrien
de Lacouperie, who has been left in the most
destitute circumstances.

Prof, de Laoouperie's contributions to lin-

guistic science are well known, and his authority

as a specialist and discoverer must be of per-
manent value to Sinology and archaeology
generally. As the remuneration which he
received in connexion with his work was of

very limited amount, the last three or four

years of his career, burdened as they were by
constantly recurring ill-health and by disastrous

financial and personal relations, were one long
struggle with the necessities of life.

A few months ago the Koyal Literary Fund
presented Mme. de Lacouperie with £80 ; but
this sum was barely sufficient to meet medical
and funeral charges, and those most pressing

money obligations which, with characteristic

unselfishness, she at once discharged.

It may be remembered that, about two years

ago, owing to Prof, de Laoouperie's failing

eyesight and health, a vigorous effort, sup-
ported by weighty recommendations, was made
to obtain a pension from the Civil List, but
without success ; and it is much to be feared

that any attempt to secure even a small allow-

ance from this source for his widow would be
attended by a similar result.

In all these circumstances, as there seems at

present to be nothing before Mme. de Lacou-
perie except absolute destitution, we earnestly

nope that sufficient contributions will be re-

ceived to establish a fund for her maintenance
in some degree of comfort for at least n few
years.

Subscriptions, and offers or suggestions as to

any means of help in this sad and most pressing

case, will be gladly received and acknowledged
by the undersigned :

George Bridwood (India Office).

BoBERT K. Douglas (British Museum).
Hron M. Mackenzie (Joint-Editor of

Babylonian and Oriental Record).

THE 8YRUC GOSPELS.

KaiaelUe : May 10, 1896.

Having spent a few weeks in the Lebanon I

have had no opportunity until now of seeing
my letter about the Syriao Gospels in the
Academy of April 13. It contains only one
small misprint, but this obscures the interest

of the passage in John iv. 27. By reading qum
(not gam), instead of lam, we perceive that
though our Lord was sitting on the well when
He was found by the Samaritan woman, He
was standing when His disciples returned.
Perhaps this was out of courtesy to the woman ;

perhaps the earnestness of His speech had
prompted Him to rise.

With regard to the Mount of Precipitation,

as mentioned in Luke iv. 29, I have tried, but
without success, to ascertain from natives of

Syria and from foreign residents if it bears any
name. I have no good Syriac dictionary at

hand ; but a native teacher of that language
whom I met at Beyrout told me that Paras
is equivalent to the Arabic Riia, "head," or
"summit." This may perhaps console us for

being obliged to abandon the ingenious sug-
gestion of Paran 6(ppvi'.

AoNES S. Lewis.

'GAYS CHAIR."
Loidoa.

In 1820 Mr. Henry Lee, author of " Poetic

Impressions," &c., published a curious little

volume called "Gay's Chair. Poems never
before printed, written by John Gay." These
poems, said the editor—and there is no reason

to doubt the story—were found in a secret

drawer in an old chair which was known
traditionally as Gay's. The longest and most
important of the poems given by Lee, the

"Ladies' Petition," was printed, he said,

"nearly verbatim from a manuscript in the
handnrritiug of the poet, and the style is

decidedly his. A few alterations have been
made, to render the poem more conciliatory to

the refined taste of the present day." Lm
admitted that reasons equally satisfactory

could not be offered with respect to all the

other pieces he published, though he believed

them to be authentic. Finally, Lee added a
number of verses of his owo, which he hoped
would not be unacceptable.

In the library of Mr. F. A. Marshall, sold by
Messrs. Sotheby in 1890, there was a copy of
" Gay's Chair," with which had been bound up
what were described as " Gay's original manu-
scripts of 'The Maids' Petition' and 'Answer
to a Predestinarian,' the latter unpublished ;

also the original commission (as lieutenant) of

Jonathan Gay, signed by the Duke of Marl-
borough in 1703, and the original MS. of the

Bev. J. Bailer's Memoir of his uncle, the poet

Gay." This volume had been mentioned by
Mr. Julian Marshall in Notes and Queries, Sixth

Series, v. 231 ; and through the courtesy of Mr.

B. F. Stevens, of Trafalgar- square, I was able

to trace it to its present owner, Mr. Robert

Hoe, of New York, who very kindly sent the

volume to England for my inspection. I was
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naturally disappointed to find, from an
examination of its contents, that it included
nothing in the poet's autograph. " The Maids'
Petition " is in the handwriting of a contem-
porary; but the style is much more flowing
and easy than Gay's, and nearly all the
capital letters are of radically different con-
struction. This may to some extent be seen
by any one who will compare the facsimile on
p. 9 of Lee's volume with one of Gay's auto-
graph letters to Swift or others ; the signature
"J. Gay," on Lee's facsimile, is not in the MS.
I may add that my conclusions were fully
borne out by the opinion of experts at the
British Museum. The other poem, the " Answer
to a Predestinarian," is in an entirely different
handwriting—probably a woman's—and the
style and subject of the verses alike show that
they could not be Gay's. Bailer's " Memoir "

and Lieut. Gay's commission are no doubt
genuine, and they possess much interest.

Bailer's writing is atrocious, and Lee added a
note : "I found great trouble in reading what
follows, but I trust the account printed in
'Gay's Chair' is nearly the truth of it."

Bailer gave 1687 as the date of Gay's birth—
not 1G88, as printed by Lee ; and the last words
of his memoir are as follows : "The oldest son
of the eldest of these sisters has drawn up
these memoirs both from his own knowledge
and from what he has heard from his mother.

—

Barnstaple, July the 2d, 1776."

_" The Maids' Petition " is the only poem in
this collection which was printed as Gay's by
Lee ; and though the MS. is certainly not the
poet's autograph, I do not think that any doubt
need be felt respecting the authenticity of the
piece. Gay's fondness for his native Devon-
shire is well known, and the verses were pro-
bably written during one of his visits to Exeter.
The allusion to the guarding of the trade in
wool suggests 1719 as the date, the year in
which Steele contributed the " Spinster " to
the war of pamphlets on the subject. However
that may be, the MS.—which famishes the
only authentic text of the poem—shows that
the " few alterations " to which Lee confesses
were very far from few, and the variations are
worth printing. Three lines of the MS. have
here been omitted. Lee's version with numbered
lines will be found in the second volume of Mr.
Underbill's edition of Gay's Poems, published
by Messrs. Lawrence & BuUen in 1893:
'• THE UAIDS' PETITION TO THE HONOVaABLB HOUSE

OF COMMONS.

13,

16.

19.

21.

24.

28.

30.

:i2.

35-37.

39.

44.

45, 40.

48-51.

.53.

54.

64.

67.

68-70.

72.

, Your Honours wiU aitord us justice.
wrongs.
tongues.

We check
Now you must know—ah ; can't you

gueFs
The subject of a Maid's distress ?

foryourg fellows.

A virgin

So apt to fall, CO apt to stray.
She dares not lie

maiden's right.

To be from
To get good men, howe'er we need 'em.
Those plagues more odious than small-

pox,
Those jades more subtle than a fox,
StiUcut
Adore iis! Lord,
Can get a youngster
Xo single creature e'er appeared
That wore but breeches and a beard.
Well, certainly there 's witchcraft in it,

And all the devils are but
To aid and succour those their imps !

For though by straining all our wits.
a youngster to the lure.

captive now secure.

The creatures are for ever joking.
That could

We would be widows, or know why.
To kiss or ta)k a spoufe to death.

74, 75.

89.

92.

IJs with the title of old maids
(The greatest part of us we mean)

79-84. For though they are nat'rally so green
They can't be judged above fifteen

(For what is green but what is young ?)

Yet if the widows wag their tongues
TUl we afford 'em that conviction.
E'en let 'em wag sans contradiction.
But why Old Maids for goodnees sake ?

Time is so much
earn our heartiest curses.

95. The truth from frequent facts appears.
99. Need anybody

100. That single women
101 their scurvy carriage.
103 men make all this fuss.

108-10. Not one in thirty would be sped.
111-18. Then while the widows interlope,

How can a maiden live in hope P

But sure your Honours will determine
Something against the greedy vermin ;

For if the creatures are allowed
To be Bo wanton and so proud,
"We can have neither health nor quiet,
On asafo^tida must diet.

122 more pastionate
123-5. Make against widows this invective.

When 'tis the maids that are defective

;

We under favour come to show.
127, 128. We try each shift, turn every way.

Are never idle night or day.
132. We're doing something—with a grace—

137, 138. At home, abroad, o'er snuff, or tea.
We strive our talent to display.

140 one gives oneself at prayers.
142. Than paying visits

143 constant pays.
145-62. Ah ! Sirs, 'twould do you good to hear,

Our exquisite behaviour there-
Well ! sure the Church is quite en-

chanting.
Good company— 'tis never wanting

;

The Liturgy—why, one may venture
Bather than look like a Dissenter,
Or sit and keep one's eyes quite idle,

To read a bit—towards the middle.
The postures and the ordinances
Quite suited to the ladies' fancies

!

That turning Eastward to adore.
When we have shown our charms before,
'Tis owned was mighty well designed
To show a body's shape behind !

And then so pure to lie perdue
With all the company in view.
And modestly behind a fan
Explore the prettiest gentleman !

While if his sight inspires a whim
We pray more fervently—for him.

171, 172 no wind or weather
But what directly

174-8 Pray, need the widows sniff their
noseP

If any prying coxcomb sees.

Why, 'tis no further than the knees
;

And sure there can be nothing
shocking

In a silk garter and thread stocking.
179. Thus far we hope to do

184-6. We shine with graces not our own.
A bolster or an iron boddice
Makes us as shapely as a goddess.

188-94. 'Ti3 not so difficult to faint.

Whate'er is well concealed is well

:

Roses when gathered keep their smell.
A patch though wanted in its place.
For what you know may hide a grace

;

But if the faults we have are known,
We change the name—the fault is

gone.
199-201 our arts,

With streaming eyes and aching hearts,
We must confess, with all our care.

204, 205. And we in dreams alone are married.
But since 'tis

207. Your Honours that it

209 always shall be reckoned.
212. To know what 's what as well
214. A luckless maid shall

217 we certainly foresee.

219-20. To keep the widows back from
marrying,

Thaii carrion crows from eating carrion.

223-6. Of bold and able-bodied beaus
To comfort us and aid the laws.
But if you find it hard to settle

On beaus enough of proper mettle,
228-32. Of our complying easy nature

To putts and bolls and such queer elves,

What if your Honours did youraelves

—

And we imagine not to ilatter

Such public spirits—for that matter
Should take our residue betwixt ye

;

We count but from sixteen to sixty.
234-53. This public is your private good.

And private good the world doth s»y
Will much with all-wlee patriots sway.
The silent mopish Yea and No man
Will borrow fluency from woman.
And then you take it, 't won't be long
Before he '11 have a silver tongue.
Then if you 're troubled with the itch,

The Scotch disease, of being rich.
Still, sirs, your servants can keep touch.
We 've got—nobody knows how much

;

For it the ready rhino fail.

We 've more than you can want in tail.

Come, look about ye, pick and choote,
Welcome to take as to refuse

;

Here all your fancies may be suited
With real maids, or maids reputed.
Strike while we 're hot, don't be such

fools

To stay before the iron cools.
If these proposals should not please

ye,

You'll still contrive to make us easy.
For since your sails have been brimful
Of cares to guard the trade in wool.
We spinsters doubtless may expect
All that such wise heads can effect.

Do that, and though we must not say
That your petitioners shall pray
(Since 'tis our part, without disputing,
To hear men's suits, not go a-suiting)
Yet thus far modesty may go,
When men want Ave, we'll ne'er say

No."

It has almost entirely escaped observation
by writers upon the poet that some commenda-
tory verses by Gay were prefixed to " Licentia
Poetica discussed ... a Poem," published by
W. Coward, M.D., in 1709. These verses, the
first printed by Gay with the exception of his
" Wine," 1708, are not included in any of the
editions of his poems. The fact that they
follow in Dr. Coward's book immediately after
lines by Aaron Hill is not without interest

;

for Gay was a friend of Hill's, and, according
to tradition, was at one time his amanuensis.
Gay's verses to Coward are not of any intrinsic
value, consisting chiefly of the statement that
the doctor had made the way to Parnassus
so smooth, "that vent'rous travellers cannot
stray," but may now gain the summit, " and
with their tuneful guide, enrol their honoured
names." Geoeqe A. Aitken.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF "ARSENIC."

Oxferd : May 11, 1895.

If Dr. Chance is right in his view that
apaeviKSp, the name for yellow 'orpiment in
Dioscorides, is a foreign word, equivalent to
the Rabbinical Hebrew zarn<j"auripigmentum"
(Buxtorf), the Arabic zarnlx " arsenic," New
Persian zernlx, and that the word is of Persian
and Indo-European origin — a view which
appears to me to be not improbable—the result

is, I think, that we may really find an Indo-
European root for our word " arsenic." It is

probably a not very distant relation of our
English word " gold," as it is quite easy to
derive both "gold" and the Persian zernlx
" arsenic," from one and the same Indo-
European root g'hel, meaning to be green,
yellow.

This root has many derivatives in Sanskrit
andAvesta: as, for instance, Skr. Aart"yellow,"
hariia "yellowish," hirana " gold "=Av. xajrj,

zairita, Z'xrana. . Cognate with these is Persian
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zer " gold," and, aooording to some sobolan,

zemix " awenio." Thi« etymology is to be
found in Horn's Orundriu der neupertUehen

Etymologie, 1893, § 694.

A. L. Mayhew.

THE PATOIS OF THE UPPER ADOUK.
Campu, Hantn Vytftfu : Hay 10, 1895.

The Annuaire du Petit-Seminaire de Saint-Pi;

1890 (Bagneree : P6r6), contains a very inteirest-

ing collection of " Proverbes et diotons patois
"

by the Ahhi Mousseigne, who is a professor in

the seminary. Some of them are like the

Basque proverbs of Le Sieur Amaud d'Oihenart.

One is tempted to see English "nick-nack"
and '^ri£f-raff" in the following proverb: fo
qui hi( de gnicou-gnacou, Qui a'en tourne enta

rifuu-rafou; which appears to mean, "That
which comes from dishonest gains returns to

rack and ruin." The English occupied this

part of France for some time ; did the people
take from them the word Wo ! which is still

in constant use to make oxen and horses stop P

The volumes of the same Annuaire for 1893,

1894, 189o contain an admirable " Etude sur la

Langue Bigorraise " by the Abbe Beard, cure

of Luc par Toumai. It will be completed in

1896, and 1897 by the chapters dealing with
the Syntax.

E. S. DODOSON.

THE ABMS OF ARCHBISHOP ROTHERHAM.
London : Hay IS, 1895.

In connexion with the letter of J. 8. C.
upon certain criticisms by the Bev. Andrew
Clark of articles contributed by me to the
Archaeologia Oxoniemis, may I say that the
editors of the Historical Review have kindly
allowed me space in the forthcoming issue in

which I shall be able to adduce such evidence
in support of my original statements as the
limits to which I was previously confined pre-
vented my stating at length P

I should be glad to acknowledge the value of

the evidence adduced by J. S. 0. from Cam-
bridge, though the substantial accuracy of the
coat as stated by Mr. Montague James has long
been proved from other early sources.

Perceval Landon.

the same, place a comma after " sleep " ; the
second half of stanza iii. should run :

" Who Is mourning, nightingale,

Yonder, by the ocean side P

'Tla my love that through the dark
Weeps within his narrow nide !

'Tis my love that through the dark
Weeps within his narrow nide !

"

In stanza iv., 1. 1, put a comma after " goal,"
in 1. 2 delete the full stop, and in 1. 3 omit the
first " it."

Edqae Frestaoe.

THE QEIfEALOaY OF THE BORGIAS.

London : Hay 10, 1893.

In an article which appeared in the Academy
of April 20, which I only saw yesterday, it is

stated, somewhat authoritatively, that Pope
Alexander VI. " was a Borgia on both sides."
I ask your kind permission to be allowed to
say that this is not quite correct. He was a
Borgia only on the mother's side, his mother,
Isabel, having been married to a certain Jofre
Lanzo), a well-to-do nobleman of Xativa, in
S{>ain. There were several daughters born of
this marriage, besides two sons, Pier-Luis and
Eoderic (the future Alexander), who were
adopted by their imcle Calixt III., known as
Alfonso Borgia before his elevation to the
pontificate, and took his name. It is thus, and
not otherwise, that Eoderic Lanzol, Italianised
into Lenzuoli, became a Borgia. (See Life of
Lwrezia Borgia by F. Qregorovius.)

T. Delta.

A CORRECTION.

Chiltem, Bowdon : Hay 13, 1895.

Since my translation from the Portuguese in
the Academy of May 11 appeared before I
could send a corrected proof, allow me to emend
as follows. The name of the poet is, of course,
Junqueiro, not Janqueiro; in stanza i., 1. 1,

re»d "violets" for "violet"; and, in L 3 of

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
Sun-day, Hay 19, 7.30p.m. BtUoal : a Paper by Hn. Bryant.
HoRDAT, Hay 20, 4.80 p.m. Victoria Inkitute : a Paper by

Prof. BnU.
8 p.m. Society of Arts; Cantor Leetuie, "Japa-

nese Art lodostries," I., by Dr. Eraeat Hart.
8 p.m. Aristotelian: *'The PtiiloBopliical Aapecta

of the Doittrine of Divine Ineaination," by Ur. F. C.
Conjbcare.

&46 p m. OeograpUcal : Franklin Commemoratian.
Tuesday, Hay 21, 8 p.m. Royal Institution: "Thirty

Years' Progress in Biological Science," II., by Prof. Bay
Lankester.

6 p.m. Statistical: "Unnicipal lioance. as illus-

trated by Birmingham," by Ur. B. Orford Smith.
8pm Society of Arts ;

" Commercial Elucation in
Beluium," by Prof. W. Layton.

8.30 p.m. /wloffieal: " The Ornithological Collec-
tions made by Dr. I)}Daldson Smith during his recent
Expedition in Somaliland and Gallalan*)," by Dr. B
Bowdler 8harx>e ;

" A Synopsis of the Q«nera and Species
of Apcdal BAtrachians, with Descriptions of a New
Qcnus and Species [Udellovhls vittaius)y" by Hr. G. A.
Bonlenger ;

" List and Distribution of the Land-
Koniuoa of the Andaman and Nicobar Groap of Islands
in the Bay of Bengal, with Descriotions of some New
Bnedea," by Li^ut.-CoL H. H. Godwin-Auaten ; "A
New Species of Hedgehog from Somaliland," by Dr. J.
Anderson.

Wkdsssday, Hay 22,5 p.m. London Institution : Discussion
on Bimetallism.

8 p.m. Society of Arts : "TheDrening and MetU-
lurgieal Treatment of Nickel Ores," by Ur. A. O.
Cliarleton.

8p.m. Geological: "A Human Skull and Limb-
bones found in the Palaeolithic Terrace-Gravel at Galley
Hill (Kent)," by Mr. E. T. Newton ;

' Seologicil Notes
of a Journey round the Coast of Norway and into

Northern Russia," by Ml. Q. S. Boulger ; and " Bhaetic
Foraminiffra from Wedmore (West Somerset)," by Mr.
Fredeiick Chapman.

Thcbsday, May 33, 3 p.m. London Institution :
" Spestro-

Bcopic Astronomy," I., by Dr. W. Huggins.
4.30 pm. Society of Arts :

" 1 he Northern Bsluchis,
their Customs and Folklore," by Mr. Oswald V. Yates.

8 p.m. Electrical Engineers: Discussion, "The
Recent DeTelopment of the Biogle-acting High-speed
Engine for Central Station Work."

Fbidat, Hay 34, Sp m. Linnean: Anniversary Heeling.
6 p m. Physical : "Mixtures of Ethane and Nitrous

Oxide," bv Dr. Kuenen; "The Measurement of Cyclically

Varying Temperature," by Mr. H. F. W. BurstaU.
8 30 p.m. Viking Club :

" Sword and Saga," by Mr.
E. H. Baverstock.

9 p.m. Royal Institution: " The Absolute Heaaure-
ment of Electrical Resistance," by Prof. J. Viriamn
Jones.

Batubdav, Hay 26, 3 p.m. Royal Inst-'tution :
" Picture-

Making," n., by Mr. Seymour Lucaa.
8.46 p m. Botanio : General Fortnightly Ueeting.

a list of unexplained and abstract prin-

ciples. As a matter of fact, it does
nothing of the sort. The fact is, Mr.
Ciodd has a genius for this kind of ex-

position : his clear and limpid style makes
bis brief statement of laws known and
proved, or laws believed and conjectured,

read like a flowing tale rather than a dull

abstract. He knows how to put things.

The reader who works his way through this

clever little primer will know more at the

end of it than he might easily have imbibed
out of half a dozen longer and more pre-

tentious treatises.

It is no small task to set forth in briot

the beginnings and ends of the entire

cosmos in a popular work of less than 200
pages. Yet by strictly confining himself to

the essential and central, Mr. Clodd has
managed this surprising feat. His book
falls into two main portions. The first part
is statical, or descriptive of the universe as
it actually exists—both viewed abstractly,

as matter and motion, and viewed con-

cretely, as stars and nebulae, as empirical

^Sg>^og&tes, as compounded of solar systems,
planets, plants, animals, humanity. The
second part is dynamic, or explanatory and
evolutionary. It deals with the becoming
and growth of the universe ; the source and
development of organic life ; the principles

of heredity, variation, natural selection, and
adaptation to the environment ; the origin

of species; and the ma'U facts of social

evolution. The book is just what it calls

itself—a primer; but the student who
attacks it will find himself at the end in

possession of a tolerably clear conception of

what evolution means, and of its applic-

ability to all parts of the cosmos, physical

or psychical. Of course the treatment is

necessarily cursory and, so to speak, dia-

grammatic ; but I think the reader will learn

little or nothing he has afterwards to un-
learn, while he may be enticed on by this

simple and easy exposition to embark in

due course on the more difficult and
dangerous seas of Darwin, Spencer, Huxley,
and Tjlor.

Grant Allen,

SCIENCE.

A Primer of Hvolution. By Edward Clodd.

With Illustrations. (Longmans.)

Mr. Olodd's little book is a marvel of con-

densation. The Story of Creation, of which
it is an offset, seemed in its way a remark-
able achievement. It packed the whole
modern theory of evolution, as applied to

suns and worlds, to plants and animals, to

minds and societies, into a single volume of

moderate dimensions, adapted to the needs

of the unscientific reader. One would have
fancied conciseness had reached its last

term, and could go no further. Yet in his

present work Mr. Clodd has outstripped

himself and (if I may be allowed the sport-

ing phrase) has broken his own record. He
has epitomised his epitome. One might be
tempted to suppose beforehand, indeed, that

such a summary of a summary must neces-

sarily read like a dry catalogue of names,

SCIENCE NOTES.
The arrangements are now completed for

the meeting of the British Association, to be
held at Ipswich from September 11 to 19, under
the presidency of Sir Douglas Galton. The
following is the list of sectional presidents,

nominated by the council : Section A (mathe-
matical and physical science), Prof. W. M.
Hicks, of Firth College, Sheffield ; B (chemis-

try), Prof. E. Meldola, of the City and Guilds

Technical College; C (geology), Mr. W.
Whitaker, of the GeologicS Survey; D (zoo-

logy, including animtd physiology). Prof.

W. A. Herdman, of Liverpool University

College ; E (geography), Mr. H. J. Mackinder,
reader at Oxford ; F (economic science and
statistics), Mr. L. L. Price, bursar of Oriel

College, Oxford ; G (mechanical science). Prof.

L. F. Vernon Harcourt, of University College,

London; H (anthropology), Prof. W.M. Flinders

Petrie, of University College, London ; K
(botany), Mr. W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, director

of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The new
president will deliver his inaugural address on
September 11. The two eveuiag discourses

will be given by Prof. Silvanus Thompson, on
" Magnetism in Eotation," and by Prof. Percy
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F. Frankland, on " The Work of Pasteur and
its Various Developments." There will be,

as usual, two soirees, and also excursions to

places of interest in the neighbourhood of

Ipswich. It may be as well to quote in full the

objects of the association

:

" To give a stronger impulEeanda more eystem-
atic direction to scientiflo inquiry ; to promote the
intercourse of those who cultivate science in

different parts of the British empire with one
another, and with foreign philosophers ; to obtain
more general attention for the objects of science,

and the removal of any disadvantages of a public
hind which impede its progress."

The councU of the Eoyal Geographical
Society has made the following awards : The
founder's medal to Dr. John Murray, for his

services to physical geography, and especially

to oceanography during the last twenty-three
years, and for his work on board the Challenger,

and as director of the Challenger Commission
and editor of the Challenger publications since

the death of Sir Wyville Thomson in 1882; the
patrons' medal, lo the Hon. George Curzon{l),
for his work on the history, geography, archae-
ology, and politics of Persia ; (2) for his

subsequent journeys in French Indo-China,
which have resulted in further publications of

geographical as well as political and general
value ; and (3) for his journeys in 1894 to the
Hindu Kush, the Pamirs, and the Oxus, to-
gether with his visit to [the Amir of Afghanis-
tan in Kabul; the Murchison grant to Mr.
Eivind Astrup, for his remarkable journey with
Lieutenant Peary across the interior glacier to
the northern shores of Greenland, and for his

independent journey along the shores of Mel-
ville Bay, during which he laid down a portion
of the northern part only previously seen at a
great distance ; the Back grant to Captain
C. A. Larsen, for the geographical and meteoro-
logical observations made by him during his

Antarctic voyage in 1894 ; the Gill memorial
to Captain J. W. Pringle, E.E., for his share
in the railway survey operations carried on
under the direction of Captain Macdonald, in
the country between the coast from Mombasa
to the Victoria Lake; the Cuthbert Peek
grant to Mr. G. F. Scott-Elliot, for his explora-
tions of Mount Bnwenzori and the region to
the west of the Victoria Kyanza.

The anniversary meeting of the Linnean
Society will be held at Burlington House on
Friday next at 3 p.m.

On Monday next, the Geographical Society
will hold a special meeting at Burlington House
at 8.45 p.m., to commemorate the fiftieth

anniversary of the sailing of the Arctic expedi-
tion under Sir John Franklin. On the same
day a party of the members will visit Green-
wich, where the Franklin relics are preserved.

At the Eoyal Institution, on Thursday next.
Dr. William Huggins will begin a course of
three lectures on "The Instruments and
Methods of Spectroscopic Astronomy "; and on
Friday next. Prof. J. Viriam* Jones, of the
South Wales College, will deliver the evening
discourse on "The Absolute Measurement of
Electrical Eesistance."

The National Academy of Sciences of the
United States, at its annual meeting held last

month, awarded the Barnard gold medal to
Lord Eayleigh for the discovery of argon.

At the last meeting of the Entomological
Sjciety, held on May 1, Prof. C. G. Thomson,
of Lund, was elected an honorary fellow, in the
room of the late Pastor Wallengren. Mr.
Waterhouse exhibited a living larva of a
longicom beetle. This larva was found in a
boot-tree which had been in constant use by
the owner for fourteen years, the last seven of
which were spent in India. The specimen was
brought to the British Museum on May 6,

1890, and was put into a block of beech wood,
in which it had lived ever since ; it did not
appear to have altered in any way during
these five years. It had burrowed about eight
inches, and probably made its exit accidentally.
Mr, Blandford referred to a similar case which
had come under his notice.

The Clarendon Press announces for imme-
diate publication a Monograph upon the Oligo-
chaeta, by Mr. P, E, Beddard, The work will

be a summary of what is known upon the sub-
ject, with a certain amount of new matter
included, and will deal with the fresh-water
forms, as well as with the earthworms.

PHILOLOGY NOTES.
To-day (Saturday) the library of the lat«

Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie was to be sold at
Sothebys'. As already stated in the Academy,
it includes a collection such as is rarely brought
together of books relating to the philology,
archaeology, and anthropology of the Farther
East. Some of them have a recognised money
value, such as Yule's Marco Polo (a presentation
copy), Legge's Chinese Classics (5 vols in 8),

Perrot and Chipiez' Histoire de I'Art dans Anti-
guite (5 vols.), Logan's Ethnology of Eastern Asia
(which is seldom found complete), Schlegel's

Dutch-Chinese Dictionary, the Annales du
Musee Guimet (25 vols.), and a set of the
Transactions of the several International Con-
gresses of Orientalists (14 vols.). But we would
specially draw attention to lot 227, which
consists of Chinese books printed in China,
including the Ttii Ping fii San (in 100 volumes,
or rather livraisons), of which we believe that
not even the British Museum possesses a copy.

Under the title of "Les Etudes Chinoises,
1891-1894," M. Henri Cordier—professor of the
geography and history of the Further East, at
the Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes

—

has reprinted from the T'oung-pao (Leiden

:

Brill) a paper on recent studies in Chinese,
which he read before the Oriental Congress at
Geneva last year. It is in continuation of a
similar report which he presented to the London
Congress, 1891, He begins with obituary
notices of those Sinologists who have diedduriog
the past three years—the most noticeable names
being the Marquis d'Hervey de Saint-Denys,
professor of Chinese at the College de France

;

Prof, Georg von der Gabelentz, of Berlin ; and
our own lamented Terrien de Lacouperie. The
first has been succeeded by M. Edouard
Chavannes, an attache of the French Legation
at Pekin, author of a work on stone sculpture
in China during the two Han dynasties ; the
second, by a young pupil, Dr, Wilheliu Grube,
who has written on the philosophy and the
natural science of the Chinese. All these
notices are made interesting, not only by per-
sonal details, but by very full bibliographies.

That of Terrien de Lacouperie, which is much
the longest, corrects some errors about the
circumstances of his early career which have
appeared in England. It appears that he never
saw Ohina. Then follows a summary of the
contents of recent publications, arranged in

order of countries, beginning with China itself.

Under this first head is included most of the
work done by Englishmen, though the section

devoted to Great Britain begins thus :

" Qu'il me soit permis de saluer dans sa quatre-
vingtieme annoa le glorieiix vieillard qui est

aujourd'hui, inconteste, u la tete de no3 etudes,

non-seulement dans son pays, maia dans le monde
entier : le Bev. Dr. James Legge."

We must also quote the passage that opens the
section on Holland

:

" J'admire ce petit pays animc d'une vie ecien-

tiflque sans exemple aUleura, dont I'universite de
Leide est le foyer intense. Uue I'ou souge u ceux
quiy dirigentles etudes arabes, indienues, malaises,

chinoises, de religions comparees, et I'on aura
quelque difQculte a trouver une reunion de sem-
bables chefs dans de grandes capitales."

Under Eussia is given a somewhat meagre
account of the discovery and decipherment of
the Yenissei inscriptions,

M, CoBDiEB has also sent us a print of the
eloge of Sir Henry Eawlinson, which he
delivered at a recent meeting of the Soci^te de
Geographic, Here we must be content to quote
a letter which he read from Prof, Jules Oppert

:

" Bawlinson etait un homme d'un genie prime-
sautier, et ce qui est encore plus rare, il avait lo

don de tomber juste. On peut dire de lui que
presque toutes les ideas qu'U a enoncees, ctaient
vraies. II a donnc le branle a toute cette 6tude,
plus que Hincka qui I'a precede dans quelques
points, mais qui avait I'esprit plus irlaudais et plus
etrange que bawUnsou qui etait Anglais et pratique.
O'etait en outre un homme d'un grand courage
personnel : il se fit hisser sur un cchafaudage Is
long de I'immense rocher de Behistoun, a 300 pieds
au-dessus du sol, pour copier et pour estamper
cette grande inscription en trois langues, dont on
doit le texte a son courage seul. La planchette
sur laquelle il etait assis etait tenue par des cordes
confiees aux mains d'ouvriers persans qui a tout
moment pouvaient le jeter dans I'abime. O'etait
un homme qui avait de la methode dans tout ce
qu'il faisait et U suppleait par de larges et vastes
conuaissances aux lacunes que le manque da temps
pris par ses occupations militaires pcuvait avoir
laissS Bubsister daua sa preparation aux etudes.
Depuis trente ans il ne travaillait pas pereonnelle-
ment, mais il dirigeait des publications de British
Museum. Lea jeunes Allemands et Anglais feig-

nent de ne pas le counaitre ; un Anglais me disait
mcme qu'il n'avait jamais lu une ligne de Sir
Henry iiawliuson. Je lui repondis :

' I supposed
just Eo ; becaufe if you had read them, your
papers would be less imperfect than they are.' "

We may add that M. Cordier has just issued,
in the " Publications de I'Ecole des Langues
Orientales Vivantes," the conclusion of the
third volume of his Bibliotheca Sinica, a biblio-

graphical dictionary of works relating to the
Chinese empire.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Victoria Instiiute.— (Monday, May 6.)

Dtt. Chaplin in the chair.—The following papers
were read : on the so-called " Fithecauthropos " of
Dr. B. Dubois by Prof. B. Hull, and on the
physical character and afBnities of the Gaunohes
by Sir J. W. Dawson, illustrated with photographs.
In the latter the author reviewed the historical

facts as to the Canary Islands and their inhabi-
tants, the characters of the Crania fouud, and the
weapons, otuaments, &c., and detailed the con-
clusions he had arrived at with reference to the
relationship of the Gaunohes to ancient peoples of
Western Europe and Africa, and their possible
connexion with the colonisation of Eastern America.

Asiatic.—(Anniversary Mettiny, Tuesday, May 7.)

Lord Ebay, president, in the chair.—In proposing
the adoption of the council's report for 1894,
Sir Baymond West drew attention to the fact that
the number of members was greater than in any
previous year since the society was founded, and
that the finances were conducted on a most business-
like and satisfactory batis. General G. G. Pearse
seconded the motion.—The president, in congratu-
lating the society on the report, dwelt on our
responsibility aa a nation in carrying on the work
of Oriental research. He quoted the example of
other countries whose interests in the East were
far less than ours, and expressed a hope that the
Government would take advantage of one opening
which lay before it. A bill for the reconstitution

of the University of Loudon is very shortly to be
laid before the House of Lords ; he had reason
to expect that the new body would be in every
way an imperial University with an Oriental school
not unworthy of our great empire in the East,

and that those Oriental scholars who had hitherto

so often worked without any suitable recompense
would receive due recognition of their labours.
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—Mr. Virchand B. Oandhl, late delegate to the
Chicago ConRTCss from the Jain Asnoclatlon of
Bombay, delivered an address on " The History
and Fdith of the Jains." The old erroi that the
Jalna were a sect or oil'shoot of the Buddhis's was
now universally abindoued by European scholars.

The Nigantha NTitaputta, mentioned in the Pali
Fitakas as a contemporary and opponent of the
Buddha who died a few years before him, has been
rightly identified with the Mahavira Vardhamiina,
the founder of the Jain community. Their own
records showed that he was a Kshatriya of the
Jiiatri clan, and Jniitri would in Pali become
Natha. The word Nigantha, meaning " free from
ties"—that is, the ties of the world—is an epithet
still often applied to Jain monks. It was true
that among the Gaochas, into which the Jain
monks were divided, there was one, the Nigantha
Oaccha, which ceased to bo so cMei at the ninth
in lineal descent from teacher to pupil from
Mahiivira. But the name was only changed from
Nigantha to Eotika, to celebrate the fact that the
chiefs of the Jain community in the ninth pa^^a
for spiritual generation) had repeated a Kati—that
is, ten million times the Surya Mantra, a mystical
invocation of the Sun called by that name.
Thenceforward the Oaccha received the epithet
Kutlka, but it was none the less also Nigantha.
The lecturer then explained the doctrine of non-
resistance, which has made the Jains so peace-
loving and law-abiding a people. He also com-
pared the Jain doctrine of the soul with that of
the Vedantists on the one hand, and of the
Buddhists on the other, showing that the Jains,
in accordance with their Anokanta Vada, or
method of looking at both sides of the question,
had steered always a middle course . In conclusion

,

he touched on some points of Jain ethics, especially
emphasising the tone of mercy which pervades their
writings, and which was well exemplified by the
formula of the Prati Kamana dally repeated,
" I forgive all living beings : I ask all living things
to forgive me."—The paper was followed by a
discussion, in which General Pearse, Mr. H. Bayues,
Prof. Bendall, Mr. Kaynbird, Dr. Leitner, Mr.
Beveridge, and Prof. Rhys Davids took part.

FINE ART.
THE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.

ABCHAEOLOaiCAt EXPLOEATION IN ALEXANDEIA
Alexandria : April 25, 1895.

The question whether any notable remains
can be recovered now of the great city which
was the burial-place of Alexander, the rallying
centre of Oreek letters, the greatest of Jewish
colonies, and the most notable cradle of Chris-
tianity, has been asked so often, and met
always by so uncertain a response, that it

appeared worth while to obtain even negative
evidence on the point. Although several
attempts have been made by excavators,
includrng Dr. Sohliemann, their frequent
omissioa to publish their results, and the un-
systematic character of their work, left the
problem stUl open up to this season.

In the course of two months' work I have
endeavoured to solve it, and my conclusions,
though negative, are definite. With the help
of Messrs. E. F. Benson and E. R. Bevan, of the
British School of Archaeology at Athens, I
have made exploratory borings about the
central quarter of the ancient city, including the
region of Fort Komal Dikk, the reputed site of
the Soma, and in the eastern cemeteries. The
Service des Antiquitfes gave us carte blanche,
the military authorities offered facilities, and
private owners of land showed a readiness to
advance our exploration, for which we cannot
be too grateful.

These borings as a whole have demonstrated

:

1. That over all the central part of the Roman
town there lies a deposit from 15 to 20 feet
thick, mostly composed of Arab living-refuse,
and singularly deficient in objects of interest.

2. That such remains as exist of the Roman
town are in very bad condition ; everywhere

they present the appearance of having been
ruined and rifled systematically. Walls are
destroyed to pavement level and pavements
ripped away.

3. That immediately below (sometimes at or
even above) the Roman level water is tapped.
Even tombs are found now to be below the
inundated line. The soil must have subsided,
and the stratum, earlier than Roman, ba sub-
merged for the most part. Neither in this
stratum, therefore, nor in that immediately
above, which is still very damp, can papyri be
expected for one moment. The fact of such
subsidence is proved amply by the aspect of
the foreshore of the Great Harbour. The
foundation-courses of large buildings, not earlier
than Roman, gleam in the sea, and the low
cliff, composed entirely of debris, shows sections
of Roman walls and pavements right down to
water-level.

The state in which we find the central quarter
accords exactly with the known fact of the
destruction of the Brachium in the time of
Aurelian. In St. Jerome's day the once rich
Quarter was no more than a refuge for hermits

;

and St. John Chrysostom, when he said that
the Tomb of Alexander was as though it had
never been, seems to have spoken sober truth.
The local collections of antiquities, and
reports obtained from local iavanta, builders,
contractors for drainage works, and the like, all

demonstrate that up to now nothing first-rate

of the Greek or Graeco-Roman period has been
unearthed in Alexandria, and very little that is

even second-rate. The reward of tomb-riflers
in recent times has been the leavings of earlier

rifiers ; and rained walls at pavement level, and
the most broken of debris, have constituted the
only return for the money and time spent in
excavation in the town itself.

I feel convinced that no great mine of
museum-treasures remains to be explored under
Alexandria; that its libraries have perished
utterly ; that all that exists of its Mausolea is

plundered ruin ; that the glories of the former
foreshore are now represented by shoals in the
port ; and that its great temples, passing into
churches and mosques, have been robbed of all

they once possessed of value or beauty. The
site is much over-built and very expensive to
work, and no one could conscientiously re-

commend a foreign society to expend its funds
upon it.

Nevertheless, there are topographical results

to be gained still, which are much to be desired.

It will never be possible to write the history of

the city until far more is known of its ancient
plan than the investigations of Mahmud Bey el

Fallaki supply. The laudable efforts of Signer
Eotti, director of the local Museum, have been
directed to topographical ends for the past two
years ; and from the nature of the site, the prose-
cution of these valuable researches is best left

in local hands. Bit by bit, little by little, the
map must be made, by watching here the
foundation of a house, there the demolition of
another. Drainage, well-sinkings, reclamation
of foreshore lands— all these must be made to
subserve the ends of science, supplemented by
information collected incessantly from local resi-

dents. Constant residence, therefore, and wide
acquaintance with the inhabitants of all classes

and nationalities are the first essentials to an
explorer in Alexandria. Foreign societies

would do well to subsidise such work, even
where it be out of their scope to conduct it

themselves ; and in a town where are so many
antiquaries interested in the history of the
city, the funds would be always in good hands.

I hope to furnish shortly a detailed report
giving grounds for the general conclusions
expressed here, and dealing with exploration
in Alexandria in recent years and more particu-
larly that diligently conducted by Signor
Botti. D. G. HoaARTH.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOl'.
Me. Elliot Stock will publish very shortly
Qeorge Morland: Painter, London, 176.J-1804,
by Mr. Ralph Richardson, illustrated with
reproductions of many paintings and of
Rowlandson's portrait. In an appendix will
be given lists of Morland's paintings and
engravings, showing where and to whom they
have been sold and the prices they realised ; also
a chronological catalogue, with the dates of the
publication of the engravings.

The Royal Society of British Artists has
given effect to a resolution adopted last
year, to so increase the number of members
as to enable the society to hold one ex-
hibition annually of the works of members
only. The announcement was made last season,
with the result that 117 artists sent in their
names as candidates. At a general assembly
held last week the following were elected: John
Abom, J. Noble Barlow, Francis Black,
Arnesby Brown, Leicester Burroughs, Charles
Collins, C. H. Eaatlake, Walter Fowler, Windsor
Fry, E. Gouldsmith, Robert Hume, T. Ireland,
Burrough Johnson, J. E. Jacobs, 8. M.
Laurence, W. Luker, jun., Fred Milner, T. E.
Mostyn, Greville Morris, J. W. Parsons,
Graham Robertson, Harry Staunard, J.
Sanderson Wells, and W. Tatton Winter. The
society will hold another election in the
autumn.

Messrs. Cassell & Go's, thirteenth annual
exhibition of Black and White Drawings will
be opened on Thursday next at the Cutler's
Hall, Warwick-lane, E.C. Drawings by the
following will ba included : P. Dicksee, W. L

.

WyUie, Sir J. D. Linton, S. E. Waller, J.
Fulleylove, Miss M. I. Gow, A. Hopkins,
W. B. Hole, J. FuUwood, T. W. Wilson, and
Prescott Davies.

An exhibition of pictures by Signor TJgo
Catani will open next week at the St. George's
Gallery, Grafton-street.

Next Monday, at the Society of Arts, Dr.
Ernest Hart will begin a course of Cantor
Lectures on " Japanese Art Industries."

During Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
of next week Messrs. Sotheby will be engaged
in selling the cabinet of English coins formed
by Mr. A. B. Richardson—which, we may add,
has been for two days on view at Messrs. Rollin
& Feuardent's, in Bloomsbury - street. The
catalogue, which has been admirably compiled,
shows the extreme care which the collector took
to acquire only rare pieces in the finest state of
preservation, and of undoubted pedigree. The
ancient British pieces are only three in number,
including the rare silver of Epaticus, from the
Marsham collection. The Saxon are strongly
represented, among them being five sceattae,
and pennies of Offa, Beomwulf, and
Anlaf. Coming to later times, we have
the gold noble of the twentieth year of
Edward III.; the gold "salute" of Henry,
which is believed to be the only specimen in
private hands ; the silver " gros d'argent," of
the same king, which is scarcely less rare;
sovereigns of Henry VII. and Henry VIII.,
and the George noble of the latter king ; a gold
pattern crown of Edward VI. ; milled crown
and half-crown of Elizabeth, in gold

;
gold

noble, or spur-royal, gold fifteen -shilling

piece, and "exurgat" silver half-crown of
James I. ; patterns in gold of Charles I., and
a fine example of the celebrated Oxford crown
by Rawlins

;
patterns of the Commonwealth by

Blondeau and Ramage ; broad and half-broad
of Cromwell ; and a pattern two-shilling piece
in silver ; patterns and proofs of later monarchs.

Great indignation is felt in Candia at the
unjustifiable conduct of the Turkish authorities.

The Greek Syllogos a short time ago purchased
the ground on which stands the famous inscrip-
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tiou of Gortyna, and to their surprise it has now
been occupied by the Governor of Heraklion.
It is much to be feared that the works under-
taken by the invaders will be detrimental to the
preservation of the inscribed monument. We
hope that the Assembly will take prompt
measures in the interests of science to see that
justice is done to the Syllogos, and that its

rights of property will be vindicated.

At a recent meeting of the Academie des
Inscriptions, M. Heuzey read a paper upon
some Chaldaean monuments of great antiquity,

of which he had received impressions from
M. de Sarzec. In particular, he dealt with
two foundation-stones, upon which Eannadu,
the warrior of the Column of the Vultures, had
inscribed a history of his reign. One of these
contains no less than 150 compartments of

writing. Besides the long religious litanies,

which comprise almost the entire literature of

this remote epoch, these annals are at present
the only contemporary historical documents
that we possess. It appears that Eannadu had
worked hard to expand and fortify the towns
or detached quarters which formed the
agglomeration of Sirpula, particularly Uru-
azagga, " the holy city." The catalogue
of his conquests includes the countries of
Elam and Isban, his traditional enemies,
and also the historic cities of Erech, Ur, and
the City of the Sun (evidently Lasam). Men-
tion is made of an alliance between some of
these with the land of Kish. On the Column
of the Vultures, Eannadu bears the style of
king of Sirpula, which he also gives to his
father Aknrgal and his grandfather Ur-nina

;

but on the foundation-stones he only uses, for
them as well as for himself, the religious title of
2>atesi, which he boasts to have been invested
with by Istar, the goddess of battles. These
statements throw light upon the theocratic
character of early Chaldaean civilisation, while
they show the important part that Sirpula
played from the beginning of history.

MUSIC.
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.

" EVEJf what is passing in our presence we see
but through a glass darkly," once wrote
Proude ; and these words apply with stirring
force to the history of the music-drama since
Wagner's death, or, rather, since his theatre
on the hill at Bairenth called attention in a
practical manner to his art-theories. Now,
among the composers—and their name is

legion—whom Wagner has influenced, there is

one who stands, like Saul, head and shoulders
above his fellows. We refer, of course, to
Verdi, whose " Otello " was chosen by Sir
Augustus Harris for the opening night of his
season at Covent Garden. Bom in the very
same year as Wagner, Verdi had already ob-
tained world-wide fame when Wagner's name,
if not totally unknown, was but little heeded.
Aad yet, when his habits were formed, and
his genius apparently well developed, he seems
to have studied deeply the works of his great
contemporary. To discuss whether he was in-
fluenced seems to us waste of time and breath.
_" Otello," in its inequalities, its patchiness,
in its very strong and its very weak moments,
proclaims the fact. And even if not a note of
his later operas were known, it might be taken
for granted that a man of Verdi's genius
and culture could not fail to be affected by
Wagner.

" Otello," then, is an important opera
among those " passing in our presence." In it

we see the old and the new. Verdi at times
mixes the two with wonderful skill; at other
times, like the Saone and the Rhone, they
merely appear tide by side. And not only is
the opera important from an historical point

of view, but it is highly interesting. The close
of the first act is masterful, while in the last

Verdi seems almost as if he were persuaded
to become an out-and-out Wagnerite. The
libretto by Boito, based on Shakspere's play,
is extremely clever, and the author's endeavour
to follow the poet as closely as possible is

praiseworthy. Still, the delineation and develop-
ment of character which make the play so
strong have to give place to the mere action

;

so that what is truly dramatic in Shakspere
sometimes becomes almost melodramatic on
the stage. .

The rendering of the part of Otello by Signer
Tamagno was a powerful one—powerful in
voice and in gesture. Since he first appeared
in the part at the Lyceum, his singing tones
have improved ; but in them there is more of
nature than of art. Whatever, on reflection,

one may think of Signer Tamagno's impersona-
tion of Otello, there is no question as to its

impressiveness. Mme. Albani took the part of
Desdemona. She was disappointing at first,

but improved, and in the last act was at

her best. Signer Pessina was the lago. He
sang well, but revealed very little of the cold-
ness and cynicism of the Ancient, excepting in

the words he uttered.

On the following night came an opera by
another Italian composer, which occupies a
prominent place in the period of which we
have been speaking. Boito's " Meflstofele " is

a very great, a very interesting work ; and yet
it falls short of being a masterpiece. It is

great, because the composer, within the limits

of an opera, has condensed Goethe's " Faust"
with a very fair measure of success

;

and he has provided music, always clever,

nearly always dramatic, and at times, as

in some parts of the finely conceived Pro-
logue and in the prison scene in the third
act, of great power. MM. Barbier and
CarrO, the librettists of Gounod's "Faust,"
certainly produced a very clever book, but
one gathers from it little of the spirit

or scope of Goethe's poem. Gounod ends
with the salvation of Margaret, but Boito,
following Goethe, with the salvation of
Faust. And yet, although the latter com-
poser conveys the proper meaning of the
German poet, his final scene proves somewhat
of an anti-climax. The celestial strains from
the Prologue, which are repeated with such
telling effect at the close of the prison scene,

when Margaret falls lifeless on her heap of

straw, are heard again when Faust dies at the
close of the work

; yet they no longer produce
the same impression. It seems as if some touch
of genius was lacking, to give them additional
power and penetrating effect at the close.

Then, again, one's sympathy is naturally more
aroused by the fate of the innocent-minded
girl than by that of her seducer. Goethe
wrote a philosophical poem, not an opera
libretto. A really successful libretto can only
be formed from his work by sacrificing, as did
the Frenchman, the deep meaning of the
original.

Miss Margaret Macintyre was an excellent

Margherita. Her voice seems to have gained
in strength since her visit to the colonies ; she
was admirable, both as vocalist and as actress, in

the prison scene. Signer de Lucia, though net
an ideal Faust, was at his best. M. Planqon, the
Meflstofele, sang well. Mile. Agnes Janson
did herself justice in the classical Sabbath
duet.

Signer Mancinelli conducted both operas
with much ability and animation.

Meyerbeer's " Le Prophete " was given en
Wednesday evening. Signer Tamagno, as

Jean de Leyden, was an imposing prophet.
The " Ee del cielo " was delivered with
wonderful lung power, but the effect was

coarse. And why did he turn his back, the
whole time, on his devoted followers? MUe.
Lejeune, from Brussels, made a favourable
debut as Marta. Miss Giulia Eavogli was the
Fides, but she was not in good voice. Signer
Bevignani conducted. The dramatic instinct

of Meyerbeer was great, and so, too, was his

skill as a musician. He has fine moments;
but much of the opera is wearisome. Had
Meyerbeer never written down to the level of

the public, his niche in the temple of fame
would have been a higher one.

J. S. Shedlock.

MUSIG NOTES.

Some time back Sir George Grove suggested
in a letter to the Tiines that facsimiles of
Beethoven's Symphonies should be published ;

but, unfortunately, no steps in the matter were
taken. Recently, however, Dr. Erich Prieger,
the well-known director of the Beethoven
Museum at Bonn, has commenced an under-
taking of a similar kind in connexion with the
pianoforte Sonatas of the master by issuing
a facsimile of the autograph of the Sonata in
A flat (Op. 26). We say " commenced," for if

the publication is favourably received, it will,

doubtless, be followed by others of a similar
kind.

Mr. Willy Btjbmestee gave a conceit at
St. James's Hall on Monday afternoon. His
reading of the first movement of the Mendels-
sohn Concerto was excellent ; that of the
second, pure but cold; that of the third,

excited. This Concerto, with pianoforte accom-
paniment, though transcribed by the composer,
is unsatisfactory. In some pieces by Weniawski
and Sarasate, Mr. Burmester displayed fine

technique, but he was certainly not at his best.

Dr. Otto Neitzel concluded his series of

pianoforte recitals at the Steinway Hall on
Thursday ofternoon. The programme included
Beethoven's Sonata in B flat (Op. 10(i). On
account of its difficulties, and also, it may be
said, great length, it is seldom performed.
Dr. Neitzel played the first two movements
with vigour. The fine Adagio was interpreted

with marked intelligence, though scarcely suffi-

cient feeling. The Fugue, not an inspired

movement, was correct, but naturally dry.
Dr. Neitzel played some numbers of Schumann's
" Davidsbiindler " with skill, and more feeling

than he had displayed in the Sonata. The
programme included two pieces by Mr. F.
Bergor, and Liszt's " Danse Macabre," a piece

as ugly as it it difficult.

THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GAE-
HENS, Regent's Park, are OPEN DAILY (iiicel)t Sundays),

from !l a.ni, to sunset. Admissioa Is , on Mondays 6(1., children 6d.
Amongst the latest additions are a Giraffe, a pair of Brindled Gnus,
and a pair of Sable Antelopes,

JUST PUIILIUHSI).

NEW WORK BYPUOPESSOE EDWARD DOWDEN.

NEW STUDIES in LITERATURE.
By EDWARD DOWDEN.

Large post 8vo, 128.

KEGiK Paul, Tuehch, Tsubneb & Co., Limited,

Paternoster Honae, ChariiiK Cross Road, London.

VINOLIA SOAP
/s the only Soap of which ihe analysis ha3

been published by the makers.

4d., 6d,, 8d„ lOd., and 2s. 6d. per Tablet.
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The picture drawn is attractive, and contains many telling anecdotes, and many vivid and
intimate touches.*'

The STAXDAUD says :—"The portrait in the foreground is a speaking likeness, and in

achieving that succcj^.h Mr. Escott has attained all that is at present possible. The account
of Lord Randolph's boyhood and youth is altogether delightful. The boob is one which
will be read by all who take an interest in recent poUtical history."

The MOItNIXG J'OSTaays:—" A book which is certain to bo very widely read."

By COUNT PHILIPPE DE SEGXIB.

AN AIDE-DE CAMP of NAPOLEON L
H. A. PATCH ETT-MARTIN. With Photogravure (Portrait,

gilt. Ml pp., 128.

The TIMES says ;—" The historical interest is undoubtedly great,
of Napoleon's plans for the invasion of England is very interesting."

Translated by
In demy 8vo, cloth

De Sdgur's account

THE ZEIT-GEIST LIBRARY
OF COMPLETE NOVELS at a POPULAR PRICE. In cloth gilt, 28. ; in artistic paper,

Is. 6d. each.

The A TflEyASVM says :—" * The Zeit-Geiat ' inaugurates and gives its name to a new
Kories which will deserve a welcome if it never falls Iwhind its pioneer in interest."

THE ZEITGEIST. By L. Dougall. With Coloured
Frontispiece and Coloured Title-Page. Third Edition,

The 5^r-r*A0^1' /.'AT/^FT says:—"Wonderfully imagined and described with very
considerable power. We found ourselves not only keenly interested in the incidents of tHe
story, but Bympathising intimately with Toyner's difficulties."

CHIFFON'S MARRIAGE. By " Gyp." With Portrait of
Author and Autograph Letter. ISecowt Edition, thi$ day.

The iSr. JAMES'H tf^^A'ZTA' aayd ;—** It is a very charming book, and should have
a great success."

THE SALE of a SOUL. By Frankfort Moore. With
Coloured Frontispiece and Title-Page. \_Thh ili'j.

The WOULD says :—" Bead ' The Sale of a Soul,' a brilliant little book."

NEW THREE-VOLUME NOVELS.
THE MISTRESS of QUEST. By Adeline Sergeant.

The OL'>Bi: ^iiy> :—" A notable novel, written with all the ease of the accomplished
story-teller, Hiid is for that reason more than commonly acceptable."

THE HOLT ESTATE. By W. H. Wilkins and Captain
THATCHER.

" The book itself is so brilliantly clever, so novel, so Interesting, and, of course, every-
body is reading it as a Roman « cV/, seeing that Mr. Wilkins was one of the joint authors
of ' The Green Bay Tree,' the cleverest Roman ''t c'p/ since ' Lothair.' "—To-Daij.

FIDELIS. By Ada Cambridge. Second Edition.
The STANDAItD says :—" The novel is one to be recommended ; it is well written, and

full of rightly directed sympathy and knowledge of human nature."

NEW SIX-SHILLING NOVELS.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 0^.

NEW .ViiVi.L liy the AUTHiJR of "A HEROINE in HOMESPUN."
GOD FORSAKEN. By Frederic Breton.

NEW NOVEL by the AUTHOR of " ON HEATHER HILLS."

A FAMILY of QUALITY. Cn.,(»,.
A FIKTH EDITION in preparation.

INTO the HIGHWAYS and HEDGES. By F. F.
MONTRKSOll,

FRASKFOET MOORE'S NEW NOVIlL.

THEY CALL IT LOVE.
JOSEPH HATTON'S NEW WOVEL.

THE BANISHMENT of JESSOP BLYTHE.
A Fine-Paper Edition of ZOIjA'S MASTBBFIECE, with about 100 fine Wood

Engravings from Original Drawings by F. Thcvenot.

A LOVE EPISODE : a Novel. By Emile Zola. With a
In large crown 8vo,

lliiinte'iif't'ti/.

MR. DAVID NUTT^S LIST.
LATEST PUBLICATIONS

IN MR. W. E. HENLEY'S TUDOR TRANSLATIONS.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES of the NOBLE GRECIANS and
ROMANS. Eiiirli-shed by Sir THOMAS NORTH, anito 1579. With an Introduction
by GEORGE WYNDUAM. To be completed in 6 vols., small 4to, averaging 432
pages. Vols. I. and II. are now rettdy.

Subscription prica for the 6 volumes, inclusive of carriage and postage, £3 12s. not.
The price will be raised after completion or the issite.

A PrrBpectus of the work and of the Tudor Translations will be scut on aj'j'Ucatio/l.

LEGENDS of FLORENCE: Collected from the People
and Keloid by CHARLES GODFREY LELAND. First Series. Crown 8vo, 283
pages, handsomely printed on laid paper, in fancy cloth, gilt top, 6n.

ESSAYS on SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE. By H. H.
BOYESEN. Crown Svo, 288 pages, cloth, gilt top, 5s.

Contents : —Bjomson—Kielland—Jona« Lie—H. C. Andersen—G. Brandes-E. Tegner

—

Contemporary Danish Literature.

DANIEL DEFOE.—OF ROYALE EDUCATION : a Treatise
edited for the first time by K. D. BUELBRING. Demy Svo, 112 pages, 2s. net.

Preface by tlio Translator, Mr. ERNE.ST A. VJZETELLY.
richly gilt, cloth.

ALFHONSE DAUDET'S mastebpieoe.
FROMONT JUNIOR and RISLER SENIOR. Translated

li;,- KDWARD VIZETELLY. In large crown Svo, artistic binding, with 8S Wood
tii^ravings from Original Drawings by George Roux.

By one of the

LosDox : HUTOHINSOK & CO., Fatbbkostih Bow.

LOHENGRIN.-FIFTY YEARS AFTER.
FOLK. 16mo, 26 pages, stiff wrapper, 6d.

TALES of the FAIRIES and of the GHOST WORLD.
Collected from Oral Tradition in South-West Munster, by J. CURTISS. 210 pages,
fancy cloth, uncut, 38. Bd.

STUDIES in BIBLICAL ARCH.S0L0GY. By Joseph
JACOBS. IGmo, 173 pages, cloth, uncut, 3s. tid.

CosTEiTTs :—Recent Research in Biblical Archaeology and In Comparative Religion-
Junior Right in Genef^is—Totem Clans in the Old Testament—Tho Nethenim—The Indian
Origin of the Book of Proverbs.

CLAN TRADITIONS and POPULAR TALES of the
WESTERN HIGHLANDS and ISLANDS. Collected from Oral Sources by the late

Rev. S. G. CAMPBELL. With Memoir of tho Author. Portrait and Illustrations.

Demy Svo, xx.-I50 pages, cloth, 5s. Od.

*,• Foi-vid the F\;'(h Volume of " Waijs and Slrai/l of Celtic Tradition."

GOETHE'S FAUST. The First Part, Edited from the
Weimar Edition, and accompanied by a new literal Prose Translation, and Notes
for Students by BETA. Crown Svo, 324 pages, cloth, uncut, 38. 6d.

THE SAGA of KING OLAF TRYGGWASON, who
Reignetl over Norway a.d. 003 to .i.n. lOOO. Translated by the R«v. JOHN
SEPHTON, M. A. 4to, x.\vi.-500 pages, cloth, gilt top, I8s. net.

IN THE FRESS FOE EARLY FUBI.ICATION.

THE THREAD and the PATH. Poems by Andre
RAFFALOVICH. Small 4to. Only 260 copies printed.

rrotpectua and price on application.

THE LEGEND of PERSEUS. A Study of Tradition in
story, Custom, and Belief. By E. SIDNEY HARTLAND. Vol; I., THE SUPER-
NATURAL BIRTH. Crown Svo, pp. xxxiv.-239, 7s. fid.

',* Vol.11, of the "Grimm Library," the First Volume of which, "Georgian Folk
Tales," Translated by Marjory Wardrop, published in May last, sells at 6s. net.

SONGS and SAGAS of the NORSEMEN and ENGLISH-
MEN. By ALBANY F. MAJOR. Crown 8yo. 131 pages, cloth, 3s. Cd. not.

TALES from WELSH WALES. By P. H. Emerson, Author
of " A Son of the Fgna," " liiigli.-jli Ligoono," &c. Crown Svo, 304 pages, fancy cloth,

3». Od.

BEGINNINGS of WRITING in CENTRAL and EASTERN
ASIA; or, Notes on 460 Embryo-Writings and Scripts, by TERRIBN do
LACOUPBRIB. Demy Svo, 210 pp., cloth, £1 Is. net.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

THE LANGUAGES of CHINA before the CHINESE-
Demy Svo, cloth, lOs. Od, net.

THE OLDEST BOOK of the CHINESE.-The Yfl KING
and its Authors. Demy Svo, yewn, 10s. (Id. n«t.
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Th«ie DkSTz Books, by Piorr Toiitbii . . . «9
GtiDiiriii's Bioiniu or 'Wjidiiim Coiiioi by J. S.

COTtOM «»
Caiir Jc»Tic« HioiitBOTHiii, by J. G. C. Miscaix . -tW
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New KoTiu, by Williih W^llacx . . . . 4tl
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Selictid FoEEioir Booes -ttS

COEIESPOKDEXCB—
Thf Etytnology o/ " Bann-iuento" by tho Rev. A. L.

Mayhuw ; l ht Gtnealogy of Iht Sorg'a Family, by
the Rev. Wentworth Webster; " The Xvil Gh'iI,"

by C. L. S *'5

ArroiiCTMEKTS roB Next Weee *•*

Fathei Cha ow the HiTtiTES, by Prof. Satce . . IW
OoRBESPOWDEKCE —

i(<i«7ii« ./iiHinyj, by E. 8. Dodgson . . 117

8CIEXCE Notes . .
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Sale op Eiolish Picipbbs and Wateb-Colouks . 450

Notes os Aet akd Abchaeoloqt .... 450

RoTAL Italian Opeba 431

Receitt CoifCEEts, by J. S. Bhediock . . . .431

TYPE-WRITING.
AUTHOES, PUBLISHERS, &c.—
^^ Scientific, Litenjr. and Medical M.S.S. carefully and promptly
typewritten by Ratne & Cc^ Effingham lloust?, Arundel Street,

Strand, W.C. Private room lor dictation.
Translationa.

Highest references.

LADY TYPE-WRITEE, disengaged,
(iMjrM EXGAfiEMENTa* Secr^-tary. or Home Work. Musical.

—Apply M. N , 44, Fairholme Road, West Keiifiugton, W.

PRIVATE SEORETARYSHIP. or similar
appointment, DESIREI* by a competent Shorthand-Writer

and Typist. Student of Oriental Archaeology. Excellxnt Testimonials
aud Press Opinions. Personal Reference to F.R.S. Hilary moderate.
—AtriiA, Ofllceof Ac.\ptMY, 27, Chancery Lane.

INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEN In all parts, wniiog to RECE1\'E RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list

Inclndai private asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. U. B. Slocaca, 8, Lancaster Place, Strand, W.C.

MR, R. GUTEKUNST begs to announce
that he has OPENEI> BUSINESS as dealer in Engrarings,

Woodctits, and Drawings by the Old Masters, as well as Freucli and
English Prints of the la»t century, and has On View a tine selection of
(he AV>ov>>.mentioned Prints at his Gallery, IS, KlNt; »TltKET,
ST. JAMES'S, 8.W.

THE AUTHORSTbUREAUTLimrted^
A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. " A. Medium of

Communication between Authors. Editors, and Publishers." Advises
ui>on, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by apiwintmentonly.
—Address the Si:caETARY, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

P^^fNTING- and PUBLISHING. — To
AfTTIIORS.—Special attention given to the above. Estimates

free. Accounts Tcrified by Chartered Accountant.—Address Manaoek,
Roxburghe Press, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

CATALOGUES
FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptly supplied on moderate terms,
CATALOGUES on application.

DULAU & CO., 87, SoHO Sodare.

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' CUlDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed Catalogue sent iHJSt free on application.
DOLAU & CO., 37, Bono SqUAaK, Losdom, W.

FOREIGN BOOKS^J^OREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS &~NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

.. • CATALaHlJBS pott /rie on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
rOKEION BOOKSEIsLEB,

4S, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum),

Sapplies all Foeeigs Bodes and PsEioDicALsat themes
moderate prices,

OatalojjueM on appUcntiim.

BOOKS,—CATALOGUE, No. 38, curious
„ >1 'St'ELLANEOUS SECOX D-HA ND BOOKS, sent pott free i

also FUENCU CATALOGUE.
& UicioB, BwlueUer, Birmiashsm.

PARIS.

SPITZER COLLECTION.
THE SALE of the ARMS and ARMOUR

will lake place In PARIS, at thu RALLGKV GEORGES
PETIT, ffwn HON DAY, the loth, t> PKIDAY. the Nth, Jt », I8IU,

at '.' p.m. aaoll dar. .M. PAUL UIIEV.ALLIKR. Auctioneer, lo.nie
de la OranKBaMlltre. Paris; M. CM. MANNHEIM, Kipert 7, rue
St. Oeorges, Pari*. — Private View: Saturday, sth June; Public:
Sunday, 9tli June, from 1 to 4 p m. lUdstrated CatSklogue, pries
30 francs.

K\ EXAMINATION for TWO
ENTRANCE SCHOLARSIIIP.S at VICTORIA C<)M,E(;E,

JERSEY, willlHgiu on JU.NK l»th at JERSEY, and at EXETER
COLLEGE, OXKORI', eiinult.ine<>usly. ^llluL• about *i Oulne.i8t>er
annum, rettuc-in;; total ctiarse for Roard mid Tuition to f£i wx
annum, l'andiilatt'8 muit l>e iietweeu 11 and 14 yearit of a;;e. Further
particulars from Ihc Hkad Mabtkr. to whom applications must b«
sent not lat«r than June 4th. PupiU of Vlct«>ria CoUcnte eligible to
olo«e SctiuhirahtiM and Exhibitions at Oxford, from £«) to jCft) per
anuum. l>in»ct preparation fur Woolwich Nud iiiaudhunt.

ST. EDWARD'S SCHOOL, near
OXFORD.—Public School, founded 1863. to provide Education

for (ientlemen's Sons in Preparutiou tor Universities. Army. Ac, on
definite Church principles Fees: jC88 per annum (Sons of Clergy-
men, £(K>) : Day Boys. 21 guineas, (.'lassicnl and Mo«leni sides.
Scholart»hips, £4') to £2U, J uly 3ULh —Rev. T. F. Hoiwox, M.A., Warden

N
IMPORTANT.-PRINTING AND P0BU8HINO.

EWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES, BOOKS,
4c.-KI.NG. SELIi ft RAILTON. Limited, high-class Priutert

and Publishers, 12. iiou^li H<iuiire, 4. Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C..
have speclallv-built Kotary and other fast Machines for priutiug
and binding Illustrated or other Publications.

Adriceand assistance Riven to anyone wishing to commence New
Journals.

Facilities upon the premises for Eilitorial Offloes, free. AdTortislng
and Publishing Departments conducted.

Telephone 2759. Telegraph, "Africftutstn, London."

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHERS
• and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to coll the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the excellent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most
f iTourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA-
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS —
CATALOGUES sent on applioation.

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
71, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display of Copies of Celobrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the most important Paintings in the

following Collections;—

IfATIOBAL GALLEBT, LONDON,
,

LOUVBE, PAKIS,
BOCKINGHAU PALACE,
WINDSOB CASTLE,
UFFIZI, FLOKKNCE,
prrri, flobevce,
ACADE.MY OK FINE
FLOKENCB,

AUSTEBOAW,
THE HAGUE,

i
LUXEHBOUBO. FABIS,
ROrAL GALLEBY, DBESDEN,
HBKSIITAOBf 8T. FETEES-
DUliO,

FEADO, MADBID,
VATICAN, HOME,
HAARLEU,
FBANKFOKT,

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LARGE COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of MODERN

FRENCH and ENGLISH ART in SELECTED FRAMES
suitable for HALL, LIBRARY, DRAWING-ROOM,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fiae - Art Catalogue, of

181 pages, \Yith Illustrated Supplement, containing

68 Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, post

tree, One Shih.iko,

AUrOTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.

Nbw Pahphlet—Fkkk on Application.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON.

ESSES. J. C. DRUMMOND & CO.,
ART REPRODUCERS,

14. HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Are ttie sole repit^sitiiUtives iu Great Britniu of

HHRR MANFaSTAENGL. of Muuioh.
thewell-knowu Artint in rilOTOGRAVURE, now putronisedby the
leaJiuif Lnii'luii Art i^ublishino; Firms. A large Collection of Im*
portaut Pliites always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. BRUMMOM) & CO. supply th«oh«apt'at and hsst ProcesSfc?

in the markKt, wiiich are spt'cially a'lnpted to inert tho wants of
Antiquarians, Archnologists, and those eiiftHged in theinvvstigatioD
and publication of Parochial and Pioceean Records.

J.C. JtRUMMONIi & CO. invite atttntion to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For Ike RKproductk n of Works of Art, Original MSS., DestffiiF,

Lace Jfanu/dclures^ PhotographSf Vif-W, Book Illustration",

ArtisticAdvertisementSfCataloffue3fd:c,td:c.yatanioderatecc8 •

Bpflclmens and price list on AnplicatioD.
Offlgus: 14, HENRIETTA STBEET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

THEATRES.

ADELFHI THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THK GIRL I LKFP BEHIND

MK. Mr. William Terriss, anti Miks Millward, Messrs,
F. H. Macklin, W, L, Abingdon, E. W. Ga'diuer, Charles
Fulton, Richard Pnrdoii, Julian Cross, O. W. Cockburn,
Ackennan May ; Mesdames Hope Dudley, Maty AUe«lt«e,
Marie Montrose.

AVENUE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.16, DANDY DICK WHITTIN'GTON.
Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Roljert Pateman, Henry Wright,
Janiou Leverett, F. Vaughan, A. J. Evelyn, H. M. Wen-
man ; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie
Whiteford, Lily Mclntyrc, E'len Goss, Bertha Meyen, and
Miss May Vohij.

COMEDY THEATRE.
TO-NIGHT, at 8.30, THE PRUDE'S PROGRESS.

Messrs, Cyril Maude, W. T. Lovell, Ernest Leicester, Arthur
Playfair, and Edward Righton ; Mesdames Lena Ashwell,
Ettie Williams. Alice Maristield, and Fanny Broogh.

bbURTTHEATRE
THIS EVENING, at 8.15. VANITY FAIR. Messrs,

Arthur Cecil, Charles Sugden, William Wyes, Nye Chart,
Charles Fawcett. A. Vane Tempest, Wilfred Draycoit,
Howard Sturgc, W. Cheesman, F. Macdonnell, H. N. Ray
Lane, G. W. Anson; Misses Granville, Helena Dacre,
Nancy Noel, Frances Dillon, Lucv Bertram, and Mrs, John
Word. Preceded, at 7.M, by A NEAR SHAVE.

DALY'S THEATRE
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mesdames Marie Tempest, Letty Lind, K, Hodsoii, Marie
Studholme, Cadiz, Hamer, S. Grey, Pounds, Cannon,
and Gregory ; Messrs. C. Hayden CoBln, Lewis, Blakeley,
D'Orsay, Soutai", Robson, Farkoa, Porteous, Dixon, and
Y. Stephens. At 8, A DRAWN BATTLE.

GATETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Mestrs.

Arthur Williams, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,

Colin Coop, Cairns James, Willie Warde, George Mudie,
Robert Nainby, and Seymour Hicks ; Misses Katio Sey-
mour, Lillie Belmore, Maud Hill, Maria Dttvis, U. Lee,
Tnpsy Sinden, and Ellaline TeTi>s.

GARRICK THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-

SMITH. Mr, John Hare, Mr. Forbos-Robertaon ; Messrs.
Ian Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du Maurier, Cara-
voglia

i
Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Halsey, Groves, and

Patrick Campljell.

GLOBE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. S.

Penley, Messrs. W. Everard, S. Paxton, Seymour, C. Thorn-
bury, and Beeves-Smith; Misses Ada Branson, Emmie
Merrick, Graves, R. Kildare, and Mab:l Lane. At 8, THE
JOURNEY'S END.

PRINCE OP WALES' THEATRE,
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLE.\IAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Roberts, Messrs. William
Philp, E. Vernon, E. U. Kelly, E. Thorne, P. Ro.\borough,

and W. H. Denny ; Uncle Bones ; Mesdames Aida Jenoure,
L. Searle, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
EUerslie, A. Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftns. Preceded,
at7 .eo, by A WOMAN'S CAPRICE,^

SAVOY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL i

Mesdames Jeanne Douste, Marie Elba, Julia Lenno.x, Edith
Millar, Marie du Bedat, Jessie Hudleston, and Mr, Charles
Copland. Conductor, Signor Arditi,~

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, THE TRIUMPH OF THE

PHILISTINES, Mr. George Alexander; Messrs. Herbert
Waring, H, V. Esmond, H. H. Vincent E. M. Robson,
Ernest Hendrie, James Welch, Arthur Royston, Mark
Paton, Duncan Tovey, Master Frank Saker ; Lady Monck-
ton. Miss Elliott Page, Miss Blanche Wilmot, Miss Jaliette

Nesville.

STRAND THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, FANNY : Messrs. JohnL. Shine.

W. H. Day, Hobb Harwood, T. P. Uaynes, Owen Harris,

&c, ; Misses Alice Rees, Katie Lee, and Alma Stanley,

Preceded, at 8.30, by THE BACKSLIDER.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, THE PASSPORT. Misses

Fanny Coleman, Cicely Richards, Kate Tully, Grace Lane,
and Gertrude Kincstonj Messrs. Yorke Stephens, Alfred
Mallby, Compton Coutts, John L. Mackay, Cecil Uamsey,
Roland Alwood, Richard Blunt, and George Giddous.

Preceded, at 8.15, by A WOMAN'S NO.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, THE LADIES' IDOL: Mr.

Weedon Grossmith, Messrs. J. Beauchamp, C. P. Little,

». Warden, F, Volpe, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A, Hel-

more : Jlesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Homfrey, Helen
Ferrers, EsmC licringer, A. Beet. Preceded, at 8,15, bh
HAL, THE HIGHWAYMAN.

VINOLIA CREAM
ton

ITCHING, SUNBURN, INSECT BITES.

Ir. lid. per Eos.
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'AN UNTTSTJALLY BRIOHT NOVEL."

HER AnBy

DANIEL CELESTIAL AngloOMnese

WOODROFFE. .... ^ » .... .^ Story.

HUSBAND.
Cloth, 6s.

" This novel is no less than fascinating. The plot

is original, the characters are fairly convincing, and
there is a freshness about the hook that delights.

There is real pathos in the character of the girl-

heroine''—Satubday Review.

London : T. FI8HEE UNWIN, Paternostbr Squakb, E.G.

THREE CENTURIES OF NONCONFORMITY.
Now Eeady, large crown 8vo, nearly 800 pages, cloth, 6»., post free.K I S T O I^ "ST

OP THE

FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND
FROM THE REFORMATION TO 1851.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.
\^ITI3: A. 003SrTIISrTJ-A.TI01Sr TO 1891,

By CHARLES S. M/ALL.
THE GUARDIAN.—"It is certainly a convenience to have the history of Dissent in England presented In a connected

form, and from a Dissenter's point of view. And for these purposes we can recommend this, which gives the histoiy
in a handy and convenient form."

TIMES.—" As a complete exposition of the history of Dissent, from the Nonconformist point of view, it Is no doubt
certain to retain its reputation."'

PALL MALL GAZETTE.—" Readers will find here In a clear and attractive form much information which cannot
readily be found anywhere else."
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LITERATURE.
The Peoples and Politics of the Far East

;

Travels and Studies in the British, French,

Spanish, and Portuguese Colonies, Siberia,

China, Japan, Korea, Siam, and Malaya.

By Henry Norman. (Fisher Unwin.)

In a few instances, Mr. Norman gives his

readers to understand that he has furbished

up, emended, and perhaps expanded, for his

present work papers originaUy designed for

the periodical press. Somehow or other the

book looks as if it had been written from
beginning to end for publication in news-
papers and magazines. It is a collection of

articles bound together for the author's

convenience, rather than a succinct and
orderly account of his observations. On
the other hand, his system, or want of system,

enables him to put on record a quantity of

useful and entertaining matter, for which,

had he chosen to follow a less desultory

plan, there might have been no room. And
on the whole there is no reason for quarrelling

with the result.

A certain want of coherence may be dis-

cerned in the narrative ; but Mr. Norman
shows himself throughout to be an acute

and painstaking traveller, who has made
the most of his opportunities. What one
does miss is evidence of those preliminary

studies, without which an ordinary traveller

in the East often returns to Europe little

wiser than when he set out. Mr. Norman
is too clever to commit the more obvious
blunders that are to be found in the works
of the mere tourist and globe-trotter ; but
he does at times lay more stress than is

necessary on various phases of life of which
he became cog^nisant, in a way that may
lead the unwary to suppose that certain

peculiarities, or one might say deformities,

of civilisation are exclusively found in

China, and nowhere else on the face of the
earth.

To give an example. He dilates at

length on the barbarities of the Chinese
penal code, emphasising his point with some
exceedingly horrible illustrations. How is

the Western world, he asks, to know what
the Celestial empire really is, unless people
are willing to see and hear of its innumer-
able horrors ? He goes on to say that " the
utterly mistaken notion of China, which is

so widespread at home, is due in great part
to this unwillingness to look straight in the
face what a French writer has so well called

the rotten East." Then we are treated to

a vivid and repulsive description of Chinese
punishments and judicial torture, together
with a sickening report of an execution.
Mr. Norman writes :

" I bsve loolied upon men being cruelly tor-

tured; I have stood in the shambles where
human beings are slaughtered like pigs ; my
boots have dripped with the blood of my
fellow-creatures ; repulsive as all this is, it is

one of the most significant and instructive

aspects of the real China, as opposed to the

China of native professions and foreign imagina-
tion, and, therefore, it must be frankly de-

scribed."

After all, this conveys only a half truth,

Humane principles, as we know them,

do not pass current in China ; neither do
they in the East generally. Mr. Norman
need not have gone all the way to Canton
to discover that, as a rule. Orientals do
not feel the suilerings inflicted on others,

Whether they have passed the stage when
such sympathy is a second nature with
men, or whether they have not yet arrived at

it, is a question upon which anthropologists

may be left to speculate. The thing to

notice is that Chinese callousness is only a
local form of a defect in nervous organisa-

tion shared by Eastern races, from the

Bosphorus to the Amur. It is not enough for

Mr. Norman to tell us that in this respect

the Chinaman is altogether unlike the

Englishman. Can he explain to what
extent the average native of the Flowery
Kingdom differs from the Kurd or the

Hindu ?

To lay down any general theory in re-

gard to the Chinese would be rash. Mr.
Norman himself insists that the more one
learns about China, the less confident

becomes one's opinion about this immense
continent and its miscellaneous population.

Sweeping generalities, he remarks with
perfect justice, are certain to be false ; and
he scarcely exaggerates when he goes on to

declare that there is no such country as

China. It is a continent inhabited by a
vast variely of races presenting innumer-
able points of difference. He agrees with
Mr. G. W. Cooke, that for the Western
intelligence to form an accurate conception

of Chrnese character is out of the ques-

tion. A smart writer, Mr. Cooke observed,

entirely ignorant of his subject, might
readily strike off an analysis. His conclu-

sions might be brilliant, antithetical, and
plausible, and yet be absolutely wanting
in truth.

The warning should be borne in mind,
yet Mr. Norman can hardly be wrong in

his estimate of the material strength of

China for purposes of offence and defence.

Indeed, his arguments are not only in agree-

ment with the testimony of more experienced
observers than himself, but may also be
proved by the logic of recent events. It is,

indeed, marvellous that public writers in

England could so long have been blind to the

hollowness of the monstrous fallacy of those
who believed that China was the arbiter of

Asia. Mr. Norman refers with contempt to

that " mass of rubbish " which was printed

some years ago under the title " China

:

the Sleep and the Awakening," and which
found ready credence even in quarters where
sounder information might have been avail-

able. The article, Mr. Norman remarks,
was signed, but not written, by the late

Marquis Tseng. Writing in the Academy
some months ago, I ventured to assert that it

was in print before Tseng evensaw it. While,
however, Mr. Norman may well be amazed

at the readiness of European politicians

to be taken in by what has been styled
" China's incredible brag," we must not go
too far in the opposite direction. Japan
has proved to the world how easy it was to

overcome the " enormous armed strength of

China," to sink her ships of war, to capture

her strong places, and to utterly defeat her

forces in the field. Yet defeat is not con-

quest. Stronger nations than Japan have
defeated China, but while conquering her

have themselves been absorbed and evirated.

That was the fate of the Mongols, and later

of the Manchus ; and it would be the fate of

the Japanese if they were to essay the task

in turn.

Mr. Norman has written on Japan in a
former volume, but he is unable to resist

the temptation of saying a little more.
Possibly it is still too early in the day to

accept his views with unquestioning faith.

We have yet to see how Japan will stand
the wearing strain of victory and success.

The spoils are not always to the victor, nor is

it safe to predict that the Japanese will

enjoy even what they have fairly won
by their skilfulness in borrowing and
applying the military experience of Europe.
The fine arts of Japan are being ruined

by the attempt to bring them into lino

with the ideals of Western culture. It

may yet prove that the acceptance of

Western notions of statecraft and military

science has imparted only a fictitious and
delusive strength. The Japanese have
worsted China ; but that was partly because

the Chinese were a contemptible enemy, so

far as fighting goes. The real struggle will

come when they fall out with the Eussians
;

and that may happen almost any day.

There is also the danger, which Mr. Norman
does not overlook, that the present tendency
towards transforming Japan into a vast

factory may end in disaster. Even England
labours under the difficultieswhich inevitably

arise when a vast population is given over to

manufacturing industries, to the partial

exclusion of agriculture. Japan may have
to face the same difficulties and with less

preparation.

To a large extent the novelty of Mr.
Norman's observations have been forestalled

by the earlier appearance of Mr. Curzon's
volume on the problems of Eastern Asia,

at least where China and Japan are con-

cerned. Both of them visited the same
places and treat of much the same topics.

Mr. Norman, however, is first in the field

when writing about the countries of further

India, and the account he gives of his

visits to the French colonies and to Siam is

as readable as it is instructive. The two
books between them should suffice to com-
plete the education of any Englishman who
desires to make himself acquainted with a

question in which every nation of Europe is

nearly and anxiously implicated. It is not

a little painful to reflect that, if the views

which Mr. Norman and Mr. Curzon have

put forward had been rightly understood

and acted on, there might have been ways
of staving off the conflict that has recently

taken place, and of averting the disasters

to which it may lead—disasters which may
be shared by two continents.

Stephen Wheeler.
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THSSS DANTE BOOKS.

DanU : hia Times and his Work. By A. J.

Butler. (Innes.)

JkuU*, Beatrice, and the JDivin* Comedy, By
Cliarles Tomlinson, F.K.S. (Williams &
Norgate.)

The Infltunee of Dante on Modem Thought.

By H. Oelsner. (Fisher Unwin.)

English students of Dante certainly cannot

complain that their interests are neglected.

They have already been provided with more
or less satisfactory translations, by various

hands, of the whole of Dante's works, as

well as with revised texts and essays and
commentaries ; and now Mr. Butler comes
forward with further help in the shape of

an admirable little collection of papers on
the times and work of Dante. We are told

in the preface, it is true, that this book is

not intended for " Dantists," but for
" students at an early stage of their

studies " ; but we are sure that even the

professed *' Dantist " will feel after reading
it that he has gained much in the way of

suggestion, and perhaps something in the

way of actual instruction. For instance,

the most interesting parallel between a
passage in the Annals of Bishop Otto of

Freising, and the closing lines of the sixth

canto of the " Purgatorio," which Mr.
Butler points out in his first chapter, will,

we suspect, be new to many; as will be
the close resemblances between Dante and
Meister Eckhart, the founder of German
mysticism, which are indicated in the third

chapter. In addition to the instances there
mentioned we may specify another striking

one—viz., the use by Eckhart of such
terms as dinesheit (" tbinehood") and dnes-

heit (" hishood "), which at once remind one
of Dante's similarly coined words immiarsi

(Par. ix. 81), inharsi (Par. xxii. 127), inluiani

(Par. ix. 73), and intuarsi (Par. ix. 81),

formed respectively from the personal pro-

nouns mi, lei, lui, and tu*.

Mr. Butler does well, especially as he is

writing for beginners, to insist upon the
difference between the mediaeval and the
modern way of looking at things, whether
political or social. It is hopeless to attempt
to understand mediaeval Italian politics if

we regard them from a modern standpoint.
Clonuuentators, and even professed historians,

have fallen into error from this reason.
For example, we are sometimes told that the
Ghibelline party were little better than
traitors to their " country," because they
did their best to establish the authority of
the Emperor south of the Alps ; but the truth
is, as Mr. Butler observes in his interesting
account of the Guelphs and Ghibellines,

that in those days the conception of Italy
as a nation had scarcely entered into men's
minds. A man's patria was his native city,

outside the walls of which, as we see in the
case of Dante, he felt no longer at home.
To Dante, though no further from Florence
than at Lucca or Verona, his exile was as
complete, so far as banishment from his
country was concerned, as was that of Ovid
at Tomi, on the shores of the Euxine.

• This was pointed out to me by Piof. W. P.
Ker.

Again, to discuss Dante's devotion to
Beatrice from the point of view of the nine-
teenth century, as recent commentators have
done, is simply to mislead the student.
Mr. Butler cautions his readers against such
an unintelligent proceeding. To our modern
ideas Dante's frank revelation of his passion
for another man's wife, he being himself
also married, is, to say the least, somewhat
startling ; but a very slight acquaintance
with the manners and customs of the thir-

teenth century will enable the student to

understand the position without much diffi-

culty. The mere fact that Boccaccio in his

public lectures in Florence should have
mentioned the lady's name, and identified

her as being connected with one of the most
influential Florentine houses of the day, is

sufficient indication of the widely different

standpoint from which such matters were
regarded in those times.

Mr. Butler is a firm believer in the reality

of Beatrice, but he does not make his case
as strong as he might have done. He has
overlooked one very important piece of

evidence, which was brought to light several
years ago. We are told that " Dante's son,

Pietro, says no word to show that Beatrice
was anything but a symbol." This is so
far true, that in the version of Pietro's

Commentary, printed by Nannucci for Lord
Vernon, there is no reference to the identity

of Beatrice. But in the Ashbumham MS.
of this Commentary there is the express
statement that the Beatrice of the Commedia
was Beatrice Portinari, and that Dante was
her lover. In his comment on the second
canto of the Inferno Pietro says

:

'
' Et quia modo hie primo do Beatrice fit mentio,
de qua tantus est sermo maxime infra in tertio

libro Faradisi, premictendum est quod revera
quedam domina nomine Beatrix, insignis valde
moribus et pulcritudine tempore auctoris viguit
in civitate Florentie, nata de domo quorundam
civium florentinormu qui diountur Portinarii, de
qua Dantes auctor procus fuit et amator in
vita diote domine, et in ejus laudem multas
fecit cantilenas

; qua mortua ut ejus nomen in
famam levaret in hoc sue poemate sub allegoria

et typo theologie earn ut plurimum acoipere
voluit."

This interesting passage, the authenticity
of which there is littie reason to doubt,
was first made known by Signor Bocca (see
Giornale Storico vii. 36G ff.). The MS. in
which it is contained formed part of the
Pucoi collection, whence it passed into the
hands of Libri, from whom it was purchased
by Lord Ashbumham. Libri ascribed it to

the fifteenth century, but Signor Bocca gives
good reasons for dating it as early as the
end of the fourteenth century. He also

produces satisfactory evidence in support of

his opinion that it was executed at Verona.
When it is borne in mind that Pietro went
to reside in Verona after Dante's death, and
held an official position there, it will be seen
that these two facts are of considerable
importance in connexion with the statement
quoted above. Dr. Moore has recently
adduced in these columns (Academy, Dec. 1,

1894) a further strong argument in favour
of the reality of Beatrice, based upon a
passage in the Fita Nuova ; but this was
made known too late for Mr. Butler to avail
himself of it.

Mr. Butler has some instructive remarks

upon Dante's position among his fellow-
citizens. Ho points out that too much has
been made of the fact that the poet filled

the office of Prior—"the number of Priors
was so large, and their tenure of office

so short, that the selection of any par-
iicular citizen would hardly imply more
than that he was regarded as a man of
good business capacity "; but in any case
Dante must have been regarded by his
contemporaries as a man of eminence,
witness the space devoted to him by Villani,

who describes his character and accomplish-
ments with a fulness which, as Mr. Butler
remarks, he usually reserves for popes and
sovereigns. The reader's attention is also
drawn to the ingenuity with which the
charge of corruption against Dante was
devised. He was known to have been in
debt ; and this, coupled with the fact that
he had held a high office with ample oppor-
tunities for peculation, was doubtless suffi-

cient in those days of widespread jobbery
(of which we have plentiful evidence in the
Commedia itself, and in the pages of Villani)

to give colour to the accusation.

The second half of Mr. Butler's book is

taken up with a summary account of the
works of Dante, with a couple of appen-
dices, one containing hints to beginners
(among them a suggestion that Dante
may profitably be rea!d in bed ! such, at
least, being the author's own recorded ex-
perience), the other on Dante's use of the
classics, which is intended for the benefit of
those who are not familiar with Greek and
Latin literature. Altogether the volume
forms a very convenient and interesting

introduction to the study of Dante ; and, as
we have already said, it may bo read with
profit not only by the beginner, but by the
advanced student as well.

Before taking leave of the book we must
enter a protest against Mr. Butler's system,
or rather want of system, in the rendering
of proper names. They are sometimes given
in English, sometimes in Italian, and some-
times in a mixture of both. Thus, we have
" Titian " and " Baffaelle " coupled together

(p. 13), "New St. Mary's" and " Santa Maria
Novella " on the same page (p. 61), " Santa
Trinitil" in one place (p. 71) and "Holy
Trinity " in another (p. 73) ; to say nothing
of such inconsistencies as "Guido dalle

Colonne " and " Guy of Montfeltro "

" Giovanni Mario Filelfo," and " John
" and so on. Carlo Martello, the
king of Hungary, is presumably

stc

ViUani,'

titular

always spoken of by his Italian name in

order to avoid confusion with the famous
Charles Martel, the saviour of France

—

surely a needless precaution under the cir-

cumstances. The old French knight Erard,
Dante's " vecchio Alardo," who was " seig-

neur de Valery, de Saint-Valerian, et de
MaroUes, connotable de Champagne,"
appears in Mr. Butler's pages under the
strange guise of "Alard de St, Valory."
We have noticed one or two misprints,

among which we may mention " appeal

"

for "repeal" (p. 66), and 1578 for 1576,

the date of the first printed edition of the

Vita Nuova (p. 172).

Mr. Tomlinson's little book, which con-

sists of nine lectures delivered by the author

as Barlow Lecturer on Dante, sixteen years
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ago, naturally contains nothing tkat is not

a&eady pretty well known to Dante
students, and, equally of course, it does not

profess to be up to date in the matter of

research. The veteran author is a strong

advocate of the view that Beatrice is a
purely imaginary personage. As regards
the Vita Nuova, his theory is worked out

as follows

:

" The sudden excitement of the vital, animal,
and natural spirits by the first appearance of

Beatrice, represents the effect produced by the
difficulties attendant on the prosecution of a
work of labour, especially on the young ; the
salutation of Beatrice shows the capacity for

acquiring the sciences, and the readiness to

answer the call of those who, having a good
understanding, are seriously inclined to study

;

the divers ladies by whom Beatrice was accom-
panied represent the sciences, who were her
handmaids ; the death of the father of Beatrice

refers to the death of Dante's master, Brunetto
Latini, who first introduced him to Wisdom."

Mr. Tomlinson's lectures are not all so

dull as those devoted to Beatrice. The first

three, on the Commentator, the Scribe, and
the Printer, and the eighth, on Dante's
Bones and Portrait, are decidedly interest-

ing, and fully justify their reproduction
in book form. Some curious conclusions
arrived at by Prof. Welcker, of Halle,

with regard to the alleged measurements
of Dante's skull, are given in the eighth
chapter, in which the authenticity of the
death-mask is questioned. To the informa-
tion there given we may add, on the
authority of our most eminent surgeon, that
the depression of the nose, which is so

marked both in the masks and in the bronze
bast, and which one is apt to regard as a
characteristic feature of Dante's physi-
ognomy, is without doubt due to the pres-

sure of the plaster during the process of

taking the cast. Prof. Welcker and others
have questioned the authenticity of the
death-mask, on the ground that the art of

taking plaster casts from the face can hardly
have been known six hundred years ago.

This objection is easily disposed of, for the
subjoined passage from Pliny proves that

the art is an ancient one, having been
known to the Greeks and commonly prac-

tised by them

:

" Hominis autem imaginem gypso e facie ipsa
primus omnium expressit, ceraque ineamformam
gypii infusa emendare instituit Lysistratus
Sicyonius, frater Lysippi, de quo dixtmus. Hie
et similitudines reddere instituit ; ante eum
qaam pulcherrimas faoere studebant. Idem et

de signis effigies exprimere inveait. Crevitque
res in tantum, ut nulla signa, statuacve, sine

argilla fierent. Quo apparet antiquiorem hanc
fnisse scientiam, quam fundendi aeris " (ffitt,

Nat., XXXV. xliv.).*

Mr. Tomlinson devotes his ninth chapter
to a somewhat ungenerous criticism of Gary's
translation of the Commedia, which he con-
siders greatly over-rated. Gary's version
may not be the ideal one, and the complaint
that he has introduced "pompous elabora-
tions" into the text is doubtless to some
extent well-founded ; but in spite of its

defects, it still holds its ground as the repre-
sentative English translation, and deservedly

* I am indebted to the President of Magdalen
College, Oxford, for this reference, as well as for
one to Lucretius [W. 295-9).

so, for it is a scholarly performance from
every point of view, the notes and illus-

trations which furnish the commentary being
certainly far the best of their kind. "What-
ever its shortcomings, every English Dante
reader owes to its author, as the pioneer of

the study of Dante in England, a debt of

gratitude which ought never to be forgotten.

The description, " polar star translation,"

applied to the work by Gharles Lamb, re-

mains true of it in more senses than one.

It is not fair to any author to pick out his

weakest lines and parade them as repre-

sentative specimens of the whole, as Mr.
Tomlinson has done in the case of Gary

;

and a worse injustice still has been done to

the translator by the misquotation of one
of his lines

:

" And over us the Hoomini/ billow closed."

The third book on our list. The Influence

of Dante on Modern Thought, is unmistak-
ably, even if the fact were not mentioned
on the title-page, a "prize essay" com-
position. The author gives evidence of

wide reading and of a careful study of his

subject, but the work can hardly be de-

scribed as a readable performance. This is

to some extent due, of course, to the con-

ditions under which it was written, the con-

densation of BO much material into a small
space being unavoidable under the circum-

stances. The result is a patchwork of quota-

tions, interspersed with the conclusions of

the essayist : one of the latter, which is not
remarkable for its novelty, being thought
of sufficient importance to justify the use of

italic type. Mr. Oelsner would do well to

recast his essay into a more readable shape.

The material he has collected is full of

interest, but it is ofiered at present in such
an ill-digested and indigestible mass that

the reader is repelled instead of being
attracted. Mr. Oelsner might have paid
Dante the compliment of quoting him
correctly. There are two mistakes, includ-

ing the omission of a word, in the extract

from the Convito on page 32 ; and there are

two inaccuracies in the description of

Aristotle, ascribed to Dante, as " the father

of all who know." Let Mr. Oelsner re-

member that Dante has reserved a special

compartment of his hell for falsifiers

!

Paget Toynbee.

The Registers of Wadham College. Part II.,

from 1719 to 1871. Edited, with Bio-

graphical Notes, by the Rev. E. B.

Gardiner. (Bell.)

We congratulate Mr. Gardiner on having
finished the labour of love which he began
ten years ago. Thanks to him, Wadham is

the first college, either at Oxford or Gam-
bridge, of which we can be said to possess a
complete register in print. While saying
this, we are far from depreciating the

work of Bloxam upon Magdalen and of

Boase upon Exeter. But in both those cases

the authors had a far more difficult task. The
foundations are much older, and the early

materials defective. Bloxam conceived his

task on a more comprehensive scale, and did

not live to finish it. Nor is Boase's work,
with all its wealth of historical information,

so minute and detailed as that of Mr.
Gardiner.

Wadham, as a college of post-Beformation

date, of small size, and of regular and
uniform structure, affords a comparatively

simple subject to the historian. Its build-

ings, the life of its founders, and its early

annals have recently been portrayed by the

pen and pencil of one of its former fellows,

the architect of modern Oxford. Just as

Mr. T. G. Jackson had before him the

original building accounts ; so Mr. Gardiner
has enjoyed the advantage of an almost un-

broken series of MS. records, supplemented
by Mr. Foster's printed Alumni Oxonienses

and the publications of Mr. Andrew Clark
for the Oxford Historical Society. To these,

of course, he has added a great deal of

research among local and family archives,

especially in the West of England, which
has enabled him to identify a large pro-

portion of what would otherwise be bare
names, and to append brief but adequate
biographies. In particular, we notice that

he has made large use both of monumental
inscriptions and of heraldic blazonings.

The present volume begins with the

wardenship of William Baker (afterwards

Bishop of Bangor) in 1719, and ends with

the resignation of Warden Symons in 1871.

It fills altogether about 640 pages, so that

it would be idle to complain that the

Begister is not carried down to the present

time. Mr. Gardiner, however, holds out a

hope that he may be encouraged to pro-

duce a third volume, not only continuing

the Begister, but also giving appendices on
the buildings, the endowments and estates,

benefactors, servants, library, plate, and
pictures.

The eighteenth century is not an illus-

trious period ia the annals of Oxford. At
Wadham, the tie with the south-western

counties still remained, as also the aristo-

cratic connexion. We notice a long line of

Wyndhams (one of whom became warden),

who were of kin with the founder ; but no

more Pitts, the last being the translator of

Virgil. Medicine (owing to the existence

of lay fellowships) has been well repre-

sented, down to the present day. The bar

is less prominent, though we observe the

names of Chief Baron Eichards and Chief

Justice Best ( Lord Wjnfoid )
— he of

" the great mind." Among other names
that emerge in English history are: James
Harris, author of Hermes, and ancestor of

the Earls of Malmesbury; Bobert Palk,

who came up as a servitor in 1736 from
Ashburton, which town he afterwards

lived to represent in Parliament, having

in the meantime acquired a fortune as

Governor of Madras, and having given

his name to Palk's Strait; Benjamin
Kennicott, the Hebrew scholar, another

Devonshire servitor, who matriculated at

the mature age of twenty-eight, and

obtained his B.A. by a special decree of

Convocation ; and John Bichardson, the

Persian and Arabic lexicographer, to whose

work we are glad to find the college sub-

scribing. Kennicott became a fellow of

Exeter and a Canon of Christ Church ; and

later on Wadham bred Eveleigh, provost

of Oriel, and Parsons, master of Balliol.

Among miscellaneous matters, we may
record that a scholar was removed from the

foundation, "for disafiection for wearing
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uch marks of distinction 25 June, 1753,

and again at the late county election " ; and
that a matriculant from Belfast was required

to pay £C0 caution money, as being bom
out of Great Britain.

The nineteenth century at Wadham ia

almost coincident with the life of Benjamin
Parson Symons, who entered in 1802,

and survived

—

vixdum fracto vigore—until

1878. A yet greater name is that of

Bichard BetheO, Lord Westbury, who
matriculated when he was just turned four-

teen, and whose pietas towards his college is

commemorated on a monument in the ante-

chapel, while his bust (bequeathed by him-
self) has been placed in the hall. But Mr.
Gardiner honourably points out, in his In-

troduction, that the modern glory of Wad-
ham is due to the

" group of teachers and scholars who went
forth from its walli to be the first and most
earnest exponents in England of the philosophy
of Comte : a system which, whether accepted
or rejected, has profoundly, and in many cases

unsnspeotedly, modified the direction of English
thought."

Like other colleges, Wadham has had its

ups and downs. At present, if we may judge
from a combined estimate of the class-lists

and the athletic records, it stands very high.

But never again will it probably have such
another year as 1830, when three scholars

were elected, of whom one, Bruncker, gained
the Ireland while yet a schoolboy ; another
was Orlando Hjman, the stepson—we
have always understood, though not here
so stated—of the painter Haydon, and
likewise Ireland scholar ; while the third

was the ill-starred Charles Badham, after-

wards professor at Sydney, who is tradition-

ally related to have been "sent down"
because he would insist on publicly cor-

recting his tutor in the lecture-room.

Contemporary, or almost contemporary,
with these were : Massie, another Ireland
scholar, but more famous as president
of the Union ; Sir Joseph Arnould, a
well-remembered judge at Bombay, who
won the Newdigate with a poem, recited at
the Duke of Wellington's installation, which
contained the lines

—

"... whom a world could not eubdue
Bent to thy prowess. Chief of Waterloo "

;

and Dean Church. Passing from intel-

lectual distinctions, we may turn to the
period from 1856 to 1863, when Wadham
was seldom unrepresented in the University
Eight. (Oddly enough, Mr. Gardiner en-
tirely ignores the fame of John Thomas
Thorley, one of the greatest strokes
that Oxford has ever known, though he
weighed little more than ten stone.) Or
again, in quite modem times, Wadham can
show a trio of travellers : Mr. David Ker, of
Khiva celebrity ; St. Leger Algernon Her-
bert, who fell as a war-correspondent in the
Sudan ; and Mr. James Theodore Bent,
second only to Prof. Petrie as a successful
archaeologist.

We have deliberately passed by many
names that others will naturally associate
with Wadham. But enough has been said
to show that the college has always dis-
played a character of its own. Its members
nave been conspicuous, not only for feeling.

but for manifesting practically, loyalty to

their foundation. We doubt whether any
college can show a longer list of benefac-

tions, continued down to our time. And,
in return, the college has been careful to

preserve the memory of its distinguished

alumni, by recording their arms in the

windows of the hall. This book of Mr.
Gardiner's is a complete record of all the

alumni, whether distinguished or not. It

appeals specially to Oxford men ; but it will

henceforth have to be consulted by all who
take an interest in English biography.

Jas. S. Cotton.

A Memoir of Gtorge Higinbotham, By
Edward E. Morris. (Macmillans.)

Geobqe Hioikbotuau, late Chief Justice of

Victoria, was a remarkable man. Envy,
the most anti-social of the vices, has been
called a corner-stone of the Badical party.

It was not so with Higinbotham. He
measured others by himself, and this made
him a democrat. Once at his table an
officer was describing how his ship was
overrun with rats—how he called in a rat-

catcher, and how it was his belief that a few
rats were left on board that there might be
work for the rat-catcher at the end of the

next voyage. " Oh, do not say that," said

Higinbotham in a pained tone. "He
means," was the comment of one who
knew him well, " that he would not do it,

if he were a rat-catcher." In a young colony,

money, in the almost complete absence of

birth and education, exercises an over-

whelming influence. Higinbotham actually

despised money. Mr. Morris tells us that

his phrase the " wealthy lower orders " has
stuck like a burr. The aristocracy Higin-
botham attacked were not the best, but the

wealthiest, and their claim to rule the colony

aroused his indignation. The two political

questions into which Higinbotham threw
the weight of his influence were resistance

to interference by Downing-street, and to

encroachments by the Legislative Council.

His loyalty to the throne and the empire
surprised some who confused his resistance

to the Colonial Office with resistance to the

mother country. Although an Imperialist,

he " saw no necessity for hurry in the

matter of federation, and would consent

to any postponement rather than see

responsible government in the British sense

weakened in the least by its adoption."

Himself a Saxon, as distinguished from a
Celtic, Irishman he belongs to that band
of Wellesleys and Lawrences who have
rendered such matchless services to the

empire. Like them he was a warm friend

of Ireland, and therefore "strongly in favour

of the Union and opposed to Home Eule."
He also disapproved of the means adopted
by the followers of Mr. Pamell. Higin-

botham was an optimist and naturally

inclined to Socialism. Mr. Morris tells us

that, although brought up on Mill's Liberty,

he flnally left the Individualist camp as he
hoped more for humanity from collective

action.

'
' He revelled in the fact of the growing
solidarity of labour, which served to check-
mate the grasping employer when he sought
to call in the glutted wealth of one part of the

world to aid him in crushing the rising tide of

workiog-class emancipation at another."

Higinbotham possessed the courage of

his convictions. No Victorian is likely to

forget the storm that was raised by the

Chief Justice's subscription of £50 towards
the second of the great Australian strikes

in 1890. Higinbotham rejoiced in the

prosperity of the Australian working man,
and rightly or wrongly traced this to

trades unionism. He regarded the demands
of the united trades as " reasonable," and
therefore supported the strike with his

purse and his reputation.

Needless to say that Higinbotham's was
a religious nature. Mr. Morris well says

that the character of his creed was of

the simplest, and might be expressed in a
single line—" I believe in God the Father
Almighty." His mind was as far removed
from agnosticism as it was from sacerdota-

lism. He was a man after Dr. Martineau's

own heart, and great was his veneration for

that teacher in Israel. He was speaking of

the comfort he derived from the hymn

—

" Abide with Me." " Man," he said, " is a
poor helpless mortal. God is his Almighty
Father, his only refuge." A friend once
called on him, angry with a neighbour,

and anxious to have the law on him.
Higinbotham dissuaded him on prudential

grounds, then putting his arm in his, said

:

"What would the Master have done?"
Few men have ever lived as Higinbotham
did as ever in his " great taskmaster's

eye." His life was never sullied by a base
or even by an ungenerous action. Un-
selfishness came naturally to him. It

says much for our frail natures that so

confirmed an altruist as George Higin-

botham should have risen to high place

among us. His liberality in almsgiving

was " unbounded." He once told Mr.
Morris that he knew no other rule than

"give to him that asketh thee." When
he had chambers in Chancery-lane, his

giving led to a continued stream of very

undesirable persons up the staircase, so that

a grand remonstrance from all the other

tenants in the building was prepared in

order to put a stop to his benevolence. His
aversion to speaking against a man behind

his back was a matter of common know-
ledge. He carried his charity so far as to

injure his sense of humour. He was a

man of honour in the highest sense of

the term. He would never use his legis-

lator's free pass on railways, unless he

was travelling on public business. Once at

Ballarat the court rose late on a Saturday,

and the Associate asked whether he should

send and stop the train. " Would they

stop the train for any poor old woman who
came up late?" replied the Chief. "No,
then they should not for me. My work is

done, and I am not on duty now." In the

words of one of his friends, he was " the

highest type of intelligence and integrity

yet vouchsafed to Australia."

George Higinbotham left a request that

all his MS. books and papers (including

his diaries) should bo burnt without delay

after his death. The wish was carried

out to the letter, and his future biographer

assisted at the auto-da-fe. We can sym-

pathise with Mr. Morris in his feeling of
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despair at taking part in sucli a function,

and yet may question whether this destruc-

tion of material has in any sense lessened

the value of his work. It is this heaping

of Pelion on Ossa, of diary upon diary, that

makes many modern biographies so inordi-

nately long, and so excruciatingly dull. A
reviewer may at least express his gfratitude

to Mr. Morris for contenting himself with
giving a life-like portrait of one man, and
not attempting to construct a gallery of all

his distinguished contemporaries. The half

is better than the whole : one concise

volume is preferable to three swollen with

correspondence of but a temporary interest.

We congratulate Mr. Morris on the admir-

able manner in which he has performed
what must have been to him a labour of

love. Fortunate in many things, George
Higinbotham has also been fortunate in

his biographer.

J. G. C. MiNCHIN.

7%i Humour of Ruisia, Translated by E.
L. Voynich. With an Introduction by
Stepniak. (Walter Scott.)

Many people in England will conceive it a
flat impossibility that the Bussians can
boast of anything which can be called

humour. But this is owing simply to the

fact that, even at the present day, in spite of

all the talk about Turgueniev, Dostoyevsky,
and Tolstoi, Bussian literature is so little

understood among us. We think there is

much truth in the remark of Stepniak,
in the preface which he has added to this

work, that there is something in Bussian
humour which reminds us forcibly of

English. Humour is that delicate sense
of the inconsistencies, absurdities, if

you will, of life which results from the
contrast of the great destinies of man with
the petty and ignominious environments
of his everyday life. It has its tearful

and melancholy side ; a profound, pathetic

commiseration alternating with kindly
laughter. Hence its existence among the
Bussians —a tender-hearted people, with
abundant inclination to melancholy.
In two Bussian authors a rich vein of

humour is conspicuous ; but both are com-
paratively unknown in this country—we
mean Gogol and Stchedrin. Some years
ago "The Dead Souls" of the former was
translated into English. So far as we
have examined the version, it is poorly
executed—translated into clumsy English
with the frequent omission of passages. Of
'

' The Inspector," a clever comedy by the
same author, two good versions are in

the field. When we come to Stchedrin,
to use the nom de guerre under which M.
Saltykov wrote, the case is worse. We
have on our shelves a book entitled

Tchinovnicki (jiic), in which a Mr.
Frederic Aston translated some of the
Sketches of Provincial Life by this author in

1861. The version is a creditable one, so far

as it goes ; but it made no impression on the
public. Bussian subjects were not in the
air at that period ; still, Mr. Aston deserves
credit for having been before his time.

The humour of Gogol is inconceivably rich,
but of course a great deal of it is untrans-
latable. It evaporates in the transference,

and becomes, to use Macaulay's often cited

metaphor, like decanted champagne. There
is the most genuine humour mixed with its

attendant pathos in the story of the poor
clerk and his cloak. He reminds us of

Tom Pinch in Dickens. How absurd, too,

are the adventures of the hypocritical

Tchitchakov in "The Dead Souls," a
novel which contains one of the most ap-
palling pictures of a miser ever painted.
The genius of Gogol resembles that of

Dickens in a wonderful way: the same
power of gradually bringing to the surface

the comic traits of a mairs character, the
same skill in putting him into droll and
incompatible situations, which make us
realise the grotesque and seamy side of life.

But any notion of Gogol copying from
Dickens would be a chronological impossi-

biUty. The first part of " The Dead Souls "

appeared in 1842, when Dickens had only

just begun to make himself known in

England, and had certainly never been
heard of in Bussia.

But we must turn at once to Mme.
Voynich's book, which contains a good
selection. We are glad to have "The
Madman's Diary" from Gogol, which
has always struck us as one of his most
forcible sketches : that of the poor clerk

who falls in love with the daughter of his

offioial superior, and ends by being taken
to a madhouse. Here the novelist has an
opportunity of satirising bureaucratic life,

which he has done so copiously in "The
Dead Souls" and, again, in the story of

the cloak. In the latter, he describes how
the poor tchmovnik was occupied from
morning till night in copying the same
papers over and over again, and how he
had a habit of making certain grimaces

when he wrote certain letters. " Marriage,"
also by the same author, which is included

in this volume, gives a wonderfully quaint

picture of the Bussian middle classes. Of
course, it is right to translate a specimen
from A. Ostrovsky, who is the Bussian
writer of comedies par excellence. No man
has portrayed in such vivid colours the

habits of the Muzhik. Whether English
readers can appreciate the '

' seventeenth-

century letter from Ems " Me are unable to

say. We are afraid fhat they must be
better acquainted than they are likely to be
with the prejudices of the Bussians of the

time of the Emperor Alexis. No doubt,

the writer had in his mind some of

the stories which are narrated about the

Bussian ambassadors to the court of

Louis XIV. What a pity that one of them
did not tell us what he thought of the

Amphitryon of Moliere, and how the great

comedian acted in it ; for we know from
State papers that on a certain occasion the

ambassador witnessed that play. "The
Eagle as Mecaenas," by Stchedrin, re-

minds us in some respects of Krilov.

We are glad also that there are some
extracts from Qlyeb Uspensky, who now
enjoys a g^eat reputation in Bussia.

Dostoyevsky is so well known that he does

not require any introduction ; but of course

his genius cannot be " sampled " by the

extract given in this book. There is more
of tears than laughter in the writings of

Dostoyevsky. We do not find fault with

Stepniak for giving us something of

his own. This is in accordance with
the time-honoured custom that allows, for

example, a man who makes a selection of

poems to put in one of his own pieces.

On the whole the choice of extracts is

good ; if the editor had found space for

any poems—and there are some humorous
poems in Bussian—we feel sure that she
would have inserted the verses of Nekrasov,
which have for title, " What the old woman
thinks about when she cannot sleep." The
work, we must add, is ornamented with
some very spirited illustrations, which add
considerably to its attraction. The transla-

tions are very accurate, so far as we have
examined them. The preface of Step-
niak is sensible. He has good reason for

praising his native language, when he says,

"The unique flexibility, richness, and free-

dom of the Bussian idiom allow those few
who have got the mastery over it to obtain
with it wonderful effects."

W. B. MOKFILL.

NEW NOVELS.

Tramitions. By the Author of "A Super-
fluous Woman." (Heinemann.)

The Banishment of Jessop Blythe. By Joseph
Hatton. (Hutchinson.)

They call it Love, By F. Frankfort Moore.
(Hutchinson.)

Newly Fathioned. By Margaret Cross. In
2 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

Olympiads Journal, By H. S. Holnut.
(Bell.)

Llanartro. By Mrs. Fred. Eeynolds. (Gay
& Bird.)

With Feet of Clay. By Alice M. Dale.
(Sonnenschein.)

Lady Maud. By Beatrix Brandon. (Digby,

Long & Co.)

Admikeks of A Superfluous Woman will be
somewhat disappointed with Transitions. It

is not sensuous or " problematical " enough
by half : not nearly so full as it ought to

be of

" that century sickness coincident to a period

of Transition which touches even stern and
acquiescent minds, when resigning their warm
nests of the past, and which mounts to panic

and clamour in the coarser natures of common
unbelievers, who are unable in the momentary
twilight to conceive of the changing future

save as the offspring of devils and of fools."

To tell the plain truth. Transitions is rather

commonplace in plot, incident, and char-

acter. One feeb quite sure, when one has

read the eighth page, and finds Miss Honora
Kemball, of Girton, beholding in imagina-

tion the figure of a man of middle height

and square-set form, wearing the modern
academic cap and gown, and advancing to

offer her congratulations on having obtained

a first class, that in spite of her willingness,

expressed very freely at the beginning of

her history, to confront Erasmus, she will,

after three hundred odd pages, say to the

man of middle height, " I have a great need

of love, Leslie," with a grave and lovely

smile. This she does ; and, somehow, what

is meant to be a terribly earnest book, ends

in farcical comedy. There are, of course,
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•' questions" in it ; the book is, indeed, full

of Socialists like the poor, rather muddle-

headed Rector, who is Honora's father,

Paul Sheridan, the successful political

agitator, and the excitable, innocent, and,

indeed, a trifle too simple Lucilla, and the

fierce anarchist who makes mad love to

Lucilla, as did Sydney Smith's "amorous
Qiul" (on paper) to Mrs. Plymley. But
the book has not the fire of its predecessor,

and, indeed, is decidedly amateurish.

The Banishment of Jeaop Blythf is a very

creditable and conscientious performance of

the now old " modern melodrama " sort.

A pretty, spirited girl, a love-stricken yoimg
man of "quite the gentleman" type, a

murderous idiot, a wealthy exile found dead

in his bed, a fiery and disappointed young
lover who is forced into homicide, and is

accused, upon what appears good evidence,

of murder—here we have excellent materials

for a romance. And Mr. Joseph Hatton,

being an expert in this sort of thing, makes
very nearly the most of them. His book, too,

is really an excellent guide to Derby and
the Peak. Nor should it be necessary at

this time of day to say that Mr. Hatton is

an adept in breezy, almost rollicking

English, like the description of " those

nondescript Englishmen who never seek to

make up their minds what they wiU do
with their lives," from which we learn that

these young gentlemen

" have inherited money sometimes from shop-
keeping, now and then from estates associated

with honourable and bistorio names, once in

a way from parents of humble orig^, who
have given their sons sufficient education to

un&t them for counting-houses."

Mr. Hatton's portrait of GeofErey Lath-

kill—as one of the very " straightest

"

of these nondescript Englishmen, who
falls in love with Adser BIythe, the toler-

ably " humble " but almost intolerably

spirited daughter of the exiled Jessop,

and thinks of nothing but marriage—is

excellent ; nor can any fault be found with
Adser, or the young and impetuous Welsh-
man Tregarron, or her brutal uncle, Stephen.
There is some fighting in the book—at the

commencement and at the end—but it is

mostly of the " good old English " sort, and
it is well managed. Mr. Hatton does not
introduce to his readers' notice too many of

the problems of the day : such as he does
introduce are innocent and political.

There is no doubt whatever that Mr. F.
Frankfort Moore is decidedly clever, and
that his new story. They call it Love, is very
amusing, even in its most farcical passages.
But it is marred, if not utterly spoiled, by
the presence, and the intolerable slang, of
Miss Imogen e Q Larkspur, with her "I'm
corresponding with the Sardanapalm City
Clarion—the brainiest organ in our State

—

and I opine that it would boom the pro-
fessor over to the Pacific slope, if I was to
give three-quarters of a column of flare-up

heads in front of a descriptive par of the
professor at work." A little of Mark Twain
is not at all to be objected to, and is, per-
haps, inevitable in a story which deals to
any extent with Transatlantic character : a
superfluity, however, palls. But Lily Cosway
and her portentous father, and her rebellion

kgainst what seemed to be her academic
destiny, and even Willie Passmore are

"good fun" beyond all question. Minna
Talbot and Oswald Clifford, too, are a
fairly presentable pair of lovers, or, at any
rate, would be if one were absolutely

certain that Mr. Moore was not laughing
at them all the while. There is far too

much of effort in ITiey call it Love. Con-
densed and dramatised, it might do very
well on the boards as a comedy of the
" Charley's Aunt " type and calibre.

There is in Ketoly Fashioned a good deal

of ability of the plot-manufacturing sort

—

although the story need not have been dis-

tended to two volumes—and the tone is

modern throughout. But it is somewhat
marred by the introduction of unnecessary
characters, who have little or nothing to do
with the action of the story—such as

Wallace, the ill-tempered, morbid-minded
pedant of a schoolmaster—and also by the

confused close of the second volume, which
may be a tragedy, but which, for anything

that is clearly stated, may be sentimental

comedy. Beatrice, the heroine, gives the

title to the book, and undoubtedly she is

original. Pretty, desperate girls have before

now committed thefts both in fiction and in

real life. But Beatrice probably stands alone

in inspiring a man with love—for the senti-

ment which Jim Fyffe feels for her is some-
thing more than pity—simply because he
believes her to be innocent of a crime for

which she is tried. Beatrice's married life,

too, is very well managed, and the growth
of her love for her husband which compels
her confession is the most striking feature

of an original plot.

Olympia't Journal is a tolerably well

written and, in most respects, "thorough"
study in introspection. That is to say, it is

a story in which impulse is everything, and
Duty (in the old Wordsworthian sense) is

nothing. The writer of the Journal is

certainly as modern as she well can be. She
is twenty-five years of age, and a widow. Her
name was Olympia Colville Daw, and she
belongs to a "good old family which coimts

for something on the moors." She has a
"cosmopolitan" education, and "longs for

distinction as an author." And so she

enters into marriage with a man whom
she can neither love, honour, nor obey, but
who, from the singularity of his character

and life, appears to be " a desirable object

for a psychological study." In " sacrificing

herself to her calling," she believes she is

performing a meritorious action. But she

forgets she is sacrificing poor George also,

and so we find her guilty of the (modem)
unladylike action of feeling remorse for

what she has done. As a matter of fact,

Olympia's Journal is a study in feminine

cruelty. For George Braithwaite, whom
Olympia marries, is, in all important respects,

very much superior to herself. Her literary

pretensions are at best but affectations,

while he, if a trifle slangy and vulgarly well-

fed, is at all events genuine and courageous,

as his death shows. Altogether, being
neither fish nor fowl, Olympiads Journal

must be regarded as a failure, except in the

one not imimportant respect of simplicity

. of style

There is not the ghoet of a " problem,"
and hardly even the germ of a plot in

Llanarlro, which is, indeed, a Welsh
"idyll," in the old "sweet simplicity"

sense. A pretty girl with a pretty nature,

a strange name, and a turn for art, two
loyal rivals in love, and an accident in-

volving the saving of the two most precious

lives in the book — this is really all.

The self-sacrificing Hugh, and the manly
Lawrence, and the sweet Inez with her
easel, her lovers, and finally her child,

and poor but happy Auntie Gracie, go to

the making of just such a picture of life as

might be expected in a boarding-school

exercise in composition.

With Feet of Clay is rather too full of

characters deserving this description. There
is the hero-scoundrel, for example, Julian,

who becomes Lord Erlingford. There is

the beautiful and vindictive heroine, Evelyn
Conway, who is within an ace of becoming
Lady Erlingford—at least in name. And
then the folk who have not feet of clay

appear to have legs of wood. Decidedly

wooden-legged, at all events, are Durward
Leicester, who ought to have been Julian's

successful rival, and patient, spiritless Lucy
Mostjn. For a woman, too, who goes

through endless trials, in more senses than

one. Bertha, Julian's wife in spite of him,

and in spite ultimately even of herself, is

rather a poor creature. Finally the worm
turns ; Bertha breaks out upon Julian

when he informs her that, being his

deceased wife's sister, she cannot be his

wife in England, and tells him : " Then at

last you let me know you for what you
really are—a traitor in everything ! a
deliberate villain! a pitiful, dishonourable

coward !
" But here, as indeed all through

her part, she overdoes matters. She ought
to have seen from the first that her husband
was neither a very good nor a very bad
man, but only a weakling.

Lady Maud was hardly worth printing.

The weak husband, the bad wife, and the

unscrupulous paramour, have done duty

so often in second - rate novels, that

Miss Brandon might have spared us the

reproduction of their unlovely characteristics

—more especially as she has not supplied

them with any redeeming, or even novel,

features. The story contains, however, one
horror over and above those which are

generally to be found in a book of this

kind. The wicked Lady Maud has her

wicked way. She gets rid of her drunken,
half-idiotic husband by getting him burned,

and then she marries her paramour—Dr.

Morgan. But surely it is going a little too far

to make the result of this union not only

an idiot, but Lady Maud's " late husband's

image " ! If the horrors in Lady 3faud

are somewhat out of the common, the

sarcasm, unfortunately, is not. The curate—"so thin, so pale, so bUious—no, no! so

ascetic "—who " sings like an angel and, in

his surplice, looks," Miss Tomlinson saye,

"like an archangel," and who is so much
of a " ladies' pet " that " they are con-

stantly working something for him," has

been so much in evidence of late years that

even a literary beginner might have let him
alone. William Wallace.
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CURRENT THEOLOGY.

"Cambridge Bible for Schools and Col-
leges."—TAe Book of Psalms. With Intro-
duction and Notes. By A. F. Kirkpatrick,
D.D. Vol.11. (Cambridge: University Press.)

There are various ways of treating a book like

the Psalter, none of which can be said to be
unworthy of a scholar. It may, lirst of all,

be handled like any other book in an ancient
Semitic language : its origin and date, its text
and the exegesis of the text, may be treated

with cold impartiality, from a strictly historical

point of view. It is also possible to aim at

combining the historical point of view with
a genial regard to the fact that the Psalter has
been, and is, a source of inward strength to
those who are fighting the battle of life under
difficulties. To do this with some degree of
success requires a certain degree of suspense in

the most debateable parts of the higher criti-

cism. On tfxtual and exegetical questions,

however, considerably more freedom of handling
is, without unduly frightening the student,

possible. Thirdly, in all points, whether of the
higher criticism or of textual criticism or of
exegesis, the expositor may work with his hand
as it were constantly on the pulse of the ordi-
nary orthodox student, who has emerged but
a little way from the cave of Giant Tradition,
and form his judgments in anxious sympathy
with this truly important person. The third
is the course adopted by Prof. Kirkpatrick,
whom no one would take for an advanced
critic, but whose geniality, accuracy of state-

ment (so far as this is not affected by critical

insight), and literary ability, deserve the highest
praise. We have already noticed the first

volume of his work, and similar criticisms may
be made on the precent instalment. It would,
however, have been difficult in such a series as
the " School and College Bible " to produce any-
thing that would be thoroughly satisfactory from
any high critical point of view. The retention of
the frequettly misleading Authorised Version
is of itself a serious impediment to textual and
exegetical progress ; and, in questions of the
higher criticism, the choice lay between re-

serving a large number of points for treatment
in some purely critical work, and determining
these points in a sense which would be con-
genial to the more enlightened section of
orthodox Anglican students. The literary form
both of the introductions and of the notes is

excellent, and is Ukely enough to blind some
readers to the timidity and superficiality of the
criticism. Effective use is made of the best
recent popular and educational works; and due
notice is taken of the excellent work of Bishop
Perowne, who ably represented a moderate
and genial compromise between orthodoxy and
criticism in days when even slight critical

heterodoxy might injure a man's prospects of
advancement. The philological scholarship is,

80 far as one can judge, sufficient for the self-

denying object of this series. Once (on
Ps. xlvi. 10) Prof. Kirkpatrick is even bolder
than we should have expected (accepting Baeth-
gen's 'aglloth, a hypothetical word suggested
by LXX.) Here is a characteristic specimen
of the author's introductions. Speaking of the
traditional theory of the authorship of Ps. li.,

he says

:

"Its general appropriateness cannot be denied.
Where, eave in a character like that of David,
uniting the stronReet contrasts, capable of the
highest virtues and the lowest fall, could we find
such a combination of the deepest guilt with the
moat profound penitence ? David had been en-
dowed with the spirit of Jehovah (1 Sam. xvi. 13 ;

2 Sam. xxiii. 2) ; he had received the promise that
his honee should be established for ever before
Jehovah (2 Sam. vii. 15, 16). Might he not well
fear lest the fate of Saul should be his fate ; lest,

like Saul, he should be deprived of the Spirit of
God, and deposed from his high position of

privilege P But it was just this capacity for
repentance and trust In the abundance of Qod's
mercy which distinguished him from Saul, and
mads it possible for him with all his faults to be
called ' the man after God's own heart.'

"The authorship and date and original inten-
tion [of the psalm] are however questions of minor
importance, compared with its profound appro-
priateness as the voice of the penitent soul In all

ages. One generation after another has found by
experience that its words ' fit into every fold of the
human heart,' and supply them with language
which the revelation of the Gospel has not super-
seded, but only deepened in meaning. If any
proof of its inspiration is needed, it is to he found
here (Bom. viii. 26).

"A strangj testimony to its power is given in
the story that Voltaire began to parody it, bat
when he reached ver. 10 was eo overcome with alarm
that be desisted from his profane attempt."

And here are two specimens of the annotations.
The first is on Ps. 1. 4, " He shall call to the
heavens from above."

" Heaven and earth, the whole world of nature,
are summoned to be witnesses of the judgment,
for they are far older than man, and have watched
the whole coxirse of Israel's history (cp. Deut. Iv.

26, 32 ; xxxi. 28 ; xxxii. 1 ; Isa. i. 2 ; Mic. i. 2
;

vi. 1, 2). The poetical idea finds a strange equiva-
lent in the conception of modem science that every
action is recorded by a corresponding physical
change, eo that Nature is in truth a witness to the
actions of men."

The second is on Ps. Ixxxiv. 9, " Look upon
the face of thine anointed."

" GraclciHly accept him. But who is meant by
' thine anointed ' ? Is it the king, the high priest,

or the people ? . . . The most natural explanation
is that the king is meant. Nor is the prayer out
of place. The welfare of the nation was bound up
with the welfare of the king. Acd if the king was
one who, like Hezekiah or Josaiah, had effected a
great reformation, the Psalmist might well feel

that the religious piivileges which he prized de-
pended upon the continuance of the king's life."

We heartily commend this work to those who
are in need of a careful though slightly pro-
visional handbook to the Psalter.

"The Expositor's Bmix."—The Book of
Ezekiel. By Prof. John Skinner. (Hodder &
Stoughton.) In the olden days when the great
Dominican preacher Savonarola, as we are
told, knew the whole Bible by heart, such
works as the present were superfluous. Now,
however, when the Bible has become an
object of historical investiatioii, and laymen
are finding out that there is a gulf between
the real knowledge of sober historical

critics and the supposed knowledge of our
ordinary preachers, it becomes necessary to

hold out a helping hand to those of the latter

who would gladly be not less edifying, but
much more solid, in their Bible teaching. Such,
we suppose, is the object of the series called

the " Expositor's Bible," though the demand for

scholars who are also preachers, and therefore

understand the situation, being still so much in

excess of the supply, it need not surprise us
that the volumes of the series are of unequal
merit. We have, for instance, an unfortunate
failure in the Genesis volume, and a near
approach to a success in the two volumes on
Isaiah. The present volume is not brilliant, but
in a high degree serviceable; and it may be
questioned whether, when taken in combination
with Davidson's very satisfactory handbook to
Ezekiel in the " CambridgeBible," theprophecies
of Ezekiel are not now about as intelligible

as t hey can be made, from the point of view of

the pulpit, and not merely of the study. Mr.
Skinner is a good scholar (see his translation of

the dirge in Ezekiel xix. 2-9). He expresses
obligations to commentaries of various schools

;

but it is easy to see that his affinities are
closest to that peculiar type of purified and recti-

fied criticism which certainly meets one of the

cravings of the orthodox Protestant churches,
and is identified with the respected name of
Prof. A. B. Davidson. There is no harder book
for a preacher to deal with than Ezekiel ; and
we suspect that, but for Prof. Davidson's most
useful educational work, Mr. Skinner's task
would have been almost too much for him. If
we may be allowed a criticism, however, it will
be the opposite one to that we ventured to
make on Prof. G. A. Smith's Isaial,—viz.,

that there are not enough homiletical sug-
gestions. The book is, therefore, less of a
direct pulpit-aid than busy preachers will like.

On the other hand, since study must precede all

Bible-teaching, whether in or out of the
pulpit, it is really more important to the
ordinary student than even such a brilliant
performance as Prof. G. A. Smith's Isaiah,
which contains so much that is by no means
the direct outcome of the prophet's ideas, and
which omits so much that a student would
regard as indispensable for the due comprehen-
sion of the Prophet. We notice with pleasure
the pains Mr. Skinner has taken to throw some
rays of light on the prophecies respecting
Nebuchadrezzar's invasion of Egypt, for on
this point Prof.Davidson's handbook is woefully
deficient. But there is a want of courage
(p. 283) in his way of describing the relation
between Ezekiel's prophecy and the facts (so
far as these are at present known) of history,
which shows that the iron of the orthodox
domination has entered into the author's soul.
The excuse for this, and all shortcomings, will
be in the success of the book among preachers,
which we heartily desire. Only, in order to
take up such a book as Ezekiel in the pulpit, a
preliminary acquaintance with the history of
Israelitish religion is required, such as few
preachers appear to possess. That is what we
want most for our preachers and our teachers

—

both an elementary and an advanced history of
the people and the religion of Israel. How
long will it be before this crying need of our
schools and churches is supplied ?

NOTE8 AND NEWS.
We hear that Mr. S. Arthur Strong, of St.

John's College, Cambridge, has been appointed
by the Duke of Devonshire to be librarian at

Chatsworth—a post which wm held to the day
of his death by Sir James Licaita, the Italian

senator. The chief importance of this library

is, of course, due to the unique collection of

Elizabethan plays which were acquired in the

early part of the century by John Payne
Collier ; but it is also interesting to remember
that Hobbes acted as librarian to the Earl of

Devonshire of his day.

Canon Isaac Taylor has been elected a
member of the American Philosophical Society,

which was founded in colonial days (in 1 743),

and occupies somewhat the same position as

the Boyal Society does here.

Mr. Herbert Spencer will contribute an
article, entitled "Mr. Balfour's Dialectics," to

the June number of the Fortnightly Review.

Mr. Henry T. Wharton has just passed

for press a third edition of his Sappho, which
has been out of print for some years. As in

the case of the second edition, the Greek type

used has been specially lent by the government
press at Berlin. As a third illustratioc, there

will now be given a photogravure reproduction

of a picture of Mitylene by Clarkson Stanfield.

The English translations have been consider-

ably augmented, and will include Sir Richard

Burton's version of Catullus' ode to Lesbia.

The bibliography also has been much expanded,

Mr. Aubrey Beardsley has made a design for

the cover, consisting merely of a Greek lyre,

with the letter * for a subsidiary decoration.

The book will this time be published by Mr.
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John Lane, and may be expected in the conrae

of next month.

MxsSBS. Macmlllan & Co. announce a

work by the late Dean Church, entitled The
Beginning of tke Middle Ages.

Ms. John Mcb&at will publish shortly

Four Humourist* of the Nineteenth Century, by
Mr. W. S. Lilly, revised and enlarged from the

lectures which he recently delivered at the

Royal Institution. The four are Dickens,
Thackeray, George Eliot, and Ci>rlyle, who are

treated respectively as democrat, philosopher,

poet, and prophet.

Messrs. Lonomans & Co. have in the

press a volume of Thoughts from the Writings

of iiichard Jefferiet, selected by Mr. H, 8.

Hoole Waylen.

Mk. Bernard Quahitch has nearly ready
for issue, uniform with the "Saga Library,"
Natural History Lore and Legend, by Mr. F.
Edward Hulme, consisting of legendary beliefs

in natural history gathered from divers authori-

ties, ancient and mediaeval, of various degrees

of reliability. The book will be illustrated

with twenty-nine cuts of monsters.

The next volume in the " Cambridge His-
torical Series," published by the University
Press, will be The Australian Colonies, from
their foundation to the year 1893, by Prof.

E. Jenks, of University College, Liverpool,
formerly dean of the faculty of law at Mel-
bourne.

Prof. S. B. Driver has now completed his

Commentary on Deuteronomy, beiog the first

volume of the '
' International Critical Com-

mentary " series, under the editorship of Prof.
Driver himself. Dr. Plummer, and Dr. Briggs.
Messrs. T. & T. Clark, of Edinburgh, hope to
publish it next month.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish
shortly, in their theological series. The Lntro-
duction to the Articles, which has been long
promised. It has been edited by Canon
Maclear, Warden, and the Eev. W. W.
Williams, Fellow, of St. Augustine's College,
Canterbury. Like the In troduction to the Creeds,

it is furnished with copious notes illustrating the
statements of the text, and with references to
larger standard works.

Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. will issue imme-
diately a fine paper edition of M. Zola's master-
piece, Vne Page d'Amour, which has been
translated by Mr. Ernest A. Vizetelly under
the title of A Love Episode, with about one
hundred illustrations by M. F. Thcvenot.

Mr. William Tirebttck's new novel, Misi
Orace of All Souls, will be published here and
in America next autumn, instead of this spring,
as previously announced.

Mr. Qeoroe Barlow's novel. Woman
liegaintd; a Story of Artistic Life, will be
issued, in one volume, almost immediately by
the Boxburgh Press.

The Tower Publishino Company will
publish this week Mr. George Griffith's new
story. The Outlaws of the Air.

Messrs. P. 8. Kmo & Son will publish
next week the second volume of the Transac-
tions of the National Liberal Club Political
Economy Circle, edited by Mr. J. H. Levy.
Among the papers included are the following

:

"The Economic Effects of an Eight Hours'
Day for Coal Miners," by Dr. J. E. C. Munro ;
" Value," by Mr. E. Belfort Bax ; "Agricul-
tural Distress and its Bemedies," by Mr.
William E. Bear; "The Economic Effects of
Market Eights and Tolls on our Internal
Trade and on Agriculture," by Mr. William A.
Casson; " The Distribution of Beal Property in
France," by M. Yves Guyot ; " Some Economic

and Oommerdal Aspects of the Land Question,"
by Mr. Boger C. Bichards; and the
"Monetary Situation," by Prof. H. 8.

Foxwell.

The Burrows Brothers Company, of
Cleveland, announces for publication in the

autumn a reprint of the rare Cramoisy and
other original editions of the '

' Jesuit Bela-
tions," with an English translation page for

page (the first complete translation that has
ever been made), and illustrated with fac-

similes of each of the title-pages, and repro-
ductions of all the maps and plates in the original

Belations. In Euldition to the translation, the
entire work will be carefully and completely
indexed, and accompanied with many annota-
tions, notes, bibliography, &o. It is expected
to be completed in about sixty volumes of 300
pages each, to be issued at the rate of one
volume a month. The edition will be limited,

probably to 750 copies.

The June number of Blackwood^s will

contain an article on the Cottonian collection of

MSS. (now in the British Museum), and on the

life of Sir Eobert Cotton, their collector ; also a
short story by the author of " Mona Maclean."

On Saturday next Prof. Edward Dowden, of

Dublin, will begin a course of two lectures at the
Boyal Institution, on " ElizabethanLiterature,"

deling with the masque and the pastoral.

At the monthly meeting of the Irish Literary
Society, to be held on Wednesday next at the
Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Dr. Siger-
son, of Dublin, will read a paper on "The
Danes in Ireland." We believe that Dr.
Sigerson is himself— as his name, indeed,

implies—an Irishman of Scandinavian descent.

A meeting of the Eoglish Goethe Society is

to be held on Wednesday next in the galleries

of the Boyal Society of British Artists, when
Mr. E. C. Cann - Lippincott will read a
paper on " Goethe's Theory of Colour," with
experiments.

The very small prices fetched by first edi-

tions of some of our famous poets was illus-

trated—as was also the somewhat more
important prices fetched by some modem
novelists—at the sale, last week, of the stock
amassed by Messrs. Elkin Mathews & John
Lane, before they dissolved their partnership.
Ten first issues of the late Laureate's books are
stated to have gone for four shillings ; while
sixteen first editions of Mr. Swinburne realised

a couple of guineas. A dozen of Mr. George
Meredith's books—in all, thirty-three volumes
—fetched £9. Another lot, not quite so big,

fetched £4. A set of Mr. Thomas Hardy's
books— thirty-two volumes in all— from
Desperate Bemedies to Tess, realised £9 os.

;

another set, of thirty volumes, £7. The M.S.
(not in very good condition) of the greater
part, but not quite all, of Mr. Hardy's Pair
of Blue Eyes fetched a couple of pounds. With
it were several letters (to Mr. Tiusley, the
publisher) which were described as having
reference to A Pair of Blue Eyes, But this

must have been an oversight on the part of the
cataloguer, as at least one or two of the letters

were written in 1871, and can only have
referred to Desperate Remedies (Mr. Hardy's
first story), or, it may be, to his second, Under
the Greenwood Tree.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINOS.
Lord Acton proposes to deliver his inau-
gural lecture, as regius professor of history at
Cambridge, on Tuesday, June 11, the day
before that fixed for the recitation of prize

exercises.

In Convocation at Oxford next Tuesday,
a decree will be proposed, authorising

the grant of £25 to Mr. O. B. Orundy,
of Brasenose, to assist him in investigating
the island of Sphacteria and its neigh-
bourhood. As the first Oxford geographical
student, Mr. Grundy made an elaborate survey
of the site of Plataea, which was published
last year by the Boyal Geographical Society.
In Congregation, on the same day, a statute
will be promulgated, relieving the regius
professor of history from the regulations im-
posed by the Commissioners, in consideration
of the fact that the emoluments of the chair do
not exceed £600 a year.

Mr. H. F. Baker, of St. John's, has been
appointed university lecturer in mathematics at
Cambridge for a term of five years.

Two memorials have been presented to the
hebdomadal council at Oxford, asking for

official recognition for resident women students.
One, signed by 123 members of Convocation,
advocates their being admitted to the degree
of B. A. ; the other, with 23 signatures, suggests
only that they should receive a diploma.

At Oxford, last Thursday, Mr. H. O. Wake-
man was elected a member of the hebdomadal
council, by 129 votes, as against 115 votes for

Mr. A. Sidgwick; and Prof. Bywater was
elected a delegate of the common university
fund, by 106 votes, as against 78 votes for

Prof. Case. Both vacancies were caused by
the death of Alfred Eobinson. In Congrega-
tion, on Tuesday of this week, the preamble of

the statute constituting anthropology a special

subject in the honour school of natural science

was approved by a majority of 25 votes to 16.

Sir Frederick Pollock, Corpus Christ!

professor of jurisprudence at Oxford, announces
a public lecture for next Wednesday on
"Justice according to Law."

A MEETING of graduates in divinity, and
other graduates interested in theological
studies, will be held in the Library of the
Divinity School at Cambridge on Mond^
next, when a paper will be read by Mr. P. C.
Burkitt on " The Old Latin Version, with
special reference to the Latin Texts of the
Gospels."

The following is the Latin speech delivered

by the Public Orator (Dr. Sandys) in presenting
Mr. Francis Galton for the honorary degree of

Doctor in Science at Cambridge on May 16

:

"Sedes olim sibi notag hodie revisit alumnus
neater, qui flumine Nilo quondam explorato, et

Africa Australi postea perlustrata, velut alter

Mercurius omnium qui inter loca deserta et

iuhospita peregiinutur adiutor et patronus
pgregius exetitit. Idem, velut alter Aeolus, etiam
ipsos ventos caelique tempestatea suae provinciae
audacter adiunxit. Hodie vero Academiae nemora
nuper procellis nimium vexata non sine miseiicordia
contemplatus, e frondibus nostris caducis capiti tarn

enerabill coronam diu debitam imponi patitur.

Tempestatum certe in Ecientia iamdudum versatus,

ventorum cursus tabulii fidelibus clim mandavit,
genteeque variam caeli morem praediecere docult,

laujem phllosopho cuidam antiquo a Nublum chore
Aristophanico quondam tributam uno saltern verbo
mutate meritus :—o6 yap ttv HWif -y vKaKoiffai/ifr

TWO vvv ficTfupoKoyovyraiv. Longum est avorum et

proavorum ingenia magna in ipsorum progenie
continuata ab hoc viro, Oaroli iJarwiuii cognate,
virorum insignium exemplis illustrata percensere.
Longum est tot honores titulosqxie ab ipso per tot

anuos cumulatos commemorare. Hoc autem in

loco, eloquentiae eius uudecim abhiuc annos
conscio, instituti anthropilogici praesidem non
corporis tantnm eed etiam mentis humanae
meoBorem appellaTerim. Inter antiquos quidem
celebratum erat illud Protagorae, omnium rerum
mcnsuram eese hominem. Inter recentiores autem
notum est buncpraesertim virum hominum omnium,
imprimis pessimorum, mensuram ad amussim velle

exigere. Cetenun plnra hodie dicere super*
vacaneum est ; constat enim ne optimoium quidem
virorum a laudibus abaese debere mensuram."
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The annual general meeting of the Cam-
bridge Antiquarian Society is to be held on
Wednesday next, when the Eev. C. L. Acland
will read a paper on " Norse Bemains in North
Britain," At the meeting of the Philological

Society, held on Thursday of this week, Prof.

Bidgeway was to read a paper entitled "What
led Pythagoras to the Doctrine that the World
was built of Numbers ?

"

We observe that both the Lothian prize at

Oxford and the Le Bas prize at Cambridge
have not been awarded.

Ix a discussion on the annual report of the
Taylor Institution at Oxford, it was officially

stated that the income would be diminished by
about £200, in consequence of re-investments
necessitated by Sir Bobert Peel's death.

The Chancellor of Victoaia University, Earl
Spencer, will visit the university on Wednesday
next, on which occasion the court will be
invited by the council to admit the following
to honorary degrees, in recognition of special

services rendered to the university : the Duke
of Devonshire (president of Owens College),

the Earl of Derby (president of the University
College), the Marquis of Eipon (president of

the Yorkshire College), Lord Kelvin (president

of the Boyal Society), Mr. James Bryce, Sir

Andrew Fairbaim, Sir Henry Boscoe, Mr.
Thomas Ashton, Mr. Bichatd Copley Christie,

Mr. Eathbone, Prof. Biicker, Mr. Alfred Water-
house, Prof. Ward (principal of Owens College
and vice-chancellor of the university), Prof.

Bendall, Prof. Bodington, Prof. Leech, and
Mr. Alfred T. Bentley.

M. Gaston Paris has been elected rector of

the College de France, in succession to M.
Boissier, now secretary of the Academic
Fran(;aise. It will be remembered that the

I>0Bt was long held by Ernest Eenan.

Me. L. L. Price's paper on " The Colleges
of Oxford and Agricultural Depression," to
which reference has already been made in the
Academy, is printed at length in the current
number of the Journal of the Boyal Statistical

Society (Stanford). We refer to it again as

containing a detailed analysis of the ex-
penditure of the colleges in 1883 and 1893.
During this period the amount received by the
heads (excluding Christ Church) has fallen

from £22,811 to £20,905, or by more than 8 per
cent. ; in' some cases, of course, the decrease
is much more, while in a few there is an
increase. The amount received by fellows
(apparently including professor-fellows) has
fallen from £70,980 to £59,715, or by more
than 15 per cent. Here, again, there are wide
variations, though only two examples of actual
increase. In the case of one college, which
shall be nameless, eight fellows in 1893 had
only £400 to divide among them. On the
other hand, the amount appropriated to

scholarships and exhibitions has risen during
the same period from £44,776 to £48,378, or
by nearly 10 per cent. In hardly any case is

there a decline ; while at the unnamed college

referred to above the scholars now receive
nearly four times as much as the fellows. The
number of scholars and exhibitionera has risen

from 570 to 658, while the number of fellows
seems to have remained stationary. In
addition, the colleges in 1893 paid over an
assessment of £4334 to the common university
fund, a heading which practically did not
exist in 1883 ; while during these ten years their

contributions to the salaries of the professoriate
lave increased from £12,840 to £15,034. It

seems pretty clear that the results of agri-
cultural depression have fallen almost solely
upon the fellows, and upon some of them very
hardly.

OBiaiNAL VERSE.

AS OXE WHOM HIS MOTHER COMPORTETH.

I WILL forsake the cuckoo-haunted vale,

Leave the lone pasttures that are all the lark's,

Blir the green depth of heather on the plain
Where the high moorland sleeps in noon-day

heat;
Haply to hear the strong grouse chide me back,
While aromatic fragrance wafts and fails

By pools and lakes of eilver-silken grass
Shimmering retpousive to the cloud-Hecked

blue.

Prone on the bosom of my mother earth
Thence will I lift mine ejes unto the hills,

And bitterness shall turn a heart of peace
To the bioad healing of the south-west wind.

K. B.

MAOAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Miss Beale, whose interesting work on the

churches of Paris has not received the atten-

tion which it deserves, communicates to the

May number of the Antiquary a thoughtful,

though by no means exhaustive, paper on '

' The
Mystic Winepress." The vine and its fruit,

the juice of the grape, appear in the earliest

symbolism of the Christian Church. That our
blessed Lord was the vine, and that each one
of us, or each local Church, according to the

point of view taken, were the branches, seems
to have been realised from the dawn of

Christian literature. As, however, art developed
but slowly in the Church, it was long ere pic-

tures or sculptures representing this to the

eye became common, though we think

early examples are not so very rare. Miss
Beale gives an engraving of a mosaic in

the church of Saint Constantia in Eome,
which she dates A d. 320. Here we see two
vines most artistically treated : birds and naked
children are in the branches, and an ox-cart
is taking a load of grapes to the wine-
press, which is being trodden by three

naked children. This may be the earliest

representation of the subject now to be
found, unless there are examples in the cata-

combs. Bepresentations of the vine and the
wine-press must have been far from uncommon
in the middle ages. We have met with several

instances of the vine on ecclesiastical vest-

ments. This may be because its graceful

curves and foliage lend themselves so admirably
to the art of the embroiderer, but it is far

more probable that it appears there as a
symbol of the sacrifice of the Mass. Mr. E. W.
Hulme continues bis series of learned papers
on glass-making in England ; and we have
further notes on Manx folk-lore by Mr. A. W.
Moori', and on the holy wells of Scotland
(Lanarkshire and Aberdeenshire) by Mr. E. C.

Hope.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF " BANNAtTENTA."

Oxford : Hay 18, 1896.

In a letter by Mr. E. B. Nicholson on St.

Patrick's birthplace, which was printed in the
Academy of May 11, an attempt is made to

explain the original meaning of Bannauenta
(or Bennauenta), the name of a place men-
tioned in the Antonine Itinerary, and to con-
nect it with the name of the town Daventry.

I will give Mr. Nicholson's argument on the

connexion of Daventry with Bannauenta in

his own words

:

"In 0. Welsh 'pro nd . . . primitive frequent-

isiima est geminatio »n ' (Zeuf s, Gram. Celt 147),

and Bannauenta represents Ban.Sauenta. Ban Is

unquestionably Welsh (and O. Keltic) ban, 'an
eminence.' What is Dauenta ?

"

Now, one thing is perfectly clear in this

strange exposition, and it is this : the writer

cannot possibly have made any serious syste-

matic study of the historical development of

the Celtic languages. If he had done so, if

he had merely made a careful study of the

Celto-Boman portion of the Antonine Itinerary,

and observed the principle on which compounds
are formed in that document, he would never

have published to the world the absolutely im-
possible equation Bannauenta = Ban-Dauenta.

We are gravely told by Mr. Nicholson, as

though it were an unquestionable fact, that

there once existed in the Celtic dialect of South

Britain, before the date of the Itinerary, a

compound of the form Ban-Dautnta, which in

the Itinerary, through the assimilation of tid,

assumed the form Bannauenta.

Now, an elementary knowledge of Old Celtic

grammar, and a glance at the compounded
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fonns in the Itinerary, would be amply suES-

dent to show that no such form as Ban-Dauenta

could have existed in the second century.

In Old CJeltic, both in Gaulish and in Old

British, the stems of substaniives of the o-

deciension retained the thematic vowel, pre-

cisely as they did in Qreek and Sanskrit, and

this vowel always appeared in the first element

of compounds. Now, Welsh ban, Irish benn,

"an eminence," was originally a noun of the

o-declension, in Old Celtic benno-, a form which

must have persisted in the Itinerary, if occur-

ring as the first element of a compound. We
have plenty of examples of such compounds in

the names of places in the Itinerary —for

instance, Camulo-dunum, Vindo-mora, Duro-

brivae, Duro-vernum.
In Old Irish and Old Welsh this thematic

vowel was lost, as we may see by comparing

Old Irish nertmar with Gaulish Nerto-murus,

and Old Welsh guerg with Gaulish Vergo-brttm,

But this syncope of the vowel came much later

than the date of the Itinerary. As, therefore,

there was no syncope of the thematic vowel at

this early date, tiiere could have been no juxta-

position of n and d in the compound Ban-
Dautnta, and, consequently, no Bannauenta

therefrom, through nd becoming nn by assimi-

lation. It is quite certain that the etymology

of " Bannauenta " has not been discovered by
Mr, Nicholson.

A. L. Mayhew.

THE GENEALOOY OF THE BORGIA TAMILY.

Sue, pu 8t. Jeao de Lnz Buaet ^jtiada :

Mty 20, 1S95.

The genealogy of Don Kodrigo de Borja

(Alexander VI.), his sons and descendants, is

given from the archives of the Duke de Ossuna,

by Don Manuel Oliver y Hurtado, in the Boletin

of the Beal Academia de la Historia, vol. ix.,

1886. Correcting the errors of former writers,

we read, p. 408 :

"D. Eodrigo de Boija, despaes Papa con el

nombre de Alejandro VI , no naci6 per tanto de
aqnel matrimonio [the supposed Uanzol] siuo de

Dciio Iiabel de Borja, terceia hermana de Caliato

III., y de Jofre de Boija, y re llam6 por ello con

iaz6n D. Eodiigo de Bojja y Barja."

In the genealogy (p. 414)

:

" 2. Moistn Jofre de Borja, tercer hijo de Mosfen
Rodrigo QU de Borja. Uaso con Dona leabel de
Borja, hermana del Papa Oalixto HI. Tuvo de
ella cinco hijos : D. Pedro Luis, D. Sodrigo, Dona
Juana, Dciia Beatriz, y Dcfii Tecla."

See, too. No. 3 below, and the shorter genea-

logy on p. 413. The authority of Gregorovius
cannot override these family documents. Dona
Juana, the sister of Don Bodrigo, married
Pedro Guillen Llan^ol; andhewas consequently,

as I stated, brother-in-law of Don Bodrigo,
afterwards Alexander VI.
May I, however, take this opportunity of

confessing to a far more serious blunder in this

same review of Mr. Burke's History of Spain,
made against full knowledge P I there called

Enrique IV., the Impotent, the grandfather,

instead of the uncle, of Juana la loca. How
I came to do this at first, and then to fail to

notice it in the proofs, is inexplicable. I
detected it only after the Academy reached me.

Wentwoeth Wedsteb.

"THE EVIL GUEST."
Londo3 : Hay 11, 1896.

I observe in the Academy a notice of a novel
by the late J. Sheridan L<) Fanu, entitled The
Evil Ouett, as to which the reviewer very justly

remarks, that it is not likely to enhance the
author's reputation.

I think, however, that the reviewer cannot
have read, or has forgotten, a novel by the

same author, which appeared in Temple Bar
in or about 1868, under the title " A Lost
Name," and in which the main incidents and
characters are identical with those in I'he Evil

(7 1(«8<, though in thelatteraslightly differentturn

is given to the end of the story. I do not know
under what circumstance The Evil Ouett comes
to be published, whether it is (as it well might
be) the first rough draft of "A Lost Name,"
or whether it represents "A Lost Name " as

recast by Sheridan Le Fanu during his life-

time. But, however this may be, it is, in

my opinion, immeasurably inferior to " A Lost
Name," to which it bears the same relation

that a rough sketch does to a finished picture

;

and it seems to me a gpreat pity that the public

of the present day (to whom Sheridan Le
Fanu's writings are too little known) should
not have the opportunity of judging of him by
his best, instead of by his worst, work.

C. L. 8.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.

Eu.vDAv, Hay 2<>. 7.30p.m. Ethical: "Tha Deitiea ot Bread
and Wine," by Mr. B. Boeai'iaet.

UoxDiY, Hay il, i.lO p.m. Ueographlcat : Anniverury
Ue«ting.

6 p.m. HsUenic: "The Eldon Sarcophagi," by
Prof. Peicy Oatdner.

8 p.m. Society of Arts; Cantor Lecture, "Japa-
neu Art Indoatriea," IL, by Dr. Ernest Hsrt.

TuKSDAT, May is, 8 p.m. Boyal Institution: "Thirty
Yeara' Progreea in Biological Science," III., by Prof. Bay
Luikester.

8 pm. Society of Arts : " The Decoration cf St
PdUlV," by Mr. W. B. Richmond.

8 p.m. Civil Ergineers: Annoal General Ueetiog.
WsDsisDAv, Uay 29, 8 p.m. Iiish literary Society: "The

Danes in Ireland." by Dr. Sigeraon.

8 p.m. Goethe Society : " Goethe's Theory of
Colour," by Mr. R. C. Cann Lippincott.

Tbcbsdat, May 80, 3 p.m. Boial Institution : Tf ndall
Lectures, " Sfertroscopio Astronomy," IL, by Dr. W.
Haggins.

8 3D p.m. Antitiuaries.

FaiDiY, Hay 31. U p.m. Boyal InKtitutlon: "7h) Radiant
Heit fiom the Moon during ths Piogrees of an Bclipae,"
by the Earl of Rxse.

Satubday, June 1, 8 p m. Royal lostitation :
" Eliziibethan

Literature," I , by Prof. Xdward Oow^en.

SCIENCE.

THE HITTITES AND THE PKLASGIANS.

GU Hethei-Pelasgi ; Eicerche di Storia e di

Archeologia orientale, greca ed italica.

By Cesare de Cara, S.J. Vol. I. (Rome

:

Academia del Lincei.)

If I have a fault to find with Father de
Gara's new work, it is that it is too learned

and exhaustive to find as large a circle of

readers as it deserves. Nothing bearing nn
his subject seems to have escaped the

author's notice. Papers and articles in out-

of-the-way journals are quoted by him, as

well as books, and he has been cosmopolitan

in his reading. The literatures of England,
France, and Germany are as well known to

him as that of his own country ; and the

volume is dedicated " to the learned

Britons" who have laid the foundations of

Hittite studies.

The book is, in fact, an exhaustive inquiry

into the ethnology, history, and art of the

Hittites, and their relations to the people

and culture of early Greece and Italy. Dr.

de Cara identifies them with the Felasgians,

and seeks to show that the primitive

civilisation of Asia Minor and Southern
Europe was distinguished by certain

common characteristics, which radiated from
the original home of the Hittite popu-
lation in the East. His results coincide

with those of M. Salomon Beinach,

with one important exception. Whereas
M. Beinach makes the West the source of

this ancient culture, Dr. de Cara brings it

from Asia, and the arguments with which
he combats M. Eeiaach's view seem to me
to be convincing. In any case, the general

fact remains untouched : in the so-called

prehistoric period the Mediterranean was
occupied by races with a common culture,

and probably of a common origin, which
finds its explanation in the art and monu-
ments of the Hittites. From their first

Hittite home Dr. de Cara brings them to

the Aegean and Greece, and finally to

Italy.

Dr. de Cara is strongest in his criticism

of the theories of other scholars. He has
a keen eye for their weak points, though at

the same time he is the most courteous and
sympathetic of controversialists. On the

constructive side I cannot always follow

him, as his comparison of geographical

names appears to me to be sometimes more
than hazardous. He is on more solid

gpround when dealing with the indisputable

evidence of pottery, architecture, and sculp-

tured monuments.
I am also at one with him as regards the

value of that external literary testimony

which the hypercritical doctrines introduced

from Germany have of late years endea-

voured to disparage. The nineteenth century

may know a good deal, but the classical

writers of Greece and Borne were likely

—

in certain respects at least—to know more
about the early history of the Mediterranean
than we do. Sources of information were
open to them which have now perished.

But we must make a distinction between the

earlier and the later writers of the classical

age. Paradoxical as it may appear, the

later writers are the most trustworthy. The
native annals of Egypt, of Babylonia, and
of Phoenicia had been translated into Greek
before they wrote, and the educated natives

of the East had adopted Greek as their

literary tongue. It was otherwise in the

days of Hekataeos or Herodotos. Theu the

Greek historian was ehut up, as it were,

within the limits of his own language, and
the traditions and myths of his own country-

men. For a knowledge of foreign history

or customs he was dependent on the in-

ventions of an ignorant dragoman.
In the Introduction, Dr. de Cara has some

very interesting remarks on the connexion

between the Egyptian Odiris and Isis and
the Assyrian Assur and Istar. Istar is cer-

tainly the Egyptian Hathor, through the

mediation of the South Arabian Atthar ; but

in Osiris I should see the Babylonian god
Asari, whose attributes agree with those of

Osiris, who, like the latter, is termed " the

benefactor of men "—the Egyptian Un-nefer

or " Good being "—and whose name, as

Prof. Hommel and Mr. Ball have shown,

is written with precisely the same pictorial

ideographs as that of the Egyptian deity.

Assur belonged to Assyria, not to Baby-

lonia, and the intercourse between Assyria

and Egypt seems to have been comparatively

late.

I must dissent from Dr. de Cara's

conclusion as to the etymology of the

name of Kadmos, since its true form has

now been revealed to us by a cuneiform tablet
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(K. 2100, col. iv. 8) where a list is given of

the words for "god" in the various lan-

guages known to the Bahylonians. At the

head of the list stands the word Zadmu.
A very full and excellent account, with

abundant illustrations, is given of the Hittite

monuments known up to the present time,

as well as of the place and history of their

discovery. This is followed by a very
thorough examination of the evidence to

be derived from the so-called Aegean and
early Italian pottery, and then comes
the more purely ethnological part of

the volume. The correction of the proofs

has been so good that I can find hardly any
misprints or mistakes. In fact, there are

only two of which notice need be taken

:

"Stuard Clennic" is printed instead of
" Stuart Glennie " ; and Sagaraktiyas, who
was really the twenty-seventh king of the

Kassite dynasty of Babylonia in the thir-

teenth century b.c, is stated to be the same
as Sargon of Accad many generations

earlier. I must not forget to add that the

book is provided with a useful map and a
most admirable index.

The chapters on the history of Hittite

research have suggested to me that I should
conclude this review with a bit of auto-

biography which will fill up one of the

breaks in the chain of discovery. In 1876
I read a paper before the Society of Biblical

Archaeology, one of the objects of which
was to establish that the so-called Hama-
thite hieroglyphs really represented the
script of the Hittites. I did not then know
that the same conclusion had already been
arrived at by Dr. Wm. Wright three years
previously. A few months after the appear-
ance of my paper, the publication of the
inscription of Ibreez, and the discovery of

the monuments of Oarchemish, came to

verify my hypothesis. But at that time
the Hittites were still regarded as a
purely Syrian people. In the summer
of 1879, just before setting out on a
tour of exploration in Lydia, I happened
to be staying under the hospitable roof of

Canon Isaac Taylor, and to be looking one
morning at a drawing of the pseudo-
Sesostris in Karabel. Suddenly it flashed

across me that the art and characteristics

of the figure were identical with those of

the sculptures at Ibreez. A comparison of

the two monuments soon showed that I was
right. What followed was then matter
of course. If the pseudo-Sesostris was of

Hittite origin, the other monuments of

Asia Minor which were in the same style

of art must be so too. Boghaz Keui and
Eyuk must be Hittite centres, and the in-

scriptions found there would prove to consist

of Hittite hieroglyphs. The Hittites, instead

of being a North Syrian population, must
really have come from Asia Minor, and
Kappadokia must have been the true centre

of their power. I wrote to the Academy
announcingmynew discovery, andprophesied
that the inscription accompanying the figure

of the pseudo-Sesostris would turn out to

be in Hittite hieroglyphs. The prediction

was speedily fulfilled. A few weeks later I
took squeezes of the characters, and, as is

now well known, they proved to be those of
Hamath and Ibreez.

A. H. Sayce.

CORRESPONDENCE.
BASQUE JOTTINGS.

Bogndres de BiKone, IIaut«> F;it!oC-da

:

May 19, 1896.

Those who have read the edition of the
Basque version of the Book of Genesis and part
of Exodus, published by the Clarendon Press
(in which there is very little to criticise except
the first Appendix), will have wondered why
Pierre d'TJrte here and there employs the word
neurri in the sense of "nourish," "maintain,"
" keep alive," " supply with food," though he
elsewhere uses the proper word had, and also

entrenitu, which is less correct as being a need-
less loan from French. At first sight it seems
to be a slip of the pen for nourri, another
stupid Gallicism. Basque neurri means
"measure." But there is reason to suppose it

may be a Bearnism. It is well-known how
much the French Basques have been influenced

by their Beamais neighbours. It is, for in-

stance, almost certain that they owe to them
the bad modem usage of pronouncing s in some
words like English ih or French ch. In a
brochure entitled Lou Sermou deu Cure de

Bideren, published at Pau in 1879 and again in

1887, one finds the phrases, you poudi engatya

loua mes paroesaiena a a neuri de gritz et de

mi'u aauhatye—i.e., " I could persuade my
parishioners to nourish themselves on locusts

and wild honey," and Quep neuritz de Varsenic

deu plaae—i.e., " You nourish yourselves on the

arsenic of pleasure." As there is, as a rule, no
difference between r and rr in Basque, it is

probable that d'Urte took his neurri, a com-
plete solecism in Basque literature, from the
Beamais, which most French Basques can
speak, if they speak any language but tbeir

own.
A good deal has been written on the relation

of the Basque interrogative and indefinite pro-
noim n(yr, meaning either " who " or " whoso-
ever," to the indefinite pronoun iiior, as the
Spaniards write it, and nehor or nihor, as the
French write it. Can the latter be composed
of the negative e, as a prefix, and nor ? If Mr,
W. J. Van Eys, who has studied Basque for

more than forty years, finds the suggestion
new or good, I will crave space to expound my
reasons for making it.

E. S. DoDasoN.

SCIENCE NOTES.
Mk. George Muehay, of the Natural History
Museum, Cromwell-road, has been promoted to

the keepership of the department of botany, in

succession to Mr. W. Carruthers, who retires

on superannuation. He is a younger brother
of Mr. A. S. Mvirray, who has been for some
years keeper of classical antiquities at the
British Museum.
The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion on Friday next will be delivered by the

Earl of Rosse, on " The Radiant Heat from the

Moon during the Progress of an Eclipse."

The anniversary meeting of the Royal
Geographical Society wiU be held in the

theatre of the University of London, Burling-
ton-gardens, on Monday next, at 2.30 p.m.
In the evening of the same day a conversazione

will be held in Prince's Hall, Piccadilly. The
annual dinner of the society has been post-

poned to July 30, in order that it might
coincide with the meeting of the International

Geographical Congress, and thus afford an
opportunity of showing hospitality to the
distinguished foreign geographers who will be
in England at that time.

The annual general meeting of the Institu-

tion of Civil Engineers, to receive the report of

the council and to elect officers, will be held
on Tuesday next, in the theatre of the Royal
United Service Institution, Whitehall.

Mb. Chables Notudgb Macbtamaea, of

the Westminster Hospital, has been chosen
Bradshaw Iiecturer at the Royal College of

Surgeons for the ensuing year.

At the last meeting of the Geological Society,

Prof. Judd drew attention to an interesting

series of photographs sent for exhibition by
Prof. Liversidge, of Sydney, who has foiuid

that sections of gold nuggets, when etched with
chlorine-water, exhibit Unes like the Widman-
stetten figures of meteorites, showing that the
gold has a crystalline structure, octahedral and
cubic forms being displayed.

The Geological Society has recently acquired
portraits of two former presidents : that of
Dean Buckland, by purchase ; and that of
Leonard Homer, as a gift from Mrs. KatheHne
Lyall.

The

PHILOLOOY NOTES.
May number of the Claaaical Review

(David Nutt) is, we think, less interesting than
usual. Mr. W. E. Heitland concludes his notes
on the text of Lucan, chiefly with reference to
the edition by Hosius ; and Mr. J. B. Mayor
continues his critical notes on the " Stromateis "

of Clement of Alexandria. Mr. M. Lamson
Earle contributes a study in interpretation of a
passage (26-48) in the "Trachiniae" of
Sophocles. Mr. J. B. Mayor's review, in a
former number, of Schenkl's edition of Epictetus
has brought upon him a hot reply from the
author. The main question at issue seems to
be, whether the late Mr. Mowat, by first

calling attention to the fact that a certain MS.
in the Bodleian is blotted in a passage where
all the other known MSS. are deficient, had not
thereby indicated that the Bodleian MS. is the
archetype of the rest. Of the reviews, we must
be content to mention two, which both give
summaries of foreign books not well-known in

this country. One of these books is a History
of Sicily and Magna Graeoia, by Prof. Pais, of

Pisa, which contains some novel views about
the early population—notably, that the Sicani

and the Sicell are identical ; the other is Prof.

Hilprecht's "Assyrica," though the reviewer
does not attempt to show any connexion with
classical studies.

Yeby welcome is a new and greatly

improved edition of Wattenbach's Anleitung
zur griechiahen Palaeographie. (Leipzig: Hirzel.)

This standard work has now been in great part
re-written, while the almost illegible litho-

graphed pages of minute German cursive are

replaced by convenient Roman type. Much
new matter has been introduced, for which
room has been contrived by judicious excision

and compression. Abundant use has been
made of the fresh materials which have
accumulated during the eighteen years which
have elapsed uince the publication of the second
edition in 1877. Chief among these materials

are the photographic reproductions of typical

Greek MSS. published by the Palaeographical

Society, as well as the catalogue of Greek MSS.
in the British Museum, the Flinders Petrie

Papyri, and the facsimiles of Greek MSS. at

Paris and Berlin which have been published by
Omont and Wilcken. The book forms a
necessary supplement to the Palaeography of

Dr. Maude Thompson, whose labours are freely

and generously acknowledged.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Zoological.—(2^/«iay, ifay ;.)

Bra W. H. Flower, president, in the chair.—The
eecretary read a report on the additions that had
been made to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of April, 1895, and called attention to two
specimens of the newly described Irish stoat,

presented by Vlfcount Powerscourt ; also to two
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Polar haiea from Norway, preaented by Mr. O.
Onde ; and to ipecimeus of tne pecoUor parrakeet
of AutipodeH Island (Cyanorhamphtu imicolor),

presentea b/ the Countess of Olasgov, Sir

Walter E. Buller, and Mr. W. £. OoUins.—
Mr. Q. F. Bcott Elliot made some remarks on the
fauna of Mount Buwenzori, in British Central

Africa. Mr. Scott Elliot stated that elephants
occur in great numbers on the east side of

Ruwenzori. There were also many still liriog and
vast stores of ivory in the Congo Free State, just
beyond the south-west comer of the English sphere
of influence. Ue pointed out the presence of the
hippopotamus in the Albert Edward Nyauzi, and
its extraordinary abundance in the Kagera River.
The rhinoceros was found frequently in the
country of Karagwe, usually near the marshy
lakes leading to the Kagera. On Uie alluvial

Elains about the east of Ruwenzori Jackson's
artebeest {Biiialis jachnoni), the kob (Cohus koh),

and another waterbuck (perhaps of anew species)

were common. No buffaloes were seen. A
bushbuck also occurred on Buwen/.ari from 7000
to 8000 feet. Of monkeys, Mr. Scott EUiot had
noticed the pretence of a black and white Colobiis,

which he could not identify, and of at least two
Other species, probably a Cercopit/iecus and a
baboon. Some small mice brought home had not
yet been identified. Leopards were numerous,
and lions were also common on the lower grounds.
Two species oE sunbird were brought back, one of
which ascends to 11,000 feet on Ruwenzoii. Mr.
Scott Elliot concluded by remarking that the
general idea of distribution gathered from the
Bora seemed to coufirm such data as he could
gather from the fauna of the country which he
traversed during his journey.—A communication
was reid from Dr. Percy Rendall, containing
field-notes on the antelopes of the Transvaal.

ViKiNO Olv B.—{Friila!/, May 10.)

Thi Bbv. a. Sanoisox, president, in the chair.

—

Mr. F. F. Norris, hon. editor, read a few notes on
a book describing "An Inscribed Stone" in
Americi which Miss Cornelia Horsford, the author,
had presented to the club. He said that Mies
Horslord had invited the opinion of the club upon
it ; but, after careful consideration, he was forced
to the conclusion that the supposed Runic letters

were glacial markings. In this view he was sup-
ported by an eminent geologist whom he had con-
sulted. He had, however, asked Miss Horaford to
send, if possible, a rubbing of the stone for examina-
tion.—The Rev. W. 0. Green then read a paper on
" Kennings in Icelandic Poetry." Kenning \a Mae,

term given by Icelandic grammarians to certain
periphrases, descriptions by metaphor or otherwise,
which are largely used in old Icelandic poetry.
Not the plain, straightforward name by which a
thing is kaown is a "kenning," but something
that is not that. You do not use a "keiming"
if you call a spade "a spade," but it you call it
" clod-cutter," " Eve's husband's bread-winner."
Some soits of kennings are used in most poetry,
but their use in Scandinavian poetry became very
prevalent. And though in some respects they were
overdone, and became artificial, ungraceful, even
laughable, there is much of interest that attaches
to them. Snorri Sturluson (who died a d. 1211)
is our chief authority on early Scandinavian verse-
craft in Skaldthapar-mal "Poetic Diction," a part
of his prose Edda ; and the kennings of which
he treats most fully are those grounded (or
believed to be grounded) on mythology. One
deity's name may be put for another if eome-
thing be added that balonga to the other. And
the tame principle may be applied to other
things -«^., if you want to speak of a raven or
esgle you may join to "bird" such a word as
"slaughter," "blood," or the like, and that is
your kenning. Nay, you may even say "battle-
crane," " blood-grouse," " wound-partridge."
Kennings may be simple, double, multiple. And
as thi plain name of the thing is never to be added,
they are often very puzzling, sometimes intention-
ally so, like riddles which may be guessed, and are
guessed, differently by their interpreters. Snorri,
as is observed in the Carpus Toeticum BoreaU (vol. li..

Excursus i ), did not observe the right proportions
in his treatment and classification of kennings,
"beginning at the wrong end." His object
was not the study of the old poet's mfnd.

but the production of a handy Gradns. The
metaphorical kennings are really the older,
"the germ from which all sprang." We
see in them " quaint primitive ways of
thought," not only common to old Northern
poetry, but such as would readily occur to early
poets of all times— ^., when flesh is called " locker
of the bones" ; breast, the "abode of thought"

;

hair, the " sward of the head." " In Egil's vigorous
and concise figures we have the noblest example of
this kind." "Later than these early metaphors
are those synonyms based on early beliefs respect-
ing cosmogony." Most true all this. The meta-
phors or tropes admit us into the minds of the
poets : we find that their like exist in all poetry

;

in some of theie tenches all bards are kin.
Kennings of some sort are in all poetry, especially
in old poetry. But the Northern poets use them
where other poets use simile. Simile in Northern
poets is hardly ever used— c.^., where another
poet might say "swords in battle flashed as
snakes," the Icelandic poet says, "battle -snakes
flashed." The earlier and better Icelandic kennings
metaphorical (and even some mythological) may be
illustrated from old classical poetry. Names of Zeus
resemble names of Odin and Thor. As " king " has
kennings in Icelandic, so also in Greek, " shepherd
of peoples," " god-born," " rudder-turner,"
"steersman." "Ships'" are kenned In Greek
" sailors' cars sea roving, linenwinged " (/Esch.)

;

animals, "house-bearer" = snail, "the bone-
less" = polypus (Besiod). " Ohaff-scatterer "

= winnowing fan. A cloak is "a remedy of

cold winds " (Pindar). And plenty of such may
be gathered. Imagination has worked alike, but
with differences : the Northern Skald loving to put
his metaphor or comparison into one word or

phrase. The clearest way to exhibit Icelandic ken-
nings seems to be to class them according to their

nature : (1) Metaphors
; (2) quaint descriptions or

conceits
; (3) enigmatiod, or purposely obscure

;

(4) mythological. And the examples given in this

paper are chiefly from the Egils-Saga, which has
been scantly done justice to by Snorri Sturluson.
First, of metaphorical kennings, heaven or sky is

"wind-cup," and earth "wind-cup's base or

bottom." Friends ride to the generous Arinbjom
(sings Egil) " from all ways upon the base or floor

of the wind-cup,"— i.e., from every wind of heaven.
Sea is " path of gulls." " To cast to the sea-mews'
path rough with winds," is to spend in vain
Sea is also kenned by " earth's isle-studded
girdle"; mountains are "the reindeer's path";
wind is " forast-destroyer," "willow-render"
— cp. Lucretius' silvifraga flahra. Serpent is

"dale-flsh," " bright thong of the ling." Eye
is "brow-moon"; stern glance is " moonshine

"

—both used in one verse about King Eric. War
and battle have many kennings : "snowstorm of

weapons," "shield-rain," "metal-storm," "spear-
mueio"; sword, "hilt-wand," "slaughter-fire,"
"wound-flash"; axe, " wound-wolt"; spear,
dart, "wound-fowl"; arrows, "wound-bees";
ship is " wave-horse," " sea-king's swan," "sea-
snowshce "—this last is not unapt for the long
ship when we think of the long Norwegian sii—
gold, "sea fire," "arm fire"; silver, "crucible-
snow." Man (warrior) is kenned from his occupa-
tions :

" wolf's tooth dyer," " raven-glutter,"
"oak of Odin," "shield-tree" (».«., bearer of
shield); woman from hers :

" goddess of diinkiug-
homs," " brooch wearer "; poet is " song-smith,"
cp. Gr. WxToyej vjuvav \ and song is "timber of
minstrelsy"; a song of praise is a "tower
of praise." Many are the curious descriptive

kennings of parts of the body : breast, " ship
of mind"; head, " helmet- cliff," "bolster-
mate"; eye-sockets, "pitholes of the brows";
ears, " hearing-tents "

; tongue, " voice-plane "

—

"easy to smoothe with voice-plain is the material
of my song " ; brows are " jutting cliffs of the eye-
lashes "

—

cp., our " beetling brows "
; Shakspere's

" lend the eye a terrible aspect

:

. . . let the brow overwhelm it

As fearfully as doth a galled rock
O'erhangand jutty his confounded base."—Henry V., act iii., sc. 1.

For curious kennings ofparts of thebody, Solomon's
description of the old man in Eccles. xii. 3-5 may
be referred to :

" Keepers of the house, strong-
men, grinders, those that look out the windows"
(arms, legs, teeth, eyes). Also, probably, " doors "

are ears, and " voice of a bird " and " daughters
of music brought low " are to express weaknessea
of age in voice ; as also " grasshopper shall ba
a burden " means the once nimble leaper shall

move him heavily. Curious are the ken-
nings for summer, "serpent's delight"; winter,
"serpent's grief." Stinginess is "gold-numb-
ness." Sometimes kennings are meant to be
eniinnatical. Indeed, old riddles were descriptions
by kennings

—

eg., Samson's, where he tells what
he had done with " eater and strong" as kenning
for lion, " meat and sweetness " for honey. To this

very day country riddles are of this descriptive

kind. Egil calls his friend Arinbjom, " Bear of

the table of the birchwood's terror " ; arin is hearth
or fire-table ; fire = " birchwood's terror " ; hjom is

bear. Obscurities of this kind are purposely aimed
at : but very seldom in Egil's verses. For kennings
of the mythological class the curious may look to

the Edda. These do not appear so interesting

&% the metaphorical ; but they give occasion in

Snonl's treatise for many interesting legends.
Sometimes the kenning may be older than the
myth. But on these this paper did not dwell.
"Gold" as "Kraki's seed," seed of Fyri's field, has
an amusing story; but perhaps "golden grain,
grain the wealth of the field," is at the bottom of

this. The metaphors are the most interesting kind
of kennings, and they may be abundantly illus-

trated from the poets of many tongues and times.—
Mr. Norris expressed the thanks of the audience
to Mr. Green for his interesting paper, which was
distinguished by the width of its range. It had
recalled to his mind various kennings which are
found in Anglo-Saxon poetry. In the Song of

the Battle of Brunanburh the sea is called the
" swan's bath." No doubt Mr. Green would
consider this to be a compound kenning, by
"swan" being meant ship. Otherwise the
kenning would be too obvious, even were the
swan a sea-bird. Again, the poet says that the
Danish invaders had derived little profit from
"the commeree of the sword," the latter phrase
being a kenning for " battle." The sword is also

called " board-cleaver" or "shield-cleaver."
Might we not assume that the kenning " sea-fire,"

or " water-flame " for " gold," which was usually
classed as mythological, and had one or two
legends annexed to it, was an allusion to the
reflection of sunset on the water;!, which would
naturally suggest "gold" to any observer? In
the most ancient fragment of Anglo-Saxon poetry,

too, Oaedmon's "Fall of Man," which begins,

" NA we sceolan herian
heofoniices Weard,

Metodes mihte
and his mudgethanc,

wera Wuldorf.Tjer,"

" heofonrices weard," or "warden of heavanric,"
and " wera wuldorfoeder," or " glory-father of

men," might be regarded as kennings.—Mr. E. H.
Baverstock said that there were some lists of

kennings given by Du Ohaillu in his Viking Age,
but it would be impossible to name them folly.

With regard to kennings for bow and arro «8, such
names were given as "the bird of the string,"
" the swift flyer," " the work of Gusi." This last

phrase referred to one of the three arrows of Orvar
Ddd. These arrows formerly belonged to Gusi,
King of the Finns. They came afterwards into

the possession of Ketil Hipog, father of Grim, who
gave them to his son Orvar Odd, saying, " Here
arc the costly things which I want to give thee.

Odd. They are three arrows, which have a name
and are called Qusi's nautar" (Gusi's followers).

Odd said, " They are very costly." The feathers

were gilded, and the arrows flaw off and on the
stiiug by themselves, and one never needed to

search for them. The full story may be found
in Orvar Odd's Saga.—Mr. A. F. Major, hon. sec,
said that they were fortunate in having had the
subject handled by one who was an eminent
classical, as well as on Icelandic, scholar, and who
had therefore been able to show them that
kennings, which were such a distinctive feature in

Icelandic poetry, were not peculiar to it, but were
to be found in Greek, Latin, Hebrew and other

poetry. No doubt in modem poetry genuine
kennings were few and far between, because, as

Mr. Green pointed out, the majority of poets put
their kennings in the form of a simile, bat such
phrases as " hearts of o ik " and " wooden w^lls "
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are genuine kennings for ship. He could readily
understand how the fascination of finding kennings
might grow on a poet, when onca it became
generally understood that kennings were the proper
ornament of poetry, till at last, in uninspired writers,
the poetry was crashed out by the kennings that
overloaded it. "With regard to "swan's bath"
for tea, it was possible that swan was meant
in its natural sense, as "gannet's bath," "sea-
mews' bath" were f.und as well.—Mr. Niven
ventured to differ from the author in think-
ing his lecture deserved a better title than
that of " paper," which he had given it.
He agreed that the phrase "water's Are" for
gold would be naturally suggested by the appear-
ance of the eea or any water when the sun is low.
He could not, however, agree that the passages in
Eccletiastes—" The grasshopper shall be a burden,"
and "He ehall rise up at the voice of a bird"

—

might ba ezplaiaed as kennings. The latter he
thought alluded to the light slumber of aged
people. He quite agreed with Mr. Green's
arrangement, but should have liked the exact
chronological dates of the various kennings. With
regard to other poets, the wonderful power of the
timiles in Homer, Goethe, and MUton struck him
forcibly, and but for the late hour he could have
pursued the subject at length.—Mr. Green in
reply said that ht did not expect t) obtain
universal assent to his proposed Interpretation of
the passage from Eccletiastes, nor was it important
to the general purport of his paper. He was
glad to have had the opportunity of bringing the
subject forward. It had occurred to him, though
he had not included it in his paper, that instances
of kennings were common in sporting slang, as in
the old reports of the Prize Ring, in such phrases
as "he caught him one on the pofato-trap," or
of the cricket-field, when a man's being stumped
is described as, " he heard a noise in his timbsr-
yard."

Historical.—(TAarsi^ay, Mai/ 16.)

Sia M. E. Grant Duff, president, in the chair.—
The election was announced of Mr. S. E. Gardiner
as a vice-president of the society.—Mr. 0. Oman
read a paper on " The Tudors and the Currency."
Prof. K. Lodge, Prof. W. Cunningham, Mr. H. E.
Maiden, and Mr. I. S. Leadam took part in the
discussion, concurring as to the value of this
contribution to the study of the history of the
currency.

FINE ART.
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

I

Metbokological.— (/TfrfnMifay, May 15.)

E. Inwards, Esq , president, in the chair.—Mr.
G. J. Symons and Mr. G. Chatterton read a
paper on " The November Floods of 1894 in
the Thames Valley," which they had prepared
at the request of the council of the society.
This consisted of a systematic deecription of the
causes which led to the great flooda of Novembar
last, and an analysis of the records obtained from
the Thames Conservancy Board, from the
engineers of several of the towns along the
river, and also from rainfall observers through-
out the Thames watershed. The informa-
tion was given chiefly in the form of tables,
one of the first being a chronological history of
floods in the Thames Valley from the year 9 a d.
down to the present time. This was followed by
a short description of the damage wrought in
November, 1891, which was illustrated with a
number of interesting lantern slides. Details
were then given of the levels reached at various
places in all the principal floods from 1750 to the
present time. The authors exhibited a map
showing tli9 relative elevation of all the parts of
the Thames basin, and then gave details of
the rainfall for each day from Octobar 23
to November 18, 1891 the results obtained
by the Thames Conservancy Board, showing the
flood levels at each lock, were exhibited on a longi-
tudinal section from Lechlade to Teddington, and
the hydraulic inclinations from lock to lock were
shown in a tabular form. The volume of flood
water, as gauged by the Thames Conservancy at
Teddington, rose rapidly from 4000 million
gallons per diem on November 12 to 10 250 million
gallons on the IGth, 12,800 million gallons on the
17th, and to over 20,000 million gallons on the
IHth, when the discharge reached its maximum.
The last-named discharge is equivalent to 37
inch over the whole watershed of the Thames
above Teddington Lock.—Mr. F. J. Brodie also
read a short paper, on " The Barometrical Changes
preceding and accompanying the Heavy Bainfoll
of November, 1894," from which it appeared that
the latter half of October was characterised by
unusually bad weather, especially in the more
western and southern parts of the British Isles.
The torrential rains of November 11 to 14,
which actually caused the 11 jods, were due to two
secondary depression?, which developed a certain
amount of intensity as they passed over the southern
part of Ehigland.

Theee is no departure from Sir Frederic
Leighton's well-known manner in his four
elaborate contributions to the Academy, of
which the chief one is " Flaming June," a
most laboriously worked-out study of a damsel
in semi-transparent draperies of flame-colour,
which cling to her statuesque form in the fashion
made familiar by Greek sculpture. She takes
her mid-day siesta in the most uncomfortable
and complicated attitude that could well be
devised, just sheltered by an awning from the
arrows ot the sun-god, whose full blaze falls upon
the sea glowing like molten brass. The Presi-
dent might possibly succeed in demonstrating
the correctness of the draughtsmanship, which
puzzles the eye in some very queer passages

;

but in any case it looks wrong in more
than one instance, and that is, after all,

the chief thing. We should like to hear the
archaeologist on the subject of the funerary
fctele in his "Lachrymae." Is there any
warrant for thui placing on a Doric half-
column of marble a painted earthenware vase of
the fifth century B.C. ; or does the President, per-
chance, mean to show here a funerary marble
vase painted in the style of those earthenware
ones chiefly found in the tombs ? His best
picture this year is the idealised portrait-study,
" The Maid with the Golden Hair." The style
is still that polished, ultra-fastidious one with
which we must needs be content, since it is

fixed now beyond the possibility of alteration

;

but the pose and arrangement of the figure
have a natural harmony, coming nearer to
seeming spontaneity than the accomplished
artist generally brings his work.
To derive pleasure from Mr. Alma-Tadema's

wonderfully wrought-out "Spring" one must
examine its component parts bit by bit, dwelling
upon all the numberless details of the procession
of youths and maidens which, flower-laden,
winds its way downmonumental steps of marble,
through palaces and temples. We may unre-
servedly admire the rendering of the beautiful
purple anemones, of the wild hyacinths, borne in
baskets and heavily wreathed round the brows
of the fair young celebrants, who are beautiful,
too, in Mr. Tadema's own peculiar way,
but too stolid, too little moved. What is

wanting is the informing spirit of youth and
passion which should g^ve colour and rhythm
to the whole. The best figures in the picture,

and the most animated, are those which, from
the roofs of the overhanging buildings, rain
down a shower of spring blossoms on the
passing procession. Mr. T. W. Waterhouse's
" St. Cecilia " is one of his most charming
inventions. It is made specially attractive by
the quaint, yet unaffected, mediaevalism of the
conception, and the quality of life and truth
which—like the Netherlandish painters of the
fifteenth century, but unlike our modern pre-
Raphaelites—he has succeeded in retaining.
Where Mr. Waterhouse fails, is in the
effort to weave together into one all-em-
bracing harmony the bright notes of colour
brought into the picture by the poppies,
the roses, the rich robes of the saint

and the kneeling angels, the far distance of

castellated coast and deep blue sea. On no
previous occasion has Mr. Frank Dicksee
shown such skill as an executant, as in "A
Reverie "—a lamplight scene in which a young
white-robed lady is seen singing at the piano,
while her father, leaning his head on his hand,
dreams bitter-sweet dreams of the past,visible to
him only : a diaphanous vision of one who long
ago sang the song now heard floats through the
air, evoked by the magic of the music and the
passionate melancholy of the listener. In
treating such a subject—even, as here, from the
modem point of view—it is diiflcult to steer
clear of sentimentality ; and we cannot, in truth,
say that Mr. Dicksee has succeeded in avoiding
this rock ahead. His " Paolo and Franoesca
is a well-balanced academic composition^ in
which a strenuous, but not wholly successful,
effort is made to obtain beauty of colour by the
careful grouping of tints. It is a more than
respectable achievement, yet wholly inadequate
as a rendering of this moment of passion's
climax in the famous love -tragedy. On a lover
so respectful as this Paolo, so remorseful before
he has sinned, Francesca's relentless lord need
hardly have wreaked his vengeance.

In " Phoebus Apollo " Mr. Briton Riviere
shows the fair-haired god driving a team of lions
and lionesses through a gpreen valley made bright
with crocuses and spring flowers. The figure
of Phoebus is stiff and inexpressive, and the
royal beasts are but ill at ease in their
hamess, the lionesses gambolling on ahead
being far suppler and more natural in move-
ment. It is not merely as a painter of animals
that Mr. J. M. Swan exercises a special charm
over the beholder : it is because he can conjure
up round the beasts whom he takes as his chief
motives a milieu, of his own, rather than their
own. His "Tigers at Dawn" gives, in an
opaline atmosphere of early morning, a beauti-
fully designed group of the supple, terrible
beasts vrith their young. His "Goatherd,"
with the delicate, pearly greyness of its tone,
with the charm of its hushed quietude, is a
genuine pastoral, marred only by the jarring
realism of the attitude given to the chief figure.
Placed above Sir F. Leighton's "Flaming
June" is a great decorative piece, " The Fore-
runners," by Mr. Rupert Bunny, which is to be
praised for its intention, if not for its adequate
realisation. These satellites of Poseidon, who
ride through the heaving blue waves armed with
tridents, lack vigour and movement. One sighs
here for the tremendous energy, the semblance
of life in the ideal, which an Arnold Biicklin
would have infused into such a subject. Mr,
Maurice Greiffenhagen's '

' The Mermaid '

' is very
attractive, if we accept it as what it is : a flat

decoration. Its dominant scheme of colour

—

that of the peacock's tail a little toned down

—

contrasts happily with the warm flesh of the
mermaid, whose nude form ends in the
obligatory fish-like tail. Very ably worked
out in a semi-academic style suggestive of
French models is Mr. John -W. Godward's " A
Priestess." We need not too closely inquire
whether this figure, nude under its transparent
black draperies, is that of a votary of the
Syrian Astarte, or of some other mysterious
goddess of the East. She is certainly no
servant of Pallas Athene or of Artemis—not
even of the Ephesian. The "Daphne" "of

Mr. Arthur Hacker and the "Echo and
Narcissus" of Mr. Solomon J. Solomon are
kindred in style and tonality, and it is tolerably
clear that the latter artist has been considerably
influenced by the former. In the "Daphne"
the fresh, pale green of the foliage harmonises
well with the cold purity of the nymph's fair
flesh, but the conception is so timid and char-
acterless that it appears manifestly but a
pretext for an academic exercise in the modem
style. Mr. Hacker should in this branch of his
art dare more or less.
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At fint the figure-study by Mr. W. Q.

OrohardBon with tbe designation " A Flower,"

oauaea a little disappointment, so mucli less

important is it, in mere dimensions, than the

oontributions which he generally makes to the

Boyal Academy exhibition in the department
of genre and pictorial high-comedy. The
charm of the little canvas, with its pale, warm-
grey tonality, heightened by touches of colour

not too vivid, supplied by the chrysanthemums
and a single rose tree, increases as it is studied.

One cannot but admire the successful effort of

% mature artist—an acknowledged master in

his own style—to get rid of bis besetting sin,

that hot, monotonous tonality which has de-
tracted from even his finest works.
Mr, W. E. Richmond's most successful effort

this year is the important monumental decora-
tion, "Melchizedek blessing Abraham," a
cartoon destined to be executed in mosaic for

St. Panl's. It is possible to feel grave doubts
whether the rigid, formal treatment here
adopted can ever be made to harmonise with
the florid seventeenth-century style of the
great cathedral, and yet to admire the fine

balance and dignified simplicity of the work.
There is no such distinctiveness in the con-
ception as would enable us at once to recog-
nise its author ; but it belongs to a class of

monumental art only too rare in England, and
but too likely, under present conditions, to
remain so. Mr. Watts does not shine this

year at the Academy as he does at the
New Gallery. His "Jonah," which depicts

the prophet in the act of prophesying
the aestruction of the Ninevites, lacks the
artist's usual dignity in the presentment of
passion. This is the unbridled frenzy, not of

inspiration, but of epilepsy. The mistake,
however—for a mistake it must be owned to
be—is the mistake of a big man. " The Out-
cast: Goodwill," is one of those curious
moralities in painting which Mr. Watts loves to
indulge in, and not one of the most easily

explicable. A nude child, of the massive quasi-
Venetian tyi)e that the painter affects, sits

solitary on the bare ground in a landscape,
holding fading violets in one hand : in the far

distance are divined, rather than clearly seen,

the towers and steeples of a modem city,

wrapped in a lurid glare. The portrait " Pro-
fessor Max Miiller " has a certain loftiness and
ideality, but lacks virile power : it is strong
neither as a conception nor as a painting. It

would be impossible to find a more curious or
instructive contrast to this picture than the
already noticed "William Robinson, Esq.," of
M. Carolus-Duran, which is hung as a pendant
to it. The latter work has pictorial strength,
but not the quality of imagination which raises

portraiture into the higher rank. Of M. Bou-
guereau's life-size figure " Le Baigneuse " there
is really nothing to say, except that it is a fair

average Bouguereau : that is, that it is marked
by exquisite precision and finish of draughts-
manship, but nevertheless wants the sovereign
quality of style.

A notable picture by a foreign artist is the
" Dutch Interior " by A. Neuhuys, a follower
of Joseph Israels. In its sober, reticent way it

is one of the finest paintings in the whole
exhibition ; and if the imitation of the veteran
Dutch master were not so open, so avowed,
it would take very high rank. Such a master
of the brush as M. Neuhuys ought to be able
to develop something more like an original
style of his own. Looking from this picture
to Mr. Stanhope Forbes's cleverly and most
carefully worked out piece of genre on a large
scale, "The Smithy," one sees clearly what
is wanting in the latter, notwithstanding the
accuracy of the draughtsmanship, and the skill
with which the double illumination is managed.
It is too photographic in the coldness of its

objective representation of one particular

moment—too little suggestive of the moment
before, or the moment after. This is not true

momentariness, which should make the specta-

tor feel that his eye and brain have seized one
swift instant in the onward rush of time
and movement. A similar drawback is to be
noted in Mr. H. H. La Tbangue's large canvas,
" The Last Furrow," which remains, never-
theless, a remarkable effort of its kind in the
plein air direction. But is the thing, after all,

worth doing in this way, with this elaboration,

with this patient effort, if it is to be nothing
more than a skilful reflection of Nature, nn-
tinged by the personality of the artist, and
showing no thrill of emotion in the contempla-
tion of the subject attempted ? For spirit and
rhythm in excess, for the large, passionate

expression of an everyday motive m the life

of the rustic, one must go to Mr. G.
Clausen, who—a disciple in art on the one hand
of Jean-Fran;ois MiUet, on the other of the

widely different Jules-Bastien Lepage— this

year betrays his artistic origin rather too clearly.

We prefer him when, as of late years, he shows
himself an English artist quand meme in his

presentment of motives derived from English
fife and English nature. In "Harvest" the

measured swing of the labourers, as they bend
in the warm sunset light to gather in the

sheaves, is nobly expressed, but rather too

clearly derived from Millet. The effect of the

ruddy light, just catching the fair hair and the

upturned face of the young labourer, has been
given by Mr. Clausen with a more complete
and poetic truth on a former occasion. In
"The Farmer's Boy" he depicts powerfully,

and with a happy generalisation which leaves

the simple motive in its full strength, yet with
an added beauty, a young rustic descending the
wooded slope of a hill bearing a large flat

basket of green-stuff. The figure does not
quite effectually detach itself from the back-
ground of green tree and grey-brown path
against which it is relieved.

Mr. Frank Bramley, when he imagined his

brilliant "Sleep," was no doubt haunted by
recollections of Mr. J. S. Sargent's original and
beautiful " Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose," now
in the Chantrey Bequest Gallery ; but he has
worked out his subject anew, and cannot fairly

be accused of plagiarism. A little fair-haired

child, in a curious dress of brown silk and
indigo-blue gauze, lies sleeping on a seat

painted a turquoise blue hue, amid a wilderness

of great splendid poppies, showing their

mauve, purple, crimson, and white glories amid
the pecimar green, glazed with white, of their

leaves. There may be a little crudity here and
there in dealing with all these brilliant, self-

assertive elements of the colour-harmony ; but
Mr. Bramley must nevertheless be con-
gratulated on a genuine success in a style

widely different from that with which he has
been hitherto identified.

Claude Phillips.

SALE OF ENOLISH PICTURES AtJD
WATER-COLOURS.

On Saturday there were dispersed at Christie's

three collections more or less memorable, the
chief of them being the drawings that were
the property of the late Frederick Craven, of
Thombridge, Bakewell, cmd those which had
been owned by the late T. S. Kennedy, of

Park Hill, Wetherby. The Kennedy drawings
included certain notable Turners, and among
the Craven possessions was the famous David
Cox, depicting a Welsh funeral. In the
Craven sale — to take a few of the more
important in the order of their appearance—we
may say that a " landscape " of De Wint's
fetched 220 guineas, falling to the bid of Mr.
Leggatt; that among the David Cox's, "The

Vale of Olwyd," realised 455 guineas fAgnew^

;

the " Bolsover Castle," 470 guineas (Agnew)

;

and '
' AWelsh Funeral "—the scene at Bettwys-

y-Coed—2400 guineas (Healy) ; while a Turner
drawing of unsurpassable quality, " The Land's
End," was sold to Mr, Agnew for 830 guineas.

Rossetti's " Hestema Rosa" and "Washing
Hands—albeit unusually good examples—were
not sold cheaply when the one realised 205
and the other 480 guineas. Certain draw-
ings by Sir Edward Bume-Jones were
likewise sold for substantial sums ; and
his series of four paintings recording the

story of Pygmalion—works which had been
painted for Mr. Craven a dozen years or so

ago, before the artist's vogue was quite what it

is at present—fell now to Mr. Agnew's bid of

3500 guineas. About £21,000 was realised in

all by the Craven possessions.

The Kennedy cabinet of drawings included
among its Turners a vignette of the " Entrance
to the Port of Havre "—showing the light-

house of La Heve—knocked down to Mr.
Agnew for 200 Kuineas; a "Geneva," 260
guineas; a "Lake of Thun," 315 guineas
(Agnew) ; a " Lake of Brienz," 250 guineas
(Harry Qoilter) ; the " High Force"—a draw-
ing in the coimtry of the Tees—350 guineas
(Agnew) ;

" Oxford," 490 guineas (Tooth)

;

the "Lake and Town of Zug," 1100 guineas
(Agnew); and " Arona," 700 guineas (Agnew).
The two last-named drawings had been bought
by Mr. Kennedy—for prices which were not
stated—from Mr. Ruskin direct.

The possessions of the late Mr. Thomas
Woolner—likewise dispersed—included a fine

Cotman, " Off the Northumbrian Coast," 260
guineas (GoodenJ; Mulready's "Idle Boys,"
1000 gmneas (Agnew) ; Constable's " View
near Highgate," 180 guineas (Salting) ; and an
elaborate picture by L, F. Lewis of a Cairene
bazaar, which—having been sold aforetime in

the Price collection for 1090 guineas—now
touched the sum of 1400 g^uineas, at which it

was acquired by Mr. Agnew.
The sales, as a whole, afford some indication

of returning prosperity. But, indeed, works
of art of the highest quality have not been
" given away " during the times of depression.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

Mk. J. W. Waterhotjse has been elected

a full member of the Royal Academy, to fill

the vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr,
W. C. T. Dobson.

The exhibitions to open next week include
the following : (1) the first annual eidiibition

of the Society of Women Painters—at the
Hanover Gallery; (21 drawings by Mr. Phil

May, pictures by the late Burton Barber, and
works by other artists—at the Fine Art
Society's

; (3) a collection of paintings in the
Arctic regions by Mr. Frank Wilbert Stokes,

member of the Peary relief expedition, and also

a collection of landscapes by Karl Heffner—at

the Graves' Galleries ; (4) water-colours of

Japan, by Miss M. R. Hill Burton, at the Clif-

ford Galleries ; and (5) Mr. Herbert Schmalz's
picture of " The Resurrection Mom," at Mr,
A. T. Gladwell's, in Fenchurch-street.

At a meeting of the Society of Arts, to be
held on Tuesday next, with Dean Gregory in

the chair, Mr. W. B. Richmond will read a
paper on "The Decoration of St. Paul's."

The June number of the Antiquary will con-
tain an illustrated paper on " Some of the
Round Towers of France " ; and also an article

on the Royal Academy exhibition, under the

title of " The Antiquary among the Pictures."

The general meeting of the Society for the

Promotion of Hellenic Studies, postponed from
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Apnl 8, will take place on Monday next, at
p.m., when Prof. Percy Gardner wUl describe

and discuss the Sarcophagi found at Sidon,
and now in the museum at Constantinople.

A f^- ^- F-.^-^"^' ^•^•' !'»« gi^en the Home
Arts and iLdustries Association a cheque for
1000 guineas towards the endowment fund
which he and Mrs. Watts are raising, and
which IS needed to place the association in a
sound position. The annual exhibition of the
association will be held on June 13 at the
Eoyal Albert Hall.

A COEKESPONDENT at Cairo writes : "Mr.
Suares, the Jewish banker, has just given
£40 000 to the French Archaeological School.
M. de Morgan has been ill, and has gone to
Kas el-Bahr for the summer ;, and a committee
of four has been appointed to adapt the prize

-

designs for the proposed new museum, so as to
get a working design out of them. Prof
Sayce was to leave Egypt on May 27, and
expects to arrive in England about June 10."

We have received the thirteenth annual report
of the managing committee of the American
School of Classical Studies at Athens (Cam-
bridge, U.S. : University Press), which includes
the reports of the director for 1893-94 and of
the excavations at the Argive Heraeum during
that period. It appears that the School is in a
very flourishing condition. No less than twenty-
three colleges now contribute, the university of
Cahfornia being the latest addition. Their
subscriptions yield 4900 dollars ; and the total
income amounted to about 9000 dollars (£18001
The number of students was twelve, in-
cluding three women. The staff consists of a
permanent director. Dr. Eufus B. Richardson
of Dartmouth College; Prof. Charles Wald-
rtein, as professor of the history of art ; Prof
Olomas Dwight Goodell, of Yale, as professor
of Greek; and Mr. Edward L. Tilton as
architect. It is proposed to found two feUow-
shlpg of 600 dollars each, for students of
archaeology, which will be avaUable for thecoming year, 1895-96; and 500 dollars is
appropnated annually to the library. Prof
Waldstem gives an account of the excavations
at Argos in March and April, 1894, where the
most interesting discovery was of bee-hive
tombs of the Mycenaean period, one of which
contained more than forty vases in perfect
preservation, besides terra-cotta figurines, and
other objects. Dr. Eichardson's chief work
outside Athens was the excavation of a temple
at Eretria, near the theatre.
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(stage management, success would be cer
tain.

Signor De Lucia sang well as Era Diavolo,
especially m the third act. Miss Marie Engle
made a charming Zerlina. and sang delight-
tully. Mme. Amadi was an excellent L»dy
Pamela. Mr. Bispham as Lord Eocburg made
the most of his part. It was a happy thought,
a legitimate touch of realism, on the part of
bir A. Harris to make my Lord and my Lady
address each other in English. Signori Pini-
Corsi and Arimondi as Beppo and Giacomo
interpreted their rules in a highly amusing
manner. "

MUSIC.
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.

TiiE performance of Auber's " Fra Diavolo " onMonday evening came aS an agreeable surprise.
Ihe sparkling, tuneful music of the French
composer has not been heard for some time ;and although it was performed a few seasons
ago at Covent Garden, the music is by no
means familiar to opera-goers of the present day.
It may be that " Fra Diavolo " would not bear
frequent repetition ; the music might lose its
Ireshness and charm. But it serves admirably asMl antidote to modem operas with their sensa-
tional stories and high-strung strains. Auber
appears, perhaps, too simple to musicians of
the rising generation, bom and bred in synco-
pation and intricacies of rhythm : they do not
reflect that to achieve simplicity is to achieve
the highest. The complexity of Bach and of
Wagner IS not the cause of their greatness, but
merely the reason of their not being at once
understood. The revival of '

' Fra Diafolo " was
then welcome, though it must be admitted that
Covent Garden is too large for such a work.
Ihere ought to be a special theatre for operas
of this class

:
with capable actors and good

RECENT CONCERTS.
The fifth concert of the Philharmonic Society
commenced with a new work, an Overture
entitled "Leonatus and Imogen," by Dr G J
Bennett. The mUsic is well written and
effectively scored, but it displays skill rather
than imagination. The Overture bears a title,
yet it is not genuine programme-music: the
composer merely names the special influence
underwhich;he wrote, not a programme which he
sought to develope. Herr Stavenhagen played
a pianoforte Concerto of his own in B minor
(Op. 4), a work modern in form, based, in
fact, on Liszt lines. The thematic material
may not be very original, but it is attractive

;

especially the two broad subjects from which
IS evolved the Adagio. The scoring of the
music 18 decidedly effective, and the pianoforte
part, though it bears traces of having been
written by a virtuoso, is not unduly prominent.
P"' Stavenhagen played admirably: better,
indeed, than we have ever heard him play. He
was well received, and gave a short encore. Herr
Willy Burmester performed in an able manner
Ernst's '

' Allegro pathetique " in F sharp minor,
a work more remarkable for its technical diffi-
culties than for solidity or charm. In an
encore the violinist once again exhibited his
extraordinary command of the instrument.
The programme concluded with Beethoven's
'Pastoral" Symphony, well rendered under
the direction of Dr. Mackenzie. The writer of
the analysis referred to Beethoven's dictum
yvith regard to the meaning of his Symphony,
" Mehr Ausdruck derEmpfindung als Milerei,"
for which we cannot accept his translation,"A record of impressions rather than a repre-
sentation of facts." The words of Beethoven,
indiaating his attitude towards programme-
music, are important, and they ought to have
been more faithfully represented in English.
Miss Amy Sherwin was the vocalist, and sang
the lovely " Zerffietti lusinghieri" from Mozart's
" Idomeneo."
M. Leon Delafosse has given two piano-

forte recitals at St. James's Hall (May 10 and
20). His technique is good, and he can play
with both strength and delicacy. But as an
mterpreter of Beethoven's music he leaves, as the
French say, much to desire. He hurries move-
ments dreadfully, as, for example, the opening
Allegro of Op, 7, and the Menuetto of Op. 22.
His reading of the Adagio of Op. 2, No. 3, was
fairly good, but that of Op. 22 sentimental.
At his second recital he played Chopin's Noc-
turne in E flat (Op. 55, No. 2), and Valse in
A flat (Op. 34). Some portions of the former
were delicately rendered, though not with
Sufficient charm; the Valse was given in a
hurried, hard manner.

Handel's "Dixit Daminus " chorus, an
eariy composition written at Eome in
1707, and his "Ode on St. Cecilia's Day"
were performed by the Handel Society at
the Queen's Hall on Friday evening, under the
direction of Mr. A. Manns. The Ode bears
traces of the composer's genius, yet it is not
one of his great works. Dryden wrote the
words as a troublesome task " and in no way
beneficial," but he "could not deny the

stewards of the feast, who came in a body tome to desire that kindness." There is room
for improvement in the choirand orchestraof the
Handel Society. It has a fine opportunity and
should make the most of it ; Handel's works,
with the exception of "The Messiah" and
"Israel," at festivals have fallen into undue
oblivion. Miss Jessie Scott deserves praise for
the energy with which she attacked the trying
solos in the final choms of the Ode. The
Society IS fortunate in having Mr. Manns as
conductor.
Mr. Willy Burmester gave his second violin

recital on Wednesday afternoon. The mott in-
teresting number of the programmewas the Bach
Sonata in E for solo violin. The Praeludium was
interpreted with breadth and vigour. The other
movements were played in a frank, unaffected
manner

; the two Minuets were, however, some-
what hurried. Wieniawski's Concerto in D,
especially with pianoforte accompaniment, is
not very interesting ; but Mr. Burmester's per-
tormacce was brilliant, and his intonation pure.
Ihe Wagner Birthday Concert at the Queen's

Uall on Wednesday evening attracted a large
crowd. As regards the performance of the
music, it was not altogether satisfactory; there
were signs here and there of insufficient re-
hearsal. Herr Mottl is a great conductor, but
one could see from his vigorous movements that
he was not altogether at his ease. The
secret of Herr Eiohter's success is careful pre-
paration during rehearsal: at performance a
conductor should be felt rather than seen. The
programme differed from the ordinary Wagner
programme. The whole of the second act of the
• Flying Dutchman" and the first part of act 3
from the "Gotterdammerung" were given. In
the former Miss Ella Eussel was cold as Senta,
while Mr. Andrew Black as the Dutchman sang
well, though not hisbest. Miss A. Janson did fair
justice to herself in the small part of Marie. In
the " Gotterdammerung," Herr'Emil Gerhiiuser
took the part of Siegfried: he has a good
voice and dramatic power, and his enunciation
of words IS singulariy clear. Mr. D. Bispham
was excellent as Hsgen. The Misses Gelber,
Kalph, and Janson were acceptable as the Ehine
Daughters. The performance of the " Funeral
March ' was marred by the efforts of some of
the audience to get away before the end of the
concert. We have not yet learnt Bayreuth
manners. It was interesting to have a
portion of Wagner's eariy opera in such close
proximity to an excerpt from one of his latest
music-dramas, and the comparison was certainly
not favourable to the former. Then again,
with regard to both selections, the absence of
stage action proved a serious drawback. It
must be confessed that in a concert-room
Wagner often seems duU ; in the theatre such is
rarely the case.

Theperformance of "FraDiavolo" onMonday
prevented us from attending the first Eichter
t^oncert. The programme, however, consisted
entirely of famUiar pieces. There was a large
audience; Dr. Eichter was- received with
enthusiasm; and the music appears to have
given the utmost satisfaction.

J. 8. SnEDLOCK.
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NSW VOLUME BY HENRY ARTHUR JONES.
Just FtMUhed by iffssrs. MACMILL AN d: CO. Crown 810. Frkt 6^.

THE RENASCENCE OF THE ENGLISH DRAMA.
Esaayr, Lectures, and Fragments relating to the Modern English Stage, written and

delirorcd in the yoats 1883-94,

By HENRY ARTHUR JONES,
Author of " The Triumph of the Philistines "

; "The Masijueraders "
; "The Case of Rebellious Susan "

;

"The Tempter "
;
" The Crusaders" ;

" The Middleman "
; "Judah "

;

" The Dancing Girl ' ;
" SainU and Sinners "

; &c.

The Dramatic Outlook.

On being Rightly Amused at the Theatre.

On Playmaking,
Our Modern Drama :

. Is it an Art or an
Amusement ?

The Relations of the Drama to Education.

Preface to " Saints and Sinners."

Dedication of "The Case of Rebellions

Susan," to Mrs. Grundy.
Fragments and Extracts.

PLAYS by the same Author, already published

—

SAINTS AND SINNERS," 3s. 6d. "JUDAH" and "THE CRUSADERS,"
2s. 6d. each.

The other Plays will be issued as soon as certain stage rights have expired.

1. The Theatre and the Mob. 11.

2. Religion and the Stage. 12.

8. The First Night Judgment of Plays. 13.

4. Realism and I'mth. 14.

5. The Science of the Drama.
6. The Literary Drama. 15.

7. The Bible on the Stage- 16.

S. The Future of the English Drama. 17.

9. Dr. Pearson on the Modern Drama.
10. A Playwright's Grumble. 18.

VOLUME FOB, 1894 NOW BEADT.
8vo, pp. 060, price I83.

THE ANNUAL REGISTER:
A BeTiew of Public Events at Home and Abroad for the Year 1894.

•»• Volumes of the Aknval Reoistkk for the Years 1863-1893 can still bo had, price 18!.

T-iefrstpirl of this volume {pp. 1-216) is ievotei to a resume of the rolilieal History of England during

tin yeir 1894. The events of Parliament try Life are noted, and the principal tpeeehes summarised. Foreign

and Colonial History are dealt with in pp. 317 311. In the seeond p irt a Chronological Summary is given of

the principal events of the year, both foreign and domestic ; this is followed by a Retrospect of Literature, Science,

and Art, and an Oiitua-y of Eminent Persons. A full Index is an important feature of the book.

London and New Yobk : LONGMANS, GREEN & CO.

CHAPMAN & HALL'S NEW BOOKS

CHARLES G. HAHPBR.

THE PORTSMOUTH ROAD and its
TUmUTAHIKS. l;.v CUAUI.KS C. ll.VRPER, Author
of " The Jlarcheo of Wales," " The Brighlon Road,"
&c. With H9 Illustrations from Drawings by the
Author and from old-time print*. Demy 8vo, 16s.

{This day.

•.A road book descriptive of one of the chief highways of
the Coaching Age treated bialoncally and topographically

;

with noticeK of the celebrated travellers of ouer days, whose
doings make memorable the story of the roads.

C-APTAI.V C. J. MELLIS.

LION-HUNTING in SOMALILAND :

also an Accouul of .Spearing the African Wart llog. By
Captain C. J. IIEI.LIS, 9th BoTnl»y Infantry. With
Illugtr&iion» by Cecil Aldin, and from Photographs by
the Author. Demy 8vo, 7s. 6d,

NOW READY, in large fcap. 4to, 874 pages, cloth, red edges, 78. 8tl. ; half-Persian, IDs. 6d.

;

half-morocco, flexible, 12s. 6d.

THE STUDENT'S ENGLISH DICTIONARY.
Literary, Scientific. Etymological, and Pronouncing.

By JOHN OGILVIE, LL.D.

New Edition, thoroughly Revised and greatly Augmented.

Edited by CHAELES ANNANDALE, M.A., LL.D.,
Editor of the New Edition of "The Imperial Dictionary."

With Extensive Appendices, comprising:—List of Names in Fiction, Mythology, &o.. Key to Literary Allusions -List

of English Authors, with Dates—Pronouncing List of Classical and Scriptural Names -Foreign Words and Phrases-

Moneys, Weights, and Measures of the World—Abbreviations—Mathematical, Astronomical, Chemical, and other Signs, &c.

Illustratsd by nearly Eight Hundred Engravings on Wood.
" Leaving out of account the unwieldy and expensive recent editions of Webster and Worcester, we have no hesitation

in saying that this is by far the most useful one-volume English Dictionary at present existing."—/KAenaeum.

*»• Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, post free on application.

London : BLAOICIE & SON, Limited, Old Bailet.

By
JOSEPH

C N B A D.

A NEW TELLER OF PACIFIC TALES!

ALMAYER'S
F OLLY :

Cloth, 6s.

A Story of

an Eastern
Biver.

" A powerful study of life on an Eastern river, is

written with admirable constraint. The pathos of the

p hopeless life story is inexpressibly touch-

•D ,
ing, and haunts the memory. Joseph

w .-„ Conrad is a new writer, and you welcome
"'""^ him heartUv."

LoKDos : T. FISHER UNWIN, Patkiikostek SauAKB, E.G.

A remarkably lnUi«ting book. . . .iotenKlr onjorable tliroiuhoiit
. . •ilniile and itralihtrorwariL .... ftm who iake It

... - .

Eut H down again bef'
ill."-(/lawov Hnald

•ilnnleand rtralihtforwanl..^..K«w who"£ake"l( up will ciro to
it down again before thejr have read every deooription of ererr

CHARLES DIXON.

The MIGRATION of BRITISH BIRDS:
including their I'uslOlacial Emiiiralioii as traced by
the application of a new Law of Dispcreal. lieing a
Contribution to Migration, Geographical Distribution,
and Insular Faunas. By CHARLES DIXON. With
8 Maps, Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

TheZ)(ifl» TeUamvh says: " Aworkot faKinatia; interest Mr.
Dix in s work— is sore to awaken contloTeray. and can scarcely fail In
any case profoundly to modify existing views."

COLONEL FYLER.

THE HISTORY of the 50th (The
QUEEN'S OWN) IIKGIMENT. From the Earliest
Date t5 the Year 1881. By Colonel FYLEB, late
Commanding the Regiment. With Coloured Illustra-
tions, Maps, and Pliuis. Grown 8vo, 16s. net.

[fleody,

*.* The plan the author has adopted is to make each cam-
paign in which the Regiment was engaged a connected story
of that campaign, and of more than regimental interest, and
thus, while giving especial attention to every incident con-
nected with the 50th, not omitting such mention of other
regiments as might be necessary to complete the narrative

CHAPMAN & HALL, LmrrBD, Lokdok.

TOWER PUBLISHING OO.'S

PUBLICATIONS.

Ifotr Beady at all Libraries, 6s.

IN QUEST OF A NAME.
B/ Mrs. HEMBY WYLDE,

Author of " Severed Ties," " Father aid Son,"
*• Wi-onged," Ac.

With Illustrations by Hal Pifk vbd.

A TORQUAY MARRIAGE.
By G. RAYLEIGH VICARS an! EDITH VICARS.
" The conversations with which it teems are piquant and

epigrammatic, and few readers will be content to lay it

aside until they come to the concluding page."
M'tHchester Courier,

Tbese Books rorni the First Two Volames of tlie

Tower Bomancr Library.

Now Beady, price 6s.

THE OUTLAWS OF THE AIR.
By GEORGE GRIFFITH,

Author of " The Angel of the Revolutioa,"
*'01ga Romanoff."

With numerous Illustrations by E. S. UorK.

Now Bsady, price 6s , Third Edition

WILLIAM LE QUEUX'S NEW AR \.B ROMANCE.

Z R A I D A.
With nnmerou.^ Illustrations by U*l I'ifiakd.

"Exceedingly clover. Unquestionably brilliant and
exciting."—iJrtWy Chronicle.

" There is a treasure that fairly out-Haggards Haggard.
It is a wholesome and clean-minded book, which those who
love to read of love and bravery will find brimful of

excitement."—S^ .f<"«^»'s Qoiette.

TOWER PUBLISHING CO., Lmitbd,
95, MiNOBUS, E.

Printad by ALEXANDER & SHEFHEABD, Lonsdale PrinUng Works, Chancery Lane ; Published by the Proprietor, HENRY VILLEES, 57, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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TaS fIRST VOLUME NOW SEADY.

THE AMEER.
By STEPHEN WHEELER.

Crown 8to, cloth, 33. 6d , with Four Porlaits and Two Map3.

IjAILY news.—" a work of this kind haa long been needed, and htre
wc have it, characterised by an admirable unpaitiality, a sound judgment
and good etjle."

DAILY CHRONICLE.—" In the very nick of time appears an excellent

book, to which at any time we should have to accord highlpraiee."

THE WORLD.—" Every chapter in (he book is inkrestiDg."
MANCHESTER GVARDIAN.—" It is a terious piece of historical work,

and it is a'so a great story of adventure."
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II

NEW WORK BY S. R. CROCKETT.
BOG-MYRTLE and PEAT. 6s.

" Is the most important book that Mr. Crockett has published, for it con-
tains in ' Saint Lucy of the Eyes ' by far the beet and most promising story

that he has yet written."

—

Academy.
" It is a fine piece of descriptive writing, reminding in strongly of

Jcfferies—this midsummer night's vigil in a plantation."

—

The Timet.
" Prose Poems."

—

Daily News.
" Will increase his reputation."— i)iji?y Telegraph.
" Excellent from cover to cover."

—

Speaker.
" It marks a distinct advance in this line on ' The Stickit Minister.' "

Christian World.

SECOND EDITION.

NEW NOVEL BY CHARLES T. C. JAMES.
Adventures of a Gentleman of the Road.

ON TURNHAM GREEN. 6s.
" Very acceptable reading indeed."

—

World.
" Is wholly charming."

—

Standard.
" We have not been so glad of anything for a long wbilo."

Daily Chronicle.

"Mr. James gives us a cipital study in the Di.kens's style of Host
K\i\.aa."— Timet.

SCANDERBEG : a Romance of Conquest.
By C0N8TA>X'E OBAIGIE HALKETT.

Large crown 8vo, cloth extri, 3 ). 1. [Just published.

READY NEXT MONTH.

THE BEST CRUISE on the BROADS.
With Eight Illustrations and Haps.

By J. BICKERDVKE.

THE COUNTRY MONTH BY MONTH.
Now Complete in Twelve Monthly Volnmee, bound in paper oi cloth,

Is. or 2s. each ; or in Four Uuarterly Volumes of the Keaeons (Spring,
Summer, Autumn, and Winter), each 58.

NEW NOVELS AT ALL LIBRARIES.

LONDON : 13, tlRAVEN STREET, STRAND, \V.O.

In crown Svo, handEomely bound in ort linon, price 8s.

As Gold in the Furnace.
By MARY CROSS, AuUior of " Under Sentence,"' " False,Witness," &C.

"A lively tale, with much genuine human character artistically developed. Tll3

dialogue is vivacious throughout, and scenes both of high life and low arc j^trikingly

painted. A novel of high literary qualities, with a plot both daring and original."
' Moin'iig Leader.

In crown Svo, handsomely bound in cloth, price Cs.

Runic Rocks: a North Sea Idyl
By WILHELM JENSEN. Translated by MARIANNE E. SUCKLING, wiih a

Preface by Professor 0. FIELDLHR.

" Wilhelm Jensen, of whose many works this U the first to appeir in an F.n^lsh trans,

latton, has been one of the most popular writers in Germany lor more than twenty year .,

Since 186G a number of works from his pen have appeared almost every year : poems, ei>iC8,

short stories, novels and dramas. In all these branches of literature he has shown himself

to be an author of signal culture and great power, but he is at his best as a novelist a-.d

writer of lyric poetry."—Extkict fuom Pbeface.

In handsome crown Svo, cloth, price 6s.

Sylvia Craven; or.

The Sins of the Fathers.
Ey GORDON-HOLMES.

" A pleasant, readable tale."

—

Athenaeum.

"Pretty, and veiy well written."

—

Dail^ Tehgi-a^th.

" A delightfully interesting alory."Southport i'UUor,

In crown Svo, cloth, price 5s.

The See-Saw of Life; or,

Misfortune no Disgrace.
A Novel. By WILLIAM A. MORLEY.

Truly illustratos the ups and downs of life, and the manner in which people lojk upon

the fortunes and misfortunes of others."

—

Liecrpool Slercur^.

" Tlie author has obviously a thick strand of philosophy in his compoidlion, and the

book is one which may be perused with both pleasure and profit."

—

Liverpool Dailj Pout.

In handsome crown Svo, cloth, price os.

Raymond's Folly; or, every Man the

Architect of His Own Future.
By E. ST. JOHN LEIGH.

" An interesting and instructive slory."—Si'Uiah Wahlj,

"Written Ihronghout in a becoming stylo that has many graceful literary

qualities."

—

Scotsmftn
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There are some lovoable characters in the atorj,"—Liverpool Pott,

crown Svo, price "s. 6d.
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By E. O'CONNOR MORRIS.
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Strand, W.C. Private room lor dictation. Highest referencea.
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24th May, l«*3. _^^ ^___^_

f^IVIL 8EEVI0E COMMISSION.—
Vy FORTHCOMING E.XAJIINATIOSS.-JCNIOR ASSISTANT
:.i the 8( IKXGK BUAXCH, and in the ART BRANCH of the
8'JUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM (18-25) aylh JUNE.
The tlatos spcciAcil are the latest at which applications can be

received. They must be made on forms to be obtainwl, with particu-
lars, from the 8lckktakv, Civil Service Commission, I>oudou, S.W.

ST. EDWAED'S SCHOOL, near
"XFORD.-Public School, founded 18(U. to provide Education

for Gentlemen's Sons in Preparation for Universities. Army. Ac., ou
definite Cliurch principle. Pees; £W per annum (Sons of Clergy-
men, £m)', luy Boys. :! guineas. Cliuwica! and M(Klcrn siilcsi.

8oUoUrJiii», t*, to iSQ, July a«U.-K«T.T. F. llouson, M.A., Warden.

OATALOQUE8
rPOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS
L promptly iupplied on inoder»t«t«nni.

CATAIiOOUES OD sppUcaUoB.

DULAO * CO., 17, 8oao Bqcabs.

BAEDEKEE'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed Catalogue sent pott free on applicatioo.

UDLAV t CO., 37, Soiio Square, Lokikis, W.

loREIQN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & NORGATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

14, HENRIETTA STEEET, COVENT GARDEN,
20, SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AND
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

CATALOG UES poatfree on appliealion.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEIGN BGOKSEIiLEK,

45, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum),

Sappliea all FoEiiaxBooEx and PiRioDicALsal themost
moderate prices.

Catalogues on applicttion.

Now ready.—Free on aliplication.

NTn 0^9 ^ Miscellaneous CATA-
XHI.i« f^'J^» L4_)GUE of BOOKS, including Theo-
logy, Classics and Philology, Mathematics and Afctronomy, Science,
Philosophy, Economics, &c.
Coutaiuins: Philosoiiliical Ma^razine, 1798-lt^.i, lo:) vols. ; Augustine

and Chrysodtoni, Oaumc ; Bulleu's Lyricr, 7 vols.; Loggau's Can-
tabrigia lllustrata ; Coleriilge's Works. 23 vols. : Tennyson's Poems, by
Two Brothers, 1827, Poems chiefly Lyrical, IHio, and Poems, ]8;U,

3 voh., uncut, &c., &c.

JIacmillas & Bowes. Cambridge.

SOTHEEAN'S PEICE CUEEENT of
LITEKATURE.-The MAY Number (Xo. 541), just published,

contains a large number of

FIRST EDITIONS of the STANDARD NOVELISTS
and other Authors of the Century (many fresh in the original cloth).
Ijesides important Sets, Ac, ic. ; aleo a series of FIRST EDITIONS
of the minor Works of JOHN BUNVAN.—Post free from

H, SoTHERAX Jt Co., 140, Strand, W.C, or 37, Piocadilly, W.

AGENCY FOR AUERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
• and BOOKSELLERS, ot 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 2J, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the
attention of the READING PUBLIC to the excellent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most
fATOurable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATATiOGUES Bent on application.

At all BookseUerg.

DIES IRiEJ.
The Story of a Spirit in Prison.

Fcap. 8vo, Is. Cd.

*' A little attempt to rouse love for humanity, and enlist lielp for
human misery.... The book should not be without effect. There is

great vividness and feeling in it. '—Academif.

"A plea for social sen-ice so elo^iueut and so impressive that it

cannot fail to produce a gruat effect."— Weekly Sun.
" The story ib told in simple, beautiful language, and the thought

tends to transform materialistic views of life and eteruity into ethical
and spiritual conceptions of a high order."

—

Manckeater Cfuardian.

"A prose poem."—5cD((i8A Cottgreffationalist.

William Blackwood & Sovs, Edinburgh and London.

THEATRES.

ESTABLISHED ISM.BIEKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane. London

.

TWO-AND-AlIALFperCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
reparable ou demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
STOCKS, SUARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPABTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank receives small sums on

deposit, and aUowe Interest monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

FOB TWO OUIKEAS FKK MOKTll.

BIRKBECK freehold"LAND SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOR FIVE SaiLLINOS FBR HOHTB.

Th« BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free
FRANCIS KAVENSCROPT. Manager

VINOLIA SHAVING SOAP
CAUSES NO BLOTCHES UMDER

THE CHIN.
Sticks 6d., Is., Is. 6d.. 2s., 2s. 6d.

;

Flat Cakes Is., 2s., 2s. 6d.

ADELPHI THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND

MK. Mr. William Terriss, and Miss Millwanl, Mcssrc
F. 11. Mnckliii, W. h. Abingdon, K. W. Gardiner, Clinrles

Fulton, Riclmrd Pardon, Juliaa Cross, O. W. Cockburn,
Ackcniian Jlay ; Mcsdames Hope Dudley, Mary Allostree,

Marie Moptro&c. _

AVENUE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, DANDY DICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Kobert Fsteman, Henry WriKhl,
James Levcretl, F. VauKhan, A, J. Evelyn, H. M. Wen-
man

i
Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Oracle

Wbiteford, Lily Mclntyro, Ellen Goss, Bertha Meyon, and
Miss Ma.y Voho. _^

COMEi)Y THEATRE.
TO-NIGHT, at 8.30, THE PRUDE'S PROGRESS.

Messrs. Cyril Maude, W. T. Lovell, Ernest Leicester, Arthur
Playfair, and Edward Rif^bton ; Mcsdames Lena Aahwell*
EttTe Williama. Alice Mansfield, and Fanny Broogh.

CRrTERION THEATRE.
THIS EVENING.atS.M punctually, THE HOME SECRE-

TARY. Mr. Charles Wyndham, Mr. Alfred Bishop, Mr.
Chas. BrookBeld, Mr. S.vdney Brouf;h, Mr. H. de Lanp^. Mr.
D. S. James, and Mr. Lewis Waller ; Miss Julia Noilson,
Miss Maude Millett, Miss Dolores Drummond, and Miss
Mary Moore.

GARRICK THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-

SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forbes-Robertson ; Messrs.
Ian Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du Maorier, Cara-
voglia ; Mmes. Calhoun, Jeffreys, Halscy, Groves, and
Patrick Campbell,

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, FEDORA. Mr. Tree, Mr. Nat-

combe Gould, Mr. C. M. Hallard, Mr. Edmund Maurice, ilr.

Charles Allan, Mr. Holman Clark, Mr. Herbert Ross, Mr.
Berte Thomas ; Mrs. Bancroft, Miss Hilda EUiubary, lire.

Patrick Camplwll. _ _

LYCEUM THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0.10, A STORY OF WATERLOO.

Corporal Brewster, Mr. Irving. Followed by DON
QUIXOTE. Don Qui.\otc, Mr. Irving. Messrs. B. Webster,
Johnson, Haviland, S. Valentine, Archer, Mellish, Reynolds,
Belmore, Rivington, Innis ; Misses A. Hughes, Milton, de
Silva, A. Craig, &c. Preceded, at 8.15, by BYGONES.

LYRIC THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.15, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.

Mesdames Marie Tempest, Patiio Browne, K. Hodson, II.

Studholroe, Hamer, Cadiz, Pounds, Gregory, Cannon, Fair-
fax, Davis, Adams, Fiopp, Neild, and Lettie Lind; Messrs.,

Hayden Coffin, Eric Lewis, Lawrance D'Orsiy, Farren-
Soutar, Maurice Farkoa, John Le Hay, Porteous, Ellison,

Di.\on, W. Blakeley.

PRINCE OF WALES' THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Rolierts, Messrs. William
Philp, E. Vernon, E. H. Kelly, E. Thome, P. Rosborough,
and W. H. Denny ; Uncle Bones ; Mesdames Aida Jeuoure,
L. Searle, Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, C. Benton, Eva
Ellerslie, A. Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus, Preceded,
at 7.50, by A WOMAN'S CAPRIC E,

SAVOY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL

:

Mesdames Jeanne Doustc, Marie Elba, Julia Lenno.v, Edith
Miller, Marie du Bedat, Jessie Hudleston, and Mr. Charles
Copland. Conductor, Signer Arditi. ____^___

ST. JAMES'S THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, THE TRIUMPH OF THE

PHILISTINES. Mr. George Alexander; Messrs. Herbert
Waring, H. V. Esmond, H. H. Vincent E. M. Robson,
Ernest Hendrie, James Welch, Arthur Royston, Mark
Paton, Duncan Tovey, Master Frank Saker ; Lady Monck-
ton. Miss Elliott Page , Miss B. Wilmot, Miss J, Nesville.

STRAND THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 9, FANNY : Messrs. JohnL. Shine,

W. H. Day, Robb Harwood, T. P. Haynes, Owen Harris,

ic.
J
Misses Alice Recs, Kntio Lee, and Alma Stanley.

Preceded, at 8.30, by THE BACKSLIDER.
TERRY'S THEATRE.

THIS EVENING, at 0, THE PASSPORT. Misses
Fanny Coleman, Cicely Richards, Kate TuUy, Grace Lane,
and Gertmde Kingsttin; Messrs. Yorko Stephens, Alfred
Mallby, Compton Coutts, John L, Mackay, Cecil Ramsey,
Roland Atwood, Richard Blunt, and George Giddena.
Preceded, at 8.15, by A WOMAN'S NO.

TOOLE'S THEATRE.
TO-NIGHT, at 8.15, Mr. RUTLAND BARRINGTON and

Original Cast in Ralph R. Lnmley's successful Comio
Sporting Plav in Three Acts, entitled THOROUGH-BRED i

and at 10.30 tVKRY NIGHT, Mr. GEORGE GROSSMITH.
At 7.15, THE SECRET. Doors open at 7.30. MATINEES
SATURDAY NEXT, June I, and WEDNESDAY, Jane 5.

TRAFALGAR THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, BARON GOLOSH, Mesdames

Alice Lothbridge, Florence Perry, M. A. Victor, Ellacott,

Murton Carlyle, Kate Ruskin, Violet Melnotte Messrs.

E. J. Lonnen, Scott Russell, H. Tripp Edgar, G. Humphcrey,
W. S. L.iidlaw, Frank Wyatt. At 7.50, A HAPPY
THOUGHT.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 0, THE LADIES' IDOL: Mr.

Weedon Grossmith, Messrs. J. Ueauchainp, C. P. Little,

8. Warden, F. Voliw, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A. Hel-

more: Mesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Ilomfrey, Helen

Ferrers, Esmi' Bcringer, A. Beet. Preceded, at 8,15, by
UAL, THE HIGHWAYMAN.
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL.
Contests JUNE.—Price 2s.

E.KPLOR.\TION'S in tlie INTERIOR of L.IBRADOR 1893-1894. By
A. r. Low.

THE LUCHU ISL.ANDS. By B.vsil n.\LL Chamberlain.

A VISIT to TSAVO and the TAITA UIGHLANUS. By C. W.
lIOBLEr.

A JOURNEY in NORTHERN MONGOLIA in 1893. By A. A.
BOROADAILE.

NOTE on MR. BORRADAILE'S PAPER. By Nev Elias.

THE MORPHOLOOT of the EARTH'S SURFACE. By ProfeMor
CuAs. Lapwortu, F.R.S.

HYDROGRAPIIIC RESEARCH to the NORTH of SCOTLAND.
THE "ANTARCTIC'S- VOYAGE to the ANTARCTIC. By

C. EOLBEBQ BORCUGREVINK.

THE ELEVENTH GERMAN GEOGRAPHICAL CONGRESS.

THE MONTHLY RECORD.
OBITUARY :—Professor J. D. Dana, Dr. P. J. Veth. Dr. David Lyall,

R.N , I- L.S.-MEETINGS of the SOCIETY.-GEOORAPHICAL
LITER.VTURK of the MONTH.-NEW MAPS.-MArS and
ILLUSTRATIONS.

London: Edward Stankord. 26 and 27, Cocicspur Street,

Charing Cross. S.W.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.
Crown Svo, clotli boards, price 5e., post free.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons.
ByALEXANDER MACLAUBN, D.D., Author of "The
Holy of Holies," " The Unchanging Christ," &c., &c.

" Dr. Maclaren is oar ideal preacher."

—

Expository Tunes,
" Felicitous exposition, ragged, intense eloquence, and

beautifal illustration."— Word and Work.

Crown Svo, cJolh boards, price 5s., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

"They show the same wonderful fertility of apt and
beautiful illustrations, the same exquisite use of language,
and the same direct heart-searching power which we are
acoOBtomed to find in all Dr. Maclaren's works."

Christian World Pulpit,

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
" For more than a quarter of a century he has held almost

an unchallenged position as the prince of pulpit orators

The back pews of Dr. Maclaren's church are in the nooks
and comers of the earth."—JftlAodisI Times,

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

THE GOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons.

"Open the book wherever we may, the temptation to

read on and on is very great. The volume is invaluable."
Bunday School Chronicle,

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 6s., post free.

THE HOLY of HOLIES : a Series ot Sermons
on the l*th, 15th, and 16th Chapters of the Gospel by
John.

" Every sermon glows with unction, and shows intense
power."

—

Methodist Recorder,

IiOSDOir: AlEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, Publishibs
81 iHD 22, FUEltlVAL SlKBlT, E.C.

THE SOLICITORS' JOURNAL
THE ORGAN OF BOTH BRAKCHES OF

THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

ESTABLISHED 18S7.

Published every Friday. Price 6d.

I

Of the general contents of the Jourkal the
following statement will afford some Idea :

—

CfBRENT Topics.—Leadino Articles—Recent
Decisions—Cases of the "Webk—Cases before
THE Bakkruptcy Reoistbabs—Solicitors' Cases—
Reviews—New Orders—General Correspon-
dence—Courts—Parliament and Legislation—
Appointments and Obituary—Societies and
Institutions.

A Careful Summary is given of all the Legal
News of the Week, and special attention is

bestowed on Furnishing Early Copies of all Court
Tapers.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
8OLI0IT0E8' JOURNAL ONLY, 268.; by post, 288., when

paid in advance. Single Number, 6a.

80UCIT0RS' JOURNAL and WEEKLY REPORTER
£'J 12.'^., post-frf-'', when paid in advance.

WEEKLY REPORTER, in Wrapper, £2 128., post-free
Single Number, Is.

The Solicitors' Journal and Reporter can be ordered from
any date.

Chequts and Post Office Orders payable to H. Villers.

OFFICE: 27, CHANCERY LANE, W.C

The Autotype Company, London,

Renowuod for the excellence of its procesa of h'sjh-claBS

BOOK ILLUSTRATION.
Adopted by the Trustees of the British Mnsotim, the
Learned Societies, and the leading Publishers. For
specimens, prices, &c., apply to the Maxager,

AUTO-GRAVURE,
The Autotype process adapted to PhotographicEngraving

on copper. Copies ot Paintings by F. Brangwyn, H. Draper,
E. Douglas; Holman Hunt, F. Roe, Herbert Sclimnlz, Haigh
Wood, &c.; of Portraits by Sir John Millais, B.A. ; Hon.
Jno. Collier; Sir Geo. Reid, P R.S.A. ; Hell, E.A. ; Ouless,

R.A. ; Pettie, E.A. j Prinsep, R.A. ; also examples of Auto-
Gravure Reproductions of Photographs from Art Objects
and from Nature can be seen at the Autotype Gallery.

THE

AUTOTYPE PINE ART GALLERY,
74, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON,

is remarkable for its display of Copies of celebrated Works
by

"THE GREAT MASTERS"
from the Louvre, Vatican, Hermitage, and the National
Galleries of Italy, Spain, Holland, and London, including

H.M. Collections at Buckingham Palace and Windsor
Castle.

Albums ot reference to the various Galleries are provided,

are easily looked over, and of great interest to lovers of Art.

Send tor the new Pamphlet, " AUTOTYPE : a Decorative
and Educational Art," per post to any address.

The AUTOTYPE FINE ART CATALOGUE, 186 pp.,
free, per post, for Sixpence.

THE AUTOTYPE OOMPAinr, LONDON.

l\/rESSE8. J. C. DEUMMOND & CO.,
iVi ART REPRODUCERS,

U, HENRIETTA STREET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Are the sole repreeentativeB in Great Britain of

HEBR IlANl'STAENGL. of Munich,
the well-known Artist in i'llOTOORAVURE, now patronised hy the
leading London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant Plates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs.DRUMMOND & CO. supply the cheapest and best Processes

in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of

Antiquarians, Archasologists, and those engaged in tfaeinyestigation

and publication of Parochial and Diocesan Records.

J.C. DRUMMOND 4 CO. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works o/ Art, Original MSS., Designs,

Lace Manufactures, Vhotographs, Views, Booh Illustrations,

ArtisticAdvertisements, Catalogues, iS:c.,&c.,ata moderateccst.

Specimens and price list on Application.

Offices: 14, UENBIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON

MUDIE'S
SELECT

LIBRARY.
-pOOKSELLERS,

"pOOK EXPORTERS,

pOOK BINDERS,

AND
T IBRAEIANS.

T71NGL1SH, FRENCH, ITALIAN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS.

rpHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLB,

VTUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

qA TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

QJ^I BROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

AO QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.G.,

> LONDON

;

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. 956. JUNE, 1895. 28. 8(1.

CONTEXTS:—A. Geeat Gulp, by the Author of " Mona
Maclean." "ToMStTROTics/'byHughE. M. Stutfield.

OuB National Mawusceipi's: The Cottonian Libraiy.

Cuckoo Cohwer: a West Country Sketch, Roadside

SiNGEBs, by '*A Son of the Marshes." A Fobeigneu,

Chaps, xxxii.-xxxv. The Lookeb-on. Lim.E Wabs
ON THB Indian Feontieb. Mtstbbt, by Charles T,

Lusted, Recollections ov M. Boucder de Peetues.

-Two Gbbat Shikahis, Iupebial Defence, by Sir

George Clarke, K.C.M.G. British West Africa, by

Capt, F. D. Lugard, D.S.O.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD & SONS, Edimbcboh AND Unmet,

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
JUNE.

MR. BALFOUR'S DIALECTIC'S. By Herbebi Srtscta
THE NEW PARTY. By Anprew Reid.
RCSSIA and ENGLAND. By A. J. Frescii.

UNIVERSITY DEGREES for WOMEN. By An 0.\>ORn B.A.
MR. CHAMBERLAIN'S MUNICIPAL CAREER. By Frederics

Dolman.

INTERNATIONAL LAW in the WAR between JAPAN and CHINA.
By Professor T. E. Holland, D.C.L.

PICTURES of the YEAR. By Claude Phillips.

ITALIAN DISUNION. By Jos. Crooslands.
THE DUC De LAUZDN and the PRIVATE COURT of LOUIS XV.

By Yltta Blaze de Bukv.
HONO KONG and the S TRAITS SETTLEMENTS. By R. S. Gcsdiiv

A QUESTION of COURAGE. By IIarrv Qiilter.

THE HEART ot LIFE. Chaps. XXXI.—XXXVl. By W. H.
Mallock. ^

CHAPMAN'S
MAGAZINE OF FICTION.

EiUted by OSWALD CRAWFORD.
COKTENTS OF No. 2.

Ready on June 1.

Bret Harte.—IN a HOLLOW of the HILLS (Serial).

S. R. Cboceett.-UNDER CLOUD ot NIGHT (in Two Parts).

A» Unknown Writer.-THE MICROBE of PESSIMISM.
Georoe GissisG.-Hia BROTHER'S KEEPER.
Geoboe Ira Brett.-EXPERIENCES of INSPECTOR BATTLE :

'* The Murder at Jex Farm " (conclusion).

Franr SroCRTON.-THE BISHOPS <!HOST and the PRINTER'S
BABY.

Flora A. Steele.-T0UNO LOCUINVAR.
Richard PRTCB.-TnE ROUSING of EVE GARLAND.
Violet Hunt.-A HARD WOMAN (Serial).

CfiAPUAN k Hall, Ltd., London.

THE NEW REVIEW.
Price One Shilling Monthly.

Edited by W. B. BENI.EY.
CONTCSTS-JUNE.

THERE WAS a LITTLE CITY. By Giluert Parker.

THE SONG of the B.VNJO. By Rudtard Kiplinu.

THE INTEREST of the LIEGES. By Etc the Yolnoer.

THE GENTLE ART of MUSICAL CRITICISM. By J. F. Rlkcimas.

THB CANARY. By Perci White.

TAILOIVMADE in GERMANY. By M. F. BiLLiNoroN.

WHAT ABOUT AMATEURS? By Sir Herbert Ma.\well, Bart.

THE CRITICISM of ACTING. By William Archer.

THB CHARACTER of the POLITICIAN. By '• Y."

A EUGENIE. By Paul Verlaine.

THE NEW PLUTARCH. By Charlej Whiblei.

HACAIRE. By B. L. Stevenson and W. E. Henlev.

London i Wji. Heikemaiik, 21, Bedford Street.

NOW READY. Price 3s. net.

NATIONAL LIBERAL CLUB POLITICAL ECONOMY
CIRCLE.

TRANSACTIONS, Volume IL

Edited by J. H. LEVY, Hononiry Secretary of the Circle.

The Volume contains the following Papers ;-TIIB ECONOMIC
EFFECTS of an EIGHT HOURS' DAY for COAL MINERS. By

J E C MUSRO, LL.D.-PENS10NS for the AGED. liy Hev. W.

Moore Ede, MA.-VALUE. By E. Belkort Bax-MONOPOLY
RENTS of CAPITAL. By John A. Houson, M A.-AGRICULTUBAL
DISTRESS and its REMEDIES. By William h. Bear-DR.

IIERTZKA'S free-land. By C. Godkiiev GIImpel-TUE ECO.

NOMIC EFFECTS of MARKET RIGHTS and TOLLS on our IK.

TERNAL TRADE and on AGRICULTURE. By William A. Casso».

TtarriXr-atLaw FRS.S.-TUE FINAL FOTILITV of FINAL
StTliTy b7u. 51^ Hv»">"»-TliE DISTR
PROPERTY in FRANCE. By M. Yves Glvot, late Jlinister of

PublicAVorks of Vrancc-SOME ECONOMIC and COMMERCIAL
A§i?i°CTS°of the LAND QUESTION "^ «»-\^' "^UATION
Assistant Labour Comn-.i8sioner-TlIE MONETAR\ bllUAllon

By Professor II. S. Fo.iwell, M.A.

A few copies of the First and Second Volumes bound in one will be

obtainable. Price 5s. net,

P. S. Kino 4 Sox, 12 and 14, Kins Street, •Westminster, S-W.

rrHE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GAE-
J. DENS, Regent's Park, are OPEN DAILY ("cepl Sundaj-sl,

f^^ !l am to sunset. Admission Is , on Mondays bd., oh IdrenM.

Amongst the latest additions are a Giraffe, a pair of Brmdled Gnus

and R pair of Sable Antelopes,
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
Lisa?.

Now ready, price One Shilling.

THE TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE
FOK JUNE, 1893.

I. SCYLLA or CHARYBDIS? By Ehodi BEOVoarov.
Chape. I.—111.

IL NOTES on LOCKHART.
III. WEATHER PREFERENCBS of AUTHORS.
IV. THE LAST PARADE.
V. LETTERS of EDWARD FITZUERALD to FANNY

KBHBLE.
VI. A GLIMPSE ot GENTEF.L SOCIALISM.

VII. MEURT L'AMOUR, MEURT L'feTi;.

VIII. A MAN of PROMISE.
IX. THE MODERN NOVEL.
X. MT LADY DISDAIN.
XI. WALTER SAVAGE LANDOE.
XII. THE MORNING STAR.

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

••AN OLD MAID'S LOVE."

Now ready, in 1 vol., crown 8vo, 6s.

MY LADY NOBODY.
BY

MAA.RTEN MA.AETENS,
AUTHOll OF

" GOD'S FOOL," " THE SIN ot JOOST AVELINGH," &c.

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

•MISUNDERSTOOD.-

Now ready, in 3 vols., crown 8vo.

COLONEL NORTON.
BY

FLORENCE MONTGOMERY,
ACTHOK OF

" SEAFOETH," " THROWN TOGETHER," &o.

NEW WORKS OF FICTION
IN ONE VOLUME.

NOW READY.

TODDLE ISLAND.
Being the Diarr of I<ord Bottsford

of England.
In crown 8vo, 6s.

" In the aathor nl ' Toddle Island ' we find a satirist ot a
saperior order. The Btartling diary of Lord Bottsford is,

in one nenso, anything but a pleasant book ; for wo are all
' in it." His typos are many and mercilessly drawn, there
will hardly be any among his readers who will not be
foroed to feel that of him the fable is narrated."— World.

CASSELL & COMPANY'S
ANNOUNCEMENTS.

NOW EEADY.

CHERRYFiELD HALL. By
F. H. BALFOUR (Ross Geobgb Debing), Author ot
" Dr. Mirabel's Theory," ic. In crown Svo, 6s.

" This is a brilliantly-told tale, the constructive ingenuity
and literary excellence of which entitle the author to a place
of honour In the foremost rank of con'empirary English
romancists We cannot too cordially recommend this
book to general and careful pemsal."—/>aUy Telegraph.

STORIES by MARIE CORELLI.
Kach complete in one volume, crown 8vo, price 63.

A ROMANCE of TWO WORLDS.
THELUA.

I

AKDATH.
VENDETTA. I WORMWOOD.

THE SOUL of LILITH.

FRANK STOCKTON.
'' THEADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN

RORN," ly Frank Stockton, Author of
" Ruditr Grange" "Pomona's Travels" SfX ,

is now ready, price 6s.

R. L. STEVENSON.
Messrs, Cassell ^- Company have the pleasure

to announce the early publication of an
ENTIRELY NEW EDITION of two of
Mr. Stevenson's masterpieces, under the title

of " TEE ADVENTURES OF DAVID
BALFOUR," Vol. L, "KIDNAPPED"
fprice 6s. j. Vol. IL, " CATRIONA "

(price 6s.J, which will be of especial interest

to admirers of Mr. R. L. Stevenson. Shortly

before his death Mr. Stevenson corrected " Kid-
napped," and the revised text is here used—
reset in new type. Sixteen full-page pictures

have been prepared by W. Mole, M.S.A., to

illustrate this new edition of" Catriona,"

CONAN D07LE.
A New and Cheaper Edition of "THE

DOINGS OF RAFFLES HAW" is just

published, price 3s. 6d.

MAX PEMBERTON.
A new and powerful story by this well-known

popular Writer is now ready, under the title of
" THE IMPREGNABLE CITY," price 6s.

C. R. MARKHAM, F.R.S.

The second volume of the Century Science

Series, entitled "MAJOR RENNELL,
F.R.S. , AND THE RISE OF ENGLISH
GEOGRAPHY," by Clements R. Markham,
C.B., F.R.S., President of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society, is now ready, price 3s. 6d.

SIR HENRY ROSCOE, F.R.S.

The Century Science Series is Edited by Sir

Henry Roscoe, who has written the first volume

of this Series under the title of " JOHN
DAL TONAND THERISE OFMODERN
CHEMISTRY," price 3s. 6d.

G. A. SALA.
Now on sale, the Third Edition of " THE

LIFE and ADVENTURES of GEORGE
AUGUSTUS SALA," written by Himself
Two Vols., 32s.

JAMES WELSH.
An exceptionally powerful story will be pub-

lished shortly—viz., "A WHITE BABY,"
by a new writer, forming the second volume of
Cassell's Pocket Library. Price is. 4d,

PERCY WHITE.
A Fourth Edition of Vol. I. of Cassell's

Pocket Library, consisting of Mr. Percy White's

remarkable story, "A KING'S DIARY,"
has already been called for. Price is. 4d,

WALTERJCOTT^ NEW BOOKS.

NEW WORK by GEORGE MOORE.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 668 pages, price 6s.

Messrs. WALTER SCOTT, Limited, have
pleasure in announcing that they have just issued

a NEW WORK by Mr. GEORGE MOORE
{Author of "Esther Waters," "A Mummer's
Wife," S,-c.), entitled " CELIBATES." The
volume contains Three Stories— viz., "Mildred
Lawson," "John Norton," and "Agnes Lahens,"
each complete in itself, but related to each other,

inasmuch as each presents a study of a different

phase of the samt subject,

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION, ENTIRELY REVISED
BY THE AUTHOE.

Crown 8vo, price 3a. 8d., with 5 Illustrations by
MaVKICE GBIEFfENHAGEV.

VAIN FORTUNE: a Novel.
By GEORGE MOORE.

" Despite the sombre tone of the book, it is one of extreme
interest and suggestiveness, and the characters of the three
principal personages arc drawn with that delicate skill
which bespeaks the master of his art."—S>)^^t'r.
" We have little hesitation in saying that it is one of the

cleverest novels that this year has yet produced, and that it

is in some respects far the best Mr. Moore has writien."
IhtBeatm^

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 2s. M.

THE SOCIALIST STATE
Its Nature, Alms, and Conditions Being an In-

troduction to the Stady of Socialism.
By E. C. K. GONNER, M.A.,

Brunner Professor of Economic Science, University College,
Liverpool.

An attempt to investigate, from an impartial standpoint,
the various effects which the introduction of Socialism
would be likely to produce in the different departments of
life. Thus a considerable space is devoted to the exami<
nation of its probable and possible conseqaencos in relation
to Family Life, Private Property, Population, Economic
Organisation, Individuality, and other important matters.
In addition, a comparison is attempted of the respective
advantages and disadvantages of such economic systems as
that which at present rules and that offered by Socialism.

•'A model of calm and clear judgment, of lucid expression,
and of dispassionate analysis. It is thoroughly well done."

Glasgow Herald,

Crown 8vo, pp. xxxi.-368, cloth, gilt top, price 6s.

NOW READY.—Part I. of TOLSTOY'S GREAT WORK,

I

IKTITLED

THE FOUR GOSPELS
HARMONISED AND TRANSLATED.

TO BE COMPLETED IN THREE PARTS.
To be issued at short intervals.

Translated from the Original Manuscript, at the request
o£ the Author.

Fart I. contains a Facsimile of Count Tolstoy's Autograph
Letter authorising this Work.

EiOHARD Bbntley & SoN, New Burlington Street

,

Fabllshers in Orlinary to Her Majesty the Queen.
j

CASSELL & COMPANY, LmiTED,
London ; Fakis and Melbovrnb.

Crown Bro, in white grained boards, with gilt lettering,

price One Shilling.

TOLSTOY AS PREACHER

:

His Treatment of the Gospela.
By I. HENRY HARRISON, State CounciUor in Russia.

COUNT TOLSTOY'S NEW STORY.
Small 13mo, elegantly printed, p.aper cover, price Is.

MASTER AND MAN.
By COUNT LEO TOLSTOY.

Rendered into English by S. RAPOPORT and
J. C. KENWORTHY.

ILLUSTRATED EDITION, now ready, in cloth, with
embossed design on cover, and 2 Drawings by H. E. Millar,

price 2s.
Vni/arm wUk the " Tohloy BooUtU."

NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY.
GRAVURE EDITION, crown 8vo, antique paper,

2s. Od. per Volume.—NEW VOLUME.

ESSAYS AND OTHER
WRITINGS.

By HENRY DAVID THOREAU.
With a Frontispiece Portrait of Thoreau in Photogravure.

Londok: WALTEB SCOTT, Limited,

Fatkskoster Squake.
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LITERATURE.

Introduction to the Book of Isaiah. By the
Kev. T. K. Cheyne. (A. & C. Black.)

In this volume Prof. Cheyne does for the
higher criticism of Isaiah what he did
fifteen years ago, in his edition of the
Prophecies, for its exegesis. From a desire

not to offend the prejudices of his less

advanced readers, he then deliberately kept
in the background questions of date and
authenticity, so much so that certain persons
believed, or affected to believe, that he had
returned to the traditionalist view repudiated
by him in a much earlier work, entitled

Isaiah chronologically Arranged. The mis-
take, if not wilful, betrayed remarkable
ignorance

; for, almost simultaneously with
his edition of the Prophecies, Prof. Cheyne
contributed an article on Isaiah to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica, occupying the most
advanced position that scientific criticism

had yet reached. But no one can accuse the
?resent volume of reticence or reserve,
saiah is treated with as little regard for

popular prejudice as Dr. Leaf shows in his
analysis of the Iliad. But the faith of the
more simple-minded will not be shaken by
a work addressed only to scholars, and only
to the most patient even among them.
Besides, the injury done by Isaianic criticism

to orthodoxy, if any, was done long ago,
and cannot be aggravated by any further
alteration in the received dates of the
various prophecies.

The theory that Isaiah is from end to end
the work of a single writer hardly comes
within the field of serious controversy. Those
who accept Dr. Wace's canons of criticism
ought to admit that the question of plural
authorship was closed by Franz Delitzsch's
surrender of the adverse case. Even if the
great prophet of Hezekiah's reign had been
carried on a time-machine to the closing
period of the Exile, he would still have
spoken the language of the eighth century,
not the language of the sixth. Chapters
i.-xxxix. and chapters xl.-lxvi. form two
separate collections, distinguished from one
another, even to the eye, by the historical
appendix with which the first part concludes.
It would appear that there are many persons
whose information goes thus far but no
farther. In his Prophecies of Isaiah Prof.
Cheyne quotes a rationalistic writer as assert-
ing that "only the most uncompromising
champions of what is taken for orthodoxy
now venture to deny that the Book of
Isaiah is the work of two persons (vol.
ii. 225). But there is, I believe, no
serious scholar who maintains such a
position. The same arguments that ohow

the
^
last twenty-seven chapters to be

Exilic or post-Exilic, are equally good to
prove the late date of much that has been
incorporated with the first collection. For
a long time a most remarkable and, to the
unlearned, a most comforting agreement
prevailed among higher critics as to the
extent of these sections. We learned from
the various handbooks that chaps, xiii. 1-

xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, xxiv.-xxvii., and xxxiv.-
XXXV. were Exilic or. later ; while xv. and
xvi. were quoted by Isaiah from an earlier

prophet. With equal unanimity chaps, xl.-

lxvi. were credited to a single author, with
the possible exception of the passages re-

lating to the suffering Servant of Yahwe,
which Ewald at least considered to be
quotations from an older source. With the
resources at the disposal of earlier critics,

it was perhaps safe to rest on these con-
clusions. But the vast revolution effected

during the last twenty years in our views
about the history of Hebrew literature,

amounting as it does to an immense in-

crease in the post-Exilian material, has
furnished the Isaianic inquirer with a fresh

I
arsenal of philological weapons ; and it is

with these new instruments of precision

that Prof. Cheyne and others have attacked
that problem. The result is, that out of

chaps. i,-xii. more than a third (counting by
verses) has been taken from Isaiah, and
from the supposed genuine portions of
chaps, xvii.-xxxiii. more than one-half.

Among passages disauthenticated, or at

least pronounced doubtful, are such famous
ones as " garments rolled in blood," and
" Watchman, what of the night ? " But as
our critic very reasonably asks, " Why
should every striking passage in the Book
of Isaiah be at once attributed to that
prophet?" (p. 166). Messianic predictions
in a pre-Exilic writer now always awaken
something more than suspicion. " Criticism

is showing more and more clearly that
passages of a comforting tendency were
frequently inserted by late writers in
prophecies which seemed to them too dis-

spiriting for edification " (p. 93). Curiously
enough, the process is still going on. Prof.
Duff, in his Old Testament Theology, cannot
paraphrase Isaiah's stern rebukes of the
women of Jerusalem without inserting some
rather unctuous compliments to the female
sex, removed as far as possible from the
Semitic spirit, however appropriate they
may be to ladies nearer homo. By the
way, the long inventory of women's dresses
and ornaments in chap. iii. is, I observe,
condemned as a later edition. Dr.
Peters "thinks that it has grown out
of a popular song," "but," as Prof.
Cheyne frankly observes, " what a dull
song! "(p. 19). At any rate the suspicion
recently expressed that the prophet, like

another Dr. Primrose, drew from notes made
in his own harem falls to the ground.
No doubt official apologists will, in default

of more solid arguments, fall back on their
usual policy of taunts and sneers. Without
going outside the covers of the present
volume, they can easily collect evidence to
show that the critics are not in all instances
agreed, and that the same critic—notably
Prof. Cheyne himself— has changed his
opinion more than once. But the very

facility of the argument from variation is

its weakness. In other words, it proves too
much. The vanguard of science always
advances in loose order, and in the multi-
tude of counsels there is progress. Critical

theology can claim no exemption from this

law ; and to condemn its pioneers for not
keeping close order, is either to break with
all science—that is to say, with the nature
of things—or to admit that theology has
nothing to do with scientific method—that is

to say, with reason. As regards the Isaianic
problem in particular, if the critics do not
keep step with one another, at least they
take no step backward. Nothing to
which a date later than the traditional
has once been assigned has been put
back to an earlier period. Prof. Cheyne
seems to think that the prophecy about
Moab in chaps, xv., xvi. is not, as used to
be supposed, pre- but post-Isaianic (p. 88)

;

and he thinks it not impossible that the
Servant-passages of the Second Isaiah were
the work of that writer himself rather than
of an older prophet. On the other hand,
he takes away chaps. Ivi.-lxvi. from the
great Exilic evangelist, and distributes

them among various authors, forming a
chain that comes down near to the close of

the Persian period. The Messianic pro-
phecy of chap. ii. 2-5 (which also appears
in Micah) he thinks may even be assigned,
with xix. 16-25, to an early part of the
Greek period (p. 12).

Some good people will shake their heads
over this procedure as " disintegrating

criticism "; and so in a sense it is. But,
then, with as good reason we may call the
beautiful reasoning by which Saturn's rings

have been shown to consist of innumerable
asteroids disintegrating astronomy, and
the experiments that have detected a new
element in our atmosphere disintegrating

chemistry. Of course, if the solidity of

Saturn's ring were somehow connected in

the popular imagination with the Saturday
half-holiday, there would be a furious

outcry against those who destroy God's
works by means of the law of gravitation

and the spectroscope; and if danger to

the lungs were anticipated from Argon,
Lord Eayleigh and Prof. Eamsay might
not be safe from the slanders of anonymous
journalism. As it is, the new element has
received a warm welcome notwithstanding

its hopeless inutility ; and the same hos-

pitality might well be offered to the new
Isaianic collaborators. As Prof. Oheyne
observes,

"we have, indeed, not lost the personality of

the Second Isaiah, and we have gained probably
more than one eminent writer, whose works
may be utilised as records of a too little known
age " (p. 295).

A very remarkable and previously un-
suspected trait of post-Exilic times is

patriarch-worship, supposed to be implied

in the words (Ixiii. 16)

:

" for only tliou art our father,

For Abraham kiioweth ua not, and Israel doth not
regard us

;

Thou, Yahw6, art our father ; our redeemer fron
of old is thy name."

Such a local hero-cult would have been im-
possible in Babylonia, but may well have
been revived with the Return to Palestine,
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-when it " became possible for a pale reflec-

tion of the cultus of Abraham and Jacob to

exist side by side with the worship of

Yahwi" (p. 353). The strange anomaly

of religious universalism in the mouth
of the First Isaiah will now cease to

vex the soul of evolutionists. The recon-

ciliation of Egypt with Assyria and of

both with Israel in a common worship of

Yahwe (xix. 23-25) is referred to the early

Greek period (.p. 110). As regards ohaps.

xsiv.-xxvii., which Eeuss placed in the early

Exilic period, " the ideas and ideals of the

prophecy are conclusive as to the extreme

lateness of the date." There is " the belief

that mankind at large had broken a divine

law"; there is the "belief in angelic

patrons of (he ' nations ' which assisted the

later Jews to reconcile the oppression of

Israel with the sovereignty of Yahwt' "
;

and there is a " hope of the resurrection of

individual Israelites "' (pp. 151, 152). These

are traits that might be expected in a

prophecy, or rather a series of prophecies,

which critical analysis assigns partly to a late

Persian, partly to an early Greek period.

The Book of Isaiah is, like the temple of

Karnak, the work of many hands and of

widely separated ages, and, like that, it

connects the old Oriental monarchies with

the HeUenised states of the Diadochi. The
first court, with its colossal pillars and walls

graven over with dreadful battle-scenes,

still preserves its original majesty, though
partly ruined and bearing many traces of a

restorer's hand. To this, successive builders

have added other courts and pylons, and
avenues of enigmatic sphinxes and obelisks

that point to heaven; while, just as Prof.

"Norman Lockyer finds in the gradual and
increasing deflection of the new approaches
from the central axis of the first temple
obedience to a slow movement of the guiding
stars that they faced, so also may we trace

a secular variation in the Lines of prophetic

vision and in the points of the celestial

horizon where the harbingers of Israel's

salvation were sought.
Alfeed W. Benn.

The Life and Writings of Turgot, By W.
Walker Stephens. (Longmans.)

MicHELET tells us that, early on the

November morning on which he com-
menced writing the chapter of his history

dealing with Turgot's ministry, he heard
an inner voice whispering, " Who is worthy
to-day to write of Turgot?" If Mr.
Stephens had any such admonition when
he proposed to compile the book before us,

he, like Michelet, fortunately ignored it

;

for this work will give to English readers

an opportunity of becoming acquainted
with one of the few supremely great minds
that have devoted themselves to the science

and practice of government.
No doubt, for some years we have

possessed Mr. John Morley's luminous essay
on Turgot, contained in the second volume
of his Critical Miscellanies, which no one
who wishes to gain a comprehensive
view of the political and economical con-

dition of France during the time of Turgot's
active career should fail to study. But Mr.
Stephens has supplied us with facts in a

way that no essay writer can pretend to do,

and has given clear and precise accounts of

the abuses which Turgot sought to remedy,
the means which he employed, and the
struggle with surrounding circumstances

which finally proved too strong for him.
Even greater thanks are due to Mr. Stephens
for his excellent translations of the more
important portions of Turgot's works which
form the second half of this volume. No
study of Turgot's career could be in any
way accurate or complete which did not
include some account of what he wrote as

well as of what he did ; and our admiration
for the statesman is increased when we
have learned to know the thinker. In
dealing with all subjects—commerce, local

government, national education, religious

freedom, social questions—he displayed the

same great qualities : sane judgment and
the capacity for taking wide views, so

rarely combined in the bureaucrat. He
advocated complete freedom of trade ten

years before Adam Smith wrote The Wealth

of Xations. He urged Louis XVI., at the risk

of incurring the hostility of the Church, to

insist on being crowned in Paris, in the
midst of his people, instead of at Bheims,
with its mediaeval associations, and to refuse

to take that part of the coronation oath by
which he swore to extirpate heresy. He
made clear to the king the necessity for

setting up in France a proper system of

municipal government, an organised scheme
for national education, and the desirability of

adopting direct rather than indirect taxation.

And all the while he was working day and
night to free the oppressed population, first

of a province, and then of an empire, from
the intolerable burdens which crushed them,
in the teeth of his own class, and with little

help, or, at best, grudging acquiescence

from those in high office.

It is true that, on the accession of Louis
XVI., Turgot met with something more
than mere acquiescence in his plans for the

regeneration of France. For a time it

seemed as if he had gained the only kind of

support which is of any value to a reformer

under a despotism—the firm and undeviating

impulse in a right direction which the arm
of the master himself can alone afford. The
wishes and views of the young king were
entirely those of Turgot. Almost imme-
diately after his accession he called him to

office, though, as Mr. Stephens observes, " it

would be to attribute more honour and more
wisdom to the king and to Maurepas, the

prime minister, than they deserve, if we
believed that Turgot was called to the

government solely by reason of his own
merits." Private interest, no doubt, in this

case, as it sometimes has the happy chance,

wrought for the public benefit, and Louis
quickly appreciated the merits of his

minister. Turgot, after one month at the

Ministry of Marine, became Comptroller

General of Finance. What he had accom-
plished in the thirteen years during which
he had been Intendant of Limoges, may be
taken as some measure of what he might
have done for France had he been allowed

a free hand. That province had been in

1761, when he entered upon his office, the

most backward in France ; its peasantry, in

addition to sufiering the oppression of feudal

dues and exactions, which weighed upon
them as upon the rest of the rural

population, were bound to a soil the least

kindly in a land where nature has been
almost uniformly beneficent. Over 500,000
of these unhappy serfs Turgot had been
called upon to rule. In a few years
he had freed them from the worst inci-

dents connected with the collection of the

Taille, the infamous personal tax, which
spared the rich and harried the poor,

and proved more grinding in the method
of collection even than in the imposition.

The system of the Corvoe, by which the

peasantry were forcibly withdrawn from the
labour of the fields to mend the public

roads, without any regard to time or season,

was superseded by a method of taxation,

unjust perhaps in its incidence (as it was
bound to be), but freeing men from the

worst form of personal slavery, and allowing

a money payment to take the place of serf-

labour, so that Arthur Young found the

roads of the Limousin twenty years later

the best in France. He obtained a royal

decree freeing the corn trade throughout
that country, where formerly province had
been divided against province by hostile

tariffs, thus putting a stop to famine, up to

that time a common incident in rural life

;

and he also carried through many minor
reforms. In all these efforts for the public

good he endeavoured to secure the sympathy
and assistance of those who had any position

of authority in the various districts. He
asked for and obtained both from the inferior

clergy ; but the upper classes, with the ex-

ception of a few noble and enlightened

minds, were, or soon became after his

accession to power, his deadly foes.

Turgot became finance minister in August,

1774, and immediately laid before Louis, in

a remarkable letter, his plans for the social

and economic regeneration of France. The
views of Louis, both as man and monarch,
were entirely those of Turgot, and for a
time he boldly and consistently supported

the reforming minister. The history of this

eventful eighteen months must be read in

the pages of Mr. Stephens. The king, who
desired the good of the people and saw in

Turgot the only man capable of pursuing

and securing it, was cursed with a feeble-

ness and incapacity for persistent eifort,

which proved the ruin of himself and his

house. " You and I," he said to Turgot,
" are the only ones who love the people."

After a year's strenuous exertion in common
for the public good, the open hostility of

the queen, the covert hostility of the other

ministers, and the active malevolence of the

court, undermined the king's purpose, and
on the resignation of Malesherbes, Turgot's

only supporter in the cabinet, he sacrificed

Turgot. With him disappeared the last

opportunity of peaceful and durable reform.

It was left for the storm to demolish an

edifice which might have been repaired and
restored and made fit for habitation by a

skilful architect; but the co-operation of

willing hands was necessary, as well as the

undeviating support of the master. Turgot

had discovered by experience the sad truth

which every age of human history demon-
strates, and which he expresses thus in his

Penti.es, &at " it is not error that opposes so
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much the progress of truth, it is indolence,

obstinacy, the spirit of routine, everything
that favours inaction." All these obstructive

forces worked their will within a few
months of Turgot's disappearance from
office ; the abuses he had attempted to abolish

were restored ; the extravagance of the

court raged on unchecked; and war was
declared against England, giving the final

blow to the exhausted treasury, and bring-

ing about that national bankruptcy which
Turgot forsaw to be the inevitable result of

any such adventures.

Turgot lived for five years after quitting

office, unsoured by disappointment, and,

though racked by gout, preserving his

intelligence undimmed to the end, and
continuing to take an unremitting interest

in all the wider spheres of human activity.

He died on March 18, 1781, at the age of

fifty-one.

The epithet "godlike" was bestowed
upon Turgot by Charles Austin, whose mind
was not of the type to indulge in hyper-
bolical adjectives. On closing this volume
the reader will probably be of the opinion

that Austin was right. Turgot was one of

those men who rarely appear in the coiirse

of history, gifted with the power of know-
ing what should be done, and the still rarer

faculty of knowing how to do it ; and if

fortune does not deny the favourable
occasion, such men found or reorganise a
nation's existence, and primitive societies

bestow on them divine honours. Too often,

however, they learn, with Turgot, that
against stupidity even the gods strive in

vain.

W. B. DUFFIELD.

Corrected Impremoni. By George Saints-

bury. (Heinemann.)

Mr. Saintsbuey's latest volume of criticism

is frankly egoistic. Having reviewed
everything else, he has been stimulated by
some remarks of Mr. Arthur Balfour at a

Literary Fund dinner to review himself.

He has therefore taken into consideration

his own mental attitude at various times of

life towards the leading writers of the last

half of the century. He has compared the

judgments which he formed of them in the

freshness of youth and in the soberness of

middle age, and oSers the result of the

comparison as an example of how it strikes

a contemporary. Among poets, Tennyson,
Browning, Arnold, Swinburne, and Morris;
amongst novelists, Thackeray, Dickens,

George Eliot, Charlotte Brontii, and
TroUope ; among writers of prose other

than novelists, Carlyle, Macaulay, and
Euskin are chosen to be the subjects of

the experiment. We owe to this idea the

existence of a pleasant, gossiping book,

written in that dressing-grown and slippers

style which on the whole suits Mr. Saints-

bury better than his full panoply of buck-
ram, and enlivened by those touches of

autobiography which are always so grateful

to the literary public. Charming to know
that Mr. Saintsbury bought T/ie Defence of
Guinevere, "a little brown book—nightin-

gale-colour—from Slatter & Rose's counter

at Oxford for a price which would not buy
it now," or that he returned to college after

a visit to town "to eat dinners" with a
parcel of squibs for the proper celebration
of Gunpowder Day in one pocket and with
Poems and Ballads, intended, one supposes,

as a literary and ethical squib, in the other.

As a study in the evolution of a critic the
book does not take us very far, for the
simple reason that Mr. Saintsbury has never
had much occasion to evolve. He appears,
even as an undergraduate, to have held
very right notions about things literary, and
to hold much the same notions still, with
perhaps a little added certainty that they
are right, and a somewhat increased facility

of pointing out why they are so. There
was a period, indeed, when he didn't like

Thackeray ; but that was when he was only
fifteen, and his judgment may have been
still immature. And he tells us that he no
longer holds the view that there is nothing
meritorious in Dickens except his humour.
With these exceptions, what he really has to

chronicle are the changes ia other people's

views about writers with respect to whom
his own well-considered convictions have
never faltered.

Baffled of a document illuminating the

natural history of criticism, one doeSj never-

theless, get from the book a very clear

insight into the qualities which make Mr.
Saintsbury so popular and so representative

a leader of literary opinion. In the first

place, he is never pedantic. He is learned

—he has looked into and probably written

about almost every conceivable branch of

literature ; but his learning does not oppress

him : he wears it lightly like a flower, and
writes with an authority which is only

impressive and not alarming. Secondly, he
does not gush. Those undergraduate
reminiscences of Morris and Swinburne, to

the picturesque setting of which I have
already referred, are the only bits of extra-

vagant enthusiasm in the book. Mr.
Saintsbury's normal temper is sane and
sensible. Everyone, he says, must keep a

conscience somewhere : for him, he prides

himself upon keeping it in matters of

criticism. Throughout life he has been
careful to admire what is truly admirable,

and never to let his admiration go so far as to

blind him to the obviousness of obvious

defects. Thirdly, and perhaps in conse-

quence of this pre-eminent sanity and
sobriety of judgment, he is alwajs quite in-

telligible. He knows what he means, and
says it clearly and definitely, in a common-
sense way that the plainest man can com-
prehend and sympathise with, nor need
fear to be puzzled by irresponsible paradox
or misty speculation. Finally, and above
all, he is absolutely safe. With so miny
critics of our day you can never be sure

that they are not going to land you in some
pestilent heresy or other. But Mr. Saints-

bury's sentiments on all matters ethical,

political, social, and theological are quite

unexceptionable and reassuring. Nor does

he think it necessary to hide them under a
bushel. Here, as on questions of literary

judgment proper, he is thoroughly in touch

with his readers ; and they have the reason-

able gratification of finding that, when he
is telling them what they ought to think,

he is also telling them what, as a matter cf

fact, they actually do think.

Mr. Saintsbury's critical position being
thus assured, it seems hardly worth while
to break a lance with him upon any of the

more astounding assertions of which he
delivers himself in the present volume.
Otherwise I would gladly enter a pro-

test against the depreciatory estimate of

The Eing and the Book, against the

prophecy that posterity will relegate
" Balaustion's Adventure " to the same
shelf with Southey's epics and Dryden's
plays, a;;ainst the contemptuous dismissal

of Middlemarch as " dead " and of Daniel

Deronda as "parochial." One knows that

to thinkers of Mr. Saintsbury's school every
form of nationalism which is not Anglo-
Imperial is " parochial." I suppose it ia

Mr. Saintsbury's theological orthodoxy
which makes it impossible for him to

mention George Eliot without a sneer, and
leads him to intercalate into his criticism of

her novels allusions to her " liaison with
Lewes," and to her " sham position as the

head of a family." Probably Mr. Saints-

bury's readers will enjoy these chiter dicta,

but to me they do not appear either

relevant or in the best of taste.

Edmund K. Chambers.

The Evil Eye. An Account of this Ancient
and Widespread Superstition. By
Frederick Thomas Elworthy. With many
Illustrations. (John Murray.)

" Antiquitie hath held, that certaine women
of Scythia, being provoked and vexed against

some men, had the power to kill them only
with their looke. The Tortoises and Estriges

hatch their eggs with their looks only, a tigne

that they have some ejaculative vertue. And
concerning witches, they are said to have
offensive and harme-working Eies."

Thus Montaigne, as Englished by Florio,

refers to the Evil Eye, including it, with his

accustomed shrewdness, in his "Essay on
the Force of the Imagination."

It is this venerable superstition which
Mr. Elwortby has made the subject of a
suggestive treatise. While citing ancient

authorities as to its prevalence in the past,

he has travelled far and wide in search of

examples of its persistence to the present

day. Among these, few exceed in value

and interest those gathered from the district

in Somersetshire where Mr. Elworthy has
his home. There the peasantry have no
doubt as to the play of maleficent influences.

The pig that falls ill and dies was " over-

looked." A murrain "afflicts a farmer's

cattle"; and ofl he goes to the "white
witch," that is, to the old witch-finder, to

learn who has " overlooked his things," and
to ascertain the best antidote, "because
they there farriers can't do no good." A
child pines away with some mysterious

wasting sickness, which the Tipperary

peasants, as shown in the recent falsely

called "witch-burning" case, believe to be
the work of fairies in substituting a
" changeling," but which the Somerset

woman refers to the action of a witch who
has cast her fatal glance upon the victim.

"Often she gives up not only hope but all

effort to save the child : the consequent neglect

of course hastens the expected result, and then

it is : ' Oh ! I know'd very well he would'n
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never get no better. 'Tidn' no good vor to

strive vor to go agiu' it.' This is no fancy, no
isolated case, but here in the last decade of

the nineteenth century one of the commonest
of everyday facts."

While in England the belief ia mostly con-

fined to rural districts, in more backward
countries, as Spain and Italy, it flourishes

in the large towns. In Naples the appear-
ance of a person having the ill repute of a
jettatore is the signal for a general stampede,
and Mr. ELworthy amusingly relates the
fright which he unwittingly gave a second-

hand bookseller in Venice when asking
about a copy of Valletto's Cicalata sul

Fatcino. On hearing the last words of the
title, "the man actually turned and bolted
into his inner room, leaving his customer in

full possession of his entire stock." Fio
Nono was believed to have the Jettatiera, and
the faithful, when seeking his blessing, pro-
tectively pointed two fingers at him. In an
article in the Spectator of December 22,

1888, which appears to have escaped Mr.
Elworthy's vigilance, the writer strikingly

remarks the effect of the dreaded glance on
a body of Italians. The Emperor Napoleon
had been warned about some projected
attempt on his life, and a special agent had
been despatched to the frontier of Italy to
examine every passenger by the train.

" The eyes of this agent were absolutely
different from those of any human being the
writer ever saw, and the Italians, as they
passed under their fire, visibly quailed, every
third man, perhaps, throwing out his fingers
to counteract the malefic effect of their in-
fluence."

Ex uno discs omnes. Superstitions, to
borrow a term from chemistry, are allo-

tropic : everywhere thero are the same
elements, the differences are in the com-
binations. As for that of the Evil Eye, it is

one whose origin, Mr. Elworthy remarks,
"is lost in the obscurity of pre-historic ages."
Here he seems to import mystery where
none exists. Reference is made in the in-

troductory chapter to the power of fascina-
tion exercised by one animal upon another
through the eye, as also to the inability of
an animal to " retain its fierceness under,
or to endure, the steady gaze of man."
Therefore, an inquiry into the origin of the
phenomenon—if, with our present know-
ledge, any inquiry be necessary—cannot be
limited to its occurrence in the human
species. Hume contended that " beasts are
endowed with thought and reason as well
as man." And Prof. Huxley, remarking
that the philosopher " does not express
himself too strongly," adds that " the obser-
vation of the actions of animals almost
irresistibly suggests the attribution to them
of mental states such as those which accom-
pany corresponding actions in man." Of
course in him, as the highest animal, self-

consciousness operates in the formulating
of theories, whose vagaries have abundant
illustration in this volume, but which receive
their solution only when mental continuity
between man and brute is recognised. That
continuity Mr. Elworthy probably does
not admit, otherwise he would maintain a
different attitude towards phenomena which
he invests with an occult or quasi-spiritual
character. He sees "men as trees walk-

ing." He believes in the divining rod ; in
" a middle course of determining what we
mean by witchcraft "

; in "a whole world
of facts, operations, and conditions with
which our human senses and powers of com-
prehension are quite incapable of dealing "

;

the validity of which "facts and appear-

ances have been held as firm articles of belief

in all ages." Heading between the lines, the
implication is that a universal belief is a
true belief. History does not bear out this

assumption. Mr. Elworthy cites the touch
of the king for the cure of scrofula in con-

nexion with " many of our Lord's miracles "

which were performed by personal contact

;

and barbaric examples of belief in " sympa-
thetic magic," or the vital connexion of

fact and idea, are paralleled by reference to

the efficacy of emblems of the Eucharist.
" The principle, perhaps to suit our
humanity and our limited reason, has been
appointed and adopted for our most sacred

rites."

Observations of this sort show deficient

perspective. They also show incapacity

for trustworthy interpretation of materials

whose significance only a wide induction

can reach. However, the commentary does
not affect the value of the text ; nor is our
indebtedness to Mr. Elworthy the less for

his industrious collection, often from recon-

dite sources, of a mass of curious and
entertaining information which the student
of culture will gratefully use.

Montaigne's allusion to " ejaculative

vertue " has its correspondences in quota-

tions which Mr. Elworthy gives from
Plutarch, Heliodorus, and other classic

authorities. The episcopal author of the

famous fourth century romance, Theageiies

and Charicha, says that

"when anyone looks at what is excellent with
an envious eye, he fills the sarrounding
atmosphere with a pernicious qiialitj', and
transmits his own envenomed exhalations into

whatever is nearest to him."

And, coming much further down, Valletta

gives an extract from the Eegister of the
Academy of Paris, telling how, in 1739, an
old hag paused before a polished mirror

" which, from her glance, absorbed greasy
matter that was proved to be a very powerful
poison. Finally," he says, "there was one
who by looking on a block of marble dashed
it in pieces."

All which, the phenomenon being assumed,
is logical enough. For in that case it

follows that there is some material vehicle
of transmission for the microbes or virus.

Mr. Elworthy passes from description of
the maleficent agent (whose physical signs
he does not define) to an account of other
modes of fascination, or "simple bodily
presence, breathing, or touching," and of

the various operations connected with these,
"" comprehended in the terms magic, en-
chantment, and witchcraft." These, how-
ever, occupy no great space, the major part
of the book dealing with the larger subject
of the protective charms, amulets, invo-
cations, gestures, and written formulas,
wherewith the dreaded effects of the gaze
are sought to be averted. And a veritable
museum of curios is the result. In this
matter of protection, symbolism plays a
large part ; and among symbols, hands and '

horns, perhaps, the largest part. Obviously
the organ wuich bipedal man used at the

outset as a defensive weapon, would be
instinctively raised to hinder the passage of

the " ejaculative " germ, and become the

model of amulets worn about the person

and sculptured on tombs. Upon its place

in sacerdotalism, Mr. Elworthy has much
that is interesting to say, the examples
given being lavishly illustrated. He con-

nects the half moons on the harness of

horses with the " crescents on camels'

necks," spoken of in the Book of Judges
(viii.21)—these "ornaments, like the moon,"
as the Authorised Version translates them
in the margin, being amulets symbolic of

the protecting moon-goddess. Horns, as

symbolic of the lunar cusps, are of all

objects the most common as amulets against

the evil eye, whether affecting man or beast

;

so much so, that it has at last come to be
fully believed by Neapolitans that, in default

of a horn of some shape in the concrete, the

mere utterance of the word corno or coma is

an effectual protection.

In addition to the part played by other

emblems, as serpents, scarabs, frogs, and so

forth—and by the grotesque class, as those

of the gurgoyle and widely spread phallic

type, which seek to bafile the evil glance by
mockery or obscenity—there are the devices

which depend for their potency upon the

direct invocation of powers or deities. To
this class belong the Jewish phylacteries or

frontlets, "whose virtue was supposed to

rest in the written words shut up in the
little leather case "

; bags containing verses

of the Bible or Koran, or prayers to

the Madonna ; mysterious formulae of the

Abracadabra type; mumbo-jumbo incanta-

tions ; figures in magic squares, and com-
binations of odd numbers. Of course,

these were used—are, indeed, used still

—

against maleficent influences of all kinds,

and it is in the overlapping of magic
beliefs in general that the traces of their

common origin are manifest. In referring

to the series of woodcuts which enrich the

text, prominence should be given to the

reproduction of the quaint title-page, illus-

trative of black magic, of Frommannd's
Tractatm de Fascinations, published in 1074.

EdWABU CliODD.

MAETINON S IXKGIES RE TIBULLE.

Tnis book is a translation in French Alex-
andrines of the poems of Tibullus, including

bk. iii., now usually ascribed to Lygdamus,
and the short poems of bk. iv., omitting the

hexameter panegyric addressed to Messalla.

Prefixed is a short notice ou the life of

Tibullus, the probable ordering of the

elegies, the poems ascribed to Sulpicia, the

editions and M8S. A commentary follows

the translation, in which most of the obscurer

allusions are explained, and, when the read-

ing is doubtful, reasons given for that which
the editor has chosen.

For some reason unexplained, Tibullus

has not been a favourite book with English

scholars. That is to say, such difficulties

as M. Martinon deals with in his preliminary

notice—the sequence of events in the poet's

lite, the chronology of the elegies to Delia,

the place which Murathus occupies in the
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cycle of the poet's amours (a figure to some
extent corresponding to the Juventius of

Catullus, but certainly of riper years, though
called piier), the problem of the Lygdamus
elegies, again of the little Sulpicia group

—

have not found among us adequate treat-

ment, or exercised the ingenuity of any
scholar of the first magnitude. Partly this

seems referable to the easy style in which
the poems are written—a point which Lyg-
damus, or whoever was the author of bk. iii.,

shares in common with TibuUus. The chief

difficulties seem to centre round the Sulpicia

series in bk. iv. ; but these are very short,

too short, iu fact, to elicit more than a
passing attention, and perhaps, after all,

too obscure to be entirely capable of solution

even in a long diatribe.

The continent has, however, never failed

to recognise the tender charm of this delight-

ful poet. Muretus found a congenial occu-

pation in editing and commenting upon him.
The Portuguese scholar E9ta90, and, some-
what later, Scaliger, did not disdain to

throw such light as was then available on
the places where the lateness of MSS.
had caused uncertainty. Scaliger, indeed,

obtained from his legal friend, Cujas, a
MS. fragment, now lost, earlier in date
and indisputably superior in critical value
to those now known to be in existence.

Passerat, in his vast volume of notes on
Catullus and Propertius (that fruitful source
of unnumbered pilferings by later scholars)

has some on TibuUus ; Heinsius, whom
nothing escaped, not only transcribed some of
the readings of the Cujas fragment in a copy
of the second Aldine edition, but has left a
considerablenumber of remarks and emenda-
tions on doubtful or corrupt passages ; the
successive commentaries of Heyne and
Dissen (1755-98, 1817-35) supplement each
other, and have not as yet been superseded.
The appearance of Lachmann's critical

edition in 1829 opened a new epoch of

Tibullian criticism ; it is reproduced, with
some alterations, in those of Haupt and
(after Haupt's death) of his successor,

Yahlen. Bahrens, with his usual keenness
for discovering new MSS., unearthed, in

1876, two unknown codices, an Ambrosianus
at Milan, and a Vaticanua at Rome, both
written towards the end of the fourteenth
century. I am not a'>?are that anything of

importance has been brought to light later

than these.

The eighteenth century is perhaps the
period when TibuUus was most read : in

England the now forgotten but beautiful
love elegies of James Hammond, written in

1732, were modelled, and in some cases

almost translated, from the elegies of the
Boman poet. The last few years have
added one of the best written, though un-
finished, estimates of TibuUus in the post-

humous work of Prof. SeUar, which M.
Martinon does not appear to have seen.

Nor has he availed himseU of the selections

published at the Oxford Press by Prof. G. Or.

Ramsay.
Of M. Martinon's translation I select the

following passage as a fair specimen. It is

from the beginning of i. 10 :

" Ah '. qui done inventa le glaive meurtrier f

Ce fat un cmax barbate, et plus dur que I'acier !

II enlanta le meuitre et la guerre homicide,
Frayant devant la mort un chemia plna rapide.

Que dis-je f 11 n'a rien fait : les auteurs de nos
maux

C'eet nous ; lui nous aimait contre les animaux.
Le coupable c'est Tor ; on iguorait la guerre
Quand poux boire on n'avait qu'une coupe vul-

gaire

;

Bans tours ui bastions, parmi lea gias troupeaux,
Le berger savonrait sans crainte un doux repos,
J'eu9se aime vi?re alors ; loin du fracas des

armej
La trompette en mon coeut n'eut point jete

d'alarmes.
Mais on m'entraiQo helas I peut-etre un assassin
Deja porte le trait qui doit percer mon seiu.

Lares, qui m'avez nourri, quand mon eufance
A vos pieds s'cbattait, veillez a ma defense.
Et ne songissez pas d'etre d'un bois si vieux :

Ain%i Tous habitiez la maieon des aieux."

The following has no little of the tender
charm of TibuUus, ii. 4 :

" Toi qui fermes ta porte a I'amant qui n'a rien
Puissant les vents, le feu, dissiper tout ton bien

;

Les jeunes gens viendront contempler I'incendie,
Joyeux, et de I'eteindre aucun n'aura I'envie.

Et quand viendra la mort, personne, au deaespoir,
N'ira sur le bucher rendre un dernier devoir.
Mais U femme au ccbut bon, de respects entouree,
Vecut-eUe cent ans, verra sa mort pleures

;

Quelque vieillard, songeant aux anciennes
atdeurs,

Toui ces ans em sa tombe ira mettre des iieurs.

Ei dira :
' Dors en paix, u toi qui me fua chore

;

Que la terre a tes 03 tranquilles soit legfere.'
"

Robinson Ellis.

NEW novels.

A Bachelor''s Family. By Henry P. BuUer.
In 3 vols. (Hurst & Blaokett.)

The Country Minister's Love Story. By Maria
BeU. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

A Tragedy in Grey. By Halliwell SutcUffe.

(Skeffington.)

Doctor nick, and Other Tales. By Silas K.
Hocking. (Frederick Warne.)

Sinners Twain. By John Mackie. (Fisher
Unwin.)

The Major's Favourite. By John Strange
"Winter. (White.)

Hrenda. By A. S. Heawood. (Digby,
Long & Co.)

By Order of thi Brotherhood. By Le Voleur.

(Jarrold.)

Renie. By James Prior. (Hutchinson.)

A Bachelor's Family is an exceUent story,

though we do not quite see the appositeness

of its title. Colonel Dymott is a gloomy,
morose individual, who has returned from
India with something more than his liver out
of order. He takes a house in the village of

Drifton, where he is waited upon by his old

Scotch servant Sandy ; but the two might
as well be waUed up for anything the neigh-

bours see of them. The irascible colonel

receives one or two visits from Mr. Tabberer,

the vicar, and Captain Grindrod ; but neither

of them is particularly anxious to continue the

acquaintance. Of course, there is a mystery
attached to the colonel. This is shown by
his callous treatment of his son Hugh, who
has never received a word or look of afEec-

tion from him in his Ufe. Even when Hugh
attains his twenty-first birthday, his father

merely hands him a little money coming to

him from his mother, and bows him out of

his presence as he would a stranger. At
length the secret is revealed by Captain
Grindrod, a fine old " salt," who has

brought up Colonel Dymott's daughter
Christine as his own. "When she comes
to be married, revelations have to be made.
It appears that the colonel had most un-
justly accused his wife of unfaithfulness

;

and although legally attested documents are
placed before him proving the falsity of the
charge, and although he has in his possession
the deathbed denial of the lady herself, he
prefers to go down to the grave stiU believ-
mg it to be true. It is all very sad and very
miserable. Hugh is a fine young feUow,
and worthy of the noble wife he wins ; and
we have not a little sympathy for the vicar's

daughter Dorcas, who bravely suppresses
her own affection for Hugh. The story is

well and thoughtfully wrought out.

Life in a Scottish Lowland vUlage is care-
fully and yet vividly depicted in The Country
Minister's Love Story. The features of
Lochtown itself—a little place which lay by
the shore of a nearly land-locked arm of the
sea—are easily realisable ; and as for the
inhabitants, we feel that we could single out
each one without any introduction, if we
ever visited the spot. There is something
very touching in the history of Henry Millie,

the young minister, who dies prematurely,
after a hopeless love afEair. Jane Frederick,
the heroine, has almost woven out a romance
of which Millie is the centre, when her hand-
some cousin, Francis Hay, appears, and Hay
and she incontinently fall in love with each
other. It is painful for Millie when he dis-

covers the true position of affairs ; and he
never recovers from the blow, especially as

it is aggravated by the bold attempts of a
coarsely attractive girl of the village to com-
promise him in the eyes of Lochtown. Jane's

mother was a fine old lady, '

' one of those

people in whose presence every one shows
at his best." She is excellently drawn, and,
indeed, this may be said of all the characters

in this sad little story.

There is much straining after efEect in A
Tragedy in Orey, but, as it seems to us, to little

purpose. The book is like splashes of violent

colour thrown upon the canvas by some
indifferent artist, with the object of making
a sensation. How far the author has
fallen in with the present unwholesome
current of fiction may be gauged from one
incident. "We have a girl of seventeen,

Marjorie Erroll, falling in love with her
brother's tutor, Maurice Lenton. She de-

scribes him as her Lancelot, discusses with

him such poems as Rossetti's " Jenny," and
finally goes to him to .make this confes-

sion: "I have gone mad. I love you: let

me die."

The Rev. Silas K. Hocking's stories of

Cornish life are widely known, and de-

servedly appreciated. There is no falling

off in his sterling qualities as a writer in

Boctor Bich. It is a very touching little

sketch, showing how a young fellow with a

superior nature, who has unfortunately given

way to drink, is rescued for a noble after-

career by the love of a pure maiden.

Another sketch deals with the misfortunes

of a miner who may certainly be described

as a true hero ; while a third shows how
the spirit of self-sacrifice may animate even

the humblest. Mr. Hocking is a vigorous

and healthy writer, and aU his books are of
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an elevating character. He manages to

teach many useful moral lessons by their

aid, but the religious influence which he

wields is never obtrusive.

Sinturt Taain is the freshest and most

original work upon our list. It is "A
Bomance of the Great Lone Land "—that is,

the district known as the Canadian North-

West. Mr. Mackie is an artist in words

;

and the sketches he gives us, both of human
character and scenery, are very graphic and
real. There is a vividness about them
which shows that the author neither writes

at second-hand nor without mandate. One
of the " sinners " referred to in the title is

Gabriel St. Denis, hunter, trapper, rancher,

and, it must be cgnfessed, smuggler. But
whatever capacity he Alls for the moment, he
is undoubtedly picturesque in all. The other

"sinner" is Harry Yorke, a gentleman
member of the North-West Mounted Police.

On one occasion, after St. Denis has been
making a whisky raid, Yorke connives at

his oSence because of his love for the

trapper's beautiful daughter Marie. There
is a good deal of trouble to go through both
for Marie St. Denis and Yorke before these

ardent young lovers are finally united. Plot

and scenery are alike unhackneyed, and it

is a real pleasure to come across a novelist

who can strike out a new path. Headers
are not likely to tire of vigorously told stories

of this character.

Although there is nothing striking about
The Major's Favourite, it is considerably

better than the last little sketch we reviewed
by John Strange Winter. The writer now
rises to the standard of the fairly good
story-teller, without revealing a gleam of

special talent. Of course, the sketch is one
of barrack life, and Major Drummond's
"favourite" is a fine St. Bernard dog
named Maxsie. He is a splendid fellow

;

but the major cannot perceive, what is

patent to almost everybody else, that he is

getting dangerous in his old age. One of

the major's daughters, Leila, marries an
officer named Carrington, and another,

Carmine—who must be regarded, we sup-
pose, as the heroine of the story—is

engaged to a second officer, Sir Eichard
Markham. There is consternation in
Chertsey Camp when Maxsie is found
poisoned. Carmine, owing to circumstantial
evidence, attributes the deed to her lover,

and holds aloof from him in consequence.
There is tribulation all round, until Mark-
ham's innocence is proved, and the supposed
dastardly deed is brought home to Carring-
ton. As a matter of fact, Carrington had
ascertained beyond doubt that the St.

Bernard was beginning to suiier from
cancer ; and as he did not wish his wife to

be bitten by a mad dog, he had stealthily

put him out of the way. At length all

ends happily, and Dick and Carmine are
reconciled.

It must, we suppose, be a pleasure to the
authors to write such books as Brenda ; but
they bring no pleasure to the reviewer. We
have no particular fault to find with Brenda
herself, except that we wish we could rise to

the same noble heights in trouble that she
could scale so easily. But we do envy the

author his power of uttering commonplaces
with the air of a modern Solomon. Seriously
speaking, Miss or Mr. Heawood is rather
jejune as a novelist, but may improve in

time.

By Order of the Brotherhood is a Nihilist

story according to sample : that is, it is as
full of mystery and excitement as an egg is

full of meat. Of course there is a beautiful
woman in it. She figures as the Duchesse
de Poma ; and in the course of her life she
passes through many startling episodes

before she finally settles down and marries
her fellow-conspirator, Count Paul. A
young Englishman, named Edward Clark-
son, is another conspicuous figure in the
narrative, and by a series of extraordinary
events gets mixed up against his will in

some dangerous plots. The book is a
terrible indictment of the iron-bound policy

of Eussia : a country in which a hundred
and twenty millions of men simply live,

move, and have their being at the will of

the Czir. There is a spy in most house-
holds, and what they cannot discover they
invent, while a large proportion of the
people are debased and ignorant, and
ground down by taxation and oppression
into slaves. Such is the picture which
" Le Voleur " draws for us, and it is to be
feared that there is more than a substra-

tum of truth in it.

It is difficult to classify Renie. It is not
a commoD)place book, and yet it is not one
of real excellence. It reveals powers, how-
ever, which may be turned to better account
in the future. Some portions of it are

rather trivial, but others are unquestionably
strong. Eenie, the heroine, is powerfully
drawn, and her father, the Rev. Clarence
Millar, the popular but hypocritical parson,

is skilfully sketched. He has put away his

child from her birth, because she was born
too soon after wedlock ; and while the poor
mother yearns for her daughter through
nineteen weary years, she only finds her in

death. She has been practically hunted to

her grave by the callous villain who was her
father. The narrative is almost oppressive

by reason of its burden of sadness. But
there are many human touches about it,

both pathetic and humorous.
G. Barnett SsriTH.

SOME VOLUMES OF VERSE.

Five B)oks of Song. By Eichard Watson
Gilder. (New York: The Century Company

;

London: Fisher TTuwin.) Sitting down on a
very sunshiny day to write reviews of various
books of rhyme is not the fate that a free man
would choose ; for in the open air there are

many calls, many temptations to lure the
worker from his foolscap. Since we cannot
enjoy the real leaves, the real birds, and the
real flowers, let us begin our labours with a
consideration of the most sunshiny book among
those which it is now our duty to criticise.

This is, without a doubt, Mr. Richard Watson
Gilder's Five Books of Song, for the stream and
the wood sing in it; it is full of the sweet
exclamations of birds ; it is warm with faith ; it

glows with a reverence that is far from being
common in the verse of to-day. In short,

since we must be penned (and penning) within
four walls, this is the very volume to make us
content with the fate that cages us. A poem

80 happy and healthy as "Before Sunrise

"

easily purchases satisfaction from us :

"The winds of morning move and sing;
The weetem stars are lingering

;

In the pale east one planet stiU

Shiaes large above King Philip's hill ;—

"And near, in gold against the blue.
The old moon. In its arms the ncir.

lio, the deep waters o£ the bay
Stir with the breath of hurryiog day.

" Wake, loved one, wake and look with me
Across the narrow, dawn-lit sea

!

Such beauty is not wholly mine
Till thou, dear heart, hast made it thine."

The idea that is contained in the second line of
the second stanza is not new to us, for Mrs.
Dollie Badford has uttered it in one of the
songs in " A Light Load." We believe, how-
ever, that we are correct in assuming that
"Before Sunrise " was published a considerable
number of years ago, whereas Mrs. Badford's
volume is of a comparatively recent date.

That Mr. Gilder belongs to those cheery folks

who keep a boy's heart even in their grey hairs
is evidenced by the verses which are entitled
" Jocoseria" :

" Men grow old before their time,
With the journey half before them

;

In languid rhyme
They deplore them.

'
' Life up-gathers carka and cares,

So good-bye to maid and lover

!

Find three grey hairs,

And cry ' All's over !

'

" Look at Browning ! How he keeps
In the seventies still a heart

That never sleeps

—

Still an art

"Fall of youth's own grit and power.
Thoughts we deemed to boys belonging

;

The springtime's iiower—
|

Love-and-longing." "

Though a large proportion of the poems in Mr.
Gilder's Five Books of Song are full of qualities

that attract and charm, there are some that
fail to provide a reader with any pleasure

whatever. Mr. Gilder has a bad habit of

dashing expectation. He will follow two
delightful verses by a third so weak that it is

hard to believe the same pen its author. We
have noticed several instances of this failure to

maintain a poem at the high level which
marked its commencement. Surely all will

agree that the song which we give below is

weakened by the addition of the third stanza.

The strength of the eighth line suggests
finality ; the four which come after it only
detract from their predecessors; while the

twelfth is, to be brutally candid, neither

graceful nor musical

:

"Song.
" I love her gentle forehead,

And I love her tender buEtlr

;

I love her cool, white arms,
And her neck where it is bare.

" I love the smell of her garments

;

I love the touch of her hands

;

I love the sky above her.

And the very ground where she stands.

" I love her doubting and anguish
;

I love the love she withholds

;

I love my love that loveth her
And anew her being molds."

One more grumble. Mr. Gilder sometimes
writes a line in such a way that we are obliged

to throw an accent here or there in an arbitrary

manner for the purpose of making it tolerable

for the ear. Nothing is a greater obstacle to

the pleasure of a lover of poetry.

7'he Pity of Love : A Tragedy. By Theodore
Wratislaw. (Sonnenschein.) It is a long drop
in merit from Mr. Qilder to Mr. Wratislaw.
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The former 18 a poet ; the latter, at present, is

not. The Pity of Love treats of the circum-

stances of the death of Count Konigsmarck,
though the author has allowed himself some
slight variations. Truth to tell, it would not

be a wise use of tim.e to discuss the few merits

and the many demerits of Mr. Wratislaw's

trifle ; but as young authors protest that an
indifferent notice is better than none, we spare

a few moments to tell Mr. Wratislaw that

abusive vehemence such as he is pleased to

affect cannot conceal poverty of poetic talent.

Here are lines spoken by Philip Von Konigs-
marck after he has been run through by the

swords of the Duke's men

:

" OuiEe you ! I would have slain

You all like dogs ! Ah \ curse this sickeuiag pain !

Come near and I will kill you with my teeth

!

I am finished now, ready to lie beneath
The earth and fatten worm3. 'Tis a sweet end,
By Heaven ! Cursed hag, may God ere long
amend

Thy face and drive thy soul to shriek in hell

!

Ah ! curse this pain !

"

Gabble of this kind has no value beyond that
of proving to us the limited nature of Konigs-
marck's vocabulary. In common fairness we
ought to add that there is one line in this

tragedy which is both fine and powerful.

The Wind in the Clearing, and other poems.
By Robert Cameron Bogers. (G. P. Putnam's
Sons.) It is already a most difficult matter to
find an educated man with marked literary

tastes who has not, at some time or other in his

life, expressed his emotions in rhyme, though
he may not have delivered himself into the
clutches of the professional reviewers ; but
soon it will be well-nigh impossible to discover
a man innocent of a published book of verses.

It is certain that the critics are not inclined to
bless this feverish outpouring of unexhUarating
odes and sonnets devoid of stimulation ; the
public does not yearn for them ; the authors
cannot afford to purchase old oak from the
proceeds of their lyres. Who, then, is profited ?

Xhe publishers, perhaps. The printers, paper-
makers, and binders, certainly. But surely it

is not from feelings of affection towards
tradesmen that the numberless contemporary
Apollos lift up their rather unimportant voices ?

Can the motive power be vanity ? But this

suggestion has been indignantly opposed so
often that, perhaps, we ought not to bring it

forward again. We are compelled, then, to

come to the conclusion that verse-making, like

long-tailed morning coats, is fashionable. It
is de rigueur. Perceiving this, and fearful of

being out of the mode, Mr. Robert Cameron
Bogers has issued The Wind in the Clearing-

If we are not able to praise these poems
warmly, we can at least declare with confi-

dence that they are better than many which
have of late come under our notice. To our
thinking Mr, Bogers was not well advised when
he determined to treat of Hylas, Polyphemus,
Odysseus, and Argus in blank verse. These
figures from old history have been used
BO often as subjects for the poet that
their recurrence in chance books of verse rather
repels than attracts. In the whole of The Wind
in the Clearing there are not more than five

poems which take our fancy, and of these the
shortest is most to our liking, though we could
wish " noisette " absent. " The Shadow I^se "

is the title of the piece

:

" A noisette on my garden path
An ever swaying shadow throws

;

But if I pluck it strolling by,
I pluck the shadow with the rose.

" Just near enough my heart you stood
To shadow it,—but was it fair

In him, who plucked and bore you off,

To leave your shadow lingering there ?
"

Bosemary for Remembrance. By Mary
Brotherton. (John Lane.) In these days,
when books of verse are as thick as stars in a
nebula, he who speaks first has the best chance
of success. Those who follow after may still

be fondling the sweet toy of youth, but their

elders have been among the ideas before them,
and they find that the song they would like

to sing was sung a few years ago. Mrs.
Brotherton was a victim of this condition of

things, and perhaps we have here the reason
why she has delayed the publication of her
poems so long. The fact that she was a per-
sonal friend of Tennyson may also have caused
her to be diffident in the matter of issuing
a book of verses. Rosemary for Remembrance
is by no means an important contribution to
the mass of poetry which has been put before
the public during the last few years, but it

contains a few pieces that are full of feeling

beautifully expressed. The quality of Mrs.
Brotherton's work varies amazingly, and on
nearly every page there is a duel between good
and bad. The selection of a poem to quote as

a sample of the author's best is no easy matter,
because of her failure to preserve even her
briefest effusions from blots. "Sweetbriar"
is two-thirds successful, as will be seen at a
glance. The offending third is the middle
stanza

:

" As I sulk'd by the sweetbriar hedge, a fancy
Thence as light as a rose-leaf blew :

And methought that a sweetbriar hedge, my
Nancy,

Parted us two.

" And I wonder'd how came it betwixt us twain,
Breast-high, abristle with doubts and fears

—

Laugh'd you at my sonnet? trod I on jour
train?

And hence these tears ?

" But life was made bitter for love to make
sweet

;

Thorny the rose, the rose makes amends :

Ah, child, let us run past these briars, and
meet,

Kiss, and be friends.

A few of the so-called sonnets are charming,
especially those which tell the story of Chechina.
We quote the last poem in the book.

"At the Last.

" It Is thy Wife ! 0, Husband, let me m

!

I am aweary, and the way was hard

;

The snow was deep, the way was hard to win

;

I fall before thy gate against me barr'd.
let mo in ! it is thy weary wife,

Hitherward following with wounded feet.

To find thee here, and lose the pain of Ufe.

Excepting this my bitter had no sweet,
And my despair no hope, when thou wert past,

0, love, from out my darkness to thy light.

And now for me, for me, the dawn at last

!

For me the rapture of the end of night

!

Downfall'n my husband's silent house before,
He hears me not—then Death undo the door."

Norman Gale.

NOTES AND NEWS.
Messrs. Longmans & Co. hope to publish
in the course of June Mr. Frederic Seebohm's
new book on The Tribal System in Wales, illus-

trated with eight maps. The author describes
it in his preface as being the first part of an
essay in amplification of the section on the
Welsh tribal system, published more than ten
years ago in his " English Village Community."
And he states that it is confined to an attempt
to understand the structure of tribal society in

Wales, as a stepping-stone to the understanding
of other tribal systems.

Mr. J. Pitzmaurice Kelly, the biographer
of Cervantes and editor of Mabbe's translation

of the Celestina, has been elected a correspond-
ing member of the Boyal Spanish Aeademy.

We understand that Mr. Fitzmaurice Kelly is

now engaged upon a History of Castilian

Literature, which is intended to be not only a
critical manual, but also a bibliographical guide
to the early editions and translations of the
works treated of.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. will publish
immediately the second volume of Dr. Adolph
Holm's History of Greece, covering the fifth

century B.C. The whole work, which is in
four volumes, will come down to the close of
the independence of the Greek nation.

We understand that Miss Edith H, Fowler,
the author of The Young Pretenders—a story of

modern child-life, just published by Messrs.
Longmans, with twelve illustrations by Mr.
Philip Bume Jones^is a daughter of the
Secretary of State for India.

Messes. W. H. Allen & Co. announce for

next week Lord Palmerston, by Mr. Lloyd
Saunders, as a new volume of their " States-

men " series.

Mr. J. E. Muddock's For FixZottr—being a
record of the brave and noble deeds for which
Her Majesty has bestowed the Victoria Cross
from its institution to the present date—will

be issued immediately by Messrs. Hutchinson &
Co., with numerous illustrations.

Mr. Horace Cox will publish immediately
An Australian in China, being the narrative

of a quiet journey across China to British

Burma, by Dr. G. E. Morrison. Dr. Morrison
travelled alone, without an interpreter, although
he does not speak Chinese; and his only
companions were coolies whom he engaged to

carry his baggage from point to point of the

journey. The book will be well illustrated.

Messrs. Smiih, Elder, & Co. have in pre-

paration, for publication in single volumes, a
series of novels by the best writers of the day.

The volumes wUl be of the square 16mo form
familiar to travellers on the Continent ; and it

is intended that their appearance, as well as

their literary merit, shall render them deserv-

ing of a place in the library. They will be
bound in cloth, and will be uniform except in

thickness and in price. The first volume of

the series will be Mrs. Humphry Ward's
"Story of Bessie Costrell," now appearing in

the Cornhill Magazine, which will be published

on June 28 ; and works by F. Anstey, Henry
Seton Merriman, Mrs. L. B. Walford, Sydney
Christian, and other writers, English and
American, will follow at short intervals.

Mr. HenryJohnston, authorof " Kilmallie,"

has now finished his new Scotch romance, Dr.

Congleton's Legacy, which will be published

shortly by Messrs. Methuen & Co.

The second volume of "Cassell's Pocket

Library," entitled A White Baby,hy'M.T. James
Welsh, will be published simultaneously in

London and New York on June 20.

Miss Braddon has written an historical

romance, dealing with the court of Charles II.,

which will be published serially, beginning in

October, through Messrs. Tillotson & Son, of

Bolton, who also announce a new serial story

by Sir Walter Besant, to appear in January

next.

The Beginning of the Middle Ages, by the

late Dean Church, which Messrs. Macmillan

annoimce for early publication, uniform with

their edition of the author's other works, is a

reprint of the volume which he wrote in 1877

for the " Epochs of History" series.

Mr. Bernard J. Snell will contribute the

third number of Mr. Allenson's series of

"Tracts for the Times," the subject being

Citizenship and its Duties. It may be expected

about the end of June.
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A 8HIUJN0 edition of the facsimile o

OromweU't Soldier's Bible is about to be

published by Mr. Elliot Stock. Acoom-
panyiog the Bible is an introduction,

giving an account of the circumstances of its

compilation for the Commonwealth Army in

1643, and a preface by Lord Wolseley.

Mr. HoRAOB Cox announces for immediate
publication a cheap illustrated edition of A
GirV» Ride in Iceland, by Mrs. Alec Tweedie,
with a chapter on geysers by Dr. George
Harley, and one on Icelandic literature by
Dr. Jon Stefansson.

A CHEAP edition of Mr. K. N. Worth's
llistori/ of Devonshire is announced for early

publication by Mr. EUiot Stock, in view of

the coming tourist season.

Messes OLipnA>T, Anderson & Fereier
will publish immediately a cheap edition of
Annie 8. Swan's Carlowrie.

Among the names in what is known as the
" Birthday " list of honours, we may mention
the following—without comment : K.C.B., Mr.
E. Maunde Thompson ; Enights, Mr. Walter
Besant, Mr. W. Martin Conway, Mr. Lewis
Morris, and Dr. W. H. Bussell.

Mr. Si'ENCER C. Blackett—formerly well-

known as a publisher on his own account—has
been appointed manager to the firm of Kegan
Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Limited.

Messes. Abbot, Jones, & Co., of Adam-
street, Strand, will henceforth be the pub-
lishers of the standard "Waterloo" series of

educational works, formerly published by
Messrs. W. H. Alien & Co. in Waterloo-
place.

At the meeting of the Anglo-Bnssian
Literary Society, to be held at the Imperial
Institute on Tuesday next. Father Eugene
Smirnoff, chaplain to the Bussian embassy in

London, will read a paper (in Bussian) on
" Philarete, Metropolitan of Moscow," who
exercised a preponderant influence not only on
the ecclesiastical, but also on the political,

social, and literary life of Bussia throughout a
long period of the present century. It was to
Philarete that Alexander I. entrusted the
instrument appointing Nicholas his successor,

instead of his elder son, Constantine; and it

was Philarete also who drafted the manifesto
by which Alexander II. liberated the serfs.

At the meeting of the Boyal Society of
Literature, to be held at 20, Hanover-square,
on Wednesday next. Dr. Karl Lentzner will

deliver a lecture on '

' The Mutual Belations of
Literature and Life."

A CORRESPONDENT writes : "There is, in the
June number of Macmillan't, a contemporary
account of the battle of Copenhagen, written
by a midshipman on board the Monarch, the
father of the late Dr. J. E. Millard, of Mag-
dalen College School, and himself the son of
the precentor at Norwich. The whole is well
worth reading, as- a faithful description of
what took place on one of Nelson's ships in
action. But there is one passage in particular
that admirably illustrates some of Campbell's
finest lines in the ' Battle of the Baltic '

:

' As they drifted on their path.
There was silence deep as death

;

And the boldest held his breath,
For a time.'

Onr midshipman writes

:

' Our minds were deeply impreseed with awe,
and not a word was spoken throughout the
ship but by the pilot and helmsmen ; and their
communications beiog chanted very much in the
same manner as the responses in our cathedral
services, and repeated at intervals, added -very
mnch to the solemnity.'

And again, Campbell's

' Till a feebler cheer to the Dane
To our cheering sent us back "

is illustrated by the following :

' When the carnage was greatest he [Lieutenant
Dennii] . . . frequently began a huzza, which is

of more consequence than might generally be
imagined. For tte men have no other com-
munication about the ship ; but when a shout U
set up it runs from deck to deck, and they know
that their companions are -some of them—alive
and in good epirlts.'

One touch about Nelson— ' and I save it, be it

little or much '—is new to us :

' A equeaking little voica hailed the Monarch, and
desired us, in the true Norfolk drawl, to prepare
to wfigh.' "

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.
We are glad to hear from Cambridge that Prof.

Skeat is recovering from his recent severe ill-

ness ; but his recovery is slow, and he will be
unable to attend to his correspondence for some
time to come.

The Senate at Cambridge has resolved to con-
fer the honorary degree of Doctor in Law upon
the following foreign professors of international

law : T. M. C. Asser, of Amsterdam ; Karl
Ludwig von Bar, of Gottingen ; Frederic de
Martens, of St. Petersburg ; and Louis Benault,
of Paris; and also the honorary degree of

Doctor in Science upon Dr. John Murray,
editor of the " Challenger " publications.

On Tuesday next, at Oxford, it will be pro-
posed to confer the honorary degree of M.A.
upon Sir Charles Aitchison, late Lieutenant-
Governor of the Punjab, who is now resident

at Oxford. On the same day the amended
statute, constituting the degrees of Bachelor of

Letters and Bachelor of Science, will finally

come up for approval by Congregation ; and a
new statute will bo promulgated, adding the
language and history of Persia to the subjects

of the honour school of Oriental studies.

A MEETING will be held in the Senate House
at Cambridge on Thursday, June 13, to con-
sider proposals for establishing a memorial to
the late Sir John Seeley. The chair will be
taken by the Vice-Chancellor, and the meeting
will be addressed by the following speakers,
among others : The Marquis of Lome, the
Bishop of Peterborough, the Master of Trinity,

and Mr. G. B. Parkin, of Canada. It is

suggested that the memorial should take the
form of an endowment for the library of the
Cambridge Historical School. The late pro-
fessor took a great personal interest in this

library, and placed there many of his own
books for the benefit of those who were accus-
tomed to use it. The memorial will also

include a bust or portrait.

Db. Charles Waldstein will deliver his

inaugural lecture, as Slade professor of fine

art at Cambridge, on Saturday next, taking as

his subject " The Study of Art in Universities."

Besides the Lady Margaret chair of divinity,

for which no other candidate but Prof. Sanday
has as yet been nominated, three other chairs

at Oxford will shortly become vacant. These
are : (1) the professorship of poetry, which Mr.
F. T. Palgrave has now held for the maximum
term of ten years—this will be filled up by vote
of Convocation in November next, and among
the candidates already talked of are Mr. W. J.

Courthope, of New College, and Mr. Bobert
Bridges, of Corpus ; (2) the Slade professorship

of fine art, which Mr. Hubert Herkomer has
held since 1886; and (3) the Grinfield lecture-

ship in the Septuagint, at present held by Dr.
C. H. H. Wright. In both the latter cases the
present holder is re-eligible, and has notified

his intention of offering himself as a candidate.

We 'may also mention that applications for
the chair of humanity at Edinburgh, vacant by
the death of Prof. Goodhart, must be sent in
by Saturday, June 29.

The board of Indian Civil Service studies at
Cambridge have appointed the Bev. J. L.
Wyatt to be teacher in Tamil, to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Mr. F. Brandt.

Prof. F. Max MiJLLER announces a public
lecture for Wednesday, June 12, to be delivered
in the University Museum at Oxford, on " The
Kothu-daw," illustrated with photographic
lantern-slides.

The Cambridge Antiquarian Society propose
to issue an illustrated edition of the loan collec-
tion of plate recently exhibited at the Fitz-
william Museum. The illustrations will consist
of photogravures, representing forty or fifty of
the more important specimens, besides facsimile?
of a number of marks and other details. The
edition is limited to 300 copies.

Grants of Clarendon Press books in sheets
to the value of £2o have been made to each of
the following free public libraries : Gosport and
Alverstoke, West Ham, Altrincbam, Bother-
hithe, Mansfield, Kilbum, Christ Church
(Southwark), Hull, Shrewsbury, and Kidder-
minster.

An anonymous benefactor has offered £10,000
to found a chair of political economy at Glasgow,
to be called after Adam Smith, who was once
a professor at the university.

The library of Blanco White has been
bequeathed to University College, Liverpool, by
the late Mr. Thom.

We hear from New Zealand that Prof. J.

Macmillan Brown has resigned—apparently
because of ill-health—the chair of English
literature, history, and political economy at
Canterbury College, which he has held for

the last twenty-one years. Prof. Brown is an
enthusiastic Shaksperian scholar; and he has
done much to train and influence the young
generation of teachers in the schools of New
Zealand. He will be remembered by Oxford
men as a Snell exhibitioner at Balliol in the
early seventies.

Part V. of Archaeohgia Oxonienaia (London

:

Henry Frowde) opens with an illustrated

paper, by Mr. J. Park Harrison, on "The
Architecture of the Bodleian Library and the
Old Schools." Tha aim of the writer is

twofold: (1) to maintain that the west wall
of the Natural Philosophy School, facing
Exeter College, was built by Bodley himself,

as a model for the future Schools, and specially

to show the proportions of the windows ; and
(2) to prove that the well-known view of the
schools by Loggan (1675), copied by later

engravers, was false to fact, in so far as it

represents all the windows with transoms. The
arguments are highly technical, of a nature
that only a trained architect will appreciate.

Another paper gives a full account of some
British remains which were discovered last

autumn when excavating foundations near St.

Mary's Entry. Two skeletons were discovered,

apparently buried in a squatting position, with
the usual accompaniment of potsherds,

oyster-shells, &c., and a small brass of

Antoninus Pius. Of the two skulls, one is

extremely dolichocephalic, the other extremely
brachycephalic. A third article, by Mr.
Herbert Hurst, describes two medieval under-
ground chambers at Oxford, one of which was
a wine-cellar (once the property of Anthony
Wood's father), and the other a merchant's

store-room. Among the minor notices we may
mention a report of the excavations conducted
by Mr. J. L. Myres during the past year in

several sites in Cyprus, which have enriched

the Ashmolean Museum with a series of tomb-

1
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groups and isolated specimens of pottery,

terra-cottas, weapons, &c., illustrating most of

the principal periods of Cypriote culture, and
in particular the earliest of them : namely, the
bronze age.

We quote the following from the New York
Nation :

" President Low's magnificent gift of 1,000,000
dollars [£200,000] to Columbia College for a library
building makes, we believe, nearly eix millions that
the college has received in gifts since he succeeded
to the presidency. This may fairly be said to ' beat
the record ' among American colleges, if we except
the foundation of the Chicago University. It

shows, too, what New York can do in the way of
the encouragement of learning when once fairly

appealed to. We believe it is not over twenty
years eince Columbia allowed it to be supposed
that she stood in need of or received gifts. Since
then the tide of local generosity and sympathy
has been flowing towards her cteadily, and she
piomiees speedily to be one of the richest Eeats of
l>aming in the world ; and with money, we are
sure, there will come steady growth in intellectual
capacity and achievement."

OBiaiNAL VSBSE.
StrMMEB.

Glad Smnmer's servitors will brook
Naught sombre in their lady's tight,

Forget-me-nots deck each dim nook,
King-cups make marshes bright.

And if beside the sunny way
A Cross be found, austere and bare,

Sweet honeysuckle wreathes it gay.
Wild rcses veil it fair.

DoBA Cave.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
Tii the Bohtin of the Beal Academia de la

Historia for May, Catalina Garcia shows how
important the collection of inedited documents
from the Archives of Valencia published by
D. J. Casan is for the history of Henry
of Trastamare, and for his relations with
Pedro IV. of Aragon and Carlos II. of
Navarre. Father Fita prints a long series of

documents and papal Bulls connected with the
See of Calahorra in the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. They throw great light on the
struggle between the monks of Cluny and the
Spanish episcopate. One dated 1190 is of
value as a specimen of early Spanish ; another,
of the same year, shows the importance of the
whale fishery on the coast of Biscay. Antonio
Pirala, advocating the classing of the church of

San Salvador, Gu^taria, in Guipuzcoa, as a
national monument, gives a vivid account of the
intestine conflicts of the Basque provinces in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. There is

also an interesting record of the trophies left

as heirlooms by Alvaro de Bazm, the great
Marquis de Santa Cruz, in his will of 1584.

THE LATE PB0FE8S0R BLACKIE

:

A SOUTHaON TEIBUTE TO A NOBTUEEN
MEMOEY.

It is long since we met face to face—pen to

ptn we had occasionally met since then—but I

last saw him in the flesh in some purlieu of the
House of Commons, each of us in eager quest
of an M.P. on urgent business, neither of us
more than mere flitters through London, each
on his errand : we met and parted like ships at
sea which hail through a speaking trumpet,
fling packets of letters on board, and lose each
other from touch and view. But Blackie was
just the man you would never be surprised at
meeting anywhere from China to Peru, or
outside either. They say you may turn up a
Scotchrran and a potato all the world over

;

but he was the Scotchman, whom to encounter,
however casually, never seemed strange.
Yet his was the presence most certain to be

in vivid contrast with all the surroundings—as
if a portrait of an earlier century had walked
out of its frame. I thought of Scott's lines

—

" What recked the Chieftain, if he stood
On highland heath, or Holyrood "

—

as I marked the slight, erect figure, plaid-

enfolded, with the wavy fall of silky-silver hair
under the broad hatbrim, disappear down some
corridor with an open side, waving a farewell
with lifted walking-stick to me on a floor

below, having then button-holed my man.
I had met him first at Bradfield, I think in

the year 1868, when he spent one or more
nights as a guest of the College rather than
mine, for my wife was, I think, away, and I

was mostly living in college too. He
harangued some of the Uppers on studies

generally and Greek in particular, and in these

addresses to juniors reminded me of a frigate

coming into action full sail.

I suppose they quizzed his undeniably eccen-
tric manner, as boys will fasten on the
accidental rather than the essential, his tapping
himself on his chest and clapping a " sixth-

former " on the shoulder, and the like. But he
roused and erected for the time their minds,
usually flat as paving-stones, and perhaps left

a permanent impression on some. He depre-
cated treating Greek as a dead language, and
certainly no subject handled by him could
easily seem dead. It was like a dead fence

bursting into quick-set verdure. Perhaps, at

this distance of time, I idealise him somewhat.
He had, I think, already visited Athens, and
he talked like a breeze off Mount Hymettus,
putting a passion of fresh air into all the

studies or subjects he touched. In particular,

he insisted on accentuation as part of the life

of a language. "Don't paint your accents in

with a pen ; live them, sound them, talk

them !

" I seem to remember as one such
utterance. Between Athens and Bradfield

(where the title of "St. Andrew's College,"

which it then bore, roused his inquiring sym-
pathy) he had, I think, looked in at Oxford,
and expressed some impatient disappointment,

as of one who had looked for bloom and found
a hortui siccus. Of course he carried his quaint
and piquant personality into everything,

academic and other ; and some of the Dons, I

suspect, thought he had brought away from
Hymettus "a bee in his bonnet" as a souvenir

of the spot. Eager questioning I remember as

his favourite mental attitude.

Next spring I was his guest at Edinburgh

—

reading Burns all the way down as my primer
—and I hardly had pulled off my great- coat

ere he was at me with a query on what
chanced to be uppermost in his mind, possibly

a point which had "stuck" him in a lecture

on Greek. " How do you account for the
00V- in PtvTvpov (the Greek word for " butter ")

—why Pou- ? " Taken by surprise, I spoke
exactly what came uppermost at the
moment, and suggested that all the curds,

cheeses, and buttery esculents in Homer,
Theocritus, &c., were always from goat's milk,

and that $ou ("cow") might possibly be
justified as a distinctive. The only other
academic talk I remember was, I think,

derived from his visit to Oxford, and turned
on its study of formal logic. "What," he
demanded, " was the practical value of this

—

was it ever really of use ?" I said I thought
it was so, chiefly as enabling the student to

detect easily fallacious arguments. This
seemed to satisfy him ; and long after, in

the last letters which we exchanged, I

reminded him of this question— apropos of

something which I then enclosed to him—and
received a reply fragrant with kindly memories

of our early quaettiunculae, I remember miss-
ing in this, his last letter, the otherwise
invariable x'''^''" tcI koAcE (his favourite motto)
on the corner of the envelope, and fearing
that something must be seriously amiss with
the writer to cause this phenomenal void.

During that visit in Edinburgh, he did the
honours of the lions, or gave me local " tips

"

where to ramble in the old city's heart by turns.

I well remember visiting with him the sites of
the ancient Tolbooth and City Cross, Knox's
house, on which I spelled out what looked at
first like the familiar medallion (in those days)
of a fire insurance o£Bce, say the Phoenix or
the Sun, but proved to be a Lilliputian tableau

of Moses receiving the Decalogue Tables

!

Thence to Holyrood, where, as we crossed the
threshold, he saluted it with the line from the-
" Eumenides "

:

offfj.^ 0por(l(jov atfj.dTuv fit irpoiryeA^,

in allusion to the traditional blood-stains of

Rizzio, delivered with a tone, look, and gesture,
which those who knew him may imagine. One
fine spring day saw us at Linlithgow and
Queen Margaret's Tower, which I knew from
" Marmion," and where I remember discussing

with him the French character of the archi-

tecture. One or two samples of the presby-
tery came in one morning to breakfast—rather
dry and heavy, like unleavened bread, I found
them, but only, I think, because there was not
time enough to work through the professional

testudo on their side, and dissipate the suspicion

attaching to episcopal orders on my own. At
any rate, they were utterly unlike our host,

whose uppermost thoughts fell from him as

easily as a bird's feathers in moulting. One
delightful dinner-party of not over half a dozen
in all I ought not to forget. Among them
was Lord Neaves, whom we Southrons knew
by pleasant reputation as the author of a skit

on the (so-called) " Ascidian Theory," entitled
" A leather botell," of which

" Scott and Scapula show full well
That aaxhs means a leather botell,"

is all that I can quote. Lord Neaves was not
aware I had read up my Burns, and posed me
with a line from the "Address co the De'il" ;

" An' dautib', twal-pint Hawkie's gaen
As yell's the bill,"

which seemed to him a fit nut for a Southron
to try his teeth upon. Of Lord Neaves's
dicacity I regret to say I have not treasured in

memory a single scintilla : I remember only
a general warm after-glow, and thinking that
Counsellor Pleydell had come again in the

flesh. My pleasant visit ended fitly with an
afternoon at Dryburgh and Melrose, whither
my kindly host accompanied me, and on that

classic ground we shook hands and parted.

I used to receive many little fugitive pieces, as

doubtless all his friends did, mostly in rhyme,
graceful blossoms of cultured and manly
thought, sometimes with a letter, but oftener

without. I have an early photograph of him,
taken, I doubt not, in the sixties, and now
fading fast, in which the lofty forehead seems
under the effacing hand of Time to vanish into

a cloud, but the austere refinement of the other
features is unimpaired. It bears his autograph
signature, and, I think, is far more expressive

of the man than the portrait exhibited at the

Royal Academy in 1894 by Sir G. Eeid, which
loses in a hat the fine lines of the forehead.

The type of that younger face suggests to me
that of the late Dean of Christ Church, Dr.
Liddell, in his earlier days—a face than
which few were better known and none, I think,

more admired among those of his time.

Touching many things at many different

angles, and firing shots into many different

subjects, I hold our late Professor (for I regard
myself in some sort as his pupil) as one of the
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moat miscellaiieonBly repreaentatiTe of Scots-

men, and a worthy embodiment of the high

ideal conveyed by his fftTOurite watchword

H. H.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF " DAVENTRY."
Oxford : Hay 25, 189S.

In a letter by Mr. E. B. Nicholson on St.

Patrick's birthplace, which appeared in the
Academy of May 11, an attempt is made to
connect the " Bannauenta " of the Antonine
Itinerary with the name of the town Daventry,
and to explain the original meaning of this
English place-name.
Last week I showed that the equation

Bannauenta = Dan-Dauenta was impossible, and
that consequently there could be no connexion
between " Bannauenta " and Daventry. I pro-
pose now to examine Mr. Nicholson's discovery
—the radical meaning of the name of the town
Daventry.
The discovery is that the name meant origin-

ally " the stream of tricklings." Mr. Nichol-
son holds that the Darent of Daventry is

identical with an Old British Dauenta —
a form which he assumes to have existed
before the Antonine Itinerary. And he
holds that this Old British Dauenta is radically
connected with the modem Welsh stem dafn,
"to drop, to trickle." Now, in making this
discovery, Mr. Nicholson confuses together
phenomena which historically are perfectly
unconnected, and declines to take into account
well-known facts of historical Celtic grammar,
which it is not safe to ignore in investigating
the etymology of Celtic phMse-names.

These are serious charges to bring against
an etymologist. Here is the evidence. Mr.
Nicholson confuses the symbol u (often printed
v) of the Antonine period (which had probably at
that date the phonetic value of our English w)
with the voiced bilabial spirant sound of v, which
in modem Welsh is represented by the symbol/.
He assumes that an O. Brit, dauen- can be
identical with Welsh dafn-, that O. Brit. « =
Welsh/. Now, it is an elementary fact, known
to all Celtic scholars, that Welsh / (with the
phonetic value v) is wholly unconnected his-

torically with O. Brit, u (with the phonetic
value w).

O. Celtic (or O. Brit.) u (v), when initial, is

regularly represented in O. Irish by /, and in

O. Welsh by gu {gw) ; and this O. Celtic sound
is still represented in the modem languages.
O. Celtic u, when medial, is regularly repre-

sented in Welsh by w, never by /. A few
examples may suifice : Gaul, verno- " an alder-

tree" (in Verno-duhrum), cp. O. Ir. /em, Wei.
gwern ; Gaul, vindo- " white " (in Vindo-magoa),

cp. O. Ir. Findmag, Wei. Owynfa ; Gaul, vidu
"wood," cp. O. Ir. ^, Wei. gwydd; Gaul,

nomo- "new" (in Novio jnagoa), cp. Wei.
newydd ; Gaul. Letavia, cp. Wei. Llydaw
"Brittany"; Gaul, tarvo- "a bull," cp. Wei.
tarw ; Lat. ferveo, cp. AVel. herwaf " I seethe."

On the other hand, modem Welsh /is the
representative either of O. Celtic 6 or of O.
Celtic m (originally medial). Here are some
examples: (1) Wei. a/on "river," cp. O. Ir.

abann; Wei. a/al "apple," cp. 0. Ir. ahall

;

Wei. ga/r " goat," cp. O. Ir. gabar, Gaul.

gabro- (in Oahro-magos) ; Wei. dwfr "water,"
cp. O. Ir. dobar, Gaul. Dubrum. (2) Owynfa,
cp. Gaul. Vindo-magoa; Wei. Aa/ " summer,"
cp. O. Ir. sam ; Wei. nef " heaven," cp. O. Ir.

nem ; Wei. brefu " to bellow," op. Lat. fremo,
O. H. G. breman.
For most of these equations I beg to refer

the reader to Whitley Stokes's Url-eUkcher
Sprachschatz (Gottingen, 1894).

From these elementary facts, which surely

ought not to have been ignored by a Celtic

etymologist, it becomes abundantly clear that

an O. Brit. Dauent- can have no possible con-
nexion with Wei. dafn "a trickling," and that
coneequently Mr. Nicholson's etymology of

Daventry must be rejected.

A. L. Mayhew.

THE ETYMOLOGY OF "BANNAUENTA.
Bodleian Library, Oxford : Hay 26, 1896.

Mr. Mayhew declares

:

" The equation Bannauenta = JBan-Dauenta " to

be " absolutely impossible." " No luch form as
San-Dauenta could have existed in the second
century." " Welsh ban . . . was oiiftinally a noun
of the 0- decleneion, in Old Celtic benno-, a form
which must have persisted in the Itinerary "; for
" both in Gaulish and in Old British, the stems
of substantives of the o- declension retained the
thematic vowel . . . and this vowel always
appeared in the first element of compounds."

Now, to begin with, the Itinerary of Anto-
ninus, as we have it, is neither second century
nor even certainly third. Its latest editors

attribute its origination not to either of the
Antonines who reigned in the second, but to
Antoninus Caracallus at the beginning of the
third. And they further point out that the
text even of the better class of MSS. cannot
be earlier than Diocletian, since these insert

Diocletianopolis. Now Diocletian did not
become emperor till 284, abdicate till 305, or
die before 313.

My statement that Welsh ban was also Old
Keltic came from misunderstanding a printed
abbreviation ; but, as Mr. Mayhew is aware that
other MSS. read Bennauenta, we need not
discuss the first vowel. Stokes, however,
postulates Old Keltic benna, not benno- ; and,
if he is right, then we are not dealing with the

o- declension at all, but merely with the normal
substitution of -o- for -a- in Old Gaulish.

Let us, however, waive the difference

between an original and a substituted thematic
0. Turning to Zeuss, we find him saying (p.

763^ that thematic a (o) sometimes disappears,

as m Lausdunum, Lugdunum ; and he gives,

among examples of the loss of a thematio
vowel, "Lug-dunum iuxta pleniorem formam
Lugodunum vel Lugudunum" and " Cob-
nertus " (p. 853). Now, Lugo-dunum seems to

rest on Ptolemy's tiovy6iurov as the name of

the Batavian city, whereas the southern
Lugdunum appears frequently as Lugu-,
and perhaps never as Lugo-. But Holder
(1053) gives " Cob-nertus fiir 'Cobo-nertos,"
and Stokes gives the stem as Icobo-, and
cites " gill. Cob-nertus." Mr. Mayhew may
prefer to derive it from the secondary stem
kobi-, but then Zeuss (p. 763) says that thematic
t is more persistent than thematic a (n). It is

clear that I am in the very highest company,
and that, if Mr. Mayhew is not himself in

error, he has Zeuss, Stokes, and Holder to

correct as well as me.
It is remarkable, too, that this name Cob-

nertus has been found in an inscription at

London, and apparent fragments of it at

Chesterford and York ; so that it seems to have
been Old British as well as Gaulish.

Finally, the comparison of such forms in the

Itinerary, however numerous, as " Camulo-
dunum, Vindo-mora, Duro-brivae,Duro-vernum"
proves nothing at all, unless it can also be
proved (which it cannot) that they were adopted
into Roman nomenclature as late as Bannauenta.
Camulo-dunum was so adopted as far back as

A.D. 51 ; and of course the Bomans went on
pronouncing it as they had always done, and
as they saw it spelt on their milestones

—

unless perhaps they clipped it into Camlodumim.
But, if at the beginning of the fourth century
the thematic vowel had been dropped in native

speech, then a name newly taken over would
be equally without it. Our pronunciation of

the name of the city of Paris was formed while
the French still sounded the -a ; had it been
formed to-day, we should not sound the -a.

And, if thematic o had begun to be dropped in

the early fourth century, then Ban-dauenta is,

so far as we know, a legitimate compound,
liable to be assimilated into Bannauenta. It is

even possible to suppose direct loss of d instead

of assimilation, and to say that Bannauenta^
Bann'auenta : for d can disappear altogether in

Welsh, as Zeuss (p. 139) shows by anilia, com-
pounded of an dill's, and other instances.

I may add that the fact of this place being a
couple of miles off the direct Koman road of

Watling-street might very well keep it out of

the itineraries, and off the milestones, until a
late date ; for it was, after all, but a vil-

lage, though, in certain contingencies, an
important military position. Its Romanised
name would then doubtless be borrowed from
the current native form.

E. W. B. Nicholson.

THE GENEALOGY OF THE BORGIA FAMILY.
London : Hay 29, 1896.

The fact that both the parents of Pope
Alexander VI. belonged to the house of Borgia,

which the Rev. Wentworth Webster establishes

in a communication to the Acmiemy of May 25,

is further proved by a contemporary document
printed by J. L. Villanueva in his Viage liUrario

d las Igleaiaa de Eapaiia, vol. ii., p. 213-215

(Madrid, 1804).

The people of Xutiva, it appears, on receiving

the news of the elevation of their townsman to

the Pontifical dignity, ordered three days' re-

joicings, including a bull-fight upon a Sunday.
Furthermore, to prove that he really was their

townsman, they instituted a commission to take

testimony upon oath. Before this body thir-
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teen witnesses deposed "que el pontifice era

natural de Xativa, que era hijo de los nobles

Jofre de Borja y Isabel de Borja "
; with many

other particulars which may be read in Vil-

lanueva, who derived his information from a

copy of the original document in the Convento
de Predicadores at Valencia. R. Garnett.

PHTLIP MASSINGEE AND ST. SAVIOUR 8,

80UTHWARK.
Topitiee HaU, E. : Hay 38, 1E9S.

The Elizabethan Society desires to draw
attention to an endeavour that is being made to

erect a memorial window to Philip Massinger,

in the Church of St. Saviour, Southwark,
which is now in process of restoration. Mas-
singer, Edmond Shakspere, and John Fletcher

all rest within its walls ; and of the several

windows that are to be placed in the nave,

one is to be dedicated to the memory of the

dramatist whom Oi£ford and Hallam did not

hesitate to place next to Shakspere himself.

If later scholars have not endorsed that

opinion, they have certainly agreed to give

llassinger a very high place among the

Elizabethan dramatic writers, and it can hardly

be doubted that when the endeavour to com-
memorate his work in the church where he is

buried is more fully known to lovers of English
literature an adequate response will follow.

Among those favourable to the scheme are

Sir Walter Besant, Mr. Henry James, Mr.
Joseph Knight, and Mr. Sidney Lee.

Subscriptions should be sent to the Rev. W.
Thompson, St. Saviour's Rectory, Southwark.

Feeberick Rogers.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK.
TccsDAY, June 4, 3 p.m. Boyal lOBtitatioa :

" Tbirty Tean'
Ptogien in Biological Science," IV, by Prof. Bay

8 p.m. Anglo-Riuaian : "Fhilat^te, The Uetio-
politaa of KoBCov," by the Rev. E. Smirnoff.

Wedne^uav, June 6, 4 p.m. Archaeological IntUtote

:

"Antiquarian Notfo tin the Bcee," by Mr. J. L- AndnT-

;

*' The btitish Pait of the Itinerary t f tbeProvincea called

AntoDine'a Itinerary," by Canon Raven.
4 30p.m. Society of Literature: "The Matual Re-

lations of Literature and Life," by Dr. Carl L^ntzner.
8 p.m. Geological ; "A well-marked Horizon of

Hadiolarian Rocks in the Tx>wer Culm Measures of

SiYon, Cornwill, aad West Somerset." by Dr. George J.

Hinde and Mr. Howard Fox ;
" The Geology of Mount

Rnwenzori, and seme adjoining Regions of Eqaatovial
Afiies," by Mr. O. F. E. Ecott-BIliot and Dr. 3. W.
Gregory ;

" Oveithmsts of Tertiary Date in Dorset," by
Ur. Aubrey Htrahan.

8 p.m. Elizabethan: " Ben Jonwn's Comedies," by
Mr. W. P. Aitken.

TanssDAT, June e, 3 p.m. Eojal lostituiion: " Spectro-
scopic Astronomy," III., by Dr. W. Hoggins.

8 p.m. laonean : *"A New Z>i^*oOT>n/i," by Mr. Geo.
West :

" A New Genus of Siphonean Algae Psf.udo'-onmmt*

by Mne. van der Basse ;
" The True Kature of

Mnlinsiapongia paranitica (Duncan) " ; and " A New
Otnaa of Poramissifera, liapJiidoscene conir^t*' by Mr. A.
Vaugban Jennings.

8 p.m. Chemicsl: "The Molecular Refractions of

DisidTtd Salts and Acids," by Dr. Gladstone and Mi. W.
Hibbett ; "A Comparison of some Pioperties of Acetic

Add sn] its Chloro- and BrDmo-detivati?es," by Mr.

Spencer Pickering; " BP. Diniphthyl and its Qal-

nones," by Dr. P. D. Chattsway.
8.30 p.m. Geographical: "A Journey in the

Frankincense Cotintry, Southern Arabia," by Mr. J.

Theooore Bent.
Fridav, June 7, 8 p.m. Philological: " Sinhalese," by M.

Wickremaainghe.
8 p.m. Geologists' Association :

" The Necessity for

Competent Surveys of Gold Mines," by Mr. Nicol

Brown.
9 p.m. Royal Institution : " Ph^nomi'nes Physiques

d(i Bautea lU'-giong de I'AtmosphOre," by Prof. Alfred
Comu.

8aii'BD;iv, June 8. 8 p.m. Boyal Inttitution :
" Elizsbethan

Literatare," n., by Prof. E. Dowden.
8.46 p.m. Botanic : General Fottnightly Meeting.

SCIENCE.
Memoir of Sir Andrew Cromhie Ramsay. By

Sir Archibald Geikie, F.R.S. (Mac-

millana.)

When the British Ascociation paid its first

visit to Glasgow, in the autumn of 1840,

one of tlie chief attractions to the assembled

geologists—and the geologists mustered in

great force—was an original model illus-

trating the structure of the Isle of Arran.
This model had been constructed, not by
any professional geologist, but by a young
amateur, who, amid the exacting demands
of mercantile life in Glasgow, had yet found
opportunity to make a survey of the island,

and to form an unexampled collection of its

rocks. Such was the merit of the model,
such the obvious ability of its constructor,

that through Murchison's -influence the

amateur surveyor—then seven and twenty
years of age— was invited to London,
and a place found for him, by De la Beche,
on the staff of the Geological Survey. At
starting he put his foot, of necessity, on the

lowest round of the official ladder, but by
superlative ability he mounted rapidly and
gained at last the topmost step.

This remarkable man was Sir Andrew
Ramsay. His life, like that of most men
of science, was rarely marked by incidents

likely to be of popular interest
;
yet it was,

for many reasons, a life well worthy of

some lasting memorial. Sir Archibald

Geikie, fittest of all men to sketch the

life of a geological surveyor, has skilfully

dealt with such materials as were at his

command ; tracing with an admiring, yet

discriminating, pen the career of a singu-

larly attractive man, and giving a lively

presentment of Ramsay's fascinating per-

sonality. More than that. The Geological

Survey, when Ramsay first joined it, was
but in its infancy, and his tenure of office

—stretching over forty years—witnessed its

steady growth, until it practically assumed
its present form. Sir Archibald Geikie, in

writing the memoir, has therefore wisely

taken occasion to record the leading inci-

dents in the progress of the Survey; and
thus his volume assumes a dual character,

becoming at once the life of an individual

and the history of an institution.

Most of Ramsay's early geological work
was carried on among the complicated rocks

of Wild Wales—first in the south, where
his views rapidly expanded on the broad

question of denudation ; and afterwards in

the northern part of the Principality, where
the relics of many an ancient volcanic out-

burst forced themselves upon his attention.

Rarely, if ever, has a better bit of pioneer-

ing work been accomplished than Ramsay's
survey of the Snowdon district—a work
which needed a man gifted with keen geo-

logical insight and with physical powers of

exceptional endurance.

Although Sir Andrew Ramsay was master

of a pen rarely at rest, it was in the field

rather than in the study that his powers

were best displayed. He was essentially

an open-air geologist, always happy among
the hills, and delighting to trace the making
of a landscape. Standing on the mountain-

top, he would sweep his keen eye round the

panorama, and connecting summit with sum-

mit would restore in imagination his famous
" plain of marine denudation," and then

recall how this plain had been trenched by
rain and river—here into a profound gorge,

there into a spreading vale—until the origin

of all the scenic features stood clearly before

his mind. It is easy enough to look at the

rocks as they are ; it was given to Ramsay
to see them as they once were—the elements

of the landscape in all their primitive crude-

ness. If some of his friends thought that

he occasionally pushed his speculative views
too far, they recognised that this was but a
failing incidental to his remarkable ampli-
tude of geological vision. No cramped
mind, for instance, could have attributed to

ice the potency which, rightly or wrongly,
suggested itself to him : his errors, if any,

were the heroic errors of genius.

For nearly thirty years— from 1848 to
1876—Ramsay delivered annually a long
course of geological lectures—for the first

few years as professor at University College,

and aftewards as lecturer at the Royal
School of Mines. In the lecture-room he
was always impressive, and not unfre-

quently brilliant, especially when dealing
with topics in which he was personally

interested. His style as a speaker was bold,

incisive, and entirely his own ; while his

handsome presence added to the weight of

his words.
Sir Andrew Ramsay was not only ready

in utterance, but lively in wit, and his

conversational powers were of a high order.

Pleasant glimpses of his wit, humour, and
geniality are afforded by the extracts from
his letters, which contribute largely to this

volume. The younger geologists who knew
Ramsay only in his latter days, when his

physical and mental powers were on the

wane, can have but little notion of the

bright and buoyant spirit of the man when
in his prime. The portrait, which fronts

the memoir, represents him at a time of

life when shadows had begun to fall across

his path, and his gleeful nature was losing

its native force. But the narrative and the

letters portray him as his old friends will

always love to remember him—a man of

singularly joyous temperament, free-hearted,

open-minded, and frank-spoken. Sir Andrew
Ramsay was, in truth, a man for whose
like we may have long to wait.

F. W. RUDLER.

SCIENCE NOTES.

Messes. Macmillan & Co. will shortly

publish an Introduction to the Study of Sea-weeds,

\vith illustrations, by Mr. George Murray, the

newly appointed keeper of botany in the

natural history department of the British

Museum.

The evening discourse at the Royal Institu-

tion next Friday will be delivered by Prof.

Alfred Cornu, of the Academie des Sciences,

who takes for his subject "Phenomenes
Physiques des Hautes Regions de I'Atmo-

sphere."

The Whitsuntide excursion of the Geologists'

Association will be to Banbury as headquarters,

with visits to Bloxham, Fenny Compton, Edge
Hill, and Hook Norton, under the direction of

Mr. E. A. Walford. At the meeting of the

Association, to be held at University College

on Friday next, Mr. Nicol Brown will read a

paper on "The Necessity for Competent

Geological Surveys of Gold Mines." On
Saturday there will be an excursion to Chelms-

ford, to visit the pits in the brick-earth of the

valley of the River Can, in which remains of

the mammoth (Elephaa primigenius) were

recently discovered.

At the annual meeting of the Linnean

Society, held on May 24, the gold medal—
which falls this year to a botanist—was
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presented to Prof. Ferdinand Cohn, of Breslau.

An address was delivered by the retiring

president, Mr. C. B. Clarke.

Pbof. Pr-vnkland has been elected a foreign

associate of the Academie des Sciences, in the

department of chemistry, in the room of the

late Van Beneden.

The trustees of Columbia College, New
York—following the example of the National

Academy of Sciences — nave awarded the

Barnard gold medal to Lord Rayleigh, for his

discovery of argon.

The Institut of France has opened an inter-

national subscription for a monument to

Lavoisier, to be erected in Paris.

—that anything like a fairly accurate fixation

of the sun's place among the stars at the

winter solstice cannot be imagined to have been

accomplished by people who tad no approxim-

ately correct notion of the length of the year.

PHILOLOGY NOTES.

At the meeting of the Philological Society,

to bo held on Friday next at University

College, a paper will be read of " Sinhalese,"

by Mr. N. Don Martino de Zilva Wickrema-
singhe, assistant librarian of the museum
at Colombo, who has studied philological

methods in the universities of Germany, and is

at present working in the British Museum.

Prof. Mommsen—who is understood to have
been defeated on a previous occasion—has now
been elected a foreign associate of the

Academie des Inscriptions, in the room of the

late Sir Henry Rawhnson. His election as a
corresponding member dates as far back as

i860.

We may mention here two catalogues of

second-hand books. That of Mr. David Nutt
consists of 1236 lots, relating to India and the
Far East, carefully classified. It includes the
Oriental library of the late Dr. Eichard Morris,

which was specially rich in Pali works ; and
also a collection of books relating to China,
brought together during the last twenty- five

years by a member of the Consular Service.

Under India, we notice a complete set (23

volumes, with index) of the ArchaeoJoijical

Survey of India, by Sir A. Cunningham ; and
the very rare eleven volumes of Logan's
Journal of the Indian Archipelago (Singapore,

1847-59), The other catalogue is that of

Messrs. Luzac & Co., which contains some 250
books on Buddhism, Pali, and Sinhalese, with
an appendix of books about Ceylon. Here the
classification is in one alphabet.

The April number of the Indian Antiquary
(London: Kegan Paul & Co.) contains an
elaborate paper by Prof. G. Thibaut, of
Allahabad, on the recent attempts to de-
termine the antiquity of Vedic civilisation.

He subjects to a severe examination the
theories of Prof. Bal Gangadhar Tilak and
Prof. H, Jacobi, who have independently
reached very much the same conclusion, from
astronomical data, that parts at least of the
Yedic literature must have been composed
between 4000 and 2500 B.C. Prof. Thibaut,
while not denying the probability of Vedic
culture reaching back to a more remote past
than has been generally assumed, contends that
the passage quoted by Tilak and Jacobi do not
necessarily bear the interpretation put upon
them. His conclusion is that

" none of the astronomical data which so far have
been traced in Vedic literature in any way compel
or even warrant us to go back higher than the
time when, as the Jyotisha Vedangi explicitly

states, the winter solstice took place in Sraviachas."

At what exact period that coincidence occurred,
he is content to agree with the late Prof.
Whitney, who wrote that "a thousand years
would not be too long a period to cover aU the
uncertainties involved." Prof. Thibaut con-

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Cakbridok Philological.—(rAnrxiiy, May i».)

De. Postoatb, president, In the chair.—Dr.

Fenuell read a paper on etymologies of words :

'a$pit akin to §kt. mjja "covered, adorned,"

ef. Thuc. i. 6.

iiaXios, Hw akm to Skt. angara-a "charcoal,"

agni (for ngni), Lat. ignit (for ingnia).

iuBpuTot for adj. 'irSpairis [</. i,\\oiawis, k.t.X.,

and flauxdi (It. xv. 65:!)] answering to a possible

Latin Hn/raquoa (of. autiijuoa) ; meaning, " a lower

one " opposed to heavenly deities. Note that ai-

is the unaccentual form of the so-called sonant

nasal when neither final nor immediately preceding

the accent.
iirl$Sa not connected with mSi, rois, le.T.A., as

M iriJSo is not Greek, but with pS^a (from spyuttyw,

which became irrFfsyu) ; for 0SF from irrF, cf.

S>5oor, and perhaps forms like ^i/SSbi (with suffix

-tutlo) ; meaning, " after-nausea."

9f/)>i(Ji not to be separated from ea\irupii, k.t.x.
^

but referred to a v/ dhua'r " agitation," ef. Skt;

dhiivanas "fire," "agitotion.'' The Greek con-

geners of Skt. gharma- are x^";"'''' and x^"^"""!

X^oi'/'i, and x^^Mffxis (Hesych).
eivaaaSai. Dr. Feuncll anticipated Mr. Whar-

ton's connexion of this word with flcoi, and ren-

dered it " to get granted," e(6s being " grauter."

The double sigma precludes the connexion with

«/ ghedh " praying," and ir<J9os should rather be

connected with Eng. " bid" =" pray."

eiip contracted from efes^jj (tp-) from ^ dhua's,

cf. Skt. dhvaayate "be destroyed." The syncopated
dhi(s gives Goth, dint, Eng. " deer." If the word,
however, be connected with Skt. y' d/nri "hurt,"
rather than with dhva.iyate, it with Eng. "bear"
and Old Bulg. :fcn presents a group of three roots

of contiguous meaning with identical terminations

and homologous initials ; cf.^yf ghan, dhan (Btiya,

flo»oT((r), bhan (<(>oVor, Teut. bana), "strike, slay,

die."
TrriSif, in)S(iu. This ti;S- is the Stressed form of

acceutvuil tiS-, while toS- is the stressed form of

unaccentual »«$-.

trpfaffvi for irpa + aK + v " fore-speaker." For
noun of agent in k cf. Skt. bharu, vanhu, vindu.

The form inripyvs (Hesych.) is akin to " speak,"

Ger. tprechen, perhaps for rptawptyvs.

a^ivvvpLi. The root is afi- for ^ tor g'a'z. The
derivation is not new, but the analysis of the form
is new. For metathesis cf. airoJiVurroi, which gives

gz, and alto auKriBlis by ktoi'-, (r(pTi^ for bh'aCih- {ef.

Skt. bhasana "bee"), oiKpit by <^6a, SfffloAoi from
bh'zala, with earlier syncopation than in ^6\os,

(TfPas from a y/ sua'g' " attracting the eye," cf.

iosignis, signum, severus. The forms ffiiSrj, (ro$iw,

ao$ap6s are distinct, beiug akin to Old Dutch
swicken "waggle," remotely akin to "sway,"
"swagger," "swing." Does the termination -or

answer to the -inus of XiHt. facinus ?

Ti'ai connected with t«ti7);u^fos, t€th)(Jti (which

connote "dejection arising from fear"), Lat.

ti-meo, ti-midui, ti-mor (cf. ti-meo, u-midut, ii-mor)

and Titiii " feared," " honoured." These words,

with Latin pi-are and Skt. J a "detest,"
" revenge," give another group of three roots with

kindjed meanings, identical terminations, and
homologous initials.

Xi'ii' for x*«<'+ '<'-*- The suffix -dejo (-d>i) is

seen in ifoj (from y/ ai "throw," ef. Skt. visala-

" shoot," from y/ via " cast," " throw"), KcipuSoj,

fiiSos, xopH, and in Lat. nidus from y nis, a

phase of na's seen in voiiTai and nasalieed in yaiw.

inguen a compound, in+gu + en "the part in

the hollow." For7u- "hollow," cf. iyyva\l(uv,

iyytn\, Skt. gav'mi (Ved.), 'Aand gao "hand," per-

haps yu\(it {yoFaMit) "hole," "lair." No con-

nexion with iSiiv.

Mr. Bnrkitt read notes on the text of

dudes with an argument of general application Deuteronomy communicated by Dr. Hayman.

—Dr. Hayman suggested that the " Song

"

(Deut. xxxU. 1-43) and the "Blessing" (Deut.

xxxiii. 2-29) of Hoses might have existed in the

form of clay tablets for a long time before their

incorporation into the Pentateuch. The chipping

of the edges might then account for various cor-

ruptions of the text, while a disarrangement of the

detached tablets could be taken as a cause of the

present order of the verses of the " Song." Dr.

Hayman would rearrange the " Song " in the

foUowing order : vv. 1-20, 29, 32, 33, 21-28, 30,

31, 34, 35, 40-42, 36-39, 43. Thus arranged the
" Song " falls into three divisions : a Proem, vy.

1-15, and a Strophe and Antittrophe, the Anti-

strophe beginning with ver. 26. In the Proem we
have the description of the privileges of Israel ; in

the Strophe, Israel's apostasy and punishment ;
in

the Antistrophe, Jehovah's mercy with them and

His vengeance on their enemies. In Deut. xxxiii.

21, Dr. Hayman proposed to read TIDDSiT'l for the

anomalous SiT'l, suggesting that the latter part

of the word had been lost through the previous

ilCD. In support of this view ne claimed the

jXX., which has aurnyp-Uay &pa apxvyo'it XaSf for

the third clause of ver. 21, and he referred to the

very similar phrase in ver. 5. Gad here represents

the whole of the two and a half tribes settled

beyond the Jordan, and the " gathering " of the
" heads of the people" refers to the scene iu Num.
xxiii. 2S.—Mr. Buikitt, while unable to follow

Dr. Dayman's reconstruction of Deut. xxxii.,

agreed with him in the more important part of his

emendation of Deut. xxxiii. 21, but thought 11SD
should be struck out now that its presence was

accounted for. A word which means " panelled "

could never be appropriate in the "Blessing" of

Moses ; it is not represented at all in the LXX.,
and the sense of the clause is complete without it.

The two words should be transposed, thus reading

7"lDDSn^") instead of NH"'"! pCD. With an altered

punctuation the whole verse might bi translated

thus: "And he (Gad) chose the first part for

himself ; | for there was the allotment of the taw-
giver,

I
when the chiefs of the people were gathered

together. | Eighteous acts hath Jehovah done, | and
maintained Oad's cause against Israel." The punc-

tuation and the interpretation of the last two
clauses agree with the LXX. ; moreover, to do

judgment with (D37) means elsewhere to " maintain

a cause against someone." The whole " Blessing"

i I at least dramatically assigned to Moses, so that

the settling of the tribes east of Jordan alone was

already accomplished ; and as the verbs of Gad's

Blessing are all in the perfect tense, it presumab'y

refers to what has already taken place : compare

ver. 8, which also refers to events iu the Penta-

teuchal history.

Ahistotelian Socuax.—{Monday, May 20.)

B. Bos.\NQUET, Esq., president, in the chair.—Mr.W.
F. D. Chambers was elected a member.—Mr. F. 0.

CoDybeare read a paper on "The rhilosophical

Aspects of the Doctrine of Divine Incaruation."

Athanasius was cited to show the true meaning of

the Christian doctrine of the incarnation of the

Word of God, and a sketch was given of the origin

and history of the idea of a Word of God. The
first beginning of such a conception is found in the

Timaeus of Plato, but it is further developed and

more fully thought out in the Poemandrca of Hermes
Trismegiatus, and in the Works of Philo. Philo

conceived of and revered the Logos as a sinless

person or ideal man ; and his conception, em-
brachig all the essential points insisted ou iu the

Nicene Creed, was really regulative of the whole

subsequent course of Christian thought. There

were also aspects of the pre-Ohristian Logos

scheme, which caused the human body of Jesus to

be regarded as a phantasm so soon as It was super-

imposed on him. This was the origin of the heresy

of Docetism. The transition from the recognition

of Jesus as the Messiah to the recognition of Him
as the Word was helped by the exclusive stress

laid in early Cbristiau preaching on the Reiurrec-

tion. Owing to this, the risen or apparitional

Jesus drove the historical man of llesh and blood

into the background o£ men's minds. The form

which the belief in the miraculous conception

assumed in Christian thought was also explained

as part of the schemati-.m of the Lagos doctrine.—

The paper was followed by a discussion.
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Qeogeaphical {Anniversaiy Meeting, Monday,
May 27.)

Clements K. Markhau, Esq., president, in the
chair.—The rojal medals for the encouragement of

geographical science and discovery were presented :

The founder's modal to Dr. John Murray for his

serTicc! to physical geography, &c. ; the patron's
medal to the Hon. George N. Oarzin for his

travels and researches in A^ia : the Murchieon
grant for 1895 to Mr. Eivind Astrup ; the Back
grant for 189.3 to Capt. 0. A. Lareen : the Gill

memorial for 189.5 to Capt. J. W. Pringle, R.B.
;

and the Outhbert Peek grant for 1895 to Mr. G. F.
Scott-Elliot — The President, having been re-

elected, delivered his address. In the course of it

he said that during the last year there bad been
exceptional activity among geographers, both in

the field and in the study. In the Arctic regions
their gold mcdalliat, Dr. Frithiof Nansen, was
still, they hopad and believed, pushing his diring
expedition onward into the unknown. Mr. Jackson
and his companions had wintered on the shores of

Franz Joseph Land, and were about to begin their

exploring work. Lieut. Peary was still engaged
on his Greenland enterprise; and Baron Toll lad
made known the exceedingly valuable results of

his visit to the New Siberia islands. As regards
Asia, Mr. and Mrs. Bent had just returned from
their interesting journey into the interior of Arabia.
Dr. Sven Hediu and Mr. Littledile were still

engaged in the difficult task of exploring the
unknown parts of Tibet ; while their vice-

pretident and gold medaLiet, the Hon. George
Uurzon, had explored the Pamirs, discovered
the true source of the Oxus, and made a very
remarkable journey through Afghanistan. Among
African travellers Mr. Weld Blundell had returned
from Cyrenaica, Dr. Hinde from his exploration of
the Lukuga outlet of Like Tanganyika, and Mr.
Scott- Elliot from his very important examination
of the Buwenzori region. Dr. Donaldson Smith was
still persevering in his attempt to reach the
country north of Lake Hudolf, from Somaliland.
Some very important geographical work had also
been done in Nortn America. Sir William
McGregor, who had already done such excellent
geographical work in New Guinea durin » a long
course of years, had again returned to his govern-
ment, with a supply of instruments provided by
the society, and with the intention of increasing
their obligations to him, as geographers. But he
already deserved the highest honour the society
could confer upon him. The chief literary event
of the year was Dr. John Murray's completion of
the great work on the results of the C allenger

expediti >n. They had also had a popular work from
Dr. Kobcrt Brown, giving the story of Africa and
its explorers in full detail ; Sir W. M. Conway's
account of his successful and very interesting
Earakorum exp3dition ; Mr. Curzjn's TrohUmi of
the Far East ; and three important works on Tibet
by Mr. KockhiU, Captain Bower, and Dr. Waddell.
He might also mention the new edition of Mr.
Keltio's very useful work on the partition of
Africa. Their grants in aid of geographical and
archaeological exploring in Asia Minor had been
fully justified by the results of the work executed
by Mr. Hogarth's expedition in the upper valley
of the Euphrates, and by that of Mr. Peyton and
Mr. My res in Carii. The meeting of the Inter-
national Geographical Congress in July warned
them to look to their own position as geographers,
and to consider whether they were quite abreast
of their foreign friends in the various depart-
ments of their science. In geographical educa-
tion England was still far behind, m spite of all

the effurts and all the expenditure of the society
daring a long term of years. But the time was
approaching for a reconsideration of the educa-
tional policy of the society, and he trusted that
they would pass from the experimental stage to the
development of a defined and carefully-considered
system producing valuable results. His own fixed
opinion had al ways been that the society was the
only institution i a this country which had the means
or the will to establish the teaching of geography on
such a footing as would place it in line with the
position it now held in other countries. He had
iirged this view for upwards of a quarter of a
century. He had advised that instruction should
be given by them, and that diplomas should be
granted to young geographers. After more than
ten years he prevailed upon the council to sanction

the system of instruction by Mr. Ooles, which had
now been at work for seventeen years, and which
was the most successful and useful educatlonstl
measure that had yet been adopted by them. But
he always intended that this system should be
enlarged and extended until geographical educa-
cation, under the control of the society, was on
an equality with the position it held abroad.
Othereducational experiments adoptedby the coun-
cil had interrupted the further development of the
preliminary step inaugurated in 1879 ; but he was
in hopes that the time had now arrived for the
consideration of a scheme of geographical educa-
tion under the immediate auspices of the society.
Such a scheme should embrace personal
instruction in all the branches of their science,
attmdance at lectures, examinations, and the
granting of certificates and diplomas. In the
departments of historical and comparative geo-
graphy, too, we could not claim to be quite in line

with some of the countries whose representatives
were about to visit us. Their efforts to create in

the public mind a feeling of the importance of
despatching an Antarctic expedition had not been
relaxed. In this they were backed by the unani-
mous voice of all ecicntiSc corporations, and he had
every reason to believe that they would be sup-
ported by the press and by public opinion. Arctic
and Antirtic subjects would receive attention at

the coming congress, with many others. Among
them there was one to which his attention had
been specially called, respecting the need for more
accurate surveys in Africa. The time was approach-
ing when rough exploriog work would be less

required, and when surveys of some accuracy
would alone be of value, while generaH?ation and
the discussion of accumulated data woiild become
increasingly important.

FINE ART.
A MYCENAEAN MILITARY ROAD IN

CRETE.
Oxfoid : Ma; 20, 189S.

During the course of an archaeological

journey through Central Crete, from which we
have just returned, we have come across some
new landmarks of Mycenaean antiquity which
may be of general interest. The remains to

which we wish here to refer lie in and aboat
the mountain mass known as Lasethi, which
occupies a large' area of East Central Crete,

separated from Ida by the more low-lying tract

once mainly occupied by the territories of

Knosos, Qortyna, and Lyttos.

From the latter city a road, which seems
to represent a very ancient line of com-
munication, after skirting the north-west
escarpment of this range, ascends to a coZ

which from time immemorial must have formed
the main portal on this side of the extensive

upland plain that forms as it were the

citadel of the whole range. The deep cutting

of the road at the summit of the pass,

and the broad terrace formed by it in

other parts of its course, point to long

use and the former importance of its traffic,

though it is now little more than a track. The
upland plain of Lasethi is completely enclosed

by lofty limestone ranges, and drains into a

large swallow-hole {katauothron) in its north-

west corner, close to the point where the old

track reaches the level ground. From this

point the modern road runs southward to the

village of Psychro, keeping close under the hills,

owing to the liability of the central part of the

plain to floods in winter.

The first object of our explorations was the

great cave above Psychro, the ancient remains

in which have been already called attention to

by Prof. Halbherr, who, in company with Dr.

Hazzidakis, president of the Candian Syllogos,

conducted some explorations here in 18.S6, and
in his work on the Cave of the Idaean Zeus
describes several votive relics here discovered.

Our own researches are calculated to throw a
new light on this important sanctuary, and
show that it goes back perhaps even into pre-

Mycenaean times. That it also lasted on into
classical days, is equally certain. The dis-

covery of a fragment of sculpture representing

a snake coiled round a trunk or support of a
statue might be thought to point to the
worship of Apollo, but may, after all, connect
itself with some local heroic cult. On the

other hand, the parallelism of many of the
earlier relics found with those of the Idaean cave,

and notably the presence of votive double axes,

certainly suggests the cult of Zeus ; while the
fact that this great cave sanctuary lay only four
and a half hours' distant from Lyttos leads us
to infer that it was here that the Lyttian
traditions regarding the birth-place of Zeus,
referred to by Hesiod, were localised : in other
words, this was the Diktaion Antron of the
Lyttians, and Mount Lasethi their Dikte. To
the Prcesians, on the other hand, the more
easterly Siteia range was equally known as
Dikte.

That in later times the plain of Lasethi came
within the territory of Lyttos. the only great
town within easy access, is highly probable.
But we came upon the clearest proof that in
the great days of Cretan history—namely, the
early Mycenaean times—these remote uplands
harboured more than one walled city. About
half an hour north of Psychro, and immediately
below the village of Plati, rises the isolated

knoll known as Megi'ilo Kephili. Lad here by
the account of the discovery of early pottery,

together with rumours of the existence of a
tholos, or bee-hive chamber, we found distinct

evidence of an early akropolip, including walls

of large blocks of rude horizontal, and, in

places, of polygonal construction ; and we
could even make out the course of the ascend-
ing road and traces of a gateway. From
Psychro village, which also shows some
early foundations, the modern road, which,
from its deep cutting, seems to follow

an ancient line, runs almost straight to Agios
Georgios, above which rises an isolated ridge

(omitted in Spratt's map, as is also a larger one
north of the village). Here, too, are abundant
remains of primitive pottery and distinct

traces of fortifications like those of Plati. The
site is known as Kastello.

Beyond Agios Georgios the traces of the old

road become still more obvious. A little south
of the confluence of the Katharo (Metochi) and
Eoudoumalia streams, it ascends the eastern

steeps of the Lasethi basin by a series of

magnificent zigzags, supported below by
massive terrace walls of the same primitive

masonry as that of the Mycenaean strongholds
below, and secured against landslips at the
turning points by similar walls above. From
the top of the pass the ancient road is still

traceable, descending in zigzags towards the
Eatbaro stream ; the modern track, however,
here breaks away and crosses the upper Katharo
basin almost due east to the Metochi (farm).

Close above this a low pass, about 3000 feet

above sea level, forms the natural exit from the
whole upland region of Lasethi ; and imme-
diately after passing the summit of this, an
ancient road becomes again perceptible deeply

worn in the mountain side, but now deserted

in favour of a newly engineered road, the
zigzags of which cross and recross the old

line. At this point, amid groves of

secular ilexes, opens out one of the grandest
panoramas to be seen in Crete, embracing the

mountains of Siteia, the promontories that jut

out from the low intervening tract and in-

clude the site of Minoa, to the conical height

of Axos and the ranges of Mirabello. About
twenty minutes from the top of the pass, we
observed the remains of a vast primaeval forti-

fication intended to protect the defile against

an enemy coming from below. Two walls

ran parallel to and near the ancient road,

flanking it on either side ; and from the lower
end of these, above and below, two other walls
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blanched off at light anglee— one climbing

down towards the bottom of the ravine, the

other ascending the rocky slope above. A
breastwork was thus formed some two hundred
yards long with a passage for the road, and

the upper part of this again m«de a return for

another sixty or seventy yards in the direction

of a side ravine in the rear of the position.

Within this outer enclosure there were also

traces of other walls. The walls were about

four feet thick, of undressed polygonal blocks
;

and though the whole is now in a ruinous con-

dition—not more than two or three courses

remaining in position—it must once have been

a stupendous work.
About fifteen minutes below this the road

was commanded by another '
' Cyclopean " work,

this time more of the nature of a castle rising

on a rocky knoll between the road and the

ravine. It consisted of a rock-cut gate, a large

rectangular chamber and two smaller ones, and,

about twenty paces to the west of the gate, a

tower of remarkable construction. It was
partly formed of native rock, partly of

"Cyclopean" blocks bedded on this, and
filling out the ground-plan so as to form an
angular bastion. A platform was thus raised

in a most commanding position, looking out far

across the valley straight towards the site of

the great Mycenaean city of Goulas, lying

about four miles distant as the crow flies, and
from which this pre-historic castle itself is

clearly visible. It is called by the peasants

ToC raro-ooAi rft cTtpva, "The Kitten's Cistern."

Farther down, where the valley widens out,

was another square enclosure of the same
primitive construction, a little to the right of

the modern road, and traces of another on a

low knoll of rock above it to the left.

Here, then, was a fortified road of primaeval
antiquity leading down to the rich Kritsa

valley, dominated by what, so far as existing

remains allow us to judge, was the greatest

city of Mycenaean Crete. But the remarkable
fact that at once strikes us is that the direction in

which the fortifications themselves were directed

pouits against Goulas. It might have been
expected that the riders of Goulas would have
been able to extend their dominion over the

mountain uplands of their immediate neigh-
bourhood, and that the ancient road system,
which, as will be seen, seems to ramify from
their neighbourhood, would have been executed
and fortified by them.
But the same phenomenon meets us on

another side. From the same Kritsa valley,

another ancient road ascends post the village of

Kronstcs to the south-eastern spurs of Lasethi,
apparently towards the village of Malles, identi-

fied by Prof. Ilalbherr with the site of Malla
{Antiijuary, May 1893, pp. 196, 197). Here

r'n, about half an hour above Kroustes, the
route is guarded against a lowland

attack by a series of similar stone strong-
holds. Among these is a natural rock
supplemented by rude stone masonry, which
may originally have formed a raised
terrace, like the " Kitten's Cistern," another
projecting bastion of a similar character on the
side of a glen, and a wall across the top of the
pass, while, on a summit above, a triangular
fort of large blocks, enclosing the foundations
of a square watch-tower, commands a wide
view both up and down the road.

The . line of pass leading from the site of

Goulas to the valley of Mirabello exhibits
similar traces of an ancient road, supported by
the same "Cyclopean" masonry, and at the
head of the defile, beyond the district known
as Lakonia, another pre-historic fort. At this

spot, now occupied by a small hamlet called

Peponi Khani, the road is flanked by the
remains of double lines of ancient walls, from
which, on either side, as in the pass below
Eatharo, are stone breastworks ruaniug out at

right angles. Here, again, the main line of

defence seems to be directed against an enemy
coming from Goulas.

Yet it is hard to believe that these fortified

roads of Mycenaean times radiating from this

great Mycenaean centre were not originally the

work of its rulers. Did they perhaps contem-
plate the possibility of an enemy invading the

valleys under their walls and desire to secure

their highland pastures and the access to the

upland plain of Lasethi ? The materials are

still wanting for the solution of these enigmas

;

but it is interesting to remark that already at

this remote period Crete presented a phe-

nomenon only too familiar to us at the present

day : the combination, namely, of lines of

intercourse engineered at a great expenditure

of skill and labour, with huge defensive works
proclaiming that the neighbour of to-day was
as likely as not to become to-morrow a hostile

invader. We might be on the Vosges instead

of the Cretan mountains.
Arthur J. Evans.
John L. Mybes.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

Mr. W. E. Lecky has been appointed a

trustee of the National Portrait Gallery.

The '91 Art Club will hold their annual
Exhibition of members' works at the Egyptian
Hall, about the end of June.

Mr. R, Gutekunst, the well-known dealer in

prints, will open next week his new art-

gallery at 16, King-street,J8t. James's.

At the meeting of the Royal Archaeological

Institute, to be held on Wednesday next at 20,

Hanover-square, Canon Raven will read a

paper on "The British Part of Antonine's

Itinerary"; and Mr. R. Garraway Rice will

exhibit four flint implements from Reculver,

Kent.

At a special meeting of the Geographical

Society, to be held on Thursday next, Mr. J.

Theodore Bent will read a paper on " A Journey
in the Frankincense Country of Southern

Arabia."

The medals of honour at the Salon have been

awarded to M. Ernest Hebert, for his picture

of the infant Jesus asleep in his Mother's arms

;

and to M. Bartholdi for his sculpture of Switzer-

land succouring Alsace in 1870. There are no
first class medals : but two Englishmen, Mr.
Gotch and Mr. Lockhart, are among the

medallists of the third class.

At the recent sale of the late Lord
Clifden's pictures, the following are under-

stood to have been purchased for the National

Gallery : a river-scene, with tower and
gondolas, by Canaletto (66 guineas) ; a land-

scape, with white horse, huntsman, and dogs,

by Stubbs (245 guineas) ; interior of a church

at Amsterdam, with figures, by Gerard
Berkheyden (500 guineas) ; and a view of old

Covent-garden, with St. Paul's Church, meu
boxing, &c., by Pugh (70 guineas). The sale

realised altogether more than £20,000, the

highest prices being : an exceedingly fine

example of Hondecoeter, signed and dated

1677, representing poultry, ducks, peacocks,

&c., in an Italian garden, with buildings

in the distance (Davis, 4150 guineas);
" Mariana of Austria," second wife of Philip

IV. of Spain, dressed in court mourning,
with large hoops, standing with her right hand
on the back of a chair, by Velasquez (Cassello,

2300 guineas) ;
" The Bridge of Verona," with

houses, gondolas, and figures, by Canaletto

(Agnew, 2000 guineas) ; and a portrait of

Marie Leckinski, Queen of Poland, by Tocque
(Sabin, 1120 (guineas).

We may also mention some prices at the sale

of Mr. A. B. Richardson's choice collection of
English coins, which realised altogether over
£3000 for 116 lote. The Oxford crown, by
Rawlins, fetched £90 ; the gold salute of

Henry V., £65 ; the pattern five-guinea piece

of George III., by Tanner (1773), £76 ; another,

by Pistrucci (1820), £73 ; another, by Yeo
(1777), £51 ; the proof of the pattern crown of

1817, by W. Wyon, £67 ; the proof, in gold, of

the pattern crown of 1831, by Wyon, £56 ; the

penny of Beornwidf, saaall head to right, £36 ;

and the gold angel of Edward VI., £32.

We have received the nineteenth annual
report of the trustees of the Museum of Fine
Arts at Boston. During 1894, no less than
67,500 dollars (£13,500) was received in four

bequests, and the total trust funds now amoimt
to 420,000 dolUrs (£84,000). Among the

donations of books, we notice a set of the
French Description de I'Egyple (in twenty-six

octavo and twelve folio volumes), Faithome's
The Art of Qraveing and Etching (London,

1662), and a complete set of Mr. Jameson's
works. The prints purchased—chit fly at the

PeoH sale— include the following : A very fine

early impression of Schongauer's " Christ

bearing the Cross"; a still finer impression, if

possible, of Lucas van Leyden's " Adoration of

the Magi"; five prints by Andrea Mantegna;
Giorgio Ghisi's "Disputa" and "School of

Athens," after Raphael, in excellent im-
pressions; a good impression of the only

etching, "TheTwoRoman Women," attributed

to Primaticcio ; six Italian chiaroscuros and
two by Goltzius ; a colour print, "Adam and
Eve," by Janinet. As in previous years, many
of the best engravers and etchers of the United

States presented proofs of their work. The addi-

tions to the department of classical antiquities

seem to have been less important than usual.

They were chiefly confined to Greek vases : such

as a beautiful kylix by Euphronios, a unique

covered kylix of the black-figured style, cups

signed by Hermogenes and Xenocles, two
white Attic lekythoi, and a Roman cup of

baked clay, with relief decorations covered

with a brilliant green vitreous glaze. The
reports by the two curators, Mr. S. R. Koehler

and Mr. Edward Robinson, are both very good
reading.

THE STAGE.
STAGE NOTKS.

By the revival of " Fedora " at the Haymarket,

there is placed before us a piece singularly

characteristic of the middle, or it may even be

the later period of M. Sardou. We do not

like " Fedora." It is only a little less horrible

than "La Tosca." It is ingenious play-

making, with few touches of nature. It has

not in it, so far as we can remember, one line

of beauty. But it pleases a big public which is

only ready to receive the conventional and the

artificial, and which goes away contented if it

has but supped full of horrors. Its revival is

to some extent a success. Mr. Beerbohm Tree

and Mrs. Bancroft do well nigh all that can be

done with the parts that are intrusted to them_

:

Mr. Tree concealing his individuality with his

usual effectiveness, and placing at the service

of the part a talent much more considerable

than the mere talent of making up ; and Mrs.

Bancroft never concealing her individuality at

all, but on the contrary revelling in its

appropriate and sunny display. And what of

Ftdora herself ? the part to which we were

reconciled at the first (for we cannot say more

than "reconciled") by the genius of Sarah

Bernhardt, the part in which Mrs. Bernard

Beere reproduced whatever it was possible to

reproduce of Sarah's effects. It is now played
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by Mrs. Patrick Campbell, an actress whom the
public rushes to see, and whom rival managers
struggle over. Mrs. Patrick Campbell plays
Fedora in an independent fashion. She owes
nothing to her predecessors ; and yet it is

probably not so much the mere determination
to differ from them as the inevitable possession
of a personality so different from theirs, that
makes the gulf that divides the Fedoras of the
past from the Fedora of to-day at the
Haymarket. Mrs. Patrick Campbell's Fedora
is a very real woman, but not a very real

Bussian. The character is effective in quietude,
natural in the absence of display ; but it is

not, we may assume, the Fedora M. Sardou
dreamed of. If we cared for Sardou more, we
should doubtless be less willing witnesses of

this new departure. As it is, we cannot affect

to regret it deeply. The performance, though
it is not the best that Mrs. Campbell has given,
is at least another proof of the reality of her
very modern talent, and of the hold her
personality obtains over no inconsiderable
portion of the play-going public.

The official recognition bestowed, not too
soon, upon the great theatrical artist whom
society and the whole English world most
delights to honour has been amply earned by
Sir Henry Irving through thirty years of
brilliant and serious-minded work. Sir Henry
Irving, as we have often had occasion to say
in one way or another in these columns, is not
only, in spite of a few " mannerisms" of which
far too much has been made, a most exceptional
artist in the subtlety of his perceptions and the
delicacy of his execution, but is likewise, as a
man of affairs and of general capacity, social
and intellectual, so happily gifted that his
career must have been distinguished whatever
profession he had made his own. We con-
gratulate his brother actors, as well as Sir
Henry himself, upon the tangible recognition
which it has pleased the Queen to make of his
service and of the newer prestige and dignity
of his craft. Those actors who pursue their
ait seriously have every right to be pleased
with the bestowal of official honour upon one

—

and he the most famous—of their number.
And in regard to the recruits and younger
members of the profession, upon whom some
reflection of this honour may be presumed to
fall, we shall be gratified if it stirs them up to
substai^ial effort, and conduces to their view of
their art and of its real responsibilities being
widened or deepened. The knighthood of Sir
Henry Irving can have no effect, either one way
or the other, upon the silly craze of '

' mummer-
worship," now distinctly in its decline. It
will not, and it should not, stay the steady
waning of the imagined importance of every
amiable young gentleman who has taken to the
stage, with no other qualifications for the
practice of its art than such as are afforded by
the possession of an Oxford accent and of a
well-made coat. No extraordinary consequence
will, in our opinion, follow the bestowal of a
distinction where it has been so long deserved

;

yet it is none the less gratifying to those who
sympathise, as we do, with Sir Henry Irving's
ajrt.

On Whit-Monday there will be produced at
Hastings, under the superintendence of Mr.
A. B. Tapping, an original farcical comedy in
three acts, entitled " Mixed Marriages," from
the pen of Mr. Alfred F. Bobbins.

mental music into the clearness'of^the drama "

;

and he even objected, on principle, to excerpts
being given from his operas and music dramas.
Yet now Wagner's music reigns almost supreme
in the concert room— so far, at least, as regards
drawing the public ; while at the opera house
the master, if not shelved, occupies at any rate
only a subordinate place. This is not the
fault of Sir Augustus Harris : times and
customs are, so to speak, out of joint. With a
short season, and, therefore, limited rehearsals,
with a natural wish to please -prime donne and
the varied public taste, and with the incon-
veniently late hour at which a Wagner work,
even after the pruning-knife has been vigor-
ously applied, concludes—with all these diffi-

culties staring him in the face, it is clear that
our impresario, cannot render full justice to the
Bayreuth master, A day, however, will come

—

and one not so far distant, perhaps, as some
imagine—when Wagner's works will receive the
attention which they deserve. Meanwhile we
may be grateful to Sir A. Harris for what he
has done, and for what he is still trying to do,
in this matter.
Last Friday week there was a perform-

ance of "Carmen," in which Mile. Zelie de
Lussan, Signori De Lucia and Anconi (as
Carmen, Don Jose, and EscamUlo) appeared
with success. Miss Marie Engle, of course,
made a charming Michaela. On the following
evening Gounod's " Faust " was given. An
easy opportunity was thus offered of comparing
the presentation in opera form of Goethe's
tragedy, by the Italian Boito on the one hand,
and by the Frenchman Gounod and his

librettists on the other. Both works are clever

;

but the sensuous charm and glowing colouring
of Gounod's music will probably always render
his the more acceptable. Mme. Melba was the
Marguerite, and M. Alvarez the Faust.
Neither was in very good voice ; but their

powers are well-known, and they were
received with enthusiasm. Mile. Brazzi made
a first and favourable appearance in the part of
Siebel. On Tuesday evening Gounod's "Borneo
et Juliette " was performed for the first time
this season. Mme. Melba was in splendid
voice, and achieved a well-deserved success.

She was ably supported, by M. Alvarez as

Borneo. Mme. Melba's delivery of the
virtuose Valse was exceedingly brilliant. She
was also effective in the tender and tragic

scenes. Her highest point as an actress has,

probably, not yet been reached : a comparison
of her past with her present conception of the
part of Juliette shows, however, an immense
advance. The love music of the second act

was most effectively rendered by both artists.

M. Plan(,on proved a dignified Frere Laurent,
and his singing was admirable. Mile. Pauline
Joran was good as Stephano. Signer Manci-
nelli conducted with spirit, one may say with
excitement, for at one moment he lost control of

his bdton and it fell to the floor. With regard
to the choral prologue of " Bomeo and
Juliette," it seems as if the composer's first

intention of having it sung before the rise of

the curtain was better than his second. The
change was made during the final rehearsal,

when the work was produced at the Theatre
Lyrique in 1867. Second thoughts are not
always best.

J. S. Shedlock.

„,,_,_ RECENT CONCERTS.
MUSIC.

B^trjr Tm^rT,,T^T, r, ,
"To everything there isa time, "said the Preacher,

ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA. and the second Biohter Concert on Monday
It is curious to note the difference which exists evening was a time to be enthusiastic. Dr.
at the present moment, as regards AVagner, Bichter, in conducting Tschaikowsky's " Sym-
between stage and concert-room. The com- phonie Pathttique " exercised magnetic influ-

poser wrote almost entirely for the former : j
ence over the members of his orchestra, and

he soon passed "from all the mist of instru- | through them over his audience. We spoke

only last week of his quiet manner during a
performance, but on this occasion he was more
demonstrative than is his wont. The striking

individuality of the music, and a strong desire

to render full justice to the Bussian composer's
last and greatest effort, will no doubt go far to

explain the quite exceptional power which he
displayed. Dr. Mackenzie first produced the
work at a Philharmonic Concert shortly after

the death of Tschaikowsky, and gave a praise-

worthy performance ; but Dr. Bichter brought
out to the full the tenderness, pathos, and, at

times, dignity of the music. The public made
an inefl'ectual attempt to have the quaint third

movement repeated; for many years, how-
ever, the conductor has sternly set his face

against encores. The Symphony was followed
by the "Vorspiel" and " Ltebestod " from
"Tristan," finely rendered. Then, after an
energetic delivery of "Elisabeth's Greeting"
from " Tannhiiuser" by Miss Macintyre, came
Dr. Stanford's new pianoforte Concerto in G (Op.
59). Dr. Bichter is a man of many gifts, but we
think he lacks one—namely, the art of arranging
a programme. It was surely rather hard on
Dr. Stanford to place his work just after

Tschaikowsky and Wagner. The Concerto has
many merits, and yet it lacks inspiration.

There is clever writing in the first movement,
but the music is pleasant rather than powerful.
The Adagio, in which a beautiful theme is

treated in variation form, is effective : it

presents, however, nothing new, in either form
or treatment. The Finale is lively, but evolved
from material of light, not to say common-
place, character. The pianoforte part, by no
means easy, was admirably played by Mr.
Borwick. Artist and composer were summoned
to the platform at the close. Miss Macintyre
sang " Elisabeth's Prayer " with only moderate
success. The concert concluded with Bee-
thoven's "Leonora" Overture, No. 3. The
reading was vigorous, though at times a trifle

coarse.

Mme. Augarde gave a pianoforte recital at

St. James's Hall on Monday afternoon. Her
programme included Beethoven's Sonata in A
(Op. 101). The first two movements were in-

terpreted better than the Finale, which lacked

power and poetry. In Handel's " Harmonious
Blacksmith " Mme. Augarde displayed agile

fingers, but the reading was somewhat too

modem. Mendelssohn was represented by four

of his now seldom heard " Songs without
Words."
Herr Willy Burmester gave a last violin

recital on Tuesday afternoon at St. James's
Hall. There was a good attendance, and the

concert-giver once again displayed his extra-
ordinary technical powers. Mr. George
Grossmith gave a humorous and musical
recital at St. James's Hall on Thursday after-

noon. There was, as usual, a large audience, a
good entertainment, and much laughter.

MUSIC NOTES.

TUBEE was a private view of Mr. Hope-
Jones's Electric Organ at St. George's Church,
Hanover-square, on Wednesday afternoon.

Electricity has been used for many years for

the purpose of lightening the touch ; but in

this case the stops are moved by a row of

ivory levers in front of the performer, much
more easy to handle than draw-stop handles :

by similar means all kinds of combination of

stops are effected. The tone, too, of the stops

is improved by electric action. The movable
console or key-desk is another feature which
deserves mention : the organist can sit away
from the instrument, and near to his choir.

Mr. Hope-Jones's invention forms an important
landmark in the history of the organ.
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HULME'S NATURAL HISTORY
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One Volume 72mo, 340 pp., with 29 cuts of Monsfers, and a comp'ete Index.

(loth, gilt top.

The superstitions relating to the Animal World have been bo marvellous, aid

Travellers' tales have so greatly assisted, that it v&t a happy idea of the Author to

group them here systematically, and to give invariably his authorities.

Most of the stories about these fabulous Animals are very amusing.

The folk-lorist will have a treasure in adding this volume to his Library.

BERNAED QUARITOH, 15, Piccajjilly, London.

VOLUME FOB 1894 NOW BEADY.
8vo, pp. 660, price 18b.

THE ANNUAL REGISTER:
A Review of Public Events at Home and Abroad for the Tear 1894.

*, Volumes of the Annual Requtsr for the Years 1863-1893 can still bo tad, price ISj.

T'te first part of this volume [pp. 1-216) is devoted to a rhumc of Vic Political Uiatory of England durlnj

M« y«) 1894. The events of Parliaimntny Life are noted, and the principal speeches tummarited. Eore'gn

and Colonial Kts'.org are dealt with in pp. 317-341. In the teeond part a Chronological Summary is given of
the principal events of the year, both foreign and domestic ; this isfolhwed by a Retrospect of Litoaiure, Seimct,

and Art, and an Obituary of Eminent Persons. A full Index is an important feature of tht book.

London and New Yoek : LONGMANS, aREEN & CO.

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS announce for puhli-

cation on Jwne 10th ''LOUIS XIV., and the

ZENITH of the FRENCH MONARCHY."
By ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A., Student

of Christ Church, Oxford. Being the Fourteenth

Volume in the *' Heroes of the Nations'' Series.

24, BEDFORD STREET, STRAUD, LONDON; and NEW YORK

Just out, demy Svo, $52 pages, cloth, price ISs. net,

ALEX. DEL MAR'S HISTORY OF MONETARY
SYSTEMS m VARIOUS STATES.

A Work upon which the Author has been engaged for many j-ears, and which contiiins the latest and most elabontts

collection of historical materiaU on this great subject. Price 168. net.

The following List of Chapters affords some view of the immense scope of the Work :
—

Chaps. 1. India from the Earliest Times.—2. Ancient Persia.—3. Hebrew Moneys.—4. Ancient Greece.— S. Rome
n.c. 360 to i.D. 120t,- 0. The Sacred Character of Gold.— 7. Pounds, Shillinss, and Pence.—8. Gothic .Moneys.— 9. Moslem
Moneys A.D. 022-111)2.— 10. Early Knglish Moneys.—11. Moneys of the Heptarchy.—1-. Aufflo-Normau Moneys.— 13. Early
Plantagonct Moneys.—1-4. Later Plantagonct Moneys.—16. The Coinage I'rcrogativc.—10. Saxony and Scandinavia lo _

Date.—17. The Netherlands to Date.- 18. Germany to Date.—19. Argentine Confederation to Dato.—-'0. Private Coionge. -

" The literature of monetary science nnd history is nndonbtredly enriched by this able and exhaustive work."

^^^^ 7'hc Scotsman.

EFFINOnAM WILSON, 11, Roval E.xchanob, E.G.

Printed by ALEXANDKU & BHBPHKARD, Lonsdale Printing Works, Ghanoery Lano ; Published by the Proprietor, HEKEY VILUSKS, 57, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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Is. 4d.
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SONYA
KOVALEVSKY.
A Biography.

By ANNA CAELOTIA LEFFLER
(DuchecB of Oiijanello}.
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SISTERS REGOVSKI

:

Being an Account of her Life, by Sonya

Kovalevsky.

WITH A

B/OGRAPHfCAL NOTE
BY LILY WOLFSOHN.

Domy 8to, cloth.

THE ALPINE BOOK OB" THE SEASON'

SccoEd Edition jutt ready.

MY CLIMBS
IN THE

ALPS and CAUCASUS
By A. F. MUMMERY.

32 Illustrations, with Full-page Lithograph Plates

and Photogravures.

Oloth, 2l8. net.

•»• The First Edition tens entirely lold out prior to

publication. The Fine Edition {at £5 5». net) is also

completely sold out.

"It is one of the moat amuiing and thrilling narratives

that have ever passed through our hands. It is hackneyed

praise to say of a work that there is not a dull page in it.

Ot this Ijook we may almo.«t say that it does not contain a

dull sentence."—i3in'y Chronicle

"It is admirable reading Yon may open the pages

where you please and go straight ahead. In a few

moments you are likely to be holding on to your chair for

safety."—Sir Wh. M. Cohwat in The rait Hall Gazette.

A NEW BOMANOEB.

JOSEPH CONEAD.

ALMAYER'S
FOLLY:

story of an Eastern River.

Oloth, gilt top, 63.

The Dailg Ckmnicle says t
" We have been struck by the

book, and know nothing quite like it of recent years. Mr.

*onrad may go on, and with confldeuco ; he will find his

public, and ho deserves his place."

Dlachani JK*iI« saye : "A powerful Ftiidy of life on an

Eastern river; is written with admirable constrnint. The

pathos of the hopeless life story is ine-Kprcssibly touching

and haunts the memory. Joseph Conrad is a new writer,

and you welcome him heartily."

LoKOOX

:

T. FISHER TJNWIN, Paterxoster Sqvake, E.O

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & GO.

READER'S GUIDE to C N-
TEMPORAltY LITERATURE. By WILLLAM SWAN
SONNENSCHEIN. Pp. xc.-7r6, cloth, 2iB. net. The
Authorsand .Subjects Index occupy pp. L-lxvlii. {each
of four columns.) This Work is a continuation of
" The Bat Bootm,'* bringing tlie literature down to last

year, its Bibliographical methoda (including Classifl.

cation) being the same, though the descriptive and
critical sides of the work are very largely developed.
The volume deals very fully with the literature of the
past few years.

MR. HORACE ROUND'S NEW BOOK.
FEUDAL ENGLAND: Historical

fiiudic* on the XI. and XII. Centuries. Bv J. II.

ROUND, M.A., Author of "Geoffrey da Mandcville."
Pp. xvi.-587, larffe 8vo. 128. Od. Part I., TKRRI-
TORIAL STUDIKS: Domrsttap BooJc; The Norlfuimpton.

shn-e Geid-ItoU; T/u Knight* of Pelerborough ; Thr Wot-
ccjt(€rshire Svivr/ (Hen. I.) ; Thr Liudsfj Survry (II 15-b) ;

Thf I.eics. Burmy (1124-0) ,* The XortAantt. Snn^fp (Hen. I.-

II.) ; The Introduction of Knight-Service into Englahd,
P*HT II.. HlSTOKlCAt STUDIKS: A'omww* nmlnr
Edward the Confessor ; jl/r. Freeman and the Battle of Hast,
ings ; Master Wace ; The Pseudo-lngulf ; Iieffenbald\ triest

and C'kanceUor ; The Conqiuror at Kxeter ; Alleged Destruf
tiom of Leicester (1068) . £iy and her DespoiUrs (1072-5) ;

The holds of A rdres : Early Irish Trade ; Walter Tirel ard
his M'i/e ; U'aWWc, Warrior and Chancellor : A Charttr of
Urn, I. (1123); Origin of the Nevilles; Alleged Invasion of
England in 1147/ Danegdd ; The Young Kiny*9 Court

(11701; The First-known Fine (1175); The Montmorency
Imposture; RichanVs First Change ofSeal (1198) ; CbinntitiKt/

Ilcne Demolition ; TfiC Cinque Ports Charters, d-c.

RAMBLES in ALPINE VALLEYS
(Dora Vallev, Mt. rte la Saxe, Val Ferrc.x, Glacier de
Miagc). By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S. With Map and
4 Plates. 3s. Od.

IN GROUSELAND. By E. G. Mac-
KENZIK, Author of "The Highland Handbook."
With 1 riatc.~. 3s. 6(1. Dedicated, by permission, to

the Duke of Sutherland.

THE MESSAGE of MAN : a Book of
Kthical Scriptures. Pp. 336. 43. 6d,

[Second Edition rea4y.
'*

/( IJ exc'Vfnt, and canunt fail to provid-i instntction of the

highest kind. It appeals to the highest and besttnstincis.*'— Glasgow
Herald. " Everywhere the book seeks to shape to Jine issues the

moral life. The arrangement is admirable.'*—Speaker. " Will

repay all ihi trcuble taken with li,"—Catholic Tunesi.

ANNALS of the BRITISH
PEASANTRY. By RUSSELL M. GARNIBR, B A.
468 pp., large Svo, lOs. fld.

*' Jfr. (Janiier^ author of the excellent * History 0/ the English

Landetl Interest* [3 vols., 218.1, has/ollowed up those instructive

studies in our economical and social history by a not less in.

struclive story of the history of rural labour.**—Times. ** A
tnf.nument of vivle research awl patient labour. He combin's in

the happiest tcny historical with practical Jinowledge.**—Yorks
Post.

Uniform with the SCHOPENHAUER Volume.

THE SEXES COMPARED, and Other
Effays. By EDUARD von HARTMANN, Author of
" The Philosophy of the Unconscious." Translated

by A. KENNER, M.A. 28. 8d.

CoxTEKTS: The ticves Compared; The Vital Question of the

Family ; The Comforts of Pessimism ; Our Uelatwn to Aniinnts ;

The Xti-l of Scok.i ; The Modem Lust for Fame; ily TMatiOK

THE CLIMATES of the GEOLOGICAL
PAST, and their RELATION to the EVOLUTION of

the SUN. By EUGENK DUBOIS. Crown Svo, 3s. Od.

SOCIAL ENGLAND SERIES.-l'o/. /

THE TROUBADOURS and COURTS
of LOVK. By J. Y. ROWBOTHAM, M.A. (O.xon.).

With 2 Maps and 13 Illustrations. Crown Svo, Is. Od.

"A most erudite and elo'inrnt volume, of which every page

betrays profound and painstaking research beyond all praise.*'—

Daily Chronicle. " The subject is one which tcill never cease to

have its /oscinndon."—Scotsman. " Capitally iUuttrated, and

in all respects uit/come.''—Notes and Queries.

TUB XE.XT rOLFME WILL BF

THE KING'S PEACE; a History of
the English Law Courts, by F. A. INDERWICK, Q.C.

;

and forthcoming Volumes will bo by Prof. CLNMNt,-
H\M F. W. CORNISH, Prof. VINOGRADOKK,
GEORGE G. CHISHOLM, LUCY TOULMIN SMITH,
5 O. ADDY, Prof. G. BALDWIN BROWN, W. L.VIRD

CLOWES, KENKLM D. COTES, and others.

THE PITY of LOVE : a Tragedy. By
THEODORE WRATISLAW. Antique boards, 3s. not.

" Uis heroics are very far from contemftihle ; and really the

scene between the Princess and h'linio'ftnarck has considerable

„,ri(s."—Manes. Guardian. " Will he welcomed by lovers of

,,„P,r^."_Scolsmun. " The thief gloryof tht tragedy >s that it

Ice-ps naturally and eisily U> rhynlt throughout. "'-Pall Mall Gaz.

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT. By J. J.

n0USSi;\U. Tnmslated nml KAiteil, with a Icncthy

Study of the Work, by H. .1. TOZER, M.A. With a

Preface by Dr. B. B03ANQUET. 2.-.. 6a.

SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO., Loxbon.
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Degeneration

mann.)

LITERATURE.
By Max Nordau. (Heine-

" The author or artist attacked never pardons
a man for 'recognising in him a lunatic or a
charlatan ; the subjectively garrulous critics

are furious when it is pointed out how shallow
and incompetent they are, or how cowardly in
swimming with the stream; and even the
public is angered when forced to see that it has
been running after fools, quacks, and mounte-
banks as so many prophets. The grapho-
maniacs and their critical bodyguard dominate
nearly the entire press."

This outpouring of precious balms in Herr
Nordan's Preface, followed as it is by five

hundred pages of cruel exposures and
irreverent pleasantries, accounts very
sufficiently for the reception which his work
has met with.

The book is much too long and exhaust-
ing for the " shallow and incompetent" to
do more than peep into. In those peeps he
is sure to come across some home truths
about himself and his idols ; shame, anger,
and wounded vanity contend for utterance
i° giggling flippancy or truculent misrepre-
sentations. The critic highly resents being
called a quack : still more if he knows he
is one ; most of all, it when he longed to
hiss he has softly quacked as he " swam
with the stream." That such is the case of
many, nay most, of the Ibsenites and
Tolstoi-ites, and Pornographists and Dirt-
eaters, humanity permits us to hope ; none
the less the pang of their remorse does but
exacerbate the helpless fury of detection.
So, neither wisely nor well, the angfry insects
have attacked this Teuton Menippus so
spitefully, unfairly, and clumsily as at once
to raise a suspicion that the book must be
worth careful study and annotation. This
trouble I have taken—how many of its

detractors can say the same ?—and I cheer-
fully court their disdain by acknowledging
the pleasure, the profit, and the discipline
which this strange book has afforded.
Faulty it is—full of faults—the grossest
faults. The main theory on which it is

based is partly false, partly exaggerated.
Some of its details are repulsive, some fan-
tastic, some erroneous, some frivolous. But
its merits cannot be denied. Considering its

wide range—the current literature of three
countries— its thoroughness and general
accuracy are highly remarkable. Origin-
ality, fearlessness, consistency, and fairness
are rarely wanting to Herr Nordau's criti-

cism of writers and books. More than all,

no occasional lapses into exaggeration, flip-

pancy, and bad taste can prejudice a fair
mind against his vigorous, outspoken attacks
upon the literattire of folly, ignorance, J book,

quackery, and nastiness, and his wholesale
advocacy of clean-living and clean-writing,

"Who Herr Nordau is—what he has pre-

viously written—I do not know. Enough
for me that he is on the right side.

The main purpose of the book is an
obvious source of error. It is an enthusi-

astic attempt to apply the theories of

Lombroso on Degeneration to a special

field, that of literature. Similar applica-

tions of Darwinismus to various departments
of research have incurred the same perils.

Throughout Degeneracy appears as an idee

fixe, and not seldom it is grotesquely

dragged in to cover criticisms of what is not

degenerate at all. In truth Degeneracy is

only the nominal link—and a very feeble

one it is—by which the author connects his

philippics into a book. Of this he is

probably conscious : nay, one may even
suspect that his boisterous insistance on the

theory is meant as a sally of elephantine

German playfulness. One expects and
excuses a certain amount of exaggeration

and nonsense in a Theory-Gospel, especially

when it is dedicated to a " Master," and
Herr Nordau has not imitated the impartial

calm of De Morgan's Century of Paradoxes,

The main theories of Lombroso on
physical and mental degeneracy are ques-

tions for the physician and the alienist. As
applied by Nordau to literature and art,

they appear to me vague, ill-judged,

and far too comprehensive. That some of

the phenomena he points out are largely,

perhaps mainly, due to the mental and
moral deterioration of certain classes,

especially in towns, under our present social

conditions and ill-balanced civilisation,

no one will deny. No one has denied
the deteriorating influence of the harem,
the convent, the slave system, or public

doles, all blessings in themselves, not more
pernicious than the newspapers, advertise-

ments. Houses of Commons, bubble com-
panies, and standing armies of to-day. But
the special results of this deterioration, though
not always easy to segjregate and label, may
be roughly estimated as accounting for but
one single deflnite group of the phenomena.
A far greater part is due, not to degenera-
tion, but to its contradictory—to imperfect

development, to social infancy : in short, to

savagery. We, the authors and admirers
of silly, nasty books and soulless pictures,

are not all fallen angels. Many are only

washed and clothed savages, whose family

record has but yesterday emerged from the

brutal ignorance which in them crops out in

the form of invincible vulgarity ; who, by
dint of the precious carriere ouverte d tous

les talents, have risen through the ricketty

ladder of primary, secondary, tertiary, and
ever so many more hierarchies of schools

and colleges, to become, if they can, writers

and painters, or at least to bear their part

in the discordant din called Public Opinion.

They err—I speak not of individuals, but of

the majority of whole classes—not because
they have lost their balance, but because
they have yet to find it : because they, both
leaders and led, are trying to grapple

hastily with problems as yet beyond their

powers. Everybody—a sad and meaning-
ful word this !—reads the last new popular

Just examine one of the Everybodies

in it ; and you will be astonished to find

how little of it he has understood, how
totally he has misapprehended its meaning,
how complacently he has been satisfied to

pass on and remain in his ignorance. We
put up with mediocrity because we know no
better, not because we have forgotten
better. In our doubt and ignorance we
refer to the critics, and naturally listen to

the loudest, or to those who for a morsel of

bread are forced to feel our pulse and pre-
scribe what they think we shall be most
willing to pay for. There is no degeneracy
here. The book-devouring schoolboy, with
his slipshod criticism and unformed taste, is

no degenerate. Like him, the reading
millions will, in time, grow up to something
better. Scold them as much as you like

—

it may do them a little good—but do not
despair of them. As for Nordau's attempt
to trace the beginnings of the great apostacy
to the Eomantic movement, the French
Eevolution, and what not, it is an ingenious
fallacy. Take the seventeenth century.

How sane and solid are those old books

—

you say. Well, so they are—those great

works that have come down to you, which
you read, or more likely read about in your
History of Literature. But have you ever
burrowed in an old library, and, appalled

at the shelves of flatulent divinity, quack
science, and futile controversy, reflected

upon the ephemeral literature which
perished when these precious gems were so

carefully laid by? Doubtless (!iere are

more bad books now than ever, because
there are more uncritical readers ; whereas
fastidious readers, and so good books, do
not multiply so fast as they should. That
is all.

To tell the truth, the criminal statistics

of literature present serious difliculties. la
the first place, you cannot tell how far the

delinquent writer is sincere. His freaks

and crimes may be due to lunacy, or that

lunacy may be assumed. Some cases,

especially among the Dirt-eaters, are doubt-
less degenerates and cretins : our author's

scientific notes on their pathology are

probably correct. Next we may take the

undoubted madmen. Both classes are here
well illustrated and exposed, because,

though beneath notice, they somehow have
a following to puff their rubbish. But
beyond these where are we ? How shall we
draw the line ? If at perfect mental and
moral sanity, who, then, shall be saved ?

Sanity is a terribly relative word applied to

genius, but Degeneracy is a hundred times

worse. Used in so comprehensive a way as

Nordau afiects, it can only mean the

derogation from, the falling short of, the

normal standard. But what standard ?

That of the age of Pericles? Of the

Augustan age? Of the Dark Ages? Of
the last generation ? Of to-day ? And how
high do you fix the standard ? At Tenny-

son and Browning in poetry ? Which
minor poets would you include, and which

brand as degenerating from the standard ?

Clearly the whole idea of Degeneracy

depends upon the arbitrary choice of a

normal type. To put it shortly—leaving

on one side the madmen and crotins—the

evils which Nordau vainly tries to marshal

under the new-fangled name of Degeneracy
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r« far bettor described by the old-faahioned

names of Ignorance and Impudence.

Ignorance explains much ; especially the

BubUer forms of relative ignorance. Thus,

a book may be full of ripe learning and

ingenious argument, yet it may be a

wretched burlesque, because the author was

ignorant, did not know, could not know,

was wholly incapable of appreciating, the

facts and ultimate principles on which he

should have built. This covers the whole

field of mysticism, occultism, and pseudo-

philosophy. Ignorance, far more than

idiosyncracy, accounts for the following of

bad models, and for the adoption of false

ideals and mistaken aims.

Impudence is answerable for all the rest.

For what is it not answerable ? Greed of

gain and notoriety, vanity, spleen, the cor-

ruption and foolishness of me heart may
prompt the monstrous utterance, but native

impudence is needed to put it forth in print.

To wade through Nordau's volume of illus-

trations and quotations is a cumulative

discipline. Most of the authors are those

one does not read—one knows too well the

kind of people who puff them—and this

garland of filth and folly impresses one with

something of awe at the vast sum of im-

pudence—superb, grandiose, colossal—which

has imposed itself upon the world. One
cannot help secretly siding with the char>

latans against their gaping dupes. But as

for their advertising agents—well, enough

!

It would be as unfair as futile to attempt

to follow Herr Nordau through his lengthy

review of bad literature. The character, not

the contents, of his book is our present

concern. Some of its faults—its vital

faults—I have already exposed. Others

are equally obvious. His scientific analysis

is often rather unfair when applied to

poetry. Several quotations seem too loath-

some for publication, though left untrans-

lated. Yet how omit them, since they have
passed current as lovely gems? The
classification of the Schools is often confused,

the historical parallels sometimes dubious,

the arguments long-winded, and the satire a

little heavy. But once put up with these
;

and you have a marvellous, an appalling

panorama of the literary aberrations of our

day, a perfect Armageddon of destructive

criticism, enough to stagger the sleepiest of

optimists. Herein lies the singular value

of the book. If fairly read, it must tend to

revise judgments, to dispel illusions, to stir

up revolt against the bell-wethers, to rouse
once more the slumbering spirit of free

judgment and manly sense. For myself I

own with compunction that I have often

carelessly acquiesced in, and even passed on,

glib commendations of certain New Lights
of whom I had really seen but a few casual

rays, and whose blackest horrors this book
has revealed. And here be it noted that

such exposures are a crucial test. Homers
at times may nod, but they do not sink to

idiocy or utter vileness. There are depths
to which only the charlatan can fall.

Judge the true poet, however humble, by
his best

;
judge Yerlaine and Maeterlinck

and Baudelaire by their worst, for that

worst is absolute.

Still more refreshing than his crusade
against the literary charlatans are his

sturdy protests on behalf of decency and
sense, which, even to-day, we find still in-

separable. It is remarkable, apart from
scientific explanations, to find this

phenomenon hold good throughout. In
every single case cited by Nordau we
notice that moral corruption and impure
expression are connected with a low, if not

debased, intellect, a general feebleness of

mind which no effeminate graces can dis-

guise. This, of course, does not apply 'co

descriptive realists like Zola, whom Nordau
attacks on a different score. To the eroto-

maniac the author's attitude is naturally

that of the compassionate physician; but
against the toleration which not only puts

up with, but even consents to admire, their

odious ravings he thunders with passionate

fury. I see not by what right we are to

doubt his sincerity. The principles he up-

holds are not new : they still appeal, as for

centuries they have appealed, to every

healthy mind. If the New Poetry and the

New Art is to poison our affections, corrupt

our morals, debilitate our manhood, then
let us stamp them out. We can do without
them : man does not live by sonnets alone.

Carried along by the spirit of his theme,
Herr Nordau often rises, even in the trans-

lation, to real eloquence—/actV indignatio

versum. His last words are not without

hope. He builds much upon the recuperative

pon ers of humanity ; the present remedies

he prescribes are the persistent, relentless

unmasking of every literaryenemy of society.

Alas, we can do no more ; but si fetais roi

!

Glorious bonfires of bad books ! A year's

interdict on every pen and printing-press!

And after this season of meditation, self-

examination, and contrition for all writers

and critics—the millennium

!

Edw. Purckll.

The Life of the Spirit in the Modern English

Poets. By Vida D. Seudder. (Boston

:

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.)

For the publication of this volume the

author is her own apologist ; and it is a
relief to come across a preface written boldly

by one who does not attempt to anticipate

criticism through the patronage of some
well-known person. To me Vida D. Seudder
is but a name ; but her work shows her
to be an earnest and thoughtful writer,

whose faults can be excused because they
are so thoroughly characteristic of her sex

and nationality.

The purpose of the book is so very
ambitious that few minds would have enter-

tained it. It is thus foreshadowed by the

author :

" Let us study, then, the influence of science

in all our poets ; the new democracy, especially

in Wordsworth ; the early religious and social

ideals, especially in Shelley ; the power of the
past in the poetry of reversion ; the power of

the present in the ironic art of Browning ; the
poetry of religious inquiry in its various phases

;

and, finally, the outlook of faith. So studying
we shall come to feel that the poetry of our
age has a vital unity, and witnesses to an
advance of the spirit, straight as the logic of
experience, from doubt to faith and cheer."

The idea of evolution, which is spoken
of as it Darwin were ita first and sole

discoverer, was old even in the time of
Lucretius ; and it has influenced not only
the modern English poets, but, in a greater
or a less degree, all poets. It does not
show its effect upon Chaucer in a marked
degree, because the bent of his mind was
thoroughly objective ; but it is very evident

in writers of a subjective turn. Spenser,

for example, thus describes the Titan
Mutability

:

" Proud Change (not pipasd in mortail things
Beneath the Moone to raignc)
Pretends as well ot God^ aa men
To be the soveraine."

Darwin, however, set the theory upon a
definite scientific basis, and his influence

has undoubtedly made its mark upon modern
poetry.

To most minds the contemplation of

mutability is a sad one, but our author
thinks otherwise

:

"To us modems," she writes, "the deeper
meditation on Nature brings joy, not pain.

For we have learned to recognise beneath her
ceaseless ebb and flow, so often seemingly
cruel, a steady onward movement towards a
fulness of life unguessed. In the light of

science, change has become the symbol no
longer of decay, but of promise. Feared once
as a messenger of despair, it now is hailed as a
messenger of hope, for we know it as the proof
of the perpetuity of life through varying
forms."

From her point of view all poetry should
be imbued with a spirit of religion ; she,

with Emerson, looks upon the poet as a seer

rather than as an artist. It would, indeed,

be a sour critic who would cavil at such
kindly optimism.
But our author, filled with so intense

an admiration for the poetry of the nine-

tsenth century, as well as for the two
great forces out of which she believes it to

have grown, is perhaps not always just in

her estimation of older writers. Of course,

an evolution theory, if strictly applied to

literature, must necessarily lead to the con-

clusion that the highest minds of a modern
age have attained to a more perfect plane

of thought than those which preceded

them. Thus, we see stated in a chapter

named "The Force-idea," that " the idea

of a purposeful force at the heart of the

world is the centre of evolutionary thought."

It is admitted that this idea has been felt,

to some extent, by the poets of past cen-

turies ; but we are told, later on, that " a

curious subjective immobility pervades all

characters of fiction and poetry until our

own day." "With this statement I cannot

but entirely disagree. It is, for example,

this very attribute of " subjective mobility,"

to borrow our author's own phrase, which

has made the character of Hamlet so hard

to comprehend. And what better instance

of the evolution of character could a modem
writer show than the passing of Prince

Henry into King Henry V., in that

memorable passage where he rebukes his

former boon companion

:

" I know thee not, old man : fall to thy prayers.

How ill white hairs become a fool and jester I

I have long dream'd of such a kind of man,
So surfict-swcUed, eo old and so profane.

But, being awake, I do despise my dream."

Nor can I accept the statement : " The
novels of fifty years ago no longer interest
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us. Their chaim is gone. Is it not because

they lived before the charm dawn of this

new day?" A few more instances might
be given of the straining, as it were, of

facts to fit them to the author's theory.

They merely show the danger of applying

scientific methods to things literary.

Certain phrases in the book startle one

by their naive, one might almost say

their child-like, frankness. For example :

"Sanity is the finest thing in the world,

next to passion. A perfect poet must have
both."

I have already said that the book is an
ambitious one. It is, in fact, an endeavour
to do for English poetry what Hegel did

for imiversal history. In this endeavour
the author has succeeded marvellously well.

The work is by a lover of poetry, with
that kind of instinct which is to the critic

what a fine ear for music is to the musician.

The chapter called " Ideals of Eedemption "

shows this power in a marked degree. In
a finely-drawn comparison between the

"Divine Comedy" of Dante, the "Pro-
metheus Unbound" of Shelley, and "The
Legend of the Eed Cross Knight" of

Spenser, the reader is led to reflect upon
" The Symbols of Salvation," which are to

be found in the three poems :

"Looking, we discover the loveliest likeness

between the three great poets. In all, salva-
tion comes through women ; and these women
are at once the instruments of redemption, and
the ideals of the perfect life. Spenser's
Gloriana never appears upon the scene ; but
we may truly estimate his thought and vision

from the beautiful First Book, which is, as it

were, a microcosm of all the " Faerie Queene."
" Beatrice," " Loda di Dio vera"; Una,
heavenly maid ; Asia, the very Light of Life,

they are the stars that guide the three
protagonists, centres of their hearts and of

the poems. They purify, they reveal. They
represent the highest that their poets know.
To compare their natures, the parts they play,
their relation to their lovers, will initiate us
deep into the faith of the three ages."
"In each case, dramatic action centres in the

separation between the woman and her be-
loved, and reunion leads to final triumph. In
Dante and Spenser, the separation comes from
the fault of the lovers. St. George, through an
error of judgment, is deceived into thinking
Una false to him, and puts Duessa in her
place. Dante, through deeper sin of heart
and will, is himself false to his heavenly lady,
when in dying she has ' changed her life,' and
grown perfected in beauty. Prometheus and
Asia are separated, through no fault of theirs,

by the cruel will of Jove."
"All three protagonists are weakened and

helpless, while their Lady is remote. St.

George without Una—Holiness without Truth

—

is valorous but mistaken, plunges into graver
error, and is finally taken captive by the pride
of sense. The soul is false to divine wisdom

—

Dante untrue to Beatrice—wanders lost in life's

forest, and can escape its foes only by explor-
ing in her name all depths of agony, all

heights of struggle. The mind of man, alien-
ated from the spirit of love and nature

—

Prometheus far from Asia—must hang, pure
but impotent, upon the barren cUff."

From the above quotations it may be
noticed that, notwithstanding some errors
of style, which could be rectified easily in a
second edition, Vida D. Scudder is a writer
of promise. That she 1ms aimed so high
without having wholly failed, wpuld bo in

|

itself cause for congratulation. She has,

however, dono more than this : she has
succeeded in producing a work that possesses

the charm of freshness and of originality.

Geokoe Newcojien.

The Tliree Sorrows o/ Story-telling. By
Douglas Hyde. (Fisher Unwin.)

Dr. Hyde has elected to tell in blank verse

The Three Sorrows of Story-telling. Pity 'tis.

It is the more a pity, because Dr. Hyde,
who handles rhyme with considerable skill,

is no adept in the iise of unrhymed
measures. He labours under the common
delusion that five iambics to a line, and so

many lines in sequence, make blank verse.

Yet he had read Shakspere, as shown in

lines like these

:

" dark lonely meiecr,

Whoee gloomy waters never stirred to life.

Where most do congregate the things of night."

' Not aU the dread
That Conor had inspired in his chiefs.

Nor all the high authority that girds

The kingly office had availed the king."

That, it may be admitted, is blank verse.

There are other passages as good, and
less perilously Shaksperian ; but on the

whole. Dr. Hyde proves himself unequal to

handling a measure which is intolerable

when not handled in masterly fashion.

There are five iambics here :

"Whom she alleged to be so beautiful."

But that is not blank verse ; it is blank
prose. The same is true of this :

" How can you be so cruel, O, my nurse f
"

and of this

:

" He was under geasa, and bound down
By mystical injunctions, to partake
Of every feast he was invited to."

Such lines—" orthodox English iambics "

the writer of them would call them—are too

frequent. The quality in Dr. Hyde which
makes him pen them under the impression

that they are poetry, makes him guilty of

the bathos involved in such expressions as
" girl-companion," " great sad eyes, like

pieces of the sky "
; it makes him use with

tiresome iteration the adverbs " indeed,"
"then," "so,"; it makes him put "nor"
after an afiirmative clause—the poetaster's

own grammar; it makes him use "alit"
for alighted, " eat " for ate, and such slip-

shod constructions as this :

". . . their wings were strained and torn.

Their plumage drenched "...
It makes him unwitting of the ugliness of

such phrasing as "to evermore prevail,"

"to run and often see," "to never die,"
" its never more return." It makes him
disregard the fact that " girl" and " maid "

are two words having no difference in

meaning, hence the senselessness of these

lines:

"... from a child she grew into a gifl.

And from a girl into a maiden fair "...

It makes him treat the word " shower" as

a disyllabic, and the word "inspire" as a
trisyllable ; it has let him publish a book
which is not punctuated even with the care

of the average letter-writer. And there is yet

another charge that must be brought. While
this book professos to bg written in English

it is largely written in Latin : witness the
frequent occurrence of such words as these,

the effect of which, in poetry, is lamentable

:

" allege," " affirm," " unavoidable," " un-
inhabitable," "variegated," "co-operating,"
"specious," "in special," "detachable."
Dr. Hyde is not singular among his country-
men in this matter. With few exceptions,

even the least anti-English Irish writers
seem unwillingjj to use Saxon English : an
attitude on their part which is deplorable,
in view of the fact that three parts of all

the poetry that is contained in the English
language, regarded merely as a language,
will be found shrined in Saxon words.
Had Moore ever realised this, hia position

among the poets would not be the dubious
one which it is.

When, however, this charge of Latinity,

and all the other charges that go with it,

have been brought against Dr. Ilyde's new
volume of poetry, it remains to be said that

in this cheap, little, shabbily coated book
there are contained three stories of a rare

beauty, in the telling of which Dr. Hyde
rises to his subject's height with a frequency
which makes one very impatient of any negli-

gence on his part. It would go hard to

better the farewell to Scotland, which he
puts into the lips of Deirdre in the poem to

which she gives her name, or to better her
lament for her dead lover, the lines begin-

ning—
" ' Ochone,' she cried, 'my light ef life is

gone '"...;

and in their Irish pathos, culminating in

beauty in the cry

—

" I am the lonely apple on the tree."

The curious description of Finnuala (the

name means "fair shoulder"), the heroine

of the tale called " The Children of Lir,"

wants but some retouching of the fourth

line to make it admirable :

" she
Was of surpassing excellence of form.

With rounded shoulders, white and fair and
smooth,

Such as no artist ever smoothed the like,

Polishing slowly with excess of work
A disk of ivory to make it ehine."

Eacy of Ireland's soil, and having a beauty
as distinctive as it is delightful, are the

lines in which is described the dismay
passing into awe, which in its turn passes

into a charmed resignation, and which
affects alike man and bird and fish, when
the children of Lir are changed into swans
that sing their tale of woe.

"... the people raised three cries

Of grief and misery, until the fowl

Eose frighted from thereeds, until the flah

Darted below the surface far away.
And the trees trembled through their inmost

leaves.

The coot within the reeds forgot to cry

;

The lark left singing of her evening song,

Poised in the air she listened. . . .

The bright-backed flah

Lay on the water overhead to drink

That strange new sound. And over Lir there

stole

A sadness without pain, a soft regret

That brought no pang with it, and as the notes

Fell one by one on his entranced ear,

His painless sorrow seemed to lose its shape. . . .

His eyes

Closed, and he slept as sleep the happy dead."
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la the third tale, "The Children of

Tuircann," there is a masterly description

of " a very subtle and a potent spell" that

was of our old Irish possessions. The pas-

sage, which is finely touched in almost

every word, is too long for citation here.

There is also not space to enter into the

characteristics of each story ; but it must be

said that the English reader will not fail to

notice the singular resemblance between the

fate of the children of Usnach, as described

in Deirdre, and the fate of Chriemhild's

kinsmen, as set forth in the Nibelungen

lay. He will, moreover, probably compare
Fergus, agonised between his loyalty to his

king and his loyalty to his friend, with

Eiidiger, that most touching figure in the

German Lied. Let him do this, and lot him
also compare Irish Deirdre with German
Chriemhild. Comparisons need not be
odious.

It is lovely and pleasant to set these two
women side by side, and watch the one grow
into the likeness of Germania, and the other

grow into the likeness of Hibernia.
' The Children of Lir " is the story of

the wild swans which we have all read in

Hans Andersen. It tells of a sister and her
brothers. No love other than sisterly and
brotherly love enters into the Irish story,

wliih is of a quite dazzling purity and
whiteness, its very remarkable ending taking
the reader by surprise, and lifting him to

heights not often reached.

In the last tale, " The Children of

Tulreann," we are given glimpses into

hearts so gloomy that it must have needed
much skill to make clear that Jean Paul
Gtchter was right when ho said that no
heart is quite black, that it is with the
heart as with the eye : the blackest, looked
at closely, is seen to be only brown.

It will strike many as singular that in

dealing with these " three sorrows of story-

tolling " Dr. Hyde rises in proportion as the
intrinsic interest of the tale declines. In
"Deirdre," taking the work as a whole,
we have a bare, sharply outlined thing,

quite flatly coloured, like an heraldic sun.

Matters mend greatly in " The Children of

Lir " and " The Children of Tuireann;" and
we have here two works, the best portions
of which are invested with the fulness and
richness which belongs to all true painting,

whether in words or in colour. In them-
selves the three old stories are of the best
things that have come down to us. They
are sweet to the core, and—this is a very
wonderful feature about them—have so
much of brave and inspiring in them, that,

despite their dolorous title of " Sorrows of
Story- telling," they leave the heart as up-
lifted as Malory's rightly named " noble
and 'joyous book" telling of the Morte
d'Arthur." One ventures to hope that they
will find many readers, and help to dispel
what Dr. Hyde indignantly terms " the
grotesque misconception that there is

nothing to read in the Irish language."
In view of the prevalence of this mis-
conception, it might, by the way, be
wise to state clearly on the covers of books
like this that they are English para-
phrases of Irish Sagas. The specimens of
literal translation of parts of the Irish text
of each of these tales given in the appendix

show that Dr. Hyde has followed his

original very closely. Some of us would
have been glad if he had given the Irish

in the appended extracts.

In conclusion, this : Why do two of these

three tales end similarly, the survivor in

each case dying of grief over the grave of

the slain ?

"According to many MSS.," we are told,
" Deirdre did not die over the grave of the
Sons of Usnach, but was first kept for a year
by Conor, and killed himself by leaping out
of bis chariot, which is probably the older
version."

Indubitably it is the more epic version

;

and in view of this fact, combined with the
fact that Tuireann dies over the grave of

his children, why, in the name of Poetry,

did not Dr. Hyde follow it ?

Elsa D'Esteere-Keelino.

The Elizahethan Hamlet. By John Corbin.
(Elkin Mathews.)

The author of this little work is a student
of Harvard who, having taken his Master's
degree with honours in English literature,

has come across the Atlantic in quest,

apparently, of buch additional advantage
as may be gained by residence at Oxford,
where he has entered at Balliol College.

The purpose he has in view is to show that

in " Hamlet " the mad scenes had a comic
aspect now ignored. The exhibition of

madness as something ludicrous he regards
as characteristic of the Elizabethan stage.

The tastes of the audience were brutal, and
to this brutality Shakspere conformed,
adopting as the basis of his work an earlier

play which had been written to suit the
predominant taste. But the question sug-
gests itself: If, as Mr. Corbin seems to

think, the theatrical public in the days of

Elizabeth was so much more gross and
brutal than that of the present time, and so
inferior in taste and intellect, how is it that
Shakspere, deserting the congenial crudities

of a " Titus Andronicus," gained con-

spicuous success by writing dramas which
are the wonder of the world for their

subtlety, their refined idealism, and their

depth of philosophical penetration? That
in these respects Shakspere has been ex-

celled by more modern playwrights working
for more modern audiences is not likely to

be affirmed (except, perhaps, by Mr. Corbin).

Some may think that the progression has
been altogether the wrong way. Indeed, it

has been said that if a theatrical manager
in our own days were to receive from an
unknown writer such a play as " Hamlet,"
its destination would probably be the waste-

paper basket.

Mr. Corbin concerns himself a good deal

with what he calls " the pre-Shaksperian

Hamlets." Now, that one or more dramas
on the subject of Hamlet's fabulous or

legendary history had been in existence

fourteen years or more before the publica-

tion of the first of the " Hamlets " bearing
Shakspere's name, is pretty certain. But
with this admission our knowledge is very
nearly exhausted. With regard to the

names of the author, or authors, we have no
information. It is possible, indeed, that a
play on the subject written by Shakspere

himself when a young man may have been
published anonymously. Mr. Corbin accepts

the opinion that the German drama, en-
titled " Der bestrafte Brudermord oder
Prinz Hamlet aus Diinnemark " has a
close relationship to the lost play. But
any direct relationship is most doubtful.

The earliest date connected with the German
play is 1710; and this German drama is

certainly in no sense a reflection of a pre-

Shaksperian play when, in the conversation

of Hamlet with the player, mention is

made of actresses. " Ilamkl : Have you
still the three actresses with you? They
used to play well. Charles : No, only two

;

the one stayed behind with her husband at

the Court of Saxony." Here evidently we
have real women, not the boys or youths of

the Elizabethan stage. This quotation is

made from Cohn's Shakeapeare in Germany
;

and he expresses what is probably the truth

when he says that the German play is, in

part, Shakspere's tragedy vulgarised. He
adduces as an example " the box on the ears

which the ghost gives the sentinel." Wliat
the German play was originally, we cannot
tell ; but we may pretty certainly infer that

some German dramatist or manager had a
share in it, popularising Shakspere, and
removing such " heaviness " as it was
thought would be unacceptable to a German
audience of those days. It is, indeed, likely

enough that the play had been worked at

again and again before 1710. Certainly

Mr. Corbin has here no reliable founda-

tion for his theory as to the coarse and
comic character of Shakspere's great

tragedy. That argument is a rope of

sand, which, from the German " Hamlet,"
determines the character of the lost pre-

Shaksperian play, and then argues as to

the meaning and intention of Shakspere's

drama. Nor, having regard to the known
divergences in this and other cases, will it

suffice for Mr. Corbin to refer to the

Myttorie of Hamblet, even though that

ignoble romance may have been before

Shakspere when he wrote his play.

That Shakspere introduced into his work
something of the ludicrous, especially in

connexion with that sententious old fool

Polonius, is not to be denied. And the

comic element is not wanting in the scene

with the gravediggers, notwithstanding the

grim and stern realities with which that

scene is associated. But that Shakspere's

main intention in writing what Mr. Corbin
calls "the mad scenes" was to furnish a

sort of comic underplot for the tragedy,

cannot be in any way allowed. The only

probable interpretation of Hamlet's mad-
ness—" the method in it "—which has been

gfiven is, that it is an allegorical present-

ment of the oppressive vanity of life and

the deep moral depravity of mankind : in

a word, that it is a presentation of pes-

simism. On this view most of the inci-

dents in the scenes in question fall into

order, or at least admit of easy explana-

tion. We have no difficulty in under-

standing how it was that Hamlet visited

Ophelia as she was sewing in her chamber,

looking "as if he had been loosed

out of hell to speak of horrors." Not
much more recondite is his treatment of

her as a person suHering from a concealed
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though hopelessly incurable disease—the

moral disease of humanity—causing that

searching and prolonged gaze, Ihe " waving
up and down " of Hamlet's head, and that

"sigh so piteous and profound" that it

seemed as if it would "end his being."
Though, as Polonius eays, " 'beautified' is

a vile phrase "
;
yet, on the view just sug-

gested, we easily see why Hamlet speaks of
" the most beautified Ophelia." Similarly

Ihe idea of noisome corruption which under-
lies the expression addressed to Polonius,
" You are a fishmonger," with the advice
not to let Ophelia " walk in the sun,"
accompanied as it is by the hint that the
sun breeds maggots in carrion, finds its

explanation in the immediate context, that
"to be honest, as this world goes, is to be
one man picked out of ten thousand," and
without making against Ophelia any special

charge of moral unsoundness.
The great scene between Hamlet and

Ophelia (act iii., sc. 1) has apparently given
Mr. Corbin a good deal of trouble in the
attempt to bring it into harmony with his
theory. He says, "When Hamlet speaks
to Ophelia it is apparently with predominant
seriousness and tragic effect"; and he frankly
confesses that the only passage having
" the least suggestion of comedy," is where
the doors are to be shut on Polonius so
that "he may play the fool" only in his

own house. The fact is, that in this " terri-

fically affecting " scene, with its invective
against marriage and the continuance of
the species, Hamlet's pessimism speaks out
with but little disguise. As the play
is usually acted, Polonius's peeping out
from behind the arras may seem an effective

piece of " stage business "
; but there is no

icdication that Shakspere intended any-
thing of the kind. The passage should be
understood strictly in accordance with the
context.

Mr. Corbin seems to be lacking in that
reverential self-distrust which should charac-
terise an interpreter dealing with the work
of a great genius. It is not likely that
Shakspere himself would have claimed per-
fection for any of his works. But, in deal-
ing with a play like " Hamlet," which
shows traces of very careful elaboration,
the writer who speaks of " hasty and
haphazard " composition, or of its con-
tradictions being " legion," should be very
sure of his facts. Youth, however, may be
allowed to pallia'e somewhat this fault,

which may perhaps proceed also in part
from American extraction. The publication
of the present work was recommended, it

teems, by Prof. York Powell. We are not
disposed to cavil at this advice. The work
cannot be considered an important contribu-
tion to Sbaksperian literature ; but it is not
entirely without promise that something
more valuable may proceed hereafter from
the same pen. Thomas Tylee.

NOTES ON THE LITEBAEY MONUMENTS OF
QEOBOIA.

Sviedienia o pamiatnikakh gruzinshoi pismen-
nodi. By A. A. Tsagarelli. (St. Peters-
burg : Published by the Academy.)

In this new portion of his work Prof.
Tsagarelli continues the task which he has

proposed to himself, of giving a complete
account of the monuments of Georgian
literature which have come down to us, and
tracing the development of the study among
foreigners of that interesting language.
Among those who have spread the know-
ledge of it, two deserve especial mention

:

the Frenchman Brosset and the Georgian
Chubinov, who spent the greater part of

his life in Russia.

On the present occasion Prof. Tsagarelli
gives us a biography and portrait of
Chubinov, who was author of the Georgian-
Eussian and French dictionary, which
still remains in possession of the field.

Chubinov, for in this way he Eussified his
Georgian name Chubindze, where dze means
simply "son," was an indefatigable worker
throughout his life. His valuable library,

consisting of MSS. and printed books, has
been given by his heirs to the Georgian
Society at Tiflis. According to Prof.

Tsagarelli, this collection of Chubinov is

exceeded in value only by the libraries of

the Tsarevich Teimuraz Georgievicb, who is

descended from the old Georgian kings,
Prince Ivan Gruzinski and Prince Min-
grelski. Among the MSS. of Chubinov,
special mention must be made of a
copy of the Gospels of the twelfth
century. The printed books also form a
very valuable part of the library. Among
others we have the 1712 edition of the
" Man in the Panther's Skin," which is the
national epic of the Georgians, and dates
from the thirteenth century.

Nothing has escaped the notice of Prof.

TsBgarelli in his endeavours to trace all

possible specimens of his country's litera-

ture. He has even found some MSS. pre-
served in the library of the late Prince
Ladislaus Czartoryeki at Cracow. It appears
that the Prince bought them at the sale

of the goods of a Georgian prince who
died at Paris. A list is also given of

some rare Georgian MSS. which are on sale

at the shop of an Armenian at Tifiis.

Many interesting documents are pub-
lished in the course of the work. Among
others, we have been glad to read some
letters of the Tsar Heraclius and his wife.

With the name of Heraclius is connected
the melancholy story of the last days of the
independence of Georgia and the sack of

the city of Tiflis by the Persians.
Taking them all together, the Georgians,

or Karthveli, as they call themselves, are

a singularly interesting people, and well
worthy the attention of the historian and
philologist. Few countries have been more
blessed by nature with mountain, river, and
valley. If we turn to their history, with
the long lines of princes, in which Vakhtang
succeeds to Vakhtang and Bagrat toBagrat
with bewildering uniformity, we find many
romantic episodes. The story of Queen
Tamara also is well calculated to impress the
reader. It we study the language, what
curiosities await us ! The three alphabets

—

the ecclesiastical, the civil, and the mrglovani,

or rounded, found in old MSS.—are
very striting. The singular structure of

the language, with its luxuriant verb,

which seems to have no parallel, except in

Basque—all these points that we have
enumerated may well be considered to have

attractions for the scholar. Here, also, the
ethnologist and folk-lorist may find an ample
field. Those who read Prof. Tsagarelli's

book will notice the frequent references in

it to folk-medicine. It is only when we
follow the account of Prof. Tsagarelli that

we can form any idea of the richness of the

literature, dating from a very early period.

Thus, there is the complete Bible of the
tenth century still preserved on Mount
Athos, which the Professor rightly thinks
ought to be printed. He has himself given
us some extracts from it. Georgian litera-

ture, as Prof. Brockhaus, of Leipzig, hai
said, shows signs of two distinct influences

—Byzantine Greek and Persian. These
were the only two races with which the
Georgians came into contact who could
influence them. The Turk communicated
nothing because he had nothing to com-
municatot
We hope that the work of Prof. Tsagar-

elli may meet with the attention it deserves.

It is essentially a book for specialists, but
those who have the courage to explore its

treasures will certainly not remain without
a reward.

W. E. MOEFILL.

NEW NOVELS.

The Three Graces, By Mrs. Hungerford.
In 2 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

An Episode at Schmeks. By the Author of

a "Flight to Florida." (Skeffington.)

The Plaything of an Hour, By Mrs. Edward
Kennard. (White.)

Her Celestial Hukland. By Daniel Wood-
roffe. (Fisher Unwin.)

A Study in Prejudices, By George Paston.

(Hutchinson )

Haunted by Posterity . By W. Earl Hodgson.
(A. & C. Black.)

Toddle Island. (Bentley.)

Chiffon's Marriage. By Gyp. (Hutchinson.)

The Batice at the Four Corners, By G. B.
Burgin. (Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)

Mes. Hunoeefobd's love stories are likely

to enter upon a fresh lease of life : after a
long course of medical treatment, in which
the drinking of copious draughts of doctor's

stuff has played its part, most of us are glad

to return to the ordinary fare which we had
come to despise. It is impossible to deny
that Mrs. Hungerford is capable of writing

a charming love story, and that she proves

her capacity to do so in her latest novel.

The Three Graces is freshly and naturally

told : bright and pathetic in turn. It deals

with the fortunes of three womanly girls

—

girls to whom the necessity of making them-
selves unhappy, because of the injustice

done to geese in not having been born swans,

is unknown. The eldest of these girls

is blind. She loves a man who has a twin

brother. Both these men love her, and their

voices being alike she promises to marry
the wooer to whom she has not given her

heart. But she is extricated from this

difliculty, and having regained her sight

she marries the right man. Her sisters

follow suit. AH this sounds very conven-

tional, and so in a sense it ia. The book ia
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neither deep nor original. Its plot is old-

fashioned, and the book in every respect

belongs to the period before the great

waters let loose by the emancipated troman
had jtrept over us. But these waters are

not becoming stagnant. As they subside

the fre«h herbs and common flowers which
have been hidden from sight spring into

life again.

Another wholesome and interesting story

is Jn Episode at Sehmeks. Its interest centres

in the character of Mrs. Harkness, a sweet
woman, whose identity is cleverly veiled

until the author sees fit to reveal it. Possibly
many readers would prefer a little more
diversion and sensation in the novels they
idle through after dinner ; but it may at
least be said of this book that it is not
likely to disturb their digestions.

Mrs. Edward Kennard's short stories

are generally bright and readable. Of
the fifteen contained in the volume to

ifhich their author has given the title

iCA* Plaything of an Hour, only two
bfdong. to the order with, which Mrs.
Kennard's name is associated ; but in these
two the huntsman blows his horn and the
horses take their fences as spiritedly as
ever. Some of the number are sad, and the
cleverest of them, "Doomed," is par-
ticularly so.

There is some sterling literary work in
Mr. Daniel Woodroffe's story, though now
and again it is a little morbid, unnecessarily
so as it seems to the present writer. Never-
theless it inculcates a wholesome lesson,
demonstrating the absolute unwisdom, not
to say immorality, of mixed marriages.
No Englishwoman should mate with the
b^ack man or the yellow man. Mr. Wood-
rofle gives us a clever sketch of a young
Englishwoman whose affairs making for
matrimony have been somewhat peculiar.
Many men have sought her in marriage,
but have always drawn back at the last
moment, repelled, by something cryptic, not
to say uncanny, about her, which none of
them could analyse, much less explain,
though they felt it only too definitely. At
length this strange creature falls in love
with— it would be nearer the truth to say,
is fascinated by—a Chinaman, whom she
marries and accompanies to his own country.
Mr. Woodroffe's description of her horror
of Chinese customs, and of the gradual
loathing of her husband which comes upon
her, is exceedingly well done. The unhappy
woman finally loses mental balance, and
little wonder. She murders her husband
and then dies. This book should be read
wherever English women are brought into
contact with black or yellow races. The
affront done to nature, the moral hurt to
the community, is ten times greater in the
case of a white woman marrying with a
member of either race, than can follow
upon the intercourse of white men with the
women of those races.

A Modern Amazon was an able book.
George Paston has followed it with another
clever satire on the average man who, in
his heart, holds to the opinion that a woman
should be the mere reflex of her husband :

that It is little short of heresy and sacrilege

for her to think for herself. Suoh a man
marries a fresh young girl, and, prig that

he is, separates from her because he dis-

covers that she has flirted in the days of her
spinsterhood. The character of Miles is,

perhaps, a little lacking in proportion.

George Paston commits the common error

of asking us to accept a man or woman as

distinguished, while failing to convince us
by anything he or she does or says of the
validity of the claim. None the less, this is

an able book ; and sometimes the author, in

drawing deductions from the propositions

he advances, is extremely clever, not to say
brilliant.

The fault chiefly noticeable in Mr. Earl
Hodgson's novel is one which commonly
appertains to an author's first creative

effort, especially when that author has
" plenty of stuff " in him. He naturally
tries to free himself of a big instal-

ment of the mental overplus which weighs
«pon him uncomfortably. Thus, in Uaimted
ly Posterity,

, we have allegory, satire,

banter, paradox, exhortation : indeed it

would be difficult to say what Mr. Hodgson
has left out—his book is so exceedingly
" thick." As a work of fiction, pure and
simple, it has its limitations ; but persons in

the political, artistic, literary, and social life

of London will read Mr. Hodgson with in-

terest—often with keen intellectual enjoy-
ment. The author's parti pris is some-
times too pronounced, and his illustrations

now and again get rather strained. But the
volume contains enough substance to furnish
a score or so of novels of the ordinary kind,
and, despite its crudity, it is distinctly one
of the books of the season.

Toddle Island, in any rough generalisation,

might be included in the same category. It

is an allegory ; it is also a satire, and a
clever satire too. If the author's meaning
is not always quite obvious, the like might
be said of all the great satirists of ancient
and modern days. There will be some
difference of opinion, for instance, as to
what is exactly intended by " The Sacred
Ass." But nothing could be more in-

cisive or direct than some of the author's
shafts. "Nothing shocked the Toddlers
so much as to have their poor frozen to

death. They did not care how many
of them were killed in any other
way." Presently our drinking habits are
effectively satirised ; the canting hypocrisy,
which is perhaps our greatest sin as a
nation, is unmasked ; but there is a refresh-

ing absence of bitterness or cheap cynicism
about this anonymous writer's method and
style. Toddle Island ought to be read, and
it ought to profit its readers.

"Gyp"—the Oomtesse de Martel—has
a wide experience, and she has a clever

way of giving expression to her knowledge
of men, manners, and affairs. She differ-

entiates her many characters with nicety
and finesse. Chiffon is an innocent young
girl, intensely self-willed, who has little

difficulty in getting her own way, in that
she is an extremely lovable creature. This
greatly irritates her mother, who does her
best to make her life unbearable. Her
stepfather and her " Uncle Mark " stand
between her and her mother. Tiie story

is bright, clever, and interesting ; and its

translator, Mrs. IPatchett Martin, has been
eminently successful in preserving its

piquancy.

Mr. G. B. Burgin's little book describes

life in the more primitive parts of Canada
with knowledge and freshness. The loves

and hates of these backwoodsmen are treated

sympathetically. It is no small distinction

to be able to follow in ilr. Bret Harte's

track without actually treading in his foot-

prints.

Jas. Stahley Littlb.

CLASSICAL BOOKS.

Select Passages from Ancient Writers illustrative

of the History of Oretk Sculpture. Edited, with
a translation and notes, by H. Stuart Jones.
(Macmillans.) The many students who now
visit the collections of casts of ancient statuary

have reason to thank Mr. Jones for a service-

able selection of passages from Greek and Latin
authors bearing on the subject of their study.
Overbeck's Schriftquellen, beside its being in

Qerman, is too bulky for convenient use ; and
it is curious that there has hitherto been no
English work of the kind. The two hundred
and seventy-one passages chosen by Mr. Jones
are such " as appeared from their intrinsic

interest or difficulty to require special study,"
and be has added a few "to which attention

has been called since the publication of Over-
beck's work." To each passage he has attached
a translation and (where necessary) a few notes.

We cannot help thinking that his versions show
a certain tendency, common among archaeolo-

gists, to put upon the authors a more precise

and rigid meaning than we are justified in

ascribing to men who had not the gift of
exactitude and did not receive anything like a
technical training. But with this reservation,

we may say at once that his choice is judicious

and his translation correct. Indeed, he has in

some places usefully corrected standing errors

of translation. Thus on Pliny, H.N. 34-55

(§ 160), Proprium ejus est uno crure ut insisterent

sitjna excogitasse, ho translates, "The device by
which his statues step forward with one leg,"

and adds in a note, "The typical attitude of

Polykltitau statues is that in which the figure

is coming to rest on one leg (uno crure, not uni
eruri, ' resting its weight on one leg.') " So
again, about Pausanias, 2-17-3 (§ 174), irira

6wip Tovs Ki'oi'ot, where Waldstein seems to take
the words for a description of the pediment-
sculptures, Mr. Jones urges that this would
require tA if toTs itToij, and that Pausanias was
unmistakably talking of the metopes. On the
other hand, there is some confusion about the

hairs of the head and of the beard in the
traBslation of Lucian's Philopseudes 18 (§ 235),

and there are two passages from PJutarch,

where we question whether he has quite hit

the sense. In the Life (f AUxandtr 2 (§243),

we cannot in any way manage to construe
n't Ala Miaaav after foiify; and in the Life

of Pericles 31 (§98), oJ 5« tov 2^/iov roioifinoi

•wt7pav iv iKeU<fi iro'6i ris taono XltpiKKtt Kpais,

where Mr. Jones translates, " while the

democratic party made his case a test

of the probable disposition of the jurors

towards Pericles," we must take toD ilniou

diflFerently. Plutarch clearly meant that

certain persons tested the demos in the cise of

Pheidias to see what sort of jury it would make
if it had to try Pericles. The perusal of this

book, which contains all the most sure and
valuable testimonies of antiquity to the

sculptor's art, brings home to the reader the

extraordinary meagreness of the literary record

and the fertility of resource and combination

through which the moderns have contrived to
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eke out what they are told, and piece together

what they see. Of course this ingenuity may
be overdone, but Mr, Jones's own treatment of

disputed matters is a very model of sobriety

and reserve. If anything, he has kept himself

and his knowledge of modern theories too much
in the background. He suggests hosts of

interesting questions. Perhaps there is no
answer to them, but he has whetted our
curiosity. We miss, too, something in the
nature of a connected sketch, however short,

which should put the men and the schools into

their due relations to each other, and tell us
something of styles and influences. If such a
sketch could be iuserted, we should have an
excellent companion to the Sculpture Gallery.
At all events, here are some of the elements for

such a sketch, well-chosen ; and we should be
very glad to hear that Mr. Jones was employ-
ing his knowledge and his well-balanced judg-
ment on a history of Greek sculpture.

ThucydiJes, Book I. Edited, with Introduc-
tion and Notes, by W. H. I'V'rbes. (Oxford :

Clarendon Press.) To " report progress " and
to contribute something to it is the task for

which most of the writers of our better editions

of the classics lay themselves out. No one can
by his own eflforts keep abreast of the flood of
new suggestions or discoveries in all classical

topics, and a good English edition of these
later years fulfils many of the duties of a
Jahrbttch. It tells us what there is new within
a certain chosen field, and it gives us also an
idea of whether the now things are worth
looking into any further. Mr. Forbes has
profited by the best of recent Thucydidean
literature, and he shows his readers where to
look for a good deal of curious and suggestive
matter. More than this, he contributes his
own share to the understanding and apprecia-
tion of his author : we have to thank him for
some new suggestions as to the meaning, as
well as for a careful and luminous rearrange-
ment of the information which generations of
scholars have contributed to the common stock.
The most solid and impressive part, however,
of his volume is the three introductory essays.
They constitute a foundation worthy of a
larger edifice than an edition of Book I., and
we hope that Mr. Forbes means to build on it.

We cannot, as Mr. Forbes says, be sure of any-
thing about Thucydides save what Thucydides
tells us himself—a position which has to be
proved on one side and worked out on the
other. Mr. Forbes conclusively proves—though
this, to be sure, has been done before—that no
external source of information is worth much,
and then goes on to show how much may with
confidence be extracted from the text as to the
character and views (though not the life) of the
man who wrote it. The title, "Thucydides:
His Life and Mind," does not overstate the
actual results of the essay. Thucydides'
" resolution to write his history was a far more
important epoch of his life than the failure to
save Amphipolis," and we can be sure that he
would have wished to have his work examined
and not merely read. The paper on " The
Trustworthiness of Thucydides as a Historian "

—though, if the historian had any human
weaknesses, it-must-here and there cause some
annoyance to his ghost— is just such a careful
and dispassionate review of facts and
probabilities as the great historian has taught
his readers to admire. We have other methods,-
other criteria, other data than he had ; but the
spirit of research which he seems to have
created appears again and again in the best
of those who have taken up the task after him.
Barely have the two sides—examination of
evidence and constructive or narrative ability

—

been_ found so happily united as in that early
inquirer ; but as to the former side, the one
which alone from the nature of the case is

in question here, Mr. Forbes is certainly

beeninspired by the book which he has
studying. His examination ends in pro-
claiming Thucydides "one of the most clear-

sighted, rational, and honosfc of historians."

Very little can be found, even in the epigraphia
evidence, to positively contradict or positively

confirm Thucydides ; the probabilities and
the impressions with which we have to be
content lire largely in his favour. At the same
time his book is no full and complete history

of Athens in its period ; and his strong dis-

like of Cleon and Hyperbolus may have led

him to omit some facts. Among the varied
matter cited as bearing on Thucydides'
credibility are some new details from recent
observers about the site of Plataea, interesting

for the way in which they affect Miiller-

Striibing's doubts as to the truthfulness of the
account of the celebrated siege. But we cannot
get from what Mr. Forbes says a clear answer
to the question, whether the soil of the city

really would or would not admit the mine of

which Thucydides ii. 76 speaks. Mr. Porbes's
words seem to imply that there is not earth
enough above the rock for a mine to be run
through it. If not, could the besieged have
made a rock gallery ? and, if they could and
did, what has become of it ? The essay on
"Prose Writings in Thucydides' Time" does
something toward putting his prose into its

proper place in a series, but we cannot help
thinking it a mistake to quote the other Greek
prose writers of the time in English translations.

For the purpose of the essay we want to kaow
not what they said, but exactly how they
said it.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mr. C. J. Cornish, author of "Life at the
Zoo," has nearly ready for issue a companion
volume, which is largely composed (like the
former one) of articles originally contributed
to the Spectator. It will be published by
Messrs. Seeley & Co., under the title of Wild
England of To-day.

Messes. William Blackwood & Sons will

publish, in the course of the present month,
a little book by Mr. Francis Hindes Groome,
entitled Tivo Suffolk Friends, being reminiscences
of his own fither. Archdeacon Groome, and of

Edward Fitzgerald. The volume will be illus-

trated with portraits and views.

Messrs. Longmans & Go. have in the
press a new book by the author of "Jesus,
the Carpenter of Nazireth," entitled Joseph the

Dreamer, in which he gives, in a series of
pictures, the story of the life of Joseph, set in

its natural surroundings, from the black tents

of the shepherds of Mesopotamia to the gilded
palace of the king of Egypt.

Messrs. Chatto & Windus will publish
towards the end of the month a volume of

sporting reminiscences by Mrs. Alan Gardner,
under the title of Rijle and Sptar with the

Rajputs, a winter's sport in Northern India,

illustrated with reproductions of water-colour
sketches by Mrs. Gardner, drawings by Mr.
F. H. Townsend, and photographs of Indian
scenery and native princes, &c. The book
describes the adventures of Colonel and Mrs.
Alan Gardner during a lengthened tour in

search of big game in the Himalayas and
Bajpuiana during the winter of 1892-3.

Messrs. George Puilip & Son announce
The Kxploration of Australia, by Mr. Albert F.

Calvert, illustrated with maps, charts, and
portraits. It is designed to form a companion
volume to Mr. Calvert's former work on " The
Discovery of Australia," and will trace the
progress of maritime and land exploration

from the period of Captain Cook up to recent

times.

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. announce a
cheap pocket edition of Charles Kiugsley'g
works, to be published in eleven volumes, at

monthly intervals. The first volume, contain-
ing Hypatia, will appear at the end of June.

Mr. George Allen has in preparation, for

issue during the coming autumn, an illustrated

volume of Legends from Riuer and Mountain,
by Carmen Sylva (the Queen of Roumania)
and Miss Alma Strettell.

Mr. Elliot Stock announces Moulton
Church and its Bells, with a summary of tlie

bells of Northamptonshire, by Mr. Sidney
Madge. The book wUl contain, besides local

information, a comprehensive bibliography of
bells.

Messrs. Methtjen will publish Mr. Eric
Maokay's new volume, A SOng of the Sea, My
Lady of Dreams, and Other Poems, on June 17.

Messrs. Morison Brothers, of Glasgow,
have in the press a new work by Mr. George
Eyre-Todd, entitled Vignettes of the North,

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. will publish next
week a new edition of Admiral Colomb's Naval
Warfare, containing new maps and plans, and
an additional chapter on " Becent Illustrations

of the Principle of Naval Warfare."

Mr. William Tireduck's Wehh story,

Sweetheart Owen, has passed into another and
cheaper edition in America, Messrs. Longmans,
Green & Co., of New York, having included it

in " Longmans' Paper Library."

Messrs. P. S. King «& Son, of Westminster,
have just despatched to one- of the large
libraries in the United States a set of all the
Parliamentary Papers from 1820 to the end of

1884 (with the exception of a few years), con-
sisting altogether of more than 3J00 volumes,
arranged and bound with the sessional title-

pages and indexes, in the same manner as in

the British Museum Library.

Mr. Herbert Spencer has decided that

certain opinions of his, often repeated and
strongly expressed, debar him from accepting
the order "Pour le Merite," to which he was
appointed the other day by the German
Emperor.

Lord Bosebery has given a pension of £100
on the Civil List to the widow of Mr, P. G.
Hamerton.

On Monday next the Library Association

will pay a visit to Westminster Abbey, in the
course of which the Rev, Theo. Greatorex, the
librarian, will read a paper on the Abbey
library.

At the last meeting of the Viklhg Club for

the present session, to be held on Fridiy next
at the King's Weigh House Boom, Mr. Albany;
F. Major, the hon. secretary, will read. a paprri

on '"rhe Vikings: a Brief Survpy of their

Cruises, Conquests, and Colonies."

At the last meeting of the Aristotelian.,

Society for the present session, to be held at
22, Albemarle-street, on Monday next, Mr. H.'
Wildon Carr, the hon. secretory, will read a
paper on " Mr. Balfour's Criticism of Idealism."

On Monday and Tuesday next Messrs.

Sotheby will be engaged in selling what is

dencribedas a selection from the library of the

late Earl of Orford. It does not appear whether
any portion was inherited from Horace Walpole,

though a few books once in his possession are

included, and one of the rarest productions of

the Strawberry Hill press. But it is evident'

that the late lord was himself an enthusiastic

collector, being specially fond of first editions

and of historic bindings. Here may be found

the largest known copy of the second folio of

'

fihakspere, which—like others of the more
|,

desirable lots—came from the library of G«orge '^
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Daniel, of Canonburv ; that rarest of all the

Elzevirs, the muoh-talked-of Patittier Frani^ois

;

Isaac Casaubon'g copy of Th« Advancement of
Ltaming ; Ronsseaa's own copy of the NonvtUe
Eeldite ; two copies of ArioBto, those severally

beloDgicg to Catherine de Medici and to Mme.
de Pompadour; a Proolus bound by Qeofroy

Tory, of Bruges, for Francis I. ; and the proof-

sheets of The Pirate, as corrected by Sir Walter
Scott. Not for some time has a collection so

interesting throughout been put up for auction.

We msy also mention that there will be sold

next week, at Hammersmith, the library of

Mr. John Pamell, which contains a large

number of historical and antiquarian curi-

osities, and series of engravings, &c., collected

for special purposes.

The Vestry of St. Martin-in-the-Field«,

which—like Kensington—proudly styles itself

a royal parish, has recognised its obligations by
having printed a catalogue of all the MS. books
and documents in its possession, compiled by
Mr. Thomas Mason.the librarian, who seems to

have done his work excellently. It is some-
what a surprise to learn that the old MSS.
have been so carefully preserved. The church-
wardens' accounts begin in 1525, and are con-
tinuous to the present time, with the exception
of a siogle yeariu this century. The poor-rate
books begin in 1574, and the minutes of the
vestry in the same year; but in both these

series there are gaps. The oldest minute book
has a curious history. Towards the end of last

century, it was hidden in the roof of the church,

in order that it might not be produced in court
in an action against Ihe select (or self-elected)

vestry ; but it was discovered, and assisted in

the ov.'rthrow of that body in 1834. As might
be expected, this long series of documents con-
tains many curious entries. The date of the
demolition of Charing Cross is indicated by
"an accompt concerning the digging of the
stones being the foundation of Charing Cross,

and for leveling and paving in of ye ground in

the year 1657." The total amount received by
James Gibbs as architect for rebuilding the
church between 1721 and 1726 seems to have
been i;632 4s. 63. The Gordon Riots, in 1782,
cost the ratepayers no less than £1762; while
£1310 was raised in the parish "for relief of

the families of those who fell at Waterloo, and
in other engagements during the campaign of

the Allied Armies." A closer examination
would, no doubt, reveal much of importance
for the topographical history of London,

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

Mb. Charles Smith, master of Sidney
Sussex, has been elected vice-chancellor at
Cambridge for the academical year 1895-6, in
succeesion to the provost of King's.

The University of Durham proposes to confer
the following honorary degrees on Tuesday,
June 25 : D.C.L., on Sir John Stainer and
Prebendary Rogers; D.Litt. on Prof. J. B,
Bury, Prof. Bywater, Mr. W. J. Courthope,
Mr, F. B. Jevons, and Mr. F. G. Kenyon ; and
M.A. on the Rev. J, F. Hodgson.

A REQUISITION to Mr. W. J. Courthope,
requesting him to allow himself to be nominated
as a candidate for the chair of poetry, which
will become vacant in November on the expira-
tion of Prof. Palgrave's tenure, is being
circulated among Oxford residents. It has
already been signed by (among others) the
wardens of New College and All Souls, the
masters of Pembroke, Lincoln, and Exeter, the
provost of Oriel, the principal of St. Edmund
Hall, Prof. Ince, Prof Robinson Ellis, Prof.
Pelham, and Prof. Palgrave.

Fruf. J. S. Bubdon-Sanderson has been
elected an honorary fellow of Magdalen College,
Oxford, where he formerly held a fellowship
annexed to the Waynflete chair of physiology.

Mu Charles Chree, of King's, has bem
approved by the general board of studies at
Cambridge for the degree of Doctor in Science.

Mr. S. S. Houoh, of St. John's, has been
elected to the Isaac Newton studentship at
Cambridge, for a term of three years.

The Smith's prizes at Cambridge have been
adjudged as follows : (1) Mr. G. T. Manley, of
Christ's, for his essay on " The Conformal
Representation of a Quadrilateral on a Half
Plane"; (2) Mr. G. H. J. Hurst, of King's,
for his essay on " Electro-magnetism arid

Magneto -optic Rotation." The adjudicators
are of opinion that the essays of Mr. H. E.
Atkins, of Peterhouse, on " An Exposition of
Kummer's Proof of Fermat's List Theorem,"
and of Mr. P. E. Bateman, of Jesus, on " The
Electro-magnetic Field set up by Charged
Bodies in Steady Motion," are deserving of
honourable mention.

The grace proposing a modificEttion in the
conditions of the Burney prize at Cambridge

—

according to which the money would be devoted
to scholarships, instead of to essays—has been
rejected in the senate by a majority of fifty-one

to thirty-two votes.

CoNTOCATiox at Oxford has sanctioned a
grant of books pi inted at the Clarendon Press
to the value of £40, in sheets, to the library of
the Association for the Education of Women.
The Indian Institute at Oxford has recently

received by gift three portraits: of Sir M.
Monier-Williams, its originator ; of Lord
Brassey, its greatest benefactor ; and of the
Maharaja of Travancore, a munificent donor.

It is worthy of note that the board of the
faculty of theology at Oxford have substituted
Prof. G. A. Smith's Historical Geography of the

Holy Land for Stanley's Sinai and Palestine in

the list of prescribed books.

The following are the Latin speeches de-
livered at Cimbridge, on May 30, by the Public
Orator, Dr. Sandys, in presenting for honorary
degrees Mr. John Murray, editor of the
"Challenger" publications, and Lord Acton,
regius professor of history :

Mr John Muehay.
" Meminislis omnes poetae nosiri maximi locum

insignem, ubi Northumbriae Duels Alius acrrrimus
non recusavic gloriam aut ex ipsa luna audacter
deducere, aut maris in profuodo demersam extra-
here, mode eoIus sine rivali laudem omuem sibi

viodicaret. Q'lanto pulchrius autem rerum naturae
penetralia intima aseidue perscrutari, eque oceani
altitudine immenea laudem cum socils optimis
partic'pafam reportare. Adest unm ex illia qui,
plufquam tribus annts in oceano cxplorando fortiter

toleratis, ut pcetae antiqui verbis Eensu novo utar,

' referebant navibus altis

occulta epolia, et plures de pace trmmphos.'

Una saltern nominis bene omlnati navid velut ipeam
rerum naturam ad certamen provocavib, ipeamque
veritatem in profundo abstrueam orbl terrarum
patefccit. Tanti autem itineris monumenta, quin-
quaginta voluminum in eerie ingenti a collegis

plurimis parata, viri huiuscc praesertim industria
iDflQlla non modo adaucta et summatim descripta
eed etiun ad terminum felicem perducta et diei in
lacem prolata sunt. Quid non potuit rerum
naturae, quid non potuit veritatis amor f

' Merses profundo
;
pulchrior evenit.' "

Lord Actok.

" Quem septem abbino annos in hoc ipso loco
propter erudltionem eingularem doctori» titulo
libenter dccoravimus, cundcin, Hittoriae Prc-
fesBOrem Brgium uuper morito uominatum,
Senatorum nostrorum in ordincm honoris causa
cooptamus. Paitium Hutem liberalium ductori

qui nunc est, cai eodem die titolum eundem non
minus libenter obtuUmus, duas saltern propter
caueaa animo grato re.'picimus

;
primum, quod

Historiae Profeesorem insignem, quem nuper
amisimua, in ordioem equilum de imperio Britan-
nlcD bene meritorum honoriflce adscribendum cura-
vit ; deiad'), quod viri desideratissimi in loco
succiSEcre tali nobis donate, qaatenus poterat
Academiae explevit desiderium. Gratulamur
Academiae, quod ex hoc anno, viri talis adveatu,
et discipulis ot praeceptoribus nostris doctriaae
variae velut tons novus eicientibut patebit ; etenim
histoiicie quoque in studiia ' iuvat integros aooedere
fontes, atque haurire." Gratulamur CoUegio
maximo, cuius inter aulam porbamque tons
Franciscanorum antiquus adhuc in auras cx^ilit,

quod Historiae Profeesorem Regium honoris causa
socium nuper elegit. Gratulamur denique ipsi
Profeesori, Earipidls verba antiqua mutnati

:

tiA/Jiot JiTTii 7^s liTTopiat «Tx< ndSriviv."

The Oxford Historical Society has just
issued to its subscribers a fourth volume of the
Rev. Andrew Clark's edition of The Life and
Times of Anthony W^ood. As the third volume
carried us to Wood's death, in November,
1695, the present one miist be regarded as in
the nature of an appendix, and we understand
that there is yet a fifth to follow. In addition
to this work, our readers will remember that
Mr. Clark is re-editing Wood's History of the

City of Oxford, in three volumes. Though
he has now left Lincoln College for a country
living, he has done more than enough to
associate his own name for all time with that
of the great Oxford antiquary of the seventeenth
century : and the university owes him yet
another debt, as the editor of its Register (in

four volumes), from 1571 to 1622. The Oxford
Historical Society, in particular, will find him
as hard to replace as its founder, the late C.
W. Boase. In the present volume, Mr. Clark
prints for the first time all the proceedings in

the Vice-Chancellor's court, when Wood was
prosecuted and condemned for a libel on the
first Earl of Clarendon in his Athenae Oxoni-
enses. This is followed by additional notes on
the contents of the former volumes. The
important feature of these is that they supply
new information from the university accounts.
Thus, we learn how much the university spent,

between 1632 and 1663, on making the Thames
navigable up to Oxford ; how much, on
building the Convocation House, the Apody-
terium, and the Selden end of the Library;
how much, on the collection known as the
" Oxford Marbles " ; how much, for ex-
changing Parliament coin ; and that Archbishop
Sheldon expended no less than £12,239 out of

his own pocket on the theatre still called by
his name. Next we have a most elaborate
catalogue, extending to 226 pages, of all the
MS. authorities used by Wooa, with modem
references to them so far as possible, and a list

of the quaint old marks by which they were
formerly distinguished. Specially valuable
are the lists here given of the muniments, &o.,

of the university and of the colleges, and of

the collections of other antiquaries, such as

Twyne. Finally, there are nine plates, giving
facsimiles of the handwriting of some of these

Oxford antiquaries.

OBITUARY.
J. DYKES CAMPBELL.

James Dykes Campbell, who was buried in
the churchyard at Frant, close to the tomb of
Lord Stratford de Redcljffe, on Wednesday
afternoon, was bom on November 2, 18:iS, and
died, at Tunbridge Wells, on June 1, 1895.

To the general public he was scarcely a
name, at most a set of initials, " J. D. C. "

;

and it was not until the recent publication of

his extraordinarily careful edition of Coleridge's

poems, and of the minute and masterly Life of
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Coleridge, that his name was ever seen on the
title-page of a book. Yet he was a specialist

in a particular branch of literary scholarship,

the greatest living authority on Coleridge,

Lamb, Wordsworth, and their circle ; and his

general literary knowledge was probably as

extended, and certainly as exact, as that of any
contemporary student and critic of letters.

Widely read in modem literature, with a strict

taste in the appreciation of it, he discovered

for himself most of the eminent writers of his

time, long before the public had become aware
of their existence ; but it was no part of his

province, as he conceived that province, to

proclaim his discoveries. Few men so widely
and so profoundly gifted have ever subordinated
themselves so completely to the most thankless
of literary duties, and to the helpfulness of a
disinterested literary conscience. Never pro-
fessing to be a scholar, he gave his life to the
drudgery of a minute, and for the most part
unrecognised, literary scholarship. He desired
no fame, sought for no rewards, allowed him-
self no privileges but the passionate satisfaction

of an absolute exactitude. People who wrote
books on any of the subjects in which he took
especial interest came to him with their proof-
sheets, and he re-wrote their books for them.
No name is so frequently referred to with
gratitude at the end of prefaces, but few are
aware how much is meant by these acknow-
ledgments of help received. He was Quixotic
in his disinterestedness ; and as truly as it may
be said that he devoted his life to an ideal of
scholarship, so truly may it be said that he
devoted his life to an ideal of friendship. He
would not allow his friends to do without him.
Nor was this helpfulness confined to literature.

There are some who look upon him as at once
the guide and comrade of their lives : tireless

in kindness, constant and unerring in counsel,
such a friend as a man may hardly meet twice
in a lifetime. And for those even who knew
him but slightly he had the charm of a gentle,

humorous, and instinctively winning nature,
the entertainment of a singularly vivid and
varied personality. That personality is scarcely

to be realised from his published writings : it

can only be truly apprehended from his private
letters, which, in their pithiness, wit, and
felicity of conversational style, might be taken
as models of familiar letter-writing. Here,
again, he gave the best of himself to his friends,

who alone can estimate at their true value the
fineness of a nature, the keenness of an intel-

lect, the charm of a temperament, which were
never submitted to the general judgment of

the world.

Arthtje Symons.

GEORGE BENTLEY.

Mr. George Bentley died at his house at
Upton, near Slough, on May 29. He had been
for many years a sufferer through ill-health,

and he was long accustomed to spend the
winter in the mild and genial climate of Tenby.
Latterly he had repaired for his health's sake
to Weston-super-Mare. This spring it became
evident that his bodily strength had much
declined.

In 1867 Mr. Bentley undertook the manage-
ment of the publishing business which his

father, Bichard Bentley, and his uncle, Samuel
Bentley, had carried on long and prosperously.
In his hands it more than maintained the
reputation with which his predecessors had
invested it. He, in his turn, is now succeeded
by his son, a second Eichard Bentley, by
whom we have no doubt that the fame of the
publishing business at 8, New Burlington-
street will be energetically upheld.
Mr. George Bentley edited Dr. Doran's

In and About Drury-Lane, and contributed a
prefatory note to Lord Billing's Sir Robert

Peel. Through many volumes of Notes and
Queries there will be found his communica-
tions, marked by his initials and his address at

Upton. To the lait he edited the successive

numbers of Temple Bar ; and to his wide
sympathies with literature and his sound
judgment in the recognition of literary merit
the success of that popular magazine is mainly
due. His pleasant house among the trees of

Upton Park, in full view of Windsor Castle,

contained an excellent library and abounded
in treasures of MS. and miniature. It was
always a pleasure to its owner to entertain

his friends and to show them his collections.

He was an admirable man of business and
a courteous gentleman.

W. P. C.

TRANSLATION.
PRAYER.

(From the German of Oeibel.)

Thou, at Whose command Diviae
1 he raging storms of ocean cease,

This wild, unruly heart of mine
Lead to Thine everlasting peace :

This heart, that only feels the glow
That every changing piBBicn lends.

And, through its erring love, brings woe
Alike upon itself rnd fiiends.

Deliver it, good Lord, I pray
From pasBions' storm ; O quench the flre

Of Einful lust, and break the sway
Of every passing vain desire

;

Give it, Lord, a changeless aim,
That, in the contemplation blest,

Forgetting doubt, and fear, and shame,
It may at lait And endless rest.

C. M. A.

MAOAZINES AND REVIEWS.
The new number of Mind opens with a
characteristic and interesting address on " The
Philosophy of Common Sense," by Prof.

Sidgwick. It was, it seems, written for the

Glasgow Philosophical Society, and it aims at

showing that the supposed view of Eeid's

teaching as an appeal from the expert to the
vulgar, a view supported by Eant, is an error.

According to Prof. Sidgwick, Reid did appeal

to common sense— to common sense, however,
not as it appears unexamined, unsifted, in the

consciousness of "the plain man," but as it

reveals itself to the critical eye of the

philosopher, turned introspectively on his own
consciousness. The essayist succeeds in making
good points as against Kant's ill-informed and
supercilious attitude towards Eeid and his

followers. He has, in particular, some excellent

things to say on that old puzzle, the use of

ridicule as a test of truth. Mr. S. N. Gupta
writes, learnedly as it looks, on Hindu Logic,

which he contrasts with what he somewhat
vaguely describes as British Logic, meaning
apparently the traditional European view
of immediate and mediate influence. He
probably overrates the difference between
the two, though he makes a point when
he remarks that in the Hindu doctrine

less is made of the universal proposition

as the ground of inference, and more of the

relation connecting subject and predicate. This,

however, as the essayist sees, is merely the

transformation of the common syllogistic

theory by reading terms in intension instead of

in extension. The writer might have found a

still better parallel for the Hindu doctrine in

Sigwart's Logic. Mr. P. H. Bradley contri-

butes two short articles, which have all the

freshness of view and the critical clearness

which one has learned to expect in his writings.

The first, which is merely a note, " On the

Supposed Uselessness of the Soul," is an
amusing examination, half-serious, half-

ironical, of the biological conception of the
soul, or mind, as being an incidental and quite

unnecessary concomitant of a certain imperfect
stage of completion of the organism. He
illustrates the absurdity of this view by imagin-
ing the soul embodied in a cart-wheel, and
expressing itself in the noise of this wheel when
a wooden brake is applied to it. In a second
paper, headed " In what sense are Psychical

States Extended?" Mr. Bradley carries on
the line of interesting psychological inquiry,

opened up in his study on the intensity of

states of consciousness in general. To his other
and more decidedly metaphysical ability Mr.
Bradley adds a fine gift of psychological
analysis ; and he turns this to good account,

in his contention, based on introspection, that

there is a " muchness " or voluminousness in

our sentient states— e.jr., our organic sensations

—which falls short of what Dr. Ward and Prof.

James call " Extensity." The essayist argues
with considerable skill that extensity which is

not definite space-consciousness is a kind of
'

' Un-ding," that the real distinction is between
a muchness (volume) which is sub-spatial and
a true spatial consciousness with apprehension

of spatial relations (" side-by-sideness," &o.).

Mr. H. E. Marshall further labours the point

that emotions cannot be regarded as feelings :

that is, modifications of pleasure and pain. No
doubt he shows, after James, that an emotion
is on its expressional or motor side closely

analogous to instinctive reactions proper. But
he does not succeed in showing that the feeling-

aspect of an emotion is its most important

psychological side. To say that an emotion
is a specialised stable mode of psychosis

does not affect the point of its having a
preponderant feeling-character. The feeling

element of comparatively simple states of con-

sciousness

—

e.g., the disagreeableness of skin-

irritation—is coloured by the whole psychosis,

just as the miserable feeling-aspect of fear is

coloured by the whole complex state of the

moment. What the author says against the

current tripartite classification of the con-

stituents of mind is ingenioua, but not con-

vincing. The notion, for example, that the

old bipartite division, intellect and will, has

an adequate basis in the contrast of the recep-

tive and the reactive functions will not bear

inspection : for intellect is itself never merely

passive or receptive, but is a reaction, and
often a highly complex reaction—attention,

analytical, selective, comparative. A distinc-

tion of psychical function must be psychological

:

based, that is, on differences of character in the

psychical elements and processes dealt with

;

and this point of view makes the recognition

of feeling (pleasure-pain) as a separate function

inevitable. Mr. E. T. Dixon contributes the

result of interesting experiments " On the

Eolation of Accommodation and Convergence

to our Sense of Depth." These experiments

were undertaken by way of testing the

results of certain investigations of Dr. P.

Hillebrand, according to which the influence of

the muscular actions involved in the accommo-
dation and convergence of the eyes appeared to

be nil. The essayist certainly shows that Hille-

brand's conclusions were hasty. The article is

interesting, if only by way of showing how
hard it is in this new domain of experimental

psychology to obtain like results. No two
observers seem to agree in their conclusions, so

great is the influence of the personal equation.

At the same time, these new experiments of

Hillebrand and his critic teU us that the methods

of investigation are being gradually improved.

The researches of Helmholtz and Wundt into

the same subject already begin to look crude,

by comparison with the carefully planned ex-

periments here described. Mr. W. CarUle con-

cludes an interesting discussion on " Eeality

and Causation."
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TBE ACADEMIE FRANOAISE.
PmU : Jane 1.

H. Jos(5 Maria dk HfcafcDiA, the new
Aoidonioian, is a Cab»n by birth, a Frenohman
by naturalisatioD. Kaownto the " happy few "

ai the author of impooaable ggnnets, he

belonged to the small (jroiip of poets who
gathered round the late M. L'scon^.e de Lisle.

He was also one of the pleiad of Parnassiens.

Ho u a p^noni grata in the two or three

literary s»loas where academical candidatures

are originated and often carried ; and so, in

course of time, he has attained the much
coveted honour and taken his seat between
M. Coppce and M. SuUy-Prudhomme.
In eleotiag M. de Herdiia to the faateuil

left vacint by the death of M. de Mazide, the

Academy apparently wished to justify Boileau's

opinion, that a sonnet is worth a long poem ;

for the new Academician's literary baggage is of

the scantiest description, consisting solely of a
volume of a hundred and odd sonnets and two
short poems

—

Les Trophees—the outcome of

twenty years' poetical inspiration.

M. de Heredia's speech was eloquent and
well delivered, though, at times, the pronuncia-

tion of certain words betrayed his Creole origin.

He began with the customary eulogy of his

predecessor's career, as historian, biographer,

and political chroniqueur in the Revue des Deux
Mondei. A propoa of M. de M^zide's work on
Lamartine, the orator paid an eloquent tribute

to the memory of the poet and patriot, towards
whom " France has shown herself so ungrate-

ful." But one cannot help smiling at M. de
Heredia's censure of an early volume of poems,
of which he spoke in the following terms

:

"Avouoas le nettement, et je me tiens pour
assure qa'il ne me saurait poiat maurais grc de
ma frauchiee, M. de Mazide u'etait pis ue poete.

Ces Odfs, a parler franc, ne sont que les eeeaia

d'un rhotoricien meridional, qui a lu les bons
auteurs, CJeaier, Lamittiae, Victor Hugo et le

po&te inegal et euperbs de3 Ltmbes et d i FUnto,
Auguste Batbier. II y manque riavdution de
I'image, le go&t des belles formes, le ecus de la

beaute, et de la musique des mcts, tout cet ait

complexe, naifet eavaut, qui pre^e a I'eternelle

poesie, suivant la nature et la quilitc de
f'artlste qu'elle inspire un son nouveau, une
nonvelle vie."

Poor M. De Mazade ! This was the unkindest
cut of all, coming from a brother poet who
ought to have shown himself more lenient

towards thejwcA^a dejeunesse of others.

: M. Coppee's reply was witty and slightly

ironical, but tempered by that bonhomie of

expression which has made him so popular.

While paying a tribute of admiration to the

exquisite form and finish of M. de Heredia's
sonnets, he took care to remind him that, after

all, he was but an amateur.
" Le poete amateur," he proceeded to say with

gentle irony," ou—si le motvous dcplait—le pi6te
exclusirement artiste n'est pas presse. Le mot
et la pensce tombent de sa plume leutemeut,
difflcilement, comme d'un compte-gouttes, mais
c'est le mot juste et rara, c'est la pensee
prccieuse et esaentielle. Lea courts pocmes oii 11

condeuEO beauconp de poc3ie tont pareiU il ces
6troita flicons d'Orient, plains d'un pirfum ei

puissant qu'ilembaumeiitraverslecristal. . . .

Tout ce que Ton pourrait lui reprocher o'eat

d'etre un peu paresseux. Mais cette parcise
meme est fooonde ; elle favoriae I'eoloeion normale
de la peneua et laisse u la forme le tempa de ee

cristalliser autour d'elle. O'est avec leateur que
Ton taille les diamante."

After this graceful compliment, M. CoppOe
read three of M. de Heredia's most finished

sonnets, and proceeded to review the poetical

movement from Lamartine to the present day,
taking advantage of the opportunity to
criticise the "decadents," " deliquescents," and
other latter-day x>oets who delight in obscure
ymbolism

:

" On ne eait quel vent d'Est, charge de brume

germanique, a souffl6 ear un groups de pontes
recents. Ila produiaont fort pcu ; mats la pocjie

de demain, la poeaio da tout a I'houre, qu'ils

annoncent ptr de nombreux oracles, ne sera plus,

a les ea croira, q'l'une muaiquo confuse oii

quelques initiei pourront seuU entrevoir des
symboles obacurs. Cea jeunes gens ee montrent
paTticu1i6rement ec?c)res pour lea ParnaBsiena, qui,

roatci fldeles a la tradition franc,' liae, avaient la

modejte ambition d'exprimer clairemeut leur
pentc). On m'assure que I'abaolue perfection de
votre oeavre a trouvc gra^ devant cea esthetes
impi'oyables. Maia ils montrent a I'egard de
quelques-uni de voa contemporains la f6rocit6

des poupliidea sauvagea envera les vieillards

eucombrants. CSes mooiirs di Oarai'bes littcraires

nous ctounent un peu, nous qui avlons, dans notre
jeunesEe, le respect de nos maitres et de nos
anciens."

M. Coppea is, however, of opinion that the

chef-d'oeuvre, when it does come, will not differ

much in poetical form from the chefs-d'wucre
of the past, for "les beaux vers ressembleront
a tons les beaux vers." And he concluded his

interesting discourse with a few words compli-
mentary to M. de Mazade's long and honour-
able career as a political journalist.

C. N.
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GENERAL LITERATURE.
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40 fr.
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Paris: Laroux. 8fr.
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Teubner. 10 U.
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BoDBBON DEB Aeltseb, N. Oer Eisenhammer. Ein
tecbnolog. Ciedioht d. 16. Jabrh. Uebers. u. erliiatert v.

L. II. R(£iitz. Out liagea : Dietericb. 1 U.
Catosis, M. p. De agri oultura liber. Reognovit H. Keil.

L?itziJ : Tcubner. 15 M.
Obium, J. u. W. Deatscbes Wiirterbuoh. 9. Bd. 4. Lfg.

Scbleier-Scblosz Beub. uater L-i'g. t. M. Heyn?.
Leipzig : Hirz>?l. 3 M.

LvKoiiiaoN's Alexnudra. Grieobiacb u. deutscb m. erkliir.

Anmerkgn. Ton 0. t. Holzinger. Leipzig: Teubner.
16 U.

Meissnbb, 13. Asayrisoh - bibyloniache Chrestomathie f.

Anflinger. Laiden: Brill. 12 M.
Pallioim'i, Z. ed E. Dizionari dels Idioms Romanntacha
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CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ETYMOLOGIES OF " DAVENTEY " AND
" BANNAUENTA."

Bodleian Libiaiy, Oxford : Jan* S, 188 i

.

Mr. Mayhew says

:

" I propose now to examine Mr. Nicholsoa'a
discovery—tho radical meaning of the name of the
town Daventry. Tho discovery is that the na ne
meant originally ' the stream of tricklings.'

"

He thug represents that I take ret as a sub i.

= " stream," when I expressly took it as an
adj.=" fleet, speedy." My words were: "I
prefer to take it in the latter sense, and to

interpret Daventrei as 'swift (rej) running
water {davent)

'

—the qualifying epithet being,

as usual in Keltic languages, put last." In
short, Mr. Mayhew is so blindly anxious to find

fault with me that he cannot even stop to see

what it is that he must find fault with.

Well, I suggested that davent was a collective

or abstract substantive from the stem of the

Welsh verb da/nu, and the O. Welsh substantive

da/yn (Welsh / being our v), and that rei was
an adjective (=Welsh rhe) from the O. Keltic

stem rei-. The name Daventrei first appears

in Domesday Book ; but of course, if it is

British, it bad been in English use since the

sixth century.

Now it was open to Mr. Mayhew to try to

show that the two brooks between which
Daventry stands are not, and cannot have
been, swift streams ; or to try to show that

the same sixth century British forms would not

have developed on the one hand Daven- and
rei in Domesday, and on the other dafyn and
rhe in Welsh. Did he attempt either of these

tasks ? He did not. In fact, he has not only

left my derivation of Daventrei absolutely

unshaken, he has not even touched it.

What, then, has he done ? Why, he hag

simply tried to show that the u in Bannau-
enta cannot be equated with / in Welsh da/nu.

He does not see that he has not now to

deal with my derivation of Bannauenta (which

he fondly proclaims himself to have destroyed

in a previous letter), but with my derivation

of Daventrei. The former might have been

entirely wrong, and yet leave the latter entirely

right.

He may, however, gay that he hag at least

done in his second letter what he failed to do in

his first—upset my derivation of Bannauenta.

For he says I assume " thatO. Brit, u = Welsh
/," whereas " Welsh/ (with the phonetic value

v) is wholly unconnected historically with

O. Brit, ?4 (with the phonetic value to). . . .

O. Celtic u, when medial, is regularly repre-

sented in Welsh by w, never by / . . .

modem Welsh /is the representative either of

;0. Celtic 6 or of O. Celtic m (originally

'medial)."

Yet all this, supported with much exhibition

of instances, has nothing whatever to do with

Ithe question. I never mentioned O. Brit, u,

;nor have we to deal with it. Bannauenta is a

Soman spelling of a British name; and the

iquestion is whether about 300 a.d. au was a

'legitimate transcript in Latin letters of the

British sound represented in later Welsh by af
^nd pronounced av. If a Roman was not to

^rite this au, how was he to write it P

It is of course open to Mr. Mayhew to main-

tain that medial 6 and m were not infected

So early as the date of the Itinerary of

Antoninus. Of m I know nothing, but in the

Itinerary itself he will find the Gaulish names
Cavilunno (363, 3) for Cabilluno, and Cavellione

(388, ')) for Cabellione (313, 5). And if he

replies that these may be merely examples of

the corruption of b into v in late Latin (and

not in Kwtic), the same is equally possible of

the u in Bannauenta. ABsiiming that

Banaabenta was the correct form, it was the

more likely to become Bannauenta because
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there was a Uenta Belgarum, a Uenta
Icenorum, and a Uenta Silurum. I do not
myself assume anything of the kind ; but I
do not want to leave Mr. Mayhew room to bring
8ny more of his " serious charges " against me,
which, serious or comic, take more time to
refute to the general reader's satisfaction than
I have to spare.

B. "W. B. Nicholson.
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18 " DATENTRY," IN THE " ITINERARY " ?

Oiford : Jute 3, 1895.

Mr. Nicholson endeavours to maintain that
the "Bannauenta" of the Antonine Itinerary,
represents an older Ban-Dauenta, and that this
Dauenta, which for nearly two thousand years
has been lying latent in the Itinerary name, is
still existent in the modern " Daventry." I
do not want to be wearisome ; but I should like
to be allowed to state as clearly and succinctly
as possible three points which Mr. Nicholson
will have to establish, before he will be able to
get these two conjectures of his treated as
worthy of serious consideration.

(1) He wiU have to show that there is in
the Antonine Itinerary a clear, unmistakable
instance of syncope of the thematic vowel of
substantives of the o- (or a-) declension, when
appearing as the former element of a com-
pound.

(2) He will have to show that there is in the
Itinerary a clear instance otnd becoming nii
by assimilation.

(3) He will have to show that there is in this
document a sure instance of the occurrence of
a V («), which is a mere mutation of an old
Celtic b or m, and not the regular representa-
tive of an Old Celtic u (semi-vowel).
With regard to point (1), I may state that

I have carefully gone through the British
portion of the Itinerary, and have not been
able to find one tingle instance of syncope.
Instances of the retention of the thematic
vowel abound : Darovernum, Vindomora,
Noyiomagus, Camulodunum, Camboritum., Duro-
brivae, Mediolanum, Pennocrmmm, Sorbio-
rtunu/n, [L^ftoceium. As an instance of syncope,
Mr. Nicholson adduces the case of Lw/dunum,
the later forms of Gallo-Roman Lujjndannm
{cp. Ti Kwytiiovfov in Dio Cissius). But this is
not really an exception. Prof Khys says :

" It
18 known from the analogy of other words that

^J^\S were put back into its GauUsh form, we
should have a noun of the u declension."
[Hibbert L(ctur<s, p. 419).

(2) Then with regard to the assimilation of iid,
I can find no instance in the document before
us. On the other hand, there are found instances
of nd not assimilated. Such are Vindomora,
Litidum, Londinium, Mandaeesedum.

('5) With regard to the occurrence of a non

-

original v («) in the Itinerary, I may say that I
can find no trace of such a v in this document
and I would be extremely astonished if any
Celtic scdolar should succeed in pointing out
one single instance of such a phenomenon. A
medial v ia oi constant occurrence in names in
the Itinerary

; and in every instance where the
value of this v can be ascertained, the symbol
dearly represents the old Celtic u. Here are
I ome examples

: Durovtrnum, Derventio, Clano-
ie»'«, Durobrivae, Calleva, Clevum {Olevum).

To sum up, Mr. Nicholson, in order to make
out a preliminary case for his derivation of
Daventry, has to show that, in the language of
the period of the Itinerary,

(1) Betino- (or Benna-) could in composition
have become Ban-.

(2) Bin-Da,- cculd have become Bat.na-.
(."5) Damn- could be represetted in Welsh by

ae/n-, and Davrrd- by the Davent- of Daventry.
A. L. Mayuew.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK,

Abbe'*'
^ "' ^^^"^^ Aaeooiation

: Visitto Westminster

M.»H.™°?;v'*i"'°^H5?V,""'- BaUont's Crldcism oflaealism," by Mr. H. W. Carr.

*T^ «""if J't-^^-."?- Col""!*! I"8ti(ute: "•West.rnAustoalia," by Sir Wi'liim C. F. Eobicsoo.

BritiJV'^Ji AnthrovoloKioal
: "Thn Ethnography ofBntifh New Guinea," by Prof. 4. C. Haddan. '' " '

TnuKSDiY, June 18, 8 Dm. Mathematical: "An Expan.lon
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Function 1/Bk-i in Legerdn's Punc-
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the Vanabla Motion of a Visocuj Inoom-
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;
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Points on Cutves treated by the Method ofEesideration," by Mr. F. 8. Maeaulay.

8 3) p m. Antiquaries.

?4yi,-"i?"4*' " P^- P^y'ioaJ- "The Measurtment of

^Th^ }l7"V!^ Temperature." by Mr. H. F. Burstall
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^ 1^
Thfrnal Constant ( of the Elements." by Mr

F W BoTdVn
Electro-magnetic Effect," by Mr.

SCIENCE.
RECENT TEXT-BOOKS OF BOTANY.
A Student's Text-hook of Botany. By S. H.

Vines. (Sonnenschein.)

A Handbook of Systematic Botany. By Dr. E
Warming. Translated and edited by M. C.
Potter. (Sonnenschein.)

A Popular Treatise on the Physiology of Plants.
By Dr. Paul Sorauer. Translated by F. E."
Weiss. (Longmans.)

Of the writing of text-books there is no end •

and the difficulty of the student—at all events
of the botanical student— is not the finding of
one suitable to his needs, but the choice among
the number offered to him by his bookseller
If he sees his teacher's or examiner's name on
the title-page of one, of course he buys that •

but otherwise he is completely at sea among
text-books, handbcoks, and introductions
of all sizes and prices. If he goes to his
lecturer for advice, he will probably get no
definite judgment, unless the lecturer happens
to have written one himself ; and he is thrown
on his own inner consciousness or the recom-
mendation of a scientific journal.
We may say at once that, if the student

desires a large and comprehensive treatise
including histology, morphology, physiology,'
and classification, he cannot do wrong in
getting Prof. Vines's Students Tixt-booh
of Botany. The work is to a certain extent
an enlargement of the same author's Eoglisb
edition of Prantl's Lehrhuch der Botanik

; but
80 large a portion of it is new, that it may be
regarded as an original work. The only fault
we have to find with it is a want of
proportion between the different parts. Prof.
Vines has so wide a reputation, as cur leading
English vegetable physiologist, that the work
would have gained greatly if a larger
portion of it had been devoted to this branch of
the subject, and the advantage to the student
would have been proportional. As it is, we have
only about twenty-five pages assigned to the

' special physiology of reproduction," includ-
ing both the sexual and the non-sexual modes
of multiplication

; while in the portion devoted
to classification (450 pp.) details are given of
the structure of the differ? nt orders of plants

V- u
?''^ °* °° ^""^ °^ "^^ *o '^'^ student, and

which it 18 a great mistake (o bother him with.
It laall very excellent; but if 200 pages had
been taken from this section of the book and
given to the others. Prof. Vines's Text-book
might have been safely recommended by every
botanical teacher as undoubtedly the best in
the language,

We wish we could bestow anything like the
same praise en Prof. Potter's edition of Warm-
ing s Handbook of Systematic Botany, an
almost equally bulky volume. We are not
competent, unfortunately, to consult the
Danish original

; but either the original or the
translation must frequently be greatly at fault;
and from what we know of Prof. Warming's
work, we fear it must be the latter. Many
sentences which we happen to have hit upon
require a considerable amount of explanation
before they can be accepted as accurate. Take
for example a sentence on p. 18, that diatoms
are 'able to contribute in a great measure to
the formation of the earth's ciust"- and
another on p. 258, that, in the Coniferae,
at the period of pollination, the leaves

are always so widely separated from one
another that the ovules can catch the
pollen-grains carried to them by the wind."
There has, undoubtedly, been a great want of
care m the revision of the proof-sheets, as
where, on pp. 170-180, the Saccharomycetes
are according to the head-lines of the pages,
included under Basidiomycetes. The system
of classification of flowering plants is not one
adopted by any high authority in this country

;and to introduce it to students can have
nothing but a confusing result.

Prof. Weiss's translation of Sorauor's
PopulUre PJlanzenphysiologie fills a distinct gap
in botanical literature. When, some time ag(^
we were investigating the physiological side of
the processes of grafting and budding, we could
find no text- book on the subject in the English
language more recent than Lindley's Theory
of Horticulture, published in 1840! Dr.
Sorauer's treatise is intended as a practical and
theoretical guide to the gardener and to the
student of horticulture and agriculture. It
treats, however, only very briefly of the
physiology of reproduction, the main portion
being devoted to the physiology of vegetation,
on which the author is an acknowledged expert,
especially on the diseases of plants caused by
fungi and other enemies. The student or
practical gardener who desires to obtain an
accurate acquaintance with the subject will
find here a record of all the most important
investigations, and a resume of the present state
of our knowledge. The illustrations, though
not numerous, are excellent, and there is a
good index—a feature so often conspicuous by
its absence in German scientific works.

A. W. B.

CORRESPONDENCE.
" VIRGO CONCIPIET."

Eefojm Club, Ltcfon.
Did the Jews expect the virgin-birth ? This

question, treated as undecided by Strauss, is
one on which in modern times very little has
been written, and for a list of the Eabbicical
passages bearing on the subject it is neceftary
to go back to Vincenti's 7/ 71/fssm Vemtto {i659).
Martini's Pugio Fidei (1651— composed 1278),
Mornay's Advertissement aux Juifs (1(!07),
Fioghi's Dialogo (1582), Hieronjmo de 8. Pide'g
Contra Judaeos (1552), Fini's In Judaics
Flagellum (1538), and Galatinus' Contra
Judaeorum Perfidiam (1518). Here, then, is the
list:

\. Bereshith Eabba 89. Apropos of Joseph's
ruin by dreams and rescue by dreams, it is
pointed out that, while man uses other instru-
ments for healing than these with which he
wounds (healing a cut not with a sword, but a
bandage), God uses the very same. As Israel
fell in a virgin, fell with Aholah and Aholibah,
and was chastised with the ravishment of her
virgins by the Babylonians, so in a virgin
should she be healed, according to the promise
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in Jeremiah xxxL 22, "Beturn, O Virgin
of Israel ; for the Lord hath created

a new thing upon earth, a woman shall en-
compass a man"; and again in Judges t. 8,
" Qod ohooteth new things, then is a taking of

gates." The man encompassed is King Messiah,

of whom Qod spake, "This day have I begotten
thee." This passage is quoted from Ber. It. by
Martini, Hieronymo, Yincenti and Fini, the
last named quoting it also from the Midrash on
Lamentations, and declaring that there is its

primary situation.

2. Midrash on P«. ii. 7. "When Messiah's
hour is come, Qod saith, ' I wiil beget him with
a new creation.' " Quoted by Martini, Vincenti,
Fioghi, and Galatinns.

3. Ber. R. 23. "Eve said, 'God hath
appointed me another seed in the place of Abel.'

What is this seed which comes from another

place.' It is King Messiah." These words
recur in the Midrash on Ruth iv. 19, interrupt-
ing a MeEsianic genealogy. And a similar

comment occurs in IBer. R. 51, where it is said

that the daughters of Lot sought to preserve
seed, "the seed which is to come from another
place : and this is King Messiah."
The phrase " from another place " is a little

mysterious. Though the mother of Moab was,
through Ruth, necesEarily the ancestress of any
son of David, and though the mother of Ammon
was represented in the royal line by Naamah,
it is somewhat s'range that such a fact should
be emphasised. Strange, too, is the allusion to
Tamar in Ber. R. 85—" Judah was only busy
about a wife, but Qod was busy about the
creation of the Messiah." (C/. Matt. i. 3. 5, 6.)

4. Midrash on Lamentations v. 3. "Ye are
orphans without father, and the redeemer also

whom I will send shall ba without father, as it

is written, 'A plant out of a dry ground'
(Isa. liii. 2), and ' The branch shall grow up out
of his place' (Zech. vi. 12), and 'From the
wcmb of the norning thou hast the dew of Ihy
rativity * (Ps. ex. 3)." The Midrash on Esther
ii. 7 applies this passage to the orphan
redeemer Either, but there it is obviously out
of place. Further, one may notice that the
verse, " From the womb of the morning," is

quoted by Qalatinus from the Midrash on
Ps. ii. 7 (see above). Of. Siadiah, " In what
manner shall be the nativity of Messiah F

From the womb as dew from the morning."
The whole passage is cited from Ber. R. Gen.

zxxvi). 22 by Martini, Fini, Giilatinus, and
(from Gen. xxv.) by Mornay, Qalatinus adding
a reference to Pi. ii. 7, and Mornay one to
Ps. ex. 7— "after the order of Melchizedek."
(C/. Heb. vii. 3.)

5. Midrash on Ps. Ixxxv. 11 :

"
' Truth ppiingeth from theeai th, and righteous-

ness hath lo< ked down from heaven.' Why is it

raid 'shall spiing' imtead of ' oball be bom'f
Fecauie Mesiiah's birth ihall not be as the nativity
of creatures that are iu the woild, but divorce
and different, without companioneliip or con-
junction. And none names his father, for he eball

be hidden until he come and reveal himself to us
The woid of the Eternal gives the blesting, and
earth yields the geim."

Quoted by Vincenti and Mornay. {Of. John vii.

27 : "The Jews said, ' When the Chiist cometh,
no one knoweth whence he is.' ")

6. Talmud. Qod said to David that He
won\d raise up his seed: "Thosf(d shall not
be born from his fathers as other sons."
Quoted by Fini.

7. Neveh Shalom ix. 9, "The final Adam is

Messiah." Similarly often in Zohar (c/. 1 Cor.
XV. 15; Luke iii. 22, 38). This idea of the
Messiah being a second Adam would very
naturally produce the further idea of some new
act of creation, as in the beginning.

8. Zohar (Gen. i. 27). A spirit issues from
God's throne, " a younger of days "—it is the
spirit prepared for the Son of David- -and

enters a woman with womb closed (</. Ezeb.
xHv. 2), as it is written, "There shall rest on
him the spirit of wisdom," proceeds from the
woman with womb closed. Quoted by
Ymcenti, Mornay, and Qalatinus.

Before generalising on this list of quotations,
some special remark is needed on those which
have been given second-band. They are no
longer to be found," and in modem times the
suggestion has been made of forgery. But it

must be remembered that the oldest of the
Flagellators, Martini, enjoyed (xceptional
Opportunities (for the king of Arragon collected

for his use all the Rabbinical works through-
out the kingdom), and that, owing to the
extensive destruction of Rabbinical litera-

ture by the Inquisition, many types of

MS. have perished. The other six Flagellators

are indeed somewhat late ; but Martini's was
not the only mediaeval collection of the kind,
and it is possible that some cf the quotations
given by the six are derived from sources much
earlier. With regard to the most important
quotation, the deduction from Jer. xxxi. 22,

Schoettgen {/loras Hehraicae) has pointed out
that the idea of Qod healing with the same
instrument with which He wounds, is still to

be found in the Midrash on Lamentations, also

in the Pesikta Rabbathi. One may compare
Justin against Trypho 100 : as mankind fell in

the virgin Eve so in another virgin God restored

us—a coincidence close enough to suggest the

idea of Rabbinical origin ; and, also, " By what
things a man transgresseth, by the same also

is he punished," Testament of Gad ; and, " Since

by man came death, by man also came the resur-

rection" (1 Cor. XV. 21). With regard to the
quotation next in importance, "The redeemer
also shall be without father "—quoted, not from
the Midrashim where it is now to be found,

but from Ber. R— it is instructive that the
Flagellators' evidence is confirmed by Rashi.

Again, the tenuity of the quotations is in their

favour : forgers would surely have given us
something more to the purpose, and have
succumbed to the bright lure of Isa. vii. 14.

Further, Martini and the others quote to some
extent independently. In concluding that

the charge of forgery is unjustified, at least

against Martini, I shelter myself behind the

name of Dr. Fri.dl;inder.

One's first feeling on finishing the list of

Rabbinical references to parthenogenesis is

certainly disappointment. But rt flection will

show that matters could not reasonably be
expected otherwise. Anti-Christian recensions

have probably caused losses which there was no
Martini to record. And besides this, we have to

remember that the earliest Rabbinical comments
only took literary form long after the separa-
tion of Church and Synagogue. As well look
for a Pole or Contarini after Trent, as for

adequate expression in Rabbinical literature of

the views prevalent before Christ came.
It must, however, be admitted that pathcno-

genesis as a qualification for the Messiah can
never have been established definitely. Already
in the second century we find Jewish opponents
of Christianity denying such a qualification

altogether. Justin argues against the Jew
Trypho, not that Christ had been virgin-born

as prophecy demanded, but that prophecy
demanded the Christ's virgin-birth ; and
though Justin knew little of Rabbinical inter-

pretations, and his antagonist of coutse less,

still attention is due to the rough outline

which he indicates. To the same tffect one
may notice Aquila and Theodotion, with their

anti-Christian rendering vtuvis in Isa, vii. 14
;

probably Symmachus too {cf. Eus. //. E. vi.

17) ; and the Jew who acquainted Celsus with

* Certainly not in any printed editions. Dr.
Gaster has kindly searched through his collection

of MiSS., but without avail.

the Panther slander. In the case of Bar-
Cochba, though his parentage appears to have
been industriously left in obscurity, and he had
the significant title given him " Son of a star,"

one does not hear of any direct claim to virgin-

birth. But though it is thus evident that in

the second century Jewish opponents of

Christianity generally rejected parthenogenesis,
it is easy to discover good reason why in this

matter the Jewish attitude of the second
century should have differed from that of the
first. For originally the assertion of Christ's

virgin-birth does not seem to have involved the
idea of divine incarnation—we find Jewish
Christians acknowledging the virgin-birth,

and yet denying Christ's pre-existence and
deity (Eus. //. E. iii. 27). * But once the
virgin-birth beoame tantamount to divine
sonship, what had been a matter of indifference

would excite the most virulent antagonism.
The attitude of Aquila, Trypho, &c., prevents
our supposing that the expectation of Messiah's

virgin-birth was ever definitely established ;

but it leaves room for a tolerably wide
prevalence, and with the Rabbinical dicta

above quoted, slight though they are, in oar
hands, this room seems to be required.

And now let us see whether these Rabbinical
references to parthenogenesis cannot be supple-
mented from elsewhere.

Firstly, we have the evidence of Philo,

recently brought to light by Mr. Conybeare.
Philo, starting from the fact that the birth of

Abel, unlike that of Cain, is not preceded by a
notice that Adam had knowledge of Eve, pro-
ceeds to remark that this notice is absent in the
case of other worthies, notably Isaac. Qod
caused certain women to become pregnant,
says Philo, without any action on the part of

their husbands. Now, here the question is

whether Philo is enunciating peculiar notions
of his own, or re-echoing Rabbinical. That
he was often indebted to Palestine has
been proved in Philo und die Ilalacha, by
Dr. Ritter. Further, the argument from
silence is quite Rabbinical. One may com-
pare Heb. vii. 3, where from the silence as

to Melchizedek's genealogy in Gen. xiv. it is

deduced that Melchizedek was " without
father, without mother, without descent."

Direct evidence is not forthcoming, but there

are curious coincidences : («) in Gil. iv.

29, where Isaac, " bom according to

the spirit," is distinguished from Ishmael,
"born according to the flesh"; (i) in Book
of Jubilee xvi., where Sarah's maternity
follows not on the promise given in

Gen. xviii. 10, 14, but on a second personal

visitation, "The Lord visited Sarah." Why
not Abraham too, if Abraham was to visit

her afterwards? for Abraham was decrepid

equally.

Secondly, we have the evidence of the LXX.
The fact of their translating the Hebrew word
'almah in Isaiah vii. 14 by lojiSeVoT. True that

they translate similarly in Gen. xxiv. 43 ; but
there xapBtvos is sufficiently appropriate, apply-

ing to Rebecca at the well, whereas in Isa. vii.

it is the subject of " shall conceive," " shall

bring forth." It seems probable, then, that

the translators believed that the Messiah would
be virgin-born. The alternative is to suppose

that in using the term irop9«Voi they had in mind
Israel, for Israel is frequently referred to as

htthiilah by the prophets. But even in this

case the evidence of Isa. vii. 14 will still ba

* Convertely, we find Pseudo-Thomas—who, by
the by, employs the Syiiac version recently dis-

covered—admitting Christ's pre-exittcnco and
deity and yet retaining a physical relationship to

Joseph (Gvsfdcf Thomn in Syriac).

Thus parthencgenesis does not necesfarily in-

volve incarnation, nor docs incarnation necessarily

involve parlhenogeneeis. The two ideju are

primarily distinct.
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available for proving
virgin mother among

the anticipation of a

^ the Hellenists ; for a
prophecy so striking, of which the symbolism
was so recondite, could, after awhile, scarcely
fail to be taken literally. And that it was so
taken we have distinct evidence in the
phenomena of Matt, i., ii., Luke i. 5-ii.,

narratives apparently so independent coinciding
in reliance on Isa. vii.

Thirdly, there is the evidence of Matt, i., ii.

Our second protevangel, taken by itself, throws
light only on the Hellenistic interpretation of
Isa. vii. 14 ; for of the hundred references to
or re-echoes of the Old Testament which it

exhibits, all are from the Septuagint. But in
Matt, i., ii,, by the side of Septuagint influences,
we find unquestionable evidence of the influ-
ence of the Hebrew. " Thou Bethlehem " and
" Prom Egypt have I called My Son " are from
the Hebrew—perhaps through the medium of
some paraphrase—at any rate agree with
the Hebrew against the Septuagint; and the
quotation, " called Nazarene," is unintelligible
without reference to the Hebrew nezir (Gen.
xlix. 26) and neizer (Isa. xi. 1). Thus, the
anticipation of virgin-birth does not seem to
have been confined to Septuagint readers ; and
further evidence to this effect is supplied by
(o) the honour attached to virginity in such an
eminently Hebraic book aa the Apocalypse
(Eev. xiv._4)

; (6) the fact that a large section
of the Ebionites acknowledged the virgin-birth
(Eu8. H. E. iii. 27); (c) the fact that it

was also accepted by a more orthodox body of
Hebrew Christians, represented by Hegesippus

I

and in the " Twelve Patriarchs."
It is too often argued that, because the

Hebrew Scriptures supply no sufficient warrant
for the anticipation of virgin-birth, therefore
the virgin-birth was not anticipated. But the
true origin of " virgo concipiet " is perhaps to
be sought far from Palestine. In his Legend of
Peraeiis, Mr. Hartland has shown that heroes
spring from virgins all the world over. And,
at any rate, the Hebrew Scriptures warranted
expectation that Messiah's birth would be
unusual and miraculous. For there were the
precedents of Manoah's wife and Hannah and
Sarah. Why this expectation should have
taken the precise form of parthenogenesis there
is no exact evidence to show ; but that in fact
it did take this form among the Hellenists
widely, and among the Palestinians appreciably,
is an inference which, if not provable, at any
rate has a balance of evidence in its favour.

P. P. Badham.

illustrated by the optical lantern. The slides
will illustrate the physical characters of
different tribes inhabiting British New Guinea,
some of the occupations of the people, several
kinds of dances, and the distribution of dance-
masks. A series of dwellings from one end of
the Protectorate to the other will be shown,
and two types of canoes. Finally, illustrations
of the decorative art of various districts will be
thrown upon the screen. Evidence will be
given in support of the view that British New
Guinea is inhabited by true dark Papuans, and
by two distinct lighter Melanesian peoples, one
of whom may have come from the New
Hebrides and the other from the Solomon
Islands.

SCIENCE NOTES.

The annual ladies' conversazione of the Eoyal
Society will be held at Burlington House on
Wednesday next.

Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co. will publish
next week a new volume of their " Naturalists'
Library," being Game Birds, vol. i., by Mr.
H. E. Ogilvie Grant.

Geoeoe Stephenson medals have been
awarded by the Institution of Civil Engineers
to Mr. A. J. Dnrston, for his paper on " The
Machinery of Ships "; and to Mr. J. I. Thorny-
croft and Mr, S. W. Bamaby, for their joint
paper on "Torpedo-boat Destroyers." Telford
medals have also been awarded to Mr. W. D.
Bruce, Mr. 8. J. Berg, Mr. A. Sharp, and the
late Mr. H. Gill; and Watt medals to Mr.
J. A. Griffiths and Mr. A. J. Hill. It is

noticeable that three of these are Whitworth
scholars.

At the last meeting of the Anthropological
Institute for the present session, to be held at
3, Hanover-square, on Tuesday next, Prof.
A. C. Haddon, of Dublin, will deliver a lecture
ou '

'
The Ethnography of British New Guinea,"

We quote the following from the Times :
—

"In hia new report on Algeria, Sir Lambert
Playfair describes a visit which he made to the
phosphate mines of Djebel Dji, near TebeBsa, in
the course of which, he says, he saw a wonderful
megalithic village. At about a kilometre from the
house of the manager of the mines, the mine
tramway runs along the base of a cUff of shell
limestone about 240 feet high. Below is a grassy
slope covered with stones and boulders which have
been detached from the hill above. Some of them
are of great size, being eleven or twelve metres in
circumference, and they have been hollowed out
into chambers about two metres square at the
base. A ledge of thirty centimetres square has
been left on tiU the four sides, and the centre has
been fiurther excavated to a depth of about
ten centimetres. Windows have been cut
in the sides, and one can clearly see the
groove into which a door was fitted. The
interior height of the chambers is about
two metres. The boulders are of shell limestone
not very difficult to cut, but still so hird that the
pick-marks in the inside are as sharp aa when first
made. On the summit of the hUl above are
megalithic tombs of the ordinary type—large slabs
supported by upright stones. Sir Lambert cannot
quite make up hia mind whether these excavated
bouldera are habitations or tombs like the others.
The fact that undoubted tombs exist in the
immediate vicinity, at what would naturally be
considered the proper distance for the cemetery of
a village, induoea the belief that the boulders may
be habitations. They are provided with windows,
and the groove for the door only exists to half its
height, leaving the upper halt of the aperture to be
shut by a curtain or hanging of some kind. Some
of the windows are rudely made : one was a nearly
perfect ellipse placed high up in the wall, ao as to
serve also for a chimney. The interior dimensions
are not much less than many of the native huts at
the present day. The balance of evidence appeara
to him in favour of their having been intended aa
habitations."

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
ViKiNO Chvii.— (^Friday, May 24.)

The Ebv. A. Sandison, president, in the chair.

—

Mr. E. H. Baverstock read a paper on "Tyrfiug,
or the Saga of a Berserk's Sword." He com-
menced with a brief notice of the sources from
» hence he had derived the story, and, dividing his
subject into four parts, told (1) how the sword
came into mortal hands, and its adventures down
to the deaths of the twelve Berserks, the sons of
Amgrim

; (2) how Hervor, as shown in her in-
cantation, regained the sword after its burial m
her father's mound

; (3) its story as it passed to
Hervor'a sons, with its original curse

; (4) and
finally, ita career iu the great battle of Dunheath,
more spoken of in old sagaa, and more men elain
than iu any other battle. The sword came first
into the hands of Swafurlam, a grandson of
Odin, extorted from dwarfs [Dnergar) by threata
of slaughter. It was to be f. rged in three days,
it mu3t neither misa its blow nor rust, must cut
through iron like cloth, and always bring victory
to its grasper iu duel and battle. The Dvergar
delivered the sword to Swafurlam, " strong and
good as commanded, Tyrflng (i.e., Death of Men)
its name ; let ita first owner first beware." The
dwarfs aleo said that it was to bo the instrument
of three most dattardly deeds. It3 blade bore an

inscription saying that whenever drawn it slew.
With it Swafurlam met Amgrim, a celebrated
Berserk, but, losing it in the fight, he himself
became Tyriing's first victim. Amgrim married
Ejfura, Swafurlam's daughter. She bore him
twelve sons, of whom Angantyr was the eldest and
strongest. AU these were Berserks, bound to each
other, the quarrel of one being the quarrel of all.

When grown up they went in search of adven-
tures. It was said of them :

" Many are the evils

Which the rage of the Berserks,
Like storm or flame,
By sea and land.
Has hurled on men."

Yorward, the fourth-bom brother, over the ale-
cup, swore to marry Ingburga, King Yngwin's
daughter. The Berserks found their way to the
king's court, and Yorward makes his request, but
Hialmar, who had rendered the king much service,
and also loved hia daughter, disputed Yorward's
claim and offered himself iu marriage. The king
referred the suit to Ingburga, who pronounced in
favour of Hialmar. Yorward challenged him to a
duel next midsummer in the isle of Samaey,
saying that Hialmar would be nitting if he failed
to come or married meanwhile. Hialmar swore
by Odin he would meet him. The brothers
returned to their father Amgrim, now growing
old, for the winter. He was dissatisfied with their
conduct, and wished them well out of the whole
business. In the spring they made their prepara-
tions. Amgrim diamiesed his aona with wishes
for success, but had forebodings of evil. He gave
each son a good sword ; to Angantyr, his eldest,
Tyrfing, saying, " It has long rested, but never
rusted." "The brothera sailed for Samaey ; but,
there being still some weeks to midsummer, they
called on an old friend. Earl Biartmar, at Jutland,
and received a hearty welcome. He had an only
daughter, Swafa, whom Angantyr had long loved.
He proposed marriage, and was accepted at once.
Time went by, and Yorward suggested moving.
Angantyr left hia wife regretluUy, and the
brothera sailed for Samsey. Hialmar, with an
intimate friend, the celebrated Orvar Odd (i.e..

Arrow Odd), had already reached Samsey with two
ships, each of 100 men. The leaders went
ashore to explore, leaving their crews. Their ships
were seen by the brothera, the Berserk rage seized
them, and they killed every man. When Hialmar
and Orvar Odd returned they found all dead, and
the Berseiks in possession, but somewhat
debilitated after their fight. Hialmar and
Angantyr fought, and Oryar Odd successively
engaged the eleven brothers, slaying each in turn.
Hialmar and Angantyr meanwhile killed each
other. The brothers were buried under a huge
mound of earth, Tyrfing resting in Angantyr's
hand. Orvar tJok Hialmar's body home.
Ingburga was overcome with grief; and when
Hialmar was burnt on the funeral pyre, she threw
herself into the sacred well dedicated to Gefiona,
the goddess of virginity. Thus finishes the first

part of this dramatic story. Part 2.—It will
be remembired that Angantyr left his wife
at home in Ler father's hou=e. She ultimately
gave btrth to a daughter named Hervor, who grew
up fierce and untameable. She heard of her
father's grave, and that Tyrfing was buried with
him ; so, disguising heiself as a man, she assumed
the name of Hervard, and vitited Angantyr's caim.
At night the whole plac? was lit up by lambent
flame. By powerful incantations Hervor woke
Angantyr and demanded Tyrfiug. This she ulti-

mately obtained. But Angantyr foretold the doom
of Hervor's descendants, and the career of r.er son
Heidrek as a famous warrior. Part 3.—In due
time Hervor married Hofund, son of King God-
mund, and had two sons, Angantyr and Heidrek.
The latter was banished by his lather for provoking
twoguests to a duel. Hervor gave him Tyrfiug,
and Angantyr went part of the way with hia
brother. Heidrek drew Tyrfing to look at it,

when Berserk rage came upon him, and he slew
Angantyr. The rest of his career is full of ad-
venture. He married three times, and had a sou
Angantyr and a daughter Hervor. Among other
deeds ke fought with the father of his first wife,

overcame him by treachery, and slew him with
Tyrfing. By his concubine Swafa, daughter of

HunUi, King of the Htuis, he had a aou
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HIiid. He tued Tyrflng agafnat Odin, who,
changing himwlf into a hawk, eaoa^ed with a
dixked tail, where the sword smote htm. Hence
comee the short tail of the hawk. Odin predicted

the manner of the shameful death lie should die

In recompense for breaking the peace oath ho had
sworn. He was murdered by thralls in his sleep,

with Tyrtlng. AngantTx afterwards discovered the

murderers in a wood with the sword, recovered it

and slow them. Fart -1 relates the quarrel between
Angantyr and his illegitimate brother Hlod, who
demanded at the aroel (or ale) feast the half

of hii) father's goods. Angantyr would only

(live a third. Hlod, much incensed, wont
back to Humli, Ms xvife's father, with tho

story. A great army was raised, and Angantyr's
country invaded. Horror, Angantyr's sister, was
governor of the frontier, close to Ninkwood, the

dark forest. Against the advice of Ormar, her

foster father, she engaged Hlud's army, performed
feats of great valour, but was finally slain. Ormar
carried news of the defeat to Angantyr. Angantyr
challenged Hliid's army by the mouth of Gizar the

Old, bidding him, " Challenge them to Dylgy and
to Dunhcath, and under losur fells, where tho

Ooths have oftou fought and gained a glorious

victory.'' A bloody battle, the battle of Dunheath,
took place, lasting ten days, tho result of each day
being given. On the tenth day Hlod was slaiu,

with l^rfiog, by Angantyr, and buried with due
honours in a mound. Then Angantyr sang :

" I offered thee, brother.

Uncut lings,

Property, and many treasures,

For which thou didst yearn most

;

Now hast thou neither
Bright rings

Nor land
As reward for this battle.

We are cursed, brother.

I have become thy slayer.

That will never be forgotten
;

Evil is the decree of the Wornir."

The slain in the battle of Dunheath were buried
in hugh mounds, eight miles in circumference.
Angantyr ruled Beidgotaland till his death, and
left a eon Heidrek Ulfsham (ivolf-skin), who
reigned long after him. Tyr&ng is not again
mentioned; but, no doubt, according to tho
dwarfs' prediction, it must have caused the
ultimate extinction of Arugrim's race.—After
a few remarks by Mr. F. T. Norria and Mr.
W. F. Kirby, the pretidont complimented the
lecturer on the skill ho had shown in condensing
his subject, whereby he had not only held the
interest of his audience, but had left very little

for anyone to say.—Mr. Baveratock, in his reply,

ezproseed his slioDg detire that someone would
give the English-speaking world a complete
translation of the Hetvara Saga, which he thought
merited a place in tho "Saga Library," at least,

as much as any of the volumes publish^ so far.

'SthLJonc—{Monday, May 27.)

Peof. Pbrcy GARDNEa described and discussed
the sarcophagi found at Sidon and now in the
Mu eum of Constantinople. Of these tombs that
of the Mouniing Women might, he thought, bo
ascribed to tho fourth century. The work was
eminently of an artistic as distinguished from an
historical character, and was marked by some of
the most admirable qualities of the Greek genius.
There were pillars along the sides and ends of the
rarcophagus, and figures of eighteen women—" a
dirge," as had been said. " in eighteen stanzas."
All the figures were ia different attitudes, and each
had an individuality of its own. But in all there
breathed the (ame cpirit of gentle diffused
melancholy, snd was exhibited the self-restrain':

and charm which are discerned in the sepulchral
reliefs at Athens. In another tho characterialics
were less distinctively Greek, and the interest was
not merely decorative, but historic, involving
various events in the life of a man, from the
father's sending out his son into the world.
Of the groat sarcophagus it might with tolerable
safety bo said that it was not tho tomb of
Alexander tho Great, who was known to have been
buried at Alexandria. It was probably that of one
of the kings of Sidon, which at about 380 b c. had

formed a close friendship with Athens. But the
style and incidents pointed to the period of

Alexander, whose figure, ho thought, certainly

appeared on the tomb. The distinction was clearly

marked between tho Macedonian and the Persian
dress ; and tho fact that a prominent figure is

that of a Persian or Phoenician striking down an
opponent, with Persian warriors on either side,

was strong evidence that the work could not be
ascribed to Greeks. In another part there were
Greeks fighting Greeks, and the treatment was
somowhat confused, but artistically confused, and
exhibited a masterly power of expression. One
of the figures was conjectured to be that o(

Uaephestion, tho friend of Alexander. The
style was more like the Amazon sarcophagus
at Vienna than any other extant monument of

antiquity. His general conclusion was that the

four saroophagi were of the later kiugs of Sidon,

and that of the Mourning Women might bo,

perhaps, ascribed to King Strato, the friend of

Athens.

FINE ART.
The Dawn of Civilisation : Egypt and Chaldaea.
By G. Maspero. Edited by A. H. Sayce,

and Translated by M. L. Maclure.

(8. P. C. K.)

The readers of the Academy do not need
to be told that M. Maspero is the first of

living Egyptian scholars, and has done
probably more to advance the knowledge of

the history and archaeology of Egypt than
anyone in these latter days. Not only does

he know the language very thoroughly,

and is everywhere accepted as its most safe

and brilliant exponent, but, in addition, he
has had the supreme advantage of super-

intending the excavations made in Egypt
for many years, and has thus acquired an
experience in practical archaeology, which
is tho best and most fertile teacher in a
subject so full of intricacy and puzzles.

Into the work before us M. Maspero
has poured out of the Cornucopiae of his

abundant knowledge a flood of clear and
methodical illustration of the subject he
knows and loves so well, and has garnered
from every source available materials for

the best history of Egypt during its earlier

stages that exists anywhere, picturing for

us not only the political history, but also

the mythology, the literary and scientific

progress, and the domestic life of the earlier

Egyptians.

This forms considerably more than half

of the volume ; the smaller halt is devoted
to the earliest history of Chaldaea. This

second part is naturally a compilation : in

it M. Maspero speaks at secondhand. But
here also it would be difficult to present

a clearer and more exhaustive account of

what is known than that given us in these

pages ; and only those who have traversed the

difficult ground with some care and patience

can appreciate the continued vigilance,

shrewdness, and care with which the work
has been done.

M. Maspero has been most catholic in his

reference to authorities ; and if we miss two
notable worksrecently published in England,
both of them an honour and distinction to

our science, it is because they had not

appeared when his work was being written.

I refer to Dr. Budge's monumental edition

of tho Book of the Dead as represented by the

Papyrus of Ani, and Prof. Flinders Petrie's

Iliitory of Egypt from the JSarliett Times to

the XTIth Dynatty. Nor was it possible

for him to incorporate the new information

on the obscure period between the Vlth and
the Xlth Dynasties, which Prof. Petrie's

most recent excavations have produced.

It is not our purpose to give a rriunu' of

Egyptian and Chaldaean history as recorded

by their latest historian. It will be more
profitable to concentrate a short notice upon
some of the points where M. Maspero differs

from other authors and has made conspicu-

ous suggestions.

He begins by giving us an admirable
accoimt of the physical surroundings of the

Nile Valley, and of its natural history, and
makes the pregnant remark that a large

number of the plants and animals of Egypt
were imported, and not indigenous. A
curious fact not referred to by him is that

the striped hyaena, now so common in

Egypt, is never found represented on the

monuments. It possibly invaded North
Africa at a later time, in the wake of the

Arabs. One or two statements in this part

of the book seem questionable. It is surely

very doubtful whether " several kinds " of

great serpents like the python formerly

existed in Egypt. The perch is a fresh-

water and not a salt-water fish, as stated on

p. 35. Nor could Memphis have ever been
on the shores of the Mediterranean, as

stated on p. 43. The Samdu stone, again,

is surely not malachite, as here constantly

translated, but turquoise.

M. Maspero gives a gpraphic and useful

picture of the universe as concaived by tho

Egyptians. This is fertile in suggestion

for other primitive races. With the

weightiest authorities, he questions the

Asiatic origin of the Egyptian stock, and
goes rather, as Prof. Petrie also does, to

tho Eastern Soudan, the country of the

modern Bisharin, tho ancient land of Punt

;

and it is surely quite time that this land

where we have made so many skeletons

should be surveyed by some competent
archaeologist.

M. Maspero has some interesting remarks
about the position of women in Egypt, and
the custom of maintaining the succession

through females which still prevails among
the Ashantis and other African tribes ; but

I cannot help regarding as fantastic his

suggestion that the institution of the women
of Amen is a legacy from a time when the

practice of polyandry obtained and when mar-
riage did not exist. He condenses graphic-

ally an account of the manners and customs

of the Egyptians, a subject upon which our

own Wilkinson did an immortal service.

In fact, we have learnt but little on this

subject since his day, except, perhaps, in

fixing more accurately the various stages of

progress in the arts of life, for which the

materials have only been made available

by the scientific and systematic excavations

of Mariette, Maspero himself, Petrie, and
others. This progress has only been par-

tially reflected as yet in our museums, where
the absolute necessity of a chronological

arrangement, if we are ever to treat

archaeology as a science, has not been
sufficiently appreciated.

May I here intervene with a heresy of

my own? Every Egyptologist known to

me treats tho diorite and aUbaster statues
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of the kings of the IVth Dynasty, some of
which were found in the Temple of the
Sphinx, as contemporary remains. I feel

the greatest possible douht about this. In
style, in pose, &c., they seem to me to

be quite different to the genuine remains
of the earlier dynasties, and to have the
peculiar conventional type which we should
expect in a series of statues made for

ceremonial purposes at a much later date,

like the portraits of the Scotch kings at

Holyrood. That such conventional statues

existed, we know from the fact of one of

Menes himself being represented in the
Eamesseum carried on men's shoulders in a
procession.

M. Maspero begins his book with an
analysis of the mythology of Egypt, in

which his extraordinary knowledge, in-

genuity, and insight are conspicuously dis-

played. Many have been the attempts to

unravel the intricate problems concealed
behind the symbolism and allegory covering
the tombs and temples of Egypt, but
assuredly no one has approached the
problem with the same success ; and when
we sometimes read bitter and self-sufficient

criticisms of the works of other men who
have done yeoman's service in Egyptology
by those who, not ill-equipped, have
ventured into this field, and contrast their

results with those before us, we instinctively

appreciate how g^eat a virtue is modesty.
Here we see that, in regard to some, at all

events, of the allegories, the symbolism is

anything but so fantastic as some have
supposed. We must, of course, plant our-
selves in a proper position to understand
them. To the ancients, all matter was more
or less alive, and the gods which dwelt in
and controlled natural phenomena were
specially deemed by the Egyptians to have
anthropomorphic analogies. They ate and
drank, they were sick, and they died. They
were mummified and were attended or
shadowed by their Doubles just as men.
By some the great god Ea, the Sun, was
symbolised as the luminous egg daily laid

by a celestial goose which represented the
universe ; others represented the macrocosm
by
" a vigorous bull, the father of gods and men,
whose companion was a cow, a large-eyed
Hathor of beautiful countenance. The head of
the good beast rises into the heavens, the
mysterious waters which cover the worid flow
along her spine ; the star-covered underside
of her body, which we call the firmament, is

visible to the inhabitants of earth, and her four
legs are the four pillars standing at the four
cardinal points of the world. . . . Sometimes
Ea, the Sun, was figured and treated as the
right eye of the divine face. When Horus
opened his eyelids in the morning he made the
dawn and day; when he closed them in the
evening the dusk and night were at hand. . . .

But the prevalent conception was that in which
the life of the gun was likened to the life of
man. The two deities presiding over the East
received the orb upon their hands at its birth,

just as midwives receive a new-bom child and
care for it_ during the first hour of the day
and of its life. It soon left them, and pro-
ceeded ' under the belly of Nuit,' growing and
strengthening from minute to minute, until at
noon it had become a triumphant hero, whose
splendour is shed abroad over all. But as
night comes on his strength forsakes him, and
his glory is obscured. He is bent and broken

down, and heavily drags himself along, like an
old man leaning upon his stick. At length he
passes away beyond the horizon, plunging
westward into the mouth of Nuit, and
traversing her body by night to be born anew
next morning, again to follow the paths along
which he had travelled on the preceding day.'

One of M. Maspero's most interesting

analyses has been the elucidation of the
Egyptian doctrine of the Soul or Double

;

and it may not be unwelcome to give some
of his conclusions on this highly mystical
and transcendental speculation. To the
Egyptian the continued existence of the
Double or Soul depended on the preserva-
tion of the body. As the one faded so

must the other : hence the introduction of

embalming. The Soul was at one time
figured as a bird or insect which could
fly rapidly through the air; by the black
shadow projected by the body, which, on
the death of the latter, was supposed to be
set free, and to be able to lead an in-

dependent existence, so that it could move
about at will and go out into the open sun-
light ; or, thirdly, by a light shadow like

the reflection from a surface of calm
water or a polished mirror, the living

and coloured projection of the human
figure reproducing in minutest detail the

complete image of the object or the

person to whom it belonged. After death
it preserved its distinctive character and
appearance. It moved, spoke, breathed,

accepted pious homage, but without plea-

sure, and, as it were, mechanically, rather

from an instinctive horror of annihilation

than from any rational desire for immor-
tality, and continually regretting its separa-

tion from the body.

" ' Since I came into this funereal valley, I know
not where nor what I am. Give me to drink of
running water. . . . Let me be placed by the
edge of the water with my face to the north, that
the breeze may caress me and my heart be
refreshed from its sorrow,' says the forlorn

ghost."

By day the Double remained concealed

within the tomb. If it went forth by night
it was from no capricious or sentimental

desire to revisit the spots where it had led

a happier life. Its organs needed nourish-

ment as formerly did those of its body,

and of itself it possessed nothing but hunger
for food, thirst for drink. Want and misery
drove it from its retreat, and flung it back
among the living. It prowled like a

marauder about fields and villages, picking

up and greedily devouring whatever it might
find on the ground—broken meats which
had been left or forgotten, horse and stable

refuse, and, should these meagre resources

fail, even the most revolting dung and
excrement. This ravenous spectre had not

the dim and misty form, the long shroud
or floating draperies of our modern phan-
toms, but a precise and definite shape,

naked, or clothed in the garments which it

had worn while yet upon earth, and emitting

a pale light, whence its name of Khu or the

Luminous. The Double did not allow its

family to forget, but used all the means
at its disposal to remind them of its exist-

ence. It entered their houses and their

bodies, terrified them waking and sleeping

by its sudden apparitions, struck them down

'

with disease or madness, and would even
suck their blood like the modern vampire.
The only effectual way of preventing these

visitations was in keeping the tomb well

supplied with gifts of viands, &c.

M. Maspero explains with singular felicity

many obscure parts of the Book of the Dead
—that curious manual of instructions, orbook
of etiquette, by which the dead person would
know how to behave in and how to escape the

various pitfalls surrounding the other world.

The most artistic copy of this book known
has recently been made available in a superb
reproduction published by the trustees of

the British Museum, for which we cannot be
too grateful. M. Maspero has also some wise
things to say about the earliest traditions of

the Egyptians, where the land of cloud and
mist and the land of realitymeet one another.

He accepts Erman's proofs of the mythical
character of Menes, and evidently looks

upon the earliest historic dynasty as having
been artificially put together. On the other

hand, he would throw back into the llird,

or perhaps even into the llnd Dynasty, some
of the monuments generally classed as of the

IVth and Vth.
With the instincts of an archaeologist,

M. Maspero altogether distrusts the
dating of monuments of certain classes

by the cartouches upon them, recognis-

ing the fact that it was the fashion

for many of the Pharaohs to cut out the

cartouches of their predecessors on pillars

or large statues, and appropriate not only

the objects themselves, but also the records

of wars, &c,, they contain. Inter alia, he
has, I think, effectively shown that the

sphinxes from Tanis and other monuments
of a similar type of face are not monuments
of the Hyksos, but of the great kings of the

Xllth Dynasty. Among them may assuredly

be placed the famous statue, discovered by
M. Naville at Bubastis, which now looks at

us in the Egyptian Gallery of the British

Museum, with its'vacant eye-sockets, throw-
ing a perpetual glamour over every visitor.

This statue—on the pedestal of which the

early cartouches have been so obviously
defaced by a notorious appropriator of the

XXIst Dynasty, whofie face was of quite a
different type—and also a smaller head in

white marble, which has been a long time
in an obscure corner of the Museum,
seem undoubtedly to represent Amenem-
hait, the third king of the Xllth Dynasty,
of whom Golenisheff published a statue now
in the museum of the Hermitage at St.

Petersburg.
It is impossible to point out, far more to

exhaust, the novelties -and the well-weighed
suggestions in this admirable book, which
has been published with a luxurious

generosity of illustrations, nearly all of them
new, and a quality of paper and print which
are most commendable. It is introduced with
a short and pregnant preface by Prof. Sayce,

and has been translated into nervous English,

sometimes a little slipshod, by an accom-
plished lady. It ought literally to be on
the table of every cultivated man, whether
a specialist or not.

Henry H. Howoeth.
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NOTES OH ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

Mr. T. PisiiEK Unwin will publish next

Monday the first number of the Panorama

Salon, containing photographic reproductions,

occasionally tinted, of sixteen pictures at the

Champs-Elyso'dS. Among those selected are

" Courrier Sud-Orannais," by M. Alfred Paris ;

and the "Virgin Mother," by M. E. Van
Hove.

Two exhibitions will open next week : a

collection of pictures by Scotch artists, at the

Continental Gallery; and a series of water-

colour drawings, by Mr. John Varley, of Italian

lakes, French rivers and cathedrals, at the

Japanese Gallery—both in New Bond-street.

The magnificent collection of Boman coins

formed by the late Sir Edward Bunbury, the

geographer of the ancient world, will be sold

next week by Messrs. Sotheby. As in the case

of the Richardson collection of English coins,

Sir Edward was careful to acquire only

specimens in the finest state of preservation ;

but he was somewhat more liberal in respect

of number. The total of the lots exceeds 800

;

and five full days will be occupied in their sale.

They are classified under three main heads

:

aea yrave, Roman and Italian ; republican and
family coins ; and the imperial series, gold,

silver, brass, and medallions. We may again

say that the catalogue seems to have been most
carefully compiled, with abundant references to

the standard numismatic works.

We may add that Sir Edward Bunbury
bequeathed to the British Museum his bronze
quadrussis ; and to the National Portrait Gallery

his picture of Catherine of Braganza, from the

manor-house at Mildenhall.

Fkom the annual report of the deputy-master
of the Mint, it appears that only two coins

were received as treasure-trove last year : units

of James I. and Charles I. which formed part

of a hoard found at Wormington, in Bucks.

At a meeting of the Society of Antiquaries,

held on Thursday of last week, Mr. Somers
Clarke gave an address on "The Works at

Philae and the Parthenon." He said that

Mr. Garstin, at the end of last year, officially

announced that the irrigation scheme would be
modified in such a way as to reduce the highest
l«vel of water in the reservoir to 106 metres
above sea-level, and it was expressly stated

that this change was made in consideration of

the pleas urged on behalf of art and archae-
ology. The result could not fail to give
great satisfaction to all who were interested in

the remains of ancient Egypt. Referring to the
Parthenon, which he had recently visited, Mr.
Somers Clarke stated that the building was in

extreme danger. The structure had been much
neglected, ever since the great injury which it

sustained about the middle of the seventeenth
century by the explosion of a powder magazine

;

and it had been much battered during the wars
of independence, and was, moreover, frequently
shaken by small earthquakes. Eminent French
and German architects had, at the request of
the Greek Government, reported on the struc-
ture, and a distinguished German architect
would probably bo asked to take the work in

hand. It was matter of earnest hope that no
attempt at so-called restoration would be made,
and that the needful reparation might be so.

effected that a non-professional person could
not discover that anything had been done.

At a recent meeting of the Acadoinie des
Inscriptions, M. Clermont-Ganneau exhibited a
Greek inscription and a number of other
antiquities from Jerach, beyond the Jordan,
which have been presented to the Louvre. The
inscription contains a portion of a law for the
Srotection of vineyards. At the same meeting

[. Heuzey made some further remarks upon

the latest discoveries of M. de Sarzeo in

Chaldaea, in continuation of those noticed in

the Academy of May 18. He exhibited impres-

sions of two fragments of a column of victory,

which, from the style of the figures and of the

inscription, is evidently later than the Column
of Vultures, thus shovring that the rulers of

Sirpula did not cea?e to bo military chiefs. The
inscription, though greatly mutilated, contains

one important fact. We find, for the first time

on a monument of Tello, the name of the city

of Agade, which was one of the capitals of

Chaldasa before the rise of Babylon. We have
here evidence of a synchronism, which, even

without further discoveries, will be of extreme

value for fixing the chronology of this remote

period.

MUSIC.
THK LOWER RHINE FESTIVAL.

Cologne : Jon? 4, 1S95.

The seventy-second Lower Rhine Festival was
held ; here this week. I had never before

attended a German Festival, and was, there-

fore, much interested in the proceedings. In

some respects we should, I think, do well to

imitate our neighbours. The Festival lasted

only three days, and each day there was but

one performance, commencing at six o'clock,

and concluding about ten, with an interval's

pause of a good halt-hour ; the morning of

each day was set apart for rehearsal. In
England, as a rule, the quality of the music is

good, but the quantity excessive ; and, even

when liberal time is given for rehearsal, some
works are still left to take care of themselves.

With regard to the selection of music per-

formed at Cologne, it was in many ways,

though not altogether, satisfactory. On Sunday,

the first day of the Festival, for instance, there

was a " Te Deum " by Dr. Franz Wiillner. This

is a work of great merit, though certainly not

epoch-making : it shows a trained and skilful

hand, also earnestness of purpose ; but it lacks

individuality, and, moreover, it has anti-

climacteric effects which weaken it. Dr.

Wiillner is a musician who has rendered, and
is still rendering, worthy service to the cause

of music, and his merits deserve proper recog-

nition ; but surely this might have been done
without assigning to him as it were the place of

honour. The " Te Deum " followed immediately

after the first number of the programme—an
Introduction and Fugue in D for orchestra, by
Handel. The performance of the " Te Deum "

was excellent. The voices of the choir, of rich,

sympathetic quality, are well balanced. If we
were to attempt a comparison, it would be

with the Birmingham choir. The sopranos,

altos, and basses are exceedingly fine ; the

tenors are of somewhat baritone quality. The
Gurzenich orchestra enjoys world-wide cele-

brity, and for these Festival performances it is

reinforced by some of the most distinguished

players of Germany. The tone of the strings

was rich and strong : one could not wish for

a more intelligent, sympathetic, body of

players ; in the matter of wind our best

English performers will, however, compare
favourably. After the " Te Deum" came
"The Seasons." Haydn's oratorio is all very
well for choirs of modest pretensions ; but the

Cologne choir is one of first rank. Then, again,

if the object was to show what Haydn could

do as an oratorio writer, why was not one, or

at most two, of the four parts given ? The
music by its freshness and naiveti' at first

attracts, but soon becomes monotonous ; to
hear the whole of it is a penance, not a pleasure.

Schumann, by the way, was of the same opinion,

as I happen to know from one of his unpublished

letters. Of the three solo vocalists, Mme.
Marcella Sembrioh was by far the most satis

-

fiiotory. The choir sang delightfully, and the
orchestra played in perfect taste.

On Monday evening the programme opened
with Bach's Cantata, " Wir danken Dir, Gott."
The exprpssive soprano Aria was admirably
interpreted by Frl. Job. Nathan ; the rest of

this short work does not show Bach at his

greatest. After it came Mozart's Symphony in

E flat. One is sometimes tempted to say that
this or that work is a composer s highest effort ; .

but no sooner is the name uttered than another is

recalled which seems equally worthy of mention.
This Mozart Symphony is, however, a noble
work, in which a high level is maintained
throughout. The rendering was classical, yet
not cold: delicate, yet without a tinge of

sentimentality.

The third part of Schumann's Scenes frooi
" Faust " was followed by the closing scene from
Wagner's "Parsifal." The solo vocalists wore
not all that could be desired, although
Frl. Nathan's singing and Herr Perron's

declamation (in the part of Amfortas) de-

serve praise. It was curious and interesting

to have the two composers—who in their lives

were, to a great extent, divided—thus set side

by side, and each represented by a masterpiece.

Schumann's " Scenes " were given, as intended

by the composer, on the concert platform

;

whereas of Wagner there was only heard one
excerpt from his latest music-drama, with-

out the help of the stage which that work so

imperatively demands. The effect which the

music makes even in the concert-room shows
how great it is. Schumann's opinion of
" Tannhauser," after reading the score, was
unfavourable ; when, however, he had witnessed

a performance of the work, that opinion was
considerably modified. But if a concert-room
impression of " Parsifal," or of any part of it, ia

already favourable, as I believe it is in most '

'

cases, then a stage performance is almost
certain to deepen that impression. The
fine singing of the choir in Schumann's
work deserves note. It seemed a pity that

the later version of the final chorus was not
given. The concert concluded with Beethoven's
" Eroica." Last year, at the Bonn Beethoven
Festival, I had the privilege of hearing all the

master's Symphonies under the direction of

Dr. Franz Wiillner, the present conductor, and
I attempted in these columns to express the

great pleasure and profit which I had derived

from those performances. Dr. Wiillner is a
conductor of marked ability, and he renders

justice to the masters .of both classic and
romantic times. For Beethoven, however, he
seems to have marked veneration : there are,

indeed, special reasons why such should be the

case. The performance of the Symphony was
most impressive ;

particularly do I admire the

conductor's reading of the "Funeral March."
His conception, indeed, of the music generally

is so full of life and poetry, that he makes
one entirely forget the length of the work.

To praise Dr. Wiillner without mention of the

fine body of players would not be just; the

name of the conductor, however, here includes

the latter : it is the part taken for the whole.

Without good material Dr. Wiillner could not,

of course, achieve such great results; still, it

shows no ordinary power for him to be able,

for the time, to make artists, capable of think-

ing and acting for themselves, entirely sink

their individuality, and carry out, to the fall,

his will.

There was a long and varied programme on
the last day of the Festival. It included among
many features of interest two special ones. One
was the performance of Humperdink's setting

for soli, chorus, and orchestra of Heine's poem,
" Die Wallfahrt nach Kevlaar." The composer

is now famous ; and many admirers of " Hiinsel

und Gretel " will be content with a knowledge

of that work, or of any successful work which
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he may write in the future. Schubert's B minor
and C major Symphonies are favourites ; but the
earlier Symphonies of that composer have but
little attraction for the public. Humperdink's
setting of Heine's poem, however, differs so

entirely in character, that the two are not likely

to be exposed to the fire of comparison. In the
earlier work the same hand is visible : the
writing of the orchestral parts is full of

clever details which enhance the meaning of

the music, but are always subordinate to
the main design; the orchestration itself is

singularly effective. The music, full of feeling

and poetry, is smooth and flowing; there are
traces in it of early influences which no longer
exert the same power over the composer. '

' Die
Wallfahrt nach Kevlaar " is a charming little

work (it only lasts twenty minutes), and ought
to be heard in England. The contralto
and tenor solos were sung by Frl. Charl. Huhn
and Herr WiUy Birrenkoven. The choir sang
delightfully. The composer was present, but
did not conduct his work ; at the close, how-
ever, he was summoned to the platform, and
was received with true German enthusiasm.
The other feature of special interest was the
appearance of Herr Eugen d'Albert. He per-
formed Weber's " Concertstiick " and Liszt's

Concerto in E flat, two works which enabled
him to display to the full his extraordinary
technical powers. We have many pianists who,
in the matter of technique, perform extra-
ordinary feats ; and among such Herr d'Albert
holds a foremost place. But fine technique,
though an important element of great piano-
forte playing, is not the only one : there is

also touch and interpretation. Herr d'Albert's
touch is exceedingly fine : even in pianissimo
passages, it is singularly clear and rich. He
has no pedal tricks. He plays now with the
utmost delicacy, now with immense vigour.
His reading of both works was impressive,
though in neither work did he have full

opportunity of showing his intellectual and
emotional powers. After each performance
he was recalled again and again ; but it

was clear that he did not mean to give
any encore. The programme included a
Recitative and Aria from Schubert's Cantata,
"Lazarus," effectively rendered by Herr Karl
Perron. A Vorspid and Song of Peace from
Bichard Strauss' music- drama proved the young
composer to be a faithful disciple of Wagner

;

the music, too, is clever and effectively

scored. A "Hymn of Praise" from Max
Bruch's sacred Oratorio, " Moses," can scarcely
be judged apart from the context. It contains
some broad, bold choral writing. Frl. Huhn,
though not in good voice, achieved a marked
success in some charming Lieder by Bobert
Franz ; she was accompanied on the pianoforte
by Dr. Wiillner. A fine performance of

Brahms' Symphony in F deserves mention.
Next week I hope to say something about

Rubinstein's " Christns " at Bremen.
J. 8. SnEDLOCK.
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FItOM Tilt: nEIVli.UATIOX TO iSOl.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.

With a Continuation to 1891, by Chas. S. Miai,l.

*• A monument of paiQhtAking and skilful work, which no
one probably could have undertaken with so many advan-
tages aa Mr. Miall. or have accompliahcd with greater
success.*'

—

Lilerarr/ Worlii.

" The leadinff members of all denominations will do well
to get hold of this publication."

—

South Wafts Dally yews.

Lo.^do!J: ALEXANDER & SHKPIIEARD,
21 iL!IS 2J, FCKXITAL SlIZET, K.C.

Just out, demy 8vo, 563 pages, cloth, price 16b. net.

ALEX. DEL MAR'S HISTORY OF MONETARY
SYSTEMS IN VARIOUS STATES.

A Work upon which the Author has been engaged for many years, and which contains the latest and most elaborate
collection of historical materials on this great subject. Price ISs. net.

The following List of Chapters affords some view of the immense scope of the Work :
—

Chaps. 1. India from the Earliest Times.— 2. Ancient Persia.—3. Hebrew Moneys.-4. Ancient Greece.—6. Rome
B.C. 369 to i.D. 1204.. - 8. The Sacred Character of Gold.— 7. Pounds, Shillings, and Pence.— 8. Gothic Moneys.—9. Moslem
Moneys A.D. 622-1193.-10. Early Enghsh Moneys.—11. Mone.ys of the Heptarchy.—12. Anglo-Norman Moneys.— 13. Early
Plantagenet Moneys.-11. Later Plantagenet Moneys.—16. The Coinage Prerogative.—18. Saxony and Scoudinavia to

ll'^i''
!'''"' Netherlands to Date.- 18. Germany to Date.—19. Argentine Confederation to Date.—20. Private Coinage.

The literature of monetary science and history is undoubtedly eariche<l by this able and e-ihaustivc work."
The ScoUman.

EFFINGHAM WILSON. 11. Hoyal Exciiangb, E.O.

The CONTENTS of the JUNE NXBIBER, now read.y,
price Od., of

THE WINDSOR MAGAZINE
inchule

;

ILLUSTRATED INTERVIEW ^?itll Sir. U. S. TUKE.
DOCTOR SUNSHINE. By Nohman Gai.k.
"THE CITY in the .SKY." New Story. By Wii. Le Qliix.
BACHELORS' BUTTONS. By Rjvmosd PoTrmi.
AT an ATLANTIC C.VELE STATION: Some Striking Facts.
CHRONICLES of MARTIN HEWETT. By A»IU0R MomiisoN.
"THE CASBT>f the LOST FOREIGNER."
LES MISERABLES. By Cecil Alois.
THE BANK of ENGLAND; its History and Romance.
BEHIND the SCENES of some LONDON LAUNDRIES.
SWIMMING : its Progress aud Value. By Abcuid.vld Sisclair.
THE PHONOGRAPHIC WATCH: Humorous Story (complete).
PORTRAITS of NOTABLE PEOPLE'S CHILDREN.
FANS and FASHIONS. By C. O'Cosob Eccles.
THE FLY on the WHEEL.-rart I, ByAsTnosi Hope.
THE JUDGE'S WIDOW. By Lady Jephsos.
STORY.

TWO SERIAL STORIES can be begun
in the WINDSOR JIAGAZINE for JUNE, "A BID for

FORTUNE," by Utr BooTiinv (Illustrated by Stanley L. Wood), and
"THE GREY LADY," by Hekry Setos Merbimas.

'T'HE WINDSOR MAGAZINE for JUNE
-*- CONTAINS

J^OUR NEW COMPLETE STORIES

J^Y FIRST-CLASS AUTHORS

!

gRILLIANTLY ILLUSTRATED.

Of all Booksellers, Newsagents, and Railway Bookstalls

;

and Ward, Look & Bowdeit (Limited), Salisbury
Square, E.C,

THE NEW REVIEW.
ONE SHILLING MONTHLY.

Edited toy W. E. HENLEY.
See JUNE NUMBER for

RUDYARD KIPLING - The Song of the Banjo.

R. L. STEVENSON
W. E. HENLEY -

GILBERT PARKER - TherewasaLittleOity.

Macaiie.

London: Williau Hbiiteuaitx, 21, Bedford Street, W.C.

At all Bookgellera.

DIES 1B,M,
The Story of a Spirit in Prison.

Fcap. 8vo, Is. Cd.

" A littlo attempt to rouse love for hamauit.v, and eulist t'elp for
human misery. ...The book Bhould not be without effect. There is

great viviJxiess and feeling in it. '—Academi/.

**A ple.-\ for social servicj so cloiuent and so impressive that it

cannot fail to produce a great effect."— Weekl'j Swi.

"The Btory 18 told in ttimplo. beautiful language, and the thought
tends to transform mnterialiBtic views of life and eternity into ethical
aud spiritual conceptions of a high ordiir."—il'anchcster Gvardian.

"A prose xioQm."ScoUisk CongreoationaUat.

William Blackwood & Sous, Edinburgh and London.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.
Is. 6d.-KEY, IB. EcL

HALL'S FIRST FRENCH COURSE
and FRANCE and the FRENCH, contains Easy Lensons

on Pronunciation, nearly 20't Simple Progressive ExcrciscB, Quna-
tionnaire. Short interestinn Ucading Lessons on France and the
French People, brought up to the prcit-nt day, French Grammar,
Vocabularies, Slaps, 4c., forming a complete French Class-book.

Now rtady, price Is. ik\.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

ALUS SECOND FEENCH COUESE,
with more v\dvancod Exercises and an Abridged History of

France from the earliest period to the present day.

FIRST and SECOND COLRSE KEY, ]s. 8d.

H

THE

AUTOTYPE FINE-ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display of (topics of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the most important PaintingB in tho

following Collections :

—

NATIONAL QALLERY, LONDON,
I I.OUVHK

BDCKINGBAM PALACE,
WINDSOR CABTLE,
UFrrZI, FLORENCE,
Prm, FLOBBNCE,
AC.VDEMY OF FINE AliXS,

FLORENCE,
AMSTEBDAM,
THE HAGUE,

PAKIS,
LDXEMBOUUG, PABIS,
ROYAL GALLERY, DRESDEN,
nEUMITAGP, 6T, PETERS-
BURG,

PRADO, MADBID,
VATICAN, ROME,
HAARLEU,
FBANKFOr.T,

.*.ND

SiJiriiy, Mmibuall, Hamiltoit, Klst St, Co , Lin'ted, London i

And all BojkseUers.

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LARGE COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of MODERN

FEENCU and ENGLISH AUT in SELECTED FRAMES
suitable for UALL, LIBRARY, DEAWING-ROOif,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine - Art Catalogue, of

ISt pages, with lUastratod Supplement, cortaining

68 Miniature Photographs of notable Autotypes, post

free. One Shilling.

AUIOTYPE: a DiCORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.
New PA.MpnLET—Fuee ok Ai'PLicATrow.

THE AUTOTYPE COMPANY, LONDON-

MESSES. J. 0. DEUMMOND & GO.,
AKT REPKODTTCEKS,

14, nENRIETTA STRKET. COVENT GARDEN, W.C,
Are ttie sole rcpiesi!utativo8 iu Great Britain of

llERR HANKKTAENOJ;, of Muuiob,
tho well-known Artist in PllOTOGKAVUJlB, now patroniacdby the
leading London Art Publishing Firms. A large Collection of Im-
portant riates always on view.

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations.

Messrs. DllUMMOND 4 t'O.supi^ly the cheapest and best Processes
in tho market, which are specially adal'tcd to meet the wants o
Antiquarians, ArchoeoIogistB, aud those engaged in theiuTestigaticn
and publication of Parochial aud Dioccsau Records.

J.C.DRDMMOND & Cl>. invite attention to their

Improved Rapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Arty Originnl MSS.j Designf^
Lace Manufactures^ Photographs^ ViewSt Book Iltustrationf,

ArtisticAdvertisements t Catalogues, rfrc, <Cc., at a moderateccsl.
Specimens and price list on Application.

Offices: 14. HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN LONDON
£STABLISH£D ISSl.BIEKBECK BANK,

SouthamptoD Buildiogs, Cliancery Lane, London

.

TWO-AND-A-HALFperOENT. INTEREST iillowed on DEPOSITS
repayable ou dcniaud.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimtm

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

8T00KS, SliARES, aud ANNUITHilS purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the enooiiraKement of Thrift tbo Bank receives smallBUHiSon

d3poait,and allows Interest monthly f>n each completed £1.

BIBKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
UOW TO PURCIIASiS A IIOOSE

FOR TWO 0U1WKA3 I'f. ll MOMU.

BIEKBECK FEEEnOLD LA.ND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND

FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PBR MONTH.

ThoBIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partlcularf, postfreo
FRANtllS RAVENStKOFT. Manager^

VINOLIA SOAP
roll

DELICATE, SENSITIVE, IRRITABLE SKINS.

4d., 6d , Sd., lOd., and 2s. Od. per Tablet.
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SMITH, ELDER & CO-'S
NEW BOOKS.

THE

NOVEL SERIES.

Messrs. SMITH, ELDER & CO.
b«K to aunoance that, with a view to meet the taslo of

those who desire to posseiu, not to Iwrrow, Rood boolcs, they

have in preparation

A SERIES OF NOVELS
BY THE BEST WBITEES OF THE DAY,

FOR PUBLICATION IN SINGLE
rOLVaiES.

Tliese volttmes will be suital)le for the pocket and the shelf

;

they will be convenient to handle, beinp; of tlies(|Uaro 16mo
sire, while from their appearance, ai* well as from their

Iitorar3' merit, they will deserve a place in the library. The
volumes will be bound in cloth, and will 1«3 uniform, except
in thicknoiis and in price. The prices will bo

28., 3s., and 4s.

The Fir t ViiUimc of the Scric-^,

THE STORY OF BESSIE
COSTRELL,

By Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD.
Price 23.,

'WII.L BE PUBLISHED ON JUNE 28th,
And Works by

F. ANSTEY, Author of "Vice Vena," ko,
;

HENBT SETON UEBBIUAN, Autbor of
" With Edged Tools," &.K.

;

MrB. L. B. WALrOBD, Author of "Mr.
Smith," &-C.

;

SYDNEY CHBISTIAN, Author of "Sarah,"
and " Lj'dia "

;

and by other writers, Kntc'iisb and American, of high
repntation, will follow at short intervals.

THE BIOGRAPHY OF ME. JUSTICE
STEPHEN.

On Juno llth, with 2 Portraita, demy 8vo, 168.

THE LIFE OF SIR JAMES
FITZJAMES STEPHEN,

BART., K.O.S.I.,

A Judge of the High Court of Justice.

By his Brother, LESLIE STEPHEN.

Ilcndy tkis day, with a Frontispiece, crown 8vo, 5s,

OUR SQUARE and CIRCLE;
or. The Annals of a Litlle London Houf e. liy " JACK
EASKL," .sometime ruuch's Iloving Corrcspondcr-I.

Ready this day, with 2 Illustrations, crown Svo, Gs.

OFF the MILL. By the Right
Rev. G. F. BROWNE, D.C.L., Hishop of Stepney.

Rea<Iy this day, crown Svo, 4s.

FIFTY YEARS ; or, Dead Leaves
find Living Kccds. IJy Ibe Rev. HARRY JONES,
Prebcnrlary of St. Pour;>, Aiitlior of " Holiday Papers,"
*' East and West London," &c.

TJFO NEW ONE'VOLUME NOVELS, 63. each.

Ready this day, crown Svo, 6s.

THE MARTYRED FOOL.
By D. CHRISTIE MURBAY,

Author of " Rainbow Gold," "Aunt Kachcl," " Joseph's
Coat, ic."

Just published, crown 8vo, Cfj.

A FATAL RESERVATION.
By R. O. PROWSB,

Author of " The Poison of Asps," &c.

"The story atands much above the common level It is

a good story finely told."

—

MancieaUr Guardian,

•«• Messra. SMITU, ELDER, i CO. will ht ha,,,,,/ i^ for-
Vfard a copjf pj thfir CATALOG VH^ post /ree on npitliention.

London

:

SMITH, ELDER & 00., 15, Waterloo Place, 8.W.

BLAGKIE & SON'S NEW BOOKS.

To l>c it^ni|ile(«tl in SUleen Hontttlj P&rU, 3a. Ad. each, tidt : or m
Koiir llalf-Volumtii, cloth, I2t. 64I. each, u«t : or In Two Volumes,
oloth, 25i. ORCh, net.

THE
NATURAL HISTORY OP PLANTS:

Their Formi, (Jrowth, Kepnxlaction, ami I»i«tril)utJoD.

From th« fJcnnau of ANTON KEKNKK VON .MAUILAUN,
J'rofcs.'ior of Bolaiiy in Ihe Uuiveniity of Yicdd.'l

Bv F. W. OLIVKK, M.A.. U.Sc,
Qaain Pro/eraor of BoUoy in Uuiveniity CoIU-ri-, Loadou.

••* Kowraulj. I*artaI.toXIII., Ilalf-Vols. I., II., ami III., aud
Coiniilet« Vol. I.

In large f«ii». 4tr>, 872 pages, cloth, red edeoa, 7*. frl. ; haU-rcrsiao,
1»s, tl<l. ; luilf-niopicco, fli'xiTjlfi, \'2&. (iil.

THE STUDENT'S ENGLISH
DICTIONARY.

LITERARV, SCIENTIFIC. F.TVMOLOaiCAI,, AND
I'KO.NufNCiNO.

By JOHN OGILVIK, LL.D.
HEW BDITIOS. THOROVnnLY REVISED, AHD OBSATLY

AUaStSXTSD.
EJiled l.j- CIIAltl-ES ANXANnALE, M.A . I,t,.D..

Eaitor of the New Edittou of "Tho Imperial IHctionary."

With Extcnsirc and Useful Appcodlccs.

ILLUSTRATED BY NEARLY EIGHT IIUXDRED ENGRAVINGS
ON WOOD.

** LcaviDK out nf account the unwieldy and expeniiive recent tniitions

of Webster and Worcester, we have no hesitation in saying that this is

by far Ihe most useful onc-Tolumc EngUah Pietiouary at present
existing."—AfAenaettm.

In Monthly Volumes, crown Svo, cloth, Is. td. each.

BLACKIE'S SCHOOL AND HOME
LIBRARY.

A Selection of tbe Bebt and most InteresttDg r>ooks for Young Readers.

VOLUME FOR JUNE.

THE SNOW STORM.
Ly Mrs. GORE.

Thirty-two Vnhimcs of this Series have now bern issuod, a List of

whicti vrJU be &cut post free on application.

CroHu '^vo. cloth. IJd.

AFTER FIVE YEARS IN INDIA;
Or, Life and Work in a I'unjauh District.

By ANNK C. WILSON,
Author of "Life of Savonarola," *' Forty Scenes from English

Ili.st<?rj'," &c.

With numerous IltuBtrations.

" A jilftisinit and lively gketch of daily life in an outlyiiiK Indian
Ktation in the I'unjanb. to which arc added rhaptflrs derived from
ftiithenlic sources, puldic and private, -in the English sjBtem of nd-
niinistration and on education in India a.% viewed from .t

and from a native point of view."—Times.
1 .in Tuglish

NEW SCHOOL-BOOKS.
Horace.—Historical and Political Odes.

Edited, with Intrmhiction and NoteR. hy the R.;v. A. J. IIIURCH,
M. A., sometime Professor of Latin at Uuiveraity College, L-jndoa.
Crown Svo, cloth, 2s. Gd.

"AVe fully approve of Mr. Church's selection, especially as some of
the odes he has edited present difitcultics reiuirins explanation,
which, in most cases, he has amply and judicionsly ftivcu.,..Thc
writer of these remarks has Icamt much from Mr. Church's valuable
commentary."—A'/^c(rtior.

KEW VOLUME OF THE WARWICK
SHAKESPEARE.

Twelfth Night. Edited by A. D. Innes. M.A.,
tomt'timc Scholar of Oriel College, 0.\ford; Editor of "Julius
Caesar." i'ciip. Svo, cloth. Is. lid.

*' Provided with all that scholarsliii) and csperienco could KH(?gcBt as
hclpf 111 to a thorough understanding and just appreciation of the play.

The editor's work is marked hy exceptional literary insight and
critical acumen.*—Wiasjoiu Herald.

Milton's Paradise Lost. Book I. Edited,
with Tntro<luctinn, Notes. Tables, Ac. by F. OuRSE, JI.A,
Sf!cnnd Master in X*armitcr's School, Victoria P:u-k. Tcap. tJvo,

limp cloth. Is.

'"A very decided success. The editions of the first I»ook of the
' Paradise Lost ' are numerous, and many of them possess high merit,
but this, considering its aim as ' a practical school-book,' when
weighed in the balance with them, will not. we tliink, be found
wanting in plan, execution, or worth."— ii\f«ca(ioa«I Ntwa.

Man on the Earth : a Course in Geo-
(JRAI'llY. By LIONEL W. LVItK( JI.A., Kxnminer in (im-
g'aphy to the Oxford I-ocal Exaiuiuatiou Board, &c. Fully
Illustrated. Crown Svo, cloth, lis.

In this l-ook the stercotyctl plan of dealing *ith the earth by ct^ii-

tinents and countries is given up, aud an arrangement is adoi)t«d by
which cortiUn select phenomena of geoKraidiical science arc dcjilt with
separattdy. The aims kept in view in selecting the infonnatiou are

II) to interest tho pupil, ('2) to apiKial to the pupil's reason and
imagination.

Layng'a Arithmetic. A New Sy^tematic
Arithmetic by A. E. LAYN*(i, M..\., Head Master of Stafford

(iranimar ScliucL Part I. now rwidy. £b. ti.l., with or without
AnBwcni.

*'A full lH>ok....WeIl adapter! for school use... There in a large

store of worketl-out and other examples"— ii"t/«cu(i»n«i Time'.

Layng's Arithmetical Exercises. (The
s.fHH E.Tercise» from the abcive, issued sepiratcly.) Without
Ausnvrs, Is. ; nith Answers, is ltd.

London

:

BLACKIE & SON, Limited,

ELLIOT STOCK'S
New list.

In larffo demy Svo, approprUt«1y bonnd in ftrt linen boards,

price 7s. 6<l., with Illiuitrationg of Morland'g PaintiagB.

George 3Iorland: Painter.

London, 17G3-1804.
By RALPU EICHARDSON. F.U.8.K,

"The facts of the anitt's career are graph tcilly t<d<l, aud the appro*
oiatiou of bis work, which is illustnttnl by six excellent plates, is

judicious. The infonnatiou ni the app'-udJx is valuable as new, ana
Is certnin to Ik- prtxed i>y all lovers of ktI.'*—Black owl WhiU.
"Collectomaiid cunnoi^-seiirsoweMr. Kioliardsun a d'-lit'if gratitude

for his listii l»>th of .Murland's works and cnRravings after Uwm. We
can cordially recommend his liook l>oth as Riving on Ute whole a juit
and sane estimate of an erratic man of genius, and as containfug a
great deal of curious iind int«re9tiui{ information alioot bygone man-
ners and customs."- WcttmiiuUr Oasette.
" Well written and exceedingly interexting.'*-ifflio.
" In the niemojr Mr. Richaruaon is able t-n bring more light into the

Sicture than his pn^lecesKon have done. Will l*o esiHwially useful to
lorlaud cvlkctors. The page* of tbe T.rlume abound in anecdotes.'*

Daiig A'eiM.

On antique paper, appropriately bound, price 5?.

Fables and Fabulists—
Ancient and Modern.

By TUOMAS NEWBIGGING, Author of " The Uistory
of the Forest, of Roascmlale," Ac.

"A clever little study, containing not only useful notes 00 all the
famous fabulists, but abounds in rare and happy instauoM. Tbe
whole philosophy of the apologue is examined, and Mr. .Newbig][ing*g

views on the suhject are at ouco interesting aud instntctive."
liliKk (inA WhiU.

"Throughout the work the author shows his close aciinaintance with
a bye-path of literature too seldom trodden, but none tho leu
plcturesiiue and eut«'riaining. A delightful and scholarly burvey of a
charming subject."—JI/aTwAt iter CohH't.
"A pleasant little Ixwk readable from title-page to finale The

author has much delightful mattertocommunicateas to the character-
istics of fables interspersed with illustrative stories."—Vomtnci Leader,
"Mr. Newbigging traverses much grouud in little space. We meet

many old friends in Ids pages and some whose acquaintance tbe
ordinary reader will be glad to make."— TAc Mail.

NEW HISTORY OF THE KN'GLISH NATION.
Now ready, Volume I., crown Svo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

To be completed in Three Volumes,

The Rise and Growth

of the English Nation :

With special Reference to Epochs and Crises. A
History of and for the People. By W. H. S. AUBREY,
LL.D.

"Carefully written, earnest, and well adapted to the rc<iufrement«
of a general rea-ler."—Scoisman.
"The work, well bailed on authorities, is, in a clear and nervous

style, and every page is instinct with symjiathy with the struggles aud
welfare of the people."— ir««(e?n Daxly Txmts.
"If anyone lias a desire to lead in a comprehensive and intelligent

manner how the England of to-<lay has lioen formed, he cannot do
i>etter than consult this work."—A'tflju/ord Htrcury.

•'Clear, concise, instructive, aud d'-eply inteic«tinc. A most pro*
mising and timely addition to the modern library of history."

LeicMltr Diil'i }f€rcur!/.
* A graphic and conscientious gift.'*— U'eslem Momino Xcw.
"The main strength of the hook lies in the description of the social

condition of the people."— Mancfcij^ter Ouardian.
" The work should t;ike its place as a really i>opulHr histon'."

^__ Ptddishera' Circular,

NEW VOLUMES OF VERSE.
Tastefully printed and bound in cloth, price 3s. 6d.

Poems. By Louis H. Victoky.
"Compositions of high worth and lastlngmerit. The stylo is often

charmingly musical, and the thoughts breathed are in mnnyinstaucea
ingutarly beautiful , pure, and original."—iinirlijA Chiuxhman.

In crown Svo, price 5s,

In Leisure Time.
A Booklet of Verse.

By WILMAM S. MAYOR.
•' >l r. Jl.ivor liiis II Irao rocl ic girt."- rTililltWr.-Hv-

, „
*' liis lines are full of inplody ami ewectiicss. —t^r^^^tol J/tTCHrt.
" Coutaius maoj gems of Miuught. . -A literary trvasurc.

iialA HtnUa. ,

In crown Svo, cloth, price 6f.

Treasures of the Deep,
and other Poems.

By tlie Into UOBINSON ELLIOTT.
" In * Trcasun's of tlic Pcrv, and other Poems' one discovcre a nev

nttet of the Lake SjchiMil. AcM'ialutanco with Wordsworth and Cole*

ridnc and Sowthey give* one no disUmte for iho simpler yet seemingly

.luftc as heartfelt, thymes of ure.xait^ljy suiecisor. Tho wtil«r h.«

evidenll3' a tich store of lake and fell legend and tradition at oral-

mantt."— Lirer/;ool Vailg I'oni.

50, Old Bailey. (

LOKDCN

:

ELLIOT .STOCK, 62, I'ateunoster Row.

Printed by ALEXANDEK 4 SHEPHE A RD, Lonsdalo Printing Works, Chancery I«no ; Pulilishcd liy tho Proprietor, HENEY VILLEHS, 27, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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SOME OF

WARD & DOWNEY'S REGENT PUBLICATIONS.

SOME CELEBRATED IRISH BEAUTIES of
the LAST CEXTURV. Sketches of Mary Molcsworth (Cuuntcss of Belvedere),
Kleaiior Ambro.^e ("The Dangerous Papiat"),thc GunninsH (Maria, Counte«3 of
Coventry ; Elizabeth, Duchess of Hamilton and of Argyll ; Kitty Gunning, and
Gunilda Gunning), Peg AVoffington, Dorothea Monroe, the Three Montgomcrys
(Anne, Marchioness of Townsheud ; Elizabeth, Lady Mouutjoy ; and Barbara, Mrfj.

Beresford), Eli/.abelh LaTouche (Countess of Lanesborough), AnneLuttrell (Duchess
of Cumberland), the Coghlans of Artlo(Anne, Countess of Barryraorc ; Eliza, Duche.sse
de Castries, &c.), Miss Farren (Countess of Derby), &c. With numerous Portraits
and Illustrations. By the Author of *' Angelica Kauffmann : a Biography." 1 vol

,

demy 8vo, cloth, gilt top, price 2Is.

*' I well rememl>er the interest and pleasure with which I read your Biography of tiie

excellent Angelica Kauffmann, and I am receiving a somewhat similar enjoyment in the
perusal of your ' Iri^h IJeautics.'

"'

From a letter to the author written by the Rt. Hon. W. E. Glxdsi oke.

STUDIES ofCONTEMPORARY SUPERSTITION.
By W. H. MALLOCK, Author of "The New Republic," &c. 1 vol., crown 8vo,
buckram, Os.

*' A brilliant attempt to combat the Agnosticism of the day with Its own weapons."
Titne-s.

" A remarkable work from a close reasoner and valiant champion,"— 5(. Jatiw.'^^s Gazette.
" Marked by that candour and clearness that usually characleriae the author's utterances

on political and social topics,"—J/orn(»^ rof<t,

LIVINaSTONE in AFRICA. By the late Hon.
RODEN NOEL. Now ready. With Critical Introduction by Miss E. HICKEY,
and 20 Illustrations by Hume Nisbet. 1 vol., pott 4to, lOs. dd.

HERE, THERE, and EVERYWHERE. By
Baron de MALORTIE, Author of '* 'Twixt Old Times and New." I vol., demy8vo, 15y.

"It is a lively collection of personal recollections and sketches of contemporary per-
sonagee ."—Timfs.

" A most entertaining and readable book."

—

Bpeciator.

TALES of CRIME and CRIMINALS in AUS-
THALIA. By H. A. WHITE, late Deputy-Governor of Ballarat Gaol. Crown
bvo, Os.

" The very simplicity with which many of the most exciting episodes in the old days of

Ktockades are told gives them a force often lacking in the work of the romancer. The
story of ihe Kelly gang has never been set out with more ettect."—-Ddi/y Chronid".

EARL LAVENDER. By John Davidson. With
Frontispiece by Aubrey Beardsley. 1 vol., buckram, crown hvo, Gs.

SANCAN the BARD: a Dramatic Poem. By
E. J. ELLIS, Author of " Fate in Arcadia.'* With Frontispiece in Photogravure by
the Author. Crown 8vo, 5s.

*' There are many happy strokes of character, ahd of a delicate Iwicy." - Scotinman.

MESSRS. HUTCHINSON'S NEW BOOKS.

NEW NOVELS AT THE LIBRARIES.
By JOHN A. BRIDGES.

MYRTLE and IVY : a Novel. In 2 vols. By
J< iHN A. BRIDGES, Author of " Poets All," "Idylls ot a Lost Village," &c. Croiva
8vo, 10b. uet.

" A biiRbt, plea.sant book—school sketches, hunting sketches, racing sketches. ..the work
of a man who knows his subject."

—

Vaili/ Chronide.

By LILLIAS WASSERMANK.

THE GODDESS of the DANDELIONS : a Novel.
In 2 vols. By LILLIAS WASSEEMANN, Author of " The Daffodils," &c-. 10s. net.

" Well written—a very clever fiction stndy."

—

Scotamun,
" The story is attractive the tone and tendency are altogether sound."

Glaatjow Hirald.

Three Novels at One Shilling each.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.—The Mystery of Cloomber

By MRS. OLIPHANT.-Oliver's Bride.

By MORLEY ROBERTS.—The Master of the
SILVER SEA.

A LIFE OF LOED RANDOLPH CHUROHILL.

RANDOLPH SPENCER CHURCHILL as a
PRODUCT ot his AGE. Being a Personal and Political Monograph. By T. H. S.

ESCOTT, M.A. In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s., with Photogravure Portrait and
Full Index, -133 pages.

The MOUNlNa POST says : "A book which is certain to be very widely read."

BY J. E. MUDDOCK.
FOR VALOUR. A Record of the Brave and

Noble Deeiia for which her Majesty has bestowed the Viotoria Cross from its iustilu-

tion to the present date. Compiled and Edited from the State Papers. Id crown 6vo,

cloth gilt, with numerous Illustraiioni{. 3s. 6d.

*'
' God For aken ' encounters a subject which will eoon loom larger

in current fiction."

GOD FORSAKEN : a Novel. By Frederic Breton.
In cloth gilt 6s.

....
" Mr. Breton shows considerable originality and power. We can recommend its esami*

nation to all those who care for a really thoughtful attempt to deal in fiction with an
important problem of modem XHq.*^^ Glasgow Herald,

A Fine Paper Edition of Zola's masterpiece, with about 100 flue Wood Engrav-
ings from Original Drawings by Thevenot, and an Etched Fronliipiec?.

A LOVE EPISODE : a Novel. By Emile Zola.
With a Preface by the Translator, ERNEST A. VIZETELLY. In large crown 8to,

richly gilt cloth, 6s. The Illustrations have been produced at a cost of over £700.

A SIXTH EDITION is now ready of

CHILDREN of CIRCUMSTANCE. By the
AUTHOR ot "A YELLOW ASTER." la cloth (rilt, Cs.

*' Daring in thought, clever in execution, the author's new work is likely to attract as

much attention as ' A Yellow Aster.' Tho study of Margaret Bering is altogether (in

original one."

—

Jlorninff Post,
'" A Yellow Aster ' was one of the most brilliant of these new novels. ' Children ot

Circumstances ' is undoubtedly an advance on lota's first work."—iWernry World.

A FAMILY of QUALITY. By the Author of
" On Ifcather Hills." In cloth Kilt, O3.

"The author possesses consideraljlo descriptive power. The book is one tha'will be

read with interest,"

—

She^ffidi Indepewlent.

BY FRANCES E. WILLARD.

A WHEEL WITHIN a WHEEL : How I Learned
to Ride the Bicycle. With some Reflections by the Way. With Introduction by
Sir B. W. RICHARDSON, and many Illustrations. In cloth and silver, 2s,

" A Novel which People are TalkinR AbDut."

INTO the HIGHWAYS and HEDGES. By F. P.
MONTRESSOR. In cloth gilt, 8s. Fifth Edition.

" Daring the last month or two everyone has been reading that powerful story, ' Into

the Highways and Hedges.' "—BrilUh Wetkly.

FRANKFORT MOORE'S NOVELS.
Each Yolumo in cloth gilt, Cj.

THEY CALL IT LOVE. Just ready.

I FORBID the BANNS. Eighth Edition.

A GRAY EYE OR SO. Eighth Edition.

ONE FAIR DAUGHTER. Fourth Edition.

DAIREEN. Second Edition.

The EIGHTH THOUSAND is NOW READY of the
same Author's "TIIE SALE of a SOUL,'' in eloth ffilt,

2s., in artistic paper. Is. iid., being the NEW VOLUME
of the ZEIT-GEIST LIBRAMY.

A BBOOND EDITION in the press.

THE STORY of URSULA. In 3 vols.
HUGH BELL.

^ , .. „ , u" One cannot but be struck by the literary grace of the narrative. Few people who
have once begun these volumes will be inclined to jiut them down before they have read

the very last chapter."—i//«A7/"(C'? Lnn'h.n y<n-<.

ANNIE S. SWAN'S NEW BOOK.

ELIZABETH GLEN, M,B. The ExperiencBs of
a Lady Doctor. With Full-page lllustratioub by D. Murray Smith and R. Tod. lu
handsome cloth gilt, 3s. 6d,

By Mrs.

Ward k DOWNEY, Limxtbu, 12, Yobk BVILWNU3, AunLi'Hi, w.c. London : HUTCHINSON & CO , Patfun^sier Bow.
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JcutuxD's LrrxRiBr HisTour or thi Ekoluh
noFLi.by a. C. V»c*VLiT *"'

Baimu'n MmoMiLs or St Jii«»'» PiiAoi, by the

RtT, C. J. Ro»»«os ....•••*»"
A. C. Bi»«os'» Lilies, by LioitiL Joensov . . 499

PKor. BiicHi»'» Nirciii. Riohts, by B. SirsJOCB

Lone **"

Niw NoTiu, byj. A. NOBM Ml

Books or Tkivil • • M*

NOTU IKB N«w WO

DSITIUITX JOTTIIIOS 6**

Owoiirii Vbkbe :
" NiTO»«," by A. W. Bi.'ch . . »*

Obucuit! G. P. MiCDOitiLi., by J. 8. C. ... SO*

Mxoiitxis iKD RcTiKwa 60S

The KirtHO-DiW ^5

BllICTID FORIIQH BOOES ^0

Co««E«rO!CDEHC«—
Dialed amt Archahm (n (Af " SlujilimnU CaUnd:r, by

Prof. HerTordi The Blymolof) of " Daoatlry," by
tbe Rev. E. McClnre; The Arms oj Anhbiihop
SatAerham, by J. Park Hsrriaon .... 606

ArrotnTVESTs rox Next Week ..... 607

CATiLOorB or Akabic Books ib the Beitmh MnsKfii,
by the Rev. C. J. Ball 607

doERESPOHDEirCE—
•' rirgo Cmcipiet," by P. C. CoBTBKABE ... 606

SciEHCE Notes -W
REroKTS o» Societies • • 608

Abt Books 609

Notes ow Abt hid ABCHAEOi.oeT . . . .510
The"Alce8Iis" at BBAoriELD, by Dr. J. E. Sandys 510

^BcBissTEiB's " Christ™ " at Bhehev, by J. S.

' SHEDLOCK • * •
ell

Music Notes ...••••••611
TO AUTH0E8.—A Writer of exceptional

experience in Uaxasine and Newuparier contributing is OPEN
to REVISE or OOBRBCT MSS. for PUBLICATION. Carefal con-

sideration ginax 4o all work subnittefl.—Address Paul Vargas,
III, Stamford Street. Old TnlTord, Manchester.

TOLITEEARY MEN.—G. S.CUERYEE,
Literary Agent, UNDERTAKES ALL BRANCHES of

tlTERARY BCSINESS. Referenoeg to 4uthore and Editors. Type,
writing, Indeiing, and Research.—AildreM 4, Copthall Buildings, E.C

TYPE-WRITING.
AUTH0E8, PUBLISHEES, &c.-

Scientiflc, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
*Tpcwritten by Rathi i Co.. Efflogham House, Arundel Street,

8 rand. W.O. Prirate room for dictation. Highest references.

Truislations.

TO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
MEX in all Parts, williog to RECEIVE RESIDENT

PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list

Includes pnvate asylums, Ac. ; schools also recommeuded.—Address
3Ir. G. B. Stocker, 8, Lancaster Place. Straud, W.C.

THE AUTH0E8' BUEEAU, Limited.—
A Literarr Syndicate and Press Agency. "A Medium, of

Communication between Authors, Editors, and Publishers." Advises
upon, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by aiinointmcntonly.
•-Address the SEcasTAKT, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster.

F"~EINTING and PUBLISHING. — To
AOTHORS.—Special attention git-en to the above. Estimates

free. Accounts verified by Cliartered Accountant.—Address Mahaoeb,
Roxburghe Press, 3, Victoria-street. Westminster.

piVIL 8EEVI0E COMMISSION. —
KJ rORTHCOMINO EXAMINATIONS.-JCNIOR ASSISTANT
:a the SCIEXCE BRANCH, and In the ART BRANCH of the
BOOTH KENSINGTON iIC8EU.« (18-25) 2rth JUNE.
The datt"! specified are the latent at which ai>plicat{on8 can be

IcceJred. They must be made on forms to be obtained, with narticu*
Imn, from the SKcatTARr, Civil Service CommlssioD, London, S.W.

ST. EDWAED'S SCHOOL, near
OXFORD.—Public School, founded 1863, to provide Education

for Cienllemen's Sons in Preparation for Universities, Army. &c., on
definite Church prineiplct. Fees: £M per annum (Sons of Clergy-
men. £90) ; Day Boys, 21 guineas. Classical and Modem sides.
SehoUnhipa, £40 to £90. July 30th.-ReT. T. F. Hodsox, M.A., Warden.

T. PAUL'S SCHOOL.—An EXAMI-
NATION f#r fltling up about TWENTY-TWO VACANCIES

on the Foundation will be held on the 10th SEPTEMBER NEXT.^
For InformaUon apply to the Bi-rsab, St. Paul's School, West
Kensington.

SCHOOL.—HOUSE in small town, one
hour from London, suitable for school or pupils ; 15 rooms and

good garden. Bent £95.—Apply S. B , care of Osmond, t2, IronrooDgcr
Lane, E.C.

OYAL HISTOEICAL SOCIETY".
(Incorporated by Royal Charter.)

Patron-HER UAJESTT THE (iUEEN.
PiMiaent-The Right Hon. Sir H. E. ORANT DUFF, O.C.S I.

THUBSDAT, JUNE !"th, at 4.30 r.M., tbe following Papers will
bo read:—

I. "THE BIARTof a VISIT to ENOLAND, I»44, byLUPPOLD
vox WEDEL." Edited by Dr. (3oTrrftjED ros UU1.0W and
WlLrRBo Powell.

a. • SOME NOTES on the JIERCHANT OILD of SAIiOP at the
BEOINNINO of the THIRTEENTH CENTURY," by the
Rev. Prof. W. Cu.'fjisoUAii. DIi., L1,.D.

IIcBiaT Hall, DiiKtoi u4 Hon, 8e«ret*r]s

UuAetim of Practical Oeology
J.rrays Street, S.W.

s

OATALOQUE8
fPOEEIGN BOOKS and PEEIODICALS
1- promptly supplied on modetateterms.

CATALOGOES on appUcsUon.

DULAU k CO., », Bono 8«iia«i.

BAEDEKEE'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed Catalogue sent post free on application.

DULAD * CO., K, BOBO BoUAaa, Lo^cDO^^ W.

FOREIGN BOOKSJJ FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLI AiVIS & N ORG ATE,
Importers of Foreign Books,

U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
a), SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,

AKD
7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.

OATALOOUES potl/ree on apptieation.

TH. WOHLLEBENJ
FOBEiaN BOOKSEIjLES,

46, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Moseum),

Supplies all Fobeigit Books and Pekiodicals at the most
moderate prices.

Caialogues on application.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

GP. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
• and BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New

York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, derirctoeall the

attention of the READING PUBLIC to the excellent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most

favourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA*
TIOMS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATALOGUES sent on application.

THEATREa-con''V.wrf.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE of Eare,
Curious, and OUT-OF-THE-WAY BOOKS, sent free on

dcmand.-O. Lcmillhii, LIbraire, 38. Rue de ChJteaudun, Paris.

FEATUEES of EELIGI0U8 BELIEF :

Ci^mmon Features which appear in all Forms of Religious
Belief. By R. N. Ccst, LL.D. Demy 8vo, cloth, 53.

London : Ll-zac & Co , 46, Great Russell Street.

ESTABLISHED 1851.BIEKBECK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Clisncery Lane, London •

TWO-AND-A-HALPperCENT. INTEREST allowed onDEPOSITS
repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

STOCKS, 811ARES, and ANNUITIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift tbe Banlc receives small sums n

daposlt.and allows Intvrest monthly on each completed £1.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

FOR TWO OPIWIAB PgR HOVTH.

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OP LAND

FOR FIVE BHILLIWOS FKR MOMTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full particulars, post free

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT. Manager

THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GAE-
DENS, Regent's Park, are OPEN DAILY (except Sundays),

from (I a.m, to sunset. Admission Is , on Mondays 6d., children 6d.

Amongst the latest additions are a GiraiTe, a pair of Brindled Gnns
and a pair of Sable Antelopes,

BEWAREVsTRONClOAPS
FOR THE COMPLEXION, and

ALWAYS USE V I NOL I A.

4d., Sd., 8d., lOd., and 28. Bd. per Tablet.

THEATRES.

ADELPHI THEATRE.
Sole Proprietors and Managers, A. & S. Gatli.

THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND
ME Mr. WiUiam Torriss, and Miss Millward, Messrs.

F. H. Mnckliii, W. L. AbinKdon, E. W. Gardiner, Charles

Fulton, Richard Purdon, Julian Cross, G. W. Cockbum,
AkermanMayj Mosdames Cynthia Brooke, MaryAUestree,

Marie Montrose.

AVENUE THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. William Greet.

THIS EVENING, at 8.16, DANDYDICK WHITTINGTON.
Messrs. John F. Sheridan, Robert Pateman, Henry Wright,

James Leverett, F. Vanghan, A. J. Evelyn, H. M. Wen-
man ; Misses Ethel Haydon, Florence Levey, Gracie

Wiiiteford, Lily Mclntyrc, Ellen Goss, Bertha Meyers, and
Miss May Yoh<!,

COICEDY THEATRE.
TO-DAT, at 2.20 and 8.30, THE PRUDE'S PROGRESS.

Messrs. Cyril Maude, W. T. Lovell, Ernest Leioester, Arthur
Playfair, and Edward Righton ; Mesdamea Lena Ashwell,
Ettle Williams, Alice Mansfield, and Fanny Brongh. At 8,

A MUSICAL SKETCH, by Mr. Mercer Adams.

COURT THEATRE.
Manager, Mr. Arthur Chndleigh.

THIS EVENING, at 8.46, VANITY FAIR. Uessra.
Arthur Cecil, Sugden, Wyes, Nye Chart, H. O. Claiey,

Fawcolt, Vane Tempest, Draycott, Sturge, W. Cheeaman,
F. Macdonnoll, O. W. Anson; Misses Granville, Helena
Dacre, Nancy Noel, Orford, Dillon, Bertram, and Mrs.

John Wocd. Preceded,^ 7.«, by A NEAR SHAVE.

CRITERION TTHEATRE.
Lessee and Manager, Mr. Charles Wyndham.

THIS EVENING, atS.M punctually, TUK HOME SECRE.
TABY. Mr. Charles Wyndham, Mr. Alfred Bishop, Mr.
Chaa. Brookfield, Mr. Sydney Brongh, Mr. U. de Lange, Mr.
D. S. James, and Mr. Lewis Waller ; Miss Julia Neilson,

Miss Maude Millett, Miss Dolores Drummond, and Uisa
Mary Moore .

DALY'S THEATRE.
Under the direction of Henry E. Abbey and Muuricc Grau.
THIS EVENING, at 8.30, LA DAME AUX CAMEUAS.

Madame SARAH BERNHARDT and the entire Company,
with ail the Scenery, Dresses, and Accessories from the

Theatre de la Renaissance, Paris. LA PRINCESSE
LOINTAINE. MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
EVENINGS, at 8.30.

GAIETY THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at 8.0, THE SHOP GIRL. Messrs.

Seymour Hicks, Frank Wheeler, George Grossmith, jun.,

Colin Coop, Cairns James, Willie Warde, George Hndie,
Rolwrt Nainby, and Arthur Williams ; Misses Katie Sey-

mour, Belmore, Maud Hill, Maria Davis, Sherman, Ward,
Lee, Sinden, and Ellalinc Terrisa.

QARRICK THEATRE.
Mr. John Hare, Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8, THE NOTORIOUS MRS. EBB-
SMITH. Mr. John Hare, Mr. Forlws-Robertson ; Messrs,

Ian Robertson, A. Smith, Came, Thome, Du gorier
;

Mesdames Jeffreys, Ferrers, Halsey, Groves, and Olga
Nethersole.

GLOBE THEATRE.
Lessee, W. 8. Penley.

THIS EVENING, at 9, CHARLEY'S AUNT. W. 8.

Penley, Messrs. W. Everard, Sydney Paxton, Farmer, C.

Thombnry, and Reeves-Smith ; Misses Ada Branson,
Emmie Merrick, Graves, U. Kildare, and Mabel Lane. At
8, THE JOURNEY'S END.

HAYMARKET THEATRE.
Mr. Tree, Sole Lessee and Manager.

THIS EVENING, at 8.15, FEDORA. Mr. Tree, Mr. Kut-
combe Gould, Mr. Hallnrd, Mr. Slaurice, Mr. Allan, Mr.
Holman Clark, Mr. Herbert Ross, Mr. Thomas ; Mrs. Ban-
croft, Miss Hilda Hanbury, Mrs. Patrick Campbell.

LYCEUM THEATRE.
THE MERCHANT of VENICE ..June 17, 18, 10, 20, and 21.

FAUST June 21, 25, and 'X.

LOUIS XI June 27 and 28.

~' LYRIC THEATRE.
~~

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, AN ARTIST'S MODEL.
Mesdames Marie Tempest, Pattie Browne, K. Hodson, M.
Studholme, Homer, Cadiz, Pounds, Gregory, Cannon, Fair-

fax, Davis, Adams, Flopp, Neild, and Lettie Lind; Messrs.

Hayden Coffin, Eric Lewis, Lawrence D'Orsiy, Farren-

Routar, Maurice Farkoa, H. Wright, Portcous, Ellison,

Dixon, W. Blakeley.

PRINCE OF WALES' THEATRE.
THIS EVENING, at a30, GENTLEMAN JOE (The

Hansom Cabby), Mr. Arthur Rolierts, Messrs. William

Philp, E. Vernon, E. 11. Kelly, E. Thome, Roxborough,

and W. H. Denny ; Mesdames Aida Jenoure, Lettie Searle,

Clara Jecks, Sadie Jerome, Adelaide Newton, EvaEllersUe,

Audrey Ford, Ellas Dee, and Kitty Loftus. Preceded, at

7.60, by A WOMAN'S CAPRICE .

ST. james'¥theatre.
Sole Lessee and Manager, Mr. George Alexander;

THIS EVENING, at 9, THE TRIUMPH OK THE
PHILISTINES. Mr. George Alexander; Messrs. Herbert

Waring, H. V. Esmond, II. H. Vincent, B. M. Robson,

Ernest Hendrie, James Welch, A. Rovston, Mark Paton;

Lady Monckton, Miss Elliott Page, Miss Juliette Nesrille.

At 8.16, TOO HAPPY IJY HALF. Miss E. Millard, tx.
~"

SAVOY THEATRE.
Proprietor and Manager, R. D'Oyly Carte.

THIS EVENING, at 8.30, HANSEL AND GRETEL :

Mesdames Jeanne Douste, Mario Elba, Julia Lenno-x, Edith

Miller, Marie du Bedat, Jessie Hudleston, and Mr. Charles

Copland. Conductor, Signer Arditi.

TERRY'S THEATRE.
TO-DAY, at 3 and 9, THE PASSPORT. Misses Fanny

Coleman, Cicely Richanls, Kate Tully, Grace Lane, and

Gertrude Kingston ; Messrs.Yorko Stephens, Alfred iUIlby,

Compton Coutts, John L. Mackay, Cecil Ramsey, R. Blunt,

and George Giddens. At 8.15, A WOMAN'S NO.

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.
Lessee. Mr. William Grossmith.

TO-DAY at S and 9, THE LADIES' IDOL (Last Night).

Mr Weedon Grossmith, Messrs.J. Beauchamp, C. P. Little,

!J Warden, F. Volpc, T. Kingston, K. Douglas, A. Hel-

more ; Mesdames May Palfrey, Gladys Homfrey, Esm^
Beringer, K. SerjeanUon, A. Beet. At 8.15, HAL, TUb
HIGHWAYMAN,
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THE NEW REVIEW.
ONE SHILLING MONTHLY.

Edited by W. E. HENLEY.

Sattiy-'la:/ Iteview says :
" You settle down with a grateful

feeling of relief to the ' New Review.'

"

Macaire.

See JUKE NUMBER for

RUDYARD KIPLING - The Song of the Banjo.

E. L. STEVENSON
W. E. HENLEY -

GILBERT PARKER - Therewas a Little City.

London : Williah HKurEUiSif, 21, Bedford Street, W.O.

LANGUAGES.
THE Monthly Illustrated Journal, devoted

to Philologic Research and Practical Linguistics. Edited by
Uevrv Schaefer. Greatly appreciated by authorities and roneral
readers all the world over. Single copies, 314,, poet [free; Subscrp-
UoD, 43. per annum ; or at all Bookstalls.

Offices: 19, Ludgate Hill.

Just published, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

RANDOM STORIES,
Chiefly Irish.

By MAJOR H. S. M'OLINTOOK.
With ninstrations.

London

:

SlSCPKIH, MlESBALL, HlUILIOy,
Kent & Co., Limited.

MOZART'S DON GIOVANNI.
A Commeutary by CHARLES GOUNOD.

Sole and Authorised Translation, from the Third
French Edition.

By WINDBYER CLARK and J. T. HUTCHINSON.
Crown Svo, 144 pp., cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

BoBEST Cocks 4 Co., 6, New Burlington Street, W.

THE SOLICITORS' JOURNAL
THE ORGAN OF BOTH BRANCHES OF

THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

ESTABLISHED 1857.

Published every Friday. Price 6d.

Of the general contents of the Journal the

following statement will afford some idea :

—

CuKEENT Topics.—Leading Articles—Recent

Decisions—Cases of the Week—Cases before

THE BaNKKUI'TCY ReGISTKAHS—SOLICITORS* CASES—
Reviews—New Orueus^Geneual Correspon-

dence—Courts—Parliament anu Legislation—
Appointments and Obituary—Societies and

Ikstitutions.

A Careful Summary is given of all the Legal

News of the Week, and special attention is

bestowed on Furnishing Early Copies of all Court

Papers.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL ONLY, 26b. ; by port, 285., when

paid in advance. Single Number, 6d.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL and WEEKLY REPORTER
£2 12s., post-free, when paid in advance.

WEEKLY REPORTER, in Wrapper, £2 12s., post-free

Single Number, Is.

The Solicitors' Journal and Reporter can be ordered from

any date.

Cheques and Pott Office Orders payable to H. Villebs.

OFFICE : 27, CHANCERY LANE, W.C

Juat out, demy Svo, 662 pages, cloth, price IBs. net.

ALEX. DEL MAR'S HISTORY OF MONETARY
SYSTEMS IN VARIOUS STATES.

A Work uj)on wliioh the Author has been engaged for many years, and which contains the latest and most elaborate

collection of historical materials on this great subject. Price ISs. net.

The following List of Chapters affords some view of the immense scope of the Work ;—

Chaps. 1. India from the Earliest Times.—2. Ancient Persia.—3. Hebrew Moneys.—4. Ancient Greece.—5. Rome
B.C. 369 to A.n, 1201.- 6. The Sacred Character of Gold.— 7. Pounds, Shillings, and Pence.—8. Gothic Moneys.—9. Moslem
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MY LADY NOBODY.
BY

HAABTEN MAABTENS.
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THE THEORT of INFERENCE.
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AUTHOR. By CHARLES STUART BOSWELL.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d,
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NEW WORK BY PROFESSOR DOWDEN.

NEW STUDIES in LITERA-
TURK. By EDWARD DOWDEN, LL.D., D.C.L.
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INTRODUCTION to the
THEORY of SCIENCE and METAPHYSICS. By
Dr. A. RIEHL, Professor of Philosophy in the Univer-
Bity of Freiburg. Translated by Dr. A. FAIRBANKS,
of Yale University. Post 8vo, Os,
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the problems which surround the general theory of science
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world, from the standpoint of the critical philosophy
The book is written with fearless independence of thought,
and its treatment of Darwinism in relation to the trans-
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A CANDID EXAMINATION
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INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
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Fourth Edition, Crown
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STARLIGHT SONGS. By
EVELYN THRELFALL. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

"A book of verso by an Australian writer."
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EVADNE. and OTHER POEMS.
A Handful of Verse, Original and Translated. By
FREDERIC WALTER FULLER. Fcap.Svo, 33. 6d.
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more modem strains, including selections from the Uun-
garian poet Petufl."— ^'mu.
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STORIES AND STUDIES IN
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BY

ERNEST DOWSON.
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Crown Svo, 3s. 6d. net.
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DON QUIXOTE:
A Dramatisation of the Novel of Cervantes.
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G. E. MORRISON.
Crown Svo, Is. net.
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POEMS.
BY

LIONEL JOHNSON.
WITH A TITLE DESIGN B7 H. P. HOBNE

Printed on Hand-made Paper at the

Chiswick Presa.

Square post Svo, 5s. net.
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"An air of solidity, combined with something also of

severity, is the first impression one receives from these

pages The poems are more massive than most lyrics
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LITERATURE.
A Literary Sistory of the English People, from

the Origins to the Renaissance, By J. J.

JuBserand. (Fisher Unwin.)

Those who are acquainted with M. Jusse-

rand's former contributions to English
literary history will be prepared to give

this volume a hearty welcome, and aU the

more because it is the £rst instalment of a
larger work. Each of the three volumes,

however, is to make a complete whole in

itself, " the first telling the literary history

of the English up to the Eenaissance, the

second up to the accession of King Pope,

the last up to our own day." Of the

author's studies for the first of these periods

we have already seen some of the results in

his English Wayfaring Life in the Middle

Ages and his essay on Piers Plowman, while
his English Novel in the Time of Shakspere

has afforded an agreeable foretaste of the

second volume of the work. It is always
interesting, moreover, to read appreciations

of English literature by French critics, even
when, as has been often the case, they have
come to their task with an insufficient equip-

ment of knowledge and with insurmountable

national prejudices. The literary tact and
instinctive sense of balance and propor-

tion which generally distinguish their criti-

cisms are qualities too rare in English and
in German work, and the very preju-

dices tend to make us feel that what is

duly appreciated has acquired in a certain

sense the stamp of general currency. M.
Jusserand, however, has higher claims to

be accepted as a critic of English literature

than merely those of style. He has studied

the history of the nation and of its literary

development with the thoroughness of a

specialist, and his researches have already

lighted up several obscure corners, while

at the same time he has a real familiarity

with the language and the people, and a
genuine love of his subject. It is a happy
arrangement, too, by which English editions

of M. Jusserand's works are published

under the superintendence of the author

and simultaneously with the French ; and
it may be noted that in London they are

issued in a far more sumptuous style than
in Paris.

However, before abandoning ourselves to

M. Jusserand's guidance during the period

of Origins, we feel impelled to ask one
question. Does patriotism really require

that M. Jusserand should be so markedly
anti-Teutonic ? Taine was not ; but then
Taine wrote before the Franco-German
war, and that perhaps makes a differ-

ence. M. Jusserand seems to have taken

up a brief against the Germanic element

in English literature and even in the
English language ; and between Celtic sur-

vivors in Britain and French conquerors
from over sea, the English race itself has
hardly space left to it in his pages to play
any part at all in the national development.
With reference to the first he says, "No
wonder if the descendants of these in-

defatigable inventors are men with rich

literatures," while to the influence of the
second he is disposed to attribute nearly
all the credit that remains for poetical

imagination and literary aptitude : to it we
owe, not only our Chaucer, but also our
Shakspere and our Tennyson. What the
author says of the English language and its

vocabulary aptly illustrates his point of

view. The vocabulary, he remarks, contains

twice as many words drawn from Romance
as from Germanic sources.

"It is true that the proportion of words
used in a page of ordinary English does
not correspond to these figures. ... It

is, nevertheless, to be observed : first, that
the constitution of the vocabulary, with its

majority of Franco-Latin words, is an actual
fact ; then, that in a page of ordinary English
the proportion of words having a Germanic
origin is increased by the number of Anglo-
Saxon articles, conjunctions, and pronouns,
words that are merely the servants of the
others, and are, as they should be, more
numerous than their masters."

Thus, the very fact which may fairly be
accepted as proving the essentially Germanic
constitution of the language is boldly

turned in the opposite direction. M. Jus-

serand ought to be above this kind of special

pleading. The truth is far better stated by
the critic whom he acknowledges as his

master, when he says of the Norman con-

querors :

" Es ont beau importer leurs mceurs et leurs

pocmes, faire entrer dans la langue un tiers de
ses mots ; cette lasgue reste toute germanique,
de fonds et de substance. . . . Au bout de
trois cents ans, ce sent les conquerants qui
sont conquis."

In literature M. Jusserand himself is per-

fectly well aware that the influence of the

Norman Conquest was chiefly indirect, and
depended rather on the closer connexion
which was established during the succeeding

centuries between England and the Con-
tinent, than on the actual transplantation of

foreigners into England. Moreover, the
best products of English literature in the

fourteenth century were also the most dis-

tinctively national. Much as Chaucer owed
to foreign influences, French and Italian,

his dramatic force and humour are all his

own ; and the only other contemporary poet
who can be named by his side, the author
of Piers Plowman, is the most essentially

English, or, if M. Jusserand prefers the

name, Anglo-Saxon, in his genius.

Closely connected with this fault is one
of the capital merits of the book. The
author differs from many other writers on

lingual character of the English nation aX
this period. " The ages during which the
national thought expressed itself in lan-

guages which were not the national one "

are not allowed to remain blank, " as if, for

complete periods, the inhabitanta of the
island had ceased to think at all." It may
be a little startling to meet with Gaimar,
Wace, and Benolt de Sainte-More in English
literature, yet they were all subjects of the
kings of England, all wrote on matters
closely connected with English history, and
their works, together with the Chanson de

Roland, the Roman de Renart, and innumer-
able French fabliaux and chansons, became
naturalised on this side of the channel, and
contributed to the formation of English
literature. Still more justifiable is the place
assigned to the authors who wrote in Latin

;

and William of Malmesbury, John of Salis-

bury, and Joseph of Exeter (to whom M,
Jusserand devoted particular attention in

his student days) fall into their proper
position by the side of the better known
Geoffrey of Monmouth and Walter Map.

It is the fourteenth century, however,
that M. Jusserand knows best : the period
when the fusion of races and of languages
is complete, and English literature again
begins to express itself freely in the

English language. When we come to the

period of Chaucer and of Langland the

author is in full sympathy with his subject.

Passing lightly over the earlier works of

Chaucer, composed after French and Italian

models, he does full justice to " the first

great poem of renewed English literature,"

namely, Troilus and Criseyde, inwhich the poet

does indeed borrow and translate, but with
such amaster's hand as to make the borrowed
material his own, and to exhibit himself as

another Chaucer, far more complete and
powerful. Here M. Jusserand rightly sees

a prophecy of the English novel and the

English drama, "where tragic and comio
are blended, where the heroic and the

trivial go side by side, as in real life."

It is here, in fact, that Chaucer first dis-

covers his genius, and from this work he
passes quite naturally to the Canterbury Tales.

It is needless to say that the author of

English Wayfaring Life is well acquainted

with the company that assembled at the

Tabard, and that he appreciates Chaucer as

the first great dramatist of modern Europe.

M. Jusserand knows that the real merit and
originality of the Canterbury Tales is not

so much in the tales themselves as in the

tellers of them, and that the true genius of

the author appears . most in those scenes

of comedy, " lively, quick, unexpected,

amusing," which follow each story, and in

the masterly skill with which the descriptions

of the Prologue are put into action, and the

portraits are made to step out of their

frames and come down into the highway.

Indeed, so fully does M. Jusserand appre-

ciate this as the pre-eminent merit, that he

the subject in giving something like an I can hardly think that his author took the

adequate place to the literature which was
written in Latin and in French. Instead
of devoting his attention mainly to the

meagre stream of poetry and prose written

in English, which flows underground, as it

were, during the first three centuries after

the Conquest, he recognises fully the tri-

serious tales quite seriously. In the

"Knightes Tale" we are to suppose that

Chaucer purposely retained the faults of

that particular sort of story—that is, of the

tales of chivalry ; Griselda is rendered

tolerable only by the satirical envoy, and

the "Tale of Melibeus" only byjthe touch
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of humour with which Chaucer modestly

amigns to himaeU the dullest and most

prooaic composition of the whole series.

" He allowi his heroes to apeak, but he is not

their dupe—iu fact, he is so little their dupe that

sometimes be can stand their talk no longer,

and interrupts them or laughs at them to their

very face."

He does, indeed, recall his company to

gravity wiUi a sermon as they approach the

end of their pilgrimage ; but that is only

fitting, not leas fitting than the coarse tale

of the miller, while he was still drunk with

the ale of iSouthwark.

The account of Gower is rather insufficient,

and the merit of his narrative style, which
is always direct and sometimes picturesque,

is not duly appreciated. Also, it is some-
what bold to suggest that there is no good
evidence of a quarrel between Qower and
Ohaucer. In the " Man of Law's Prologue "

two of Gower's tales are set down as
" abominations "; and about the same time,

certainly not later than 1393, the lines in

praise of Chaucer disappear from the

Confenio AtMntis. Langland, as might
have been expected, is adequately dealt

with by M. Jusserand. This section of his

work IS to a great extent a reproduction

of his former book on the subject, and
for the most part it is excellent; but
in the account of Langland's life there

are some rather questionable assump-
tions. The author still apparently be-

lieves that Langland was born a bond-
;man, though the sole passage upon which
that idea was founded certainly refers to

spiritual and not to material bondage, and
the lines in which he speaks of himself as a

tonsured clerk and of the rule that such

should be bom
" Of fraukleus and free men and of folk

ywedded "

are almost conclusive against it.

In dealing with the prose of this period

the author's method again reminds us that

his book is not a history of English litera-

ture, but a literary history of the nation.

The rolls of Parliament, whether in French
or in English, are made to supply materials

for his purpose, and the parliamentary

speeches of the time (rather hypothetical as

specimens of vernacular eloquence) are set

before us in a new light as instrumental in

forming an English prose style. Wyclif,
however, is the real Father of English Prose,
" now that Mandeville has dissolved in

smoke," and he is the third great figure of

English literature in the fourteenth century.

M. Jusserand, while asserting the enormous
circulation of Wyclif 's Bible, yet seems
disposed to attribute greater influence

in the development of prose to his ser-

mons and treatises. More interesting these

may be, and possibly more varied in style

;

bat for one copy of these in existence

there must be ten of the Bible, and a
student of the process by which the genius
of the people grew into shape must surely

find the latter the more important docu-
ment.

We have hardly space left to follow our
author in his interesting chapter on the

development of the drama from festival

pageants and processions through Mysteries
ana Moralities to the eve of the Benaissance.

The subject is one which lends itself happily
to M. Jusserand's mode of treatment, and
he is excellent in his account both of the
stage appliances and of the stock characters

and situations : the strutting and thunder-
ing of Herod and Augustus, the domestic
differences between Noah and his wife,

the shocking language that passes between
Joseph and Mary, and the facility with
which Mary Magdalen, virtuous and beauti-
ful, yields to her first gallant. It is interesting

to trace afterwards the attempts made by
Protestant citizens of York or of Chester to

convert their beloved plays to the new faith,

and in spite of prohibition we see them still

surviving by the side of the Shaksperian
drama. It is, indeed, hardly possible to

exaggerate the importance of their in-

fluence: "they had kept alive the taste

for stage plays, they left behind them
authors, a public, and companies of

players." The Mysteries did not quite die

out until the drama of the Renaissance
had almost reached its culminating point.

In conclusion, we have to thank M.
Jusserand for a most interesting and read-

able contribution to the history of English
literature. One thing only will a little

disappoint the reader, and that is the
absence of those numerous illustrations,

reproduced from MSS. and other sources,

which make the English editions of his

former books so much more attractive than
the French. Here there is only one, and
that we have seen before ; but perhaps the
author was afraid of interfering with the
general view of so extensive a field by
giving an undue prominence to particular

details.

G. 0. Maoaulay,

Memorials of St. James's Palace. By Edgar
Sheppard, Sub-Dean of H.M. Chapels
Royal. In 2 vols. (Longmans.)

In spite of the compiler's industry, which
is conspicuous upon every page, we have
found this rather a disappointing book. To
a large extent it is a record rather of

pageantry than of history, and one soon

wearies of the recital of Court functions and
State entertainments, of bills of fare and
guests of high degree. Perhaps two cen-

turies hence (when—as we are told

—

monarchy will have become a thing of the

past, and the Palace will revert to its

original uses) the curious reader, as he dips

into these volumes, will wonder how men
and women endured the tedious ceremonies

of a Levee or a Drawing Room in order to

kiss a sovereign's hand. But, we may be
sure, some substitute will be found for

these things which minister to a natural

craving for pomp and display that prevails

as much at St. Giles's as at St. James's.

And the substitute, whatever it be, will

not want its chronicler.

With the external features of St. James's
Palace everybody is familiar. There is a
certain picturesqueness about the entrance

gateway, with its four octagon towers,

which is part of the structure erected by
Henry VHI. from Holbein's design ; but
the rest of the Palace is mean and dull—as
dull as Court life under the Hanoverian
regime. No portion of the present building

is older than the sixteenth century (although
the site had been occupied from a much
earlier date as a leper hospital) ; and the

additions and alterations made by Charles
I., (iueen Anne, and the Georges, were
neither in keeping with the original design
nor with the dignity of a royal palace.

Henry VIII. seems to have quickly tired of

his new toy. Mr. Sheppard tells us that he
seldom resided there after his second

marriage ; but as that event took place

in January, lOSS, and the site had only

been acquired by the king in the previous

year, it is difficult to understand how
it could have been occupied by him at all.

Whitehall was certainly his favourite

London residence ; and it is worth noticing

that Holbein's gateway to that palace bore
a very close resemblance to the entrance of

St. James's. Queen Mary preferred St.

James's to Whitehall ; and within its walls,

where she had signed the surrender of

Guisnes, she breathed her last. Here, too.

Prince Henry, "the youth of promise,"

held his brilliant court for two years

of his short life; and here his brother,

Charles the First, spent his last days, and
was carried across the park to suffer death

at Whitehall. Most of his children were
bom at St. James's, which afterwards

became for three years the prison house of

the Dukes of York and Gloucester and the

Princess Elizabeth. After the Restoration

it was frequently occupied by the Duke of

York, who, with his second wife, Mary of

Modena, held his court there with as much
regularity as the king and queen held
theirs at Whitehall. " King Charles always
said that the most loyal and virtuous of

his courtiers were to be found in his

brother's circle at St. James's Palace."

Whitehall was burnt down in 1698, and
William and Mary were thus compelled to

remove to St. James's for a while. It was
the birthplace of the Princess Anne, and
was her principal residence when she

married. "In Queen Anne's reign," says

Mr. Sheppard, " St. James's Palace became
the scene, once again, of a most brilliant

Court .

" We are not accustomed to associate

brilliance with " good " Queen Anne. Swift,

perhaps, may have exaggerated the dulness

of her Levees, in which, he says, she would
sit with a parcel of courtiers about her,

silently giving glances at them, and putting

the end of her fan in her mouth because

she had nothing to say. The reputation for

dulness was well preserved by the Georges,

and it cannot be said that it was always

the dulness of respectability. " Royal
favourites" had their apartments in the

palace, and this circumstance occasionally

led to friction.

" On the last journey which George I. took to

Hanover, after his departure from St. James's,

it is stated that Miss Brett ordered a door to be
broken out of her apartments into the royal

garden. Anne, the eldest of the princesses,

offended at that freedom, and not choosing such
a companion in her walks, ordered the door to

be walled up again. Miss Brett as imperiously
reversed the command. The king died sud-

denly, and the empire of the new mistress

vanished."

More serious altercations than these have
occurred within the palace waUS) the most
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notable being that between George I. and
his son, which ended in the latter being put
Tinder arrest and ordered to leave the palace

without provision being made for his re-

ception elsewhere.

George II., soon after his accession, came
back to his old home, and was pleased to

occupy it as much as any other house in

England, But its attractions were in-

Bufflcient to keep him there long. The
following sarcastic advertisement was pasted
in 1736 on the gate of St. James's Palace
during one of his Majesty's visits abroad :

" Lost or strayed out of this house a man who
has left a wife and six children in the parish.

Whoever will give any tidings of him to the
Churchwardens of St. James's Parish, bo as he
may be got again, shall receive 48. 6d. reward.
"N.B.—This reward will not be increased,

nobody judging him to deserve a crown,"

With the reign of George III. St. James's
ceased to be a royal residence. The king
preferred Buckingham House, or, as it was
often called, the " Queen's House "; and the
older palace was reserved for court functions,

as is now the case.

Although St. James's cannot vie with
Windsor or Hampton Court in the interest

of its associations, its history was worth
writing and is worth reading. Mr. Shep-
pard has collected information from a very
large number of sources, and the illustra-

tions with which his volumes are embel-
lished add greatly to their value and beauty.

ChABLES J. EoBINSOIf.

Lyrici. By Arthur Christopher Benson.
(John Lane.)

Upon reading Southey's poem about " The
Spider," Lamb wrote to him :

" I love this sort of poems, that open a new
intercourse with the most despised of the
animal and insect race. I think this vein may
be further opened. Peter Pindar hath very
prettily apostrophised a fly; Burns hath his
mouse and his louse ; Coleridge less successftdly
hath made overtures of intimacy to a jackass,
therein only following, at imresembling dis-

tance, Sterne and greater Cervantes. Besides
these, I know of no other examples of breaking
down the partition between us and our 'poor
earth-bom companions.'

"

And the " gentle-hearted Charles " proceeds
to propose a series of such poems: "If
old Quarles and Wither could live again,
we would invite them into our firm. Burns
hath done his part." Lamb would have
relished many things in the poems of Mr.
Benson, who hath made successful overtures,

in his earlier book, to a toad, a mole, a
beetle, and who now presents U3 with
similar pieces. His singular charm lies in

the loving and lovable particularity with
which he looks upon nature in its simpler
and humbler aspects : he sings of his flowers
and birds and other creatures with a quaint
sincerity, a fresh and sweet morality, which
are his own. Had he lived in days of
" emblem books," he would have produced
not the least ingenious of those artistic

guides to proverbial and allegorical phil-
osophy. Instead of that, he turns careful
eyes and ears, he lends a disciplined mind,
upon the world of life about him, finding
" a heaven in a wild flower," and themes

of curious contemplation in creatures of the
hedge and pond, all incentives to serious
and measured song. It is poetry of the
inspired hour, the sudden happy moment,
rather than poetry of a preconceived inten-
tion : the work of one who has his gleams
and intimations from some chance felicity

of sight or sound, some visitant, unexpected
mood.

" One day— it seemed like many other days,
The high-roofed clouds unbroken everywhere.
The hedgerow elms, the dusty, weary ways,

Blinked in the BenselesB glare—
I laboured sadly through the appointed hours,
Until at eve, in utter discontent,
I drew a sudden rapturous breath of flowers.
And forth alone I went.

Listless I wandered by the streamlet's side ;

How surely, secretly, the water flowed !

Slowly I entered— dull, dissatisfied—
A thicket by the road.

" ' weary earth and O unworthy cares,'

I sighed : the balmy silence round me crept,
And stilled the troubled fancy unawares ;

—

I know not if I slept.

" Only I know that as I lay outworn,
Where the tall flag his pointed blade unfurled.

There flashed across me, of the silence born.
The secret of the world." . . .

It is always some portion of that secret, for

which the poet waits, which surprises his

meditative moods with a swift elation or
gift of strength : desiderio desiderans, he is

caught away of the spirit to "an ampler
ether, a diviner air." His languors and
depressions and despondencies are not
querulous and bitter, but the necessary
accompaniment of every mind waiting and
watching in the shadows of this world : of

one not yet passed, in the words of Newman's
chosen epitaph, ex nmhris et imaginihus in

veritatem. Aid the light that he catches
from the " meanest " wayside weed or in-

sect, each a standing miracle, suifuses itself

over his best poems with a grave gaiety and
a peaceful humour, which will please many
readers greatly, but escape some. At times

his moral music, intent upon its message,
hardly knows when to have done. Mr.
Benson has a somewhat distressing way
of closing with a comparatively weak stanza

after a flne conclusion has been already

reached. Thus, in the lines upon the bee
found dead upon the glacier, he points his

moral to this eifect

:

" Nay, nay—it was too far, too high

:

Alas ! there is no turning back
For him who darea the barren fky.
Who falters in the heavenly track.

" The singer, nursed in homely joys

—

The lawn, the long sequestered lane—
Hears in the air the distant noiee

Of hurrying glory, restless gain.

" He might have eung of ample things.
And charmed the listening circle round.

But now in dizzy air he swings.
And seeks in vain to touch the ground.

" The harp he might have swept is jarred.
The dusty strings untuneful lie,

With all the merry music marred ;

—

For him the silence, and the sky."

Surely, that were a satisfying close, imagina-
tive and austere ; but the poet continues

:

" If not content to reign below,
There is no throne for him above

;

Oh ! is it well to try to know
How high is truth, how blind is love ?

"

The only other possible failing is a fondness
for echoes of other poets : a thing often, as

in Virgil or Tennyson, very delightful, bat
often disastrous. So, after Tennyson has
sung

" Hold thou the good : define it well

:

For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark and be
Procuress to the Lords of Hell,"

it is surely superfluous and indiscreet in
Mr. Benson to tell us that

" When faith and virtue falter, truth
Is handmaid to the hags of night."

And sometimes his rhythmical movement is

too closely suggestive of greater work

:

" So gazed the hosts of God,
When that grim prophet stumbled from the plaoe
Of darkness, to the serried tents below ;

"

Excellent lines, but charged with memories
of lines " that are more excellent."

Apart from these seeming blemishes, Mr.
Benson's poems are upon a well kept plane of
distinction and personal excellence. He is

at his best when he draws out and dwells
upon the touching elements in despised, or
lonely, or suffering things, members of
" the whole creation groaning and travail-

ing together," but with unnoticed pains,
and obscure trials, and little sadnesses.
Creatures preying blithely upon their fellows,

sorrows of childhood, the sacred mystery and
loneliness of death, these he sings in a tone
of reverent and wondering regret, as in his

sonnet upon the wounded bird :

" The merry sportsmen tramped contented home,
He heard their happy laughter die away ;

—

Across the stubble by the covert side

His merry comrades called at eventide

;

They breathed the fragrant air, alert and gay,
And he was sad because his hour was come."

And there are verses, which may well be
read with the wonderful lonica, that best
tribute to public school life, to youth and
work and play in ancient places, as an elder
sees them: such verses as " In the Eield,"
" After Construing," " At Lock-Up."

Indeed, the whole book has a certain

charm, as the product of a life sheltered
among academic and cloistral ways, with
visits to the heart of Nature for its variation :

it blends curiously the mood of one busied
with things of thought, traditional and
daily, and of one whose other self lives in
the fields and woods, questioning them and
their inhabitants, yet not without a central

faith to unite and to invigorate his specula-
tions. An impressive temperament and
personality so reveal themselves, though
with reticence and dignity, making a true
music out of their circumstances. Those
circumstances are sober and serene, apari^

from the external tumults of a more active

and uncertain life ; but the internal moods
of one "finely touched" are always of

value, however limited and monotonous be
the themes and things that prompt them.
After all, it is just these well-mastered and
familiar themes and things that are worth
communicating to the world, in what Mr.
Benson calls "A Canticle of Common
Things," the Te Deum of a quiet and an
orderly experience, that has found its won-
derland and its dreamland among "Common
Things," of which none is common nor
unclean.

Lionel Johnson.
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Naitiral Right*. A Criticism of some

Political and Ethical Conceptions. By
D. Q. Ritchie. (Sonnenschein.)

In this volume Prof. Ritchie has given

an able sketch and criticism of a famous

theory, which is no less interesting philo-

sophically than important in its historical

results. The idea that mankind are en-

dowed with natural and inalienable rights

is affirmed, as every one knows, in the

preamble of the American Declaration of

Independence, and, as our author says, may
still be considered as forming " part of the

national creed " in the United States. The
great influence the same conception had in

determining the course of the French Revolu-

tion is equally notorious ; and in one form

or another the theory is still widely held

at the present day, sometimes in quarters

where its original advocates would have
been much surprised to meet with it. Prof.

Ritchie shows how opposite schools have
deduced their conclusions from the same
starting-point.

"The theory of natural rights is used by
Anarchists to condemn the existing inequalities

of social conditions, and by Conservatives to

check attempts on the part of governments to

remedy these inequalities. The first of these

modes of application may indeed seem the most
logical outcome of a theory whose essence lies

in protest and negation ; but the second is, at

the present day, quite as common. ProtestMxt-

isms crystalise into dogmatisms ; and the theory
of the revolutionist becomes the watchword of

the Conservative and of the reactionary. The
English Revolution of 16S8 and the American
Bevolution of 1776 were carried out in defence
of the rights of ' liberty and property.'

The ' Liberty and Property Defence League '

of our own days regards itself as a bulwark
against revolutionary legislation. . . . People
are in the habit of building the sepulchres of

the prophets their fathers stoned; and although,

so far as I know, Tom Paine has not yet been
made a saint by the Knights and Dames of the

Primrose League, the spirit of the ' rebellious

stay-maker,' if ever it frequents the meetings
of that highly respectable organisation, may
have felt a grim delight in hearing the ' Eights
of Man ' preached by a Tory Lord Chancellor."

Prof. Ritchie writes decidedly as an
opponent of the theory with which his

book is concerned ; but all must admit his

fairness in stating the views which he re-

jects, and even those who do not regard the
idea of natural rights as altogether baseless

will acknowledge that he has done a useful
work in exposiog the vagueness and crudity
with which it has too often been set forth.

He has, further, treated the subject in a
very interesting manner. Far from being
dry and scholastic, his style is lively and
vigorous, and the points at issue are often
exemplified by simple practical illustrations.

The claim which the author makes in his

preface to have steered clear of any one-
sided partisanship is fully justified, as also

is the following affirmation

:

" Conservative, Liberal, Radical, Socialist may
each, amid much to dissent from, fiad some-
thing with which he may agree ; and I think
this ought to be so, for each of them represents
tome aspect of political truth neglected by the
others.''

Prof. Ritchie begins with an historical

review of " the Idea of Nature in Law and
Politics." He traces back the conception to

the Roman theory of the hx naturak. He
touches lightly on the question whether the

Jut naturale is to be regarded as identical

with the jM gentium, which he says he must

leave to competent students of the Civil Law.

This course was, perhaps, wise in a case

where not only modern scholars but the

original auUiorities themselves are divided.

There is no doubt that Ulpian clearly dis-

tinguishes the two, regarding tiiejus gentium

as the common element in the customary

law of various communities, and the j'ui

naturaleaa a law common to men and animals.

Gains, on the other hand, appears^to use the

two expressions as synonymous. Ai to which

more faithfully represents the general

opinion of Roman jurists, there may be

some controversy. Sir Henry Maine, per-

haps the greatest English authority on

Roman law, pronounces decidedly in favour

of Qaius, and regards Ulpian's view as

simply an instance of the propensity to dis-

tinguish characteristic of a lawyer. Others,

however, like Prof. Muirhead, while ad-

mitting that Ulpian's notion about animals

is peciSiar to himself, think that the notion

of a JUS naturale, as distinct from the jus

gentium, is to be found in other jurists, and

that it is Gaius who is singular in identifying

the two.

After tracing the idea of natural law

through the Middle Ages, Prof. Ritchie

devotes a chapter to a careful analysis of

the philosophical system of Rousseau. He
shows that there is much exaggeration in

the popular view of this writer's doctrines,

especially as regards his supposed antagon-

ism to civilisation

:

"The evils incident to the civil state are

admitted ; but that only in the civil state can

man rise above the animal is recognised by
Rousseau as fully as by Aristotle. No great

writer perhaps has suffered more than Rousseau
from having his views judged by his weakest

writings. The Contrat /Social is a book much
more talked about than read, and the prevalent

opinion about Rousseau's social theories is

derived from the paradoxes of his early prize

essays."

In this portion of his work our author is

led to investigate the elements which enter

into the idea of civilisation : a term which,

as he perceives, is one very hard to define

with precision.

" Civilisation is a vague term, and to different

persons it suggests different ideas. To some
people it suggests railways and telegraphs ; to

some it suggests bustiing streets, showy shop-

windows, boulevards, cafes, theatres ; to some
it suggests chimney-pot hats and black coats ;

to some it means Christian churches, parlia-

ments, and policemen ; to some it means
mainly art, science, and literature; to our

modem cynics or Rousseauists, to those whose
prophets are Thoreau and Walt Whitman, it is

a disease which needs to be cured by ' a return

to nature.'

"

A certain school of modern anthropologists

have endeavoured to assign a fixed technical

sense to the word. They have attempted a

minute classification of the degrees of human
progress, making the three main divisions

to be savagery, barbarism, and civilisation
;

and sub-dividing each into an upper,

middle, and lower stage. The essential

characteristics of civilisation are held to

be a knowledge of the use of iron and

of alphabetical writing; and according to

this system several nations to whom the

designation is generally applied are regarded

as having no claim to it. Thus, the ancient

Mexicans and Peruvians are considered as

being only in the middle stage of barbarism.

It is doubtful, however, whether it is alto-

gether practicable, even if it were clearly

desirable, to fix, by a hard and fast line, the

meaning of a word in constant popular use.

Prof. Ritchie approaches the subject

from a somewhat different standpoint.

He enumerates the principal constituents

of civilisation as being: (1) Control over

the forces of nature. (2) The power of

transmitting experience. (3) The faculty of

art. (4) The formation of political society.

This definition is certainly a very com-

prehensive one ; and if rigidly applied would

exclude many communities from the list of

civilised nations to whom most of us would

assign a place there, especially if, as the

author appears to do, we so explain his

fourth requirement as to make it include

" the habit of free government— i.e., of living

under institutions which are not looked on as

some alien authority imposed from without, or

existing merely because they have existed in

the past, but which in some considerable degree

correspond to the saner and soberer sentiments

of the more socially-minded and orderly mem-
bers of the community."

The basis of Prof. Ritchie's ethical theory

is contained in his chapter, " What deter-

mines Rights?" His view is essentially

that which he describes as " Evolutionist

Utilitarianism," and the standard which he

applies is, in the main, that of social utility :

"The eighteenth century thinkers looked on

society as made by individuals joining together

in order to secure their pre-existing natural

rights. We, unless we remain uniufiuenced by

the more scientific conceptions of human society

now possible to us, see that natural rights,

those rights which ought to he recognised, must

be judged entirely from the point of view of

society. We must return to the method of

Plato : in order to know what is really just, we
must cail up a vision of an ideal society. That

is the true value of Utopias : they are rough

attempts to see how our ideas of justice look

when writ large in a picture of reconstituted

society. Society, as we are always being re-

minded, has, indeed, no existence except as a

society of individuals ; but the individuals as

human beings with rights and duties, and not

as mere animals, can only be understood in

reference to a society."

This seems a rather sweeping principle,

which would leave the individual in the

last resort with no rights whatever against

the community ; but there is not much fault

to bo found with the way in which it is

practically applied by our author.

The second portion of the volume is

devoted to a consideration in detail of

"Particular Natural Rights," taking the

list of those " claimed in the American and

French Declarations." We have first of all

an examination of " the right of life," and

in succeeding chapters of the rights of

liberty, equality, property, and the pursuit

of happiness. The point which is discussed

at most length is the subject of liberty of

thought and toleration ; and this forms one

of the most interesting and valuable sections

, of the book.
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In this connexion, Prof. Eitchie rightly

calls attention to the measures for sup-

pressing Mormonism in the United States,

and the sympathy with which they have
been regarded generally as " a measure of

the extent to which people really believe in

religious liberty."

" Certainly the grounds on which some of

the Acts of Congress against polygamy have
been vindicated by the Supreme Court would
justify persecution to almost any extent. Such
language as the following from such a quarter
is certainly amazing :

' The punitive power of

Government for acts recognised by the general
consent of the Christian world in modem times
as proper matters for prohibitory legislation,

cannot be suspended in order that the tenets of

a religious sect encouraging crime may be
carried out without hindrance.'

"

As Prof. Bitchie says, this appeal to the
general consent of the Christian world
might have been "made by any of the

Persecuting governments of earlier days."
n fact,

"the American Supreme Coiu-t are using the
very arguments which Lord Burleigh or Arch-
bishop Laud might have used. You make
saying mass or attending a conventicle a crime,
and then you say, ' No one's religion shall
excuse him committing a crime against the law
of the land.' The method is simple; but is this
' religious liberty.'

"

The laying down of such principles appears
all the more gratuitous, as it would have
been perfectly possible, as our author shows,
" to fight polygamy on the principles which
regulate modern legislation in most European
countries " without assailing religious belief

in any way.
If there is any point for criticism in Prof.

Bitchie's reasonings, it is to be found in his

treatment of " the use of force by civilised

over barbarous or savage peoples." He
seems too ready to vindicate such conduct
on utilitarian grounds ; and he lays down a
dangerous principle when he says :

"It is good government that alone legitimises

conquest ; but it does legitimise it in the minds
of those who are prepared to think out questions
of right and wrong in the light of actual
human experience and not of arbitrary and
a priori principles or prejudices."

Are we to conclude, then, that wars of con-
quest are always justifiable whenever the
conquering power is likely to give a better
government to the conquered people ? If
so, a plausible case might be made out for

some very high-handed aggressions, as they
have always been regarded. Napoleon's
interference in Spain might be defended on
this plea; and so might the unscrupulous
war of aggp-ession waged by the United
States upon Mexico, so emphatically con-

demned by all the best elements in American
opinion then and since. And certainly by
this rule Edward I. was abundantly
justified in his attempt to conquer Scotland,
as he could allege at least plausible legal
claims of ancient standing in addition to
the certain fact that ho could give the
country a much better government than it

ever enjoyed under its native rulers. Prof.
Bitchie will hardly find this doctrine accept-

able at St. Andrews.

B. Seymour JjOnq.

NEW NOVEI-8,

The Drift of Fate. By Dora Eussell. In
3 vols. (Chatto & Windus.)

An Arranged Marriage, By Dorothea
Gerard. (Longmans.)

Master and Man. By Count Leo Tolstoi.

Translated by A. Hulme Beaman.
(Chapman & Hall.)

The Zeit-Qeist. By L. Dougall. (Hutchin-
son.)

A Tvrquay Marriage. By G. Bayleigh
Vicars and Edith Vicars. (Tower Pub-
lishing Co.)

Almayer's Folly : a Story of an Eastern
Eiver. By Joseph Conrad. (Fisher
Unwin.)

When the Heart is Young. By Alice Maud
Meadows. (Digby, Long & Co.)

Women's Tragedies. By H. D. Lowry,
(John Lane.)

Miss Dora Bussell, while writing TIte

Drift of Fate, must either have changed her
intentions or forgotten them. That a young
and attractive girl should marry a middle-
aged and rather repulsive man in order to

save her father from ruin is something to

which—in fiction at any rate—we are quite

accustomed. Prior to her marriage, how-
ever, she did something which is by no
means a necessary part of the usual pro-

gramme :

" She went out alone the second day she was
in Edinburgh and proceeded to a large cutler's

shop, and asked to be shown some long sharp
knives. She selected and paid for the sharpest
she could find, and then ordered a morocco case
to be made for it. But she would not have
the knife sent to her address. ' I will call for
it when the case is ready,' she said ; and she
did this, and then carried it to the hotel where
they were staying."

Of course the youngest and most thought-
less novel-reader knows that this means,
or ought to mean—a good soul- satisfying

murder about the end of the first volume
;

but what is our surprise and bewilderment
to discover that this long sharp knife, pur-
chased and encased with so much pomp
and ceremony, is never heard of again.

This is a violation of all the rules of

sensational novel-writing. If knives are

to be treated in this reckless way, no
innovation will startle us : we may even
come to good law and flawless English.

Elsewhere Miss Bussell displays more con-

formity to the conventions. Mrs. Mont-
gomery does not stab her husband, but
simply leaves him on the evening of her
marriage, attired in masculine costume,
procured beforehand for that purpose.

How and when the forsaken man finds his

missing wife, and what happens to her in

the meantime, may be read, by thoso who
desire the knowledge, in The Drift of Fate

;

but lejeu ne vautpas la chandelle.

An Arranged Marriage is slighter in

substance than some of its predecessors,

but its workmanship is very charming,
though hardly flawless. The plot of the
millionaire. Brand, and the indigent
Principessa to marry the young prince

and the beautiful Annie is moving on so

smoothly to the desired end, that the con-

ventional requirements of narrative demand
the introduction of some obstacle ; but the
fascinating Teresina Bazzanella comes into
the story rather too obviously to serve this

purpose. She has too much the air of a
dea ex machina, and the car creaks as
she makes her descent. Thus the episode
in which she plays the principal part becomes
unreal and unconvincing, and the centre of
gravity in an otherwise well-poised story is

disturbed. But the Principessa is excellent.

She has the picturesque daintiness of a
Dresden figure and something of its im-
mobility, but in every page she is alive

:

she is at once decorative and something
more. Though An Arranged Marriage does
not represent the kind of work into which
Mrs. Gerard can throw all her power, it pro-
vides very pleasant reading.

A sudden prompting to the sin that may
lose a soul, we call a temptation : we have
no word for the sudden prompting to the
good by which a soul may be saved, and the
missing word is the only designation for the
motive of Count Tolstoi's Master and Man,
There are 125 pages in the book ; but one
can see that it has been written for the sake
of the last thirteen, in which the worldly,

selfish, grasping Vassili Andrei tch hears and
obeys the call to give his life that he may
save the life of his peasant servant Nikita.

Up to page 111 the story is simple : a good
though not specially arresting example of

that pre-Eaphaelite treatment of rural

Eussian life which gives to Count Tolstoi's

fiction its peculiar quality of impressive

vividness ; but this situation provides for

the book a special raison d'etre. Intensely

interesting as it is, its interest is spiritual

rather than intellectual or literary : the only
literary question is whether the author
enables us to realise the process of what
devout people would call the " conversion "

of Andreitch. The present writer wotild be
disposed to answer it in the affirmative ; but
really the answer depends very much upon
idiosyncrasy of spiritual sensation, of which
—as of what is ordinarily called taste—we
have to say non est disputandum. These
concluding pages are certainly a very inter-

esting statement of the kind of problem
with which Browning loved to grapple, and
the book as a whole certainly deserved a
more satisfactory translation than it here
receives. As a generally faithful render-

ing of the original, it may be all that

could be desired, but of this few of us
are able to judge. It is the awkward-
ness of its English, as English, that

provides material for reproach. "After
this Vassili could' not only not sleep, but
could not rest easy," is about as bad a sen-

tence as could well be written. Nothing
could be more slipshod than its tangled

negatives and its concluding adjective used
improperly as an adverb ; and the following

sentence (p. 92) is almost equally faulty.

The Zeit- Oeist—why so named it is rather

difficult to say—is another book the interest

of which is ethical or spiritual rather than

purely literary. As a narrative organism it

is certainly inferior to Beggars All, and the

method of harking back from an introduc-

tory chapter and then working up to it

again is not one that any reader will com-
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mend. Bat as the story of a soul's rise

from a lower to a higher place, accomplished,

not as in Count Tolstoi's book, by a sudden

spring, but by a long and painful climb,

the book will prove full of fascination for

those to whom this kind of theme makes
any appeal. Of course there are many
who contend that fiction is not the field

for discussing the mystery of evil, or

indeed for discussing anything. If they

are wholly and unreservedly right, The

Zeit- Otitt stands condemned ; but many
will feel that its condemnation inyolves a

dangerous criticism of the theory. Toyner's

acted life is a creative rendering of his

spoken conception of it ; and true creation

is surely art.

There is a kind of smartness which is

really duller than ordinary impretentious

dullness, and we have a great deal too

much of it in A Torquay Marriage. It is a

book which seems to aim at the vague
quality or combination of qualities known
as " modernity "; and it achieves its aim by
a rambling disconnected story and a number
of wearisome conversations, in which the

interlocutors make contributions to what
may be called " society philosophy." The
collaborating authors are evidently well-

read and clever people, but notwithstanding

their reading and their cleverness A Torquay

Marriage is curiously deficient in both

interest and charm. The only chapters

which in any degree hold the attention are

those devoted to the convict life of that quite

impossible swindler, Mr. Colsterworth ; and
unfortunately it looks as if the man had
been dragged into the book for the sake of

these chapters. On the whole, the story

gives one the impression of having been built

without any preliminary ground-plan ; and
this is always a hazardous proceeding,

specially for inexperienced writers.

The Asiatic Archipelago is an unfamiliar
background for romance ; but itsverynovelty

fives it a certain attractiveness^ and Mr.
oseph Conrad has the art of laying on just

sufficient local colour to make his work
attractive, without adding those final touches
—often so tempting to an expert—which
are apt to make an artistic work unin-
telligible to " the general." Almayer's
Folly is not a book which it is easy to

appraise with confidence, because it is so
much more of a promise than of a perform-
ance, and it is difficult even to say what the
promise amounts to. It certainly cannot
be declared an unqualified success. Its

faults are as thick as blackberries in

autumn, but many of them are plainly
faults of inexperience rather than of
incapacity, and are, therefore, not worth
emphasising. The only weakness which
may really be significant is a certain in-

distinctness of portraiture. Almayer, the
disappointed, broken - down European

—

alone among the wily, half-savage Malays
—is certainly distinct enough, and is not
wanting in sombre impressireness ; but
some of the other characters are terribly

deficient in outline. Still, the book somehow
leaves an impression of grasp and power.

When the Heart it Young is a title which
suggests an innocuous and sentimental
tOTy; and experience verifies the critical

intuition, for the epithets just used are the

very epithets whicn most fitly characterise

Miss Meadows's book. The novel is ap-

parently intended for the consumption of

the young person, to whom literature of a
" yellow-bookish"character is forbidden, and

the morals of that much considered person

are quite safe, whatever may be said for

her literary taste. There is some mild love-

making, and the story—which is told in

that detestable present tense—ambles on
agreeably enough ; but it is not a book
about which much can be said to profit.

There is, however, a good deal to be

said, only unfortunately there is little space

in which to say it, about the short stories

which Mr. Lowry brings together under the

general title, Women's Tragedies. There are

those who believe that the day of the short

story will be but a brief one—that the taste

for tragedy and comedy in miniature is but

a fashionable craze which will share the

fate of all other members of i\& tribe.

This may be so; but a few writers with

Mr. Lowry's intensity of vision and power
of rendering would certainly avert the

catastrophe for many a month or year. Of

that best and finest kind of imaginative

realism which presents not only the object,

but its surrounding atmosphere, there have
of late years been few more arresting and
impressive examples than these tales of

lowly Cornish life. Sometimes—as in two or

three of the stories which deal with local

superstitions—there is in the motive itself

an element of glamour, which only needs to

be utilised with the fine art which makes
itself manifest in " The Wise Women " and
" The Sisters." More generally, however,

Mr. Lowry owes little or nothing to his

theme, but the theme owes everything or

almost everything to him. The girl who
marries a drunkard because his mother
implores her to save him, the school-boy

who suddenly learns that his hasty blow
has sent his much-loved little sister to her

g^ave, the prodigal son who returns to his

native village with the painted face of a
circus clown, and from his stilts looks into

the bedroom window where she who has

waited for him so long is drawing her latest

breath, provide material the very simplicity

of which is suggestive to the artist who is

of imagination all compact, but to others it

would be all but useless. If the plea of

" Ian Maclaren " for local fiction needed

re-enforcement, that re-enforcement would
be found in such a book as this of Mr.

Lowry's. In no conditions could his fine

talent be ineffective, but one feels how
admirably it is supported by his intimate

knowledge of life coloured by a special

environment.
James Ashcroft Noble.

BOOKS OF TRAVEL.
The Great Dominion. Studies of Canada.
By George B. Parkin. (Macmillans.) The
greater part of the matter in Mr. Parkin's book
appeared during the past year in a series of

letters to the Times. Those letters were the

result of a visit to the Dominion in the autumn
and winter of 1892-3. A later visit made last

summer has enabled him to make many
additions, and to correct some errors. Mr,
Parkin's letters were so good that we are glad

to have them in a more permanent form. They
provide a g^at amount of valuable informa-
tion, and the result of his travels and inquiries

seems to justify his admiration for the Great
Dominion, and his conftdence in its future.

The enormous extent of the Dominion is

impressed on us by the statement that the

single Canadian province of Ontario is as large

as the six New England States, together with
New York, Peimsylvania, and Virginia. Oar
author does not recommend English gentlemen
to try fanning in the North-West : experience
is against them ; they have not generally been
Bucceesful. Public schools, in his opinion, do
not develop qualities which make a good
farmer.

"Public school life," he says, " creates a very
strong desire to mingle sport with work, and often

the prominence, on the whole, is given to sport.

Oonaitions in the North-West will not at present
udmit of thus mingling employments. It is the
persistent worker who succeeds there."

Very possibly this observation is of much wider
application than to farming in the North-West
provinces of British North America. Of course,

the men who are the back-bone of British

rural life, whom we can least spare, are

those most certain of success. But gentlemen
of small fixed incomes of from £200 to £400 a
year, fond of country life, and with families to

bring up, will make their money go further and
improve the prospects of their children by
buying small and manageable estates in many
districts of the older parts of Canada. Near
many of the smaller provincial towns they may '

find pleasant society, cheap education, and
comfortable living, to an extent which their

money will not command in the old country,

and which they cannot obtain for years to

come in the thinly settled West. On the ques-

tion of annexation to the United States, Mr.
Parkin writes

:

" It may be questioned whether there is in Oanada
to-day—from Atlantic to Pacific—any political

passion so strong as opposition to abEorption into

the United States. It is practically accurate to

say that no avowed annexationists could be elected

to the Dominion Parliament. If any believer in

annexation gets a seat there, it is by concealing

his views."

Madagascar of To-day. A Sketch of the
Island, with Chapters on ils Past History and
Present Prospects. By the Eev. W. E. Cousins.

(Religious Tract Society.) For a great part of

our knowledge of Madagascar we are indebted

to missionaries ; and the present little work,
from the pen of a missionary employed in the

island by the London Missionary Society, will

be found useful, though quite elementary. The
larger part of it, as might be expected, is

occupied with the introduction and progress of

Christianity. Mr. Consins estimates that one-
tenth of the population is Christian, and of

this Christian population more than one-half is

under the charge of the London Missionary

Society. The most interesting chapter in the

book is that on " The Political Situation." Mr.
Cousins knows what he is writing about : he
tells us that, if they choose to spend sufficient

money and sacrifice lives enough, the French
must succeed, but they have gjreat difficulties

before them. From the nature of the country

and the malarial climate, one-third of the

French army will probably be hors de comhxt

before reaching Antananarivo. A stubborn

resistance on the part of the Hova is to be
expected, and Mr. Cousins considers them to

be well drilled and armed, and they have
manufactories of gunpowder and cartridges.

"The difficulties of the French," he adds,
" will not be ended by a victory at Antananarivo,

and no victory on the coast will settle the ques-

tion. After the power of the Hova is broken will

come the problem how, without incurring an
immense expenditure, France is to govern a
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country as large or larger than hex own against
the wiU of the people."

Ruseian Bamhlea, By Isabel F. Hapgood.
(Longmans.) The author of this book is an
American, who tells us she was advised that
she must abuse Bussia if she wished to be
popular in America. We entirely dififer from
Miss Hapgood. No sensible man abuses Eussia
or her people, but many, both in America and
England ; think that some kind of representa-
tive government would not put the clock back,
even in Bussia. Miss Hapgood took the
trouble to learn Bussian, and writes pleasantly
of her stay ; but her book adds nothing to our
political or social knowledge of that country.
We are not even informed when she was there,
or how long was her stay. The most valuable
chapter of the book—and that chapter has a
distinct literary value—is the chapter entitled
" Count Tolstoy at Home." If anyone doubts
that Tolstoy, in spite of his world-wide
celebrity, is anything better than an ego-
maniac, let him read Miss Hapgood's vain but
truthful account of her visit to his home.
Miss Hapgood is a great admirer of the
novelist, but she is blessed with some of the
qualities of a Boswell ; and the result is that
we have a life-like picture of the man. No
one knows the great Anarchist of modem
literature better than his long-suffering and
gifted wife. Says the Countess :

• _ " ' All my husband's disciples are small, blond,
sickly, and homely ; all as like one to another as a
pair of old boots. You have seen them. Y. Z.

—

you know him—had a very pretty talent for
verses ; but he has ruined it and his mind, and
has made himself quite an idiot by following my
husband's teachings.'

"

Says the Count of a certain author :

" ' That man has never been duly appreciated, has
never received the recognition wmch his genius
deserves. Yet you know how eupeibly he writes
—or rather did write. He has spoiled himself
now by imitating me. It is a pity.' "

Miss Hapgood presented the Count with a
copy of Looking Backward, At first he was
favourably impressed. He believed in a people
having all things in common, and did not
trouble himself with the way in which this
Utopia was to be brought into being. But
the luxury and comfort Mr. Bellamy had
introduced was to Tolstoy a jarring note.

"
' Luxury is all wrong. You perceive the sinful

luxury in which I Uve '—waving his hand towards
the excessively plain furniture, and animadverting
with fpecial bitterness on the silver forks and
spoons. ' It is all fallacy that we can raise those
below us by remaining above them. We must
descend to tbeir level in habits, intelligence, and
life ; then all will rise together.'
" ' Even bread,' replied Miss Hapgood, 'must

have yeast, and if we all make ourselves exactly
alike, who is to act as yeast ? '"

To sum np—the Countess holds the property at
Yasmaya Polyana, while her husband con-
tinues to enjoy it ; the Count does not support
himself by manual labour, while he preaches
to the world the wickedness of private property
and the necessity of getting " on the same
plane with the peasants." But those who
wish to know more of Tolstoy's " adepts," and
of the scornful pity the peasantry show to
them, must turn to Miss Hapgood's interesting
pages.

Slav and Moslem. By J. M. N. Brodhead.
(Kegan Paul & Co.) This is a disappointing
book. Mr. Brodhead has read widely rather
than wisely. The consequence is that he
has written a book of 300 pages, in which
not a single new fact is stated, not a single
original observation is made, and in which even
his own views are set forth neither clearly
nor succinctly. Not only is the book a tes-
selated pavement picked from all conceivable

sources, but it is badly tesselated. It Ul
becomes a writer who is himself a tyro to
sneer at such veterans in literature as Swin-
burne, Disraeli, and Eennan. To abuse the
other side's attorney has never been held a
proof of strength, A very strong case indeed
can be made out for Bussian autocracy, but it

is not made out by Mr. Brodhead. If any
ultra-Bussian Chauvinist read this book, he
could only exclaim, '

' Save me from my friends.
'

'

So ignorant is Mr. Brodhead of the very
A B C of the Eastern Question that he would
be surprised to hear that the Treaty of San
Stefano was far more unpopular with the Serbs
than with us. Had the Congress of Berlin
never sat, the greatest sufferer would not have
been Great Britain, as Mr. Brodhead imagines,
butServia. To call the hero of Slivnifza "the
Mannikin of Austria" is scarcely a correct
statement of facts. It was the Austrian
Minister at Belgrade who forbad Prince
Alexander to advance, and thus snatched
from his grasp the fruit of his victory over
the Serbs. Our author refers always in
the most contemptuous terms to "Ferdinand
of Coburg," but furnishes us with not a tittle

of evidence for his statement that the reign-
ing Prince of Bulgaria is " Prince Bismarck's
creature." He refers to Kara George as " a
pork merchant." The liberator of Servia was
no merchant, but only a swineherd. Plevna is

described as "a strong place"; whereas, in
truth, it was an open village that owed its

strength to the genius of Osman and the
heroism of those he led. But we must desist
from attempting to refute all the inaccuracies
with which, and with quotations, this .book is

stuffed. We will content ourselves with one.
Says Mr. Brodhead

:

" Neither Leo ToUtei, nor any man in Eussia who
is capable of forming religious theories, no matter
how extravagant, is molested, so long as he is

moral and law-abiding, and does not seek to pro-
pagate practices contrary to public order."

The force of misstatement could no further go.

Oiin, Rifle, and Hound, in East and West.

By "Snaffle." (Chapman & Hall.) Among
the multiplicity of books on hunting and
shooting which are continually being published,
this is favourably distinguished ; first by its

variety, next by its good humour. This is

infectious, and speedily pleases the reader,

although in style, and occasionally in sentiment,

the book is sufficiently unpretentious, not to
say homely. In one chapter the author
shoots pheasants in misty English coverts, in

the next he is established in a machaun waiting
for a tiger to emerge from the jungle, while
the third finds him pursuing elephants in Ceylon
or sharks in the Mauritius. The usual adven-
tures abound, and it is the book of all others to
place in a smoking-room or to solace a long
railway journey. Experts will be surprised

at "Snaffle's" estimate of a 'oOO Express rifle.

He finds it "fairly reliable " at great game ;

but it is "a popg^un," and he regrets his 12
bore, more especially when he hits a nylghau
four times before it falls. This, he adds, was
" a scathing commentary on the Express with
hollow bullet." On the other hand, a friend

just retiirned from India informs the writer
that in the last year alone he killed with an
Express rifle and a single bullet a panther, a
bear, two sambur, and a bull nylghau, and the
last three were quite a hundred yards from him.
" Snaffle " deservedly praises St. John, but the
latter never wrote a book called Sportsman, &c.
He did, however, teach sportsmen that books
on shooting, to be generally interesting, must
be written by naturalists who love the habits
of their game more than the mere shooting of
it.

The Mountains of California. By J. Muir.
(Fisher TJnwin.) Much of this book h«s

appeared in an American magazine, but the
collected papers form a pleasant monograph of
California under its physical aspects. The
rivers, glaciers, peaks, and passes are described
at length. Of course the great trees are not
forgotten, nor the forests and some of their
most interesting inhabitants. The illustrations
are mostly good, and lend a special charm to
the book ; but the maps are on too small a
scale. The author apparently thought it right
here and there that his language should rise to
the sublimity of nature in California.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Lady Sophia Palmeu will be glad to receive

at Blackoioor, Petersfield, on September 1,

and as soon after as possible, any letters

of interest written by her father, the late

Lord Selbome, which may help her in pre-
paring the memorial volumes.

Sir Henby Paekes is about to issue, through
Messrs. Kegan, Paul & Co., a volume of

sonnets and other verse, which shows that the
venerable statesman has, like some of his

compeers in England, found relaxation in

literature in the intervals of the storm and
stress of political life. We believe that an
important prose work from his pen is likely

before long to see the light.

Messes. Longmans & Co. will publish,

before the end of the present month, a volume
of Selected Essays of the late James
Darmesteter, in English, edited by Prof.

Morris Jastrow, of Pennsylvania, who also

prefixes an introductory memoir. The book
will be illustrated with a portrait. The follow-

ing are the titles of some of the essays

:

" Ernest Benan," " The Supreme God in Indo-
European Mythology," " The Prophets of

Israel," "The Eeligions of the Future,"

and "Afghan Life in Afghan Songs."

A NEW work by E. V. B., entitled A Garden

of. Pleasure, is announced for immediate
publication by Mr. EUiot Stock. It will be
uniform with " Days and Hours in a Garden,"
and will contain a number of sketches by the

author.

A MEMom of Admiral Wolseley, Admiral of

the Bed Squadron, by his grand-daughter,

Miss Innes, to be issued by Messrs. Kegan,
Paul & Co., will give some interesting details

of the French War at the beginning of the

present century. Admiral Wolseley's son was
a midshipman on board the Bellerophon at the

time of Napoleon's surrender.

Mr. David Nutt proposes to supplement
the six-volume reprint of North's Plutarch, now
appearing in the series of "Tudor Transla-

tions," with a small volume of selections

specially intended for the use of schools and
the general reader. Mr. George Wyndham, who
contributed the Introduction to the complete
edition, has undertaken to prepare the selection.

Messes. A. Constahle & Co. will publish

in the autumn a volume of tales by Mr. Charles

Hannan, writer of the Chinese novel, A
Swallow's Wing.

The next volume of the " EminentWomen"
series, now being issued in a cheaper form by
Messrs. W. H. Allen & Co., will be Oeorge

Eliot, by Miss Mathilde Blind, to be published

next Monday.

By the lamented death last year of his

Honour Judge Cooke, Duncombe's "History of

Herefordshire," begun exactly a hundred years

ago, has for the second time been left un-

finished. In order that the information col-

lected with such indefatigable perseverance

by Judge Cooke may not remain unused,

his widow has entrusted his papers to a com-
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mittee oompoeed of gentlemen oonneoted with
the county, who have found in the Bev. Morgan
Q. Wstldna, rector of Eentchurch, an historian

well fitted to continue the work on the lines of

those yolumes already published. Mr. Watkins
proposes to issue as soon as possible a volume
relating to the Hundred of Huntington, and
he will be grateful to any persons who will

send him information with regard to the

parishes of that Hundred. A limited number
of copies will be issued ; and the names of sub-
scribers will be received by the town clerk of

Hereford, or by Messrs. Jfikeman & Carver, of

High Town, Hereford.

The Kelmscott Press edition of The Life and
Death of Jaaon, by Mr. William Morris, will

be ready shortly, with two woodcuts designed
by Sir Edward Bume-Jones. The issue con-
sists of 200 paper copies, and six on vellum.

The Bev. C. H. Lowe, rector of E^lstone,
Skipton-in-Oraven, has now ready for issue to

subscribers the first volume of the Begister of

St. Peter's, Kylstone, covering the period from
ldo9 to 1723. This work, in addition to the
ordinary entries of births, marriages, and
deaths, contains interesting notes and extracts

from Articles 1571, directed to the vicars and
churchwardens. A short introduction is also

given of the history and places in the parish,

which was formerly part of the ancient parish
of Bumsall. The edition is limited to seventy-
five copies.

In anticipation of the instructions given by
the Admiralty to the recruiting officials to

enter during the present year 6000 boys for

service in the Navy, a special inquiry into the
subject of the supply of British boys for the

royal and mercantile navies has just been con-
dnded by a commissioner on behalf of CaBseU's

Magazine, The result will appear in the July
part, under the title of " Do Boys go to Sea ?

"

At the last meeting of the Elizabethan
Society for the current session, to be held at

Toynbee Hall, on Wednesday next, Mr. J. A.
Jenkinson will read a paper on " Lord Herbert
of Oherbury."

DuBDia the last three days of next week,
Messrs. Sotheby will be engaged in selling the
library of the late William J. Blew, editor of

the reprint of the Aberdeen Breviary (1854),
who was, we believe, a schoolfellow at Ealing
with Cardinal Kewman, It is rare to find a
collection so entirely devoted to a single sub-
ject—that of liturgical learning—and still rarer

to find a collection so complete. MSS. are poorly
represented; but of printed Breviaries there
are more than 300, of Missals about 150, of
English Prayer Books 70 (including George I.'s

own copy of the Form of Thanksgiving on his

accession), and a number of rare Bibles and
New Testaments. We may specially mention
the Complutensian Polyglot, the Duke of
Sussex's copy of the first edition of Matthew's
translation (1537), and all three of the earliest

editions of Coverdale's translation of the New
Testament.

At the fifty-fourth annual general meeting
of members of the London Library, held on
Thursday of this week, Mr. Herbert Spencer
was elected vice-president, in succession to the
late Sir Edward Bunbury; and Prof. J. W.
EUes was elected to the vacant place on the
committee. The report states that a recent
enumeration shows the total number of books
to be much larger than had been expected

—

namely, 167,000 volumes, thus forming the
third or fourth biggest library in England.
A new catalogue is under consideration, which
will he accompanied by an exhaustive index
of subjects. A yet more important question
is the pressing necessity for providing addi-
tional accommodation. The value of the free-
hold property is estimated at £21,000, and of

the books at £15,970, a considerable sum having
been written off each amount during the past
year.

The one hundredth Bulletin of the Boston
Public Library contains a chronological index
of Norse historical fiction, including Denmark,
the titles of works by and relating to Goethe,
and a catalogue of the Thayer Library. This
is the gift of four sisters, and consists of 5269
volumes, chiefly works of history and illustra-

tive biography, " extended " by the insertion of
portraits and plates.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

The following is the complete list of those
upon whom it is proposed to cDnfer the

honorary degree of D.C.L. at the Encaenia,

to be held at Oxford on June 26 : Lord Shand,
Sir Henry Brougham Loch, Sir W. H. Flower,
Sir A. W. Franks, Prof. J. E. B. Mayor, Prof.

Michael Foster, M. Edouard Naville, and Mr.
S. B. Gardiner.

SiK E. Maunde Thompson, principal

librarian of the British Museum, has been
elected to the readership in bibliography at

Cambridge founded by the late Thomas
Sandars.

At Oxford, on Wednesday next, it will also

be proposed to confer the honorary degree of

M.A. upon Mr. Alfred Lyttelton, who was
recently appointed to the recordership of the

city.

In Convocation at Oxford next Tuesday,
decrees will be proposed regarding the appro-
priation of the old Ashmolean Building. The
basement is to be assigned to the curators of

the Bodleian for the purpose of being fitted

up for the storage of books ; and the upper-

most floor is to accommodate the Hope
collection of engravings, thus setting free for

books the present Hope room. For the present,

the floor above the basement will remain
unused.

Prof. Robinson Eujs announces two
public lectures at Oxford on " The EpistvXafi ex

Ponto of Ovid."

Prof. Sayoe will deliver a public lecture at

Oxford on Wednesday next, on " The Empire
of Nebuchadrezzar."

On Friday of this week, Mr. W. R. MorfiU,

reader in Slavonic, was to deliver a public

lecture at Oxford on " The Literary Movement
in Russia begua in the time of Peter the

Great."

The widow of the late Josiah Gilbert has
presented to the University of Oxford, upon
certain conditions, two studies, believed to be

by Titian, for his picture of the Battle of

Cadore, and other works connected with the

same picture.

At the sixth annual meeting of the trustees

and subscribers of Mansfield College, held at

Oxford on Tuesday, the following resolution

was unanimously adopted

:

"That a bust of Dr. Dale be placed in some
conspicttoua position in the college, and that a
special Dde lectureship be founded in some
subject of theology or ecoleBiastical polity, the

lectures to be delivered in Mansfield College, and
the lecturers to be chosen by the council as they

from time to time may determine."

Six scholarships for research, each of the

value of £100 a year, have been founded at

Mason College, Birmingham, by the late

T. Aubrey Bowen, of Melbourne, Australia.

Three of these, to be called Priestley scholar-

ships, are for advanced study in chemistry, two
are for engineering, and one for metallurgy.
In the selection of candidates, though outside

students are eligible, a preference will be given

to those who have already studied at Mason
College.

Mr. Montague Rhodes James, director of

the Fitz William Museum at Cambridge, to
whom we already owe much original work upon
mediaeval documents, has compiled a descrip-
tive catalogue of the MSS. in the library of
Sidney Sussex College (Cambridge : University
Press). The collection numbers 106 volumes,
of which a good many are theological docu-
ments of comparatively modem date. There
are, however, several of liturgical and artistic

interest, to which Mr. James calls attention in

his preface. The oldest is an ordination ser-

vice from Durham, of the eleventh century,
which is bound up with a finely illustrated

Bestiary. The most beautiful is a Psalter,

which, from the saints invoked, may be assigned
to the diocese of Exeter. In this case, as in

others, Mr. James gives a detailed description

of the illuminations. Perhaps the most curious

is a collection of Miracles of the Virgin, the

mere enumeration of which (in Mr. James's
catalogue) fills thirty-two pages. Curious, on
other grounds, is a list of the books possessed

by John Wymsley, bookseller in 1539. Of some
historical importance are the original statutes

of Archbishop Rotherham's College, at Rother-
ham, containing cm inventory of the possessions

left to the college by the founder. Among
these occur printed books, some of which Mr.
F. Jenkinson, the University Librarian, has
been able to identify. They include Augus-
tine's De Vita Christiana (Cologne : Ulrich Zell,

1467), as well as others printed at Strasburg,

Nuremberg, Utrecht, and Deventer—all, of

course, of the fifteenth century. This inventory,

though mentioned by Heame and Guest, wm
not printed by either. Finally, we may men-
tion a Horae, of the middle of the fifteenth

century, which is fixed to the neighbourhood
of Bristol by the commemoration of the almost

nnknown saint Jordanus.

ORIGINAL VERSE.

NATURE.

BWBETEST figment of the human brain

!

dearest ^t that even Greece has given

!

Though the fair harmony of earth was riven

At the first proclamation of thy reign,

And though the cries of men were vogue and
vain.

Who from their primal habitations driven,

Reeling beneath a loid of sin unshriven,

Sought at thy hands deliverance from their

pain.

Bom in the purple of Ionian teas,

Rome's Mu80, Egeria of the Caesar's palace,

And fairy queen of Bacon's pageantries 1

What dreams of peace and love prepare thy
faU,

What sudden blood fills up thy rose-crowned
chalice,

In the red revolution's carnival

!

Alfred W. Benn.

OBITUARY.

6. P. MACDONELL.

It is with a keen sense of personal loss that

we record the death of Mr. G. P. Macdonell,

for many years a valued contributor to the

Academy. He had gone to spend Whitsuntide,

as his custom was, with friends in the neigh-

bourhood of Haslemere. There he caught a

chill, which rapidly developed into pneumonia

;

and there he died, peacefully and in his sleep,

on the evening of last Sunday. He had just

completed his fortieth year.

George Paul Macdonell was born and bred

in that north-east comer of Scotland which

also gave us, in recent times, Robertson Smith,
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Croom Robertson, and William Minto—in each

of whom the mind seemed early to wear out

the body. He was, we believe, of humble
origin, though several members of his family

have made careers for themselves. His eldest

brother, James, who won a great reputation on
the staff of the Times, also died young, in 1879.

Another brother, the editor of the new series of

State Trials, is now a Master in the High
Court. A sister published the other day a
pleasantjittle book on Thomas Hardy.

After graduating with distinction at the

University of Aberdeen, George decided to

become an English barrister, and was duly
called at Lincoln's Inn in 1882. His early

years at the bar, as must always happen to

those without independent means or influential

connexions, were a hard struggle. Perhaps a
certain lack of ambition stood in his way.
But he always bore a courageous heart ; and
we have reason to beUeve that at last he was
beginning to reap the reward due to persever-
ance. Certainly, he had succeeded in gaining
the confidence of some of the leaders in his

profession.

Like other young barristers, he dabbled
Eomewhat in literature and journalism, though
he never allowed these to interfere with his

regular attendance at chambers. So long ago
as 1884 he published, under the pseudonym of

"Paul Allardyce," a little book on the art of

punctuation, which has deservedly run through
many editions, both in this country and in

America. We remember an excellent paper
of his, in praise of Elackstone's Commen-
taries, in Macmillan's Magazine. He also

contributed a chapter to a volume of essays,

entitled Two Centuries of Irish History, which
was edited by Mr. James Bryce. Everything
that he wrote was marked by an extreme
regard for accuracy, and by a broad philo-

sophical outlook. In addition, he took a strong
interest in politics, being a member of the
Beform, and a regular attendant at meetings of

the Eighty Club.
But law, literature, and politics were only a

part of George Macdonell's life. He had a
genius for friendship, which fascinated all who
came under the charm of his pensive face and
winsome smile. However busy he might be, he
always found time to give counsel and help to

those who asked him for it. In congenial
company, he was an admirable talker, not
insisting overmuch on his own opinions, but
brightening every subject with humour and
sympathy. To have known such a man— so
wise, so modest, so exemplary in every relation

—is the best of antidotes for latter-day
cynicism. J. 8. C.

MAGAZINES AND REVIEWS.
In the Antiquary for June Mr. J. Ward
gives an interesting account of the museum
at Warrington. We gather that the arrange-
ment is not all that could be wished,
but there are many interesting local objects
which it is highly important to have
gathered together in one place. Among
other things there are two scolds' bridles,

otherwise called " branks," and the gibbet-
irons in which a criminal's body was suspended
at Bruche, near Warrington, in 1791. An
engravingis given of a chest removed from a
neighbouring church, which is of great
antiquity. It has been hollowed out of a solid
block of oak. There seems to be no sign by
which a reasonable guess may be made as to its

date. The editor produces an engraving of
the west front of the cathedral of Montpellier.
It is not beautiful, but is highly interesting
from the fact that the lofty porch is supported
by two round towers, not unlike similar
structures in Ireland. It is impossible to tell

their approximate date without a careful

inspection. Judging from the engraving
before us, it seems safe to put them down as
first pointed. Mr. Hope continues his collec-
tions regarding the Holy Wells of Scotland.

THE KUTHO-DAW.
The following is an abstract of the public
lecture delivered by Prof. Max Miiller at Oxford
on Wednesday, upon " The Kutho-Daw." The
lecture was illustrated with a series of lantern-
slides, reproduced from photographs taken by
Mr. Ferrars.

The Professor began by pointing out the
close contact which has been established in our
days between the most distant nations of the
world by means of railways, steamships, and
telegraphs. The great newspapers which are
read in every part of the world have knit the
different nations together in one compact body,
and national particularism has been replaced
by international sympathy. This feeling of
sympathy, this consciousness of common
interests, or, as the French call it, this sense
of solidarity, has found expression in Inter-
national Congresses, at first confined to the
nations of Europe, but soon extending to the
far East and West, North and South, offering

opportvmities for discussing questions which
affect not one nation only, but the whole human
race, and paving the way for a real Parliament
of the World. The most celebrated of these
International Congresses was no doubt the so-
called Parliament of Beligions held at Chicago
in 1893, when representatives of all the religions

of the world met together and compared notes
on their religions. This, however, was only
the begianing ; but the work, once undertaken,
has been, and will be continued. During the
Parliament no discussion of vital questions took
place: the representatives were satisfied with
giving an account of their own religion so far

as they knew it.

After the close of the Parliament, however,
a number of questions arose which, though they
did not touch essentials, led to discussions and
comparisons among the adherents of different

religions. Such a discussion is that which has
recently arisen as to the relative age of the
several Sacred Books. The Brahmans, in par-
ticular, pride themselves on the age of their

Vedas, which, according to some critics, date
from 6000 B.C., according to others, from 1200
or 1500 B.C. Even this more moderate date is

far beyond that of the Old Testament or any
other Sacred Book, so that to the Brahmans
must be given the credit—if credit there be

—

of possessing the oldest, the most remote, and
consequently the most difficult, of the Sacred
Books of the world.
Another such controversy is that about

the number of followers of each religion.

According to recent statistics, published
by Boman Catholic missionaries, Buddhism
may claim 423 millions, Christianity 420
millions, and Mohammedanism 200 millions.

Fortunately, truth is not settled by majorities.

A third controversy, of even less practical

importance than the two already mentioned, is

interesting from a purely literary point of

view : namely, which religion possesses the
largest Bible. The Eabbis, with wonderful
patience, have ascertained, by actual count-
ing, that the Old Testament in Hebrew
contains 59,493 words, 2,728,100 letters, and
23,214 verses. Christian students, with
even greater patience, have ascertained
that the Bible in the Authorised Version
contains 773,692 words, 3,586,489 letters, and
31,173 verses. The results of these labours,
though interesting and curious, are com-
paratively small. For instance, it has been
found out that ver. 8 of Psalm cxviii. forms the
centre of the whole Bible ; that ver. 21 of chap.

vii. of Ezra contains all the letters of the English
alphabet except F; that 2 Kings, chap, xix., is

identically thesame as Isaiah, chap, xxxvii. ; that
the word "Lord" occurs 1855 times, the word
" reverend " but once, the word " and " 46,277
times. The Rig-Veda, the oldest of all Sacred
Books, contains about 10,500 verses, and
153,826 words. The Avesta, such as we now
possess it, claims 73,020 words. What must
strike everyone in these statistical researches is

the great amount of repetition in all the Sacred
Books. For instance, although the number of
words in the Old Testament is estimated at
593,493, the words occurring in a Dictionary
of the Old Testament would amount to no
more than about 5,642 ; so that, on an average,
every word is used 100 times.

To turn, finally, to the Sacred Books of the
Buddhists. They are called the Tripi^aka
(" Three Baskets "), and are of enormous bulk.
The language is Pali, a vernacular of Sanskrit,
supposed to have been spoken by Buddha
about 500 B.C. According to the Rev. R.
Spence Hardy, the Pali Canon consists of
275,250 stanzas, each stanza reckoned at thirty-
two syllables. This would give 8,808,000
syllables for the text.

Now the Kutho-Daw, the subject of this
lecture, is a Buddhist monument near
Mandaiay in Burma, consisting of about
700 temples, each one containing a
slab of white marble on which the
entire Buddhist Bible, the whole of these
eight millions of syllables, has been carefully
engraved. It was erected in 1857 by Mindon-
min, predecessor of Theebaw, the last king of
Burma. The alphabet is Burmese, the language
Pali ; and the text was critically revised and
edited by a Royal Commission of ten learned
men under the presidency of the famous Rahan,
TJ-hye-ya. Unfortunately, the dampness of the
climate is already beginning to destroy this

marvellous monument of Buddhist piety and
Buddhist folly, but it may be possible to pre-
serve at least the Pali text by means of photo-
graphic reproduction. Mr. Ferrars, a member
of the Burma Forest Department, is willing to
undertake the work, if Government or some
learned society will provide the necessary funds.
The importance of Buddhist literature and
of the Pali language for a comparative
study of religions is now generally
recognised ; and had the prodigious amount of
labour and money expended on this marble
Bible been devoted to the spreading of such
knowledge, much would have been done to
counteract the misleading representations of
those calling themselves Esoteric Buddhists,
and to impart to the followers of other
religions a correct knowledge of the true
teaching of Buddha. The admirers of Buddha
could hardly show their admiration in a better
way than by founding a lectureship of the Pali
language and literature at some English uni-
versity, and thus securing to Buddha that place
which is his by right, as one of the wisest and
best of men, and the recognised leader of 423
millions : nay, as second to One only among
all mankind.

[It is a curious coincidence that, by this
week's mail, we should have received from India
Dr. A. Fiihrer's report on his archaeological
survey of Burma during 1893-94. There (p. 19),
among his notes on Mandaiay, we read :

"Near its ruins is a remarkable group of 729
small brick pagodas, called Laukamayazin, each
sheltering a large marble slab, on whicliis recorded
in square Pdli {aic\ characters a complete copy of
the Sutta-, Vinaja-, and Abhidhamma-Pifaka."

Mr. Ferrars's photographs, which we have
seen, show that the inscription, though in the
Pali language, is certainly written in the round
modern Burmese character. Dr. Fiihrer is a
scholar, and could not have made this mistake,
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if he had himielf »een the inscription—which,

by the w»y, he doea not actually assert. It

eema impoMible that there should be two such
" wonders of the world " in the neighbourhood

of ICandalay.—Eo., Academy.]
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CORRESPONDENCE.

DIALECT AND ARCHAISM IN THE
CALENDER."*

' SnEPHEAIlDS

Ab^rratwyth : June 6, I8}6.

The character and origin of the language

—

or languages—which Spenser puts into the
mouths of his shepherds has been somewhat
obscured by specialist bias. The scholars of

the last century were apt to see Chaucer and
Gower everywhere ; in the present generation
the growing vogue of dialect studies has
tempted at least one eminent Spenser scholar

to see nothing but the speech of "North-east
Lancashire." It is clear, at any rate, that
Spenser did actually resort to both sources.

E. K. expressly attributes his " hard, and of
most men unused," words to his study of
" most excellent authors and most famous
Poetes—in whom, whenas this our Poet hath
bene much travelled and throughly redd,

how could it be . . . but that walking in the
Bonne, although for other cause he walked, yet
needes be mought be sunburnt." On the
other hand, he uses not a few words unrecorded
in M.E., some of which are current in dialect

to-day. Further, it is certain that he put into
the months of his pseudo-shepherds literary

* The substance of this note is from a forthcom-
ing edition of the " Shepheards Calender."

and learned words that were neither M.E. nor
dialectal, anomalous coinages of his own—like

dreeriment, derring-doe, yede (infin.) &c.—which
can only have been suggested by his M.E. read-
ing, but which were uso " no language "

; and
finally, Elizabethan colloquialisms—like brag

(adv.), earn (yearn), /o«e/—some of which may
have been also dialectal, but which belonged
neither to recorded M.E. nor to Elizabethan
poetic speech, and which were as familiar to his

readers (though often obscure to us). E. K.
does not gloss. We know that the Elizabethans
regarded what they vaguely called the
"Northern" dialects as specially archaic

(Puttenham, A, of Eng. P. iii. 4), and Spenser,

evidently holding this view, freely uses each
source to supplement the other. But it is clear

that he did not confine himself with any
rigour to these. His language must, in fact,

be interpreted in accordance with the literary

character of his pastoral. His shepherds are

doubtless drawn with a palpable effort at

the realism of Theocritus ; but the eflFort is

only half serious, and is ill-sustained. His
Willies and Cuddies are shepherds of literary

tradition, tricked out with a ragged panoply
of scraps gathered from the most various

sources.

We may thus lay down the following sources

of the vocabulary of the Shepheards Calender :

I.—M.E. literature (chiefly Chaucer, Gower,
Lydgate, and Langland).

II.—Dialects.

III.—Colloquial Elizabethan (not recorded

in M.E.).
IV.—Liiterary and learned Elizabethan.
V.—Spenserean anomalies.

In attempting to determine the exact limits

of these classes the chief difficulty lies with the

second, in so far as the compass of the

WorUchatz of the Lancashire dialect in Spenser's

time is largely an unknown quantity, and its

phonetic and grammatical characteristics chiefly

a matter of inference. The question is compli-

cated by the fact that the district of Spenser's

probable sojum in 1576-7 lay near the border-
line between the Northern and the North-
Midland dialects (c/. EUis's map, where the line

meets the Lancashire border near Colne).

Hence Spenser may have met among the actual

speakers of the district much of the '
' dialect

mixture," characteristic of all such border
districts, which is so striking in his poem.
On the other hand there is much—E.
Midland or Southern in dialectal character

—

which he could only meet with in his M.E.
folios, which thus belongs to (I.). But it will be
convenient to include these in what follows, in

order to exhibit the dialectal compositeness of

the poem at a glance. Considering (A) the

phonetic and grammatical characteristics, we
may divide the dialects concerned into three :

I.—E. MIDLAND OB SOUTHERN.

1. Phonetic.

y for O.E. fii in giefan. Yeven, "given,"
Sh. Cal. iv. 114, Chaucer y-, Gawain
(Lane.) g.

2. Qrammatical.
Pronoun : e^e invariably used, the Lane.

hoo, ho never. Htr in ix. 1 is distinct.

See below.
Verb : 2 and 3 per. sing, -ett, -eth (passim).

Lane. -eB, 2 per. plur. imperative -eth

(viii. 149). Lane. -«, -ea (Gawain), <a«,

" take ye," dot, teches, &c.

y- (O.E. ^e-). Foreign to the Northern
dialects, and in Spenser's time regarded
as a " poetic licence " (Puttenham,
A. of E. P., iii. 11 ; Gascoigne, Certain

Notes of instruction, etc., ed. Arber,

g. 37; E. E., Glosse to iv. 155), and
ence not as a provincialism. Spenser's

i instances of it abound.

n.—NOBTHXBN.

1, Phonetic.

a, ea{= O.E. it). Woe, ix. 25 (beside woe,

V. 93).

gaU, "goat," v. 176, 226, &o. Spenser
probably intended a pronunciation geet,

wee. This sound cannot have been a
stage in the development of O.E. giit to

the present Lane. gtUt (BUis, D. 22,

p. 351).

heame (xi. 98). This may represent a form
represented by the present hiam of the

Craven district (Ellis, D. 31, p. 620)

;

but it was certainly not a progenitor of

the worn or wuim now current every-
where in N.E. Lancashire and the West
Kiding.

8i7>e (ix. 13, &c.), beside sich and such in the
same eclogue. The word does not occur
in rime; but Spenser's spelling points

to the long i now represented by the

sdik of Swaledale (Ellis, p. C21, No. 465).

lere (v. 262). This seems to be the Scottish

lair (O.E. Idr).

2. Qrammatical.
2 per. sing, of Ae is is : thous, vii. 33 (Lano.

art).

in.—NORTH MIDLAND (INCLUDING FORMS
WHICH ARE ALSO NORTHERN).

1. Phonetic.

garre (iv. 1). In M.E. mostly Sere, jore,

gere.

narre (vii. 97). M.E. nerre, nam (York
plays).

war (ix. 108), beside worse (ii. 12). M.E.
commonly werre.

wark (v. 145). M.E. werk{e), wurk{e).

snebbe (ii. 106). M.E. snibben,

rine (ii. Ill) "rind." Common through-
out the Northern dialects and in Lan-
cashire.

kerke (vii. 97). Chaucer and Gower chireche,

churche.

2. Qrammatical (excluding forms cunent in

M.E.).
-en added inorganically to the past part.

of a weak verb : wroughten (viii. 134).

2 per. sing. pres. -es (vii. 34, 93), beiside

-ctt (vii. 36, &o.).

2 per. fg. pret. can (ix. 23), uas (ix. 9).

pres. part, -and (vii. 177), beside -ing

(passim),

B. Vocabulary.

The following words were taken by Spenser

from some dialect, probably that of North
Midland. With the exceptions noted, they are

all glossed by E.K., and unrecorded or rare in

M.E.

:

busket (v. 10).

blonket (v. 5).

crag "neck" (ii. 82).

dapper (x. 13). It was familiar early in

the century. Palsgrave has daper,

"proper, mignon." But E. K.'s gloss

shows that it was strange in 1579. It is

not used by Shakspere. Drayton {Eclog.

iv.) copies it from Spenser.

gang "go" (iii. 57). Oon is far commoner
in M.E. Chaucer does not use gongt{n).

Even his Northerners have geen.

heydeguies (vi. 27).

hidder amishidder (ix. 211).

ladde (iv. 10). Eare in Spenser's M.B.
sources, but in every-day use in the
North.

melling " meddling" (vii. 208).

ronte (ii. 5) " buUock."
todde (iii. 6) " bush."
wagmoire (vii. 130). Not glossed, but the

form is not recorded in M.E,, and the

current Elizabethan forms were quagmire
or quakemire (Stanihurst).

K.{mWe(ill. 91), "active."
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witch (vi. 20), a kind of ash. I am in-

debted to Prof. J. Wright for the infor-

mation that the word in this sense is

'
' in common use in all the Northern
counties, Scotland included." It is, I

suppose, O.E. wice, which occurs in

Wright's glosses among names of trees,

rendering virecta. For Dr. Grosart's

rendering, "the bank of a stream," I

can find no authority. It seems to have
been prompted by the epithet windig,

applied to the bending or pliant boughs.

A stream-bank is not a very efifective

" harbrough " from the weather.

yate (v. 223). Although common enough
in M.E., this word would be among the

first to be caught from rustic speech

;

and the phrase " sperre the yate " has
all the air of dialect.

Space only allows me to add a few examples
of Class III.—" Colloquial Elizabethan." These
words need not have been drawn from dialect,

though many of them certainly existed there,

and may have been known to Spenser through
that source also. I include only oases now
obsolete in normal English :

hrag (ii. 71), adj. and adv. See exx, in

Mturray, a.v,

chevisaimce (iv. 143), a flower. It can
hardly have been a dialect word. So
pawnee (iv. 142).

cranck (ix. 46), " cocky." Cotsgrave quotes,

in illustration of Joyeux, "as crank as

a cocksparrow."
earn (iii. 77), "yearn." Common in

Shakspere.
haveour{iv.6G). U8edbyNymin"M.W.W.,"

i. 3, 186. It is now found in dialect,

but only, it would seem, as a "fine
word " used " before superiors " (Wilkin-
son, Lancashire Worih in the Shephearda
Calender, quoted by Grosart ; Spenser
i. 411).

lopp (ii. 57) noun. " Hen. VIII.," I. ii. 96.

losel (vii. 93). Used by E. K. as a gloss for

lorel in the text.

mizzle (xi. 208). " Miseling," Bible 1551

fSkeat).

tickle (vii. 14), " unsteady." Used by
Shakspere in colloquial prose.

I should like, lastly, to call attention to the
curious dialect song in the play of " Fuimus
Troes" {circa 1633), act iii., which is little more
than a cento of phrases from the Shepluards
Calends. I quote the first eight lines, adding
the Spenserean parallels where of interest

;

" Gang, ye lads and lasses,

8a wimble and sa wight (iii. 91),

Fewl mickle teen betide ye,

If ye liggin this plight.

Be bonny, buxom, jolly.

Trip haydegnes (vi. 27) belive (ix. 227)
And gif night gars (ix, 100) the welkin merk
Tom Piper (x. 78) do you blive."

C. H, Hehfohd.

THE ETYMOLOOY OF " DAVENTRY."
London : June 10, 1895.

Sir. Nicholson's derivations of place-names,
and his method of arriving at them, are very
encouraging to the great army of guessers who
have not the fear of Brugmann before their

eyes.

As one of the latter, may I venture to offer

another conjecture as to the meaning of
Daventry ?

It happens that Deventer in Holland was
written formerly (a.d. 755, see Oesterley, Geog.
W'lirterhuch, tuh voce) Daventria—that is, almost
exactly like the Domesday form of Dayentry,

Here St. Lebwin, an English missionary and
disciple of St. Boniface, was martyred at the
end of the eighth century. According to Surius
(Nov. 12) and Pertz Mon. Oerm. (ii. 364) the
name was derived from a certain Davo

:

"Daventria, cui loco hoc inditum constat
vocabulum a Davone quodam honoriflco ac
potentiviroLebuino . . . familiarissimo." This
was an early guess, and is put out of court by the
fact that the name existed before the man. The
region in which Deventer is situated was at one
time occupied by Celts, and we may expect to
find an interpretation of the word from that
family of Aryan speech. The position of the
place is at the junction of a small river with the
Ijssel, and was evidently selected for strategic
reasons.

In Holder's alt-Celtischer Sprachschatz we
have, under the place-name Avent-icu-m, the
statement that it is derived from the name of
the goddess of springs, Avent-iil. Like
the god-names Deva and Camulo-f>, this

appellation was employed to designate a river

(c/. the Avant-ici and the river name Vangon,
also the river name Avance, west of Chorges).
The root idea seems to be represented in *a6=to
flow (W. Stokes, Urkeltischer Sprachschatz), and
the form Abent or Avent appears to be a
participial form = flowing, and thus cognate
with Avon.
In Cymric river-names we seem to have the

same word

—

e.g., th«f Ant (for Avent) river in
Norfolk, and the Brigant (Brigavent, now the
Brent), if it be not a participial form of
Brig.

It is well known that the Cymric numeral
Dou (masc), Diu (fern.) = two, was used to
make compound place-names. In the new
edition of the Liber Landavensis we have such
forms as the following : Diuent (for Diu Gwent)
= " the two open spaces," Uwch and Is coit =
' 'above and below the wood." Dou Clediv (now
Dungleddy in Pembroke) = the two rivers

called " Swords " ; Dui frut = two streams,
Dou Nant, Dou pull : Dougleis (to be dis-

tinguished from Dubleis = "the black pill ").

Pont-ar-dulas, and Pont-ar-trilas mean respec-
tively, the bridge over the two, and that over
the three, streams. The terminal vowels of

the numeral, if placed before the form Avent-
would coalesce with the initial of the latter

word, and give us probably Davent-. This
assumption is strengthened by the name
Davenham, which denotes the site of a place at
the junction of the two rivers, the Dane and
the Weaver, in Cheshire. The Itinerary of

Antonine gives a Condate—that is, a confluence
—at this locality. The modem name Dane was
formerly Daven-, and seems to have been used
as a designation of the two united streams,
that is, the two Avons or rivers.

Now, how does this apply to Daventry in

Northampton ? The water-system there
has been somewhat disturbed by the
cutting of the Grand Junction Canal in

1794, but the map in Gough's Camden
is sufficient for my purpose. 1! quote from
Camden's description of the physical character
of the neighbourhood. Speaking of the en-
trenchmentsabout GuildsboroughandDaventry,
he says they were " between the sources of the
two Avons which run different ways, and
where lay the only passage into the hither
part of Britain unintercepted by rivers " ; and,
he adds, " in this area the country people
frequently find coins of Boman emperors,
proofs of its antiquity." Although Reynolds,
Mannert, and Lapie agree with Mr. Nicholson
in making Daventry the ancient Bannaventa,
Camden looked for its site a little way off, at

Wedon, " on the Avon, now reduced," he says,
" to a small stream." Comparing the site and
the name of the Daventria in Holland,
together with the name and site of Davenham
in Cheshire, with those of Daveptry in North-

ampton, we seem to have got too close a
structural resemblance of the three cases to be
of an accidental nature. As to the termination
ry, it is a common representative, in English
place-names, of the Anglo - Saxon rith =
stream [e.g., CillariS {^Codex Dip. 746)= the
Childrey river in Berkshire], and in Cymric
names, rh^d=a, ford [e.g., Scotta-rit {Cart.
Sax., vol. i., p. 179) = Shottery in Warwick-
shire.] The Anglo-Saxon rith "is found in
North Frisian in the forms ride, rie," Toller-
Bosworth.

Edmxtnd McOltjbe.

THE ASMS OF ARCHBISnOP EOTHEEHAM.
Cambridge: June 10, 1895.

On examining the illuminated first leaf of
the MS. Statutes of Botherham College, pre-
served in the library of Sidney Sussex College
(see Academy, May 11, p. 404), I find that the
three stags, or roebucks, in Archbishop Eother-
ham's arms.are there depicted in their natural
colours : that is, the body mainly white, with
fur OH the back of a light brown tint. The
precise heraldic description of the bearings
would therefore be—vert three stags (or roes)

trippant proper, two and one. Excepting in a
miniature painting, the blazon would probably
be argent — white.

J. Pakk Habkison.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
SuBDAT, June 18, 7.30 p.m. Ethical : " The Jesoits," hj

Mr. A. J. Grant.
Ho.\DAT, June 17, 6 p.m. Hellenic : Annual Meeting.

8.30 p m. OeograpUcal : " Armenia," b; Ur.
H. F. B. Ljnch.

TuKBDAY, June 18, 6 p.m. Statistical : Some Statistics

bearing upon BimetalliBm," by Mr, J. B. Robertson.
8.80 p.m. Zoological :

*' Some Points in the Anatomy
of Nautilus pompilius,^^ by Mr. J. Graham Kerr ;

" The
Nudibranchiate MoUusca collected by Prof. Haddon in
Torres Straits," by Hr. F. E. Beddard and Prof. A. C.
Haddon; "A Collection of Fishes from the Bio Para-
guay," by Mr. Q. A. Boolenger.

Wkdnehdav, June 19, 7.30 p.m. Meteorological :
" Hourly

Variation of Sunshine at Seven Stations in the British
Isles," by Mr. B. H. Curtis ;

'' The Frequency, Size, and
Disteibution of Hail at Sea," by Mr. H. Harries.

8 p.m. Geological.
8 p.m. Elizibethan: "Lord Herbert of Chtrburjr,"

by Mr. J. A. Jenkinson.
Thursday, June SO, 4.30 p.m. Hiitoiical.

8 p.m. Linnean :
*' Some North-American Des-

midieae," by Ur. William and Mr. O. S. West; "The
Stoncture of the Isopod Genus Ourozeuhtes (Uilne-
Edw.)," by Mr. A. Yaughan Jennings ; "A Revision of
the Genus Silene," by Mr. F. N. Williams; "The Egg-
Cases of Port Jackson Sharks," by Mr. E. B. Waits.

8 p.m. Chemical :
" Lintner's Isomiltose," by Mr.

Horace T. Brown and Dr. Q. H. Morris; ''Trans-
formation of Ammonium Cyanate into Urea," by.Pcof.
Walker and Mr. J. F. Hamley ;

'

' Some Derivatives of
llumulene," by Mr. A. 0. Chapman ;

" Thio-devivatives

of Sulphanilic Acid," by Mies Walter; '* The Chlorina-
tion of 0/thochlorotoluene " and "The Six Diohloroto-
loenes." by Dr. W. P. Wynne and Mr. A. Greaves

;

" The Disulphonic Acids of Toluene and of Ortho- ana
Patachlorotoluene," by Dr. W. P. Wjnne and Mr. J.

Bruce ;
'• Ethereal Salts of Ethanttctracarboxylio Acid,"

by Prof. Walker and Mr. J. B. Appleyard ;
" A Method

for preparing Pormyl Derivatives of Aromatic Amines,"
and " A Modification of Zincke's Reaction," by Mr. H. B.
Hirst and Dr. J. B. Cohen ;

" A New Method of pre-

aring Cyanuric Acid," by Mr. W. H. Archdeacon andpari

Dr. J. B. Cohen.
8.30 p.m. Antiquaries.

Batcbday, June 32, 8.45 p.m. Botanic : Qeneral Fortnightly

Uaeting.

SCIENCE.

Catalogue of Arabic Boohs in the British

Museum. By A. G. Ellis. Vol. I., A—L.

(Printed for the Trustees.)

Though there are, doubtless, occasional

crises in the lives of middle-aged readers,

when they turn with a sigh of relief from

the miraculous feats of amateur detectives,

or the newest apotheosis of abnormal nasti-

ness to the mere book lists of a Quaritoh

or a Nutt, it must yet be allowed that a title

such as the above is little likely to attract
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and arrest the rulg^ eye. Apart from the

somewhat awe-inapiring associations of

the British Museum, it is too immediately

suggestive of the remote and obscure; in

spite of glimmering memories of the Arabian
Kight$ of childhood, and later, but less

lominous, impressions of that Alcoran or

Koran, or Kur'fin or Qor'an, or whatever
else you please, which most of us have
found too bewildering to be read without
distraction in the tohu-bohu of the cheap
familiar reprints of Sale. And yet one has
but to glance through this well-printed

quarto of some thousand columns of names,
titles, and subjects, to perceive at once how
vast and varied is the field of interest from
which ignorance of Arabic excludes the

majority even of the fairly educated and the

consciously cultured. Such a glance might
be worth taking, if only for the sake of

deepening one's sense of the essential unity

of mankind. For among the works of Arab
origin registered in these pages will be
found important histories, biographies,

grammars, treatises on philosophy, logic,

medicine, mathematics, alchemy, astronomy,
jurisprudence, and collections of national

poetry like the Hamasa and the Kitab
al-Aghani.

Of course, the contents of a great and ever-

growing library restricted to the literature

of a particular language must needs be ex-
tremely miscellaneous ; so that one is hardly
surprised to meet Mr. Hamilton's version
of the famous Romance of Antar side by side

with Mr. Cyrus Hamlin's Admce on the

Treatment of Cholera. The completeness of

the collection may perhaps be gauged by
the fact that over fifty editions of the Koran
in the original Arabic are enumerated,
beginning with that of A. Hinckelmann
^Hamburg, 1694), and at least as many
translations in the various tongues of

Europe. Noeldeke has observed, to our
national credit, that the best translations of

the book are in English ; and it is interest-

ing to learn that in the fateful year 1649
A. Eoss published " The Alcoran of

Mahomet, translated out of Arabique into
French by the Sieur Du Eyer . . . and
newly Englished, for the satisfaction of all

that desire to look into the Turkish vani-
ties." But long before, as we gather from
this painstaking catalogue, an Englishman
of the twelfth century, Eobertus Eetenensis,
was one of the first to make the Koran
known in Europe by a Latin translation.
There are, besides, numefous editions of
the original text accompanied by versions
in the vernaculars of India and other
Oriental countries, not to speak of the host
of commentaries, concordances, dictionaries,
glossaries, and special treatises by Euro-
pean scholars like Noeldeke, Weil, and
Fraenkel, which have naturally grown up
around the sacred classic of Islam.
As a labour-saving apparatus of the first

Older, this careful and wonderfully accurate
compilation—the firstfruits of the daily toil
of a decade of years on the part of its author—is assured of ample recognition from
all who may have occasion to consult it.

C. J. Ball.

CORRESPONDENCE.
" VIBOO OONCrPIBT."

Oxford : Jnoe 10, I89S.

Mr. Bsdham, in hij letter on the prevalence
among the ancient Jews of the belief that the
Messiah was to be bom of a virgin, should
have added a reference to the vogue which the
same sort of folk-lore had among the Greeks.
Thus in DiogenU Laertii Vita PUtUmit we read
as follows *

:

irtvirttnrot V ii> rf iwtypaipoufvtf nKircavos wepl
St/*™!', Kal KKiapX'f i" ''V Vl\iTuvos iyKU/ilf, Kol

'Afo^iMSrit iy rif Sfvripif »«pl <f>t\o(r6:f>u;' <patrty, is
'Ae^iT)<ri» ^i* \6yos, itpalav oZcrw tV n(/>iKTfoi^i>

Pia(e<T8ai rhv 'Aplaretya, Kal/iii rvyxiini'. tlavintyoy
T€ TTJs /3i'oi tSfTy t!)!' toC 'AtSKKwo! Sifity. iSty
Kalapay ydfiov <t)uXd(at, tigs rfli ixoKu^fftuis.

In English as follows

:

"Speusippus, in his book entitled About Plato's
Supper, and Olearchus in his Encomium of Plato,
and Anaxilides in his second book concerning
Philosophers, say that it was the talk at Athens
that Ariston (the father of Plato) tried to force
Perictione (Plato's mother), she being beautiful,
and that he did not succeed. And when he left

off with his violence, he saw a vision of Apollo.
In consequence of which he guarded her pure from
any act of marriage, until she brought forth her
son (Plato)."

The story must be very old if Speusippug,
about the middle of thd fourth century B.C.,

had it to tell. And we find it again in Plutarch,
who quotes it from a writer Florus, not men-
tioned by Diogenes in his list of authorities.
Plutarch writes

:

'Alia Se T?t Kfyofiisyrit 'ApiiTTuyi rf nKirayos rarp\
ytytaOat KaO* Svyoy ^i^cwr Kal tpuvijSj awayop(vovar)S

M avyylyeaSai Tp yvraiKl ^ijSi i^fiaaSm Se'ico /iriyuy

ifiyrifi6y(u<r€y.

I.e.,

" Florus also mentions the vision and voice said to
have visited Ariston, the father of Plato, bidding
him not to have intercourse with his wife, nor to
touch her until ten months were over" (Plut.
Symph. Probl. 717 E).

In a former letter I pointed out a passage in
Origen's in CeUum referring to Plato's birth
in language yet more strikingly similar to that
of the First Gospel. Origan was no doubt
merely quoting an older document ; and so was
St. Jerome when he wrote thus :

" Speusippus quoque sororis Platonis Alius.

Perictiouem, matrem Platonis, phautasmate
Apollinis oppressam ferunt, et sapientiae ptinci-
pem non aliter arbitrautur, nisi ds partu virginis
editom" (Lib. I., adv. lovinian).

Apuleius had also told the same story in
Latin

:

"Sunt qui Platonem augustiore conceptu prolatum
dicunt : quum quidem Apollinis flguratio Peiic-
tionae se mlscuisset."

Apollo was the Sun-God ; and between the
Messiah Jesus and the Bon there was close

association established in the minds of the
Christians at least as early as the first century.
Here, then, is one reason why Ephrem, who
drew from much older sources, should have
represented Jesus as conceived by means of
rays of light through the ears of a virgin.

I venture to suggest to Mr. Badham that the
idea of the Messiah being bom of a virgin came
to the Jews through the Greeks and Egyptians,
who had, as I before pointed out, exactly similar

legends. It is remarkable how exactly the
story of Plato's birth tallies with the story of
Joseph and Mary. The two legends as they
are respectively told by pagan writers and by
the Evangelists show even a verbal agreement
with each other. When we add the evidence
of Fhilo and the Talmudists, what critically

* See the notes in the ejition of Laertiui
(Amsterdam, 1692).

minded person can entertain a moment's doubt
that in this part of the Gospels, as in the story
of the Holy Spirit assuming the form of a dove,
we have imbedded in the New Testament
narrative a fragment of older and character-
istically pagan folk-lore P In the " Speaker's
Bible," and other Commentaries, there should
be given at Matt. i. 18 the parallels I have
cited from Philo, Plutarch, and Diogenes
Laertius, along with those Babbinic analogues
brought to light by Mr. Badham. How long,
I wonder, will religious people, instead of look-
ing facts in the face, remain content with an
apologetic exegesis, which is, as a rule, mere
special pleading ?

F. 0. COXYBEAKE.

SCIENCE NOTES.
Mb. Hebbebt Sfenceb has been elected an

honorary member, and Sir Archibald Geikie a
corresponding member, of the Vienna Academy
of Sciences.

The Croonian Lectures at the Royal College
of Physicians will be delivered by Dr. W.
Marcet on June 18, 20, 25, and 27, the subject
being " The Bespiration of Man."

Sin B. Bakee has been elected president
of the Institution of Civil Engineers for the
coming year.

It is announced that M. Elis^e Keclus will
visit England shortly to deliver two lectures on
geographical questions.

At the general monthly meeting of the
Royal Institution, held on Monday, thanks
were returned to Lord Playfair for his dona-
tion to the fund for the promotion of experi-
mental research at low temperatures.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.
Qboloqical.—[Wednesday, May 32.)

Da. Hbnry Woodwaed, president, in the chair.

—

Mr. E. T. Newton read a paper on "A Human
Skull and Limb-bones found in the Palaeolithic
Terrace-Gravels at Galley Hill, Kent." A human
skull, with lower jaw and parts of the limb-bones,
had been obtained by Mr. E. Elliott from the
high-terrace gravels at Galley Hill, in which
numerous Palaeolithic implements have been
found. The skull is extremely long and narrow,
its breadth-index being about 64 ; it is hypeidoli-
chocephalic ; it is likewise much depressed, having
a height-index of about 67. The small extent of
the cranium in both height and width shows that
it has undergone little or no post-mortem .com-
pression, although it has become somewhat
twisted in drying. The supraciliary ridges are
large, the forehead somewhat receding, the pro-
bole prominent, and the occiput flattened below.
All the chief sutures are obliterated. Three lower
molars and two premolars sure in place and are well
worn, the three molars being as nearly as possible
eqiml in size. The limb-bones indicate an indi-

vidual about 5ft. lin. in height. These remains
were compared with the fossil human relics which
have been found in Britain and on the contment
of Europe, as well as with the dolichocephalio
races now living ; and their relations to the Spy,
Eiver-bed, Long-barrow, Eskimo, and other types
were pointed out. The gravels, in which these
human bones were found, overlie the chalk at a
height of about 90ft. above the Thames, and are
about 10ft. thick. They form part of the high-
terrace gravels extending from Dartford Heath to

Noitbileet ; and their Palaeolithic age is shown by
the numerous implements which have been fouud
in them, as well as by the mammalian remains
which have been met with in similar beds near by,

although not at Galley Hill. The human bones
were seen in litu by Mr. B. Elliott and Mr.
Matthew Heys, both of whom, in letters, speak
positively as to the undisturbed condition of the 8ft.

of gravel which overlay the bones when discovered.

—Sir John Evans expressed his high appreciation
of the great care and wealth of detail that Mr.
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Newton'8 paper exhibited. It seemed to him that
the communication might be divided into two
absolutely distinct eections—the one anthropo-
logical, the other geological. It was on the latter

branch of the subject oiJy that he proposed to say
a few words. There could, he thought, be no
doubt of the deposits at and near Swanscombe
being true Pleistocene high-level gravels of the
Talley of the Thames ; and the abundance of

Palaeolithic implements that occurred in them
eeemed to place their ago beyond all doubt. With
regard to the himian remains, the real question at
issue was whether they were deposited where
found with the other constituent parts of the
gravel, or not. It was unfortunate that so long a
period had elapsed between the discovery of the
bones and the attention of geologists being called
to it. The evidence, however, of the undisturbed
character of the beds seemed fairly strong,
though, so far as he had understood the paper,
one witness described the bones as having been
found in gravel and the other in loam. Perhaps,
however, both might mean the same deposit. The
fact that the remains were found, not at the base
of the gravels, like other bones from the same
locality, but some few feet above the chalk, was
noteworthy ; but what weighed most with him,
and led him to doubt whether the bones were of
the same age as the gravels, was the fact that
nearly the whole skeleton, including the lower
jaw and clavicle, had been preserved. Although
occasionally in brick earth the bonea of a limb
may have been found together, it might be
regarded as almost if not quite imiversally the case
that in gravels isolated bones only were found.
The occurrence of a nearly perfect skeleton was
suggestive of an interment ; and the accumulation
of surface soil above the gravel might give the
grave in which the body was deposited an appear-
ance of having been of greater depth than it

actually was. On the whole, he ventured to main-
tain an attitude of doubt, and would await further
evidence before absolutely accepting the human
remains, however ancient, as being of necessity
contemporaneous with the beds in which they were
found.—Prof. Boyd Dawkins congratulated the
author on the manner in which he had placed this
discovery before the society. He accepted the
views of Sir John Evans with regard to the absence
of distinct proof that the skeleton really belonged
to the same age as the Palaeolithic gravels. In his
opinion the skeleton was probably the result of
interment in the Palaeolithic gravels at a later time.
He regretted that the skull had not been compared
with Scandinavian Long-barrow skulls. The race
to which the skeleton belongs was an open question,
and the geological age was also not clearly proved.
They may safely be placed to a suspense account.
—Dr. Garson said that in his opinion the special
characters shown by this Galley Hill skeleton
were : the short stature, the very dolichocephalic
skull, the prominent glabella and supraciliary
ridges, and the well-marked ridges of the skull
generally, the absence of prominence of chin, and
the large size of the last lower molar tooth, which
was as large, if not larger, than the first molar. The
large size of the head of the femur was also peculiar.
He did not think that the specimen showed any
signs of pathological conditions being present.
Nor did he consider that this was a modern
skeleton, neither could he refer it to the Bronze
or Bound-barrow races. Although the dolicho-
cephalic skiill and short stature agreed with the
Neolithic race, yet the prominent brow-ridges
were quite unlike. Moreover, the last lower molar
in the Neolithic skuU was smaller than those in
front of it. Accepting the Spy, Neanderthal, and
Naulette specimens as representatives of the
Palaeolithic race, he was inclined to think that
the Galley Hill skeleton was most nearly related to
that race. The long form of the skull from
Galley Hill, when seen from above, did not agree
with the continental forms, and it would be
necessary to compare many skulls of the race in
order to determine whether this was more
than an individual variation. — Mr. W. J.
Lewis Abbott pointed out that bones of the same
animal had often been found in juxtaposition.
On one occasion he had found at West Thurrock
the greater part of a mammoth in gravel, overlain
by an intercalated sheet of clay. He had worked
the Galley Hill section, and had obtained from it

were bo sharp as to suggest having been made on
the actual spot. He had noticed here and there
thin lenticular patches of very tough clay. It was
in all probability under a sheet of such impervious
material as this that the human remains had been
preserved.—Mr. J. Allen Brown congratulated the
society on the production before it of the best
authenticated record of the occurrence of human
remains in the higher river-drift that had yet
been brought forward in England. As to placmg
this discovery to a suspense account, although
great caution was necessary, he must add that
they could hardly expect to obtain a much better
attested instance than in the one before the
meeting : the silty clay-bed in which the fossils

appear to have been found was just the kind of

deposit in which bones were commonly met
with in river- drift, and they probably owed
their preservation to the deposit being less

permeable than the gravel above them. With
regard to the skull, the river-drift period was of

such long duration that there was time enough for
the migration of many races of men into this

country, and there was every probability that
different types of Palaeolithic people lived at the
same time in N.W. Europe. As a believer in the
continuity of man's existence there from the
Palaeolithic to the Neolithic period, it was not
surprising to him to find a skull in the drift which
showed affinities both with some of the Palaeolithic

skulls and with those of the earlyNeolithic period, as
in the specimen before them.—Prof. SoUas regretted
that the evidence for the absence of interment was
not more perfect. Mr. Heys had only seen the
skull in position for a few minutes, though Mr.
Elliott's evidence was less open to question. The
anatomical characters, as described by Mr. Newton,
seemed, however, to show that the skull belonged
to the same type as the Neanderthal and Spy skuUs,
the latter of which was clearly Palaeolithic ; it was
hence highly probable that the Galley Hill speci-

men, which occurred along^with Palaeolithic imple-
ments, was in a natural position, and had not
been interred.

FINE ART.
ART BOOKS.

The Art of Illustration. By Henry Black-
bum. (W. H. Allen.) No one will doubt the
right of Mr. Henry Blackburn to speak on the

subject of the many methods adopted to repro-

duce in black and white the pictures and
drawings of artists ; and he may be trusted, so

far as he goes, as a guide to the mystery of these

modem '
" processes

'
'—so useful and so confusing

—which alternately delight and vex the soul of

every reader, in newspaper, magazine, and
book. Mr. Blackburn has the good sense not
to go too far. The inner secrets of photogravure,

the deeper mysteries of the " process " trade he
leaves unmasked. It is less as a technical

expert, but as a popular expounder that he
addresses his audience, and his book will be all

the more generally useful for that reason. He
is always clear ; and anyone of average intelli-

gence who read, marks, and inwardly digests

his book will be able to tell in future whether
the print he looks at has been made by the

zinc or the gelatine process, whether the artist

has employed white-lined or black-lined paper,

and, what is more important, perhaps, whether
it is au engraving or a process of some sort or

other. Thw is a power which will be very
much appreciated by a good many of the
general public, and be useful, perhaps, even to

some art critics. Besides this, the book is a
pretty book, and the illustrations are well
selected, and very good examples of their

respective kinds.

Theory and Practice of Design. By Frank Q-.

Jackson. (Chapman & Hall.) We are glad
that Mr. Jackson has been encouraged by the
reception of his elementary " Lessons on
Decorative Design " to prepare this more
advanced text-book. It is, perhaps, a little

too comprehensive for its size; but it is clear
numerous implementa and flakes, some of which > and well arranged, and throughout marked by i

fine taste, combined with common sense.
It is well that Birmingham should not monopo-
lise the talent of this excellent teacher. We
are glad to see that he insists on the value
of the study of the human form by students of
decorative art. As Mr. Jackson says in his

preface, this is not a picture-book, but we have
seen many worse ones ; for the illustrations are
seven hundred in number, of great variety, and
well executed. We need acarecely add in
regard to a work of this quality that they
have all been specially selected to illustrate

the text.

The Decoration of Metala. By John Harrison.
(Chapman & Hall.) This book belongs to the
useful "Science and Art" series, and is

written by one who is doubtless a master of his
craft, as he tells us on the title-page that he
was " late with Messrs, Elkington & Co," and
that he is "worker in repousse, chaser,
designer, art modeller." The work shows,
indeed, sufficient knowledge, but hardly suffi-

cient skill in imparting it, to qualify the author
as a good teacher by literary means ; and the
illustrations reach a very moderate level.

Chapters in Workshop Oonstrttction and Citizen-
ship. By C. E. Ashbee, (Guild and School of
Handicraft.) Mr. Ashbee is no doubt inspired
by the best intentions ; and though we cannot
agree with all his opinions, we wish success to
his efforts to introduce a true feeling for art
among artisans as well as artists. At the same
time, we fear that the style in which he
endeavours to enforce his opinions is not one
calculated to arouse the enthusiasm or even to
engage for long the attention of his readers

;

and he must be able to show something better
than the designs which decorate this volume
before he can expect to be taken seriously as a
leader of a movement to regenerate British art,

A Manual of Decorative Composition. By
Henri Mayeux. Translated by I. Gonino.
Revised by Walter Millard. (Virtue.) There
is no doubt that this is a very comprehensive
manual, as it extends to every branch of
decorative art and treats of both theory and
practice ; but we fear that the skill of the trans-
lator has not been equal to the task of render-
ing it into English which will clearly be
" understanded." For instance, it is not every
cultivated Englishmen (to say nothing of the
ordinary artisan) who will see at once what is

meant by the following sentences :

" A pleasing shape is essential in forms not
dependent on thickness for their expression."
" Before we take up the relation of the various

forms of ornament when juxtaposed to one
another, it will not be out of place to defiue the
floriated expressions by which they are known."
" We mentioned before that a Wa«A- detail on a

white ground will appear smaller than a white
one on black ground. This curious optic effect is

well understood in commerce, and large firms,
desirous to introduce variety in their wall-
papers, keep in their employ an artist entrusted
with the modification of colours of the same
plate."

We present our respectful sympathy to the
author, M. Mayeux, on this wretched transla-

tion of his book. We are also inclined to
sympathise with the translator, I. Gonino,
on the very ineffectual revision of her work by
Mr. Walter Millard. Condolences are also,

perhaps, due to Mr. Millard for having to

undertake so impossible a labour. We pity

the publishers also, but most we pity the un-
fortunate students who have to adopt this as a
text-book.

Pottery and Porcelain Marks, By W, H.
Hooper and W. C. Phillips. (Macmillans.)

This is a new edition, revised and enlarged, of

an old friend, whose usefulness has been well

tested, A number of Japanese marks have
been inserted, and the book is now as useful

and complete as it well can be for its size.
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NOTES ON ART AND ARGHAEOLOQT.

TnK following exhibitions will op«n next

week: (1) studies and sketches by members of

the Royal Institute of Painters in Water

Colours, Piccadilly ; (2) drawings and sketches

of "Picturesque Oxford," by Messrs. F. B.

Barraud, W. E. Everitt, A. II. Wardlaw, and

others, at Messrs. Dickinson & Foster's rooms,

New Bond-street ; (3) drawings and sketches

by Mr. L. Raven-Hill, at the Carlton Gallery,

Pall Mall
; (4) the original drawings made by

Mr. A. D. McOormiok to illustrate Sir W. M.
Conway's forthcoming book, The Alpl from
End to End, and also a few drawings by Mr.

J. T. Nettleship, at the St. George's Galleries,

Grafton-street ; (5) a portrait of the late

Speaker of the House of Commons, at Mr.
Thomas McLean's Gallery, Haymarket; (6)

and two chimney - pieces in classic style,

designed for a mansion in Scotland, at the

Cooper Galleries, Great Pulteney-street.

" OLDEnglish and Continental Pewter" forms

the subject of a handbook which is being pre-

pared by Mr. E. Guy Dawber and Mr. Langton
Dennis (22, Buckingham - street, Adelphi).

They will be very glad to receive any informa-

tion concerning fine specimens of pewter work,

especially such as are in private collections.

Rubbings of marks would also be welcome.

The forthcoming number of the Reliquary

and Illustrated Archaeologist will contain

articles on the recently discovered " Roman
Thermae of Fiesole," by Leader Scott ; on the
" Discovery of an Ancient Burial-place, and a
Symbol - bearing Slab at Easterton of

Roseisle," by Mr. Hugh W. Young'; and on
" Churchyard Games in Wales," by Mr. Elias

Owen.

On Thursday and Friday of next week
Messrs. Sotheby will be selling the collection

of coins and medals of Mr. John Trist, which

—

if it cannot compare with the Richardson and
Bunbury cabinets—is nevertheless of unusual

interest. It includes Greek coins in gold,

silver, and bronze, from Greece proper, Italy

and Sicily, Asia Minor, and Egypt; a few
Roman aurei ; historical medals of England
and the Netherlands ; and a choice numismatic

library.

The annual meeting of the Society for the

Promotion of Hellenic Studies, for the election

of officers and council, and to confirm the

council's report, will be held at 22, Albemarle-

street, on Monday next, at 5 p.m., Prof. Jebb,

president, in the chair.

Frederik Mxtller & Co., of Amsterdam,
have published (in French) a sale-catalogue of

engraved portraits of the sixteenth century.

The total number is more than two thousand

;

and most of them, of course, have only an
historical interest, as illustrating the period of

the Reformation, the reign of Charles Y., and
the struggle of the Netherlands for inde-

pendence. But not a few are also valuable for

their rarity or for their artistic merits, which
are carefully indicated in the catalogue. We
may specially mention an apparently unknown
portrait of Mary Queen of Scots, which is

reproduced on the cover. The Latin verses,

ending " Anglorum spes unica gentis," show
that it must have been produced during her
life. It is signed with the initials R.Y., and-
the style is that of the Netherlands. There are

also examples of the portraits of the same
Queen by P. Ameriginus {circa 1560), by
Leonard Gaultier (shortly after her death), and
by Jerome Wierix. Others of interest to us in

England are—the Earl of Pembroke, by Luke
Vosterman ; two of Sir Philip Sidney, by
Vertue and Jean de Courbes ; Sir John Wynn,
of Gwedur, by Robert Yaughan ; a groiip of
the seven conspirators of the Gunpowder Plot,

bv Crispin de Paaae ; and a aeries of the Tudor
kings and queens. Finally, we must not omit
to notice a set of " The Defenders of Haarlem,"
at the siege of 1573, which is considered to

form the most representative example of the

work of Goltzios.

THE STAGE.
THE "ALCESTIS" AT BRADFIELD.

The " Alcestis " of Euripides, the last play in

the tetralogy exhibited by the poet in 438 B c,
holds, as it happens, the same position in the
series of four plays produced at Bradfield

College, in 1883, 1890, 1892, and the present
year. Of these plays the three last, the
"Antigone," the "Agamemnon," and the
" Alcestis," have all been given in the open-air
theatre carved out of the sides of the now
famous chalk-pit in Berkshire, which has become
a place of pilgrimage to every votary of the

Greek drama in England, even as Oberammer-
gau and Bayreuth are to the votaries of the

Passion Play and of Wagner throughout all

Europe. With both of these homes of the
drama the Berkshire theatre has points of con-
tact : there is the same rapture of sitting in the

open air amid exquisite scenery, as at Ober-
ammergau ; while, as at Bayreuth, the sum-
mons to the play is given by the sound of the
trumpet.
At the first performance, on Saturday last,

the weather was perfectly splendid, though a
little shade might have been welcome. As one
sat in the full sunshine, one had good reason
to be thankful for the palm-leaf fan which
the forethought of the managers had made it

possible to obtain before the beginning of the

Elay. As a further protection against the
uming sun, one would gladly have responded

to the command of any oracle that had enjoined

the audience to wear, like the Athenians of

old, a leafy crown in honour of Dionysus.

The pediment of the stage-buildings is

decorated with a representation of a terminal

bust of Dionysus, with Satyrs and Maenads on
either side. The metopes below are filled with
six scenes, apparently from the Phigaleian
Marbles ; while along the architrave runs, on
the present occasion, a line selected from the

"Alcestis"

T^ \ont6v 'A8/17Jt', evaififi wfp\ ^hovs.

The spirit of this line was certainly carried out

to the full in all the hospitality shown to the

guests by the Warden (the Rev. H. B. Gray),

who himself played the part of Admetus. It

may be added that the orchestra at Bradfield

is connected with the stage buildings by a flight

of four steps, extending along the whole length
of the stage.

Just before the beginning of the play, the

Warden, robed as Admetus, advances to the
thymele and kindles the incense on the altar as

he makes the thrice-repeated proclamation

:

When Admetus has withdrawn, the attention

is arrested by a singularly beautiful procession

passing between the orchestra and the raised

stage. These are the instrumentalists, nine in

number, four of them with flutes copied from
models found at Pompeii, and the rest with
lyres strung on the ancient Greek system, and,

so far as possible, resembling the Greek cithara.

They take their place to the left of the stage, in

and near a recess draped with tapestries rich

with quaint designs of animals, like the heluaia

tapetia of the Roman poet. Ensconced in this

recess, they present a scene [which, in delicacy

of drapery, gracefulness of grouping, and
correctness of archaeological environment,
irresistibly reminds one of a masterpiece of

Alma Tadema's. It was a great relief to

escape from the incongruity of a modern
orchestra, which, if it cannot be banished
altogether from the performance of a Greek
play, as at Bradfield, is surely best kept out of

sight, as at Bayreuth.
The music, written in the Greek diatonic

scales by Mr. C. F. Abdy Williams, now a
master at the school, and formerly secretary of

the Cambridge University Musical Society, had
the rare merit of being subordinated to the

Bong^ of the chorus, allowing the audience to

hear the words distinctly, instead of drowning;
them in the elaborate orchestral accompani-
ments, which are so much in vog^e in other
modem revivals of the Greek drama. Even in

the age of Aeschylus, as is clear from the

fragment of Pratinas preserved by Athenaeus,
there was need for a protest against the undue
prominence of the accompaniment, at any rate

in the case of dithyrambic poetry.
There are many points of mterest in the

Bradfield performance, which will doubtless be
long remembered by those who had the

privilege of being present. Apollo and the

Death-God were both fine in their way ; but
among the scenes which perhaps will linger

longest in the memory are the pathetic fare-

well of Alcestis, the funeral procession, and the

veiled wife restored by Hercules to her
repentant husband. Besides these, one cannot
soon forget the song of lament sung by the
child Eumelus (L. E. Brakspear). It would
have sensibly marred the effect if—as is apt to

happen in the case of pathetic passages like the

Prayer of Zerlina in " Fra Diavolo," or the

"Ave Maria" in Yerdi's " Otello "— thi«

beautiful and plaintive song had had the mis-
fortune of being applauded or encored. Many
may recall with satisfaction the good-humoured,
but not undignified, manner in which Her-
cules, in the person of Mr. Lomas—whose
appearance suggested a Teutonic rather than a
Hellenic hero—expounded to the serving-man
his own philosophy of life. But all who were
present will agree in congratulating the

Warden, not only on his own performance of

the difficult part of Admetus, but also on the

energy and success with which he has secured

the loyal co-operation of masters and boys
alike in carrying to a triumphant conclusion

the latest (but not, we trust, the last) of his

revivals of the Greek drama, which, in their

carefully studied accessories, may be justly

regarded as approximating more closely to the

antique type than any others hitherto produced
in England. Mr. Gray has been eminently
happy in what he describes as an " attempt to

teach piotorially the spirit of the Greek
Drama," and in thus contributing towards
giving what may be fairly called a new life

and an added interest to the study of Greek in

England.
J. E. Sandys.

MUSIC.

RVBINSTEWS " CHRISTVS " AT
BREMEN.

Some men nourish vast schemes, which, after

many years and despite all obstacles, they are

able to bring to a successful issue. At one

time the Wagner theatre at Bayreuth seemed

little better than a castle in the air; finally,

however, it was erected, and it now stands a

proud monument, bearing witness to the

master's patience and perseverance. Anton
Rubinstein also entertained the idea of a

special building, a "church for art," as he

named it, which was to be devoted
_
to the

performance of sacred opera. In working out

his scheme, Wagner had many prejudices to

overcome. In "Parsifal" he certwnly came
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very close to the line, if there be one, which
divides religion from art

; yet his bitterest foes

were forced to acknowledge the tact and deli-

cacy which he displayed. But it was other-

wise with Rubinstein: he directly provoked
religious opposition. One can partly under-
stand such an attitude towards him in England,
where, apparently, the Queen of Sheba and
Delilah are considered too sacred to tread the

boards. From a letter contributed by Eubin-
stein himself some years ago to J. Lewinsky's
Vor den Coulisaen, it appears that even
abroad general objection was taken to his

scheme of sacred opera. He pointed to the

Mystery Plays of the middle ages, which, at

first, were performed in the churches ; and,
indeed, he brought forward many strong
arguments in favour of his idea. There are,

however, certain knotty points connected with
the matter, even if strong prejudice, the result

of early training, be overcome. Some might
not object to the use of Biblical subjects per se,

yet would oppose their introduction, lest they
should suffer by contact with the ofttimes

frivolous and, to put it mildly, not over moral
stuff of which opera libretti are often composed.
Wagner, it may be remembered, even objected

to one of his later music-dramas sandwiched
between " Marta " and " Le Prophete." A
" Christus " between, say, " Era Diavolo " and
"Carmen" would be simply intolerable.

Then, again, the use of Biblical subjects might
be opposed by others, lest it should open the
door to works of a commonplace, not to say
vulgar, character. And once more, there are
some who would allow Biblical subjects, with
exception, however, of the one now under
notice. This, at any rate, is reasonable; to

every rule there is an exception. In Eubin-
stein's work the subject-matter is, however,
dealt with in a thoroughly reverent spirit.

About two years ago, when Dr. Loewe, the
well-known director of the Breslau Stadt-
Theater, visited Bubin&tein at Berlin, the latter

expressed a strong desire that his " Christus "

—" the work of my life," as he termed it

—

should be produced. Dr. Loewe promised that

he would do all that lay in his power towards
the realisation of that desire. Bubinstein
thanked him, and promised that when and
wherever the work was produced he would be
present to conduct it. The composer, how-
ever—less fortunate than Wagner— did not live

to see his long-cherished scheme carried into

execution. The Bremen performances nave
been arranged by a committee, among whom
Dr. Loewe and Dr. Heinrich Bulthaupt,
the author of the text of "Christus," have
been specially active. The choir consists of

350 Bremen amateurs, who have willingly

offered their services. The choir and orchestra

have baen trained by Dr. Muck, from the
Berlin Opera.

" Christus " contains a prologue, seven scenes,

and an epilogue. The prologue opens with
instrumental music. First come four bars
lento, a " Messiah " theme, or, to use the com-
poser's own word, " idea "

; this is followed by
passionate, Weberish music, descriptive of the
agitated times which preceded the birth of the

Prince of Peace. Then we have the picture of

the Bethlehem shepherds, and the appearance
of the Angel. The music of the former ex-

proBses an attitude of surprise and suspense;

the Angel's message and the chorus of the

heavenly host are hymn-like in character. The
Three Kings now enter in succession, each with
his train of followers ; and they are astonished

to find the star has guided them to the humble
manger. Their music shows local character
and effective contrasts. The song of the

Northern King is broad and vigorous. After

the Child has been seen, there is a smooth con-
certed movement, sung by shepherds, kings, and
their followers, whUe from above voices, in

chords of four parts, are heard singing their
Hallelujah. It should be mentioned that in
this, and other sections of the work, the music
continues without break.
The first Scene deals with the Temptation in

the wilderness. Lurid harmonies and agitated
rhythms are heard in the orchestra. Jesus
appears and engages in earnest prayer. The
music is based on the opening theme of the
prologue. But the quiet, sad strains are
soon interrupted by loud, harsh chords, com-
posed of low notes from wood-wind and brass :

the demon tempter is nigh at hand. At the
close of this section, aifter Satanic chords, at
first loud but gradually diminishing in
strength, a

_
clear major chord, for strings

only, proclaims the victory of the powers of
good.

Scene ii. has. for its subject the Baptism.
The bold words of John, the excited questions
put to him by the crowd, and the calm dignity
of Jesus are well portrayed in the music.

Scene iii. gives us the Sermon on the
Mount, or rather a portion of it. Then
follows the miracle of the loaves and fishes,

which, as one may well imagine, cannot be
rendered impressive on the stage. Dr. Bulthaupt
has also introduced the woman taken in
adultery, and the raising of the widow's son.

The words of Jesus are sung to soft, beautiful
strains, for the most part in a minor key. The
Mary Magdalene music, for thus the woman is

named, is full of pathos. The excitement of

the crowd, and ot the widow in the closing
picture, form a striking contrast to the peaceful
opening.

Scene iv. offers the busy scene of sellers and
buyers outside the Temple. The harmonies and
rhythms in the orchestra tell of eastern climes.

Then Jesus, accompanied by the crowd singing
their hymn of rejoicing, advances, and rebukes
the money-lenders. Here again the latter partof
the scene offers strong contrast : Caiaphas, with
the high priests seeking to entrap Jesus, and
the agitated song of Judas after his betrayal of

his master. And at the end, the soft '

' Hosanna "

of the retreating crowd is answered by the loud
" Triumph " of the priests. Scene v. presents

the Last Supper, the dark hour of Gethsemane,
and the seizure of Jesus. In Scene vi. the
Saviour is arraigned before Pilate. In the
epilogue Paul, standing by the Cross, preaches
the message of peace and goodwill.

The seventh scene, dealing with the Cruci-
fixion, was omitted, the stage not being large

enough to give it in a becoming and impressive
manner. From the full score, of which I caught
a hasty glimpse, the music appears particularly

strong. Again, as in the Temptation, the
powers of good and evil are in conflict. The
openiog bars, by the way, recall the " Kundry "

theme from " Parsifal."

The above remarks may give some idea of

the contents of the work. It is ditflcult, how-
ever, to describe the music. With exception of

the songs of the Three Kings, it is quite free in

structure, continuing without any formal break
throughout each scene. The composer evidently

wished to intensify the powerful story by
means of tones, rather than to write a work
which woiild attract by its purely musical
character. He would seem to have studied

Wagner's method : in the matter of repre-

sentative themes, beyond a limited use of the
one mentioned, there is, however, no attempt
to imitate his great contemporary. The beauty
and pathos of some of the music are unquestion-
able. And, at times, the dramatic element is

strong. Eubinstein's tendency to diffuseness,

so noticeable in many of his long compositions,

is here conspicuous by its absence : there are no
vain repetitions. The effect produced is that
of a series of moving xjiclures accompanied
by apjjropriate music. At times, indeed, one
almost forgets the latter ; and this, at any rate,

shows that there is nothing in its form or spirit

at variance with those of the drama.
The part of Jesus was taken by Herr Itaimund

von Zur-Muhlen. His voice is not of the best
quality, but he acquitted himself well in his

responsible task : he was simple in gesture
and quiet in singing, yet always dignified.

The names of cjl the other interpreters cannot
be given ; some were particularly good, as,

for instance, Frl. Louise Mulder (Mary
Magdalene), Frl. Else Breuer (Pilate's Wife),
Herr T. Habelmann (Simon Peter), and
Herr L. Piechler (John the Baptist). The
orchestra played well under the able direction of

Dr. Karl Muck. The theatre was crowded,
and one could feel that the audience was
interested. Applause] was strictly forbidden.
Ten performances were originally announced.
This series came to a close last Sunday, and a
new series of five was announced. Dr.
Loewe intends to give the work at Breslau,
and it will probably also be produced at
Berlin. The stage effects at Bremen were
good, and some of the scene painting effective

;

but the space at disposal was not large enough
to present the work in a really satisfactory

manner. The scene of the " Crucifixion " had,
as already mentioned, to be abandoned; and
that of the Sermon on the Mount was far too
cramped.

J. 8. Shedlock.

MUSIC NOTES.
The appearance of Mme. Adelina Patti in
" Traviata " at Covent Garden on Tuesday even-
ing filled the house to overflowing. It is eleven
years since she last sang there. The great
singer has a voice of extraordinary quality and
flexibility, but time has not left it unimpaired.
During the performance this was, of course,

perceptible. It was, however, wonderful
to perceive the charm her style of sing-

ing still exerts. Many of the audience
were, perhaps, hearing her for the first time,

and their pleasure was not spoilt by memories
of the past. Signori De Lucia and Anooni
were excellent as Alfredo and Germont.
Signer Mancinelli conducted, and well tem-
pered the sound of his orchestra to the diva's

voice.

Here Moritz Eosenthal made his first

appearance in England at the third Richter
concert on Monday evening. Playing Liszt's

pianoforte Concerto in E flat, he was listened to
with breathless attention, and was recalled

about half a dozen times. There are many
pianists now before the public who possess
exceptionally fine technique ; but if a prize

were offered to the one who most distinguished
himself in that respect Herr Rosenthal would
probably be the winner. The life and brilliancy

which he threw into the music, and the
ease which he displayed, even when over-
coming formidable difficulties, are quite

remarkable. But already, two years ago,
mention of him was made in these columns, and
his striking gifts as a virtuoso were fully recog-
nised. Herr Rosenthal has come and rapidly
conquered ; he has, however, still to show us
whether lie can satisfy as interpreter of the
highest pianoforte music, as he can astonish

in music like Liszt's E flat Concerto, in which
there is more glitter than gold. A piano-
forte recital is already announced.

Miss Fanny Davies's annual concert will

. be held at St. James's Hall on Monday after-

noon, June 24. The programme will prove of

special interest, as it includes Brahms' new
Sonatas for Clarionet and Pianoforte, for

which Herr Miihlfeld has been specially

engaged. Miss Davies is fortunate in being
able to announce a first performance in

England of these works.
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MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

THE GREAT FROZEN LAND : Narrative of a Winter Journey
acroM the Tundras and a Sojourn among the Samoyads. By FBEDEBIOK GEOEGE
JACKSON, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, Leader of the Jnckson-Harmsworth Polar

Expedition. With lUustiations and Maps. Edited from hU Journals by ARTHUE MONTE-
FIORE, Fellow of the Geological and Boyal Geographical Societies and Anthropological

Institute. 8to, 153. net.

THE NATURAL HISTORY of AQUATIC INSECTS. By
Profetsor L. 0. MIALL, F.E S. With Illustrations by A. B. Hammond, F.LS.

8ro, 6i.

Crown

THE AMERICAN COMMERCIAL POLICY. Three Historical

Essays. By XJUO RABBENO, rroleesor of Political Economy in the Unireraity of Modeua.

Second Edition. Partly rowritton and entirely revised by the Author. Trandated at the Trans-

lations Bureau, London, tiro, 12s. net.

MUNICIPAL HOME RULE: a Study in Administration. By
FRANK J. GOODNOW, A.M., LL B., ProfeBsor of Adminislrative law in Columbia College,

Author of " Comparative Administrative Law." Crown 870, 63. 6d. net.

THE COMPETITION WALLAH. By the Right Hon. Sir George
TKEVELYAN, Bart., M.P., Author of " Cawnpore." Reprint of the Second Edition. Crown

8«>, 63.

ASPECTS of JUDAISM. Being Sixteen Sermons by Israel

ABRAHAMS and CLAUDE G. MONrEFIOEE. Fcap. 870, 33. 61. net

LIFE and LABOUR of the PEOPLE in LONDON. Edited by
CHARLES BOOTH. Vols. V. and VI. 870, Is. Od. net each volume.

TIMES.—"U is almost enough to say that the volume* contain as much information as two Or three first-rate

Blue-Buoks i
that they are equally impartial ; and that they are infinitely more readable."

H. I.

N.

STANFORD'S TOURIST GUIDES.
With Maps and Plans, price 28. each.

BEDFORDSHIRE. By A. J. Fostek, M.A.

BERKSHIRE By P. H. Ditchubld, M.A.

OAMBBIDQESHIRE. By E. Conybbakb, M.A.

CHANNEL ISLANDS. By G. P. Bbvan and
K. N. WOKTII.

CORNWALL. By W. H. Trbobllab.

DERBYSHIRE. By H. N. Woeth.
DEVON, NORTH. By R. N. Worth.

DEVON, SOUTH. By R. N. Worth.

DORSETSHIRE By R. N. Worth.

ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. By
JK.VKI.NSON.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE By R N. Worth.

HAMPSHIRE. By G P. Bbvam and B.
WOltTll.

HERTFORDSHIRE. By A. J. Foster, M.A. '

KENT. By G. P. Bevan and R. N. Worth

LONDON (Round about). By W. J. LorriB.

NORFOLK. By Walter Eye.

SOMERSETSHIRE. By R. N. Worth.

SUFFOLK- By Dr. J. E. Taylor.

SURREY. By G. P. Bevan and R. N. Worth.

SUSSEX By G. F. Chambers.

WARWICKSHIRE. By G. P. Bbvan and
R. N. WORTH.

WILTSHIRE. By B. N. Worth.

WORCESTERSHIRE By R. N. Worth.

WYE (The) and its Neighbourliood. By G. P.
BEVAN ana R. N. WORTH.

YORKSHIRE (EAST and NORTH
Rini.NGS). By C. r. liKVAN and R. N. WORTH.

YORKSHIRE (WEST RIDING). By Q. P.
BEVAN and R. N. WORTH.

SHEILA'S MYSTERY. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated by
L. Leslie Brocl^o. Crown 8vo, 3». 6i.

WHITEHALL REVIEW.—" Mrs. Molesworth may always be depended upon to produce work that will interest the

J-oung In 'Sheila's Mystery ' this prolific author has written a pleasant narrative which seems to us specially suit*

able for girls, and the publishers have co-operated in turning the volume out in attractive fashion."

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD
THE ADVENTURES of HAJJI

JAMES JIOBIER. lUuetrated by R. H. Millar.

CUBZON, M.P. Crown 8to, Zi. 6d.

NOVELS.-^ew Volume.

BABA of ISPAHAN. By
With an Introduction by the Hon. GEOBGK

ENGLISH MEN OF ]JETTERS-Three-and-Sixpenny Series.

VOLUME VII.

HUME. By Professor Huxley.—LOCKE. By Thomas Fowler.—
BURKE. By JOHN MORLEY. Crown 8vo, 33. 6d.

ENGLISH MEN OF AOTION.-JVcw Volume.

WOLFE. By A. a. Bradley. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 2s, 6d.

ELEMENTARY OLASSIOS.-J^cw Volume.

OVID.—TRISTIA. Book III. Edited, with Explanatory Notes
and Vocabulary, by E. 8. SHUCK BUBQE, M.A., lato Fellow of Bmmanuol College, Cambridge.

PottSvo, li. 6d.

ECONOMIC CLASSICS.-^eto Volume.

ENGLAND'S TREASURE by FORRAIGN TRADE. By Thomas
MUN, 1061. Fcap Sva, 3a. net.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD,
26 AND 27, CocKSPra Street, Chariko Cbors, 8.W.

Compute Tourlsl Calalogue free on npplimlion.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 6s., post free.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons.
ByALKXANDKR MACLAREN, D.D., Author of "The
Holy of Holies," " The trnchanging Christ," Ac, &c.

" Masterly, beautiful, inepiring."—JftrtoJisi Itccvrder.

" Dr. Maolaren is our ideal preacher."—ixjxJsKoijf Tima.
"Felicitous exposition, rugged, intense eloiiuence, and

Ireautitulillustmtion."— IfoninnJ IKoii.

n," The words of a prophet, and we thank God for him."
Christian rktotiot.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

" They show the same wonderful fertility of apt and

beautiful illustrations, the same exquisite use of language,

and the same direct heart-searching power which We are

accustomed to find In all Dr. Maclarcn's works."
Chrialtan World PulpiU

Crown 8to, cloth boards, price 58., post free.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
" For more than a quarter of a century ho has held almost

an nnchallonge<l position as the prince of pulpit orators

The back pews of Dr. Maclarcn's church are in the nooka

and comers of the earth."—J/ertoiiisf Times.

Crown 9vQ, cloth boards, price as., post free.

THE QOD of the AMEN, and other
Sermons. ....

" Open the lxx>k wherever we may, the temptation to

road on and on is very groat. The volume is invaluable."
Sun'lay School Chronicle.

Cro^vn 8vO, cloth Ixiards, price 69., post free.

THE HOLY of HOLIES : a Series of Sermons
on the Utli, 16th, and 16th Chairters of the Uosiwl by

John.
" Every sermon glows with oncUon, and shows iDtense

power,"

—

ihthoflist llccorder.

Crown 9vo, cloth lioards, price Ss., post free.

THE UNOHANGINa CHRIST, and other
Soi'moiit^.

" The work of li master of pulfit omXory."—Ericman.
" Distinguislicd by the finest scholarship and the most

exquisite literary finish."

—

Ghi-istian Leatfer,

"Few preachers combine so many elements of effective

p\ilpit address,"-/n((«ji<m/en(.

LoicDO.v: ALEXANDER t SHBPHEARD, PoBLI8H»li«,
21 AHO 22, FCRKITIL Stesit, E.O.

Printed by ALEXANDER & BHEPHEAED, Lgngdalo Prlnllng Works, Chancery Lane ; PnbliBhed by the Proprietor, HEKRY VILLEES, !7, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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ME. T. FISHEE UNWIN'S LIST.
AUTHORISED EDITION.

SONyA KOVALEVSKY: a Biography, by Anna Carlotta Leffler (Duchess of Cajanello)

;

and, SISTERS H4JEVSKY, beinK an Account of Her Lite, by SONYA KOVALEVSKY. Translated by A. DE FURUHJELM and A. M. OLIVE BAYLEY, and
witb Biographical Note by LILY WOLFSOHN. With 2 Portraits. Demy 8vo, cloth, es.

THE ALPINE BOOK OF THE SEASON.
*„* The Fint Edition teas sold out prior to puliHcatioit . The Second Edition is nearly exhausted. A Third Edition is in preparation.

MY CLIMBS IN THE ALPS AND CAUCASUS. By A. F. Mummery. 32 Illustrations,
with Full-page Lithograph Plates and Photogravm-es. Cloth, 21a. net.

The TIMES says :
'* Mountaineers in particular, and lovers of the Alps in general, will welcome and enjoy the autnptuoug Tolame in which Mr. A. F. Mummery records

his many adventurous * Climbs in the Alps and the Caucasus,' The sympathetic reader will derive not merely the pleasure he seeks to recall and excite, but much and
varied incidental profit from hia pages. The chapters devoted to the Caucasus will naturally attract the special attention they deserve, Init they are only more attractive
than the rest on account of their greater novelty."

"STARTLING, UNIQUE, SPLENDID."-"!. P." in TA.&W»y5,m.

ALMAYER'S FOLLY : a Story of an Eastern River. By Joseph Conrad. Cloth, 6s.
*'* Alraayer's Fully ' is a very powerful study indeed, with effects that will certainly capture the imagination and haunt the memory of the reader It is indeed

exceedingly well imagined and well written, and it will certainly secure Mr. Conrad a high place among contemporary story-tellers.*'

—

Saiurdni/ Review.
" Mr, Joseph Conrad has the art of laying 'on just 'suflQcient local colour to make his work attractive, without adding those final touches which are apt to make an

artistic work unintelligible to ' the gcooral.' The book leaves an impression of grasp and power."

—

Academy,

BY J. J. JUSSERAND.
A LITERARY HISTORY of the ENGLISH PEOPLE : from the Origins to the Renaissance.

liy J. J. JUSSERAND, Author of " A Literary History of the English People," kc. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, cloth, 12s. Gd. net.
*' The work is fall of a rare attraction."

—

Times.
*' The marvellous story of otu* literature in its vital connection with the origin and growth of the English people has never been treated with a greater union of cou-

scientious research, minute scholarship, pleasantness of humour, picturesqueneas of style, and sj'mpathetic intimacy."—Z>a(/y Chronide,

SOME ANCIENT ENGLISH HOMES, and their Associations: Personal, Archselogical, and
Historic. By E. HODGES. With IlUistratious by S, J. Loxton. Fcap. Ito, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

"In every respect the book is au admirable contribution to local history."—/?;a(;i and White*

UP THE NORWAY FJORDS.
A YACHTING CRUISE TO NORWAY. By the Parson and the Lawyer. Frontispiece.

Cloth, 3». Od.

HALF-CROWN NOVELS.
1. A GENDER IN SATIN. By Rita.

" The story reaches a lii}<h level of excellence. An extremely readable production, And io ciUito a departure from the author's usual method,"

—

Whiteliall Reviao.

2. THE MAKING OF MARY. By Jean Forsyth. ij^„eaj,.

Bach demy l2mo, and tastefully bound in cloth, 2s. tfd.

I

TALES OF BURMAH.
TOLD ON THE PAGODA. By Mimosa. With Photogravure and Four other Full-page

lUuslrations. Cloth, 2a. 6d. [ifcutfy.

THE NEW VOLUME OF "THE STORY OF THE NATIONS."
VEDIC INDIA. By Zenaide A. Ragozin, Author of " Ohaldea," &c. Maps, Index, and many

lUiLiLrations, Cloth, 6s,

ERNEST RADFORD'S POEMS.
OLD AND NEW: a Collection of Poems. By Ernest Radford. Frontispiece Portrait of

the Author. Cloth, 5a. net.

MORDRED : a Tragedy in Five Acts of Blank Verse. By Henry Newbolt. Cloth, 6s. net.
"There la really Rcod work in ' Jlordred.' Mr. Ncwboldt's Arthnr is the old Arthur which Tennyson for his own ends chose to transform, and therefore the catastropha

of the pl.iy is brousrht about, not mcchaiiica'ly, by treachery and rebellion which find a motive in simple wicliodness, but vitally, as an instance of natural retribution.
^ ' Dail^ CliriMicle,

THE NEW "PSEUDONYM.
CAUSE AND EFFECT. By Ellinor Meirion. Paper, Is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s. [Xow ready.

THE PARIS SALONS
Of 1885.

Four Portfolios, each consisting of 24 high-class
reproductions, illustrative of Parisian Art,

price Is. each.

THE Contains : PERSONAL MEMORIES of ROBERT
LOUIS STEVENSON, by Edmund Gossb—BOOKS
in PAPER COVERS, by Bbander Matthews—

BRYANT and the BERKSHIRE HILLS, IUub-

JULY. trated, by A. Lawkence—THE STRllCE at MR.

FBICE la. 4d. MOBLEY'S, by Matt Owm, &:., &c , &c.

CENTURY
FOR

London! T, FISHER UNWIN, Paternoster Square, E.G.
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CawrtelU ; Tkt Elymologji of " Sholirry," by the
B»v. A. L, 'Hayhew ; The Qcmun " bamiet," by
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TO LOVMRS OF FINE BOOKS.

Edition de Luxe,EUSKIN'S POEMS
1891. : vola., 4to. 63s.

WHYMPEE'S GREAT ANDES. First
Edition, Medium Sro, 18S2, 2l8.

A few copifi of the above, wliich are quite out of print—in the finest
pomihlfl couditJon—can W had at the published prices, as aflixcd. on
nppUcation, by letter, to Biklio. 37, Perham Boad, West Kensington,

THE THEATRE, 24 vols., complete in
parts, 18S3-I8&1. with hundreds of Photofmiphs of leading Actors.

I ricejC:} log. the lot; publishetl about £8.—B. A., care of Academy
Uffice.

rrHE LAKES.—TO LET, for the whole
-1- or part of the Season. THE KNOLL. AMBLESIDE, formerly
the Keeidence of Harriet Martineau. Most comfortable house,
ijeautifully situated. CIrounds of about two acres, with Tennis Lawu.
—Apply to W. II. Hills. The Knoll, Ambleside.

TYPE-WRITINQ.

AUTHOES, PUBLISHEE8, &c.-
Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly

typewritten_by_K4TSK it Co., Effingham House, Arundel Street,
Strand, W.C. Private room for dictation,
TranBlations.

Highest refereaoes.

nnO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
T.'K.T.J'i^.^ .*? ^^^ r*rt«' W'llios to RECEIVE RESIDENT
PAIaENTb. giving full particulars and terms, sont gratis. The list
includes private asylums, Ac; schools also recommended.—Address" -' "^ J>aucaatcr Place, Strand, W.C.Mr. G. B. Stockkr, 8

fpHE AUTHOES' BUEEAU, Limited.—
-i- A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. " A Medium of
Communication between Authors, Editors, and Publishers." Advises
ui>on, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by appointment only.
—Address the Skcrktahv, ;(, Victoria-street, AVestminster.

pEINTING and PUBLISHING. — To- AIJTIIOnS.—Snjcial attention given to tlio above. Estimates
free. AccounU venfitd by Cliartered Accountant.-Address Mahaoek,
Roiburghc Press, 3, Vicloria-street. Westminster.

QT. EDWAED'S SCHOOL, near
. ,• ""^'"^'i"''''.''";.^''™''' '""niM 186.1, to provide Kdueation
Tor (.cntlcmcn « Sons in ('reparation for Universities, Army, 4o., on
™''„'"'i'«.V"'K'' •'r"<:'l>li'"- *^;is: £<« per annum (Sons of florgy-

SiiisU^.'fSl?'/.^ f,:i..«,'!.T»«i...^!?»J'=!l »* Moden,.,i/el
July 30th.-KeT. T. P. Houson, M.A., Warden!

B
eSTABblSHED I8S1,lEKBEOK BANK

Southampton Buildinga, dMnoer; Lane, London

.

'

TWO-AJlD-A-HALrperOENT, 1NTBEE8T allowed onDEPOSlTS
reparable on demand

.

cjL\jnna^

*^?, 1", ^^^- S" CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimummonthly balances, when nfit drawn below £10o.
".ui..

STOCKS, 811ARLS. and ANNU ITIES purchased and lold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift the Bank recelienmall lume on

uepoeit.and allow. Interest montldy oji each completed jEl.

BIEKBECK BUILDiNa SOCIETY.
HOW TO PCBCBASiS A HOUSE

rOR TWO UC IlfEAl PIR MONTH.

BIRKBECK FKEEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.HOW TO PUncilASE A PLOT OF LAND
FOB riVE B HILLISQB PKB MOHIU.

The BIRKBECK ALUANACK, with full nartienlari, po.t tree
I'EANOIS RAVENSCBOFT, Muoger

Messrs. ARCH/BALD CONSTABLE & CO. beg to announce fhat the

following important Wori( is now ready, and may be obtained at

all Booksellers and Libraries.

THE ALPS FROM END TO END.
BY

SIR WILLIAM MARTIN CONWAY.
With 100 ILLUSTRATIONS by A. Z>. McCORMICK.

Large demy 8to, cloth, gilt top, One Guinea net.

14, PAELIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.

OATALOQUE8
FOREIGN BOOKS and PERIODICALS

promptly supplied on moderate terms,

CATALOOUES on application.

DULAU Jfc CO., 87, Bono Bqpau,

BAEDEKER'S & BADDELEY'S
TOURISTS' GUIDE BOOKS.

New fully detailed Catalogue sent i>o»t free on application.

DULAU » CO., 37, Bono Sqiarc, Loxoon, W.

FOREIGN BOOKS A T FOREIGN PRICES.

WILLIAMS & N O R G A T E,

Importers of Foreign Books,
U, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

20. SOUTH FREDERICK STREET, EDINBURGH,
AND

7, BROAD STREET, OXFORD.
CATALOOUES post free on application.

TH. WOHLLEBEN,
FOBEIQN BOOKSELLER)

45, GREAT RUSSELL STREET
(Opposite the British Museum],

Sapplies all Foueigit Books and Pskiodicills at the most
moderate prices.

Catalogues on application.

AGENCY FOR AMERICAN BOOKS.

p P. PUTNAM'S SONS, PUBLISHEES
^JT. j„4 BOOKSELLERS, of 27 and 29 West 23rd Street, New
York, and 24, BEDFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C, desire to call the

"ttention of the READING PUBLIC to tlie excellent facilities

presented by their Branch House in London for filling, on the most
favourable terms, orders for their own STANDARD PUBLICA
TIONS, and for ALL AMERICAN BOOKS and PERIODICALS -
CATALOOUES sent on application.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE of Eare,
Curious, and OUT-OF-THE-WAY BOOKS, sent free on

demand.—G. Lemallieu, Libraire, 38. Rue de Chflteaudun, Paris.

MIT DIE'S
g E L E C T

LIBRARY.
"DOOKSELLERS,

"DOCK EXPORTERS,

riOOK BINDERS,

AND

r IBRARIANS.

piNGLTSH, FRENCH, ITALUN, GERMAN,
AND SPANISH BOOKS

rriHE LARGEST STOCK in the WORLD,

I

TyrUDlK^S SELECT LIBRARY, Limited.

O A TO 34, NEW OXFORD STREET,

941 ^ROMPTON ROAD, S.W., and

40 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.,

' LONDON

:

And 10 to 12, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.

WORKS BY DR. MACLAREN.

ROYAL ACADEMY of AET8,—NOTICE
I

IS HERERY GIVEN, Tliat tlie PrcBident and Council will
'

proceef! to ELECT, od THURHnAY. JiLv llth, n TURNER '

ANNUITANT. Applicants for the Turner Annuity, wliicli is of the
!

value of £50, must !« Artists of repute in neeil of aid through the
j

iinavoiilaljle failure of professional employment or other causes.—
|

Forms of apjilicntion can be ohtaincd, by tetter, adilreastHl to the
Secrktahv, Royal Academy of Arts, Piccadilly, w. They must be
tilled in and returned on or before Tuesday, July 9th.—Candidates
uuBucccsful at the recent Cousins and Turner Election wilt Dot be
required to renew their applications on this occasion.

By order,
FiiKD. A. Eaton, Secretary.

ROYAL SOCIETY of PAINTEES in
WATER-COIXIURS.—The SUMMER EXHIBITION is NOW

OPEN, at 5a, PALL MALL EAST, from 10 till 6. Admission, Is.

Catalogue, Is. Georoe L. Rinot, Secretary.

Just published, price 28. 6d., post free.

OUT and ITS CUEE. By J. Compton
EiRNETr, 51. 1). " The author has had a wide cxiMirience in gout,

and presents us with a very readable little lx>ok."—Coim(i/ Oentleman
London : J axes Epps ft Co. (Ltd.), 170. Piccadilly, and 48, Thread-

needle Street.

G

VINOLIA CREAM

ITCHING, SUNBURN, INSECT BITES.

Is. l^d. per Box.

Crowii 8vo, cloth boards, price 58,, po^t free.

CHRIST'S "MUSTS," and other Sermons.
By ALEXANDER MACLAREN, D.D., Author of " The
Holy of Holies," " The UnchniiRing Christ," ic, &c.

** Masterly, lieantifnl, inepirinpr."

—

ifethodtst Recorder,
" Dr. Maclaren is our ideal preacher."

—

Expository Times.

Crown 8vo, cloth Iwards, price 58., poet free.

THE WEARIED CHRIST, and other
SormonH.

*' They show the same wonderful fertility of apt and
beautiful ilUistrations, the same ex<juisito use of language,
and the same direct heart-searching power which wo are
accuetoincd to find iu all Dr. Maclarcn's works."

Christian World Pulpit,

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price 5s., post free.

PAUL'S PRAYERS, and other Sermons.
*• For more than a quarter of a century ho has hold almost

an unchalloBRed position as the prince of pulpit orators

The back pews of Dr. Maclarcn's church arc in the nooka
and corners of the earth."—-VcM'>dw? Times,

Crown Svo, cloth boards, price os., post free.

THE UNOHANGING CHRIST, and other
Sermons.

" The work; of a ma.ster of pulpit oTB,Uiry."—Freeman,

IiOVDOX: ALEXANDER & SHEPHEARD, PvBU8atI8,
21 AND 22, Fdknivai. Stkmt, B.C. ^

THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S GAE-
HENS. Rtfgent'b Park, arc OPEN DAILY (except 8uoday«).

from !) a.m, to euusct. Admission Is., on Mondays 6d., children 6d.

Amongst the latest additions arc a Giraffe, a pair of Brindled Unus
and u paic of Sable Ajitclopes,
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THE

AUTOTYPE FINE -ART GALLERY,
74, New Oxford Street, London,

Is remarkable for its Display o£ Copies of Celebrated
Works of

THE GREAT MASTERS.
Reproductions of the most important Paintings in tlie

following Collections :

—

KATIOITAL GAI.LEET, LOXDOlf,
BUCKIHGHAU PALACE,
WIITDSOB CASTLE,
VFFIZI, FLOBEirCE,
PITTI, FLOBKNCE,
ACADE3IY OF FINE AET6,
FLOEEXCB,

AUSTEBDAir,
SHE HAGUE,

LOUVBE, PAKI3,
LFXEUBOUBG, PABIS,
BOYAL GALLEHT, DBESDEIT,
HEBMITAGB, BT, FETSKS-

BVS.G,
PRADO, KADBID,
VATICAIf, HOME,
HAABLEH,
FBAKKFOET,

THE PARIS SALONS.
A LARGE COLLECTION of EXAMPLES of MODERN

FRENCH and ENGLISH ART in SELECTED FRAMES
snitable for HALL, LIBRARY, DRAWING-ROOM,
BOUDOIR, &c.

The Autotype Fine - Art Catalogue, of

184 pages, with Illustrated Sapplement, containing

68 Miniatore Photographs of notable Antotypes, post

free, Oke Shillutq.

AUWTYPE: a DECORATIVE and EDUCATIONAL ART.

Nbw Pahphlet—Free ok Applicatioit,

THE AUTOTYPE OOMPAITY, LONDON.

CO.,MESSES. J. C. DRUMMOND &
ABT BEPBODTJCEBS,

14. HENKLETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.O.,
Are the tole representatives in Great Britain of

HERB HANF8TAENGL, of Munich.
the well-knoim Artist In PHOTOGRAVURE, now patronised by the
leading London Art Publishing firms. A large Collection of Im*
portant Plates always on view

Process Blocks for the purpose of Ordinary
Book Illustrations

Messrs DRUMMOND ft CO. supply the cheapest and best Processes
in the market, which are specially adapted to meet the wants of
Antiquarians, Archseoloeiste, and those engaged in theinrestigation
and publication uf P.irocliiJil and Diocesan Records.

J.C. DRU.VIMOND t CO. invite attention to their

Improved Bapid Photo-Mechanical Process
For the Reproduction of Works of Art^ Original MSS.^ Designs^
Lace Manufactures, Photographs, Views, Book Illustrations,

ArtisticAdvertisements, Catalogues, J:c,,(i:e.,at a moderateccst.

Specimens and price list on Application.

Oaoes: 14, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN. LONDON

Just published, crown 8vo, 38. 6d.

RANDOM STORIES,
Chiefly Irish.

By MAJOR H. 8. M'OIilNTOOK.
With lUnstrations.

London

:

SlKPKIK, MlBSHALL, HtUILTOir,
KEirr & Co., Limited.

At all Booksellers.

DIES IRiE.
The Story ot a Spirit in Frlsoa-

Fcap. 8vo, Is. 6d.
" X little attempt to rouse love for humanity, and emist help for

human misery The book siiould not be without effect. There is

great viTtdness and feeling in il/'—Aeademn.

"A plea for social service so elonocnt and so impressive that it

eannotfail to produce a great elTect"— Weekly Sun.

" The story la told in simple. Ixjautiful language, and the thought
tends to transform materialistic views of life and eternity into ethical

and spiritual conceptions of a iiigb order."—JfancAester Chtardian,

** A prose itosm."Seottisk Conffregationaliet.

WiLLiAX BucrvrooD & Soirs, Edinbnrgh and London.

POPULAR EDITION, WITH PORTRAIT.
Large Ito, price 6d.

JOSEPH MAZZINI : a Memoir by E. A. V.,
with Two E'isays by MAZZINI : " THOUGHTS on

DEMOCRACY " and " THE DUTIES of MAN."
" E. A. V.'s Memoir of Maztini is, we are glad to see, now

Issned at sixpence, no that it can be procured and read
by everyone interested in the development and growth of

Democracy."

—

Pafl Mall Gazette.

"In its new form it should have thousands of new
readers."— Weekly Dispatch.

" We doubt not it will have an immense circulation."
Echo.

LoSDOS: ALEXANDER k SHEPHEARD,
n am 22, FtntsmL Btukt, E.C.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S NEW BOOKS.

THE GREAT FROZEN LAND : Narrative of a Winter Journey
across the Tundras and a Sojourn among the Samoyads. By FREDERICK GEORGE
JACKSON, Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, I>eader ot the Jackson-Harmswoith Polar

Expedition. With lUustrations and Maps. Edited from his Journals by ARTHUR MONTE-
FIORE, Fellow of the Geological and Boyal Geographiccd Societies and Anthropological

Institute. 8vo, l.'is. net.

THE AMERICAN COMMERCIAL POLICY. Three Historical
Essays. By UGO RABBENO, Professor of Political Economy in the University of Modena.

Second Edition. Partly rewritten and entirely revised by the Author. Translated at the TranB>

lations Bureau, London. 8to, 12s. net.

HISTORY of GREECE from its COMMENCEMENT to the CLOSE
of the INDEPENDENCE of the GREEK NATION. Translated from the German of

ADOLF HOLM. In 4 vols. Vol.11., Thb Fifth Century B.C. 8vo, 63. net.

THE NATURAL HISTORY of AQUATIC INSECTS. By
Professor L. C. MIALL, F.B.8. With Illustrations by A. R. Hammond, F.L S. Crown
8vo, 6s.

PHILO and HOLY SCRIPTURE ; or, the Quotations of Philo from
the Books of the Old Testament. With Introduction and Notes by HERBERT EDWARD
RYLE, D.D., Hulsean Professor of Divinity, Professorial Fellow of King's College, Cambridge,

&c. Orovrn 8to, lOs. net.

ENGLISH MEN OF ]JETTE.RS.—Three-and-Sixpennv Series.

VOLUME vn.

HUME. By Professor Huxley.—LOCKE. By Thomas Fowler.—
BURKE. By JOHN MORLEY. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d

GARDEN FLOWERS and PLANTS. A Primer for Amateurs.
By J. WRIGHT, F.R.H.8., Chief Instructor on Horticulture for the Surrey County Council, &c.

With 50 lUustrations. Crown 8vo, Is.

THE STRUCTURE and LIFE of BIRDS. By F. W. Headley,
M.A., F.Z.S., Assistant Master at Haileybury College. With 78 Illustrations. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

THE SPEECH of CICERO in DEFENCE of CLUENTIUS. Trans-
lated by W. PETERSON, M.A., LL D., Principal of University College, Dundee. With an

Introduction and Notes. Crown 8vo, 5s.

ENGLISH MEN OF AGTION.-JV^ew Volume.

WOLFE. By A. G. Bradley. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 2s, 6d.

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD NOVELS.-J^ew Volume.

THE ADVENTURES of HAJJI BABA of ISPAHAN. By
JAMES MORIER. Illustrated by R. H. Millar. With an Introduction by the Hon. GEORGE

CUBZON, M.P. Crown 8vo, 33. 6d.

ENGLISH OLASSIOS.-JVew Yolumes.

TENNYSON.—LANCELOT and ELAINE. With Introduction

and Notes by F. J. ROWE, M.A., Professor of English Literature, Presidency College,

Calcutta. Globe 8vo, 28. 6d.

MILTON'S TRACTATE of EDUCATION. Edited, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by EDWARD E, MORRIS, M.A., Professor of English Literature in the

University of Melbourne. Globe 8vo, Is. 9d.

MACMILLAN & CO., LONDON.
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RICHARD BENTLEY & SON'S
LIST.

NOW READY.

THE SECOND EDITION OP

THE NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF

-AN OLD MAID'S LOVE."

In one vol., crown 8vo, 6s.

MY LADY NOBODY.
BY

MAARTEN MAARTENS.

other Works by this Popvilar Author may also be

obtained at all Booksellers, price 6s. each, in

uniform binding, as follows :—

THE GBBATEB GLOBY.
GOD'S FOOL.

THE SIN OF JOOST
AVELINGH.

AN OLD MAID'S LOVE.

THE SECOND EDITION OF

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF
••MISUNDERSTOOD."

Now ready, in 3 vols., crown 8vo.

COLONEL NORTON.
BY

FLORENCE MONTGOMERY,
AUTHOR OP

" SKAFOETH," " THROWN TOGETHER," &c.

NOW READY.

WILDEBSMO OB.
By C. L. ANTEOBUS.

In 3 vols., crown 8vo.

NOW EEADY.

CHEBBYFIELD HALL
By F. H. BALFOUR (Ross Gkobqk Debing), Author
of " Dr. Mirabel's Theory," ic. In crown 8vo, 6s,

NOW READY.

TODDLE ISLAND:
Being the Diary ot Lord Bottsford of England. In
crown 8vo, 6s.

THE NEW ISSUE OF THE

NOVELS OF MRS. HENRY WOOD.

THE SIXTH VOLUME.

VEBNEB'S PBIDE
(65th Thousand),

IS NOW READY.
In red cloth, gold lettered on side, similar to the 3e. 6d.

Edition, 28. 6d.

In green cloth, gold lettered on back, bnt with a plainer
binding, 28.

To be followed at regnlar intervals by the other Stories
in the Series.

MR. DAVID NUTT'S
LATEST PUBLICATIONS.

THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.
Vol. IX., JUNE, No. 6, l8. 6d. net.

OonienU,

A. C. CLARK. The Fictitious USS. of Bosios,

F. B. JEVONS. Greek Burial Laws and Folk-lore.

W. LOOK. On the use ot ir«piir^Teio in Aristotle's

" Poetics."

E. A. ABBOTT. Notes on some Passages in Lightfool's
" Biblical Essays."

F. C. CONYBEARG. On the Beading of Acts i. 18 in

Fapias.

A. H. J. GREENIDfiE. On the Title "Quaestor Pro
Praetore."

S. B. PLATNER. Notes on "Punctum" and
*' Momentum."

Wilkin's Edition of the " Catiline Orations." 8. G. OWEN.
Torr's " Ancient Ships." W. RIDGEWAY.
ARCHAEOLOGY r

A. FURTWANGLER. On the Lemnia of Pheidias and
the Parthenon Sculptures.

CECIL SMITH. On the Myth of Irion.

E. E. SIKES. On Nike and Athena Nike.

MONTHLY RECORDS.—SUMMARIES of PERIODICALS.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.

MR. \N. E. HENLEY'S TUDOR TRANSLATIONS.

Plutarch's Lives of the
NOBLE GRECIANS and ROMANS. Englished by
Sir THOMAS NORTH, Ajfxo 1579. With an Intro-

duction by GEORGE WYNDHAM. To be completed
n 6 vols . small 4to, averaging 433 pages. Vols. I. and
IL are ready.

Subscription price tor the Six Volumes, exclusive of car-

riage and postage, £3 12s. net. The price will be raised

after completion of the issue.

AProajitetut of Hit Work and of the Tutor Translations will be

sent en appUcalioti.

The Daili/ Chronicle, under the heading " The
Beal Plutarch,'' says in its issue of the 8th inst. :

" A rarer example of the printer's craft, a finer

achievement in type, paper, and cover, you will

not find in modern work than these two volumes of

this 'transfiguration In unfading English' of an
immortal book, as the lusty dedication to Mr.
Arthur Balfour has it. But Mr. Wyndham's
essay upon Plutarch and North we would read in

any type. Its hundred pages of graceful and
lucid English contain matter that might well have
been spread over five hundred ; nor can we hope,

in the space at our command, to give a complete
notion of the thoroughness with wWch the subject

has been handled, and of its surprising scholarship.'*

The Titnes says :
" There can be no better manual

of conduct, as there is no more alluring mirror of

noble life, than the books of Plutarch. In North's
translation there is the additional charm of the

richest, most varied, and often most musical
English."

The Saturday Review says :
" It is seldom that a

critic comes across a book which he can praise un-
reservedly All this is simply to say that a book
has been sent to us which it will overtask our little

knowledge and skill to praise fittingly The
introduction is in its own way a literary achieve-

ment. Its virtues are so many that we shall not
easily exhaust them."

The Pall Mall Oazetie says: "This is a book.
Beyond all question this is a very great and com-
plete book, such as appears but two or three times

in a man's lifetime Mr. Wyndham, in short, is

from henceforth a man of letters with the best of

them. And as such he has proved himself worthy
of collaboration in what is probably the noblest

product of book-making in our times."

KiOHABo BiNTLET& SoN, New Burlington Street
.Fnhltebers In Ordinary to Her Uajesty the Queen,

Purchasers are teminded that the Tudor
Translations are only printed in an edition

of 600 copies, that the first two numbers of

the Series (Florio's Montaigne and Addling-

ton's Apuleius) are out of print and command
a premium, and that application should he
made at once if it is desired to receive

Plutarch at the original subscription price

1 of £3 128.

CHmO&WINDUS'S NEW NOVELS

BILLY BELLEW. -&y JT. E. NORRTS,
Author of *' The Rogue^^ 2 voh,, iOs.

net ; and at all Zihraries,
"A most admlnbU novel, writUn throughout with that cxcelletit

finifh, careful olMwnration, and e/e for the tyi>e which are Mr. Norria'fi

•peciai meriu Thii in a book which friTes real refreshment, and
bold* the reader by a certain dlttinotion of ityle and manner wblcli ii

not commoD in mo<lem fiction."— yMtminrter gowfte.

THE CONVICT SHIP. -By JT. CLARK
RUSSELL. 3 vols., i5». net; and at

all Libraries.
" In hU prewnt fine work Mr. Rutiell nnrtniTS the ezcitbu iocidenU

lewlins up to and foUowinK a mutiny tn a carco of conrlctA. Inter-

woTen with thii plot ran« a Bweot and touching love-slory. while It

Deeds learoely be added that the matitime local colounog cornea xrom
a maater-haud."—People,
"•The Convict Ship' ll full of vigour. The atmosphere of the Bea

la admlnbly conveyed ; and so nvid are the eceues, that both the
home at Stepney, in which the Mary begini, and the length and breadth
of the veeeelare aa (amlUar to ua aa If we had seen them with our own
eyee."—fifgmtord, ^
CLARKRUSSELUS Novel, IS HE THE

MAN ? which has been out of print for
nineteen years, is now being reprinted, and

the New and Revised Edition will te ready

on July 4th. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

OTHELLO'S OCCUPATION, the New
Novel by MARYANDERSON, Author

of "A Son of Noah." Crown 8vo, cloth,

3s. 6d.

MISS MATHILBE BLIND'S New Volume

of Poems, BIRDS of PASSAGE:
Sonys of the Orient and Occident. By the

Author of ^^ Dramas in Miniature," " The

Ascent of Man," ^-c. Crown 8vo, linen

decorated, 6s. net.

"It is 80 good that in our judgment it places Miss Blind quite In the
front rank of liviug lyrical iweti. t^he has the full equipment, feeling,

passion, the intense love of beauty, an extraordinary power of render*
ing her impressious of beautiful thinga A richly endowed poeti

nature is here seen at its very best."—Zwify Xewt,

A New Library Edition, in one volume, of
CHARLES REABE'S Two Novels,

PEG WOFFINGTON a CHRISTIE
JOHNSTONE, set in new type and
bound in a new style, will be ready imme-

diately. Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HONOUR Of THIEVES, ^y C. J.
CUTCLIFFE HYNE. Crown Svo, cloth, 38. Od.

*'Au excellent story, excellently well told ; offers the best 240 pages of
stilting, vigorous narrative that we have read for many a long^ay."

LiUrary World.

THE MACDONALD LASS. By SARAH
TYTLER, With Portrait of Flora Mac^
donald. Crown 8vOy tartan chtk^ Ss. 6d,

"A canitaUy written story of adventure."—3forninp Leader.
" For beauty of style, skill in characterisation, vivid picture* of the

period and of tbo country, the novel before us will rank with any pro-

duced this season."—Liberal.

TALES of the CALIPH. By H. N.
CRELLIN, Author of '* Romances of the Old Seraglio."
Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

"There have not appeared for a long time past stories of the kind so

well told as tliese.^—ftcofsmoji^

THE PRINCE^of BALKISTAN. By
ALLEN UPWARD, Author of "The Queen against
Owen." Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

"A brilliant work of fiction, which is also something more. Thi«
strange dramatic story, compact of romantic incidents— is 4alt«
f)i8cinatiug. Tataroff Is either a marvellous portrait or a great orea-

tion"-WorM.

IN DEACON'S ORDERS. &c. By Sir
WALTER BESAN'T, Author of "Beyond the Dreams
ot Avarice." With Frontispiece. Crown Svo, cloth, 68,

" Good straightforward tales, which combine excellent workmanship
with no smallingenuity of plot and incident."— IKeehlKiMfcT tfoseHe.

RHODA ROBERTS : a Welsh Mining
story. By HARRY LINDSAY. Crown Svo, cloth,

38. 6d.
" Mr. Lindsay's new story will commend itself as a faithful picture

of collier life, both in and out of the pit His characters are so
Kniphically drawn as to lead to the belief that they have all been taken
irom life.' —Liivi-ptwl CourUr.

The MOONSTONE. By Wilkie Collins.
Popular Edition, set in new type. Medium 870, 6d. j

cloth, 1k^

THEr"ADVENTURES of JONES: an
Americ.xn Munchausen. By HATDES CARRtJTH.
With 17 Fall-paRe Illustrations. Fcap. Svo, cloth, 2b.

"Clever, intensely clever is this volume tt is out of all sight the
cleverest skit of the season."—i.t&,ira2.

London: OHATTO & WINDUS, 214, Piocadiilt.
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It is particularly requested that all business

letters regarding the supply of the paper,
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and not to the Edixob.

LITERATURE.
The Life and Letters of Edicard A. Freeman.
By W. E. W. Stephens, Dean of Win-
chester. In 2 vols. (Macmillans.)

Mk. Fbeeman, in one of his letters, tells ns
that he had once contemplated writing his

own life, although he seems to have had
misgivings about his fitness for the task.

Whether he would have been successful in

self-portraiture we may have our doubts

;

but even if he had given us the best of

autobiographies, we could not have dis-

pensed with the admirable presentation of
Mr. Freeman's genius and work supplied
by the Dean of Winchester. The family
could not have made a wiser choice when
they requested him to undertake the writing
of tiie memoir. Linked to Mr. Freeman by
an intimate friendship of many years, by
affinity in historical tastes and studies, and
by a hearty admiration of his finer qualities,

the biographer of Dean Hook was just the
person to appreciate and record the life of
one who, in not a few points, bore some
resemblance to the late Dean of Chichester.

Materials were not lacking ; for (to say
nothing of his voluminous writings) not
only did Mr. Freeman keep a careful

journal, written up to within a week of his

death, but he left behind him a vast

number of letters to a great variety of

correspondents, English and foreign, while
his numerous friends preserved deeply
graven recollectionB of ms powerful indi-

viduality. We might, perhaps, have
desired in these volumes a few more details

of Mr. Freeman's domestic life. What
he was, moreover, as host, as guest, as
fellow-traveller—in each situation distin-

guished as he was by strong and sometimes
grotesque characteristics—it might have
interested some to have been told in greater
fulness. But as it stands, this biography
deserves the very highest praise, as a faith-

ful and sympathetic picture of one of the
greatest of English historians—a man much
admired, somewhat feared, and too little

understood.

Never was the saying truer of anyone
than it was of Freeman that " the child is

father of the man." Before he was seven
years old he read both Roman and English
history with delight ; when he was but
eleven he was well acquainted with Latin
and Greek ; and three years before, he had
begun to teach himself Hebrew as an amuse-
ment. Before he was twelve, some of his
verses appeared in the Cromer Telegraph

;

and several notebooks are preserved in the
family full of his earlier compositions in
Greek and Latin, poetry and prose, on
subjects secular and sacred, carefully written

out by himself in the upright hand which
never varied, and showing a marvellous
precocity in learning, thought, imagination,
ajid style. A deeply religious tone dis-

tinguished him from the beginning ; and
before he left his school at Cheam, in 1839,
he had become much interested in the
Oxford Movement, his championship of the
" Tracts for the Times " bringing him occa-
sionally into collision with both his masters
and his schoolfellows. As early as when
five years old, he sprung on a clergyman the
question whether St. Paul wrote the Epistle
to the Hebrews ; but even as a boy so deep
was his reverence for the Bible, that he
would never listen to any argument which
appeared to impugn its authority, while
the influence of its style and language
(especially that of the Prophets and
Psalms) is as conspicuous in the writings
of Freeman as in the speeches of John
Bright. On politics he began to think before
he was ten, the first foreign event which
deeply stirred him being (as he says) the
French Eevolution of 1 830. Though Toryism
was his earliest creed, he could sympathise
with the assertion of the local rights of the
Basque provinces in 1833, and even suspect
the soundness of the belief that the power
of the Turk was needful to be maintained
in the interest of England or of all Europe.
In minor matters he changed but little : in

his indifference to dress, his peculiar gait,

his contempt for games, athletics, mountain-
climbing, and such like ; his detestation of

cruelty to animals, his shyness in general
society, his helplessness in the petty details

of everyday life, and other traits, he
appeared much the same at seventy as he
was when he won his scholarship at Trinity
College, Oxford, in the summer of 1841.

That, it may be said, constituted the lead-
ing incident of Freeman's earlier life. He
can hardly be conceived apart from his con-

nexion with Trinity, though his actual
period of residence did not exceed six years.

It was there he laid the solid foundation
of his after studies; there was developed
that genius for friendship, which was one
of his marked characteristics ; and, in the
congenial society of the " high thinking and
plain living" knot of scholars, known at

that time as the " Trinity set," his religious

tendencies in the direction of Anglo-Oatholic
theology and devotion were encouraged
and strengthened. Beside the ordinary
studies of the place, history and archi-

tecture mostly occupied his mind at Ox-
ford. He competed, though unsuccessfully,

for the Ireland Scholarship, the Latin
Verse, the Newdigate, and the English
Essay ; and though he just missed being
ranked in the First Class of his year (1845)
with Goldwin Smith and James Eiddell, he
found ample compensation in being elected

to a fellowship of Trinity directly after.

From that time Trinity-Monday became his

great /e<«-day of the year; his annual visit

to the Gaudy he always looked forward to,

and never, if he could possibly help it,

failed to pay ; and although, as years
advanced, his opinions and feelings toward
the university underwent a considerable
change, toward the college he preserved to

the last an unbroken loyalty and devotion.
Vacating his fellowship through marriage

in 1847, and possessed of sufficient means
to render a profession unnecessary, Freeman
retired thenceforward to the enjoyment of
West-country life, and the indefatigable

pursuits of study and research, writing and
travelling, till, in 1884, he returned to spend
six months of each year in Oxford as Eegius
Professor of modem history—a once coveted
position, which came to him all too late,

and which he continued to hold up to his

death in March, 1892.

The amount of work done by Freeman
in those five and thirty years of residence

successively in Gloucestershiie, Monmouth-
shire, and Somerset, is simply amazing. A
list of the books, articles, reviews, essays,

lectures, pamphlets, and addresses which
flowed from his prolific pen, is given at the
end of these volumes, and fills one with
admiration of the writer's literary activity,

political information, and interest in almost
every branch of human knowledge, saving
and excepting metaphysics, and most depart-

ments of natural science. History, however,
it need hardly be said, was the love as well

as the labour of his life.

'

' He formed [writes his biographer] a larger

conception of history than was common at that

time, and he improved upon the earlier methods
of studying it, so that he became, if not the
founder, certainly one of the moat conspicuous
leaders of a new school of historical learning."

No one before his time in England had
realised with anything like the same vivid-

ness the unity and the continuity of all

history ; and on these two fundamental
truths he was never weary of insisting.

The histories of Greece and Eome, frag-

ments of which alone were forty years ago
studied at the universities, formed, in

Freeman's eyes, but parts of the great drama
of the history of the Aryan nations. While
excluding from his view the more or

less barbarous civilisations of the Eastern
world, his idea of history as the record of

man's political development led him to

dwell almost exclusively on the records of

Western peoples. As the Dean well puts

it:

"The fate of the civilised world had always
hung upon the strength of the Aryan nations

to repel the attempts of Asiatics to force their

way into Europe and to flood the Western
world with oriental ideas and habits, modes of

government, and forms of religion. The
struggles of Grreece with Persia, tmd of

Bome with Carthage ; the struggles of Greeks,

Bomans, and Teutons with the Saracens ; the

conflicts, extending to our own times, with the

Turks, were but so many acts in one long drama,
of which the earliest scenes are to be found in

the pages of Herodotus, and the latest might
be studied in the telegrams of the daily news-
paper."

The author of that admirable manual, A
General Sketch of European History, would
accordingly have history and politics (the

latter of which he defined as " present

history") to be studied as a whole; he
would never listen to the divisions of history

into " ancient and modern," wherever the

linewas attempted to be drawn ; and if within

the last thirty years a study and a school of

history with a true system, sound methods,

and scientific aims have established them-

selves in Oxford, it is mainly owing to the

wide view, clear insight, and persistent
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influence of Mr. Freeman. Not that his

biographer is blind to the historian's defects

and limitations. His disregard of ethical,

social, and economical interests (in which

respect he formed such a contrast with his

friend Mr. Green), his minuteness in de-

scribing battles and constitutions, his tend-

ency to diffuseness and reiteration, Dean
Stephens does not fail to note. Much, too,

has been made of Freeman's unwillingness

to avail himself of MS. authorities ; but (as

has been truly remarked) for most of the

periods and subjects he wrote about, the

chief materials were already in print, and
his accuracy and judgment in dealing with

these have never been successfully impugned.
This is more than can be said of some of

Mr. Freeman's contemporaries, who showed
more diligence in consulting MSS. than

fairness and skill in judging their con;

tents.

The chief excellence, however, of these

volumes we have reserved to the end. In
the choice collection of letters out of Mr.
Freeman's voluminous correspondence, his

biographer has constructed a perfect picture

of the man. Nothing was so characteristic

of him as his letters, penned, we imagine,

without any thought of their being pub-
lished. These, even when most busy, he
would write often piecemeal, resuming
them at a later date, and in a different

place from where they had been begun. In
these he poured out all that came uppermost
in his mind on every kind of subject with
absolute freedom and unreserve. As a
talker, when in congenial society, he was
not easy to be surpassed ; and his letters

may be characterised, in words applied by
S. T. Coleridge to those of Cowper, as
" divine chit-chat." Some of the most
valuable (we are glad to learn)—namely,
those that passed between Mr. J. B. Green
and himself—are reserved for separate pub-
lication ; a vast number have been lost, while

others have been for various reasons with-
held ; but the wise selection that appear in

these volumes will form a permanent and
unique addition to this department of

English literature. It could have been no
easy task to edit them : so full are they of

remote allusions, abundant quotations, un-
expected turns, personal reminiscences and
incidents, esoteric jokes, and quaint coinages

of names for persons and things, which, but
for his biographer's interspersed narrative

and footnotes, would have robbed these racy
letters of much of their charm. A large

number are on the politics of the day, which,
Liberal and Gladstonian as Freeman was,
he seldom, if ever, treated from a party
point of view. In others he vents his feel-

ings, and (what his enemies called) his
" fanaticisms," against Turks, Austrians,
and sundry favourite aversions of his own
nearer home : while his soul is athirst for

the emancipation of Macedonia, Bulgaria,
Crete, and, in fact, all oppressed nationali-

ties throughout the world. A solid value
attaches to several of these letters from
the lucid and comprehensive way in which
points of interest in history or literature are
discussed and determined. As an instance
of how a writer too often accused of diffuse-

ness could condense, we cannot refrain from
quoting a letter to his friend Mr. Hodgkin,

the author of Italjf and her Invaderi; it

contains less than a dozen lines of print

;

" I am maintaining a thesis that the two great

periods of history are : (A) second century B.C.

;

(B) fourth and tifth century a.d. A settles

that Rome is to be the head of the world.

B settles that when Roman political headship

is broken up, shaken, changed—whatever we
are to say—it still shall go on as influence.

Then just before A the question comes, ' Shall

Rome be stopped from accomplishing A by
Haonibiil ?

' Before B comes question, ' Shall

B be hindered by Rome conquering too much ?

'

Scipio settles one question, and Arminius the

other. Jupiter is too much for Baal, but
Woden is too many for Jupiter. Hence the

world that now is."

For the humour and simplicity, the plea-

santry and the fun, with which his letters

to his children, and one or two other juve-

nile correspondents, abound, we must refer

to the volumes themselves (a beautiful

specimen may be seen at p. 62, vol. ii.).

They illustrate a side of his character and
mind which, though familiar to his intimate

friends, was but little known to the world
at large.

In the Life of so prolific a writer,

compressed into two moderately sized

volumes, his biographer could not be
expected to g^ve any adequate account

of Mr. Freeman's various works, though
he has appended a full list of his

books, and of the articles contributed by
him to leading Eeviews, together with the

date of their appearance. Of these some
have naturally lost their interest with time.

Others, we hope, may be collected, re-edited,

and brought out in shorter compass, con-

taining as theydo contributions of permanent
value to the study of history, the teachings

of political experience, and the guidance
of intelligent travellers to most places of

interest " between Syra and St. Louis."

The History of Sicily, like Federal Government,

must, we fear, remain for ever incomplete,

though into none of his previous works,
save, perhaps, the History of the Norman
Conquest, had he thrown more spirit, or

expended on it more labour and research.

Most truly does the Dean remark, in his

concluding survey, that " Mr. Freeman's
merits as an historian depended upon certain

moral qualities almost as much as upon
his intellectual gifts." Devotion to truth,

humanity, and justice, impatience of un-
reality and pretence, independence of spirit,

and a deep conscientiousness alike in speech
and action, are as characteristic of the writer

as of the man. Inaccuracy in his eyes was
almost a sin. The show of knowledge
without the reality kindled his indignation.

The " rehabilitation " of ignoble characters

seemed to him a sort of blasphemy. His
hatred of unreal talk and conventional

insincerities made him occasionally rude and
unattractive in general society; but he
would never pretend to be other than he
was, or to speak otherwise than he thought

;

while his early experiences had led him
to lay more stress on tho serious and
studious sides of life than on its lighter

aspects and commoner interests. Prejudices

unquestionably he had, and strong ones

;

but these were the outcome of no personal
ill-will or unreasoning animosity, but were
for the most part connected with reminis-

cences of his youth, or subsequent inex-

perience of the class which he was led by
such prepossessions to misjudge. Had he,

to take a single example, been sent to

Shrewsbury school—as his uncle wished

—

and thus known by experience what scholar-

ship like Dr. Kennedy's was, he would
never have undervalued or disparaged as

he did the aims, methods, and work of

public schoolmasters. As Dr. Dullinger once
remarked. Freeman " mixed colours with
his brains"; and according to his sym-
pathies or antipathies his tints were at times

apt to be stronger than a more passionless

writer or talker might have indulged in.

None of his faults, however, which after all

lay on the surface, are suppressed or dis-

guised by his biographer, any more than
the virtues which lay at the root of his

character ; and we are grateful to the Dean
of Winchester for giving such an exact and
sympathetic record of one whose unequalled
services to the cause of historical study have
not yet been appreciated to the extent they
deserve.

North Piudee.

Actual Africa ; or. The Coming Continent.

A Tour of Exploration. By FrankVincent.
(Heinemann.)

With this bulky volume, much too bulky
for convenient use, Mr. Vincent concludes a
series of books of travel extending over a
period of five and twenty years, and cover-

ing a great part of the known world. In
the last chapter, where he takes the reader

into his confidence, we are told that the

plans organised a quarter of a century ago
for making a systematic tour of the globe
are now brought to an end, the serious

expeditions comprising visits to India,

Malaysia, Indo-China, Japan, Central Asia,

Persia, Lapland, Scandinavia, Italy, the
whole of America, the circumnavigation of

Africa, and various excursions into the inte-

rior of that continent. The actual distance

traversed is stated to be "not less than
355,000 mUes," of which 265,000 were by
water, 50,000 by rail, over 20,000 " by horse,

mule, camel, elephant, and donkey," and
11,000 on foot. With such a record this

indefatigable tourist may safely claim to be
the champion globe-trotter of our times

;

and it is but fair to add that it is not all

quantity, mere "rush and gush," hasty

sight-seeing recorded in hasty or inflated

language. There has certainly been a ten-

dency to do too much, to cover too wide a
field, inseparable perhaps from the eager-

ness which everywhere betrays itself, "to
touch upon as great a variety as possible

"

of subjects. Nevertheless, Mr. Vincent, if

not a deep thinker or accurate scholar, is a
shrewd observer of men and things, and his

facile pen is adequate to a faithful repro-

duction of the scenes and sights which he
describes from personal knowledge. So far

he may be trusted, and so far he carries the

reader with him, through a certain undeni-

able charm due to that universal sympathy
with all things human, which is the in-

evitable outcome of a cosmopolitan exist-

ence. But when Mr. Vincent attempts

anything beyond surface work he generally

stumbles, and seems to fall helplessly into
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the handa of ignorant guides, interested

ofEcials, or uncritical books of reference.

With this warning note the present

volume, which has all the virtues and faults

of its predecessors, may be read with
pleasure and profit. It may safely be
consulted by students anxious to inform
themselves on the actual condition of those

parts of the African continent and neigh-

bouring islands which were visited by the

author during his last expedition, extending
over the years 1891-93. Daring that period

a distance of altogether about 65,000 miles

was traversed, chiefly around the continental

periphery, and in some places following

closely in the track of Mrs. Colvile, whose
journey {Hound the Black Man's Garden,

noticed in the Acadesty, April 19, 1893)
preceded that of Mr. Vincent by three

years. The route, however, was not alto-

gether confined to known regions ; and,

during his excursion up the Congo and
some of its southern affluents, the traveller

had the good fortune to take part in the

expedition under Major Parmeter, which
for the first time ascended the Kuilu tribu-

tary of the Kwango considerably beyond
the picturesque falls at the head of steam
navigation. Perhaps the most interesting

part of the book is the chapter devoted
to this great waterway and its primitive

riverside populations, who appear to have
hitherto escaped the attentions both of the

civilising white man and of the Arab and
half-caste Portuguese slave-raiders. Hence
they were found to be peacefully inclined,

and generally gave the intruders a hearty
reception, supplying them with an abun-
dance of provisions at fabulously cheap
rates. Thus half a bushel of manioc was
obtained for a handful of cowries, eggs for

two, chicks for ten, a double handful of

tobacco for eight, two bananas or plantains

for one, the cowrie itself being a " coin " of

infinitesimal value. How long will these

market prices rule after the Congo Free
State has established its military posts and
trading stations in the midst of these un-
sophisticated Bantu populations ?

A novel experience, such as has often

elsewhere been recorded, was the first im-
pression produced on the natives by the
"smoke-ship" stemming the current un-
aided by sail or paddles.

"They were perfectly frantic with mingled
dread and curiosity at sight of the steamer.
They shouted and danced and waved their arms
in imitation of our revolving stern-wheel.
They followed us, running along the banks for

miles together. Occasionally some specially

brave ones would rush out into the water to
have a long unobstructed look at us, . . . The
ezpression on the countenances of the natives

on the shores would make the fortune of an
actor who could imitate it. They would stand
with their bodies partly turned away in order
to dart into the bush at the slightest indication
of danger, overwhelmed with awe and inquisi-

tiveness, a few only daring to laugh, while the
whole river echoed with their exclamations of

astonishment and their crazy shouts
Wbpn the steamer's whistle was blown, the
hundreds who bad collected on the bank at
once stampeded pell-mell over each other and
into the wood and tall grass. Our men greeted
them with shouts of laughter and calls to come
biick ; but it was to no purpose, they would not
again come so near. It was amusing to notice

the bearing of these people, even up to the
moment of our departure. It was clear they
apprehended some trickery on our part : that
would be their manner of dealing with another
and weaker tribe, and hence they feared some-
thing of the sort from us. We felt, however,
that we had made a record for the white man
as a friendly visitor, and a just and liberal

barterer, and left with our steamer quite over-
loaded with the provisions we had purchased."

It was weU worth while recording these
experiences, for the opportunities of observ-
ing the attitude of primitive man under
similar circumstances are fast drawing to

a close. Even in Africa nearly all the
navigable waters have been roughly sur-

veyed ; and the statement that the Sudan
is still " for the most part unexplored," is

merely one of those careless remarks which
unfortunately obtrude themselves far too

frequently in these pages. In future
editions, should they be called for, the
book would gain both in value and in con-

venient form by the excision of many such
passages, containing crude historic refer-

ences, bad geography, and worse ethnology.
In one place the inhabitants of Morocco
" are roughly and broadly divided into two
great classes—Moors and Jews "

; while in

another mention is made of " Berbers,

Arabs, and Moors," besides " negroes and
a number of mixed races everywhere." No
attempt is made to explain the difficult term
" Moor "; and the reader is left to wonder
who were the Moors by whom the city of

Timegad (Thaumugas) is stated to have
been destroyed in the sixth century— that is,

some two hundred years before any Moors
in the ordinary acceptation of the word had
made their appearance in that part of the
country. Elsewhere Constantino (Cirta) is

described as " the seat of the Massessylian
kings " and " the scene of the Jugurthine
war." But the operations of that war were
not confined within the walls of a city, nor
was Cirta the capital of the Massaesili, whose
domain lay more to the west, but of the

Mauyli, with whom they are here confused.

Sidi Okbar, for which read Akba ben-Safi,

is referred to as " the famous warrior who
in the sixteenth year of the Hegira [638 ad.]
conquered the whole of Northern Africa from
Egypt to Morocco," the fact being that Akba
flourished considerably later, and occupied

about a quarter of a century (665-689) in

the conquest of Mauritania. The Aures
group is not the Audon of Ptolemy, but the

Aurasius Mons of the Eomans ; there are no
"Berbers," but "Barabra" from Nubia in

Egypt, the two peoples being entirely dis-

tinct ; in the account of Capt. Eudaire's

project to flood the Algerian Sahara, the

Tunisian chain of lakes are said to be " all

below the level of the sea," whereas the

largest (Shott Jerid) stands fifty feet above
the Mediterranean ; Livingstone on his expe-

dition across Africa reached the West Coast,

not at Benguela, but at Loanda ; the island

of Zanzibar was not so named by the Arabs,
nor does the word mean "Paradise" in

Arabic or any other language. Zanzibar
is a corrupt (Indian) form of Zangihar, later

Zanjihar, and has reference not to the island,

but to the mainland, meaning "land of the

Zang people," where hdr is the Arabic word
for land as opposed to water, as in Eindu-ldr,

\
land of the Hindu (India), on the opposite

side of the Arabian Sea. The Zangs—that
is, "Blacks"—were an historical people,

whose empire, comprising a great part of

the East African seaboard, was shattered by
the irruption of the Portuguese into the
Indian Ocean, after which the term Zangibar
(Zanguebar) gradually disappeared from
the mainland, taking refuge, as it were, on
the neighbouring island.

As might be expected, the orthography is

in a chaotic state, apparently following
English, French, or other systems, according
to the dominant influences in the different

regions visited by the author. Thus we
have Werga, Seboo, Shereef, Wezzan, and so

on, English fashion in Morocco ; but in

Algeria, Oued, Ouargla, Racked, OuJcil, &c.,

a la Frangaise for Wed, Wargla, Rashid,

Wahil, and so on. But much may be
forgiven for the illustrations, of which there

are over a hundred, all full-page repro-

ductions of photographs. By some over-

sight the usual list has been omitted ; but
the Tuaregs, Bangalas, Angolans, Kafirs,

and some other ethnical groups remain
fixed in the memory as exceedingly life-

like specimens of African aborigines. The
Malagasy soldiers mounting guard (at p. 247)
do not give the impression of warriors

adequate to the present emergency.
A. H. Keane.

Robert Louis Stevenson : an Elegy and other

Poems, mainly Personal. By Eichard
Le Gallienne. (John Lane.)

Me. Le Gallienne has, I think, been treated

a little unfairly. A good-natured public,

pleased with the lilt of some of his earlier

verses, chose to welcome him as a great

poet. Being essentially a prose writer, he
has found it difficult to live up to the repu-

tation thrust upon him. Had he looked

upon his own metrical work with the same
penetrating, critical curiosity that one
reserves for the examination of the writings

of contemporaries, he would have hesitated

before he accepted the position with so fear-

less a heart. He has composed poems well

worth reading, it is true, but so have many
others without being more than poets of occa-

sion ; and some poems worth remembering, a

rarer achievement. But he has never shown,

in his verse, that complete mastery and
knowledge of style, or a peculiar distinc

tion, such as one looks for in the work o

those destined to become masters. Mr
Le Gallienne cheerfully sets his name to

much that men of less talent would hesitate

to print. At first one hojied that his faults

were not of a permanent kind
;
yet Ihey

show no sign of vanishing : they have become
the worst of mannerisms, they are more
emphatic in this his latest book than in any

of his earlier efforts. Stronger work than

any to be found in these pages would

suffer grievously from the contact. It

is well to speak painly because Mr.

Le Gallienne has a wider reputation, and

therefore more imperative duties, than any

of the younger authors of the day. He
has worked hard to add to it as preacher,

story-teller, essayist, and poet, with in-

different result as regards the last. Nor,

to be quite honest, is it entirely the fault

of those who have given his poetry an
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nndue preference over his prose. Many of

his errors are of his own making, such as

he must have often chastised when review-

ing the poems of others. They are blunders

which occur but seldom in the delightful

Boohhtlh of Narcissus : which will not, I ven-

ture to prophesy, happen in the new story he

is said to do writing for us. Verse comes

leas naturally to him than prose, and herein,

perhaps, lies a part reason of the distinc-

tion; but the faults of the elegy and its

companion pieces are of a kind that even

the man who rhymes with difficulty usually

avoids. What justification is possible of

the final couplet to these lines

:

" Paris, half angel, half Grisette,

I would that I were with thee jet,

But London waits me, like a wife,

London, the love of my whole life.

Tell her not, Paris, mercy me !

How I have flitted, dear, with thee."

Again,

" The slieets are full of lights and loves,

Soft gowns, and flutter of soiled doves " ;

and,
" Youth passes along
With an armful of girl,"

are characteristic of much in this volume,

and are something worse than merely bad
poetry. Such errors of taste can only be
pardoned in a very great writer, who,
probably, would never be guilty of them.

Mr. Le Gallienne has a mania for tarnish-

ing a brilliant idea with some vulgar

rhyme, for spoiling a passage of con-

siderable beauty by the addition of some
childish fancy or burst of half peevish

humour. It is curious how he continually

ignores the fitness of things : he possesses

none of that intuitive certainty that com-
pels a man to say the right thing at the

right moment. Though, as there is evidence

in these pages, he takes himself sufficiently

seriously, he does not take his art seriously

enough. The affectation of simplicity is

not well sustained : one soon learns that it

spells a quite different word—careless-

ness. He has yet to learn the cardinal

truth that facile writing makes very hard
reading.

Mr. Le Gallienne, again, is too easily

pleased with the merely pretty or cheaply
whimsical. Take, for example, his stanzas

to the lark, which are entirely false and
portentously unobservant

:

" But see how yonder goes,
Bewdrunk, with giddy slant.

Yon i?helley-lark.

And haik !

Him on the giddy biink
Of pearly heaven

His fairy anvil clink."

There is no reason why a town poet, for as
such Mr. Le Gallienne usually poses, should
be able to write about a lark ; only it is per-
verse and irritating of him to try. To
compare a lark's song to the clink of an
anvil is so absurd that one hesitates to accept
his impressions of other matters : indeed, he
does both himself and his readers a real
injustice.

The second half of the volume is the
better, containing fewer serious blemishes
and a good deal of pretty verse and in-
genious fancy. The following little song

is a fair type of Mr. Le Gallienne's happier

efforts

:

" She's somewhere in the sunlight strong,

Her tears aie in the fulling rain,

She calls me in the wiud's soft Eong,

And with the flowers she comes again.

" Yon bird is but her messenger.

The moon is but her silver car

;

Yea ! sun and moon are sent by her,

And every wistful waiting star."

The poem called " Spirit of Sadness " has a

real, if indefinable, charm, something of

which is apparent even in the opening

lines

:

" She loved the Autumn, I the Spring,

Sad all the songs she loved to sing ;

And in her face was strangely eet

Some great inherited regret."

There are other poems — ' • An Impres-

sion," " Time's Monotone," for example

—

quite up to the level of these verses. The
title-poem of the book, an elegy on Eobert

Louis Stevenson, is no doubt familiar to a

large class of readers. It appeared origin-

ally in the Daily Chronicle. Though far

from being a completely successful bit of

work, it is interesting. At present the

thoughts are disconnected, the manner is

straggling and unsatisfactory. There are

signs about it of hurried composition, of an

attempt to get an echo of Stevenson's easy

melody into the lines, without taking due

trouble, by long labour, to make them seem
really spontaneous. Yet there are passages

of notable excellence, showing how fine the

poem might have been, but for its deadly

facility. If Mr. Le Gallienne will take the

trouble to pull it together, he should suc-

ceed in making a solemn and dignified

dirge, worthy of the great Tusitala. Here
are two of the most felicitous passages ;

" Death ! why at last he finds his treasure iele,

And he the pirate of its hidden hoard

;

Life ! 'twas the ship he sailed to seek it in.

And Death is but the pilot come aboard.

Methinka I see him smile a boy's glad smile

Ou maddened winds and waterr, reefs unknown.
As thunders in the eail the dread typhoon.

And in the eurf the shuddering timbers groan

;

Horror ahead, and Death beside the wheel

:

Then— spreading stillness of the broad lagoon

And lap of waters round the resting keel.

« • » •

" for some voice to valiantly declare

The best news true !

Then, Happy Island of the Happy Dead,
How gladly would we spread

Impatient sail for you."

These passages show that Mr. Le Gallienne

has real grit in him, and are the best con-

demnation of such quatrains as

" Great is advertisement ! 'tis almost fate.

But, little mushroom-men, of pufE-ball fame,
Ah, do you dream to be mistaken great

And to be really great are just the same,"

though they carry an excellent and whole-

some warning. Mr. Le Gallienne's work is

often too self-conscious, even where it strikes

a personal note, to be quite sincere : too

ambitious to be as artless as it pretends

:

too good in parts to make one readily for-

give its graver, and surely wilful, faults. The
constant repetition of commonplace adjectives

is destructive of dignity, the phrasing is

unhappy more than once : as, for instance,

"Virgil of prose" applied to Stevenson,which
is neither accurate nor suggestive ;

" none
are mad to land," which is perilously like

slang ; and " Shelley-lark," which is almost

foolish. Yet is there so much good stuff in

the raw, more indeed than is the stock of

most singers, that he has only to learn how
to make skilful use of it to achieve success.

It were a thousand pities if literature were

to suffer, and Mr. Le Gallienne himself to

spoil his obviotis chances of earning a

distinguished position, because the needful

drudgery is at times irksome, the necessary

restraint often difficult and, apparently,

useless.

Percy Addleshaw.

BECENT PHILOSOPHY.

A Critical Account of the Philosophy of Lotu.

By Henry Jones. (Glasgow: Maclehose.)

John Stuart Mill : A Study of his Philosophy.

By Charles Douglas. (Blackwoods.)

Dualism and Monism, By John Veitch.

With an Introduction by R. M. Wenley.
(Blackwoods.)

Spinozah Tractatus de Intellectus Jimendatione.

Translated by W. Hale White. Trans-

lation revised by Amelia Hutchison

Stirling. (Fisher Unwin.)

So far as dialectical acuteness and clearness

of exposition are concerned, Hegelianism

loses nothing by the transference of the

chair of moral philosophy at Glasgow from
Mr. Edward Caird to Prof. Henry Jones.

Prof. Henry Jones does not, indeed, equal

his predecessor in mellifiuonsness of style
;

but a destructive criticism of Lotze's Logic

is from the nature of the case so thorny a
theme that, perhaps, even the present

Master of Balliol, who can write beautifully

about broomsticks, could scarcely have
made it attractive. Lotze was the most
eminent representative of that school, now
so popular in England and Prance, which
seeks to uphold traditional opinions by
bringing reason into subjection to the

emotions and the will. No man ever taught

the all-sufficiency of reason with such con-

viction as Hegel
;
yet, in order to imdermine

it, Lotze borrowed an important principle

from the Hegelian logic— I mean the

principle of immanent self-contradiction, by
which thought is perpetually driven onwards
and upwards from less to more perfect and
comprehensive forms until it reaches an
expression adequate to the absolute reality

of things. But whereas at every step of

the evolution thought, according to Hegel,

reproduces a real relation of things—things

being in fact objective thoughts—according

to Lotze, there is no such equation. The
processes of conception, judgment, and
reasoning are determined by purely sub-

jective conditions, not answering to the con-

nexions of real things among themselves,

although it is by the help of such processes

that we ultimately get a glimpse of the

world as it is actually constituted
;
just as

by climbing to the top of a high mountain
we obtain a panorama the disposition of

which is something totally different from the

zig-zag track or the ice-steps by which our

ascent was accomplished. And for the trust-

worthiness of this final view we have no
guarantee from reason : Lotze, as I have
said, calls in emotion to supplement the

deficiencies of logic. But having gone one
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mile with Hegel, Prof. Jones compels him to

go twain, showing by a stringent dialectical

cross-examination that the necessary corre-

spondence of thoughts and things may be
elicited from Lotze's own admissions. How
far he has succeeded, and, more generally,

how far we are obliged to choose between
Lotze and Hegel, is a question for experts,

to whose attention this little volume is

earnestly recommended.

Like Prof. Jones, Mr. Douglas seems to

be a neo-Hegelian ; and he also, though
less obviously, criticises alien systems with
the aid of the dialectic method. But Mill

is a harder nut to crack than Lotze ; and not

having made the same concessions to Hegel
—of whom, indeed, he knew little or nothing
—is less amenable to the Hegelian elenchus

;

nor does Mr. Douglas seem to have the

philosophical power of his Glasgow col-

league. The "current ideas" of Edin-
burgh, to which he belongs, must be
singularly narrow if they are represented

by the following amazing paragraph :

"We inherit, for the most part, that clerical

prejudice against Mill which resulted from his

attack on Mansel, in whose Agnosticism dis-

tressed but imprudent apologists found tem-
porary shelter ; or we generalise about ' lack
of ideality,' and suggest a ' pig-philosophy

'

;

or, if our penetration be somewhat greater, we
are still apt to content ourselves with finding
Mill to be a ' sensationalist '

" (p. 2).

When one remembers how Grote called

Mill's Logic tlie best book in his library

;

how Buckle spoke of Mill as the greatest
intellect of the age ; how Maurice expected
him to contribute more wisdom to the
debates in Parliament than any other
member of the House ; how Pitzjames
Stephen would have been in many respects

proud to call himself his disciple ; how much
of his teaching was accepted by Taine, the
greatest of contemporary French thinkers

;

how Emile de Laveleye set him above
Herbert Spencer ; how he converted Oxford
from authority to reason ; how at a blow he
destroyed the reputation of Sir "William
Hamilton; how the enfranchisement of

women and the redemption of the National
Debt are due almost solely to his eilorts

—

when, I say, one considers all this, one feels

inclined to answer the young prigs for

whom Mr. Douglas speaks with a silent

stare, a shrug, and a good view of one's

back. However, the somewhat patronising
little " Study " may be more efficacious in

bringing them to a better frame of mind.
Mr. Douglas does full justice to the idealistic

side of Mill's philosophy, although I think
he somewhat exaggerates its inconsistency

with the experientialism, the individualism,

and the utilitarianism in which Mill was
brought up. In this connexion I may
point out that Mr. Douglas is curiously

mistaken in imagining that there is

any "congruence" between the abstract

"economic man" of Ricardo, who seeks
only to acquire wealth at the least possible

cost to himself, or the definition of political

economy as the science of what will happen
in a society composed of such men, and
"the doctrine of psychologfical hedonism"
(pp. 88-90). Hedonism as a moral rule is

rather antagonistic to the absorbing pursuit

of wealth ; hedonism as a theory of motives

requires us to believe that wealth is pursued
only for the sake of the pleasure it brings,
which might be quite untrue without alter-

ing the fact that the desire of wealth does
actuate many persons (or, at least, persons
engaged in business) to such an extent that
counteracting motives may be theoretically
and provisionally disregarded. In short,
the great issue between the hedonists and
their opponents—which is, as Mr. Hutton
well puts it, whether the pleasure generates
the desire, or the desire generates the
pleasure—has nothing whatever to do with
the force ascribed to any one desire in
particular.

A great deal of Mr. Douglas's criticism
amounts to saying that Mill was not a Neo-
Hegelian. When he wrote, the easy solution
which gets rid of every problem by pro-
nouncing the magic formula, " a false
abstraction !

" had not yet been imported
into England. People were under the
hallucination that somehow or other they
were profoundly distinct from other people
and from the material world. The privacy
of thought, the individuality of feeling, the
isolation of death, had not yet been annulled.
In the objective world time itself seemed
to separate causes from their effects, and
time was still believed to be a reality—at
least for logic. Necessity and free-will had
not learned to lie down together like the
lion and the lamb. (The American humor-
ist who " guessed it would be with the lamb
inside " might perhaps make the same
shrewd conjecture with regard to the present
position of free-will.) Schemes for har-
monising duty with happiness had not yet
been made superfluous, by the discovery that
they were the same thing. Above all, the
differences between all these opposing pairs
had not been converted into so many proofs
of their " living concrete unity" (I believe
that is the correct phrase.) So Mill spent his
life in the laborious construction of bridges
where a higher wisdom now teaches us that
the gulf is the bridge. Perhaps it would
have been more interesting if Mr. Douglas
had given us his ideas about the contro-
versies between Mill and his contemporaries.
Did the truth lie more with him or with
Sedgwick, Whewell, Whately, Hamilton,
Mansel, Ward, and the conservatives gener-
ally ? Or were they fighting over false

abstractions ? I have failed to find even
the suggestion of an answer.

Judging by the account given of him by
Dr. Wenley, the late Prof. Veitch must
have been a very interesting personality.

But his last essays are neither interesting

nor instructive. Hamilton, to whose school
he belonged, has sunk from a star of the
second to one of the fourth magnitude
The satellite of such a star can yield but little

light. The essay on Dualism and Monism
does not even go into the general question
indicated by the title : it is merely an answer
to M. Dauriac, a disciple of M. Renouvier.
Then comes a criticism on Hegel's theory
of the history of philosophy, showing Utile

first-hand acquaintance with Hegel. Finally

a paper on the " Theism of Wordsworth "

shows that Veitch, when he became positive

and dogmatic, could swallow contradictions

like any Monist.

Mr. Hale White is, as I had the pleasure
of recognising on a former occasion, an
ideal translator; but the little tract of
Spinoza's, which he now gives us in an
English dress, hardly deserved the labour
he has bestowed on it. It begins, indeed,
with a few immortal pages, pages of that
supreme ethical dignity which only Spinoza,

and the Greeks could reach. But after
these there is nothing that has not been
said better and more clearly in the Ethica.

What strikes one most forcibly in reading
it is the immense forward step indicated
by Kant's question, "How are synthetic
judgments a priori possible ? " I mean the
simple formulation of the question, the
decisive substitution of judgments for
concepts as the centre of epistemology ; for

this constituted a gain to thought quite .

distinct from the value of the particular

answer which Kant gave to his own
question.

Alfeed W. Bexn.

NEW NOVELS.

The Tremlelt Diamonds. By Alan St. Aubyn.
In 2 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)

TTie Goddess of the Bandelions. By Lillias

Wassermann. In 2 vols. (Ward &
Downey.)

The Vengeance of James Vamitlart. By Mrs.
J. H. Needell. (Hutchinson.)

Scholar's Mate. By Violet Magee. (Downey.)

The Infant. By Frederick Wicks. (Reming-
ton.)

Mannaduhe, Emperor of Germany. By " X."
• (Chelmsford : Durrant.)

ni9 Avenger of Blood. By J. M. Cobban.
(Cass ell 8.)

Miterrima. By G. W. T. Omond. (Fisher

Unwin.)

Among a number of novels of rather more
than average merit claiming notice this

week, we may award a good position to The

Tremlett Diamonds^ by an author who, having
at the outset of her career committed her-

self to the wildest flights of imaginative

fancy, has, either by a self-taught process

or by a meritorious and altogether unusual
attention to the advice of her reviewers, so

steadily improved in method of writing as

to be able by this time to disarm all but

the most exacting criticism. To some
extent the novel under notice is a venture

in a fresh direction, so far as the person-

ages and plot are concerned. No univer-

sity dons or undergraduates figure in its

pages, no public school boarding-house

masters, no country vicars. Even the well-

meaning, sandy-haired, invertebrate curate

has at last been excluded from the company,
through a due recognition, one may hope,

of the fact that we have had quite enough
of him for the present. In place of all these

well-worn characters we are introduced to

Lionel Tremlett, a drunken and particularly

ill-conditioned country squire ; a typical

army man in the person of Captain Derek
Stanhope, together with Miss Dora Bellew

and Miss Edith Darcy, two young ladies of

considerable attractions and merit, who
become the wives respectively of the two
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gentlemen above mentioned ; and, lastly, an
old invalid lady. Miss Maria Gunning, who
is described with g^eat originality and
skill. This is, we believe, the first occa-

sion on which this writer has resorted to a
mystery for her plot ; and it must be ad-

mitted that the secret of the stolen diamonds
is preserved with unusual success. There
is also an absence throughout the book of

those audacious violations of probability
which have now and then disfigured pre-

vious performances, so that the verdict

passed upon it by the public should be one
of approval.

Twelve or fifteen years ago The Goddess

of the Dandelions might have been readily

welcomed aa a pleasant little contribution

to the criticism evoked by the fashionable

craze then in vogue, which furnished such
an inexhaustible subject for the raillery of

Du Maurier, W. S. Gilbert, and other

humorists. But from the present genera-
tion—for a generation no longer now con-

sists of the statutory thirty years—little

interest is likely to be evoked by a descrip-

tion of the Dandelion Club, founded in a
large midland town by a group of young
men who had resolved to break away from
old traditions and embark upon a life

devoted to the worship of the Beautiful

—

as they wrote it. No amount of kicking is

likely to restore picturesqueness, much less

vitality, to a dead dog ; and it is difficult to

understand why the author of this book
should have thought it worth while to

attempt the task of raising a laugh at

theories long ago forgotten, and at maxims
upon the subject of art and its (connexion

with morality which have been more than
ever discredited of late. In other respects

the story is prettily told. Myrtilla Green
is a well-drawn portrait of a thoroughly
womanly woman ; while her self-indulgent

old father, Everest Green, Harry Dudley, a
half-hearted lover, and his friend Tom
Collins, a wealthy bachelor, who wins the
heroine after all, play distinct and appro-
priate parts.

It is not uncommon to find a male reader
of fiction who objects to a woman's novel
on principle. It is certain, he will tell you,
to have a feeble plot, a colourless set of
characters, twaddling dialogue, and an in-

ordinate amount of padding. Mrs. J. H,
Needell's new book, The Vengemice of James
Vansittart, is a striking refutation of any
such theory. To be sure, there is not much
of a plot ; though the novel does not depend
upon its plot, any more than does Vanity
Fair or Fendennis. But the characters, if

not altogether original, are drawn with a
powerful hand ; and during the period of
two or three years over which thoaction of
the novel extends they act and react upon
one another with strong dramatic con-
sistency. The dialogue is always crisp and
to the point ; and as for padding, there is

not an ounce of it in the whole volume.
The general outlines of the narrative also
are well conceived. There is at the outset
the old story of a noble-hearted girl ac-

cepting a rich, but hateful, lover, in order
to save her father from ruin and ensure
some provision for her penniless brothers
and Bisters. The exceptional feature in the

present case is that Maurice Vansittart, the
supposed young millionaire, is a mere
dependent upon the bounty of his uncle,

James Vansittart, who has ostensiblyadopted
him as his heir, intending all the while to

wreak vengeance upon him for the sins of
his dead mother, who years before had been
betrothed to him, and of his dead father,

James's own brother, who from boyhood
had contrived by sly methods to get
the better of him, and had ended by
alienating from him the woman of his

heart. So, no sooner is the marriage of

Maurice Vansittart and Diana Charteris
accomplished, than James Vansittart casts

his nephew adrift, and leaves the newly
wedded couple to fight the world penniless.

From this point the situation is worked
out with considerable skill. Maurice Van-
sittart is a week-kneed, pitiful specimen of

humanity, totally incapable of putting out

a hand to save himself ; his wife is a woman
of heroic temperament, whose determined
battles with adversity win our admiration
at every step. Dr. Austyn Lloyd, Diana's
friend from childhood, who is only too late

by a single day to win her for his wife, is

also a fine study. This is an entertaining

book throughout.

The name that appears on the title-page

of Scholar's Mate naturally conveys the
impression that its author is a lady, but it

is difficult to imagine a production that could
more strongly suggest a masculine origin.

That the story is smart and subtle and
humorous, of course proves nothing, though
women are not very often humorous. But
the narrative implies an acquaintance with
certain aspects of London life which scarcely

any lady could have an opportunity of

acquiring ; and, in the second place, it is

pervaded by that genial, innocuous vein of

cynicism which flows easily from a man's
pen, but is very rarely a feminine attribute.

However, granting that we have here an
instance of a new invasion of the masculine
domain, we may at all events say that the

author has told a very possible story in a
very creditable manner. An Oxford beauty
flirts away her time with successive genera-

tions of undergraduates until finally, at the

age of thirty-four, she consents to marry a
middle-aged professor who has for the
moment attracted her by his latitudinarian

views of religion. Then Paul Swift, an old

lover of fifteen years ago, turns up ; and the

renewed acquaintance between himself and
the wife of Professor Brown leads to

renewals of affectionate intercourse, not

strictly pardonable perhaps, but devoid of

any actual breach of the commandments.
It is, in short, a well-written Society novel,

and will be read with pleasure by those who
enjoy that sort of fiction.

The author of The Infant claims to write

\rith. a purpose. His book, he teUs us in

his preface, is a " microcosmic view of the
social life of to-day"; and he desires, among
other things, to illustrate in its pages " the
uselessness of statutory enactments as a
means of checking certain forms of roguery,"
and also the potent influence of priestcraft.

To effect the former purpose he introduces
us at an early period to Mr. George Fitz-

Herbert Boodlo-Ohubb, the impecunious

millionaire of Belgrave-square, who con-

trives to live in luxury and at the same
time avoid paying his creditors by the

expedient of conveying all his property
to a trustee for the benefit of his wife and,

after her death, of his daughter. This
trustee, Matthew Parcham by name, lives

in the house with the Boodle-Ghubb family,

and, next to Mr. Boodle-Chubb himself, is

perhaps the most amusing character of the

story. The subtle influences of priestcraft

are exemplified in the action taken by a
Roman Catholic divine, who, however, plays

only a minor part in the narrative. " The
Infant " himself is an adopted son of another
millionaire, George Crowder ; and the various

claims raised against his title, and carefully

fostered by the lawyers during his minority,

are intended, we suppose, to serve as illus-

trations of the various ways allowed by law
for putting money into the pockets of the

legal profession. The book is ably written,

and contains a good deal of forcible de-

scription and many humorous scenes ; but it

is carried to a rather tiresome length, and
the general explanation of mysteries and
adjustment of difficulties at the end is not

quite so lucid or natural as might have
been wished.

Tiresias is dead, and his successors are

indictable as rogues and vagabonds ; but
the craze for prophesying is as rampant as

ever. The mMern prophet, as a rule, either

prepares us for the coming annihilation of

the British Empire, or sketches for us a
glorious picture of universal peace and
brotherhood in the nearer or remoter future.

The author of Marmadtde, Emperor of
Europe, takes up a parable of the latter

kind, and gives an account of a political

and social reformer who, at so early a
period as the commencement of the twentieth

century, is supposed to be successful in

uniting the whole continent of Europe into

a harmonious federation upon the basis of

universal disarmament, peace, and socialism.

All these Utopian forecasts present the same
general features in conception and outline

;

and as they all assume the possibility of a
radical change in the constitution of human
nature, and often, as in the present case,

call in the aid of supernatural agencies for

the realisation of their ideal, they hardly
fall within the range of ordinary criticism.

Thi Avenger of Blood is an Arab story.

Mohammed Habassi, Basha of the district

surrounding Tangier, has an enemy in

Ben-Aiida, the trusted adviser of the Sultan

of Morocco, and is summoned by the latter

to his capital, and there detained in prison

whUst Ben Aiida supersedes him as Basha
of Tangier, The son of Habassi, however,

vows vengeance, and follows Ben Aiida

when the latter is sent on a mission to

England. After some stirring adventures

he procures the degradation of Ben Auda,
and the restoration of his father. It is a
fairly interesting tale, and well fitted for a
schoolboy's library.

In Miserrima we have the story of a
young woman's seduction by the son of her
father's landlord, with some glimpses of

her career in London after her seducer has,

according to the usual custom, abandoned
her. The subject is reated in realistic
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fashion, and no doubt represents with
tolerable fidelity the ordinary progress of

such affairs ; but the topic is an unsavoury
one to select for a story.

John Babeow Allen.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Day-Dreams. By Major Gambier-Parry.
(John Murray.) This is a charming book, in

which pleasant thoughts are pleasantly ex-
pressed. We are apt to forget the Uterary
worth of moral qualities. This is a suggestive
theme, more suited for a volume than a column
of a review. We do not refer here to that
industry and perseverance which have " clothed
the walls of such spacious libraries." We refer

rather to the virtue of sincerity, the want of
which is as fatal to a writer aa to a conversa-
tionist. These day-dreams are the thoughts
and aspirations of a man who has worked
much, suffered much, and complained not at
all. "Thoughts from the Note-book of a
Cripple" is the sub-title of the book. We have
therefore in the author a rare combination

—

one who is at once an officer and a. student, a
man of action and of contemplation. He has
looked on both sides of the shield of life—on
the black side as well as on the bright. The
professional wit, like his spiritual progenitor of

the motley, lives in a world as unreal as the
stage. Whether he has escaped the ego-mania
or not, he seems to know nothing of the
reahties of life—of this world of sorrow and
disappointment. Very different is it with
Major Gambier-Parry. He belongs to that
choice band of essayists who are humanists
first and humorists afterwards. He can claim
brotherhood with Lamb and with De Quincey.
The dedication poem to this unassuming volume
is pathetic and beautiful. It is impossible to
read it without emotion, so manly and so
touching is the strain. The philosophy of life

set forth in " Drifting " is worth a volume of
sermons. This is not a book to judge by
extracts. It contains no fine writing. A
schoolmaster might not select any passage from
it for purposes of declamation. Its pages are
full of interesting matter, but we have pre-
ferred to lay stress on their wholesome and
invigorating tone. Our author has succeeded
in writing something original even upon so
hackneyed a theme as poetry. His quotations
are always happy, and nowhere more so than
when he quotes from " Faust " :

" Was sie deinem Geist nicht oSenbaren mag,
Das zwiogst du ibi nicht ab mit Hebeln und mit
Schranken."

Our author loves nature too well to require
levers and screws to draw her secrets. His
reverent observation of the so-called common
things of country life is especially noteworthy.
He has studied his books, too, as well as his

wild-flowers—his Dante, his Goethe, and his
Wordsworth. Those who care for such com-
pany should make the acquaintance of these
delightful Day-Dreams,

A The Ruakin Reader: being Passages from
^ "Modem Painters," "The Seven Lamps

of Architecture," and the "Stones of
Venice." By John Buskin. (George Allen).

Poor Mr. Buskin has been trotted out again,
to do duty this time as a school " Eeader."
To this end, passages have been selected from
his three great works on Art. The editor is

Mr. W. G. Collingwood, who, in his somewhat
premature Life of Mr. Buskin, proved he had
not to the full that understanding sympathy
with his subject which every biographer should
possess. The present work suffers from the same
deficiency. It is inconceivable that either Mr. I

Bnskin or anyone appreciating him rightly i

could have "attempted to give the main lines
[

of Mr. Buskin's teaching • . . in a series
of extracts from his great early works." The
" main lines" of his teaching are to be found,
not in his early works, but concentrated in
Unto this Last, and more diffused in Time and
Tide, and in Fors Clavigera ; and this is a
truth so strongly insisted on by Mr. Buskin
himself, that the disregard of it by editors, or
others who undertake to expound him, is

without justification. Truly, it is pathetic
that a man of Mr. Buskin's calibre and achieve-
ments, after giving his fortune and his life to
the service of others, should in his old age
be "exploited" (is not that the appropriate
slang term of the hour ?) for any purpose
whatever, by persons who can give him
at the best only a hesitating, condes-
cending and qualified approval ; doubting,
it would seem, whether his teachings, as a
whole, if given to the multitude without
their manipulation, would not be baneful. To
see him seized and claimed, when he could no
longer defend himself, by the Socialists, was
sad enough ; but the spectacle of Mr. Buskin
modified for the million, and sanctioned by his
secretary and his publisher, is shacking.
Eegarding the book as a volume of selections
from Mr. Buskin's earlier works, and not in
the least as representative of his main teach-
ings, we are not disposed to complain of the
quality of the selections. To please everybody
in such a matter is difficult, if not impossible

;

and, whether there be sins of omission here or
not, it is both pleasant and profitable to re-
read the eloquent and impressive passages
which are given. In a somewhat pretentious
and unnecessary Preface, Mr. Collingwood
asks " for the impertinence of notes, pardon."
If he really thought his notes were impertinent,
he should have omitted them. But surely
notes appended to a school-reader, so far from
being an impertinence, are an unquestionable
necessity. The impertinence, if anywhere, arises
if the notes are inadequate or incorrect ; and
for such an impertinence there can be, and
should be, no pardon. On these points we
offer no opinion. As to adequacy, we merely
remark that sundry passages which, to the
school boy or girl of the writer's school-days,
would have been obscure, are not annotated

;

but Board schools have arisen since then. On
the other point of accuracy we will content
ourselves with quoting the note to p. 176,
I. 24:

" Mrs. Oamp ia Dickens' ' David Oopperfleld
'

;

Seep in ' Oliver Twist ' ;
Qiiilp in ' Nicholas

Kickleby '
; Chadband in ' Martin Ohuzzlewit.' "

Arne has just appeared in the handy edition

of Bjornson's novels now being published by
Mr. Heinemann under the general editorship

of Mr. Edmund Gosse. This tale of the

peasant-poet who " went on tending the cattle

and making songs," while " he was shy of all

whom he did not know, and disliked them,
chiefly because he believed they disliked him,"
has all the simple and poetical charm of

Bjornson's best work and contains some of his

most delightful lyrics. Bjomson has been so

constantly before the English public of late

years that the "biographical introduction,"

which Mr. Walter Low originally prefixed to

the present translation in " Bohn's Novelists'

Library" (1890) seems already to be out of

date, but his work on the novel itself has needed
little revision. "The publication of this

volume," writes Mr. Gosse, " has been slightly

delayed, in order to give an opportunity of

recording a melancholy fact, the sudden death
of the translator of Arne, and, as we had
hoped, of several succeeding volumes of this

edition." For the sake of this series, we are
glad to hear that he had completed the revision

of The Fisher Maiden, which will be the next
to appear.

The last volume of Messrs J. M. Dent's
dainty "Lyric Poets " is entitled Lyrical Poetry
from the Bible, vol. i. It contains nine
passages from the older historical books and a
large selection from the Psalms and Job, the
prophetic Books and the Song of Songs being
reserved for vol. ii. Undoubtedly the editor,
Mr. Bhys, is right in using what he calls " the
old version of the Bible." His introduction
is floridly enthusiastic, but contains some
interesting quotations ; and the brief historical
synopsis, with which the volume closes, bears
witness to a study of modem criticism.

NOTES AND NEWS.

Messes. T. C. & E. C. Jack, of Edinburgh,
announce a "Centenary Edition of Bums,"
edited by Mr. W. E. Henley and Mr. T. F.
Henderson, and printed by Messrs. T. & A.
Constable. It will be produced in four volumes,
published at intervals of about throa months, in

the course of this year and next. The first will

consist of Poems published by Burns ; the
second of Posthumous Poems ; the third of
Songs — all equipped with notes and illus-

trations ; and the fourth, of Songs, Doubtful
Pieces, Addenda, Glossarial Index, and General
Index, together with an essay on the Life and
Genius of Bums, by Mr. Henley. It is the
purpose of the editors to present as pure a text

as collation with MSS. and original editions

will yield—arranging the verses, so far as

possible, according to the dates of publication

in their author's lifetime—and to reduce to its

essentials the very large accumulation of

history, commentary, and legend, which has
gathered about his life and work. The book
will be issued in two forms : a library edition

de luxe, limited to 600 copies for this country
and 150 for America, illustrated with photo-
gravures of authentic portraits and facsimiles

of famous MSS. ; and a popular edition, with
a portrait and about two dozen other etchings

by Mr. William Hole.

Messrs. Longmans & Co. have in the press

for early publication Country Pastimes for Boys,

by Mr. P. Anderson Graham, with numerous
illustrations from drawings and photographs.

Prof. Walter Baleioh, of Liverpool, has
revised for publication his recent address at the

Boyal Institution on Eobert Louis Stevenson

;

and it will be published early next week by
Mr. Edward Arnold.

Mr. John Murray will publish this summer
revised editions of his Handbooks to Devon,
Gloucestershire, Warwickshire, and Ireland ; as

well as an entirely new Handbook to Turkey
in Asia, edited by General Sir Charles Wilson,

sometime British Consul-General in that region.

Messrs. Smith, Elder, & Co. will publish

in the autumn a work entitled The Apostolic

Gospel. The author, Mr. J. Futton Blair,

reconstructs by comparative criticism the earliest

deposit of the oral tradition, and with this_ he

accounts for the origin of the four Canonical

Gospels. The work is in three divisions

—

(1) an introductory essay ; (2) a critical recon-

struction of the text; (3) the text as recon-

structed.

The new volume of "The Zeit-GeistLibrary"

will be A Comedy in Spasms, by the author of

"A Yellow Aster."

The Tower Publishing Company will issue

shortly a collection of short stories, entitled

Stolen Souls, by Mr. William Le Queux, author

of "Zoraida."

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin will publish next

Monday A Yachting Cruise to Norway, by the

Parson and the Lawyer.
^
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Thz Rev. Caeear Oaine, author of "The
ICartial Annals of the City of York," proposes

to print from the original MS. the first attempt
to oompUe a history of York, made (about

the middle of the seventeenth century) by Sir

Thomas Widdrington, Recorder of the city and
Speaker of the House of Commons, and entitled

by him Analecta Eboracensia. The work will

be illustrated from old drawings, and with
modem photographs. It will be issued to
subscribers, in a limited edition of 260 copies,

through Mr. Charles J. Clark, of Lincoln's Inn
Fields.

The Selden Society hope to have ready in

July a new edition of The Mirrcur ofthe Juttkes,
s curious old law book of which Lord Coke
said: "In this ... in efi'ect appeareth the
whole frame of the ancient common laws."
The earlier editions are corrupt and often un-
intelligible ; this one is being printed from the
excellent MSS. in the possession of Corpus
Cbristi College, Cambridge. The society is also
preparing for early publication a volume to be
called Bracton and Azo, edited by Prof. F. W.
Miiitland. Thanks to Prof. Maitland's admir-
able work in editing Bracton's Note-Book, the
English sources of Bracton's treatise are before
the student. Now it is proposed, by printing
certain parts of Bracton's text and Azo's
" Summa," in parallel columns, to make plain
how much Bracton (and the English law
through him) do and do not owe to the Roman
law. Azo's " Summa " was at one time (as the
proverb Chi non ha Azzo non vada a Palazzo
still attests) a necessary possession of every
Italian judge, and from it Bracton is supposed
to have drawn most of his knowledge of the
civil law.

TnE Jewish Publication Society, of Phila-
delphia, propose to issue a reprint of the
famous essay by Emanuel Deutsch on " The
Talmud," which originally appeared in the
Quarterly, together with notes of two lectures
delivered by him on the same subject.

A NEW edition of Mr. Hall Caine's Recollec-

tions of Rossetti is announced for publication
shortly by Mr. Elliot Stock.

The latest edition of Mr. Eric Maokay's new
volume, A Song of the Sea, My Lady of Dreams,
and Other Poems, published on Monday last,

has been sold to the trade, and a second edition
is being rapidly prepared, to be ready in the
course of next week.

DuBiNO the three first days of next week
Messrs. Sotbeby will be engaged in selling the
library of the late James Price, of Paignton.
It certainly cannot compare in value with his
now historic collection of pictures of the
English school, which was dispersed at
Christie's last Saturday ; but it is fairly repre-
sentative of the books without which a
modem gentleman's house is incomplete.
Works relating to naval history and the drama,
and parliamentary speeches, are conspicuous.
There are also examples of books illustrated by
Blake, Cruikshank, Doyle, and Leech ; and the
finest productions of Rnskin and Hamerton.
On Thursday wUl follow a selection of books
from the library of a nobleman, including
several of the county histories and antiquarian
pablications that are most sought after

—

though we fear that this department has now
been deserted by the bibliophile.

It is now announced that the British Museum
has acquired the Waterton collection of MSS.,
editions, and translations of the De Imitatione
Christi, which was sold at Sotheby's last
January, and was noticed at the time in the
AcADEitY. The price paid at auction for the
whole was only £144. By this acquisition
the number of editions already possessed by the
British Museum is more than doubled, and is
now probably the largest in existence.

TEE FORTECOMINO MAGAZINES.
The July number of the Century will contain
an article by Mr. Edmund Gosse, entitled
" Personal Memories of Robert Louis Steven-
son."

The Antiquary for July will contain the first

part of a paper by Mr. W. Carew Hazlitt on
"English, Scotch, and Irish Book Collectors,

1676-1894."

Lord HotranTOir will contribute an article

to the National Review for July, entitled
" Ireland Unvisited."

The second volume of the Windsor Magazine,
which begins with the July niimber, will pve
a number of new features: such as series of

articles on suburban London, on the chief art

galleries in the provinces, and on phases of

criminal life, by Major Arthur Griffiths. Under
the heading of "Sports and Pastimes," the
July number will have a paper on lawn tennis,

by Mr. W. Baddeley.

Ike July number of the Asiatic Quarterly
Rtview will contain the following articles

:

"India in Parliament," by Sir Richard
Temple ;

'
' Chitral and Neighbouring Coun-

tries," by Dr. G. W. Leitner; and "The
Grievances of the Madras Landowners," by Sir

Roper Lethbridge; also papers on "The
Origin of the Drama in India," by Pandit
H. H. Dhruva, of Baroda; "Buddhist
Ontology and Nirwana," by Babu Sarat
Chandra Das, of Calcutta; and "Phoenician
Colonisation in Scandinavia," by Prof. C. W.
Skarstedt, of Lund.

The forthcoming number of the Humani-
tarian will contain a discussion on "The Place
of Realism in Fiction," to which the following
will contribute : Dr. William Barry (author of

"A New Antigone"), Alphonse Daudet, Sir

George Douglas, Ella Hepworth Dixon, George
Gissing, W. H. Mallock, Richard Pryce, Adeline
Sergeant, Frederick Wedmore, and W. H.
Wilkins.

A SPECIAL summernumber of the Senate will be
issued on July 1, with an engraving, as supple-
ment, after Mr. A. Dampier May's picture of
" Les Dieux s'amusent." Among the con-
tributors to this number are : M. Paul Ver-
laine, M. Henri Mazel (editor of VHermitage),
M. Georges Lefevre, Mr. Walter Herries
Pollock, Mr. Arthur Symons, Mr. George
Barlow, Mr. Rudolf Dircks, Mr. Ernest James,
and Paganus.

The July number of the Educational Review
will contain a second paper by Prof. Foster
Watson, of Aberystwith, on English edusa-
tional reformers under the Commonwealth.
On this occasion he describes the attempts of

Humphrey Barrow, "a member of the army,"
to induce Henry Cromwell to subsidise Trinity

College, Dublin, by means of compu'sory
deductions of one per cent, from the grants of

land given to English adventurers in Ireland.

The title of the pamphlet urging this scheme is,

" The Relieff of the Poore and Advancement of

Learning Proposed" (London, 1656).

The forthcoming (July) number of Romania
will contain a series of articles by Mr.
Paget Toynbee, dealing respectively with
Dante's references to Pythagoras, and his

obligations to Orosius, Albertus Magnus, and
the Arabian astrotiomer Alfraganus. Mr.
Toynbee also contributes to the Oiornale
Storico a paper on Dante's theories as to the
spots on the moon.

Mr. Robert Bbidoes—whose candidature
for the chair of poetry at Oxford had ob-
tained very influential support, including the
heads of Corpus, Worcester, Trinity, Balliol,

Wadham, Brasenose, and Magdalen—has now
intimated his intention not to oppose Mr. W.
J. Courthope.

The Rev. Dr. C. H. H. Wright has been
elected by the hebdomadal council at Oxford
to be Grinfield Lecturer on the Septuagint for
a second term.

The senate of Dublin University has resolved
to confer the following honorary degrees

:

Doctor of Laws, upon Lord Justice Fitzgibbon
;

and Doctor of Letters, upon Mr. W. Aldis
Wright and Mr. A. W. Verrall, both of Trinity
College, Cambridge.

In Convocation at Oxford on Thurday next
the day after the Encaenia, it will be proposed
to confer the honorary degree of M.A. upon
the Rev. W. E. Cousins, for many years mis-
sionary in Madagascar of the Ix)ndon Mis-
sionary Society ; and the honorary degree of
D.D. upon the Rev. Dr. Robert Bruce, formerly
missionary in Persia.

After overcoming a good deal of opposition
in earlier stages, the statute proposing to make
anthropology a special subject of examination
in the honour school of natural science was
finally rejected in Convocation at Oxford, on
Tuesday, by the narrow majority of 68 votes
to 60. On the same day, the decree proposing
to transfer the Hope collection of engravings
to the top storey of the old Ashmolean build-
ing was likewise rejected by 40 votes to 17.

Three chairs are now vacant at Edinburgh
University. In addition to the vacancy caused
by the death of Prof. Goodhart, both Prof.
Masson and Prof. Calderwood have announced
their intention of resigning respectively the
chairs of English literature and moral philo-
sophy.

Mr. 8. Arthur Strong, of St. John's
College, Cambridge, has been elected to the
chair of Arabic at University College, London,
which was vacated by Prof. Rieu's transfer to

Cambridge. This appointment will not inter-

fere with Mr. Strong's performance of the
duties of librarian to the Duke of Devonshire at
Chatsworth. At the same time, the Rev. Dr.
Robert Bruce was elected to the chair of

Persian, which was also held by Prof. Rieu

;

and the Rev. Dr. E. Moore, principal of St.

Edmund Hall, Oxford, was elected to the
Barlow Lectureship on Dante, which he has held
on a former occasion.

The president, council, and members of the

teaching staff of University College have issued

invitations for a conversazione, to be held on
Thursday next.

M. Mebcier, of Upsala, has been appointed

to the lectureship of French language and
literature, which was recently founded in the
university of Glasgow.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.
Dr. W. Sanday has been elected without
opposition to the Lady Margaret chair of
divinity at Oxford, vacant by the death of
Dr. Heurtley. This chair carries with it a
oanonry at Christ Church.

THE AOADEMIE FRANCAISE.
Fan's : Jnoe Xi, 1895.

The reception of M. Paul Bourget at the

Academie might have been termed the

"ladies' day"; for the austere precincts of

the Institut de France were enlivened by the

presence of an unusual number of pretty faces

and charming toUettes. That most obliging of

secretaries, M. Piugard, did wonders in finding

room for all the fair postulants for seats ; and
a few minutes after the doors were opened
there was not a spare nook or comer to be
found in the uncomfortable old amphitheatre.

Great was the curiosity of the Mesdames de
Moraines who had come to see and hear their

favourite author; and great also was their
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disappointment, for M. Bourget has nothing of

the " lady's man " about him : he is not a good
reader, and he had nothing to say about the
" cruel enigma " of love, either psychological
or physiological.

He began with a brief sketch of Maxime Da
Camp's early years : his adventurous hfe, his

wanderings, aspirations, and failures, until he
reached the age of forty, and attained what
he termed his mental equilibrium. Alluding
to the bond of intellectual friendship which
for many years united him with Gastave
Flaubert, M. Bourget drew the following
portruit of the latter

:

" Flaubert, alors dans toute la splendeur de son
precoce talent, aveo sa beaute de jeune chef
normand et I'apparence de ea vigueur inteUec-
tuelle et physiqae, etait cepeudant la victime du
meme deeequilibre que Du Oamp. Lui ausei
Bouffrait de la maladie du siecle, mais avec line

intensitc que les difElcultca de son destin justi-

flaieut, helks ! plus completement. II semblait que
la nature se fut complu u ramasser dans le futur
auteuT de Madame Boi-ary, toutes les antitheses,

comme pour en faire le peintre predestine des pires

malaises de son age. EUe avait voula que cet

afCamc de gloire Utteraire naquit et grandit en
province, et qu'il dut y rester emptisonne, au
moment meme oii toute la vie axtietique de la France
affluait au centre, de telle aorte qu'il lut solitaire

deux fois, et dans son pays, par son exces d£
culture, et a. Paris, par ea sauvagerie et par sa

semibilite. EUe avait voulu que, pcete et toujours
Bouleve d'un elan fouguenx de lyrisme, il naquit
a I'ombre d'un hopital, fits d'un pere qui, dans
son genie de grand chirurgien, meprisait le talent
d'ecrire. Enfia, apres lui avoir donne une
muEculatore d'Hercule, elle I'avait frappe, au
pins intime de sa force, de ce mal redcubtable et

mysterienx, que les anciens appelaientlemalsacic,
si bien que ce geant inflrme portait en lui-m@me,
dans son ume et dans sa chair, comme un
temoignage constant de notre puissance et de
notre mitlre, de Thumsmite superieure et de la

servitude animale."

Afterdwellingon the disappointmentsMaxime
Da Camp met with in his literary and other
aspirations, until he realised the fact that the
art of living consists in a humble " submission
to life," the speaker discussed the question

whether it is necessary that an artist should
have personal experience of the passions he
depicts. "No," said M. Bourget:

" . . . Le secret du geaie est aillearj que daus
les flevres de la vie sentimentale. Les plus
grands peintres de la nature humaine, ceux qui
ont le plus ptofondoaaent scrute les mysteres,
le plus elcquemment traduit les joies et les

sonfErances, fuient-ils des hommes qui vccuient
d'une vie ti&3 passiounee, tiea charg^e de drames
du crx'UT P Non, mais bien plutut des artisans
profeesionels, d'une experience courte, d'une
deetinee precque nue et plate

;
pen meles u la

vie et dont les plus impoitantes aventurea furent
simplement leurs a'uries. . . . Conclnons done
que la meilleure condition de naieeance et de
developpement pour ]e talent litleraire fetune
existence moyenne, plus leflechie que remue, plus
contemplative qu'agissante. ' Fayez lea oragea,'

aimait u lOpeter a ses disciples le divin Leonard."

The truth of this Maxime Du Camp learnt by
experience ; so he fled from the storm and,
unlike the author of Salammbo, he surrended
to destiny. The last thbty years of his lite

were entirely devoted to the compilation of

his great work, Paris, sea organes, ses fonctions,

et sa vie, and to his History of the Commune,
which last gave rise to much recrimination,

and caused M. Bochefort to nickname him
Maxime Du Camp de Satory. But to return
to M. Bourget's eulogy of his predecessor, it

might be objected that he was scarcely justified

in calling him a "great man of letters."

Maxime Du Camp was, in his words, " un
passionne de la plume, un adorateur des lettres,

im artisan assidu que son assiduite sufiisait u
satisfaire "—no more.

The Vicomte de Vogu6 "received" M.
Bourget with the utmost courtesy. His speech,
without the customary epigrams and faint

praise, began with a flattering review of the
various aspects of the new Academicien's
talent as essayist, novelist, and traveller. He
objected to the theory that the great observers
of the human mind were men of contemplative
lives : on the contrary, they were generally
men of action, from Sophocles to Dante, from
Cervantes to Goethe. As for Du Camp,
" I'ecrivain coneciencieux qui commen9ait un
livre sur Gautier en appelant le pauvre Theo ' un
polygraphe,' pourrait Olre defini en peu de mots

:

sous le pourpoint du moaequetaire, il y avait un
grand bourgeois fran^ais, enivie d'abord par le

romantisme, degriee et remis dans sa voie naturelle
par le saint-simonisme."

Alluding to M. Bourget's verses, the speaker
called upon him to take up the lyre once more
and produce a noble poem. In the mean-
time, he welcomed his entry into the quiet
precincts of the Academie in the following
terms

:

" A I'approche du grand naufrage, nous vous
ofirona un havre tranquille, Monsieur, et notre
vieille barque. Vous verrez comme vous I'aim-
erez, et de quelle forte tendreese. Non point
pour les satisfactions de vanite qu'elle pent
donner, mais pour latache qu'on y fait. Ce n'est

pas le Dictionnaire que je dis ; quand nous en
parlous, on ne veut plus nous croire : et Ton a
preeque raison. La Dictionnaire ! Tout le monde
le fait ou le defait de nos jours. Nous avons \me
autre tache. Nous sommes les gardiena d'un leve.

Du lore le plus aucien, le plus constant, le plus
noble de notte race : exercer sur le monde la

maitrise des idees et des belles formes. Nous ue
sommes pas seuls a le gaider ; beaucoup d'autres
nous secondeut ; mais nulle part on ne le suit avec
plus de desinteressement et de fidelite. Vous
trouverez ici la verite de la devise qui trompe sur
tant d'autrea mura od elle est gravce, vous y
trouverez la liberie entiere, I'egalite psrfaite, et

sinon la fraternitc—nous ne sommes pas des
saints—du moins une aSable et courtoise con-
fraternite."

The metaphor of the " great shipwreck " was
certainly somewhat premature, for M. Bourget
has not yet reached his fiftieth year, and we
expect much fropi him ere he enters the haven
of rest.

C. Nicholson.

SELECTED FOREION BOOKS.
GENERAL LITEEATUEE.

Ai.T£STUiiiKB T. Fcrgamoii. Bd. V., 2. Das Traianeam v.

H. Stiller. Berlin : Spcmann. 310 If.

Abnbth, F. H., Bitter t. Das cla«ei8che Heidfnthnia u. die

christliche Beli^on. Wien : Konegen. 16 M.
BouRDXAU, J. La Bochefoucauld. Paris : Hachette. S fr.

OuBVALiBB, H. Vie et aventtizes du capitaine de corsaire

Tom Sonville : ses combats, ses C'rasians 1777-1839.

FariB : Flon. 3 fr. 60.

Daxbit, Cap. L'liiTaeion Noir». 2e Partle. Conoectiation
et p<Merinage i. la Hecque. Faris : FlammarioB. 4 fr.

OiLtx, Ph. Les Mercredis d'un critique. Faiia : Calmann
Livy. 8fr. to.

OLiB-OarAssE, altoiientalische. Wien : Attarla. 2.011.
Ge^villb, H. Le Fil d'or. Paris : Flon. 8 ft. 60.

Haussontille, Comte d'. Lacordaire. Paris: Hachette.
afr.

His, W. Johann Sebastian Bach. Forsshungen ub. dtssen
Orabstiitte, Oebeine u. Antlitz. Leipzig: Vogel. 16 M.

LKaEAS, Jules. Au Pays russe. Palis : Colin. 8 fr. 60.

Maaok, B. Ueb. Popes Einiluss auf die Idylle u. das
Lshrgedicht in Deutscbland. Hamburg : Herold. 1 M.

Holland, B. Bistoire de I'Opt'ra en Europe avant Lulli et

Scarlatti. Paris: Thorin. 10 fr.

BousiXBs, Paul de. La Question ouTtii^re en Angleterre.

Paris : Fiimin-Didot. 7 fr. 60.

Spbokbl, Ch., et G. Foi.iot. L'Armf'e allemande. Faris

:

Berger-Levrault. 6 fr.

BcHiLDT. A. Die Giebelgrupien v. Aegina. Leipzig:
Hienemann. 4 M.

Tbbicbel, a. Volkilieder u, Volksreime aus Westpreussati.
Danzig : BertUng. 8 M.

UzAKNE. Octave. La Farure eicentriqne: 6poqu8 Louis
X7J. Paris : Eouveyre. 7 fr. 60.

Waoneb, 0. La Vie simple. Paris : Colin. 3 fr. 60.

HISTORY, LAW, BIOGRAPHY, ETC.

Bboscii, H. Oeschlchte t. England. 9. Bd. Gatha : Perthes.
10 M.

Cabdinal v. Widdbbk, Deutsch-franziJsischer Krieg 1870-

71. 6.ThI. a. Bd. Berlin: Sisenschmidt. 411.80.

Hauseb, K. Qescblchte der Stadt, Henschaft u. Gemainda
Bigg. Winterthur : Eieachke. 6 M.

Kovalbvsky, N. I Dispacci degli Ambaaciat«ri Veneti alia
Corte di Francia durante la Rivoluzione. T. I. Torino

:

Bccca. 7 fr.

Lejbuke, QCndtl. De Valmy fi Wagram, siia de Napol(!on.
Paris : Flrmin-Didet. 8 fr. to.

LoESGHE, G. Johannes Mathesius. Ein Lebens- n Sitten-
bild aus der Befoimationizeit. 2, Bd. Ootha : Perthei.
6M.

Massok, F., et G. Biaqoi. NapoIiJon inconnn. Papiers
inMits (1786-1793). Faris : Ollendciff. 16 U.

UcTEAir, Ch. De la Fii^'acription de Taction publfqne et de
Taction civile en matiOrea pC'nales. Paris: (h'.valier-
Harecq. 7 fr. £0.

Staubeb, E. Geschichte der Gemein de Ellilton an det
Thnr. Winterthur: Kiescbke. 8H.

Stubn, M. XJiknndlicheBeitt.ige iib. dieStellnng derPaptta
zu den Juden. 2. Lfg. Kiel : Dr. U. stem. 4 U.

UsBUH, H. V. v., Eiinnexuogen aus dem Leben von (1806-
1886). Hrsg. v. H. V, Poschinger. Btuttgar! : Dentsche
Verlags-Anstalt. 8 M.

Wilms, A, Die Sohlacht bei Cannae. Hamburg : Herold.
211.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, ETC.
AiiLBOBH, F. Der Flug der Fische. Hamburg: Heroll.

2M. 60.
EsoBBKissE der Plankton-Expedition der Hnmboldt-Etiftnng.

Hrsg. V. V. Heostn. Bd. I. B. u. H. G. c. Kid:
Liptius & Tischer. 88 M.

Mebisoxb, B., n. K. Mayxb. Verrprechen n. Verlesen.
EinepsychoIogisch-IiDgulst. Btudie. Stuttgart: Gciacben.
4 U. 60.

UavEB, H. Bogen n. Ffeil in Central-Brasilien. Ethnc-
graphische studie. Leipzig : Eiersemann. 4 M.

PHILOLOGY, ETC.

CaoiSET, Alf. Histoire de la Littetature grecque. T. IV.
Histotiena. Orateurs, Philoso^hes. Paris : Thorin. 8 fr.

Feddibsen, H. Ueb. den psendoplatoniichen Dialog
Aiiochus. Hamburg : Htroid, 2 M.

COBBESPONDENOE.

A SYEIAC NAME FOE THE FEANOISCAN FEIAR3.

St. Bede'a Coll'g^ Haachester : June 6, 1895.

I have looked in vain in Brockelmann'g
recently completed Lexicon Syriactim for the
curious word which is used by Bar Hebraeus
{Chronicon Eccleaiaaiicum, edd. Abbeloos et

Lamy, tom. ii., col. 653, 659), as the name of
some Prankish monks in the Holy Land.
Assemani {Bibl. Or. ii. 373) simply rendered
the word " fratres Francorum praesules."

MM. Abbeloos and Lamy very well show that,

as in Palestine at the time referred to (thirteenth

century), the only Latin orders were the
Templars, Hospitallers, and Friars Minor, and
the two former have special names in Bar
Hebraeus (the second of these, " Oabitilraye,"

also not to be found in Brcckelmann), the word
in question must necessarily refer to the Friars

Minor or Franciscans.

It has always appeared to me that the word
(which the editors transcribe "pherpher-
Bchuraie ") probably contains a mere corrup-
tion of some European name, such as perhaps
French frere Franciscain, or Italian fra
Franceacano. It might be suggested to trans-

literate the term by " fra-frashurajG," or some
similar form. From the events narrated by
Bar Hebraeus in this chapter, it will be
seen that these Franciscan friars were evidently

persons of very great influence and authority

in Palestine at the time, and clearly took the

lead among the Latins.

L. C. Casartelll

I'HE ETYMOLOGY OF " SHOTTEEY."

Oxford, June 16th, 1895.

In the Academy of June 15 there is a note

by Mr. McClure upon the etymology of

"Daventry." I hardly think that this fresh

guess will be satisfactory to Celtic scholars.

However, I do not propose to criticise Mr.
McCIure's new derivation as a whole, nor his

conjecture as to the meaning of Davent-. I ask

to be allowed very briefly to draw attention to

some statements which are found in Mr.
McCIure's explanation of the last element of

the word, namely, -ry.

As forming the termination of some names
of places in the central part of England, this

-ry is considered by Mr, McClure to represent
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two dutinot words: (1) O.E. WS, "stream" (a

word which he writes rith, as if the vowel waa
orieinally short); and (2) Gaulish r»<um, "ford,"

W^sh rhyd (a word which he writes rh^d,

as if the vowel was long). Mr. MoOlure
holds that O.E. r/6 is represented in the

place-name " Ohild-rey," orig. Cilla-rlS (gee

Karle's Land Charters), and that the Celtic

rit- is represented in the place-name
"Shottery," orig. Scotia-riS (see Earle). I
fail to see why the ri'S of "Shottery" should

be of Celtic origin, and distinct from the n'S

of " Childrey," which is allowed to be of

English origin. Prof. Skeat agrees with his

brother professor in looking upon the termina-

tion in both cases as English, see his " Notes
on English Etymology " in I'ransactwns of the

Philological Society, 1888-90, p. 166 (s.v. rill).

Mr, McClure's statement about the connexion
between the English rK and the Celtic ritum
(Welsh rhyd) is not very clear. It certainly

looks as if he thought that they come from
one Indo-Germanic source. This, of course, is

not the case. The etymology of riS is well

ascertained. It is a Germanic word known on
the continent; cp. Old Saxon ri'S (see Heine's

Glossary to Kkinere altniederd, Denkmiile), and
is derived from a Germanic base rin'Sa-, cognate
with O.E. ryne, a "running," a "water-
course," and rinnan, "to run," "to flow."

Prof. Skeat (I.e.) says that Leo {Anglo-Saxon
Names, p. 86) points out that " there are

numerous streams in North Germany bearing
Jleide as a nomen proprium." On the other

hand, Gaulish ritum, "passage" (as in

Augutto-riium), the Welsh rhyd, is co^ate
with O.E. ford, O.H.G. furt, and Latin
portua (see Brugmann, Comp. Oram, i, § 295.)

A, L. Mayhew,

THE QEBMAN "HAMLET."
Balliol College, Oxford : Jane 11, 1895.

In thanking you for the excellent review
of The Elizabethan Hamlet, in the Academy
of June 8, may I suggest that you have
scarcely done justice to the verdict of Shak-
spere scholars with regard to the relationship

between the German "Hamlet" and the lost

play upon which Sfaakspere founded his ver-
sion? Tou state that "Cohn expresses what
is probably the truth when he says that the
German play is in part Shakspere's tragedy
vulgarised." My italics are scarcely necessary

to point out that this statement is rather in-

definite. Cohn says (p. cxx.): "The German
play "approaches most nearly to that form of
Shakspere's ' Hamlet ' which we find in the
Quarto of 1603"; and he expressly states:

"There is every reason to believe that it had
been brought over to Germany by the English
players as early as 1603." Thus " Shakspere's
tragedy," which was " vulgarised " in Ger-
many, must have been the first Quarto, which
the riper authorities (Clark and Wright)
pronounce " an older play in a tran-
sition state, while it was undergoing a
remodelling, but had not received more
than the first rough touches of the great
master's hand." Thus, if Cohn's verdict is to be
accepted, the German version is a vulgarisation
of a rudimentary form of Shakspere's play, not
of the version familiar to modem readers, as
you suggest. But Cohn's verdict is by no
means to be accepted. It is not only the
second oldest (1865), but is virtually solitary.

In 1857 Bernhardy had conjectured that " this

German ' Hamlet ' is a weak copy of the old
tragedy which preceded the Quarto of 1603."
In 1872, Clark and Wright, quoting Cohn's
statement, say : "It does not appear that the
German playwright made use of Shakspere's
Hamlet, or even of the play as represented
in Q. 1." In the same year Dr. Latham
independently subjected the question to a

severer scrutiny than it had ever before
received, and came to the same oonclusion as
Clark and Wright. Dr. Fumess, in his

Variorum Hamlet (1877), accepts Latham's
results. Cohn's own statement of his views I
have unfortunately not been able to get at.

Fumess's summary of it, however, makes no
mention of the views you ascribe to him^ and
explicitly states that " his oonclusion coincides
in the main with Latham's."
With regard to the " three actresses," one of

whom remained " with her husband at the
court of Saxony," your own words supply the
explanation :

" The play had been worked out
again and again before 1710," by which year
actresses (as well as the court of Saxony) were
familiar to German audiences.

In conclusion, let me thank you for

approaching the subject seriously and on the
grounds of pure scholarship. Most of my
critics accuse me of killing dead lions, averring
that Hamlet's invective to Ophelia, delivered

in the guise of a madman, is always made
laughable on the modem stage. This I take to

be an unwarrantable aspersion on English
actors. John Cohbin,

P.S.—I have just got hold of Cohn's Shak-
spere in Germany. He quotes the sentence I
have given above from Bernhardy, praises

Bernhardy's essay in a footnote, and adds

:

" We follow him in the argument," i.e., accept
his conclusions. On page cxii. is a statement
which may have misled Mr. Tyler. Cohn
ascribes "this new version" to 1654. The
passage is ambiguous ; but a close study of the
context will show that Cohn refers to an
anecdote he has just quoted from the German
play, not to the play as a whole. In any case

Cohn's verdict does not matter. Clark and
Wright, Latham and Furness have settled

the question—if any question with regard to
Shakspere or his texts may be said to be settled.

June 17. J. C.

APPOINTMENTS FOB NEXT WEEK.
SuKDAr, Jane 23, 7.80 p.m. Ethical :

" Can Virtue be
Taught ? " by BIr. Graham WalUa.

MosDAV, June 2<, 8.80 p m. Oeoi^aphical : "The Siena
Madre of Uezico," by Mr. O. H. Howatth.

TuiBDAv, June 35, 6 p.m. Statistical: Annaal Oeneral
Meeting.

Wednesday, June 26, 8 p.m liiah Literary Society.
FaiDAV, June 28,6 p.m. Physical: **An Electromagnetic

Effect," b7 Mr. F. W. Bowden ;
" Synchronous Motors,"

by Mr. W. G. Rhodes; "The Electrical Properties of
Selenium," by Mr. Shelloid BidveU.

SCIENCE.

KONIg's HEBREW GRAMMAR.

Jlistorisch-KrUisches Lehrgehdude der Selril-

ischen Sprache, mit comparativer Beriick-

sichtiKiiDg des Semitischen iiberhaupt.

Von Prof. Fr. Eduard Kiinig. Ziveite

Hiilfte, I. Theil. (Leipzig.)

ExHATJSTivENEsa is the note of Prof, .Kiinig's

work ; and it is this quality which, more
perhaps than any other, gives to his writings

their peculiar value. His Offmharungthegrijff

des Alien Testamentes (1882) and his Minleitung

indas Alte Testament (1893), as well as various

minor brochures, such as Bie ITauptprohleme

der altisraelitischen ReligionsgescMchte (1884),
and Fahche Extreme in der neueren Kritik des

Alien Testamentes (1885), all exhibit con-

spicuously this quality : in all, the facts

bearing on the subject under discussion

are stated with minute and scrupulous
accuracy, and in the case of every contro-

verted question the principal opinions that
have been passed upon it are examined
with a conscientiouaness and thoroughness

which leave nothine to be desired. What-
ever be the point relating to the Old Testa-

ment on which information is desired, if it

be treated in one of Prof. Konig's works, the

reader, whether he is convinced always by
the author's arguments or not, is sure to find

there the fullest and most accurate par-

ticulars respecting it.

Of the present Gbammar, the first part,

dealing with orthography, vowels, accents,

&c., but principally with the verb, appeared
fourteen years ago—in 1881. In accordance

with what has just been said, its character-

istic value lay in the completeness with
which the materials were collected, and the

careful discussion of all difficult or anoma-
lous forms, with systematic references to

the explanations offered of them by other

authorities, ancient and mediaeval as well as

modern. The subjects included in the present

volume are the forms of nouns (pp. 1-206),

the numerals (pp. 206-231), adverbs, pre-

positions, conjunctions, and interjections

(pp. 232-343), and " Die generelle For-

menlehre" (pp. 343-541), comprising ex-

planations of the principles which have
determined in Hebrew the fundamental
forms of nouns and verbs, and of the modifi-

cations introduced by special causes, such as

the influence of particular vowels or con-

sonants, or of the accent. All these subjects

are treated with astonishing minuteness

;

and any difficulty or anomaly which presents

itself is probed to the bottom. For the

history of the language, and also for critical

and exegetical purposes, it is often important

to know exactly how and where particular

words or forms occur ; and Prof. Konig has

made it his aim to meet these needs of the

student by rendering his enumerations as

far as possible exhaustive. Even the varia-

tions of form due to the presence of particular

accents are not infrequently individually

noted and classified. The numerous etymo-
logical notes are particularly interesting

:

the best philological knowledge of the day
is utilised in them ; in the case of obscure or

difficult words, the competing explanations

of previous scholars are closely scrutinised

and compared ; and much information

derived from sources not generally accessible

to the student is placed lucidly and suc-

cinctly before him. No doubt the author

may sometimes attempt to explain too much,
or be over-confident of the correctness of

his own explanation ; but in all important

cases alternative views are fully discussed,

and the reader is placed in a position

to judge of the question for himself.

Under the head of numerals, tabular

synopses are given, exhibiting in a pecu-

liarly practical form the different order in

which the compound numerals (units with

tens, hundreds, &o,) are arranged in different

parts of the Old Testament. The reader

can thus acquaint himself at a glance with

the varying usage of different ages or

authors. The treatment of particles is in

many cases so complete as to have the value

of a concordance. A useful, but little

known, English work, the Hebraist's fade

Mecum, published by Bagsters, which gives

references in full for every word occurring

in the Hebrew Scriptures, would have

removed the imcertainty expressed by the

author at the foot of p. 286.
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Altogether, Prof. Konig may be con-

gratulated on having produced one of the

most useful books on the Hebrew language
that has been written for years. The con-

tents are so varied, that nearly every page
contains something to interest; and for

purposes of reference it will be found in-

valuable by every advanced student of

Hebrew. An excellent index facilitates

its use. Prof. Konig is understood to be
now engaged upon the third and concluding

volume of his work, comprising the syntax.

When this is completed, he wLU have pro-

duced a grammatical Thetauriis of the

Hebrew language, far superior in complete-

ness to all competitors, and of the utmost
practical utility.

8. E, Dkiver.

OBITUARY.

DR. VALENTOTE BALL, C.B., F.K.S.

We regret to record the death of Dr. V. Ball,

director of the National Museum at Dublin.

For some years past, he had been ia weak
health; but his last illness was short. He
died at Dublin on June Id.

Dr. Ball's interest in natural history may be
said to have been hereditary. His father was
that Dr. Robert Ball, a native of Cork, who
was for twenty years secretary to the
Zoological Society of Dublin—a post which
the son afterwards filled. Sir Bobert Stawell
BaU, now professor of astronomy at Cam-
bridge, was his elder brother. Valentine Ball

was born at Dublin in July 1843, so that be
had not quite completed his fifty-second year.

After graduating at Trinity College, he accepted
a post in the Geological Survey of India, then
under the direction of Thomas Oldham. In
India he spent seventeen years—from 1864 to
1881—accumulating a store of information

about the geology and natural history of that

country. Apart from his official reports, he
contributed no less than thirty-four papers to

the Proceedings and Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. The last of these in date

was concerned with the travels of Tavemier
and the history of the Koh-i-nur—a subject

with which his name will always remsiin

associated, Of his official publications, the

most important was the volume on " Economic
Geology " in the Manual of the Oeology of India

(1878). A very interesting record of his Indian

experiences is to be found in his Jungle Life in

India (1879). We may also mention here a
little volume, entitled The Diamonds, Coal, and
Oold of India (1881), which consists of three

papers originally written for learned societies

in this country.
In 1881, Ball was appointed to the chair of

geology and mineralogy at Trinity College,

Dublin, vacant by the resignation of the Eev.
Dr. Haughton. Two years later, on the death
of Dr. W. E. Steele, he was promoted to be
director of the National Museum, which had
then but recently passed from the charge of

the Eoyal Dublin Society to the Science and
Art Department. During his time the splendid

new buildings in Kildare-street were begun and
finished ; and the collections have annually

grown in value and importance. While no one
could charge Ball with neglecting his adminis-
trative duties, he yet found time to complete
the g^eat literary work of his life—the new
edition of Tavemier in English (2 vols., 1889).

This is a model of what such an edition should
be : carefully translated afresh from the

original, illustrated with reproductions of the

old plates and with new maps, elucidated but
not over-burdened with notes. It is here that

Dr. BaU elaborated his theory about the Eoh-

i-nur, which he identifies with the Great Mogul
diamond, seen and weighed by Tavender in the
treasury of Aurangzeb. It should be stated,
however, that this theory was strenuously con-
tested by Prof. Story-Maskelyne in Nature.
Dr. Ball always preserved his interest in India

;

and from time to time he contributed letters
to the Academy on the identification of
monstrous Eastern animals described by the
Greeks, and on the rationaUstic explanation of
old-world myths. It was, we believe, his hope
to publish a careful examination of these
subjects.

J. S. C.

SCIENCE NOTES.
Abrangements are being made by the Marine
Biological Association for a series of dredging
and trawling expeditions during July, August,
and September, to investigate the fauna and
flora of the outlying grounds between the
Eddystone Eocks and Start Point. In order to
make the results as complete as possible, it is

extremely desirable that the investigation of

each g^oup should be carried out by a com-
petent naturalist. Zoologists and botanists
who are willing to take part in these expedi-
tions, or to assist in working out the material
collected, are requested to communicate with
the Director, the Laboratory, Plymouth.

PHILOLOOT NOTES.
Herb KablTbtjbner, of Strassburg, wUl issue

very shortly the first volume of his promised
Orundrisa dir Indo-arischen Philologis imd
Altertumshunde, edited by Dr. G. Biihler, of
Vienna. It will extend to over 3,000 pages.
The linguistic section, which is to occupy
vol. i., will include grammars of Vedic by
C, E. Lanman, of Sanskrit and Pali by O.
Pranke, of Prakrit by E. Pischel, of the
tertiary Prakrits by G. A, Grierson, and of
Singhalese by W, Geiger, a treatise on Indian
palaeography by the editor, besides other
important articles by E. Kuhn, E. Meringer,
P. Kielhom, Th. Zachariae, and J. Speijer,

In the second volume ("Literature and
History ") the Vedic and Sanskrit literature will

be treated by K. Geldner, M. Bloomfield, and
H. Jacobi, Indian ethnography by A. Baines,
and various branches of Indian history and
antiquities by E. J, Eapson, M. A, Stein, Sir

R. West, J. Jolly, and the editor. The third
volume will be devoted to Indian religion,

science, and art ; and among the contributors
will be A. Macdonell, G. Thibaut, E. G.
Bhandarkar, H, Eem, and J. Burgess.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

Oambeidoe PHrLOioQicAi, Society. — {Thursday,
May 23.)

Dr. Postoate, president, in the chair.—Prof.

Bidgeway read a paper entitled " What led

Pythagoras to the Doctrine that the World was
built of Numbers ? "—Mr. L. Hoiton-Smith read a
paper on the Oscan (Bruttian) word ANASAKET,
in reply to the strictures of Prof. Oonway oa his

explanation (CI. Rev. viii., pp. 198 sqq.) that it

was Greek avie^Ke borrowed, (1) The objection

that a verb cannot be borrowed at all "except
imder special (e.g., political) conditions " was un-
founded, as (2) was the objection that it could not
be borrowed " with its tense-termination affixed."

(3) Doubt was thrown on the symbol ^ = /; and,
further, granting for sake of argument that Fen-
semum had invented a symbol ^ = /, it was
shown that even so the 8 of ava^taKCT and ^(STies

could not be this symbol S . (4) No objection

could be taken to the writing of the S in a different

direction to the rest of the inscription ; and more
especially inscriptions were cited showing two
difierent kinds of sigma (a) in the same sentence,

(J>) in the same word (in some cases one sigma
being reversed), so that the graphic argument fell

to the ground. (5) The statement that *anafaket
and *I'cstiea are "perfectly good Oscan words"
was next discussed. There was no Italic evidence
whatever for assuming that facio in composition
could ever mean " dedicate " (tJmbr. aanfehtaf
being incapable of such a meaning) ; moreover,
the theory of borrowhig explained " das scheinbar
nicht apokopierte ana in avaaaKfj' (Buck, p. 15)
much better than Prof. Conway's view that " ana-
is here for an-ad-." •JVj^ics might be a "perfectly
good Oscan word," but that was no argument
against the equally good Oscan word Besiies ; the
name Fettiua was extremely rare. (0) As tD the
main contention that 6 could not have been repre-
sented by s in Oscan, the question should not be
" What was the sound of S m Oscan r" but " What
was the soundof 6 in Laconian f " That this differed
widely from the 9 of the other Greek dialects was
proved by the united evidence of grammarians,
inscriptions, and MSS. Whatever may have been
its exact sound, whether « or )> ( = English th in
thigh), the fact remained that foreigners (e.g.,

Athenians) represented it by s [Prof. Conway's
statement concerning the Italic representation of
the regular Greek aspirates (which proved to
be correct only for the period prior to the
second century n.c, at which date th appears
beside t, as the transliteration of Greek fl) applied
only to the representation of the ordinary Greek,
not the Laconian, e]. As fl was pronounced in
Laconia in such a way that Aristophanes, &c.,
represented it by «, it was an obvious conclusion
that in the proximity of the Laconian dialect of
Greek, as represented by the important Laconian
colonies Tarentum and Heraclea, the neighbouring
Osci should, like Aristophanes, have represented
this Laconian by s. Finally, Prof. Conway, by
allowing " 150 miles from the borders of Latium
(in the dialectal, not the political, sense) " as the
extreme limit of distance across which ordinary
common words could be carried to Latium (Mg.
Forsch. ii., p. 158), had himself given the most
conclusive reason why no example of s ; 9 occurs
in Saalfeld's books on Greek loan-words in Latin ;

for Heraclea is 205 and Tarentum 225 miles south
of the most southern boundary of Latium thus
defined, so that it would be surprising indeed if

Latin were to show any traces of this s : 9.

Clifton Shaksperb Society.—(Saturday, May 25.)

Miss M. Catharine Smith in the chair.—Mr.
Arthur S. Way, in a paper on " Thomas Lord
Cromwell," said that an exclusive study of Shaks-
pere is apt to lead us to forget the extraordinary
dramatic fertility of his generation. The popular
demand for novelty was amply met by the ready
pens of a host of writers, of whom, though few
might be poets, many were practical playwrights,
and few destitute of ability. The survival of any
of these plays is a marvel, since the number of

copies printed must have been very small. It ia

no doubt due to the fact that they slept through
generations in the inviolate seclusion of old manor-
house libraries, till within the last thirty years

enthusiasts came to startle their slumbers, and the

presses of Arber, Grosart, Hazlitt, and their

kindred, gave them a new, a shadowy life, some-
thing like that of the minor warriors of Homer
who fought and fell to make an effective

entourage for the heroes. For, alas ! for them,
they will never live their old life again.

Neither the painful chronicling of a Morley,

nor the humorous criticism of a Saintsbury, nor
the gushing rhetoric of a Swinburne, shall ever

galvanise them into immortality. We are re-

minded of what Homer says of Tiresias, the

prophet in Hades, " In him alone spirit breathes,

the rest are shadows that flit to and fro." For-
lornest of all the forlorn are those whom no
parent owns, but who catch feebly, with ineffectual

grasp, at the skirts of Shakspere as bis gorgeous

tragedy in sceptred pall goes sweeping by. In
vain : for by no enthusiasm of dry-as-dusts, by
no fever of the Elizabethan craze, shall they be
enrolled among the immortals. They are as the

tools and arms dug up from ancient sepulchres,

which shall indeed be decently installed in

museums and have due and reverent contempla-

tion of students, but shall no more gleam in

battle or strain in toil. "Thomas Lord Crom-
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well " la of this groap by no meana the meanest.

Its moie than reopectaole mediocrity is singularly

free bom the faults, moet rampant at that epoch,

which are so glaring in " Locrine." It fails rather

by reason of defect than of positive blemish. In oon-
(ideiing its claims to be even partially from Shak-
spore's hand, we are struck, indeed, by its radical

difference ttom, its inferiority to, his work, in

dramatic structare, in gouoral tone, in literary

style and versification, and in the absence of that

air of master-workmanship which is the hall-

mark of Shakspere's plays. But this is not the
only or the chief feature in which this play is

notably un-Shaksperiau. In comparing it with
any of his historical series, wo arc impressed at once
with the one-tided treatment of the leading
character, with the shadowy outline which here
stands for a portrait of a great man. The play-
wright who here undertakes to make Cromwell
live again seems scarcely to know of the Atlas who
bore up that world's weight at a most tremendous
crisis of England's fortunes, the giant who
dwarfed his fellows in an age of giants. The
Cromwell of this play is not the upheaver of

ancient foundations, the Machiavel of the North,
the man whose work changed the face of
England and the current of her history.

He is simply a successful politician, a man
who has risen, as he might have seemed to a
gossiping Londoner, to the Pepys of his day, who
garnered up such little anecdotes as nowadays are
collected by'che interviewer and figure in back-
stairs memoirs—stories of the struggles of his
youth, of the old village smithy, of his remembrance
of ancient friends, his kindness to the poor, of

the envy of rivals, of the suborning of wit-
nesses. Again, we have not Cromwell as he must
have seemed to the men of his own generation,
the men who Eaw the shadow of the New Tyranny,
the royal supremacy over men's consciences, lives,

and property, brooding darkly over the land ; the
Cromwell of the confiscation of Church property,
by whose action thousands of men were made
desperate through sheer want, when the poor
shuddered to see the holy men, who had been a
nation's almoners, begging by the highways, when
yeomen looked in helpless fury on the enclos-
ing of common lands, and labourers groaned
in despair over the vanishing corn-lands which
the new nobility were converting to pasture
—the Cromwell who was to the old nobility
the Robespierre of a Beign of Terror. This
is Oromweil as he may have seemed to men of
the days of Elizabeth, who looked complacently
upon results which were so comfortable for
them that the end would have justified worse
means. Between his actions, stern and ruthless as
many of them were, and their day there rose up,
happily for his memory, a far darker record, a
record of pitiless fanaticism, of fiendish cruelty,
in which there was none of that magnanimity of
tyranny which dealt its blows chiefly at the great
and powerful, but an undiscriminating savagery
which tore its victims from amid the inoffensive
lowly, which gave to the flames the silver hair of
age, the tenderness of women, the helplessness of
childhood. They remembered that, but for that
part of his policy which had enlisted on the tide of
the New Religion the wealth.the landed intere8t,the
selfishness of a powerful class, the old order
might have been re-established by Mary on the
solid basis of property. They connected Wm
with the overthrow of a system under which
for each one of those priests who were now
regarded by them as plotting assassins, traitorous
emissaries of Rome, there had been thousands.
There would be old men amongst them who had
seen him ; there were many to whose fathers he
had been a familiar figure, and he was best remem-
bered by those touches which endeared him as a
man to fellow-men. English folk loved that-
generous gratitude, that scorn of littleness, that
freedom from false pride, which taught him to
honour his old fartier-father, and made gratitude
to the helpers of his youth bum with an undying
flame. The touch of homeliness in the English
character responded to these traits. History
cherishes many such kindred touches ; and so,
when the author of this play set himself to idealise
the character of Cromwell, he wisely and with
rare self-restraint kept within bounds for which
his powers were adapted. Of the two sides
of Ua hero's character, which in the light ol

history's latest revelations stand in such strange
contrast, he chose that in which he came in con-
tact with those whom this man, who never struck
wantonly, had no cause to harm, and so he
elaborates the lovable side of his character. He
shows him as one of the few men whose greatness

is not grudged by those from amid whom he has
risen. He makes him one of the links between
the noblee and the people. Again, the energy,
the push, the business capacity, by which he won
step after step of his difllcult ascent, were what
the average mm could depict, and the average
man appreciate. But of that depth of intellect,

that far-reaching purpose, that indomitable will,

tha''; grasp of detail which made him a strong
statesman, by which ho cotdd hold unentangled in

his hands the threads of a thousand intrigues,

which gave him for ten years that amazing
ascendancy over such a despot as Henry, by the
might of which he trampled down the resistance

of an immemorial Church, and crushed the
opposition of the chiefest nobles ; which
gave him firm footing on the shifting sands
of politics, and made Protestant and Catholic
alike but puppets for his moving—of all this

there is no indication. The mind of the writer

was not great enough to interpret greatness, and
it is to his credit that he recognised this, and
refrained from attempting the impossible. So
ho drew him, according to his light, with a loving
hand, and failed not to give due prominence to tie
one great trait which an average mind might
grasp: the dauntlessness in the face of danger, the
uncowed spirit when all was lost, which was char-

acteristic of so many who played a great part in

those perilous days, and who ended in like manner
as Seymour, Essex, and Raleigh ended ; and, as in

them, so in him, devotion to his sovereign and
faith in his just intentions are also characteristic.

Not less so is the atmosphere of intrigue of which
the air was full ; that the unscrupulous plotters are

Catholic nobles and prelates is only to be expected
in a play written for an Elizabethan audience.
And so the writer, by not transgressing the limits

of his powers, by working on lines where he has
plainly a practised hand, has produced a living

play : the labouring men in it are individualised

;

the women are of distinct types, the rustic and
the citizen's wife—and Mrs. Bannister is a most
true and womanly woman ; the merchants make
us feel the stirring enterprise so characteristic

of those Tudor days, and bring home to us the

busy intercourse of travel and commerce with the
Netherlands and Italy. All these convey something
of the form and pressure of the time, they make a
picture of the age which we coxUd iU-afford to

lose. The humour, what there is of it, is unforced,
but not Shaksperian ; in the loftier passages the

diction is unstrained, there is no bombast, but
^eo no poetry such as Shakspere might own.
The author never soars ; that he never essays to

do so proves that he knew himself no poet.—Mr.
L. M. Qrifiiths gave some notes on "History in

'Thomas Lord Cromwell,'"' comparing the facts

and fables of Thomas Cromwell's life with the
narrative in the play. Special attention was called

to the dramatist's omission of the more important
scenes in the career of the powerful and un-
scrupulous statesman.—This meeting brought to

an end the work of the society's twentieth session.

The programme for next session is: " (1) Henry
IV.," " Antonio and MeUida," "(2) Henry IV.,"
"The Merry Wives of Windsor," "Antonio's
Revenge," " Henry V. ," "Poems and Sonnets,"
and "A Woman Killed with Kindness." The
hon. secretary (9, Gordon-road, Clifton, Bristol)

will gratefully acknowledge the receipt of

anythiuR for the society's librciry, which now con-
slats of 094 volumes.

also assisted in framing the manifesto whioh
abolished serfdom. The lecturer explained the
character of Philar6te'B oratory, sermons, smd
catechism, which has been translated into sevraal
languages, including English. He described his
literary work and his good influence on the mind
of the poet Pushkin. Facts were quoted about
his relations with foreign Churches, and an inter-
esting circumstance, which is not generally known,
attesting the high esteem in which he was held by
Archbishop Potter.—Mr. W. G. Birkback gave
an account of Philarute's intercourse with Canon
Liddon, showing the wide knowledge of the
Russian divine, who inquired of Liddon what were
the questions on which Cardinals Manning and
Newman had disagreed.

Phuoloqical.—{Friday, June 7.)

H. Bhaulev, Esq., vice-president, in the chair.—
In the absence (owing to illness) of Prof. Skeat,
Mr. D. M. de Z. Wickremasinghe read a paper on
" The Sinhalese Language": that is, the language
spoken by the native inhabitants of Ceylon from
the earliest times (as may be inferred from the
rock inscriptions) down to the present day. The
testimony of Childers, Rhys Davids, Kuhn, and
other scholars, was adduced to show that the
ancient Simhalese, or Elu, and the modem
Sinhalese are one language, the very name Elu
being a contracted form of Siwhala (thus, Sii»-

hala, Sihala, *Siala, *Sela, Hela, Helu, Elu). The
difference of the modern language is due partly
to new ^ammatical forms and partly to an
immense importation of Sanskrit forms. The
relation of Sinhalese to the other vernaculars of

India was then dealt with, the connexion of
Simhalese with the Pr.'ikrit dialects being proved
by the changes undergone by Sanskrit words in
their transition to Simhaleso. The words of the
Sinhalese language (including the dialects spoken
by the Veddas, or aborigines of Ceylon, and the
Maldivians) are classified by native grammarians
in three groups : (1) Tatsama ; (2) Tadbhava ; (3)

Desya or Nispanna. The first denotes all words
taken over from other languages bodQy, with little

or no change ; the second includes those words
that have undergone the phonetic changes peculiar
to the language of adoption ; the tnird class

comprises sJl words not falling within the first

two classes. It was shown, however, that the
native grammarians are not accurate in their

classification. The vowel sounds of Siwihalese

were then treated of, Mr. Wickremasinghe promis-
ing to deal with the consonants and the grammar
and literature of the language on a future occasion.

AxoLO-RussiAN.

—

[Tueictay, June 4.)

E. A. Cazalst, Esq., president, in the chair.

—

The Rev. E. Smirnoff, chaplain of the Russian
Embassy in London, read a paper on " Philar^te,

the Metropolitan of Moscow," in which he gave
a sketch of Russian ecclesiastical literature in the
last century. He dwelt on the administrative
activity of the eminent divine, and pointed out the
part which he had taken in the renuncia-
tion of the Grand Duke Constantiue, the son of

the Czar Paul, when Alexander I. died and
Nicholas I. come to the throne. The Metropolitan

FINE ART.
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

ni.

In the department of landscape proper the

most remarkable featare is perhaps the absolute

diversity of styles exhibited ; and it is indeed

the divergence of standpoint and technique

among the modem landscapists, both at home
and abroad, which renders this branch^ of

painting peculiarly interesting in the curious

phase upon which it has now entered. What
the new school—such men as Mr. Alfred East,

Mr. Adrian Stokes, Mr. Edward Stott, Mr.
Waterlow, Mr. Padgett, Mr. Wetherbee, Mr.
Hartley, to name only a few of the most
prominent—aim at is not so much (like the

great French school of some twenty years since)

to evoke by the interpretation of a page ol

nature some mood of passion, some "divine

despair," having with that scene a secret, in-

definable affinity, as to gladden and soothe the

eye by unrolluig before it a fair picture,

showing the world in one of its lightest,

brightest, and most harmonious aspects. A
gentle melancholy, a mood of dreamy con-

templativeness, is sometimes suggested by the

scenes in which the newer painters delight ; but

their main endeavour appears to be to secure

pictorial unity and a genuinely decorative

\ impression.
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The elder landscape painters of the British

school are not here in question, since in each case
they retain, without change, the mannerinwhich
their popularity has been won. Of Mr. Hook,
Mr. Peter Graham, Mr. MacWhirter, Mr.
Leader, there is really nothing new to be said.

The first-named, most buoyant and vigorous of

veterans, retains the charm and freshness of

his eminently English style practically unim-
paired. Mr. Peter Graham's "The Sea will

Ebb and Flow," and Mr. MacWhirter's " Glen
Affaric, N.B."—described by Bums's mag-
nificently expressive line, "Th' incessant roar
of headlong, tumbling fioods "—are both good
examples of their respective styles ; and Mr.
Leader is Mr. Leader still, painstaking,
precise, and arid as ever. With Mr. H. W. B.
Davis we are on altogether different ground

;

for, although we may legitimately hold that
in some respects he does not fully keep pace
with the requirements of the moment—that his

akies lack depth and transparency, and his

Bunlight is not always true in tone—we feel

ourselves in tte presence of an artist, not
only of practised skill, but of a genuinely
emotional temperament, unblunted by the
sustained practice of his art. That art

has, indeed, grown of late years in expres-
siveness, in width of range, in charm.
The landscape " In April," the motive
of which we may guess to have been found in

the painter's favourite Picardy, shows the
world in the cold purity of its first vernal
freshness, when the trees are still putting forth
their leaves and the sunlight is bright but not
yet warm. The sportive movement of the
young foals following the mares is very
happily observed; the landscape has in its

homelinesB a reticent charm of very touching
character. " Change of Pasture" is again a
study of cattle, enframed in a landscape ; but the
moment is that one of mysterious beauty when
the moon has risen, but the waning light of
day still illuminates the prospect.
A spring scene, beautiful notwithstanding a

hardness and airlessness so obvious as to
require no insisting upon, is Mr. Alfred
Parsons's "The Thorn." The design is a
superb one, with its foreground of hawthorns
almost hidden under their snowy blossoms,
and its distance of far-stretching valley
recalling Constable's " Dedham V^e." A
very orig^inal conception is Mr. G. D. Leslie's
" November Sunshine," with its reach of river
lighted up by a sickly, ominous sunshine,
suggestive of coming storm ; but it hardly
required so rigidly conscientious a realisation, so
great an insistence on detail of no special signifi-

cance.

Mr. David Murray's four great landscapes are
in advance of anything he has yet produced,
and constitute as a whole one of the most
remarkable achievements of the year. This
artist is so various in his choice of subject, in
his way of looking at nature, so brilliant and
capable in many ways, that one wishes to feel

oneself more absolutely in sympathy with him
than one actually is. The highest power, the
highest charm—that of deeply moving the
spectator by an interpretation of nature, of
placing him en rapport with that interpreta-
tion—is denied to him. This is, perhaps, but
another way of saying that his artistic per-
sonality is not of the strongest or most
sympathetic order. And yet how far he is

from any suspicion of perfunctoriness or the
empty repetition of familiar successes ! In the
landscape " In Summer Time " we have a pool,
girt round with tall trees in the maturity of

midsummer, in which, \mdera grey, cloudy sky,
a band of naked youths are bathing and
disporting themselves. The delicate flesh tones,
marked by that cool greyness in the shadows
which they acquire in the open air, make a
most pleasant harmony with the water, the

dark green foliage, and the sky. The large
upright landscape, " The Angler," proves
that the painter can, without betraying
nature, display on occasion a certain nobility
of style, derived it may well be from a
study of Claude Lorrain. The quality of the
sunset sky, and the atmospheric gradations
generally, leave something to be desired. Quite
other, both in conception and execution, is

the large canvas, " Thistledown," with its far-

reaching expanse of country, its quiet, leaden-
huedpoolinthe foreground , and its pale, whitish-
grey tonality, suggestive of close, oppressive
heat. This curious effect, which Mr. Murray
has already on a former occasion realised in an
important landscape, would be still more con-
vincing, were it not that the touch is here of a
too metallic hardness, and the whole wants
what our neighbours call enveloppe. The
Scottish painter might here take a lesson from
two French artists, who, at the Salon of the
Champs Elysees, show similar studies — M.
Camille Dufour, the painter of Provence in its

hot, grey phase, and M. Le Liepvre, the painter
of the Loire under similar conditions. The
landscapes of Mr. Alfred East and of Mr. E. A.
Waterlow, in his present style, show many
points of affinity, both seeking for light, pale
harmonies and breadth of decorative effect ;

both preferring in nature the moments of
repose and contemplation to those of storm and
passion. Mr. East's landscapes, " Autumn
Haze" and "Midland Meadows," are both of
them well laid out and sympathetic in the
generalised truth of their interpretation,

even though they want something of intensity

and pictorial accent—qualities which this artist

has as yet been unable to combine with those
softer ones which are peculiarly his own. Mr.
Waterlow distinguishes himself not only with
his " Golden Autumn "—a suave, harmonious
piece, wanting what we may roughly call

"inside," much as Mr. East's pictures want it

—but also with two scenes in which the delicate

green of early summer is treated with remark-
able skill : these last are called respectively
" Green Pastures" and " The Watermill."
At no previous time has Mr. J. W. North

exercised so marked an influence over contem-
porary landscape-painters as now, when his own
peculiar style, always mannered in its ultra-

fastidious delicacy, has over-passed the
boundary line which divides refinement from
affectation and triviality. He counts among
his avowed followers Prof. Herkomer and Mr.
B. W. Macbeth, as the contributions of the
latter to the Royal Academy, and of the
former to the Eoyal Water Colour Society, go
far to prove. The large landscape "Fruition:
England," by which Mr. North is repre-

sented at Burlington House, is an ex-
ample of his mannerisms rather than his

qu^ities : it is an elaborate piece of

prettiness, harmonious in the warmth of its

autumn tints, but only remotely recalling

nature, and not even giving very clearly the

impression of what it is that Mr. North sees in

nature. There are few better things of the

same kind at the Academy than the bright,

vigorous, yet refined painting, " Change of

Pa8ture,",;of Mr. Claude Hayes. It has that

movement in the cloudy sky, that breeziness

and bracing atmospheric quality, which we
note in Constable and David Cox. Another
landscape conceived with much originality and
charm, and carried out with a careful reference

to nature, is the "Winter Sunlight" of Mr.
J. Noble Barlow.
How is it that Mr. J. Clayton Adams, who

paints pretty things very prettily, and often

gets a tone of genuine silveriness, never quite

passes from prose into poetry, from statement

into interpretation ? His unfortunately named
"High and Dry" is a luxuriant meadow-
scene handled with extreme delicacy. It sur-

passes, in our estimation, the very careful and
agreeable "July," which is more characteristic
of the artist's usual manner. Notwithstanding
a certain poorness and emptiness of handling,
the two snow-landscapes of Mr. Joseph
Farquharson attract and deserve attention. In
one of them the radiance of sunlight, gilding the
unsullied white of new-fallen snow, is simulated
with a rare felicity.

Having conclusively proved in " Glen Orchy :

Storm Coming On " that he cannot satisfac-

torily grapple with the difficulties of mountain
landscape, even when ^it includes among its

main features a seething torrent, Mr. Henry
Moore takes an ample revenge in '

' Cherbourg "

and " The Traeth Mawr, North Wales." Wo
do not remember that he has on any previous
occasion painted shipping with such sharpness
and brilliancy as in the "Cherbourg"; while
the Welsh scene—a study of grey douds and
grey waters with the sheen of the pearl upon
them—is in] his best, though his least familiar,

manner.
The great Tower Bridge has twice occupied

Mr. W. L. Wyllie—once in "London's Water
Gate," a sunset scene, with the gigantic
pseudo-Gothic structure as its central feature,

and again in a larger canvas, " The Opening of

the Tower Bridge." The latter is one of those
hopeless subjects which not even a Constable
could succeed in making pictorially interesting,

splendidly as they admit of being painted
in words. It is the broad, impressionistic
treatment, rather than the deliberate, detailed
working out, that such a motive calls for

if it is to be treated at all ; and that is exactly
what Mr. Wyllie cannot give. He is excellent
in many passages taken by themselves, but
obscures the essential side of his subject by his

too literal insistence on all its component parts,

which in this instance do not make up a whole.
Claude Phillips.

ART SALES.
Vert heavy prices were fetched last Saturday
at Christie's, at the sale of oil pictures

accumulated by the late Mr. James Price ; and
the upward tendency of Gainsboroughs,
Bomneys, Turners, and Cotmans was again
manifested. For the Cotman—a fine, sturdy
piece of marine painting, which, though it

denoted Cotman's force of hand and accuracy,
by no means displayed with any special grace
the individuality of his poetic genius for design
and colour—for this Cotman, we say, about
£2200 was fetched under the hammer, when,
fifteen years ago, it is probable that scarcely

two hundred would have been given for it.

Turner, of course, has been a favourite much
longer; and as far back as 1863 the sum of
1600 pounds, or guineas, was the ransom of

his " Helvoetsluys." Thirty-two years have
passed ; and now, in 1895, all but seven
thousand pounds is paid for the picture.

Turner's "Val d'Aosta," too, sold seven and
twenty years ago for less than a thousand, is

adjudged to-day at- £4200. A Eomney por-
trait sold on Saturday for £1890 ; a quite

small Morland picture, "Mutual Confidence,"
for £985 ; and a Wilson, we are glad to say,

for £651. We say "glad," because, as a rule,

his classic excellence is still absurdly under-
rated. Why does not Etty fetch greater

prices too ? £430 was the ransom of his

"Bather," which, though not precisely in

the first flight of his art, had its undoubted
merits. The sensational price of the sale was
the sum given for a certain Gainsborough, a
portrait of "Lady Musgrave": superb, indeed,

in quality and grace, yet not large, by any
means. It marks a " Gainsborough boom,
even more emphasised—or at least going to

greater prices—than the Cotman boom ; for the

"Lady Musgrave," which only fifteen years
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ago iold for a thonsand guineas, was knocked
down at this already historic Price sale, on
Saturday last, for ten thousand gpiineas. Money
in England :uay just now be in the possession

of but few hands ; but these few have, it would
appear, plenty of it.

NOTES ON ART AND ARCHAEOLOOY.
The Hon, Philip Stanhope, M.P., has been
appointed a trustee of the National Portrait

Gallery.

It is intended to issue to subscribers a series

of photographs of objects in the exhibition of

the Art of Ancient Egypt, now open at the
Burlington Fine Arts Chib. The subscription

is one guinea, and the list will close on /uly 8,

Subscriptions are received by Mr. F. G.
Hilton Price, 17, CoUingham-gardens, South
Kensington.

A PUBLIC movement has been started in the

City, to secure from the Company of Barbers,

for tiie Permanent Art Gallery in the Goildhall,

the historical picture by Holbein, representing

the ceremony of Jhe incorporation of the Guild
of Barbers with the Guud of Surgeons by
Henry VIII., in 1540. The picture is the
largest that Holbein painted, being 6ft. high
by 10ft. 3in. wide,'and contains eighteen life-size

figures in addition to that of the Mng. On
condition that the picture is secured to the
Guildhall Gallery, the Barbers' Company would
consent to receive £15,000 for it. The hon.
treasurer to the fund, for which subscriptions

are asked, is Sir Joseph Dimsdale, 50, Comhill.

An important but little known collection of

old paintings from Yorkshire will be dispersed

by Messrs. Kobinson & Fisher on June 27

and 28. These works, nearly 300 in all, were
gfathered by the late Mr. H. J. Fenton, of

Doncaster ; a few, formerly in the possession of

the late Dr. Dunn, have been included in the
catalogue. Although we can scarcely do more
than direct the attention of connoisseurs to the
sale, mention may be made of noteworthy
examples by L. Backhuizen, F. Barocci, N.
Berchem, Claude, Old Crome, Carlo Dolci,

Gerard Dou, Gainsborough, D. van Herp,
J. van Huysum, W. J. Miiller, Murillo, P.
Neeffs, J. van Os, A. van Ostade, G. and N.
Poussin, Salvator Bosa, J. van Buysdael,
Andrea del Sarto, J. M. W, Turner, A. van de
Velde, and P. Wouwerman,

Messus. Graham & Banks, of Oxford-
street, will exhibit next week a model house,
illustrating historical styles in modem in-
teriors.

The collection of Chinese ceramics presented
by M. Grandidier to the Louvre was formally
opened on Wednesday. It contains about
3000 pieces, chronologically illustrative of
Chinese art from the ninth century to the
liresent day. M. Grandidier has been appointed
curator of the collection for life, with an
annual grant of COOO francs (£240) for its

maintenance.

The annual meeting of the members of the
Art for Schools Association was held on Friday
of last week at 29, Queen-square, W.C., Mr.
J. G. Fitch (late inspector of training colleges)

presiding. The report stated tliat the work of
the association continued to progress steadily,

and was supplying a real want. Several loans
and gifts of pictures had been made, as usual,
to schools in very poor neighbourhoods. There
was a small increase in the number of sub-
scribers during the year. The chairman dwelt
upon the importance of decorating school
corridors, dining-rooms, &c., with works of
art, and insisted upon the necessity of more
attention being given to the decorative aspect
of schools. The physiological diagrams were,
he said, generally too prominent. He urged the

importanceof artistic reproductionB asthemes for

teachers' lessons, remarking that, apart from
their historical value, they were also valuable as

developing taste and the critical faculty. The
Rev. H. G. "Woods (President of Trinity

College, Oxford) recalled the dreary aspect of

the walls of undergraduates' rooms thirty years

ago, and reflected on the dangers of present

"quickening" in the direction of art, which,
he said, had resulted in a sort of reaction on the

part of those who know what art ought to be.

There was a tendency among certain cliques to

narrow unduly the sphere and province of art,

and to say that its diffusion tended to vulgarise

it. He maintained that art would in the future

come to be the heritage of the masses. He
commended the association for training by
examples rather than by lectures, and for

turning to account modem processes of repro-
duction too often used for unworthy purposes.

THE STAGE.
The London stage is just now practically

abandoned to the art of the foreigner ; and,
with one or two exceptions, the few English
pieces which succeed in retaining favour do so

on the condition only of short runs, perhaps
of scarcely more than occasional performances.
It is a carious state of things, and one which
accords ill with any sanguine talk about " the

Benascence of the English Drama " — a
renaissance possible indeed in some remote
future, but certainly not accomplished in the

present, whether we consider the comparative
indifference manifested—somewhat unjustly,

we think—by the most cultivated persons to

much of English acting, or the wholly
secondary rank inevitably assigned by serious

criticism to writers of modern English plays,

who, in their characters, even when they
evince wit, lack originality, and who, in regard
to the circumstances of their fables, make
upon our credibility a demand which no poet or
writer of narrative fiction—long novel or
"short story"—of any considerable preten-

sions would dream of making. The art or

craft of the English playwright is still

addressed in the main either to idle stalls or

ignorant gallery, with which it is only the
cheaply effective that has much chance of
success. Indeed, dramatic writing cannot claim
for itself that it is a self-sufficing art : it is the
dextrous provision of suitable material for the

performances of the actor.

To justify and prove up to the hilt the

statements with which the previous paragraph
started, let us glance at the playbills of most of

the principal houses. The Lyceum, of course, is

open, but with a constant change of bill

—

necessitated, perhaps, by some thought of

America in the autumn—it is chiefly the pieces

of the older repertoire that are being presented.

At the Garrick, nothing is just now happening;
Mr. Hare having closed the theatre on
Saturday—a mistaken preference of the

public, as we venture to conceive it, having
caused Miss Olga Nethersole to bo less

popular in "The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith "

than was Mrs. Patrick Campbell, not-

withstanding two important and creditable

facts—one, that Miss Nethersole's personality

is distinct, individual, and impressive ; the

other, that her performance of a singular and
not very natural creation of Mr. Pinero's mind
was at all events comprehensible and logical as

well as strong—it was hardly Miss Nether-
sole's fault if it could not possibly be attractive.

At the Haymarket, the doors are yet open

—

perhaps likely to be for a considerably period

;

but the thing presented there is a translation

of the ugly drama of "Fedora," which, it

must be confessed, soarcelv witnesses to any
revival of interest in Euglish playwriting. At

Daly's, the great Sarah is playing in "La
Princesse Lointaine "

; and within a few days
she will be no more with us, but will be
succeeded by another favourite foreigner—that
admirable mistress of Comedy, Miss Ada
Rehan. At Drury Lane, a well-organised
company of players from Germany displays, if

not individual genius, at all events range and
ememble. Again, La Duse has been with us,

and Mme. Rejane will shortly be. So we
might continue ; but further comment is surely
unnecessary.

MUSIC.
OPERA AT DRURY LANE AND

COVENT GARDEN.
The Ducal Court Company of Saxo-Coburg
and Gotha are now performing at Drury Lane,
and on Monday they gave Zeller's opera, " Der
Vogelhiiudler," which is said to be popular
in Germany. This is easy to believe ; for the
libretto is amusing, and the music extremely
light and tuneful. It was well received.

As in Germany, there is a public here which
thoroughly enjoys music which tickles the

ear, and makes scarcely any appeal to the
intellect. Zeller's scoring, by the way, is

effective. The performance by the German
company had many excellent points ; the

ensemble was especially good, and the star of the
evening, Frl. like von Falmay, from Vienna, is

decidedly clever in the particular style—some-
thing between operetta and music-hall—which
her part requires.

Miss Marguerite Macintyre impersonated
Desdemona in " Otello " at Covent Garden on
Tuesday evening, with great success. She sang
extremely well, though the forcing of her
upper notes was, at times, unpleasant. Her
acting was really good. M. Victor Maurel
played lago with great subtlety ; it would be
difficult to have a better impersonation of the

part. Signer Tamagno as "Otello" again
showed his power of voice and his skill as an
actor. The opera is an interesting work in

itself; but such actors and singers as those
named would secure the success of one of far

inferior merit.

Mme. Adelina Patti appeared in " H Bar-
biere " at Covent Garden on Wednesday even-
ing. There was not an empty seat in the
house. She sang and acted with wonderful
mastery and ease : so wonderfully, indeed,

that the rising generation can well understand
the enthusiasm which she created in her earlier

years. In the Lesson scene she sang "Bel
raggio" from " Semiramide," and for an
encore "Home, sweet Home " ; also, at the end
of the opera, a new Valse by Tito Mattel.

Purists might object to such treatment, even

of "11 Barbiere" ; but the work did not, after

all, suffer very much from the interpolations.

J. 8. Shedlook.

REGENT CONCERTS.

The two Philharmonic Concerts (May 30 and
June 13) were interesting, if not particularly

brilliant. At the first. Dr. Parry's Symphony
in F, re-written for the occasion, was per-

formed under the composer's direction. That
he can write cleverly, and score effectively, is

well known; in this work, however, we find

nothing new, nothing inspiring. It is an old

acquaintance, and has been twice revised.

The Finale is the best movement : the one, at

any rate, in which there is the least feeling of

effort. Pan Ondricek's rendering of the

Dvorak violin Concerto was good, though not

the best we have heard from him. Mr. Ber-

wick gave a sound interpretation of

Beethoven's pianoforte Concerto in G
;
yet it
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was not marked by that poetry and deep
feeling which, when fully revealed, make
one forget all about notes and passages.

At the second concert, an Overture by
Mr. G. "W. Chad\vick, entitled "Mel-
pomene," was performed for the first time in

England. The composer, of American parent-

age, studied in Germany under Jadassohn,
Keinecke, and Rheinberger. The results of

good training are evident in his music—the

scoring especially is most effective—but of

strong individuality we find no trace. The
Overture, nevertheless, is interesting, and well

worthy of a hearing ; of American music, but
little is performed in London. A"Concert-
stiick " for pianoforte and orchestra, by Mile.

Chaminade, was another novelty. There is

nothing to say about the music ; it was very
frankly described in the programme-book as
" a piece of display for the solo instrument."

It is cleverly scored, and the solo part was
played with much brilliancy, yet with scarcely

sufficient strength, by the composer. The
programme included Beethoven's violin Con-
certo, given by Lady Halle, and the
" Jupiter " Symphony.
The series of four concerts, announced by

Seiior Sarasate, which commenced on Saturday,
June 1, are well nigh at an end. They have
attracted large audiences, and the violinist has
proved, once again, that in purity and charm
of tone, in fascination of style, he is facile

prt'nceps. Sarasate thoroughly deserves the
high reputation which he has achieved. The
Sonatas for violin and piano by Bach, one of
which has stood at the head of each programme,
proved somewhat of novelties in a " Sarasate "

programme. They are welcome, for one hears
them but seldom now. The violinist rendered
his part well, though scarcely with the breadth
the music demands. He undoubtedly under-
stands it, and feels its greatness ; but, if we
mistake not, there are other and more modem
composers, with whom he is in closer sympathy,
and whose music he can, therefore, render with
greater effect. The admirable way in which he
was supported by Mme. Berthe Marx in these
Sonatas, and in other pieces, notably, the
Schubert Fantasie in C (Op. 159), deserves
special mention. She has also played various
solos, and with considerable success.

The number of orchestral concerts is ever on
the iocrease. The Mottl concerts are fast be-
coming an annual institution ; and now we have
the Nikisch concerts, of which the first was
given last Saturday at the Queen's Hall. The
conductor, Herr Arthur Nikisch, already enjoys
Boston and Buda Festh fame ; and, whatever
may be one's first impressions, or what-
ever may be thought of him if judged by a
Bicbter standard, there ia no question as to his

intelligence and ability. Yet there is at present
something unsatisfactory about him. The
" Tannhiiuser " Overture, for instance, was in

many ways admirable, especially in any matter
requiring finish or delicacy ; but the total im-
pression wag not convincing. Then, again, in

the Bc'hoven Symphony in C minor, neither
the Titanic greatness of the opening movement
nor the ecstasy of the Finale was fully revealed.

Was Herr Nikisch nervous ? Was he pur-
posely holding himself back ? We will try and
answer these questions later on. Meanwhile, we
can record a highly successful debut. The
rendering of the "Peer Gynt" Suite and of

Dvorak's " Cameval " Overture were the best
performances of the afternoon. Mr. T. Adam-
owski played Max Bruch's violin Concerto in

G minor in a conscientious, artistic manner.
Mme. Melba delighted her audience by her
singing of Handel's " Sweet Bird " (flute

obbligato, Mr. J. Lemmone), and by her still

finer rendering of the "Mad Scene" from
" Hamlet."
Dr. Bichter gave his fourth and last concert

at St. James's Hall on Monday evening. The
programme was entirely devoted to Wagner,
and contained excerpts from the works of his
early, middle, and late periods. Of the music
there is nothing new to say: it has become
pojjular. No one ever speaks now about its

being unmelodious and incomprehensible ; and,
so far as we know, no one ventures to write
against it, in the styleprevalenttwenty years ago.
But the world has not grown wiser ; it will treat
the coming genius in the same fashion: it will

first abuse, and afterwards praise him. Has the
coming of Mottl, of Levi, and now of Nikisch,
put Eichter on his mettle ? That may or may
not be the case ; but it is certain that his

conducting was never more impressive. Such
mastery, such magnetic influence, and yet such
perfect ease ! Whatever may be the merits,

and they are many, of the great conductors of

the day, Bichter still stands head and sbouldera
above the rest. The two vocalists at this fare-
well concert were Messrs. Lloyd and Bispham

;

both sang well, but the latter more in the true
Wagnerian spirit.

The Society for the Cultivation of Modem
Chamber Music gave their second concert in
Messrs. Brinsmead's hall on Friday of last

week. The programme, one of considerable
interest, opened with a Quartet by the late

French composer, B. Godard, a work fresh and
pleasing, yet skilfully devised. It was well
performed by MM. Kummer, Jacobi, Sczepa-
nowski, and E. van der Straeten. A Sextet for
strings, by Eaff, proved a clever, though un-
equal work. Mr. A. Ashton'u attractive piano-
forte duet, "English Dances," was played by
Mr. A. Mistowski and the composer. Songs
were artistically sung by Mr. C. Carlyle.

Zbc Jntetnational

Critical Commentai:^,

Bev. S. B. DEIVEE, D.D.,

Canoa of Christ Church, Oxford

Bcv. A. PLUMMEB, M.A,, D.D.

VniTn-:,!! • I MaBtcr of University College,
JiiDITOllS . \ Durham.

Rev. C. A. BEIGGS, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Theology,
New York.

" It is hardly necessary to say that this series will stand Jirst among all EiujUsh serial commentaries upon

the Bible. It stands with and admirably supplements the ' International Theological Library,^ to which we have

already learned to look for the best and most recent in the historical, literary, and linguistic study of the Bible.

We are greatly »« need ofjust what this series promises to give.''—The Biblical World.

NOW HEADY,' the FIRST VOLUME of the Series, in post 8vo, price 128.

iDETJTEiiioisrons/r
By the Bev. B. E. DRIVER, D.D., Oxford.

N.B.—A Prospectus, giving full details of the Series, with list of Contributors and Specimen Page of

CANON DRIVER'S " DEUTERONOMY," will be sent post free on application to the Publishers.

NEW 8YRIA0 LBXIOON-NOW COMPLETE

In One Volume, half-roxburghe binding, crown 4to,

price 30s. net.

LEXICON SYRIACUM.
AucTOBS CAROLO BROCKELMANST.

Prmtxivs est TH. NOLDEKE.

"Vastly superior to anything else within reach

Nothing is spared to ensure that the book shall serve all

the purposes of a reliable, adequate, and convenient

dictionary. It is certain to take its place at once as the

best of its kind."—r*e Crilical Review.

PROF. A. B. DAVIDSON'S HEBREW SYNTAX.
A Companion VoUinio to tlio Author's Introductory

Hebrew Grammar. 7s. 6d.

PROF. A. B. DAVIDSON ON "SIRACH'S JUDG-
SIBNT of WOMEN." See "THE EXPOSITORY
TIMES," for June. 6d.

PROF. C. A. BRICCS ON "THE MESSIANIC
IDEAL." (1) Messianic Peophecv. 7s. 6d. (2) The
Messiah oe the Gospels. 6s, 6d. (3) The Messuh
of the Apostles. 7s. Cd.

PROF. i. LAIDLAWON "THE BIBLE DOCTRINE
OF MAN"; or. The Anthkopoeogy and Psycuologt
of ScEiPinBE. New Edition, Eovised and Re-arranged.

Post 8vo, 7a. 6d.
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THREE CENTURIES OF NONCONFORMITY.
Now READY, large crown Svo, nearly 800 p.-iges, cloth, 6s., post free.
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OF THE

FREE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND
FROM THE REFORMATION TO 1851.

By HERBERT S. SKEATS.
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By CHARLES S. MIALL.
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^

wiU find here in a dear and attractive form much Information which cannot
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MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS.
Mr. Mun-ay begs to call attention to tho " Index and Directory " with which his Handbooks are supplied.

These contain all information as to Hotels, Conveyances, &c., and are constantly kept up to date, so that
purchasers of his Guide-Books are always supplied with the very latest information.

EUROPEAN HANDBOOKS FOR SUMMER TRAVEL.
PRANCE, Part I. : Normandy, Brittany, The Seine and

Loire, Bordeaux, Tho Pyrenees, &c. 38 Mapb and Plans. 7». 6d.

F&ANCE, Part II. : Central France, Auvergne, The Ceven-
ne«, Bargiindy, The Ilbono and Saone, Provence, MareelUoa, Alsaco-Lorraino,
Champague, &c. 23 Maps and Plans. 7s. 6d.

HOLLAND and BELGIUM. 18 Maps and Plans, 6s.

DENMARK and ICELAND, Schleswig, Holstein, Copen-
hBRen, Juthtnd, and Icehmd. Ifaps and Plans. 78. 6d,

SWEDEN, Stockholm, Upsala, Gothenburg, The Shores of
the UiilLic, (fcc. Maps and Plaus, Ga.

RUSSIA, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Finland, Crimea,
(.aueasus, &c. Edited by T. MICHELL, C.B., H.B.M. Consul-General for Norway.
Maps and Planb. ISs.

THE RHINE and NORTH GERMANY, The Black Forest,
Tho Haru, Saxon Switterland, Tho GUnt Mountains, Elaass, and LothrmKen.
Hi Maps and Plane. 10b.

SOUTH GERMANY, AUSTRIA, Tyrol. Wurtemberg.
Bavaria, Salsbuig, Styria, Hungary, and tho Danuljc, from Ulm lo the Black 8ca.Two Parts, 34 Maps and Plans. l>art I., 7s. Od. ; Part II.. Os.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy and Piedmont, Italian
Lakes, and I'art of Dauphiu(<. Maps. Two Parts.

Part I., Tho Benieso Oberland, Qenova, Lucerne, Eugadine, &c. 8a.
Part U., The Alps of Savoy and Piedmont, Italian Lakes, and Part of Dauphind. 6s.

NORTH ITALY and VENICE, Turin, Milan. The Italian
Lakes, Verona, Padua, Venice, Genoa, &c. Edited by H. W. PULLEN M AAuthorof" Dame Europa's School." With 34 Maps and Plans. Ids.

' "'

CENTRAL ITALY and FLORENCE, Tuscany, Umbria.
The Marches, ic. Edited by H. W. PULLEN, M.A. With 2i Mnps and Plana. 6s.

HANDBOOK for INDIA, CEYLON, and BURMA: including the Provinces of Bengal. Bombay
B"uadi^^';au'"r^>^ctp?^^onSm';™e;'"p^^^^^

'"' ^'=""™' ''"^°'"^^' ^^-•'=' ^->' '^^ Nat-ve States, and Assam. With 65 Maps a.?d P.in» of To«-.s a'n^

to BMak wo hfgh™.'"*^!yaM«"5 aa^u^°°^'
""^ """ ^'^" '^"' ^^'^^ *" immense mass of interesting and valuable material has been crowded into a smaU space, it wouM bo difficult

•'•

5;%^sHo??oi?diiih?uld1,\^arf^SK^^^ '^*'°"» °' '"« '^'' '" "" '^'''^^ '^P"' '"P^'^ "' ««•"<"' °«P' "^^ pUn.:'-S^e^.

HANDBOOK for JAPAN.
Maps uii'l Pl!m8. 15s. net.

Fourth Edition. By Basil Hall Chamberlain and W. B, Mason. With

HANDBOOK for NEW ZEALAND, Auckland, Wellington, The Hot Lakes District. WaneanuLCUnsl Lluirch, Dunedm, The West Coast Road, The Cold Lakes, The Sounds, &c. By F. W. PENNEFATHEE, LL.D. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo 7s 6d
o —-*»

•' We have naught but praise for Murray's 'Handbook tor New Zealand."—^rt«;i<ieuM. '
' '

* The book is m every way worthy of the publishers and tho country concerned."—JSnluA Aitatrnlasian.A book which is now easily first as a trustworthy guide to the finest of the colonies of the Empire."—Speclator.

ENGLISH HANDBOOKS.
HANDBOOK for ENGLAND and WALES. Arranged alphabetically, with List of Railway Stations.

11. Id., iiiKl all Places and Objects worth seeing. 1 vol.. Maps, 12s.
Of Jt 'Jxuu v/x xtrnunajr ubOiblUUSf

HANDBOOK for SCOTLAND. Thoroughly Revised, with Special Detailed Information for Pedes-trians, and entirely now Maps. Printed on Hpocially thin and light paper. Os.
——w»» *w* ^ vuvu

Oui^'t^o tXI,'h\^^'^li^Zl'^°^^V^^n^Z^':^J.i^^^^^ "-'»'~°'"^ ^"" --"-" ^•^'=- ."- -/a..Ve ,rinc.,.. and of all, this

HANDBOOK for HERTFORDSHIRE, BEDFORDSHIRE, and HUNTINGDONSHIRE. An entirelyKewWork. With 10 Maps and Plans. 7a. 6d.
w*, »#***«**. xiu cuuiioijr

" The appearance of a new ' Muirey * is always a subject for congratulation ! tho well-known cover seems to suggest in the most obvious ar.d natural manner n rnrt l^ti^r Hn»isnowalmostBixtyycars mnco John Miuray the second, after several years of travel and research, wrote and published thrm-storthecolebXdii^^^^^smoothed the nay for millions of travellers and tourists, and nrnvnltcrt on nrmv nf imitnf^v. "_ K„t:„„J ni,^.,-,., ^ o ui=l ui luc i,BiBunn,Bu guiue-oooKs wnicn nave i

It

since

«.in'fi^i'r'.';'',f™?^l;yi!!?^ w'i'''"\''**y,
c^'urslons are, happily, so much in vogue, Londoners" may in this book Iflid a deUghtful guide to many places of nnito easv access where thav

!^V-JThrl"?s'l;?etoofe^n''u'S?f^?e1lferpXiS^ ^•^" <" "l^''^"^"' "--^ m th^se three litt'^coSi^e's ^^^fS^iraX^S-sJTSrSf^readers.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,EASTERN COUNTIES
and Cambnilpe. 12b,

KENT. 78. 6d.

SUSSEX. 6s.

SURREY, HANTS, and the ISLE of WIGHT. lOs.

OXFORDSHIRE, Oxford with its Colleges, Blenheim,
luid tho Thame.-,. Os.

o
'

i

WILTS, DORSET, and SOMERSET. 12s.

CORNWALL, PENZANCE, FALMOUTH, The
LI/.AKl), LAND'S END, &c. (is.

WORCESTER and HEREFORD. 6s.

GLOUCESTER. ll^^rt, reaa,.

DEVON. 7s. 6d.

NORTH WALES. 6s.

SOUTH WALES. 63.

NORTHAMPTON and RUTLAND. 7s. 6d.

DERBY, NOTTS, LEICESTER, and STAFFORD.
SHROPSHIRE and CHESHIRE. 63.

LANCASHIRE. 63.

YORKSHIRE. 12s.

LINCOLNSHIRE. 7s. 6d.

DURHAM and NORTHUMBERLAND. 10s.

THE LAKE DISTRICT of WESTMORELAND and
CUMBERLAND. 6s.

JOHN M.URRAY, Albemarle Street.
Printea by ALEXANDER & BHEPHEARD, Lonedalo Printing Works, Chancery Lane; Published by Ihe Proprietor, HENRY VILLERS, S7, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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THIS DAY PUBLISHED. At all Booksellers, Libraries, and Bookstalls.

A NEW AyGLO-AUSTRALIAN NOVEL.

BY ADVERSE WINDS.

BY ADVERSE WINDS.

BY ADVERSE WINDS.
BY A NEW WRITER—

OLIPHANT SMEATON.

6/- OLIPHANT SMEATON.
OLIPHANT SMEATON.
PBICE SIX SHILLINGS.

ANNIE S. SWAN'S NEW STORY.
A S-'COND KDITtON, completing 15,000, is now ready, o£

A LOST IDEAL. By Annie S. Swan. 3s. 6d.
" A fine story."

—

Athtncunm.
" Tho life of the novelist, of tbo journalist, of the ciitic, is described with admirable

bkiil. • A Lost Ideal ' is perhaps tho best in the long succession of her works."
nrilM Wcckh/.

" The story is sure to bo enjoyed by the large public which its gifted author has won to

herself."

—

Scoteman, •

How ready, a Cheap Popular Edition of

CARLOWRIE. By Annie S. Swan. Cloth, la. 6d.;
pnpcr cox'cr--', 1m,

OLIPHANT, ANDERSON & FEBBIER, Londow and Edihiivboh.

JOHN LANE begs to announce the

Publication of

SAPPHO. Memoir, Text, Selected Renderings,
aud a Literal Translation. By HENRY THOKNTOX WHAIITUX.
With 3 Illustrations and a Cover Design. Fcap. 8to, 7s. Ud. net.

[Now ready.

THE WHITE WAMPUM: Poems. By Pauline
JOHNSON. With Tille-I'age and Cover Design by E. H. New.

Crown 8vo, .js. net. \_Now ready.

MALAY SKETCHES. By F. A. Swettenham.
With Title-Page and Cover Design by Patten Wileon. Crown 8vo,

53 net. [Now ready.

THE VIOL of LOVE, and other Poems. By
CHARLES NEWTON-ROBINSON. With Ornaments and Cover

DeiigD by Laurence Housman. Crown 8vo, Ss. net.] [Now ready.

JUST rUBLISBED.

SISTER SONGS. By Francis Thompson. With
Fronti.-piece, Title-page, and Cover Design by Laurence Housman.
Small <lto, buckram, T)i. net.

A NEW NOVEL.
THE GIRL from the FARM. By Gertrude Dix.

Crown 8vo, .3a. Od. net.

SMITH, ELDER & CQ. 'S KEW BOOKS.

THE NOVEL SERIES.
READY THIS DAY. Snuaro 18mo, 2s.

THE STORY OF BESSIE COSTRELL.
By Mrs. HUMPHRY WARD.

This Volume is the first of a series of works, each in One Volume, bv the b08t Writers of
the day, EngliPh and American, which will form tho NEW NOVEL 8EKIB3.

The Volumes will be suitable for the pocket and the shelf; they will bo convenient to
handle, beiiip of the square 16mo size, while from their appearance, as well as from their
literary merit, they will deserve a place in the library. The Volumes will l>e Ixjund in
cloth, and will be uniform, except in thickness and in price. The prices will l>€ 8B-, 38.,
and 4S. The Second Volume of the Series, to be publ'Shed on July 18, will be

LYRE AND LANCET. By F. Anstey.
With 2Ji Full-page Illustrations. Price 3s.

»,• OTEEE VOLUMES WILL BE AXNOUNCBD IX DUE OOVItSE.

THE BODLEY HEAD, ViaO STREET, LONDON, W.

The Biography of Mr. Justice Stephen.
Just published, with 2 Portraits, demy 8vo, IBs.

THE LIFE OF SIR JAMES FITZJAMES STEPHEN,
BART., K.C.S.T., a Judge of tho High Court oE Justice.

By hia Brother, LESLTE STEPHEN.
From the TIMES i "Among the halMoKen biographies of the first order which have appeared in the Iti&t

twenty years, this volume deserves a phice. Itia a real biography ; a work of art as well as of frateruat
iiffeotioii t a monument whicli several loving hands have helped to build up ; a lifelike picture of a rcoiark*
able man, with his failings not unnoted, aud with vivid sketches of some of his frienils."

Mr. FiiEDKRiCR GnEKs«oot>, in the PALL MALL GAZETTE: " A truer or more complete portrait, if

one may say so who speaks from many long years of acuuaintanceship waa never drawn. ... A uohle history
of a powerful, generous, true and tender character."

New Volume of " The Dictionary of National Biography."
Ready this day, price 15s. net, in cloth ; or in half-morocco, marbled edges, 20s.

Volume XLIII. (OWENS—PASSELEWE) of the

DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIOGRAPHY.
Edited by SIDNEY LEE.

Vol. I. was publlsKed on January 1st, 1685, and a further Volume will be issued Quarterly
until the completion of the Work.

.\OTS.—A FViU Proipedtta o/^^ The Diciionai-fi of IVationnl Biogmphy." witkSiKcimm Pagnt, may hi had
upon application.

New Novel by D. Christie Murray.
Jus^- published, crown 8vo, Gs.

THE MARTYRED FOOL. By D. Christie Murray,
Author of '* Rainbow Gold," "Aunt Rachel," "Joseph's Coat," &c.

" A strong and interesting story, and as good as anything Mr. Christie Murray has yet written."
Paily ChronicU.

On July 4, crown 8vo, 6s.

GERALD EVERSLEY'S FRIENDSHIP: a Study
in Real Life. By the Rev. J. E. C. WELLDON, Headmaster of Harrow School.

FIFTY YEARS ; or. Dead Leaves and Living
Seeds. By the Rev. HARRY JONES, Prebendary of St. Paul's, Author of " Holiday
Papers,"

'"' East and West London," &c. Crown 8vo, 4s.

"There is STich a kindly liiiniour, such real common sense, and such a baokt^roand of cfllcicat and
successful work throughout, that these memories are delightful reading."—ifancAtjsfcr Guardutn.

OUR SCITJARE and CIRCLE ; or, the Annals of a
Little London House. By "JACK EASEL," sometime Punch's Roving Cor-
respondent. With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 68.

"The interest is purely humorous and domestic— Tlie hojk is always pleasaut to read, aud its humour
is not the lees amusing for being always refined."—A'co(<ma».

OFF THE MILL. By the Right Rev. Q. F. Browne,
D.C.L , Bishop of Stepney. With 2 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, fls.

"A collection of holiday papers fuU of tlic zest of travel, aa well ai happy humour aud vivacity of

description.'—Speaker.
, , . , „ ^.

'* Written in a lively and agreeable style, —ruiw*.

NEW VOLUME OF SMITH, ELDER & OO.'S POPULAR 23. and
2b. 6d. SERIES.

Ready tins day, fcap. 3vo. bcanlf., i>ictorial cover, 25. ; and limp rod cloth, 'In. Od.

WITH EDQED TOOLS. By Henry Seton Merri-
MAN, Author o£ " The .Slave of the Lamp," 4c.

NEW STORY BY S. R. CROCKETT.
NOTICE.-The OOKNHILL MAGAZINE for JtTLY contains tha

IreKinning of a new SERIAL STORY by 8. U, CROCKETT, Author of "Tho Raiders,"
" The Stickit Minister," Ac, entitled

CLEG KELLY, ARAB OF THE CITY:
His Frogress and Adventurea.

Also tbo conclusion of

MRS. HUMPHRY WARD'S " STORY of BESSIE
COSTRELL," and tho following contributions:—"THE ROMANCE of VIOLIN
COLLECTING"—"AT the WATERLOO BANQUET "—"THE SOWERS," by
Hekrt Setos Mebriman, Chaps. 21-21-"THB VALLEY of tho D'JDDOX"—
" STROLLERS," and " A BLACK FOREST WEDDING."

Siadij at all Booksellers and Newsajenls. Price Sfxp nee.

London : SMITH, ELDER & CO., 15, "Wateeloo Pucs, S.W.
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TABL1 OF OONTBHTS. rioi

F«oi-BK'ii EaoLMH Siiais ix ru> SlxTKEirm Oe>-
ii'iiT, by E. PcBCiLL M7

P»0». TVIMLL'S LlCIli«» OS LiTix PotiET, by
E. D. A. MoisHBiD S38

Tmi Li« o» Peihcipii CAi»»»j,by W. WiLLici . 53)

LurmtR'H A Vaoiboho ix BrAiK, by the Rev.
WUTVOBTB WXBaTBl US

Mis. Kkoikbb's CB!rrv>r OT Oibhih Ltkicb, by
C. M. AixvAS Sll

New Noteu, by Gboiob SiirrsBVEt . • ,641
CcEKESr Tbeoloov St2

Motes axd News (>43

USITEESITT JoTTiiras 5M
Obioixal Vbbsb: " With the TiDE,"byMU«PKicoeB 614

OBrri'ABY; Leoxabd A. Wheatlbt • • * • 614

Magazives ahd Reviews 616

Feikiax and DiTcu JorrixGD, by B. C. BBBinfAS • 616

Selected Foreioit Booxa 616
CoBBESrONDBXCB—
Th' Kaleiiditr in aall>a A XVllI., by WliiUey Stokes;

T/it Etymidogy «/ " Sholltrg," by the Rov. Dr.
E. McCluro ; A Bi.ihop of \Vincht9ler <l< JPei'pign't't i"

5^/)(«n^«r, HIS. by Sir James Ramsay . . • 616

ArroiNTMBXTS POB Next Wbbk 616

Dixon's Migratioit or BBmsH Birds, by the Key.
M. G. Watkihs 648

Corbempondevce—
" Virgil Concipiel," by F. C, Conybcaro . • • 617

Science Notes 647
Philology Notes . • • 617
Reports op Societies 647

Tri Rotal Acadeuv, IV., by Claudi Pbillips . 643
OBrrvARY : Henry Moore, R.A., 4c 548
DiscovBBiKS atSilciiesteb ...••. 619
Notes on Art and Abchaiolosy • i • . 519
Stage Notes 519
Opeba at Covsnt Gabden and Drukt Laxi, by J. 8.
Shbdlook 610

Rosenthal and Pasxriwsxi 550
Recent Concibtb ..•.••• 650
Music Notes ......,•• 650

TO LOVERS OF FIXE BOOKS.

RUSKIN'S POEMS. Edition de Luxe,
im. : vols., -ito. 63a.

WHYMPEE'S GREAT ANDES. First
Edition, Medium to, 1892, 2lt.

A few copies of the above, which are quite out of print—In tlie fineet
puesiblecoDclitioit—can be liad at the pubtislied pricea. as affixed, on
application, by letter, to Bihlio, 37, Perham Road, West Kensington,
London. W.

TOLITERARY MEN.—G. S.CUERYER,
MUrary Aernt, UNDEHTAKES ALL BRANXIIES of

lilTERAttV IICSINESS. K^iterences to Authors anil Editors. Type.
writing. IpUexing. and lu-nearoh.—Addreaa 4. Uoiithall Buildings. E.C

ASSISTANT EDITOR.—There ITa
Vacancy for an Assistant Editor on the Staff of a First-Class

l»aily Paper in India. Liberal in Politics. Literary (jualificatlons
must Ije of the highest, (iraduate preferretl. Good salary. Three
years' engagement —Ad<1ress, by letter only, " Indian EniToa," care of
itat^, tlcudy ACo ,37, Walbrook, London. E.C. Enclose not mnre
than three testimoniaU and 8i>ecimens of contributiona or leading
articles.

BL^CK FOREST, ^ERMANY.—OOT-
TAGE RESIDENCE TO BE LET FURNISHED, Angust

and September. Picturt'squely BUuate<l (banks of monntain lake)
amongst fine pines: altitude, 3,(KKi feet. iKively views; dry and
scasonetl. Drainagd excellent ; water supply pure and abundant.
£^*\ per month. Ixiat and piano included.—Full particulars and plioto-
griphs. Kii.MKxv. Clif-Uton. Torquay.

rpO INVALIDS.—A LIST of MEDICAL
-1- MEN in all n»rt«, wiUiDg to RECEIVE RESIDENT
PATIENTS, giving full particulars and terms, sent gratis. The list
Includes private attylums, 4c. ; schools also recommended.—Address
Mr. ». B. Stoceer, 8. Tiancaster Place. Strand. W.C.

TYPE-WRITING.
AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, &c.-

Scientific, Literary, and Medical MSS. carefully and promptly
typewritten by Ratke k Co.. Effingham House, Arundel Street,
Ptrand. W.C, Prirate room for dictation. Highest referenoee.
Tnuulationi.

fpHE AUTHORS' BUREAU, Limited.—
J- A Literary Syndicate and Press Agency. •* A Medium of
Communication between Authnrs, Editors, and PublieherB.'* Advises
Upon, revises, and negotiates MSS. Interviews by apiwintment only.
—Addresii the SEcaETARY, 3, Victoria-street, Westminster. __

PRINTING and'PUBLISHING. — To
AUTIIORS.-SpeciEl allantion given to the ahovo. Estimates

free. Accounts veriaed liy Ohartered Accountant.—Address Makaoeb,
Roihnrghe Press. 3. VictorU.<treet, Westminster.

ST. EDWARD'S SCHOOL, near
OXFORD—Public School, foundml isft'j, t<j provide Education

for rientlemcn's Sons in Preparation for UDirersities. Army. 4o., on
definite (hurch principles. Fees: £M per annum (Sons of Olergy-
men, £*»); Day Boys, 21 guineas. Oaiwical and Mwlem siilus.
8eholarBhii>B, £W to £20, July aoth.—Rct.T. Y. Hohson.M.A.. Warden.

gRITISH MUSEUM, BLOOMSBURY.

EVENING OPENING.
Prom MONDAY, 1st JULY, to SATURDAY, 10th ACKUST,

Inclnslre, tlie Ualleiies usuallr open from 8 to 10 ]>.m., will be L'LOdED
anring tboK hours, and will be OPEN from 6 to 8 p.m. instead.

E. Mai':(dk TiioursoN,

n-i.. I. .. .. Principal Librarian and Secretary.
_ Bribsh Mascnni, Mth June. 1895.

Cloth, price 3s. 6d., post free.

fJHEUMATISM and SCIATICA: their
--»' Nature, Lausei, and Treatment. By Jons II. Clabee, M.D.

I/.jndon : Jamu Errs k Co. (I,t<l.|, iro. Piccadilly, and 18, Thread-
uuedle Btniut.

New and Cheap Edition. '^Cloth, 2g. Cd

By AVERY MACALPINE, Author
Joel Marsh," &c.

Beady on the 2.5th instant.

of "Teresa Itasca," "Broken Wings

Conscience.

^ff • *'The studios of character ar.3 ciercrly consistent throughout, and Mr.

lyi O '*^ CJ Macalpine, with his genial analysis of the fealinga, can ba pathetic as well as

J.fJ. OL I 1 !j humoroui. The story is powerfully worked out. '

—

Tinu>.
" An extremely interesting and woU-writtca story."

—

Seolmntin.

" A decidedly pleasant novel."

—

Graphic.
" The book creates an agreeable impression from the outset

by the g^aoe and fiaish of the literary workmanship Its

p ^ (~'| fi,
charm consists in the treatment and in tlie happy blending of

^>rown svo, ^.^lotti.
rjinmtioism and realism in the concoptiju and delineation of the personages."

AT ALL —Seottish Leader.

LIBRARIES. "Tender, touching, boautiful, and true, are the adjectives one feels prompted
to apply to Mr. Avery Mioalpino's new novel, ' A Man's Canscieneo.' Every pjrsou in the book stands

out clear, lifelike, robust. Worthy of the art which numbers am-mg it« oxpououts three such men as

Meredith, Hardy, and Walter Bosant."—" T. P." in Sunday Sun.

"A very graceful story."

—

Morning I'ost.

" The story is well constructed and full of life."— Vvrld,
" Extremely well written."

—

Dail^ Chronicle.
" Will bo read with enjoyment."

—

Sunday Times.

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, & CO., Limited, St. Duaslan's House, Fetter Latie, E.C

PAHEEI {Edition de Luxe),
FORMiNO FIRST VOL. OF

WALL DRAWINGS OF EL KAB, UPPER EGYPT.

By J. J. TYLOR, RS.A., Assoc.M.Inst C.E.

To be obtained from Mr. QUARITOH, Messrs. KEGAN PAUL & CO
,

THE EGYPT EXPLORATION FUND.

PRICE £2 2s.

or

CHOICE BOOKS offered by

CHARLES LOWE, New Street^ Birmingliam.
Wholesale Depot :—

BASKERVILLE hall, BtUMINGUAM.
£ B. d.

Grote'p<ireece, 12 vols., best Edition, fine set, oloth ., ,. B 18 o
Ency. Britt., Eighth Edition, ^5 vols., as new 5 5
Country Seats, 7 V(d3., morocco extra, »« new (cost £21) .. G 15

Scott's NoveU. 48 vols., fine pet, half*ciilf (cost £:!(!) .. .. 8 8
Rawlinson'8 Seven Monarchies, 5 vols , comidete . . . . 8
Burton's Scotland, best Edition, 7 vols., choice Bft .. ..550
Freeman's Norman Coniiuest, 5 vols., full calf extra .. .. 4 10
Guillim's Heraldry, folio, fiue old copy (cost £1U) .. .. 3 S o
Defoe's Complete Works, 2() vols., cloth, fine set 8
Ackermann's Repository, nice Beries, 28 vols., r.are . . 12
Beauties of Enijlaud and Wales, 2(» vols., L.P.. a ffrand set . . H 10
Hameiton's Et^hiugs and Etchers, First Edition, fine copy., 5 18
JlofrartU's Works, royal folio, splendid plates 5 5
Collinsou's Somerset, y vols., fine copy 8
Motley's Works, best Editions, 9 vols., fine set 10 o
Deuchar's Etcbinirs, 3 vols., folio, blue morocco (cost £35) .. 8 8
Byron's Works, Murray '55, 6 vols., clothj uncut 2 2
Richardson's Jlansions, 4 vols., royal folio, nice set .. 18
Sportsman's Cabinet, 2 vols., First Edition, 4to, fine copy . . 5 5
Smollett's Works, 8 vols., 8vo, Ijest Edition, polishetl calf ,, 7
Knight's Shakespeare, 8 vols , full morocco extra, fine set . . S 5

L'hrarU$ Purchased or Valued.
TeleRraphic Address :—** Btwks, BirmiuRlmm."

CHARLES LOWE, NEW STREET. BIRMINGHAM.
Established Half a Century.

VNTiolesale and Export Depflt :—B.\sKKKvii.i.K Hall, Birmisoiiam.

At all Booksellers.

DIES IR-ffi.
The Story of a Spirit in Prison.

Fcap. 8vo, Is. Ocl.

*' A little attempt to rouse love for humanity, and enlist help (or
human misery The book should not be without efTect. There ia

great vividness and feeling in iV—Academy.
*'A plea for social service bo elo<iuent and so imjiregaiVG that ft

cannot fail to pro<luce a ^reat efFect "— M'cc-Wy Sun.
" The story is told in simple, beautiful language, and the tliought

tends to transform materialistic views of life and eternity into ethical
and spiritual conceptions of a high order."—^fanch68ter Guardian,
"A prose iioem."—SeoUigh Congregationalial.

_ WtLLiAM Blackwood &. Sonb, Edinburffh^and London.

REEVES & TURNER'S PUBLICATIONS.

Fourth Edition, thick rrown Hpo, cloth, Ss.

KEATS'S (JOHN) POETICAL WORKS.
Good T.vi«3 Edition. Edited by H. BUXTON FORMAN.
Illustrated with 16 Plates from the American Edition,
now first inserted.

2 T. Is , crown Rro. clotli, 12ei.

SHELLEY'S (PERCY BYSSHE) POETICAL
WORKS, Uomi)loto. GoodTvpo. Kditod by P. BUXTON
FORMAN.
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LITERATURE.
English Seamen in the Sixteenth Century. By

J. A. Froude. (LoDgmans.)

Mr. Froude's voice here speaks to us from
the tomb in tones as sonorous, as seductive

as ever. To most men old age, with its

longer, if dimmer, sight and its fading
ideals, brings a •willingness, nay, often a
desire, for revision and retractation of what
they have too rashly, too obstinately asserted

in their prime. Our great historian of the

Tudors, like Mr. Gladstone, was of tougher
metal. The latter never retracts ; he only
reconciles and harmonises. Froude did
neither. With his last breath he reiterates

once more, in his convincing tone of perfect

conviction, the doctrines which critics had
long ago rejected as paradox. He with-
draws not a syllable : not one loophole does
he leave for doubt of his lifelong con-

sistency. Over this death-bed impenitence
we do not mourn, but rather rejoice ; for

thus he has beat consulted for the interests

not only of his fame, but of historical

science. His teaching on the Tudor period
remains self-coneistent, homogeneous, and
unmistakable. Onesided it is ; but that
side is one which we cannot afford to

neglect, and never were partial truths
enforced with more eloquence and vigour.
Froude formed his view at an early stage,

somewhat hastily, as we think, but in his

own opinion with sufEcient deliberation.

The facts, as they first appealed to his

passionate nature, seemed to point to one
irresistible conclusion ; and from that first

to this last he could not understand how
any unbiassed mind could interpret them
otherwise. After puzzling for years over
the problem of our invincible ignorance,
he finally gave it up, and calmly went on
his way. There is something very beautiful
in this solitary independence—independence
it

_
was rather than eccentricity. Hostile

criticism must secretly have grieved if it

did not sting him. 8t. Paul could hardly
have been indifferent to the sneers of the
Athenian sophists. But men who are firmly
convinced that they have found the only
truth, and that that truth is vital truth,

cannot turn aside to trifle with cavillers.

Froude did not, could not, change, because
he had formed his opinions under influences
which never ceased to dominate him. His
natural temperament, strengthened perhaps
by early discipline, was accountable for

certain passionate attractions and repulsions

:

on these he constructed his historical creed,

the only one which could square with them

;

in this he never ceased to believe firmly,

because he never ceased to feel strongly,
or, as he would have put it, to love Justice

and Truth. Nor be it forgotten that
Freeman, too, had his creed, and that the
" I believe that Harold was the best
and strongest of kings " contained damna-
tory clauses omitted in the " I believe that
Henry was a credit to the Providence which
chose him for its Instrument." Froude's
fervour was apostolic: if only he could
convert us to the truth, he was prepared
to sacrifice applause, reputation, nay even
accuracy on points not essential. He never
actually perverts or garbles the facts ; his
fundamental error lies in his false conception
and false presentation of their comparative
importance. All that does not tell for his

argument seems to his eyes so trivial and
unimportant that he either omits it or
mentions it in a cold, half-hearted manner,
in contrast with the artful prominence he
ensures by his eloquence to every trifle on
his own side. Ail this is advocacy, not
history ; but it is sincere advocacy. Hence
its value. Froude's view of the Eeforma-
tion period is not wrong : it is only insuffi-

cient. He, more vividly than any other
historian, has traced the working of the
National Eeformation spirit. That spirit

did exist, did work wonders ; but it did
not exist alone, nor does it account for

everything. Yet so subtle was it, so difii-

cult sometimes to trace, so easily lost sight

of amid the intricate counter-play of foreign

policy, commercial jealousies, social evolu-

tion, and personal intrigue, that its true

features could only be apprehended by
treating it as the main thread of a history

of the times—a history which must perforce

be partial, onesided, and rhetorical. This
should be a sufficient vindication of his

position
;

yet none the less I have never
risen from the periisal of Froude's persuasive
pages without grave doubts whether what
we gain in clearer vision, in prejudices

corrected, in patriotism stimulated, is not

overbalanced by the grievous wounds to

our preconceived—or, if you will, our pre-

judiced—notions of right and wrong. Is

it well for patriotism, for humanity, for

religion, that we should be taught to

palliate crimes so insolent and so vile as

those perpetrated in their sacred names ?

These reflections find fresh illustration in

Mr. Froude's last book. There is the old

artful, almost wilful, distortion of the pro-

portions of facts. Thus, on p. 12, it suits

him to treat the dissolution of the abbeys as

a mere episode in naval history. After

describing Henry's capture of the Flemish
privateers, he continues thus

:

" Danger at home growing more menacing,
and the monks spreading the fire which grew
into the Pilgrimage of Grace, Henry suppressed

the abbeys, sold the lands, and with the proceeds

armed the coast with fortresses. ' You threaten

me,' he seemed to say to them, ' that you will

use the wealth our fathers gave you to over-

throw my Government aud bring in the

invader. I will take yoiur wealth, and I will

use it to disappoint your treachery.' You may
see the remnants of Henry's work in the

fortresses anywhere along the coast from
Berwick to the Land's End."

Could anything be more audacious ? Froude
knew well enough that the Patriot-King

had squandered already vast treasures,

inherited and stolen ; that the national

defence was not even one of his motives
|

for robbing the abbeys ; and that, as a fact,

only a very small part of the spoils were de-
voted to that object. The passage is highly
characteristic. Granunatically analysed it

cannot be proved untrue in any single
clause, but the impression adroitly con-
veyed is utterly false. Or again, how
artfully all tlurough does he contrive
to distinguish between Catholic and Pro-
testant atrocities? With a good deal of
seeming fairness and compliment to the
opposition, he forces on us the impression
that the English were martyrs : mostly
poor honest sailors, a little rough perhaps
in hand and tongue, ignorant, unlettered
men, quite inoffensive and quiet in the
Spanish ports till they were called on to
deny their God and Queen, when naturally
their blood rose, they bore their testimony
(as Mr. Laughton has pointed out, in very
aggressive fashion), and so were cruelly

inquisitioned and done to death. With the
Spanish Catholics, on the other hand, he
forces us to associate pictures of haughty
foreigners always wanting to interfere in
England (as a fact, Philip was only too
anxious to leave us alone), of spies and
plotters, and the black-robed familiars of

the Inquisition. The ghastly " atrocities
"

of Elizabeth's privateers are glorified, rather
than excused, very much in Stevenson's
manner. Greater ruffians than Drake and
Hawkins never escaped the gallows, yet
after all they were fine men and great
heroes. What Froude says about them is

really true enough ; but it is only part of

the truth, and is too loudly, too trium-
phantly said. Everywhere one must be on
the watch to revise and supplement his

confident judgments.
The book lends itself to endless comment

and contradiction. But of about thirty

points I jotted down, I will just barely
refer to a few. Thus (p. 24), Froude has
strangely omitted to include the " Homily
on Fasting " in his argument. His defenoe

(p. 33) of Elizabeth's embezzlement of the

Genoese treasure is far too audacious. He
adroitly (p. 38) ascribes to Las Casas opinions

on ethnology three centuries before they were
invented. Father Parson's report, here for

the first time, I believe, printed in full, is

highly valuable, nor can we cavil at the use

Froude makes of it. He fails in his attempt

(p. 144) to prove that Drake's raid was a
necessity, and becomes almost truculent in

defending the destruction of St. Domingo.
Nor can he explain (p. 138) why Elizabeth

did not try—as she might easily have
done—to cajole and win over Philip to a

secret understanding. How can he have
mistaken (p. 150) the escutcheon over the

gate at St. Domingo—the globe, the horse,

and the scroll, "Non sufficit orbis"—for
'

' the arms of Spain " ? Lajstly, as much by
his silence as by his admissions—he does

not even refer to the Tilbury speech—he

shows that Elizabeth had no share whatever

in the glory of the Armada. All through

she was a positive drag on the efforts of her

defenders. This is only too true—the more
the pity. Elizabeth is becoming a night-

mare. We all know, as her subjects knew,

that she was at bottom a great and patriotic

ruler, but she seems to delight in giving us

the lie and quenching our enthusiasm. And
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to think that fool* have called her masculine,

unfeminine ! She was woman to the core.

As a woman she could not resist that supreme
zealiaation of power, the luxury of indulging

her whims and freaks at a critical moment.
Few men dare do this. Her sole, per-

haps sufficient, defence is that men like

Cecil and Drake continued to believe in

and look up to the cranky, fickle, cheese-

paring, short-tempered old maid. Clearly

they were not just making the best of a
bad bargain, or comparing hfr with a future

Mary or James, but saw behind her pro-

voking eccentricities a goodly reserve of

sense and vigour which they might count on

in the last resort. And this faith seems to

have stood the shock of her astounding
perversity during those anxious months of

1588.

One cannot leave this last work of a hand
80 lately fallen without quoting the prophetic

words with which he concludes, so felicitously

do they recall that moral, humanitarian,

and patriotic aspect of the Tudor period

which had fascinated him from first to last.

The sequel of the Armada, he says,

"must be left to other lectures, or to other
lecturers who have more years before them than
I. My own theme has been the poor Protestant
adventurers who fought through that perilous

week in the English Channel, and saved their

country and their country's libsrty."

E. PuECELL.

Zattn Poetry. Lectures delivered in 1893
on the Percy TurnbuU Memorial Founda-
tion in the Johns Hopkins University. By
E. Y. Tyrrell. (Macmillans.')

This is the third series of lectures delivered,

as I understand, in memory of a gifted life,

too soon cut short, which has been gprace-

fully and pathetically commemorated by this

endowment of its favourite studies. The
first course was delivered by Mr. E. C.

Stedman on " The Nature and Elements of

Poetry "; the second by Prof. Jebb on " The
Growth and Influence of Classical Greek
Poetry." Prof. Tyrrell follows them,
modestly (Pref., p. ix) disclaiming rivalry

with " thMe two masterly volumes," and
taking Latin poetry for his province. His
eight lectures rangefromEnnius andNaevius
to Claudian, and he appends an interesting

survey of recent translations of Virgil ; in

which, it may be said in passing, he does
justice to Canon Thomhill's somewhat
underrated version, rather less than justice

to Conington and Morris, and gives a dis-

criminating praise to the poetic taste, but
not to the chosen metre, of the late Lord
Bowen.

I regret that I have not read Mr. Sted-
man's course, and am, therefore, unable to
measure the justice of Prof. Tyrrell's dis-

claimer. In comparison with Prof. Jebb,
he suffers from his subject. No skill, no
enthusiasm, can really bring the Latin poets
into the same class as the Greek. Even
Lucretius, Catullus, and Virgil—men of

genius, if there is such a thing in the
world—do not stand upon their own feet,

as Homer, Pindar, Aeschylus stand. Hence
Prof. Tyrrell is driven into a certain con-
tentiousness, quite unlike Prof. Jebb's
serene exposition of Hellenic poetry, and

into forced though ingenious theories : such
as that on pp. 14-19, where he maintains
Cicero's claim to be a great poet, only
eclipsed by his greater fame as an orator.

He even thinks that the redoubtable

" tortunatam natam me consule Bomam "

is really a good verse, not a bad one,

because Cicero, who as an orator was so

euphonious, <
' cannot have fallen inadver-

tently into the collocation of natam natam."
But has anyone said it was inadvertent ?

That a good orator should be a bad poet
is no strange or omtradictory thing: the
truth is that, in oratory and poetry alike,

Cicero, when referring to himself, falls

readily into fustian and braggadocio. These
are unpoetical qualities, and, when com-
bined with an incidental cacophony, get
themselves remembered, perhaps too spite-

fully.

Still, in his first two lectures. Prof.

Tyrrell makes the earlier stages of Latin
poetry as interesting as the facts of the
case allow. One might wish, perhaps, for

a fuller treatment of Terence. The com-
parative decorum, the touch of humane
optimism and refinement in his plays, seem
hardly adequate passports to such a post-

humous fame as he has achieved. It is

by one who knows the ground as thoroughly
as Prof. Tyrrell does, that one would be glad
to be instructed why something which is

always on the very verge of dulness has
yet lived and thriven.

The third lecture, on "Lucretius and
Epicureanism," is, I think, the most ardent
and interesting thing in the book. It is

fall of eloquence and discrimination ; it puts

the man Lucretius, his temper, his intellec-

tual provocations, his climbing ardour, his

scientific insight, his single-hearted admira-
tion for his Grecian teacher, his claim to take
a place among the great poets of the world,

excellently before us. If it errs at all, it

errs in a sort of half-apologetic tone about
Lucretius' anti-Theism, I could under-
stand this tone if the lecture were intended
for ingenuous schoolboys ; but, surely, for

any one else it is unnecessary. Whatever
may be the " moral consequences of

Atheism," they can hardly be so subtle, so

certain to deprave, so calculated to en-

courage the worst elements in human
nature, as a belief in capricious, sensual, or

vindictive powers, ready to connive if duly
propitiated with blood. Lucretius saw
what it came to, and spoke out. The im-
perishable lino

—

" Tantnm Relligio potuit suadere maloium "

is not a shriek of audacity, nor a catching-

up of " the first weapon that came to hand "

(p. 64) : it is about the most powerful piece

of moralising that ever was written, and
clings " like the shirt of Nessus," round
the limbs of theological ferocity.

I do not know whether the interesting

parallel (p. 80) between Lucretius and Swift,

in reference to one point, is drawn for the
first time by Prof. Tyrrell. But I venture
to ask whether he quotes a phrase in Swift's

self-composed epitaph rightly as " Ubi saeva
indignatio cor nan lacerat ? " I speak from
memory and cannot verify at this moment,
but should it not run ulteriiis cor lacerare

nejuit ?

Scarcely less good is the earlier part of

the fourth lecture, dealing with Catullus,

the poet " of disprized love" (p. 90), most
sympathetically, in spite of a certain dis-

position to moralise on the impropriety of

the poet's relations with Lesbia, and his
" na>/ unconsciousness of the existence of a
moral law" (p. 101), which is compared to

Shelley's invitation to Harriet to come and
join Mary and himself in Switzerland.

This is very piquant, but I must confess

that I think it is a little hard—on Catullus.

The appreciation (pp. 112-116) of the
" Attis leaves nothing to be desired : and
the comparison, at the end of the lecture,

between Propertius and Ovid, in their use

of the elegiac couplet, is very well drawn.
But Ovid seems to have had the singular

good fortune to have his quantity mistaken
for his quality.

The fifth lecture, on Virgil, though elo-

quently and gracefully written, does not, I

think, contain any fresh ideas on that almost

exhausted theme. The pages (145-153) on
the "Famous Passages in Virgil" are

excellent : it may be remarked in passing

that the note on p. 146, acknowledging
obligations to Mr. Myers, makes a confusion

between two bearers of that name, and that

the refetenca at the foot of p. 127 contains

an unfortunate misprint.

The sixth lecture, on Horace, has not the

high literary merit of that on Lucretius,

but it is infinitely the most agitating thing

in the book. It is, to put it briefly, a
strenuous attack on Horace's claim to be con-

sidered an original poet at all. Prof. Tyrrell

recognises that he lacks orthodoxy on this

subject, and indeed gives a comical account

(p. 165) of the attacks made upon him
"by country gentlemen and others," on a
previous occasion, for his iconoclasm. Let
it not be supposed, however, that it is

through prejudice against the man that he
underrates the poet. Horace himself could

hardly desire more kindly tears on his yet

warm ashes than the pages (208-215) in

which the iconoclast of his purely poetic repu-

tation does justice to his tone and character.
" Horace is at the very opposite pole to

snobbishness. There is not a trace

in his writings of mean admiration of

mean things, nor is there a sign of syco-

phancy or subserviency in his character

and conduct." But of originality, in his

poems, there is little or none, according

to Prof. Tyrrell. The Satires are mainly
Lucilius refurbished ; so are some of the

Epistles ; the Odes and Epodes are modelled

on the Greek ; their imagery is Greek (see,

e.g., pp. 186-7), or, when it is not (pp.
184-5), it is bad, and, probably, Lucilian.

Moreover, Horace was not really a lover of

the country, because (p. 191) he puts

eloquent praise of it into the mouth of the

fenerator Alfius, and ends his pretty descrip-

tion of pine, poplar, and prattling brook

(p. 190) with some moralising about death,

showing that his sentiment is philosophical,

not romantic. Above all, his love-songs

are unreal—" bright scentless flowers which

charm the eye, but do not carry to the

heart that message of memory and associa-

tion with which the perfume of flowers is

charged "
(p. 205).

,
So pungent is this attack on Horace that
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I heartily hope that it will bo read and
perpended by all lovers of the bard. Their

first remarks will, I should suppose, be
scarcely articulate or coherent. What they

will say subsequently is matter of divina-

tion. But one of them would say, as to the

want of originality in topic, that a similar

argument would prove Shakspere an imi-

tator and Tennyson a hopeless plagiarist.

The argument that Horace did not care for

the country because he put its praises in the

mouth of Alfius, would, mutatis mutandis,

prove that Byron did not care for Greece

because he put the " Isles of Greece " into

the mouth of a poetical cheap-jack. The
inference that his love songs are insincere

because you cannot fit them to an amour or

follow them up to a flirtation, will merely

amuse those to whom
" Felices ter et ampliua

QwB irjupta tenet copula, ntc malia

Divulius queiimoniia
Supiema citiua solvet amor die !

"

seems to give a glimpse of the real Horace
whom great minds loved. "What Prof.

Tyrrell, 6t(TLv SLa(jiv\.aTTmv, has momentarily
forgotten, is that a poet, whether he is

sketching character in satires and epistles,

praising the country, or writing love songs,

draws upon certain spiritual resources which
cannot be identified with his material ex-

periences.

The two last lectures, on "Latin Satire
"

and " Latin Poetry of the Decline " will be
read with pleasure, especially the former,

which seems to seize a few points

in Juvenal's style which have been in-

sufficiently noted. But here, too, the

moralist seems to get hold of the lecturer,

inspiring him with doubts whether Juvtml
has not "a secret pruriency" as well

as " an apparent gusto," &c. (p. 239).

These conundrums are rather for a sermon
than a lecture : let us not judge a poet by a
confessor, but by a poet—Juvenal, e.g., by
Victor Hugo

:

" Juvenal, qui peignit C9 goufEce univeiEel,

Eat btatue aujourd'faui ; la etatue est de eel,

8eul6 sous le nocturne dOtne.'

Of Lucan and Martial, all the adverse things

Eaid by Prof Tyrrell are true—their merits,

and particularly those of the former, per-

haps hardly meet their due. Greatly daring,

the Professor extracts (p. 291) from Statius
" the very worst line in Latin poetry." It

is, indeed, hard to imagine a worse.

One or two minor points may be men-
tioned. We will not protest against

"skillfully," "ollense," "groveling," "mar
veloup," " reveled," " morgage "

: but we
do demur to the last complete sentence

on p. 227, and to the last two lines quoted

on p. 2.5C. And are Stevenson's " Merry
Men" rightly described (p. 110) as "a
waterfall " ?

E. D. A.. MOESHEAD.

Zt/e and Letters of John Cairni, D.D , LL.B.
By Alexander E. Macewen. (Hodder
& Stoughton.)

" Oairn-8 ok Berwick," as the late Principal

of the United Presbyterian College in Edin-

burgh was known long after he had ceased

to be " of Berwick," merited some memorial

stone in the shape of a biography. But

Dr. Macewen's piety is too colossal. Here
we have nearly 800 pages devoted to a
man who, in the ordinary sense, led a sin-

gularly uneventful life, who had no love

affairs to speak of and no tragedies, whose
interests, indeed, were purely ecclesiastical

and theological. Moreover, Dr. Macewen
has distended his book by quoting in full

a vast number of quite unimportant letters.

It was unnecessary, for example, to give

this note from America :

" Oa the 17th Dr. Matthews wrote me from
Quebec to explore the scene of Wolfe's battle.

I have seen enough of Canada and the States
to learn the world-wide importance of his

victory, making the destinies of America Anglo-
Saxon and not French. The Presbyterian
College here is a beautiful academic retreat."

Surely, too, we might have been spared
such commonplace bachelor reflections as :

"I rejoice in the gambols and pranks of

children ; but I cannot say that I feel any
serious regret that I have none of my own.
I wish those who have that felicity much
comfort in it, and much wisdom and grace to

manage things rightly ; and I am perfectly

satisfied to rejoice in their triumphs and
successes."

One has but to compare this extract from a
letter with the following from another

which appears on the opposite page to see

the sort of thing that Dr. Macewen ought

to have omitted and to have given. Cairns

writes thus of the sermons of Robertson of

Brighton

:

" There is fine thought, fine style, fine sympathy
with the present moods of English feeling, but
I think, on the whole, poor divinity, and more
power to flash light on the sides of questions

than to illustrate them in their completeness

and symmetry. It is Amoldism in its aphelion,

and I fear will not come back to the sun."

" Amoldism in its aphelion" is an epigram-

matic flash of a kind so rare in Cairns,

who was usually slow and sure in his

intellectual movements, that Dr. Macewen
would have been very unwise to have kept

it back. The letters he gives are out of all

proportion to the life which it is their object

to elucidate. Had one half of them been

kept back, and the remainder very much
condensed, we should have had a volume

of some three hundred pages, which would

have been a really important contribution

to the history of church life and philosophical

thought in latter-day Scotland.

For John Cairns, though not quite

the equal of Thomas Chalmers—as his

enthusiastic biographer appears inclined to

think—was a man whose story merited

telling. His portrait suggests a plain-faced,

substantial, " buirdly " Scottish (unmis-

takably, nay terribly, Scottish) shepherd.

And there was a great deal of intellectual

" buirdliness " about his character. But he

was not a genius, and he probably knew it.

After reading this book, one can hardly help

wondering how it came about that a man
who read and reflected so much—he would

think nothing of reading a hundred pages

of Kant in a night—should have written

so little. In some quarters this has, I see,

been regretted. But Cairns was probably

wise for his own comfort, and for his reputa-

tion as well. He found pleasure in reading

many old things, but he had really no new
story to tell. It is not remarkable that he

should be found good-naturedly accepting

the description of "heavy" as applied

to a magazine article of his by some critic.

He was, in fact, a remarkable example of

what may be done by steady plodding.

Though not born to absolute poverty—he
never seems, at all events, to have been
threatened by want—his father was only a
shepherd on the Lammermoors, whose earn-

ings were never more than £30 a year,

and who had to support on that sum a
household of ten. Cairns had therefore^

while still a student in the most ele-

mentary sense of the word, to act as

a herd-boy, and traditions are afloat

of his wandering about the fields with
a book in his hand and a pease bannock
sticking out of his pocket. But, when the

inevitable money difficulties were overcome,

and he was enabled to go to college, he
distinguished himself in the way in which
so many sons of poor parents have done in

Scotland. He was the most remarkable of

all the pupils of Sir William Hamilton.
Nature and education would appear to have
marked him out to be a professor of logic

or of moral philosophy in a Scottish uni-

versity. This ambition he might, without

much difficulty, have gratified, as his lines

fell on those comparatively pleasant days

when Scottish University professors were

not taken exclusively from Oxford. But, till

late in life, he resisted all overtures made him
to accept an academical position, although

he helpel two friends, McDougall and
Fraser, to secure chairs. His assistance in

the latter case brought him into antagonism

with Christopher North's son-in-law, the

really brilliant Ferrier, who was allowed

to languish in a comparatively secondary

position at St. Andrews. Cairns naturally

entered the ministry of the sect to which

he belonged by birth—the United Pres-

byterian Church; and, having obtained

the charge of Berwick-on-Tweed, he lived

and worked hard there in perfect con-

tentment and in the enjoyment of great

popularity, till he was finally called to

Edinburgh to become in due course Prin-

cipal of his Church's chief college, and

guide of that Church's policy. AH through"

his life he gives one the impression of a

massive but commonplace and almost canine

sagacity. He could carry through with

care and energy whatever task was set to

him in the ordinary course of duty as a

minister, and ultimately as the leader of

the United Presbyterian Church. There is

no doubt whatever that he was a faithful

" pastor," discharging the often dreary

drudgery of his position with cheerfulness

;

there is no less doubt that, when his Church

entered upon its abortive—its thenabortive

—

negotiations for union with the Free Church,

the other leading dissenting Presbyterian

body in Scotland, he was as good a guide as

in all probability it could have secured.

Sometimes, as has been seen, Cairns strikes

out an epigram—or something better than

an epigram—by sheer hard-headedness.

Take, by way of fresh example, what he

says of the Burnet prize essays on theism,

which were of considerable pecuniary

value : "If a man has any ideas

relative to the existence of God that he

judges worthy of £1800, he will not wait.
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till the prize movee him to reveal them ' to

those that sit in darkness.' " But when he

gets out of his depth, especially in the

criticism of men who (annot be judged

by ordinary standards, he flounders sadly.

Here, for instance, is all that a visit to

Hauchline suggests to him :

" In the town is the house of Gavin Hamilton,

who did him [Burns] no good ; and the tombs
that cover the spot whore the tents stood in the

days of the Holy Fair, with the gill-shop of

Foosie Nancy among others. It was a very

miserable time ; but poor Burns was not up to

it, and the old people still talk of the social

excommunication that had begun to fall on
him, at least in serious circles. It is hard to

reconcile such wonderful genius with such
recoil of the best from him."

The late Principal Shairp himself could

not have beaten the wooden self-righteous-

neaa of " who did him no good" and the

"recoil of the best from him," or the

fatuity of "It was a very miserable time

;

but poor Bums was not up to it."

Dr. Macewen has discharged his duty
with conscientiousness and judgment. He
writes with an ease and grace which g^ve a
special charm to his too few passages of

narrative, uninterrupted by letters and ex-

tracts from diaries or from "interviews"
such as the one—not particularly notable

—

Cairns had with Wordsworth. It was in-

evitable that the man who, after Hamilton's
death, was regarded as the first of Scottish

metaphysicians, and who was the leader of

the Union and Disestablishment movements
in his Church, should have been engaged in

some bitter controversies. But Dr. Macewen
spares his readers this bitterness, because,

no doubt, he is not a keen polemic
himself. As I have said, the book is too

large ; it contains too many letters, and too

many quotations from long speeches. But
taken as a whole it is one that cannot be
overlooked by the serious student of Scottish

sociology, ecclesiastical life, theological pro-

gress, or metaphysical speculation.

William Wallace.

A Vagabond in Spain. By C. Bogue LufE-

mann. (John Murray.)

We opened this book with the hope of find-

ing some such treat as that which George
Borrow's Jiibh in Spain and Gypsies in Spain
gave to their early readers. Never were
expectations more miserably disappointed.
The book is not to be named with Borrow's.
This, perhaps, is not to be wondered at ; for

such a writer as George Borrow is not bom
every day. But the book compares most
unfavourably with works of far less renown.
It would be absurd to compare it with Eose's
Untrodden Spain and Among the Spanish
People, or with Campion's Oti Foot in Spain.
In the first part, as far as to Zaragoza, Mr.
Luffmann follows nearly the same route as
Campion : both walked, but what a differ-

ence in the value and character of the in-

formation given. Campion, with no pretence
to science or learning of any kind, told us
much that was really worth knowing. Luff-
maun, who states on his letters of credentials
that

"he has been in the employment of the
Oovemments of New Zealand, Victoria, South

Australia ; that he is a geologist, entomologist,

naturalist, and journalist ; that the object of his

travel is to study the development and practises

of agriculture
"

(and he loves to flaunt all this in the eyes of

rural authorities, alcaldes, &c ), yet tells us

not a single fact on these subjects worth

anything. His few attempts at geological

comment are simply ludicrous ; those on

agriculture show that he has not the faint-

est idea of what are the real conditions, the

hindrances and drawbacks to the success of

agriculture in Spain. The book might have

afforded incidentally some little information,

if dates had been duly given. Thus, we
should have liked to know the date of the

sharp white frost beyond Cordova (p. 274),

but the only day or month named is that of

the start from Biarritz, on July 6, 1893. He
writes of any place not at all according to

what it really is, but according to his own
feelings, or according to whether he has

been well or badly treated therein.

The spirit of the whole book may be

judged by two or three extracts. On p. Ill

we read

:

' The town occupies a very fine position on
the side of a steep hill, and I have no doubt
that if it had treated me well I should be able

to say some kind things about it. Medinaceli

blesses him that ' gives,' and spurns him that
' takes,' so, cursing the hardness of its heart, I

went down the hill to the modern 'pueblo,'

Salinas."

P. 145 :

" "Well pleased with Pinto—a tramp is always
well pleased when he is well treated—I set out
for Aranjuez."

He is made much of as an Englishman
at the little town of Orgaz, in the province

of Toledo, and therefore (p. 169): "The
organ, with its horizontal trumpet pipes,

sent forth lovely music, and the singing in

this unknown country church was heavenly,

I was so rejoiced that tears rushed to my
eyes," &c. All through the North of Spain
our traveller was incommoded by the heat,

and was besides unwell ; so everything there

is described in the darkest colours.

Mr. Luffmann poses as a tramp, and
expects the authorities to treat him as one

by giving him free lodgings and food. He
has printed in the forefront of his volume
facsimiles of the visas of some of these

authorities " socorrido con una peseta";

yet, while thus posing and living on
public charity (and he freely pilfers fruit

trees and vineyards as he goes along), he
is exceedingly indignant if really taken for

a tramp. Thus (p. 24)

:

" I met a fat priest who smiled benignly on me.
I asked him if he spoke English, and the old

rascal replied that he ' didn't intend to !
' I

was furious, and asked him how he could
possibly desire to remain ignorant of a lan-

guage that gave so much delight to half the

millions of tiie earth. ' No entiendo,' he said

again. Then he pulled a two-centime bit out
of his greasy pocket, and held it out to me.
I took this as a signal to decamp !

"

Mr. Luffmann would have mr believe that

he is a man of science and culture. He
does indeed go out of his way to visit

Argasamilla and the " Ojos de la Guadiana,"
the " Cave of Montesimos," and the Fulling
Mills, on account of their connexion with

the Quixote ; but the description which he
gives tells us singularly little. In general,

his ignorance is astounding. He is fond of

visiting churches, but his descriptions of

architecture are a puzzle. A "dome"
seems to be a frequent feature of Spanish

churches (p. 89). At Zaragoza (p. 66) " the

grand altar has stalls like those in Henry
the Seventh's chapel at Westminster "

; at La
Almunia are "acolytes in cardinal and
white, with their chalices and lamps adorned

with emerald-green ribbons." He is ready

to swallow any nonsense the natives may
thrust upon him. Thus at Gallur (p. 48)

:

" By desire of the mayor I beg to inform

you that GaUur is not to be found on any

map." To this is appended a note : " I

have since discovered that Gallur is clearly

marked in the map to accompany Murray's

Handbook," and (p. 83) " El Frazne is not

marked on the map, but it ought to be."

We take up the two first road maps of

Spain at hand, one of 1823, the other of

1838, and find the two places marked on
both of them.
There is a good deal of difference between

the first and last halves of the volume.

After he has passed Madrid and Toledo

(where on p. 161 is a note from " Shea ")

the descriptions of the towns are much
more in the ordinary guide-book style. Yet

even here we are told at Ciudad-Eeal, in the

processions (p. 176), " wave banners which

were borne aloft before the centuries of our

era were in their teens." The battle of the

Bridge of Alcolea, fought(though he does not

tell us when) on September 28, 1868, is thus

described on the spot from local informa-

tion :
" Here Isabella, with her insurgent

troops, met her foes and took a beating

from them in very good style. ... A fine

bridge over the Guadalquiver was held by
the imperial troops." He does not tell us on

which side these imperial troops fought, but

I think every reader will acknowledge that

Mr. Luffmann's description of the battle is

hard to beat. Yet it is almost surpassed by
the story of the military ball at Aranjuez

in 1809 (pp. 150, 151).

Of course the whole book is not like this.

Mr. Luffmann has been an actor, and his

opinion on Spanish acting has some value.

There is a good story of a pretended blind

man on p. 120. When not put out by per-

sonal mishaps he has an eye for scenery

:

but this does not affect the general character

of the work. The value of the information

gained from the natives may be to some
extent gauged by the knowledge of Spanish

displayed. Suffice it to say that scarcely a

word, certainly no phrase in Spanish, is

rightly given in the whole book. Thus we
have at " Zaragoza La Zeo " for La Seo,

" por une aracion de la noche," " este " for

esta (the verb). " Felicitie " twice, " todas el

mundo," "nofaulte," " une Moro," " Buena
Eetiro," "mil gracia"; and even such a

common word as " paseo " appears first as

"pasco," then as " poseo." And yet the

honoured name of John Murray is on the

title-page of this book ! Is there no London

publisher who can be trusted to put

forth a few words of Spanish without print-

ing them after the fashion of " English as

she is spoke " ?

On p. 29 we read: "My two days and

I
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nights in Pamplona cost me nine pesetas
fifty centimes {i e., about Ts.)

;
yet I marched

out of the gate of San Nicolas little wiser
for my sojourn there." These last words
will accurately describe the state of mind
of Mr. Luffmann's readers after a perusal
of his book.

Wentwoeth Websteb.

A Century of German Lyrics. By Kate
Freiligrath Kroeker. (Heinemann.)

All lovers of German poetry will welcome
this charming little volume. Some of the
contents have already seen the light. This
is the case with the translations from
Heine and Freiligrath, the former of which
appeared in the "Tauchnitz" edition, and
the latter in Mr. "Walter Scott's " Canter-
bury Series." Mrs. Kroeker, however, pub-
lishes here, for the first time, a version of
her father's fine poem, "Das Hospital
SchifE," which possesses a peculiar interest
for the English reader. Most of the others
are also here presented to the public for the
first time

There is a sense in which the task under-
taken by the translator of foreign poetry
is an impossible one ; and we doubt if,

among the large number of poems which
have been " done into English " by a long
list of translators, a single example of the
art of perfect translation can be found.
Even the very best could be adversely
criticised from some point of view. But
while the task may thus be described, from
a high critical standpoint, as well-nigh
impossible, there are not a few which
very nearly meet all requirements. Sir
Walter Scott's version of Goethe's
" Erlkonig " and Burger's " Lenore " will
occur to most readers as examples of the
highest art of translation. The two rocks
upon which a translator is most liable to
split are, on the one hand, too slavish
adherence to the original, and, on the other
hand, too great freedom. To be true to the
original, and, at the same time, to produce
a version devoid of that stiffness, which is

too common a characteristic of translations,
is no easy task. To produce a translation,
which to the reader unacquainted with its

original is not suggestive of the fact that
i", is a translation, and, at the same time,
to retain the spirit of the original, should
be the aim of all who essay this most
difficult art.

Two qualities must be possessed by the
ideal translator. He should, in the first place,
possess a wide and intimate knowledge of
the languages implicated, and, in the second
place, he should be himself a poet. Mrs.
Freiligrath Kroeker may be slid to possess
in no small degree both these qualities.
Not merely has she inherited from her father
a name illustrious in the annals of German
poetry, and also not a little of his poetic
genius, as the readers of the Academy have
had an opportunity of knowing ; while her
intimate knowledge of the English language
—she has lived most of her life in London

—

furnishes her with the other essential

qualification.

This volume, while it includes examples
from most of the best known of German
lyrists, cannot be regarded as by any

means a representative collection; for it

contains no selections from such deservedly
popular lyrists as Theodor Storm, Georg
Herwegh, Julius Sturm, Carmen Sylva,
Conrad Ferdinand Meyer, Arthur Fitger,
Friedrick Bodenstedt, and Eudolf Baum-
bach. Heine is naturally most largely
drawn upon. On the whole we venture to
think that Mrs. Kroeker has been least
successful in her translations of Heine.
No doubt, in this respect, she is like
most -who have essayed the task; for
Heine is, as all students of German
poetry well know, the most difficult of all
poets to translate. Next to Heine the most
numerous selections are from Freiligrath,
and here Mrs. Kroeker is much more suc-
cessful. Especially fine is her rendering of
her father's poem, " The Trumpet of Grave-
lotte," where the swing of the original
is well maintained. In all some twenty-
eight poets are represented, those most
largely drawn upon—in addition to Heine
and Freiligrath — being Goethe, Klaus
Groth, Wilhelm Miiller, Euckert, Uhland,
Gottfried Keller, and Eichendorff.
We are sorry that our limits do not per-

mit us to make any extended quotations.
Space may be found, however, for the
following little poem by Eduard Moerlke,
whose name is probably little known in this
country :

—

OXB LITTLB HOUR EEB DAY.

" The while I sleeping lay
One little hour ere day,

Before my window on the tree
A swallow Bang this song to mr.
One little hour ere day.

" Now listen to my lay,

Thy lover I betray
The while I sing this song to thee,
Another maiden kisseth he
One little hour ere day."

" Oh, me, no further say !

Ah I bush, no more betray \

Fly, swallow, from my sill away.
Ah, love and faith, a dream are they
One Utile hour ere day !

"

Here and there unfortunately Mrs.
Kroeker's translations are marred by the
use of awkward inversions, a defect common
to most translations, and by a too literal

adherence to the original, manifested by
translating certain untranslatable German
particles. On the whole, however, and
despite these defects, Mrs. Kroeker's tasteful

volume is to be warmly welcomed ; and will

doubtless do much to make more widely
known the beauties of German lyrical

poetry.

C. M. AlKMAN.

NEW NOVELS.

The Master. By I. Zangwill. (Heinemann.)

Chimaera. By F. Mabel Eobinson. (Heine-

mann.)

At the First Corner.

(John Lane.)

Und r God's Shy.

(Innes.)

For the Sake of
Marion Mole.

Everyday') News,

TJnwin.)

By Marriott Watson.

By Daas Cromarty.

a Slandered Woman. By
(Blackwoods.)

By 0. E. Francis. (Fisher

The Roly Estate. By W. H. Wilkins and
Frank Thatcher. In 3 vols. (Hutchinson.)

A Fatal Reservation. By E. 0. Frowse
(Smith, Elder & Co.)

It is very interesting to read a man's work
for the first time, and to discover that it
is quite different from the impression which
you have, perhaps unintelligently, formed
of it from the accounts of third persons. It
80 happens that the present writer had never
come across anything of Mr. Zangwill's
before The Master, and that he had somehow
or other derived from reviews the idea that
Mr. Zangwill was, so to speak, a jeune of
the youngest sort—realist, impressionist,
euphuist, and so forth. Imagine his relief
at discovering that The Master is purely
romantic : that it might, some differences
in dialect excepted (it must be cmfessed
that Mr. Zangwill doth a little incline to
the modern mixture of non-naturalisms and
over-embroideries in style), havebeen written
at almost any time since the romantic novel
was invented. Its division into three books
coincides fairly well with an actual threefold
division of story : the first telling of
Matthew Strang's early Nova Scotian life

;

the second of his artistic ambition and
suffering in London ; the third of his, for a
time, double life as " the Master" and as
the husband of Eosina Cole. The way in
which this double life is, so to speak,
made single again by a failure of a great
passion is novel in its particular applica-
tion, and the end of the story is

entirely different from that which an
average y#M«i? would have permitted himself.
Several things strike us about this novel

;

but perhaps what strikes us most is that it

exhibits both the defects and the merits of
a first book rather than of one with at least
two or three predecessors. There is in
particular that fault of the too much which
is so constantly seen in first work of promise.
The Master does not want " cutting," but it

wants "thinning": it is not so much too
long as too full. The various characters,

outlined on the whole with remarkable
strength, are rather blurred than cleared by
the after-strokes. We should not be sorry
to hear that Mr. Zangwill had written it,

or had at least begun it, sometime ago.
But whether he did this or not, it is un-
questionably a book of no little promise
and of some considerable performance

:

preaching a little too much, divagating a
little too much ; a little exuberant here and
a little excessive there ; but on the whole
lacking neither in sanity nor in strength.

It is rather curious that there is a
certain faint resemblance between The Master

and Chimaera. The heroes of both are artists,

who relapse, or simply lapse, upon lower
natures as wives. But though Fanny Star

is still farther— indeed, vastly farther

—

"below " Joe Treganna than Eosina Cole

is " below " Matthew Strang, the Cornish

hero makes a much better business of it

than the Nova Scotian, and is left rather

on a bed of roses, if only cabbage ones.

We have always had a great respect for

Miss Mabel Eobinson's cleverness ; but our
respect for her audacity is now prodigious.

She has actually in these days dared to

make both her heroines, the two Fannies,
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and eepeciallj Fanny Star, the EngliBh
griutU, amiable and affectionate girls with,

in the latter's case at least, not the slightest

idea of "duty to themselves." Perhaps
Fanny Star owes a very little to yet another
Fanny who dwelt in Shepherd's Inn : but
ti peu que rien. Her lover and eventual hus-

band, Joe Treganna (a declastc by no fault

of his own, who goes through the odd curricu-

lum of soldiering, sculpture, and the stage),

is a very good and natural person, which is

rather more than can be said for his wicked
brother Hugh. But the whole book is very
agreeable: not least so because there is

a pleasant uncertainty what Miss Bobinson
means by it and by the title. It is dreadful
to have what the author means by a novel
thrust in one's face ; but it is sometimes
agreeable to puzzle a little over it.

There are several points of view from
which Mr. Marriott Watson's remarkable
contribution to the literature of the Society

for the Diffusion of Useless Grime might be
considered. The pigments of the grime

—

which vary from the more ordinary romantic
lamp-black of " Akbar Ali's Courtyard " to

a medium in the two first stories, suggesting
in its combination of greasiness and black-
ness the celebrated results of the spontaneous
combustion of Lord Chancellor Krook

—

might attract a literary chemist, and might
possibly not disgust him. A literary opti-

mist might fix upon (and it is about the only
good thing he could fix) the real excellence
of the writing, which is, for the most part,
excellently simple and direct, free from the
tawdry euphuism of so many of the younger
school, and altogether too good for most of
the subjects. But, perhaps, the critic pure
and simple will chiefly notice how very much
easier it must be to write the pessimist
impressionist curiosity—story now in vogue
than the older variety. When you deal with
" QoardUn angela, George-and-Dragons, that old-

fasbioned kind of thing "

(to quote a satirist who, we fear, would have
said unkind things of Mr. Marriott Watson),
you must construct, and, above all, you must
do that diffloult thing—you must finish. In
more than one of the stories here the effect

is almost produced by leaving the end
untold, and in neither case would the end
have been easy to tell. In a third, "The
Inn Portrait," the author has been con-
tent to leave his story one neither of the
unexplained supernatural nor of the super-
natural explained, but between the two, and
thus distinctly inartistic. The fact is, that Mr.
Watson's means are too good for Ids ends,
and that some at least of his ends too bad
for any means. Which things are a pity.

No one who had read A High Little World
would doubt that there would be good stuff
in Deas Cromarty's next book, and good
stuff there certainly is in Under God's Sky.
The scenery of dale and fell is once more
treated with complete mastery ; and not a
few of the characters, especially Schofield,
or Ashworth, and Phenice Heywood, are
drawn with great cleverness. We wish,
however, that Deas Cromarty would lower
her pitch a little. At present she is screwed
up too tight and too high in more places
than one. The opening scene between Ash-

• worth and Sarah is of an intensity almost

inconceivable and quite nnintelligible in the
circumstances : passion of that sort between
characters of that sort hardly passes off

without murder in real life. The atheistic

but divine goodness of Dr. Winburne is in

the same way altogether overstrained, and
Deas Cromarty's satire on his correct son
and daughter-in-law is not only overdone
but an anachronism. We make these

remarks in preference to more complimentary
ones, because this author is too good to be
spoilt, and this particular form of spoiling

goes far and fast unless it is checked.

The only bad things we can find about
Miss Mole's For the Sake of a Slandered

Woman are the title and the catastrophe,

both of which savour a trifle of melodrama.
The actual book is very pleasantly written

and extremely pleasant to read. Seldom,
if ever, has the floating tourist life of these

days, with its juxtapositions and severances,

been depicted with greater ease and fresh-

ness ; and the thing is so short that one
wishes it twice as long. Only, what a
donkey Sir Francis Holland was to marry
the slandered woman, who may have been
beautiful and virtuous, but was evidently

something of a cold-hearted shrew, when he
might have married Alice Edwards !

It is too much the habit of man that is

born of a woman, when he hears a book
extolled to the skies on its first appearance,
to conclude that it is rather bad. Every
Bay's News was, if we mistake not, subjected
in certain quarters to this injudicious pro-

cess ; but it is not bad at all. On the con-

trary, it is, though slight, all the good
things that rhyme to that word—such as

right and tight, and light and bright. The
only fault we can find is that common one
with lady noveUists : the assumption that

a bewitched or besotted lover does not see

the faults of his mistress. Unless Gerard
Prothero was a fool—which we are given
to understand he was not—he certainly did
not take Julia Towneley, the advanced
young woman who afterwards wrote nasty
novels and treated him badly, for an angel.

His desire for her simply took his know-
ledge of her nature by the throat, and held
it in chancery till it was too late. That is

the way of such things—though it may be
a revealing of secrets to tell it. But we
congratulate Mrs. Francis on her little book
all the same.

" They say it takes nine men to make a
pin "

; but we should hardly have thought
that it would take two men to make The

Holy JEstate. However, there are scenes

both in England and in India ; and it would
seem that Mr. Wilkins is the English
authority and Captain Thatcher the Indian.

The book, as its title may suggest to those

who know the British novelist when he
means " sarcastic," depicts the sufferings of

Madeline Dampier, whose husband pro-

ceeds from " piuling " horses and slamming
doors when his child is ill to forgery and
fiat burglary. Yet let not the partisans of

vrronged woman take Mr. Wilkins too soon
to their bosoms ; for a treacherous line at

the beginning, to the effect that Madeline's
mother had been "a peevish and invalid

wife," suggests that the whole thing is

intended to show how the sins of the mother

are visited on the children. Mr. Wilkins
has tried to be in the fashion by bringing
in an American young woman who talks

nastily ; but, to do bim justice, he does not
do it at all natural.

Mr. Pfowse's A Fatal Reservation is a
story of some merit, not greatly improved
by a dash of melodrama. It is interesting

as a sort of relapse on the styles of Wilkie
Collins and Miss Braddon, with less com-
binative ingenuity, but a better brand of

literature and a finer tone. There is good
gifts in Mr. Prowse.

Geoeoe Saintsbury.

CURRENT THEOLOGY.

As Others saw Him: a Retrospect, a.d. 5^.

(Heinemann.) The title of this book will

readily enough suggest its subject. As the late

Sir Fitzjames Stephen once tried to prove by
serious argument that in the case of Christ's

condemnation there was, on the ground of the
available evidence, a Boman side to the ques-
tion, the anonymous author, in a narrative
partly imaginary, though founded on the
Gospels, states the case from the Jewish point
of view ; and in the person of the friendly

Scribe to whom Jesus, in Mark's account,
addressed the words, "Thou art not far from
the Kingdom of God," shows how a conscien-
tious and well-intentioned Pharisee, who had
watched Christ's career with interest and seen
in it much of which he could approve, might
nevertheless have felt obliged, when sitting as

his judge, to join in the sentence against him.
The idea is very cleverly carried out. At the
opening of the book we have a vivid portraiture

of Jesus driving the money-changers from the
Temple, his look changing from rage to pity
and love as he presses to his side a little child

who has been thrown down and hurt in the
rush ; and towards the close the story of the
trial before the Sanhedrin is told with con-
siderable animation and with the addition of

such details as one personally concerned might
be likely to introduce. In the course of his

narrative the Scribe records in his own way
several of the incidents familiar to us in

the Gospels, and reports many of the sayings
of Jesus as there set down, as well

as other discourses in which m^ny of the
uncanonical logia are introduced. In his

account of the baptism he follows the version

of the Gospel according to the Hebrews. To
the greater miracles he makes no reference, but
admits in a general way that Jesus, like every
prophet, could do wonders. On the trial the

Scribe reluctantly agrees that Jesus is guilty

of blasphemy, and for this he expresses uo
remorse ; but, having subsequently met with
certain Hebrew memfirahilia of him by one of

his followers, he gains a deeper insight into his

character and purpose, and concludes that,

though he refused to satisfy the national hopes
of the Jews, in him the true Jewish ideal was
fulfilled. To our thinking, the author would
have given more verisimilitude to his narrative

if he had taken nothing from at least the dis-

courses in the Fourth Gospel ; but, no doubt,

its plan was recommended before that of the

Synoptics by the repeated visits to Jerusalem,
which gave the Scribe his opportunities. The
ascription of "The Two Ways "—the firsf part

of "The Teaching of the Apostles," with the

Gospel quotations omitted—to a disciple of

Hillel, is plausible enough, the pre-Christian

origin of the work being granted. Less

so is the substitution of "Israelite" for

"Samaritan" in Luke's parable, according to

the ingenious, though not very probable, con-

jecture of M. Halevy ; and why, in the proverb
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about the camel and the needle's eye, the camel

should be turned into an elephant, is by no
means obvious. The book, on the whole, is

neither uninteresting nor unimpressive, and
may be recommended as a very successful

attempt to present a realistic narrative of the

life of Christ from quite a novel point of view.

Sources of New Testament Greek ; or, the

Influence of the Septuagint on the Vocabulary

of the New Testament. By the Rev. H. A. A.

Kennedy. (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark.)—

Si/ntax of the Moods and Tenses in New
Testament Oreek. By Ernest De Witt Burton.

(Edinburgh : T. and T. Clark.) The late Dr.

Hatch's valuable Essays in Biblical Oreek

were intended partly to serve as a stimulus

to the more careful study of the language of

the Septuagint and the New Testament, and
Mr. Kennedy's admirable little work is a proof

that this 'purpose was not cherished in vain.

Working on the same lines as Dr. Hatch, Mr.
Kennedy arrives at somewhat different con-

clusions from those of that eminent scholar,

especially in regard to the influence of the

LXX. on the vocabulary of the Nev7 Testa-

ment. That influence he shows to have
been greatly exaggerated. The New Testament
writers were of course familiar with the

LXX., but they wrote a much purer

Greek—the Greek which they habitually spoke
end heard spoken around them. As a matter
of fact, there are only about 150 words
common to the LXX. and the New Testament,
while not less than 80 per cent, of the entire

vocabulary of the latter is found in writers

previous to the death of Aristotle. Mr.
Kennedy supplies several very instructive

tables, and especially one, illustrative of the
influence of colloquial Greek, of words common
to the New Testament and the comic poets,

either exclusively or with few exceptions. The
Sfcjnd of the two works named above is by far

the fullest and most adequate treatment we
know of the New Testament moods and tenses

in all their various uses and significations. It

comes from the University of Chicago, this

being the second edition, enlarged and revised.

To the student of New Testament Greek these

two works are cordially recommended.

The Catholic Revival, By George Worley.
(Elliot Stock.) Mr. Worley is a city man. He
was not personally acquainted with any of the
great leaders of the Catholic movement in the
Church of England, and so was not among
those over whom J. H. Newman exercised his

mesmeric influence. This is an advantage.
The natural Churchman of to-day is enmity
against the Newmanic spell. He does not
altogether believe in it. And as there is no
possibility of trying the effect on himself, he is

apt to look upon those who felt it as easily led

away. But Mr. Worley's view is that taken by
a large number of sensible laymen. The Oxford
Movement was to him no petty conspiracy to

hide choir-boys' legs in cassocks and shroud
their upper parts in fine linen. The leaders of
it were grave men—except, perhaps, Hurrell
Froude—and they worked to attain an object.

They had no desire to" insult the Reformation,"
to use Daniel Wilson's phrase, just for the
sake of being rude. They had an ideal and
strove after it ; but their ideal priest was a very
different being to "the typical evangelical
preacher of the day, with his hair carefully oiled

and 'combed, with black kid gloves upon his

hands, which rested delicately upon the enorm-
ous cushion then adorning the pulpit." Hard
working, self-denying men composed the main
body of the Catholic revivalists, or else the
movement had been killed in its infancy.

Bom of an Assize sermon, cradled in the

Common Room at Oriel, taking its first halting

steps amid obloquy and popular prejudice,

the Catholic Revival finally assumed the toga

virilis of cope, dalmatic, and tunicle in the
squalid back streets of some crowded city,

where, amid poverty and vice, the advance
guard of faithful priests stormed the citadels
of sin. The opening lectures tell us of
Andrewes, Hooker, the Non-Jurors and the
other saintly men who bore the Ark of

Catholicity through the dreary deserts of
Protestantism. There is a preface by the Dean
of St. Paul's, but the book has no index.
May more city men give us their version of

the religious movements of our times, if they
will do so in the spirit of Mr. Worley

!

Xoue's Unveiling, and Other Bermxins. By the
Rev. Th. J. Cooper. (Skeffington.) These
twenty-two brief but earnest discourses are the
work of a High Churchman, but not an extreme
one. They are thoughtful and suggestive,

rather than rhetorical. The preacher, from long
residence abroad and from missionary work in
South Africa, has gained a wider outlook and a
richer and more varied experience than usually
fall to those whose ministrations are confined
to an English parish. We have the proof of

this in almost every sermon : more especially,

perhaps, in that which gives its title to the
volume, the one on " The Eucharistic Language
of the Psalms," and that on " Christian

Agnosticism" for Trinity Sunday.

Die altiestamentlichen Citate lei Paulus, ie^t-
kritisch und biblisch-theologisch gewiirdigt,

nebst einem Anhang iiber das Yerhaltniss des
Apostels zu Philo. Von Hans Vollmer. (Frei-

burg i. B. und Leipzig: J, C, B. Mohr.) The
use of the Old Testament by St. Paul is as
problem of lasting interest ; and well-worn as

the subject may be, Herr Vollmer has contrived

to view it in some fresh lights. In a hundred
pages he has been able to treat, more or less

fully, of such matters as these : the relation of

the apostle to the Septuagint and other
Greek versions, the authority ascribed by the
apostle to the quotations from the Old Testa-
ment, his formulae of citation, and his mode of

interpretation, the antinomy between his

rejection of the law and his appeal to the

Scripture, the significance of the Old Testament
when " spiritually " interpreted, the relation of

the apostle to Judaism, to the Logia of the
primitive Christian tradition, and to Hellenism,

especially to Philo. The author claims no
thorough knowledge of Philo, but has been able

to point out some Sresh parallels which favour

the belief in a Philonian influence on St. Paul.

Perhaps, however, most general interest will be
taken in his treatment of St. Paul's relation to

Greek versions of the Old Testament (known
and unknown) ; an occasional adverse criticism

on Resch's wide extension of the traditional

sayings of Jesus will also be noted by New
Testament scholars,

Mb. Skipwith, of Nottingham, whose name
will be remembered in connexion with the

recent discussion in the Academy on the new
Syriac text of Matt. i. 16, has now thrown his

views into pamphlet form

—

The First Chapter

of St. Matthew, with Pre/ace and Appendix.

(Simpkin, Marshall & Co.) As a solution of the

question which the new reading has reopened,

Mr. fikipwith suggests that Matt. i. 18-25 is

an interpolation based on Luke i. 26-35 ; and

he reconstructs the text of Matt, i, 16 as

follows: "Jacob begat Joseph, the husband
of Mary, ^{ ?i he begat Christ."

NOTES AND NEWS.

Mr. William Heinemann will publish next

month a translation of Dr, Max Nordau's

Conventional Lies of our Civilisation. There

are, eight chapters in the work, each of which
puts forth a separate indictment under the

following headings : " Mene, Tekel, Upharsin,"

" The Lie of Religion," " The Lie of a Monarchy
and Aristocracy," "The Political Lie," "The
Economic Lie," "The Matrimonial Lie," "Mis-
cellaneous Lies," and " Closing Harmony."

Messrs. Chapman & Hall will publish
immediately Five Years in Madagascar, by
Colonel Francis C. Maude, V,C., illustrated

with a portrait of Queen Ranavalona III. for

frontispiece.

The Art and Book Company will publish,

on July 1, a selection of hymns from the

Missal and Breviary, with the Latin text facing

a new version into English by the Rev. Dr.
J. P. Val d'Eremao, of Woking. The transla-

tion, which is extremely literal throughout,
gives, without alteration or addition, every
idea in the originals in their own metre. This
plan has been carried out even in hymns so

difficult to translate into English verse as the

"Lauda Sion," " Sacris Solemniis," "Ave
Maria Stella," and " Dies Irae."

The new volume in the Topographical Sec-
tion of the " Gentleman's Magazine Library,"
which is announced for immediate publication

by Mr. Elliot Stock, will deal with the counties

of Kent and Lancashire. The former, being
an important home county, yields more in-

formation than any other hitherto published in

the series.

A NE"W book by the author of " The Green
Carnation," who now gives his name as Mr,
Robert S. Hichens, is announced for publica-

tion at the end of this week. The title of the

new book is An Imaginative Man ; and the

publisher is Mr. William Heinemann.

Me. Max Pemberton's new work. The
Little Huguenot, an historical romance of the

Forest of Fontainebleau, will be published on
July 10 simultaneously in England and the

United States. It forms the third volume of

" Cassell's Pocket Library," of which Mr,
Pemberton is the editor.

Mrs. Marie Hutcheson's new novel,

entitled Bardosse's Daughter, will be published

immediately by Messrs. Hutchinson, The scene

of the story is laid in Florence,

Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co. will

publish shortly Fate's Grim Sport, a novel in

which "Lyneworth Warde" and Mr, Percy

Russell have collaborated.

The Tower Publishing Company will issue

on July 1, a serio-comic naval annual, entitled

Per Mare, edited by Mr. Fred. T, Jane.

With the July number of the Minster, to be

published at the end of this week, Mr. Max
Pemberton will commence a series of sensational

stories dealing with the adventures of an aristo-

cratic swindler and his valet. The series will

be illustrated by Mr. Sydney Cowell, and the

first story is entitled "We make ready the

Wedding Garment." Mr, Barry Pain also

begins a humorous series of contributions under

the title of " After Hours," illustrated by Mr,

J. F. Sullivan. Other features of the July

number will be :
" The Progress of Black and

White Art," by Linley Sambourne, with un-

published sketches by Mr. Sambourne and

Charles Keene; " Some Royal English Wedding

Dresses," "The Working of a Great Railway,"
' ' Normandy Watering-places," and short stories

by Mr. F. Frankfort Moore and others.

M. ViTO Palumbo, a Greek of Calimera,

near Lecce, in South Italy, who is already

favourably known by his Traduzione dal Greco

Moderno, is preparing for immediate publica-

tion a work entitled Folk-lore Grecosaleniino.

This will contain the songs and stories of those

Greeks who from the middle ages to the present

day have inhabited the heel of Italy, together

with notices of their customs and superstitions.

The songs and stories will be printed in the
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Greek dialect whioh is in use in this district,

with an Italian translation on the opposite

page. Proepectuses of the work, which is

likely to be of great value to students, both of

dialects and of folk-lore, may be obtained by
application to the author at Calimera, Lecce.

Mb. Qeoroe MEREDirn has offered a prize

for an essay on Welsh literature, to be awarded
at the forthcoming Eisteddfod at Llanelly.

SkSok Emilio Oastslab has been elected a
foreign associate of the Acad^mie des Sciences

Morses et Politiqnes, in the room of the late

Cesare Cantil.

The annual general meeting of the Jewish
Historical Society of England will be held on
Sunday next in the rooms of the Alaccabeans,

St. James's Hall, when the president will read
a paper on "Jewish Armorial Bearings."

At the last meeting of the London Ethical

Society for the present session, to be held on
Sunday next at Essex Hall, Strand, Miss
Janet E. Hogarth will give a lecture on " Mr.
A. J. Balfour's Foundations of Belief."

The library and reading-room of the Boyal
Irish Academy will be closed from July 8 to

July 20, both days inclusive.

During the greater part of next week,
Messrs. Sotheby will be engaged in selling a
number of books and MSS. brought together
from different quarters. Among the latter

are—an illuminated MS. of the New Testament
in Latin, of the middle of the twelfth century,
probably written in England ; a copy of
Wycliffe's version of the New Testament, as
revised by John Purrey about 1388 ; an Ice-

landic Vocabulary, in slips ; an important col-

lection of autograph letters of Bums and
Scott, partly unpublished; and two series of

fourteen letters of Malone and eight letters of

Steevens, the two Shaksperian commentators.
These last come from the collection of the late

J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps, which also includes
a copy of the fourth folio and numerous Shak-
spereana. Another interesting, though very
small, collection is that of some books formerly
belonging to George Eomney, which includes
the Discourses of Sir Joshua Beynolds. Of
the other books, we have space to mention
only—an unusually perfect copy of the third
folio of Shakspere ; an almost unknown edition

of The Oolden Legende, printed by Wynkyn de
Worde ; a copy of the first edition of Paradise
Lost, with the first title-page, as well as two
others with the seventh title-page ; first editions

of all the nine volumes of Tristram Shandy
;

The Cenci, in the original boards; and Sir

W. H. Bussell's History of the Crimean War,
extra - illustrated with a large number of

autograph letters of the historic personages
mentioned,

Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have issued this

week the first volume of their new pocket
edition of Charles Kingsley's works. The
form is pot octavo, like the " Golden Treasury "

series ; but the binding is not cloth, but buck-
ram, which will presumably stand more wear.
The type is perfectly dear, though some
complam^t may be made against want of
opacity in the paper. This first volume is not
Westtvard Ho .'but Hypatia. From the biblio-
graphical information on the verso of the title-

page, we learn that Hypatia was first published
by Messrs. Parker, in two volumes, in 1853

;

an edition in one volume was not called for
until 1856, and this was not reprinted until
1863. A second edition was reprinted fifteen

times between 1869 and 1888, a third edition
seven times between 1888 and 1894. Mean-
while had appeared the Eversley edition (1881)
and the sixpenny edition (1886), both of which
had to be reprinted, so that Hypatia may
fairly be reckoned its author's second most
successful book.

UNIVERSITY JOTTINGS.

We are authorised to state that Mr. W. J.

Courthope has accepted the invitation to become
a candidate for the chair of poetry at Oxford,
shortly to be vacated by Mr. PaJgrave. The
invitation has been signed by nine Heads of
Houses, seven Professors, and many of the most
prominent resident members of Convocation.
The following non-residents have already
intimated their intention of supporting Mr.
Courthope : The Bishops of London and
Salisbury, the Dean of Salisbury, the Head
Master of Winchester, Lord Lingen, Mr. G. J.

Goschen, Mr. J. Bryce, Sir George Bowen, Sir

M. E. Grant Duff, Sir E. C. Herbert, Sir Arthur
Godley, Sir C. P. Ilbert, Mr. Alfred MiJner,
Mr. D. E. Fearon, and Mr. T. W. Mackail.

The University of Durham has received a
new charter, of which the most important
provision is a power to confer degrees upon
women.

The special board for biology and geology at

Cambridge have appointed Mr. J. 8. Gfardiner,

of Caius, to occupy a table at the marine
zoological laboratory at Naples for six months
from October 1.

Convocation at Oxford has sanctioned a
grant of books printed at the Clarendon Press,

to the value of £50 in sheets, to the library of

the University Extension College at Beading.

Fob the Johnson memorial prize at Oxford,
which is offered every fourth year for an essay

on some astronomical or meteorological subject,

three essays were sent in, but none was
adjudged of sufficient merit to receive the

prize. This has happened on three previous

occasions since the foundation of the prize in

1867 : that is to say, four times altogether out
of eight.

Sib David Sai^omons has endowed a
scholarship of £40 a year at Caius College,

Cambridge, for civil and electrical engineering.

The following appointments have been made
by the council of University College, London,
in addition to those mentioned in the Academy
of last week : Dr. F. T. Eoberts, to the chair

of medicine ; Dr. J. P. Bate, to the chair of

jurisprudence and constitutional law and
history ; Mr. L. L. Price, re-elected for one
year to the Newmarch lectureship in political

economy ; and Prof. Cecil Bendall, re-elected

to the chair of Sanskrit.

Mb. J. W. CcTNNiNaHAM, who has been
secretary to King's College, London, during
the past fifty years, has retired in consequence
of failing health. It is proposed, therefore, to

present him with a testimonial, as an ex-

pression of the grateful appreciation in which
his work is held, and of the personal regard
entertained towards him. Subscriptions may
be sent to Mr. C. W. Bourne, the headmaster
of King's College School.

Mb. Samuel Harden Chuech, author of

the Life of Oliver Cromwell, recently published

by Messrs. G. P. Putnam's Sons, has received

the degree of Doctor of Letters from the

University of Western Pennsylvania.

The authorities of theFitzwilliam Museum

—

who have been very active recently in pub-
lication—have just issued a Brief Catalogue of

their Pictures (Cambridge : University Press),

compiled under the direction of Mr. Sidney
Colvin, formerly director. It contains: (1) an
index of all the painters represented, according
to the order of the numbering in the galleries

;

and (2) the catalogue proper, arranged in alpha-

betical sequence. Here are given the date,

school, and place of working of the painter

;

and the subject, size, and donor of the picture.

A noticeable feature is the frequent use of the

terms "attributed to," "in the manner of,"

"imitation of," &c. ; while those pictures
whose authorship is altogether unknown are
placed in a class by themselves at the end.

OBiaiNAL VERSE.

WITH THE TIDE.'

I WAICHKD him I love going from me
(Ab, would to Qod Ihad died)

;

And I prayed to the great All Father
To stay the turn of the tide.

To stay the ebb ; and He hearkened.
And ever the waves rolled en

;

Till meadow and garden und hedgerows,
I could eeo them never a one.

For I knew that my love was dyingf
At the turn of the tide he must go.

The soul may not leave its dwelling
Till betwixt the ebb and the flow.

And the people who all flocked inland
They called it a great spring tide

;

And I listened, and joined in their sorrow.
But I knew in my beart that I lied !

And my love, as he watched the waters.
Sighed wearily for his rest

;

Then I prayed once more to Our Father,
For I saw that His will was best.

As the sea went slowly backward.
The spirit of one who had died

Was borne on the waste of waters.
For the soul must go with the tide.

Florence Peacock.

OBITUARY.

leonabd a. wheatley.

Me. Leonaed Abeeceombie Wheatley, who
died on Monday last at the age of fifty-nine,

commenced his career as a bookseller with
Messrs. Williams & Norgate, whence he was
Eromoted (in 1860) to the management of their

ranch house in Edinburgh. Here he remained
until September, 1885, when he returned to
London to take a prominent part in the
management of the old house in Henrietta-
street, Covent Garden. On his retirement from
the house with which he had been many years
connected, he started on his own account under
the style of F. Norgate & Co., having acquired
the business of Mr. Norgate.
Mr. Wheatley's literary acquirements and

activity were great; and in the intervals of

business he found time to accomplish some
good work. Besides his well known and ad-
mirable little book on The Story of the Imitatio

Christi (in the " Book-Lovers' Library "), he
translated Lubke's work on Ecclesiastical Art in

Germany, and Steinmeyer's on The Miracles of
Our Lord (Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark), as well

as Gumlich's useful little treatise on Christian

Creeds and Confessions, while for many years he
was a contributor to the Scottish Review, the

Edinburgh Courant, and other papers. After

his return to London he occasionally contributed

to the Academy, the Athenaeum, the Biblio-

grapher, and the Bookworm. His last work,
which appeared only a few days before his

death, was a translation of Harnack's Sources

of the Apostolic Canons, published last week by
Messrs. A. & C. Black.

* There is a belief prevalent more or less all over

England near the sea, but especially upon the

East coast, that the spirit of those near death

always waits imtil the ebbing of the tide ; and
that death actually occurs just between the ebb
and flow, at the turn of the tide.
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MAGAZINES AND BEVIEW8.
The Expositor for June contains a paper by
Dr. Swete on the recent publication of Jerome's
notes on the Psalter, and one by Mr. Rendel
Harris on a " new patristic fragment ": namely,
the closing part of the commentary of
Yictorinus on the Apocalypse in its original form

;

also Prof. Cheyne's discussion of the development
of the meanings of "Belial," which has
generally been treated under the influence of a
questionable etymological theory. A temperate
irticle by Dr. Ince on the Virgin Birth of Christ,
-houldalsobenoticed. Mr. Selby and Mr. Burton
represent the eloquent imaginative exegesis to
which we are accustomed in the Expositor ; and
Sir J. W. Dawson's paper on "Man Before the
Pall " is a survival of pre-critical days, and
shows much misused knowledge of natural
science.

FRISIAN AND DUTCH JOTTINGS.
ZwoUe, Holland : Jane, 1896.

It will probably interest some readers of the
Academy to learn that Dr. F. Bnitenrust
Hettema, of Zwolle, is at present editing
reprints of Middle Frisian works, selected from
the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth cen-
turies. This Fryske Bybkteek is being published
by H. Honig, of Utrecht.
The first volume—Starter's Frt/sk—vihich has

already appeared, comprises the farce of the
"Attorney and the Peasant," "A Frisian
Pastoral," and " Gabbe," by Starter. The
Softe- Clucht of the '

' Attorney and the Peasant

"

strongly reminds one of "Much Ado about
Nothing," and in some places it is very
comic The difficult words are explained in
footnotes, and in remarks at the end the I

student of Middle Frisian is provided with a
store of information.

This volume will be followed in due course
by 'The Letters of Gysbert Japiks " (1650),
" A Frisian Grammar " (seventeenth century),
"Eight Hundred Proverbs " (beginning of
eighteenth century), " Proverbs belonging to
the Middle of the Sixteenth Century," "Verses
and Poems written in 1609, 1618, 1630, &c.,"
"Frisian Letttrs of the Sixteenth Century,"
and a Glossary. The price of each volume is
not to exceed tenpence.

Dr. Hettema is also a zealous supporter of
the movement for spelling reform in Holland,
which is rapidly gaining ground, and at
present counts professors, authors, and teachers
all over the country among its adherents. The
object of the society is to simplify the spelling
of words by omitting silent letters, &c., and
to abolish the distinction between the mascu-
line and feminine in the article, and in possessive
and demonstrative pronouns. This would be a
great boon to the Dutch schoolboy ; for at
present he has to learn a vast number of rules
for the gender of nouns, and still he cannot
venture to write three sentences without
having recourse to his Woordenlijst (= a list of
words with the gender marked). In the
spoken language these distinctions are not
observed, and the present movement will
simply accelerate changes in the written
language which are slowly but surely taking

B. C. Beennan.
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Secondly, the large number (ten) of com-
memorations of Irish saints, and the accuracy
with which their names are spelt, point to an
Irish origin.

These commemorations are

:

Jan. 14. rur8e[uii] • ast denia nouenls atque
kalendis.

" 31. A«t lani fines Big[u]at iEd t famine t
Fema.

Feb. 1. Gloria Scottotum Brigida 8or(tita
kalendas).

" 17. Tres decimis felix Fintan migrauit ad
aulam.

" 26. Oomganus meritis traneinit Tartara
quadris.

Mar. 17. Patricius pausat, Scottorum gloria
censors.

June 3. Oetibus angelicis Ooemgen
J eociatur in

arcbis.
" 9. Idibus in qulnia celebramus festa

Columbae.
" 11. Tiinis migrauit Macfiil in culmina

caell.

July 7. Konarumque die Maelrum conecendit
in aethram.

The Anglo-Saxon commemorations are only
these four

:

'

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, ETC.

DUHEiNO. E. Kobert Mayer der Galilei d. 19. Jahrh. 2 Thl
Leipzig : Nauminn. 2 M. 60.

FoasTEE-NiETscHE, K. Daa Ltben Fiiedridi Nietzsshe's.
1. Ua. Leipzig : Naumann. 9 U.

Mabti-v.K. Die FoeaiUen v. Java. 2.-6. Hft. Hollasktn.
Berhn : FiiecISader. 25 M.

Meukieb, Btanielas. Li Gtfologie eompar(?a. Paris : Alcan.
6 fr.

TiLLE, A. Von Darwin bis Nietziche. Rin Buch En*.vick-
luugsethik. Leipzig : Naumann. 4 M. 60.

VooEL, F. Beitiage zur Keoattiias der holIUniiechen Kreide.
I., lu Berlin: Fri»J Under. 7 M. 60.

WErEaaiEAsa, K Matheinatische Werke. 8. Bd. Berlin •

Miyer&UUUcr. 21 M.

PHILOLOGY, ETC.

Al-FakhbI. Histoire do khalifat et da vizirat, a.d. 6331263.
Nouvelle (!dltion du texts arabe par H. Derenbonnr.
Paris: Bouillon. 2) fr.

COIiRESFONDENUE.

ON THE KALENDAE IN GALBA A XVIIL

SELECTED FOREIGN BOOKS.
GENEBAL LITEEATUEE.

Aemi».io». J. L'Adfninlstration locale de I'Angletetre.
Fails : Hareacq. 6 fr.

Ba jr. Chariot'. L'Amynthas du Tasee, et I'Ash^e
d'HonMi--d'Urf.'. Paris: Bouillon. 8 fr.

CEacBAMia. Gaston. La Vie et les Lines. 2e 3(?fie. Paris:
Colio. 8 fr. f 0.

^"1*3"^' ^- Oietbe. 1. Halbbd. Leipzig: 8e»nuum,

London : May 39, 1896.

The hexametrical kalendar prefixed to a
psalter in the British Museum, supposed to have
belonged to King .aithelstan, and marked
Galba A XVIII., is said by its editor, R. T.
Hampson {Medii Aevi Kalendarium, London,
1811, vol. i., 393, 394), to be in "very ancient
Saxon characters," and to be "one of the most
curious of the Saxon relics in the Cotton
library." I have recently had occasion to
examine this kalendar, and have come to the
conclusion that it was written by an Irishman
in the ninth century or thereabouts. My
reasons are these

:

First, the script is Old Irish rather than
Anglo-Saxon : note in especial its n, resembling
a small capital n with the Brst stroke prolonged
downwards so as to be double the length of
either of the other strokes. Here, however, I
speak with sincere deference, for I have made
no special study of Anglo-Saxon palaeography,
and I have never even seen the Mercian charters,
the script of which is said to be so like the
Irish pointed minuscule of the ninth century.

Mar. 20. Treadecimia sanctus Cudberhtus ecandit
ad altum.

Aug. 5. Os)>aldum [leg. Otjiildum]regemnoni5
celebramus in euum.

Oct. 26. Aelfred rex obiit aeptenis et quoque
Amandus.

Dec. 5. Quinta tenet ueramdomiuamAnglorum
EalhFpSe [leg. EalhfpMe],

Here the errors at August 5 and December 5
seem due to the ignorance of a Celt rather
than to the carelessness of a Saxon.

Thirdly, the Latinity is Irish rather than
Anglo-Saxon. Thus (to begin with the spell-
ing), we have e for i in retenet, July 9, and
muigelant, June 23 ; g for ae in prepides (i.e.,
praepites, "birds"), June o; e for i in melts,
October 27, and Aprelis, fo. 6a; i for e in
virln'Ji/erum, March 3; for m in mocrone,
August 29; u for i in rutnlat, January 8,
April 19; M for in accuJa, March 2, caeliculis,
April 23, and zabulus, February 15. S is doubled
in inuisserat, June 8, September 5, euassit,
October 17, and Bassilidis, June 12 ; and ts
is singled in densisima, April 30, and egresiU),
November 28. We have « for x in Calistus,
October 14, and a; for s in Xixtus, August 6.
Di has become z in zabulus, February 15. G is
inserted in Oaigus {Gains), April 22 = Gageus,
January 4, and gg is singled in Ageus, January 4.
We have contraction in saeclari, October 14
(Transiuit pridias saeclari

|| luce Calistus), and
non-assimilation in inluxerat, June 12, mis-
printed inuixerat. The words expressing
"heaven" {aula, aet/.ra, Olimpus), and the
pedantic use of archus {apxi') and cosmus
(koV^oj),^ are much in the manner of Old Irish
scholars. Such words, as well as vir\_ny/ernm,**
March 3, remind one of the queer Celtic
Latinity which has lately been studied by
Stowasser and Thurneysen.
But the most conclusive proof that we have

here to do with an Irish author is the form in
which the name Mathias appears in his work.
At February 24 (St. Mathias' day) we find :

" Qaadrantum aedea Mathiano congruit almo."

Here we have the dat. sg. of Mathianus, a

* His day ia January 16.

t /«., m'Aed6c of Ferns.

J MS. famina. Famen sermo, verbum, Duoange,
here aeems to mean a blessing.

§ Misprinted CoQcigeu.

II
Misprinted saeeulari, to the ruin of the metre.

H Culmina cosmi, January 13 ; infulait uumine
coamo. November 12.

* • Vir[n]ifer!«« quinis tempua procedifc ab antria
This word (which Hampson mispiinta Viri ferunt)
waa probably learned from Martianua Capella,
i. § 1 ; comere vemiferis florentia limina sertls.
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Latinisation of the Iriah Mathuin or Madiiin,

whore the diminutival suffix -dn is added,

hypoooristicO, to the name of the apostle who
took the place of ijudas (John xii. 6, Acts i. 26).

WniTLEY Stokes.

THE ETYMOLOOY OF " SnOTTERY."

Lonloa : Jaoe 11, 1895.

I am obliged to Mr. Mayhew for kindly

pointing out that riS should have the vowel

marked long. He disputes the long vowel in

I{hi)il. The quantity is that given by Dr.

Whitley Stokes {Ur-Keltiacher Sprachschatz) luh

voce [h]rtu, the root of rh^d and ford. It is also

the quantity given in the valuable Dictionarium

llritannico-Latinum by Dr. Davies (London,

1C32). I never thought for a moment that

Jihfid and ri^ were derived from one Aryan
root.

As to my reasons for regarding Scotta-rit

as containing the British rilu-m, I confess

they are not very strong. 1 give them here

for what they are worth. (1) The form in

Charter 123a {Uart. Sax.) is Scottarit, though

in another charter dealing with the same grant

it appears as Scotta Ri^. (2) The place is on the

Avon, which name would not naturally be

replaced by the indefinite rlS: " ScottariS

quam tamen Agrum fluvio quem dicunt Afen

constat interlui" (Charter 123, Cart. Sax.).

3. The chief places of any antiquity on the

Avon in this neighbourhood are distinguished as

"fords"—e.j., Strat-ford, Welford, Bidford.

(4) I have a collection of all the words in the

Charters ending in nS', and find that in them the

defining element is one which is readily asso-

ciated with a stream—e.jr., Ael-riS, Blacan-riS,

Cealo-rlS, CeolSrySebec, Fdan-rith, Riso-rlSig.

I am inclined to regard the r?5 in the form
HennariS (now, not Hendrey, as one might
expect, but Hendred, Bucks.) as of the same
linguistic origin as that in Scotta-rit. If

'Scotta" were connected with A.8. eceot,

" tribute" (scot), its association with a stream

would be odd, although Guildford (Gild-ford)

would sanction its application to rit, " a ford."

There are, doubtless, other Celtic sources for

the termination of Diventry

—

e.g., reidi-s

"befahrbar" {Urhelt. Sprachschatz), which is

probably the terminationof Epo-redia from Ep')-

rildio-briga, now " Ivrea," in the province of

Turin, Cf. in this connexion thecognate OldNorse
rei^r = " passable on horsebicit " (W. Stokes).

I know that there are objections to accept-

ing an Avent- ai resulting, at so early a date,

from an imaginary "Abent ; and Zeuss, there-

fore, finds the stem of Avent-ifi in Av-ento.

Yet there are early cues of "b" becoming
" V " in place-names : cf. the Abo-brica (Pliny,

.^.//. 4,112.) on the river Avo in Spain, with
the Avo-hn'nenai of the Inscription c.l.L. ii.

4247. Cf, the Canubio Civ, of the Ravenna
Geog, with the Conovio of the Itin. Ant. ; Vindo-

bala of the Not., and Vindovala [Rav.) ; Clevo of

the Itin., and Oltbon Culonia of Rav, Oeog. ;

Olannibanta of the Mot. Dig., and Clanoventa of

the Jtin, ; Rraboniaco of the Notitia with
Rrovonacii of the Itinerary. Perhaps, in this

last case, if not in some of the others, the " v "

is original : cf . Bravonium, s^id (in a MS. in

Corp. Christi Library, Cambridge) to have been
the old name of Worcester.

It is noteworthy that the Ravenna Oeog,

gives us an Airntio Jluviiia in Britain = the
early form of such a name as the "Ant "in
Norfolk. I ought to add that I have no
authority for Brigavent- as the early form of

Brigent (now Brent) ; and this river-name may
be another instance of a divine appellation

given to streams

—

e.g., that of the goddess
firgnti.

EsMUNu McOlvee.

Jl bishop of WINCITESTEE at PERPIGIfAN IK
BEl-TEMllEE, 1415.

Bamfl, Aljth, N.B. : Jon* U, 188S.

In the Academy for April 27, Mr. E. 8.

Dodgton asked for an examination of the

statement produced by him from an old

Catalan work, to the effect that ambassadors
from England, namely the Bishop of AVinton

and two " famous doctors," were with Sigis-

mund at Perpignan in September, 1415.

The Bishop of Winchester was Henry Beau-
fort. He attended the later sittings of the

Council of Constance, where he received the

offer of a cardinal's hat, which Henry V.
would not allow him to accept, though after-

wards Henry VI. gave the required permission.

But in September, 1415, he was Chancellor,

and could not have left the kingdom unless an
interim Keeper of the Seal had been appointed ;

but of such appointment there is no record.

He was in London on October 20, 1415

(Proceedings Privy Council). With the Agin-
oourt campaign going on, he could not possibly

have been spared from his official duties. The
statement, therefore, cannot be accepted.

J. H. Ramsay.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NEXT WEEK,
Sdnrav, Jase 33. 7. SO D.m. Ethical: " Ur. Balt^ut'3

Foundations of Belie/," by MUb Janet Hogarth.
8 SOp.m. Jewish Utatorical Boi^iety : AonuEd Qeoeral

Meeting ;
" Jewish ArmoiiU Beaiinga," b]r the

President.
HoxnAV, July 1. S p.m. Boyal Institution : Qeneral

Monthly Meeting.
8 SO p.m. Anthropological: "Visits to the Hadra-

mantanaDhofar,"by Mr. J. T. Ben'.
8.80 p.m. Geographical: " Expedition to the Niger,"

by Capt. F. D. Lugard.
ToKBDAY, July 2, 3 p m. Anglo-Eossian :

" Goncharoy,"
by Ur. H. Hayelock ;

" Bossian Hnmour," by Ur. A.
Sykes. _^

FaiDAV. July 6, 8 p.m. Geologists' Association: "The
Geology of C!oanty Antrim," by Mr. A. McHenry ;

" The
Uoume Monntaina," by Mi. B. Lloyd Fraeger.

SCIENCE.
Thi Migration of British Birds. By Charles

Dixon. (Chapman & Hall.)

Bird lovers find few more fascinating sub-

jects of speculation than the movements of

different species with the changing seasons.

Virgil, no mean ornithologist, recognised

that abundance of food and desire of con-

tinuing their kind mainly led to these

concerted migrations. In spring " Candida

venit avis, longis invisa colubris "
; then, too,

the crows
" Oubilibus altis,

Nescio qua praeter solitum dulcedine laeti.

Inter se foliis strepitant."

A good many wild stories, indeed, prevailed

about migration among the early naturalists,

as may be seen in Pliny ; but there are ex-

cuses to be made for him. In the last cen-

tury Goldsmith and even Gilbert White be-

lieved in the hibernation of swallows. At the

present day, after ages of theory and observa-

tion, man knows little more of the migration

of birds than did Virgil. The mysteries of

partial migration have been disclosed.

Certain laws are seen to prevail, and yet

many exceptions occur, The truth is, that a

sufEciency of accurate observations is yet

lacking, hard though it be to affirm this

after the indefatigable labours of the com-
mittee appointed by the British Association

to investigate this subject in 1880. It may
be hoped that Mr. Eagle Clarke (who has
undertaken to tabulate these observations,

lasting throughout nine years) will be able

to cast fresh light upon a subject which

is sufficiently difficult. To take one example
alone, why does the swift leave us to a bird

early in August, while the woodcock seems
to regard it as indifferent whether it should

depart with most of its conveners in the

vernal migration, or stay behind and rear

its young in some quiet English glade ?

Mr. Dixon has already published a volume
on the subject, and now supplements it

with a theory founded on what he terms the

Law of Dispersal. Founding his argument
mainly on glacial changes in a dim geo-

logical past, he supposes that, after extreme

alterations in climate and the distribution

of land and water, the birds of the pr9sent

day continue the northern migrations of

their predecessors merely because they are

creatures of habit. As England was slowly

separated from the continent, migratory

birds, with unyielding resistance, continue

to cross the sea thus formed :

" Birds continue to migrate in countless hosts

across this wide sea-passage, their ancestors

having done so in the remote past when dry

land replaced the sea ; and no single generation

of birds has been able to notice any portion of

the vast change which centuries of submergence
has accomplished. This is a sufficient explana-

tion of the wonderful migration which takes

place in spring, and still more marked in late

autumn across the North Sea to our islands

now."

This, however, is no new discovery ; it has

often been fancied that migratory birds

travelled along the lines of a submerged
land. Mr. Dixon elaborately draws out,

both in his pages and by aid of maps, the

position of three range bases (as he calls

them) or refuge areas of British birds during

the Ice Age. One consists roughly of the

south of England, the Channel, and France

;

the second is North Africa and the Sahara

;

and the third included all the now sub-

merged land in the Mediterranean east of,

say, E. long. 20° and Europe south of about

lat. 47" and east of the Adriatic. He lays

down that species never retreated during the

glacial ages, but were exterminated, unless

they had occupied a southern and continuous

range base during pre-glacial time. It is

an axiom, too, that as species begin to extend

their " breeding or summer range north-

wards, they stiU continue to winter in the

area which they formerly occupied as resi-

dents," until a permanent amelioration of

climate occurs in their summer area.

Mr. Dixon is verbose and impressive

;

bu*, after a careful perusal of his book, it

is not easy to see what new light is thrown

upon migration. Given endless repetitions

of glacial agee, untold centuries, submerged
continents and refuge areas, still, what
sense leads birds along the same tracks

annually at the same time is not apparent.

Plain men unscientifically call it instinct ; a

wise man can tell no more. Survival of the

fittest, inherited custom, and the like, are

fine phrases ; but no amount of juggling

with them increases knowledge. Birds may
come and birds may go, and all the familiar

phenomena of migration show themselves

annually, but men must still wonder with a

blind admiration. Mr. Dixon is fruitful in

theories, but they resemble the learning of

Thalos and the early natural philosophers

:

they are vtpiTTu. plv xal ^au/xaoro xai )(a\fira

Kal 8ai/toj'ta, u.)^-qina Si.
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And yet it would be churlish, not to point

out how useful and carefully written are

many of Mr. Dixon's subsidiary pages.

Those which deal, for example, with verti-

cal migration, with the various routes

taken in local migrations, with local migra-

tion itself, with a lucid account of the birds

that are fast disappearing from the English

fauna, with the latest discovered curiosities

respecting the nesting of the birds of the

Canary Islands, and the like—these are

suggestive and full of interest. The illus-

trations of a theory are frequently more
valuable than the theory itself. Such a fate

has befallen Mr. Dixon, it would be said,

while recognising to the full his zealous

industry, his wide knowledge of bird-life,

his patient collocation of facts. No real

advance in the history of migration can be

made by geological arguments. They are

too hazardous and hypothetical. Observa-

tion, generalisation, careful induction—it is

to these that the student of bird-migration

must direct his mind. Hypothesis has

reigned too long over the kingdom of the

birds.

M. Or. Watkins.

CORRESPONDENCE.
"VIEOO COKCIPIET."

Ozfoid : Jons 19, 1E96.

In former letters I adduced several passages

from Philo's works illustrating the prevalence

among the Jews in a pre-Christian age of the

belief that their great men and prophets of old

were born of virgin mothers by the Holy
Spirit.

May I add to them the following very con-

vincing specimen ? Itis out of the mysticalcom-
mentary upon Genesis, which, as a whole, only

exists in Armenian ; but the following frag-

ment of it is in the original Greek, and was
discovered in a Catena by Dr. P. Wendland,
of Berlin, who prints it in his NeuentdeckU
Fragmenla Philos (p. 68)

:

ffT(7pa ^ Tov fBvovs M^^^P flffdyfrat^ trpuTov i*fv Xva

wopiSo^os 71 Tuv iyy6i'uv friroph (palvy)Tai BavfiaTovpyij-

BtlvOj itvTfpov Sc iiwip Tod fjiii (Tuvouata fjioWoy

iufiphst oAV iwi^potrirp Sfitf ffv?^afi&<ivfty re Kol

rSxTfiv. rh yiip irtilpay oZaav ikwoKfiHv ov y(vv{}Ufus,

oAAi Bfiai twdfiius tpyov ^v.

" The mother of the race (Sarah) is lepreeented

as barren : firstly, ia order that the parentage

(lit. ' sowing') of her children may bs seen to have
been miraculously brought about ; secondly, that

it might be clear that she conceived and brought
forth, not so much through intercourse with a

husband as through divine providence (or, ' atten-

tion paid to her'). For that a barren woman
should bring forth a child was no ordinary pro-

genitive act, but a result of the divine power."

How complete is the parallel between Sarah
and Mary

!

1. Sarah is the mother of all Jews, and of

the people of the circumcision. Mary ia the

mother of Jesus Christ, and so of the new elect

who were not circumcised.

2. Sarah, in virtue of her dignified position as

mother of the race, conceived and bore by a
miracle. So did Mary as mother of all

Christians.

3. Sarah did not conceive in the ordinary

way, but through the attention and fanour
bestowed on her by God. Her conception was
wrought in her by the power of God.
Compare the words of the angel to Mary in

Luke i. 30 and 35. " Fear not, Mary ; for

thou hast found favour with God. . .
."

Mary said, "How shall this be, seeing I know
not a man ? " And the angel answered "...

the power of the Most High shall overshadow
thee."
Can there remain a vestige of doiibt in the

mind of any impartial critic how and why and
whence the Christian legend arose ?

F. C. CONYBEABE.

SCIENCE NOTES.
An extra meeting of the Anthropological
Institute is announced for Monday next, when
Mr. J. T. Bent will give a lecture, illustrated

by the optical lantern, on his recent visits to

the Hadramaut and Dofar, the frankincense
and myrrh countries of Southern Arabia,
together with a description of the Bedawin of

both districts and their different characteristics.

In view of the annual long excursion of the
Geologists' Association, which this August will

be to North Ireland, the two following papers
are to be read at a meeting at University
College next Friday : "A Sketch of the Geology
of CountyAntrim,"by Mr. Alexander McHenry,
of the Geological Survey of Ireland ; and " The
Mourne Mountains," by Mr. E. Lloyd Praeger.
On Saturday, July 13, there will be an
excursion to Kent, under the direction of Mr.
W. J. Lewis Abbott, to examine the chalk
plateau between Eynsford and Wrotham, which
has become historic ground through the recent

discovery of palaeolithic implements.

The Grocers' Company have elected Dr. J.

Haldane and Prof. Waymouth Reid to research

scholarships of the value of £250 a year.

Sib John Mukkay, of the Challenger, has
been elected a correspondent of the French
Geographical Society.

The June number of the Journal of the

Chemical Society (Gumey & Jackson) contains

the fourth memorial lecture, on the life-work

of Marignan, which was recently delivered by
Prof. P. T. Cleve, of Upsala. It is illustrated

with an interesting portrait.

PHILOLOGY NOTES.

Db. MjVX Niemeyek, the well-known philo-

logical publisher of Halle, has undertaken to

publish a Zeitachrift fiir Ctltische Philologie,

under the editorship of Prof. Kuno Meyer of

Liverpool and Prof. Ludwig Chr. Stern of

Berlin, of which the first number will appear

early in the autumn. One of the features of

this new review is that articles will be admitted

in English, French, or Italian, as well as in

German. The following, among others, have
already promised to contribute : in England

—

Dr. Whitley Stokes (the doyen of Celtic phil-

ology), Prof. John Rhys and Mr. W. M. Lind-

say of Oxford, Prof. John Strachan of Liver-

pool, and Mr. Alfred Nutt ; in Ireland—Father
E. Hogan, of the Royal University ; in Scot-

land—Prof. Mackinnon of Edinburgh ; in Wales
—Prof. Anwyl of Aberystwith, and Prof. Powel
of Cardiff; in France—Prof. H. Gaidoz, Prof.

J. Loth, Prof. d'Arbois de Jubainville, and
Prof. Ernault ; in Germany—Prof. E. Windisch,

Prof. H. Zimmer, and Prof. R. Thurneysen ; in

Sweden—Dr. Lidon of Upsala; in Italy—Prof.

Ascoli ; in Holland—Prof. H. Kern.

REPORTS OF SOCIETIES.

VlXWO ClUB AND laiSK LiTBBABV SoOIKTY.

—

{Saturday, June 8.)

Da. Kabl Blind, vica-president of the Viking
Olub, in the chair.—Dr. George Sigeraon, fellow

and profeEsor of the Hoyal Univertity of Ireland,

read a paper on "Celts and Sea Kings" before

a combined meeting of these two societies.

—

The chairman, in his opening address, dwelt

on the neglect, which is still observable among
the mass of otherwi'.o highly educated people.

in regard both to the Anglo-Saxon and None,
and to the Keltic or Kelt-Iberian past of this

country. Though scholars of dislioguished name
were working in that field, and though Gaelic
Societies in Ireland exerted themselves, a great
deal had yet to be done, in order to evoke a more
general interest. The Viking Olub and the Irish

Literary Society, on their part, were efficiently

active in that line as sections of what he would
call the united republic of letters and art.

According to their constitution, they worked
irrespective of party principles, of religious creeds,
or of special philosophical views. Having men-
tioned Mr. Standish O'Grady, Dr. Douglas Hyde,
and Prof. Bbys, as prominent members of the Irish
Literary Society, Dr. Karl Blind referred to the
" Book of the Four Masters," in which the
landing of the Vikings in Ireland is first

mentioned—an event which happened more
than a hundred years after the appearance
of a Saxon fieet on the shores of

Ireland. The Fianna, or Fenian, war clan was
regarded by some writers as a first, pre-historic,

wave of Teutonic invaders ; and round their name
figures that heroic poetir gathered in Ireland and
Scotland, in which the later historical Danish and
Norwegian conquerors are blended with the older
Fianna name. This poetry, as well as such songs
and romances like " The Lay of Uisin, or the Land
of the Young," the " OhUdren of Lir," the
''Pursuit of Diarmid and Grainne," and the
" Youthful Exploits of Fionn," were not
sufficiently known in England. The reason might
partly be, that several of them were only accessible

in literal translations for the student, not in

poetically attractive versions. In that respect

Simrock, in Germany, had done valuable work for

the Edda, for Beowulf, and the mediaeval lays of his

nation. Pointing out that the Viking Club in-

cluded anthropology in its scope, the chairman
said that the different layers of Iberian, Keltic,

and Germanic races in Ireland constituted im-
portant problems. Altogether, the Viking
Olub, the Irish Literary Society, and the

Welsh Cymmrodorion, or brotherhood, were
usefuUy exerting themselves on the various

subjects mentioned. In conclusion, Karl

Blind mentioned the lectures given at Dublin

by Dr. Sigeraon on the Ossianic Saga, of which he

had seen interesting reports—Dr. Sigerson then

read his paper, in which many current allegations

to the detriment of the Norse conquerors in

Ireland were refuted. He also showed that the

effect of the battle of Clontarf was much over-

rated. In the same way he proved that the

arrival of the Northmen had by no means been
preceded by a reign of peace in Ireland, while he

dwelt on the fact of that isle having in olden

times been a seat of learning.—A discussion

followed, In which Mr. George Greene, Mr. Norris,

Miss Hall, and Mr. Baverstock took part. A vote

of thanks to Dr. Sigerson was passed.—At the

motion of Mr. Graves, the secretary of the Irish

Literary Society, who said that the speech of the

chairman had been characterised both by full

knowledge and by very sympathetic treatment, a

(imilar vote of thanks was passed to the president

of the evening.

Aristotelian.—[Monday, June 10.)

Bebnabd BosAuauET, Esq. ,
president, in the chair.

—

The report of the committee and the annual financial

statement were read and adopted. The officers

for the ensuing session were elected
_
as

follows : President, Mr. Bernard Bosanquet ; vice-

presidents, Prof. S. Alexander, Mr. A. Boutwood,

and Mr. G. F. Stout; editor of Froceedings, Mr.

A. F. Shand ; hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr.

H. W. Oarr.—A paper was read by Mr. H. W.
Oarr on "Mr. Balfour's Oriticism of Transcen-

dental Idealism." A discussion followed. The
meeting adjourned till November 4.

Hbllenic— (.4«»MflZ Meeting, Monday, June 17.)

Pkoi'. Lewis Campbell In the chair.—The report

was read by Mr. George A. Macmillan, secretary.

The council, after congratulating the society

upon a session of steady progress and good work,

expressed its regret at the heavy losses sustained

during the last year by death. The obituary

record included Sir Charles Newton ; Prof. Gustav

Hirschfeld, of Konigsberg, who was in charge of
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the azoaTatlona at Ol^mpia wben the Hennes of

Praxiteles waa diEcovcred ; Sir Henry Layard ; Sir

Jamee Laoaita ; I'rof . Stuart Poole ; Prof. A. 0.

Herriam, of Columbia College, one of ttie most
accsmpUshed of Amerioau archaeologists ; Prof.

H. 0. Goodhart, of Kdinburgh ; and Dr. Green-

wood, formerly principal of the Owens College,

Manchester. Prof. Ueinrich von Brunn and
Mr. Qeotge Dennis had ceased to be honorary

members, and their places bad been taken by
Prof. Furtwangler and Prof. Petersen. As in

former years, the council had been called upon
to support Tarlous projecta of excavation and
exploration. The most important was a Echemo
for excaTations in Alexandria, conducted under

the direction of Mr. D. G. Hogarth, in concert

with the authorities of the Egypt Explora-

tion Fund. After careful consideration the

council TOted the sum of £100 towards the

experimental excavations which, it was thought,

would Ecrve to show whether any substantial

results were to be expected. After some months'
trial Mr. Hogarth came to the conclusion that

for all practical purposes ancient Alexandria did

not exist. As soon, therefore, as he had proved
the ruinous state of the scanty remains, Mr.
Uogarth held bis hand, and about a quarter of

the grant would be returned. Smaller grants of

£25 each were voted to Mr. J. A. E. Munro for

exploration in Asia Minor, and to Mr. J. L. Myres
for exploration in the island of Amorgos, though in

the event the latter was not applied for. The
usual grant of £100 had been made to the British

School at Athens, two of the students of which in-

stitution—Mr. E. F. Bensonand Mr. Bevan—worked
under Mr. Hogarth at Alexandria. A determined
effort was now being made to place the School upon
a sounder financial baeis. The council siacerely

hoped that the effort might be successful, feeling

convinced that the maintenance of the School was
of vital consequence to the promotion of Hellenic

studies in this country. Within the last few
months a scheme had been laid before the council

for publishing from time to time illustrated

catalogues of the numerous private collections of

Greek antiquities which existed in this country,
and arrangements had been made for carrying the
scheme into effect as opportunity might offer. It

was thought that such catalogues would be of

immense value to students and of general interest

to many members of the society. Probably a first

instalment of these catalogues, which would be
uniform with the Journal, though independent of

it, would appear in the course of the coming year.

—The treasurer's accounts showed ordinary receipts

during the year of £910, against £10.34 during the
financial year 1893-94. The receipts from sub-
scriptions, including arrears, amount to £692,
agcunst £715, The receipts from life compositions
amounted to £50, against £79,—a falling off

of £29—and receipts from libraries and for the
purchase of back volumes to £122, against
£229—a decrease of £107. Receipts from
other sources of ordinary income showed
no material alteration. Since the entrance fee

was imposed, in .January, 1894, about £50 had
been received from this source, a very substantial
addition to the society's income. In the matter
of ordinary expenditure, amounting to £730,
against £894 in the previous year, there was an
increase of £7 in respect of rent, while the
stationery, printing, and postage remained as last

year—at £19. The expenditure on the library had
been £90, against £75 in the preceding year. The
cost of the Joiirml, vol. xiv., parts i. and ii.,

had amounted to £441. Besides the annual grant
of £100 to the British School at Athens, £125 had
been granted for other purposes, and a balance
was carried forward at the end of the financial
year of £169 73. 6d., against £214 lOi. 7d. at the
close of the preceding year. Forty-one new
members had been elected during the year, while
20 had bsen lost by death or resignation. This
showed a net increase of 15, and brought the
total number of members up to 784.—In conclu-
sion, the council felt that the society was in a
thoroughly healthy condition. The number of
new members was fairly satisfactory. The work
done or in contemplation was such as fully to
maintain the society's reputation for enlightened
zeal in the cause of Hellenic studies.—The report

FINE ART.
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

IV.

zeal in the cause of Hellenic studies.—The report I ,

waa adopted, and the meeting concluded with the I ??*
election of officers of the society. / *"*

The sculpture which occupies the Central

Hall and the Lecture Room is less in quantity

than on any recent occasion, but in quality

rather above than below the average of the

last two or three years. The total abstention

of Mr. Gilbert and the imperfect representation

of Mr. Bates by a single bust are much to be

deplored ; but we obtain some consolation from

the works of Mr. Hamo Thomycroft and Mr.
Onslow Ford, both of who are seen in unusual

force. We cannot recall any funerary monu-
ment of recent years of such simple dignity,

such fine balance, as Mr. Thomycroft's "The
late Right Rev. Harvey Goodwin, Bishop

of Carlisle." It is a bronze effigy recumbent

after the fashion of the great Florentine monu-
ments of the Quattroctntn, but with the hands

clasped in prayer as we find them in the

Burgundian and many other Northern tombs
of aoout the same period. We cannot but

regard the same artist's "Joy of Life"

—

the statue of a modem female dancer pre-

sented in the very whirl of a choregraphio per-

formance—as a mistake, though it is a mistake

entitled to the respect that all strenuous effort

should command. In the first place, the lines of

the statue which, even from the sculptor's chosen

point of view, are the reverse of harmonious,

are from any other aspect, mere inextricable

confusion. The tense muscular action of the

girl's leg and foot, cased in their silk stocking,

is admirably rendered ; but the head is too much
of that impersonal, generalised type which we
associate with fine Greek sculpture. Such a

subject wants for its due expression, from the

modern point of view thus deliberately taken

up, the audacity of a Falguiere or the deain-

volUtre of a Saint-Marceaux. The bronze

statue, " Echo," of Mr. Onslow Ford is a con-

ception of great delicacy and beauty, worked out
with all his wonted skill, the poise and balance

of the slender figure being particularly true

in its rhythmic harmony. One fault must be

found with it, and that fault arises out of the

method deliberately pursued by this sculptor in

the elaboration of a motive. In a subject

purely ideal and impersonal such as this, he is

right to choose for the embodiment of his idea

the slenderest, most youthful, and least fleshly

human forms, but not to render them with the

impress of suffering earth upon them, without

correction of the emaciation and the defective

development which may have characterised the

individual model chosen for reproduction. Mr.
Ford exhibits also admirable busts of three

painters—Mr. W. Q. Orohardson, Mr. Briton

Riviere, and Mr. W. Ridley Corbet—proving with
that of the last-named artist how vastly superior

the colour of the natural bronze, slightly broken

and toned down, is to a false green patina, such

as that which entirely envelopes the other two
works. The " Orpheus " silver statuette of Mr.
J, M. Swan is the working out of the chief

motive in his picture of the same name ex-

hibited last year. It has much of the vigour,

the angularity, the peculiar savour which we
associate with the work of Donatello and the

Tuscans of his following. This vigour, this

muscularity of the too youthful figure, these

abrupt movements, are, however, not wholly

in harmony with the voluptuous softness, the

insinuating charm, which are inseparable attri-

butes of the personage. Mr. Harry Bates's

decorative and animated bust, " General Lord
Roberts," would be still more satisfactory did

it not preserve in the bronze too much of the

style proper to the day.
Mr. Bertram Maokennal's quotation, " For

she sitteth . . . on a seat in the high places of

city," renders it unnecessary to charac-

terise further the motive of his nude female
figure seated on an elaborately adomed throne.
A type of lust, as distinguished from the
higher passion, she appears with proud and
defiant mien, trampling winged love at
her feet, and proffering to the bystander the
rose of sensual delight. This work is a curious
example of that method which strives to render
a conception imaginative, mainly by piling up
strange, mystic adjuncts as a stimulus to the
imagination. Signor Lucchesi's "Destiny"
is a well-modelled female figure presented in

entire nudity, but not more than this ; the
"Boy at Play" of Mr. W. Goscombe Jolm
is a capitally modelled exercise, giving the
spare figure of a youth in a difficult, momentary
position; Mr. Henry Pegram's ""The Bather
is, in pose, quite uncomfortably like the
bronze "Orpheus" of M, Henri Peinte, at
the entrance to the Luxembourg Gallery.

The bronze group, " Mother and Child," of

Mr. George J. Frampton is a bold attempt to
obtain relief from monotony of colour by
placing the figure of a modem mother and her
baby, realistically modelled in the round,
against a background of higher toned copper,
with a central disc, enamelled white, doing
duty as a kind of halo round the mother's head.
The effort to attain originality at any price is

here much too apparent ; and such originality

as results, at the expense of beauty, is, after

all, almost entirely on the surface.

Among othet works worthy of notice are

Mr. Hamo Thomycroft's " The late Earl
Granville"; Mr. Paul R. Montford's " Mother
and Child"; Mr. Henry C. Fehr's " Hypnus
Bestowing Sleep upon the Earth "; Mr. Gustav
Nathorp's bust, "Mrs. Ronalds "

; and Countess
Feodora Gleichen's very decorative and agree-

able " Bust of the Princess of Wales."
Claude PniLLirs.

OBITUARY.

HENBY MOORE, R.A.

An accident which happened to him some while

ago occasioned a break in Mr. Henry Moore's
health, which has never been quite repaired

;

but the attack of paralysis which befell him
on Wednesday week was, we think, quite

unexpected, as at the wedding of his daughter

—quite lately—he had appeared fairly well.

Henry Moore was but a little older than

his brother Albert, who died somewhat
prematurely, scarcely two years since. He was,

in fact, about sixty, and for nearly forty years

had been painting, and sending to the Royal
Academy, his pictures of the land and sea.

Bom at York—which, it may be remembered,

was also the birthplace of Etty—Henry Moore
did not begin by being a marine painter. His
pure landscape, even in his earlier days, had
great merit, and his landscape in the present

Academy has the gift of charm. But it is as a

painter of the seas—of the westerly reaches

of the Channel, of the Bay of Biscay, of the

Atlantic in its least inhospitable moods—that

Mr. Moore most commended himself to his own
generation, and that he will be judged by
posterity. He had not obvious style, nor

always "breadth," nor always even variety.

But his performances, the result of a profound

study and of consummate cleverness, were

interesting and faithful and visibly brilliant

;

and it is certain that a large public has

been found which esteems the value of his

labours as scarcely second to the value of the

labours of Mr. Hook. As time proceeded his

work gained in force ; it was never sensational,

and never without the virtue of refinement.

It has been said that he " leaves no successor."

Certainly not, since no two painters of the sea

are likely to perceive and treat their subject

in precisely the same way. He will be missed
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as a man as well as an artist ; for he was
modest, interesting, and manly—a man of

heart and brains and temperament, as well as a

craftsman.

We have also to record the death of another
Academician, Mr. John Evan Hodgson, who
will best be remembered for his services as

librarian to the Royal Academy. He also

filled the office of professor of painting. Quite

recently he contributed a series of articles to

the Art Journal, in collaboration with Mr.
Eaton, the secretary, on the history of the

Royal Academy.

DISCOVERIES AT SILCHESTEB.
We quote the following from the Times :

" The syttematic excavation of the site of the
large Boman town at Silchester, under the
auspices cf Ihe Society of Antiquaries, was
resumed, for the sixth year in succession, at the
beginning of May, the scene of operations being
a hitherto unexplored insula, or square, lying
midway between the basilica and west gate. This
insula has been found to be almost entirely

covered with the foundations of two very large
house', each of which had a courtyard facing
north and entered from the main street on that
side by a gateway of considerable importance.
The easternmost house has a street frontage of
more than 200ft. and extends backwards for over
150ft. Its principal chambers were on the west
side and had mosaic floors, unhappily almost en-
tirely destroyed. A vestibule in the north part of
the houEe, about 12ft. wide and 50ft. long, has for-
tunately nearly the whole of a very remarkable
mosaic pavement. It consists of a groundwork of
common red and drab mosaic, arranged in long
bands or panels, filled with squares or lozanges,
and coupled by frets. In this are set, in somewhat
capricious fashion, no fewer than five, if not six,

panels of fiue mosaic work of excellent design.
First, there are two small squares, each two feet
across, placed side by side with an interval of a
few inches. Then comea a large panel, 6 ft.

square, with a bust (unfortunately much injured)
within a circular border. Beyond this is a long
and narrow panel of interlacing work, and beyond
this again the remains of a fine panel (or, perhaps,
two placed end to end) over 20 ft. long,
which has evidently been almost entirely destroyed
within the last few years through the agency of a
" scarifier." Very few instances of so elaborate a
combination of coarse and fine mosaic patterns
have come to light in Britain. The occurrence,
therefore, of so curious and perfect an example at
Silchester is noteworthy. At the west end of the
vestibule is a small room on a lower level, with a
very perfect floor of drab mosaic with a central panel
of fine work ; but this is injured in the centre.
Against the east wall are the remains of a fire-

place, a most uncommon feature in Bomano-
British houses. The other house Is quite as
extensive aa the first. Its plan resembles that of
most of the largo houses found at Silchester, and
of the principal Boman villas in this country—

a

series of chambers lined with corridors and arranged
round three sides of a courtyard. Only the prin-
cipal wing, that on the east, has as yet been com-
pletely uncovered ; but in this, besides two rooms
warmed by hypocausts, are no fewer than five

other rooms, all of considerable siz3 and with
mosaic floors. The northernmost room has in the
centre a large panel of fine mosaic, about 15 ft.

square, composed of five large circles within
octagons, and fiUed with stars and geometrical
figure8,thewhole being enclosed with abroad border
of braid work and set in a ground of red tesserae.
The colours used are black, white, red, and yellow.
About three-fourths of this pavement is intact.

The next room has an almost perfect mosaic pave-
ment, composed entirely of fine black and white
tesserae, arranged in eighty-one squares or panels
of geomefricil design coupled by fretwork. It

measures about 14ft. by 16ft., and is set in a
ground of coarse red tesserae. The next room had
a fine mosaic pavement of about the same size as

that just described, composed of sixteen octagonal
panels of black, white, red, and yellow tesserae

;

out, unfortunately, almost the whole is destroyed.

A passage paved with ordinary red tesserae
separates the three northernmost chambers from
the other two. One of these has a plain red pave-
ment only. The southernmost chamber retains a
nearly perfect mosaic centre, about 14ft. square,
formed of nine hexagonal panels with floral and
other devices, all of good design and character.
Whether any other fine mosaics will be found in
the other parts of the house remains to be seen, as
at present only the lines of the walls have been
traced. It is hoped that it will be found practic-
able to remove the better preserved pavements to
the Beading Museum, where the Silchester Loan
Collection has been deposited by the Duke of
Wellington.''

NOTES ONART AND ARGHAEOLOOY.
The annual soiree of the Royal Aoidemy at
Burlington House yrill be given on Tuesday
next.

Peof. Flindebs Petkie's exhibition of
Egyptian antiquities found this year in the
excavations of the Egyptian Research Account,
and his own work, mil be open at TJniversity

College, Gower-street, from July 1 to July 27.

The main feature is the series of objects illus-

trating the new race who overthrew the first

Egyptian civilisation.

The following exhibitions will open next
week: the annual exhibition of the '91 Art
Club, which consists of professional lady artists,

at the Egyptian HaU, Piccadilly ; a series

of water-colour drawings of "Japan under
arms," by Mr. A. Randall West, at the Clifford

Galleries, Haymarket ; a series of drawings by
Louise Abbema, to illustrate Rene Maizeroy's
La Mer, at the Hanover Gallery, New Bond-
street ; and Mr. Tom M. Hemy's picture of
" The Fight between the Shannon and the
Chesapeake ofT Boston Harbour," at the Graves
GaUery, Pall Mall.

We may also mention that the centenary
loan exhibition of old Wedgwood ware was
formally opened at Burslem by Mx, A. J.

Mundeila on Wednesday.

At a meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, held on Monday last, the

Queen's annual gold medal was presented to

Mr. James Brooks, architect to the Diocesan
Society of Canterbury,

The name of Sir A. W. Franks, of the
British Museum, is to be found in the list of

those members of the Civil Service who have
been specially exempted from the rule of retire-

ment at the age of sixty-five years.

Baeon Edmond Rothschild has bought
and presented to the Louvre the Bosco-Reale

treasure, consisting of forty silver articles

which were found concealed in a niche at

Pompeii.

Mb. Geohoe Jeiteby, P.R.I.B.A., has

published at Jerusalem a series of plans and

sketches, intended to illustrate the architectural

history of the buildings on the site of the Holy
Sepulchre, as described by the earlier pilgrims.

The plans have been made from actual

measurement on the spot, so far as the difficult

nature of the work permits, infinite trouble

having been caused by complicated proprietor-

ship and by sectarian prejudices. Much
assistance has been derived from the recent

discoveries of Herr Schick, which have demon-

strated the position of the much-disputed

Second Wall. The method adopted by Mr.

Jeffery is to work backwards chronologically.

He starts with a plan of the buildings as they

were left by the Crusaders in the twelfth

century, which is practically identical with

their present condition, except for the absence

of the modem sectarian partitions and a few

restorations. Next we have a plan of the

(eleventh century) buildings of Coustantine

Monomachus, as described by Saewulf in 1102,

before their destruction by the Crusaders

;

then the (seventh century)building8 of Modestus,
as described by Arculf and Willibald; and
finally the (fourth century) basilica of Con-
stantino, conjeoturally restored from the
descriptions of Eusebius and Saint Sylvia. To
this last is added a reproduction of the apse
mosaic in S. Pudenziana at Rome, which may
possibly be a contemporary representation of
Constantino's basilica. By way of explanation,
Mr. Jeffery has quoted extracts from tho
accounts of the pilgrims referred to.

THE STAGE.
The reopening of the Vaudeville Theatre, with
a play by Mr. Robert Buchanan and another,
which was to have taken place at the end of
last week, was postponed for a few days,
though probably by the time that our readers
may be conning the present paragraph another
farcical comedy, engaging the talents of Mr.
Lionel Brough, Mr. Frederick Kerr, Mr.
Gilbert Farquhar, Miss Victor, Miss Palfrey,
and Miss Esme Beringer (a cast of obvious
excellence and charm), may be added to the
scanty list of English plays now vouchsafed to
us in London.

On Friday and Saturday last the Elizabethan
Stage Society gave, under the direction of Mr.
William Poel, at a quaint little hall hidden
somewhere between Conduit-street and Savile-
row, a performance of "Twelfth Night," as
nearly as possible in the fashion in which
Shakspere's play was presented in Shakspere's
own time. Mr. Poel, a remarkable stage
manager and a most scholarly and exact
student of Elizabethan drama, directed the
performance ; and, though no names were
appended as those of persons taking part in

the interpretation, it was evident that Mr.
Poel had made some use of the material at his

hand in the large Shakspere Reading Society

whose studies he supervises. Speaking
broadly, the choice of performers had been
wisely made, though in one or two important
parts sincerity and naturalness seemed wanting ;

but what was most remarkable was the high
general level that was undoubtedly attained.

) The performance, with its Tudor entourage, may
be described as having been an interesting

curiosity ; but we think a part of the interest in

the future proceedingsof the Society oughtto be
sought not alone in the manner of performance,

but in the comparative novelty (at least to the

present play-going generation) of the thing

performed. Aud we observe with satisfaction

that, by the kind permission of the Treasurer

and Masters of the Bench of Gray's Inn, the

"Comedy of Errors" (which one sees so seldom)

wDl be played in the first week of December in

Gray's Inn Hall, where that piece was
originally acted in the year 1594.

The performance of " Twelfth Night " by
the Elizabethan Stage Society is to be re-

peated this evening (Saturday) at St. George's

Hall, Langham-place, with the special object

of allowing those who are studying the play

for the Cambridge Local Examination to see

it acted.

MUSIC.
OPERA AT COVENT GARDEN AND

DRURY LANE.

Mb. F. H. Cowen's opera " Harold " was
performed for the second time at Covent

Garden last Friday week, but it was our first

hearing. To criticise the work from a high

standpoint is quite legitimate, but truth is not

always pleasant. When the composer tries to

be dramatic, he often becomes melodramatic ;

and when he attempts the lyrical, it is that of
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the dnwing-room rather than of the stage.

And then the lyrical predominates ; the libretto

by Sir Edward Malet seems, indeed, to have
been written with that aim in view. We
presume that the author consulted the musician,

and that he was, to a great extent, guided by
the wishes of the latter. Mr, Cowen, perhaps,

knows his strong point ; but, if so, he should
write cantatas, not operas. The chorus for

women, with solo for Edith, in the first act, and
a similar chorus at the opening of the second
act, are written in his best manner. But in his

love music, and in places where strength rather

than charm is required, the composer, as

a rule, disappoints us. There is one notable
exception : the music for the funeral procession

of Edward the Confessor has breadth and
dignity. A general lack of dramatic power is,

however, not surprising, for the story is not
exciting. The vacillating Harold does not make
a good hero, while the Saxon and Norman
ladies, Edith and the Princess Adela, are not
creatures of flesh and blood, but merely singing
figures. Among many good things, musically
speaking, in "Harold," the clever "Battle"
picture deserves mention. The composer's
excellent orchestration stands him in good
stead; he always knows how to express
his ideas in an effective manner. We have
jadged tSi. Cowen by a high standard. But
it we compare "Harold" with some of his

previous efforts at [opera, it must be acknow-
ledged that there is a great advance. We
cannot help feeling that his talent is lyrical,

rather than dramatic ; yet, until he has a book
likely to call forth all his powers, we may
assume that some are, as yet, latent : there
are, indeed, moments in " Harold " which seem
to justify this assumption. The performance
under the composer's direction was excellent.

Mme. Albani made the most of the part of

Edith. Mr. Bispham, as William, however,
was scarcely well suited.

Of " Don Giovanni " on Monday evening,
with Mme. Fatti as Zerlina, Miss Macintyre as

Donna Elvira, and M. Maurel as the " Don,"
we heard (owing to Rosenthal) but little ; yet
enough to know that the artists named dis-

played some of their best qualities ; also that
there were shortcomings, dramatic and musical,

in the performance. The house was crowded.
Smetana's " Die Verkaufte Braut " was pro-

duced at Drury-lane on Wednesday evening

;

but of this work we must speak next week.
J. S. Shedlock.

ROSENTHAL AND PADEREWSKI.
Pianoforte recitals, as a rule, are dull. A
Bach organ Fague transcribed for pianoforte,
a Beethoven Sonata, a Chopin selection, and
then a Litzt Rhapsodie: such is the kind of

programme one constantly hears ; and the
performers are good, bad, or indifferent. But
on Monday and Tuesday two recitals were
given of quite exceptional interest : the one by
Rosenthal, whose brilliant performance of
Liszt's pianoforte Concerto in E flat at a recent
Eichter Concerto excited such enthusiasm ; the
other by Paderewski, whose fame in this
country justly stands high. To hear them on
consecutive days was a rare privilege ; while to
critics, who form their opinions to a large
extent by comparison, the double event was
most welcome. Each played a Beethoven
Sonata: Rosenthal, the one in C minor
(Op. HI); and Paderewski, the one in A flat

(Op. 110)—two striking examples of the master's
ripest period. Both players gave an intelligent
and characteristic interpretation of the music

;

but while Rosenthal, at times, and especially
in the second movement of the C minor, showed
a want of delicacy, Paderewski, in the A flat,

certainly erred in the opposite direction.
Whether the former wag at his best, we cannot

say ; the latter was not. We have not yet for-

gotten his poetical rendering of Beethoven's
Sonata in D minor last year. The two pianists,

however, invited still closer comparison.
Brahms' Variations on a theme by Paganini
(Op. 35) figured on both programmes. The
selection from the 28 Variations was not
precisely the same in each case, but there was
enough in common to provoke direct com-
parison. Both pianists, over all the immense
difficulties of the music, were victorious; yet for

fulness of tone, brilliancy, and speed, the palm
must be awarded to Rosenthal. His reading
was one of the most extraordinary displays of

technique to which we have ever listened. As
an interpreter of Chopin, Paderewski shows
more poetry and feeling, yet on Tuesday he
was not up to high-water mark. Rosenthal gave
a clever " Study " of his own on Chopin's D
flat Valse, thereby showing that Tausig's bad
example has borne fruit. It should not be
forgotten that even Brahms has evolved a
" Study" from one of Chopin's. The last piece

on his programme was Liszt's " Don Juan "

Fantasia. Here the player was in all his glory
;

and the abnormally difficult music not being
sufficient for him, he put in a few extra touches
of his own. How Liszt himself played this

piece we know not ; but it is scarcely possible

to conceive anything more brilliant and daring
than this performance. We have heard it from
Rubinstein and Sophie Menter, but Rosenthal's
rendering throws theirs into the shade. Unless
it be Eugen d'Albert, there is surely no living

pianist who could produce such an overwhelm-
ing effect ; it was the ne plui ultra of virtuosity.

Paderewski pUyed Schumann's Fantasia in

C (Op. 17) with tremendous energy. The
reading, however, was open to question : it

was too impulsive, while, in places, the spirit

of Chopin, rather than of Schumann, seemed
to be exerting its influence over the player.

These two recitals will long be remembered
by all who were fortunate enough to be present

at them.

REGENT CONCERTS.
The "Wagner" concert at the Queen's Hall
last Thursday was in many ways interesting.

There was a novelty, namely, the Introduction

to the second act of " Ingwelde " by Max
Schillings, a young German composer, of

whom report speaks highly. The " Introduc-
tion " in question is quite in Wagner style, but
it is clever and attractive enough to make one
wish to know more of his music-drama
recently produced at Carlsruhe. Herr Mottl
gave a delightful rendering of the two middle
movements of Berlioz's "Harold" Symphony.
But why only two? It was scarcely fair to

the composer thus to mutilate his work. The
performance at the close of the first act of
" Parsifal " was not very successful : under the

best conditions, however, the music cannot
produce its effect in the concert-room. The
refined, artistic singing of Frau Mottl in an
Aria of Mozart's, and in some songs by Berlioz

and R. Strauss, deserves special mention. She
also took part with Mr. Bispham in an
excerpt from "Die Meistersinger." The voice

of the latter showed signs of iatigue.

Miss Janotha gave a " Chopin Memorial
Concert " at St. James's Hall last Friday week.
Why the concert was thus named, we cannot
say. The programme was not a satisfactory

one. There was the recently discovered
Nocturne, gracefully interpreted by Miss
Janotha; but a Chopin-Wilhelmi Nocturne
(cleverly played on the violin by Master J.

Hamburg), a song by the concert-giver, intro-
ducing in melodramatic style the beautiful
theme of the Trio of the Funeral March, and
the drawing-room " Polonaise " duet scarcely
did honour to the memory of Chopin. The
Poluh songs sung by Miss C. Butt, Miss Ella

Russell, and Miss M. Brema proved the most
attractive numbers of the programme.
On Saturday afternoon Sefior Sarasate gave

his fourth and last concert at St. James's Hall.
His programme opened with Brahms' Snnata
in O for pianoforte and violin (Op. 78), in
which he was ably supported by Mme. Berthe
Marx-Goldschmidt. The reading was inter-

esting, but too polished and delicate : there is

a certain roughness in the composer's nature,
which is reflected in his music, and which ought
not to be altogether smoothed away. From
St. James's Hall to Queen's Hall is not a
day's journey; and we arrived at the latter

place in time to hear Herr Barmester in the
Finale of the Mendelssohn violin Concerto.
His main object seemed to be to show how
rapidly he could play it. He may, possibly,

have beaten the record ; but what the musio
gained in speed it certainly lost in clearness.

Schubert's unfinished Symphony was given
under Herr Nikisch's direction. The first move-
ment was rendered with poetry and passion,

but in the second one felt too much the dotting
of the " i's." Another fioe performance was that
of Smetana's lively Overture to " The Bartered
Bride" : it was played with great delicacy

and spirit. There were also some com-
mendable features in the Wagner excerpts
from the " Ring." Herr Nikisch made a
far more favourable impression on us at this

concert
; yet he still has a certain reserved

manner, which refiects itself in his conducting.
The oboe player whom he has brought with
him from Buda Pesth plays well, but the tone
of his instrument is far from pleasing.

On Monday afternoon Miss Fanny Davies
gave her annual concert at St. James's Hall,

and her programme included the two new
Sonatas for clarionet and piano by Brahms,
which were to have been performed during the
last Popular Concert season. Miss Davies
secured the services of Herr Miihlfeld, one of

the best performers on the clarionet, and one
of the best interpreters of Brahms. The two
works (Op. 120, Nos. 1 and 2) are interesting,

but the composer seems to be entering a " third

period." He had passed from a certain

mysticism, tending to obscurity, to a style

remarkable for its simplicity and, there-
fore, clearness. He appears, in these Sonatas,
or rather in certain portions of them,
to be returning to his earlier manner.
It would be altogether presumptuous to
attempt to judge these works from a first

hearing. Some of the movements, such as the
Allegretto and Vivace of the first Sonata, make
a direct appeal, but the others require study.

Our first impressions show a preference for

No. 1, and they would also lead us to

name the Andante with Variations of No. 2

as the least interesting : nay, as appeal-
ing, and not successfuUy, to public taste.

Miss Davies played besides some Schumann
solos and a Bach organ Fugue, and was well

received. To her enterprise we are indebted
for hearing these new Brahms Sonatas so soon

;

otherwise we should have had to wait, probably
until the winter season.

MUSIC NOTES.
A CONCEET of Irish music is to be given at

St. Martin's Town Hall this evening (Saturday),

under the auspices of the Irish Literary Society,

in aid of the fund for the aged daughters of

the Irish novelist, William Carleton. The fol-

lowing vocalists will sing : Mmo. Antoinette

Sterling, Mme. Hope Glen, Mrs. Hutchinson,
Mme. Anna Lang, Miss Evelyn Ogle, Miss
Sylvia Rita, Mme. Adelaide Mullen, Miss
Florence Shee, Mr. Plunket Green, Mr. Joseph
O'Mara, Mr. Henry Beaumont, and Mr. Denis
O'Sullivan. Dr. Viliiers Stanford will play

the accompaniments for Mr. Plunket Greene's

songs.
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CASSELL'S MAGAZINE
For JULY, containing—

DO BOYS GO TO SEA ? By P. M. Holmes. Illustrated.

rHE VOICE of the CHARMER. By L. T. Meade. Illustrated.

rHE CHEAPER CITY. By ELiZABtni L. Baxes. lUnstrated.

)nR BELONGISG3 : The Fathers. By Ivor Merle. Illustrated.

?0G0 SKERRIES. A Complete Story. By Graut Alles. Illust.

V CHAT with Sir FREDERIC LEIGHTOS, P.R.A By the
Baroxess Vov Zbdlitz. Illustrated.

I REASSURING WORD about C.VNCER. By "A Family Doctor."
:HE SCHOOLMISTRESS of THATOHAMLET. By T. J.

Macxamara. Illustrated.

TOMEN and BUSINESJ LIFE. By J. M. Dryerre.
I BARGEMAN'S VILLAGE. By E. Chapmam. Illustrated.

MY LEARNED FRIENDS." By T. W. Colloery.
'HE NEW LINEN APPLIQUE WORK. By E. T. Masters. Illnst.

OVEDAY. .A Tale of a Stirrtng Time. By A. E. Wjceham. Illust-

aiT-CHAT on DRESS : JULY. By A. Ll. GairriiHS- Illuitrated.

HE GATHERER.
ARDENING in JULY.
'RIZE COMPETIIIONS, kc., 4c.

CuwLL ft CovPAiiT, Limited, Imdgats Hill, London.

rHE GEOGRAPHICAL JOURNAL.
CuNrENTS. JULY. Price '2a.

.NXI\EUSARY ADDRESS. By Clejiesis B. M.uijinAii, C.B.,
F.R.g., President.

DMIRALTY SURVEYS.
EOGRAPHY at the UNIVERSITIES.
HE INDIAN SURVEYS, lw:).19e4. By C. E. D. Black.
HE FRANKLIN COMMEMORATION.
URVEY of the ENGLISH LAKES. By U. Mill, D.Sc., F.R.S.B.
IFE of SIR SAMUEL BAKER. Review. By E. G. Ravessteix.
HE MONTHLY BECOKD.
BITUARY: HUGH P. C. CLEGHORN, M.D. William Alibed

I.CKERSUEV.

EITpARV of the YEAR-MEETINGS of the ROYAL GEO-
'.'.t*.'

"" *'' S'JCIETY, SE.1SION 1894-l»-OEOGItAPHIrAL
I.ITI- RATIRE of the MONTH-NEW MAPS-NUMEBOUS
M.VI'S and ILLU.STRATIONS.

Edward STAiiroRD, 26 and 27, Cockspnr Street

HE HUMANITARIAN.
Edited by VICTORIA WOODHUU. MARTIN.

JULY.
HE PLACE of REALISM in FICTION. By Dr. William Barry
(Author of "A New Antigone ") ; ALriioxsE Daudet; Ella IIei--
woRTH Dixo?i ; Sir Georoe Douolas ; George (iissixo ; W. H.
HALLOCK ; Richard Prvce ; Adblixc Ijeroeast ; FreDzbick Wed-
more, and W. H. Wilkixs.

LPIIONSE IIAUDET on SOCIAL PROBLEMS,
with Portrait.) By B. 11. Sberabd.

•ATE SOCHLISM in the COURT of REASON
AoHEBON Herbert.
OW to DEAL with the PURITY OUESTION
W. J. Ward.
ME RESULTS of MODERN PSYCHICAL BESEABCH.
J. Oodvbey Ralpert.

(An Inten-iew,

By the Hon.

By the Rer-

By

IE EMPLOYMENT of WOMEN. By the Hon. Dudley Fortescue.
'

^KT^iiu^'^'^^ ^^ DIABLE (Short Story.) By Fbasb

'oPENCOLUMN*^''^'
J"^^'*^"'^' CORRESPONDENCE, and

PklCB Ome Siiilli.vo,

HuTCBinoii ft Co., M, Paternostor Row.

READY ON JULY 2nd.

STRAND MUSICAL MAGAZINE.
No. 7, JULY, CONTAINS:

'TOR ENGLAND'S SAKE."
A miignifioent new patriotic song by Maud Valerie

White, and eleven other songs and pieces by Gounod,
Rubinstein, and other popular composers, besides 20
pages of reading, with illustrations.

Price 6cl. Post free, Sd.

ALSO READY.

VOLUME I. OP THE STRAND
MUSICAL MAGAZINE.

Handsomely bound in cloth with gilt edges, consists

of 484 pages, and contains the following :

—

35 Sousa, 19 Pianoforte Solos, 1 Barn Dance,
1 Mazorkai 3 Polkas, 4 Waltzas, 1 JCandoline
and Pianoforte Piece, 4 Violin and Pianoforte
Pieces, 1 Orgran Piece, and 3 Pianoforte Duets,

With 42 articles, interviews, and stories, with
hundreds of illustrations of interest to all lovers of

music, the whole forming the cheapest and best

Album of Music ever produced.

SIX GUINEAS' WORTH OF MUSIC FOR
SIX SHILLINGS.

Price 6s. Post free 6s. 6d.

Or may be obtained from the Booksellers.

THE

PORTFOLIO.
Artistic Monographs Published Monthly.

Price 2s. 6d. net.

July. -THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
By C. J. CORNISH,

Author of the "Now Eorost."

June.- -ANTOINE WATTEAU.
By CLAUDE I'illLLirS.

" Among tho best and most oomploto of tlio Portfolio
Monographs."— Times.

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., LONDON, W.C.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
Eaited l.y W. L. COURTNEY.

JULY.
THE DEFENCE of FORT CHITRAL. With Map by Lieut. Harlev.
HQUOR, LAND, and LABOUR. By X. T.

THE PAl'ACY-
II) ITS POSITION" anil AIMS. Br Captain J. W. GiMulta, R.N
(2) HUNGARY and the VATICAN. By B. Moldek.

PICTURES of tlie YEAR. By E. R. Pessei.l.

THE PRESENT CONDITION of MlJUAMMEDAN WOMEN in
TURKEY. By Rit.iiAan Davey.

AUSTRALIAN PEDER ITION ; Its Progress and Iti Prospects. By
EnwABD Salhon.

THE REVOLUTION in GRUB STREET; a BoawoUUn I'rasment.
By H. D. Tbaill, U.C.L.

AGAINST OXFORD DEGREES for WOMEN. By Prof. Tuomas
Case, MA.

ZEBEHR PASUA. By the Riglit Hon. W. T. MahhioM, Q.C.

THE MYSTERY of BIRTH. By Grakt Allem.

LECONTE DE LISLE ! a Short Study. By Esme Stlaui.

THE HEART of LIFE. Chaps. XXXVII.-XLI. By W. U.
Mallock.

The SEGOXD EDITION n/ Ihe JOSE NVJIBEIl
is NOW HEADY.

SEELEY & CO., LTD., ESSEX ST., STRAND.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE.
No. S57. JULY, 1893. 28. «d.

0'O.V2'j;.vr.J;-aDiMP3E8 of somb Vahishid Celebuities,
by F. M. p. Skene. The Kkiqht akd the Ladv, by tho

Author of " Mona Maclean." " The Fouxdatioss of
BEtiEr." Itmsiox, by Alice Mackay.-—A Foheioxeii,

Chaps, xxxvi.-xl. -Public Scbools akd Aemv Com-
PErrriVE Examinatioiis, by Colonel Henry Knollya, U.A.

OuB Last War with the MAnsDDa, by S. S. Thorburn.

MousTAisEKRiifG Memoeies. The Tekkitokial
Waters and Sea Fisheries. Mr. Wileiam Watsoh's
Serious Veesk. A Boer Pastoral. The GLADsioiriAif

Revolt iif Scotland. Ai Last !

CHAPMAN'S
MAGAZINE OF FICTION.

Edited I>y OSWALD CRAWFORD.
The JULY NUMBER contains the conclusion of S. R.

Ceockett's " UNDER CLOUD ot NIGHT," Five Complete

Stories by Mrs. Andrew Dean, W. L. Alde j, Edith A.

Barnett, E. W. Hornunc, and Joseph Strange, and con-

tlnoationa of the Two Serial Stories by Bret Harte and

by TloiiT Huiti.

CilAPXAX & Hall, Ltd., London.

WILLIAM BLACKWOOD k SONS, EmsBCnott asd Losnon.

THE NEW REVIEW.
ONE SHILLING MONTHLY.

Edited by W. E. HENLEY.
Contents.—JULY,

H. B. MAREIOTT WATSON. Tho King-s Treasure

DIPLOMATIOTJS. Orleanism.

H. O. ABN0LD-F0R3TEB. ^ '"^colonfeY
"""' """

VBBNON BL&CKBUBIf. Eloonora Duho.

JUSTIN HTJNTLY MoOARTHY. Barras.

£. B. 03B0BN. Fuuera Netunera.

JAMES FITZMATTBIOB-
KELLY.

BBTTBEN BUTLER.
ERNEST E. WILLIAUS.
EUQENE BENSON.
W. J. LOCKE.
London: Williah Heinemann,

"
j The Picaresque Novels.

The Kirk's Alarm,
Nationalisation by Inches.

An Immortal Story.

Aftermath.

, 21, Bedford Street, W.C.

TEMPLE BAR MAGAZINE.
For Contents see Messrs. BENTLEV k SON'S List, on i>age asff.

LONGMAN'S MAGAZINE.
For C'riutciits see Mcesrs. LONGMANS 4 CO.'S List, on page .536.

B

NOW READY.
JJiid Edition, in Tiv., V.,1,.., Royal Svo, price 703. cloth.

NEGLIGEKCE IN LAW,
ilKIN'O THE .SECOND EDITION OF

ilNCIPLES OF THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE.
Re-arranged aud rewritten by TuoMA3 BEVEN, of the

Inner Temple, Barrister-atLaw.

'EVENS & HAYNES, 13, Boll Vard.TempIO Bar.

NOTTINGHAM TRACTS. III.

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF ST . MATTHEW'S

GOSPEITIN THE LIGHT OF RECENT RESEARCH.

By QREY HUBERT 8KIPWITH,
Price 6d,

London ; Simpkin, Marshall & Co.,

Nottingham: Jahes Bell, Carlton Street.

ESTABLISHED 1851.lEKBEOK BANK,
Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London

.

TWO-AND-A-HALF perCENT. INTEREST allowed on DEPOSITS
repayable on demand.
TWO per CENT, on CURRENT ACCOUNTS, on the minimum

m onthly balancpfl, when not drawn hrfow £100,
STOCKS.'SUaRES, and ANN OtTIES purchased and sold.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
For the encouragement of Thrift tbe Bank receives small suits on

deposit, aud allows Interest monthly on each completed £].

BIEKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE

rOR TWO 0CINEA3PKR UOMIB .

BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT Ot LAND

FOR FIVE 8lll[.I.I!«(iS PER MONTH.

The BIRKBECK ALMANACK, with full partloulars, poet (riio

PKANC18 KAVEXSI UOFT. Manager

VINOLIA SHAVING SOAP
CAUSES NO BLOTCHES UNDER

THE CHIN.

Sticks 6d., Is., Is. 6d., 2s., 28. 6d.

;

Flat Cakes, Is., 2s„ 2s. 6d.
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GURNEY & JACKSON'S
STANDARD BOOKS ON SCIENCE AND NATURAL HISTORY.

CHEMISTRY AND AGRICULTURE.
A THEORETICAL and PRACTICAL TREATISE on the

MAXLFACriRK of SULPUUHIC ACID iind ALKALI, with the COLLKTKBAL
BHANCHKS. By GEOUGE LIINGK, Ph.D., Professor of Technical C'homistty at

the Federal Polytechnic School, Zurich, formerly Manager of the Tyne Alkali Works,
South Shields.

Vol. 1. SULPHURIC ACID. Second Edition. £2 2s.

Vol.2. BODA (the LEBLANC PROCESS), &c. Second Edition. £2 2s.

Vol. 3. BLEACHING POWDER, CHLORATE of POTASH, and APPENDICES.
Fimt Edilion. £1 is.

THE LABORATORY QUIDS, a Manual of Practical
ChomisliT for CoUoRes and Schools. Specially Atranged for AKTicultural Students.

By ARTHUR HERBERT CHURCH, M.A., of Lincoln CoUcfTO, Oxford, Professor of

Chemistry in the Royal Aca<lomy of Arts. Seventh Edition, Revised and Enlarged.
Post 8vo, Cs. Cd.

ATTFIELD'S CHEmSTRY. Fifteenth Edition. Illas-
tratcil. Including a Sootion on Modem OrRanio Chemistry. By JOHN ATTFIELD,
P.R.8., Professor of Chemistry to th? Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, ftc.

j

Post 8vo, cloth, 15s.

FARM INSECTS : being the Natural History and Economy
of the Insectii Injurious to the Field Crops of Great Britain and Ireland, and

|

also those which infest Bams and Granaries, with sngeestions for their destruction.

By JOHN CURTIS, F.L.S., &c. Sapcr-royal 8vo, with 10 Coloured Plates and many
WoodcuU, £1 Is.

COAL-TAR and AMMONIA, being the Second and
Enlarged Edition of " A Treatise on the Distillation of Coal Tar anil Amm'miacal
Liiinor." By Professor LUNGE, Ph.D.,&c. 8to, with 191 lUuatrationa dniwn to

scale, £1 lis. ed.

HANDBOOK of TECHNICAL GAS ANALYSIS. Con-
taiiuiiL' ('f)iicise Icstruction.s In- nirrying out (ias AnalvlKMl Mclhod.s el" Proved
Utility, liy CLEMENS WINKLER, I'h.U., 4c. TraiiBlated, with a few Additions,

,

by Profcbsor LU.NGE, Ph.D. 8vo, with numerous Illustralious, 7s.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES in PURE. APPLIED.
and PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. By K. KliANRLAND, Ph.D., D.C.L., F.K.S., Pro. •

fessor of Chcinistn- in the Royal School of Mines, &c. In one thick volume, £1 lis. 8d

ODOROGRAPHIA, a Natural History of Raw Materials
and Drugs used in the Perfume Industry. Intended to serve Growers, Miinuracturcrs,

and Consumers. By J. CH. SAWER, F.L.S. Demy 8vo. Vol. I., WO pages, witli

11 Ulustrations, 128. M. Vol. II., 634 pages, with 2t Illustrations, 15s.

CHEMISTRY of the ORGANIC DYESTUFFS. By Prof.
R. NIKT/.KI, Ph.D., &c. TrRn^late<l, with Additi'ns, by A. COLLIN, Ph.D., and
W. RICHARDSON. 8V0, cloth, 320 pp., 15».

In the press,

FARM FOODS. Being a Translation of the Seventh
Edition of Dr. VON WOLFF'S " Landwirtschaftlicho FiittorungsleUre." By

I

HERBERT H. C iUSINS, M. A., Lecturer in Chemistry at the Agricultural College,

Wye. Crown 8vo, cloth.

BOTANY.
BRITISH WILD FLOWERS. Hlustrated by John E.

Sowcrbv. PoMTibod. with tin Introduction and a Key to the Natural Orilers, by
C. PIKiiroiNT JOHNSON. Bo-isHue, to which is nddeU a SUrPLEMENT, contain*

injC 180 Figures, comprising later discovered Flowerins? Plnuls, and the Ferns, Horse-
tails, and Club-MosscR. Super-royal 8vo, with 1,780 Hand-Coloured Figures, £i 3s.

BRITISH POISONOUS PLANTS. Illustrated by John E.
Soworby. Dcsciilic.l by CII.MII.KS .lOHNSON, Botanical Lecturer at Guy's
Hospital, and C. PIERPOINT JOHNSON. Second Edition, containing the principal
Poisonous Fungi. Post 8vo, with 33 Coloured Plates, 9s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY COURSE of BOTANY: Struclural,
Phy.sioloKical, and .Systematic. By Prof. ARTHUR HE>FRKY. F.U..S.. F.I,.S.,

Illustrated by upwards of (KM Woodcuts. Fourth Edition, by M.WWELL J^^
MASTERS, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., &c., Examiner in Botany to the Universitv oflU
I/ondon. The Section relating to Cryptogamia Rewritten by A. W. BENNETT, M.A.H
B.Sc, 4c. Post hvo, 1.5s. ^

WEEDS and WILD FLOWERS : their Uses, Legends,
I

and Literature. By Lady WILKINSON. Post Svo, with 12 Hand-Coloured Euk'" -

ings andnumorons WoodcutP, IDs. 6d.

NATURAL HISTORY AND SPORT.
WILD SPAIN (Espana Agreste), Records of Sport with I FUR-BEARING ANIMALS in NATURE and in COM-

Kitlo, IUkI, niid Gun. Nntural Hi^'UJry and Kxploration. By ABEL CHAPMAN,
F.Z.8., Author of " Bird-life of the Borderfl," and WALTER J. BUCK, C.M.Z.S., of

Jerez. Demy 8v(>, cloth, -tO'i p\y., with 174 Illustrations and a Map, £1 Is.

" It lias soldom fallen to onr lot to road a more charming book, or one which we leave
with j^rcater reluctance." --dMrnacum.

BIRD LIFE of the BORDERS. Records :of Wild Sport
and Natural History on Moorland and Sea. B.v ABKL CHAPMAN. 8vo, cloth,

300 pp., with 50 Illustrations by the Author, 12s. 6d.

MERCK. By HKNRY POLAND, F.Z.S. Demy Svo, cloth, lis paTo.'*, with Ifi llhi.s-

ti-ations and a Map, ISs.

" Too much cannot be said in pr.iise of the information collected in this volume ; a ;; i

deal of it has not boon accessible to the public at largo previously to its issue."—FirW.

NOTES on SPORT and ORNITHOLOGY. By His Imperial
and Royal HiKlmess the late CROWN PRINCE RUIIOLF of AUSTRIA. Tnii.s-

lated, with the Author's permission, by C. G. DANFORD. Demy Svo, 630 pn/ -,

with an Etching; by Frank Short. 18s.

THE FOWLER in IRELAND ; or, Notes on the Haunts
and Habitb of Wild Fowl and Sen-Fowl, including Instructions in the Art of Shooting
and Capturing them. By Sir RALPH PAYNE-GALLWEY, Bart. Svo, 504 pages,
and many Illustrations, £1 la.

EXPLORATION of MOUNT EINA BALU, NORTH
BORNEO. By JOHN WHITEHEAD. With an Appendix, giving full Descriptions I fliTTripT TTp
of the various Species of Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Insects, &c., collected by the

l

A WJBIjVJm

AUTUMNS on the SPEY. By A. E. Knox, M.A., F.L.S.,
kc. Vofsl Svn, with 4 Illustrations by Wolf, 6s.

THE BOOK of DUCK DECOYS.
Manaffement, and History. By Sir

•Uo, cloth, 22ri page;

YEARS' RESIDENCE on the WEST COAST

their Construction,
r.ALPU I'AYNK-GALLWKY. Bait. Crown

with 'Coloured Plates, Plans, and WooUcnts, tl ."is.

Author in Borneo, Palawan, and Kasteru Java. 317 pp., imperial 4to, cloth, with
numerous Coloured Plates and Original Illustrations, £3 3s. net. '

of SCOTLAND. By Captain JAMES JIASON, lat»of the 75th and 9ilh Hcsiracnls.
Crown iivo, cloth. Illustrated, 3s. 6d.

'

.J^ BIRDS.
AN ILLUSTRATED MiffUAr'of BRITISH BIRDS. By A HISTORY

9 5-^'
(U)

HOWARD SAUNDERS, F.L.
Volumes of •' Yarroirs History o:

367 Que Woodcots and 3 Maps, £1

1

Z.S., &c.,
itish Birds.'

Editor of the Third and Fourth
1 vol., 750 pages, demy tfvo, with

THE ORNITHOLOGY of SHAKESPEARE, Critically
Examined, Kxplaincd, :ind Illustrated. By J. E. UARTING, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 8vo,
Woodcuts, Us. 6d.

THE BIRDS of RAINHAM (Kent).
,18. Co.

THE BIRDS of SOMERSETSHIRB
78. (id.

THE BIRDS of MIDDLESEX. By J. E. Harting. 7s. 6d.

BIRDS of DAMARA-L/IND and ADJACENT COUNTRIES
of KdUTII-WKST AKIJICA. Hy C. J. ANDEBSSUN. Edited by the Into JOHN
HKNRY GCKNEY. |0s. ed.

THE BIRDS of JAMAICA. By P. H. Gosse, F.R.S. lOs.

By Walter Prentis.

By Cecil Smith.

of BRITISH BIRDS. By the late Wm
YARRELi,, V.P.L.S .F.Z.S. Fourth Edition, Revised. to llio cud of the Sci^ iid

Volume by Professor NEWTON, M.A., F.R.S. The Revision continued by UOW.\
SAUNDERS, F.L.S., F.Z.S. -1 vols., Svo, cloth, with 604 Hlu»tration.s, Si.

THE BIRDS of NORFOLK. By the late Henry Stevenson,
F.L.S. Cordiiuicd bv TIIUMA^! SOUTHWELL, F.Z.S. Complete in 3 vol?., with

Plates and Portrait"of the Author, demy Svo, cloth, 31». fld.

of LANCASHIRE. By F.
Revised by HOWARD SAL'NDERS. 10s. Od.

THE BIRDS
Second Edition.

S. Mitchell.

BIRDS of EAST KENT. By George Dowker, F.G.S. 2s. 6d.

THE BIRDS of the HUMBER DISTRICT. By John
CORDEAL'X. 68.

CATALOGUE of BIRDS of SUFFOLK. By Churchill
BAlllNQTON, D.D., V.P.R.S.L., &c. Illustrated. 10s. Od.

GURNEY &

Catalogue may be had on appUcalion,

Row, London.JACKSON, 1, Paternoster
{Hr. VAK roOSSrS SUCCESSORS.)

Printed by ALEXANDER t BHKPBBAKD, Lonsdale PrintmR Works, Chancery Lano; Ptiblished by ihe Tioprictor, HEKEY VILLEES, 57, Chancery Lane, W.C.
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